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1 Introduction

Welcome to ATC ’19: the 2019 USENIX Annual Technical Conference. The scope of ATC covers all practical aspects related to systems software, and its goal is to improve and further the knowledge of computing systems of all scales, from small embedded mobile devices to large data centers, while emphasizing implementations and experimental results.

The ATC ’19 program is the result of tremendous efforts by many in our community. We are most thankful to the authors who submitted their high-quality work and to the reviewers who undertook the challenging task of evaluating hundreds of submissions and providing constructive feedback to the authors. While working on creating the program, we have been repeatedly inspired by our reviewers’ competence, experience, patience, and dedication. Thanks to their efforts, we are happy to report that the excellent program of ATC ’19 achieves its aforementioned goal.

Briefly, we received 356 submissions and accepted 71 (19.9% acceptance rate) through a double-blind, two-rounds review process. The statistics that describe the submitted and accepted papers, along with the details of the review process, are summarized in Table 1 and are further discussed below.

This document is somewhat longer than is typical for a “message from the ATC program co-chairs”. What motivated us to write this detailed report is the many changes that have been introduced to ATC this year, the reasoning underlying them, and the new things we have learned while working on creating the program. The potential target audience for this document is future chairs, or readers who wish to learn more about the process.

2 Changes

We have introduced some notable changes to ATC this year, primarily to meet higher reviewing standards used by other major systems conferences. We discuss these changes next.

2.1 Increased Number of Reviews

Top-tier system conferences typically employ a two-rounds reviewing process in which each submission receives at least three reviews in the first review round (R1), and then, if the submission is promoted to the second round (R2) based on its R1 reviews, it gets at least two additional reviews, amounting to at least five reviews per R2 submission.

In contrast, until this year, ATC R1 and R2 submissions received only two and four reviews, respectively. Upon investigation, we have learned that the decision to employ fewer reviews than other systems conferences has been made more

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>count</th>
<th>description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i. all submissions (short &amp; full):</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>356</td>
<td>submitted (458 registered)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>violated format, given 24 hour to fix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>rejected+withdrawn due to said format violations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>withdrawn before review process ended</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>352</td>
<td>underwent the full review process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>184</td>
<td>promoted to review round #2 (R2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>R2 submissions pre-rejected during online discussions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>R2 submissions pre-accepted during online discussions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>R2 submissions discussed at PC meeting (accepted 34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>accepted (19.9% acceptance ratio)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii. short submissions:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>submitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>rejected+withdrawn due to format violations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>promoted to R2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>R2 submissions pre-rejected during online discussions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>discussed at the meeting and accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>full submission accepted as short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii. committee &amp; reviewing load:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>heavy weight PC members; 18–19 reviews per member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>light weight PC members; 13 reviews per member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>external review committee (ERC) members; 5 reviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td>committee members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>external reviewers; 1 review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iv. reviews:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3–4</td>
<td>per submission in R1 (at least 2 by heavy members)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5–6</td>
<td>per submission in R2 (at least 4 by heavy members)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,347</td>
<td>reviews in R1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>405</td>
<td>reviews in R2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,752</td>
<td>total, consisting of 1,097,815 words (6.7MB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v. authors:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,695</td>
<td>all submissions (1,442 unique, with 409 affiliations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>384</td>
<td>accepted (361 unique, with 118 affiliations)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: ATC ’19 submissions and reviewing statistics.
We further feel that the minimal number of R2 reviews should whereby reviewers see the names of the authors of the submissions that they review. While simplifying the review process, studies show that single-blindness might lead to bias against minorities and in favor of well-known authors and organizations. For example, Tomkins et al. show that

“Reviewers in the single-blind condition typically bid for 22% fewer papers and preferentially bid for papers from top universities and companies. Once papers are allocated to reviewers, single-blind reviewers are significantly more likely than their double-blind counterparts to recommend for acceptance papers from famous authors, top universities, and top companies. The estimated odds multipliers are tangible, at 1.63, 1.58, and 2.10, respectively.” [14]

Similarly, Goues et al. show that

“Reviewers with author information were 1.76x more likely to recommend acceptance of papers from famous authors, and 1.67x more likely to recommend acceptance of papers from top institutions. [...] When reviewers knew author identities, review scores for papers with male-first authors were 19% higher, and for papers with female-first authors 4% lower.” [4]

The latter study also shows that reviewers are usually unable to deanonymize authors of submissions by guessing, even if they believe themselves to be experts on a submission’s topic. Accordingly, major systems conferences (including SOSP, OSDI, ASPLOS, Eurosys, FAST, NSDI, and USENIX Security) employ a double-blind reviewing process by keeping author identities concealed from reviewers.

For ATC ’19, we employed this policy as well, and we hope future chairs will continue to do so. The ATC ’19 call for papers (CFP) requires authors to make a good faith attempt to anonymize their submissions by avoiding identifying themselves or their institution, either explicitly or by implication, e.g., through references, acknowledgments, online repositories that are part of the submission, or direct interaction with committee members. When authors cite their own studies, the CFP specifies two possibilities: either cite them as written by a third party (preferable), or as anonymized supplemental material uploaded to the HotCRP submission management system (most useful when the cited work is currently under review or awaiting publication). Prior publication as a technical report or in an online repository does not constitute a violation of anonymity.

2.3 Author Responses

Most premier systems conferences – e.g., OSDI, SOSP, ASPLOS, USENIX Security – give authors a few days to write a response to the reviews. The authors’ response is known as “rebuttal”, and it is optional. It allows authors to provide answers to specific questions raised by reviewers and, importantly, to correct factual errors or misunderstanding in the reviews. (It may not provide new results or reformulate the presentation.) Some researchers perceive rebuttals as essential for the reviewing process, to keep it fair and transparent [6], and some ACM SIGs encourage program chairs and steering committees of SIG-sponsored events to employ rebuttals, based on feedback from their members [13].

Therefore, for ATC ’19, we chose to allow authors to rebut. Similarly to our past experiences in forming programs while serving in committees of conferences that employ rebuttals, our sense is that the author responses have contributed to the ATC ’19 process. Primarily because they allowed the reviewers to make better informed decisions in certain cases. But also because they implicitly encouraged reviewers to write more accountable reviews and, importantly, to submit them on time so as to be visible during the authors response period; the latter allowed the online discussion period to start on time with all the required material available.

We used a 500-words soft limit on the size of the rebuttal; reviewers were not required to read more. The reviews were made visible to authors in the rebuttal period, during which reviewers were asked to avoid modifying them. After the rebuttal period ended, reviews became invisible to authors again, allowing reviewers to update them based on the rebuttal, the online discussions, and the program committee (PC) meeting.

2.4 Submission Chairs

The ever-increasing number of submissions to systems conferences (approaching 400 in the last two ATCs) makes it increasingly challenging for everyone involved to create a program. For example, it is challenging for reviewers to bid on hundreds of submissions so as to express review preferences. It is likewise challenging to arrange things such that the submission system accurately reflects conflicts associated with more than a hundred reviewers and an order of magnitude more authors (experience repeatedly shows that many conflicts are missing because reviewers and authors neglect
to declare all their conflicts. It is also challenging to manage a “dual track” PC meeting (where the PC is split between two rooms part of the time) in a manner that ensures that all committee members are found in the right room at the right time in order to discuss the submissions they have reviewed. Many other examples exist.

For this reason, we decided to formalize the role of a “submission chair” as part of the official organizers of ATC. The job of the submission chair is to help the program chair in accomplishing tasks such as those listed above by, for example: adding missing conflicts to HotCRP based on DBLP; helping reviewers’ bidding by identifying the submissions that cite their papers and communicating this information to the reviewers; checking format violation in uploaded PDFs and communicating with authors to quickly fix those through reformattting and content deletion; helping to ensure that the quality of the reviews assignment is high (HotCRP assignments might be far from optimal); helping to make sure that per-submission administrative tasks are being carried out and progress is achieved, e.g., by following up on submissions that were not yet tagged as passing the “review sufficiency check”; helping in scheduling of the dual track meeting; and serving as scribes during the meeting while making sure the scheduling of PC members in rooms works as expected.

Submission chairs get admin privileges in the HotCRP system in order to carry out their duties. Their role, however, never requires them to make decisions that affect the outcome of the review process. For example, they do not steer online discussions. It is productive for the program chair and submission chair to be geographically located near each other, allowing them to physically meet when the need arises.

2.5 Extended Review Committee (ERC)

Most of the premier systems conferences, which must review a few hundreds of submissions, typically employ a light-heavy program committee model, where “light” PC members review fewer submissions but do not attend the PC meeting, whereas “heavy” members review more submissions and attend the meeting. This model is needed in order to decrease the high reviewing load of PC members, while keeping in mind that the number of people who can sit in one room and conduct a productive discussion is bounded.

Last year, unpredictably, ATC ’18 received nearly a hundred additional submissions as compared to ATC ’17 (377 submissions as compared to 283 submissions, respectively). To our knowledge, the PC of 2018 was the the first ATC PC to employ the light-heavy model. In previous years, all ATC PC members were “heavy”, which was viable because the number of submissions was much lower, albeit, even so, past ATC’s reviewing load was sometimes in the range of 25–30 submissions per member. (Some of us were members of those PCs and still remember the pain.)

Our goal for this year was to ensure that the reviewing load of heavy members will not exceed 20 submissions. In parallel, USENIX instructed us to be prepared for an additional sizable increase in the number of submissions. Therefore, to be safe and have some flexibility, we decided to supplement the light-heavy model with an Extended Review Committee (ERC), consisting of members whose review load will be light: about 5 submissions per member.

Notably, due to the light reviewing load, ERC members were easy to draft regardless of their seniority: they typically accepted our invitation (which specified that the expected reviewing load will be 3–7). Additionally, more than a quarter of the ERC members were initially invited to serve as heavy or light members and opted for the lighter alternative instead of declining altogether.

Ultimately, having an ERC was a contributing factor that allowed us to assign four reviewers in R1 to most submissions (without increasing the load on light and heavy members beyond our planned upper bound). Having an initial assignment of four reviews proved to be invaluable when making R2 promotion decisions in the face of multiple late reviews, as three reviews were typically enough to confidently make the call. The ERC members additionally contributed by augmenting the expertise of our pool of reviewers.

2.6 No Abstract Submission Deadline

Last year, in their welcome message, the program co-chairs of ATC ’18 stated that

“We required authors to submit abstracts a week before the paper submission in the hope of ensuring proper subject area coverage by the program committee and to get an idea of the reviewing load. This did not work. We had over 550 submitted abstracts, meaning almost 40% of the submissions were abandoned. In the end, requiring abstracts to be submitted early did not help with planning due to such a large number of abstracts that did not result in a submission” [5].

To that we add that requiring committee members to indicate reviewing preferences before the submission deadline would be a waste of their valuable time, as they will inevitably bid on submissions that will not materialize. Stating review preferences given hundreds of finalized submissions is already time-consuming and challenging enough, and needlessly making this task even harder is counterproductive.

Bidding on registered abstracts that will not materialize into submissions would additionally negatively affect the quality of the review assignment, because committee members frequently stop bidding when they feel they have already placed “enough” bids on submissions.

Consequently, this year, we have to cancel the requirement to register abstracts in advance, and we eliminated the corresponding deadline.
2.7 Submission Deadline Closer to New Year

The date at which accept/reject notifications for ATC submissions are sent to authors is typically set by USENIX to around mid April. Accordingly, since 2013, the submission deadline of ATC has been scheduled at the end of January or in early February, which thus far allowed the committee to complete the reviewing process in time to comply with a mid-April author notification date. This year, however, we set an earlier submission deadline: January 10, 2019.

Three issues necessitated this change. First, we needed additional time for the authors response period (Section 2.3) and for the “review sufficiency check” period that preceded it (described in Section 8). Second, as noted in Section 2.6, we had to allocate a few days following the deadline to allow reviewers to place bids on submissions indicating their review preferences; traditionally, such bidding took place before the submission deadline, as authors were required to register an abstract a week in advance.

The third issue that motivated an earlier deadline is the increased number of submissions. To cope with this increase, we allocated two weeks for online committee discussions scheduled before the PC meeting, in order to allow the committee to converge to a decision regarding as many submissions as possible—failing to do so would mean ending up with too many submissions to discuss at the meeting. The increased submission number also required allocating the week following the bidding period in order to assign reviews to members in a manner that would later allow us to reasonably conduct a dual track PC meeting (see details in Section 6).

Scheduling the submission deadline to occur soon after New Year may partially explain this year’s somewhat smaller number of submissions as compared to last year: 377 vs. 356 in ATC ’18 and ATC ’19, respectively.

2.8 Uniform Shepherding

In the past, shepherding in ATC was not used by default. This approach reduces the load from both committee members and authors. A main drawback, however, is the increased likelihood that some of the issues that the reviewers expect authors to address in the camera-ready version remain unresolved.

The alternative approach, used by most of the premier systems conferences, is to assign shepherds to all accepted papers and thereby generally improve quality assurance. As part of our efforts to update the ATC reviewing process in order to make it aligned with that of its sibling conferences, this year, we decided that all accept decisions are conditional and depend on the approval of shepherds.

As members of former ATC PCs, we are aware of full submissions that were accepted to past ATC-s on the condition that their authors will reduce their size to meet the short paper page-limit requirement. ATC program committees made such decisions rarely, limiting them to situations where the alternative is to otherwise reject the paper.

Surprisingly, past ATC call-for-papers were not clear about the possibility to accept as short; the practice was only anecdotally documented in the messages from chairs [2]. Seeing that this practice has been used in the past and may be used in the future, in the interest of transparency, we decided to explicitly declare it in the CFP, which now states that “the program committee may rarely decide to accept a full submission on the condition that it is cut down to fit in the short paper page limit” [19].

This CFP update initiated a discussion with USENIX board members who were concerned that the effort required to transform a full submission to a short paper might be too significant to accomplish between the authors notification date and the camera-ready date. They cited the FAST policy—which states that “the program committee will not accept a full paper on the condition that it is cut down to fit in the short paper page limit” [20]—as potentially preferable.

After consideration, we decided to keep the ATC accept-as-short policy because we believe it produces a significantly better outcome for both the authors and for the community, provided the alternative is to reject. In such rare cases, disallowing the PC to accept as short would result in a lose-lose situation: the authors lose because they are rejected instead of being given a chance to shorten and thereby get accepted; the ATC program loses a short paper; and the systems community loses because the paper would be subsequently resubmitted and hence re-reviewed, requiring the community to spend additional reviewing cycles, whereas reviewing load is already too high.

---

1 In odd years, if the appropriate coordination takes place (as is the case this year), ATC notifications occur shortly before the SOSP submission deadline, to allow rejected authors of the former conference to submit an improved version of their study to the latter conference, assuming they have kept working on it while it was under submission at ATC.
2.10 Shorter Presentations

Last year’s aforementioned 33% increase in the number of ATC submissions (377 in ATC ’18 vs. 283 in ATC ’17) and the consequent 27% increase in accepted papers (76 in ATC ’18 vs. 60 in ATC ’17) motivated the program co-chairs of ATC ’18 to avoid hosting “best of the rest” sessions in their program, as well as to generate a longer-than-usual program that ends in the evening of the third day of the conference rather than around lunch time.

Despite having a similarly-sized program this year (71 papers), we wanted to have our cake and eat it too, namely: bring back the “best of the rest” sessions; further add lightning sessions to the program (see Section 2.12); while still end the program around lunch time at the third day, as was done in previous years prior to ATC ’18.

To this end, this year, we decided to shorten the presentation time from 25 minutes per paper to 20 minutes. We believe that this change constitutes a reasonable compromise, allowing the conference to accommodate the additional sessions within the traditional time frame, while still providing enough time for presenters to convey the gist of their ideas.

2.11 Poster Requirement

To partially compensate for the shorter presentation time slots, this year, we dedicated the two poster sessions exclusively to accepted papers, and we required all paper-presenting authors to additionally present a poster in one of these sessions. Hopefully, this format will promote and facilitate interaction between authors and attendees who are interested in their work.

2.12 Lightning Sessions

In recent years “lightning sessions” have become standard in top-tier computer architecture conferences (ISCA, ASPLOS, etc.), and this year we decided to adopt them in ATC. Lightning sessions are typically interesting and fun, and, importantly, they are particularly suitable for conferences that have parallel sessions, which inevitably means attendees miss some of the presentations they are interested in. Lightning sessions give attendees a chance to make more informed decisions regarding what interests them the most and which talks are more worthy of their time. Speakers indeed often treat their lightning session presentations as previews aimed at soliciting listeners to attend the associated talks.

A lightning session is a joint session at the beginning of the day, which includes all the talks that will be given on that particular day. After the daily lightning session, the conference splits into its parallel tracks. Shortly before the daily lightning session, the speakers of that day queue in order—they do not sit until they present. Then, each lightning talk is allocated 120 seconds.

Each daily lightning session has a session chair. The chair is responsible for: interacting with speakers to get their slides beforehand; ordering slides on her laptop based on their order in the program, and making sure they display nicely; informing the speakers regarding the order; and regulating time during the session if necessary (we have never witnessed a lightning session chair having to actually exercise this authority).

Lightning speakers are additionally requested to submit lightning videos beforehand, which are made available in the conference web page before the conference. Both lightning presentations and videos are currently available in the ATC ’19 technical sessions webpage.

In the past, USENIX conference talks were videoed, a very useful service that largely stopped due to financial reasons. Our hope is that lightning videos, which do not incur video recording costs, can partially provide some of this service: optimally, lightning videos would allow people who wish to only understand the gist of the idea to do so in 120 seconds.
3.3 Test of Time Award

All the premier systems conferences—except ATC—annually recognize historical, influential papers that have stood the test of time. This includes: USENIX Test of Time Award for FAST, NSDI, and USENIX Security [18]; SIGOPS Hall of Fame Award, which is typically handed to SOSP and OSDI papers [17]; Eurosys Test of Time Award [16]; and SIGARCH/SIGPLAN/SIGOPS ASPLOS Influential Paper Award [15].

The procedure to select the awarded papers varies. A common way employed is for the program committee of the conference to nominate influential papers published in that conference around ten years ago, with the final selection being made by the conference’s steering committee (which, as noted, ATC still does not have). ATC is much older than ten years and, arguably, has changed its nature and goals over the years. So when/if an ATC test of time award is established, the steering committee will need to decide how to address older papers and handle the backlog. Jeff Mogul documented some of SIGOPS’s considerations when establishing its Hall of Fame Award in 2005 and addressing similar questions [12].

3.3 Short Submissions

Figure 1a shows the submission and acceptance numbers of ATC papers in the last decade. Figure 1b shows the same statistics for short papers only. Getting a short submission accepted to ATC is clearly harder. We do not know why and can only speculate about the reason. Perhaps there is a mismatch between PC members’ expectations and what can actually be accomplished in the scope of a short paper. Perhaps authors wrongfully believe that the bar for short submissions is lower. And perhaps there is a loose negative correlation between the increasing number of full submissions and the decreasing number of accepted short papers because PC members feel they have stronger papers to accept, relatively speaking.

Regardless of the reason, the fact that ATC PCs have reviewed 29−35 short submissions per year in the last five years only to accept 1−4 of them raises the question of whether the effort is worth it, since the reviewing effort to accept short papers is significantly greater than the effort to accept full papers (3%−13% vs. about 20% acceptance rate for short and short+full submissions in the last five years, respectively).

This year provides an extreme demonstration of how much harder the PC has to work in order to accept short papers. Table 2 specifies the number of reviews that the ATC ’19 PC wrote for full and short submissions, as well as the resulting
number of accepts. It turns out that the PC wrote 132 reviews in order to accept a single short paper, as opposed to writing “only” 23 reviews in order to accept a full submission. Namely, the PC had to work nearly 6x times as hard.

That said, as can be seen in Figure 1b, this year has been especially bad for short submissions. But even if we hypothetically assume the best case scenario across the last five years of accepting four short papers, the corresponding reviews-to-accepts ratio would have been 35:1, which is still nearly 1.5x harder than accepting a full paper.

ATC enjoys a steadily increasing number of full submissions. As a consequence, the reviewing load becomes heavier, requiring bigger PCs that already hardly fit into one room. Considering the relatively low return on investment (a significantly higher reviews-to-accepts ratio), it may make sense for future ATCs to consider to stop soliciting short papers.

We note in passing that, this year, we revised the CFP definition of short submissions to exclude workshop-style papers (“a short paper is not like a workshop paper—it presents a complete idea, which does not require full length to be appreciated” [19]). We introduced this change hoping to increase the short submission success rate by discouraging authors from submitting work that (our experience suggests) ATC reviewers tend to reject. The data shown in Figure 1b suggests this change was ineffective.

### 3.4 Early Rejects or R1 Rebuttals

The program co-chairs of this year debated about the issue of whether or not to send early reject notifications to authors of submissions who did not make it to R2. The reasoning to oppose sending early rejects was that such notifications might provide an unfair advantage to R1 rejects over R2 submissions that will be rejected later on, because the authors of the former will be free to resubmit their work elsewhere much sooner. Additionally, early rejects might translate to even higher reviewing loads that the community must handle due to said earlier resubmissions. Lastly, and importantly, postponing the R1 reject notification would allow PC members to re-calibrate during the second round and the deliberations and potentially change their opinion.

The reasoning to supported early rejects was that delaying reject notifications would be counterproductive for authors who do not abuse the system but rather leverage the reviewers’ feedback to improve their work before they resubmit. Arguably, the ATC reviewing process should not replace one evil (“helping” authors who might abuse the system by ignoring the reviewers’ feedback and resubmitting prematurely) with another (allowing authors to believe that they have a chance to get accepted for a good few weeks whereas in fact they do not).

Eventually, since we already introduced many changes to ATC this year (Section 2), we decided to leave things as they are in this particular case and avoid sending early reject notifications. But we encourage future ATC program chairs (and/or the ATC steering committee if it is established) to reconsider.

Because decisions were collectively sent to authors shortly after the PC meeting, R1 rejects were given a chance to write a rebuttal (Section 2.3), which the committee members read and considered. Two R1 rejected submissions were resurrected as a result. These submissions were promoted to R2 and urgently assigned two additional reviewers. In the end, however, both were rejected. We speculate that allowing authors to rebut (also) after R1 (as is done by some conferences) would have had a bigger effect. But doing so would require more labor and an even earlier deadline, which would be closer to New Year, which might result in fewer submissions (see Section 2.7).

### 3.5 Physical PC Meeting

The number of submissions the PC can discuss in one day (let us denote it as \( c \)) is bounded. For example, it takes more than eight hours to discuss \( c = 70 \) submissions if allocating 7 minutes per submission, as is typical. PCs also usually dedicate 2–3 minutes to present each submission that was pre-accepted in the online discussion phase (ATC ’19 had 37 such submissions), and they take about 30 minutes for lunch. It is challenging to squeeze all these activities into one day.

Let \( m \) denote a member of the PC, and let \( r \) denote the number of submissions reviewed by \( m \). Similarly to \( c \), the value of \( r \) is bounded. At the risk of overgeneralizing, we roughly approximate that \( r = 15 \), \( r = 20 \), and \( r = 25 \) reviews per member are nowadays considered light, average, and heavy reviewing loads in academic systems conferences, respectively. The value of \( r \) cannot be raised arbitrarily.

In contrast to \( c \) and \( r \), the total number of submissions that the PC must review (let us denote it as \( n \)) is unbounded and keeps increasing. The practical meaning of this increase is that, on average, fewer and fewer of the \( r \) submissions that \( m \) reviewed are getting discussed at the meeting. Figure 2 demonstrates this trend, assuming \( c = 70 \) submissions are discussed at the meeting, and that 2/3 and 1/3 of the \( r \) submissions assigned to \( m \) are reviewed in R1 and R2, respectively. The x axis shows \( n \), and the y axis shows the corresponding...
with physical PC meetings are possibly becoming excessive. On average, some members discussed more submissions, but others discussed less: as little as 2–3 submissions in certain cases. In the relevant range of \( r \), we see that \( d \approx 18 \) reviews per member. Therefore, by our calculation, each member discussed about 8 submissions at the meeting per member. Because \( d \) is just an average, some members discussed more submissions, but others discussed less: as little as 2–3 submissions in certain cases. Flying to California to discuss such a small number of submissions is, arguably, counterproductive.

In 2018, the PC meeting spanned across two days, allowing the committee to make fewer decisions during the online discussions period and instead discuss \( c = 124 \) submissions in person at the meeting (with \( n = 377 \) and \( r = 20 \)). Therefore, by our calculation, each member discussed about 8 submissions on average, alleviating the problem somewhat. On the other hand, 8 submissions during two days means 4 submissions per day (as compared to 5.5 per day in 2019), which is not necessarily preferable.

When discussing this issue with some of the members during the PC dinner, it seemed like most agreed that there is a problem: the time overhead and carbon emission associated with physical PC meetings are possibly becoming excessive considering the smaller number of submissions that each member gets to discuss. Still, there was a sense that the program turned out better due to the physical meeting, which allowed the members to calibrate. Additionally, several members—both junior and senior—pointed out that a notable value they get from PC meetings is the chance to network and interact with their peers.

In light of the above, it may be advisable for future program chairs to consider if in-person, physical PC meetings are worth it, at least in their current format. If they decide in favor of physical meetings, one conceivable way to increase their value is, for example, to couple them with workshop-style events, where committee members briefly present their ideas and get feedback from their peers.

### 4 Assembling the Committee

After we accepted the position of the ATC ’19 program co-chairs, we were asked by USENIX to take into account that the number of submissions in 2019 might exhibit the same growth rate as it did in 2018, which would bring us to about 500 submissions (a.k.a. “the nightmare scenario” :-)), requiring \( 3 \times 500 + 2 \times 250 = 2000 \) reviews assuming 50% of the submissions move to R2 (see Section 2.1). A smaller, more conservative estimate of 400 submissions would require \( 3 \times 400 + 2 \times 200 = 1600 \) reviews. In comparison, a sizable heavy PC of 60 members each contributing 20 reviews—a threshold we were hoping and planning not to exceed—provides \( 60 \times 20 = 1200 \) reviews. Taking into account these numbers, we decided to draft a heavy PC, a light PC, and an ERC (see Section 2.5) with target sizes of 65, 25, and 25, respectively.


Analyzing this database brought up an interesting insight, which might indicate that our community has scalability issues in terms carrying out the reviewing load. Table 3 shows the relevant statistics. The aggregated sum of the size of the 21 PCs we have included in our analysis is 1118. These membership positions were manned by 655 unique individuals, a finding that could be interpreted to mean that members serve in 1118/655 \( \approx 1.7 \) PCs in three years, on average. A deeper look at the data, however, reveals that 284 individuals participated in two or more of the PCs in our database, and these individuals are responsible for manning 783 (70%) of the 1118 positions. This finding implies that a relatively small group of people shoulders most of the reviewing load.

Figure 3 depicts the histogram of how many of the members in our database (\( y \)) served in how many of the PCs that we included (\( x \), which demonstrates the reviewing effort dis-
memberships (aggregated sum of PC sizes) 1,118
number of unique members 655
number of unique recurring members 284

Table 3: Membership statistics of the PCs of the main systems conferences in the last three years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>invite type</th>
<th>invite sent</th>
<th>accepted as heavy</th>
<th>accepted as light</th>
<th>accepted as ERC</th>
<th>declined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>heavy</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>light</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERC</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sum</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Number of invitations to serve on the ATC ’19 committee sent to candidates, and the corresponding responses.

Figure 3: Histogram showing how many of the members of the PCs of the main systems conferences in the last three years (y axis) served in how many of these PCs (x axis).

parity. We can see, for example, that one member served in 8 PCs, and four members served in 7.

The list we compiled was helpful in drafting the committee. When sending heavy member invitations, we allowed the candidates to accept as light or ERC, and when sending light member invitations, we allowed the candidates to accept as ERC. The number, type, and outcome of the invitations are specified in Table 4, and the demographic information of the resulting PC is specified in Table 5. Nearly 2/3 of the invitations sent were accepted, and as can be seen, this relatively high success rate is partially because we allowed candidates to opt for roles that involve a smaller reviewing load.

5 Conflicts and Bidding

5.1 Missing Conflicts

Before assigning submissions to reviewers, it is important for the submission management system, HotCRP, to have accurate conflict of interest information as defined by the ATC ’19 call for papers [19]. In addition to the conflict information that authors and reviewers explicitly specify, HotCRP helps by highlighting potential conflicts based on the information available to it, which is productive. This year, we also used the PC Chair Kit [3] that was written for ISCA ’18 to find missing conflicts based on authorship information available via DBLP.2 The script downloads the relevant DBLP information and checks if there are any co-authors of submission authors from the last n years that are not already listed as HotCRP conflicts.

Our submission co-chairs found 150 such undeclared conflicts and verified them manually. They identified a few false positives (e.g., two researchers with identical name, a summer school report authored by many authors that should not be considered as a real conflict), but the rest of the conflicts were valid.

5.2 Helping Committee Members to Bid

Authors associate topics from a predetermined list with their submissions, and committee members declare their per-topic level of (dis)interest for each such topic. This information is important, because it is utilized by HotCRP to compute a per-member score for each submission, and members use these scores to sort through hundreds of submissions and thereby ease the process of bidding—the act of associating integers with submissions to indicate reviewing preference. HotCRP then uses bids (as well as topic scores when, e.g., bids are absent) to assign reviews to reviewers.

Instructions for Committee Members We requested committee members to favor bidding on submissions for which

2More accurately, we used a fork of that kit [7].
they can provide expert or knowledgeable reviews, rather than on submissions that they find interesting but do not fall in their area of expertise.

We additionally requested committee members to limit the range of the numeric values they use to express preference to -20 to 20. The HotCRP system does not compare preference values of different users in the automatic review assignment algorithm and so members need not use the same scale. Some review assignments, however, are inevitably done manually by program chairs, and then having a common scale is helpful.

Defining Topics  Last year, in ATC 2018, the aforementioned predetermined list consisted of 62 topics, as opposed to years 2017 and 2016, at which ATC used a list consisting of 17 topics. Some speculate that having this many topics is cumbersome, overly verbose, and unhelpful [9], and we seriously considered minimizing the list and consolidating topics when defining it for 2019. But a closer look at the historical data (from ATC ’18, as well as from ASPLOS ’19, which used a similarly sized list) indicated that authors and reviewers do use most topics in the longer lists.

Considering that (1) the task of bidding is really hard when there are hundreds of submissions, and that (2) PC members do primarily rely on topics when bidding as a way to cope with this submission volume, we eventually decided that it might be counterproductive to shrink the topic list and risk making bidding harder. A concise (or at least coarser grained) list could be preferable, and mining past data more seriously may provide evidence that support this hypothesis. But as we currently do not know, we decided to stick with the more sizable, finer grained list (although we made changes).

Figure 4 shows the 59 topics used in ATC ’19, ranked by the number of submissions that used them. It could be argued that even our least popular topic (“cryptography”, which was associated with only three submissions) is worthwhile, because it is preferable for the associated submissions to be reviewed by the appropriate committee members who are actually capable of doing it, and it seems reasonable to speculate that the odds of that happening would have been smaller without the topic.

Grouping Topics  Given that there are dozens of topics, it makes sense to group related topics when they are presented to authors and committee members within HotCRP, which makes using them easier. In ATC ’18, the program co-chairs did so in an ad hoc manner by adding grouping prefixes to topic strings that are separated from the topic names by a colon (for example: “storage:deduplication”, “storage:disk (CMR, SMR, etc.)”, “storage:erasure coding”, and so on). In ATC ’19, we used the same notation but also kindly requested the HotCRP maintainer to directly support the concept, which he did [9], making the HotCRP presentation of grouped topics more elegant, usable, and effective. The topic groups we used are: general, devices, networking, OS, PL/SE (abbreviation of programming languages and software engineering), security, storage, systems, and techniques/aspects.

Defining Topics  Last year, in ATC 2018, the aforementioned predetermined list consisted of 62 topics, as opposed to years 2017 and 2016, at which ATC used a list consisting of 17 topics. Some speculate that having this many topics is cumbersome, overly verbose, and unhelpful [9], and we seriously considered minimizing the list and consolidating topics when defining it for 2019. But a closer look at the historical data (from ATC ’18, as well as from ASPLOS ’19, which used a similarly sized list) indicated that authors and reviewers do use most topics in the longer lists.

Considering that (1) the task of bidding is really hard when there are hundreds of submissions, and that (2) PC members do primarily rely on topics when bidding as a way to cope with this submission volume, we eventually decided that it might be counterproductive to shrink the topic list and risk making bidding harder. A concise (or at least coarser grained) list could be preferable, and mining past data more seriously may provide evidence that support this hypothesis. But as we currently do not know, we decided to stick with the more sizable, finer grained list (although we made changes).

Figure 4 shows the 59 topics used in ATC ’19, ranked by the number of submissions that used them. It could be argued that even our least popular topic (“cryptography”, which was associated with only three submissions) is worthwhile, because it is preferable for the associated submissions to be reviewed by the appropriate committee members who are actually capable of doing it, and it seems reasonable to speculate that the odds of that happening would have been smaller without the topic.

Grouping Topics  Given that there are dozens of topics, it makes sense to group related topics when they are presented to authors and committee members within HotCRP, which makes using them easier. In ATC ’18, the program co-chairs did so in an ad hoc manner by adding grouping prefixes to topic strings that are separated from the topic names by a colon (for example: “storage:deduplication”, “storage:disk (CMR, SMR, etc.)”, “storage:erasure coding”, and so on). In ATC ’19, we used the same notation but also kindly requested the HotCRP maintainer to directly support the concept, which he did [9], making the HotCRP presentation of grouped topics more elegant, usable, and effective. The topic groups we used are: general, devices, networking, OS, PL/SE (abbreviation of programming languages and software engineering), security, storage, systems, and techniques/aspects.
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Figure 4 shows the 59 topics used in ATC ’19, ranked by the number of submissions that used them. It could be argued that even our least popular topic (“cryptography”, which was associated with only three submissions) is worthwhile, because it is preferable for the associated submissions to be reviewed by the appropriate committee members who are actually capable of doing it, and it seems reasonable to speculate that the odds of that happening would have been smaller without the topic.
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| total number of citations of committee papers | 1266 |
| average number of citations per member | 11.6 |
| median number of citations per member | 7 |
| standard deviation | 11.5 |
| citations of top-most cited member | 67 |
| citations of 2nd-most cited member | 61 |
| citations of 3rd-most cited member | 43 |

Table 6: Statistics of citations of committee member papers found in the ATC ’19 submissions and communicated to members to help with their bidding.
Interestingly, out of those 60 “unpopular” submissions, only three (5%) were accepted to the ATC ’19 program, which is 4x lower than the overall acceptance rate. Perhaps this poor success rate suggests that bidding information could be leveraged somehow to make the reviewing process more efficient? A positive answer to this question would be helpful, because the ATC ’19 committee wrote 281 reviews for these particular 60 submissions, which is a lot of effort in order to accept only three.

On the other hand, one of these three has been awarded best paper, which is another demonstration of what all of us already know: popularity isn’t everything... :)

### 6 Planning for a Dual-Track PC Meeting

Due to the increasing number of submissions to system conferences, in order to be able to finish the PC meeting on time, several recent program chairs resorted to splitting the meeting into two parallel tracks for part of the time, such that each track is simultaneously headed by a different co-chair. Assuming that the number of submissions is not going down any time soon, it seems like dual-track meetings are here to stay.

However, properly organizing a dual-track meeting is challenging. Notably because it may affect how submissions are assigned to reviewers, as it is nontrivial to arrange things such that all PC members are always found in the right room at the right time while the meeting takes place.

Currently, there is no standard, generally accepted best-practice for how to arrange a successful dual-track PC meeting. Program chairs typically need to apply creativity and to spend much effort to come up with an appropriate model they feel would work and would be suitable for their committee. For this reason, before we describe the model we used, we survey the models of dual-track meetings used by program chairs before us, and we briefly discuss their pros and cons. Hopefully, this discussion would be useful for future chairs when deciding upon the model that works best for them, as the state of the art of dual-track PC meetings evolves.

**ASPLOS ’17 Model** The first PC that we are aware of that split into tracks occurred spontaneously at the PC meeting of ASPLOS ’17, when attending members and chairs realized it was not realistic for them to finish on time. They therefore split in an ad hoc manner to flexible, parallel discussion groups. The approach was reported to have worked: the program was ready at the end of the day, and the members lived to tell the tale.

**ASPLOS ’18 Model** In the subsequent year, having experienced the difficulties from the previous year, the program co-chairs of ASPLOS ’18 carefully planned for the dual-track meeting. They split their PC members into two disjoint equally-sized sets $M_0$ and $M_1$, with the stated goal of having equal expertise in both, in all the relevant conference topics. They likewise split the submissions into two equally sized...
sets $S_0$ and $S_1$, and they exclusively assigned submissions from $S_i$ to $M_i$, such that no PC member reviewed outside of her sub-committee’s pool of submissions. Consequently, by design, running the dual track meeting was easy.

A main concern with this model is that it splits the expertise and thus runs the risk of arbitrarily preventing the most appropriate experts who happen to belong to $M_i$ from reviewing submissions that happen to belong to the “wrong” pool $S_{(i+1) \mod 2}$.

**ASPLOS ’19 Model** In an effort to alleviate this drawback, the program co-chairs of ASPLOS ’19 employed the following approach in deciding how to define $M_i$ and $S_i$. ASPLOS is an interdisciplinary venue of three communities: SIGARCH (50% sponsorship), SIGOPS (25% sponsorship), and SIGPLAN (25% sponsorship). Accordingly, the chairs initially divided their PC into $M_{OS}$ and $M_{PL}$ containing members from the operating systems community and the programming languages community, respectively. They then searched for an “optimal” division of the PC members from the architecture community into two parts, each added to the initial $M_{OS}$ and $M_{PL}$ to form two equally-sized $M_{arch}^{OS}$ and $M_{arch}^{PL}$ sets that, together, comprise the entire PC.

The said optimality was achieved as follows. The chairs and their helpers used a script that exhaustively enumerated all the possible equally-sized $M_{arch}^{OS}$ and $M_{arch}^{PL}$ group partitions. For each partition, they assigned every submission to the group that maximizes the submission’s “affinity” (a combination of reviewer citations, topic score, and normalized bids). Then, they scored that partition by aggregating the affinity across all submissions within their assigned group. The final partition was the one that scored the highest by this metric.

They then calculated the “partitioning penalty” for each division, which is the total affinity of the submission for the whole PC minus its affinity to the group it was assigned to. They assigned high partitioning penalty papers to the whole PC, thus adding a requirement for a joint session at the meeting, in addition to the dual track. To make workload for the two groups even, they took the most highly penalized papers from the larger group and assigned them to the whole PC.

The ASPLOS ’19 model is more careful in how it splits $S_i$ and $M_i$ as compared to the ASPLOS ’18 model, trying to minimize the penalty associated with splitting. It additionally supports submissions that are discussed jointly. Still, while minimized, the penalties do exist.

We note in passing that the ASPLOS ’19 program co-chairs received extensive help in planning for their dual-track meeting from individual whose role was similar to what we formalized as “submission chairs” (Section 2.4).

**ATC ’18 Model** The program co-chairs of ATC ’18 decided not to split the PC beforehand and globally assign reviews across all members without any constraints. This approach is simple and entirely eliminates the penalties of splitting. The cost, however, is shifting all the administrative complexity to the PC meeting itself: it raises the question of how to run the dual-track meeting without resorting to the ASPLOS ’17 model, which seems to have heavily relied on luck.

The ATC ’18 program co-chairs did not rely on luck. They were successful in planning the dual-track PC meeting after (1) all the reviews have been uploaded, (2) the online discussions have been concluded, (3) the list of submissions to be discussed at the meeting have been finalized, and (4) it became known which PC members will call-in rather than attend physically.

The PC meeting timeline was divided into several consecutive sessions $T_i$ ($i = 1, 2, ...$), such that in each session $T_i$ the PC was split into two groups $T_i^L$ and $T_i^U$ that met in parallel. The group membership changed across sessions, so group $T_i^L$ was different than group $T_{i+1}^L$, for example.

In some sessions, groups $T_i^L$ and $T_i^U$ were disjoint. But in other sessions, some PC members were instructed to physically move to the other group at some point, but such transitions were limited to one move per one member per session. In such non-disjoint sessions, PC members were asked to be aware of the discussion schedule so as to know when to make the transition. But inevitably this did not always work, and so occasionally members were called from the other room. Still, the program co-chairs reported that, overall, the movement between rooms was minimal and not distracting.

One ATC ’18 co-chair concluded that “if I would repeat, I would not change what [we] did because it worked fine, and the PC didn’t seem to be bothered to move around.” But the other co-chair reported that “I would avoid doing what we did in the future even though it worked amazingly well. We lucked out [...] and we barely pulled it off.”

Similarly to ASPLOS ’19, the ATC ’19 program co-chairs received extensive help in scheduling the PC meeting from individuals whose role was similar to what we formalized as submission chairs.

**ATC ’19 Model** Like the program co-chairs of ATC ’18, we wanted to refrain from the penalties and complexities involved in splitting the PC beforehand in a manner that affects how reviews are assigned. But we also wanted to completely avoid the aforementioned transitions between rooms, the occasional missing members that must be fetched from elsewhere, and—perhaps most importantly—the sense of uncertainty associated with the “barely pulled it off” sentiment quoted above. We achieved all these goals as described next.

Immediately after the submission deadline passed, the committee members placed their bids, and missing conflicts were identified and uploaded, we repeatedly applied the following simulation procedure.

1. Using standard HotCRP functionality, simulate assigning three R1 reviewers to all submissions as if for real.
2. Randomly select 50% of these submissions (177 in our case) to be the simulated R2 submissions; let us denote this random set as \( S_2 \).

3. Using HotCRP functionality yet again, simulate assigning two additional R2 reviews by heavy members to all the submissions in \( S_2 \).

4. Randomly select 50% of the \( S_2 \) submissions (88 in our case) to be the simulated set of submissions to be discussed at the meeting; denote this random set as \( S_3 \).

5. Using a constraint solver, find a split of the heavy PC into two groups that allow for the longest simulated dual-track parallel session of submissions from \( S_3 \) (without any transitions of members between the two groups); submissions that cannot be discussed in parallel in this split, will be discussed in a simulated joint session.

6. Compute the time it takes to run these simulated parallel and joint sessions, assuming a 6–7 minutes discussion per submission. If the simulated meeting takes less than eight hours, declare success; otherwise declare failure.

Our submission co-chairs repeated the above procedure multiple times using multiple random selections, and they verified that it always declared success. We therefore gained confidence that scheduling our dual-track meeting using a constraint solver is doable, despite using a global review assignment. This was indeed the case in the actual PC meeting.

Before running the above experiment, we did not know whether or not it would be successful, and we were prepared to get a negative result. In this case, we planned to use the framework we developed to attempt to understand the root cause of the failure, and to try to devise constraints for the baseline HotCRP review assignment algorithm that would resolve the underlying issue. Thankfully, we did not have to do that.

**HotCRP Multi Live-Meeting Trackers**

HotCRP has a useful live meeting tracker feature, which helps program chairs run the meeting by keeping attendees in sync, presenting the current and next submissions discussed and the relevant conflicts. The problem was that HotCRP assumed a single track meeting, making the tracker unusable in the case of dual tracks. Thankfully, again, the HotCRP maintainer was willing to accommodate our request to add support for multiple live-meeting trackers [10], which we indeed used in our meeting.

### 7 Review Assignment Improvements

The review assignment is done by HotCRP using a min-cost max-flow algorithm [8, 11]. This assignment utilizes member bids and topic scores in order to distribute the reviews among reviewers in a manner that attempts to be balanced and fair, both in terms of number of reviews assigned to each member, and in terms of the bidding preferences, such that everyone would hopefully get as many of their top bids as possible.

The review assignment process of the individual conferences frequently involves some constraints that must be taken into account when the assignment takes place. In the case of the first review round of ATC ‘19, these were: (1) each PC member gets an assignment of 13 reviews; (2) each ERC member gets an assignment of 5 reviews; and (3) each submission gets at least 2, and at most 3, reviews by heavy members.

There is no way we are aware of to express multiple constraints such as these all at once in HotCRP (nor in the underlying min-cost max-flow algorithm, we believe). Instead, a sequence of assignments is conducted that is applied to the various types of members: first heavy, then light, then ERC, and some creativity is involved to get the desired outcome, which is an assignment that adheres to all the constraints.

With the goal of checking the quality of the resulting assignment, we have defined the per-reviewer “goodness” metric as follows. Let \( n \) be the number of reviews assigned to the reviewer, namely, in our case, \( n \) is 13 and 5 for PC and ERC members, respectively. The goodness metric measures how many of the reviewer’s most-preferred \( n \) submissions, associated with her highest bid values, were actually assigned to that reviewer. For example, if an ERC member was assigned her five most preferred submissions, then her goodness is \( 5/5 = 100\% \), but if she was assigned only one of them, then her goodness is \( 1/5 = 20\% \).

The line that approaches 0% in the bottom right of Figure 6 shows the goodness produced by the default HotCRP assignment algorithm for all PC/ERC members. The committee members are ranked based on their review goodness value, from highest to lowest, and this rank is displayed along the x axis; the y axis shows the goodness value of the corresponding members. The drop towards zero at the right indicates that the default algorithm might produce an unfair assignment when used as described above. Some members get all their top picks and some get none, with 31 members (more than 1/4 of the committee) members getting less than 60% of their top picks. Moreover, the default algorithm made 38 and 6 assignments where the bid placed by the corresponding members was zero or negative, respectively.

For these reasons, we implemented a script that helps improve the assignment as follows. Let \( r_i \) be a reviewer, \( s_i \) be some submission that \( r_i \) was assigned to review, and \( b(r_i, s_i) \) be the numeric bid value that \( r_i \) placed on \( s_i \). Our script initially attempts to exploit the fact that the default algorithm does not produce a stable marriage [21]. Namely, it is possible to find a subset of \( n \) reviewers \( r_i \ (i = 0, 1, ..., n) \), each assigned with a certain submission \( s_i \), such that if \( r_i \) hands \( s_i \) to \( r_{i+1, mod} n \) and reviews \( s_{i-1, mod} n \), instead, then: (i) no conflict of interest is violated; (ii) \( b(r_i, s_i) \leq b(r_i, s_{i-1, mod} n) \), namely, the new assignment is at least as good as the previ-
Figure 6: Per-member goodness of the default HotCRP review assignment, which we improved, obtaining a lower bound of 60% through (i) review swaps that improved the assignments for all reviewers involved, or (ii) at the expense of reviewers who enjoy a much higher goodness value.

The script is repeatedly applied to the member currently associated with the lowest goodness value, who assumes the role of $r_k$ defined in constraint (iii). The script attempts to find a submission switch as defined above, using $n = 2$ and $n = 3$. If no such swap exist, the script relaxes constraint (ii) so as to tolerate goodness reductions due to the swap, provided that the reviewers that suffer the reduction still enjoy a high goodness value after the switch.

Our script initiated 748 HotCRP events to adjust the original default assignment, as specified in Table 7. In the end, as shown in Figure 6, we were able to ensure a minimal goodness value of 60% to all members (namely, PC members got at least 8 of their top-13 preferences assigned to them, and ERC members got at least 3 of their top-5). Additionally, we were able to arrange things such that all committee members were exclusively assigned submissions associated with their positive bids, with two types of rare exceptions: (1) reviewers whose number of positive bids was smaller than 13 for PC or smaller than 5 for ERC; and (2) submissions with only one positive bid by a heavy PC member. In the latter case, the heavy member with the highest topic score was assigned as the second heavy reviewer.

Processing of the review assignment for R2 was similar albeit somewhat more challenging to improve, due to having fewer usable bids, because only heavy members were assigned reviews, and also because of the additional constraint that we could only assign submissions to members who did not yet review them in R1.

Out of the 5–6 additional R2 reviews assigned to heavy members, the initial HotCRP review assignment assigned about 1/4 of the members with 1–5 submissions with which they associated a zero or negative bid. Anecdotally, one such member started off with all of his assignments having negative bids. Subsequently, we were able to adjust things such that all committee members were assigned submissions that are exclusively associated with their positive bids, with a few exceptions similar to those found in R1. Overall, half of the heavy PC members were assigned at least three of their (remaining) top picks, and all the them were assigned at least two of their top picks.

8 Reviewing Process

We employed a double-blind reviewing process consisting of two rounds, and we followed standard procedures for handling conflicts of interest. The PC consisted of 66 heavy and 28 light members, assisted by 22 ERC members. Additionally, 51 external reviewers contributed when specific expertise was required. The committee members were allowed to submit papers to the conference; the program co-chairs and submission co-chairs avoided it.

Table 1 summarizes the reviewing process. Out of 458 HotCRP registrations, we received a total of 356 submissions, divided into 324 full submissions (11 pages plus references) and 32 short submissions (5 pages plus references).

Table 7: Number of individual HotCRP events affecting review assignment that were generated by our script to improve upon the default assignment of R1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HotCRP events</th>
<th>purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>215</td>
<td>eliminate assignments with zero or negative bids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>at most 3 heavy reviewers per submission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>494</td>
<td>increase low goodness to promote fairness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>748</td>
<td>sum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Format Violations We visually inspected all the submitted PDFs as well as used the HotCRP style checker to identify 29 submissions that violated the formatting rules. These were given a day to rectify the problem without making any content modifications; if fixing increased the size beyond the page limit, authors were required to remove (never change) content to meet the limit. All violating submissions complied except two, which were then rejected and withdrawn by the co-chairs.

Round 1 In Review Round 1 (R1), the PC members mostly contributed 13 reviews, and the ERC members mostly con-
distributed 5 reviews. Out of all R1 submissions, 277 were assigned four reviewers, and 75 were assigned three reviewers. Regardless, all of the submissions were assigned at least two reviews by heavy members (typical), and at most three. The committee wrote a total of 1,347 R1 reviews.

**Round 2** We promoted 184 submissions to Review Round 2 (R2). We assigned each R2 submission with two additional reviewers from the heavy PC. A submission was promoted to R2: (i) if two or more reviewers gave it a positive score (“weak accept” or above); (ii) if a single positive reviewer decided that she supports promotion after considering the other reviews and despite of them, and, if she has so chosen, discussing the matter with the other, negative reviewers; or (iii) if the submission had fewer than three reviews due to late members.

To qualify to be the aforementioned “single positive reviewer”, a member must have assigned a score of “accept” or “strong accept”. For submissions with three (rather than four) reviews, a “weak accept” also qualified, provided the associated expertise was at least “knowledgeable” or the confidence was “high”. Out of the 40 single-supporter submissions (24 with one “accept” or higher), we promoted 17 to R2 (13 with “accept” or higher). The committee wrote 405 R2 reviews and a total of 1,752 reviews in the two review rounds.

**Review Sufficiency Check** A few days before the rebuttal period, we applied a Review Sufficiency Check (RSC) procedure to all R2 submissions, to ensure that the reviews provide sufficient feedback to authors, as well as sufficient information to the committee to make an informed decision regarding the submission. To this end, for each R2 submission, we appointed one of the reviewers who is a heavy PC member as the “lead” of the submission. Leads were responsible for conducting the RSC by: (1) reading all the associated reviews; (2) asking the relevant reviewers to revise their reviews when the need arises (e.g., by calling out subjective claims that a submission is incremental without adequate citations of prior work, by identifying unclear statements, etc.); and (3) deciding together with the other reviewers if additional reviews are needed when expertise is low.

**Online Discussions** After the authors uploaded their rebuttals, we discussed the submissions online. Our goal until the meeting was to: (1) revise reviews if needed due to rebuttals; (2) revive R1 submissions if their rebuttals justify it (this happened in only two cases); (3) discuss submissions and attempt to reach consensus, color-tagging them as red to indicate preliminary reject, green to indicate preliminary accept, and yellow to indicate that reviewers are unable to reach consensus, so the submission should be discussed at the meeting; and (4) for red submissions that have a rebuttal, as well as for green submissions, write a post-discussion summary comment, which will be made visible to authors after the PC meeting, briefly explaining the primary reasons for rejections and possibly ways to improve (red), or what is required for the camera-ready (green). Such a summary was eventually written for all submissions that uploaded a rebuttal.

Reviewers who changed their mind about a submission due to the rebuttal or to the other reviews were asked to consider adding a “post-rebuttal feedback” section to their review and explain why. (We requested not to make substantive changes to reviews outside this section, as the reviews have already been seen by the authors and so any changes need to be clearly identified and justified.)

All the submissions, including R1, were assigned discussions leads, whose job was to drive discussion, write the summaries, and ensure progress. We asked leads to make an honest effort to ensure that the opinions of non-heavy reviewers were adequately voiced and represented at the meeting. Non-heavy members were warmly encouraged to champion submissions that they believe should be accepted, and all reviewers were encouraged not to feel pressured to adopt a common denominator point of view, and not to hesitate to go against the majority. Reviewers were encouraged to reflect on each others’ opinions, e.g., by considering previous work or confirming an opinion from an expert.

We asked the reviewers to stay positive when possible (particularly when it comes to out-of-the-box ideas) and to keep in mind that we should be looking for reasons to accept a paper rather than reject.

When reviewers were unable to reach consensus (yellow), the online discussion was expected to reconcile as many differences among the reviewers as possible, leaving only a few substantive differences for a focused PC meeting discussion. Namely, tagging yellow was not used as a way to procrastinate or reduce work, because it is impossible to discuss all R2 submissions in one day. The meeting was planned to be dedicated primarily to those submissions that actually require it, focusing on differences that the reviewers had already identified as important.

When making decisions, we requested reviewers to assume shepherding but not for adding new results. (All accepted papers were indeed assigned shepherds, responsible for making sure that revision expectations are met.) Of the R2 submissions, we pre-rejected 80, pre-accepted 37, and tagged 67 as yellow to discuss at the meeting.

During the online discussions, we recognized that about a dozen R2 submissions might not have reviews with enough expertise, so we urgently solicited additional reviews from relevant experts after the rebuttal period. In these cases, we emailed the authors and allowed them to rebut the additional review(s), copy-pasting their response as a comment in the HotCRP relevant page.

**Program Committee Meeting** The PC meeting took place between 8am–6pm, 12 April 2019, in the VMware campus in
We allocated 3 and 7 minutes for discussion for each green paper, the team read papers, and we deliberated each one separately for best-paper worthiness. Conflicted members were excluded from discussions of the relevant papers. We did not place a quota on the number of best-paper awards. Generally, the committee favored papers with original or surprising contributions, and/or ones that would spark interest and establish a new direction for follow-on works.

Out of the 67 yellow submissions discussed, the PC accepted 34, which, together with the 37 preliminary accepts, resulted in a program of 71 papers, of which 2 are short. Accept decisions were reached by consensus, except in two cases that required a PC vote.

9 Best Paper Selection

The best paper award selection process proceeded in two phases. In the first phase, we combined several signals. One was an explicit ranking by reviewers marking papers worthy of consideration for best-paper; any paper marked for such consideration by two or more PC members was passed to the second phase. Additionally, we considered general review ranks and deliberations (both online and during the PC meeting), moving several additional top-ranking papers to the second phase. Last, we collected explicit nominations by PC members for the best paper award.

At the end of the first phase, we generated a short-list of eight papers. At this stage, we appointed a swat team of six PC members consisting of senior and experienced members of the systems research community. During a period of four weeks, the team read papers, and we deliberated each one separately for best-paper worthiness. Conflicted members were excluded from discussions of the relevant papers. We did not place a quota on the number of best-paper awards. Generally, the committee favored papers with original or surprising contribution, and/or ones that would spark interest and establish a new direction for follow on works.

At the end of the second stage, we elected three papers to receive best-paper awards for USENIX ATC ’19.
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Appendix A Submissions Discussed by Each Member at the Meeting

Let \( n \) denote the number of papers that have been submitted to the conference. Let \( n_2 \) denote the total number of R2 submissions that have been promoted from R1. Let \( m \) denote one PC member, and assume that \( m \) has reviewed exactly \( r \) submissions out of the \( n \). Further assume that the number of \( m \)'s R1 and R2 reviews are \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \), respectively (\( r = r_1 + r_2 \)). Let \( c \) be the total number of submissions that have been discussed at the PC meeting, and let \( d \) denote how many of these \( c \) submissions have been reviewed by \( m \) (\( d \leq r \)). These notations are summarized in Table 8.

Recall that Figure 2 shows that as \( n \) grows, \( d \) decreases, to the point that \( m \) has little to do at the PC meeting because \( d \) is small. The computation underlying Figure 2 assumes a typical setup for systems conferences where \( n_2 = n/2 \) (half of the submissions have been promoted to R2), \( r_1 = \frac{2}{3} \cdot r \) and \( r_2 = \frac{1}{3} \cdot r \) (two thirds of \( m \)'s reviews are written during R1), and the number of discussed submissions is \( c = 70 \). With our assumptions, an intuitive approximation of \( d \) on average is

\[
d \approx r_1 \cdot \frac{c}{n} + r_2 \cdot \frac{c}{n_2} = (r_1 + 2r_2) \cdot \frac{c}{n} = \frac{4rc}{3n}
\]

because (1) the probability that a single R1 submission that has been reviewed by \( m \) will be discussed at the meeting is
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\[ \frac{c}{n}, \text{ and, similarly, } (2) \text{ the probability that a single R2 submission that has been reviewed by } m \text{ will be discussed is approximately } \frac{c}{n^2}, \text{ if disregarding the fact that the latter probability is in fact affected by the specific number of R1 submissions reviewed by } m \text{ that have made it into R2. (For example, if all the submissions that } m \text{ reviewed in R1 were promoted to R2, then the latter probability should actually be } \frac{c}{n^2 - r_1}, \text{ seeing that } m \text{ cannot be assigned R2-submissions that she has already reviewed in R1.)} \]

Figure 2, however, does not depict the approximation of \( d \) but rather computes it accurately, as follows. Let \( p(n, c, r_1, k) \) denote the probability that exactly \( k \) of the \( r_1 \) submissions that \( m \) reviewed in R1 have been discussed at the meeting, then
\[
p(n, c, r_1, k) = \binom{r_1}{k} \cdot \frac{n - r_1}{c - k} \div \binom{n}{c}. \tag{2}
\]
Thus, \( e(n, c, r_1) \), which is the expected number of submissions that \( m \) reviewed in R1 and were discussed at the meeting, can (also) be computed with the following summation
\[
e(n, c, r_1) = \sum_{k=0}^{r_1} p(n, c, r_1, k) \cdot k. \tag{3}
\]
Now, by using Equations 2–3 and the law of total probability, we can compute \( e_2(n, c, r_1, r_2) \), which is the expected number of submissions that \( m \) reviewed in R2 and were discussed at the meeting, as follows
\[
e_2(n, c, r_1, r_2) = \sum_{k=0}^{r_1} p(n, n_2, r_1, k) \cdot e(n_2 - k, c, r_2). \tag{4}
\]
Notice that Equation 4 uses \( p(n, n_2, r_1, k) \) instead of the earlier \( p(n, c, r_1, k) \), because here the probability corresponds to the event that \( k \) of the \( r_1 \) submissions reviewed by \( m \) in R1 were promoted to R2. Using Equations 3–4, we conclude that
\[
d = e(n, c, r_1) + e_2(n, c, r_1, r_2), \tag{5}
\]
which allows us to compute \( d \) accurately instead of approximating it. That said, in the range plotted in Figure 2, the difference between the real value of \( d \) (Equation 5) and its approximation (Equation 1) is always smaller than 0.52, which is reasonably close.
The Design and Operation of CloudLab

Given the highly empirical nature of research in cloud computing, networked systems, and related fields, testbeds play an important role in the research ecosystem. In this paper, we cover one such facility, CloudLab, which supports systems research by providing raw access to programmable hardware, enabling research at large scales, and creating a shared platform for repeatable research.

We present our experiences designing CloudLab and operating it for four years, serving nearly 4,000 users who have run over 79,000 experiments on 2,250 servers, switches, and other pieces of datacenter equipment. From this experience, we draw lessons organized around two themes. The first set comes from analysis of data regarding the use of CloudLab: how users interact with it, what they use it for, and the implications for facility design and operation. Our second set of lessons comes from looking at the ways that algorithms used “under the hood,” such as resource allocation, have important—and sometimes unexpected—effects on user experience and behavior. These lessons can be of value to the designers and operators of IaaS facilities in general, systems testbeds in particular, and users who have a stake in understanding how these systems are built.

1 Introduction

CloudLab [31] is a testbed for research and education in cloud computing. It provides more control, visibility, and performance isolation than a typical cloud environment, enabling it to support work on cloud architectures, distributed systems, and applications. Initially deployed in 2014, CloudLab is now heavily used by the research community, supporting nearly 4,000 users who have worked on 750 projects and run over 79,000 experiments.

On the surface, CloudLab acts like a provider of cloud computing resources: users request on-demand resources, configure them with software stacks of their choice, and perform experiments. Much like a cloud, the testbed simplifies many of the procedures surrounding access to resources, including selection of hardware configuration, creation of custom images, automation for software installation and configuration, and more. CloudLab staff take care of the construction, maintenance, operation, etc. of the facility, letting users focus on their research. CloudLab gives the benefits of economies of scale and provides a common environment for repeatability.

CloudLab differs significantly from a cloud, however, in that its goal is not only to allow users to build applications, but entire clouds, from the “bare metal” up. To do so, it must give users unmediated “raw” access to hardware. It places great importance on the ability to run fully observable and repeatable experiments. As a result, users are provided with the means not only to use but also to see, instrument, monitor, and modify all levels of investigated cloud stacks and applications, including virtualization, networking, storage, and management abstractions. Because of this focus on low-level access, CloudLab has been able to support a range of research that cannot be conducted on traditional clouds.

As we have operated CloudLab, we have found that, to a greater extent than expected, “behind the scenes” algorithms have had a profound impact on how the facility is used and what it can be used for. CloudLab runs a number of unique, custom-built services that support this vision and keep the testbed operational. This includes a resource mapper, constraint system, scheduler, and provisioner, among others. CloudLab has had to make several trade-offs between general-purpose algorithms that continue to work well as the system evolves, and more tailored ones that provide a smoother user experience. The right choices for many of these trade-offs were not apparent during the design of the facility, and required experience from the operation of the facility to resolve.

The primary goal of this paper is to provide the architects of large, complex facilities (not only testbeds, but other IaaS-type facilities as well) with lessons from CloudLab’s design choices and operational experiences. CloudLab is one of many facilities that serve the research community in various capacities [8,6,16,33,21,34,31,35], and we aim to generalize the lessons from this specific facility. As a secondary goal, we hope that users of these facilities benefit from a closer look into the way they are designed and operated. With these goals in mind, this paper makes two contributions:

- In Section 2 we describe the CloudLab facility as it
has been built and analyze its basic usage patterns and the research conducted on it. This analysis, and the dataset that goes with it, represent a contribution to the community understanding of the practical operation of IaaS-type facilities.

- In Section 3, we analyze specific design choices using data from the operational system, looking at some of the trade-offs inherent in the facility’s design. This analysis yields important insights about how these choices affect user behavior and point to design principles for other facilities.

Sections 4 and 5 cover related work and conclude.

2 Development and Use of CloudLab

We begin with background on CloudLab; our goal is not a complete summary of its goals, design, and deployment, but to provide sufficient context for the analyses that follow. We then examine usage patterns: how the use of the facility has evolved over time, the availability of resources, and the types of research that are conducted on it. From these analyses, we draw lessons about user behavior and look at the implications for the design of testbeds and IaaS facilities in general.

2.1 The Deployed CloudLab Facility

The primary CloudLab hardware is hosted at three sites: the University of Utah, Clemson University, and the University of Wisconsin–Madison. Though every site supports a wide variety of hardware-agnostic experimentation, each site specializes in a different area of research. Wisconsin’s hardware is designed for networking and storage work, Clemson’s for analytics and high-performance workloads, and Utah’s for scale-out workloads. This equipment has come online in batches as CloudLab has been built out and evolved in response to user demand. Identical nodes in the same batch are all labeled with the same hardware type to help users request nodes with specific properties and to enable experiments to be repeated on the same types of resources. Since its initial public availability in December 2014, CloudLab has added devices such as programmable Ethernet switches, GPUs, Infiniband, and high-disk-count servers in response to user feedback. A full description of CloudLab’s hardware can be found in its manual.

In addition to the hardware that it owns, CloudLab is federated with several other facilities, including Emulab and Apt testbeds. This brings the total number of servers available to CloudLab users up to about 2,250, and for the rest of the paper we include these resources in our analysis and discussion of CloudLab’s hardware.

CloudLab is operated using software developed in-house specifically for running research testbeds: its control software is directly descended from software developed for the Emulab, GENI, and Apt testbeds. We have extended this software to better support experimentation on clouds and have made a number of improvements (such as those documented in Section 3) based on our experience running the facility.

CloudLab provides access to its devices at the lowest layer possible with a minimum of virtualization and abstraction between users and hardware. The reason for this is twofold. First, CloudLab’s goal is to support research that is not possible on public (or typical private) clouds: it allows users to modify aspects of the software stack that would be fixed on those platforms, such as the storage, virtualization, and networking layers. Second, this supports more repeatable experimentation than facilities that virtualize and share their resources, as it provides strong performance isolation between tenants, factoring out the unpredictable “background noise” that makes it harder to draw sound, scientific conclusions. CloudLab takes pains to ensure that all servers of the same hardware type have comparable performance: in prior work, we have developed techniques for identifying servers whose performance is not statistically representative of the whole, and we exclude such servers from the population seen by experimenters. The facility takes the principle of low-level access beyond just servers and also provides “raw” access to other types of hardware such as programmable Ethernet switches and servers with many drives from which users can build their own SANs.

Experiments in CloudLab are instances of profiles. A profile contains a description of the hardware resources (servers, switches, etc.) that the experiment will run on, and the software needed to run the experiment (in the form of disk images, git repositories, and scripts to run). When a profile is instantiated, CloudLab selects available hardware that matches the profile’s specification and provisions that hardware with the software and configuration options described in the profile. Every instance of the profile runs on a separate set of hardware resources, and many instances of the same profile can run simultaneously. The CloudLab operators provide standard profiles for popular cloud software stacks, such as OpenStack, as well as bare-metal profiles that load standard Linux distributions. Users can also create their own profiles, which they can share with others. A typical workflow for creating a new profile involves starting with CloudLab-provided disk images, installing custom software, and creating a hardware description meeting the experiment’s needs. All experiments have an expiration: when they are first created, they are set to expire after a few hours. Users can then request that their experiments be extended to last longer; short extensions (hours to days) are granted automatically (assuming resources do not need to be reclaimed to satisfy reservations), and administrators evaluate requests for longer periods (weeks to months). When deciding whether to grant these requests, administrators look at coarse-gained idleness statistics, such as CPU load and network packet counts, to de-
termine whether the user is using resources efficiently; other than this, CloudLab does not collect information about use inside of experiments. It is typical for there to be 200–300 experiments active on CloudLab at any point in time.

It is possible to fully script the workloads that run inside of an experiment, but in practice, most research done on CloudLab involves a great deal of development time and exploratory experiments, so most use is interactive. A key difference between CloudLab and typical cloud (as well as research and academic cyberinfrastructures such as Jetstream [33], Chameleon Cloud [21], and the Mass Open Cloud [35]) is that clouds place emphasis on elasticity, and therefore tends to treat ensembles of VMs working together as an orchestration problem. CloudLab’s profiles place the emphasis instead on describing a complete, repeatable environment. This makes it less elastic, but makes it easier to describe entire networks and to repeat experiments in a consistent environment. We have found that some users do have initial confusion regarding this different focus, but that they tend to find it an easier way to run repeated experiments in the long run.

2.2 Hardware Overview

CloudLab Utah has a large number of servers, each with relatively modest specifications. 585 of the servers use HPE’s high-density Moonshot platform, which places 45 low-power servers (Intel Xeon-D or ARM64 SoC) in each chassis. Each chassis contains two 10 Gbps switches, which effectively function as “top of rack” switches and are interconnected at 160 Gbps through a core switch. Another 200 servers connect to both a traditional Ethernet network (at 25 Gbps) and to a “layer-1” network. The latter allows control of the physical-layer topology, configurably “wiring” nodes to user-controllable Ethernet switches or directly to each other. These user-controllable Ethernet switches are allocated to one user at a time, allowing users to have full control over their configuration and even, in some cases, to program them.

CloudLab Wisconsin’s goal is to reflect the type of technology and architecture found in a typical modern enterprise datacenter. All servers (which come from Cisco) are dual-socket and have a mix of spinning hard drives (HDDs) and solid state drives (SSDs). Several servers have large numbers of disks (up to 14), allowing users to build their own SAN configurations. Many are equipped with GPUs, enabling work on machine learning and applications of GPU computing to other areas, including network packet processing and other systems tasks. The network is arranged in a Clos topology.

CloudLab Clemson focuses on putting more CPU cores in each server (from Dell) and on a greater amount of RAM per core. This makes it suitable for hosting big data analytics (such as Hadoop and Spark), for running high-performance computing workloads, and for hosting large numbers of virtual machines. The Ethernet experiment network topology uses three interconnected core switches, each connected to a companion top-of-rack switch handling direct server connec-

2.3 Usage Patterns

Figure 1 shows how CloudLab’s userbase has grown along with its capacity. Starting in early 2015, when CloudLab exited its “preview” phase and became open for general use, it has grown steadily. As its capacity has increased, so too have its users: the more capacity, the more active users there are at a time, and the more projects (roughly corresponding to research groups and classes) are supported. Within the general upward trend, specific yearly cycles can be seen. CloudLab has lower usage during the summer, when there are few classes and research activity is slow. CloudLab’s peak usage typically comes in the late spring: this is due to the confluence of major paper deadlines (OSDI, SOSP, SOCC, NSDI spring deadline, etc.) and end-of-year coursework.

CloudLab needs to gracefully handle periods of both high and low utilization. While we expected variation in usage over time, the extent to which it drives user behavior was somewhat surprising. Because most of CloudLab’s usage is interactive, periods of low utilization are simply times when users are able to start experiments at will, without having to wait for resources to become available. We have therefore focused on improving user experience during periods of heavy utilization: as detailed in Section 3.3, we have built an optional reservation system which allows users to schedule resources ahead of time. Another strategy would be to incentivize users to shift their work from periods of high demand to periods of lower demand. In commercial clouds, one way of doing this is through spot pricing [1], which offers economic incentives. Because CloudLab’s users do not pay to use it, economic incentives are not available; while various “virtual currency” approaches have been proposed for use in related facilities such as PlanetLab [18], none have seen widespread
success. Demand in CloudLab’s core communities appears hard to shift: Figure 1 suggests that CloudLab’s users are heavily deadline-driven; it is not feasible to do coursework outside of the school-year, and not many research projects can run their experiments months before conference deadlines. If CloudLab is to “fill in” lightly-loaded periods, it will need to adopt backfill strategies [11, 23] that enable use by work that is easier to shift in time, such as the queuing systems used by high performance and high throughput computing.

Like the number of active users, the number of profiles in use at any time has grown as shown in Figure 2. The bottom half of the figure shows the forty most used profiles, as measured by the cumulative node-hours. We can see that usage patterns vary significantly by month. In some months, such as in early summer 2016, the top forty profiles constitute nearly 70% of the testbed’s utilization, while in other months, such as recently, this fraction is less than 40%. The remaining node-hours are allocated by experiments representing over 5,820 other profiles. Users run experiments using up to 572 unique profiles monthly; the median is 233.

The long-tailed distribution we observe indicates that there is a large number of profiles with relatively low and infrequent use, but their combined utilization constitutes most of the user activity. This holds important implications for analysis of usage patterns and for design choices. In Section 2.5 we reflect on the fact that the testbed’s major practical value is attributed to facilitating not merely a handful of common use cases, but rather a large variety of experiments in this “long tail.” In quantitative analysis, it means we should use medians rather than means as the preferred measure of central tendency due to the highly skewed distributions. The analysis of other percentiles (e.g., 75th or 95th percentiles) provides complementary insights, as we discuss in Section 2.5. Furthermore, this diverse and evolving utilization distribution suggests that we cannot draw reliable conclusions about the impact of testbed’s capabilities on usage patterns based solely on comparison of usage statistics from different periods of time. For example, if we compare statistics for 2017 and 2018, it would be difficult to determine the extent to which evolving usage patterns were due to changes in the system or due to the natural evolution of user interests. For the same reason, month-to-month comparisons are also unlikely to provide sufficient evidence for “before and after” analyses for system capabilities.

Fundamentally, periods of time that seem similar by one statistical measure (such as the number of active users) can look very different for other measures (such as the distribution of profile use). We posit that this is likely to be true for many IaaS-type facilities: while multi-tenancy smooths out some measures into predictable shapes (e.g., the top half of Figure 2), others are quite chaotic (e.g., the bottom half of the same figure). Taking these patterns into account when designing facilities can improve their utility and user experience.

### 2.4 Resource Availability

Availability and diversity of resources play critical roles in the adoption and continued use of a testbed or other IaaS facility. If users’ needs frequently cannot be satisfied due to insufficient availability, those users will likely move to other facilities. Users also tend to seek out hardware with cutting-edge features and the highest performance characteristics. New hardware types have been introduced to CloudLab over time in order to satisfy both capacity and the capability requirements. Not only did the new hardware attract new users, but it also reduced contention for older, already deployed resources.

In Figure 3 we show both short- and long-term availability trends for the major CloudLab hardware types. The X-axis represents a fraction of all nodes of a particular type, and the Y-value at each point shows what fraction of the time at least that many nodes were available. Lines on these graphs that fall steeply signify the types that are in use most of the time, while higher curves represent more available types. For example, we can compare d430 and m400: the former type is more heavily used across all three graphs.

As we saw in the previous analysis, metrics that look smooth when viewed from a high level show much more variability when we look at the details. This is important because it is often the details that influence users’ experience: e.g., for an individual user, availability of the specific node type(s) needed for their experiment is important, rather than the availability of the testbed as whole. To illustrate this, we include the two monthly plots showing the variation that occurs between “slow” and “busy” months. For example, the curves for pc3000 indicate that in January 2018 users found 80% of these nodes available for use 80% of the time. In contrast, in April of that year, there were no times at which 80% of these nodes were available. For several other hardware types (such as c220g1 and d710), resources were even...
where typical clouds provide very little transparency [14] and ware. The curves in these figures highlight that the extent to which system changes and evolving utilization patterns impact individual hardware types varies significantly across the types.

2.5 Research Use of CloudLab

To understand the research conducted on CloudLab, we surveyed 93 papers published in 2017–2018 that used CloudLab for part or all of their experimental evaluations. Table 1 presents a categorization of the papers by the primary area of contribution, using a list of systems and related research areas. These areas are quite broad, and no one area dominates. Given that the most prevalent area, Networking, is an area where typical clouds provide very little transparency [14] and control only as an overlay [2], it is intuitive that research in this area benefits from CloudLab’s greater visibility and control. Research in the second area, Security, benefits from the “closed world” of CloudLab’s greater visibility and control. Research in the “closed world” of CloudLab, allowing experiments that involve attacks that would be considered hostile in a typical cloud and defenses that need to be implemented within the cloud framework itself.

In this analysis, we found two primary motivations that drove experimenters to CloudLab. The first is low-level access to hardware because of features that could not be developed in virtualized environments. Almost every paper in this set used some different aspect of CloudLab, such as the ability to re-configure Ethernet switches, the ability to build an HPC-like environment with root access, the SDN available on most of the CloudLab networks, the ability to monitor power use, the ability to build a complete OpenStack cloud inside the infrastructure, etc. The second motivation is the performance predictability and isolation that are difficult to come by in environments that use multi-tenancy on hosts and storage. When the primary metric of interest in a system is its performance, anything that adds variability requires, at a minimum, a far greater number of experiment repetitions to achieve statistical confidence [22] [17]. There is also the question of the extent to which an evaluation is measuring artifacts of the platform vs. the actual system under test: while a more transparent environment does not guarantee that no system artifacts are present, it does give the experimenter more opportunities to observe, understand, and correct for these effects.

The main lesson we take from this analysis is that, as facility operators, we are constantly surprised by the uses to which users put the facility. Had we started from a position of virtualizing everything, then providing lower-level access to specific systems as needed, we think it is unlikely that we would have been able to anticipate all of the use cases found in this survey. Starting from a position of maximizing user control helps to maximize use of the facility.

3 High-Level Effects of Low-Level Decisions

We now move from examining how people use CloudLab to looking at the interactions between design decisions, operational experience, and user behavior. We have found that the choice of algorithms deep within the implementation of a system like CloudLab has a profound effect on the ways that users interact with the system, and even what they are able to accomplish. As a result, we have made many changes to the CloudLab facility during its lifetime; in this section, we present individual subsystems that we had to evolve based on facility’s usage patterns. The high-level theme of this section is that the choices made at these low levels are not, contrary to what one might expect, simply implementation details, nor are they neutral with respect to the utility of the facility. When building an IaaS facility, designers cannot consider aspects such as resource mapping separately from user goals, require-

Table 1: Research areas in 93 papers that used CloudLab.
ments, and workflows. These aspects of the system must be co-designed, so that users can work with these subsystems rather than having to fight against them to get work done.

3.1 Resource Mapping

There exist several approaches to the problem of mapping user requests to physical resources. For instance, commercial clouds do not provide control over this mapping within selected instance classes; they manage the placement and consolidation for effective utilization and hide the details from the users. In contrast, Chameleon [21], which is designed as a testbed for repeatable experiments (similar to CloudLab but serving a different research community), has its users do the mapping by asking them to specify IDs of the particular servers they want to use in their requests.

CloudLab takes a unique approach where it recognizes two aspects in this mapping. It is a constraint-satisfaction problem in the sense that the user’s request is a specification that must be satisfied; specifically, it resembles the subgraph isomorphism problem [10] in that both the requested and physical topologies are graphs consisting of servers, switches, etc. It is also an optimization problem, because the mapping must be done in a way that maximizes the possibilities for future mappings: it should avoid using scarce resources unless they are specifically requested or there is no available alternative. CloudLab exposes the outcomes of the mapping to the users and allows them to reuse hardware IDs if necessary.

CloudLab’s mapping algorithm is derived from the one developed for Emulab [29], and uses simulated annealing to address this NP-hard problem. The advantage of using a powerful, general-purpose algorithm is that it enables the expression of complex constraints and preferences. The disadvantage, however, is that when a mapping cannot be found for a request, it can be difficult for users—and even administrators—to understand why. In CloudLab, we have had to evolve this system to improve the intelligibility of the responses that it provides.

The fundamental trade-off exposed here is between a general algorithm that makes few assumptions about the facility (and therefore is easily adaptable to new resources) and a more specialized algorithm that understands facility semantics and can provide actionable suggestions when a mapping fails. The general algorithm fundamentally lacks semantic information about what the user may be trying to accomplish and the classes of requests that “make sense” on this particular testbed. A mapping algorithm more tailored to a specific use case could embed such information and make assumptions about user goals.

Our response to this trade-off has been to retain the general algorithm, but to develop a set of heuristics that turn some of the more common failure modes into messages that are easier for users to understand. A major challenge in designing these heuristics is that they must be conservative; that is, every mapping that would have succeeded without the heuristic must still succeed. Our experience has been that it is preferable to build such heuristics around the mapping algorithm rather than into it. Building conservative checks into the randomized setting of the mapper itself is extremely difficult and can easily cause unexpected changes in behavior. It is easier—and more informative for the user—to build conservative checks as a deterministic wrapper around the mapper. We now describe some of these checks, which we have added over time in response to common error patterns and common questions from users.

In an ideal situation, all mapping errors would be explained to the user by concise, actionable error messages. In theory, the universe of possible mapping errors is so vast that not all have simple explanations. We have found that in practice, however, it is possible to catch most mapping errors with heuristics. We now describe the set of heuristics we have developed over time in response to use patterns and frequent user questions.

Looking in Table 2 at the last year (L.Y.) of mapping errors, approximately 84% of all errors are explained by the top 10 error messages, and of that top 10, only 13.5% are ones that we classify as “unhelpful.” If we look at this as a percentage of all experiments, only 1.2% of all attempts to start experiments in the last year have received these four unhelpful mapper messages.

The top two messages (lines 1 and 2 in the table) together account for about half of all mapper errors, and they simply indicate a lack of free nodes (servers or user-controlled switches) at the current time. The first message indicates that there are insufficient nodes free right now while the second says that this would occur in the near future due to the reservation system described later in this section. There is a third variation on this message (line 7); this is an older version of line 1, which we updated partway through the year to clarify its meaning and provide more specific information. Note that this class of messages are per-type, so experiments that request, for example, both servers and user-controlled switches get specific feedback on which is the limitation. The number of available nodes is reported in order to allow the user to decide whether they would prefer to request fewer nodes or to wait until enough nodes become available. When users request specific nodes, in contrast with asking for any nodes of a selected type, they receive explicit messages indicating that those nodes are unavailable (line 10).

Other frequent errors (lines 3, 6, and 8) indicate that there is some node in the request that cannot map to anything available. Our heuristics try to report the specific reason, such as requesting too many physical interfaces, an OS image that is incompatible with the hardware type, or a specific feature (such as a GPU add-on). The distinction between lines 6 and 8 presents an interesting illustration of our use of heuristics: underneath, the mapper uses the same mechanism to handle both of these constraints (support for a particular image is considered a “feature”). We found that the raw
message, however, was unhelpful and confusing to users, so we recognize the specific case of image-related mapping failures and transform the message into something that the user can act on: she needs to either pick a different image or a different hardware type.

Lines 4 and 5 are the error messages that are the least helpful to users, and they have a similar cause: the mapper is unable to find a solution that satisfies all links and LANs with the bandwidths specified in the requests. These error messages are produced directly by the simulated annealing portion of the mapper, and it is no coincidence that they are the hardest to explain. They are highly dependent on the details of the topology requested by the user and the switch topology at each CloudLab site. There are many potential actions to take in response to such failures: change the topology, reduce the bandwidth requested, try a different CloudLab site, wait for a different set of physical resources to be free, etc. In essence, the more degrees of freedom the user has with respect to reacting to a failure, the harder it is for the facility to guess which one best addresses the user’s actual goals, and the more difficult it is to provide a useful message.

### 3.2 Interactive Topology Design Feedback

Giving users actionable messages when their profiles don’t map is helpful, but it comes fairly late in the process of experiment design. Our experience has been that users can find even the “helpful” mapper errors frustrating, as they come after the user has already invested significant time. A useful analogy is to compile-time errors and syntax checking in IDEs: compiling is complex and slow, and feedback from the editor as the user writes code, while not perfect, leads to a workflow with fewer surprise errors. What we discovered was that we needed the equivalent of realtime syntax checking for network topology design, and our answer to this is CloudLab’s topology constraint system. The biggest challenge in building it has been to design a system with a simplified model of the mapping process that does not produce a specific mapping, but instead checks whether such a solution should exist; it must do so quickly enough to run interactively in the browser.

The constraint system is used in two contexts, and has slightly different goals in each. In the first context, it is invoked as part of Jacks: CloudLab’s GUI that gives users a “drag and drop” interface for constructing profiles. In this setting, its goal is to assist novice users by disabling UI options that conflict with their existing choices and to warn them when the topology they have drawn is unlikely to be instantiable. It does not need to admit every possible request that can be instantiated on CloudLab (there are more sophisticated interfaces for that), but to provide an assurance that, if a topology passes at this stage, it is virtually guaranteed to succeed in mapping (assuming there are enough resources free). In the second setting, it is used at the final stage of profile instantiation, when the user selects which CloudLab cluster to run their experiment on. Here, it checks the request against each cluster and disables selection of any cluster where the request cannot be instantiated. The goal in this case is the inverse, and we must be more conservative: We want the constraint system to block instantiation if the request will definitely fail, but do not want to over-zealously block instantiation that might succeed.

The described two-phase experiment design is unique to CloudLab. On the surface, the first phase can be compared to how responsive web interfaces for clouds—e.g., Amazon EC2’s dashboard and the OpenStack’s Horizon dashboard [27], hide or disable infeasible configurations. At the same time, EC2 goes as far as “attaching” storage characteristics to instance classes (even though networking is actually what is being customized) when listing the storage optimized solutions among the feasible configurations. CloudLab’s constraint system makes the design process more explicit by offering interactive control over all components of interconnected experiment environments. In the second phase, requests act analogously to HTCondor’s classads [9]. In practice, systems like HTCondor without interactive design capabilities

---

| Error Message                                                                 | Helpful (actionable) | % of Mapping Errors % of All Errors % of All Experiments |
|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------|----------------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| ✓ 1. Resource reservation violation: X nodes of type HW requested, but only Y available | ✓                     | 27.79 | 14.33 | 16.07 | 2.41 |
| ✓ 2. X nodes of type HW requested, but only Y available nodes of type HW found | ✓                     | 21.86 | 33.01 | 12.64 | 1.89 |
| ✓ 3. No Possible Mapping for X: Too many links of type Y                      | ✓                     | 6.64  | 6.96  | 3.84  | 0.58 |
| ✓ 4. No Connection                                                            | ✓                     | 5.22  | 2.62  | 3.02  | 0.45 |
| ✗ 5. Insufficient Bandwidth                                                   | ✗                     | 4.88  | 7.53  | 2.82  | 0.42 |
| ✓ 6. No Possible Mapping for X: OS ‘Y’ does not run on this hardware type     | ✓                     | 4.74  | 3.50  | 2.74  | 0.41 |
| ✓ 7. Not enough nodes because of policy restrictions or existing resource reservations | ✓                     | 4.37  | 2.18  | 2.53  | 0.38 |
| ✓ 8. No Possible Mapping for X: No physical nodes have feature Y             | ✓                     | 3.54  | 2.40  | 2.05  | 0.31 |
| ✗ 9. Insufficient Nodes: Unexplained                                          | ✗                     | 3.39  | 2.15  | 1.96  | 0.29 |
| ✓ 10. Fixed physical node X not available.                                    | ✓                     | 2.56  | 3.15  | 1.48  | 0.22 |

Table 2: Distribution of recorded mapping errors. “ALL” denotes the distribution of all errors recorded since October 20, 2015. “L.Y.” columns refer to the percentages reported for the last year (starting on August 1, 2017).
make working with complex configurations laborious and error-prone.

Generating and checking candidates To check constraints, we generate a set of candidates which are tested against a number of groups. A candidate is a set of node or link resource properties which we check for mutual compatibility. A group is a whitelist of acceptable combinations relating two or more resource properties. For example, a group might include all allowed combinations of hardware type and disk image. Our constraint system also supports wildcards in both candidates (for unspecified resource properties) and groups (for cases where one resource property is universally allowed). A candidate passes if it matches all groups. Our approach uses a Boolean expression in the product of sums form: a set of terms containing conditions that are OR-ed together, with all terms being AND-ed together.

This process is defined in terms of sets and Boolean operations as follows: for a set of candidates \( X = \{ x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n \} \), we define an evaluation procedure \( f(X) \) that checks all individual candidates. We define \( g(x) \) for a given configuration candidate \( x \) such that the candidate must match against all groups \( (A, B, \text{etc.}): g(x) = A(x) \land B(x) \land \ldots \). For each group, the candidate must match at least one condition. As an example, suppose the following table described the conditions allowed for each group:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group relating site, hardware, and type</th>
<th>Group relating hardware and image:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( a_1(x) = { \text{utah, m510, \text{xen}} } \subseteq x )</td>
<td>( b_1(x) = { \text{m400, ubuntu16-64-ARM} } \subseteq x )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a_2(x) = { \text{utah, m400, pc} } \subseteq x )</td>
<td>( b_2(x) = { \text{m510, ubuntu16-64-STD} } \subseteq x )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a_3(x) = { \text{wisconsin, c220g2, pc} } \subseteq x )</td>
<td>( b_3(x) = { \text{c220g2, fhsd110-64-STD} } \subseteq x )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ A(x) = a_1(x) \lor a_2(x) \lor \ldots \lor a_n(x) \]

In this case, a candidate \( x = \{ \text{utah, m400, pc, ubuntu16-64-ARM} \} \) evaluates to true, as \( a_2(x) \land b_1(x) = 1 \).

In the Jacks GUI, the candidates that we generate represent the UI element (node, link, etc.) that the user has selected and the actions they may take on it: OS images they may select, other nodes they may connect it to, etc. Each candidate represents a different possible action, and we disable (“gray out”) UI elements for candidates that do not pass \( g(x) \) evaluates to false). In the profile instantiation process, the candidates represent all nodes as they appear in the request, and the request may only be submitted to clusters for which all candidates pass \( f(X) \) evaluates to true).

Checking Constraints Quickly The set of candidates can, in practice, be quite large: in Jacks, it grows with the number of options the user can set on the node (including other nodes to connect to), and in the instantiation process, it grows with the size of the request. We have run containerized experiments with as many as 5,000 nodes. At least one candidate must be evaluated per node in a topology, and if there are LANs, the number of candidates is quadratic in the number of nodes in each LAN. The number of conditions in each group can grow even larger, as it depends in part on the product of the number of hardware types, images, sites, and other node properties.

On our current system, every candidate is evaluated against at least 10,000 conditions across all groups. However, the number of conditions remains small in all cases (the current number of groups in our testbed is just 7), and in practice, there are several optimizations that allow us to take advantage of the facility environment to make checks fast.

Large requests have many nodes and thus require many candidates to be tested, but many of these candidates will likely be identical. Similarly, when Jacks evaluates which items in a drop-down box are valid, there is no need to re-evaluate combinations that have already been tested on a previous drop-down box instance. Memoizing test results and culling identical candidates yields large speed improvements for our use cases. Even with memoization, every unique candidate has to be checked once, so we have optimized the evaluation of the Boolean expression as well. Naive testing each condition in turn using set arithmetic yields a speed that is linear on the number of conditions. Instead, we can uniquely encode conditions as entries in hash tables, and each group can be tested with an (amortized) constant-time lookup. This lookup means that testing a candidate for the first time is linear in the number of groups rather than the much larger number of conditions across all groups. Together, these optimizations reduce the complexity of the checks from \( O(c \cdot g \cdot s) \) (where \( c \) is the number of candidates, \( g \) is the number of groups, and \( s \) is the size of each group) to \( O(\text{unique}(c) \cdot g) \).

Impact on User Workflow CloudLab’s topology constraint system is built around the idea of using a quantitative advantage (fast constraint checking) to provide a qualitative improvement in user experience. It has done so by dramatically reducing the number of submitted requests that could not possibly map—even if all resources on the testbed were available. In many situations, builders of IaaS-type facilities face a choice: to ensure that any request that a user makes for any set of resources configured in any way can be instantiated on the facility, or to constrain user requests in some way. While the former is attractive, it can be expensive to guarantee and can result in situations where users can request certain combinations but would be better off not doing so because these combinations do not perform well together. CloudLab’s topology constraint system shows one possible path forward on the latter alternative: constrain users’ requests, and give them early, interactive feedback while they design their configurations.

3.3 Reserving Resources

Until recently, resource allocation in CloudLab was done in a First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) manner. While FCFS works well for the interactive “code, compile, debug, gather results” workflow used in the systems research community, it has a number of shortcomings: it favors small experiments
A reservation is not an experiment scheduled to run at a specific time, but a guarantee of available resources at that time. This allows users to run many experiments either in series (e.g., to test different scenarios) or in parallel (e.g., one experiment per student in a class). This loose experiment-reservation coupling is one of the key design attributes of our reservation system and the subject of much of the analysis presented in this section.

What we found in designing our reservation system was that it needed to have a fundamentally different design than the resource mapping described in Section 3.1. Resource mapping answers the question, “Given a specific request and a set of available resources, which ones should we use?” The reservation system needs to answer “Given the current schedule of experiments and reservations, would a given action (creating a new experiment, extending an existing one, or creating a new reservation) violate that schedule?” Answering this question must be fast: like the constraint system, we need the reservation system to run at interactive speeds so that we can give users immediate feedback about their ability to create or extend experiments. Our other challenge is to support late binding of resources: the reservation system should promise some set of resources in the future, but should wait until the time comes to select specific ones.

Our approach diverges from the scheduling schemes offered by other facilities. On Chameleon [21], users request specific servers (using server IDs) as mentioned previously; therefore, their requests require only the early binding, and the system trades flexibility for simplicity (presumably at the expense of utilization). In contrast, clouds do not offer control over future scheduling decisions. They provide an illusion of infinite resources, and handle all user requests interactively, at the time of submission. In High Performance Computing, solutions are built upon job queues where job and user priorities impact scheduling, yet making sure that exact deadlines are met in the future is a constant challenge.

We describe our design using the following terms and operations: A request for reservation $r$ asks for $N_r$ nodes of the specified hardware type $h_r$ to be available within the time window $[s_r, e_r]$. Once submitted, a request typically requires approval from CloudLab staff, though small requests are auto-approved. In addition to the approve operation, staff can delete reservations, both pending and active. At any time, users can change their experimentation plans and delete their reservations or submit modified requests.

**Late Binding** Considering that CloudLab’s hardware is homogeneous within each hardware type $h$, the reservation system does not need to decide which specific nodes will be counted as $N_r$ nodes of type $h_r \in \{h\}$; any $N_r$ such nodes will satisfy the needs of reservation $r$ with these parameters. This increases efficiency of resource use and helps accommodate FCFS users: it does not require us to force experiments out just because the specific nodes they have allocated happen to be reserved. As long as there are enough free nodes for everyone who has requested them, all experiments can continue. Therefore, we spare the reservation system the task of finding exact mappings between reservations and specific nodes and implement reservation operations as node counting tasks. The “binding” occurs later, when the user instantiates their experiment(s) near or within the $[s_r, e_r]$ window. The reservation system simply ensures that the capacity is sufficient.

**Checking Reservations Quickly** Given the data about active experiments—node counts and their current expiration times—and parameters of approved upcoming reservations, our reservation system constructs a tentative schedule describing how the number of available nodes is expected to change over time. This schedule can be constructed in $O(n \log n)$ time (it must sort upcoming events by time), and takes $O(n)$ time to check. Here, $n$ is the number of events, which is a sum of the number of current experiments (typically hundreds) and the number of future reservations (typically tens). Effectively, this creates a two-phase process, in which the reservation phase involves tasks that are lightweight and fast, while the laborious resource mapping phase runs as part of lengthy resource provisioning process.

This fast checking is enabled by a key design decision: reservations are per hardware type—we do not allow reservations for broader categories such as “any server type.” While the latter would be attractive, it would also raise the time to check the schedule far above $O(n)$. In our design, we can check the schedule for each type independently because the sets of nodes of each type do not overlap. There is only one, binary solution at each point in the schedule: either the sum of nodes in experiments plus the reservations exceeds the total number of nodes of that type, or it does not. If we were to have overlapping sets (e.g., specific and generic types), this would create dependencies both between sets and across time. Each point in the schedule would have multiple potential solutions, using different numbers of nodes from each node set. Checking the solution would not only be a matter of checking the solution at each point in time, but ensuring each solution is consistent with the solutions at other time points. The combinatorial complexity that this would entail would prevent us from quickly re-calculating and checking schedules, so we accepted the tradeoff of being more rigid with respect to node types.

**Enforcing Reservations** The CloudLab reservation system essentially works by “accumulating” free nodes up to the
point at which the reservation starts. As the beginning of the reservation approaches, it scrutinizes two types of operations: creation of new experiments, and extending the duration of existing experiments. If either of these operations would overlap with the reservation and would result in there being insufficient free nodes to satisfy it, they are denied. For an illustration, refer to Figure 4, which shows a large reservation r requesting over 8200 node-hours worth of d430 nodes. Prior to r, d430’s availability was insufficient for most of the preceding week (below the horizontal line). As r’s start approached, the admission control system began denying overlapping use, and the free nodes rose until the reservation could be satisfied. Almost immediately, the project created a large experiment (the exact size of r), and ran two other subsequent experiments. We can see that the final experiment outlasted the reservation: because there were no other reservations directly afterwards, the user was allowed to extend the duration of the experiment. Another interesting behavior visible in this graph is that the project was running smaller experiments before their reservation started; once it did start, they were able to double the size of their experiments.

**Parameter Exploration** In addition to submit, approve, and delete, CloudLab’s reservation system supports a validate operation. validate allows users to explore potential reservations without submitting them, giving them the ability to try different times, hardware types, and reservation sizes to find configurations that fit their needs. If a validation succeeds, the user may submit the reservation. Taking a cue from our mapping and constraint systems, the validation procedure provides users with actionable feedback when the validation fails: messages take the form “Insufficient free nodes at Fri Sep 21 18:00:00 2018 (12 more needed).” This feedback suggests that reducing the number of nodes, shortening the reservation’s duration, or moving the reservation further into the future can help the user proceed with submitting a valid reservation.

To understand how users explore different possibilities, we analyzed operations performed on our reservation system between December 6, 2017 and November 30, 2018. Among the 3,500 events in this dataset, there are approximately 1,800 validate and 900 submit operations. These events represent the activity of 200 users working on over 130 unique projects. Nearly 51% of reservation events are validate operations. On average, 2.1 validations preceded each submitted reservation (at least one is required, because users must validate a reservation before they submit it). Further analysis of the operations uncovers infrequent but revealing scenarios. For each submit-ed reservation, we consider validate operations preceding it to be indicative of a user exploring possible candidate reservations. These form a long-tailed distribution: 71% of submit operations were preceded by a single validate, and 14% by two. The remaining 15% of this distribution stretches to a maximum of 32 validate trials. We interpret such cases as empirical evidence for the validation procedure being sufficiently fast to allow users repeatedly check and update reservation parameters when searching for combinations that satisfy both their needs and the testbed’s schedule.

**Size and Duration** We next compare reservations with experiments, to see whether reservations succeed in enabling larger experiments than are possible with FCFS alone. Using the same time period and reservation data as the previous analysis, we also look at records for 33,300 experiments. Figure 5 illustrates the long-tailed distributions we observe in both. Because these distributions are highly skewed, we characterize and compare them using medians (i.e., 50th percentiles), 75th, and 95th percentiles. The ratios between the pairs of the corresponding percentiles indicate that the reservations are 2.2–10.2 times larger and 3.0–5.3 times longer than experiments. We conclude that reservations do indeed enable larger experiments, though interestingly, the largest experiments were larger than the largest reservations by about 50%. Our analysis of monthly distributions also reveals that the 95th percentile for experiment durations shows significantly less volatility after we introduced the reservation system and stabilizes at its high values, around 300 hours. The same is not true of the node count statistics; the timing of the largest
spikes suggests that they are caused by testbed expansions.

**Utilization** CloudLab does not automatically instantiate experiments for users at the beginning of a reservation, nor does it require the end of a reservation to coincide with the end of an experiment. The current system has no direct penalties for under-using reserved nodes. This leads to an obvious utilization question: *How fully do experimenters use their reservations?* Put another way, this can be framed as a question of trust: *Can we trust users to reserve only what they need and then use what they have reserved?*

Before answering this question, we note several operational nuances that stem from the loose coupling between experiments and reservations in our design. First, we do not stop users from allocating more resources than they have reserved: the reservation indicates a minimum guaranteed availability, and if more are available, experimenters are free to use them. Second, if multiple experiments run on \( h_r \) hardware within \([s_r, e_r]\), we cannot distinguish experiments that are meant to use the studied reservation \( r \) from the ones that are run opportunistically, in addition to the planned experiments. Third, reservations are associated with projects (groups of users), so the user that creates the reservation may or may not be the one who actually uses it. If users in the same project coordinate their activities, one user submits a reservations on behalf of the group; otherwise, when working independently, one or multiple users submit their reservations and run planned experiments, while others run their unrelated FCFS experiments. Since the studied usage record does not allow us to distill exact user intentions, we estimate aggregate project-specific usage of hardware \( h_r \) within \([s_r, e_r]\) and view it as the upper bound of the intended \( r \)'s utilization.

Figure 6 visualizes whole-project resource utilization for nearly 450 approved reservations. The highest point, depicting a utilization of almost 11x the quantity of resources reserved, represents a reservation where a single node was reserved for 33 hours. (The figure omits fifteen small reservations that would stretch the Y axis even further, up to 25x.) That reservation was deleted 3 hours into its time window, and, at the same time, the same or other users from the same project ran multi-node experiments up to 32 node-hours in aggregate. The result is that the project as a whole used far more resources during this time than it had reserved. Labels for several large reservations highlight instances where the utilization is near 100%. We find these and many other large experiments that conform well with the the corresponding reservations. With the median utilization for the shown instances at 96.1%, we conclude that the majority of reservations see high utilization, and we can indeed trust users to reserve what they need and use what they reserve.

In contrast, we found a fairly large number of reservations, 123 (not shown on the graph) with no identified usage. These seem to come from the cases in which the users changed their minds but did not delete their reservations, forgot about the reservations (CloudLab does send reminder emails), or, most interestingly, did run experiments but used wrong types of nodes. This final case seems to stem from misunderstandings about either how the reservation system works (the specific hardware type reserved) or the profile being used (the specific hardware type requested). CloudLab does have measures in place to encourage use of the appropriate node type: when the user has a reservation, the cluster selection box defaults to the relevant cluster, and the mapper applies a preference for nodes of the reserved type. Still, it is clear that this is an area for additional work. With the median size at 96 node-hours, however, these unused reservations add up to less than 12% of all node-hours reserved.

**Reservations in Action** We conclude our discussion of the reservation system by looking at how its use relates to the use of the testbed as a whole. As shown in Figure 7, rises and falls in use of the testbed (as measured by the number of node-hours used per month) are correlated perfectly with rises and falls in submission of reservations. April 2018, CloudLab’s busiest month to date (previously seen in Figures 1 and 3) also saw a large spike in reservations: an astonishing 193 requests were submitted that month, or more than six per day. During that month, there were 140k node-hours of approved reservations, as compared with 724k node-hours used in general, telling us that approximately 19% of all node-hours used
that month were used through reservations. During the preceding January, a lighter month, these numbers were 67k, 552k, and 12%, respectively. Another place where the effects of the reservation system appear is Table 2 if we look at the entire time period, simple resource unavailability is the top reason for mapping failures. If we look at just the last year, however, when the reservation system was more stable, better advertised, and more heavily used, node shortages due to upcoming reservations have become more common than “simple” shortages. The April spike was followed by a similar increase in usage in September 2018.

We postulate that, as the use of the testbed approaches its total capacity, (or, as the free resources approach zero), the notional value of a reservation to a user grows super-linearly. By analogy to queuing theory, as the demand rate approaches the service rate, the expected wait time approaches infinity [20]. Facing the possibility that they may have to wait an unbounded amount of time for the resources they need to become available through the FCFS system, users have far greater incentive to submit reservation requests. This results in the pattern that holds true for the aggregate and also specific hardware types. The demand for specific types of nodes fluctuates over time, and users naturally adjust, using reservations only for the types that are in high demand. Overall, our analysis confirms that the reservation system constitutes a successful “social engineering” project on the part of CloudLab in that the system did change user behavior in the desired way: they use reservations heavily during periods of high demand, but then reservations “fade into the background” when they are not needed, letting the traditional FCFS model dominate.

4 Related Work

There is a body of literature focused on design and analysis of computing testbeds. The work that has shaped the research in this area includes the studies of large-scale experimentation environments such as PlanetLab [8], Grid’5000 [6], Emulab [16], Open Cirrus [5], and PROBe [12]. There are also recent studies that examine the Jetstream [33] “production” cloud for science and engineering research, the Chameleon [21] cloud computing testbed, and the Comet [34] supercomputer, among other facilities. These facility studies describe specific needs of research communities, document major design and implementation efforts, and share the unique lessons learned in the process of deploying and operating each system. Our work complements them by describing different aspects of facility operations and yielding insights into different kinds of design decisions. Studies of relevant commercial installations with similar amounts of detail are scarce.

Another relevant theme relates to using academic and commercial cyberinfrastructures to investigate systems topics and solutions with broad applicability, including the topological issues in testbeds [15], performance and repeatability [26, 22], failure analysis [24], individual subsystems such as disk imaging [19, 4] monitoring infrastructure [38], virtualization [16], and cloud federation [13], among others. Our study complements these by focusing on the way that the control framework (the software that manages, assigns, and provisions resources), and the abstractions it offers affect user experience and behavior. The key difference from the related work lies in the unique facility- and user-centered scope of our analysis; none of aforementioned facilities has been studied from this angle. Additionally, this paper describes CloudLab’s functionality that extends the control framework used in GENI [25, 52], Emulab [39], and Apt [32].

5 Conclusion

Testbeds for computer science research occupy a unique place in the overall landscape of computing infrastructure. They are often used in an attempt to overcome a basic impasse [3]: as computing technologies become popular, research into their fundamentals becomes simultaneously more valuable and more difficult to do. The existence of production systems such as the Internet and commercial clouds motivates work aimed at improving them, but production deployments offer service at a specific layer of abstraction, making it difficult or impossible to use them for research that seeks to work under that layer or to change the abstraction significantly.

The design and operation of testbeds—and other IaaS infrastructures—benefits greatly from analyzing data about how these facilities are used. In this paper, we have presented new analysis of the way that one particular facility, CloudLab, is used in practice. This analysis, and the underlying dataset (which we have made public) have shown that user behavior is highly variable, bursty, and long-tailed. In addition, algorithms that may be thought of as being “deep within” the system have large, visible effects on user experience and on user behavior. Together, these findings point towards design decisions that more carefully take user expectations and behavior into account “end-to-end” throughout the entire facility.

Data and Code

Data and code used for our analyses are available at https://gitlab.flux.utah.edu/emulab/cloudlab-usage with the tag atc19. This data covers CloudLab’s resource availability and events such as experiment instantiations.
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Abstract

File Storage Service (FSS) is an elastic filesystem provided as a managed NFS service in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. Using a pipelined Paxos implementation, we implemented a scalable block store that provides linearizable multipage limited-size transactions. On top of the block store, we built a scalable B-tree that provides linearizable multikey limited-size transactions. By using self-validating B-tree nodes and performing all B-tree housekeeping operations as separate transactions, each key in a B-tree transaction requires only one page in the underlying block transaction. The B-tree holds the filesystem metadata. The filesystem provides snapshots by using versioned key-value pairs. The entire system is programmed using a nonblocking lock-free programming style. The presentation servers maintain no persistent local state, with any state kept in the B-tree, making it easy to scale up and failover the presentation servers. We use a non-scalable Paxos-replicated hash table to store configuration information required to bootstrap the system. The system throughput can be predicted by comparing an estimate of the network bandwidth needed for replication to the network bandwidth provided by the hardware. Latency on an unloaded system is about 4 times higher than a Linux NFS server backed by NVMe, reflecting the cost of replication.

1 Introduction

This paper describes Oracle Cloud Infrastructure File Storage Service (FSS), a managed, multi-tenant NFS service. FSS, which has been in production for over a year, provides customers with an elastic NFSv3 file service [15]. Customers create filesystems which are initially empty, without specifying how much space they need in advance, and write files on demand. The performance of a filesystem grows with the amount of data stored. We promise customers a convex combination of 100MB/s of bandwidth and 3000 operations per second for every terabyte stored. Customers can mount a filesystem on an arbitrary number of NFS clients. The size of a file or filesystem is essentially unbounded, limited only by the practical concerns that the NFS protocol cannot cope with files bigger than 16EiB and that we would need to deploy close to a million hosts to store multiple exabytes. FSS provides the ability to take a snapshot of a filesystem using copy-on-write techniques. Creating a filesystem or snapshot is cheap, so that customers can create thousands of filesystems, each with thousands of snapshots. The system is robust against failures since it synchronously replicates data and metadata 5-ways using Paxos [44].

We built FSS from scratch. We implemented a Paxos-replicated block store, called DASD, with a sophisticated multipage transaction scheme. On top of DASD, we built a scalable B-tree with multikey transactions programmed in a lockless nonblocking fashion. Like virtually every B-tree in the world, ours is a B+-tree. We store the contents of files directly in DASD and store file metadata (such as inodes and directories) in the B-tree.

Why not do something simpler? One could imagine setting up a fleet of ZFS appliances. Each appliance would be responsible for some filesystems, and we could use a replicated block device to achieve reliability in the face of hardware failure. Examples of replicated block devices include [2, 4, 25, 54, 61]. We have such a service in our cloud, so why not use it? It’s actually more complicated to operate such a system than a system that’s designed from the beginning to operate as a cloud service. Here are some of the problems you would need to solve:

- How do you grow such a filesystem if it gets too big to fit on one appliance?
- How do you partition the filesystems onto the appliance? What happens if you put several small filesystems onto one appliance and then one of the filesystems grows so that something must move?
• How do you provide scalable bandwidth? If a customer has a petabyte of data they should get 100 GB/s of bandwidth into the filesystem, but a single appliance may have only a 10 Gbit/s network interface (or perhaps two 25 Gbit/s network interfaces).

• How do you handle failures? If an appliance crashes, then some other appliance must mount the replicated block device, and you must ensure that the original appliance doesn’t restart and continue to perform writes on the block device, which would corrupt the filesystem.

This paper describes our implementation. Section 2 provides an architectural overview of FSS. The paper then proceeds to explain the system from the top down. Section 3 describes the lock-free nonblocking programming style we used based on limited-size multipage transactions. Section 4 shows how we organize metadata in the B-tree. Section 5 explains how we implemented a B-tree key-value store that supports multikey transactions. Section 6 explains DASD, our scalable replicated block storage system. Section 7 describes our pipelined Paxos implementation. Section 8 discusses congestion management and transaction-conflict avoidance. Section 9 describes the performance of our system. Sections 10 and 11 conclude with a discussion of related work and a brief history of our system.

2 FSS Architecture

This section explains the overall organization of FSS. We provision many hosts, some of which act as storage hosts, and some as presentation hosts. The storage hosts, which include local NVMe solid-state-drive storage, store all filesystem data and metadata replicated 5-ways,¹ and provide an RPC service using our internal FSS protocol. The presentation hosts speak the standard NFS protocol and translate NFS into the FSS protocol.

A customer’s filesystems appear as exported filesystems on one or more IP addresses, called mount targets. A single mount target may export several filesystems, and a filesystem may be exported by several mount targets. A mount target appears as a private IP address in the customer’s virtual cloud network (VCN), which is a customizable private network within the cloud. Most clouds provide VCNs in which hosts attached to one VCN cannot even name hosts in another VCN. Each mount target terminates on one of our presentation hosts. A single mount target’s performance can be limited by the network interface of the presentation host, and so to get more performance, customers can create many mount targets that export the same filesystem.

¹Data is erasure coded, reducing the cost to 2.5, see Section 3.

Figure 1: FSS architecture. The NFS clients are on the left, and belong to various customers. Hosts are shown as boxes with solid edges and processes are shown with dashed lines. The presentation hosts are in the middle, each running several Orca processes. The Orca processes are connected to the various customer virtual cloud networks (VCNs) on the left. The IP addresses of each Orca’s mount target is shown. The Orca processes are also connected to our internal VCN, where they can communicate with the storage hosts. The storage hosts contain NVMe drives and run both the Dendron and DASD processes.

Figure 1 shows how the FSS hosts and processes are organized. The customer sets up NFS clients in their VCN. Our presentation hosts terminate NFS connections from the clients in per-mount-target Orca processes. The Orca processes translate NFS requests into the FSS protocol, and send the FSS to our storage hosts. In the future, the presentation hosts might speak other client protocols, such as SMB [55] or NFSv4 [68].

To ensure isolation between filesystems we depend on a combination of process isolation on our servers, VCN isolation, and encryption. All data stored in the storage hosts or in flight in the FSS protocol is encrypted with a file-specific encryption key that derives from a filesystem master key. The NFSv3 protocol is not encrypted, however, so data arriving at an Orca is potentially vulnerable. To mitigate that vulnerability, we rely on VCN isolation while the data is in flight from the NFS client to the presentation host, and use the presentation host’s process isolation to protect the data on the presentation host. All data and file names are encrypted as soon as they arrive at an Orca, and each Orca process serves only one mount target.

Each storage host contains NVMe drives and runs two processes, DASD and Dendron. DASD, described in Section 6, provides a scalable block store. Dendron implements a B-tree (Section 5) in which it maintains the metadata (Section 4) for the filesystem.

We chose to replicate filesystems within a data cen-
ter rather than across data centers within a metropolitan area or across a long distance. There is a tradeoff between latency and failure tolerance. Longer-distance replication means the ability to tolerate bigger disasters, but incurs longer network latencies. We chose local replication so that all of our operations can be synchronously replicated by Paxos without incurring the latency of long-distance replication. It turns out that most of our customers rely on having a functional disaster-recovery plan, and so they’re more interested in single-data center file system performance than synchronous replication. In the future, however, we may configure some filesystems to be replicated more widely.

Within a data center, hosts are partitioned into groups called fault domains. We typically employ 9 fault domains. In a small data center, a fault domain might be a single rack. In a large data center, it might be a group of racks. Hosts within a fault domain are likely to fail at the same time (because they share a power supply or network switch). Hosts in different fault domains are more likely to fail independently. We employ 5-way Paxos replicated storage that requires at least 3 out of each group of 5 Paxos instances in order to access the filesystems. We place the Paxos instances into different fault domains. When we need to upgrade our hosts, we can bring down one fault domain at a time without compromising availability. Why 5-way replication? During an upgrade, one replica at a time is down. During that time, we want to be resilient to another host crashing.

We also use the same 5-way-replicated Paxos machinery to run a non-scalable hash table that keeps track of configuration information, such as a list of all the presentation hosts, needed for bootstrapping the system.

All state (including NLM locks, leases, and idempotency tokens) needed by the presentation servers is maintained in replicated storage rather than in the memory of the presentation hosts. That means that any Orca can handle any NFS request for the filesystems that it exports. The view of the filesystem presented by different Orcas is consistent.

All memory and disk space is allocated when the host starts. We never run malloc() after startup. By construction, the system cannot run out of memory at runtime. It would likely be difficult to retrofit this memory-allocation discipline into old code, but maintaining the discipline was relatively straightforward since the entire codebase is new.

3 Multi-Page Store Conditional

FSS is implemented on top of a distributed B-tree, which is written on top of a a distributed block store with multipage transactions (see Figure 2). This section describes the programming interface to the distributed block store and how the block store is organized into pages, blocks, and extents.

The filesystem is a concurrent data structure that must not be corrupted by conflicting operations. There can be many concurrent NFS calls modifying a filesystem: one might be appending to a file, while another might be deleting the file. The filesystem maintains many invariants. One important invariant is that every allocated data block is listed in the metadata for exactly one file. We need to avoid memory leaks (in which an allocated block appears in no file), dangling pointers (in which a file contains a deallocated block), and double allocations (in which a block appears in two different files). There are many other invariants for the filesystem. We also employ a B-tree which has its own invariants. We live under the further constraint that when programming these data structures, we cannot acquire a lock to protect these data structures, since if a process acquired a lock and then crashed it would be tricky to release the lock.

To solve these problems we implemented FSS using a nonblocking programming style similar to that of transactional memory [32]. We use a primitive that we call multi-page store-conditional (MPSC) for accessing pages in a distributed block store. An MPSC operation is a “mini-transaction” that performs an atomic read-and-update of up to 15 pages. All page reads and writes follow this protocol:

1. Read up to 15 pages, receiving the page data and a slot number (which is a form of a version tag [38]). A page’s slot number changes whenever the page changes. You can read some pages before deciding which page to read next, or you can read pages in parallel. Each read is linearizable [34].
2. Compute a set of new values for those pages.
3. Present the new page values, along with the previously obtained slot numbers, to the MPSC function. To write a page requires needs a slot number from a previous read.
4. The update will either succeed or fail. Success means that all of the pages were modified to the new values and that none of the pages had been otherwise modified since they were read. A successful
update linearizes with other reads and MPSC updates. A failure results in no changes.

In addition to reading and writing pages, an MPSC can allocate or free space in the distributed block store.

An MPSC could fail for many reasons. For example, if, between reading a page and attempting an MPSC, some other transaction wrote the page, the MPSC will fail. Even if there is no conflict, an MPSC may fail due to, e.g., packet loss or Paxos leadership changes. Even if a transaction succeeds, the caller may receive an error indication, e.g., if network fails between the update’s commit and the caller notification. Our implementation deliberately introduces failures (sometimes called fuzzing [56]) with a small probability rate, so that all of the error-handling code paths are exercised frequently, even in production.

**Pages and Blocks.** We subdivide the distributed block store into a hierarchy of pages, blocks, and extents, as shown in Figure 3. An MPSC performs an atomic update on a set of pages. A block includes one or more pages, and is the unit on which we do bookkeeping for allocation. To reduce bookkeeping overheads on small pages, we allocate relatively large blocks. To keep transactions small, we update relatively small pages. An extent is an array of pages, up to 256 GiB total, and is implemented by a replicated Paxos state machine.

For example, one kind of extent contains 256 GiB of disk-resident data, organized in 2 MiB blocks with 32 KiB pages, and is replicated 5 ways using 5:2 erasure coding (an erasure-coding rate of 2/5) [62]. Thus the 256 GiB of disk-resident data consumes a total of 640 GiB of disk distributed across 5 hosts.

An extent’s **geometry** is defined by its page size, block size, extent size, replication factor (RF), and erasure-coding (EC) rate. Once an extent is created, its geometry cannot change. Figure 4 shows the extent geometries that we use for file data and metadata. All of our extents are 5-way replicated within a single data center. The pages in extents used for file contents are erasure coded using a 5:2 erasure coding rate, so that the overhead of storing a page is 2.5 (each replica stores half a page, and there are 5 replicas). The B-tree data is mirrored, which can be thought of as 5:1 erasure coding.

We size our extents so there are hundreds of extents per storage host to ease load balancing. We use parallelism to recover the missing shards when a host crashes permanently—each extent can recover onto a different host.

**Block ownership.** When operating a storage system as a service, it is a great sin to lose a customer’s data. It is an even greater sin to give a customer’s data to someone else, however. To avoid the greater sin, blocks have ownership information that is checked on every access.

A block’s ownership information includes a version tag, called its **generation**, as well as 64-bit customer identifier, and a read-only bit. When accessing a block, the generation, customer id, and read-only bit must match exactly. This check is performed atomically with every page access. When a block is allocated or deallocated its generation changes. A **tagged pointer** to a page includes the block ownership information, as well as the extent number and page number. A block’s pointer is simply the tagged pointer to the block’s first page.

---

**Figure 3:** Pages, blocks, and extents. Three extents are shown, each with an array of pages. Each page has a slot. E.g., page 0 of extent 1 has slot 19. Each block has ownership. The first block of extent 1 is owned by customer 80 (“C80”), is read-write (“RW”), and is on its 9th allocation generation (“G9”). Extents 1 and 2 each have 2 pages per block and 4 blocks, whereas extent 20 has 4 pages per block and only 2 blocks.

**Figure 4:** Extent geometries. The B-tree extents contain metadata organized as a B-tree. The other extents contain file contents, and are identified by their block size. For each extent the page size, block size, extent size, replication factor (RF), and erasure-coding (EC) are shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geometry</th>
<th>Page size</th>
<th>Block size</th>
<th>Extent size</th>
<th>RF</th>
<th>EC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B-tree</td>
<td>8 KiB</td>
<td>1 MiB</td>
<td>16 GiB</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 KiB</td>
<td>8 KiB</td>
<td>8 KiB</td>
<td>32 GiB</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 KiB</td>
<td>32 KiB</td>
<td>32 KiB</td>
<td>128 GiB</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256 KiB</td>
<td>32 KiB</td>
<td>256 KiB</td>
<td>256 GiB</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 MiB</td>
<td>32 KiB</td>
<td>2 MiB</td>
<td>256 GiB</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5:2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

For example, one kind of extent contains 256 GiB of disk-resident data, organized in 2 MiB blocks with 32 KiB pages, and is replicated 5 ways using 5:2 erasure coding (an erasure-coding rate of 2/5) [62]. Thus the 256 GiB of disk-resident data consumes a total of 640 GiB of disk distributed across 5 hosts.

An extent’s **geometry** is defined by its page size, block size, extent size, replication factor, and erasure-coding rate. Once an extent is created, its geometry cannot change. Figure 4 shows the extent geometries that we use for file data and metadata. All of our extents are 5-way replicated within a single data center. The pages in extents used for file contents are erasure coded using a 5:2 erasure coding rate, so that the overhead of storing a page is 2.5 (each replica stores half a page, and there are 5 replicas). The B-tree data is mirrored, which can be thought of as 5:1 erasure coding.

We size our extents so there are hundreds of extents per storage host to ease load balancing. We use parallelism to recover the missing shards when a host crashes permanently—each extent can recover onto a different host.

**Block ownership.** When operating a storage system as a service, it is a great sin to lose a customer’s data. It is an even greater sin to give a customer’s data to someone else, however. To avoid the greater sin, blocks have ownership information that is checked on every access.

A block’s ownership information includes a version tag, called its **generation**, as well as 64-bit customer identifier, and a read-only bit. When accessing a block, the generation, customer id, and read-only bit must match exactly. This check is performed atomically with every page access. When a block is allocated or deallocated its generation changes. A **tagged pointer** to a page includes the block ownership information, as well as the extent number and page number. A block’s pointer is simply the tagged pointer to the block’s first page.
The problem that block ownership solves can be illustrated as follows. When data is being written into a new file, we allocate a block and store the block’s pointer in the B-tree as a single transaction. To read data from a file, Orca first obtains the block pointer by asking Dendron to read the B-tree. Orca caches that block pointer, so that it can read the data without the overhead of checking the B-tree again on every page access. Meanwhile, another thread could truncate the file, causing the block to be deallocated. The block might then be allocated to a file belonging to a different customer. We want to invalidate Orca’s cached pointers in this situation, so we change the block ownership. When Orca tries to use a cached pointer to read a deallocated page, the ownership information has become invalid, and the access fails, which is what we want.

Each of our read operations is linearizable, meaning that they are totally ordered with respect to all MPSC operations and the total ordering is consistent with real time. Although our read operations linearize, if you perform several reads they take place at different times, meaning that the reads may not be mutually consistent. It’s easy to trick a transactional-memory-style program into crashing, e.g., due to a failed assertion. For example, if you have two pages in a doubly linked list, you might read one page, and then follow a pointer to the second page, but by the time you read the second page it no longer points back to the first page. Getting this right everywhere is an implementation challenge, leading some [10, 16] to argue that humans should not program transactional memory without a compiler. We have found this problem to be manageable, however, since an inconsistent read cannot lead to a successful MPSC operation, so the data structure isn’t corrupted.

4 A Filesystem Schema

This section explains how we represent the filesystem metadata in our B-tree. FSS implements an inode-based write-in-place filesystem using a single B-tree to hold its metadata. What does that mean? “Inode-based” means that each file object has an identifier, called its handle. The handle is used as an index to find the metadata for a file. “Write-in-place” means that updates to data and metadata usually modify an existing block of data. (As we shall see, snapshots introduce copy-on-write behavior.) “Single B-tree to hold the metadata” means there is only one B-tree per data center. Our service provides many filesystems to many customers, and they are all stored together in one B-tree.

The B-tree must support various metadata operations. For example, given an object’s handle, we need to find and update the fixed-size part of the object’s metadata, which includes the type of the object (e.g., regular, directory, symlink), permissions bits (rwxrwrxrwx), owner, group, file size, link count, and timestamps. Given a file handle and an offset, we need to find the tagged pointer of the block holding data at that offset, so that reads or write can execute. Given a directory handle and a filename we need to be able perform a directory lookup, yielding a file handle. For a directory, we need to iterate through the directory entries. In NFS this is performed using a 64-bit number called a cookie. Given a directory handle and a cookie we need to find the directory entry with the next largest cookie.

Our strategy is to create B-tree key-value pairs that make those operations efficient. We also want to minimize the number of pages and extents that we access in each transaction. Every B-tree key is prefixed with a filesystem number $F$, so that all the keys for a given filesystem will be adjacent in the B-tree. Our handles are ordered tuples of integers $(F, D, C, S)$, where $D$ a unique number for every directory, $C$ is a unique number for every file ($C = 0$ for directories), and $S$ is a snapshot number. A file’s handle depends on the directory in which it was created. The file can be moved to another directory after it is created, but the file’s handle will always mention the directory in which the file was originally created.

Figure 5 shows the schema for representing our filesystems. We encode the B-tree keys in a way that disambiguates the different kinds of key value pairs and sorts the key-value pairs in a convenient order. For example, all the pairs for a given filesystem $F$ appear together, with the superblock appearing first because of

Key-value pairs:
- leaderblock: $0 \rightarrow \text{next } F$.
- superblock: $F,0 \rightarrow \text{next } D, \text{next } C, \text{keys}$.
- inode: $F,1, D, C, 2, S \rightarrow \text{stat-data}$.
- name map: $F,1, D, C = 0, 3, N, S \rightarrow F, D', C', S, \text{.}$.
- cookie map: $F,1, D, C = 0, 4, c, S \rightarrow F, D', C', S, N$.
- block map: $F,1, D, C, 5, o, S \rightarrow \text{block ID and size}$.

Glossary:
- $F$ filesystem number.
- $D$ Directory unique id.
- $C$ File unique id.
- $S$ Snapshot number.
- $o$ Offset in file.
- $N$ Filename in directory.
- $c$ Directory iteration cookie.
- $F, D', C', S$ The handle of a file in a directory.

Figure 5: Filesystem schema showing key $\rightarrow$ value pair mappings. The small numbers (e.g., “1”) are literal numbers inserted between components of a key to disambiguate key types and force proper B-tree sort ordering. For directories, $C = 0$. 

---
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the “0” in its key. Within the filesystem, all the non-superblock pairs are sorted by $D$, the directory number. For a directory, the directory inode sorts first, then come the name map entries for the directory, and then the cookie map, then come all the inodes for the files that were created in that directory. In that set for each file, the file inode sorts first, followed by the block maps for that file. Finally two entries that are the same except for the snapshot number are sorted by snapshot number.

We implement snapshots using copy-on-write at the key-value pair level, rather than doing copy-on-write in the B-tree data structure or at the block level [13, 28, 35, 43, 49, 63, 65, 66, 72]. In the interest of space, we don’t show all the details for snapshots, but the basic idea is that each key-value pair is valid for a range of snapshots. When looking up a pair for snapshot $S$, we find the pair whose key has the largest snapshot number that’s no bigger than $S$.

Our key-value scheme achieves locality in the B-tree. When a file is created it is lexicographically near its parent directory, and the file’s block maps and fixed-sized metadata are near each other. (If the file is later moved, it still appears near the original parent directory.) This means that if you create a file in a directory that has only a few files in it, it’s likely that the whole transaction to update the directory inode, add directory entries, and create the file inode will all be on the same page, or at least in the same extent, since the B-tree maintains block as well as page locality (see Section 5).

We use multiple block sizes (which are shown in Figure 4) to address the tension between fragmentation and metadata overhead. Small blocks keep fragmentation low for small files. Big blocks reduce the number of block map entries and other bookkeeping overhead for big files. In our scheme the first few blocks of a file are small, and as the file grows the blocks get bigger. For files larger than 16 KiB, the largest block is no bigger than 1/3 the file size, so that even if the block is nearly empty, we have wasted no more than 1/3 of our storage. We sometimes skip small-block allocation entirely. For example if the NFS client writes 1 MiB into a newly created file, we can use 256 KiB blocks right away.

5 The B-tree

To hold metadata we built a B-tree [7] on top of MPSC. MPSC provides transactions that can update up to 15 pages, but we want to think about key-value pairs, not pages, and we want B-tree transactions to be able include non-B-tree pages and blocks, e.g., to allocate a data block and store its tagged pointer in a B-tree key-value pair. The B-tree can perform transactions on a total of 15 values, where a value can be a key-value pair, or a non-B-tree page write or block allocation.

Consider the simple problem of executing a B-tree transaction to update a single key-value pair. How many pages must be included in that transaction? The standard B-tree algorithm starts at the root of the tree and follows pointers down to a leaf page where it can access the pair. To update the leaf we need to know that it is the proper page, and the way we know that is by having followed a pointer from the leaf’s parent. Between reading the parent and reading the leaf, however, the tree might have been rebalanced, and so we might be reading the wrong leaf. So we need to include the parent in the transaction. Similarly, we need to include the grandparent and all the ancestors up to the root. A typical B-tree might be 5 or 6 levels deep, and so a single key-value pair update transaction involves 5 or 6 pages, which would limit us to 2 or 3 key-value pairs per transaction. Furthermore, every transaction ends up including the root of the B-tree, creating a scalability bottleneck.

Our solution to this problem is to use self-validating pages, which contain enough information that we can determine if we read the right page by looking at that page in isolation. We arrange every page to “own” a range of keys, for the page to contain only keys in that range, and that every possible key is owned by exactly one page. To implement this self validation, we store in every page a lower bound and upper bound for the set of keys that can appear in the page (sometimes called “fence keys” [26, 47]), and we store the height of the page (leaf pages are height 0). When we read a page to look up a key, we verify that the page we read owns the key and is the right height, in which case we know that if that page is updated in a successful transaction, that we were updating the right page. Thus, we do not need to include the intermediate pages in the MPSC operation and we can perform B-tree transactions on up to 15 keys.

We usually skip accessing the intermediate B-tree nodes altogether by maintaining a cache that maps keys to pages. If the cache steers us to a wrong page, either the page won’t self validate or the transaction will fail, in which case we simply invalidate the cache and try again. If a key is missing from the cache, we can perform a separate transaction that walks the tree to populate the cache. It turns out that this cache is very effective, and for virtually all updates we can simply go directly to the proper page to access a key-value pair.

Another problem that could conceivably increase the transaction size is tree rebalancing. In a B-tree, tree nodes must generally be split when they get too full or merged when they get too empty. The usual rule is that whenever one inserts a pair into a node and it doesn’t fit, one first splits the node and updates the parent (possibly triggering a parent split that updates the grandparent, and so on). Whenever one deletes a pair, if the node becomes too empty (say less than 1/4 full), one
Figure 6: The B-tree comprises block (in blue) and pages (in pink). The pages form a tree. The leaf pages, where the key-value pairs are stored, form a doubly linked list (shown with dashed green lines). Each leaf page is responsible for a range of keys, e.g., \([C, F)\) means the keys from \(C\) inclusive to \(F\) exclusive. Each block holds a key range of pages for one level. For example, Block 5 has all the leaf pages in the range \([G, P)\).

merges nodes, updating the parent (which can possibly trigger a parent merge that updates the grandparent, and so on). This means that any insertion or deletion can add as many pages to a transaction as the height of the tree. Those rebalancings are infrequent so they don’t introduce a scalability bottleneck, but they do make our MPSC operations too big.

Our solution to the rebalancing problem is to rebalance in a separate transaction. When inserting if we encounter a page overflow, we abort the transaction, split the page in a separate transaction, and restart the original transaction. We split the page even if it is apparently nearly empty: as long as there are two keys we can split the page. For merges, we delete keys from the page, and then do a separate transaction afterward to rebalance the tree. It’s possible that a page could end up empty, or nearly empty, and that due to some crash or packet loss, we forget to rebalance the tree. That’s OK because we fix it up the next time we access the page.

To improve locality we exploit both the page and block structure of MPSC. Figure 6 shows how the B-tree is organized to exploit block locality as well as page locality. Each page is responsible for a key range, and the union of the key ranges in a block is a single key range. When splitting a page, we place the new page into the same block as the old page, and if the block is full, we insert a new block. If the B-tree schema strives to keep keys that will appear in the same transaction lexicographically near each other, locality causes those keys to likely be in the same page, or at least the same block. Our MPSC implementation optimizes for the case where some pages of a transaction are in the same extent. With the schema described in Section 4, this optimization is worth about a 20% performance improvement for an operation such as untarring a large tarball.

The choice of 15 pages per transaction is driven by the B-tree implementation. There is one infrequent operation requiring 15 pages. It involves splitting a page in a full block: a new block is allocated, block headers are updated, and the pages are moved between blocks. Most transactions touch only one or two pages.

6 DASD: Not Your Parent’s Disk Drive

This section explains how we implemented MPSC using Paxos state machines (which we discuss further in Section 7). MPSC is implemented by a distributed block store, called DASD\(^2\). A single extent is implemented by a Paxos state machine, so multipage transactions within an extent is straightforward. To implement transactions that cross extents, we use 2-phase commit.

Given that Paxos has provided us with a collection of replicated state machines, each with an attached disk, each implementing one extent, we implement two-phase commit [29, 46, 50] on top of Paxos. The standard problem with two-phase commit is that the transaction coordinator can fail and the system gets stuck. Our extents are replicated, so we view the participants in a transaction as being unstoppable.

It would be easy to implement two-phase commit with \(3n\) messages. One could send \(n\) ‘prepare’ messages that set up the pages, then \(n\) ‘decide’ messages that switch the state to committed, and then \(n\) ‘release’ messages that release the resources of the transaction. (Each message drives a state transition, which is replicated by Paxos.) The challenge is to implement two-phase commit on \(n\) extents with only \(2n\) messages and state changes. Every filesystem operation would benefit from the latency being reduced by \(1/3\).

To perform an atomic operation with only \(2n\) messages, for example on 3 pages, the system progresses through the states shown in Figure 7. The system will end up constructing and tearing down, in the Paxos state machine, a doubly-linked (not circular) list of all the extents in the transaction. Each of these steps is initiated by a message from a client, which triggers a state change in one Paxos state machine (which in turn requires several messages to form a consensus among the Paxos replicas). The client waits for an acknowledgment before sending the next message.

1. Extent \(A\) receives a prepare message. \(A\) enters the prepared state, indicated by “\(P(data)\)”, and records its part of the transaction data and its part of the linked list (a null back pointer, and a pointer to \(B\)).
2. Extent \(B\) receives a prepare message, enters the prepared state, and records its data and pointers to \(A\) and \(C\).
3. Extent \(C\) receives a prepare-and-decide message, enters the decided state (committing the transac-

\(^2\)Direct-Access Storage Device (DASD) was once IBM’s terminology for disk drives [37].
We optimize the case when there are several pages in a single extent to use fewer messages.

7 Pipelined Paxos

In this section we explain our Paxos implementation, and in particular how we pipeline Paxos operations.

Lamport-Paxos [44, 45] is an algorithm to achieve consensus on a single value. Lamport-Paxos requires two phases, called phase 1 and phase 2 by Lamport.

To achieve consensus on a log (as opposed to one value), one common algorithm is Multi-Paxos [17], which treats the log as an array indexed by slot, running Lamport-Paxos independently on each array element. It turns out that you can run a “vector” phase 1 for infinitely many elements of the array with a single pair of messages, and that you can reuse the outcome of phase 1 for as many phase 2 rounds as you want. In this setup, people tend to call phase-1 “master election” and infer all sorts of wrong conclusions, e.g. that there is only one master at any time and that phase 1 is some kind of “failover”.

In Multi-Paxos, if the operation on slot $S+1$ depends on the state after slot $S$, you must wait for slot $S$ (and all previous slots) to finish phase 2. (We don’t say “commit” to avoid confusion with two-phase commit, which is a different protocol.) This Multi-Paxos is not pipelined.

You can pipeline Multi-Paxos with a small modification. You tag each log entry with a unique log sequence number (LSN) and you modify Paxos so that an acceptor accepts slot $S+1$ only if it agrees on the LSN of slot $S$. Thus, the Paxos phase 2 message is the Lamport phase 2 plus the LSN of the previous slot. By induction, two acceptors that agree on a LSN agree on the entire past history.
Now you can issue phase 2 for \( S + 1 \) depending on \( S \) without waiting for \( S \) to complete, because the acceptance of \( S + 1 \) retroactively confirms all speculations that you made.

The pipelined Multi-Paxos state, per slot, is the Lamport-Paxos state (a ballot \( B \) and the slot’s contents) plus the LSN. You can use whatever you want as LSNs, as long as they are unique, but a convenient way to generate LSNs is to use the pair \( \langle E, S \rangle \) where the epoch \( E \) must be unique. As it happens, Lamport phase 1 designates a single winner of ballot \( B \), so you can identify \( E \) with the winner of ballot \( B \) in phase 1, and be guaranteed that nobody else wins that ballot. In the \( E = B \) case, you can reduce the per-slot state to the single-value \( E \), with the dual-role of LSN for pipelining and of ballot for Lamport-Paxos.

Our Paxos algorithm is almost isomorphic to Raft [60]. Essentially Raft is Multi-Paxos plus conditional LSNs plus \( E = B \). However, Raft always requires an extra log entry in order to make progress, and cannot be done in bounded space. If you recognize that you are just doing good-old Paxos, then you can make progress by storing a separate ballot \( B \) in constant space.

The idea of the acceptance conditional on the previous LSN appeared in viewstamped replication [58] (which didn’t discuss pipelining). It is used specifically for pipelining in Zookeeper, except that Zookeeper tries to reinvent Paxos, but incorrectly assumes TCP is an ideal pipe [6]. Conditional acceptance is also used in Raft in the same way as in viewstamped replication, except that Raft lost the distinction between proposer and acceptor, which prevents it from having a speculative proposer state that runs ahead of acceptors.

**Recovery.** Here we explain how our Paxos system recovers from failures.

The on-disk state of a Paxos acceptor has two main components: the log (of bounded size, a few MB), and a large set of page shards (tens of GB). A shard comprises an erasure-coded fragment of a page and some header information such as a checksum. To write a shard, the Paxos proposer appends the write command to the log of multiple acceptors. When a quorum of acceptors has accepted the command, the write is considered done (or “learned” in Paxos terminology). The proposer then informs acceptors that a command has been learned, and acceptors write the erasure-coded shard to disk.

As long as all acceptors receive all log entries, this process guarantees that all acceptors have an up-to-date and consistent set of shards. However, acceptors may temporarily disappear for long enough that the only way for the acceptor to make progress is to incur a log discontinuity. We now must somehow rewrite all shards modified by the log entries that the acceptor has missed, a process called recovery.

The worst-case for recovery is when we must rewrite the entire set of shards, for example because we are adding a new acceptor that is completely empty. In this long-term recovery, as part of their on-disk state, acceptors maintain a range of pages that need to be recovered, and they send this recovery state back to the proposer. The proposer iterates over such pages and overwrites them by issuing a Paxos read followed by a conditional Paxos write, where the condition is on the page still being the same since the read. When receiving a write, the acceptor subtracts the written page range from the to-be-recovered page range, and sends the updated range back to the proposer.

Long-term recovery overwrites the entire extent. For discontinuities of short duration, we use a less expensive mechanism called short-term recovery. In addition to the long-term page range, acceptors maintain a range of log slots that they have lost, they update this range when incurring a discontinuity, and communicate back this slot range to the proposer. The proposer, in the Paxos state machine, maintains a small pseudo-LRU cache of identifiers of pages that were written recently, indexed by slot. If the to-be-recovered slot range is a subset of the slot range covered by the cache, then the proposer issues all the writes in the slot range, in slot order, along with a range \( R \) whose meaning is that the present write is the only write that occurred in slot range \( R \). When receiving the write, the acceptor subtracts \( R \) from its to-be-recovered slot range and the process continues until the range is empty. If the to-be-recovered slot range overflows the range of the cache, the acceptor falls into long-term recovery.

In practice, almost all normal operations (e.g., software deployments) and unscheduled events (e.g., power loss, network disruption) are resolved by short-term recovery. We need long-term recovery when loading a fresh replica, and (infrequently) when a host goes down for a long time.

**Checkpointing and logging.** Multi-Paxos is all about attaining consensus on a log, and then we apply that log to a state machine. All memory and disk space in FSS is statically allocated, and so the logs are of a fixed size. The challenge is to checkpoint the state machine so that we can trim old log entries. The simplest strategy is to treat the log as a circular buffer and to periodically write the entire state machine into the log. Although for DASD extents, the state machine is only a few MB, some of our other replicated state machines are much larger. For example we use a 5-way replicated hash table, called Minsk, to store configuration information for bootstrapping the system: given the identity of the five Minsk instances, a Dendron instance can determine the identity of all the other Dendron instances. If the Paxos state machine is large, then checkpointing the state ma-
chine all at once causes a performance glitch.

Here’s a simple scheme to deamortize checkpointing. Think of the state machine as an array of bytes, and every operation modifies a byte. Now, every time we log an update to a byte, we also pick another byte from the hash table and log its current value. We cycle through all the bytes of the table. Thus, if the table is $K$ bytes in size, after $K$ update operations we will have logged every byte in the hash table, and so the most recent $2K$ log entries have enough information to reconstruct the current state of the hash table. We don’t need to store the state machine anywhere, since the log contains everything we need.

This game can be played at a higher level of abstraction. For example, suppose we think of the hash table as an abstract data structure with a hash_put operation that is logged as a logical operation rather than as operations on bytes. In that case every time we log a hash_put we also log the current value of one of the hash table entries, and take care to cycle through all the entries. If the hash table contains $K$ key-value pairs, then the entire hash table will be reconstructable using only the most recent $2K$ log entries. This trick works for a binary tree too.

8 Avoiding Conflicts

This section outlines three issues related to transaction conflicts: avoiding too much retry work, avoiding congestion collapse, and reducing conflicts by serializing transactions that are likely to conflict.

In a distributed system one must handle errors in a disciplined fashion. The most common error is when a transaction is aborted because it conflicts with another transaction. Retrying transactions at several different places in the call stack can cause an exponential amount of retrying. Our strategy is that the storage host does not retry transactions that fail. Instead it attempts to complete one transaction, and if it fails the error is returned all the way back to Orca which can decide whether to retry. Orca typically sets a 55 s deadline for each NFS operation, and sets a 1 s deadline for each MPSC. Since the NFS client will retry its operation after 60 s, it’s OK for Orca to give up after 55 s.

In order to avoid performance collapse, Orca employs a congestion control system similar to TCP’s window-size management algorithm [71]. Some errors, such as transaction conflicts, impute congestion. In some situations the request transaction did not complete because some “housekeeping” operation needed to be run first (such as to rebalance two nodes of the B-tree). Doing the housekeeping uses up the budget for a single transaction, so an error must returned to Orca, but in this case the error does not impute congestion.

When two transactions conflict, one aborts, which is inefficient. We use in-memory locking to serialize transactions that are likely to conflict. For example, when Orca makes an FSS call to access an inode, it sends the request to the storage host that is likely to be the Paxos leader for the extent where that inode is stored. That storage host then acquires an in-memory lock so that two concurrent calls accessing the same inode will run one after another. Orca maintains caches that map key ranges to extent numbers and extent numbers to the leader’s IP address. Sometimes one of the caches is wrong, in which case, as a side effect of running the transaction, the storage host will learn the correct cache entries, and inform Orca, which will update its cache. The in-memory lock is used for performance and is not needed for correctness. The technique of serializing transactions that are likely to conflict is well known in the transactional-memory literature [48, 73].

9 Performance

In the introduction we promised customers a convex combination of 100MB/s of bandwidth and 3000 IOPS for every terabyte stored. Those numbers are throughput numbers, and to achieve those numbers the NFS clients may need to perform operations in parallel. This section first explains where those throughput numbers come from, and then discusses FSS latency.

In order to make concrete throughput statements, we posit a simplified model in which the network bandwidth determines performance. The network bottleneck turns out to be on the storage hosts. If VNICs on the NFS clients are the bottleneck, then the customer can add NFS clients. If the presentation host is the bottleneck, then additional mount targets can be provisioned. The performance of the NVMe is fast compared to the several round trips required by Paxos (in contrast to, e.g., Gaios, which needed to optimize for disk latency instead of network latency because disks were slow [11]).

We define performance in terms of the ratio of bandwidth to storage capacity. There are four components to the performance calculation: raw performance, replication, scheduling, and oversubscription. The raw performance is the network bandwidth divided by the disk capacity, without accounting for replication, erasure coding, scheduling, or oversubscription.

Replication consumes both bandwidth and storage capacity. Using 5:2 erasure coding, for each page of data, half a page is stored in each of five hosts. This means we can sell only 40% of the raw storage capacity. The network bandwidth calculation is slightly different for writes and reads. For writes, each page must be received by 5 different storage hosts running Paxos. That data is...
erasure-coded by each host then written to disk. Thus, for writes, replication reduces the raw network bandwidth by a factor of 5.

For reads we do a little better. To read a page we collect all five erasure-coded copies, each of which is half a page and reconstruct the data using two of the copies. We could probably improve this further by collecting only two of the copies, but for now our algorithm collects all five copies. So for reads, replication reduces the bandwidth by a factor of 5/2.

Scheduling further reduces the bandwidth, but has a negligible effect on storage capacity. Queueing theory tells us that trying to run a system over about 70% utilization will result in unbounded latencies. We don’t do quite that well. We find that we can run our system at about 1/3 of peak theoretical performance without affecting latency. This factor of 3 is our scheduling overhead.

Since not all the customers are presenting their peak load at the same time, we can sell the same performance several times, a practice known as oversubscription. In our experience, we can oversubscribe performance by about a factor of 5.

The units of performance simplify from MB/s/TB to s⁻¹, so 100 MB/s/TB is one overwrite per 10000 s.

For input-outputs per second (I/O/s) we convert bandwidth to IOPS by assuming that most IOs are operations on 32 KIB pages, so we provide 3000 IO/s/TB. The cost of other IOs can be expressed in terms of reads: A write costs 2.5 reads, a file creation costs 6 reads, an empty-file deletion costs 8 reads, and a file renaming costs about 10 reads.

This performance model appears to work well on every parallel workload we have seen. To test this model, we measured how much bandwidth a relatively small test fleet can provide. (We aren’t allowed to do these sorts of experiments on the big production fleets.) We measured on multiple clients, where each client has its own mount target on its own Orca. This fleet has 41 storage instances each with a 10 Gbit/s VNIC for a total raw performance of 51.25 GB/s. After replication that’s 10.25 GB/s of salable bandwidth. Dividing by 3 to account for scheduling overhead is 3.4 GB/s. Those machines provide a total of 200 TB of salable storage, for a ratio of 17 MB/s/TB. According to our model, with 5-fold oversubscription, this fleet should promise customers 85 MB/s/TB.

Figure 8 shows measured bandwidth. The variance was small so we measured only 6 runs at each size. The measured performance is as follows. When writing into an empty file, block allocation consumes some time, and a single client can get about 434 MB/s, whereas 12 clients can get about 2.0 GB/s. When writing into an existing file, avoiding block allocation overhead, the performance is about 536 MB/s and 2.4 GB/s for 1 and 12 clients respectively.

We hypothesized that we could model this data as a simple-speedup curve [9] (a variant of Amdahl’s law or of Brent and Graham’s Theorem [5,12,27]). In a simple-speedup scenario, as we increase the number of clients, we see a linear speedup which eventually flattens out to give an asymptotic speedup. The curve is parameterized by two numbers l and a. The first value, l, is the linear-speedup slope which applies when the number of clients C is small where the performance will be l·C. The second value, a, is the asymptotic speed, and indicates the performance for large numbers of clients. The simple speedup curve,

$$S_{l,a}(C) = 1/(1/lC + 1/a),$$

is simply half the harmonic mean of the linear-speedup curve lC and the asymptotic speed a.

We fitted of our data to the simple-speedup model and plotted the resulting curves in Figure 8. The asymptotic standard error for the curve fit is less than 1.7%. Visually, the curves fit the data surprisingly well.

We can interpret these curves as follows: When writing to an empty file (which includes block allocation), a few clients can each achieve about 0.52 GB/s, and many clients can achieve a total of 2.98 GB/s. The cutover between “few” and “many” is about 6 clients for this fleet. When writing to a preallocated file, a few clients can each achieve 0.70 GB/s, and many clients can achieve
a total of 3.31 GB/s, which is close to our estimate of 3.4 GB/s. The intercept of the speedup curve lines tells us the half-power points, where half the peak capacity is consumed: 4.7 clients consume half of the fleet’s allocate-and-write capacity, and 5.8 clients consume half of the write-without-allocation capacity.

Low latency is hard to achieve in a replicated distributed system. Latency is the elapsed time from an NFS client’s request to response in an otherwise unloaded system. For serial workloads, latency can dominate performance. For example, when running over NFS, the tar program creates files one at a time, waiting for an acknowledgment that each file exists on stable storage before creating the next file. After looking at various benchmarks, we concluded that we should simply measure tar’s runtime on a well-known tarball such as the Linux 4.19.2 source code distribution, which is 839 MB and contains 65,825 objects. Untarring Linux onto local NVMe device takes about 10 s. The same NVMe served over NFS finishes in about 2.5 minutes. NFS finishes in about 10 minutes. Amazon’s EFS, which replicates across a metropolitan region, finishes in about an hour. According to this limited experiment, NFS costs a factor of 15, replication within a datacenter costs another factor of 4, and synchronous replication over metropolitan-scale distances costs another factor of 6. Achieving local-filesystem performance in a replicated distributed fault-tolerant filesystem appears ... difficult.

10 Related Work

MPSC is a variation of load-link/store-conditional [41], and seems less susceptible to the ABA problem (in which the same location is read twice and has the same value for both reads, tricking the user into thinking that no transaction has modified the location in the meanwhile) than compare-and-swap [20,21,33]. Version tagging and the ABA problem appeared in [38, p. A-44].

Sinfonia has many similarities to our system. Sinfonia minitransactions [1] are similar to MPSC. Sinfonia uses uses primary-copy replication [14] and can suffer from the split-brain problem, where both primary and replica become active and lose consistency [19]. To avoid split-brain, Sinfonia remotely turns off power to failed machines, but that’s just another protocol which can, e.g., suffer from delayed packets, and doesn’t solve the problem. We employ Paxos [44], which is a correct distributed consensus algorithm.

Many filesystems have stored at least some their metadata in B-trees [8, 22, 39, 53, 63, 66, 67] and some have gone further, storing both metadata and data in a B-tree or other key-value store [18, 40, 64, 74, 75]. Our B-tree usage is fairly conventional in this regard, except that we store many filesystems in a single B-tree. ZFS and HDFS [30,69,70,72] support multiple block sizes in one file. Block suballocation and tail merging filesystems [3,63,66] are special cases of this approach.

Some filesystems avoid using Paxos on every operation. For example, Ceph [42] uses Paxos to run its monitors, but replicates data asynchronously. Ceph’s crash consistency can result in replicas that are not consistent with each other. Some systems (e.g., [23,24,52]) use other failover schemes that have not been proved correct. Some filesystems store all metadata in memory [24,31,36,42,57], resulting in fast metadata access until the metadata gets too big to fit in RAM. We go to disk on every operation, resulting in no scaling limits.

11 Conclusion

History: The team started with Frigo and Kuszmaul, and the first code commit was on 2016-07-04. Paxos and DASD were implemented by the end of July 2016, and the B-tree was working by November 2016. Sandler joined and started Orca implementation on 2016-08-03. Mazzola Paluska joined on 2016-09-15 and implemented the filesystem schema in the B-tree. The team grew to about a dozen people in January 2017, and is about two dozen people in spring 2019. Control-plane work started in Spring 2017. Limited availability was launched on 2017-07-01, less than one year after first commit (but without a control plane — all configuration was done manually). General availability started 2018-01-29. As of Spring 2019, FSS hosts over 10,000 filesystems containing several petabytes of paid customer data and is growing at an annualized rate of 8- to 60-fold per year (there’s some seasonal variation).
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Abstract

Determining whether online users are authorized to access digital objects is central to preserving privacy. This paper presents the design, implementation, and deployment of Zanzibar, a global system for storing and evaluating access control lists. Zanzibar provides a uniform data model and configuration language for expressing a wide range of access control policies from hundreds of client services at Google, including Calendar, Cloud, Drive, Maps, Photos, and YouTube. Its authorization decisions respect causal ordering of user actions and thus provide external consistency amid changes to access control lists and object contents. Zanzibar scales to trillions of access control lists and millions of authorization requests per second to support services used by billions of people. It has maintained 95th-percentile latency of less than 10 milliseconds and availability of greater than 99.999% over 3 years of production use.

1 Introduction

Many online interactions require authorization checks to confirm that a user has permission to carry out an operation on a digital object. For example, web-based photo storage services typically allow photo owners to share some photos with friends while keeping other photos private. Such a service must check whether a photo has been shared with a user before allowing that user to view the photo. Robust authorization checks are central to preserving online privacy.

This paper presents Zanzibar, a system for storing permissions and performing authorization checks based on the stored permissions. It is used by a wide array of services offered by Google, including Calendar, Cloud, Drive, Maps, Photos, and YouTube. Several of these services manage billions of objects on behalf of more than a billion users.

A unified authorization system offers important advantages over maintaining separate access control mechanisms for individual applications. First, it helps establish consistent semantics and user experience across applications. Second, it makes it easier for applications to interoperate, for example, to coordinate access control when an object from one application embeds an object from another application. Third, useful common infrastructure can be built on top of a unified access control system, in particular, a search index that respects access control and works across applications. Finally, as we show below, authorization poses unique challenges involving data consistency and scalability. It saves engineering resources to tackle them once across applications.

We have the following goals for the Zanzibar system:

• **Correctness:** It must ensure consistency of access control decisions to respect user intentions.

• **Flexibility:** It must support a rich set of access control policies as required by both consumer and enterprise applications.

• **Low latency:** It must respond quickly because authorization checks are often in the critical path of user interactions. Low latency at the tail is particularly important for serving search results, which often require tens to hundreds of checks.

• **High availability:** It must reliably respond to requests because, in the absence of explicit authorizations, client services would be forced to deny their users access.

• **Large scale:** It needs to protect billions of objects shared by billions of users. It must be deployed around the globe to be near its clients and their end users.

Zanzibar achieves these goals through a combination of notable features. To provide flexibility, Zanzibar pairs a simple data model with a powerful configuration language. The language allows clients to define arbitrary relations between users and objects, such as owner, editor, commenter, and viewer. It includes set-algebraic operators such as intersection and union for specifying potentially complex access control policies in terms of those user-object relations. For example, an application can specify that users granted editing rights on a document are also allowed to comment on the
document, but not all commenters are given editing rights.

At runtime, Zanzibar allows clients to create, modify, and evaluate access control lists (ACLs) through a remote procedure call (RPC) interface. A simple ACL takes the form of “user $U$ has relation $R$ to object $O$”. More complex ACLs take the form of “set of users $S$ has relation $R$ to object $O$”, where $S$ is itself specified in terms of another object-relation pair. ACLs can thus refer to other ACLs, for example to specify that the set of users who can comment on a video consists of the users who have been granted viewing rights on that specific video along with those with viewing permissions on the video channel.

Group memberships are an important class ofACL where the object is a group and the relation is semantically equivalent to member. Groups can contain other groups, which illustrates one of the challenges facing Zanzibar, namely that evaluating whether a user belongs to a group can entail following a long chain of nested group memberships.

Authorization checks take the form of “does user $U$ have relation $R$ to object $O$?” and are evaluated by a collection of distributed servers. When a check request arrives to Zanzibar, the work to evaluate the check may fan out to multiple servers, for example when a group contains both individual members and other groups. Each of those servers may in turn contact other servers, for example to recursively traverse a hierarchy of group memberships.

Zanzibar operates at a global scale along multiple dimensions. It stores more than two trillion ACLs and performs millions of authorization checks per second. The ACL data does not lend itself to geographic partitioning because authorization checks for any object can come from anywhere in the world. Therefore, Zanzibar replicates all ACL data in tens of geographically distributed data centers and distributes load across thousands of servers around the world.

Zanzibar supports global consistency of access control decisions through two interrelated features. One, it respects the order in which ACL changes are committed to the underlying data store. Two, it can ensure that authorization checks are based on ACL data no older than a client-specified change. Thus, for example, a client can remove a user from a group and be assured that subsequent membership checks reflect that removal. Zanzibar provides these ordering properties by storing ACLs in a globally distributed database system with external consistency guarantees [15][18].

Zanzibar employs an array of techniques to achieve low latency and high availability in this globally distributed environment. Its consistency protocol allows the vast majority of requests to be served with locally replicated data, without requiring cross-region round trips. Zanzibar stores its data in normalized forms for consistency. It handles hot spots on normalized data by caching final and intermediate results, and by deduplicating simultaneous requests. It also applies techniques such as hedging requests and optimizing computations on deeply nested sets with limited denormalization. Zanzibar responds to more than 95% of authorization checks within 10 milliseconds and has maintained more than 99.999% availability for the last 3 years.

The main contributions of this paper lie in conveying the engineering challenges in building and deploying a consistent, world-scale authorization system. While most elements of Zanzibar’s design have their roots in previous research, this paper provides a record of the features and techniques Zanzibar brings together to satisfy its stringent requirements for correctness, flexibility, latency, availability, and scalability. The paper also highlights lessons learned from operating Zanzibar in service of a diverse set of demanding clients.

2 Model, Language, and API

This section describes Zanzibar’s data model, configuration language, and application programming interface (API).

2.1 Relation Tuples

In Zanzibar, ACLs are collections of object-user or object-object relations represented as relation tuples. Groups are simply ACLs with membership semantics. Relation tuples have efficient binary encodings, but in this paper we represent them using a convenient text notation:

\[
\langle \text{tuple} \rangle ::= \langle \text{object} \rangle \# \langle \text{relation} \rangle \# \langle \text{user} \rangle
\]

\[
\langle \text{object} \rangle ::= \langle \text{namespace} \rangle \# \langle \text{object id} \rangle
\]

\[
\langle \text{user} \rangle ::= \langle \text{user id} \rangle | \langle \text{userset} \rangle
\]

\[
\langle \text{userset} \rangle ::= \langle \text{object} \rangle \# \langle \text{relation} \rangle
\]

where \(\langle \text{namespace} \rangle\) and \(\langle \text{relation} \rangle\) are predefined in client configurations (§2.3), \(\langle \text{object id} \rangle\) is a string, and \(\langle \text{user id} \rangle\) is an integer. The primary keys required to identify a relation tuple are \(\langle \text{namespace} \rangle\), \(\langle \text{object id} \rangle\), \(\langle \text{relation} \rangle\), and \(\langle \text{user} \rangle\). One feature worth noting is that a \(\langle \text{userset} \rangle\) allows ACLs to refer to groups and thus supports representing nested group membership.

Table 1 shows some example tuples and corresponding semantics. While some relations (e.g. viewer) define access control directly, others (e.g. parent, pointing to a folder) only define abstract relations between objects. These abstract relations may indirectly affect access control given userset rewrite rules specified in namespace configs (§2.3.1).

Defining our data model around tuples, instead of per-object ACLs, allows us to unify the concepts of ACLs and groups and to support efficient reads and incremental updates, as we will see in §2.4.

2.2 Consistency Model

ACL checks must respect the order in which users modify ACLs and object contents to avoid unexpected sharing behaviors. Specifically, our clients care about preventing the
“new enemy” problem, which can arise when we fail to respect the ordering between ACL updates or when we apply old ACLs to new content. Consider these two examples:

Example A: Neglecting ACL update order
1. Alice removes Bob from the ACL of a folder;
2. Alice then asks Charlie to move new documents to the folder, where document ACLs inherit from folder ACLs;
3. Bob should not be able to see the new documents, but may do so if the ACL check neglects the ordering between the two ACL changes.

Example B: Misapplying old ACL to new content
1. Alice removes Bob from the ACL of a document;
2. Alice then asks Charlie to add new contents to the document;
3. Bob should not be able to see the new contents, but may do so if the ACL check evaluates with a stale ACL from before Bob’s removal.

Preventing the “new enemy” problem requires Zanzibar to understand and respect the causal ordering between ACL or content updates, including updates on different ACLs or objects and those coordinated via channels invisible to Zanzibar. Hence Zanzibar must provide two key consistency properties: external consistency [18] and snapshot reads with bounded staleness.

External consistency allows Zanzibar to assign a timestamp to each ACL or content update, such that those causally related updates \( x \prec y \) will be assigned timestamps that reflect the causal order: \( T_x < T_y \). With causally meaningful timestamps, a snapshot read of the ACL database at timestamp \( T \), which observes all updates with timestamps \( \leq T \), will respect ordering between ACL updates. That is, if the read observes an update \( x \), it will observe all updates that happened causally before \( x \).

Furthermore, to avoid applying old ACLs to new contents, the ACL check evaluation snapshot must not be stale than the causal timestamp assigned to the content update. Given a content update at timestamp \( T_c \), a snapshot read at timestamp \( \geq T_c \) ensures that all ACL updates that happen causally before the content update will be observed by the ACL check.

To provide external consistency and snapshot reads with bounded staleness, we store ACLs in the Spanner global database system [15]. Spanner’s TrueTime mechanism assigns each ACL write a microsecond-resolution timestamp, such that the timestamps of writes reflect the causal ordering between writes, and thereby provide external consistency. We evaluate each ACL check at a single snapshot timestamp across multiple database reads, so that all writes with timestamps up to the check snapshot, and only those writes, are visible to the ACL check.

To avoid evaluating checks for new contents using stale ACLs, one could try to always evaluate at the latest snapshot such that the check result reflects all ACL writes up to the check call. However, such evaluation would require global data synchronization with high-latency round trips and limited availability. Instead, we design the following protocol to allow most checks to be evaluated on already replicated data with cooperation from Zanzibar clients:

1. A Zanzibar client requests an opaque consistency token called a zookie for each content version, via a content-change ACL check (§2.4.4) when the content modification is about to be saved. Zanzibar encodes a current global timestamp in the zookie and ensures that all prior ACL writes have lower timestamps. The client stores the zookie with the content change in an atomic write to the client storage. Note that the content-change check does not need to be evaluated in the same transaction as the application content modification, but only has to be triggered when the user modifies the contents.
2. The client sends this zookie in subsequent ACL check requests to ensure that the check snapshot is at least as fresh as the timestamp for the content version.

External consistency and snapshot reads with staleness bounded by zookie prevent the “new enemy” problem. In Example A, ACL updates \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \) will be assigned timestamps \( T_{A_1} < T_{A_2} \), respectively. Bob will not be able to see the new documents added by Charlie: if a check is evaluated at \( T < T_{A_2} \), the document ACLs will not include the folder ACL; if a check is evaluated at \( T \geq T_{A_2} > T_{A_1} \), the check will observe update \( A_1 \), which removed Bob from the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example Tuple in Text Notation</th>
<th>Semantics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>doc:readme#owner@10</td>
<td>User 10 is an owner of doc:readme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>group:eng#member@11</td>
<td>User 11 is a member of group:eng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>doc:readme#viewer@group:eng#member</td>
<td>Members of group:eng are viewers of doc:readme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>doc:readme#parent@folder:A#...</td>
<td>doc:readme is in folder:A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Example relation tuples. “#...” represents a relation that does not affect the semantics of the tuple.
folder ACL. In Example B, Bob will not see the new contents added to the document. For Bob to see the new contents, the check must be evaluated with a zookie $T_{B2} \geq T_{B1}$, the timestamp assigned to the content update. Because $T_{B2} > T_{B1}$, such a check will also observe the ACL update $B1$, which removed Bob from the ACL.

The zookie protocol is a key feature of Zanzibar’s consistency model. It ensures that Zanzibar respects causal ordering between ACL and content updates, but otherwise grants Zanzibar freedom to choose evaluation timestamps so as to meet its latency and availability goals. The freedom arises from the protocol’s at-least-as-fresh semantics, which allow Zanzibar to choose any timestamp fresher than the one encoded in a zookie. Such freedom in turn allows Zanzibar to serve most checks at a default staleness with already replicated data (§3.2.1, and to quantize evaluation timestamps to avoid hot spots (§3.2.5).

### 2.3 Namespace Configuration

Before clients can store relation tuples in Zanzibar, they must configure their namespaces. A namespace configuration specifies its relations as well as its storage parameters. Each relation has a name, which is a client-defined string such as viewer or editor, and a relation config. Storage parameters include sharding settings and an encoding for object IDs that helps Zanzibar optimize storage of integer, string, and other object ID formats.

#### 2.3.1 Relation Configs and Userset Rewrites

While relation tuples reflect relationships between objects and users, they do not completely define the effective ACLs. For example, some clients specify that users with editor permissions on each object should have viewer permission on the same object. While such relationships between relations can be represented by a relation tuple per object, storing a tuple for each object in a namespace would be wasteful and make it hard to make modifications across all objects. Instead, we let clients define object-agnostic relationships via userset rewrite rules in relation configs. Figure 1 demonstrates a simple namespace configuration with concentric relations, where viewer contains editor, and editor contains owner.

Userset rewrite rules are defined per relation in a namespace. Each rule specifies a function that takes an object ID as input and outputs a userset expression tree. Each leaf node of the tree can be any of the following:

- `_this`: Returns all users from stored relation tuples for the `(object#relation)` pair, including indirect ACLs referenced by usersets from the tuples. This is the default behavior when no rewrite rule is specified.
- `computed_userset`: Computes, for the input object, a new userset. For example, this allows the userset expression for a viewer relation to refer to the editor userset on the same object, thus offering an ACL inheritance capability between relations.
- `tuple_to_userset`: Computes a tupleset (§2.4.1) from the input object, fetches relation tuples matching the tupleset, and computes a userset from every fetched relation tuple. This flexible primitive allows our clients to express complex policies such as “look up the parent folder of the document and inherit its viewers”.

A userset expression can also be composed of multiple sub-expressions, combined by operations such as union, intersection, and exclusion.

#### 2.4 API

In addition to supporting ACL checks, Zanzibar also provides APIs for clients to read and write relation tuples, watch tuple updates, and inspect the effective ACLs.

A concept used throughout these API methods is that of a *zookie*. A zookie is an opaque byte sequence encoding a globally meaningful timestamp that reflects an ACL write, a client content version, or a read snapshot. Zookies in ACL read and check requests specify staleness bounds for snapshot reads, thus providing one of Zanzibar’s core consistency properties. We choose to use an opaque cookie instead of the at-least-as-fresh semantics, which allow future extensions.
2.4.1 Read

Our clients read relation tuples to display ACLs or group membership to users, or to prepare for a subsequent write. A read request specifies one or multiple tuplesets and an optional zookie.

Each tupleset specifies keys of a set of relation tuples. The set can include a single tuple key, or all tuples with a given object ID or userset in a namespace, optionally constrained by a relation name. With the tuplesets, clients can look up a specific membership entry, read all entries in an ACL or group, or look up all groups with a given user as a direct member. All tuplesets in a read request are processed at a single snapshot.

With the zookie, clients can request a read snapshot no earlier than a previous write if the zookie from the write response is given in the read request, or at the same snapshot as a previous read if the zookie from the earlier read response is given in the subsequent request. If the request doesn’t contain a zookie, Zanzibar will choose a reasonably recent snapshot, possibly offering a lower-latency response than if a zookie were provided.

Read results only depend on contents of relation tuples and do not reflect userset rewrite rules. For example, even if the viewer userset always includes the owner userset, reading tuples with the viewer relation will not return tuples with the owner relation. Clients that need to understand the effective userset can use the Expand API (§2.4.5).

2.4.2 Write

Clients may modify a single relation tuple to add or remove an ACL. They may also modify all tuples related to an object via a read-modify-write process with optimistic concurrency control [21] that uses a read RPC followed by a write RPC:

1. Read all relation tuples of an object, including a per-object “lock” tuple.
2. Generate the tuples to write or delete. Send the writes, along with a touch on the lock tuple, to Zanzibar, with the condition that the writes will be committed only if the lock tuple has not been modified since the read.
3. If the write condition is not met, go back to step 1.

The lock tuple is just a regular relation tuple used by clients to detect write races.

2.4.3 Watch

Some clients maintain secondary indices of relation tuples in Zanzibar. They can do so with our Watch API. A watch request specifies one or more namespaces and a zookie representing the time to start watching. A watch response contains all tuple modification events in ascending timestamp order, from the requested start timestamp to a timestamp encoded in a heartbeat zookie included in the watch response. The client can use the heartbeat zookie to resume watching where the previous watch response left off.

2.4.4 Check

A check request specifies a userset, represented by ⟨object#relation⟩, a putative user, often represented by an authentication token, and a zookie corresponding to the desired object version. Like reads, a check is always evaluated at a consistent snapshot no earlier than the given zookie.

To authorize application content modifications, our clients send a special type of check request, a content-change check. A content-change check request does not carry a zookie and is evaluated at the latest snapshot. If a content change is authorized, the check response includes a zookie for clients to store along with object contents and use for subsequent checks of the content version. The zookie encodes the evaluation snapshot and captures any possible causality from ACL changes to content changes, because the zookie’s timestamp will be greater than that of the ACL updates that protect the new content (§2.2).

2.4.5 Expand

The Expand API returns the effective userset given an ⟨object#relation⟩ pair and an optional zookie. Unlike the Read API, Expand follows indirect references expressed through userset rewrite rules. The result is represented by a userset tree whose leaf nodes are user IDs or usersets pointing to other ⟨object#relation⟩ pairs, and intermediate nodes represent union, intersection, or exclusion operators. Expand is crucial for our clients to reason about the complete set of users and groups that have access to their objects, which allows them to build efficient search indices for access-controlled content.

3 Architecture and Implementation

Figure 2 shows the architecture of the Zanzibar system. aclservers are the main server type. They are organized in clusters and respond to Check, Read, Expand, and Write requests. Requests arrive at any server in a cluster and that server fans out the work to other servers in the cluster as necessary. Those servers may in turn contact other servers to compute intermediate results. The initial server gathers the final result and returns it to the client.

Zanzibar stores ACLs and their metadata in Spanner databases. There is one database to store relation tuples for each client namespace, one database to hold all namespace configurations, and one changelog database shared across all namespaces. aclservers read and write those databases in the course of responding to client requests.

watchservers are a specialized server type that respond to Watch requests. They tail the changelog and serve a stream of namespace changes to clients in near real time.

Zanzibar periodically runs a data processing pipeline to perform a variety of offline functions across all Zanzibar data in Spanner. One such function is to produce dumps of the relation tuples in each namespace at a known snapshot times-
tamp. Another is to garbage-collect tuple versions older than a threshold configured per namespace.

Leopard is an indexing system used to optimize operations on large and deeply nested sets. It reads periodic snapshots of ACL data and watches for changes between snapshots. It performs transformations on that data, such as denormalization, and responds to requests from aclservers.

The rest of this section presents the implementation of these architectural elements in more detail.

3.1 Storage

3.1.1 Relation Tuple Storage

We store relation tuples of each namespace in a separate database, where each row is identified by primary key (shard ID, object ID, relation, user, commit timestamp). Multiple tuple versions are stored on different rows, so that we can evaluate checks and reads at any timestamp within the garbage collection window. The ordering of primary keys allows us to look up all relation tuples for a given object ID or (object ID, relation) pair.

Our clients configure sharding of a namespace according to its data pattern. Usually the shard ID is determined solely by the object ID. In some cases, for example, when a namespace stores groups with very large numbers of members, the shard ID is computed from both object ID and user.

3.1.2 Changelog

Zanzibar also maintains a changelog database that stores a history of tuple updates for the Watch API. The primary keys are (changelog shard ID, timestamp, unique update ID), where a changelog shard is randomly selected for each write.

Every Zanzibar write is committed to both the tuple storage and the changelog shard in a single transaction. We designate the Spanner server hosting the changelog shard as the transaction coordinator to minimize blocking of changelog reads on pending transactions.

3.1.3 Namespace Config Storage

Namespace configs are stored in a database with two tables. One table contains the configs and is keyed by namespace IDs. The other is a changelog of config updates and is keyed by commit timestamps. This structure allows a Zanzibar server to load all configs upon startup and monitor the changelog to refresh configs continuously.

3.1.4 Replication

To reduce latency, Zanzibar data is replicated to be close to our clients. Replicas exist in dozens of locations around the world, with multiple replicas per region. The 5 voting replicas are in eastern and central United States, in 3 different metropolitan areas to isolate failures but within 25 milliseconds of each other so that Paxos transactions commit quickly.

3.2 Serving

3.2.1 Evaluation Timestamp

As noted in §2.4, clients can provide zookies to ensure a minimum snapshot timestamp for request evaluation. When a zookie is not provided, the server uses a default staleness chosen to ensure that all transactions are evaluated at a timestamp that is as recent as possible without impacting latency.

On each read request it makes to Spanner, Zanzibar receives a hint about whether or not the data at that timestamp required an out-of-zone read and thus incurred additional latency. Each server tracks the frequency of such out-of-zone reads for data at a default staleness as well as for fresher
and staler data, and uses these frequencies to compute a binomial proportion confidence interval of the probability that any given piece of data is available locally at each staleness.

Upon collecting enough data, the server checks to see if each staleness value has a sufficiently low probability of incurring an out-of-zone read, and thus will be low-latency. If so, it updates the default staleness bound to the lowest “safe” value. If no known staleness values are safe, we use a two-proportion z-test to see if increasing the default will be a statistically significant amount safer. In that case, we increase the default value in the hopes of improving latency. This default staleness mechanism is purely a performance optimization. It does not violate consistency semantics because Zanzibar always respects zookooks when provided.

3.2.2 Config Consistency

Because changes to namespace configs can change the results of ACL evaluations, and therefore their correctness, Zanzibar chooses a single snapshot timestamp for config metadata when evaluating each client request. All aclservers in a cluster use that same timestamp for the same request, including for any subrequests that fan out from the original client request.

Each server independently loads namespace configs from storage continuously as they change (§3.1.3). Therefore, each server in a cluster may have access to a different range of config timestamps due to restarts or network latency. Zanzibar must pick a timestamp that is available across all of them. To facilitate this, a monitoring job tracks the timestamp range available to every server and aggregates them, reporting a globally available range to every other server. On each incoming request the server picks a time from this range, ensuring that all servers can continue serving even if they are no longer able to read from the config storage.

3.2.3 Check Evaluation

Zanzibar evaluates ACL checks by converting check requests to boolean expressions. In a simple case, when there are no userset rewrite rules, checking a user \( U \) against a userset \( \text{object#relation} \) can be expressed as

\[
\text{CHECK}(U, \text{object#relation}) = \\
\exists \text{tuple } \text{object#relation@U} \\
\lor \exists \text{tuple } \text{object#relation@U'}, \text{where} \\
U' = \text{object#relation'} \text{ s.t. CHECK}(U, U').
\]

Finding a valid \( U' = \text{object#relation'} \) involves evaluating membership on all indirect ACLs or groups, recursively. This kind of “pointer chasing” works well for most types of ACLs and groups, but can be expensive when indirect ACLs or groups are deep or wide. §3.2.4 explains how we handle this problem. Userset rewrite rules are also translated to boolean expressions as part of check evaluation.

To minimize check latency, we evaluate all leaf nodes of the boolean expression tree concurrently. When the outcome of one node determines the result of a subtree, evaluation of other nodes in the subtree is cancelled.

Evaluation of leaf nodes usually involves reading relation tuples from databases. We apply a pooling mechanism to group reads for the same ACL check to minimize the number of read RPCs to Spanner.

3.2.4 Leopard Indexing System

Recursive pointer chasing during check evaluation has difficulty maintaining low latency with groups that are deeply nested or have a large number of child groups. For selected namespaces that exhibit such structure, Zanzibar handles checks using Leopard, a specialized index that supports efficient set computation.

A Leopard index represents a collection of named sets using \((T, s, e)\) tuples, where \( T \) is an enum representing the set type and \( s \) and \( e \) are 64-bit integers representing the set ID and the element ID, respectively. A query evaluates an expression of union, intersection, or exclusion of named sets and returns the result set ordered by the element ID up to a specified number of results.

To index and evaluate group membership, Zanzibar represents group membership with two set types, \text{GROUP2GROUP} and \text{MEMBER2GROUP}, which we show here as functions mapping from a set ID to element IDs:

- \( \text{GROUP2GROUP}(s) \rightarrow \{ e \} \), where \( s \) represents an ancestor group and \( e \) represents a descendent group that is directly or indirectly a sub-group of the ancestor group.
- \( \text{MEMBER2GROUP}(s) \rightarrow \{ e \} \), where \( s \) represents an individual user and \( e \) represents a parent group in which the user is a direct member.

To evaluate whether user \( U \) is a member of group \( G \), we check whether

\[
(\text{MEMBER2GROUP}(U) \cap \text{GROUP2GROUP}(G)) \neq \emptyset
\]

Group membership can be considered as a reachability problem in a graph, where nodes represent groups and users and edges represent direct membership. Flattening group-to-group paths allows reachability to be efficiently evaluated by Leopard, though other types of denormalization can also be applied as data patterns demand.

The Leopard system consists of three discrete parts: a serving system capable of consistent and low-latency operations across sets; an offline, periodic index building system; and an online real-time layer capable of continuously updating the serving system as tuple changes occur.

Index tuples are stored as ordered lists of integers in a structure such as a skip list, thus allowing for efficient union and intersections among sets. For example, evaluating the intersection between two sets, \( A \) and \( B \), requires only \( O(\min(\{|A|,|B|\})) \) skip-list seeks. The index is sharded by element IDs and can be distributed across multiple servers. Shards are usually served entirely from memory, but they
can also be served from a mix of hot and cold data spread between memory and remote solid-state devices.

The offline index builder generates index shards from a snapshot of Zanzibar relation tuples and configs, and replicates the shards globally. It respects userset rewrite rules and recursively expands edges in an ACL graph to form Leopard index tuples. The Leopard servers continuously watch for new shards and swap old shards with new ones when they become available.

The Leopard system described thus far is able to efficiently evaluate deeply and widely nested group membership, but cannot do so at a fresh and consistent snapshot due to offline index generation and shard swapping. To support consistent ACL evaluation, Leopard servers maintain an incremental layer that indexes all updates since the offline snapshot, where each update is represented by a \((T, s, e, t, d)\) tuple, where \(t\) is the timestamp of the update and \(d\) is a deletion marker. Updates with timestamps less than or equal to the query timestamp are merged on top of the offline index during query processing.

To maintain the incremental layer, the Leopard incremental indexer calls Zanzibar’s Watch API to receive a temporally ordered stream of Zanzibar tuple modifications and transforms the updates into a temporally ordered stream of Leopard tuple additions, updates, and deletions. Generating updates for the \(\text{GROUP2GROUP}\) tuples requires the incremental indexer to maintain group-to-group membership for denormalizing the effects of a relation tuple update to potentially multiple index updates.

In practice, a single Zanzibar tuple addition or deletion may yield potentially tens of thousands of discrete Leopard tuple events. Each Leopard serving instance receives the complete stream of these Zanzibar tuple changes through the Watch API. The Leopard serving system is designed to continuously ingest this stream and update its various posting lists with minimal impact to query serving.

### 3.2.5 Handling Hot Spots

The workload of ACL reads and checks is often bursty and subject to hot spots. For example, answering a search query requires conducting ACL checks for all candidate results, whose ACLs often share common groups or indirect ACLs. To facilitate consistency, Zanzibar avoids storage denormalization and relies only on normalized data (except for the cases described in §3.2.4). With normalized data, hot spots on common ACLs (e.g., popular groups) may overload the underlying database servers. We found the handling of hot spots to be the most critical frontier in our pursuit of low latency and high availability.

Zanzibar servers in each cluster form a distributed cache for both reads and check evaluations, including intermediate check results evaluated during pointer chasing. Cache entries are distributed across Zanzibar servers with consistent hashing [20]. To process checks or reads, we fan out requests to the corresponding Zanzibar servers via an internal RPC interface. To minimize the number of internal RPCs, for most namespaces we compute the forwarding key from the object ID, since processing a check on \((\text{object}#\text{relation})\) often involves indirect ACL checks on other relations of the same object and reading relation tuples of the object. These checks and reads can be processed by the same server since they share the same forwarding key with the parent check request. To handle hot forwarding keys, we cache results at both the caller and the callee of internal RPCs, effectively forming cache trees. We also use Slicer [12] to help distribute hot keys to multiple servers.

We avoid reusing results evaluated from a different snapshot by encoding snapshot timestamps in cache keys. We choose evaluation timestamps rounded up to a coarse granularity, such as one or ten seconds, while respecting staleness constraints from request zookies. This timestamp quantization allows the vast majority of recent checks and reads to be evaluated at the same timestamps and to share cache results, despite having microsecond-resolution timestamps in cache keys. It is worth noting that rounding up timestamps does not affect Zanzibar’s consistency properties, since Spanner ensures that a snapshot read at timestamp \(T\) will observe all writes up to \(T\)—this holds even if \(T\) is in the future, in which case the read will wait until TrueTime has moved past \(T\).

To handle the “cache stampede” problem [3], where concurrent requests create flash hot spots before the cache is populated with results, we maintain a lock table on each server to track outstanding reads and checks. Among requests sharing the same cache key only one request will begin processing; the rest block until the cache is populated.

We can effectively handle the vast majority of hot spots with distributed caches and lock tables. Over time we made the following two improvements.

First, direct membership checks of a user for an object and relation (i.e. \((\text{object}#\text{relation} @ \text{user})\)) are usually handled by a single relation tuple lookup. However, occasionally a very popular object invites many concurrent checks for different users, causing a hot spot on the storage server hosting relation tuples for the object. To avoid these hot spots, we read and cache all relation tuples of \((\text{object}#\text{relation})\) for the hot object, trading read bandwidth for cacheability. We dynamically detect hot objects to apply this method to by tracking the number of outstanding reads on each object.

Second, indirect ACL checks are frequently cancelled when the result of the parent ACL check is already determined. This leaves the cache key unpopulated. While eager cancellation reduces resource usage significantly, it negatively affects latency of concurrent requests that are blocked by the lock table entry. To prevent this latency impact, we delay eager cancellation when there are waiters on the corresponding lock table entry.
3.2.6 Performance Isolation

Performance isolation is indispensable for shared services targeting low latency and high availability. If Zanzibar or one of its clients occasionally fails to provision enough resources to handle an unexpected usage pattern, the following isolation mechanisms ensure that performance problems are isolated to the problematic use case and do not adversely affect other clients.

First, to ensure proper allocation of CPU capacity, Zanzibar measures the cost of each RPC in terms of generic cpu-seconds, a hardware-agnostic metric. Each client has a global limit on maximum CPU usage per second; its RPCs will be throttled if it exceeds the limit and there is no spare capacity in the overall system.

Each Zanzibar server also limits the total number of outstanding RPCs to control its memory usage. Likewise it limits the number of outstanding RPCs per client.

Zanzibar further limits the maximum number of concurrent reads per (object, client) and per client on each Spanner server. This ensures that no single object or client can monopolize a Spanner server.

Finally, we use different lock table keys for requests from different clients to prevent any throttling that Spanner applies to one client from affecting other clients.

3.2.7 Tail Latency Mitigation

Zanzibar’s distributed processing requires measures to accommodate slow tasks. For calls to Spanner and to the Leopard index we rely on request hedging [16] (i.e. we send the same request to multiple servers, use whichever response comes back first, and cancel the other requests). To reduce round-trip times, we try to place at least two replicas of these backend services in every geographical region where we have Zanzibar servers. To avoid unnecessarily multiplying load, we first send one request and defer sending hedged requests until the initial request is known to be slow.

To determine the appropriate hedging delay threshold, each server maintains a delay estimator that dynamically computes an Nth percentile latency based on recent measurements. This mechanism allows us to limit the additional traffic incurred by hedging to a small fraction of total traffic.

Effective hedging requires the requests to have similar costs. In the case of Zanzibar’s authorization checks, some checks are inherently more time-consuming than others because they require more work. Hedging check requests would result in duplicating the most expensive workloads and, ironically, worsening latency. Therefore we do not hedge requests between Zanzibar servers, but rely on the previously discussed sharding among multiple replicas and on monitoring mechanisms to detect and avoid slow servers.

4 Experience

Zanzibar has been in production use for more than 5 years. Throughout that time, the number of clients using Zanzibar and the load they place on Zanzibar have grown steadily. This section discusses our experience operating Zanzibar as a globally distributed authorization system.

Zanzibar manages more than 1,500 namespaces defined by hundreds of client applications. The size of a namespace configuration file serves as a rough measure of the complexity of the access control policy implemented by that namespace. These configuration files range from tens of lines to thousands of lines, with the median near 500 lines.

These namespaces contain more than 2 trillion relation tuples that occupy close to 100 terabytes. The number of tuples per namespace ranges over many orders of magnitude, from tens to a trillion, with the median near 15,000. This data is fully replicated in more than 30 locations around the world to maintain both proximity to users and high availability.

Zanzibar serves more than 10 million client queries per second (QPS). Over a sample 7-day period in December 2018, Check requests peak at roughly 4.2M QPS, Read at 8.2M, Expand at 760K, and Write at 25K. Queries that read data are thus two orders of magnitude more frequent than those that write data.

Zanzibar distributes this load across more than 10,000 servers organized in several dozen clusters around the world. The number of servers per cluster ranges from fewer than 100 to more than 1,000, with the median near 500. Clusters are sized in proportion to load in their geographic regions.

4.1 Requests

We divide requests into two categories according to the required data freshness, which can have a large impact on latency and availability of the requests. Specifically, Check, Read, and Expand requests carry zookies to specify lower bounds on evaluation timestamps. When a zookie timestamp is higher than that of the most recent data replicated to the region, the storage reads require cross-region round trips to the leader replica to retrieve fresher data. As our storage
is configured with replication heartbeats with 8-second intervals, we divide our requests into two categories: Safe requests have zookies more than 10 seconds old and can be served within the region most of the time, while Recent requests have zookies less than 10 seconds old and often require inter-region round trips. We report separate statistics for each.

Figure 3 shows the rate of Check Safe and Check Recent requests over 7 days. Both exhibit a diurnal cycle. The rate of Safe requests is about two orders of magnitude larger than that of Recent requests, which allows Zanzibar to serve the vast majority of ACL checks locally.

4.2 Latency

Zanzibar’s latency budget is generally a small fraction of the few hundreds of milliseconds of total response time that its clients must provide to be viable interactive services. Consider for example a client that performs authorization checks on multiple documents before it can show the results of a search on those documents.

We measure latency on the server side using live traffic because (1) latency is heavily influenced by our caching and de-duplication mechanisms so that it is only realistically reflected by live traffic, and (2) accurately measuring latency from clients requires well-behaving clients. Provisioning of client jobs is outside of Zanzibar’s control and sometimes client jobs are overloaded.

Figure 4 shows the latency of Check Safe responses over 7 days. At the 50th, 95th, 99th, and 99.9th percentiles it peaks at roughly 3, 11, 20, and 93 msec, respectively. This performance meets our latency goals for an operation that is frequently in the critical path of user interactions.

Table 2 summarizes the latency distributions of Check, Read, Expand, and Write responses over the same 7 days. As intended, the more frequently used Safe versions of Check, Read, and Expand are significantly faster than the less frequently used Recent versions. Writes are the least frequently used of all the APIs, and the slowest because they always require distributed coordination among Spanner servers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>API</th>
<th>Latency in milliseconds, $\mu$ ($\sigma$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50%ile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check</td>
<td>3.0 (0.091)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read</td>
<td>2.18 (0.031)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expand</td>
<td>4.27 (0.313)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check</td>
<td>2.86 (0.087)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read</td>
<td>2.21 (0.054)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expand</td>
<td>5.79 (0.224)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write</td>
<td>127.0 (3.65)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Availability

We define availability as the fraction of “qualified” RPCs the service answers successfully within latency thresholds: 5 seconds for a Safe request, and 15 seconds for a Recent request as leader re-election in Spanner may take up to 10 seconds. For an RPC to be qualified, the request must be well-formed and have a deadline longer than the latency threshold. In addition, the client must stay within its resource quota.

For these reasons, we cannot measure availability directly with live traffic, as our clients sometimes send RPCs with short deadlines or cancel their in-progress RPCs. Instead, we sample a small fraction of valid requests from live traffic and replay them later with our own probes. When replaying the requests, we set the timeout to be longer than the availability threshold. We also adjust the request zookie, if one is specified, so that the relative age of the zookie remains the same as when the request was received in the live traffic. Finally, we run 3 probes per cluster and exclude outliers to eliminate false alarms caused by rare probe failures.

To compute availability, we aggregate success ratios over 90-day windows averaged across clusters. Figure 5 shows Zanzibar’s availability as measured by these probes. Availability has remained above 99.999% over the past 3 years of operation at Google. In other words, for every quarter, Zanzibar has less than 2 minutes of global downtime and fewer than 13 minutes when the global error ratio exceeds 10%.

4.4 Internals

Zanzibar servers delegate checks and reads to each other based on consistent hashing, and both the caller and the callee sides of the delegated operations cache the results to prevent hot spots (§3.2.3). At peak, Zanzibar handles 22 million internal “delegated” RPCs per second, split about evenly between reads and checks. In-memory caching handles approximately 200 million lookups per second at peak, 150 million from checks and 50 million from reads. Caching for
checks has a 10% hit rate on the delegate’s side, with an additional 12% saved by the lock table. Meanwhile, caching on the delegate’s side has a 2% hit rate with an additional 3% from the lock table. While these hit rates appear low, they prevent 500K internal RPCs per second from creating hot spots.

Delegated reads see higher hit rates on the delegate’s side—24% on the cache and 9% on the lock table—but the delegator’s cache is hit less than 1% of the time. For super-hot groups, Zanzibar further optimizes by reading and caching the full set of members in advance—this happens for 0.1% of groups but further prevents hot spots.

This caching, along with aggressive pooling of read requests, allows Zanzibar to issue only 20 million read RPCs per second to Spanner. The median of these requests reads 1.5 rows per RPC, but at the 99th percentile they each read close to 1 thousand rows.

Zanzibar’s Spanner reads take 0.5 msec at the median, and 2 msec at the 95th percentile. We find that 1% of Spanner reads, or 200K reads per second, benefit from hedging. We note that Zanzibar uses an instance of Spanner that runs internally to Google, not an instance of Cloud Spanner [6].

The Leopard index is performing 1.56M QPS at the median, or 2.22M QPS at the 99th percentile, based on data aggregated over 7 days. Over the same 7 days, Leopard servers respond in fewer than 150 µsec at the median, or under 1 msec at the 99th percentile. Leopard’s incremental layer during those 7 days writes roughly 500 index updates per second at the median, and approximately 1.5K updates per second at the 99th percentile.

4.5 Lessons Learned

Zanzibar has evolved to meet the varied and heavy demands of a growing set of clients, including Google Calendar, Google Cloud, Google Drive, Google Maps, Google Photos, and YouTube. This section highlights lessons learned from this experience.

One common theme has been the importance of flexibility to accommodate differences between clients. For example:

- **Access control patterns vary widely**: Over time we have added features to support specific clients. For instance, we added `computed_userset` to allow inferring an object’s owner ID from the object ID prefix, which reduces space requirements for clients such as Drive and Photos that manage many private objects. Similarly, we added `tuple_to_userset` to represent object hierarchies with only one relation tuple per hop. The benefits are both space reduction and flexibility—it allows clients such as Cloud both to express ACL inheritance compactly and to change ACL inheritance rules without having to update large numbers of tuples. See §2.3.1

- **Freshness requirements are often but not always loose**: Clients often allow unspecified, moderate staleness during ACL evaluation, but sometimes require more precisely specified freshness. We designed our zooke protocol around this property so that we can serve most requests from a default, already replicated snapshot, while allowing clients to bound the staleness when needed. We also tuned the granularity of our snapshot timestamps to match clients’ freshness requirements. The resulting coarse timestamp quanta allow us to perform the majority of authorization checks on a small number of snapshots, thus greatly reducing the frequency of database reads. See §3.2.1

Another theme has been the need to add performance optimizations to support client behaviors observed in production. For example:

- **Request hedging is key to reducing tail latency**: Clients that offer search capabilities to their users, such as Drive, often issue tens to hundreds of authorization checks to serve a single set of search results. We introduced hedging of Spanner and Leopard requests to prevent an occasional slow operation from slowing the overall user interaction. See §3.2.7

- **Hot-spot mitigation is critical for high availability**: Some workloads create hot spots in ACL data that can overwhelm the underlying database servers. A common pattern is a burst of ACL checks for an object that is indirectly referenced by the ACLs for many different objects. Specific instances arise from the search use case mentioned above, where the documents in the search indirectly share ACLs for a large social or work group, and Cloud use cases where many objects indirectly share ACLs for the same object high in a hierarchy. Zanzibar handles most hot spots with general mechanisms such as its distributed cache and lock table, but we have found the need to optimize specific use cases. For example, we added cache prefetching of all relation tuples for a hot object. We also delayed cancellation of secondary ACL checks when there are concurrent requests for the same ACL data. See §3.2.5

- **Performance isolation is indispensable to protect against misbehaving clients**: Even with hot-spot mitigation measures, unexpected and sometimes unin-
tended client behaviors could still overload our system or its underlying infrastructure. Examples include when clients launch new features that prove unexpectedly popular or exercise Zanzibar in unintended ways. Over time we have added isolation safeguards to ensure that there are no cascading failures between clients or between objects of the same client. These safeguards include fine-grained cost accounting, quotas, and throttling. See §3.2.6

5 Related Work

Zanzibar is a planet-scale distributed ACL storage and evaluation system. Many of its authorization concepts have been explored previously within the domains of access control and social graphs, and its scaling challenges have been investigated within the field of distributed systems.

Access control is a core part of multi-user operating systems. Multics [23] supports ACLs on segments and directories. ACL entries consist of a principal identifier and a set of permissions bits. In the first edition of UNIX [9], file flags indicate whether owner and non-owner can read or write the file. By the 4th edition, the permissions bits had been expanded to read/write/execute bits for owner, group, and others. POSIX ACLs [4] add an arbitrary list of users and groups, each with up to 32 permissions bits. VMS [7,8] supports ACL inheritance for files created within a directory tree. Zanzibar’s data model supports permissions, users, groups, and inheritance as found in the above systems.

Taos [24,10] supports compound principals that incorporate how an identity has been transformed as it passes through a distributed system. For example, if user U logged into workstation W to access file server S, S would see requests authenticated as “W for U” rather than just U. This would allow one to write an ACL on a user’s e-mail that would be accessible only to the user, and only if being accessed via the mail server. Abadi et al. discuss in [11] a model of group-based ACLs with support for compound identities. Their notion of “blessings” are similar to Zanzibar tuples. However, Zanzibar adopts a unified representation for ACLs and groups using usersets, while they are separate concepts in [11].

Role-based access control (RBAC), first proposed in [17], introduced the notion of roles, which are similar to Zanzibar relations. Roles can inherit from each other and imply permissions. A number of Zanzibar clients have implemented RBAC policies on top of Zanzibar’s namespace configuration language.

A discussion of ACL stores in 2019 would be remiss without mentioning the Identity and Access Management (IAM) systems offered commercially by Amazon [1], Google [5], Microsoft [2], and others. These systems allow customers of those companies’ cloud products to configure flexible access controls based on various features such as: assigning users to roles or groups; domain-specific policy languages; and APIs that allow the creation and modification of ACLs. What all of these systems have in common is unified ACL storage and an RPC-based API, a philosophy also core to Zanzibar’s design. Google’s Cloud IAM system [5] is built as a layer on top of Zanzibar’s ACL storage and evaluation system.

TAO [13] is a distributed datastore for Facebook’s social graph. Several Zanzibar clients also use Zanzibar to store their social graphs. Both Zanzibar and TAO provide authorization checks to clients. Both are deployed as single-instance services, both operate at a large scale, and both are optimized for read-only operations. TAO offers eventual global consistency with asynchronous replication and best-effort read-after-write consistency with synchronous cache updates. In contrast, Zanzibar provides external consistency and snapshot reads with bounded staleness, so that it respects causal ordering between ACL and content updates and thus protects against the “new enemy” problem.

Lamport clocks [22] provide partially ordered vector timestamps that can be used to determine the order of events. However, Lamport clocks require explicit participation of all “processes”, where in Zanzibar’s use cases some of the “processes” can be external clients or even human users. In contrast, Zanzibar relies on its underlying database system, Spanner [15], to offer both external consistency and snapshot reads with bounded staleness. In particular, Zanzibar builds on Spanner’s TrueTime abstraction [15] to provide linearizable commit timestamps encoded as zookeeters.

At the same time, Zanzibar adds a number of features on top of those provided by Spanner. For one, the zookie protocol does not let clients read or evaluate ACLs at an arbitrary snapshot. This restriction allows Zanzibar to choose a snapshot that facilitates fast ACL evaluation. In addition, Zanzibar provides resilience to database hotspots (e.g. authorization checks on a suddenly popular video) and safe pointer chasing despite potentially deep recursion (e.g. membership checks on hierarchical groups).

The Chubby distributed lock service [14] offers reliable storage, linearizes writes, and provides access control, but it lacks features needed to support Zanzibar’s use cases. In particular, it does not support high volumes of data, efficient range reads, or reads at a client-specified snapshot with bounded staleness. Its cache invalidation mechanism also limits its write throughput.

Finally, ZooKeeper offers a high-performance coordination service [19] but also lacks features required by Zanzibar. Relative to Chubby, it can handle higher read and write rates with more relaxed cache consistency. However, it does not provide external consistency for updates across different nodes since its linearizability is on a per-node basis. It also does not provide snapshot reads with bounded staleness.
6 Conclusion

The Zanzibar authorization system unifies access control data and logic for Google. Its simple yet flexible data model and configuration language support a variety of access control policies from both consumer and enterprise applications.

Zanzibar’s external consistency model is one of its most salient features. It respects the ordering of user actions, yet at the same time allows authorization checks to be evaluated at distributed locations without global synchronization.

Zanzibar employs other key techniques to provide scalability, low latency, and high availability. For example, it evaluates deeply or widely nested group membership with Leopard, a specialized index for efficient computation of set operations with snapshot consistency. As another example, it combines a distributed cache with a mechanism to deduplicate in-flight requests. It thus mitigates hot spots, a critical production issue when serving data on top of normalized, consistent storage. These measures together result in a system that scales to trillions of access control rules and millions of authorization requests per second.
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Abstract

We address the problem of “fail-slow” fault, a fault where a hardware or software component can still function (does not fail-stop) but in much lower performance than expected. To address this, we built IASO, a peer-based, non-intrusive fail-slow detection framework that has been deployed for more than 1.5 years across 39,000 nodes in our customer sites and helped our customers reduce major outages due to fail-slow incidents. IASO primarily works based on timeout signals (a negligible overhead of monitoring) and converts them into a stable and accurate fail-slow metric. IASO can quickly and accurately isolate a slow node within minutes. Within a 7-month period, IASO managed to catch 232 fail-slow incidents in our large deployment field. In this paper, we have also assembled a large dataset of 232 fail-slow incidents along with our analysis. We found that the fail-slow annual failure rate in our field is 1.02%.

1 Introduction

Maintaining high availability of distributed storage services in real deployment fields is challenging due to the various types of faults that can occur. In the last few years, there has been an emphasis on “fail-slow” fault mode [28, 32]. This means that a hardware or software component can still function (does not fail-stop) but in much lower performance than expected. Such faults have been studied under different names such “gray failure” [32], “limping” [24, 37], and “partial failures” [29]. We chose the term “fail-slow” for simplicity and reflecting a recent term [28].

The urgency here is that many distributed systems are still designed based on a binary model of no failure and fail-stop failures. Recent works shows that many distributed systems cannot gracefully tolerate fail-slow mode, i.e. the system cannot isolate and hide a fail-slow component, causing latency spikes or throughput degradation to users [24, 28, 31, 32, 56]. Worse, it has been reported that a fail-slow component can cause cascade of performance failures across the cluster, bringing down services for hours [24, 28]. This calls for the importance of designing systems that tolerate not just absolute failure of sub-components but can also gracefully handle the occurrence of performance faults.

In this context, our work in this paper makes the two following contributions:

1) Design and implementation of a fail-slow mitigation framework. The first contribution of the paper is IASO, our peer-based, non-intrusive fail-slow detection framework that has been deployed for more than 1.5 years across 39,000 nodes in our customer sites. Before the integration with IASO we had more than 25 full outages (IOPS went to zero) due to cascading impacts of fail-slow incidents, not to mention many other occurrences of partial slowdowns. Since the integration with IASO, we had only 2 major outages (false negative cases) caused by fail slow.

Motivation: IASO is motivated by the following reasons.

First, we found that fail-slow faults can be caused by many root causes. Sole dependence on low-level detection tools [38, 40, 15, 4] at various levels of the software and hardware stack might not be sufficient. Thus, we need a fail-slow detection system that works at the service (distributed system) level. Most existing work focuses on hardware level outlier detection or software performance bugs but they might not cover all of the detailed root causes occurring in the field (§4.2.3).

Second, most existing efforts focus only on detection but not mitigation. We are only aware of a handful of works that perform mitigation in real deployments (more in §5). Yet, our findings suggest that if fail-slow incidents are not quickly and automatically isolated, it can cascade and directly affect users for hours or days. For this reason, it is paramount that deployed systems are equipped with fail-slow mitigation.

Third, although some computing frameworks such as MapReduce [1, 23] are equipped with fail-slow mitigation (e.g., via speculative execution [38] or cloning [10]), the tail tolerance is built in their abstractions (e.g., “jobs”, “tasks”) and not directly generalizable to many other distributed systems. Recent works revealed that many other distributed systems are still not fail-slow tolerant [24, Figure 1][56, Figure 12]. Hence, we need a more general way of addressing fail-slow faults in many distributed storage services.
Challenges and solutions: A fail-slow detection framework must be non-intrusive (negligible overhead), stable and accurate, and not accidentally make wrong decisions (e.g., quarantine healthy nodes). To achieve this, we make IASO peer-based, i.e., a slow service instance should be compared against its peers of the same service (e.g., the performance of Cassandra instance should not be compared to ZooKeeper’s). We also make IASO load aware, i.e., the relative performance of a service instance must not be improved or worsen just because the load on the node on which the instance is running on is different.

To achieve all of these, we created an algorithm (§2.2) that can work solely based on timeout signals. Our algorithm can convert timeout and successful-response statistics into a stable and accurate fail-slow detector. Our framework does not need to monitor every request latency, hence achieving a negligible overhead. IASO can quickly and accurately isolate a slow node within minutes. Within a 7-month period, IASO managed to catch 232 fail-slow incidents in our large deployment field. IASO also automatically quarantined the slow nodes and restored the clusters back to a healthier performance. We only encountered 9 confirmed false positives. Other false positives are because the fail-slowness disappeared when our engineers started diagnosing them (e.g., perhaps caused by unknown external conditions).

(2) A dataset and analysis of fail-slow incidents With IASO integration, we were able to capture many fail-slow incidents in the field. We have assembled a large dataset of fail-slow incidents along with our analysis [7]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the largest dataset of fail-slow cases publicly reported from within a company. Furthermore, existing accounts of fail-slow accidents are anecdotal [12, 28, 32], while our contribution includes some quantitative analysis (e.g., AFR, age correlation).

The dataset: The dataset contains 232 validated cases collected from the deployment of 39,000 nodes throughout a period of 7 months.1 This data pertains to a type of fully convergent system [9] that we deploy in customer sites.

Findings: Our rich dataset allows us to make some statistical findings. First, given 232 independent cases across 39,000 nodes over 7 months, we can derive that the annual failure rate is 1.02% (232 × 12 / 7 / 39,000), which is relatively significant compared to rates of other types of faults (§4.2.1). Second, we uncovered a wide range of root causes (and the low-level sub-causes), which again accentuates the need for detection at the service level, not just at the individual hardware level. Third, we also observed the “infant mortality” pattern where younger machines exhibit more fail-slow incidents. Fourth, we show that if not mitigated properly, fail-slow cases can take hours or days to fully resolve, which again highlights the importance of automatically quarantining slow nodes.

The following sections present the design and implementation of IASO (§2), experimental results (§3), our dataset and findings (§4), related work and conclusion.

2 IASO

This section presents IASO, our framework for detecting the presence of an unhealthy node and enabling self healing of the cluster. We name our system after “Iaso”, the Greek goddess of recuperation from illness [8]. IASO is comprised of three stages:

1. Detection (§2.1-2.2): This step reduces the time to detect fail-slow incidents from hours to minutes while keeping false positives low.

2. Mitigation (§2.3): This step quarantines the faulty node and brings the cluster back to operation.

3. Resolution (§2.4): IASO automatically pages site reliability engineers (SREs) to identify the failed component and help support to do breakfix and assimilate the fixed component back into operation.

When building IASO, we adhere to the following design principles.

- Non intrusive: We attempt to reach a near 0% overhead, hence we use raw metrics that the deployed services already collect (e.g., number of timeouts and successful responses).

- Peer based: A slow service instance should be compared against its peers of the same service, e.g., the performance of Cassandra instance should be compared to other Cassandra instances, not ZooKeeper instances, as different types of services observe different types of workload. For this reason, we monitor at service-level requests, not at OS or hardware level.

- Load aware: The slowdown detection system must be aware of the service load. The relative performance of a peer must not be improved or worsen just because the load on the node the peer is running on is different. This means that the performance of a node must be normalized based on the capacity of the node; in our deployment, a cluster can have different machine capacities with different loads.

- Stable and accurate: As a degraded node will be quarantined, it is important to have a stable and accurate algorithm that does not accidentally make wrong decisions (false positives).

---

1For this publication we only have analyzed the dataset for a 7 month period in 2017. Data from 2018 is still being perused and cleaned.
2.1 Detection

Our first goal is to detect which service instance is experiencing a slowdown. Currently, we only address persistent fault, i.e., the instance is not being slowed down due to an intermittent condition such as a one-off high GC time. This section describes the main components of IASO as shown in Figure 1. The next section (§2.2) presents the detailed algorithm.

**RAW METRICS (LATENCY VS. TIMEOUTS):** One naive method to measure degradation is to measure the latency of every request. However, today’s high-throughput services are not amenable (e.g., per-node Cassandra throughput can reach 20,000 IOPS [5]). Sampling can be a solution, but we explored a different method.

In this work, we try a much cheaper method to detect degradation: counting timeouts. Many services such as Cassandra already have a built-in metric that collects how many responses were successful as well as the failed ones due to timeouts. Another advantage of using timeouts is that our monitoring system is not intrusive to the performance of the service itself (a nearly 0% overhead as counting timeouts and successful responses is a simple increment operation).

**SCORES:** We found that using raw timeout counts as a direct metric to measure outlier is not a stable and accurate way. Thus, we need to introduce the concept of “score”.

Given a cluster of \( N \) nodes with \( N \) instances of a service, every instance can observe the performance of its \( N−1 \) peers and maintain a “score table” (as shown in Figure 1).

**STABLE SCORES:** The primary challenge we address in this work is how to convert timeout and success statistics into a stable and accurate degradation detector. Noisy scores can lead to more false positives where healthy nodes might be accidentally removed and vice versa. Later, the experiment section shows other unsuccessful algorithms that we tried (§3) which then led us to the current algorithm (§2.2).

One key to prevent scores from fluctuating along with the number of timeouts is by incorporating additive increase and multiplicative decrease (AIMD) [18] such as used in TCP congestion avoidance. Thus, our custom algorithm employs a technique similar to AIMD.

**SCOREDB SERVER:** The scores collected from the service instances are stored in a database server called ScoreDB (Figure 1). For every peer, every instance keeps a score, hence in total ScoreDB maintains \( N \times (N−1) \) score variables (per every service monitored) including their historical values. Given these scores, ScoreDB runs an outlier detection part of our algorithm and quarantines the outlier. ScoreDB is also a replicated system (to anticipate degradation within itself).

2.2 Detection Algorithm

We now describe how IASO calculates the score metric and detects an outlier. The challenge is to convert timeout and success statistics into a stable and accurate degradation detector. For every equation listed below, the explanation is in the paragraph preceding the equation. Symbols \( \dagger \) and \( \ddagger \) are used for backward references.

2.2.1 Peer Scores

Given a cluster of \( N \) instances within a service (e.g., Cassandra), every instance observes the performance of its peers and puts the corresponding scores in a score table containing \( N−1 \) peer scores. In our scoring system below, a score ranges from 1 to 100 where a higher value implies more severe degradation. For example, in the score table in Figure 1, Cassandra instance on node2 believes that Cassandra instance on node1 is slow (a score of 98).

As score continues to change, below we use \( \text{prev} \) and \( \text{score} \) to represent the scores in the last and current epoch respectively. An epoch is the interval at which every service instance runs the equations below (i.e., calculates a new score). The epoch is set to be 5 seconds and \( \text{prev} \) to 1 in the beginning.

Next, we introduce \( \text{ToRespRatio} \), the ratio of the number of timeouts and total responses between two peers within an epoch. This is essential to the load-awareness part of our algorithm, that timeout counts should be relative to the num-

![Figure 1: IASO components. The figure is described in the last paragraph of page 2 and also in Section 2.1. "Scr" denotes the hook that sends score table to ScoreDB.](image-url)
number of total responses as the number of responses will vary across peers.

\[ \text{ToRespRatio} = \frac{\#\text{timeouts}}{\#\text{responses}} \]

We then set ratioThresh, a timeout-response ratio threshold, with a constant value of 0.1 (e.g., 10 timeouts for every 100 responses). In our experience, 10% timeouts from a peer can cause a whole-cluster degradation. A higher value may make IASO react too late, while a lower may lead to more false positives (i.e., too sensitive). If ToRespRatio is larger than the ratioThresh, it is likely a heavy degradation. Otherwise, it is likely caused by a temporary high load or a benign cause.

\[ \text{ratioThresh} = 0.1 \]

Next, we introduce minTTR as the minimum time to observe zero timeout from a peer before the score assigned to it decreases from 100 to 1 (slow to healthy). We set the time to be 2 minutes. The idea is that when a peer exhibits a zero timeout, it might mean that this peer is temporarily healthy but might suffer degradation again soon. The 2-minute mark is the time window in which a peer must “prove” itself that it is really healthy. A smaller window increases the risk that we may start assigning good scores to a temporarily good peer and thereby creating an unstable score pattern. A larger window has the disadvantage that we may mark a peer as fail-slow even if it has just completely recovered but the 2-minute window hasn’t passed. However, the latter scenario should be infrequent.

\[ \text{minTTR} = 2 \text{ mins} \]

With all of the values above, now we can stitch them into the score calculation. In every epoch, if ToRespRatio is 0 (no timeout), then the score will be calculated as shown below. This is the “additive decrease” part of our algorithm – the score will be slowly decreasing back to zero to show that the peer is really healthy.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[ if ToRespRatio is 0 ]} \\
\text{score} &= \text{prev} - (100 \times \text{epoch} / \text{minTTR})
\end{align*}
\]

Now, we discuss the case where some timeouts are observed (ToRespRatio is not zero). First, we introduce minRatio as a higher bound of the timeout-response ratio and threshold values. The idea here is that ToRespRatio can be very high (e.g., 90%, when a peer is highly unresponsive). This high value will make our algorithm below unstable. Thus, we cap it to the ratioThresh value (0.1), i.e., 10% already represents enough degradation.

\[ \text{minRatio} = \min(\text{ToRespRatio}, \text{ratioThresh}) \]

Finally, the last variable we introduce is nearThresh to measure how far the timeout-response ratio to the threshold (how far from the 10% timeouts). This threshold nearness ranges from 0 to 1.0.

\[ \text{nearThresh} = \frac{\text{minRatio}}{\text{ratioThresh}} \]

With all the new variables above, we now can calculate the score when timeout-response ratio is higher than zero. The equation below represents the “multiplicative increase” part of our algorithm where the score is increased by the threshold nearness. We put more examples below.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[ if ToRespRatio is not 0 ]} \\
\text{score} &= \text{prev} + \left(\text{prev} \times \text{nearThresh}\right)
\end{align*}
\]

Let’s use an example where an instance gave a score of 32 for a peer instance in the last epoch. Now, the current epoch sees too many timeouts beyond the threshold such that nearThresh is 1.0. Thus, the current score will jump from 32 to 32+32 (i.e., the score increases multiplicatively).

\[ \text{score} = 32 + (32 \times 1.0) = 64 \]

Let’s imagine another scenario where the ToRespRatio is as small as 0.01 (1% timeouts). Here, the minRatio will be 0.01 (see equation †) and the nearThresh be 0.1 (see ‡). Thus, the next score will only increment fractionally:

\[ \text{score} = 32 + (32 \times 0.1) = 35.2 \]

To sum up, our algorithm prevents scores from fluctuating along with the number of timeouts. That is, we linearly decrement the score when we do not observe any timeouts from a peer, but multiplicatively increase the score when we observe timeouts from the peer.

### 2.2.2 Scores Set

Every instance X then sends the scores of its peers (A, B, …) to the ScoreDB server, which will then maintain a history of the scores. For example for a given peer A, there are \( N-1 \) scores for A collected in every 5-second epoch.

For every peer, all the scores given for that peer are collected within a 10-minute sliding window, where ScoreDB then picks the 30\(^{th}\)-percentile value to be the representative score for that peer, such as for instance A. The 30\(^{th}\)-percentile value implies that the peer instance must have 70% high score values within a 10-minute interval such that we do not inadvertently quarantine instances with mere transient faults. In our deployments, we have observed that a 10-minute window is wide enough to detect persistent faults. It may not be the absolute minimum but it does put an upper bound on the time to isolate a fail-slow peer.

At this point, ScoreDB has \( N \) representative scores for all the instances in the cluster and it submits these scores to the DBSCAN algorithm [6]. ScoreDB performs this every minute, but using the data from the past 10 minutes (a sliding window). DBSCAN [6] is an algorithm that takes a set of

\[ ^2 \text{To make the score multiplication increases faster/slower (i.e., more configurable), we can introduce a score multiplier with a usage such as: e.g.,} 32 + \text{scoreMultiplier} \times 32. \text{We use scoreMultiplier =1.} \]
points and groups them such that points that are spatially close are grouped together while points which do not have enough close neighbors are classified as outliers. Thus, we configure DBSCAN to output a binary decision (whether an instance is “fast” or “slow”). We also only mark at most one outlier at a time to make sure we do not remove too many service instances (explained later in §2.3).

Finally, we emphasize that we only compare instances (scores) of the same service. We do not compare instance scores of Cassandra with those of ZooKeeper, thus the algorithm above runs for every service deployed. For example in Figure 1, the ScoreDB server maintains history of Cassandra and ZooKeeper peer scores separately.

2.3 Mitigation

After a service instance is marked as an outlier, IASO starts the mitigation process. Below are the three options that our customers can set in IASO configuration. The first one (service instance reboot) is the default configuration. The philosophy of our mitigation is that it is better to remove a highly degraded instance than allowing it to induce a cascading problem to the entire cluster. Other works [24, 56] highly degraded instance than allowing it to induce a cas-

We chose the latter option and modified Cassandra slightly to achieve this. In this mode, the slow instance is no longer the primary owner of its key range, but rather one of the other replicas becomes the primary owner. The upside is that we postpone the need for whole-cluster key-range rebalancing. The downside is that the fault tolerance of newly added data will be down by one (e.g., we can only write to two replica nodes as the instance on the slow node is being isolated) and read throughput may be degraded due to the loss of one instance. We note that the fault tolerance of old data does not go down as the data is still there in the slow instance.

Regardless of the limitations of this default option, customers who have smaller clusters tend to choose this option as they do not have options to migrate the instance or VMs to another healthy machine. Below we discuss other options for customers with larger clusters.

(2) VM Shutdown: This is a more severe action than the default option above. In this mode, the controller VM of the slow service instance is shut down and no services are started on the VM. The difference between this action and the default one above is that when VM is shut down, the services above will automatically run their recovery protocols (e.g., whole ring rebalancing). Thus, the fault tolerance of the data stays the same (e.g., 3-way replication is still maintained). The similarity is that there may also be a performance drop to the loss of a VM. When the problem is fixed, the VM is added backed and full performance can be restored.

(3) Host Machine Shutdown: This option is similar to VM shutdown. The difference is that our system will automatically migrate the entire VM from this host to another, which is a process transparent to the services running on the VM. There may be a potential VM rebalancing issue (e.g., a machine has too many VMs). For VM balancing, we employ our own proprietary VM rebalancing that is outside the scope of the paper. We also emphasize that in our deployment, these machines are running the services that we deploy. The machines are not shared with other tenants, hence we have a full control of when to shut down the machine.

2.4 Resolution

The last stage, resolution, is the manual part of the whole IASO operational procedure, which we describe here for completeness.

When detecting a fail-slow node, IASO generates a user alert on the customer monitoring UI. IASO also pages our site-reliability engineers (SREs) such that they can work with the affected customer to fix the problem. If there had been a cluster outage (i.e., cluster IOPS went to almost zero) before the mitigation, IASO helps the customer and our SREs in identifying the faulty node and service.

It is also possible that before the SREs perform the full
diagnosis, the problem already went away by itself from re-booting the slow node. We see this happens in cases such as CPU locks-ups or high heap usage levels. In such cases, IASO will no longer mark the node as a degraded node. In overall, when the problem is fixed, IASO immediately rolls back the fail-slow node actions executed before, and service instances on the newly recovered node regain their leadership responsibilities.

Temporary fail-slow faults can be recurrent (e.g., high heap usage level). To prevent such recurrent faults, the root cause must be fixed. For example, we could apply some custom optimizations to our services to prevent it from entering such a state again.

2.5 Other Implementation Details

**INTEGRATION:** So far we have integrated IASO with Cassandra and ZooKeeper. The implementation complexity is shown in Table 1. The changes to the target services are non-intrusive (less than 600 LOC). The service instances use IASO library to measure local scores and send them to the ScoreDB server where the rest of the complexity lies. The total score data size of ScoreDB server is only 0.27 MB per day per cluster on average as it only needs to keep the score history of the last 10 minutes. The CPU overhead is near 0%.

We envision that IASO can be easily integrated to other master-worker systems where data flows across workers. For example, in HDFS, write replication forms a pipeline of datanodes where each datanode can sense the performance of its peers. For systems like ZooKeeper, the integration involves a different type of modification due to ZooKeeper’s “pure” leader-follower architecture (i.e., followers do not interact with each other). We describe these changes later below. As mentioned before, we also run our own blob-store service which can be integrated with IASO as well. This process is still in progress, not because of integration difficulty, but because so far our IASO integration in Cassandra and Zookeeper seems to be sufficient. One limitation of our deployment is that a single blob-store instance can be misconfigured causing a fail-slow fault, but goes undetected (which again so far never happened).

**ZOOKEEPER MODIFICATION:** In our deployment, the Cassandra-side IASO so far has been very effective. But as we deal with deployments of tens of thousands of nodes, we can potentially cover a wider set of failure types if we can integrate IASO with another service as well. Hence, we attempted to integrate IASO to ZooKeeper, but ZooKeeper employs a pure leader-follower architecture where followers do not transfer data with each other (i.e., 3-way writes flow from the leader to three followers, unlike in HDFS or Cassandra). The leader is a single point of performance failure [24]; if the leader’s NIC is slow, the writes to all the followers will slow down, hence no outlier.

For this, we add a simple, lightweight background ping-pong thread between ZooKeeper peers (only <200 LOC). Every 10 seconds, every instance picks a maximum of 7 random peers and makes an RPC that includes a synchronous disk write. Checking the disk latency this way is also beneficial since most data operations in Cassandra hit the cache, hence disk monitoring is a bit lacking. Besides these small changes, we emphasize that the rest of the algorithm is the same – the instances send the median latencies of their peers (median of 1 minute window) to ScoreDB and the DBSCAN algorithm will compute the outlier.

**THRESHOLDS:** We would like to emphasize that the threshold values we use in our algorithms (§2.2) are based on our specific deployment experiences. It is possible that the values might not work in other cases.

## 3 Results

This section presents our experimental results, starting with unsuccessful experiences (§3.1) and then the successful ones (§3.2) and the false positive rates (§3.3).

### 3.1 Unsuccessful Attempts

The first strawman approach we tried was to use the raw timeout count as a metric to sense service instance level performance degradation. Figure 2 shows the number of timeouts observed in three samples of real degraded instances (in different time periods and clusters). As shown, the timeouts observed occurred in bursts although the fault is severe throughout the time interval. Thus, without saving the ratio of timeouts and responses for every peer over a given period, there is no way to detect whether these high scores were merely transient or if they were truly persistent and possibly catastrophic faults.

For this reason, we next attempted to create a more stable algorithm by defining a score to be the percentage of timeouts over the total responses in every epoch. The first line below is the same as the first equation in §2.2, and in the second line, a peer score is essentially the `ToRespRatio`.

\[
\text{ToRespRatio} = \frac{\#\text{timeouts}}{\#\text{responses}}
\]

\[
\text{score} = \text{ToRespRatio}
\]
Figure 2: Timeout fluctuations (§3.1). The figures show the number of timeouts observed over time in three samples of degraded nodes (different time period).

Figure 3a shows the result. Ideally the score should stay high throughout the degraded period, but instead we see one big spike and one small spike. We then modified the scoring algorithm slightly by using the median of the last 3-minute window:

\[ \text{score} = \text{median} (\text{ToRespRatio in last 3 mins}) \]

The result, as shown in Figure 3b, still shows the same behavior (a dip between the two spikes). We tried replacing the median using average and weighted average and the result is similar (Figures 3c-d).

3.2 Successful Results

The previous section provides the reason we invented our custom outlier detection. Figure 4a shows the resulting scores from our custom algorithm, as detailed in Section 2.2. We can see that the metadata service (Cassandra/MS) instance on the degraded node has high scores assigned to it from 11:30 to 13:15 hours. Note that this is the case where we have not enabled the mitigation procedure, i.e., the customer was experiencing degradation for almost 2 hours!

Correspondingly, to check that the scores are accurate, we checked the standard network performance graphs and we found that there had been a network issue at the exact time interval. Figure 4b shows the TCP SENDQ size on the network connection between another node with this unhealthy node. Furthermore, Figure 4c shows the ping latencies to the degraded machine.

From these graphs, we can see that bad network performance on the slow machine correlated perfectly with the bad scores assigned to the nodes running on it. As a side note, we can see that the two metrics in Figures 4b-c cannot be used as raw scores as they also fluctuate.

Next, Figure 5 shows what is happening in the ScoreDB server side for a different fail-slow incident. The picture shows the representative scores by instance \( X \) measured for its \( N - 1 \) peers on other nodes. For simplicity, the data here is from a cluster of 4 nodes. Figure 5a shows that \( \text{Node3} \) has a high score compared to other peers. But at this point \( \text{Node3} \) has not been marked as a definite outlier because its 30\(^{th}\) percentile score is not high yet. However, two minutes later, as shown in Figure 5b, we have sufficient scores for the 30\(^{th}\) percentile score to be high. When we plug this score into the DBSCAN algorithm, \( \text{Node3} \) was marked as a definite outlier.

IASO automatically quarantines an outlier to prevent it slowing down the entire cluster. Figure 6 shows another case after we deploy IASO. Here, the figure shows that the cluster-level IOPS drops to almost zero with the presence of one degraded machine, essentially showing how a degraded node can impact the entire cluster, as also shown by other works [24, 56]. Packet losses and the cluster-level degradation started occurring at around 09:15am but just after 10 minutes, IASO’s mitigatory actions kicked in and the performance of the cluster was completely restored. Thus, with IASO, the time taken to quarantine a degraded node has now been brought down to the order of minutes. Note that the IOPS returns to “normal” although we lost a node, which is because in this scenario the 100K IOPS were far from the maximum throughput of the cluster.

3.3 True and False Positives

Figures 7a and 7b show the number of true and false positives we encountered every month across the 7 months, re-
respectively. For Figure 7b, the figure combines the number of “confirmed” and “probable” false positives as explained below.

Over a 7-month period, we encountered 9 confirmed false positives over the 232 true positives (confirmed fail-slow incidents), which brings our false positive rate to 3.7%. One major reason for our false positive is in our earlier versions of IASO where the cluster still sends data to a dead service instance and a healthy instance already becomes affected and “looks” slow as well. Here IASO incorrectly marks the healthy instance as an outlier. Due to space constraints, we put more false positive stories in our anonymized supplemental material [7].

We also encountered 41 probable false positives. We label these cases as “probable” because they do not necessarily suggest that IASO is imprecise. In these cases, by the time our SREs started debugging, the issue was no longer present and the service instances, VMs, and machines were healthy. Existing works gave some hints on the reasons behind this, for example, fail-slow incidents can be triggered by temporary environmental causes such as high temperature [28].

While we managed to record the false positives, we were not able to collect many false-negative reports (i.e., undetected fail-slow incidents). This is because the reality of a large company and our SREs have their own priorities and might not contact us when they found cases that were not but should have been detected by IASO. The false negatives we were aware of came from two outages that happened after the deployment of IASO, which can be found in our supplemental material [7]. Other false negatives we noticed include low workloads as fail-slow faults with low workloads might not necessarily result in timeouts. We did not fix this problem as almost all our customers heavily utilize their clusters.

From our perspective, we prefer false positives over false negatives as in our system IASO pages site-reliability engineers whenever it detects a fail-slow failure. This gives
Figure 7: True and false (confirmed+probable) positives (§3.3). The figure shows the number of (a) true and (b) false positives every month. The false positives include the “confirmed” and “probable” false positives as described in §3.3.

us a way to easily track and investigate such issues and improve our system over time. As for the worst case impact, a false positive can cause a cluster to temporarily operate in a reduced fault tolerance state as IASO’s extreme mitigation strategy can bring down a node. However, in case of a false negative, there can be an entire cluster outage which can stay undetected for hours.

4 Fail-Slow Dataset and Analysis

The deployment of IASO allows us to analyze fail-slow incidents in our vast field of clusters, which then enables us to perform new statistical studies. This section first describes our dataset (§4.1) followed with our findings (§4.2).

4.1 Dataset

We first describe our deployment settings. Our field consists of 39,000 nodes spread across many clusters. A cluster size ranges from 3 to 56 nodes. Our various cluster models and configurations (RAM size, storage, etc.) can be found in our supplemental material [7]. A cluster can contain heterogeneous nodes as we support heterogeneous applications and a broken hardware can be replaced with a higher-end one. Each node in a cluster runs a special VM called a controller VM where our data and control path services run. Among these services, Cassandra and Zookeeper run with IASO integration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Failure</th>
<th>AFR</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSD error</td>
<td>5-15.7%</td>
<td>≥ one uncorrectable error [53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD failure</td>
<td>1-2%</td>
<td>Dead SSDs [16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk error</td>
<td>1.7-8.6%</td>
<td>≥ one failure event [46, 52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM error</td>
<td>2.2-9.0%</td>
<td>≥ one memory error [33, 54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fail-slow</td>
<td>1.02%</td>
<td>Node-level fail-slow faults</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Fail-slow AFR (§4.2.1). Comparisons of annual failure rates of different types of failures

Figure 8: Fail-slow per day (§4.2.1). The figure shows the number of fail-slow incidents per day in our field over 7 months.

As mentioned before, every time IASO detects a fail-slow fault, it raises an alert that triggers the opening of a support ticket to investigate the issue. The support case is investigated by a team of trained site reliability engineers (SREs), who in turn coordinate with the customer and debug the issue. Once the problem is identified, the SREs update the support ticket with a category of the root cause found and the steps to resolve the issue. Other information that is updated as part of the case includes the time of the incident, a cluster identification number, the software version on the customer’s cluster, the model family of the node that was affected and the number of months the node has been with the customer at the time of the incident.

With 232 fail-slow related tickets, our dataset can be seen as the largest fail-slow data from within a company. The previous largest dataset was 101 cases from 12 different institutions (more in §5). The next section presents our findings from studying the support tickets. The dataset that we will make public and discuss here comes from a period of seven months in 2017. The dataset for 2018 is still being perused and cleaned, hence not part of this submission.

4.2 Findings

4.2.1 Frequency

With a large dataset, we are able to measure the annual failure rate (AFR) of fail-slow incidents. Given 232 independent cases across 39,000 nodes over 7 months, we can derive that fail-slow AFR is 1.02% (232 × 12 / 7 / 39,000).

Table 2 compares fail-slow AFR with the rates of other types of failures. As shown, fail-slow fault frequency is rel-
Fail-slow root causes (§4.2.2). The figure shows the breakdown of fail-slow root causes (and the comparison to fail-stop causes).

4.2.2 Root Causes

Next, we analyze the root causes of fail-slow incidents. To compare the frequencies of various different root causes of fail-slow incidents with those of fail-stop failures [51], we group the causes into six categories: Hardware, Software, Network, Environment, Human and Unknown. For example, all issues that had a tag of “memory” or “disk” in our support tickets are grouped under Hardware.

Figure 9 shows the breakdown of fail-slow root causes (and the comparison to fail-stop causes from a related work [51, Figure 4a]). Hardware and Network failures turn out to be the highest contributors of fail-slow incidents in our field. Their total is roughly the same as in the fail-stop cases. In the next section, we break down the sub-causes to understand more about the root causes.

The Unknown count is quite significant because of a couple of reasons. One common reason is when a customer becomes unresponsive during the support case or does not want the issue to be investigated further without providing a clear reason. We believe this can be either because the customer did not notice any issue around the time the fail-slow alert was generated (thereby a false positive) or fixed the issue themselves without our help. The other reason is when the SREs could not find a specific root cause for the issue or did not tag the support case with a clear cause.

4.2.3 Root Sub-Causes

Table 3 shows further the breakdown of the sub-causes within each of the five categories of known root causes. The dataset will be released publicly.

Table 3: Root sub-causes (§4.2.3). The table shows the sub-causes within each of the five categories of known root causes. The dataset will be released publicly.

4.2.4 Age and Model

As our ticketing system automatically collects machine age data, we are able to correlate fail-slow failures with machine ages, as shown in Figure 10, bucketed into months ranging from 0 to 48.

For example, for hardware-induced slowdown, it can be because of faulty dimm, ECC/CRC errors, low memory, etc., while network-induced slowdown can be because of faulty NICs/switches, bad cables, packet drops, and network contention.

Our goal here is to show that fail-slow root causes vary widely. We believe this is a strong motivation why fail-slow detection and mitigation should be also deployed at the service level (not just low-level hardware level). Our findings are also consistent with those reported in a recent paper [28]; we observed in our field how fault conversions take place and how different failure types such as fail-stop (e.g., disk/SSD failure), fail-transient (e.g., GC), and fail-partial (ECC errors) can transform into fail-slow failures at the service level [28, §3.2].

Figure 10: Fail-slow vs. age (§4.2.4). The figure correlates fail-slow incidents with machine ages.
To mitigate the issues (which is in the order of 10 minutes), but rather how long it takes to close a ticket. When a ticket is closed, the customer’s cluster is guaranteed to back fully healthy.

The reason we show this data is to point out that a fail-slow root cause can take days to be fully resolved. This is consistent with anecdotal experiences shared by large-scale operators from various institutions [28, §3.5]. Hence, it is important to quickly quarantine the fail-slow component before the performance problem cascades to the entire cluster.

5 Related Work

We now discuss related work beyond the papers that we already cited earlier. In particular, we break the discussion here into two categories: (1) works related to fail-slow detection and mitigation systems and (2) publications that release information about fail-slow incidents.

Table 5 shows that there are many tools, frameworks, and approaches that have been introduced or deployed in different levels of the hardware, software, and service stack. First, there are many bug-finding tools such as MacePC [38], PCatch [40], and Orca [15], but they are offline approaches. Second, there are online fail-slow detection tools across the hardware/software stack. For example, SMART [4] is a monitoring tool that can be used to detect hardware degradation but does not include diagnosis capability. Third, Pip [48], PivotTracing [41] and many others provide diagnosis approaches that work at the service level (not just one particular software) but they do not make quarantine decisions. Finally, IASO is in a category that performs detection and automated mitigation. In this space, we are not aware of many published works. The limitation of IASO is that it does not come with diagnosis tools. Thus, the diagnosis approaches in the 3rd row of Table 5 are orthogonal to our work.

Table 6 shows publications that release datasets on performance problems. The table shows the year span (Yr), number of fail-slow failures/bugs reported (#F), deployment size/number of nodes (#N), the number of systems/services the data is collected from (#S) and the scope of the root-cause analysis (A). The top part of the table represents incidents that appear in live deployments while the bottom of the
IASO was effective and also from a few scenarios where we hit false positives. Thanks to Rob Savino and Mark Czarnecki for their effort to make this information available to us and help us with quite some root cause analysis. University of Chicago authors were supported by funding from NSF grant No. CNS-1350499.

Table 6: Related work (fail-slow dataset). For each related work, the columns show the year span (Yr), number of fail-slow failures/bugs reported (#F), deployment size/number of nodes (#N), the number of systems/services the data is collected from (#S) and the scope of the root-cause analysis (A). In the last column (analysis), “h” represents hardware, “s” software, “n” network, “e” environment, and “m” human. Papers with “s”-only label implies bug-study papers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Related Work</th>
<th>Yr</th>
<th>#F</th>
<th>#N</th>
<th>#S</th>
<th>A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IASO</td>
<td>'16-17</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>39k</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ehmnsu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fail-slow[28]</td>
<td>'00-17</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>≥10k</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>hn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GrayFailure[32]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panorama[31]</td>
<td>'17-18</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COS[27]</td>
<td>'09-15</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>ehmnsu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBS[26]</td>
<td>'11-14</td>
<td>860</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PerfBugs[34]</td>
<td>'00-11</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limplock[24]</td>
<td>'13</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>≥30</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

paper represents works that study/test software bugs. In the former category, our dataset can be considered as the largest dataset of fail-slow cases publicly reported from within a company. Our work strongly supplements existing anecdotes that fail-slow faults at all levels, hardware and software, have to be addressed.

6 Conclusion

We have described our successful 1.5-year deployment of IASO. We found fail-slow detection and automated mitigation schemes are crucial in preventing fail-slow induced outages in our large deployment field. We would like to emphasize again that automatic fail-slow mitigation/quarantine schemes (beyond detection only) are relatively a new area of research. We hope our paper can provide insights to the development of better frameworks in the future.

As future work, we look forward to building a more aggressive algorithm that can quarantine a slow node shorter than our current 10-minute interval (and do so with low false positives) as well as automatically marking fail-slow faults that are resolved by themselves without depending on our customers or SREs (more in [7]). Furthermore, as we continue to collect peer scores reported in the field, we hope to learn more detailed characteristics.
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Abstract
We present the design of an alternative runtime system for improved scalability and reduced latency in actor applications called PARTISAN. PARTISAN provides higher scalability by allowing the application developer to specify the network overlay used at runtime without changing application semantics, thereby specializing the network communication patterns to the application. PARTISAN reduces message latency through a combination of three predominately automatic optimizations: parallelism, named channels, and affinitized scheduling. We implement a prototype of PARTISAN in Erlang and demonstrate that PARTISAN achieves up to an order of magnitude increase in the number of nodes the system can scale to through runtime overlay selection, up to a 38.07x increase in throughput, and up to a 13.5x reduction in latency over Distributed Erlang.

1 Introduction
Building distributed applications remains a difficult task for application developers today due to the challenges of concurrency, state management, and parallelism. One promising approach to building these types of applications is by using distributed actors; the actor-based programming paradigm is one where actors can live on different nodes and communicate transparently to actors running on other nodes. Actor-based programming is well suited to the challenges of distributed systems; actors encapsulate state, allowing controlled, serial access for state manipulation. A single machine can typically run hundreds of thousands of actors, allowing efficient use of resources per machine and thereby enabling high-scalability and high-concurrency by elastically scaling the number of machines in a cluster. Taken together with the fact that actors communicate through unidirectional asynchronous message passing with no shared memory between them, the actor-based programming paradigm is well suited to the nature of distributed systems. In addition to providing developers of distributed systems with a convenient programming model, distributed actor systems can also be efficiently implemented, which has resulted in significant adoption and large-scale success in many areas of industry.

There exist three primary industrial-grade distributed actor systems; Distributed Erlang [31], Akka [21] (for Scala) and Microsoft’s Orleans [8, 10] (for C#). Distributed Erlang has been used as the underlying infrastructure for message brokers [2, 25], distributed databases [4, 6, 18], and has provided infrastructure for the chat functionality for applications like WhatsApp, Call of Duty, and League of Legends. [14, 15, 27] Similarly, Akka has been used by Netflix for the management of time series data [23], and Microsoft’s Orleans has been used as the underlying infrastructure for Microsoft’s popular online multiplayer games, Halo and Gears of War for the Xbox [24]. In all of these cases, these applications have benefited from both the state encapsulation and pervasive concurrency that actors provide and the fault isolation of actors by reducing the use of shared memory. However, these distributed actor systems are still limited in terms of both scalability and latency.

Scalability. Compared to other distributed frameworks which can support hundreds to thousands of nodes, these production-grade distributed actor systems are still limited in the number of nodes that they can support. Distributed Erlang, for instance, has not been operated on clusters larger than 200 nodes [1], whereas one of the more popular applications built on Distributed Erlang, the distributed database Riak, has been demonstrated to not scale beyond 60 nodes [15]. As we will later show, this limited scalability is related to the rigidity of the overlay network—the communication pattern between the nodes in the application—used in the runtime system. This rigidity has been the subject of previous research on alternative designs to improve the scalability of the system [11], and efforts to find a “one-size-fits-all” overlay, which can equally serve all types of distributed applications, have not been successful [28]. Thus, especially in the context of Distributed Erlang, scalability is still a major challenge.

Latency. Due to their underlying model of computation—unidirectional asynchronous message passing between ac-
tors with independent queues that are multiplexed onto a single queue between nodes—distributed actor systems frequently suffer from the problem of head-of-line blocking. For example, the distributed database Riak avoids using Distributed Erlang for background data synchronization (e.g., hinted and ownership handoff) to avoid head-of-line blocking in the read/write request path. While alleviating head-of-line blocking has been the subject of much research [12, 30] and remains a relevant problem in today’s large-scale systems [9], the general solution of introducing more queues and partitioning communication across those queues does not necessarily yield better performance without a priori knowledge of the application’s workload.

Application-specific information exists that can be used to reduce the effects of head-of-line blocking. Given (i) the knowledge of the identities of the actors that are sending messages, (ii) the identities of the recipients, and (iii) the knowledge that actors will process their messages sequentially, this application-specific information can be provided in the form of a small number of lightweight annotations to the runtime. These annotations can help the runtime to separate network traffic over specialized channels (e.g., cluster maintenance, high-priority application behavior, failure detection), in turn leading to the reduction of head-of-line blocking in an application-specific manner.

In this paper, we present the design of an alternative runtime system for improving the scalability and performance of distributed actor systems, along with an implementation of this runtime called PARTISAN. PARTISAN enables greater scalability by allowing the application developer to specialize the overlay network to the communication pattern required by the application at runtime without altering application semantics. PARTISAN facilities lower latency by providing the application developer with three ways to customize messaging behavior, without altering application semantics or requiring changes to application code. PARTISAN enables the application developer to (i) customize parallelism (for increasing the number of communication channels between nodes), (ii) utilize named channels (for separating different types of messages sent between actors), and (iii) affinitized scheduling (for partitioning traffic across communication channels depending on message source, destination and type).

We implement PARTISAN using Erlang without requiring changes to the Erlang VM, in an effort to make these scalability and latency benefits immediately available to production Erlang applications with minimal changes to application code. We provide a detailed experimental evaluation which, beyond microbenchmarks, includes a port of an existing widely-deployed Erlang distributed computing framework to take advantage of PARTISAN’s optimizations. In our evaluation, we demonstrate that the use of each of these optimizations independently results in latency reduction, but the combination of these techniques yields significant reductions in latency.

The contributions of this paper are the following:

- We present a detailed empirical evaluation of PARTISAN that enables the runtime selection of overlay, enabling greater scalability by specializing the overlay to the application’s communication patterns (Sections 3 & 5);
- We present a collection of predominantly automatic optimizations for latency reduction, realized in PARTISAN, that enable more efficient scheduling of messages on the network, specifically by exploiting (i) parallelism, (ii) named channels, and (iii) affinitized scheduling (Sections 4 & 5);
- We provide an open source implementation of PARTISAN that supports the runtime selection of overlay with implementations of four different overlay networks (Section 5);
- We port an existing widely-deployed open source distributed computing framework, Riak Core, from Distributed Erlang to PARTISAN, and provide an analysis of the process (Section 6);
- We present a detailed empirical evaluation of PARTISAN on (i) microbenchmarks, (ii) an industrial-grade actor-based distributed programming framework (Riak Core), and (iii) a research framework for distributed programming over replicated shared state (Lasp). We go on to show that PARTISAN demonstrates greater scalability (in some experiments, an order of magnitude increase in the number of nodes the system can scale to) through runtime overlay selection and lower latency (in some experiments, up to a 38.07x increase in throughput, and a 13.5x reduction in latency) through latency reduction optimizations (Section 6).

2 Background: Distributed Actors

Actors provide a simple programming model for building highly concurrent applications. Programming with actors involves two primary concepts: actors: lightweight processes that act sequentially, respond to messages from other actors, and send messages to other actors; and asynchronous message passing: unidirectional, asynchronous messages that are sent between actors. Applications built using the actor model typically achieve their task through the cooperation of many actors sending messages to one another. No state is shared between actors: the only way for data to be shared between actors is through message passing. Actors are designed to be extremely lightweight and typically implementations allow for ten to hundreds of thousands of actors per machine. As no data is shared, and actors are relatively independent with loose coupling to other actors—strictly through message passing— if a particular actor happens to fail, the fault remains isolated to that actor. Actors are not static: actors are allowed to “spawn” other actors as the system is running.

1Pony is a unique exception here, which uses a capability system to know when it is safe to share memory. However, this is an implementation detail as the programming model remains that of message passing.
Actors are a popular mechanism for building highly concurrent applications as they allow both users and user actions to be modeled as actors themselves. For instance, in the aforementioned Halo and Call of Duty examples, actors are used for modeling the presence service for the online functionality of the game. Therefore, a single actor, dynamically created, is used to model a connection to the service for a single user. In the Riak distributed database, an actor is spawned for every single read or write request made to the database. As the number of actors can range several orders of magnitude higher than the parallel computing capacity of a single machine, preemptive (e.g., Erlang) or cooperative scheduling (e.g., Orleans) is used for actor scheduling within the runtime.

Distributed actor systems extend the actor functionality from a single machine to a cluster of machines. Distribution adds a number of complexities to the model: (i) failure detection: actors may be unavailable under network partitions or crash failures of remote machines; (ii) message omission: messages are no longer guaranteed to arrive at a destination due to failure; (iii) membership: or what nodes are currently members of the cluster and how the membership overlay is organized; (iv) binding: the location of actors may not be known at runtime when actors are dynamically created; (v) contention: contention for access to network resources may slow down actors; (vi) congestion: and the varying location of actors results in non-uniform latency with inter-actor messaging when actors are located on different machines.

### 2.1 Framework Commonalities

These concerns are addressed by the contemporary industrial distributed actor systems through various mechanisms. Each of these mechanisms introduces additional network overhead that the application developer may not be aware of, contributing to reduced scalability and higher latencies.

**Failure detection.** Actors may become unreachable due to crash failures or network partitions. To detect failures, nodes typically send heartbeat messages to the other nodes in the cluster. When a node is suspected as failed, it’s assumed that the actors that were running on that node failed.

**Message omission.** Distributed actor systems try to address the problem of message omission by using TCP. With a single connection, TCP ensures FIFO ordering of messages between pairs of actors and best-effort delivery using retransmission based on sequence numbers and acknowledgements.

However, as failure detection is imperfect and nodes may be disconnected and reconnected under network partitions or crash failures, message delivery is not guaranteed by the runtime system. Therefore, distributed actor systems typically require the user to program as if message omission is always a possibility. Put more generally, TCP connections are session-oriented and in these frameworks delivery guarantees do not hold across sessions.

**Membership.** Membership determines which nodes are part of the cluster and are available for hosting actors. Failure detection is combined with membership to determine who the active members of the cluster are at any given moment.

**Binding.** When sending a message from one actor to another, the location of that actor may or may not be known at a given time. Most of these systems encode a node identifier into the process identifier, or leverage a replicated, global process registry, for determining the location of an actor by a registered name instead of a process identifier.

### 2.2 Challenges

The problems of both network contention and network congestion remain challenges for distributed actor systems.

**Network contention.** All of the aforementioned actor systems support inter-machine communication through the use of a single TCP connection, therefore multiplexing actor-to-actor communication on a single channel. Not only does actor-to-actor communication (data) use this channel, but background communication from the membership and failure detection systems (control) also contribute to congestion on this link. Taken together with CPU-intensive activities that may block access to the socket (message serialization/deserialization, for example) and non-uniform distribution of message load (slow-senders vs. fast-senders), the possibility for contention increases, which in turn increases latency and reduces throughput of the system. This is further exacerbated by certain overlays; for example, the full-mesh overlay must perform failure detection from all nodes to all other nodes.

**Network congestion.** Network congestion, in the form of latency or congestion control, may further impact performance. Under situations where the frequency of message sends exceeds what can be transmitted over the network, causing queueing delays on these multiplexed connections between nodes, other senders on the same node may be penalized and forced to wait for other senders to transmit.

### 3 Overlay Networks

To address the problems that arise from a fixed overlay, PARTISAN supports the selection of overlay at runtime. PARTISAN’s API exposes an overlay agnostic programming model – only asynchronous messaging and cluster membership operations – that easily allows programmers to build applications that can operate over any of the supported overlays. Selection of the overlay at runtime only affects the performance of the application, and does not change the application semantics. Selection of the overlay is done with a configuration parameter specified at runtime; therefore, changing the overlay does not require recompilation and the selection is fixed for the lifetime of the application.
PARTISAN supports four overlays and exposes an API for developers to extend the system with their own overlays: static, full-mesh, client-server, and peer-to-peer.

3.1 Static, Full-mesh, Client-server Overlays

The static, full-mesh, and client-server overlays are similar. Each overlay uses a single connection for communication between each node in the cluster. Failure detection is performed by monitoring this connection; when this connection is dropped, the node is reported as down.

With the static overlay, membership is fixed at runtime whereas with the full-mesh overlay, membership is dynamic and can be altered while the system is running. With the client-server overlay, connections are only maintained between servers and from servers to clients, similar to a traditional hub-and-spoke topology.

3.2 Peer-to-peer Overlay

The peer-to-peer overlay builds upon the HyParView [20] membership protocol and the Plumtree [19] broadcast protocol, both of which use a two-phase approach to pair an efficient dissemination protocol with a resilient repair protocol used to ensure operation during network partitions.

HyParView. HyParView is an algorithm that provides a resilient membership protocol by using partial views to provide global system connectivity in a scalable way. Using partial views ensures scalability; however, since each node only sees part of the system, it is possible that node failures break connectivity. To overcome this, HyParView uses two different partial views that are maintained with different strategies.

Plumtree. Plumtree is an algorithm that provides reliable broadcast by combining a deterministic tree-based broadcast protocol with a gossip protocol. The tree-based protocol constructs and uses a spanning tree to achieve efficient broadcast. However, it is not resilient to node failures. The gossip protocol is able to repair the tree when node failures occur.

Semantics. However, with partial views, nodes may want to message other nodes that are not directly connected. To maintain the existing semantics of existing actor systems, PARTISAN needs to support messaging between any two nodes in a cluster. To achieve this, PARTISAN’s peer-to-peer membership backend uses an instance of the Plumtree protocol to compute a spanning tree rooted at each node. When sending to a node that is not directly connected, the spanning tree is used to forward the message down the leaves of the tree in a best-effort method for delivering the message to the desired node. This is similar to the approach taken by Cimbiosys [26] to prevent livelocks in their anti-entropy system.

4 Latency Reduction

In Section 2, we discussed a number of features of distributed actor systems that operate in the background to maintain cluster operation. These included binding, membership, and failure detection. Each of these features of actor systems can be expensive in terms of network traffic and contributes to increasing the overall message latency by delaying application-specific messaging behind context maintenance messaging. In addition to background traffic, it’s also possible that one type of application-specific messaging may also delay different types of application-specific messaging, as in the case where a slow sender is arbitrarily delayed behind a fast sender. These are all specific cases of head-of-line blocking.

To alleviate these issues, we provide the application developer with three ways to customize messaging behavior in a distributed actor system: by (i) customizing parallelism, (ii) utilizing named channels, and (iii) affinitized scheduling.

4.1 Parallelism

To reduce the effects of head-of-line blocking with a single message queue, additional message queues can be introduced in an attempt to parallelize as much work as possible. We refer to this mechanism as parallelism. With little input from the application developer—only a specification of the number of queues to operate at each node for each destination node—the system can either use random or round-robin scheduling to assign work to queues. In most cases, the system can optimally choose this parameter based on available system resources.

4.2 Named Channels

While parallelism serves to increase the amount of work performed in parallel, background messages may be queued in front of application-specific messages, resulting in diminishing returns if this is the only technique used to reduce latency.

If we further classify these message queues as either queues for background messaging or application-specific messaging, we can be more intelligent in our scheduling. This can be achieved using named channels, and it is similar to Quality-of-Service (QoS) present in many modern networking systems. This mechanism only requires the application developer to annotate what type of message is being sent, and dedicated queues based on type are used for scheduling these messages. This mechanism allows the system to automatically place background messaging on a queue where it will not interfere with application-specific messaging.

4.3 Affinity

While named channels prevent background messaging from directly interfering with application-specific messaging, application-specific messaging may still suffer from interference between actors that send at different rates.

Under the assumption that multiple outgoing queues are available (parallelism), random or round-robin scheduling may still produce schedules that lead of head-of-line blocking issues. With the knowledge that actors have (i) a distinct identity (unique references which point to each actor and which can itself be exchanged), (ii) and act sequentially, we can further refine our message scheduling algorithm by selecting an outgoing message queue based on the sending actor’s identity.
Table 1: PARTISAN’s API

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>API</th>
<th>Analogous Call (Erlang)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Join node to cluster</td>
<td>join(Node)</td>
<td>net_kernel:connect_node(Node)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remove self from the cluster</td>
<td>leave()</td>
<td>net_kernel:stop()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return locally known peers</td>
<td>members()</td>
<td>nodes()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward message to registered name</td>
<td>forward(Node, Name, Msg, Opts)</td>
<td>erlang:send((Name, Node), Msg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward message to process id</td>
<td>forward(Pid, Msg, Opts)</td>
<td>erlang:send(Pid, Msg)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Listing 1: Sending messages using Distributed Erlang and PARTISAN. PARTISAN’s API is designed to be a drop-in replacement for Distributed Erlang.

call(Dst, Msg, Timeout) ->
    Dst ! Msg,
    receive
        Response ->
        Response
    after
        Timeout ->
        {error, timeout}
    end
end.

(a) Distributed Erlang

call(Dst, Msg, Timeout) ->
    partisan_pluggable_peer_service_manager:forward(Dst, Msg, []),
    receive
        Response ->
        Response
    after
        Timeout ->
        {error, timeout}
    end
end.

(b) PARTISAN

Listing 2: Sending messages using PARTISAN. PARTISAN’s API allows both affinitized scheduling and channels to be specified for a single message send.

%% Use ‘N’ to partition with affinitized scheduling.
partisan_pluggable_peer_service_manager:forward(
    Dst, Msg, [{partition_key, N}])

%% Use ‘Channel’ to partition by channel.
partisan_pluggable_peer_service_manager:forward(
    Dst, Msg, [{channel, Channel}])

This scheduling technique is known as affinitized scheduling and results in a further reduction in latency for network intensive processes by avoiding interference between different actors that send messages at different rates—for example, two actors on the same node sending at different rates to the same remote actor can be scheduled on different queues.

The application developer can take advantage of affinitized scheduling either by enabling affinitized scheduling for all messages, where a partition key is automatically derived by the system, or by annotating individual message sends with a partition key. This partition key is then concatenated with the identity of the recipient and, using a hash function, is used to select the appropriate queue. By hashing both the sender and the recipient together, the system will attempt to collocate pairwise communication between the same two actors together, providing best-effort FIFO when the system is not operating under failure.

5 PARTISAN

PARTISAN is a runtime system that enables greater scalability and reduced latency for distributed actor applications. PARTISAN improves scalability by allowing the application developer to specialize the overlay network to the application’s communication patterns. PARTISAN achieves lower latency by leveraging several predominately automatic optimizations that result in the efficient scheduling of messages. PARTISAN is the first distributed actor system to expose this level of control to the application developer, improving the performance of existing actor application and enabling new types of actor applications.

5.1 Design

All three industrial-grade actor systems follow the same underlying assumptions that define the actor model. The design of PARTISAN is therefore based upon a lowest-common-denominator view of distributed actor systems. In all cases:

- actors will act sequentially, sending and receiving unidirectional, asynchronous messages;
- actors can be located on any node on the network, known only at runtime, and the system will be able to locate, though a system specific mechanism, on which machine an actor is located;
- message delivery is not guaranteed and node failures will be detected eventually.

PARTISAN follows this lowest-common-denominator view of distributed actor systems for the sake of portability of these
ideas; the same principles behind our work can be applied to realizations of PARTISAN for the other industrial-grade actor systems, such as Akka and Orleans. Applying these ideas to Akka would be straightforward, given the programming model is directly inspired by Erlang. Orleans has a slightly different programming model involving remote method invocations, but the underlying execution model is composed of unidirectional, asynchronous message sends and receives, the same as the Erlang programming model (and, extremely similar to Erlang’s included RPC abstraction.)

Based on this view of actor systems, PARTISAN adds (i) the runtime selection of overlay network, and (ii) a collection of predominantly automatic latency reduction optimizations.

### Latency Reduction Optimizations

PARTISAN applies the above three optimizations, **parallelism**, **named channels**, and **affinitized** scheduling (Section 4) to this lowest-common-denominator view of actor systems to achieve sometimes significant latency reduction (demonstrated in Section 6).

While some of these ideas for latency reduction have been explored in the context of networking, these optimizations are not exposed to the developer in distributed actor systems—this work is the first to do so, to the best of our knowledge.

In order to enable the application developer to directly take advantage of these optimizations when it makes sense for their application, application developers only need to specify the number of outgoing message queues (parallelism) and the types of messages that are being sent (named channels); affinitized scheduling is automatically performed by the runtime.

#### 5.2 API

PARTISAN is designed to be a drop in replacement for Distributed Erlang, with each API command in PARTISAN providing a 1-to-1 correspondence with Distributed Erlang. The API of PARTISAN, and its corresponding calls in Distributed Erlang, is provided in Table 1 and an example of the transformation of a program from using Distributed Erlang to PARTISAN is provided in Listing 1. Performing this 1-to-1 transformation converts a Distributed Erlang application to use PARTISAN with optimizations disabled.

Like all distributed actor systems, PARTISAN’s API provides both membership operations, that are used for joining/removing nodes from the cluster, and messaging operations, that are used for asynchronously sending messages. PARTISAN’s programming model is both overlay-agnostic and asynchronous. Therefore, all operations return immediately and have overlay-specific behavior.

#### 5.3 Implementation

PARTISAN is implemented as a library for Erlang and requires no modifications to the Erlang VM. This was in an effort to make PARTISAN’s scalability and latency benefits immediately available to production Erlang applications with minimal changes to application code. PARTISAN is implemented in 6.7 KLOC and is available as an open source project on GitHub. This implementation of PARTISAN has several industry adopters and a growing community.

#### 5.4 Configuration

Configuration options to select overlay, enable parallelism, and specify named channels are outlined in Table 2. Listing 3 demonstrates a configuration used in our Riak Core evaluation which enables parallelism, named channels, and affinitized scheduling for all messages. Users can choose to annotate message sends with a channel for targeted use of named channels and affinitized scheduling can be enabled for all messages or for an individual message; these options are demonstrated in Listing 2.

If the number of parallel connections is not specified by the user, the system will default to a reasonable value for this parameter based on the number of Erlang schedulers available. Under a default configuration of the Erlang VM, a single scheduler maps to a single vCPU. This default configuration and heuristic is discussed in detail in our experimental evaluation. (Section 6.1).

#### 5.5 Bring Your Own Overlay

PARTISAN exposes an API for users to implement their own overlays; application developers must simply implement the **membership_strategy** interface for handling messages. PARTISAN automatically uses this membership strategy for processing incoming and outgoing messages to the system—the application developer only needs to handle internal state transitions and supplying the system with an updated list of members. PARTISAN automatically sets up required connections, serializes and deserializes messages, performs failure detection, and message forwarding. This makes it possible to implement protocols with very little code; our implementation of the full-mesh membership protocol is 152 LOC.

### 6 Experimental Evaluation

To evaluate PARTISAN, we designed a set of experiments to answer the following questions:

```erlang
(partisan, %% Enable affinity scheduling for all messages.
  {affinity, enabled},
  %% Enable parallel connections.
  {parallel, enabled},
  %% Optional: override default.
  {parallel_connections, 16},
  %% Specify available channels.
  {channels, [vnode, gossip, broadcast]},
  %% Selection of overlay.
  {membership_strategy, partisan_full_mesh_membership_strategy}]).
```

Listing 3: Riak Core configuration for PARTISAN using options in Table 2 for experiments run in Section 6.2.
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We begin with a set of microbenchmarks (Section 6.1), where we seek to examine the benefits of affinitizing actor communication across a number of parallel connections. We demonstrate that PARTISAN’s optimizations can provide reductions in latency for workloads containing large objects, or when deployed in high latency scenarios.

Next, we examine the applicability of these optimizations on real-world applications (Section 6.2). Using a real-world distributed programming framework with an example key-value store, we show a significant reduction in latency under both high latency scenarios (datacenter-to-datacenter communication) and large object workloads through the use of a combination of optimizations: parallelism, named channels, and affinitized scheduling.

Finally, we explore the selection of the overlay on scaling to larger clusters (Section 6.3). We demonstrate that we can scale to order-of-magnitude larger clusters while maintaining the same application semantics by specializing the overlay at runtime to the application.

### 6.1 Microbenchmarks

To evaluate the optimizations in PARTISAN around latency reduction (RQ1), we set out to answer the following questions: (i) what is the effect of affinitizing actors; (ii) how does one know how many parallel connections to use when affinitizing actors; (iii) does affinitized parallelism benefit workloads in high latency scenarios; and (iv) does affinitized parallelism benefit workloads with large object sizes? We present a set of microbenchmarks that address each of these questions.

**Experimental Setup.** For the microbenchmarks, we used a single Linux virtual machine with 16 vCPUs with 64 GB of memory. On this machine, we ran two instances of the Erlang VM that communicate with one another using TCP with either a simulated RTT latency of 1ms (RTT within a single AWS availability zone) or 20ms (RTT between two availability zones in the same AWS region.) A single Linux VM is used for hosting both instances of the Erlang VM to ensure no interference from the external network and to guarantee a fixed latency during the duration of the experiment. This virtual machine is purposely kept underloaded, as to not see the effects of resource contention inside the Linux VM on latency. Each Erlang VM is configured to run 16 schedulers with kernel polling enabled.

Each of the microbenchmarks runs multiple configurations of PARTISAN under both increasing latency and payload size, with a fixed number of 10,000 messages per actor, per experiment. We consider PARTISAN with parallelism disabled, PARTISAN with parallelism, and PARTISAN with affinitized parallelism. We do not consider named channels in the microbenchmarks, as named channels and affinitized parallelism serve the same function: partitioning communication across a number of TCP connections either automatically or by using a user-specified partitioning key.

At the start of each experiment, N actors are spawned on each of two instances of the Erlang VM (unless otherwise specified, as in Figure 2), based on the desired concurrency level. Each actor will send a single message to an actor on the other node and wait for acknowledgement before proceeding. Experiments were run using the full-mesh overlay, but the optimizations are implemented for all overlays. Latency is reported as the time to send a single message from the source to the destination.

**Results.** We start by showing a baseline configuration of Distributed Erlang compared with PARTISAN in Figure 1. Our results show that leveraging additional connections and affinitizing communication increases performance regardless of concurrency. With 128 actors, 512KB payload, and 1ms RTT, PARTISAN with affinitized parallelism performs 1.69x better than Distributed Erlang. Considering parallelism, but without affinity, yields a 1.90x performance improvement. With a uniform workload and without the network as a bottleneck, affinitized scheduling yields a performance benefit over Distributed Erlang, but introduces a slight performance penalty when compared to purely random scheduling.

In Figure 1, the number of parallel connections is specified as 16; however, picking this number is not necessarily trivial! Figure 2 shows the effects on outliers based on the number of connections the system needs to maintain to its peers. Here, we demonstrate that 16 connections is a good choice for connections (and, the number selected as our best case in all experiments.) But why 16? 16 is selected using the heuristic that each Erlang VM is running 16 schedulers, one mapped

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Configuration Option</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enable parallelism with default number of connections</td>
<td>(parallel, enabled)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specify number of N connections to each peer</td>
<td>(parallel_connections, N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open N parallel connections for each of the named channels</td>
<td>(channels, [Channel1, Channel2])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enable affinitized scheduling for all messages</td>
<td>(affinity, enabled)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specification of overlay</td>
<td>(membership_strategy, MembershipStrategy)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: PARTISAN’s configuration options
to a particular vCPU, and when the system needs to maintain more connections than available schedulers, context switching penalties manifest themselves as outliers (shown in Figure 2).

Focusing on these outliers, we might ask how bad does it get? With 128 actors, 512KB payload, and 1ms RTT, moving from 16 connections to 128 connections increases outliers from a max value of 176ms to 1791ms, a 10.17x increase!

In Figure 3, we turn our attention to the question of network conditions. In our first experiment (Figure 1), we chose a 1ms RTT to explore performance in a scenario where we can assume our application is running within a single AWS availability zone. But what happens if we don’t have such favorable network conditions? What if our application is spread out between two AWS availability zones and suffers from RTTs closer to 20ms instead? Figure 3 shows the effects of running our earlier experiment this time with a 20ms RTT latency between actors located on different nodes. As we can see, as the latency increases, the system can take advantage of more communications channels to parallelize inter-actor communication on the network. With 128 actors, 512KB payload, and 20ms RTT, PARTISAN with parallelism performs 10.92x better than Distributed Erlang. By affinitizing parallelism, per-

![Figure 1: Performance of Distributed Erlang and PARTISAN broken out by optimization.](image1)

![Figure 2: Effects of scaling connections with the number of actors on outliers.](image2)

![Figure 3: Performance of Distributed Erlang and PARTISAN broken out by optimization under a high latency workload: round trip time between actors is set at 20ms, object size is set at 512KB.](image3)

![Figure 4: Performance of Distributed Erlang and PARTISAN broken out by optimization under a large payload workload: round trip time between actors is set at 1ms, object size is set at 8MB.](image4)
formance increases to 13.50x better than Distributed Erlang.

In the Erlang community, large message sizes are not un-
common. Consider again Riak, the distributed key-value store
which could contain user-stored and arbitrary-sized data. An
Erlang message then could contain a user-provided piece
of data megabytes in size. However, it’s well-known in the
Erlang community that Distributed Erlang doesn’t handle
large message sizes well. In fact, the Riak documentation
suggests to avoid storing objects larger than 1-2MB due to
the performance degradation that occurs due to Distributed
Erlang [5, 15]. Cognizant of this, we turn our attention to ques-
tion of how large payload size affects performance in PAR-
TISAN. Can PARTISAN overcome some of the performance
issues faced by Distributed Erlang with large payloads?

Figure 4 explores the effects of increasing payload size
on PARTISAN as compared to Distributed Erlang. Keeping
in line with the community-observed limits of Distributed
Erlang, we vary the message size from 512kb (below the 1MB
performance degradation threshold) to 8MB (far above the
1MB performance degradation threshold). With 128 actors,
8MB payload, and 1ms RTT, PARTISAN with parallelism
performs 1.20x better than Distributed Erlang! By affinitizing
parallelism, performance increases to 2.63x.

Discussion. So far, we’ve seen that PARTISAN outperforms
Distributed Erlang in all of our microbenchmarks. We’ve
shown that the collection of optimizations made available to
Erlang applications by PARTISAN (that is, leveraging addi-
tional connections, and affinitizing work to those connections
based on the type of message and the node that the message
is being sent to), can drastically improve performance by
reducing latency, in some cases by over 30x.

But what does this mean practically? From these experi-
ments, it’s clear that Distributed Erlang was designed when
the sort of applications being written was limited as compared
to what we would like to write today: i.e., applications that
send small payloads within a single data center.

As we have shown in these experiments, PARTISAN goes
beyond this, and seems to be well-suited for enabling new
types of applications, such as: (i) applications that operate
with large data-centric workloads; (ii) applications that oper-
ate at a geo-distributed scale; (iii) the combination of both.

6.2 Evaluation: Latency Reduction in Riak
To determine the applicability of these optimizations to real-
world programs (RQ2), we asked the following questions:
(i) is it possible to modify existing application code to take
advantage of the PARTISAN optimizations through the use of
PARTISAN’s API, and (ii) do these optimizations result in the
reduction of latency for these programs?

To answer these, we ported the distributed systems frame-
work, Riak Core, to PARTISAN and built two example applica-
tions: (i) a simple echo service – an application that’s designed
to only be bound by the speed of the actor receiving messages
and the network itself; and (ii) a memory-based key-value
store that operates using read/write quorums – more represen-
tative of a workload where more data is being transmitted and
more CPU work has to occur.

6.2.1 Background: Riak Core
Riak Core is a distributed programming framework written
in Erlang and based on the Amazon Dynamo [13] system
that influenced the design of the distributed database Riak,
Apache Cassandra, and the distributed actor framework Akka.

In Riak Core, a distributed hash table is used to partition a
hash space across a cluster of nodes. These virtual nodes—the
division of the hash space into N partitions—are claimed by a
node in the cluster, and the resulting ownership is stored in a
data structure known as the ring that is periodically gossiped
to all nodes in the cluster. Requests for a given key are routed
to a node in the cluster based on the current partitioning of
virtual nodes to cluster nodes in the ring structure using con-
sistent hashing, which minimizes the impact of reshuffling
when nodes join and leave the cluster. Background processes
are used for cluster maintenance; ownership handoff, (trans-
ferring virtual node ownership) metadata anti-entropy (an
internal KVS for configuration metadata) and ring gossip (in-
formation about the cluster’s virtual node to node mapping.)

In our experimental configuration we use 1,024 virtual
nodes, the largest possible ring configuration for Riak Core.
This ring size requires the largest amount of system resources
– we account for this in our experiment – however, provides
the most fine-grained partitioning for individual requests.

6.2.2 Modifications to Riak Core to Support PARTISAN
To perform our evaluation of PARTISAN using Riak Core, it
was necessary to modify the existing application to take ad-
vantage of PARTISAN’s APIs. Our changeset to Riak Core in
order to use PARTISAN instead of Distributed Erlang is fairly
minimal: 290 additions and 42 removals including additional
logging for debugging, additional tests, and configuration.

The authors of Riak Core already realized that request
traffic and background traffic could be problematic, so one
mechanism inside of Riak Core—ownership handoff, respon-
sible for moving data between virtual nodes when partitioning
changes—already manages it’s own set of connections. This
mechanism alone contains roughly 900 LOC for connection
maintenance – code that could be eliminated and replaced
with calls to the PARTISAN API.

6.2.3 Echo Service
Experimental Setup. Our first application is a simple echo
service, implemented on a three node Riak Core cluster. For
each request, we generate a binary object, uniformly select a
partition to send the request to, and wait for a reply containing
the original message before issuing the next request. For each
request, we draw a key from a uniform distribution over 1,024
keys – matching the ring size of the cluster – and run the
key through Riak Core’s consistent hashing algorithm for
placement of the request. Requests originate at all of the nodes.
in the cluster, and based on the key placement, are routed to the node responsible for handling the request. To ensure we can compare the results between runs, we wait for the cluster to stabilize before beginning the experiment.

Binary objects are generated for three payload sizes, 1KB, 512KB and 8192KB. Concurrency is increased during the test execution and parallelism is configured at 16. We test two latency configurations: 1ms, shown in Figure 5, and 20ms, shown in Figure 6. We run a fixed duration of 120 seconds.

Results. Figure 5 demonstrates that with 128 actors, 1ms RTT, and large payloads (8MB), PARTISAN is 2.84x faster than Distributed Erlang. With medium (512KB) and small payloads (1KB), PARTISAN is on par with Distributed Erlang (0.95x - 1.00x).

Figure 6 demonstrates that with 128 actors, 20ms RTT, and larger payloads (8MB), PARTISAN is 38.07x faster than Distributed Erlang (which achieves only 5 ops/second before reaching peak throughput). With medium payloads (512KB), PARTISAN is 7.25x faster than Distributed Erlang. With small payloads (1KB), PARTISAN is on par with Distributed Erlang (0.99x).

6.2.4 Key-Value Store

Experimental Setup. Our second application is a memory-based key-value store, similar to the Riak database, implemented on a three node Riak Core cluster.

Each key is hashed and mapped to a virtual node using the ring structure that is gossiped in the cluster. The virtual node that the key is hashed to, along with that virtual nodes' two clockwise neighbors on the ring, represent the three virtual nodes that contain the three replicas for the data item. Each request (either a get operation or put operation) to the key-value store uses a quorum request pattern, where requests are
made to these three replicas, and the response is returned to
the user when a majority (2 out of 3) replicas reply.

This pattern involves multiple nodes in the request path,
and each partition simulates a 1ms storage delay in the request
path. We reuse the aforementioned benchmarking strategy:
test execution is fixed at 120 seconds.

For each request, we draw a key from a normal distribu-
tion across 10,000 keys and run the key through Riak Core’s
consistent hashing algorithm for placement. The consistent
hashing placement algorithm aims for uniform partitioning of
keys across the cluster. Requests originate at all of the nodes
in the cluster, and based on the key placement, are routed to
the node(s) responsible for handling the request. To ensure we
can compare the results between runs, we wait for the cluster
to stabilize before beginning the experiment. We use a 10:1
read/write ratio for the experimental workload. Concurrency
is varied in our experiments (x-axis) and parallelism is con-
figured at 16. We test two latency configurations: 1ms, shown
in Figure 7, and 20ms, shown in Figure 8.

Results. Figure 7 demonstrates that with 128 actors, 1ms
RTT, and both medium (512KB) and small (1KB) payloads,
PARTISAN performs on par with Distributed Erlang (0.99x-
1.00x). With larger payloads (8MB), PARTISAN is 1.42x faster
than Distributed Erlang.

Figure 8 demonstrates that with 128 actors, 20ms RTT,
and small (1KB) payloads, PARTISAN performs on par with
Distributed Erlang (0.98x). With medium payloads (512KB),
PARTISAN is 1.50x faster than Distributed Erlang. With large
payloads (8MB), PARTISAN far exceeds the performance of
Distributed Erlang, achieving 102 ops/second; Distributed
Erlang only completes 1 operation during the entire 120s
execution.

6.2.5 Discussion
As we have shown in these experiments, PARTISAN is not only
well-suited as a replacement for Distributed Erlang, given its
similar performance under workloads that Distributed Erlang
was designed for, but PARTISAN also enables new classes of
applications in distributed actor frameworks. Our experiments
have shown increased throughput in applications with large
data-centric workloads: an example of this would be the Riak
distributed database without 1MB storage limitations.

6.3 Evaluation: Improving Scalability in Lasp
In our previous experiment on latency reduction in Riak Core,
we demonstrated optimizations for latency reduction in a dis-
tributed database that communicates with all of the nodes in
the cluster. This is one example of an application that benefits
from the full-mesh overlay. However, not all applications ben-
fit from, nor require, the full-mesh model that is default case
in Distributed Erlang. In this section, we address the question
of whether or not an application can benefit from selection of
the overlay at runtime (RQ3): specifically, the client-server
and peer-to-peer overlays.

In order to understand the effect of overlay on scalability,
we focus on how many nodes we can scale our application to
under each overlay for an advertisement counter application
implemented with Lasp.

6.3.1 Lasp
Lasp [22] is a programming framework designed for large
scale coordination-free programming. Applications in Lasp
are written using shared state; this shared state is stored in
an underlying key-value store and is replicated between all
nodes. Applications modify their own replica and propagate
the effects of their changes to their peers. Lasp ensures that ap-
lications converge to the same result on every node through
the use of data structures known as Conflict-Free Replicated
Data Types [29], combined with monotone programming [3].

For our Lasp evaluation, the application is a simulated ad-
vertisement counter, modeled after the Rovio counter scenario
for Angry Birds [22]. In this application, each client keeps a
replica of a distributed counter that is incremented every time
an advertisement is displayed to the user and whose state is
periodically propagated to other peers in the system. When a
certain number of impressions is reached, the advertisement
is disabled and no longer displayed to the user.

The distributed counter used was a particular type of CRDT:
a Grow-Only Counter (G-Counter). The G-Counter maps	node identifiers at each of the clients to a monotonically in-
creasing counter. Clients increment their position in the map
and when merging state propagated from other nodes in the
system, the pair-wise maximum is taken for each component
in the map. To determine when an advertisement can be dis-
able, a lower bound is checked according to the sum of the
components in the map: this represents a lower bound on the
total number of times an advertisement has been displayed.

Experimental Setup. For this evaluation, a total of 70
m3.2xlarge Amazon EC2 instances in the same region and
availability zone. Mesos [16], is used to subdivide each of
these machines into smaller, fully-isolated machines. Each
container in Mesos represents a single Lasp node that communicates with other nodes in the cluster using PARTISAN.

The increment interval for each counter was fixed at 10s, and the propagation interval for the counter was fixed at 5s. The total number of impressions was configured to ensure that the experiment would run for 30 minutes under all configurations. The evaluation is performed on both the client-server and peer-to-peer overlays for different cluster sizes, ranging from 32 all the way up to 1,024 node clusters. For both overlays, the system propagates the full state of the counter to the node’s peers at each propagation interval.

Note that since the Rovio advertisement counter scenario was designed for mobile applications, we do not run the full-mesh topology because it would be unrealistic. That is, in the context of mobile apps, clients would not connect to all other nodes, nor will they have knowledge of who all of the clients in the system are. Rather, either mobile apps will communicate with some number of nearby peers (peer-to-peer) or they will communicate through a server (client-server). Client-server also serves as the standard model of deploying mobile applications today. Thus, we designed our experiments to reflect this—we examine client-server and peer-to-peer overlays for this application in our experiments.

**Results.** Figure 9 presents the total data transmission required for the experiment to finish as we scale the size of the cluster from 32 to 1,024 nodes. For smaller clusters of nodes, client-server is the more efficient overlay in terms of the amount of data that must be transmitted to finish the experiment. However, this improved efficiency comes at a cost: the client-server configuration is unable to scale beyond 256 nodes. More specifically, the experiment fails to complete because of a crash failure of the server. This crash failure occurs because of unbounded message queues: when the server is unable to process the incoming messages from the clients quickly enough, the Erlang VM allocates all available memory for storage of the message queue. This unbounded allocation results in termination of the Erlang by the Linux OOM killer once the instance runs out of available memory.

Peer-to-peer is more resilient in the face of a node failure allowing it to support larger clusters of nodes—up to 1024! However, peer-to-peer is less efficient due to this—the redundancy of communication links used by the overlay causes it to transmit more data in order to complete the experiments.

**Discussion.** Perhaps the most interesting takeaway from the results of this real-world large-scale experiment is that the experiment was even possible at all with Erlang. As Distributed Erlang permits one to only use a full-mesh overlay, it’s possible that the previous results observed by Ericsson [1] on the maximum size of Erlang clusters—only 200 nodes—are due to this full-mesh-only restriction.

This experiment suggests that PARTISAN may enable the development of new applications with actors systems that have not been previously possible by enabling the application developer to, at runtime, change the pattern of communication between nodes, without altering application semantics. Perhaps the lack of mobile applications or even IoT applications written using distributed actor systems is a symptom of the full-mesh-only restriction.

**7 Related Work**

Head-of-line blocking is a well-known issue in the systems and networking community, especially in systems that use multiplexed connections. Facebook’s TAO [9] relies on multiplexed connections but allows out-of-order responses to prevent head-of-line blocking issues. Riak CS [7], an S3-API compatible object storage system build on Riak, arbitrarily chunks data into 1MB segments to prevent head-of-line blocking. Geo-replicated Riak [6] contains an ad hoc implementation of node-to-node messaging to avoid Distributed Erlang at cross-region latencies. Distributed Erlang now includes a feature for arbitrarily segmenting messages into smaller chunks to reduce the impact of head-of-line blocking [17].

Ghaffari *et al.* [15] identified several factors limiting Erlang’s scalability: (i) increasing payload size and (ii) head-of-line blocking with Erlang’s RPC mechanism – two of the limiting factors in Riak 1.1.1’s ≈ 60 node limit on scalability. Chechina *et al.* [11] proposed partitioning the graph of nodes into subgraphs and using supernodes for connecting the groups, avoiding the problems of full-mesh connectivity.

**8 Conclusion**

We presented PARTISAN, an alternative runtime system for improved scalability and reduced latency in actor applications. PARTISAN provides higher scalability by allowing the application developer to specify the network overlay used at runtime without changing application semantics, thereby specializing the network communication patterns to the application. PARTISAN reduces message latency through a combination of three predominately automatic optimizations: *parallelism, named channels*, and *affinitized* scheduling. We implemented PARTISAN in Erlang and showed that PARTISAN achieves up to an order of magnitude increase in the number of nodes the system can scale to through runtime overlay selection, up to a 38.07x increase in throughput, and up to a 13.5x reduction in latency over Distributed Erlang.
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Abstract
Dynamic binary translation (DBT) is a key system technology that enables many important system applications such as system virtualization and emulation. To achieve good performance, it is important for a DBT system to be equipped with high-quality translation rules. However, most translation rules in existing DBT systems are created manually with high engineering efforts and poor quality. To solve this problem, a learning-based approach was recently proposed to automatically learn semantically-equivalent translation rules, and symbolic verification is used to prove the semantic equivalence of such rules. But, they still suffer from some shortcomings. In this paper, we first give an in-depth analysis on the constraints of prior learning-based methods and observe that the equivalence requirements are often unduly restrictive. It excludes many potentially high-quality rule candidates from being included and applied. Based on this observation, we propose an enhanced learning-based approach that relaxes such equivalence requirements but supplements them with constraining conditions to make them semantically equivalent when such rules are applied. Experimental results on SPEC CINT2006 show that the proposed approach can improve the dynamic coverage of the translation from 55.7% to 69.1% and the static coverage from 52.2% to 61.8%, compared to the original approach. Moreover, up to 1.65X performance speedup with an average of 1.19X are observed.

1 Introduction
Dynamic binary translation (DBT) is a key enabling technology for many critical system applications such as system virtualization and emulation [20, 28], whole program/system analysis [6, 13], software development and debugging [14], security vulnerability detection and defense [15, 17], computer architecture simulation [22, 27, 29], and mobile computation offloading [26]. There have been many widely-used DBT systems, such as Pin [18], Valgrind [21] and QEMU [2].

In general, a DBT system takes an executable binary code in one instruction set architecture (called guest ISA) and dynamically translates it into the binary code in another instruction set architecture (called host ISA). The translation process is mostly driven by translation rules that translate guest instructions into a sequence of semantically-equivalent host instructions [23].

For a DBT system, its performance is dominated by the quality of the translated host binary code [25]. Therefore, it is very important for a DBT system to be equipped with high-quality translation rules. However, due to the complexity and opacity of modern ISAs, it is difficult to manually construct such high-quality translation rules as it poses a significant engineering challenge. Even worse, to support re-targetable DBTs (from multiple guest ISAs into multiple host ISAs) in the same framework, a set of pseudo-instructions are commonly used as their internal representations [2]. As the execution time is directly proportionate to the number of host instructions executed, such a multiplying effect has a significant impact on the overall DBT performance.

To improve the quality of translation rules and reduce engineering efforts, a learning-based approach [23] is recently proposed to learn automatically binary translation rules. Since the translation rules are learned from the optimized binary codes generated by the compiler, this approach is capable of yielding higher quality translation rules than existing manual schemes. Moreover, the whole learning process can be fully automated without manual intervention. Although the above approach is attractive, it still suffers from some fundamental limitations. That is, a translation rule can be harvested (i.e., learned) only if the guest and the host binary code that correspond to the same program source statement(s) are strictly semantically equivalent. This is enforced through a symbolic verification process.

On the surface, this equivalence verification process is necessary and appropriate because it guarantees the correctness of the learned rules. However, further investigation reveals that this equivalence requirement is often unduly restrictive. It excludes many potentially high-quality rule candidates from being harvested and applied. In particular, such restrictions usually keep architecture-specific instructions in guest and/or
host ISAs from being included for more efficient translation as they are mostly architecturally specific, and thus inherently different and more challenging to prove semantic equivalence.

To overcome this limitation, this paper presents an enhanced learning-based approach that relaxes such restrictions and allows more translation rules to be harvested and applied. More specifically, it purposely relaxes the requirements of semantic equivalence and allows semantic discrepancies between the guest and host instructions to exist in the translation rules, e.g., different condition codes or the different number of operands in matching guest and host instructions. Symbolic verification process is no longer just to check the strict semantic equivalence between the matching guest and host instructions, but also to identify the specific semantic discrepancies between them that can be used during the rule application phase to verify whether such discrepancies either will not cause ill effect, or are satisfied in the context of the rules being applied (for more details see Section 4). We call such semantic equivalence in the translation rules constrained semantic equivalence as the specific semantic discrepancies of the translation rules become the constraining conditions for such rules to be safely applied. This requires some runtime program analysis (mostly in a very limited scope) during the rule application phase, which usually incurs very small overhead. Those with very complicated constraining conditions that require extensive runtime program analysis will be discarded.

To demonstrate the feasibility and the benefit of such constrained-equivalent translation rules, we have implemented a prototype based on the proposed approach. The prototype includes an enhanced learning framework and a DBT system that applies the constrained-equivalent translation rules to generate host binary code. We evaluate the implemented prototype using SPEC CINT2006. Experimental result shows that the proposed approach can significantly improve the harvest rate of the learning process from 20.3% to 25.1% and dynamic coverage from 55.7% to 69.1% while static coverage from 52.2% to 61.8%, compared to the original learning approach [23]. Moreover, no degradation is observed for the learning efficiency, i.e., around 2 seconds to yield a translation rule, which is the same as the original learning process. After applying the enhanced translation rules, we achieve up to 1.65X performance speedup with an average of 1.19X compared to the original approach.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We propose an enhanced learning-based approach that can harvest and apply constrained-equivalent translation rules discarded by the original approach, and allows DBT systems to generate more efficient host binary code.

- We implement the proposed learning-based approach in a prototype, which includes a learning framework based on LLVM and a DBT system extended from QEMU to accept the constrained-equivalent translation rules.

- We conduct some experiments to evaluate the proposed learning-based approach. Experimental results on SPEC CINT2006 shows that our approach can achieve up to 1.65X speedup with an average of 1.19X compared to the original learning approach.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some background of the original non-constrained semantically-equivalent learning-based approach. In Section 3, we identify some technical challenges in learning and applying constrained-equivalent translation rules. Section 4 presents the design issues of our enhanced learning-based approach. In Section 5, we describe some implementation details of the prototype and evaluate the proposed approach and show some experimental results. Section 6 presents some related work and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Background

In this section, we introduce some background information on how a DBT and a learning-based approach such as the one proposed in [23] work.

2.1 Dynamic Binary Translation (DBT)

Typically, a DBT system adopts a guest basic block (or block for short) as the translation unit to translate guest binary code into host binary code. A basic block comprises a sequence of instructions with only one entry and one exit, and thus whenever the first instruction of a basic block is executed, the rest of the instructions in this block will be executed exactly once in order. It is worth noting that, due to the semantic differences between the guest and host ISAs, one guest block may be translated into multiple host blocks by the DBT system.

To translate a guest basic block, the DBT system firstly disassembles the guest binaries to obtain guest assembly instructions. Then, it tries to match the guest instructions with available translation rules. After a matched translation rule is found, the corresponding guest instructions are translated into host instructions as specified in the translation rule. This process could be iterated multiple times until all instructions in the guest block are translated. Finally, the generated host instructions are assembled into host binaries and executed directly on host machines. Figure 1 shows an example of such a translation process, where ARM is the guest ISA, and x86 is the host ISA. In this example, two translation rules are applied to translate two ARM instructions into two x86 instructions, respectively.

To mitigate the performance overhead incurred during the translation process, especially for short-running guest applications, the translated host binary code is stored into a memory region called code cache, and reused in the later execution. After all instructions in a guest block are translated, the execution flow of the DBT system is transferred to the code cache.
Figure 1: Dynamic binary translation from ARM to x86 driven by manually-constructed translation rules. Here, for simplicity, we assume the guest registers r0 and r1 are emulated using the host registers eax and edx, respectively.

A hash table is employed to establish the mapping between the guest binary code and the corresponding translated host binary code in the code cache. Each time a guest block is encountered, the hash table is looked up to find out whether there exists a host code in the code cache that corresponds to this guest block. If yes, the translation process will be skipped, and the stored host binary code will be executed. Otherwise, the guest block is translated, and the hash table is updated with the added translated host binary.

2.2 Learning Translation Rules

As mentioned earlier, the translation process in a DBT system is mainly directed by translation rules, which also determine the quality (i.e., performance) of the translated host binary code. Therefore, it is vital for a DBT system to have high-quality translation rules for better performance. However, in practice, it is a significant engineering challenge to develop high-quality translation rules as most translation rules in existing DBT systems are constructed manually by developers. Moreover, modern ISAs are often documented in obscure and tediously long manuals. For example, Intel’s manual has around 1500 pages for the x86 ISA. It requires substantial engineering efforts to understand both the guest and the host ISAs to construct high-quality translation rules.

To solve this problem, a recent approach proposes to automatically learn binary translation rules [23]. More specifically, this approach uses the same compiler for different ISAs, i.e., LLVM-ARM and LLVM-x86, to compile the same source program. During the compilation process, it extracts binary translation rules from ARM and x86 binary code that correspond to the same program source statement(s). This is inspired by the observation that the binary code compiled by the same compiler for different ISAs from the same program source code should be equivalent in program semantics. To further enforce such equivalence requirement, a symbolic verification engine is developed to filter out rule candidates in which guest and host binary code are not semantically equivalent.

Figure 2 illustrates an example of the above learning process. In this example, the program source statement is compiled into two ARM instructions and one x86 instruction by LLVM-ARM and LLVM-x86, respectively. Using symbolic execution, we can verify that the guest ARM register r1 and the host x86 register edx should have the same value assuming the same initial condition. We can thus prove that the sequence of the two ARM instructions is semantically equivalent to the single x86 instruction in the example. A translation rule that maps the sequence of the two ARM instructions into one x86 instruction can then be harvested. Recall the example in Figure 1. If we use this learned rule to translate the guest binaries, we only need one host instruction instead of two as shown in the example, i.e. more efficient host binary code can be generated.

3 Issues and Challenges

The significance of the above learning approach is two folds. Firstly, it can automatically learn binary translation rules for DBT systems with less burden on developers. Secondly, given that the translation rules are learned directly from binary code generated by the native compilers, it is more likely that the harvested translation rules are more optimized than the translation rules naively constructed by hand, as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 1.

Theoretically, if we keep training such a learning-based
Figure 3: Two examples to demonstrate the limitation of the learning approach in [23]. These two rule candidates are discarded because the guest registers r0 in (a) and r1 in (b) have no equivalent host register.

A Fundamental Limitation. To guarantee the correctness of the learned translation rules, it employs a symbolic verification engine to check the exact semantic equivalence between the guest and host binary code sequences. More specifically, the semantic equivalence is verified in three aspects that include matching register operands, memory operands and branch conditions. More details can be found in [23].

If the verification results show that the guest and host binary code sequences are not strictly equivalent, the rule candidate is discarded and no translation rule is harvested. Undoubtedly, such a verification process is necessary and appropriate. However, by a more detailed study on the discarded rule candidates, we found that the requirement of exact semantic equivalence is too restrictive. Many high-quality rule candidates are forced to be discarded, especially those guest and host binary code sequences that are more architecturally specific and their ISAs are significantly different, such as ARM (a reduced instruction set computer (RISC)) and Intel x86 (a complex instruction set computer (CISC)) in our example.

Figure 3 shows two examples of this limitation. Here, similar to the previous examples, the guest ISA is ARM and the host ISA is Intel x86. In Figure 3(a), the value of the variable x is increased by one through the increment operator as shown in the source code. With its RISC ISA, the ARM compiler generates three instructions for this source statement: loading the original value of x, performing the addition, and then storing the result back to x. In contrast, the Intel x86 compiler needs only one instruction, incl, with its CISC ISA.

Similarly, in Figure 3(b), the x86 instruction cmp can have a memory operand, but an ARM ldr instruction is required before the cmp instruction. In these two cases, the verification will fail because there is a mismatch of register operands between the guest and the host code sequences, i.e., there is no host register that matches and holds the same value as the guest register r0.

However, if we examine these two examples more carefully, we will find that the root cause of the failed verification stems from the inherent differences between the guest and the host ISAs. In practice, such architectural differences are quite common and pervasive in different ISAs, even if they are both RISCs or CISCs. For instance, a post-indexed memory load instruction in ARM will modify the address register after the loading operation, while there is no similar instruction in MIPS, which is another representative RISC ISA.

In fact, these differences represent the essence of the architectural design unique to each ISAs. It is indeed a huge loss for a learning-based approach to discard such rule candidates simply because of their ISA differences. As they are architecturally specific, they are often the most efficient code sequences selected by the native compilers for specific program contexts and thus have a high potential to turn into high-quality translation rules.

Another shortcoming resulted from the aforementioned limitation is that it also excludes many rule candidates that contain instructions associated with architecture-specific hardware support. For instance, many architectures have condition codes (also known as eflags in x86 machines). They are single-bit registers used to store the execution summary of an instruction and can influence the control flow of the later instructions. In particular, ARM has four condition codes: negative (NF), zero (ZF), carry (CF), and overflow (VF), while x86 has seven condition codes: carry (CF), parity (PF), adjust (AF), zero (ZF), sign (SF), direction (DF), and overflow (OF).

Figure 4 shows two examples with instructions related to condition codes. In Figure 4(a), the source code decreases the
The major goal of our enhanced learning-based approach is to perform the subtraction and update the condition codes. Here, `subs` updates all four ARM condition codes, including CF. Similarly, an x86 instruction `decl` is used to decrease the value stored in the memory operand by one and update the condition codes. However, `decl` updates all x86 condition codes, except CF. As a result, the verification process in the original learning-based approach will consider the ARM and x86 code are not semantically equivalent and discard this rule candidate. Similarly, the rule candidate in Figure 4(b) is also discarded because the x86 instruction `leal` does not update any condition code. In fact, the source code in Figure 4(a) only needs to check whether the result is zero or not, which only requires the condition code ZF. Thus, it is unnecessary to update the condition code CF, as it is never used in this context. That means, it is still possible to harvest this translation rule and apply it, if the ARM condition code CF is not used (i.e., `dead`) in the later code before it is updated. Similarly, the rule candidate in Figure 4(b) can also be harvested.

**Technical Challenges.** Although such limitations could exclude many high-quality translation rules during the learning process, it faces several technical challenges if we want to harvest them and apply them in a DBT system for a better performance and higher coverage.

First, we have to relax the original verification objectives as they are designed to verify the *exact* equivalence between the guest and host code sequences.

Second, given that most of those translation rules are not strictly equivalent, it is imperative that we have a mechanism to enforce their correctness when we apply them. Equally important is that the performance overhead incurred by such enforcement should be less than the performance gain they can provide.

Last but not least, in the original learning approach, a learned translation rule only needs to include two parts, i.e., the guest and host instructions, and this is typically sufficient for a DBT system. However, for the constrained-equivalent translation rules, whether we can apply these rules at runtime or not depends on the context they are being applied. As a result, we need to extend the structure of translation rules to include such constraining requirements.

## 4 An Enhanced Learning-Based Approach

In this section, we present the design of the proposed enhanced learning-based scheme, starting with an overview of the system framework.

### 4.1 Overview

The major goal of our enhanced learning-based approach is to learn and apply high-quality translation rules excluded by the original learning approach. These translation rules contain constrained-equivalent guest and host instructions, and thus cannot be harvested using the original learning approach. To this end, we redesign the learning process, reorganize the structure of the learned translation rules, and make necessary extensions to the DBT system to allow the application of the constrained-equivalent translation rules.

Figure 5 illustrates the workflow of our enhanced learning-based approach. To learn translation rules, we also compile the same program source code using the same compiler for guest and host ISAs to generate two versions of the binary code. We then extract guest and host code sequences that correspond to the same *learning scope* and consider them as the candidates for the translation rules. The learning scope is defined at the program source code level. In the original learning system, the default learning scope is set to be one source statement. The extracted guest and host code sequences then form a *rule candidate*. For each rule candidate, the next step is to verify whether the corresponding guest and host code sequences are *constrained equivalents* or not. If yes, a translation rule can be harvested. Otherwise, the rule candidate is discarded.

As an example to demonstrate our approach and by studying the rule candidates discarded by the original learning scheme, we consider the guest and host code sequences in a rule candidate as *constrained equivalent* if every modified guest *storage operand* contains the same value as a modified host storage location at the end of the code sequences and vice versa. Here the *storage operand* is broadly defined, as it can be either a register, a memory location, or a condition code (i.e., eflag). Furthermore, it is allowed that there is no corresponding modified storage location in the *host* code sequences, e.g., a corresponding condition code as mentioned earlier.

Using this relaxed and constrained equivalence definition, the guest and host code sequences can be semantically equivalent only if all modified guest storage operands without the corresponding host storage operands (e.g., condition codes) are not used in the following guest binaries before they are modified again. These modified guest storage operands without the corresponding host storage operands can be considered as the *constraining condition* of this constrained-equivalent translation rule.

In our framework, the semantic equivalence can be relaxed in other ways as long as the *discrepancies* can be identified and shown either having no ill effect in the context they are applied or can be compensated to make them semantically equivalent when they are applied. In other words, their *constraining conditions* can be identified and satisfied when these rules are applied. To simplify our prototype design, we only consider relaxing the requirement of exact mapping of the storage operands as defined earlier. The identified constraining conditions are integrated into the learned translation rules to determine whether it is safe to apply them or not. It is worth noting that for strictly equivalent translation rules the constraining condition is null.

---
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To determine whether the constraining condition is met or not, a lightweight runtime analysis is employed to determine the program context in which the guest instructions is to be translated. In our case, the program context includes the information about which guest storage operand is modified by the guest instructions and used in the later code before it is modified again. The program context is then used to verify whether the constraining condition is satisfied or not. If yes, the translation rule can be applied, otherwise, it is discarded.

4.2 Varying Learning Scopes

In the original learning scheme, the learning scope is limited to one source statement. Although it appears to be reasonable, it may miss potential rule candidates as it is very common for compilers to perform optimization across multiple source statements. Therefore, our enhanced learning approach varies the learning scope from one to n source statements, and apply each learning scope over the source program.

More specifically, a sliding window is employed. The sliding window of size \( n \) covers \( n \) contiguous source statements, i.e., the sliding window covers the learning scope of \( n \) statements. Guest and host instructions that correspond to the \( n \) statements in this window are extracted as a rule candidate. The sliding window moves from the first line of the source code toward the end of the code. The window size is initially set to 1, and incremented by one after each pass through the sources code. When the window of size \( i \) is moved through all the source code, the number of rules learned from current window size will be compared to the number of rules learned from window sizes 1 to \( i - 1 \). If new rules learned from window size \( i \) are less than 10% of all learned rules from window sizes 1 to \( i - 1 \), the learning process will be stopped.

4.3 Learning Constrained-Equivalent Rules

To verify the constrained equivalence of the guest and host instructions in a rule candidate, we use the same symbolic verification engine, but relax the requirements for semantic equivalence.

First, we establish an initial mapping between guest and host live-in operands the same way as the original learning approach, i.e., guest registers \( \rightarrow \) host registers, guest memory operand \( \rightarrow \) host memories, and guest immediate values \( \rightarrow \) host immediate values (i.e., constants). Then, we initialize the mapped guest and host operands with the same symbol values and symbolically execute the guest and host code sequences, respectively. After the symbolic execution, we extract the symbol results of the modified guest and host registers, memories, and condition codes. These results are then fed into a SMT solver to figure out, for each modified guest register/memory/condition code, whether there exists a modified host register/memory/condition code corresponding to it or not. If each modified guest operand is mapped to a modified host operand, an original rule is generated.

If the SMT solver indicates that there exists a modified guest memory operand that does not have a matching host memory operand, we discard this rule candidate. If a modified guest register/condition code has no matching modified host register/condition code, we can harvest this rule candidate as the guest and host instructions can still be constrained equivalent. Moreover, such unmatched guest registers/condition codes are recorded as constraining conditions of the learned rules and will be checked when the rules are applied. The reason for discarding candidate rules with unmatched memory operands is that the resulting constraining conditions will require time-consuming data dependence analysis to determine whether the constrained equivalence is satisfied or not when such rules are applied.

Otherwise, all other rules are considered as a non-equivalent rule and be discarded.

4.4 Lightweight Online Analysis

For each constrained-equivalent rule to be applied, an online analysis is invoked to analyze the program context of the guest code sequence. The context information includes the data flow of the guest registers and condition codes, which can be obtained by statically analyzing the guest instructions. The context information is then used to determine whether the constraining condition of the matched constrained-equivalent rule is satisfied. For instance, if the analysis shows that a modified guest register is not mapped to any modified host register in the rule, and this modified guest register is not used in the following guest code, we can determine that the constraining condition has been satisfied in the program context, and the
translation rule can be applied.

In general, to collect the context information, the online analysis examines guest instructions that are executed after the matched guest instruction sequence. Each instruction is examined to see whether it defines or uses the register(s) or condition code(s) specified in the constraining condition of the matched translation rule. If a definition can be found before usage on all paths following the matched guest code sequence, the matched rule can be applied safely. Otherwise, if usage is found, the matched rule should not be applied as the modified guest register/condition code is used but the matched rule does not update it.

For indirect branch instructions, it is quite difficult to identify all possible branch targets statically. For simplicity, we stop the online analysis when an indirect branch is encountered and the translation rule will not be applied for safety consideration.

### 4.5 Handling Predicated Instructions

Predicated instructions are very common in many ISAs, e.g., ARM and MIPS. A predicated instruction executes only if its predicate bit is "True". Otherwise, the instruction is a "nop". For example, "add ne r0, r0, r1" in ARM will be executed only when the condition code is not equal ("ne"). Some ISAs like x86 do not support predication, and conditional branches are used instead. It is worth noting that the original learning approach cannot handle predicated instructions. So how to efficiently support predicated instructions is another important design issue for a learning-based approach because the predicate tag in predicated instructions and conditional branch are not equivalent although the execution results are the same.

In translation, we use a lightweight analysis to divide predicated instructions into multiple blocks and generate conditional branches around those blocks according to their predicated information to support the translation of predicate instructions. Before translating a basic block, we first check the predicated condition of all instructions and divide the basic block into multiple condition blocks. Each condition block includes instructions with the same predicated condition. In one condition block, the translation rules can be directly applied without considering the predicated condition. After a condition block is translated, a branch instruction with the opposite condition is added to the host basic block before the translated condition block is added to the host block. The branch target is the instruction following the end of the host block. This analysis is very lightweight and each basic block only needs to be checked once.

Note that an instruction with a predicated condition may change the condition codes itself. For example, cmp ne r0, 0 will update the condition code if the last condition code is not equal. So, instructions after these instructions that may change condition codes should be divided into a new condition block even the predicated condition is the same.

### 4.6 Discussion

Our enhanced learning approach currently only supports user-level applications. The translation for full-system level applications is not supported because full-system translation is more complex with mechanisms such as system calls, interrupts and device I/O. These mechanisms make the learning and matching of rules more difficult. It is left in our future work.

ABIs and many instructions such as indirect branches are not supported either. For ABIs, the calling conventions, such as how parameters are passed and how many parameters are used, are difficult to be identified and translated by rules. For example, ARM use registers to pass parameters but no specific instructions are used. But in x86, the push instructions will be used for passing parameters. For indirect branches, DBT systems usually search the branch target address according to a branch table maintained at runtime, which is not available at compile time. It makes it impossible to translate by our learned rules.

### 5 Experimental Results

In this section, we evaluate our prototype and address the following research questions:

1. How much performance improvement can be obtained by our enhanced learning scheme in which we relax the requirement of matching storage operands as described in Section 4?
2. Where does the performance improvement come from when we include the added constrained-equivalent translation rules?
3. What is the effect of relaxing the strict semantic equivalence requirement?
4. How much overhead will the dynamic analysis incur?

#### 5.1 Experimental Setup

Our enhanced learning-based DBT prototype is implemented based on QEMU (version 2.6.0) which is the same as the original learning scheme. The guest ISA is ARM, and the host ISA is x86. The LLVM compiler (version 3.8.0) is used to generate binary code for guest/host ISAs. All binary codes are generated using the same optimization level -O2. The same version of source code and guest/host binary code are used for comparison. One machine with 3.33GHz Intel Core i7-980x with six cores (12 threads) and 16GB memory is set up exclusively for performance evaluation. The operating system is the 32-bit Ubuntu 14.04 with Linux 3.13 for both machines. We used an older version of the system because we need to compare our new approach with the original approach, which used the same older version of the system. Besides, our
We use the 12 benchmarks in SPEC CPU INT 2006 with the reference inputs in our studies. To be as close to the real-world usage scenarios as possible, the performance of each benchmark is evaluated by the rules learned from other 11 benchmarks excluding evaluated benchmark itself. Each benchmark is run three times to reduce the random influence. The enhanced learning scheme described earlier is implemented in Python. The enhanced verification is implemented based on FuzzBALL [19], a symbolic execution engine. The tiny code generator (TCG) in QEMU is also enhanced to support the translation of predicated instructions as described in the last subsection. As mentioned earlier, to apply the constrained-equivalent translation rules, the dynamic analysis should be performed before such rules are applied.

5.2 Performance Results

Figure 6 shows the performance comparison of our enhanced learning-based scheme (marked as enhanced) and the original learning-based approach (marked as origin). The performance of QEMU without using any of the learning schemes is used as the baseline. Table 1 shows the MIPS of performance of original and enhanced approaches.

Using the ref input for all SPEC benchmarks, the quality of the translated host code is the major factor that impacts the overall performance. As shown in Figure 6, our enhanced learning scheme can achieve a performance improvement of up to 2.55X with an average of 1.74X compared to QEMU, which is a 1.19X improvement over the original learning approach on average.

By studying the learned translation rules and how they are applied using our enhanced learning approach, we have the following observations on how they impact the overall performance. First, constrained-equivalent translation rules can usually be applied quite successfully. The modified guest registers/condition codes that have no matching modified host registers/condition codes will usually be modified quickly again. This means they are only used to hold temporary value as we expected. Hence, relaxing strict matching requirements for storage operands can yield more translation rules, albeit constrained-equivalent rules, and can be applied quite effectively.

Second, by relaxing the equivalence constraints to allow constrained-equivalent translation rules that can include predicated and condition instructions greatly improve the overall performance. This is because typical DBTs such as QEMU usually use memory locations to emulate the condition codes. Such an approach will incur many additional memory operations to access and update those condition codes in memory and incur very high overhead. But the constrained-equivalent translation rules can take advantage of the host condition codes to emulate guest condition codes, which can significantly reduce such overheads.

Figure 7(a) and Figure 7(b) show the static and dynamic coverage of the guest binaries using the origin and our enhanced learning-based schemes, respectively. The "Coverage" here is defined as the percentage of guest instructions that can be translated by the learned rules. So the "static" coverage is the percentage of static code translated by learned rules and "dynamic" coverage here is the percentage of "executed" guest instructions translated by learned rules. Compare to the original learning-based scheme, our enhanced learning scheme can improve the static coverage from 52.2% to 61.8%, and the dynamic coverage from 55.7% to 69.1% on average. It is worth noting that gcc and libquantum have a much higher dynamic coverage improvement than others, but do not get an expected higher performance improvement. Conversely, gobmk attains a high performance improvement but not as much coverage improvement. The reason is that many high-quality rules are applied when translating gobmk, but in gcc and libquantum, the applied rules can only attain moderate improvement. This seems to indicate that the coverage improvement does not translate directly to the overall performance improvement, but could be an important secondary effect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmarks</th>
<th>Original</th>
<th>enhanced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>perlbench</td>
<td>221.63</td>
<td>250.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bzip2</td>
<td>1211.32</td>
<td>1388.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gcc</td>
<td>521.78</td>
<td>575.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcf</td>
<td>603.99</td>
<td>739.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gobmk</td>
<td>372.18</td>
<td>616.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hmmer</td>
<td>1448.56</td>
<td>1632.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sjeng</td>
<td>474.71</td>
<td>485.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libquantum</td>
<td>1469.59</td>
<td>1532.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h264ref</td>
<td>189.99</td>
<td>215.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>omnetpp</td>
<td>195.28</td>
<td>284.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>astar</td>
<td>396.10</td>
<td>562.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xalan</td>
<td>283.19</td>
<td>290.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEOMEAN</td>
<td>475.15</td>
<td>567.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: MIPS of the original and enhanced learning-based approaches.
To address the question of "where does the performance improvement come from when we include the added constrained-equivalent translation rules?", we analyze the coverage of the added translation rules when they are applied in each program. The results are shown in Figure 8. As described in Section 4, there are three major components in our relaxed equivalence constraints, i.e. we remove the strict requirement of exact matching. They are (1) register operands (marked as register), (2) condition-code operands (marked as condition), and (3) predicated-related instructions (marked as predicate). We did not include memory operands because they require more complicated data dependence analysis when they are applied.

A very interesting observation is that, among the added constrained-equivalent translation rules (their increased coverage is shown in Figure 7), the register-related constrained-equivalent translation rules constitute 58.83% of the static instructions on average. However, they only constitute 13.58% of added dynamic coverage. But the dynamic coverage of condition-code related rules is increased to 54.02% on average, while their static coverage is only 18.52%. This is because the condition codes are usually associated with the bound check, such as at the end of a loop. So, these instructions will be executed more frequently than others in their dynamic coverage.

To study the quality/efficiency of translated rules, Figure 9 shows the percentages of the reduced host instructions. On average, our enhanced learning scheme can reduce 11.28% of the total dynamic host instructions compared to the original learning scheme. We observe that the reduction in the host instructions of gobmk is higher than 30%, and in omnetpp, it is higher than 20%. However, in gcc and libquantum, the reduction is only about 10%. This also confirm our observation that rules applied in gobmk and omnetpp translation have a higher quality, i.e. fewer host instructions in those translation rules, than rules in gcc and libquantum. But, we also notice that bzip2 and astar attain a high performance improvement but only a moderate number of host instructions are reduced. One probable explanation is that even though they may have similar dynamic host instruction counts, more efficient and architecture-specific host instructions may have been used.

**5.3 Learning Results**

We further study the effect of our proposed relaxed learning scheme in other related aspects. The first is about the "yield" obtained during the learning phase, which shows how
many translation rules can be harvested among the candidate rules during the learning phase. The other aspects include the effect of using the sliding window, and the distribution of the constrained-equivalent rules learned based on our relaxed equivalence constraints, i.e. relaxing the strict matching requirement on three storage operand types described in Section 4.

Figure 10 shows the yield obtained during the learning phase using the original learning scheme (marked as origin) and our enhanced learning scheme (marked as enhanced). The learning yield is increased from 20.3% to 25.1%. Even though the improvement in learning yield is moderate as we only made moderate relaxation on the semantic equivalence requirements, but as the obtained performance results show the quality of these rules is quite high. The moderate yield improvement also shows that there is a high potential for more high-quality rules to be learned and harvested. Another interesting question is that if a significant number of more source programs is used in the training phase, even with a low yield, how much more rules can be learned, and how much more performance improvement can be achieved by applying those added rules. These questions are beyond the scope of this paper.

Figure 11 shows the distribution of the translation rules learned using a flexible sliding window. We only show the data for a window size of up to three source statements because significantly fewer rules can be learned beyond 3 source statements. As the result shows, 13.16% of new rules can be learned from a window size of 2 and 3 source statements. The rules learned from window size 3 and beyond are less than 3.31%. So, a larger learning window is not necessary.

Figure 12 shows the distribution of the rules we learned using our enhanced learning scheme. On average, 16.84% of the learned rules are register-related (marked as register), while 8.16% are condition-code related (marked as condition) rules. We find that many constrained-equivalent rules related to local registers are used to load values from the memory before some computation, and are stored back to the memory after the computation. This is because RISCs are primarily "load/store" architectures, i.e. values in memory must be loaded into registers before computation and stored back to memory when the computation is completed. So many temporary/local registers are used. Another observation is that the amount of register reuse is minimal on RISCs, only 3.57% in total. So, only in rare situations, the compiler will use multiple registers instead of only one register. Such behavior is reflected in the use of the learned rules in the application phase.

5.4 Performance Overhead of Online Analysis

As the lightweight dynamic analysis is needed in the application of the constrained-equivalent translation rules, its runtime overhead needs to be evaluated. Figure 13 shows such runtime overhead with and without dynamic analysis. To measure such overheads, we collected the performance data with original approach and compare them with those with only the online analysis but without applying the constrained-equivalent rules. As Figure 13 shows, the dynamic analysis will introduce very little overhead, which is less than 1% on average. The low overhead is due to two main reasons. First, the dynamic analysis typically only needs to check a few registers and condition codes. And the percentage of the rules that requires dynamic analysis is not very high. Second, the relaxed register and condition-code operands are usually updated very quickly, so only a very small number of instructions need to be analyzed in practice. Both factors greatly reduce the analysis overhead.
generate more optimized binary code. However, the overhead introduced by the LLVM optimization can offset the benefit gained from the optimized host binary code, especially for short-running guest binaries. Moreover, due to the lack of source-level information in the LLVM IR translated from the guest binary code, e.g., type information, it is quite challenging to take full advantage of the LLVM optimization. In contrast, the translation overhead for applying the learned translation rules are much smaller, and no additional information is required to apply the learned rules.

There has been a lot of research to improve the performance of the DBT system itself [3–5, 11, 12, 24, 25]. These methods can typically be used in conjunction with our approach to further improve their performance.

7 Conclusion

As one of the core enabling technologies, DBT has been extensively used in many important applications. To improve the efficiency of DBT systems, this paper proposes an enhanced learning-based approach, which can automatically learn optimized binary translation rules. The learned translation rules can then be applied to a DBT system to generate more efficient host binary code. Compared to the original learning approach, our enhanced learning-based approach relaxes the semantic equivalence requirements to allow more efficient constrained-equivalent translation rules. We redesign the original learning process and the verification engine to accommodate such constrained equivalence. Moreover, to preserve the correct semantics of the translated code when such constrained-equivalent translation rules are applied, a lightweight online analysis is employed in the enhanced DBT system to check the constraining conditions. The constrained-equivalent translation rules are applied only when the constraining conditions are satisfied. We have implemented the proposed approach in a prototype and extended a widely-used DBT system, i.e., QEMU, to accept such enhanced translation rules through learning.

Experimental results on SPEC CINT2006 show that the proposed approach can improve the dynamic coverage of the translation from 55.7% to 69.1% and the static coverage from 52.2% to 61.8%, compared to the original approach. Moreover, up to 1.65X performance speedup with an average of 1.19X are observed.
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**Abstract**

A large class of IoT applications read sensors, execute application logic, and actuate actuators. However, the lack of high-level programming abstractions compromises correctness especially in presence of failures and unwanted interleaving between applications. A key problem arises when operations on IoT devices or the application itself fails, which leads to inconsistencies between the physical state and application state, breaking application semantics and causing undesired consequences. Transactions are a well-established abstraction for correctness, but assume properties that are absent in an IoT context. In this paper, we study one such environment, smart home, and establish inconsistencies manifesting out of failures. We propose an abstraction called *transactuation* that empowers developers to build reliable applications. Our runtime, *Relacs*, implements the abstraction atop a real smart-home platform. We evaluate programmability, performance, and effectiveness of transactuations to demonstrate its potential as a powerful abstraction and execution model.

1 Introduction

Building reliable IoT applications that interact with the physical world on top of existing solutions is difficult. Current IoT solutions (e.g., Smartthings [14] and OpenHAB[12]) provide simple abstractions that allow developers to easily read sensors and actuate actuators. However, they lack high-level abstractions for writing reliable and fault-tolerant applications that can tolerate different types of failures that might happen. Therefore, application programmers need to implement tedious and error-prone code for not only handling all kinds of failures happening in the physical world, but also to guarantee consistency between operations on application states (called soft states hereafter) and states of IoT devices (called hard states). For instance, an actuation to turn on an alarm might fail while the alarm state in an application might have been set to true.

The use of serverless functions as a de facto platform for running IoT applications has exacerbated the reliability issues of these applications even further. This is because serverless computing infrastructure can terminate running applications at any point [2]. This again leaves incomplete operations on some hard states (e.g., lock all doors) inconsistent with an operation on soft state inside the application (e.g., set the home state to *safe* after all doors are locked).

Transactions seem like the right mechanism for addressing the above issues. Interestingly though, a transactional abstraction cannot fix these issues because of intrinsic properties of IoT devices (and their associated hard states). A transactional abstraction is ideal for ensuring isolation and all-or-nothing guarantees among soft states. Moreover, a transactional system can easily rollback soft states without other transactions or users noticing effects of a rolled back transaction. However, rolling back a hard state has consequences. The state might have already been observed by a user and rolling it back may be undesirable. Or even worse, some states cannot be rolled back (e.g., undoing actuation of a water dispenser).

This paper proposes an abstraction called *transactuation*. Transactuations hide the complexity of handling various failures and allow developers to easily maintain soft states to be consistent with respect to reads and writes to hard states—states of sensors and actuators. Objectively, transactuations allow a developer to specify dependencies among operations on soft and hard states along with a sensing/actuating policy which specifies the conditions under which soft states can commit despite failures.

We provide a runtime system called *Relacs* that implements the abstraction for the smart home environment. Relacs transforms an application into a serverless function, and reliably executes the application in the cloud while enforcing transactuation specific semantics. We note that while the focus of this paper is on smart homes, the transactuation abstraction is not particularly specific to smart homes, and can be applied to other IoT environments as well.
Concretely, this paper has the following contributions:

1. **Study of smart-home applications.** Using static analysis, we conduct a comprehensive study of smart-home applications written for two popular platforms [12, 14] and identify drawbacks of existing platforms in writing reliable and fault-tolerant applications (Section 3).

2. **Transactuations.** We present our abstraction that allows developers to simply write reliable IoT applications. Transactuations preserve the dependencies between operations on hard states and soft states, which when broken, break application semantics (Section 4).

3. **Relacs.** Our runtime, Relacs, enforces a serializable execution of transactuations without rolling back hard states (i.e., states of actuators) while enforcing the specified sensing and actuating policies (Section 4 and Section 5).

4. **Evaluation.** We evaluate representative smart-home applications to reveal the correctness issues due to lack of appropriate abstractions. Our evaluation further demonstrates that (a) Transactuations are an effective high-level abstraction for building reliable IoT applications and reduce lines of code significantly compared to manually handling failures. (b) Relacs guarantees reliable execution of transactuations while imposing reasonable overheads over a baseline that does not provide consistency between operations on hard states and soft states (Section 6).

## 2 Background & Model

In this section, we first review existing smart-home platforms and their programming models. We focus on smart homes as a case study of class of IoT environments that deal with real world state since many smart home applications and platforms are publicly available. We then discuss different types of failures that occur in IoT environments.

### 2.1 Smart-home Platforms

To setup a smart home, a user installs centralized gateways, called smart-home hubs or simply hubs, to connect in-home devices (e.g., light bulbs, outlet strip, and motion sensor) that typically communicate through low-energy wireless protocols (e.g., Zigbee [17], ZWave [16], and Bluetooth Low Energy [4]). The user then installs smart-home applications to create her desired home automation. For instance, to turn on a balcony light when motion is detected outside.

Currently, cloud-centric smart-home solutions (e.g., Smartthings [14]) are the most widely used architecture [28]. In this model, a hub is only responsible for collecting device events, and forwarding them to the cloud, where applications run. The applications running in the cloud then process events and send actuation commands back to the hub, which forwards the commands to corresponding devices. An alternative architecture is to run applications inside hubs. OpenHAB [12] follows this hub-centric approach.

### 2.2 Programming Model

In most smart-home platforms, an application is written in a trigger-action programming model [45] where an application comprises event handlers. Handlers can subscribe to changes in sensor/actuator states, updates to shared states, or timer-based events. Handlers can issue the following operations:

- **Hard read:** reading sensor/actuator values.
- **Hard write:** sending actuation commands to actuators.
- **Soft read:** reading application states from shared storage.
- **Soft write:** writing application states to shared storage.

In the remainder of this section, and for simplicity, we solely detail SmartThings [14] programming model. Yet, we note that other platforms have very similar constructs.

SmartThings uses capabilities, attributes, and commands to manage devices. Each device has one or more capabilities, and each capability has one or more associated attributes and commands. For example, a smart light bulb has two capabilities, switch and color. The switch capability allows an application to control the bulb status via on/off commands. The color capability has three attributes, color, hue and saturation that can be controlled via setColor, setHue, and setSaturation commands.

Listing 1 shows a SmartThings application, named CO_2 vent application that turns exhaust fans on when CO_2 level is high and turns off otherwise.

```
preferences {
    input(sensor, "capa.co2", req: true)
    input(switches, "capa.switch", multi: true)
    input(level, "number", req: true)
}

def initialize() {
    state.active = false;
    subscribe(sensor, "co2", handleLevel);
}

def handleLevel(event) {
    def co2 = sensor.currentValue("co2");
    if(co2 >= level && !state.active) {
        switches.each { it.on(); }
        state.active = true;
    } else if(co2 < level && state.active) {
        switches.each { it.off(); }
    }
    state.active = false;
}
```

Listing 1: CO_2 vent application that turns exhaust fans on when CO_2 level is high and turns off otherwise.
hard read on sensor data ($\text{sensor.currentValue()}$ in line 11) and soft read on shared states (reading $\text{state.active}$ in line 12 and 15). Also, the developer can issue hard writes to list of actuators (line 13 and 16). She can also perform soft writes to application states (assignments to $\text{state.active}$ in line 14 and 17).

### 2.3 Failures in IoT Environments

Previous work [20, 33] have shown a variety of failures in IoT environments. For instance, hubs can fail due to plug disconnection, hardware failure, and driver crash. IoT devices can fail due to battery drainage, plug disconnection, and failure in a sensor subsystem. Additionally, network loss occurs due to RFI interference, concrete slab flooring and copper siding. These failures lead to permanent or intermittent unavailability of devices in an IoT environment.

Although these failures are common, existing platforms do not provide a simple way to detect and handle them. A failed hard read can produce a null or stale value that a developer needs to handle or explicitly validate its timestamp (freshness). Detecting a failed hard write is even more difficult due to the asynchronous nature of IoT programming model. For instance, a developer needs to subscribe to an event triggered by a hard write, and periodically check if the event is fired. As shown in other systems [30, 35, 37], inserting failure detection and handling code for asynchronous environments is challenging and error prone. Moreover, due to inherent event-driven concurrency in applications, it is notoriously difficult to prevent interleaving and concurrency-related bugs in IoT platforms [40].

### 3 Problem Study

Existing smart-home solutions do not guarantee any consistency between soft reads/writes (i.e., reads/writes from/to shared storage) and reads/writes to hard states (i.e., sensor reads and actuation commands sent to actuators) in case of failures. Application developers need to carry the burden and ensure the correctness of an application when a failure occurs.

In this section, we present a systematic study of open source smart-home applications, using static analysis, in order to unearth various inconsistencies, that surface under failure, between operations on soft and hard states.

#### 3.1 Inconsistency

Listing 2 shows a simplified code excerpt from a smart security application that detects an intruder using sensors, and activates an alarm if it has not been activated previously.

```java
1  def intruderMotion(evt) {
2    ...
3    if (isIntruder(evt) && !state.
4      alarmActive) {
5        alarm.strobe();
6        state.alarmActive = true;
7      }
8    }
```

Listing 2: A simplified code excerpt from Smart Security application that detects an intruder using sensors, and activates an alarm if it has not been activated previously.

By identifying dependencies in an application, we categorize failures to be lost. This problem is so common that some brands (e.g., Fortrezz [15]) give warnings regarding RFI interference, and explicitly ask consumers to not use the alarm in life supporting situations. Observe that even though $\text{alarmActive}$ is set, the states of the physical world and application have diverged. Further, if the sensors detect the intruder again, the application will not retry to activate the alarm because as per the application’s state the alarm is ringing. Clearly, the developer does not anticipate such a failure, and this divergence is irreversible without manual intervention. Such inconsistencies cause changes in application semantics and compromise correctness, and may severely affect smart-home users.

Moreover, stale hard reads may also break correctness of an application. For example, recent $\text{CO}_2$ level events might never get delivered to the $\text{CO}_2$ vent application in Listing 1. By reading a stale $\text{CO}_2$ level, the application may incorrectly turn off the exhaust fans.

Besides device failures, similar issues arise if an application crashes. For instance, an inconsistency arises if the smart security application fails between sending a command to set the alarm (line 4) and setting the active state to true (line 5).

Finally, applications may modify shared soft and hard states concurrently [40] which can cause canonical interleaving based inconsistencies [39].

As an example, the following quote from a disgruntled SmartThings customer [9] who got robbed during his vacation shows the impact of the inconsistency problem: “More importantly, we were robbed when we were out on vacation. ... The logs show the motion of the robbers, but it never sounded the alarm ... I no longer trust it to do what it is supposed to do when it is supposed to do.”

#### 3.2 Dependency

In the previous section, we showed connections between hard states and soft states that are potential sources of inconsistencies due to hard read/write failure. We call these connections between two operations on hard states or two operations between soft and hard states that are semantically associated, a dependency. By identifying dependencies in an application, we can study the effects of failures on its correctness.

In order to systematically analyze smart-home applications, and understand how failures can affect them, we categorize...
dependencies into four classes, using the following notations: we represent a hard read to device D as HR_D, and denote a hard write to device D with value V as HW_D(V). A soft read from application state X is denoted as SR_X, and a soft write to state X with value V is represented as SW_X(V).

1. HR_D → HW_D'(V): a dependency in this category captures the effect of a failure in a HR_D. The read might fail to return any value if device D is unavailable, or it might return a stale value. In either case, it implies that the application may exercise the dependency incorrectly, thus breaking its semantic. Such a dependency in an application can be because of a control dependence [27] or a data dependence.

If the dependency is a control-dependence [27], the value of HR_D controls the execution of HW_D'(V). For example, in Listing 1, the dependency between lines 12 and 13, and also between lines 15 and 16 are control dependences. The hard read in line 11 flows into the control statements in lines 12 and 15. Therefore, a stale read at line 12 might incorrectly switch off the exhaust fans, and update the soft state even though the CO_2 levels are unsafe. A read value can also flow into a hard write via data dependencies. For example:

\[ a = HR_D; c = foo(a, b); HW_D(c). \]

2. HR_D → SW_X(V): this dependency affects the execution of a soft write. Analogous to HR_D → HW_D'(V), this results in a missing soft write or an incorrect soft write, because of control and data dependences. In turn, the incorrect soft write leads to unexpected program behavior when the state is read elsewhere. In our running example, this dependency exists between lines 12 and 14, and also lines 15 and 17.

3. HW_D(V) → SW_X(V'): a hard write to soft write dependency is more subtle since SW_X(V') is not a control or a data dependence on a HW_D(V). Nevertheless, we observe that semantically tying a soft state with a hard state — meaning the soft state is an indicator of the hard state — is a common practice in many smart-home applications. Developers use this technique mainly to save battery: by associating a soft state with an actuation, developers can use the soft state elsewhere in the code instead of reading hard states.

For example, in the CO_2 Vent application, the developer implicitly creates a HW_switches(ON) → SW_active(true) dependency between lines 13 and 14, and also between lines 16 and 17. Thus, a failure in turning on switches, even if temporary, leaves a permanent inconsistency. Any subsequent change in the CO_2 level, even above the level, precludes turning on the exhaust fans.

To find a HW → SW dependency in the code, we compute the postdominance relation [23]: a code point b postdominates a code point a, if b is executed on every path from a to the end of the analyzed entity, which in our case, is an event handler. After computing postdominance instances, we manually look at all instances to confirm if the pair is semantically tied. Accordingly, we infer a case for semantic error if the soft state is read elsewhere in the application.

4. SW_X(V) → HW_D(V'): this dependency has the same semantic effect as HW_D(V) → SW_X(V').

Note that all dependencies with soft reads (i.e., SR_X → *), are not directly related to device failures. However, we still statically compute all such control and data dependences as an incorrect soft read can produce unintended behavior. Concretely, a soft read can be on a state determined by an incorrect, inconsistent, or missing soft write originating from the dependencies described above.

### 3.3 Analysis and Findings

We statically analyzed 147 SmartThings applications [19] and 35 OpenHAB applications chosen from IoTbench [10] by adding phases to the Groovy compiler. The AST visitors, GroovyClassVisitor [8], allow us to build a call graph per entry point and an intermediate representation (IR) amenable to data and control-flow analysis.

We analyzed the applications using inter-procedural data and control-flow analysis to understand the dependencies and their implications. Our analysis yields two key benefits: (i) understand the implications and the extent of failures on a large set of smart-home applications, and (ii) mitigate or eliminate the problems with our programming abstraction, called transactuation.

On average, the studied applications have three triggers, and manage a diverse set of devices (4–5 capabilities). In order to get a holistic view of the home state, on average, the applications perform three hard reads. They also perform between seven to nine hard writes on average. This shows that many of these applications try to provide automation among a set of devices (e.g., turning on restroom light, preparing coffee, and playing music, when a user wakes up), instead of managing a single device. Additionally, our analysis revealed that developers regularly use soft states to share states not only among handlers, but also among different applications. These results indicate that smart-home applications are fairly complex, and their behavior could be complicated through the use of handlers triggered by events that read/write both hard and soft states.

More specifically, we observed that, on average, applications have 3–10 instances of HR → HW, 1–2 instances of HR → SW and 1–2 instances of HW → SW dependencies. We inspected these dependencies to find their potential implications on systems lacking appropriate abstractions to capture failures. We categorized the implications as follows: (i) missing actuation, (ii) wrong actuation, (iii) inconsistent soft state, (iv) missing notification, and (v) wrong notification. These implications can lead to unwanted outcomes, some of which have serious consequences such as security threats, health hazards, and missing critical alerts, e.g., a fire alarm not rung. They may also cause inconveniences, e.g., erroneous automation, incorrect notifications, sirens not turned off. Out of all 182 applications, our analysis unearthed 67 SmartThings and 32 OpenHAB applications, that have unintended effects. Due
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Consequence</th>
<th>Dependency</th>
<th>Correction/Mitigation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smart Humidifer (ST)</td>
<td>Automation</td>
<td>Wrong status flag causes humidifier to never be turned on/off. Incorrect notification.</td>
<td>HW → SW</td>
<td>Correct status flag to retry turning humidifier on/off later. Notify glitch to user.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermostat Auto Off (ST)</td>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>Wrong status flag causes thermostat to never be turned on/off.</td>
<td>HW → SW</td>
<td>Correct status flag to retry turning thermostat on/off later.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO2 Vent (ST)</td>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Wrong status flag causes exhaust fans to never be turned on/off.</td>
<td>HW → SW</td>
<td>Correct status flag to retry turning exhaust fans on/off later.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elder Care (ST)</td>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Missing elder inactivity notification</td>
<td>HR → HW</td>
<td>Notify glitch to user.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Care (ST)</td>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Alarm not armed. Missing notification.</td>
<td>Bad interleaving</td>
<td>Notify glitch to user.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alarm (OH)</td>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Wrong status flag causes sirens to never be turned off.</td>
<td>HR → SW</td>
<td>Correct status flag to retry turning sirens off.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire Detection (OH)</td>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Wrong status flag causes fire alarm to never ring</td>
<td>HW → SW</td>
<td>Correct status flag to retry ringing alarm later.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forgiving Security (ST)</td>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Alarm does not ring. Incorrect notification.</td>
<td>HW → SW</td>
<td>Notify glitch to user.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lock It When I Leave (ST)</td>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Door not locked but home vacant.</td>
<td>HR → HW</td>
<td>Notify user to lock manually.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Critical undesirable consequences in smart-home applications if failures are not handled and how developers can correct or mitigate the problems. ST and OH are abbreviations for SmartThings and OpenHAB, respectively.

to space constraint, we only show a subset of them with unintended semantics and potential fixes in Table 1.

To address these implications, a developer needs to preserve the semantic invariants of the dependencies to avoid discrepancy between the physical and application realms. One key trait of these applications is that their semantics tolerate different numbers of failed hard reads and writes. For example, for $HR \rightarrow HW$ in the application that computes average humidity level and reacts accordingly, even if some hard reads are stale based on their timestamp (i.e., some humidity sensors fail), the application can proceed with correct semantics as long as some sensors function properly. On the other hand, for $HW \rightarrow SW$ in the application that locks all doors and sets the home state to be safe, the developer needs to ensure that the home state is not set, even if only one door fails to be locked. To summarize, the following two key aspects are missing in existing IoT abstractions: 1. identifying the inherent connection between application semantics and number of failed operations, and 2. recomputing application states to preserve invariants under failed hard reads/writes.

4 Transactuations

To address the issues discussed in the previous section, we introduce a new abstraction called transactuation that allows a developer to build a reliable smart-home application. Transactuations provide the following two guarantees: (1) preserve dependencies between reads/writes to hard states and soft writes (i.e., $HR \rightarrow SW$ and $HW \rightarrow SW$) even in cases of hardware and communication failures. (2) ensure isolation among transactuations that execute concurrently.

The concept of transactuations is very similar to database transactions. Yet, due to the intrinsic nature of physical world, it is impossible to ensure similar transactional guarantees. We note that transactuations are not meant to replace transactions completely. Instead, they are designed to address a similar problem in a cyber-physical environment which inherently prevents us from making strong assumptions. Precisely, transactuations and transactions differ as follows:

1. Atomic durability: atomic durability [36] guarantees that either all updates inside a transaction eventually become durable, or none of them becomes durable. Since IoT devices can neither be locked nor rolled back (e.g., in case of some failures), transactuation cannot guarantee atomic durability of hard writes. More specifically, unlike a transaction, a transactuation only guarantees atomic durability of soft writes but not hard writes inside it. Thus, if a hard write fails, a transactuation still commits by forcing its soft states to be consistent with its hard states, as per developer specified policies (see Section 4.1).

2. Isolation & Atomic visibility: strong isolation models (e.g., serializability or snapshot isolation) requires a transaction to read a consistent snapshot of a system (e.g., the last committed state) and precludes a use of partially committed states. A transactuation executes on the latest known consistent snapshot of the physical world, in isolation from other concurrent transactuations. However, two concurrent transactuations can execute on different snapshots of the physical world in absence of any committing transactuation. Additionally, (internal) atomic visibility ensures that effects of all updates in a transaction become visible to another transaction atomically [36]. Transactuations are also capable of guaranteeing internal atomic visibility: effects of a transactuation become atomically visible to other transactuation. However, in a smart home domain, consumers will unavoidably observe the effect of a hard write operation the moment it gets...
executed in an actuator. Thus, it is impossible to provide external atomic visibility. For instance, one cannot expect that a smart-home user to observe all door locks become locked instantaneously.

Transactuations, further add to the definition of consistency based on consistency between hard reads/writes and soft writes. Transactuations preserve two invariants as follows:

(D1) A transactuation guarantees that if it executes, the staleness of its hard reads is bounded, as per the developer specified tolerance. A developer leverages this invariant to ensure inconsistencies arising out of breaking $HR \rightarrow *$ dependencies are detected, and appropriate actions are taken.

(D2) If writes to soft states are committed, it implies that sufficient number of hard writes as per developer specification have successfully executed. A developer leverages this invariant to enforce consistency of $HW \rightarrow SW$ dependencies.

#### 4.1 Abstraction & API

Transactuations contain three pieces of logic which a developer writes as lambda expressions. A lambda expression is a function that can be passed as an argument to another function [1, 7, 11]. In the rest of this paper, we refer to these lambda expressions as lambda. A transactuation can have the following three lambdas: perform lambda, onSuccess lambda, and onFailure lambda.

**perform lambda.** A perform lambda contains the core logic of a transactuation. Inside a perform lambda, a developer can perform hard writes (`actuate(Device, Value)`), soft reads (`read(State)`), and soft writes (`write(State, Value)`). A transactuation can tolerate dependencies accordingly with correct semantics, even if some sensors fail, but not all.

A sensing policy is an acceptable level of hard-read failures that a transactuation can tolerate. It specifies that under what condition a perform lambda can be executed over a returned list of window-valuated sensors. The perform lambda in turn may or may not execute depending on the sensing policy. Transactuations support three sensing policies:

- **All**: ensures that the perform lambda executes only if all hard states in the sensor list pass validation. Consider an application that reads presence sensors of every user and turns all hard states in the sensor list pass validation. Consider an application that reads presence sensors of every user and turns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Listing 3: CO2 Vent written with transactuation. The code presented here is in synchronous style but our implementation uses asynchronous Node JS.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>```javascript</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>function handler(evt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>let tx = Transactuation(evt);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>// executes if all CO2 sensors received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>// events in past 5s w.r.t. triggering event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tx.perform(func(sensors){</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>let co2 = sensors['co2'];</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>let active = read('active');</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if (co2 &gt; threshold &amp; active)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>// if all fans can be on, set active to true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>actuateAll('fans', 'on');</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write('active', true);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>} else if (co2 &lt; threshold &amp; active)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>}, ['co2'], 5, 'all', 'all');</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>// executes if both policies are met</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tx.onSuccess(func(evt){</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>let txs = Transactuation(evt);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>txs.perform({</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>actuate('msg', 'CO2 is high');</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'none', 'none');</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>txs.execute();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>});</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>// executes if either one policy is not met</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tx.onFailure(func(evt){</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>let txf = Transactuation(evt);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>});</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tx.execute();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>```</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10 seconds has the following intent: a hard state passes validation if its most recent event and the transactuation triggering event are not more than 10 seconds apart.

A sensing policy is an acceptable level of hard-read failures that a transactuation can tolerate. It specifies that under what condition a perform lambda can be executed over a returned list of window-valuated sensors. The perform lambda in turn may or may not execute depending on the sensing policy. Transactuations support three sensing policies:

- **All**: ensures that the perform lambda executes only if all hard states in the sensor list pass validation. Consider an application that reads presence sensors of every user and turns on cameras if no one is present. For privacy, all sensors need to pass validation. If even one presence sensor fails, it should not risk turning on the cameras since it violates privacy.

- **Any**: guarantees the execution of the perform lambda as long as at least one hard state in the sensor list passes validation. For example, an application that computes average humidity level from multiple sensors to control fans, executes accordingly with correct semantics, even if some sensors fail, but not all.

- **None**: states that the perform lambda executes over the returned validated list of hard states regardless of how many hard states are unavailable.

Observe that a time window along with a sensing policy helps preserve $HR \rightarrow *$ dependency as per the developer’s intention to preserve invariant (D1). To preserve invariant (D2),
a developer needs to specify an actuating policy. The actuating policy is an acceptable level of hard-write failures that is tolerable. To meet an actuating policy in case of a failure, soft writes inside a transactuation roll back to their initial values, and onFailure lambda executes. Similar to a sensing policy, an actuating policy supports the following semantics:

- **All**: states that modifications to soft states commit if all hard writes successfully finish. An example of this policy is an application that locks all doors and sets home state to safe. If even one door fails, the home state should not be set.
- **Any**: guarantees that soft state modifications inside a lambda commits if at least one hard write succeeds. For example, an application that actuates all sirens and sets the flag ringing. Even if only one siren rings, the flag should be set.
- **None**: states that soft writes commit despite of failures.

**onSuccess lambda.** An onSuccess lambda executes if the perform lambda of a transactuation succeeds (i.e., sensing and actuating policies are met). A developer can assign an onSuccess lambda to a transactuation via onSuccess() as shown in line 17 of Listing 3.

**onFailure lambda.** An onFailure lambda executes if a transactuation cannot meet its sensing or actuating policies. It is assigned to a transactuation via onFailure() as depicted in line 25 of Listing 3.

When a developer has set up all the lambdas for a transactuation, she executes the transactuation by invoking execute() (line 29), which is an asynchronous call that executes the perform lambda in the background.

Listing 3 illustrates the CO2 Vent rewritten with the transactuation abstraction. The perform lambda is parameterized with 5s time window. The transactuation only reads one hard state, co2. The lambda executes if the latest sensor update from co2, and the triggering event, which is also co2 fall in the 5 second time interval. switches, which binds to an array of fans, requires the “all” policy if we want the soft writes to be consistent with the actuations. The soft state active will be set to true only if all fans can be turned on, otherwise, active remains unchanged.

### 4.2 Chaining transactuations

A transactuation can be chained to other transactuations by invoking it in their onSuccess and onFailure lambdas. As we shall see in the next section, the runtime guarantees to execute chained transactuations sequentially: if a transactuation $\tau_j$ is invoked in onSuccess lambda of $\tau_i$, $\tau_j$ is guaranteed to see the updates $\tau_i$ makes. We call this ordered execution of transactuations as T-Chain. This is particularly relevant in an asynchronous runtime where high latency operations can finish in arbitrary order, executing outside the critical path such as in worker threads [25, 44]. Thus, if $\tau_j$ wants to use a soft state written by $\tau_i$, $\tau_j$ needs to be invoked in onSuccess lambda of $\tau_i$. In addition, if $\tau_j$ requires actuations of $\tau_i$ to complete before it, these two transactuations must form a T-Chain.

### 5 Relacs

In this section, we detail the design of our runtime, called Relacs, that execute smart-home applications, along with a supporting key-value store called **Relacs Store**.

#### 5.1 Relacs Store

All soft and hard states inside a transactuation are stored in a key-value store called Relacs Store. It hides all complexities of working with sensors and actuators by allowing developers to not only perform read/write operations on soft states inside a transactuation, but also to issue hard reads/writes.

Conceptually, every state inside the Relacs Store maintains two values, speculative and final. A speculative value means that the state has been updated logically in the Relacs Store, but is not confirmed to be final (i.e., issued to an IoT device). For example, a transactuation that wants to unlock a door will have the speculative value of the door set to unlocked, before the actuation command succeeds. When Relacs receives an ack event confirming the success of an actuation command, it updates the final value and discards the speculative value. Along with setting the final value, the Relacs Store also logs the timestamp of the ack event for validating a time window of a transactuation reading that hard state. In Section 5.2, we explain how speculative states help Relacs to speculatively execute transactuations.

Since multiple hard writes on the same state can execute before the system receives an ack from the corresponding device, Relacs Store needs to record all versions of speculative values that have not been finalized yet. When reading a state, Relacs Store returns the latest speculative value, or the final value if no speculative value exists. For instance, consider the following transactuations: a transactuation $\tau_i$ sets a lamp color to red. While the lamp is changing its color, $\tau_j$ changes the lamp color to green. In this example, Relacs Store logs both speculative values. Thus, if $\tau_k$ tries to read the state of the lamp, Relacs Store returns green, even if the lamp has not completed executing the first actuation command to change its color to red.

#### 5.2 Execution Model

A transactuation execution model comprises of the following three phases:

1. **Hard read phase**: to start executing a transactuation, the system first needs to determine if it can read the required hard states in the sensor list which satisfy the specified window and the sensing policy. If so, the system proceeds to the next phase. For a poll-based sensor, if Relacs fails to validate the
window, it polls the sensor to check if it can get a fresh value. For a push-based sensor, Relacs simply waits, as long as the window is valid, to receive an event from the sensor. Observe that the window is valid as long as the specified time window has not passed since the transactuation triggering event. If the window becomes invalid, and the list of received events fails staleness validation, it cannot execute the perform lambda, and proceeds to execute the onFailure lambda.

2. Speculative Commit Phase: since IoT devices cannot roll back, Relacs needs to make sure that a transactuation will definitely commit before performing real actuations. Therefore, it employs a speculative execution model where a perform lambda first executes speculatively, without performing any real actuation. Once the perform lambda finishes, it tries to speculatively commit like a normal transaction inside Relacs Store. Therefore, new speculative values are committed for modified soft and hard states. Additionally, committing new speculative values may trigger other handler functions subscribed to these states. Finally, Relacs starts executing the onSuccess lambda of the transactuation when it commits. Note that these lambdas triggered by speculative commit execute their transactuations speculatively.

3. Final Commit Phase: in the last phase, Relacs sends actuation commands that correspond to hard writes. A transactuation $\tau_i$ can start its final phase, when the following three conditions hold: first, all transactuations that precede $\tau_i$ in the T-Chain finally commit. Second, all transactuations updating states that $\tau_i$ read, finally commit. Third, no other finally committing $\tau_j$ conflicts with $\tau_i$. More specifically, the readset of $\tau_i$ does not have any intersection with the writset of some finally committing transactuation, and the writset of $\tau_i$ does not intersect with both readset and writset of some finally committing transactuation.

Relacs finally commits the transactuation when sufficient acks are received from actuators to satisfy its actuating policy. If the transactuation times out without satisfying its actuating policy, all soft writes inside the transactuation roll back to their initial state, and the transactuation finally commits. Next, onFailure lambda executes if it has been defined. Moreover, all speculative transactuations invoked by the failed transactuation abort (e.g., chained transactuations), and transactuations that bear data dependencies with the failed transactuation need to re-execute.

### 5.3 Relacs Runtime

Relacs is built atop serverless computing [32, 42]. The runtime comprises two classes of functions namely application functions and system functions. We explain these functions in detail here.

**Application Functions.** An application can comprise several handlers which are triggered when particular states in the Relacs Store change (publish-subscribe model), and each handler can comprise several transactuations. An application submitted to run by Relacs system is transformed into a set of application functions to run on serverless instances as follows:

1. For each handler, Relacs transforms the logic of an embedded transactuation (i.e., perform lambda) into a transactuation that can execute transactionally inside the Relacs Store.

2. The logic inside onSuccess lambda and onFailure lambda are transformed into stand-alone serverless functions called `success` and `failure` functions, respectively, hereafter. If onSuccess lambda or onFailure lambda is comprised of transactuations with their own onSuccess lambda and onFailure lambda (T-Chain), the transformations are applied recursively.

3. Finally, every handler is transformed into a runnable stand-alone serverless function, called `handler` function.

**System Functions.** Relacs comprises a serverless function called `updater` function that is invoked whenever the state of a sensor or an actuator changes. Upon receiving a notification, the updater updates the hard state corresponding to the event in Relacs Store, and launches an instance of subscribed handler function(s).

`Final-committer` is a designated function to perform the final commits. It selects speculative transactuations that can finally commit without breaking the final commit rules, issues all of their actuation commands, and marks the actuations as issued. When a successful actuation receives a notification (ack) from an IoT device, the updater function updates its corresponding state in Relacs Store, and marks the actuation command as done transactionally.

In order to detect an actuation failure, Relacs has a `failure-detector` function that runs periodically, and checks whether an ack is received for an actuation command. If after certain threshold no ack is received, the failure detector marks the actuation as failed. If actuating policy is not met, the enclosing transactuation commits with rollback of soft writes, which triggers a `re-executor` function to re-execute transactuations that have data dependencies with the failed transactuation.

### 5.4 Fault Tolerance

A function in serverless computing is not guaranteed to complete, and can terminate at any arbitrary point of execution. Yet, Relacs guarantees applications to execute reliably despite failures as follows.

Relacs ensures that all transactuations are executed exactly-once even if an application function (handler, success, or failure) fails during its execution. To this end, Relacs maintains two logs: function log and transactuation log. Function log is a write-ahead log for application functions. The function name along with ID of the triggering event is recorded in the function log before the function executes. Transactuation log atomically records a transactuation name and the event ID during the speculative commit of a transactuation along with updates to soft/hard states.
A system function called serverless checker runs periodically, and inspects the function log to execute functions which have failed. In either case, the serverless checker invokes the failed functions again. This might lead to duplicated executions of transactuations that have executed. To prevent this, Relacs checks if a particular transactuation is in the transactuation log, and skips its execution if present. 1

Currently, the updater failure is treated as an equivalent of sensor or actuator failure and it is handled by transactuation semantics. To address final committer failure, Relacs runs the final committer periodically to complete pending final commits by actuating unissued actuations. To preclude contention between the periodic and the regular final committed that can run concurrently, Relacs uses leases and ETAGS à la Tuba [21] in the final committer to ensure correctness.

5.5 Implementation

We implemented Relacs runtime and Relacs Store on top of Microsoft Azure. We used Azure Function (serverless computing) to implement the runtime, and used Azure Cosmos DB to build Relacs Store. All serverless functions were implemented with Azure Function. Application functions are triggered by HTTP calls and system functions are triggered on Cosmos DB updates or periodic timers. The parts of the protocol that need to update Relacs Store transactionally (including perform lambda) are transformed into Cosmos DB stored procedures [3].

Currently, Relacs has only been integrated with Samsung SmartThings. SmartThings allows a developer to build a web service that connects with devices in a home [18]. We built a gateway that forwards actuation commands from Relacs to actuators and also polls sensor data.

5.6 Discussion

As described, Relacs validates sensor failures through event timestamps and actuator failures through timeouts. For sensor validation, as explained, if validation fails and a device is pollable, Relacs polls the device within the window constraints. If a device is push-based but pollable, Relacs polls the device and if the validation fails again, it waits for its push-interval within the time window. However, if the device is purely push-based, Relacs cannot differentiate between inactivity and failure. We inspected 188 SmartThings-compatible devices and found that 113 of them are pollable. Likewise, actuation failures are detected with timeouts, first on initial ack from smart-home connector, followed by notification on final actuator state change. Again, if the ack message is lost, Relacs can incorrectly rollback soft states. However, transactuations can still help developers to prioritize home safety over convenience such as always setting a soft state to a conservative value; e.g., in Smart Security (Listing 2) to ensure that the alarm eventually rings.

6 Evaluation

In this section, we report our evaluation results on programmability, effectiveness of transactuations in enforcing correctness, and the overhead incurred by Relacs to provide transactuation semantics.

We selected 10 SmartThings applications from the applications that we statically analyzed. These applications are publicly available on SmartThings repository [19]. The applications cover the four most common categories—Security (Sc), Safety (Sf), Convenience (Cn), and Energy Efficiency (Ee). Instead of using the original version that runs on SmartThings cloud, we implemented the following three versions of the applications, that run on Azure Functions, using Javascript Node JS [44]. This allows us to compare an application with transactuations against an application without transactuations in an apple-to-apple fashion.

- BE: we wrote a best-effort version (BE) of the applications without the transactuation abstraction. The BE version follows the default semantics that ignores device failure, exactly-once execution, and isolation.
- BE+Con: since the BE version ignores potential failures in devices or applications, we implemented a best-effort with consistency (BE+Con) version of an application which adds code that keeps device states consistent with application states.
- TN: we also implemented these applications with the transactuation abstraction (TN). 5 applications out of the evaluated 10 applications used T-Chain to establish order among hard and soft states.

Experimental setup. We set up SmartThings compatible devices and measured the round trip latency of four devices in a typical smart home: a door lock, a bulb, a power strip, and a smart power plug. The door lock has a significant latency of nearly 3.6s on average and maximum of nearly 9.8s, over 100 trials. The other devices incur an average latency of nearly 0.7s with the maximum at nearly 3.7s. Since we had a limited set of devices, we parallelized our experiments by simulating the devices using latency data on a Raspberry Pi Model 3 [13]. It comes with a 1.2 GHz 32-bit quadcore ARM Cortex-A53 processor and 1 GB RAM. In addition, the simulator also allowed us to easily inject failures for our experiments.
Table 2: Properties of each benchmark application including the number of hard reads and hard writes (* denotes an operation to an array of devices with a single command, for example, 2 (*) means 2 operations, each accessing a device group); the fault-tolerance policies for the TN configuration in a format of (sensing, actuating) (Col 4); and programability shown by LOC comparison among transactuation (TN), best effort (BE), and best effort with consistency (BE+Con) (Col 5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>#HR</th>
<th>HW</th>
<th>Transactuation Policy</th>
<th>BE</th>
<th>LOC</th>
<th>BE+Con</th>
<th>TN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rise And Shine (Cn1)</td>
<td>1 (*)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2 (none, none)</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole House Fan (Cn2)</td>
<td>1 (*)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 (none, none)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermostat Auto Off (Cn3)</td>
<td>1 (*)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 (all, none), 1 (all, all), 1 (none, all)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto Humidity Vent (Ee1)</td>
<td>1 (*)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 (any, none), 1 (none, any), 1 (none, none), 1 (all, all)</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lights Off With No Motion (Ee2)</td>
<td>1 (*)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 (all, all)</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameras On When Away (Sc1)</td>
<td>2 (*)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 (all, none), 1 (any, none)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nobody Home (Sc2)</td>
<td>1 (*)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 (all, none), 1 (any, none), 1 (none, none)</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Security (Sc3)</td>
<td>2 (*)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 (all, all)</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>144</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO2 Vent (Sf1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2 (*)</td>
<td>1 (all, all)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lock It When I Leave (Sf2)</td>
<td>3 (*)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 (none, none), 1 (all, all)</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1 Programmability

In order to evaluate the programmability and convenience of using transactuation in contrast to manually writing failure handling code, we compare lines of code (LOC) of applications, using CLOC [6].

Table 2 shows the programmability evaluation (LOC) along with the number of hard reads and writes, and transactuation policies we employ for each application. Observe that TN and BE versions are comparable in LOC despite no guarantees in the BE version, except in Ee1 where we introduce new soft states and four transactuations, each part of T-Chains, in order to ensure consistency. BE+Con version requires substantial code to explicitly handle failures. As mentioned earlier, BE+Con version validates sensor freshness similar to transactuation and may roll back soft write after determining the outcome of actuations for hard write to soft write dependencies. Finally, although transactuations require more code in order to create T-Chains, it automatically handles failure, and simplifies writing reliable applications considerably.

6.2 Correctness

Table 3 shows the applications that we evaluated with their inherent undesirable behaviors on transient or longer duration failures. The second column shows the undesirable behaviors, and the third column shows the outcome of using transactuations. The last column explains the mechanism transactuations use to resolve or mitigate the issue. We considered different types of failures that transactuations can address (i.e., unavailable sensors and failed actuations), and injected these failures by dropping event or actuation messages. Transactuation addresses these issues with three techniques. First, sensor staleness validation prevents the execution of perform lambda and executes onFailure lambda that can notify a user. Second, actuation losses are detected automatically and associated soft writes are rolled back to ensure consistency. Third, when one actuation depends on another, we used an intermediate soft state to chain two transactuations each having actuations. For example, in Sc3 (Smart Security) application, inconsistency between the alarm actuation and the soft write is resolved using roll back to eliminate the issue. However, some applications need to use multiple chained transactuations to correctly address actuation dependencies.

6.3 Overhead

To evaluate the overhead of transactuations, we measured execution time of the applications as follows. We started timing when an application began executing, and stopped when every soft write committed and all actuations completed. Our performance results are summarized in Figure 1. Each value is the mean of 30 runs, with 95% confidence intervals.

Failure-free. We first compare the execution times of TN and BE versions without any injected failures. The overhead of transactuations is attributed to (1) safeguarding against inconsistencies due to inherently concurrent execution, (2) providing fault tolerance, and (3) enforcing actuation orders of T-Chains. We note that the final committer function imposes significant overhead on Relacs since it is invoked automatically by CosmosDB updates. For instance, we observed that its start may be delayed between zero to five seconds. The periodic final committer which we set to run every second helps to mitigate this overhead.

Figure 1a shows that, on average (geomean), the TN version incurs 1.5 times slowdown compared to BE. Observe that the
Table 3: Applications with undesirable consequences on induced failures. Column 3 shows failure avoidance or mitigation when written with transactuations. Column 4 shows the internal mechanism used by the transactuations. A checkmark implies that transactuation automatically resolves the issue.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App</th>
<th>Undesirable consequence</th>
<th>Transactuation effect</th>
<th>Mechanism used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cn1</td>
<td>Mode not set permanently</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Soft state rollback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cn2</td>
<td>Incorrect behavior</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Sensor staleness validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cn3</td>
<td>Fans not ON irreversibly</td>
<td></td>
<td>Soft state rollback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thermostat not OFF</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Soft state rollback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ee1</td>
<td>Incorrect energy and operation time reported</td>
<td>Issue detected and user notified</td>
<td>Soft state rollback and chaining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ee2</td>
<td>Incorrect mode</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Sensor staleness validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sc1</td>
<td>Incorrect behavior</td>
<td>Issue detected and user notified</td>
<td>Sensor staleness validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sc2</td>
<td>Incorrect mode set</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Sensor staleness validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sc3</td>
<td>Home mode change w/o notification</td>
<td>Issue detected and user notified</td>
<td>Sensor staleness validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sf1</td>
<td>Intruder motion not detected</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sensor staleness validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sf2</td>
<td>Exhausts not ON irreversibly</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sensor staleness validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Door unlocked but home vacant</td>
<td>Issue detected and user notified</td>
<td>Sensor staleness validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Door locked at arrival</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Chaining</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With failure. In this scenario, we conducted two experiments. In each experiment, we used a dummy application that issued a dummy actuation, and updated a dummy soft state. In the first experiment, the dummy actuation turned on a smart switch (low-latency actuation). In the second one, it actuated a door lock (high-latency actuation). We introduced an artificial data dependency (RAW) by forcing all benchmark applications to read the dummy soft state before executing their core logic. Lastly, we injected a failure to the dummy actuation to trigger failure detection and handling in the dummy application and re-execution of the benchmark applications to repair the broken data dependency. Because devices have different actuation latencies, the timeout thresholds to declare failed actuations are specific to each device. More specifically, we used the maximum observed latency for each device (i.e., 4s for the smart switch and 10s for the door lock).

Figure 1b compares the execution time of the failure-free case against the two failure experiments. The additional overhead we observe here is the failure detection overhead which includes the timeout (TN.FD.TO) and the overhead of triggering the re-execution function (TN.FD.TRIG). Similar to the final commitment, the re-executor is invoked automatically by Cosmos DB when actuations are marked as failed, thus it incurs similar overhead. Observe that the failure experiments have two stacked bars of speculative commits. The second bar shows the re-execution of transactuations with broken dependencies.

As expected, introducing a failure results in longer execution times for the applications. This slowdown is caused by the timeout threshold plus the re-executor triggering overhead (~2s). Moreover, the difference between the middle and right bars for each application is the difference in timeout thresholds for low and high latency actuations (~6s).

7 Related Work

Checking Correctness. Soteria [22] employs model checking to identify contradicting interactions between IoT applications. For example, water leak detection turns off a water valve while smoke detection attempts to turn on a fire sprinkler. Prior work like DeLorean [24] models absolute and relative time to find timing bugs in event driven programs, e.g., door open at unsafe times. In contrast, our work tackles a different problem, the lack of reliability and isolation, using a dynamic technique. IoT analyses also use dynamic taint analyses like techniques to detect source of security breaches [46] and dynamic program slicing to explain behaviors [40]. We use static dependence analysis to report potential problems.

Programming abstractions. Using speculative execution for improving latency and performance is a common technique in many transactional and replicated systems. These can be classified into two categories: systems [34, 41, 47]
that hide the effects of speculation from applications, and work [29, 31, 43] that expose speculation results to applications. While certain applications in the latter case can benefit by reading speculative values, they need to handle possible side effects of acting on misspeculated values. With Relacs, effects of speculatively committed transactuations are exposed to other transactuations. Yet, no transactuation can finally commit, and actuate devices until all transactuations that it speculatively read from finally commit.

Planet [43] provides a mechanism to speculate on partial state of a transaction in distributed environments. The abstraction allows a developer to continue based on a predictive outcome, and later receive a confirmation or an apology. In contrast, we target a different environment and problem, and provide a simplified way to address device failure handling.

**Execution semantics and conflict detection.** IOTA [40] defines a calculus for programs in IoT domain. They also define an execution semantics to eliminate races on actions against the same physical event. Similar races can be resolved in our system by reordering transactuations according to programmer annotations similar to Zave et al. [48]. IOTA also shows offline analyses to detect device conflicts. Conflict detection in a home can include static model checking [38] or dynamic analyses [48] to detect feature interactions [38] and accesses to the same device [26]. They detect commands due to single event or concurrent independent events to the same device, e.g., simultaneous turning on and off on a device. The execution semantics of our system provides isolation naturally and can easily be enhanced to report device interactions by intersecting read-write sets of transactuations dynamically.

**8 Conclusion**

In this paper, we identified a fundamental problem that arises due to failures in IoT systems that interact with the physical world. We analyzed smart-home applications, and showed how application semantics is broken due to different failures that occur in an IoT environment. We introduced an abstraction, called transactuation, that allows a developer to build reliable IoT applications. Our runtime, called Relacs, enforces the semantic guarantees of transactuations. Our evaluation demonstrated programmability, performance, and effectiveness of the transactuation abstraction on top of our runtime.
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Abstract
All major web browsers now support WebAssembly, a low-level bytecode intended to serve as a compilation target for code written in languages like C and C++. A key goal of WebAssembly is performance parity with native code; previous work reports near parity, with many applications compiled to WebAssembly running on average 10% slower than native code. However, this evaluation was limited to a suite of scientific kernels, each consisting of roughly 100 lines of code. Running more substantial applications was not possible because compiling code to WebAssembly is only part of the puzzle: standard Unix APIs are not available in the web browser environment. To address this challenge, we build BROWSIX-WASM, a significant extension to BROWSIX [29] that, for the first time, makes it possible to run unmodified WebAssembly-compiled Unix applications directly inside the browser. We then use BROWSIX-WASM to conduct the first large-scale evaluation of the performance of WebAssembly vs. native. Across the SPEC CPU suite of benchmarks, we find a substantial performance gap: applications compiled to WebAssembly run slower by an average of 45% (Firefox) to 55% (Chrome), with peak slowdowns of 2.08× (Firefox) and 2.5× (Chrome). We identify the causes of this performance degradation, some of which are due to missing optimizations and code generation issues, while others are inherent to the WebAssembly platform.

1 Introduction
Web browsers have become the most popular platform for running user-facing applications, and until recently, JavaScript was the only programming language supported by all major web browsers. Beyond its many quirks and pitfalls from the perspective of programming language design, JavaScript is also notoriously difficult to compile efficiently [12, 17, 30, 31]. Applications written in or compiled to JavaScript typically run much slower than their native counterparts. To address this situation, a group of browser vendors jointly developed WebAssembly.

WebAssembly is a low-level, statically typed language that does not require garbage collection, and supports interoperability with JavaScript. The goal of WebAssembly is to serve as a universal compiler target that can run in a browser [15, 16, 18]. Towards this end, WebAssembly is designed to be fast to compile and run, to be portable across browsers and architectures, and to provide formal guarantees of type and memory safety. Prior attempts at running code at native speed in the browser [4, 13, 14, 38], which we discuss in related work, do not satisfy all of these criteria.

WebAssembly is now supported by all major browsers [8, 34] and has been swiftly adopted by several programming languages. There are now backends for C, C++, C#, Go, and Rust [1, 2, 24, 39] that target WebAssembly. A curated list currently includes more than a dozen others [10]. Today, code written in these languages can be safely executed in browser sandboxes across any modern device once compiled to WebAssembly.

A major goal of WebAssembly is to be faster than JavaScript. For example, the paper that introduced WebAssembly [18] showed that when a C program is compiled to WebAssembly instead of JavaScript (asm.js), it runs 34% faster in Google Chrome. That paper also showed that the performance of WebAssembly is competitive with native code: of the 24 benchmarks evaluated, the running time of seven benchmarks using WebAssembly is within 10% of native code, and almost all of them are less than 2× slower than native code. Figure 1 shows that WebAssembly implementations have continuously improved with respect to these benchmarks. In 2017, only seven benchmarks performed within 1.1× of native, but by 2019, this number increased to 13.

These results appear promising, but they beg the question: are these 24 benchmarks representative of WebAssembly’s intended use cases?

1The WebAssembly standard is undergoing active development, with ongoing efforts to extend WebAssembly with features ranging from SIMD primitives and threading to tail calls and garbage collection. This paper focuses on the initial and stable version of WebAssembly [18], which is supported by all major browsers.
The Challenge of Benchmarking WebAssembly

The aforementioned suite of 24 benchmarks is the PolybenchC benchmark suite [5], which is designed to measure the effect of polyhedral loop optimizations in compilers. All the benchmarks in the suite are small scientific computing kernels rather than full applications (e.g., matrix multiplication and LU Decomposition); each is roughly 100 LOC. While WebAssembly is designed to accelerate scientific kernels on the Web, it is also explicitly designed for a much richer set of full applications.

The WebAssembly documentation highlights several intended use cases [7], including scientific kernels, image editing, video editing, image recognition, scientific visualization, simulations, programming language interpreters, virtual machines, and POSIX applications. Therefore, WebAssembly’s strong performance on the scientific kernels in PolybenchC do not imply that it will perform well given a different kind of application.

We argue that a more comprehensive evaluation of WebAssembly should rely on an established benchmark suite of large programs, such as the SPEC CPU benchmark suites. In fact, the SPEC CPU 2006 and 2017 suite of benchmarks include several applications that fall under the intended use cases of WebAssembly: eight benchmarks are scientific applications (e.g., 433.ml, 444.namd, 447.dealII, 450.soplex, and 470.lbm), two benchmarks involve image and video processing (464.h264ref and 453.povray), and all of the benchmarks are POSIX applications.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to simply compile a sophisticated native program to WebAssembly. Native programs, including the programs in the SPEC CPU suites, require operating system services, such as a filesystem, synchronous I/O, and processes, which WebAssembly and the browser do not provide. The SPEC benchmarking harness itself requires a file system, a shell, the ability to spawn processes, and other Unix facilities. To overcome these limitations when porting native applications to the web, many programmers painstakingly modify their programs to avoid or mimic missing operating system services. Modifying well-known benchmarks, such as SPEC CPU, would not only be time consuming but would also pose a serious threat to validity.

The standard approach to running these applications today is to use Emscripten, a toolchain for compiling C and C++ to WebAssembly [39]. Unfortunately, Emscripten only supports the most trivial system calls and does not scale up to large-scale applications. For example, to enable applications to use synchronous I/O, the default Emscripten MEMFS filesystem loads the entire filesystem image into memory before the program begins executing. For SPEC, these files are too large to fit into memory.

A promising alternative is to use BROWSIX, a framework that enables running unmodified, full-featured Unix applications in the browser [28, 29]. BROWSIX implements a Unix-compatible kernel in JavaScript, with full support for processes, files, pipes, blocking I/O, and other Unix features. Moreover, it includes a C/C++ compiler (based on Emscripten) that allows programs to run in the browser unmodified. The BROWSIX case studies include complex applications, such as LATEX, which runs entirely in the browser without any source code modifications.

Unfortunately, BROWSIX is a JavaScript-only solution, since it was built before the release of WebAssembly. Moreover, BROWSIX suffers from high performance overhead, which would be a significant confounder while benchmarking. Using BROWSIX, it would be difficult to tease apart the poorly performing benchmarks from performance degradation introduced by BROWSIX.

Contributions

- **BROWSIX-WASM**: We develop BROWSIX-WASM, a significant extension to and enhancement of BROWSIX that allows us to compile Unix programs to WebAssembly and run them in the browser with no modifications. In addition to integrating functional extensions, BROWSIX-WASM incorporates performance optimizations that drastically improve its performance, ensuring that CPU-intensive applications operate with virtually no overhead imposed by BROWSIX-WASM (§2).

- **BROWSIX-SPEC**: We develop BROWSIX-SPEC, a harness that extends BROWSIX-WASM to allow automated collection of detailed timing and hardware on-chip performance counter information in order to perform detailed measurements of application performance (§3).
• Performance Analysis of WebAssembly: Using BROWSIX-WASM and BROWSIX-SPEC, we conduct the first comprehensive performance analysis of WebAssembly using the SPEC CPU benchmark suite (both 2006 and 2017). This evaluation confirms that WebAssembly does run faster than JavaScript (on average 1.3× faster across SPEC CPU). However, contrary to prior work, we find a substantial gap between WebAssembly and native performance: code compiled to WebAssembly runs on average 1.55× slower in Chrome and 1.45× slower in Firefox than native code ($\S4$).

• Root Cause Analysis and Advice for Implementers: We conduct a forensic analysis with the aid of performance counter results to identify the root causes of this performance gap. We find the following results:

1. The instructions produced by WebAssembly have more loads and stores than native code (2.02× more loads and 2.30× more stores in Chrome; 1.92× more loads and 2.16× more stores in Firefox). We attribute this to reduced availability of registers, a sub-optimal register allocator, and a failure to effectively exploit a wider range of x86 addressing modes.

2. The instructions produced by WebAssembly have more branches, because WebAssembly requires several dynamic safety checks.

3. Since WebAssembly generates more instructions, it leads to more L1 instruction cache misses.

We provide guidance to help WebAssembly implementers focus their optimization efforts in order to close the performance gap between WebAssembly and native code ($\S5, 6$).

BROWSIX-WASM and BROWSIX-SPEC are available at https://browsix.org.

2 From BROWSIX to BROWSIX-WASM

BROWSIX [29] mimics a Unix kernel within the browser and includes a compiler (based on Emscripten [33, 39]) that compiles native programs to JavaScript. Together, they allow native programs (in C, C++, and Go) to run in the browser and freely use operating system services, such as pipes, processes, and a filesystem. However, BROWSIX has two major limitations that we must overcome. First, BROWSIX compiles native code to JavaScript and not WebAssembly. Second, the BROWSIX kernel has significant performance issues. In particular, several common system calls have very high overhead in BROWSIX, which makes it hard to compare the performance of a program running in BROWSIX to that of a program running natively. We address these limitations by building a new in-browser kernel called BROWSIX-WASM, which supports WebAssembly programs and eliminates the performance bottlenecks of BROWSIX.

Emscripten Runtime Modifications BROWSIX modifies the Emscripten compiler to allow processes (which run in WebWorkers) to communicate with the BROWSIX kernel (which runs on the main thread of a page). Since BROWSIX compiles native programs to JavaScript, this is relatively straightforward: each process’ memory is a buffer that is shared with the kernel (a SharedArrayBuffer), thus system calls can directly read and write process memory. However, this approach has two significant drawbacks. First, it precludes growing the heap on-demand; the shared memory must be sized large enough to meet the high-water-mark heap size of the application for the entire life of the process. Second, JavaScript contexts (like the main context and each web worker context) have a fixed limit on their heap sizes, which is currently approximately 2.2 GB in Google Chrome [6]. This cap imposes a serious limitation on running multiple processes: if each process reserves a 500 MB heap, BROWSIX would only be able to run at most four concurrent processes. A deeper problem is that WebAssembly memory cannot be shared across WebWorkers and does not support the Atomic API, which BROWSIX processes use to wait for system calls.

BROWSIX-WASM uses a different approach to process-kernel communication that is also faster than the BROWSIX approach. BROWSIX-WASM modifies the Emscripten runtime system to create an auxiliary buffer (of 64MB) for each process that is shared with the kernel, but is distinct from process memory. Since this auxiliary buffer is a SharedArrayBuffer, the BROWSIX-WASM process and kernel can use the Atomic API for communication. When a system call references strings or buffers in the process’s heap (e.g., `writev` or `stat`), its runtime system copies data from the process memory to the shared buffer and sends a message to the kernel with locations of the copied data in auxiliary memory. Similarly, when a system call writes data to the auxiliary buffer (e.g., `read`), its runtime system copies the data from the shared buffer to the process memory at the memory specified. Moreover, if a system call specifies a buffer in process memory for the kernel to write to (e.g., `read`), the runtime allocates a corresponding buffer in auxiliary memory and passes it to the kernel. In case the system call is either reading or writing data of size more than 64MB, BROWSIX-WASM divides this call into several calls such that each call only reads or writes at maximum 64MB of data. The cost of these memory copy operations is dwarfed by the overall cost of the system call invocation, which involves sending a message between process and kernel JavaScript contexts. We show in $\S4.2.1$ that BROWSIX-WASM has negligible overhead.

Performance Optimization While building BROWSIX-WASM and doing our preliminary performance evaluation,
we discovered several performance issues in parts of the BROWSIX kernel. Left unresolved, these performance issues would be a threat to the validity of a performance comparison between WebAssembly and native code. The most serious case was in the shared filesystem component included with BROWSIX/ROWSIX-ASM, BROWSERFS. Originally, on each append operation on a file, BROWSERFS would allocate a new, larger buffer, copying the previous and new contents into the new buffer. Small appendfs could impose substantial performance degradation. Now, whenever a buffer backing a file requires additional space, BROWSERFS grows the buffer by at least 4 KB. This change alone decreased the time the 464.h264ref benchmark spent in BROWSIX from 25 seconds to under 1.5 seconds. We made a series of improvements that reduce overhead throughout BROWSIX-ASM. Similar, if less dramatic, improvements were made to reduce the number of allocations and the amount of copying in the kernel implementation of pipes.

3 BROWSIX-SPEC

To reliably execute WebAssembly benchmarks while capturing performance counter data, we developed BROWSIX-SPEC. BROWSIX-SPEC works with BROWSIX-ASM to manage spawning browser instances, serving benchmark assets (e.g., the compiled WebAssembly programs and test inputs), spawning perf processes to record performance counter data, and validating benchmark outputs.

We use BROWSIX-SPEC to run three benchmark suites to evaluate WebAssembly’s performance: SPEC CPU2006, SPEC CPU2017, and PolyBenchC. These benchmarks are compiled to native code using Clang 4.0, and WebAssembly using BROWSIX-ASM. We made no modifications to Chrome or Firefox, and the browsers are run with their standard sandboxing and isolation features enabled. BROWSIX-ASM is built on top of standard web platform features and requires no direct access to host resources – instead, benchmarks make standard HTTP requests to BROWSIX-SPEC.

3.1 BROWSIX-SPEC Benchmark Execution

Figure 2 illustrates the key pieces of BROWSIX-SPEC in play when running a benchmark, such as 401.bzip2 in Chrome. First (1), the BROWSIX-SPEC benchmark harness launches a new browser instance using a WebBrowser automation tool, Selenium.2 (2) The browser loads the page’s HTML, harness JS, and BROWSIX-ASM kernel JS over HTTP from the benchmark harness. (3) The harness JS initializes the BROWSIX-ASM kernel and starts a new BROWSIX-ASM process executing the runspec shell script (not shown in Figure 2). runspec in turn spawns the standard specinvoke (not shown), compiled from the C sources provided in SPEC 2006. specinvoke reads the speccmds.cmd file from the BROWSIX-ASM filesystem and starts 401.bzip2 with the appropriate arguments. (4) After the WebAssembly module has been instantiated but before the benchmark’s main function is invoked, the BROWSIX-ASM userspace runtime does an XHR request to BROWSIX-SPEC to begin recording performance counter stats. (5) The benchmark harness finds the Chrome thread corresponding to the Web Worker 401.bzip2 process and attaches perf to the process. (6) At the end of the benchmark, the BROWSIX-ASM userspace runtime does a final XHR to the benchmark harness to end the perf record process. When the runspec program exits (after potentially invoking the test binary several times), the harness JS POSTs (7) a tar archive of the SPEC results directory to BROWSIX-SPEC. After BROWSIX-SPEC receives the full results archive, it unpacks the results to a temporary directory and validates the output using the cmp tool provided with SPEC 2006. Finally, BROWSIX-SPEC kills the browser process and records the benchmark results.

4 Evaluation

We use BROWSIX-ASM and BROWSIX-SPEC to evaluate the performance of WebAssembly using three benchmark

---

2https://www.seleniumhq.org/
We include PolybenchC benchmarks for comparison with the original WebAssembly paper [18], but argue that these benchmarks do not represent typical workloads. The SPEC benchmarks are representative and require BROWSIX-WASM to run successfully. We run all benchmarks on a 6-Core Intel Xeon E5-1650 v3 CPU with hyperthreading and 64 GB of RAM running Ubuntu 16.04 with Linux kernel v4.4.0. We run all benchmarks using two state-of-the-art browsers: Google Chrome 74.0 and Mozilla Firefox 66.0. We compile benchmarks to native code using Clang 4.0\(^3\) and to WebAssembly using BROWSIX-WASM (which is based on Emscripten with Clang 4.0).\(^4\) Each benchmark was executed five times. We report the average of all running times and the standard error. The execution time measured is the difference between wall clock time when the program starts, i.e. after WebAssembly JIT compilation concludes, and when the program ends.

### 4.1 PolybenchC Benchmarks

Haas et al. [18] used PolybenchC to benchmark WebAssembly implementations because the PolybenchC benchmarks do not make system calls. As we have already argued, the PolybenchC benchmarks are small scientific kernels that are typically used to benchmark polyhedral optimization techniques, and do not represent larger applications. Nevertheless, it is still valuable for us to run PolybenchC with BROWSIX-WASM, because it demonstrates that our infrastructure for system calls does not have any overhead. Figure 3a shows the execution time of the PolybenchC benchmarks in BROWSIX-WASM and when run natively. We are able to reproduce the majority of the results from the original WebAssembly paper [18]. We find that BROWSIX-WASM imposes a very low overhead: an average of 0.2% and a maximum of 1.2%.

### 4.2 SPEC Benchmarks

We now evaluate BROWSIX-WASM using the C/C++ benchmarks from SPEC CPU2006 and SPEC CPU2017 (the new C/C++ benchmarks and the speed benchmarks), which use system calls extensively. We exclude four data points that either do not compile to WebAssembly\(^5\) or allocate more memory than WebAssembly allows.\(^6\) Table 1 shows the absolute execution times of the SPEC benchmarks when running with BROWSIX-WASM in both Chrome and Firefox, and when running natively.

WebAssembly performs worse than native for all benchmarks except for 429.mcf and 433.milc. In Chrome, WebAssembly’s maximum overhead is 2.5× over native and 7 out of 15 benchmarks have a running time within 1.5× of native. In Firefox, WebAssembly is within 2.08× of native and performs within 1.5× of native for 7 out of 15 benchmarks. On average, WebAssembly is 1.55× slower than native in Chrome, and 1.45× slower than native in Firefox. Table 2 shows the time required to compile the SPEC benchmarks.

---

\(^3\)The flags to Clang are -O2 -fno-strict-aliasing.

\(^4\)BROWSIX-WASM runs Emscripten with the flags -O2 -s TOTAL_MEMORY=1073741824 -s ALLOW_MEMORY_GROWTH=1 -fno-strict-aliasing.

\(^5\)From SPEC CPU2017, the ref dataset of 638.imagick_s and 657.xs_s require more than 4 GB RAM. However, these benchmarks do work with their test dataset.

---

Figure 3: The performance of the PolybenchC and the SPEC CPU benchmarks compiled to WebAssembly (executed in Chrome and Firefox) relative to native, using BROWSIX-WASM and BROWSIX-SPEC. The SPEC CPU benchmarks exhibit higher overhead overall than the PolybenchC suite, indicating a significant performance gap exists between WebAssembly and native.
using Clang and Chrome. (To the best of our knowledge, Firefox cannot report WebAssembly compile times.) In all cases, the compilation time is negligible compared to the execution time. However, the Clang compiler is orders of magnitude slower than the WebAssembly compiler. Finally, note that Clang compiles benchmarks from C++ source code, whereas Chrome compiles WebAssembly, which is a simpler format than C++.

### 4.2.1 BROWSIX-WASM Overhead

It is important to rule out the possibility that the slowdown that we report is due to poor performance in our implementation of BROWSIX-WASM. In particular, BROWSIX-WASM implements system calls without modifying the browser, and system calls involve copying data (§2), which may be costly. To quantify the overhead of BROWSIX-WASM, we instrumented its system calls to measure all time spent in BROWSIX-WASM. Figure 4 shows the percentage of time spent in BROWSIX-WASM in Firefox using the SPEC benchmarks. For 14 of the 15 benchmarks, the overhead is less than 0.5%. The maximum overhead is 1.2%. On average, the overhead of BROWSIX-WASM is only 0.2%. Therefore, we conclude that BROWSIX-WASM has negligible overhead and does not substantially affect the performance counter results of programs executed in WebAssembly.

### 4.2.2 Comparison of WebAssembly and asm.js

A key claim in the original work on WebAssembly was that it is significantly faster than asm.js. We now test that claim using the SPEC benchmarks. For this comparison, we modified BROWSIX-WASM to also support processes compiled to asm.js. The alternative would have been to benchmark the asm.js processes using the original BROWSIX. However, as we discussed earlier, BROWSIX has performance problems that would have been a threat to the validity of our results. Figure 5 shows the speedup of the SPEC benchmarks using WebAssembly, relative to their running time using asm.js using both Chrome and Firefox. WebAssembly outperforms asm.js in both browsers: the mean speedup is 1.54× in
In this section, we illustrate the performance differences between WebAssembly and native code using a C function that performs matrix multiplication, as shown in Figure 7a. Three matrices are provided as arguments to the function, and the results of \( (N_I \times N_K) \) and \( (N_K \times N_J) \) are stored in \( C \ (N_I \times N_J) \), where \( N_I, N_K, N_J \) are constants defined in the program.

In WebAssembly, this function is \( 2 \times 3.4 \times \) slower than native in both Chrome and Firefox with a variety of matrix sizes (Figure 8). We compiled the function with \(-O2\) and disabled automatic vectorization, since WebAssembly does not support vectorized instructions.

Figure 7b shows native code generated for the matmul function by clang-4.0. Arguments are passed to the function in the \( rdi, rsi, \) and \( rdx \) registers, as specified in the System V AMD64 ABI calling convention [9]. Lines 2 - 26 are the body of the first loop with iterator \( i \) stored in \( r8d \). Lines 5 - 21 contain the body of the second loop with iterator \( k \) stored in \( r9d \). Lines 10 - 16 comprise the body of the third loop with iterator \( j \) stored in \( rcx \). Clang is able to eliminate a \( cmp \) instruction in the inner loop by initializing \( rcx \) with \(-N_j\), incrementing \( rcx \) on each iteration at line 15, and using \( jne \) to test the zero flag of the status register, which is set to 1 when \( rcx \) becomes 0.

Figure 7c shows x86-64 code JITed by Chrome for the WebAssembly compiled version of matmul. This code has been modified slightly – \( nops \) in the generated code have been removed for presentation. Function arguments are passed in the \( rax, rcx, \) and \( rdx \) registers, following Chrome’s calling convention. At lines 1–3, the contents of registers \( rax, rdx, \) and \( rcx \) are stored on the stack, due to registers spills at lines 7–9. Lines 7–45 are the body of the first loop with iterator \( i \) stored in \( rdi \). Lines 18–42 contain the body of second loop with iterator \( k \) stored in \( r11 \). Lines 27–39 are the body of the third loop with iterator \( j \) stored in \( eax \). To avoid memory loads due to register spilling at lines 7–9 in the first iteration of the first loop, an extra jump is generated at line 5. Similarly, extra jumps are generated for the second and third loops at line 16 and line 25 respectively.

## 5 Case Study: Matrix Multiplication

Since the performance difference between Chrome and Firefox is substantial, in Figure 6 we show the speedup of each benchmark by selecting the best-performing browser for WebAssembly and the best-performing browser of \( asm.js \) (i.e., they may be different browsers). These results show that WebAssembly consistently performs better than \( asm.js \), with a mean speedup of \( 1.3 \times \). Haas et al. [18] also found that WebAssembly gives a mean speedup of \( 1.3 \times \) over \( asm.js \) using PolyBenchC.

### 5.1 Differences

The native code JITed by Chrome has more instructions, suffers from increased register pressure, and has extra branches compared to Clang-generated native code.

#### 5.1.1 Increased Code Size

The number of instructions in the code generated by Chrome (Figure 7c) is 53, including \( nops \), while clang generated code (Figure 7b) consists of only 28 instructions. The poor instruction selection algorithm of Chrome is one of the reasons for increased code size.

Additionally, Chrome does not take advantage of all available memory addressing modes for x86 instructions. In Figure 7b Clang uses the \( add \) instruction at line 14 with register addressing mode, loading from and writing to a memory address in the same operation. Chrome on the other hand loads
Figure 7: Native code for `matmul` is shorter, has less register pressure, and fewer branches than the code JITed by Chrome. §6 shows that these inefficiencies are pervasive, reducing performance across the SPEC CPU benchmark suites.

```c
void matmul (int C[NI][NJ],
            int A[NI][NK],
            int B[NK][NJ]) {
    for (int i = 0; i < NI; i++) {
        for (int k = 0; k < NK; k++) {
            for (int j = 0; k < NJ; j++) {
                C[i][j] += A[i][k] * B[k][j];
            }
        }
    }
}
```

(a) `matmul` source code in C.

```x86-64
xor r8d, r8d #i <- 0
L1:
    mov r10, rdx
    xor r9d, r9d #k <- 0
    L2:
        imul rax, 4*NK, r8
        lea r11, [rax + r9*4]
        mov rcx, -NJ #j <- -NJ
        L3:
            mov eax, [r11]
            mov ebx, [r10 + rcx*4 + 4400]
            imul ebx, eax
            add [rdi + rcx*4 + 4*NJ], ebx
            add rcx, 1 #j <- j + 1
            jne L3 #end third loop
            add r9, 1 #k <- k + 1
            add r10, 4*NK
            cmp r9, NK
            jne L2 #end second loop
            add r8, 1 #i <- i + 1
            add rdi, 4*NJ
            cmp r8, NI
            jne L1 #end first loop
    pop rbx
    ret
```

(b) Native x86-64 code for `matmul` generated by Clang.

```x86-64
mov [rbp-0x28], rax
mov [rbp-0x20], rdx
mov [rbp-0x18], rcx
xor edi, edi #i <- 0
jmp L1'
L1:
    mov ecx, [rbp-0x18]
    mov edx, [rbp-0x20]
    mov eax, [rbp-0x28]
    L1':
        imul r8d, edi, 0x1130
        add r8d, eax
        imul r9d, edi, 0x12c0
        add r9d, edx
        xor r11d, r11d #k <- 0
        jmp L2'
L2:
    mov ecx, [rbp-0x18]
    jmp L2'
L2':
    mov eax, [r11]
    mov ebx, [r10 + rcx*4 + 4400]
    imul ebx, eax
    lea r14d, [r9 + r11*4]
    add r12d, ecx
    xor esi, esi #j <- 0
    mov r15d, esi
    jmp L3'
L3:
    mov r15d, eax
    L3':
        lea eax, [r15 + 0x1] #j <- j + 1
    lea edx, [r8 + r15*4]
    lea r15d, [r12 + r15*4]
    mov esi, [rbx + r14*1]
    mov r15d, [rbx + r15*1]
    imul r15d, esi
    mov ecx, [rbx + rdx + 1]
    add ecx, r15d
    mov [rbx + rdx + 1], ecx
    cmp eax, NJ #j < NJ
    jnz L3 #end third loop
    add r11, 0x1 #k++
    cmp r11d, NK #k < NK
    jnz L2 #end second loop
    add edi, 0x1 #i++
    cmp edi, NI #i < NI
    jnz L1 #end first loop
pop rbx
ret
```

(c) x86-64 code JITed by Chrome from WebAssembly `matmul`.

the address in `ecx`, adds the operand to `ecx`, finally storing `ecx` at the address, requiring 3 instructions rather than one on lines 35–37.
Figure 8: Performance of WebAssembly in Chrome and Firefox for different matrix sizes relative to native code. WebAssembly is always between $2 \times$ to $3.4 \times$ slower than native.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>perf Event</th>
<th>Wasm Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>all-loads-retired (r91d0) (Figure 9a)</td>
<td>Increased register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all-stores-retired (r82d0) (Figure 9b)</td>
<td>pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>branches-retired (r00c4) (Figure 9c)</td>
<td>More branch statements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conditional-branches (r01c4) (Figure 9d)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instructions-retired (r10c8) (Figure 9e)</td>
<td>Increased code size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cpu-cycles (Figure 9f)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1-cache-load-misses (Figure 10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Performance counters highlight specific issues with WebAssembly code generation. When a raw PMU event descriptor is used, it is indicated by $r_n$.

5.1.2 Increased Register Pressure

Code generated by Clang in Figure 7b does not generate any spills and uses only 10 registers. On the other hand, the code generated by Chrome (Figure 7c) uses 13 general purpose registers – all available registers ($r_{13}$ and $r_{10}$ are reserved by V8). As described in Section 5.1.1, eschewing the use of the register addressing mode of the add instruction requires the use of a temporary register. All of this register inefficiency compounds, introducing three register spills to the stack at lines 1–3. Values stored on the stack are loaded again into registers at lines 7–9 and line 18.

5.1.3 Extra Branches

Clang (Figure 7b) generates code with a single branch per loop by inverting the loop counter (line 15). In contrast, Chrome (Figure 7c) generates more straightforward code, which requires a conditional jump at the start of the loop. In addition, Chrome generates extra jumps to avoid memory loads due to register spills in the first iteration of a loop. For example, the jump at line 5 avoids the spills at lines 7–9.

6 Performance Analysis

We use BROWSIX-SPEC to record measurements from all supported performance counters on our system for the SPEC CPU benchmarks compiled to WebAssembly and executed in Chrome and Firefox, and the SPEC CPU benchmarks compiled to native code (Section 3).

Table 3 lists the performance counters we use here, along with a summary of the impact of BROWSIX-WASM performance on these counters compared to native. We use these results to explain the performance overhead of WebAssembly over native code. Our analysis shows that the inefficiencies described in Section 5 are pervasive and translate to reduced performance across the SPEC CPU benchmark suite.

6.1 Increased Register Pressure

This section focuses on two performance counters that show the effect of increased register pressure. Figure 9a presents the number of load instructions retired by WebAssembly-compiled SPEC benchmarks in Chrome and Firefox, relative to the number of load instructions retired in native code. Similarly, Figure 9b shows the number of store instructions retired. Note that a “retired” instruction is an instruction which leaves the instruction pipeline and its results are correct and visible in the architectural state (that is, not speculative).

Code generated by Chrome has $2.02 \times$ more load instructions retired and $2.30 \times$ more store instructions retired than native code. Code generated by Firefox has $1.92 \times$ more load instructions retired and $2.16 \times$ more store instructions retired than native code. These results show that the WebAssembly-compiled SPEC CPU benchmarks suffer from increased register pressure and thus increased memory references. Below, we outline the reasons for this increased register pressure.

6.1.1 Reserved Registers

In Chrome, matmul generates three register spills but does not use two x86-64 registers: $r_{13}$ and $r_{10}$ (Figure 7c, lines 7–9). This occurs because Chrome reserves these two registers. For the JavaScript garbage collector, Chrome reserves $r_{13}$ to point to an array of GC roots at all times. In addition, Chrome uses $r_{10}$ and xmm13 as dedicated scratch registers. Similarly, Firefox reserves $r_{15}$ as a pointer to the start of the heap, and $r_{11}$ and xmm15 are JavaScript scratch registers. None of these registers are available to WebAssembly code.

6.1.2 Poor Register Allocation

Beyond a reduced set of registers available to allocate, both Chrome and Firefox do a poor job of allocating the registers.

\footnote{https://github.com/v8/v8/blob/7.4.1/src/x64/register-x64.h}

\footnote{https://hg.mozilla.org/mozilla-central/file/tip/js/src/jit/x64/Assembler-x64.h}
they have. For example, the code generated by Chrome for matmul uses 12 registers while the native code generated by Clang only uses 10 registers (Section 5.1.2). This increased register usage—in both Firefox and Chrome—is because of their use of fast but not particularly effective register allocators. Chrome and Firefox both use a linear scan register allocator [36], while Clang uses a greedy graph-coloring register allocator [3], which consistently generates better code.

6.1.3 x86 Addressing Modes

The x86-64 instruction set offers several addressing modes for each operand, including a register mode, where the instruction reads data from register or writes data to a register, and memory address modes like register indirect or direct offset addressing, where the operand resides in a memory address and the instruction can read from or write to that address. A code generator could avoid unnecessary register pressure by using the latter modes. However, Chrome does not take advantage of these modes. For example, the code generated by Chrome for matmul does not use the register indirect addressing mode for the add instruction (Section 5.1.2), creating unnecessary register pressure.

6.2 Extra Branch Instructions

This section focuses on two performance counters that measure the number of branch instructions executed. Figure 9c shows the number of branch instructions retired by WebAssembly, relative to the number of branch instructions retired in native code. Similarly, Figure 9d shows the number of conditional branch instructions retired. In Chrome, there are 1.75× and 1.65× more unconditional and conditional branch instructions retired respectively, whereas in Firefox, there are 1.65× and 1.62× more retired. These results show that all the SPEC CPU benchmarks incur extra branches, and we explain why below.

6.2.1 Extra Jump Statements for Loops

As with matmul (Section 5.1.3), Chrome generates unnecessary jump statements for loops, leading to significantly more branch instructions than Firefox.

6.2.2 Stack Overflow Checks Per Function Call

A WebAssembly program tracks the current stack size with a global variable that it increases on every function call. The programmer can define the maximum stack size for the program. To ensure that a program does not overflow the stack,
both Chrome and Firefox add stack checks at the start of each function to detect if the current stack size is less than the maximum stack size. These checks includes extra comparison and conditional jump instructions, which must be executed on every function call.

6.2.3 Function Table Indexing Checks

WebAssembly dynamically checks all indirect calls to ensure that the target is a valid function and that the function’s type at runtime is the same as the type specified at the call site. In a WebAssembly module, the function table stores the list of functions and their types, and the code generated by WebAssembly uses the function table to implement these checks. These checks are required when calling function pointers and virtual functions in C/C++. The checks lead to extra comparison and conditional jump instructions, which are executed before every indirect function call.

6.3 Increased Code Size

The code generated by Chrome and Firefox is considerably larger than the code generated by Clang. We use three performance counters to measure this effect. (i) Figure 9e shows the number of instructions retired by benchmarks compiled to WebAssembly and executed in Chrome and Firefox relative to the number of instructions retired in native code. Similarly, Figure 9f shows the relative number of CPU cycles spent by benchmarks compiled to WebAssembly, and Figure 10 shows the relative number of L1 instruction cache load misses.

Figure 9e shows that Chrome executes an average of 1.80× more instructions than native code and Firefox executes an average of 1.75× more instructions than native code. Due to poor instruction selection, a poor register allocator generating more register spills (Section 6.1), and extra branch statements (Section 6.2), the size of generated code for WebAssembly is greater than native code, leading to more instructions being executed. This increase in the number of instructions executed leads to increased L1 instruction cache misses in Figure 10. On average, Chrome suffers 2.83× more L1-cache misses than native code, and Firefox suffers from 2.04× more L1 instruction cache misses than native code. More cache misses mean that more CPU cycles are spent waiting for the instruction to be fetched.

We note one anomaly: although 429.mcf has 1.6× more instructions retired in Chrome than native code and 1.5× more instructions retired in Firefox than native code, it runs faster than native code. Figure 3b shows that its slowdown relative to native is 0.81× in Chrome and 0.83× in Firefox. The reason for this anomaly is attributable directly to its lower number of L1 instruction cache misses. 429.mcf contains a main loop and most of the instructions in the loop fit in the L1 instruction cache. Similarly, 433.milc performance is better due to fewer L1 instruction cache misses. In 450.soplex

Table 4: The geomean of performance counter increases for SPEC benchmarks using WebAssembly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Counter</th>
<th>Chrome</th>
<th>Firefox</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>all-loads-retired</td>
<td>2.02×</td>
<td>1.92×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all-stores-retired</td>
<td>2.30×</td>
<td>2.16×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>branch-instructions-retired</td>
<td>1.75×</td>
<td>1.65×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conditional-branches</td>
<td>1.65×</td>
<td>1.62×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instructions-retired</td>
<td>1.80×</td>
<td>1.75×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cpu-cycles</td>
<td>1.54×</td>
<td>1.38×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1-icache-load-misses</td>
<td>2.83×</td>
<td>2.04×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

there are 4.6× more L1 instruction cache misses in Chrome and Firefox than native because of several virtual functions being executed, leading to more indirect function calls.

6.4 Discussion

It is worth asking if the performance issues identified here are fundamental. We believe that two of the identified issues are not: that is, they could be ameliorated by improved implementations. WebAssembly implementations today use register allocators (§6.1.2) and code generators (§6.2.1) that perform worse than Clang’s counterparts. However, an offline compiler like Clang can spend considerably more time to generate better code, whereas WebAssembly compilers must be fast enough to run online. Therefore, solutions adopted by other JITs, such as further optimizing hot code, are likely applicable here [19, 32].

The four other issues that we have identified appear to
arise from the design constraints of WebAssembly: the stack overflow checks (§6.2.2), indirect call checks (§6.2.3), and reserved registers (§6.1.1) have a runtime cost and lead to increased code size (§6.3). Unfortunately, these checks are necessary for WebAssembly’s safety guarantees. A redesigned WebAssembly, with richer types for memory and function pointers [23], might be able to perform some of these checks at compile time, but that could complicate the implementation of compilers that produce WebAssembly. Finally, a WebAssembly implementation in a browser must interoperate with a high-performance JavaScript implementation, which may impose its own constraints. For example, current JavaScript implementations reserve a few registers for their own use, which increases register pressure on WebAssembly.

7 Related Work

Precursors to WebAssembly There have been several attempts to execute native code in browsers, but none of them met all the design criteria of WebAssembly.

ActiveX [13] allows web pages to embed signed x86 libraries, however these binaries have unrestricted access to the Windows API. In contrast, WebAssembly modules are sandboxed. ActiveX is now a deprecated technology.

Native Client [11, 37] (NaCl) adds a module to a web application that contains platform specific machine code. NaCl introduced sandboxing techniques to execute platform specific machine code at near native speed. Since NaCl relies on static validation of machine code, it requires code generators to follow certain patterns, hence, supporting only a subset of the x86, ARM, and MIPS instructions sets in the browser. To address the inherent portability issue of NaCl, Portable NaCl (PNaCl) [14] uses LLVM Bitcode as a binary format. However, PNaCl does not provide significant improvement in compactness over NaCl and still exposes compiler and/or platform-specific details such as the call stack layout. Both have been deprecated in favor of WebAssembly.

asm.js is a subset of JavaScript designed to be compiled efficiently to native code. asm.js uses type coercions to avoid the dynamic type system of JavaScript. Since asm.js is a subset of JavaScript, adding all native features to asm.js such as 64-bit integers will first require extending JavaScript. Compared to asm.js, WebAssembly provides several improvements: (i) WebAssembly binaries are compact due to its lightweight representation compared to JavaScript source, (ii) WebAssembly is more straightforward to validate, (iii) WebAssembly provides formal guarantees of type safety and isolation, and (iv) WebAssembly has been shown to provide better performance than asm.js.

WebAssembly is a stack machine, which is similar to the Java Virtual Machine [21] and the Common Language Runtime [25]. However, WebAssembly is very different from these platforms. For example WebAssembly does not support objects and does not support unstructured control flow.

The WebAssembly specification defines its operational semantics and type system. This proof was mechanized using the Isabelle theorem prover, and that mechanization effort found and addressed a number of issues in the specification [35]. RockSalt [22] is a similar verification effort for NaCl. It implements the NaCl verification toolchain in Coq, along with a proof of correctness with respect to a model of the subset of x86 instructions that NaCl supports.

Analysis of SPEC Benchmarks using performance counters Several papers use performance counters to analyze the SPEC benchmarks. Panda et al. [26] analyze the SPEC CPU2017 benchmarks, applying statistical techniques to identify similarities among benchmarks. Phansalkar et al. perform a similar study on SPEC CPU2006 [27]. Limaye and Adegijs identify workload differences between SPEC CPU2006 and SPEC CPU2017 [20].

8 Conclusions

This paper performs the first comprehensive performance analysis of WebAssembly. We develop BROWSIX-WASM, a significant extension of BROWSIX, and BROWSIX-SPEC, a harness that enables detailed performance analysis, to let us run the SPEC CPU2006 and CPU2017 benchmarks as WebAssembly in Chrome and Firefox. We find that the mean slowdown of WebAssembly vs. native across SPEC benchmarks is 1.55× for Chrome and 1.45× for Firefox, with peak slowdowns of 2.5× in Chrome and 2.08× in Firefox. We identify the causes of these performance gaps, providing actionable guidance for future optimization efforts.
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Abstract

User file systems offer numerous advantages over their in-kernel implementations, such as ease of development and better system reliability. However, they incur heavy performance penalty. We observe that existing user file system frameworks are highly general; they consist of a minimal interposition layer in the kernel that simply forwards all low-level requests to user space. While this design offers flexibility, it also severely degrades performance due to frequent kernel-user context switching.

This work introduces E XT FUSE , a framework for developing extensible user file systems that also allows applications to register “thin” specialized request handlers in the kernel to meet their specific operative needs, while retaining the complex functionality in user space. Our evaluation with two FUSE file systems shows that E XT FUSE can improve the performance of user file systems with less than a few hundred lines on average. E XT FUSE is available on GitHub.

1 Introduction

User file systems not only offer better security (i.e., unprivileged execution) and reliability [46] when compared to in-kernel implementations, but also ease the development and maintenance/debugging processes. Therefore, many approaches to develop user space file systems have also been proposed for monolithic Operating Systems (OS), such as Linux and FreeBSD. While some approaches target specific systems [25,45,53], a number of general-purpose frameworks for implementing user file systems also exist [3,14,29,33,47]. FUSE [47], in particular, is the state-of-the-art framework for developing user file systems. Over a hundred FUSE file system have been created in academic/research [11,32,37,41,44,49], as well as in production settings [9,24,40,52].

Being general-purpose, the primary goal of the aforementioned frameworks is to enable easy, yet fully-functional implementation of file systems in user space supporting multiple different functionalities. To do so, they implement a minimal kernel driver that interfaces with the Virtual File System (VFS) operations and simply forwards all low-level requests to user space. For example, when an application (app) makes an open() system call, the VFS issues a lookup request for each path component. Similarly, getxattr requests are issued to read security labels while serving write() system calls. Such low-level requests are simply forwarded to user space. This design offers flexibility to developers to easily implement their functionality and apply custom optimizations, but also incurs a high overhead due to frequent user-kernel switching and data copying. For example, despite several recent optimizations, even a simple passthrough FUSE file system can introduce up to 83% overhead on an SSD [50]. As a result, some FUSE file systems have been replaced by alternative implementations in production [8,22,24].

There have been attempts to address performance issues of user file system frameworks, for example, by eliminating user-kernel switching in FUSE under certain scenarios [28,34]. Nevertheless, the optimizations proposed pertain to their specific use cases and do not address the inherent design limitations of existing frameworks.

We observe that the interfaces exported by existing user file system frameworks are too low-level and general-purpose. As such, they fail to match the specific operative needs of file systems. For example, getxattr requests during write() can be completely eliminated for files containing no security labels. lookup replies from the daemon could be cached and validated in the kernel to reduce context switches to user space. Similarly, when stacking sandboxing functionality for enforcing custom permissions checks in open() system call, I/O requests (e.g., read/write) could be passed directly through the host file system. Nevertheless, modifying existing frameworks to efficiently address specific functional and performance requirements of each use case is impractical.

We borrow the idea of safely extending system services at runtime from past works [6,13,43,56] and propose to address the performance issues in existing user file systems frameworks by allowing developers to safely extend the functionality of the kernel driver at runtime for specialized handling of their use case. This work introduces E XT FUSE , an extension framework for file systems in user space that allows developers to define specialized “thin” extensions along with auxiliary data structures for handling low-level requests in the kernel. The extensions are safely executed under a sandboxed runtime environment in the kernel immediately as the requests are issued from the upper file system layer (e.g., VFS), thereby offering a fine-grained ability to either serve each request entirely in the kernel (fast path) or fall back to the existing complex logic in user space (slow path) to achieve the desired operative goals of functionality and performance. The fast and slow paths can access (and modify) the auxiliary data structures to define custom logic for handling requests.
ExtFUSE consists of three components. First, a helper user library that provides a familiar set of file system APIs to register extensions and implement custom fast-path functionality in a subset of the C language. Second, a wrapper (no-ops) interposition driver that bridges with the low-level VFS interfaces and provides the necessary support to forward requests to the registered kernel extensions as well as to the lower file system, as needed. Third, an in-kernel Virtual Machine (VM) runtime that safely executes the extensions.

We have built ExtFUSE to work in concert with existing user file system frameworks to allow both the fast and the existing slow path to coexist with no overhauling changes to the design of the target user file system. Although there are several user file system frameworks, this work focuses only on FUSE because of its wide-spread use. Nonetheless, we have implemented ExtFUSE as in a modular fashion so it can be easily adopted for others.

We added support for ExtFUSE in four popular FUSE file systems, namely LoggedFS [16], Android sdcard daemon, MergerFS, and BindFS [35]. Our evaluation of the first two shows that ExtFUSE can offer substantial performance improvements of user file systems by adding less than a few hundred lines, on average.

This paper makes the following contributions:

- We identify optimization opportunities in user file system frameworks for monolithic OSes (§2) and propose extensible user file systems.
- We present the design (§3) and architecture (§3.4) of ExtFUSE, an extension framework for user file systems that offers the performance of kernel file systems, while retaining the safety properties of user file systems.
- We demonstrate the applicability of ExtFUSE by adopting it for FUSE, the state-of-the-art user file system framework, and evaluating it on Linux (§6).
- We show the practical benefits and limitations of the ExtFUSE with two popular FUSE file systems, one deployed in production (§6.2).

2 Background and Extended Motivation

This section provides a brief technical background on FUSE and its limitations that motivate our work.

2.1 FUSE

FUSE is the state-of-the-art framework for developing user file systems. It consists of a loadable kernel driver and a helper user-space library that provides a set of portable APIs to allow users to implement their own fully-functional file system as an unprivileged daemon process on Unix-based systems with no additional kernel support. The driver is a simple interposition layer that only serves as a communication channel between the user-space daemon and the VFS. It registers a new file system to interface with the VFS operations and directly forwards all low-level requests to the daemon, as received.

The library provides two different sets of APIs. First, a fuse_lowlevel_ops interface that exports all VFS operations such as lookup for path to inode mapping. It is used by file systems that need to access low-level abstractions (e.g., inodes) for custom optimizations. Second, a high-level fuse_operations interface that builds on the low-level APIs. It hides complex abstractions and offers a simple (e.g., path-based) API for the ease of development. Depending on their particular use case, developers can adopt either of the two APIs. Furthermore, many operations in both APIs are optional. For example, developers can choose to not handle extended attributes (xattrs) operations (e.g., getxattr).

As apps make system calls, the VFS layer forwards all low-level requests to the kernel driver. For example, to serve the open() system call on Linux, the VFS issues multiple lookup requests to the driver, one for each input path component. Similarly, every write() request is preceded by a getxattr request from the VFS to fetch the security labels. The driver queues up all requests, along with the relevant parameters, for the daemon through /dev/fuse device file and blocks the calling app thread until the requests are served. The daemon, through the ioctl interface, retrieves the requests from the queue, processes them as needed, and enqueues the results for the driver to read. The driver copies the results, populating VFS caches, as appropriate (e.g., page cache for read/write, dcache for dir entries from lookup), and wakes the app thread and returns the results to it. Once cached, the subsequent accesses to the same data are served with no user-kernel round-trip communication.

In addition to the common benefits of user file systems such as ease of development and maintenance, FUSE also provides app-transparency and fine-grained control to developers over the low-level API to easily support their custom functionality. Furthermore on Linux, the FUSE driver is GPL-licensed, which detaches the implementation in user space from legal obligations [57]. It also supports multiple language bindings (e.g., Python, Go, etc.), thereby enabling access to ecosystem of third-party libraries for reuse.

Given its general-purpose design and numerous advantages, over a hundred FUSE file systems with different functionalities have been created. A large majority of them are stackable; that is, they introduce incremental functionality on the host file system [38]. FUSE has long served as a popular tool for quick experimentation and prototyping new file systems in academic and research settings [11, 32, 37, 41, 44, 49]. However, more recently a host of FUSE file systems have also been deployed in production. Both Gluster [40] and Ceph [52] cluster file systems use a FUSE network client implementation. Android v4.4 introduced FUSE sdcard daemon (stackable) to add multi-user support and emulate FAT functionality on the EXT4 file system [24].

While exporting low-level abstractions and VFS interfaces offers more control and flexibility to developers, this design comes with a cost. It induces frequent user-kernel round-
We observe that being highly general-purpose, the FUSE framework cannot efficiently handle special needs of each use case. This is particularly evident in the case of optimized FUSE settings on a 60GB file across different storage media as reported by Filebench [48]. Received 15 million getxattr requests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Media</th>
<th>W/ xattr (%Diff)</th>
<th>W/O xattr (%Diff)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SW</td>
<td>RW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDD</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>-3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD</td>
<td>-11.5</td>
<td>-23.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Percentage difference between I/O throughput (ops/sec) for EXT4 vs FUSE StackFSOpt (see §6) under single thread 4K Seq Write (SW), and Random Write (RW) settings on a 60GB file across different storage media as reported by Filebench [48]. Received 15 million getxattr requests.

Trip communication and data copying, and thus inevitably yields poor runtime performance. Nonetheless, FUSE has evolved significantly over the years; several optimizations have been added to minimize the user-kernel communication: zero-copy data transfer (splicing), and utilizing system-wide shared VFS caches (page cache for data I/O and dentry cache for metadata). However, despite these optimizations, FUSE severely degrades runtime performance in a host of scenarios. For instance, data caching improves I/O throughput by batching requests (e.g., read-aheads, small writes), but it does not help apps that perform random reads or demand low write latency (e.g., databases). Splicing is only used for over 4K requests. Therefore, apps with small writes/reads (e.g., Android apps, etc.) will incur data copying overheads. Worse yet, the overhead is higher with faster storage media. Even a simple passthrough (no-ops) FUSE file system can introduce up to 83% overhead for metadata-heavy workloads on SSD [50].

The performance penalty incurred by user file systems overshadows their benefits. Consequently, some user file systems have been replaced with alternative implementations in production. For instance, Android v7.0 replaced the sdcard daemon with its in-kernel implementation after several years [24]. Ceph [52] adopted an in-kernel client for Linux kernel [8].

### 2.2 Generality vs Specialization

We observe that being highly general-purpose, the FUSE framework induces unnecessary user-kernel communication in many cases, yielding low throughput and high latency. For instance, getxattr requests generated by the VFS during write() system calls (one per write) can double the number of user-kernel transitions, which decreases the I/O throughput of sequential writes by over 27% and random writes by over 44% compared to native (EXT4) performance (Table 1). Moreover, the penalty incurred is higher with the faster media.

Nevertheless, simple filtering or caching metadata replies in the kernel can substantially reduce user-kernel communication. For instance, by caching the last getxattr reply in the FUSE driver and simply validating the cached state for every subsequent getxattr request from the VFS on the same file, unnecessary user-kernel transitions can be eliminated to achieve significant improvement in write performance. Similarly, replies from other metadata operations, such as lookup and getxattr can be cached, validated, and served entirely within the kernel. Note that custom validation of cached metadata is imperative, and lack of support to do so may result in incorrect behavior as happens in the case of optimized FUSE that leverages VFS caches to serve requests (§5.1).

Many stackable user file systems add a thin layer of functionality; they perform simple checks in a few operations and pass remaining requests directly through the host (lower) file system. LoggedFS [16] filters requests that must be logged and do so by accessing host file system services. Union file systems such as MergerFS [20] determine the backend host file in open() and redirects I/O requests to it. Android sdcard daemon performs access permission checks only in metadata operations (e.g., open, lookup), but data I/O requests (e.g., read, write, etc.) are simply forwarded to the lower file system. Thin functionality that realizes such use cases does not need any complex processing in user space, and therefore can easily be stacked in the kernel, thereby avoiding expensive user-kernel switching to yield lower latency and higher throughput for the same functionality. Furthermore, data I/O requests could be directly forwarded to the host file system.

The FUSE framework offers a few configuration (config) options to the developers to tune the behavior of its kernel driver for their use case. However, those options are coarse-grained and implemented as fixed checks embedded in the driver code; thus, it offers limited static control. For example, for file systems that do not support certain operations (e.g., getxattr), the FUSE driver caches this knowledge upon first ENOSUPPORT reply and does not issue such requests subsequently. While this benefits the file systems that completely omit certain functionality (e.g., security xattr labels), it does not allow custom and fine-grained filtering of requests that may be desired by some file systems supporting only partial functionality. For example, file systems providing encryption (or compression) functionality may desire a fine-grained custom control over the kernel driver to skip the decryption (or decompression) operation in user space during read() requests on non-sensitive (or unzipped) files.

As such, the FUSE framework proves to be too low-level and general-purpose in many cases. While it enables a number of different use cases, modifying the framework to efficiently handle special needs of each use case is impractical. This is a typical unbalanced generality vs. specialization problem, which can be addressed by extending the functionality of the FUSE driver in the kernel [6, 13, 43].

### 3 Design

In this section, we 1) present an overview of EXTfuse, 2) discuss the design goals and challenges we faced, and 3) mechanisms we adopted to address those challenges.

#### 3.1 Overview

EXTfuse is a framework for developing extensible FUSE file systems for UNIX-like monolithic OSes. It allows the
unprivileged FUSE daemon processes to register “thin” extensions in the kernel for specialized handling of low-level file system requests, while retaining their existing complex logic in user space to achieve the desired level of performance.

The registered extensions are safely executed under a sandboxed eBPF runtime environment in the kernel (§3.3), immediately as requests are issued from the upper file system (e.g., VFS). Sandboxing enables the FUSE daemon to safely extend the functionality of the driver at runtime and offers a fine-grained ability to either serve each request entirely in the kernel or fall back to user space, thereby offering safety of user space and performance of kernel file systems.

EXTFuse also provides a set of APIs to create shared key-value data structures (called maps) that can host abstract data blobs. The user-space daemon and its kernel extensions can leverage maps to store/manipulate their custom data types as needed to work in concert and serve file system requests in the kernel without incurring expensive user-kernel round-trip communication if deemed unnecessary.

3.2 Goals and Challenges

The overarching goal of EXTFuse is to carefully balance the safety and runtime extensibility of user file systems to achieve the desired level of performance and specialized functionality. Nevertheless, in order for developers to use EXTFuse, it must also be easy to adopt. We identify the following concrete design goals.

Design Compatibility. The abstractions and interfaces offered by EXTFuse framework must be compatible with FUSE without hindering existing functionality or properties. It must be general-purpose so as to support multiple different use cases. Developers must further be able to adopt EXTFuse for their use case without overhauling changes to their existing design. It must be easy for them to implement specialized extensions with little to no knowledge of the underlying implementation details.

Modular Extensibility. EXTFuse must be highly modular and limit any unnecessary new changes to FUSE. Particularly, developers must be able to retain their existing user-space logic and introduce specialized extensions only if needed.

Balancing Safety and Performance. Finally with EXTFuse, even unprivileged (and untrusted) FUSE daemon processes must be able to safely extend the functionality of the driver as needed to offer performance that is as close as possible to the in-kernel implementation. However, unlike Microkernels [2, 23, 30] that host system services in separate protection domains as user processes or the OSes that have been developed with safe runtime extensibility as a design goal [6, 13], extending system services of general-purpose UNIX-like monolithic OSes poses a design trade-off question between the safety and performance requirements.

Untrusted extensions must be as lightweight as possible, with their access restricted to only a few well-defined APIs to guarantee safety. For example, kernel file systems offer near-native performance, but executing complex logic in the kernel results in questionable reliability. Additionally, most OS kernels employ Address Space Randomization [36], Data Execution Prevention [5], etc. for code protection and hiding memory pointers. Providing unrestricted kernel access to extensions can render such protections useless. Therefore, extensions must not be able to access arbitrary memory addresses or leak pointer values to user space.

However, severely restricting extensibility can prevent user file systems from fully meeting their operative performance and functionality goals, thus defeating the purpose of extensions in the first place. Therefore, EXTFuse must carefully balance safety and performance goals.

Correctness. Furthermore, specialized extensions can alter the existing design of user file systems, which can lead to correctness issues. For example, there will be two separate paths (fast and slow) both operating on the requests and data structures at the same time. The framework must provide a way for them to synchronize and offer safe concurrent accesses.

3.3 eBPF

EXTFuse leverages extended BPF (eBPF) [26], an in-kernel Virtual Machine (VM) runtime framework to load and safely execute user file system extensions.

Richer functionality. eBPF is an extension of classic Berkeley Packet Filters (BPF), an in-kernel interpreter for a pseudo machine architecture designed to only accept simple network filtering rules from user space. It enhances BPF to include more versatility, such as 64-bit support, a richer instruction set (e.g., call, cond jump), more registers, and native performance through JIT compilation.

High-level language support. The eBPF bytecode backend is also supported by Clang/LLVM compiler toolchain, which allows functionality logic to be written in a familiar high-level language, such as C and Go.

Safety. The eBPF framework provides a safe execution environment in the kernel. It prohibits execution of arbitrary code and access to arbitrary kernel memory regions; instead, the framework restricts access to a set of kernel helper APIs depending on the target kernel subsystem (e.g., network) and required functionality (e.g., packet handling). The framework includes a static analyzer (called verifier) that checks the correctness of the bytecode by performing an exhaustive depth-first search through its control flow graph to detect problems, such as infinite loops, out-of-bound, and illegal memory errors. The framework can also be configured to allow or deny eBPF bytecode execution request from unprivileged processes.

Key-Value Maps. eBPF allows user space to create map data structures to store arbitrary key-value blobs using system calls and access them using file descriptors. Maps are also accessible to eBPF bytecode in the kernel, thus providing a communication channel between user space and the bytecode.
to define custom key-value types and share execution state or
data. Concurrent accesses to maps are protected under read-
copy update (RCU) synchronization mechanism. However,
maps consume unswappable kernel memory. Furthermore,
they are either accessible to everyone (e.g., by passing file
descriptors) or only to CAP_SYS_ADMIN processes.

eBPF is a part of the Linux kernel and is already used heav-
ily by networking, tracing, and profiling subsystems. Given
its rich functionality and safety properties, we adopt eBPF
for providing support for extensible user file systems. Specifi-
cally, we define a white-list of kernel APIs (including their
parameters and return types), and abstractions that user file
system extensions can safely use to realize their specialized
functionality. The eBPF verifier utilizes the whitelist to val-
date the correctness of the extensions. We also build on eBPF
abstractions (e.g., maps) and apply further access restrictions
to enable safe in-kernel execution, as needed.

3.4 Architecture

Figure 1 shows the architectural view of the ExtFUSE fram-
work. The components modified or introduced have been high-
lighted.

Figure 1: Architectural view of the ExtFUSE framework. The
components modified or introduced have been highlighted.

Table 2: APIs and abstractions provided by ExtFUSE. It provides
FUSE-like file system interface for easy portability. CRUD (create,
read, update, and delete) APIs are offered for map data structures
to operate on Key/Value pairs. Kernel accesses are restricted to
standard eBPF kernel helper functions. We introduced APIs to
access the same FUSE request parameters as available to user space.
continue to reside in user space. Therefore, their invocation
incurs context switches, and thus, we refer to their execution
as the slow path. With ExtFUSE, user space can also register
kernel extensions that are invoked immediately as file system
requests are received from the VFS in order to allow serving
them in the kernel. We refer to the in-kernel execution as the
fast path. Depending upon the return values from the fast
path, the requests can be marked as served or be sent to the
user-space daemon via the slow path to avail any complex
processing as needed. Fast path can also return a special value
that instructs the ExtFUSE driver to interpose and forward
the request to the lower file system. However, this feature is
only available to stackable user file systems and is verified
when the extensions are loaded in the kernel.

The fast path interfaces exported by libExtFUSE are the
same as those exported by libfuse to the slow path. This
is important for easy transfer of design and portability. We
leverage eBPF support in the LLVM/Clang compiler toolchain
to provide developers with a familiar set of APIs and allow
them to implement their custom functionality logic in a subset
of the C language.

The extensions are loaded and executed inside the kernel
under the eBPF VM sandbox, thereby providing user space a
fine-grained ability to safely extend the functionality of FUSE
kernel driver at runtime for specialized handling of each file
system request.

3.5 ExtFUSE APIs and Abstractions

libExtFUSE provides a set of high-level APIs and abstractions
to the developers for easy implementation of their specialized
extensions, hiding the complex implementation details. Ta-
ble 2 summarizes the APIs. For handling file system opera-
tions, libExtFUSE exports the familiar set of FUSE interfaces
and corresponding abstractions (e.g., inode) for design compa-
tratability. Both low-level as well as high-level file system
interfaces are available, offering flexibility and development
ease. Furthermore, as with libfuse, the daemon can reg-
ister extensions for a few or all of the file system APIs, offering them flexibility to implement their functionality with no additional development burden. The extensions receive the same request parameters (struct fuse_in, out)) as the user-space daemon. This design choice not only conforms to the principle of least privilege, but also offers the user-space daemon and the extensions the same interface for easy portability.

For hosting/sharing data between the user daemon and kernel extensions, libExtFUSE provides a secure variant of eBPF HashMap key/value data structure called SHashMap that stores arbitrary key/value blobs. Unlike regular eBPF maps that are either accessible to all user processes or only to CAP_SYS_ADMIN processes, SHashMap is only accessible by the unprivileged daemon that creates it. libExtFUSE further abstracts low-level details of SHashMap and provides high-level CRUD APIs to create, read, update, and delete entries (key/value pairs).

ExtFUSE also provides a special InodeMap to enable passthrough I/O feature for stackable ExtFUSE file systems (§5.2). Unlike SHashMap that stores arbitrary entries, InodeMap takes open file handle as key and stores a pointer to the corresponding lower (host) inode as value. Furthermore, to prevent leakage of inode object to user space, the InodeMap values can only be read by the ExtFUSE driver.

3.6 Workflow

To understand how ExtFUSE facilitates implementation of extensible user file systems, we describe its workflow in detail. Upon mounting the user file system, FUSE driver sends FUSE_INIT request to the user-space daemon. At this point, the user daemon checks if the OS kernel supports ExtFUSE framework by looking for FUSE_CAP_ExtFUSE flag in the request parameters. If supported, the daemon must invoke libExtFUSE init API to load the eBPF program that contains specialized handlers (extensions) into the kernel and register them with the ExtFUSE driver. This is achieved using bpf_load_prog system call, which invokes eBPF verifier to check the integrity of the extensions. If failed, the program is discarded and the user-space daemon is notified of the errors. The daemon can then either exit or continue with default FUSE functionality. If the verification step succeeds and the JIT engine is enabled, the extensions are processed by the JIT compiler to generate machine assembly code ready for execution, as needed.

Extensions are installed in a bpf_prog_type map (called extension map), which serves effectively as a jump table. To invoke an extension, the FUSE driver simply executes a bpf_fclose_call (far jump) with the FUSE operation code (e.g., FUSE_OPEN) as an index into the extension map. Once the eBPF program is loaded, the daemon must inform ExtFUSE driver about the kernel extensions by replying to FUSE_INIT containing identifiers to the extension map.

Once notified, ExtFUSE can safely load and execute the extensions at runtime under the eBPF VM environment. Every request is first delivered to the fast path, which may decide to 1) serve it (e.g., using data shared between the fast and slow paths), 2) pass the request through to the lower file system (e.g., after modifying parameters or performing access checks), or 3) take the slow path and deliver the request to user space for complex processing logic (e.g., data encryption), as needed. Since the execution path is chosen per-request independently and the fast path is always invoked first, the kernel extensions and user daemon can work in concert and synchronize access to requests and shared data structures. It is important to note that the ExtFUSE driver only acts as a thin interposition layer between the FUSE driver and kernel extensions, and in some cases, between the FUSE driver and the lower file system. As such, it does not perform any I/O operation or attempts to serve requests on its own.

4 Implementation

To implement ExtFUSE, we provided eBPF support for FUSE. Specifically, we added additional kernel helper functions and designed two new map types to support secure communication between the user-space daemon and kernel extensions, as well as support for passthrough access in read/write.

We modified FUSE driver to first invoke registered eBPF handlers (extensions). Passthrough implementation is adopted from WrapFS [54], a wrapper stackable in-kernel file system. Specifically, we modified FUSE driver to pass I/O requests directly to the lower file system.

Since with ExtFUSE developers can install extensions to bypass the user-space daemon and pass I/O requests directly to the lower file system, a malicious process could stack a number of ExtFUSE file systems on top of each other and cause the kernel stack to overflow. To guard against such attacks, we limit the number of ExtFUSE layers that could be stacked on a mount point. We rely on s_stack_depth field in the super-block to track the number of stacked layers and check it against FILESYSTEM_MAX_STACK_DEPTH, which we limit to two. Table 3 reports the number of lines of code for ExtFUSE. We also modified libfuse to allow apps to register kernel extensions.

5 Optimizations

Here, we describe a set of optimizations that can be enabled by leveraging custom kernel extensions in ExtFUSE to implement in-kernel handling of file system requests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Loc Modified</th>
<th>Loc New</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FUSE kernel driver</td>
<td>4.11.0</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUSE user-space library</td>
<td>3.2.0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExtFUSE user-space library</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>581</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Changes made to the existing Linux FUSE framework to support ExtFUSE functionality.
5.1 Customized in-kernel metadata caching

Metadata operations such as lookup and getattr are frequently issued, and thus form high sources of latency in FUSE file systems [50]. Unlike VFS caches that are only reactive and fixed in functionality, EXT/FUSE can be leveraged to proactively cache metadata replies in the kernel. Kernel extensions can be installed to manage and serve subsequent operations from caches without switching to user space.

Example. To illustrate, let us consider the lookup operation. It is the most common operation issued internally by the VFS for serving open(), stat(), and unlink() system calls. Each component of the input path string is searched using lookup to fetch the corresponding inode data structure. Figure 2 lists code fragment for FUSE daemon handler that serves lookup requests in user space (slow path). The FUSE lookup API takes two input parameters: the parent node ID and the next path component name. The node ID is a 64-bit integer that uniquely identifies the parent inode. The daemon handler function traverses the parent directory, searching for the child entry corresponding to the next path component. Upon successful search, it populates the fuse_entry_param data structure with the node ID and attributes (e.g., size) of the child, and sends it to the FUSE driver, which creates a new inode for the dentry object representing the child entry.

With EXT/FUSE, developers could define a SshHashMap that hosts fuse_entry_param replies in the kernel (lines 7-10). A composite key generated from the parent node identifier and the next path component string arguments is used as an index into the map for inserting corresponding replies. Since the map is also accessible to the extensions in the kernel, subsequent requests could be served from the map by installing the EXT/FUSE lookup extension (fast path). Figure 3 lists its code fragment. The extension uses the same composite key as an index into the hash map to search whether the corresponding fuse_entry_param entry exists. If a valid entry is found, the reference count (nlookup) is incremented and a reply is sent to the FUSE driver.

Similarly, replies from user space daemon for other metadata operations, such as getattr, getxattr, and readdir could be cached using maps and served in the kernel by respective extensions (Table 4). Network FUSE file systems, such as SshFS [39] and Gluster [40] already perform aggressive metadata caching and batching at client to reduce the number of remote calls to the server. SshFS [39], for example, implements its own directory, attribute, and symlink caches. With EXT/FUSE, such caches could be implemented in the kernel for further performance gains.

Invalidation. While caching metadata in the kernel reduces the number of context switches to user space, developers must also carefully invalidate replies, as necessary. For example, when a file (or dir) is deleted or renamed, the corresponding cached lookup replies must be invalidated. Invalidations can be performed in user space by the relevant request handlers or in the kernel by installing their extensions before new changes are made. However, the former case may introduce race conditions and produce incorrect results because all requests to user space daemon are queued up by the FUSE driver, whereas requests to the extensions are not. Cached lookup replies can be invalidated in extensions for unlink, rmdir, and rename operations. Similarly, when attributes or permissions on a file change, cached getattr replies can be invalidated in setattr extension. Our design ensures race-free invalidation by executing the extensions before forwarding requests to user space daemon where the changes may be made.

Advantages over VFS caching. As previously mentioned, recent optimizations added to FUSE framework leverage VFS caches to reduce user-kernel context switching. For instance, by specifying non-zero entry_valid and attr_valid timeout values, dentries and inodes cached by the VFS from previous lookup operations could be utilized to serve subsequent lookup and getattr requests, respectively. However, the VFS offers no control to the user file system over the cached data. For example, if the file system is mounted without the default_permissions parameter, VFS caching of inodes introduces a security bug [21]. This is because the cached permissions are only checked for first accessing user. In contrast, with EXT/FUSE, developers can define their own metadata caches and install custom code to manage them. For instance, extensions can perform uid-based access permission checks before serving requests from the caches to obviate the aforementioned security issue (Figure 10).

Additionally, unlike VFS caches that are only reactive, EXT/FUSE enables proactive caching. For example, since a readdir request is expected after an opendir call, the user-space daemon could proactively cache directory entries in the
kernel by inserting them in a BPF map while serving opendir requests to reduce transitions to user space. Alternatively, similar to read-ahead optimization, proactive caching of subsequent directory entries could be performed during the first readdir call to the user-space daemon. Memory occupied by cached entries could then be freed by the releasedir handler in user space that deletes them from the map. Similarly, security labels on a file could be cached during the open call to user space and served in the kernel by getxattr extensions. Nonetheless, since BPF maps consume kernel memory, developers must carefully manage caches and limit the number of map entries to keep memory usage under check.

### 5.2 Passthrough I/O for Stacking Functionality

Many user file systems are stackable with a thin layer of functionality that does not require complex processing in the user-space. For example, LoggedFS [16] filters requests that must be logged, logs them as needed, and then simply forwards them to the lower file system. User-space union file systems, such as MergerFS [20] determine the backend host file in open and redirects I/O requests to it. BindFS [35] mirrors another mount point with custom permissions checks. Android sdcard daemon performs access permission checks and emulates the case-insensitive behavior of FAT only in metadata operations (e.g., lookup, open, etc.), but forwards data I/O requests directly to the lower file system. For such simple cases, the FUSE API proves to be too low-level and incurs unnecessarily high overhead due to context switching.

With EXTFuse, read/write I/O requests can take the fast path and directly be forwarded to the lower (host) file system without incurring any context-switching if the complex slow-path user-space logic is not needed. Figure 4 shows how the user-space daemon can install the lower file descriptor in InodeMap while handling open() system call for notifying the EXTFuse device to store a reference to the lower inode kernel object. With the custom_filtering_logic(path) condition, this can be done selectively; for example, if access permission checks pass in Android sdcard daemon. Similarly, BindFS and MergerFS can adopt EXTFuse to avail passthrough optimization. The read/write kernel extensions can check in InodeMap to detect whether the target file is setup for passthrough access. If found, EXTFuse driver can be instructed with a special return code to directly forward the I/O request to the lower file system with the corresponding lower inode object as parameter. Figure 5 shows a template read

```
1. void handle_open(fuse_req_t req, fuse_ino_t ino, fuse_open_in *in) {
2.     const struct fuse_open_in *in = (fuse_open_in *) req;
3.     /* file represented by bino inode num */
4.     fuse_open_out out;
5.     int len, fd = open_file(ino, in->flags, path, &out);
6.     if (fd > 0 && custom_filtering_logic(path)) {
7.         /* install fd in inode map for passthrough */
8.         imap_key_t key = in->fh;
9.         imap_val_t val = fd; /* lower fd */
10.        extfuse_insert_imap(&key, &val);
11.    }
```

Figure 4: FUSE daemon open handler in user space. With EXTFuse, lines 7–9 (+) enable passthrough access on the file.

```
1. int read_extension(extfuse_req_t req, fuse_ino_t ino, fuse_read_in *in) {
2.     const struct fuse_read_in *in = (fuse_read_in *) req;
3.     /* lookup in inode map, passthrough if exists */
4.     imap_key_t key = in->fh;
5.     if (extfuse_lookup_imap(&key)) return UPCODE;
6.     /* EXAMPLE: LoggedFS log operation */
7.     log_op(req, ino, FUSE_READ, in, sizeof(*in));
8.     return PASSTHRU; /* forward req to lower FS */
9. }
```

Figure 5: The EXTFuse read kernel extension returns PASSTHRU to forward request directly to the lower file system. Custom thin functionality could further be pushed in the kernel; LoggedFS logging function is shown as an example (see Figure 11).

### 6 Evaluation

To evaluate EXTFuse, we answer the following questions:

- **Baseline Performance.** How does an EXTFuse implementation of a file system perform when compared to its in-kernel and FUSE implementations? (§6.1)
- **Use cases.** What kind of existing FUSE file systems can benefit from EXTFuse and what performance improvements can they expect? (§6.2)

#### 6.1 Performance

To measure the baseline performance of EXTFuse, we adopted the simple no-ops (null) stackable FUSE file system called Stackfs [50]. This user-space daemon serves all requests by forwarding them to the host (lower) file system. It includes all recent FUSE optimizations (Table 5). We evaluate Stackfs under all possible EXTFuse configs listed in Table 5. Each config represents a particular level of performance that could potentially be achieved, for example, by caching metadata in the kernel or directly passing read/write requests through the host file system for stacking functionality. To put our results in context, we compare our results with EXT4 and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metadata</th>
<th>Map Key</th>
<th>Map Value</th>
<th>Caching Operations</th>
<th>Serving Extensions</th>
<th>Invalidation Operations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inode</td>
<td>&lt;nodeID, name&gt;</td>
<td>fuse_entry_param</td>
<td>lookup, create, mkdir, mknod</td>
<td>lookup</td>
<td>unlink, rmdir, rename</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attrs</td>
<td>&lt;nodeID&gt;</td>
<td>fuse_attr_out</td>
<td>setattrter, lookup</td>
<td>setattrter</td>
<td>setattrr, unlink, rmdir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symlink</td>
<td>&lt;nodeID&gt;</td>
<td>link path</td>
<td>symlink, readdir</td>
<td>readdir</td>
<td>unlink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dentry</td>
<td>&lt;nodeID&gt;</td>
<td>fuse_dirent</td>
<td>opendir, readdir</td>
<td>readdir</td>
<td>releasedir, unlink, rmdir, rename</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XAttr</td>
<td>&lt;nodeID, label&gt;</td>
<td>xattt value</td>
<td>open, getxattr, listxattr</td>
<td>getxattr, listxattr</td>
<td>close, setxattr, removexattr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Metadata can be cached in the kernel using BPF maps by the user-space daemon and served by kernel extensions.
Figure 6: Throughput(ops/sec) for EXT4 and FUSE/ExtFUSE Stackfs (w/ xattr) file systems under different configs (Table 5) as measured by Random Read(RR)/Write(RW), Sequential Read(SR)/Write(SW) Filebench [48] data micro-workloads with IO Sizes between 4KB-1MB and settings \( N \)th: \( N \) threads, \( Nf: N \) files. We use the same workloads as in [50].

Figure 7: Number of file system request received by the daemon in FUSE/ExtFUSE Stackfs (w/ xattr) under workloads in Figure 6. Only a few relevant request types are shown.

Figure 8: Throughput(ops/sec) for EXT4 and FUSE/ExtFUSE Stackfs (w/ xattr) under different configs (Table 5) as measured by Filebench [48] Creation(C), Deletion(D), Reading(R) metadata micro-workloads on 4KB files and FileServer(F), WebServer(W) macro-workloads with settings \( N \)th: \( N \) threads, \( Nf: N \) files.

Table 5: Different Stackfs configs evaluated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Config</th>
<th>File System Optimizations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Opt [50]</td>
<td>FUSE 128K Writes, Splice, WBCache, MtThrd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDopt</td>
<td>ExtFUSE Opt + Caches lookup, attrs, xattrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AllOpt</td>
<td>ExtFUSE MDopt + Pass R/W reqs through host FS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SSD before each experiment and disabled EXT4 lazy inode initialization. To evaluate file systems that implement xattrs operations for handling security labels (e.g., in Android), our implementation of opt supports xattrs, and thus differs from the implementation in [50].

Workloads. Our workload consists of Filebench [48] micro and synthetic macro benchmarks to test each config with metadata- and data-heavy operations across a wide range of I/O sizes and parallelism settings. We measure the low-level throughput (ops/sec). Our macro-benchmarks consist of a synthetic file server and web server.

Micro Results. Figure 6 shows the results of micro workload under different configs listed in Table 5.

Tests. We use the same experiments and settings as in [50]. Specifically, we used EXT4 because of its popularity as the host file system and ran benchmarks to evaluate. However, since FUSE performance problems were reported to be more prominent with a faster storage medium, we only carry out our experiments with SSDs. We used a Samsung 850 EVO 250GB SSD installed on an Asus machine with Intel Quad-Core i5-3550 3.3 GHz and 16GB RAM, running Ubuntu 16.04.3. Further, to minimize any variability, we formatted the optimized FUSE implementation of Stackfs (Opt).
EXT4. We believe that this minor improvement is due to double caching at the VFS layer. Due to a single request per thread for metadata operations, no improvement was seen with EXTfuse metadata caching.

**Writes.** During sequential writes, the 128K big writes and writeback caching in opt allow the fuse driver to batch small writes (up to 128KB) together in the page cache to offer a higher throughput. However, random writes are not batched. As a result, more write requests are delivered to user space, which negatively affects the throughput. Multiple threads on a single file perform better for requests bigger than 4KB as they are spliced. With EXTfuse allopt, all writes are passed through the EXT4 file system to offer improved performance.

Write throughput degrades severely for fuse file systems that support extended attributes because the VFS issues a getxattr request before every write. Small I/O requests perform worse as they require more write, which generate more getxattr requests. opt random writes generated 30X fewer getxattr requests for 128KB compared to 4KB writes, resulting in a 23% decrease in the throughput of 4KB writes.

In contrast, MDOpt caches the getxattr reply in the kernel upon the first call, and serves subsequent getxattr requests without incurring further transitions to user space. Figure 7 compares the number of requests received by the user-space daemon in opt and MDOpt. Caching replies reduced the overhead for 4KB workload to less than 5%. Similar behavior was observed with both sequential writes and random writes.

**Macro Results.** Figure 8 shows the results of macro-workloads and synthetic server workloads emulated using filebench under various configs. Neither of the EXTfuse configs offer improvements over fuse opt under creation and deletion workloads as these metadata-heavy workloads created and deleted a number of files, respectively. This is because no metadata caching could be utilized by MDOpt. Similarly, no passthrough writes were utilized with A10pt since 4KB files were created and closed in user space. In contrast, the file and web server workloads under EXTfuse utilized both metadata caching and passthrough access features and improved performance. We saw a 47%, 89%, and 100% drop in lookup, getattr, and getxattr requests to user space under MDOpt, respectively, when configured to cache up to 64K for each type of request. A10pt further enabled passthrough read/write requests to offer native throughput for both macro reads and server workloads.

**Real Workload** We also evaluated EXTfuse with two real workloads, namely kernel decompression and compilation of 4.18.0 Linux kernel. We created three separate caches for hosting lookup, getattr, and getxattr replies. Each cache could host up to 64K entries, resulting in allocation of up to a total of 50MB memory when fully populated.

The kernel compilation make tinyconfig; make -j4 experiment on our test machine (see §6) reported a 5.2% drop in compilation time, from 39.74 secs under fuse opt to 37.68 secs with EXTfuse MDOpt, compared to 30.91 secs with EXT4. This was due to over 75%, 99%, and 100% decrease in lookup, getattr, and getxattr requests to user space, respectively (Figure 9). getxattr replies were proactively cached while handling open requests; thus, no transitions to user space were observed for serving xattr requests. With EXTfuse A10pt, the compilation time further dropped to 33.64 secs because of 100% reduction in read and write requests to user space.

In contrast, the kernel decompression tar xf experiment reported a 6.35% drop in the completion time, from 11.02 secs under fuse opt to 10.32 secs with EXTfuse MDOpt, compared to 5.27 secs with EXT4. With EXTfuse A10pt, the decomposition time further dropped to 8.67 secs due to 100% reduction in read and write requests to user space, as shown in Figure 9. Nevertheless, reducing the number of cached entries for metadata requests to 4K resulted in a decompression time of 10.87 secs (25.3% increase) due to 3,555 more getxattr requests to user space. This suggests that developers must efficiently manage caches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File System</th>
<th>Functionality</th>
<th>Ext Loc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>StackFS [50]</td>
<td>No-ops File System</td>
<td>664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BindFS [35]</td>
<td>Mirroring File System</td>
<td>792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android sdcard [24]</td>
<td>Perm checks &amp; FAT Emu</td>
<td>928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MergerFS [20]</td>
<td>Union File System</td>
<td>686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LoggedFS [16]</td>
<td>Logging File System</td>
<td>748</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Lines of code (Loc) of kernel extensions required to adopt EXTfuse for existing fuse file systems. We added support for metadata caching as well as R/W passthrough.

As EXTfuse allows file systems to retain their existing fuse daemon code as the default slow path, adopting EXTfuse for real-world file systems is easy. On average, we made less than 100 lines of changes to the existing fuse code to invoke EXTfuse helper library functions for manipulating kernel extensions, including maps. We added ker-
nel extensions to support metadata caching as well as I/O passthrough. Overall, it required fewer than 1000 lines of new code in the kernel Table 6. We now present detailed evaluation of Android sdcard daemon and LoggedFS to present an idea on expected performance improvements.

**Android sdcard daemon.** Starting version 3.0, Android introduced the support for FUSE to allow a large part of internal storage (e.g., /data/media) to be mounted as external FUSE-managed storage (called /sdcard). Being large in size, /sdcard hosts user data, such as videos and photos as well as any auxiliary Opaque Binary Blobs (OBB) needed by Android apps. The FUSE daemon enforces permission checks in metadata operations (e.g., lookup, etc.) on files under /sdcard to enable multi-user support and emulates case-insensitive FAT functionality on the host (e.g., EXT4) file system. OBB files are compressed archives and typically used by games to host multiple small binaries (e.g. shade rs, textures) and multimedia objects (e.g. images, etc.).

However, FUSE incurs high runtime performance overhead. For instance, accessing OBB archive content through the FUSE layer leads to high launch latency and CPU utilization for gaming apps. Therefore, Android version 7.0 replaced sdcard daemon with with an in-kernel file system called SD Card FS [24] to manage external storage. It is a wrapper (thin) stackable file system based on Wrap FS [54] that enforces permission checks and performs FAT emulation in the kernel. As such, it imposes little to no overhead compared to its user-space implementation. Nevertheless, it introduces security risks and maintenance costs [12].

We ported Android sdcard FUSE daemon to ExtFUSE framework. First, we leveraged eBPF kernel helper functions to push metadata checks into the kernel. For example, we embed access permission check (Figure 10) in lookup kernel extension to validate access before serving lookup replies from the cache (Figure 3). Similar permission checks are performed in the kernel to validate accesses to files under /sdcard before serving cached getattr requests. We also enabled passthrough on read/write using InodeMap.

We evaluated its performance on a 1GB RAM HiKey620 board [1] with two popular game apps containing OBB files of different sizes. Our results show that under AllOpt passthrough mode the app launch latency and the corresponding peak CPU consumption reduces by over 90% and 80%, respectively. Furthermore, we found that the larger the OBB file, the more penalty is incurred by FUSE due to many more small files in the OBB archive.

**LoggedFS** is a FUSE-based stackable user-space file system. It logs every file system operation for monitoring purposes. By default it writes to syslog buffer and logs all operations (e.g., open, read, etc.). However, it can be configured to write to a file or log selectively. Despite being a simple file system, it has a very important use case. Unlike existing monitoring mechanisms (e.g., Inotify [31]) that suffer from a host of limitations [10], LoggedFS can reliably post all file system events. Various apps, such as file system indexers, backup tools, Cloud storage clients such as Dropbox, integrity checkers, and antivirus software subscribe to file system events for efficiently tracking modifications to files.

We ported LoggedFS to ExtFUSE framework. Figure 11 shows the common logging code that is called from various extensions, which serve requests in the kernel (e.g., read extension Figure 5). To evaluate its performance, we ran the FileServer macro benchmark with synthetic a workload of 200,000 files and 50 threads from Filebench suite. We found over 9% improvement in throughput under MDOpt compared to FUSE Opt due to 53%, 99%, and 100% fewer lookup, getattr, and getattr requests to user space, respectively. Figure 12 shows the results. AllOpt reported an additional 20% improvement by directly forwarding all read/write requests to the host file system, offering near-native throughput.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>OBB Size</th>
<th>CPU (%)</th>
<th>Latency (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disney Palace Pets</td>
<td>374MB</td>
<td>D: 20</td>
<td>P: 2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dead Effect</td>
<td>1.1GB</td>
<td>D: 20.5</td>
<td>P: 3.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: App launch latency and peak CPU consumption of sdcard daemon under default (D), and passthrough (P) settings on Android for two popular games. In passthrough mode, the FUSE driver never forwards read/write requests to user space, but always passes them through the host (EXT4) file system. See Table 5 for config details.

```c
1 void log_op(extfuse_req_t req, fuse_ino_t ino, fuse_op_t op, int arg, int arglen) { 
2  int op, const void *arg, int arglen; 
3  struct data { /* log record */ 
4   u32 op; u32 pid; u64 ts; u64 ino; char data[MAXLEN]; 
5   /* example filter: only whitelisted UIDs in map */ 
6   u64 uid = bpf_get_current_uid_gid(); 
7   if (extfuse_lookup_shmap(uid, &uid)) return; 
8   /* log opcode, timestamp(ns) and requesting process */ 
9   data.opcode = op; data.ts = bpf_ktime_get_ns(); 
10  data.pid = bpf_get_current_pid_tgid(); data.ino = ino; 
11  mempcpy(data.data, char, arglen); 
12  /* submit to per-cpu mapd’s ring buffer */ 
13  u32 key = bpf_get_sdkp_processor_id(); 
14  bpf_perf_event_output(req, &buf, &key, &data, sizeof(data)); 
15 }
```

Figure 11: LoggedFS kernel extension that logs requests.

7 Discussion

**Future use cases.** Given negligible overhead of ExtFUSE and direct passthrough access to the host file system for stacking incremental functionality, multiple app-defined “thin” file system functions (e.g., security checks, logging, etc.) can be
Arla [53] is an AFS client system that lets apps implement VFS encryption and compression APIs to even serve requests very expensive in user space with FUSE.
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ccept of network stack extension handlers inserted into the OS design that lets apps define their functionality. Systems

fault isolation to provide safety. ExoKernel [13] is another type-safe language runtime, whereas VINO uses software allow apps to safely insert kernel extensions. SPIN uses a performance and functionality needs. SPIN [6] and VINO [43] provide an extensible file system sandboxing framework. Like ExtFUSE, it also allows unprivileged apps to insert custom security checks into the kernel.

FUSE. File System Translator (FiST) [55] is a tool for simplifying the development of stackable file system. It provides boilerplate template code and allows developers to only implement the core functionality of the file system. FiST does not offer safety and reliability as offered by user space file system implementation. Additionally, it requires learning a slightly simplified file system language that describes the operation of the stackable file system. Furthermore, it only applies to stackable file systems.

Narayan et al. [34] combined in-kernel stackable FiST driver with FUSE to offload data from I/O requests to user space to apply complex functionality logic and pass processed results to the lower file system. Their approach is only applicable to stackable file systems. They further rely on static per-file policies based on extended attributes labels to enable or disable certain functionality. In contrast, ExtFUSE downloads and safely executes thin extensions from user file systems in the kernel that encapsulate their rich and specialized logic to serve requests in the kernel and skip unnecessary user-kernel switching.

8 Related Work

Here, we compare our work with related existing research.

User File System Frameworks. There exists a number of frameworks to develop user file systems. A number of user file systems have been implemented using NFS loopback servers [19]. UserFS [14] exports generic VFS-like file system requests to the user space through a file descriptor. Arla [53] is an AFS client system that lets apps implement a file system by sending messages through a device file interface /dev/xfs0. Coda file system [42] exported a similar interface through /dev/cfs0. NetBSD provides Pass-to-Userspace Framework File System (PUFFS). Mazieres et al. proposed a C++ toolkit that exposes a NFS-like interface for allowing file systems to be implemented in user space [33]. UFO [3] is a global file system implemented in user space by introducing a specialized layer between the apps and the OS that intercepts file system calls.

Extensible Systems. Past works have explored the idea of letting apps extend system services at runtime to meet their performance and functionality needs. SPIN [6] and VINO [43] allow apps to safely insert kernel extensions. SPIN uses a type-safe language runtime, whereas VINO uses software fault isolation to provide safety. ExoKernel [13] is another OS design that lets apps define their functionality. Systems such as ASHs [17,51] and Plexus [15] introduced the concept of network stack extension handlers inserted into the kernel. SLIC [18] extends services in monolithic OS using interposition to enable incremental functionality and composition. SLIC assumes that extensions are trusted. ExtFUSE is a framework that allows user file systems to add “thin” extensions in the kernel that serve as specialized interposition layers to support both in-kernel and user space processing to co-exist in monolithic OSes.

eBPF. ExtFUSE is not the first system to use eBPF for safe extensibility. eXpress DataPath (XDP) [27] allows apps to insert eBPF hooks in the kernel for faster packet processing and filtering. Amit et al. proposed Hyperupcalls [4] as eBPF helper functions for guest VMs that are executed by the hypervisor. More recently, SandFS [7] uses eBPF to provide an extensible file system sandboxing framework. Like ExtFUSE, it also allows unprivileged apps to insert custom security checks into the kernel.

FiST. Coda file system [42] exported a similar interface through /dev/xfs0. NetBSD provides Pass-to-Userspace Framework File System (PUFFS). Mazieres et al. proposed a C++ toolkit that exposes a NFS-like interface for allowing file systems to be implemented in user space [33]. UFO [3] is a global file system implemented in user space by introducing a specialized layer between the apps and the OS that intercepts file system calls.

Extensible Systems. Past works have explored the idea of letting apps extend system services at runtime to meet their performance and functionality needs. SPIN [6] and VINO [43] allow apps to safely insert kernel extensions. SPIN uses a type-safe language runtime, whereas VINO uses software fault isolation to provide safety. ExoKernel [13] is another OS design that lets apps define their functionality. Systems such as ASHs [17,51] and Plexus [15] introduced the concept of network stack extension handlers inserted into the kernel. SLIC [18] extends services in monolithic OS using interposition to enable incremental functionality and composition. SLIC assumes that extensions are trusted. ExtFUSE is a framework that allows user file systems to add “thin” extensions in the kernel that serve as specialized interposition layers to support both in-kernel and user space processing to co-exist in monolithic OSes.

eBPF. ExtFUSE is not the first system to use eBPF for safe extensibility. eXpress DataPath (XDP) [27] allows apps to insert eBPF hooks in the kernel for faster packet processing and filtering. Amit et al. proposed Hyperupcalls [4] as eBPF helper functions for guest VMs that are executed by the hypervisor. More recently, SandFS [7] uses eBPF to provide an extensible file system sandboxing framework. Like ExtFUSE, it also allows unprivileged apps to insert custom security checks into the kernel.

FUSE. File System Translator (FiST) [55] is a tool for simplifying the development of stackable file system. It provides boilerplate template code and allows developers to only implement the core functionality of the file system. FiST does not offer safety and reliability as offered by user space file system implementation. Additionally, it requires learning a slightly simplified file system language that describes the operation of the stackable file system. Furthermore, it only applies to stackable file systems.

Narayan et al. [34] combined in-kernel stackable FiST driver with FUSE to offload data from I/O requests to user space to apply complex functionality logic and pass processed results to the lower file system. Their approach is only applicable to stackable file systems. They further rely on static per-file policies based on extended attributes labels to enable or disable certain functionality. In contrast, ExtFUSE downloads and safely executes thin extensions from user file systems in the kernel that encapsulate their rich and specialized logic to serve requests in the kernel and skip unnecessary user-kernel switching.

9 Conclusion

We propose the idea of extensible user file systems and present the design and architecture of ExtFUSE, an extension framework for FUSE file system. ExtFUSE allows FUSE file systems to define “thin” extensions along with auxiliary data structures for specialized handling of low-level requests in the kernel while retaining their existing complex logic in user space. ExtFUSE provides familiar FUSE-like APIs and abstractions for easy adoption. We demonstrate its practical usefulness, suitability for adoption, and performance benefits by porting and evaluating existing FUSE implementations.
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Abstract

The rapid growth of customer applications and datasets has led to demand for storage that can scale with the needs of modern workloads. We have developed FlexGroup volumes to meet this need. FlexGroups combine local WAFL® file systems in a distributed storage cluster to provide a single namespace that seamlessly scales across the aggregate resources of the cluster (CPU, storage, etc.) while preserving the features and robustness of the WAFL file system.

In this paper we present the FlexGroup design, which includes a new remote access layer that supports distributed transactions and the novel heuristics used to balance load and capacity across a storage cluster. We evaluate FlexGroup performance and efficiency through lab tests and field data from over 1,000 customer FlexGroups.

1 Introduction

With each new generation of hardware, computers become faster and more powerful. CPUs have more cores, memory is cheaper, networks are faster, and storage devices hold more data. Despite these advances, however, many modern applications require far more resources than a single machine can provide, leading to an explosion in the use of distributed applications and systems.

Network-attached storage solutions have evolved similarly from single-node to distributed systems. NetApp® Write Anywhere File Layout (WAFL) [11] was launched more than 20 years ago as a single-node, single-volume file system. Over time, we increased WAFL flexibility and scale by allowing many file systems per node [7], and by scaling performance with increasing core counts [5]. Today we have hundreds of thousands of storage controllers at customers’ sites. But like other file systems, our single-node scale and performance have been limited by the resources (storage, memory, CPU, network) of a single machine.

This paper describes FlexGroups, a new feature that automatically balances capacity and load across the nodes of our storage cluster. A FlexGroup combines volumes from multiple nodes of a cluster into a single client-visible namespace and allows any directory entry to point to any inode on any of the member volumes. The FlexGroup selects a location for each new file or directory using heuristics that attempt to balance capacity and load. The result is a single file system that scales across the resources of an entire storage cluster.

Within a storage cluster, FlexGroups use a new Remote Access Layer (RAL) to perform transactional updates across multiple member volumes (for example, a directory entry on one node and the target inode on a different node). Because operations that span multiple FlexVols® necessarily introduce overhead, the FlexGroup heuristics dynamically adjust the levels of remote inode placement to minimize that overhead while still achieving a balanced system.

FlexGroups impose performance overhead on metadata operations that create or traverse cross-node links in the namespace. But the more costly of these operations, such as MKDIR, are relatively rare, and the overheads are modest compared to the larger latencies of I/O to SSDs or HDDs. On large mixed workloads, a FlexGroup performs comparably to a similarly sized group of individual volumes while providing the benefits of automatic scaling and balancing of the data and load across nodes.

This paper makes several contributions. We present a scalable distributed file system architecture that builds on an underlying single-node file system while preserving all of its features. We describe low-cost heuristics that dynamically balance load and capacity with little performance overhead. Finally, we analyze more than 1,000 customer FlexGroup deployments to evaluate our load balancing heuristics, understand challenging use cases, and identify improvements to FlexGroup heuristics.

2 The Building Blocks

A FlexGroup is a distributed file system built from a cluster of nodes running our storage operating system, NetApp Data ONTAP®, which includes WAFL [11], our proprietary copy-on-write (COW) file system. A FlexGroup is com-
posed of multiple single-node file systems called FlexVols; a FlexVol [7] is an exportable WAFL file system. As in other COW file systems [24, 30], every modified block of data or metadata in WAFL is written to a new location; only the superblock is ever written in place. The file system supports many enterprise features, such as snapshots [18, 19], replication [29], storage efficiency (compression, deduplication, etc.), and encryption.

A cluster of ONTAP [25] nodes is organized as multiple high-availability (HA) pairs of nodes. Each pool of storage is accessible by a different HA pair. A node is composed primarily of two software modules [8]: an NBlade and a DBlade. The NBlade is composed of the networking and protocol stacks (NFS, SMB, iSCSI, NVMe, etc.) that communicate with clients. The DBlade is composed of the WAFL file system, RAID [2, 9] module, and storage drivers to interact with the storage media. The storage pool dedicated to an HA pair is partitioned into aggregates, each of which can house hundreds of FlexVols. The storage devices in an aggregate are collected into RAID groups to protect against device failures [28]. Each aggregate is managed in an active-passive manner by the nodes of its HA pair. Thus the DBlade on each node serves requests for one or more aggregates while also acting as a standby to take over the HA partner’s aggregates if the partner fails.

ONTAP exports file system namespaces over virtual interfaces (VIFs) that are mapped to nodes in the cluster. A client accesses the namespace within a FlexVol over NFS or SMB by connecting to a node via the corresponding VIF [8]. As illustrated in Fig. 1, each request is routed from the receiving node’s NBlade to the DBlade of the node owning the FlexVol that contains the requested data. The NBlades consult a consistent, replicated database of volume information, which maps volume IDs to DBlades. Responses are routed back from a DBlade to the client via the NBlade that is connected to the client. Any operation that is routed to a different node pays a small latency penalty compared to one that is routed to the same node [8].

WAFL accelerates performance by placing a write-ahead log in NVRAM [11, 33] and provides a fast failover capability by mirroring this log to its HA partner’s NVRAM. If a node ($1_A$) fails, the HA partner ($1_B$) takes ownership of its network interfaces and storage, replays its NVRAM log (aka NVLog), and starts servicing operations to those FlexVols almost instantly, thereby minimizing client outage. Even in the rare event that NVLog is lost—for example, if one node “panics” and the NVRAM devices on both nodes of the HA-pair are damaged—the COW nature of updates guarantees the consistency of the persistent file systems on the failed node [11, 24, 30]; only state from operations logged in the last few seconds is lost. In other words, no (fsck-style) repair of the file system is needed in such cases.

### 3 FlexGroup Volumes

ONTAP with FlexVols had been commercially successful with a wide customer deployment for several years before we tackled the problem of building a distributed namespace that seamlessly scales across the storage pools and compute resources of all nodes in a cluster. ONTAP already allowed the administrator to manually junction together multiple FlexVols in a cluster to export a namespace that spanned multiple nodes, but it was impossible to build an efficient junctioned namespace because avoiding conditions of imbalance—storage capacity or load—required a priori knowledge of future behavior of the applications. Customer deployments need directory namespaces to autonomously consume capacity and compute resources from nodes in the cluster with minimal administrator involvement.

Customers have high requirements of an enterprise-grade distributed file system: resiliency, availability, ease of administration, and other “standard” features, such as snapshots, replication, cloning, compression, deduplication, and encryption. Adding this comprehensive list of features into an existing open-source file system or creating a new feature-rich distributed file system would have been prohibitively expensive in terms of engineering resources and time.

Because these features had been baked into FlexVols over decades, building FlexGroups out of a collection of FlexVols was the obvious and prudent approach. It greatly simplified several aspects of our design. For example, the ability to nondisruptively move FlexVols between nodes is particularly useful for coarse-grained rebalancing without embedding any forward pointers in the file system; for more on this topic, see Sec. 3.3. Moreover, the NVLog, together with the transactional semantics of FlexVols [2, 7, 9, 17, 20, 29] provides the atomicity and reliability for maintaining metadata necessary for the distributed namespace.

More importantly, this choice simplified existing customers’ workflows—a FlexGroup looks much like a FlexVol to the administrator and NFS or SMB clients—which was
key to its rapid adoption. FlexGroups also allow “upgrading” an existing FlexVol to a FlexGroup, on-the-fly addition of member FlexVols, presentation of a FlexGroup as a single volume for all administrative tasks, and other management features. Such details are outside of the scope of this paper.

### 3.1 Design Considerations

Data distribution comes at a cost. Typically, spreading data across nodes requires either a metadata server or internal pointers to redirect from one location to another. Maintaining this metadata costs additional CPU, network, and storage. Coarse-grained distribution of large directory subtrees minimizes metadata costs, but makes it harder to achieve balance between nodes. A distributed system can achieve better balance with a finer-grained distribution, but that comes with the additional cost of more pointers.

Because both fine- and coarse-grained distribution have drawbacks, a promising approach would be to offer a mechanism that can adaptively change distribution granularities based on need—using fine-grained distribution when necessary to ensure the use of all resources, while reverting to coarse-grained distribution when possible for higher overall performance.

An alternative approach to achieve fine-grained distribution without metadata overhead is to use hash-based algorithms to place each file on a pseudo-random node. We ruled this approach out for two reasons. First, hash-based placement causes a large fraction, \((n-1)/n\), of requests to pay the cost of a network hop (NBlade to DBlade) in an n-node system. More intelligent placement of files can reduce hops; for example, files within a directory could be colocated in the common case. Hash-based placement also prevents dynamic placement decisions based on current conditions; for example, avoiding new file creation on a node that is experiencing high load.

Ideally, a system should be capable of reacting to imbalance in load and storage space availability. Retroactive data movement has two serious challenges—picking the content to be moved and doing it in a nondisruptive fashion to the clients (i.e., no remounts). The latter requires inserting remote pointers in the file system to avoid invalidating file handles that were previously issued to clients.\(^1\) However, the proliferation of these pointers over time creates an ever-increasing drag on overall system performance. Additionally, although centralizing metadata in one server simplifies some aspects, it leads to obvious performance bottlenecks.

We explored two less-successful designs before FlexGroups. In our first design, all data files were striped (based on file offset and range) across member FlexVols. Subsequently, metadata (directories and inode tables) were also striped and decentralized. A distributed ticketing mechanism was used to maintain cross-FlexVol consistency. However, the resultant fine-grained synchronization generated a high performance tax. In addition, increase in CPU core count in nodes and scaling improvements to the WAFL parallelism model \(^5\) enabled concurrent execution of dozens of read and write operations to a single file, which obviated the need to stripe “hot” files.

The second design stored an inode indirection layer in a master FlexVol, which pointed to data files that were placed in other FlexVols based on simple round-robin policies. The design traded the extra FlexVol hop paid by each operation to consult and follow the indirection for the ease of moving data and metadata across the member FlexVols in response to imbalance in load or storage capacity. However, the design was unable to prevent the master FlexVol (hosting the indirection layer) from becoming a performance bottleneck.

To demonstrate the overhead of this indirection-based scheme, we benchmarked it against FlexGroups, which, as explained later in this section, have several important differences. FlexGroups use pointers rather than indirection to locate remote files and try to place each file in the same node as its parent directory so that most operations avoid an extra NBlade-to-DBlade hop. Finally, FlexGroup members are symmetric; no node or FlexVol necessarily handles more (or less) data, metadata, or traffic than its peers.

We ran SPEC SFS 2014 SWBUILD \(^35\) on both a FlexGroup and the indirection-based approach using a mid-range HA pair.\(^2\) The operational throughput (ops/s) of FlexGroups was more than 4 times that of the indirection approach. At low load points, both were easily able to handle the workload, but the average request latency of the indirection approach was 1.9 times higher than that of FlexGroups, reflecting the extra network hop required by every request.

This pattern continued at higher load points until the master FlexVol became a bottleneck in the indirection-based system. Queue lengths grew rapidly with increasing load, until a 20-fold increase in time spent to resolve indirection which caused the operational throughput to collapse in spite of the fact that almost half of the available CPU cores remained idle. In contrast, FlexGroup performance continued to scale until the cores on both nodes were almost fully utilized. Note that this test was performed on a 2-node cluster. The indirection bottleneck is more acute in a larger cluster.

### 3.2 Fusing FlexVols via Remote Hardlinks

FlexGroups distribute both data and metadata across multiple FlexVols by allowing directory entries to be remote hardlinks to inodes on other member FlexVols, as illustrated in Fig. 2. A client can connect to any node in the cluster, and the NBlade routes its requests to the appropriate FlexVol and DBlade.

FlexGroups perform most data distribution during ingest: an intelligent, immediate, and permanent placement decision

\(^1\) NFS requires long-lived file handles.

\(^2\) Each node had 16 cores and 96 GiB of DRAM.
is taken when creating a new file or directory, thereby assigning the new object to one of the FlexVol members of the FlexGroup. FlexGroups adjust the granularity of distribution from the directory level down to individual files as necessary.

As explained in Sec. 3.1, striping individual files was not necessary to achieve our performance goals. Therefore, FlexGroups do not stripe individual files or directories across member FlexVols; each object lives entirely in one FlexVol. This greatly simplifies the design and allows all data operations (reads and writes) to be executed with the same latency and throughput. In other words, remote hardlinks are not traversed when servicing such operations; an additional network hop is incurred only if the NBlade connected to the client and DBlade in which the data resides are on different nodes. Only metadata operations that resolve or modify remote hardlinks incur additional latency for the extra inter-node communication.

The FlexVol identifier and the inode identifier are encoded within the opaque file handle that WAFLe returns to operations such as LOOKUP and OPEN. An NFS client resolves /dir1/dir2/foo by starting at the root located in FlexVol A. Suppose that the client connects to Node 1_A and sends a LOOKUP operation for dir1 to that NBlade. This operation is directed to the same node’s DBlade, which contains the root directory, and the remote handle for dir1 is located. The NFS handle returned to the client has B:2 encoded within it. The client then sends a LOOKUP for dir2 using this opaque handle, which the NBlade forwards to FlexVol B (Node 1_B). The NFS handle returned to the client now embeds C:3. A LOOKUP for file foo returns a file handle that encodes the FlexVol (which could even be A) and the inode for that file. All subsequent reads and writes on that file get routed by the NBlade of Node 1_A directly to the correct DBlade with no further access of the remote hardlinks. Thus, as mentioned earlier, every data operation costs the same and is independent of the number of remote hardlinks that led to it.

Unlike NFS, the SMB client sends the entire pathname, starting from the root. For example, an SMB client may OPEN /dir1/dir2/foo, whereas an NFS client sends a series of LOOKUP operations that walk down to foo. NBlades accelerate these SMB operations by maintaining in-memory pathname-to-FlexVol tables that can be used to resolve an entire pathname to a FlexVol, similar to Sprite prefix tables [41]. Depending on the state of the table, the OPEN operation may avoid resolving some or all remote hardlinks in the pathname when it gets routed to a FlexVol. The resolved hardlinks are added to this table. Much as with NFS, once opened all subsequent reads and writes to that file are routed directly to the correct DBlade.

### 3.3 Load Balancing

Based on experience with prior designs and customer workloads we realized that remote hardlinks with ingest-based placement yield a close-to-optimal trade-off by reducing the necessary synchronization overhead even while reducing the likelihood of imbalances in storage capacity and load across member FlexVols. Sec. 3.5 explains how placement heuristics are based on both the recent IOPS load imbalance and the capacity imbalance across member FlexVols. Obviously, these heuristics cannot predictably avoid load imbalances in the future. For example, it is possible that data written aptly at ingest time to one (or a few) member FlexVols becomes “hot” several hours or days later due to some application workflow. As explained earlier, nondisruptive, retroactive, and fine-grained data redistribution requires creating permanent remote markers that will regress the overall file system performance over time. Instead, such a pathologically imbalanced FlexGroup is fixed efficiently and expeditiously by coarse-grained movement of “hot” member FlexVols to nodes that are sustaining less IOPS load. This is done by leveraging the Volume Move feature [26], which leaves no residual remote markers in the file system namespace of the FlexGroup.3

### 3.4 The Remote Access Layer

FlexGroup volumes work by having one member FlexVol take responsibility for executing an entire operation, updating its own state, and coordinating the state changes with the other members. Each time an operation needs to create, delete, or access a remote hardlink, control passes to the Remote Access Layer (RAL). The RAL is responsible for managing and updating remote hardlinks in a transactional workflow. As explained earlier, nondisruptive, retroactive, and fine-grained data redistribution requires creating permanent remote markers that will regress the overall file system performance over time. Instead, such a pathologically imbalanced FlexGroup is fixed efficiently and expeditiously by coarse-grained movement of “hot” member FlexVols to nodes that are sustaining less IOPS load. This is done by leveraging the Volume Move feature [26], which leaves no residual remote markers in the file system namespace of the FlexGroup.3

---

3Movement is accomplished by taking periodic snapshots of the FlexVol and incrementally transferring all changes to the destination node. The frequency of these transfers increases as the movement catches up with the most recent version of the FlexVol at which point the volume information database consulted by the NBlades is atomically updated.
manner and allowing the existing file system code to operate on remote metadata as if it were local. The RAL is also responsible for recovering hardlink state after crashes and for dealing with network slowness and outages between nodes.

Conceptually, the RAL is a delegation service. When an operation accesses a remote hardlink, the RAL requests the corresponding metadata from the remote FlexVol and places it in a metadata cache where it can be accessed by the local operation. This caching represents a delegation from an origin FlexVol to the caching FlexVol. A delegation may be released proactively by the caching FlexVol or revoked by the origin FlexVol. Because the objects being cached are files or directories, each cache entry is conveniently stored in an inode at the caching FlexVol; the inode is freed when the caching relationship (and delegation) ceases to exist.

The RAL persists its cached metadata to ensure that it is not lost in the event of a node failure. As described in Sec. 2, when a node fails, its HA partner takes over all of its FlexVolS, replays logged operations, and resumes service of those FlexVolS almost immediately. The RAL metadata caches benefit from this same high availability by persisting their state to metadata files in the FlexVolS. This makes delegations fault tolerant and therefore simplifies the RAL design.

There are other approaches for tracking and maintaining distributed state, such as remote hardlinks. Porting and leveraging well-known services, such as ZooKeeper [15] or etcd [4], to maintain this state was tempting for reasons such as speed of implementation. However, building the RAL transactional mechanisms within our file system provided two major advantages: (1) low transactional overhead, because RAL bookkeeping occurs in the context of the client operation; and (2) resilient transaction tracking, because RAL bookkeeping leverages the enterprise-quality transactional semantics provided by WAFL.

The next three subsections explain the transactional infrastructure for creating and managing remote hardlinks.

### 3.4.1 RAL Caches

As summarized above, the RAL is a write-back metadata cache of remote inodes. The caching FlexVol creates (if necessary) and uses delegations cached in local inodes from one or more origin FlexVolS to execute file system operations. These inodes may contain read-only (RO) or read-write (RW) caches. In other words, for any given object, its origin FlexVol can grant at most one exclusive RW cache to another FlexVol or multiple RO caches to multiple FlexVolS.

The cached inodes are stored persistently in the regular inode table and are used by local file system operations much like regular inodes. Because they are stored in the local file system, updates to cached inodes are protected by the NVLog. This ensures that the delegations represented by cache entries are not lost in the event of node failures.

The combination of HA pairs with the mirrored NVLog, as described in Sec. 2, ensures that node failures appear, at worst, as transient delays to the RAL. When a node fails, its partner quickly takes over, replaying operations from the NVLog to recreate the RAL metadata state that had not yet been persisted to storage.

The caches are managed using local-to-remote (L2R) and remote-to-local (R2L) maps, which are implemented as B+ trees and stored in each FlexVol as hidden files. The L2R maps store two kinds of information: (1) the map from locally cached inodes to the corresponding remote inode number and origin FlexVol ID; and (2) the map of local inodes that are cached by other FlexVolS. The R2L maps store the reverse mapping of the first type of L2R map data. For example, in Fig. 2, inode 25 on FlexVol C is a cached version of inode 4 on FlexVol D.

RAL caches are not intended as long-term storage, and are primarily used as (1) a temporary measure to complete metadata operations that choose to locate newly created content in a remote member; and (2) a mechanism for providing crash-consistent transactional semantics.

Caches can be evicted proactively by the caching FlexVol or revoked by the origin FlexVol. A background scrub process periodically walks and reclaims all caches, because caches are only needed temporarily. In fact, to improve performance, most read-write caches are aggressively evicted after their use, so that they don’t have to be evicted when a later operation needs to create a cache of the inode in a different FlexVol. The scrub also reclaims all wasteful or stale outstanding references. The origin FlexVol can evict read-write caches of its inodes by examining its L2R map to find the set of caching FlexVolS, sending them `REMOTE_WRITEBACK` messages to write back the dirty data, and then evicting the entries.

### 3.4.2 Example

We use an NFS `MKDIR` request—a sufficiently complex operation—to illustrate how RAL is used. Suppose that subdirectory `dir3` is created under `dir2`, that `dir2` is stored on FlexVol C, and that the placement logic decides to store the contents of `dir3` on FlexVol D. Fig. 2 illustrates this example.

1. FlexVol C suspends local processing of the `MKDIR` operation when it determines that it needs a remote hardlink.
2. FlexVol C sends a `RAL_RETRIEVE` message to FlexVol D, asking for the creation of a new inode and a copy of it for read-write caching.
3. FlexVol D allocates the new inode (4 in the figure), tags it as being cached elsewhere in the RW manner, and creates the corresponding L2R entry.
4. FlexVol D responds to FlexVol C by sending a `RAL_STORE` message to store the cached copy of this inode in FlexVol C.
5. FlexVol C processes the RAL_STORE message by allocating a local inode (25 in the figure), tags it as a RW cache, creates the appropriate L2R and R2L entries, and adds it to the pool of cached inodes for FlexVol D.

6. FlexVol C restarts the local MKDIR operation.

The MKDIR operation finds the cached inode in the pool and proceeds to completion using it as the proxy for dir3. The MKDIR operation now creates the remote hardlink directory entry in dir2 pointing to dir3, converts the inode C:25 into a directory type, populates the . and .. entries in it, and marks the RW cache entry as "dirty."

If the client now sends a CREATE command to create a new file in dir3, that request gets routed to FlexVol D. When the operation executes, it notices the tag on dir3’s inode that marks it as being in an RW cache elsewhere. The FlexVol suspends the operation, consults the L2R map to determine that it is cached in FlexVol C, and starts the eviction process. FlexVol C writes back the dirty RW cache to FlexVol D, removes it from the cache, and FlexVol D then marks the inode as a valid subdirectory with no RW caches. The CREATE operation is then resumed in FlexVol D.

As the MKDIR example illustrates, the DBlade of the caching FlexVol takes ownership of executing the client operation atomically, but only after it has created local RW caches from an origin FlexVol. We now briefly describe an example RENAME operation that is more complex and may involve two origin FlexVols. A RENAME mv dirA/foo dirB/bar operation is routed to the DBlade that hosts dirB. Suppose that dirA is in FlexVol A, dirB is in FlexVol B, and foo is a hardlink from dirA to inodeC in FlexVol C. FlexVol B first acquires two RW caches—one from FlexVol A for dirA and one from FlexVol C for inodeC—and then executes the RENAME as a regular WAFL operation that uses the two RW caches. The execution of the RENAME deletes bar if one already exists, creates a new local bar that hardlinks to inodeC, and deletes foo in the RW cache for dirA. The persistent RW cache entries are left in a "dirty" state: the origin FlexVols are modified when these cache entries are eventually flushed back.

Some operations require read-only (RO) caches; for example, an SMB OPEN operation creates RO caches for any traversed remote inodes while resolving a file pathname.

### 3.4.3 Consistency and Recovery

The FlexGroup consistency model builds on the transactional semantics of the underlying COW WAFL file system with its NVLog. A client operation is acknowledged only after it has been recorded in the NVLog of both the node and its HA partner. All RAL operations are similarly recorded to NVLog before they are acknowledged. After a node failure, NVLog replay returns the affected member FlexVol to a state representing a valid phase of any ongoing RAL transaction. It must be noted that the ONTAP HA-pair model (together with our RAID and WAFL software) is specifically engineered to be highly reliable,

For example, in the case of the MKDIR example, the node containing FlexVol D processes the RAL_RETRIEVE message, records the message and result in its NVLog, and responds to FlexVol C. If FlexVol D’s node fails before the corresponding updates are persisted to the local file system, its HA partner replays the RAL_RETRIEVE message, recreating the inode.

If the node that hosts FlexVol C fails during the RAL_STORE phase, its HA partner may choose a different location for creating dir3 when it replays MKDIR. FlexVol D and C may be left with stale or unused cache entries or temporary inodes. This is the only allowed form of inconsistency after a node failure; it is eventually resolved by the background scrub process, which periodically walks and reclaims all caches, including all wasteful or stale outstanding references. The continued existence of these stale references is safe and does not compromise the consistency of the file system.

Any dirty state left in the cache inode (25 in the MKDIR example) is recreated by replaying MKDIR if C fails after MKDIR is logged but before the subsequent file system transaction completes. Although a formal proof is not provided for lack of space, we conclude that RAL usage for FlexGroup is crash consistent.

Sec. 2 explains that no fsck-style repair is required if a node fails or even in the rare case that NVLog in both nodes of an HA pair is lost. When a member node in a FlexGroup fails, its HA partner replays its NVLog and recreates the file system state, including the RAL state. However, the loss of NVLog of one member FlexVol may result in inconsistencies between it and other members. Additional mechanisms were built to accomplish automatic on-the-fly repair when such an inconsistency is detected by an operation. In brief, the operation is suspended while a high-priority WAFL message investigates the inconsistency, fixes it, sylogs it, and restarts the original operation. For example, suppose that a LOOKUP consults a directory entry foo, which is a remote hardlink to an inode in FlexVol B that does not exist because FlexVol B suffered a failure followed by a loss of its NVLog. On-the-fly repair would be kicked off once the RAL_RETRIEVE fails.

---

4In theory, the MKDIR operation could find a RW cache entry in that pool on its first execution. That RW cache entry might have been created due to a RAL_RETRIEVE operation to member D initiated by a different operation. In that case, on resumption that operation kicks off yet another RAL_RETRIEVE operation to populate the pool.

5Each cache is acquired using the RAL_RETRIEVE and RAL_STORE handshake.

6The availability of our customers’ systems is routinely measured at 5 to 6 nines; that is, annual system downtime between 3 and 30 seconds.

7The WAFL file system includes a time-tested background scanner infrastructure used to walk and operate on various file system metadata. The infrastructure paces itself based on current system load, thereby ensuring negligible (less than 2%) impact to client operations. There are about 20 different scan types, and the FlexGroup scrub is one of them.
which would eventually delete the entry foo. The restarted 
LOOKUP now finds no corresponding entry. A detailed dis-
cussion of on-the-fly repair techniques is beyond the scope 
of this paper.

3.5 Ingest Heuristics

As mentioned earlier, all placement decisions are made dur-
ing ingest before the new inode is allocated. The heuristics 
balance two competing goals: distributing load (IOPS) and 
capacity among member FlexVols versus reducing the oper-
atational overhead associated with remote hardlinks.

Creating a remote hardlink to an idle member almost im-
mediately brings traffic to it, which shifts some traffic to idle 
members and increases overall performance. Additionally, 
creating a remote hardlink to an underutilized FlexVol al-
most certainly causes it to fill up a little more, which helps 
bring its usage in line with that of its peers. This is more 
important when the member volumes are closer to full, and 
remote hardlinks can help get to every last byte of storage. 
Therefore, as the FlexVols become more and more full, the 
FlexGroup should employ more remote hardlinks.

On the other hand, every time the FlexGroup creates a 
new remote hardlink, there is a small performance penalty, 
both at the time of creation and in the future when access-
ing the remote hardlink. The penalties accumulated across 
too many remote hardlinks increase average request latency 
and reduce overall performance. However, too few remote 
hardlinks may mean a failure to use all available resources. 
Thus, the primary goal of ingest heuristics is to achieve the 
right balance while using as few remote hardlinks as possi-
ble.

3.5.1 Input to Heuristics

To minimize the overhead of heuristics, each node makes 
independent allocation decisions based on the following in-
formation about each member FlexVol:

- **Block usage**: The ratio of consumed to total storage 
space of the FlexVol.
- **Inode usage**: The ratio of the number of locally allo-
cated inodes to the maximum number of inodes allowed 
for the FlexVol.
- **Recent ingest load**: The recent frequency with which it 
has created new files and directories (maintained by us-
ing a sliding window average across several seconds)\(^8\).

The member FlexVols periodically exchange this informa-
tion by using an asynchronous and lightweight viral refresh 
process provided by ONTAP. Each node propagates infor-
mation about its local member FlexVols as well as informa-
tion received from other nodes. Each node sends out a mes-
sage to each pair every second and uses timestamps to decide 
the staleness of the received information. An asynchronous 
model suffices because the heuristics are reacting to trends 
in load and storage consumption rather than making instan-
taneously optimal decisions.

3.5.2 Heuristic Probability Tables

Each node consults a set of probability tables during inode 
allocation. The tables are recomputed approximately every 
second, using any new information that is received from the 
refresh process. The table in each FlexVol consists of two 
arrays:

- **RP**[c]: An array of remote preference—a value between 
  0 and 1 indicating the probability of remote allocation 
  for objects of various categories, such as files and sub-
directories at various depths from the root directory.
- **AT**[m]: An array of remote allocation target probability 
  values for member FlexVol m; the sum of values across 
  the array is 1.

When making an inode allocation decision, the FlexVol 
generates a random number between 0 and 1 and compares 
it to the corresponding value in **RP** for that category. If the 
randomly generated number is larger, it processes the al-
location locally; otherwise it uses a weighted round-robin 
scheme to determine the FlexVol for remote allocation: Each 
remote member is assigned a target percentage based on its 
**AT** value, and each allocation selects the remote FlexVol that 
is furthest behind its target percentage compared to its peers.

3.5.3 Computing Heuristic Probability Tables

The probability tables are recomputed by comparing the 
properties of all member FlexVols and looking for trends and 
problem conditions. As mentioned earlier, each node com-
putes these tables independently based on the information 
from the most recent refresh process. First, two intermediate 
values—**Urgency** and **Tolerance**—are computed.

**Urgency** biases the heuristics to react to imbalance in the 
FlexGroup. It is computed as a linear interpolation of each 
member’s usage and each node’s ingest load within their re-
spective high and low thresholds, which are precomputed 
based on the FlexGroup configuration. An **Urgency** of 1 in-
dicates that at least one member volume is critically low on 
one of these resources. Values between 0 and 1 indicate es-
calating degrees of concern.

**Tolerance** indicates how much disparity in load or usage 
among member volumes is acceptable. A low value tells the 
heuristics to react more strongly to disparities between mem-
ber FlexVols. A FlexGroup that is empty with no load will 
have maximum **Tolerance**. As a FlexGroup gets closer to full 
capacity, **Tolerance** goes down, and the heuristics allow less 
disparity among the members.

\(^8\)Sec. 3.3 explains the handling of unpredictable future imbalance in load 
across the member FlexVols.
Computing Remote Allocation Target (AT) Probabilities: First a hypothetical usage goal is computed—somewhere between the highest current capacity usage (combining both blocks and inodes) on any member and the maximum capacity of any member. The heuristics assign each member an allocation target based on the difference between that member’s usage goal and its current usage. In essence, the heuristics select targets such that if all allocations were remote and all new files were exactly the same size, the remote members would then fill up at exactly the rates needed to reach their usage goals at the same time.

A non-zero Urgency affects this calculation significantly. A member that contributes to the non-zero Urgency is given a much lower target. For example, a member with the maximum Urgency value of 1 is assigned only 1% of its target. Once target values are assigned to each member, the values are normalized into $AT[m]$ as probabilities summing to 1.

Computing Remote Preference (RP) Probabilities: The heuristics iterate over each allocation category for a member FlexVol. Some categories are easily computed. For example, allocating a new subdirectory in the root directory is always a remote allocation to ensure that this new branch of content lands on the member with the least capacity usage or load. But for most categories, the calculation is more complex and uses the recent ingest load data from all members.

First, the heuristics compare the recent request load for an allocation category to the target load specified by the volume’s allocation target (AT). If the recent load is below the target, then $RP[c]$ is set to 0, indicating a desire for the FlexVol to satisfy new allocations locally. However, if the recent load is above the target then $RP[c]$ is computed as the proportion of the load that is in excess of the target. For example, if a member with a target of 8% has recently received 10% of the overall allocations in a category, then that category is assigned a $RP$ of 0.2 so it can attain its target. As an optimization, $RP$ is reduced for members that have exceeded their target by less than the current Tolerance value, optimistically allowing them to keep a higher percentage of local traffic for local placement.

Again, a non-zero Urgency value for a member increases its $RP$ values. As a member FlexVol or node runs low on resources, the allocations are more likely to happen on remote peers.

4 Topics in Practice

Building a scale-out file system required meeting customer expectations of the features, performance, and robustness that they were accustomed to with FlexVols. This section touches on a few selected topics related to satisfying those expectations.

Snapshots: Several features of ONTAP depend on the ability to efficiently create consistent snapshots. A FlexGroup snapshot is a collection of snapshots, one per member FlexVol, that are created in a coordinated fashion. First, each member FlexVol fences all new client operations and evicts all RW caches. Then each member FlexVol independently creates a snapshot and drops its fence. Because very few RW caches are outstanding at any point in time, this fencing creates no noticeable disruption to client performance (both latency and throughput of client operations). The design choice to evict all RW caches was made to avoid extra implementation work in various internal file system operations to understand, handle, and traverse RAL information when accessing snapshots. Eviction is not really necessary because the L2R and R2L metadata is consistently captured in each member FlexVol snapshot, and could be used to service reads of the FlexGroup snapshot image. The metadata can also be reactivated in the case of a restore of the entire FlexGroup to that coordinated image.

Quotas: Tracking and enforcement of user, directory, and group quotas must treat the entire FlexGroup as a single entity. Any incoming operation must fail when a quota rule is violated. Caches created by the RAL infrastructure count toward quota consumption. Quota credits are pro-actively distributed across member FlexVols to allow efficient, independent, and per-operation granular enforcement of the rules. In the worst case, an operation may be suspended while the FlexVol communicates with other members to borrow credits; the design makes such scenarios extremely rare.

Unreachable Member FlexVols: One or more members may become temporarily unreachable; for example, due to network problems. All client and RAL operations directed to those FlexVols will time out and get retried. Meanwhile, access to data in other FlexVols continues as usual. ONTAP clustering services indicate whether the FlexVols still exist, whether the outage is temporary, and whether retries will eventually succeed. If the problem is not transient or if clustering services indicate that FlexVols have been destroyed, either the FlexGroup can be restored to its most recent coordinated snapshot or on-the-fly repair will eventually fix RAL metadata that point to the lost FlexVols. Both approaches recover file system consistency but result in data loss. The former is typically preferred because the loss is recent and predictable; all mutations after the snapshot are lost.

Testing: Enterprise-grade quality implies continuous validation; 102 different test suites are executed, totaling 160 hours of runtime daily. These tests use both NFS and SMB clients to specifically stress cross-member code paths that use RAL. Many of the suites also inject errors, such as dropping RAL operations, forcing node panics to trigger HA events, discarding NVLog during HA-events, and artificially creating memory pressure. There are also suites that explicitly create inconsistencies in the persisted RAL metadata to test on-the-fly repair mechanisms that correct them.

---

Snapshots can be replicated to and restored from remote nodes by using NetApp SnapMirror® [29].

---
5 Evaluation

This section shows that the load-balancing automation of FlexGroups compares well to an ideal FlexVol in three areas: overhead, scale, and balance. It is not practical to formulate an apples-to-apples comparison of FlexGroup to other well-known distributed file systems, due to the difference in configurations, sizes, and associated feature sets. Instead, this section compares FlexGroup performance to ideal and worst-case scenarios that are manually configured (as explained below). Experiments to measure FlexGroup overhead (Sec. 5.1) and scale (Sec. 5.2) were completed using a cluster of up to 8 nodes, each with two 6-core Intel Broadwell DE processors, 64 GiB of DRAM, and a shelf of 24 SSDs. Capacity balancing was validated with data collected from customer deployments (Sec. 5.3).

5.1 Overhead

Automatic redirection of files and directories between FlexVol in a manner that is consistent in the face of faults adds two major sources of overhead: RAL (Sec. 3.4) introduces additional overhead for metadata operations, and some operations incur an additional network communication cost when the client sends a request to an NB blade that cannot be satisfied by the local DB blade. We measure these overheads by comparing the performance of FlexGroups to two manually created configurations with FlexVol, neither of which incur the overhead of RAL: (1) FlexVol-Local is an ideal configuration in which operations are routed by each NB blade to the DB blade on the same node. (2) FlexVol-Remote is a configuration in which operations are always routed by each NB blade to a DB blade on a different node.

Even though we used a single HA pair in these experiments, the results in these two cases are independent of the number of nodes: Either none (FlexVol-Local) or all (FlexVol-Remote) operations involve inter-node processing, and this does not change with the number of nodes. In the case of FlexGroups, the remote-to-local ratio might increase with the number of nodes, but no other are latencies added.

5.1.1 Overhead of NFS Operations

We measured overhead by generating a metadata load using mdtest [14] to a single HA pair. We used a single mdtest client connected by using NFSv3 to one of the nodes, with no other load on the system. We report the latencies of the individual metadata operations, measured on the storage systems. We configured mdtest to create approximately 2 million directories and 2 million 256KB files; the maximum NFS transfer size was set to 64KB.

Fig. 3 shows the normalized results. We observe that in the FlexGroup case, data is spread approximately evenly across the two DB blades. Read-only metadata operations that use NFS file handles, namely ACCESS and GETATTR, exhibit performance that is almost exactly halfway between the local and remote cases because there is no RAL overhead. Satisfying the request incurs additional communication across the cluster interconnect approximately 50% of the time. The LOOKUP operation incurs additional latency when resolving a name in a directory that happens to be a remote hardlink, because it creates a RO cache of the looked-up inode on the same node as its parent directory. Metadata update operations, such as CREATE, MKDIR, REMOVE, and RMDIR, show the overhead of RAL and of communicating over the cluster interconnect, each occurring roughly 50% of the time.

Even though many of these metadata operations incur an overhead, they are relatively infrequent compared to data operations. Read operations exhibit performance that is approximately halfway between the local and remote cases. Write operations perform comparably worse than read operations because they require updating file inodes; for example, to extend the file lengths and to update mtime. As shown later in this section, the overall impact on performance is minimal when looking at the operations in aggregate.

5.1.2 Application and Data Benchmarks

Fig. 4 shows the performance of our application benchmarks, expressed as normalized operations per second. (Higher is better.) The figure presents two sets of results: random and sequential read and write benchmarks, and selected SPEC SFS 2014 benchmarks [35], which evaluate a realistic mixture of file system operations.

We generated the random and sequential results for reads and writes by using an internal benchmark that increases the load to find the maximum throughput possible while placing data in accordance with the configuration (FlexVol-Local, FlexVol-Remote, or FlexGroup). Unlike in the mdtest experiment, in which only one NB blade and one DB blade were active at any given time, in the FlexVol-Local case, we used several clients to saturate both nodes with requests. The results indicate that throughput for FlexGroups achieves a balance somewhere between the best (FlexVol-Local) and worst (FlexVol-Remote) cases.

SFS [35] is a standard file system workload generation tool that comes with profiles generated from real-world examples. We use three SFS profiles representing different mixes of metadata requests and data throughput [37]: SWBUILD, heavy metadata similar to Linux kernel builds; EDA, a balance of metadata and data throughput representative of electronic design automation applications; and VDA, streaming writes and few metadata operations, similar to a video recording system. Our goal in these benchmarks is to determine peak operations/second, not to produce compliant SFS numbers as defined by SPEC [36].

\[10\] The performance of LOOKUP is independent of the path length because NFSv3 resolves each pathname component separately.
For the EDA and VDA workloads, FlexGroup performance fell almost exactly between FlexVol-Local and FlexVol-Remote, showing that the load-balancing heuristics achieved a balanced distribution of files across the two test nodes and that there was negligible overhead from RAL. In the SWBUILD test, FlexGroup performance was again between the extremes but closer to FlexVol-Remote. In this test, 87% of requests are metadata operations, increasing overhead due to more frequent RAL processing.

We also determined via profiling that the recomputation of the heuristic probability tables every second by each node adds a negligible amount of CPU cycles (less than 0.001%), even for large customer deployments.

### 5.2 Workload Scaling

To examine the FlexGroup scalability under different workloads, we ran the three SFS profiles against 1-, 2-, 4-, 6-, and 8-node clusters (as described at the beginning of Sec. 5). Fig. 5 shows the scaled results. Workloads with lower metadata intensity (VDA) scale better than workloads with more metadata operations, as expected due to the added transaction overhead associated with RAL, discussed in Sec. 3.4.

### 5.3 Customer Experience

FlexGroups became available to customers in early 2017. In this section, we share information about how customers have used FlexGroups and about improvements made to our heuristics based on that experience. The storage systems can “phone home” to report customer configuration and event data [23]. This functionality is optional, but a large fraction of our customers enable it. Because our customers typically configure multiple FlexGroups and other FlexVols on the same nodes of a cluster, run dozens of applications on any given node of the cluster at various times, and ONTAP does not fully gather IOPS statistics on a per-FlexVol basis, it is not possible to compute or to clearly show whether the IOPS load stays balanced across member FlexVols over a long period of time. On the other hand, per-FlexVol capacity consumption is tracked for imbalance, and it also serves as a good proxy for imbalance in load.

This data shows a steady rise in FlexGroup adoption in
the 2 years since its release. As of August 2018, hundreds of customers have deployed thousands of FlexGroups to manage hundreds of petabytes of storage. Roughly half of these FlexGroups are small (< 10TB), and we surmise that they are being used for testing and evaluation. 25% of these FlexGroups are larger than 100TB, and 5% are larger than 1PB. A handful of FlexGroups are larger than 5PB. Of the FlexGroups that are 10TB or larger, most (70%) have between 8 and 32 member FlexVols. 5% are larger, with the largest containing over 150 members.

Customer data also provides insight into the effectiveness of our ingest heuristics at balancing capacity across the members of a FlexGroup. Standard deviation (stdev or σ) measures dispersion. However, because different FlexGroups contain different amounts of data, the standard deviations are not directly comparable. For example, a stdev of 10^8 bytes would be interpreted differently for a 1TB FlexGroup than for a 100TB one. To normalize these numbers for comparison, we divide the stdev by the mean (μ), producing a coefficient of variation (CV), or σ/μ, that gives the stdev as a percentage of the mean. A FlexGroup with a CV of 1% suggests that each FlexVol has a 95% probability of being ±0.02μ; a CV of 3% indicates a 95% probability of being ±0.06μ.

The data indicate that the FlexGroup placement algorithms are working in most customer use cases, as shown in Fig. 6. Over half (56%) of FlexGroups had a CV less than 1%, 78% of FlexGroups had a CV less than 5%, and 85% were below 10%. Only FlexGroups larger than 10TB and more than 5% utilized were included in this analysis. For the 15% of FlexGroups that had a CV greater than 10%, we found three patterns that account for most of the cases.

First there is a group of FlexGroups that have a bi-modal usage pattern—one set of members with similar high usage and another set with similar, but lower, usage. These appear to be FlexGroups that customers have expanded by adding a set of new member FlexVol, and the newer members show lower usage than the older ones.

The second pattern includes FlexGroups that hold a small number of very large files. An example would be a 200 TB FlexGroup with a small number of backup archives averaging 100 GB each. In these cases there aren’t enough files to average out the effects of our ingest decisions, and the impact of allocating (extremely large) outlier file sizes can increase the CV of the FlexGroup.

Finally, there is a small number of FlexGroups that are well balanced except for a single volume with much higher usage. We believe that these cases are caused by oddities in customer workloads: an output archive file that encompasses an enormous amount of workload data, or a directory of log files that were co-located when they were created, but have grown very large over time.

It should be noted that such examples of capacity imbalance do not necessarily imply imbalance in IOPS load across the member FlexVols. In the second pattern, backup files experience sequential appends and infrequent sequential reads. In the third pattern, output archive files experience frequent bursts of append operations. The WAFL file system is well tuned to absorb a spike in reads and writes to a single FlexVol. And as mentioned earlier, in the worst case a Volume Move operation can relocate such a FlexVol from a node that happens to be overloaded.

Based on specific customer experiences, we have improved the ingest heuristics over the four releases since FlexGroups were introduced. Early on, an interesting customer case motivated the addition of the inode usage property to the refresh process. Without accounting for inode usage, the heuristics had kept several million small files in a few members to balance out some extremely large files in the others. The per-FlexVol limit on the number of inodes was hit, causing out-of-space errors. Another customer experience resulted in converting the ingest load into a sliding window average to accommodate spikes. Other tweaks were made to various constants used while recomputing the probability tables to prevent the heuristics from over-reacting to changes.

5.4 Applicability Beyond WAFL

The FlexGroup design builds on years of engineering investment in our WAFL file system, but could these concepts be applied to other file systems? FlexGroups required modest changes to WAFL, and we believe that similar enhancements are possible to other file systems: remote hardlinks and the ability to traverse, create, and delete them. The inputs to ingest heuristics are simple and should be easy to implement.

The biggest challenges may be availability and fault to-
erance. A robust file system like WAFL can persist RAL metadata locally with its reliable native consistency semantics. Other file systems may require more expensive distributed consensus techniques, like two-phase commit [22] or Paxos [21], to ensure fault tolerant updates to remote hardlinks.

6 Related Work

Many distributed file systems have been developed by the research, commercial, and open source communities. To discuss FlexGroups in the context of this large body of prior work, we focus on file systems that share our design goals and implementation choices. Thus we emphasize systems in which storage devices are controlled by a single node (or two nodes for fault tolerance) and in which nodes manage data at the granularity of files or objects. We will not discuss shared disk file systems such as GPFS [32] or Frangipani [38].

Distributed file systems use a variety of strategies for assigning files and directories to nodes. The simplest approach is a static partitioning, whereby an administrator assigns namespace subtrees to different servers. This strategy is exemplified by systems like NFS [31], AFS [13], and Sprite [27]. It was also the approach that ONTAP supported prior to the introduction of FlexGroups [8].

The disadvantage of static namespace partitioning is uneven load and capacity balancing. Dynamic distribution addresses this challenge by selecting or updating file locations on the fly. Slice [1] compared two heuristics for dynamic partitioning. Name hashing maximizes balancing by assigning every new file and directory to a random node chosen by hashing its name. Mkdir switching maintains namespace locality by assigning a configurable fraction of new directories to a different node than their parent and allocating all other files and directories on the same node as their parent.

The name hashing strategy has also been used in other distributed file systems including Vesta [3] and GlusterFS [12]. Like mkdir switching, FlexGroups aim to maintain namespace locality by rarely using remote links. But FlexGroups also uses current load and capacity in deciding when to split the namespace.

Unlike FlexGroups, many distributed file systems separate namespace management from data storage. These designs have nodes that store objects and a metadata service that maps filenames to objects. For scalability, some systems have multiple metadata servers, introducing the same trade-off between load balancing and namespace locality that we address in FlexGroups. Ceph [39] is a widely-used system of this type. Unlike FlexGroups, Ceph repartitions the namespace in response to observed load. This is facilitated by Ceph’s use of separate metadata servers; migrating a namespace subtree does not require moving the corresponding data objects. Policies for migrating subtrees is an area of ongoing research [34]. Ceph manages data placement using a hash-based algorithm to select object storage devices [40].

PanFS [42] represents another point in the design space. It statically partitions its namespace across metadata managers and randomly places files on different object servers (blades). Like FlexGroups it adjusts its allocation probabilities to reflect disparities in free space across the object servers. PanFS can also actively balance capacity by relocating data objects. Unlike FlexGroups, PanFS does not take load into account during data placement.

Farsite [6] takes a unique approach to metadata partitioning. It spreads files across servers based on file identifiers. But instead of using a hash, it uses a tree-structured system of file identifiers. This supports the colocation of related files, while avoiding the problem of directory renames forcing data migration between servers.

Chunkfs [10] is a single-node file system with dynamic namespace partitioning, but with different goals and implementation. Chunkfs improves fault isolation and recovery by dividing the file system into multiple chunks, each containing one or more namespace subtrees that can be checked independently. Chunkfs uses continuation inodes to connect subtrees across chunks, similar to remote hardlinks in FlexGroups, except that they are restricted to a single node.

Like Chunkfs, SpanFS [16] stitches together multiple local file systems, called domains, into a single volume. SpanFS provides better MP scaling because locks and other resources are local to a single domain, allowing threads in different domains to execute without contention.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented FlexGroup volumes, a distributed version of NetApp FlexVol volumes. FlexGroups achieve seamless scaling across the storage cluster even while simplifying the job of the storage administrator. FlexGroups leverage the maturity, stability, and feature richness of FlexVol. We described the core elements of the design: the infrastructure for remote hardlinks and the ingest heuristics that distribute newly created content. We evaluated FlexGroup performance using both benchmarks and archived customer usage data. The success of FlexGroups has been further validated by rapid customer adoption.
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Abstract

Smartphones usually have limited storage and runtime memory. Compressed read-only file systems can dramatically decrease the storage used by read-only system resources. However, existing compressed read-only file systems use fixed-sized input compression, which causes significant I/O amplification and unnecessary computation. They also consume excessive runtime memory during decompression and deteriorate the performance when the runtime memory is scarce. In this paper, we describe EROFS\textsuperscript{1}, a new compression-friendly read-only file system that leverages fixed-sized output compression and memory-efficient decompression to achieve high performance with little extra memory overhead. We also report our experience of deploying EROFS on tens of millions of smartphones. Evaluation results show that EROFS outperforms existing compressed read-only file systems with various micro-benchmarks and reduces the boot time of real-world applications by up to 22.9\% while nearly halving the storage usage.

1 Introduction

Low-end smartphones with relatively low price are still prevalent in the market \cite{18,25}, especially in developing countries. At a price, such devices are usually equipped with limited resources in both capacity and performance. For example, a low-end Android smartphone may have 1-2GB runtime memory and 8-16GB slow eMMC storage \cite{19,21,22}. Even worse, the Android operating system itself can consume more than 3GB in storage, leaving scarce storage space available to users \cite{46}. Even for high-end smartphones, the increasing storage and runtime memory consumption of popular or resident apps usually render a device resource-scarce for both user-initiated and system-initiated operations.

File systems with compression support, or compressed file systems, can be used to release more space to the users by transparently compressing/decompressing file data upon accesses. However, such file systems usually consume more resources and yield notably worse performance during compression/decompression. Thus they are not suitable for resource-limited devices, especially smartphones, on which user experience has the top priority.

Fortunately, for partitions with read-only data, such as the /system, /vendor and /odm partitions of Android, the file system can be made read-only to boost the performance by simplifying the structures and designs for file changes. However, existing compressed read-only file systems, such as Squashfs \cite{10,11}, usually cause notable degradation on access performance and incur extra memory usage during decompression. One key issue is that such file systems use fixed-sized input compression, in which file data is divided into fixed-sized chunks (e.g., 128KB) and each chunk is compressed individually. The fixed-sized input compression incurs significant read amplification and excessively unnecessary computations ($\S$2.2). Even worse, they usually require a huge amount of runtime memory, which is scarce on low-end smartphones or heavily-used high-end smartphones ($\S$2.2).

To save the storage space and retain high performance with low memory overhead, we design and implement EROFS, an enhanced read-only file system with compression support. EROFS introduces the fixed-sized output compression, which compresses file data to multiple fixed-sized blocks, to significantly mitigate the read amplification problem and reduce unnecessary computations as much as possible. By exploiting the characteristics of compression algorithms (such as LZ4), EROFS designs different memory-efficient decompression schemes to reduce extra memory usage during the decompression. EROFS also adopts a set of optimizations that carefully ensure guaranteed user experience.

The main contributions of this paper include:

$\bullet$ A study of existing compressed file systems which reveals the performance issues on resource-hungry devices ($\S$2).

$\bullet$ A fixed-sized output compression scheme that signifi-
significantly mitigates the read amplification issue ($\S 3.1$).

- A set of novel decompression schemes for both memory-efficiency and high performance ($\S 3.3$).
- An evaluation of EROFS against other file systems to validate the effectiveness of EROFS ($\S 5$) and a study on the deployment experience of EROFS on tens of millions of smartphones ($\S 6$).

## 2 Background and Motivation

### 2.1 Low user-perceived storage space

Smartphones are usually resource-scarce due to the cost constraint. Meanwhile, the space occupied by the Android operating system is constantly increasing. Fig. 1 shows the `/system` partition size in stock Android factory images [6] for different Android versions. The sparse image strips off all zero blocks and thus only contains all effective data; while the raw image is the actual space consumed once stored into the devices. From the figure, we can see the data size of the `/system` partition increases from 184MB in Android 2.3.6 to 1.9GB in Android 9.0.0. Besides the trend of increasing the effective data size, we can also see a large number of zero blocks in Android 7 and 8, which also consume large space. For Android 9, the zero blocks are significantly less, which is due to the support of data block deduplication [20] in the ext4 file system. Besides the `/system` partition shown in Fig. 1, there are other space-consuming partitions for Android such as `/vendor`, `/odm` and `/vendor` [8]. As reported in previous work [46], the space used by the whole Android system itself is increasing and far larger than what we show here. For example, Android 6.0.0 consumes 3.17GB storage after a factory-reset [46].

Meanwhile, the storage consumption of Android applications also keeps growing. As reported by Google Play, by early 2017, the average app size has quintupled compared with that at the time Google starts its Android application marketplace [45]. As a result, the storage capacity of low-end smartphones available for users is rather small. Further, many top apps for smartphones tend to consume a huge amount of memory, leaving only a small amount of memory for system-initiated operations even on a high-end smartphone.

![Fig. 1: Android /system partition sizes](image)

**Compressed file systems.** One intuitive approach to unleash more spaces for users is adopting compressed file systems, which exposes standard file interfaces to the applications but transparently compress and decompress file data during file writes and reads.

Btrfs [2] is a modern B-tree file system with compression support. When compression is enabled, the file data is divided into multiple 128KB chunks and compressed separately. Each of the compressed chunks will be stored in an extent, which is a run of contiguous blocks that store data sequentially. The locations of these extents are recorded as indexes in the B-tree structures. To read the file data, the corresponding extents are read from the storage and the whole chunks are decompressed. To update a file, the new data is compressed and written to new extents, and then the indexes are updated. To read the file data, Btrfs reads the corresponding extents from the storage and decompresses the whole chunks. To update a file, Btrfs compresses the new data, writes it to new extents, and updates the indexes.

Btrfs is a general-purpose file system, so its internal structures must consider efficient data modifications and cannot be aggressively optimized for compression. Furthermore, compression is not the only metric. The memory consumption during decompression should also be constrained.

For devices like smartphones, performance and responsiveness are important key metrics that cannot be compromised. Hence, with the burden of efficient data modification, Btrfs can hardly satisfy the requirements of both performance and compression efficiency, as we will show later in the evaluation ($\S 5$).

**Compressed read-only file systems.** Considering the access patterns of partitions in Android, we find that system resources are rarely modified once the Android operating system is installed. We can thus use compressed read-only file systems on read-only partitions to reduce the space consumption for system resources while retaining the performance. Unlike compressed read-write file systems which are complicated by data modifications, compressed read-only file systems exclude data updates by design, which exposes more opportunities for higher compression ratio and faster data reads.

Squashfs [11] is a widely-used compressed read-only file system in Linux with many features and moderate performance. It supports several compression algorithms, and the chunk (i.e., compression input) size can be chosen from 4KB to 1MB. In Squashfs, metadata can be compressed, and inodes and directories are stored more compactly. File data is compressed chunk by chunk, and the compressed data blocks are stored sequentially. The compressed sizes of each original data chunk are stored in a list within the inode. These sizes are used to locate the position of compressed blocks during decompression.

### 2.2 Deficiency of existing readonly file systems

Compressed read-only file systems are designed to minimize storage usage. However, applying existing compressed read-
only file systems on resource-scarce smartphones can induce significant overhead on both performance and memory consumption. For example, we first tried to use Squashfs for the read-only partitions on Android. While the system boots successfully with Squashfs, booting the camera application requires tens of seconds even with light background workloads.

Why is there such a huge performance slowdown? We conducted a detailed study of Squashfs with default configuration using microbenchmarks and uncover that the performance degradation mainly originates from two parts. The first one is I/O amplification. We used FIO [23] to evaluate the basic performance of Squashfs. When Android sequentially reads 16MB from the 1GB enwik9 [40] file stored in Squashfs, the actually issued I/O is 7.25MB. While the number looks decent regarding compression, Squashfs issues 165.27MB I/O reads when Android reads 16MB randomly. Moreover, when Android reads the first 4KB of every 128KB, reading 16M file data issued as much as 203.91MB I/O read. The difference suggests that when Squashfs reads some data that is not decompressed and cached before, the size of data requested is significantly amplified.

The second reason is extra memory consumption. The total memory consumption after sequentially reading the 1GB enwik9 file on Squashfs is about 1.35GB, which suggests that decompression in Squashfs requires a significant amount of temporary memory compared to the size of the original data needed. This causes high pressure to Android since memory is a key factor for user experience given that Android and its apps already consume a large amount of memory. On one hand, allocating memory during decompression may trigger memory swapping, which involves victim selection and I/Os with high cost. On the other hand, consuming much extra memory during decompression affects other components or applications by dropping their cached data or swapping out useful memory pages.

We further analyzed the design and implementation of Squashfs and found the following two defects.

**Fixed-sized input compression.** Existing file systems compress original data in a fixed-sized chunk, generating variable-sized compressed data. As shown in Fig. 2(a), Squashfs takes a fixed-sized data (e.g., a 128KB chunk) as the input of a single invocation of the compression algorithm. The compression algorithm then generates the compressed data whose size depends on the content of the input data. The compressed data of one file is usually compacted in the original data order, to reduce wasted space in the first and the last blocks of each compressed chunk.

Such a compression approach appears decent but has a notable deficiency due to amplified I/O and wasted computation. For example, in Fig. 2(b), the application wants to get the first byte of the 128KB chunk. To satisfy the application’s request, the Squashfs has to read all compressed data from block 1 to block 7. Considering the minimal requested block size of the underlying storage devices is 4KB, the I/O is amplified 7 times! This is because the file system must read all related compressed blocks, even if the number of compressed blocks is very large. Even worse, even if not all data stored in the first block and the last block are useful for the decompression, they must be read from the storage altogether. In the example, the shadowed parts of block 1 and block 7 in Fig. 2(b) contribute nothing to the decompression but have to be read from the storage. Besides, the decompression process for useless data also causes huge CPU wastes that lead to high performance interference of other running apps (such as the Camera mentioned before).

One possible mitigation would be reducing the input chunk size to 4KB in Squashfs. While this might alleviate the I/O amplification, this non-trivially reduces the compression ratio and incurs higher CPU utilization, as we will show in section 5.

**Massive memory consumption and data movements.** The other defect we found is that Squashfs requires massive temporary memory during the decompression. Upon file read requests, Squashfs will first look up the metadata to get the number of related compressed blocks. It then allocates memory (e.g., the buffer_head structure) for each of the compressed blocks, and issues I/O reads to fetch the compressed blocks from the storage to the allocated buffer_heads. Since the buffers in buffer_heads of adjacent compressed blocks might not have continuous virtual addresses, Squashfs has to copy data in the buffer_heads of all compressed blocks to a single continuous buffer. Then, the compression algorithm decompresses all original data and puts them in a temporary output buffer. Finally, Squashfs copies the original data from the temporary output buffer to the corresponding page cache pages.

From the above routine, two pre-allocated temporary buffers are used and an array of buffer_heads are dynamically allocated for the decompression. The number of buffer_head needs to be large enough to store all compressed blocks. However, allocating such a large amount of memory can cause severe performance degradation under a low-memory situation.

In addition to extra memory allocation, there are two data movements during decompression: from the buffer_heads to the temporary input buffer, and from the temporary output buffer to the page cache. These two data movements also cause performance overhead since, most of the time, the compression/decompression algorithm is bottlenecked by memory accesses.

The above two defects in Squashfs reveal two challenges when designing a compressed read-only file system for resource-scarce smartphones.

- How to reduce I/O amplification during the decompression without sacrificing the compression ratio?
- How to reduce memory consumption during the decompression to prevent performance degradation?
3 EROFS: Enhanced Compressed File System

This section presents the design of EROFS, a compression-friendly readonly file system which overcomes the deficiency of prior systems. The key design of EROFS includes fixed-sized output compression, cached I/O and in-place I/O, and memory-efficient decompression.

3.1 Fixed-sized output compression

To overcome the read amplification incurred by the fixed-sized input compression, EROFS adopts a different compression approach: fixed-sized output compression.

To generate fixed-sized output, EROFS compresses the file data using a sliding window, whose size is a fixed value and can be configured during image generation. The compression algorithm is invoked multiple times until all file data is compressed. For example, with a 1MB sliding window, EROFS feeds the compression algorithm with 1MB original data at a time. The algorithm then compresses the original data as much as possible until all 1MB data is consumed or the consumed data can generate exactly 4KB compressed data. The remaining original data is combined with more data, forming another 1MB original data for the next invocation of compression. Fig. 2(c) depicts the fixed-sized output compression, in which variable-sized original data is compressed to 4KB blocks.

There are several benefits of using fixed-sized output compression compared to the fixed-sized input one. First, as what we will show in the evaluation (§5.3), it has better compression ratio under the same compression unit size. This is reasonable since the fixed-sized output compression can compress data as much as possible until the output limit is reached, while the fixed-sized input compression can only compress a fixed size of data at a time. Second, during the decompression, only the compressed blocks that contain the requested data will be read and processed. In the previous example where a single original block is requested, at most two compressed blocks will be read and decompressed. Third, as we will show later in §3.3, the fixed-sized output compression makes it possible to do in-place decompression, which further reduces the memory consumption in EROFS.

3.2 Cached I/O and in-place I/O

Before the actual decompression, EROFS needs space to store the compressed data retrieved from the storage. While this is costly for fixed-sized input compression due to excessive memory allocation and even page swapping, fixed-sized output compression would incur much less cost since EROFS clearly knows that each compression only retrieves up to two compressed blocks. There are two strategies for EROFS: cached I/O and in-place I/O. EROFS uses cached I/O for compressed blocks that will be partially decompressed. EROFS manages a special inode whose page cache stores compressed blocks indexed by the physical block number. Thus, for cached I/O, EROFS will allocate a page in the special inode’s page cache to initiate the I/O request, so that the compressed data will be directly fetched to the allocated page by the storage driver.

For compressed blocks that will be completely decompressed, EROFS uses in-place I/O. On each file read, VFS will allocate pages in the page cache for the file system to put file data. For any one of these pages that contains no meaningful data before the decompression, we call it a reusable page. For in-place I/O, EROFS uses the last reusable page to initialize the I/O request.

Both I/O strategies are necessary. For cached I/O, partially decompressed blocks are cached in the special page cache, so that subsequent reads to the uncompressed part can use these blocks without invoking additional I/O requests. For blocks that are fully decompressed, they are unlikely to be used later since all decompressed data is stored in the page cache, which can serve subsequent reads without decompression. Thus, cached I/O vainly increases the memory spike due to page allocations for fully compressed blocks, while not contributing to subsequent file reads. In such cases, in-place I/O avoids unnecessary memory allocation, which relieves the memory pressure especially when there are many in-flight file read requests on different compressed blocks. Note that although it is possible to put the compressed block on the stack, it is not recommended to do so since the stack size is limited to be 16KB [14] and it is not easy to know how many bytes of the stack are still available.

3.3 Decompression

After loading compressed data into memory, we illustrate how EROFS decompresses data both fast and memory-efficiently. Examples in this section are based on Fig. 3(a) where the first five blocks (D0 to D4) and part of the block D5 are compressed to block C0, and the rest blocks are compressed to block C1. In this subsection, we only introduce
how a single compressed block is decompressed since, for read requests containing data in multiple compressed blocks, the compressed blocks are decompressed one by one similarly. For example, to read blocks D4 to D6 in Fig. 3(a), C0 is firstly decompressed to get D4 and the first part of D5; then C1 is decompressed to get the rest of D5 and D6.

**Vmap decompression** To get the data in block D3 and D4, EROFS first reads the compressed block C0 from the storage and stores it in the memory. Then EROFS will decompress it in following steps.

1. Find the largest needed block number that is stored in the compressed block (C0), which is the fifth block (D4) in the example. As an advantage, EROFS only needs to decompress the first five blocks (D0 to D4), rather than decompressing all original data blocks.
2. For each of the data blocks that need to be decompressed, find memory space to store them. In the example shown in Fig. 3(b), EROFS allocates three temporary physical pages to store D0, D1, and D2. For the requested two blocks, D3 and D4, EROFS reuses the two physical pages that have been allocated by VFS in the page cache.
3. Since the decompression algorithm requires continuous memory as the destination of decompression, EROFS maps physical pages prepared in the previous step into a continuous virtual memory area via the vmap interface.
4. If it’s in-place I/O, in which case the compressed block (C0) is stored in the page cache page, EROFS also needs to copy the compressed data (C0) to a temporary per-CPU page so that the decompressed data won’t overwrite the compressed data during the decompression.
5. Finally, the decompression algorithm is invoked, and data in the compressed block is extracted to the continuous memory area. After the compression, the three temporal physical pages and the virtual memory area can be reclaimed, and the requested data has already been written to the corresponding page cache pages.

**Per-CPU buffer decompression** The above decompression approach causes two problems. The first one is that it is still required to dynamically allocate physical memory pages, which increases the memory pressure on memory-constrained devices. The second problem is that using vmap and vunmap on each decompression is inefficient.

EROFS leverages per-CPU buffers to mitigate the problems when the decompressed data is less the four pages. As shown in Fig. 3(c), a four-page memory buffer is pre-allocated for each CPU as the per-CPU buffer. For decompression that extracts no more than four blocks of data, EROFS decompresses the data to the per-CPU buffer and then copy the requested data to the page cache pages. In the example demonstrated in Fig. 3(c), data in block D8 is requested. The compressed data in C1 is directly decompressed to the per-CPU buffer, and the content of D8 is copied to the page cache page via memcpy.

The length of the per-CPU buffer is empirically decided, but it can effectively eliminate memory allocations since the per-CPU buffer can be reused across different decompressions. The per-CPU buffer decompression is a cost-effective trade-off which mitigates issues in the vmap decompression while introducing extra memory copies.

**Rolling decompression** To avoid the overhead of vmap and vunmap and eliminate other dynamic page allocations, EROFS allocates a large virtual memory area\(^2\) and 16 physical pages for each CPU.

Before each compression, EROFS uses the 16 physical pages, along with the physical pages of the page cache to fill in the VM area, so that step 2 and step 3 of the vmap decompression can be skipped.

EROFS uses LZ4 as the compression algorithm, which needs to look backward at no more than 64KB of the decompressed data [7]. Thus, for a compression that extracts more than 16 pages, EROFS can reuse the physical page mapped 16 virtual pages (i.e., 64KB) before. For example, in Fig. 4, the virtual addresses to store blocks D0 to D15 are backed by the 16 physical pages. The virtual page of D16 can be backed by the same physical page with D0 since each virtual address in D16 is 64KB away from the corresponding address in D0. D17 is backed in the same way by the physical page used by D1. D18, which is requested by the file read, uses the physical page of the page cache.

As a result, 16 physical pages are sufficient for any decompression cases by using such a rolling decompression.

\(^2\)A virtual memory of 256 pages is sufficient for all the workloads we have met.
We have implemented EROFS as a Linux file system and upstreamed the common part of EROFS to Linux kernel\(^3\).

In the current implementation, we use 4KB as the fixed output size since it is the minimal unit of page management and storage data transfers, and thus I/O amplification can be minimized. We support LZ4 (v1.8.3) as the compression algorithm since it has the fastest decomposition speed and good compression ratio in our case. Other compression algorithms, such as LZO, can be supported once they are modified to provide fixed-sized output compression interfaces. Only the file data is compressed in EROFS; metadata such as inode and directory entries is stored without compression.

Currently, EROFS is still under active development and new features are constantly shipped into the smartphones after a rigorous commercial testing process. Hence, we introduce two versions of EROFS: 1) the latest version with all features and optimizations presented in this paper; 2) the commercially-deployed version, which has all features and optimizations except the rolling decompression and the in-place decompression. The two versions are also different in decompression policies which we will illustrate in §4.2.

### 4.1 EROFS image layout

Fig. 6 shows the layout of an EROFS image. As in other file systems, a super block is located at the beginning of the image. Following the super block, metadata and data may be stored in a mixed style without constraints on the order.

In the current implementation, metadata and data of a file are stored together for better locality. For each file, as shown in Fig. 6, an inode is stored at the beginning, followed by blocks containing the extended attributes (i.e., xattrs) and the block index. Blocks for compressed or uncompressed file data (encoded blocks) are stored at the end of each file.

Since an inode can be placed anywhere in the image, the inode number is calculated from the position of an inode, so that the inode can be quickly located. Blocks for xattrs and the block index are omitted if a file contains no xattrs or is uncompressed. Further, xattrs, the block index and file data can also be used within an inode if possible, which reduces storage overhead and decreases the number of I/O requests since the inline data/metadata is read along with the inode.

The block index is used to quickly locate the corresponding encoded block for read requests. Fig. 6 shows an example block index for a regular file containing ten blocks before compression. The block index is an array of 8B-length entries, each of which corresponds to a data block before compression. Each entry indicates whether the corresponding data block is the head block (the boolean head field in Fig. 6), which starts a new encoded block. If so, the encoded block address (blkaddr), the offset of the first byte in the new encoded block (offset), whether the encoded block is compressed (cmpr), and whether the block can be decompressed in-place (dip) are also stored. If not, there must be a head block before the uncompressed block, and the block number difference to the head block is recorded in dist.

For a read request to an uncompressed data block, EROFS gets the block index entry according to the requested block number. For a head block, EROFS decompreses data from the block at blkaddr, and if the offset is non-zero, EROFS may also need to decompress from the nearest encode block stored before the blkaddr. For a non-head block, EROFS calculates the location of the corresponding head block according to the stored dist, and starts to decompress until the requested block data is decompressed.

Some data blocks (e.g., block 5 in Fig. 6), which are larger after compression, are not compressed and directly stored as encoded blocks. For these cases, the corresponding cmp field is set to false (i.e., “N” in the figure).

---

\(^3\)Since some optimizations are not yet upstreamed, we also make the latest version of the code available at https://github.com/erofs/atc19-erofs and https://github.com/erofs/atc19-nkfs.
Directories are stored similarly as the regular files, except that there is no block index, and the encoded blocks are used to store uncompressed directory entries. For better locality of random accesses in directories, EROFS puts all dirent headers (e.g., inode number, file type, and name length) at the beginning of directory entries part, and places filenames after those headers.

Two versions of EROFS have different decompression policies. The commercially-deployed EROFS uses the per-CPU buffer decompression if less than four original data blocks are to be extracted; otherwise, the vmap decompression is used.

In the latest EROFS, all four decompression approaches are implemented. If there is no more than one data block to be extracted, the per-CPU buffer decompression is chosen. Otherwise, if a compressed block is retrieved using in-place I/O and can be decompressed in-place, EROFS employs the in-place decompression approach which avoids unnecessary memory allocations and memory copies. For other cases where the decompressed blocks can fit in the pre-allocated VM area, EROFS uses the rolling decompression since it beats the vmap decompression with less memory allocation overheads. For any other cases, the vmap decompression approach is adopted.

4.2 Decompression policy

Two versions of EROFS have different decompression policies. The commercially-deployed EROFS uses the per-CPU buffer decompression if less than four original data blocks are to be extracted; otherwise, the vmap decompression is used.

In the latest EROFS, all four decompression approaches are implemented. If there is no more than one data block to be extracted, the per-CPU buffer decompression is chosen. Otherwise, if a compressed block is retrieved using in-place I/O and can be decompressed in-place, EROFS employs the in-place decompression approach which avoids unnecessary memory allocations and memory copies. For other cases where the decompressed blocks can fit in the pre-allocated VM area, EROFS uses the rolling decompression since it beats the vmap decompression with less memory allocation overheads. For any other cases, the vmap decompression approach is adopted.

4.3 Optimizations

Index memory optimization It is possible that EROFS compresses hundreds of pages of original data into a single compressed block. In such a case, EROFS needs hundreds of pointers to keep track of where each page of the original data should be stored. These pointers can consume a large amount of memory. To address such a problem, EROFS tries to store the information with the help of reusable pages. If there are more than one VFS allocated pages are reusable, EROFS uses the last page to store the compressed data, and the other pages to store some of these pointers during the I/O. Before the actual decompression, these pointers are moved onto the stack, so that the reusable pages are free to store the decompressed data.

Scheduling optimization Decompression requires a relatively long time. Thus it is not suitable to be done within the interrupt context. In some file systems, such as Btrfs [2], when compressed data has been fetched to memory, a dedicated thread will be woken up to decompress the data. When the decompression is finished, the reader thread which issues the I/O will be woken up to get the decompressed data from the page cache. To reduce scheduling overhead, EROFS decompresses data in the reader thread, without dedicated threads for decompression. Thus once the compressed data has been fetched to memory, the reader thread will be directly woken up and start decompressing the data.

Cohort decompression Several requests can be in-flight simultaneously. If an original data block is requested on thread A and the corresponding compressed block is being decompressed by another thread named thread B, rather than decompressing the data by itself, thread A can wait for thread B to finish the decompression, and then directly read the decompressed data from the page cache. Such cooperation reuses the decompressed data and prevents a single data being decompressed multiple times.

Image patching Although EROFS is a compressed read-only file system, there are cases such as system upgrade or security patching where the data stored in EROFS needs to be updated. EROFS provides a feature called image patching, which supports partial data updates. Usually, modifying a single bit in the original file data might cause a huge amount of scattered modifications in the compressed data. Instead of modification in-place, image patching places updated data at the end of the EROFS image, and when the corresponding file data blocks are requested, the origin data blocks are firstly decompressed and then the updated data is applied to overwrite the decompressed data in memory. In this way, image patching prevents scattering of changes and supports partial data updates without re-compressing the whole file system.

5 Evaluation

We have conducted a set of experiments to answer the following questions:

- How does compression affect the performance of file system read accesses?
- How much memory does EROFS consume during decompression?
- How does EROFS affect the boot time on real-world applications?

5.1 Evaluation setup

By default, we conduct experiments on an ARM development board, HiKey 960, running Android 9 Pie with Linux kernel 4.14. The board is equipped with Kirin 960 (four Cortex-A73 big cores and four Cortex-A53 little cores), 3GB Hynix LPDDR4 memory and 32GB Samsung UFS storage. We also evaluate on two kinds of smartphones in some experiments. The low-end smartphones are equipped with MT6765 (eight Cortex-A53 cores), 2GB memory and 32GB...
eMMC storage. High-end smartphones run with Kirin 980 (four Cortex-A76 cores and four Cortex-A55 cores), 6GB memory and 64GB UFS storage.

For micro-benchmarks, we run FIO [23], a flexible I/O tester, on various file systems including EROFS, Squashfs, Btrfs, Ext4, and F2FS. We use the latest version of EROFS for micro-benchmark evaluation. Among these file systems, EROFS and Squashfs are designed to be compressed read-only file systems; Btrfs is a file system with compression support, but it is not a file system designed for compressed read-only data; Ext4 is the default file system used by Android; F2FS is a file system designed for mobiles and is widely used in some smartphones.

EROFS is configured to use 4KB-sized output compression with LZ4. Squashfs is configured to use LZ4 with 4KB, 8KB, 16KB, and 128KB compression chunk sizes, indicated by Squashfs-4K, Squashfs-8K, Squashfs-16K, and Squashfs-128K, respectively. Btrfs is configured to run in read-only mode without data integrity checks for a fair comparison. The compression algorithm used by Btrfs is LZO, since Btrfs does not support LZ4. Both Ext4 and F2FS are used without compression in the experiments since they do not support it.

For real-world applications, we compare EROFS with Ext4, since Ext4 is now the default file system used by Android [17]. We use the commercial version for real-world evaluation since it takes time to ship the latest version to smartphones. We also tried to use Squashfs on Android. However, it costed too much CPU and memory resources, and when trying to run a camera application, the phone froze for tens of seconds before it finally failed.

5.2 Micro-benchmarks

We use FIO to show the basic I/O efficiency of different file systems. In this experiment, we use enwik9 [40] as the workload, which is the first 10^9 bytes of the English Wikipedia dump. We store the file in different file systems and read the file to test the file system read throughput. Each read is a 4KB buffered read. We test the throughput under three scenarios: sequential read, random read, and stride read. For the sequential read, we read the file 4KB by 4KB sequentially; thus the following reads are highly likely to hit in cache since the data is already loaded in the memory by previous decompression or prefetching (i.e., readahead). For the random read, we randomly read the whole file; thus the reads can hit in the cache if the data is already decompressed by previous reads. The last scenario is the stride read, in which we only read the first 4KB in every 128KB data. Since the largest compression chunk is 128KB, stride reads will not hit in cache\(^4\). We test stride reads to illustrate the worst-case performance for compressed file systems.

Before each test, the page cache is dropped to reduce interference. All tests are done at least ten times, and the average

\(^4\)In enwik9 and silesia.tar, no more than 128KB data is compressed to a single block in EROFS.
I/Os. However, EROFS still performs better than other compressed file systems. For stride reads, since the prefetching is barely useful, EROFS still yields the best throughput among compressed file systems, but the win is limited.

Compared with Ext4 and F2FS without compression support, EROFS always performs comparably with and even outperforms them (e.g., the sequential reads on A73 cores). The reason is that even if EROFS needs to decompress data, it reads much less data from the storage thanks to compression.

5.3 Compression ratio and memory usage

We also evaluated the compression ratio and memory consumption during the decompression of each file system. We use both enwik9 and silesia.tar to present the compression ratio of different file systems. Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 9(b) show the number of bytes used on each file system for enwik9 and silesia.tar. The origin line in both figures represents the size of the uncompressed workload file, which is 953.67MB for enwik9 and 202.1MB for silesia.tar. Currently, EROFS only supports 4KB-sized output compression, but compared with Squashfs-4K, the compressed size is 10% and 9% smaller for the two workloads. The figure also matches the facts that the larger the compression unit, the better the compression ratio.

Fig. 10 shows the memory used after decompressing the enwik9 file. The test is conducted as follows: boot the machine, mount the file system, read the file stored in the file system, check the memory used, and then reboot.

Since the file is roughly 1GB, the remainders are either used by other parts of the operating system or temporarily...
used by the file system. Besides EROFS and Squashfs, we also tested Ext4 as the baseline. From the figure, we can see that compared to Ext4, the memory overhead for four configurations of Squashfs ranges from 39.6% to 61.6%. However, memory used by EROFS is only slightly higher than the Ext4 (about 4.9%). The result shows that EROFS has much lower memory spikes than Squashfs and proves the effectiveness of memory-friendly decompression of EROFS.

In the test, there is only one file to be decompressed, and we allocate abundant memory to ensure that no memory reclamation or swapping will happen during the decompression. However, in a real-world scenario where more files will be decompressed simultaneously, more memory will be needed by the decompression of Squashfs. Once the available memory is scarce, memory reclamation or swapping may happen, which is very expensive and affects not only the file systems, but also other components or applications in the whole system. Thus in real-world scenarios, the advantages of EROFS, which uses as little as memory during the decompression, will be more remarkable.

### 5.4 I/O amplification and I/O patterns

We reran tests mentioned in §2.2 on EROFS and different Squashfs configurations. Table 1 lists the actual I/O issued when reading 16MB file data under three read patterns. EROFS issued the least I/O for random reads and stride reads. Yet, since Squashfs-8K, Squashfs-16K and Squashfs-128K have a better compression ratio, they read less data than EROFS for sequential reads. In summary, EROFS reduces the I/O amplification for most cases compared with Squashfs, especially for random reads and stride reads.

We further identified the I/O pattern in a simulated real-world environment to illustrate how I/O amplification will affect real-world applications. We installed 100 apps and ran the Monkey tool [13] to randomly tap the screen once per second for 3 hours. We collected the I/O sizes passed to the readpage and readpages interfaces and show the proportion of different I/O sizes in Table 2. The result shows that there are quite a lot of I/Os (30.4%) with sizes no more than 16K, which we consider as random I/Os. The amount of random I/Os is reasonable since as the system keeps running for a long time, some pages in the applications’ page cache are reclaimed due to memory shortage. The insignificant amount of random I/Os emphasizes the importance of EROFS’s effort of reducing the I/O amplification.

#### 5.5 Throughput and space savings

Fig. 11 depicts the throughput of EROFS and Ext4 under different space savings. The space savings is the value of space reduced by the compression divided by the size of original data; thus, a larger space savings indicates more space saved. For simplicity, we only show the results for big cores, since similar trends are presented on little cores.

For the test, we collected blocks in our compressed partitions and check their space savings. When we found a block that matches our expected space savings, the original data was decompressed and duplicated multiple times to form a roughly 512MB file. Then we stored the file in EROFS and read it to get the read throughput under its space savings. We also stored the file in Ext4 and got the corresponding read throughput for comparison.

Generaliy, the throughput of Ext4 remains stable during the test and the performance of EROFS increases together with space savings. EROFS achieves much better throughput than Ext4 when the space savings is high enough. In such cases, a single compressed block can be decompressed to dozens of blocks. Thus, the number of I/O requests is notably reduced, leading to higher performance. While when the space savings is low, the performance of EROFS is similar to Ext4 for random reads and worse than Ext4 for sequential reads. This is the result of the conjunction of I/O costs and decompression computation costs. For random reads, the I/O is more expensive than the decompression computation. While for sequential reads, due to prefetching, I/O is less costly and the computation cost dominates when the space

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I/O (MB)</th>
<th>seq-read</th>
<th>rand-read</th>
<th>stride-read</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Requested</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td>16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squashfs-4K</td>
<td>10.65</td>
<td>26.19</td>
<td>26.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squashfs-8K</td>
<td>9.82</td>
<td>33.52</td>
<td>34.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squashfs-16K</td>
<td>9.05</td>
<td>46.42</td>
<td>48.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squashfs-128K</td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td>165.27</td>
<td>203.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EROFS</td>
<td>10.14</td>
<td>26.12</td>
<td>25.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I/O size</th>
<th>=4K</th>
<th>&lt;=8K</th>
<th>&lt;=16K</th>
<th>&lt;128K</th>
<th>=128K</th>
<th>&gt;128K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>78.9</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 11: Throughput under different space savings](image-url)
savings is low.

5.6 Different decompression approaches and optimization

To illustrate the effect of different decompression approaches, we ran FIO sequential reads on the Kirin 980 smartphone with A76 cores at 2600MHz. The vmap decompression approach serves file reads at 726.5MB/s while the per-CPU buffer decompression yields throughput of 736.5MB/s. File data is read at 769.7MB/s in the latest EROFS with the rolling decompression and the in-place decompression added.

We also evaluated the effect of scheduling optimization in §4.3 with the same configuration. In the random read workload, the average throughput of EROFS without the scheduling optimization is 64.49MB/s, while with the optimization, the performance improves 9.5% to be 70.61MB/s.

5.7 Real-world applications

For real-world applications, we ran modified Android 9 Pie on both low-end smartphones and high-end smartphones, whose hardware configurations are listed in §5.1. Android system partitions such as /system, /vendor, and /odm are compressed with EROFS, and the space savings ranges from 30% to 35%. We tested the boot time of thirteen popular applications required by the production team. We compared application boot time on EROFS to those on Ext4 and present relative boot time in Table 3. On average, EROFS reduces the boot time by 5.0% for low-end smartphones and 2.3% for high-end smartphones compared with Ext4.

We also conducted the same test while running FIO as the background workload to simulate real-world scenarios. In the FIO workloads, four threads randomly read and write individual files with rate limited at 256KB/s for both reads and writes. The last two rows in Table 3 show the boot time with FIO workloads, where the reduction of boot time is 3.2% and 10.9% for low-end and high-end smartphones, respectively.

![Fig. 12: Camera boot time](image)

Camera boot time

Other than the boot time of various applications, we also tested the boot time distribution of the camera application on the aforementioned high-end smartphones. To simulate the situation where memory is scarce, we ran a program in the background which continuously allocates memory and fills in garbage data. We waited until the program consumed all zram in the system before starting the experiment, and kept it running during the evaluation. In the experiment, we booted several applications in turn and recorded the boot time when it’s the camera’s turn to boot. We collected each time of 92 camera boots for both EROFS and Ext4, and present the cumulative distribution in Fig. 12. The camera application running on EROFS boots faster than on Ext4 for more than 90% of the boots, while the longest boot time on EROFS is worse than that on Ext4. We think the result is acceptable since EROFS saves the storage space while reduces the boot time in most of the cases.

6 Experience over deployment

EROFS has been deployed to tens of millions of smartphones. Here, we report some experiences during the deployment.

Optimizing for all cases, not only common cases. Deploying a new file system to replace an existing one is much harder than we first imagine. The reason is that a commercial product like a smartphone needs to retain the benefit and features of an existing file system. Hence, we need to carefully optimize EROFS for all cases instead of common cases to avoid performance degradation even in some rare cases.

For example, the performance of reading some files on EROFS is slightly worse than on Ext4. To optimize, we leave files with low compression ratio uncompressed for better performance. Further, we collect access frequencies of file blocks from anonymous beta users and store them in dedicated files. According to the frequency information, we pre-decompress the most frequently requested parts of compressed files and pin them in the memory to balance the storage consumption and the performance. As a result, the performance of EROFS can be as good as, and sometimes better than Ext4, while the storage consumption is significantly reduced.

Incomplete implementation leads to performance abnormalities and failures in real-world scenarios. We tested EROFS after the main functionalities have been implemented. However, several kinds of malfunctions happened during real-world tests.

One example is that after the smartphone runs on EROFS for days, several applications become extremely slow at times. Eventually, we found that the root cause is the missing implementation of page migration in EROFS. Page migration is invoked by the memory management subsystem to ask file systems to move their data somewhere else. Most of the time, the page migration will not be triggered and thus leaving it unimplemented is benign. However, when the memory is fragmented, which is the case when the bug happens, the functionality of page migration is crucial to the success of allocating contiguous memory in the system. The issue was solved after we implemented the page migration in EROFS.

Bottlenecks shift on different platforms. We developed
Table 3: Relative boot time of thirteen applications on low-end and high-end smartphones. Each number in the table is the average value of at least five boots. Negative numbers show the boot time reduction (in %) compared with Ext4, while positive numbers indicate the boot time is prolonged (in %). FIO workloads are running in the background for cases with ‘w/ FIO’ suffix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App. #</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low-end</td>
<td>-16.4</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
<td>+4.2</td>
<td>-4.0</td>
<td>-7.5</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
<td>-6.8</td>
<td>+6.3</td>
<td>-2.2</td>
<td>-18.4</td>
<td>-3.3</td>
<td>-7.6</td>
<td>-4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-end</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
<td>-12.3</td>
<td>-3.7</td>
<td>+1.2</td>
<td>-8.0</td>
<td>-2.8</td>
<td>+0.7</td>
<td>+2.0</td>
<td>-2.7</td>
<td>+1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-end w/ FIO</td>
<td>-2.8</td>
<td>-12.9</td>
<td>-5.4</td>
<td>+3.9</td>
<td>-7.6</td>
<td>+3.7</td>
<td>+4.4</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
<td>+9.9</td>
<td>+4.0</td>
<td>-11.1</td>
<td>-10.3</td>
<td>-15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-end w/ FIO</td>
<td>-4.6</td>
<td>-14.1</td>
<td>-10.7</td>
<td>-19.3</td>
<td>-7.0</td>
<td>-11.0</td>
<td>-15.0</td>
<td>+0.8</td>
<td>-22.9</td>
<td>-5.0</td>
<td>-18.9</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>-13.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

early versions of EROFS on high-end smartphones where resources are abundant, and tuned it to use as fewer resources as possible. However, when we adopt the tuned EROFS to low-end smartphones, the performance is lower than we expected. This is surprising since we have already considered the limited resources and EROFS should work well. At last, the trouble-maker turned out to be the scheduler. Scheduling on low-end smartphones is much more costly and becomes the bottleneck of EROFS’s decompression, which motivated us to introduce the scheduling optimization described in §4.3. Different platforms not only reflect resource limitation directly on the amount of memory available or how fast processors can run, but they can also shift the bottleneck of software.

7 Related Work

Other compressed file systems. Several other file systems support compression. AXFS [24] is a compressed read-only file system. It is designed to enable execute-in-place (XIP), which is not supported by common smartphone storage like eMMC or UFS. CramFS [3] is another compressed read-only file system, which is designed to be simple and space-efficient. However, it also has several limitations such as limited file size. Cramfs was once obsoleted by Squashfs in the Linux kernel [4] and then revived for XIP [5], which is not supported by common smartphone storage like eMMC or UFS. LeCramFS [27] extends CramFS for better read performance and memory efficiency on flash memory. However, the compression ratio is reduced, and LeCramFS generates much larger images.

JFFS2 [15], and UBIFS [12] are two file systems designed for flash memory. Although they support compression, they have to manage the wear-leveling, address translation, and garbage collection for NAND flash. Because all such features are already provided by the eMMC and UFS firmware, EROFS is much simpler and faster than JFFS2 and UBIFS.

Bcachefs [1] is a file system with an emphasis on reliability and robustness. ZFS [16] is a full-fledged file system designed by Sun Microsystems for Solaris. Although they both support compression, they have to consider updates on compressed files, which has a similar issue with Btrfs.

File system and storage for smartphones. File system and storage for smartphones have long been a hot topic. For example, Kim et al. [33] illustrated that storage can affect application performance on smartphones and proposed several approaches to mitigating the performance impact. Jeong et al. [31] uncovered and mitigated the journaling of journal (JOJ) anomaly by overhauling file systems on smartphones, which has generated several follow-up efforts [36, 38, 44]. They further identified Quasi-Asynchronous I/O in smartphone file systems and boosted them for responsiveness [28]. SmartIO [41] reduces the application delay by prioritizing reads over writes. MobiFS [43] is a memory-centric design for smartphone data storage that improves response time and energy consumption.

There has also been much work [29, 30, 34, 35, 37] providing benchmarking frameworks to evaluate file systems and storage on smartphones. Due to the emergence of non-volatile memory (NVM), recent researchers [26, 32, 39, 42, 47] also investigated how NVM can be used on smartphones.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

We introduce EROFS, a new compressed read-only file system designed for smartphones with limited resources. EROFS provides a comparable compression ratio while having much higher performance and less extra memory overhead compared to Squashfs. With fixed-sized output compression and fast and memory-efficient decompression, EROFS can store system code and resources with less storage usage and sometimes even better performance compared with file systems without compression support. Evaluation shows that apps on a system installed on EROFS can boot comparably or even faster compared with on Ext4. EROFS has been merged to the mainline Linux and has been deployed and used in tens of millions of smartphones. Currently, EROFS is still under active development, and we are continuously adding new features, such as deduplication, extended file statistics, fiemap, and EROFS-fuse in future versions of EROFS.
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Abstract

Data compression can not only provide space efficiency with lower Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) but also enhance I/O performance because of the reduced read/write operations. However, lossless compression algorithms with high compression ratio (e.g. gzip) inevitably incur high CPU resource consumption. Prior studies mainly leveraged general-purpose hardware accelerators such as GPU and FPGA to offload costly (de)compression operations for application workloads. This paper investigates ASIC-accelerated compression in file system to transparently benefit all applications running on it and provide high-performance and cost-efficient data storage. Based on Intel\textsuperscript{R} QAT ASIC, we propose QZFS that integrates QAT into ZFS file system to achieve efficient gzip (de)compression offloading at the file system layer. A compression service engine is introduced in QZFS to serve as an algorithm selector and implement compressibility-dependent offloading and selective offloading by source data size. More importantly, a QAT offloading module is designed to leverage the vectored I/O model to reconstruct data blocks, making them able to be used by QAT hardware without incurring extra memory copy. The comprehensive evaluation validates that QZFS can achieve up to 5x write throughput improvement for FIO micro-benchmark and more than 6x cost-efficiency enhancement for genomic data post-processing over the software-implemented alternative.

1 Introduction

Data compression has reached proliferation in systems involving storage, high-performance computing (HPC) or big data analysis, such as EMC CLARiiON [14], IBM zEDC [7] and RedHat VDO [18]. A significant benefit of data compression is the reduced storage space requirement for data volumes, along with the less power consumption for cooling per unit of logical storage [12,51]. Furthermore, if the input data to Hadoop [3], Spark [4] or stream processing job [40] is compressed, the data processing performance can be effectively enhanced as the compression not only saves bandwidth but also decreases the number of read/write operations from/to storage systems.

It is widely recognized that the benefits of data compression come at the expense of computational cost [1,9], especially for lossless compression algorithms with high compression ratio [41]. In a number of fields (e.g., scientific big data or satellite data), lossless compression is the preferred choice due to the requirement for data precision and information availability [12,43]. Prior studies mainly leveraged general-purpose hardware accelerators such as GPU and FPGA to alleviate the computational cost incurred by (de)compression operations [15,38,41,45,52]. For example, Ozsoy et al. [38] presented a pipelined parallel LZSS compression algorithm for GUGPU and Fowers et al. [15] detailed a scalable fully pipelined FPGA accelerator that performs LZ77 compression. Recently, the emerging AISC (Application Specific Integrated Circuit) compression accelerators, such as Intel\textsuperscript{R} QuickAssist Technology (QAT) [24], Cavium NITROX [34] and AHA378 [2], are attracting attentions because of their advantages on performance and energy-efficiency [32].

Data compression can be integrated into different system layers, including the application layer (most common), the file system layer (e.g., ZFS [48] and BTRFS [42]) and the block layer (e.g., ZBD [27] and RedHat VDO [18]). Professional storage products such as IBM Storwize V7000 [46] and HPE 3PAR StoreServ [19] may contain competitive compression feature as well. If compression is performed at the file system or lower layer, all applications, especially big data processing workloads, running in the system can transparently benefit from the enhanced storage efficiency and reduced storage I/O cost per data unit. This feature also implies that only lossless compression is acceptable to avoid influences on applications. To the best of our knowledge, there is no practical solution at present that provides hardware-accelerated data compression at the layer of local or distributed file systems.

In this paper, we propose QZFS (QAT accelerated ZFS) that
integrates Intel® QAT accelerator into the ZFS file system to achieve efficient data compression offloading at the file system layer so as to provide application-agnostic and cost-efficient data storage. QAT [24] is a modern ASIC-based acceleration solution for both cryptography and compression. ZFS [6,48] is an advanced file system that combines the roles of file system and volume manager and provides a number of features, such as data integrity, RAID-Z, copy-on-write, encryption and compression.

In consideration of the goal of cost-efficiency, QZFS selects to offload the costly gzip [1] algorithm to achieve high space efficiency (i.e., high compression ratio) and low CPU resource consumption at the same time. QZFS disassembles the (de)compression procedures of ZFS to add two new modules for integrating QAT acceleration. First, a compression service engine module is introduced to serve as a selector of diverse compression algorithms, including QAT-accelerated gzip and a number of software-implemented compression algorithms. It implements compressibility-dependent offloading (i.e., compression/non-compression switch) and selective offloading by source data size (i.e., hardware/software switch) to optimize system performance. Second, a QAT offloading module is designed to efficiently offload compression and decompression operations to the QAT accelerator. It leverages the vectored I/O model, along with address translation and memory mapping, to reconstruct data blocks prepared by ZFS, making them able to be accessed by QAT hardware through DMA operations. This kind of data reconstruction avoids expensive memory copy to achieve efficient offloading. Besides, considering QAT characteristics, this module further provides buffer overflow avoidance, load balancing and fail recovery.

In the evaluation, we deploy QZFS as the back-end file system of Lustre [44] in clusters with varying nodes, and measure the performance with FIO micro-benchmark and practical genomic data post-processing. For FIO micro-benchmark, QZFS with QAT-accelerated gzip can achieve up to 5x average write throughput with a similar compression ratio (3.6) and about 80% reduction of CPU resource consumption (from more than 95% CPU utilization to less than 20% CPU utilization), compared to the software-implemented alternative. For practical genomic data post-processing workloads, benefiting from QAT acceleration, QZFS provides 65.83% reduction of average execution time and 75.58% reduction of CPU resource consumption over the software gzip implementation. Moreover, as compression acceleration is performed at the file system layer, QZFS also significantly outperforms the traditional simple gzip acceleration for applications while conducting genomic data post-processing.

2 Background and Motivation

This section presents data compression benefits and the motivation of hardware-assisted compression.

![Figure 1: Write throughput on hybrid storage of one 1.6TB NVMe SSD and backup HDDs. Gzip and LZ4 achieve a compression ratio of about 3.8 and 1.9 respectively.](image-url)
2.2 The Selection of Compression Algorithms

Compression-enabled file systems leverage lossless data compression algorithms to transparently serve upper applications. An algorithm with both high compression ratio and low CPU resource consumption is an optimal choice yet these two aspects are actually hard to achieve at the same time. We conducted an experiment with scientific big data workloads running on ZFS to compare two representative lossless algorithms: gzip and LZ4. SAMtools [30], a popular set of utilities for sequence analysis, was used to manipulate 150GB genomic data stored on an NVMe SSD and perform the sorting operation, which needs to create temporary files and conduct a series of complex data reading and writing actions.

Figure 2 illustrates the breakdown of the total execution time under different compression algorithms, including NVMe SSD I/O time ($T_{io}$), sorting time ($T_s$), and (de)compression time ($T_c$). The execution time for the compression OFF configuration only comprises of $T_{io}$ (117.21s) and $T_s$ (231.77s). The gzip and LZ4 algorithms have a similar $T_s$ value because of the same sorting processing while $T_{io}$ is reduced to 35.02s and 48.45s respectively due to the different compression ratios: 3.56 for gzip and 2.41 for LZ4. However, the high compression ratio of gzip leads to a high $T_c$ value of 278.02s, compared to the 24.77s for the LZ4 configuration. This high CPU resource consumption of gzip may further cause resource competition and impact other tasks. Intuitively, if (de)compression operations can be offloaded to hardware accelerators to eliminate $T_c$ for CPU, gzip could be an ideal compression algorithm as it can achieve the highest space efficiency. This motivates the design of a hardware-assisted compression-enabled file system for high-performance and cost-efficient data storage.

2.3 Hardware-Assisted Data Compression

Nowadays, diverse hardware accelerators are continuously emerging in cloud infrastructures and datacenters [10,31,32]. ASIC accelerators are increasingly attracting attention due to their advantages on performance and energy-efficiency over general-purpose CPU, GPU and FPGA [1,8,32]. This paper selects Intel® QAT, a purpose-built ASIC for cryptography and compression, to offload (de)compression tasks and free up CPU resources. The latest high-performance QAT device has been directly integrated into chipsets and is becoming increasingly cheaper [22].

In essence, the offloading of a (de)compression task is to replace the compression-related function call with an I/O call to interact with the underlying QAT accelerator. However, the way the QAT hardware treats data (e.g., physical address and DMA operation) is different from that in the case of software-implemented compression (i.e., using CPU). Runtime translation and optimizations are necessary and important to achieve an efficient offloading. Moreover, considering the offload overhead (e.g., preparation/consumption of QAT requests/responses and PCIe transactions) and the needed preallocated system resources for QAT offloading, not all (de)compression tasks are worth being offloaded into QAT hardware. A well-designed heterogeneous data compression system should investigate the necessity of software/hardware switch or even compression/non-compression switch.

3 System Design

In this paper, based on ZFS file system and Intel® QAT compression accelerator, we propose QZFS (QAT-accelerated ZFS), which can serve as either a local file system or the back-end file system of Lustre (a type of parallel distributed file system). The overall QZFS architecture, including the I/O path of storage and the QAT acceleration subsystem, is illustrated in Figure 3. The modification starts with the ZIO Module of ZFS. The ZIO Module is a centralized I/O process module where all I/O requests are abstracted as ZIOs and forwarded to other modules for further processing, such as data compression and checksum verification. Among the subsequent modules, the ZIO_Compress Module is responsible for data (de)compression. To enable QAT offloading of (de)compression operations, QZFS introduces two new modules: the Compression Service Engine and the QAT Offloading Module.

To explain the functions of these QZFS modules, the compression workflow is depicted in Figure 3. (1)-(2): The ZIO Module forwards ZIO requests to the ZIO_Compress Module which registers compression algorithms and delivers configuration information to the Compression Service Engine. (3): The Compression Service Engine selects the compression algorithm among one (gzip) accelerated by QAT and others from software compression libraries. (4)-(5): The QAT Offloading Module sends compression requests to the QAT accelerator and consumes QAT responses to fetch compressed result data. (6)-(8): The compressed result data is returned and goes through the upper modules one by one. The data decompression workflow is similar to this compression workflow but does not involve the selection of decompression algorithm.

The main function of the Compression Service Engine is to serve as a selector of diverse compression algorithms. The
This kind of decoupling makes it able to be easily extended to flat buffers. Data from a single data stream and organize them to multiple can sequentially read source data from multiple flat (i.e., physically contiguous) buffers and cannot be accessed through DMA operations of the QAT accelerator. To address this problem, a vectored (a.k.a. scatter/gather) I/O model is introduced to avoid memory copy and ensure that the QAT accelerator can sequentially read source data from multiple flat (i.e., physically contiguous) buffers and organize them to a single data stream for (de)compression, or read (de)compressed result data from a single data stream and organize them to multiple flat buffers.

4 Implementation & Optimization

The implementation of QZFS prototype relies on QAT development APIs and Linux environment (CentOS with Linux Kernel 3.10) and it has been integrated into ZFS official releases [37]. This section introduces detailed features and recent bug fixes of QZFS, especially regarding performance optimizations, to demonstrate the accomplishment of effective compression offloading in QZFS.

4.1 Compression Service Engine

The detailed architecture of the Compression Service Engine is illustrated in Figure 4, which contains a compressibility checker and an algorithm selector.

4.1.1 Compressibility Dependent Offloading

Compressibility is a performance factor that is determined by data compression ratio to reduce unnecessary offloading operations. Low compressibility means that data are not worth being stored in a compressed format because, in that case, the compressed data will not save much storage space but only incur extra resource consumption for later decompression. Even with the QAT acceleration, the decrease of unnecessary offloading operations is beneficial as QAT resources can be spared for useful (i.e., high compression ratio) tasks, especially in peak hours.

The compressibility checker in QZFS uses an auto-rejection method to determine whether to store the data in a compressed format or not. When the checker receives a ZIO request, it has the knowledge of the source data size, denoted by $S_{src}$, and presets the result data size, denoted by $S_{res}$, for placing the returned compressed data. Conventionally, $S_{res}$ may be set to the same size as $S_{src}$ when executing compression tasks. In QZFS, the compressibility checker uses a default $S_{res} = 0.9 * S_{src}$ for QAT-accelerated gzip algorithm to indicate a compressibility threshold of 10%. If the compressed result data overflows the buffer of $S_{res}$, it is automatically rejected and the uncompressed source data is returned to the ZIO Compress Module as the result. Compared to the original compressibility threshold (i.e., 12.5%) in ZFS, QZFS actually relaxes the restriction as the decompression operation can be performed more efficiently by the QAT accelerator. Users can further adjust this compressibility threshold to maximize space efficiency, depending on the characteristics of workloads and hardware conditions. For data decompression, the compressibility checking is not necessary and the $S_{res}$ is set to the size of original uncompressed data, which is recorded by QZFS during compression processing.

4.1.2 Selective Offloading by Source Data Size

The source data size (i.e., $S_{src}$) is an important factor that may have an influence on system performance. ZFS has a parameter named record size which defines the maximum size of a block that may be compressed and written by ZFS. A storage I/O operation with data size smaller than the record size may be packed into one ZIO request for processing. That's to say,
$S_{\text{src}}$ is variable within the upper limit defined by the record size. ZFS uses a default record size value of 128KB, which achieves a good performance in most cases, and users may modify this parameter to obtain better performance in their own scenarios.

QZFS selectively offloads ZIO requests with $S_{\text{src}}$ from 4KB to 1MB and uses software alternatives to process other ZIO requests. For small source data (i.e., $S_{\text{src}} < 4$KB), the offload overhead, including preparation/consumption of QAT requests/responses and PCIe communication, offsets most of the benefit of QAT accelerating, so the software-based compression is a better choice. The QAT support for big source data (i.e., $S_{\text{src}} > 1$MB) requires a large kernel memory preallocated to work as intermediate buffers. This memory size is several times the product of the maximum $S_{\text{src}}$ and the number of allocated (typically tens of) QAT instances. Moreover, for a fixed number of worker threads in ZFS that synchronously offload (de)compression operations to QAT, the use of bigger source data cannot give obviously higher performance. Therefore, QZFS only preallocates a kernel memory region that can support a maximum $S_{\text{src}}$ of 1MB to achieve both good performance and acceptable consumption of kernel memory resources.

### 4.1.3 Applicability and Availability

The algorithm selector is implemented as a centralized scheduler of data compression algorithms. Algorithms are organized in a scalable algorithm vector that can easily be extended to incorporate other algorithms, either software-based or hardware-assisted ones. Developers only need to focus on the detailed implementation of a new compression scheme, add it to this the algorithm vector and update the configuration as needed. When runtime error occurs in some hardware accelerator, the algorithm selector can seamlessly switch to other software alternatives to provide fault tolerance and high availability.

Currently, the selection of compression algorithm mainly relies on the configuration, which defines the priorities of different algorithms, with the QAT-accelerated gzip as the default one. If in future, a number of hardware-assisted compression algorithms with their own features are incorporated into the Compression Service Engine, an intelligent selection (e.g., use the hints from upper layers) is a good optimization to reap the strengths of different compression schemes.

### 4.2 QAT Offloading Module

#### 4.2.1 Vectored I/O Model

The QAT accelerator accesses data blocks through DMA operations, which require the data to be stored in contiguous physical memory. The original source and result data of a ZIO request are stored using virtual memory pointed by two pointers $P_{\text{src}}$ and $P_{\text{res}}$. The vectored I/O model can effectively bunch together the discontinuous memory to form I/O transactions for DMA operations. As illustrated in the left part of Figure 5, we employ two buffer structures, flat buffer and scatter/gather buffer list (SGL), to implement the vectored I/O model.

The flat buffer consists of two parts: a data buffer length, denoted by $\text{DataLenInByte}$ and a pointer, $pData$, to the data buffer owning contiguous physical memory. SGL is introduced to organize multiple flat buffers in a vector manner and consists of four parts: (1) $\text{numBuffers}$, the number of flat buffers in this list; (2) $\text{pBuffers}$, a pointer to an unbounded array containing multiple flat buffers; (3) $\text{pUserData}$, an opaque field; (4) $\text{pPrivateMetaData}$, private representation of this buffer list. In summary, SGL describes a collection of flat buffers, each of which is physically contiguous. The QAT accelerator can parse the SGL structure to obtain the beginning physical address of each flat buffer and sequentially access each data block through DMA operations.

#### 4.2.2 Data Reconstruction and Memory Zero Copy

A simple approach for data reconstruction is to allocate enough contiguous physical memory and copy data from/to this memory. Specifically, before the (de)compression offloading, a region of contiguous physical memory is allocated to store data copied from $P_{\text{src}}$ and delivered in the request to QAT. Also, another region of contiguous physical memory is allocated to store the response (i.e., result data) from QAT. After the completion of (de)compression offloading, the result data is copied from the contiguous physical memory to $P_{\text{res}}$ prepared by ZIO.

Although the allocated contiguous physical memory can be reused by multiple ZIO requests, this approach inevitably introduces the overhead of memory copy, which likely become a bottleneck in today’s high speed I/O. Therefore, we introduce the vectored I/O model, along with virtual address translation and memory mapping, to achieve memory zero copy. As shown in Figure 5, the QAT Offloading Module translates the virtual addresses of the source data prepared by ZIO into physical addresses and organizes the physical contiguous data blocks into the Input SGL structure.
A physical page (a.k.a. page frame) is the smallest fixed-length contiguous block of physical memory into which virtual pages are mapped by the operating system. The source data represented by contiguous virtual addresses could be divided into physical contiguous data blocks in terms of physical pages. The QAT Offloading Module directly maps these physical pages to serve as the data of the flat buffers and each flat buffer maps at most one PAGE_SIZE data. Note that the start and end virtual addresses of the source data may not be page-aligned, which has an influence on the number of involved physical pages. For example, in the case of 4KB PAGE_SIZE, a 11KB source data may correspond to four physical pages (2KB+4KB+4KB+1KB), instead of three ones. This information is important for the creation of the data structures of Input/Output SGLs. The memory allocation for the Input SGL data structure is performed according to the maximum possible number of flat buffers: numBuffers = (Ssrc >> PAGE_SHIFT) + 2.

The details of the data reconstruction for source data (i.e., building Input SGL) are as follows and the process for the result data buffer to build Output SGL is similar. At first, the virtual address indicated by the Psrc pointer (pointing to the start address of the source data initially) is translated to obtain the corresponding physical page structure. Note that the virtual address may come from different kernel memory zones, including the vmalloc region or the direct memory region. The QAT Offloading Module checks whether the a virtual address belongs to the vmalloc region by invoking the is_vmalloc_addr function. If so, the vmalloc_to_page function is used to get the corresponding physical page structure; otherwise, the virt_to_page function is used to obtain the right page. Next, the QAT Offloading Module employs the kunmap function to establish a long-lasting mapping from kernel’s address space to the obtained physical page. The pData field of the first flat buffer points to the returned mapped address, plus the same page offset as the Psrc value. The dataLenInBytes field is accordingly set by considering the page offset. Finally, the Psrc pointer moves to the beginning of the remaining untreated source data and the above steps are repeated to fill subsequent flat buffers. For the last piece of the source data that may correspond to only part of a physical page, the dataLenInBytes field is set to the actual size of this last piece. After the completion of an offloading task, the kunmap function needs to be invoked to release long-lasting mappings.

### 4.2.3 QAT Offloading Organization

**Overflow avoidance and load balancing:** When QZFS boots up, the QAT Offloading Module initializes the QAT logical instances to set up communication channels for requests/responses to/from the QAT accelerator. Thus, a region of contiguous physical memory needs to be allocated for the QAT instance which includes an intermediate buffer to place run-time process data (e.g., dynamic Huffman encoding) of the QAT accelerator. The size of the intermediate buffer should be enough for the maximally allowed source data (i.e., 1MB). Data compression is supposed to reduce data size but compression algorithms may cause data expansion at some moment during compression. To avoid the buffer overflow, its size is enlarged to be double of the maximally allowed data size. Besides, when too many data compression tasks are offloaded, the module may not obtain the QAT logical instances because there are not enough QAT computing resources. Therefore, the module will balance the system’s computational resources by sending the task to software alternatives and employing the CPU to finish it.

**Fail recovery:** A QAT compression session describes the compression parameters to be applied across a number of requests. After the initialization of logical instances and source/result data reconstruction, the module sets up the com-
munication with the QAT accelerator by QAT compression sessions. Occasionally, the error may occur in these compression sessions, such as a driver process crash where a wrong DMA address passed to the accelerator. If a failure on the QAT accelerator cannot be handled correctly, the QAT device may be restarted for recovery. In this situation, the QAT Offloading Module cleans all sessions and sets an availability flag as FALSE to disable all QAT offloading actions until the completion of re-initialization. The related internal data structures, QAT logical instances and intermediate buffers will be reset as well.

**Offloading workflow:** The data compression offloading operations are organized as three steps shown in the right part of Fig. 5. **First**, a header generator API function is called to produce the gzip style header, which requires the output SGL as the parameter. The header is added to the front of the output SGL, and the pData of the flat buffer is moved to the corresponding offset of the gzip header. **Second**, the data compression API function submits input and output SGLs to the QAT accelerator that consumes the source data from the input SGL and generates processed result data to the output SGL. Note that the QAT accelerator uses the interrupt mode for response processing which requires the module to use the wait_for_completion_interruptible_timeout function to wait the completion of the tasks. **Third**, a gzip compliant footer is produced by the footer generator API function. More details of the header and footer formats are given in RFC 1952 [13], which are supported by the QAT accelerator. The difference with data decompression is that it invokes the data decompression API function for three steps.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we first describe the evaluation platform and testing methodology. Then we use FIO micro-benchmark and scientific big data processing workloads to evaluate our implemented QZFS prototype on cluster servers.

5.1 Evaluation Methodology

**Experimental testbed:** We established an experimental testbed with four physical servers, each of which was equipped with two 22-core Intel® Xeon® E5-2699 v4 processors, 128GB RAM, one NVMe SSD array and one Intel® DH8950 PCIe QAT card [21]. The NVMe SSD array was comprised of three 1.6TB Intel® P3700 Series NVMe SSDs. In each server, a separate SATA SSD was used for housing the operating system (CentOS 7.2) with Linux Kernel 3.10 and QZFS. All these servers were connected via Intel® XL710 40Gbe NICs and a 100GbE switch. The detailed topology is illustrated in Figure 6.

![Figure 6: Topology of experimental testbed](image-url)

**Cluster:** QZFS was deployed as the back-end file system of Lustre distributed file system. To evaluate different Lustre scenarios, three types of cluster settings were used: (1) all-in-one single-node cluster, i.e., a single physical server as both the client and the Object Storage Server (OSS); (2) three-node cluster with one physical server as the client and the other two physical servers as OSSes; (3) four-node cluster with one more physical server as a client (on the basis of the three-node cluster). All the servers in a cluster shared the same Lustre distributed file system. The client server ran benchmark workloads locally and read/wrote data from/to one or two OSSes.

Note that Lustre inherently provides the ability to support a large number of clients. In our in-lab evaluation, the number of available clients was limited. As a workaround, we leveraged high-performance physical servers along with high-speed NICs to work as heavy clients and produce enough stress. In the following experiments, we will show that the total stress is equivalent to tens to hundreds of ordinary clients. The I/O stress from an ordinary client depends on a lot of factors, including workload characteristics, client hardware limits (e.g., NIC limit), the interconnection between Lustre clients and OSSes, etc. We assume that each ordinary client generates an I/O stress between 100Mbps and 1Gbps.

**Performance metrics:** We mainly compared three configurations: (1) OFF: QZFS without data compression; (2) GZIP: QZFS with software-implemented gzip algorithm enabled; (3) QAT: QZFS with QAT-accelerated gzip algorithm enabled. Other algorithms in the software compression library including LZ4, ZLE and LZJB may also be measured for comparison. The following important metrics were collected as performance indicators: read/write throughput of micro-benchmarks, average execution time of completing big data analytic tasks, compression ratio for indicating space efficiency and CPU utilization (collected using Intel® Performance Analysis Tool [23]) for indicating computing resource
consumption.

Particularly, we define a new comprehensive metric to measure the cost-efficiency of the entire system, which equals compression ratio divided by CPU utilization (i.e., computing resource consumption):

\[
\frac{\text{compression\_ratio}}{\text{cpu\_utilization}}
\]

CPU and high-performance storage devices account for a large proportion of TCO. This metric reflects a combined benefit of saved storage space and saved CPU resources, and a higher value means more cost-efficiency gains. Note that we do not consider QAT cost in this metric because QAT device is becoming increasingly cheaper. The latest high-performance QAT, directly integrated into chipsets, only costs about $32 (comparing $132 for C625 chipset with QAT and $100 for C642 chipset without QAT) [22], which is negligible in comparison to CPU price.

5.2 Evaluation Benchmark

Micro-benchmark workloads: FIO (Flexible I/O tester) [5] is a productive tool in Linux that can simulate all kinds of I/O workloads and accurately measure I/O performance. We used FIO to spawn several threads or processes for measuring read/write throughput. The default FIO setting for random data generation and management were employed. More specifically, a buffer of random data (actually pseudo-random) was created at the beginning and it was used continuously during the test to reduce overhead. To comprehensively evaluate QZFS, we conducted the FIO experiments with different I/O patterns, block sizes (i.e., the size of chunks for issuing read/write I/O) and compression algorithms.

Scientific big data workloads: Genomic data post-processing is a representative workload of scientific big data. The original 3TB genomic dataset used in this experiment are widely used in both industry and academia. For each client, two genomic data post-processing tools, SAMTools (v1.3.1) with htshlib (1.3.2) [30] and Biobambam2 (v2.0.82) with libmaus (2.0.435) [47], were used to work as computing workloads. Specifically, we selected five representative operations from these two tools to evaluate the advantage of QZFS. Converting is to convert one kind of genomic data to other kind (e.g., FastQ format converted to BAM format in this evaluation), which involves heavy CPU-bound tasks. Viewing is to print all alignments information in the specified input file to standard output in SAM format (with no header). Sorting is to sort these data by leftmost coordinates and create temporary BAM files as needed when the entire alignment data cannot fit into memory. Merging is to merge multiple sorted files, producing a single sorted output file that contains all the input records and maintains the existing sorting order. Indexing is to index a coordinate-sorted BAM or CRAM file for fast random access.

5.3 FIO Micro-benchmark

The experiments were conducted in the four-node cluster where 16 FIO threads were created in each Lustre client to read/write job files independently from/to the two Lustre OSSes. The total size of file I/O for each FIO thread is 2GB. The read/write throughput stated in the evaluation is the sum value collected from two clients and the CPU utilization is the average value collected from Lustre OSSes.

Figure 7a shows experimental results for diverse I/O patterns with a fixed 128KB FIO block size, including sequential read/write (SeqR/SqW) and random read/write (RandR/RandW). In the compression OFF configuration, the average read throughput (i.e., the average value of SeqR and RandR) is 18% higher than the average write throughput, and RandR achieves up to 3937 MB/s throughput, which is the highest. These results are in accordance with the hardware characteristics of NVMe SSDs [17]. The average read throughput in the GZIP configuration outperforms the average write throughput by about 4.5x because the gzip algorithm has an asymmetric compression/decompression speed, with the former lagging much behind the latter [1]. After enabling the QAT accelerator, the average read throughput is similar with the average write throughput. In general, the QAT configuration has the highest read/write throughput and cost-efficiency. The GZIP configuration has a similar compression ratio with the QAT configuration (3.78:3.65), but its high CPU resource consumption (i.e., long compression time) causes not only low write throughput but also low cost-efficiency. The QAT offloading for gzip compression operations achieves about 5x improvement on average write throughput and enhances the cost-efficiency by a factor of more than four. In comparison to the OFF configuration, the QAT configuration also provides a throughput improvement (10% for read and 28% for write) as the compressed data reduces storage I/O cost. Meanwhile, the cost-efficiency is enhanced by a factor of more than three due to the high compression ratio (3.65).

Figure 7b shows the I/O throughput and cost-efficiency with the same amount of sequential read and write operations (SeqR:SeqW = 1:1) while varying the FIO block size in each I/O request from 4KB to 1MB. Note that the record size (128KB by default) in ZFS only defines the maximum size of a block that may be compressed and written by ZFS. As a result, a FIO block may be directly compressed/rewritten by ZFS or multiple FIO blocks may be combined into a whole block for processing. For the compression OFF configuration which can directly benefit from the high-performance NVMe SSDs, the I/O throughput gradually grows from 1899MB/s to 3213MB/s (about 70% improvement) as the increase of FIO block size. For the GZIP and QAT configurations, the
varying of FIO block size does not show obvious influence on I/O throughput. Still, the QAT configuration always has the highest I/O throughput and cost-efficiency. A notable phenomenon is that for the case of 4KB FIO block size with software or QAT-accelerated gzip in ZFS, the cost efficiency (actually compression ratio) is obviously higher than other cases with bigger FIO block sizes. This may be a joint result of the record size mechanism in ZFS and the reuse of random data in FIO. Specifically, multiple small (i.e., 4KB) FIO blocks may have a higher probability of being combined into a whole block in ZFS for compression. Then, the possible reuse of random data across these FIO blocks leads to a high compression ratio for the whole block.

Figure 7c compares the QAT-accelerated gzip with other software-implemented fast compression algorithms including LZE, LZJB and ZLE. The QAT configuration gains an average of 12.71% throughput improvement with SeqW and an average of 4.83% throughput improvement with SeqR, compared to these software-implemented algorithms. Also, QAT-accelerated gzip in ZFS provides an average of 2.25x and 1.62x cost-efficiency for SeqW and SeqR respectively. This performance advantage comes from the high compression ratio of the gzip algorithm and the offloading of gzip (de)compression operations. In addition, we can see that SeqR operations show an obviously higher cost-efficiency than SeqW operations. This is because decompression typically costs less computing resources in comparison to compression.

Finally, we give a calculation about how many ordinary clients the total stress in FIO experiments is equivalent to. As shown in Figure 7, the average stress from the two heavy client servers is more than 4000MB/s in the QAT configuration, which equals the stress from 32 to 320 ordinary clients (100Mbps to 1Gbps each).

5.4 Scientific Big Data Evaluation

The scientific workloads running on Luster clients interact with the Luster OSSes to access the stored scientific data. We used two different deployment modes for evaluation: shared deployment mode (i.e., single-node cluster) and separate deployment mode (including three-node and four-node clusters).

5.4.1 Shared Deployment Mode

Eight scientific workload processes ran in parallel in the shared server. Each workload process was set to read/write 9.5GB data and a total of 76GB data may be processed simultaneously in memory.

We first validated the benefits of QAT-accelerated gzip compression at the file system layer over simple gzip use at the application layer (i.e., the compressed big data needs to be first decompressed into storage and then read again for processing). The experiment results are shown in Figure 8. For the first five configurations, the execution time of a complete converting operation consists of two parts: (1) decompression process time with given computing resources (e.g., 4 cores or AHA accelerator), which includes the time for reading the compressed data from storage, the time for decompression and the time for writing the uncompressed data back to storage; (2) converting process time using eight scientific workload processes, which includes the time for reading uncompressed data from storage (76GB totally), the time for converting operations and the time for writing new format data back to storage.
The first five configurations share a same converting process time of 161.12s. The decompression process time of OpenCL FPGA, IBM Verilog and AHA is calculated according to the performance results reported in [1]. These accelerators show an obvious advantage on decompression compared to the 4 or 8 CPU cores. QZFS keeps data compression transparent to scientific workloads and obtains the shortest execution time (156.71s). This value is even smaller than the above pure converting process time without (de)compression (161.12s) because QZFS directly reads compressed data from storage, performs decompression and converting simultaneously and then writes compressed data back to storage. Since the reading/writing of compressed data largely reduces storage I/O cost and (de)compression is offloaded to QAT accelerator, a higher performance (i.e., shorter execution time) is achieved.

It is true that an application may integrate (de)compression module that can efficiently process compressed big data (e.g., small block based (de)compression and multiple threads), along with the enabling of QAT acceleration, to achieve similar performance to QZFS. However, this likely involves heavy modifications for each new application. In comparison, one-time modification to the file system (i.e., the proposed QZFS) can transparently benefit all applications running on it.

Figure 9a shows the execution time and cost-efficiency with varying number of threads in each scientific workload process performing sorting operations. When there is only one thread in each workload process, the software gzip configuration gives an execution time of 426s and a cost-efficiency value of 6.6. The QAT configuration provides a 30% reduction of execution time and enhances the cost-efficiency by a factor of nearly 10 due to the faster (de)compression and largely reduced CPU resource consumption. As the thread number increases from 1 to 16, the execution time decreases gradually for both GZIP and QAT configurations. In the case of 16 threads in each workload process, the performance advantage of QAT-accelerated gzip grows from 30% to 60% as more threads produce more parallel I/O requests and increases the utilization of underlying QAT accelerators. This further leads to a growing of CPU utilization for sorting from 5.8% to 12.2% in the QAT configuration. In comparison, the CPU utilization in the GZIP configuration grows from 64% to 83%.

Figure 9b evaluates the post-processing scientific workloads performing different operations with a fixed eight threads in each workload process. All the five types of operations need to read the genomic data from storage and the operations excluding viewing further needs to write the newly-generated data (smaller or bigger) back to storage. We can see that the QAT configuration achieves 73% and 63% reduction of execution time for the converting and merging operations respectively over the GZIP configuration. For other opera-
tions, the QAT-accelerated gzip in ZFS can provide about 2x performance enhancement. On average, the QAT configuration brings a 3.91x cost-efficiency improvement over the software-implemented gzip. Especially, the cost-efficiency enhancement is up to 5.57x for the sorting operation because it is a complicated operation that creates many intermediate data files and repeatedly involves reading (decompression) and writing (compression) actions.

The total stress from the one heavy client (eight threads in each workload process) is up to 75GB/35s=2143MB/s (the viewing operation), which equals the stress from 17 to 171 ordinary clients (100Mbps to 1Gbps each).

5.4.2 Separate Deployment Mode

We first evaluated QZFS with one client that remotely accesses two OSSes and then increased the client number to two. In each client sever, eight scientific workload processes ran in parallel and each workload process with a fixed eight threads was set to read/write 9.5GB data.

In the three-node cluster with different operations, as shown in Figure 10a, the QAT configuration on average reduces 63.10% execution time and achieves more than 6x cost-efficiency compared with the QAT configuration. Like the shared deployment mode, the QAT-accelerated gzip in ZFS still shows a high performance enhancement (68.95% reduction of the execution time) for the converting operation. A notable phenomenon is that the biggest cost-efficiency enhancement (9.11x) is witnessed on the viewing operation because it does not need to write data back to the remote storage (i.e., reduced CPU resource consumption on the costly network stack).

For the case of four-node cluster with double stress from two heavy clients, as shown in Figure 10b, the overall performance results are similar to the case of three-node cluster. In comparison to the software-implemented gzip in ZFS, the QAT acceleration on average provides a 63.14% reduction of execution time and a 6.26x improvement of cost-efficiency. It demonstrates that QZFS has a good scalability to provide stable and effective compression services as the scaling of clients. The total stress from the two heavy clients is up to 150GB/75s=2000MB/s (the viewing operation), which equals the stress from 16 to 160 ordinary clients (100Mbps to 1Gbps each).

6 Bottleneck Analysis

This section analyzes the performance bottleneck in QZFS. We use the experiment result of RandW in Figure 7a for analysis, which shows the highest I/O throughput (4680MB/s) for the QAT configuration. In this case, the average CPU utilization in the two OSSes is 20.2%, which means CPU resources are still abundant. The compression ratio is 3.55 and the actual NVMe SSD I/O throughput is 4680/3.55 = 1318MB/s, which means the NVMe SSD is not the bottleneck as the compression OFF configuration can achieve a storage I/O throughput of 3314MB/s. The network throughput for each physical server is about 4680/2 = 2340MB/s = 18.72Gbps, which is only half of the hardware limit of 40GbE NIC. The QAT compression throughput in each Lustre OSS is also about 18.72Gbps, which reaches nearly 80% of the hardware limit (24Gbps [21]) of a DH8950 QAT card. In summary, the I/O throughput (4680MB/s) does not achieve the hardware limit of the testbed system while this throughput cannot be further enhanced even if we launch more FIO threads in clients to generate more RandW jobs in parallel.

Actually, the main performance bottleneck may reside in the ZFS software stack. Although ZFS is designed to automatically leverage multi-core resources, the number of ZFS worker threads that can offload (de)compression operations to QAT is restricted by: the number of CPU cores and the number of available QAT instances. What’s more, the worker thread interacts with QAT in a synchronous mode, which means the worker cannot submit the next (de)compression request until the completion and consumption of the first one. As a result, the use of more FIO threads at the application layer cannot give rise to more concurrent/parallel (de)compression requests sent to QAT.

An approach to overcome this bottleneck is to optimize the way the worker thread interacts with QAT to increase the utilization of the underlying QAT accelerator. QAT provides an inherently non-blocking interface with the request/response mechanism. If we can enable asynchronous offload mode in ZFS, a single worker thread then has the ability to concurrently offload multiple (de)compression operations to QAT and the QAT hardware limit can be easily reached with only several threads. However, the enabling of asynchronous offload mode is a hard work, involving the design of (1) asynchronous support in all layers of ZFS software stack to correctly handle an uncompleted (de)compression block and (2) efficient pause (context saving) and resumption (context restoring) of an offload job. One can refer to our previous work [20] on how to enable high-performance asynchronous crypto offload framework for TLS servers/terminators.

7 Related Work

Hardware-assisted data compression techniques has been well studied in the literature by using general-purpose accelerators. Patel et al. proposed a parallel algorithm and implemented a bzip2-like lossless data compression scheme on GPU architecture [39]. Their implementation enabled the GPU to become a co-processor of data compression, which lightened the computing burden of CPU by using idle GPU cycles. Ozsoy et al. [38] presented a pipelined parallel LZSS compression algorithm for GUGPU. Li et al. proposed an efficient, scalable GPU-accelerated OLAP system which tackled the bandwidth discrepancy using compression and an optimized
data transfer path [31]. Abdelfattah et al. utilized the Open Computing Language to implement high-speed gzip compression on an FPGA, which achieved higher throughput over standard compression benchmark, with equivalent compression ratio [1]. Kim et al. presented high throughput Xpress FPGA compressor to achieve CPU resource saving and high power efficiency [26]. Fowers et al. detailed a scalable fully pipelined FPGA accelerator that performs LZ77 compression and static Huffman encoding at rates up to 5.6 GB/s [15]. Pekhimenko et al. employed FPGA and GPU accelerators to implement Base-Delta encoding data compression algorithms in stream processing [40]. In comparison, our QZFS leverages the emerging ASIC accelerator for compression offload and integrates it into the layer of file system to provide transparent, high-performance and cost-efficient compression service.

8 Conclusions

High storage I/O performance and low Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) are two important optimization objectives, which are hard to be obtained at the same time. Data compression is considered as an effective solution, but the compression tasks incur high computing resource consumption and likely impact the running of application workloads. Instead of directly accelerating compression tasks in applications, this paper investigated the data compression offloading at the file system level. QZFS (QAT accelerated ZFS) was proposed to integrate Intel® QAT accelerator into ZFS file system to provide application-agnostic and cost-efficient data storage. The evaluation has validated that QZFS can effectively save CPU resources and further enhance the performance of big data processing workloads in comparison with the software-implemented gzip in ZFS or traditional gzip acceleration for applications.
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Abstract
Optimizing scheduling and communication of distributed data processing for resource and data characteristics is crucial for achieving high performance. Existing approaches to such optimizations largely fall into two categories. First, distributed runtimes provide low-level policy interfaces to apply the optimizations, but do not ensure the maintenance of correct application semantics and thus often require significant effort to use. Second, policy interfaces that extend a high-level application programming model ensure correctness, but do not provide sufficient fine control.

We describe Apache Nemo, an optimization framework for distributed dataflow processing that provides fine control for high performance, and also ensures correctness for ease of use. We combine several techniques to achieve this, including an intermediate representation, optimization passes, and runtime extensions. Our evaluation results show that Nemo enables composable and reusable optimizations that bring performance improvements on par with existing specialized runtimes tailored for a specific deployment scenario.

1 Introduction
It is becoming increasingly important to optimize scheduling and communication for different characteristics of resources and data in distributed data processing. Examples of such characteristics widely discussed in recent literature are geographically-distributed resources [19, 33, 44, 45], cheap transient resources [37, 38, 42, 47, 48], disk-based large data shuffle [35, 36, 51], and skewed data [22, 24, 25, 34]. Researchers have shown that the existing scheduling and communication methods, unaware of these characteristics, often suffer from substantial performance degradation.

Distributed runtimes such as Dryad [20], Tez [40], and the Spark runtime [4] provide low-level interfaces to plugin computation scheduler and data channel policies to optimize for such diverse deployment scenarios. These policy interfaces have direct access to control messages and data elements, and can apply optimizations such as placing computations on specific types of resources and performing in-memory data shuffle. Unfortunately, runtime policy developers must exercise care to ensure that the policies they build and apply maintain correct application semantics. The main reason is that runtime interfaces are designed to be general, and allow
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that transform the IR. Third, the framework should apply the transformations of the IR in the distributed execution of the application.

Figure 1 depicts our Nemo optimization framework that addresses the challenges. Specifically, its IR directed-acyclic graph (DAG), optimization passes, and runtime extensions address the three challenges, respectively. Nemo integrates with high-level application programming model libraries, and compatible distributed runtimes.

First, the Nemo IR DAG represents a data processing application with vertices representing logical operations and edges representing data dependencies. To ensure that the transformed IR DAG produces the same outputs as the original IR DAG, we provide two types of transformation methods: reshaping and annotation. Reshaping methods can insert a set of utility vertices whose semantics are known to Nemo, such as a vertex that samples data. Annotation methods set execution properties of each vertex and edge to configure fine-grained scheduling and communication, such as speculative cloning and data persistence strategies. Nemo ensures correctness using the information about the communication patterns (e.g., shuffle) of edges, and the information about the configured utility vertices and execution properties.

Second, the Nemo optimization pass abstraction enables expressing optimizations as a function that takes as input an IR DAG and calls its transformation methods. Because a pass is a simple function, different combinations of passes can be applied across different applications. We show that optimization techniques previously employed in specialized runtimes, such as Iridium [33] and Pado [48], can be expressed as optimization passes with concise lines of code.

Third, the Nemo runtime extensions integrate with the underlying runtime to apply the IR DAG transformations. Runtimes typically provide a runtime DAG abstraction to run computations on a cluster of machines [4, 20, 40]. Our scheduler extension applies various scheduling policies when scheduling the IR vertices of an IR DAG through a runtime DAG. It also rewrites the runtime DAG during job execution to apply run-time optimizations. Our data channel extension applies the optimized data communication within the runtime DAG.

We have implemented Nemo, and also a distributed runtime that is compatible with Nemo. At present, Nemo provides full support for Beam [1] applications and a subset of Spark RDD [50] applications. Our runtime integrates with REEF [46] to run on Hadoop YARN [2] and Mesos [18] clusters. We have evaluated Nemo in a cluster of Amazon EC2 instances using different optimization passes, datasets, and resource environments. Evaluation results show that each optimization pass brings performance improvements on par with existing specialized runtimes, and combinations of passes further improve performance for scenarios with a combination of different resource and data characteristics. Nemo is currently an Apache Incubator project [3].

```java
class TreeAggregate implements ConnectionManager {
    void onUpstreamVertexEvent(event) {
        mapVertexGroups = analyzeLocationsAndSizes(event)
        aggregateVertices = newVertices(mapVertexGroups)
        connect(mapVertexGroups, aggregateVertices)
    }
}

class Repartition implements ConnectionManager {
    void onUpstreamVertexEvent(event) {
        desiredPartitions = analyzeDataStatistics(event)
        modifyPartitionVertices(desiredPartitions)
        modifyReduceVertices(desiredPartitions)
    }
}
```

Figure 2: Pseudocode of Dryad policies. The Dryad policy interface provides fine control over distributed scheduling and communication, but does not ensure correctness.

## 2 Background

We first discuss in detail the existing runtime policy interfaces and application-level policy interfaces using concrete code examples. Specifically, we describe the interfaces of Dryad [20] and Optimus [22].

The Dryad policy interface allows for arbitrary modifications to its directed-acyclic graph (DAG) representation of applications. In a Dryad DAG, a vertex represents a unit of work performed on a machine and an edge represents a data transfer from a vertex to another. For example, a map-reduce application can be represented in Dryad as a number of map vertices fully connected with a number of reduce vertices. The Dryad runtime coordinates the scheduling and communication of the vertices on a cluster of machines.

Figure 2 shows the pseudocode of two example Dryad policies [5]. Here, `ConnectionManager` is a callback-based abstraction that listens to events from the configured upstream vertices. First, `TreeAggregate` builds an aggregation tree with a goal to use network bandwidth resources more efficiently. Suppose `TreeAggregate` listens to the map vertices in a map-reduce application, to obtain the information on the locations and sizes of map vertex outputs. Using the information, `TreeAggregate` groups map vertices, creates intermediate aggregation vertices, and then connects each map vertex group to an aggregation vertex. Second, `Repartition` dynamically distributes data with a goal to handle data skew. Suppose the map-reduce application additionally has bucketizer vertices that consume sample output data from the map vertices, and partition vertices that partition the original map vertex outputs prior to transferring the data to the reduce vertices. Then, `Repartition` can be used to monitor the bucketizer vertices, and modify the partition and reduce vertices with the goal to evenly distribute the map outputs.
As shown by these examples, runtime policies can configure various scheduling and communication methods.

However, the flexibility of runtime interfaces comes at a cost: the policy developer must exercise care to ensure application correctness when developing, reusing, and composing different policies [4, 20, 22, 40]. First, the interface allows for a bug in TreeAggregate to miss connecting one of the map vertices to an intermediate aggregation vertex, making the optimized DAG produce partial results. Second, Repartition can break application semantics when applied on a random vertex in a different DAG that does not use bucketizer and partition vertices. Third, applying both TreeAggregate and Repartition on the same DAG can lead to conflicting executions that produce incorrect results. Manually building a combined policy can require a significant effort for complex policies, such as the DrDynamicAggregateManager in Dryad that consists of 1.3K lines of C++ code [5]. As a consequence, runtime policies have been mostly hard coded in runtimes and data processing application compilers such as the DryadLINQ compiler [22, 49], and the Hive compiler [43]. The authors of Optimus also report that their system-level optimization policies are hard-coded in the DryadLINQ compiler, maintaining the DAG property and operator semantics for the pre-defined operators in DryadLINQ [22].

In contrast to runtime interfaces, Optimus provides an application-level policy interface that ensures correctness, by restricting the interface to substituting DryadLINQ subqueries. Figure 3 shows the pseudocode for optimizing a matrix multiplication application described in the original Optimus paper [22]. The code defines two alternative subqueries for multiplying two matrices, and a policy for selecting a subquery to use for the execution. Note that as long as the two subqueries produce the same results, changing the policy code does not alter the semantics of the application. However, as this example shows, such application-level policy interfaces lack fine-grained control over scheduling and communication like selecting the types of resources to run specific computations on. The main reason is that application programming models are designed to hide distributed execution from application developers.

Figure 3: Pseudocode of an Optimus policy. The application-level Optimus policy interface ensures correctness, but provides coarse-grained control of substituting subqueries.

3 System Design

The goal of the Nemo optimization framework is to support fine control over distributed execution of data processing applications, and at the same time maintain correct application semantics. Concretely, given a DAG representation of a data processing application with deterministic operations and a user-defined policy $P$ where $DAG' = P(DAG)$, Nemo aims to provide the following properties.

- **Correctness**: Given the same inputs the optimized $DAG'$ should produce the same outputs as the DAG, even when $P$ is applied while the DAG is being executed. This ensures that the optimizations maintain correct application semantics.

- **Reusability**: The same $P$ should be applicable to different DAGs. This enables reusing the same policy across different data processing applications, although the effects may differ between applications.

- **Composability**: If $P$ and $P'$ do not override optimizations specified by the other policy then enable composing different policies like $P'' = (P \circ P')$. If the policies do have a conflict, then automatically detect it for analysis. This enables distinct policies that each optimizes for a different resource or data characteristic to be incorporated into a single policy.

We show how Nemo combines an intermediate representation (IR) DAG, optimization passes, and runtime extensions to ensure these properties. First, the IR DAG provides reshaping and annotation methods for specifying optimizations (Section 3.1). Second, optimization passes define functions that operate on the IR DAG methods (Section 3.2). Third, runtime extensions apply the optimizations in the underlying runtime (Section 3.3).

3.1 Intermediate Representation

The Nemo IR DAG aims to provide the desired DAG representation of an application. The main challenge in designing the IR DAG is defining the methods for transforming it. For Nemo to ensure the desired properties, we make explicit both the intention and the effect of the optimization for each method invocation. For example, instead of providing a single method to insert arbitrary computations, we provide multiple higher-level methods such as those specifically for increasing parallelism, speculative cloning, and sampling. We describe the IR DAG reshaping and annotation methods that embody this approach, and in particular how those methods enable ensuring correctness. We then discuss the types of applications and runtimes supported by our IR DAG design.
Table 1: Example IR DAG transformation methods for optimizing scheduling and communication. Reshaping methods take as input a utility vertex and additional arguments. Annotation methods take as input a key/value execution property.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IR DAG Reshaping:</th>
<th>IR Vertex Annotation:</th>
<th>IR Edge Annotation:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>irdag.insert()</td>
<td>v.set()</td>
<td>e.set()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relay(f: x → x), e</td>
<td>Parallelism/Integer</td>
<td>DataFlow/Enum(Pull, Push)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reshuffle(f: x → x), e</td>
<td>SpeculativeCloning/Thresholds</td>
<td>DataStore/Enum(Memory, Disk)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling(f: x → sv(f(x)), sv.rate)</td>
<td>ResourceSite/Map(Index, Site)</td>
<td>NumPartitions/Integer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trigger(f: x → udf(x)), udf.e</td>
<td>ResourcePriority/Enum(Transient)</td>
<td>PartitionSets/List(Set(Index))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(V/E = original vertex/edge set, v = inserted vertex, f = function of v, e.comm = oneToOne/shuffle/broadcast)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Persistence/Enum(Keep, Discard)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.1 Transforming an IR DAG

The Nemo IR DAG represents a data processing application with vertices representing logical operations and edges representing data dependencies. When executed, an IR vertex is translated into parallel tasks that run on multiple nodes. An IR edge can be translated into key-partitioned data blocks that are produced by tasks. The initial IR DAG translated from an application, such as an RDD [50] and Beam [1] application, typically consists of vertices containing functions defined by the application, and edges with the information on communication patterns (one-to-one, shuffle, broadcast).

Table 1 shows example reshaping and annotation methods Nemo provides to transform the IR DAG. The reshaping methods specify a new utility vertex to insert into the IR DAG, and Nemo inserts new edges to connect the specified vertex with the existing vertices in the IR DAG. Table 1 specifies four utility vertices. Relay and Reshuffle simply apply an identity function to forward data from an upstream vertex to a downstream vertex, connecting with the downstream vertex with the one-to-one and the shuffle dependency, respectively. Sampling vertex applies the same function as an existing vertex, and consumes the same data that the existing vertex consumes. During the execution, Nemo schedules only a subset of Sampling tasks according to the given sampling rate. Trigger vertex applies a user-defined function on intermediate data. When a Trigger vertex executes and completes, Nemo collects the results of the user-defined function to generate a message. Nemo then halts the execution of the job, and uses the message to trigger a corresponding run-time optimization pass, which we describe in Section 3.2. The IR DAG also supports deleting the inserted utility vertices.

The annotation methods configure scheduling and communication of vertices and edges by annotating specified execution properties. Table 1 specifies nine execution properties. For scheduling, we have execution properties for deciding how, where, and when to schedule tasks. Parallelism and SpeculativeCloning configure how many tasks to schedule. ResourceSite and ResourcePriority specify where to schedule the tasks. DataFlow determines whether or not to schedule source and destination tasks concurrently. For communication, we enable configuring the medium to store intermediate data with DataStore, the persistence method with Persistence, and data partitioning strategies with NumPartitions and PartitionSets. Combinations of different execution properties can express optimizations that can require significant efforts to implement with runtime policy interfaces. For example, we can configure upfront task cloning with a persistent in-memory data shuffle that pushes data eagerly from transient resources to reserved resources, through simply annotating appropriate SpeculativeCloning, ResourcePriority, Persistence, DataStore, and DataFlow properties on two vertices and a shuffle edge that connects them. The IR DAG also supports looking up the execution properties annotated on vertices and edges.

3.1.2 Ensuring Correctness

The reshaping methods ensure correctness, because Nemo connects the newly inserted utility vertex with existing vertices correctly. As shown in Table 1, only the outputs of the Relay and Reshuffle vertices are consumed by existing vertices, and these outputs are equivalent to the data that the existing vertices originally consumed. The other utility vertices, on the other hand, do not reach data sinks and thus do not affect the final results that the IR DAG produces. When a utility vertex is specified to be deleted, Nemo reverts appropriate changes.

The annotation methods ensure correctness through enabling Nemo to examine the configured execution properties. For each vertex in the IR DAG, Nemo checks its execution...
properties and the execution properties of its neighboring edges and vertices, while also examining the communication patterns of the edges. This ensure correctness because execution properties do not use and modify computation semantics \cite{17,21,52} inside each vertex, and also do not have direct access to control messages and data elements in the runtime. For example, Nemo checks that the sets in the PartitionSets are disjoint and together contain all offsets for the NumPartitions, to read each partition exactly once. Nemo also checks that PartitionSets and NumPartitions are set on shuffle edges, and that vertices connected with an one-to-one edge have the same Parallelism. Persistence, for example, is not checked, because discarded intermediate data can always be recomputed from the source data when needed.

Our transformation methods ensure correctness even when invoked during the execution of the IR DAG. Because the IR DAG is decoupled from the underlying runtime, Nemo ensures correctness by controlling when to apply the transformations of the IR DAG in the runtime. Specifically, we define a that a vertex is being executed when its tasks are being executed, and an edge is being executed when its source or destination vertex is being executed. First, if the transformed vertices and edges have not yet been executed, then we apply the changes immediately, such that the changes are used when they are executed. Second, if they are being executed, then we delay applying the changes until they finish execution to ensure correctness. Third, if they have already finished execution, then we apply the changes immediately, such that the changes are used when they are re-executed due to reasons such as faults.

3.1.3 Supported Applications and Runtimes

The current design of the IR DAG supports data processing applications that can be represented as a DAG of data-parallel and deterministic operators that process bounded data. Many real-world applications, such as Beam and RDD batch applications and also higher-level domain-specific applications like machine learning and SQL applications, meet this assumption. The current IR DAG would need to be extended to support other types of applications, such as those that have cyclic dependencies and process unbounded data \cite{31}.

The IR DAG assumes an underlying distributed runtime that supports configuring and applying utility vertices and execution properties. Existing runtimes can be enhanced to provide full support for the IR DAG optimizations through introducing additional features. For example, new data channels in addition to the existing ones (FIFO, File, TCP Pipe) can be introduced in Dryad \cite{20} to provide support for various combinations of the DataStore, DataFlow, and Persistence execution properties. Similarly, a feature to dynamically add computations to a running application can be introduced in Tez \cite{40} and the Spark runtime \cite{4} to apply utility vertices inserted at run time.

3.2 Optimization Passes

Nemo optimization passes aim to provide the desired user-defined policy abstraction $P$. A pass is a function that receives an input IR DAG and produces a transformed IR DAG. We first describe how to develop and compose passes. We then describe how Nemo applies the given passes on the IR DAG.

3.2.1 Developing and Composing Passes

We describe the rationale and the algorithm for several example passes to demonstrate how to develop and compose new passes. We can write two types of passes: compile-time and run-time. Compile-time passes take as input only an IR DAG, and are run prior to job execution. Run-time passes additionally receive a message produced by a Trigger vertex during job execution.

Geo-distributed data analytics: We aim to cope with the low and variable capacity of WAN links when processing data that are geographically distributed \cite{19,33,44,45}. To reduce network bottlenecks, we formulate the problem of placing computations to geographically distributed sites as a linear program (LP), similar to specialized scheduler extensions like Iridium \cite{33}. Here, we use bandwidth information and data size estimations. We also use an off-the-shelf linear solver library, since Nemo allows using external libraries when writing a pass. The pseudocode of this algorithm is as follows.

\begin{verbatim}
CompileTimePass GeoDistPass(irdag):
    solution = solveLP(bwInfo(), sizeEstimates(irdag))
    for v in irdag.vertices:
        v.set(newResourceSite(solution.get(v)))
\end{verbatim}

Harnessing transient resources: We aim to reduce recomputation costs when using transient resources that are cheap but frequently evicted \cite{37,38,42,47,48}. Based on the communication patterns, we identify operations that incur large recomputation costs and place them on reserved resources. We place the other operations on transient resources. We also quickly move intermediate data produced on transient to reserved resources. This applies key scheduling and communication optimizations employed in specialized runtimes like Pado \cite{48}. The pseudocode of this algorithm is as follows.

\begin{verbatim}
CompileTimePass TransientResourcePass(irdag):
    for v in irdag.vertices.topologicallySorted():
        if (allOneToOneFromReserved(v.inEdges) || existsNonOneToOne(v.inEdges)):
            v.set(ResourcePriority.Reserved)
        else:
            v.set(ResourcePriority.Transient)
    for e in v.inEdges:
        if fromTransientToReserved(e.src, v):
            e.set(DataFlow.Push)
\end{verbatim}

Large-scale data shuffle: We aim to reduce random disk read overheads that can grow quadratically with data size when shuffling data, similar to specialized shuffle systems.
like Sailfish [35] and Riffle [51]. We insert a Relay vertex to specify shuffling data in memory as soon as produced and writing the data as-is to a local disk. We also ensure that the in-memory data are discarded once transferred, to avoid running into out of memory errors. Following computations sequentially read the data from the local disk, after the shuffle completes. The pseudocode of this algorithm is as follows.

```java
CompileTimePass LargeShufflePass(irdag):
    for e in irdag.edges.filter(isShuffleEdge()):
        rv = newRelayVertex()
        rv.inEdge.set(DataFlow.Push, DataStore.Memory)
        rv.outEdge.set(DataFlow.Pull, DataStore.Disk)

Mitigating data skew: We aim to assign the same amount of data across parallel computations to prevent stragglers. We first set the number of partitions for the data to be shuffled. We then insert a Trigger vertex with a function for obtaining the set of data partition sizes. We also ensure that the shuffle receiver is executed after the the shuffle sender and the Trigger vertex complete, at which point we will have obtained the statistics and optimized the execution of the shuffle receiver. The pseudocode of this algorithm is as follows.

```java
CompileTimePass SkewCTPass(irdag):
    for e in irdag.edges.filter(isShuffleEdge()):
        e.set(newNumPartitions(e), DataFlow.Pull)
        irdag.insert(newOptVertex(), sizeFunction(), e)

At run time, when the Trigger vertex completes and makes available the set of size numbers, we partition the set into subsets such that the sum of the numbers in the subsets are as equal as possible. We then assign each subset to a distinct shuffle receiver task. The pseudocode of this algorithm is as follows.

```java
RunTimePass SkewRTPass(irdag, message):
    subsets = partition(message)
    message.edge.set(newPartitionSets(subsets))

Finally, we can compose multiple passes to build an optimization policy like the following example. Registering a run-time pass requires specifying a compile-time pass that inserts Trigger vertices, which produce the same type of message the run-time pass uses.

```java
policyBuilder.register(LargeShufflePass)
policyBuilder.register(SkewRTPass, SkewCTPass)
policy = policyBuilder.build()
```

### 3.2.2 Applying Passes

Given an IR DAG and a policy composed of passes, Nemo first applies the compile-time passes on the IR DAG in the same order as they were registered. The optimized IR DAG output by the last compile-time pass is executed. As the execution progresses, each Trigger vertex completes execution and produces a message. For each message, Nemo runs the corresponding run-time pass to transform the IR DAG. Nemo runs the passes for different messages serially.

After applying each pass, Nemo checks whether the IR DAG produced by the pass is correct as described in Section 3.1.2, and also whether the pass has encountered a conflict with a previous pass. A conflict occurs when a pass overwrites the value of an execution property set by a previous pass to a different value, or deletes a utility vertex inserted by a previous pass. Nemo throws an error and refuses to execute in case of a check failure after running a compile-time pass. Upon a check failure of a run-time pass, Nemo just ignores the IR DAG output by the pass and logs the failure, as stopping an already running application can be costly.

Figure 4 shows how Nemo runs two example policies. Both policies first apply the LargeShufflePass, which inserts a Relay vertex between V1 and V3, and annotates E5 and E4. The first policy then applies the TransientResourcePass, which performs annotations without any conflict with the previous pass. The second policy applies the SkewCTPass, which inserts a Trigger vertex, and tries to annotate E5 with the pull DataFlow. However, the SkewCTPass encounters a conflict as the push DataFlow has already been set for E5 by the previous LargeShufflePass.

Fundamentally, the conflict in the second policy occurs
because the LargeShufflePass tries to shuffle data eagerly in memory, whereas the SkewCTPass tries to use the statistics of the data before the downstream computations start to consume the data. If undetected, this conflict results in a pull-based in-memory data shuffle, where the outputs of all V1 tasks are stored in memory before the Relay tasks start fetching the data. Although this configuration avoids disk seek overheads and also handles data skew at the same time, it can cause out of memory errors for large input data.

Because Nemo detects such conflicts explicitly, we can quickly address the issue. In this case, we design a new SkewSamplingPass that avoids the conflict with the LargeShufflePass. This new compile-time pass clones the IR DAG using Sampling vertices, and first runs the clone to obtain the statistics of sampled data. Our third policy with the LargeShufflePass and the SkewSamplingPass can be applied together on the IR DAG to optimize for both large data shuffle and data skew. However, compared to the SkewCTPass, the SkewSamplingPass incurs the cost of executing additional vertices and using the statistics of sampled data rather than the entire data.

Next, we describe how these various transformations of the IR DAG are reflected in the distributed execution.

3.3 Runtime Extensions

We use a Nemo-compatible runtime depicted in Figure 5 to describe how the Nemo runtime extensions apply the IR DAG transformations in the distributed runtime. Upon job launch, the runtime starts a master process and executor processes on user-specified resources. In the master, the NemoScheduler extension operates on the task DAG abstraction that the runtime provides for scheduling tasks to executors. Executors spawn a thread to run each scheduled task, and uses the NemoChannel extension to communicate data between the tasks. In the rest of the section we describe how these extensions apply optimizations.

First, we set up the initial task DAG using the IR DAG optimized by compile-time passes (1). Here, we merge neighboring IR vertices into the same tasks as much as possible to minimize data communication overheads, while considering communication patterns of the IR edges and related execution properties such as the Resource properties and the Parallelism property. In case of a Trigger vertex, we also register a callback handler to collect the results produced by the corresponding tasks from executors as a message. Upon job start, we select candidate tasks for scheduling, which are the source tasks and their children tasks connected with the push DataFlow (2). For each candidate task, we select candidate executors by comparing the corresponding Resource properties of the task with the information on the executors. We then schedule the task to a candidate executor with the least number of running tasks (3).

When a task emits a data element, we write it to the corresponding DataStore implementation, creating a data block when all data elements for the channel are written (4). If the corresponding edge is shuffle, then the block is partitioned into NumPartitions. When a task reads input data elements, we look for the locations of the input data blocks, blocking the call when looking for blocks that are not yet available. We fetch the input data elements from the local and remote DataStores, while applying PartitionSets for shuffle edges (5-6). Once all of the downstream tasks successfully read a block, we decide to either keep or discard the block based on the Persistence property.

Upon learning about task progress and executor status, we schedule new tasks, restart tasks to recover from failures and evictions, and clone tasks based on the SpeculativeCloning property (7-8). When a message is produced for a Trigger vertex, we postpone scheduling new tasks, invoke the corresponding run-time pass (9), rewrite the task DAG based on the new IR DAG output by the run-time pass at the correct timing described in Section 3.1.2 (10), and resume scheduling.

4 Implementation

We have implemented Nemo and a distributed runtime that is compatible with Nemo in around 32K lines of Java code. Our Nemo implementation consists of the following three components similar to Musketeer [15] and LLVM [26]: frontend, optimizer, and backend.

The frontend translates applications such as Beam and RDD applications into an IR DAG (Section 3.1). At present, our frontend provides translation support for all Beam [1] operators, and a subset of RDD [50] operators such as map, reduce, collect, broadcast, and cache. The main reason for not fully supporting RDDs is that the current iterator implementation used in Nemo is not readily compatible with the various RDD implementations. In the future we plan to modify our iterator implementation to address this limitation. The optimizer applies optimization passes on the IR DAG (Section 3.2). The backend configures the underlying runtime
with the optimizer and the runtime extensions (Section 3.3).

Existing Beam applications can run on Nemo by modifying
the line importing the Beam PipelineRunner implementation
to our implementation of the runner. The frontend converts
each Beam PTransform to an IR vertex, and PCollection
to an IR edge. The frontend also obtains the information
on communication patterns during the translation. For example,
it specifies shuffle edges for the incoming PCollections of
the GroupByKey PTransforms.

Similar to Beam, existing RDD applications can run on
Nemo with simple modifications to the lines importing the
implementations of SparkSession and SparkContext to
our implementations of the classes. Each RDD becomes an IR
device, and each user-defined function that generates an RDD
becomes an IR vertex. Our frontend also aims to respect all
of the user-specified parameters on RDDs such as parallelism
and data caching, by setting the execution properties on the
translated IR DAG accordingly.

Our runtime implementation is built on top of REEF [46],
and consists of master and executor processes similar to the
Nemo-compatible runtime described in Section 3.3. A REEF
job consists of the driver that obtains containers from a re-
source manager, and evaluators that provide runtime environ-
ments on containers. To take advantage of the abstractions
provided by REEF, the runtime master runs as the REEF
driver and the runtime executors run as the REEF evalu-
ators. Through the integration with REEF [46], our runtime
runs on resource managers such as Hadoop YARN [2] and
Mesos [18].

5 Experimental Evaluation

We evaluate Nemo on the following three dimensions. First,
we evaluate how Nemo applies fine control under different
resource and data characteristics. Second, we evaluate how
different combinations of optimization passes optimize the
same application. Third, we evaluate how the same Nemo
policy optimizes different applications.

We run data processing applications with different combina-
tions of following resource and data characteristics: geo-
graphically distributed resources, transient resources, large-shuffle
data, and skewed data. We run each application five times,
and we report the mean values with error bars showing standard
deviations.

We use h1.4xlarge Amazon EC2 instances, each of which
provides 16 vCPUs, 64 GiB memory, two 2 TB HDDs, and
10 Gbps network. We use different numbers of instances for
different experiments. On each instance, one of the two disks
is used by a Hadoop Distributed File System [2] cluster that
we set up on the instances, and the other is used as a scratch
disk for maintaining intermediate data. Input datasets are
stored in HDFS, and fetched by the systems at the beginning
of each job.

\begin{center}
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\caption{JCT for different cross-site network bandwidths, and CDF of shuffle read blocked time of tasks under the high cross-site network bandwidth heterogeneity.}
\end{figure}
\end{center}

5.1 Fine Control

In this experiment, we evaluate how Nemo applies fine control
under different resource and data characteristics. For compari-
son we run Spark 2.3.0 [4], because it is an open-source, state-
of-the-art system. We also run a specialized runtime for each
deployment scenario. Specifically, we run Iridium [33] for
geo-distributed resources, Pado [48] for transient resources,
and Hurricane [12] for data skew. We examine the results of
Beam applications on Nemo and Pado, Spark RDD applica-
tions on Spark and Iridium, and a Hurricane application on
Hurricane.

We confirm that the baseline performance is comparable
for Beam and basic RDD applications on Nemo. We also
confirm that the baseline performance is comparable for Spark
and Nemo with the DefaultPass, which configures pull-
based on-disk data shuffle with locality-aware computation
placement similar to Spark. We observe that the overhead of
running the compile-time passes on Nemo is roughly 200ms.
We also measure and report run-time overheads of the Relay
vertex, Trigger vertex, and SkewRTPass in this section.

Geo-Distributed Resources: To set up geo-distributed re-
sources and heterogeneous cross-site network bandwidths,
we use Linux Traffic Control [6] to control the network speed
between instances, as described in Iridium [33]. Each site is
configured with 2Gbps uplink network speed, and a specific
downlink network speed between 25Mbps and 2Gbps. We
experiment with Low, Medium, and High bandwidth hetero-
genesis with the fastest downlink outperforming the slowest
downlink by 10×, 41×, and 82×. With this, we use 20 EC2
instances as resources scattered across 20 sites. To evaluate
data shuffle under heterogeneous network bandwidths, we
use a workload that joins two partitions of 373GB Caida [8]
network trace dataset and computes network packet flow statis-
tics.

The job completion time (JCT) of Iridium, Spark, and
Nemo optimized with the GeoDistPass, are shown on Figure 6 (a). Spark degrades significantly with larger bandwidth heterogeneity, since tasks that fetch data through slow network links become stragglers. In contrast, Iridium and Nemo are stable across different network speeds. Figure 6 (b) shows that the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of shuffle read time has a long tail for Spark compared to Iridium and Nemo. Iridium and Nemo show comparable performance with similar largest shuffle read blocked times, although Iridium shows overall better shuffle read blocked times using a more sophisticated linear programming model.

**Transient Resources**: Based on existing works [42,47,48], we classify resources that are safe from eviction as reserved resources and those prone to eviction as transient resources. We set up 10 EC2 instances for providing transient resources and 2 instances for reserved resources. When an executor running on transient resources is evicted, we allow the system to immediately re-launch a new executor using the transient resources to replace the evicted executor as described in Pado [48]. To evaluate handling long and complex DAGs with transient resources, we run an Alternating Least Squares [23] (ALS) workload, an iterative machine learning recommendation algorithm, on 10GB Yahoo! Music user ratings data [10] with over 717M ratings of 136K songs given by 1.8M users. We use 50 ranks and 15 iterations for the parameters. By varying the mean time to eviction for transient resources, we run an Alternating Least Squares algorithm, on 10GB Yahoo! Music user ratings data [10] varying the mean time to eviction for transient resources, we run an Alternating Least Squares algorithm, on 10GB Yahoo! Music user ratings data [10] we classify resources that are safe from eviction as reserved resources and those prone to eviction as transient resources. We set up 10 EC2 instances for providing transient resources and 2 instances for reserved resources. When an executor running on transient resources is evicted, we allow the system to immediately re-launch a new executor using the transient resources to replace the evicted executor as described in Pado [48]. To evaluate handling long and complex DAGs with transient resources, we run an Alternating Least Squares (ALS) workload, an iterative machine learning recommendation algorithm, on 10GB Yahoo! Music user ratings data [10] with over 717M ratings of 136K songs given by 1.8M users. We use 50 ranks and 15 iterations for the parameters. By varying the mean time to eviction for transient resources, we show how systems deal with the different eviction frequencies. The distribution of the time to eviction is approximated as an exponential distribution, similar to TR-Spark [47].

Figure 7 (a) shows the JCT of Pado, Spark and Nemo optimized with the TransientResourcePass for different mean times to eviction. With the 40-minute and 20-minute mean time to eviction, Spark is unable to complete the job even after running for an hour, at which point we stop the job. The main reason is heavy recomputation of intermediate data across multiple iterations of the ALS algorithm, which is repeatedly lost in recurring evictions. On the other hand, Nemo and Pado successfully finish the job in around 20 minutes, as both systems are optimized to retain a set of selected intermediate data on reserved resources. Figure 7 (b) shows the ratio of re-completed tasks to original tasks for different mean times to eviction. It shows that Nemo and Pado re-complete significantly fewer tasks compared to Spark, leading to a much shorter JCT. Nemo and Pado show comparable performance although Nemo re-completes more tasks, because the tasks that both systems re-complete are executed quickly and do not cause cascading recomputations of parent tasks.

**Large-Shuffle Data**: We evaluate how Nemo and Spark handle large shuffle operations using 512GB, 1TB, and 2TB data of the Wikimedia pageview statistics [7] from 2014 to 2016, as the datasets provide sufficiently large amount of real-world data. We use a Map-Reduce application that computes the sum of pageviews for each Wikimedia project. We choose the ratio of map to reduce tasks to 5:1, similar to the ratios used in Riffle [51] and Sailfish [35], and use 20 EC2 instances to run the workload.

The JCT of Spark and Nemo optimized with the LargeShufflePass are shown on Figure 8 (a). Both show comparable performance for the 512GB dataset, but Nemo outperforms Spark with larger datasets. To understand the difference, we measured the mean throughput of the disks used for intermediate data. Figure 8 (b) illustrates the mean disk throughput of scratch disks used for intermediate data when running the 2TB workload. Here, a spike in the write throughput is followed by a spike in the read throughput, which illustrates disk writes during the map stage followed by disk reads during the reduce stage while performing the shuffle operation. For Spark, the disk read throughput during the reduce stage is as low as about 10 MB/s, indicating severe disk seek overheads. In contrast, the throughput is as high as 45 MB/s for Nemo, as the LargeShufflePass enables sequential read of intermediate data by the following reduce
Figure 9: JCT for different input data skewness, and CDF of reduce task completion time when processing the 30%-Top10 skewed data. Each vertical line in the CDF graph denotes the completion time of the slowest reduce task.

To measure the overhead of the Relay vertex inserted by the LargeShufflePass before the reduce operation, we have also run the 2TB workload on Nemo without the LargeShufflePass. The reduce operation begins 56 seconds earlier without the LargeShufflePass and the Relay vertex, where 56 seconds represent 2.05% of the JCT of Nemo with the LargeShufflePass.

**Skewed Data:** To experiment with different degrees of data skewness, we generate synthetic 200GB key-value datasets with two different key distributions: Zipf and Top10. For the Zipf distribution, we use parameters 0.8 and 1.0 with 1 million keys [12]. Datasets with Top10 distribution have heaviest 10 keys that represent 20% and 30% of the total data size. We run a Map-Reduce application that computes the median of the values per key on 10 EC2 instances. Because this application is non commutative-associative, for evaluating Hurricane we use an approximation algorithm similar to Remedian [39] to fully leverage its task cloning optimizations [12]. The Hurricane application also uses 4MB data chunks and uses its own storage to handle input and output data, similar to the available example application code.

Figure 9 (a) shows the JCT of Hurricane, Spark, and Nemo optimized with the SkewCTPass and the SkewRTPass. Performance of Spark degrades significantly with increasing skewness. Especially, Spark fails to complete the job with the 1.0 Zipf parameter, due to the load imbalance in reduce tasks with skewed keys which leads to out-of-memory errors. In contrast, both Nemo and Hurricane handle data skew gracefully. In particular, Nemo achieves high performance, and at the same computes medians correctly without using an approximation algorithm.

Figure 9 (b) shows the CDF of reduce task completion time when processing the 30%-Top10 dataset. The CDF for Spark shows that reduce tasks with popular keys take a significant amount of time to finish compared to other tasks. In contrast, the slowest task completes much quicker for Hurricane and Nemo. We have observed short-lived tasks alongside with longer tasks in Hurricane with its task cloning optimization, and longer tasks with balanced completion times for Nemo with its data repartitioning optimization.

To measure the overhead of the Trigger vertex inserted by the SkewCTPass, we also run the 30%-Top10 workload on Nemo without the SkewCTPass and the SkewRTPass. The reduce operation begins 35 seconds earlier without the Trigger vertex, where 35 seconds represent 5.52% of the JCT of Nemo configured with the SkewCTPass and the SkewRTPass. These results for each deployment scenario show that each optimization pass on Nemo brings performance improvements on par with specialized runtimes tailored for the specific scenario.

### 5.2 Composability

We now evaluate combinations of different optimization passes. Table 2 summarizes the results.

**Skewed data on Geo-distributed Resources:** In this experiment, we use the same 1.0-Zipf workload for the skew handling experiment in Section 5.1, because the workload showed the largest load imbalance. We use 10 EC2 instances representing geo-distributed sites with heterogeneous network speed in between 25Mbps to 2Gbps. Here, DP and GDP run into out-of-memory errors due to the reduce tasks with skewed keys that are requested to process excessively large portions of data. SKP and GDP+SKP both successfully complete the job with the skew handling technique in SKP, but GDP+SKP outperforms SKP by also benefiting from the scheduling optimizations in GDP.

**Large Shuffle on Transient Resources:** For this experiment, we use the same 1TB workload for the large shuffle experiment in Section 5.1, to use sufficiently large data that incurs disk seek overheads. In this case, we use 10 reserved instances and 10 transient instances with the 20-minute mean time to eviction setting.

Most notably, DP and LSP fail to complete even after 100

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Skewed data on Geo-distributed</strong></th>
<th><strong>Large Shuffle on Transient</strong></th>
<th><strong>Large Shuffle with Skewed</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DP: OOM</td>
<td>DP: 100m</td>
<td>DP: OOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP: OOM</td>
<td>TP: OOM</td>
<td>LSP: OOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKP: 27.2m</td>
<td>LSP: 100m</td>
<td>SSP: OOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP + SKP: 14.9m</td>
<td>TP + LSP: 48.2m</td>
<td>LSP + SSP: 31.4m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: JCT when using different combinations of Default-Pass (DP), GeoDistPass (GDP), SkewCTPass (SKP), TransientResourcePass (TP), LargeShufflePass (LSP), and SkewSamplingPass (SSP).
minutes, at which point we stop the job, and TP runs into out-of-memory errors. We have observed that heavy recomputation caused by frequent resource eviction significantly slows down the DP and LSP cases. We have also found out that the LSP optimization makes the application much more vulnerable to resource evictions compared to DP. The main reason is that with LSP, eviction of a single receiving task in the shuffle boundary leads to the entire recomputation of the sending tasks of the shuffle operation, to completely re-shuffle the intermediate data in memory. In contrast, DP does not need to recompute shuffle sending tasks whose output data are not evicted and stored in local disks. TP by itself also is not sufficient, as it leads to out-of-memory errors while pushing large shuffle data in memory from transient resources to reserved resources.

TP+LSP is the only case that successfully completes the job by leveraging both optimizations in TP and LSP. With TP+LSP, the job pushes the shuffle data from transient to reserved resources, and also streams them to local disks on reserved resources that are safe from evictions. This allows TP+LSP to handle frequent evictions on transient resources, and also to utilize disks for storing large shuffle data with minimum disk seek overheads. However, TP+LSP incurs the overhead of using only half of the resources (transient or reserved) for each end of the data shuffle. As a result, the JCT for TP+LSP with transient resources is around twice the JCT for LSP without using transient resources, which is displayed in Section 5.1. Nevertheless, we believe that this overhead is worthwhile, taking into account that transient resources are much cheaper than reserved resources from the perspective of datacenter utilization [38, 48].

Large Shuffle with Skewed Data: For this experiment, we generate a synthetic key-value dataset with a skewed key distribution that is around 1TB in size, as the datasets used in Section 5.1 for skew handling are not sufficiently large to incur disk seek overheads. This dataset has the distribution where heaviest 20 keys represent 30% of the total data size. Using this dataset, we run the same application that we have used for the skewed data experiment in Section 5.1 on 20 EC2 instances.

In this experiment, only SSP+LSP successfully completes the job, whereas all other cases run into out-of-memory errors. DP and LSP fails to complete the job, due to particular tasks assigned with excessively large portions of data, incurring out-of-memory errors. SSP by itself also runs into out-of-memory errors although it repartitions data across the receiving tasks of the shuffle boundary. We have observed that with large data size, the absolute size of the heaviest keys is significantly larger compared to smaller scale experiments with skewed data shown in Section 5.1. Without the LSP optimization, this problem is combined with random disk read overheads that degrade the running time of the shuffle receiving tasks, leading to out-of-memory errors. In contrast, SSP+LSP successfully completes the job by leveraging both of the optimizations from SSP and LSP.

These various results confirm that Nemo can apply combinations of distinct optimization passes to further improve performance for deployment scenarios with a combination of different resource and data characteristics.

5.3 Reusability

Finally, we evaluate how the same Nemo policy optimizes different applications. In addition to different applications used in prior experiments, we apply the policies on several ad-hoc BeamSQL [1] TPC-H [9] queries (Q) with different scale factors (SF), as they are widely used for benchmarking distributed data processing systems. Here, 1 SF is approximately 1GB of input data. We specifically use workloads that handle smaller input and intermediate data compared to the previous experiments, and thus are much less affected by the issues that occur in the specific scenarios like disk-seek overheads and resource evictions.

First, using 20 nodes with the LargeShufflePass, we observe 20.8 minute JCT for SF1000 Q3 that is 25% smaller than the JCT without the optimization, but no significant performance improvements for SF1000 Q14. We also observe 41.1 minute JCT for SF3000 Q12 that brings 22% performance improvements. Second, we do not observe meaningful performance improvements for SF100 Q4 and Q13 with the SkewCTPass on 10 nodes, as the dataset is not skewed. Finally, using 8 transient nodes with the 10-minute expected eviction rate and 2 reserved resources, we apply the combination of the TransientResourcePass and the LargeShufflePass on SF100 Q4 and Q14. For the respective queries, we observe JCTs of 8.2 minutes and 3.4 minutes, which are smaller than when not applying the optimizations by 9% and 15%.

These results as well as the results of different workloads in previous experiments confirm that the same optimization passes on Nemo can speed up different workloads instantly, with varying degrees of effectiveness.

6 Related Work

Nemo builds on many years of research in dataflow processing, relational database, and compiler optimizations. Nevertheless, we believe the set of trade-offs we have chosen to design the IR DAG, optimization passes, and runtime extensions for optimizing distributed dataflow processing makes Nemo a unique system.

Dataflow processing: Nemo differentiates itself from the existing application-level [22] and runtime-level [4, 20, 22, 40] approaches to dataflow scheduling and communication optimizations by taking a middle ground approach. Nemo provides a policy interface that transforms an intermediate representation (IR) of applications to express indirect but fine control over distributed scheduling and communication.
Our decoupled system design and our DAG-based IR are similar to Musketeer [15]. However, our work is complementary to Musketeer, as we focus on providing fine control over physical scheduling and communication in our IR, whereas Musketeer focuses on dynamically mapping its IR to a range of different execution runtimes.

The SparkSQL Catalyst optimizer [11] takes as input a SparkSQL application and outputs a Spark RDD application, which Nemo can take as input. Compared to Nemo, Catalyst has more information about application semantics (e.g., ‘Add’ ‘1’ and ‘2’), but has less fine control over scheduling and communication (e.g., speculative task cloning).

Recently proposed dynamic query optimizers [28, 29] for distributed dataflow processing runtimes operate on high-level logical plans for SQL queries. Leveraging the semantics of SQL queries and the runtime information, these optimizers focus on choosing an optimal logical plan, for example by finding an optimal join order. Nemo operates on a lower-level IR DAG that supports general dataflow processing applications, and provides the methods to configure scheduling and communication methods of each data-parallel operation in the applications.

Weld [32] takes as input code that composes imperative libraries such as Pandas [30] and Numpy [41], creates a combined Weld IR program, and outputs optimized assembly code using LLVM. Weld can reduce data movement overheads across such imperative libraries, but it is not designed to optimize distributed scheduling and communication like Nemo.

Relational databases: Many of the optimizations in Nemo, such as parallelization and distributed scheduling optimizations, can be traced to research in parallel databases [14, 16]. Nemo enables expressing and composing various types of such optimizations for distributed dataflow processing applications, by introducing a policy interface that provides fine control and at the same time ensures correctness.

Our idea of annotating operators with execution properties is similar to using query hints in relational databases to influence the optimizer [13]. Nevertheless, these works focus on restricting the search space of SQL query execution plans, whereas Nemo focuses on tuning the scheduling and communication of dataflow processing applications.

Compilers: Our approach of expressing optimizations as passes that transform an IR is similar to LLVM [26]. However, in contrast to the LLVM IR that represents assembly code, the Nemo IR explicitly captures the dependencies and the communication patterns of coarse-grained, data-parallel operations. This enables passes on Nemo to express various distributed scheduling and communication optimizations.

Verified compilers, such as CompCert [27], aim to ensure the correctness of optimized assembly code using formal verification methods. Nemo aims to ensure the correctness of optimized distributed execution of dataflow processing applications, by introducing utility vertices and execution properties that make it simple to ensure correctness.

7 Discussion

Nemo provides a programming interface for building correct, reusable, and composable optimization policies. We discuss several directions to extend the interface and further facilitate the development of new policies.

Ensuring resource constraints: Although Nemo provides execution properties to specify where to place computations and data, Nemo relies on the runtime to determine the actual resources to acquire. To ensure that the resource constraints are met in the execution, we can incorporate the information into the IR DAG on the resource availability and acquisition.

Declaring optimizations ahead of time: To enable compile-time analysis of run-time pass conflicts and optimizations, we can provide the option to declare intended optimizations ahead of time. For example, we can receive more explicit information on the predicates (e.g., is a shuffle edge) and actions (e.g., store in memory) that a run-time pass intends to use.

Leveraging historical information: We can enable passes to use information on previous executions of the same application, and employ more sophisticated techniques such as machine learning to determine how to transform the IR DAG. To facilitate this, we can maintain a database that stores the information of the executed IR DAGs and their performance metrics, and provide an interface for passes to access the information in the database.

8 Conclusion

We presented Nemo, an optimization framework that provides fine control over distributed scheduling and communication of data processing applications, and at the same time ensures correct application semantics. We hope Nemo serves as a platform for dataflow optimization research and development. Nemo is available at https://nemo.apache.org.
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Abstract

Data analytics frameworks that adopt immutable data abstraction usually provide better support for failure recovery and straggler mitigation, while those that adopt mutable data abstraction are more efficient for iterative workloads thanks to their support for in-place state updates and asynchronous execution. Most existing frameworks adopt either one of the two data abstractions and do not enjoy the benefits of the other. In this paper, we propose a novel programming model named MapUpdate, which can determine whether a distributed dataset is mutable or immutable in an application. We show that MapUpdate not only offers good expressiveness, but also allows us to enjoy the benefits of both mutable and immutable abstractions. MapUpdate naturally supports iterative and asynchronous execution, and can use different recovery strategies adaptively according to failure scenarios. We implemented MapUpdate in a system, called Tangram, with novel system designs such as lightweight local task management, partition-based progress control, and context-aware failure recovery. Extensive experiments verified the benefits of Tangram on a variety of workloads including bulk processing, graph analytics, and iterative machine learning.

1 Introduction

Existing offline data analytics frameworks can be roughly classified into two categories according to their data abstractions: immutable or mutable. The choice of data mutability results in two sets of fundamentally different system features and complex trade-offs between efficiency and robustness.

MapReduce [17] and Spark [70] are representative systems that adopt immutable data abstractions, where data accesses are bulk data movements. MapReduce and Spark provide effective straggler mitigation (by speculative execution) and efficient failure recovery (by recomputing only the lost partitions), which are critical for large-scale production deployment. As their immutable data abstractions imply a bulk synchronous parallel (BSP) execution model and lack support for in-place update, MapReduce and Spark do not perform well for workloads that benefit from fine-grained state access and asynchronous execution, e.g., sparse logistic regression and single source shortest path (SSSP).

There are also many systems that adopt mutable data abstractions to accelerate iterative workloads, such as vertex-centric graph systems (e.g., Pregel [36], GraphLab [34, 35], PowerGraph [21]) and machine learning systems based on the parameter server architecture (e.g., Parameter Server [31], Petuum [60], TensorFlow [1]). Mutable abstractions enable features such as fine-grained state access and asynchronous execution, which result in enhanced performance for iterative graph analytics and machine learning workloads. However, mutable abstractions make failure recovery and straggler mitigation more challenging. In these systems, failure recovery usually relies on a full restart from the latest checkpoint, and straggler mitigation with speculative execution is not supported as the backup tasks will conduct repetitive updates.

In general, immutable data abstraction leads to efficient failure recovery and effective straggler mitigation, while mutable data abstraction supports a richer set of features at the expense of weaker robustness. We discuss in greater details the interplay among data abstractions, system features and robustness in Section 2. In summary, a clear distinction in existing systems is that they support either mutable or immutable data abstraction, and lack a mechanism to choose which abstraction to use according to a given workload. Our analysis on the trade-offs between the two data abstractions leads to the following questions: Can we model both mutable and immutable data abstractions under a unified framework? Can the system determine which abstraction to use according to the workloads? Is it possible to provide efficient failure recovery and straggler mitigation under mutable abstraction?

---

‡Co-first-authors ordered alphabetically.

1We refer robustness to efficient failure recovery and straggler mitigation.

2Compared with BSP, asynchronous execution by stale synchronous parallel (SSP) [24, 60] or asynchronous parallel (ASP) [49, 58] allows the machines/objects to have different progresses in iterative applications. The progress differences among the machines are bounded in SSP but unbounded in ASP.
We propose a distributed data analytics system, called Tangram, to bridge the gap between mutable and immutable data abstractions. Tangram adopts a new programming model, MapUpdate, which is used in the form $A.map(B).update(C)$, where $A$, $B$ and $C$ are distributed data collections. Similar to MapReduce, the map tasks in MapUpdate are coarse-grained and side-effect-free, which allows speculative execution for straggler mitigation and failure recovery by only recomputing the lost partitions. However, the side-input (i.e., collection $B$) is read on a per-record basis and the update tasks conduct in-place update on states (i.e., collection $C$) to make recent updates visible to the map tasks. On this basis, MapUpdate also inherently supports iterative and asynchronous execution.

MapUpdate provides a simple rule to determine whether a collection should be mutable (Section 3), thus enabling the system to use mutable or immutable data abstraction for each collection adaptively according to a given workload. With this adaptability, Tangram provides elegant implementations for workloads including bulk processing, vertex-centric graph analytics and iterative machine learning (Section 4). In addition to good expressiveness, the ability to determine data mutability also enables the system to apply different failure recovery strategies for immutable and mutable collections, providing similar robustness as immutable systems (Section 5).

Tangram translates a MapUpdate plan (i.e., an invocation of “$A.map(B).update(C)$”) into a number of map and update tasks. To reduce the overhead of centralized scheduling, Tangram uses a lightweight local task management strategy to schedule the execution of the tasks and to resolve access conflicts on each machine. A partition-based progress control mechanism is introduced to support iterations and asynchronous execution (Section 5). To achieve high efficiency, Tangram also incorporates optimizations such as delay combiner, process cache, and local zero-copy communication.

Our experiments show that Tangram provides efficient failure recovery and effective straggler mitigation. We also implemented a variety of workloads (e.g., bulk processing, machine learning, graph analytics, distributed crawler) on Tangram and compared their performance with specialized systems and highly optimized low-level MPI implementations. We found that Tangram can concisely express these workloads in an intuitive manner, the experiments show that Tangram’s performance is comparable with that of specialized systems. Tangram’s expressiveness and efficiency are especially useful for pipelined workloads consisting of multiple types of tasks as it eliminates context switch overheads.

Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:

- An in-depth analysis of the interplay among data abstractions, system features and robustness in existing systems. (Section 2)

- A novel programming model that can determine data mutability and can model both mutable and immutable data abstractions, resulting in good expressiveness. (Sections 3 and 4)

- A set of novel designs (e.g., partition-based progress control) and optimizations (e.g., delay combiner) that support different workloads efficiently on a common runtime. (Section 5)

- A comprehensive evaluation of Tangram’s performance on a variety of workloads. (Section 6)

2 Immutable and Mutable Abstractions

We review related systems and analyze the complex interplay among their data abstractions, key features, failure recovery and straggler mitigation strategies. For convenience of discussion, we refer to systems that adopt an immutable/mutable data abstraction as immutable/mutable systems. We give a summary in Table 1 and discuss the details below.

Data-parallel analytics frameworks such as MapReduce [17], DryadLINQ [68] and Spark [70] are typical examples of immutable systems. They use functional dataflow graphs to model the dependency among datasets and break a job into multiple stages with dependency. The parallel tasks in each stage are independent and the stages are executed in a synchronous manner in which a stage can only start after its predecessors finish. This execution model enables straggler mitigation with speculative execution, which has been widely adopted and optimized in practice [3–5, 17, 71].

Immutable systems also provide efficient lineage-based failure recovery, for which only the lost data partitions are reconstructed from their parent partitions in the lineage graph. Compared with checkpoint-based recovery, lineage-based recovery can distinguish failure scenarios and does not need to rollback to the latest checkpoint upon every failure. For example, in K-means, if a machine holding a part of the training samples fails (i.e., narrow dependency), Spark only needs to reload the lost samples in parallel and recompute their updates to the centers. Only in cases such as PageRank, when the rank values of some vertices are lost (i.e., wide dependency), a full re-computation from the latest checkpoint is required. Moreover, Spark only checkpoints/reloads datasets that have a long lineage graph containing wide dependency (e.g., the rank RDD in the above example), which is more efficient than checkpointing all RDDs involved in computation.

Immutable systems are inherently stateless and only support BSP. However, many iterative workloads have intuitive stateful representations (e.g., the rank values in PageRank, and the model parameters in sparse logistics regression) and can benefit from asynchronous execution. For example, machine learning algorithms such as stochastic gradient descent (SGD) converge faster under SSP and ASP [24, 49, 69], and it has also been proven that a number of asynchronous graph algorithms have faster convergence compared to their synchronous counterparts [49, 73]. Therefore, many specialized mutable systems such as vertex-centric graph systems [21, 35, 36] and parameter-server-based machine learning systems [31, 60] support in-place state updates and asynchronous execution.
Asynchronous execution also makes mutable systems more robust to micro stragglers\footnote{Macro stragglers are transiently stalling workers and may be caused by packet loss, system cron jobs, etc. Macro stragglers are slow due to more persistent reasons, such as workload imbalance and resource contention.} as fewer barriers are enforced. In contrast, immutable systems are prone to micro stragglers as their BSP execution model enforces a synchronization barrier in every iteration.

However, mutable systems only provide sub-optimal system-level solutions to straggler mitigation and failure recovery. Most of the mutable systems in Table 1 rely on the nature of the applications for straggler mitigation and do not provide a system-level support. For example, graph systems such as Pregel\cite{36} and PowerGraph\cite{21} rely on graph partitioning to ensure a balanced workload distribution among workers. Parameter Server\cite{31}, Petuum\cite{60}, GRACE\cite{58} and Maiter\cite{73} utilize the asynchronous nature of the application algorithms to mitigate micro stragglers. Mutable systems do not support speculative execution as updates are conducted in a fine-grained manner and it is costly to keep track of the committed writes in order to avoid repetitive updates. Instead, mutable systems typically use task stealing to handle stragglers\cite{23,46}.

For fault tolerance, mutable systems usually require a full restart from the latest checkpoint (e.g., Petuum, Pregel), or use expensive replication when recovery time is critical (e.g., Parameter Server). Contrary to immutable systems, mutable systems often recompute everything from the latest checkpoint. In addition, any failure would cause these systems to discard and reload all data. The key problem is that these systems do not distinguish the mutable and immutable parts in an application. Although existing mutable systems can be modified individually to support more efficient fault tolerance, we offer a unified mechanism to solve this problem, which is especially useful for pipelined workloads where datasets can change between mutable and immutable status (e.g., the TF-IDF vectors in the pipelined workload in Section 6.2).

### 3 Programming Model

In this section, we introduce our MapUpdate programming model and discuss its differences from MapReduce and stream processing frameworks.

#### 3.1 MapUpdate

The basic data abstraction in our MapUpdate programming model is collection, which contains a set of objects (or records) and is usually kept in memory. A collection is divided into partitions and partitions are distributed across machines in the cluster (with hash partitioner by default, but configurable by users). The MapUpdate programming model is typically used in the form of

\[
\text{A.map(B, map\_func).update(C, update\_func)},
\]

in which \(A, B,\) and \(C\) are map collection, side-input collection, and update collection, respectively. The map\_func has a signature \((T, \ldots) \rightarrow \text{seq}(K, V)\), which takes in an object of type \(T\) in the map collection and (optionally) handler(s) \(S\) to the side-input collection(s), and generates some key/value \((K/V)\) pairs. The update\_func has a signature \((U*, V) \rightarrow \text{nil}\), which takes in a pointer \(U*\) to an object in the update collection and an update value \(V\), and returns nothing.

To execute a MapUpdate command (also called a plan), a machine launches parallel map tasks on its local partitions of the map collection, where each map task performs map\_func on the objects in one partition of \(A\) to generate intermediate results. The map\_func may use the information (parameters) provided in the side-input collection \(B\). The intermediate results (of a map task) are then shuffled according to their keys and committed to the corresponding objects in update collection \(C\) with the update\_func. By default, the retrieval of the objects in the side-input collection is fine-grained (i.e., on a per-key basis), while the shuffle of intermediate results and modification to the update collection are conducted on a per-partition basis. MapUpdate associates progress with each partition and allows different partitions to have differ-

### Table 1: The data abstractions and key features of some representative systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Systems</th>
<th>Usability Programming Model</th>
<th>Abstraction State Representation</th>
<th>Access Pattern (Shuffle)</th>
<th>Execution Model</th>
<th>Straggler Handling</th>
<th>Failure Recovery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stateless Dataflow</td>
<td>MapReduce\cite{17}, DryadLINQ\cite{68}, Spark\cite{70}</td>
<td>functional</td>
<td>immutable</td>
<td>coarse-grained</td>
<td>BSP</td>
<td>speculativ</td>
<td>lineage and checkpoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distr. Shared Mem.</td>
<td>Piccolo\cite{46}</td>
<td>push/pull</td>
<td>mutable kv table</td>
<td>fine-grained</td>
<td>BSP</td>
<td>task stealing</td>
<td>checkpoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter Server</td>
<td>Parameter Server\cite{31}, Petuum\cite{60}</td>
<td>push/pull</td>
<td>mutable kv table</td>
<td>fine-grained</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>replication</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed Graph</td>
<td>Pregel\cite{36}, GraphLab\cite{34,35}, PowerGraph\cite{21}</td>
<td>vertex-program</td>
<td>mutable state</td>
<td>coarse-grained</td>
<td>BS/ASP</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>checkpoint or message replay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangram</td>
<td>functional map</td>
<td>immutable mutable partition-based</td>
<td>BSP/SSP/ASP</td>
<td>partition migration</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>lineage and checkpoint</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ent progresses, and state access is also progress dependent (Section 5.2). This partition-based state access pattern of MapUpdate is different from the coarse-grained state access pattern in dataflow systems (e.g., Spark), in which all partitions have the same progress (i.e., BSP). Task execution in the Tangram system is also partition-based, i.e., a partition is the granularity of task execution.

MapUpdate has an explicit side-input collection. In contrast, without the side-input, existing systems (e.g., Spark) may use broadcast for state sharing, which is inefficient for large and sparse states (e.g., sparse logistic regression). Some other systems (e.g., Google Dataflow [2]) also support the side-input collection but require it to be small and immutable. MapUpdate does not have such constraints, enabling it to succinctly and efficiently express workloads that have intuitive stateful representations (see examples of machine learning and graph analytics applications in Section 4). MapUpdate also does not require A, B and C to be different collections. When A = C or B = C, by default, MapUpdate does not make a copy of C for read. Instead, MapUpdate reads and writes the same collection, which enables the map tasks to see the latest (maybe inconsistent) updates. As we will show in Section 4, this is important for the asynchronous execution of workloads such as distributed crawler as they can tolerate inconsistent states and benefit from fewer synchronization barriers.

MapUpdate ensures consistency if a plan (e.g., word count) does not write/read the same collection. For plans that write/read the same collection, consistency is not guaranteed. This is not problematic because applications such as SGD can trade consistency for efficiency without sacrificing correctness, and many specialized systems deliberately incorporate designs to benefit from that. When strict consistency is required, users can create another copy of the read collection for write as in Spark and Piccolo. MapUpdate does not enforce any order when committing the updates of the map tasks, and the results of a plan may not be deterministic for some applications (e.g., SGD based logistic regression). In the face of failure, MapUpdate ensures that each update is committed exactly once.

In general, the map collection A contains the input data, such as samples in machine learning and documents in word count, while the side-input collection B provides information needed in computation, such as model parameters in machine learning. The update collection C holds the computation results, e.g., the final count values in word count. The side-input collection can be omitted, for example, a user can write docs.map(map_func).update(count, update_func) for word count. Instead of a single collection and function, users can provide multiple side-input collections, update collections, and update functions. Users can easily specify how a plan is executed using the configurations in Table 2, for example, A.map(B).update(C).setIter(100).setStaleness(2) will conduct the MapUpdate plan for 100 iterations using SSP with staleness = 2. Additionally, setCombine(func) provides a function to combine the map outputs before shuffling for communication reduction, and setCheckpointInterval(n) configures the checkpoint interval in an iterative application. We will show how these flexibilities of MapUpdate translate into good expressiveness in Section 4.

3.2 Comparison with Existing Frameworks

We highlight the main differences between MapUpdate and MapReduce [17], Flink [10] and Spark Structured Streaming [6] in this section.

MapReduce. MapUpdate differs from MapReduce in several important aspects. First, while map in MapUpdate is functional (similar to map in MapReduce), update allows for asynchronous in-place modification to the stateful collection. Second, MapUpdate allows the side-input collections to be specified explicitly and access to the side-input collections is fine-grained, which improves efficiency in many applications such as machine learning and graph analytics. Third, with designs to be introduced in Section 5, MapUpdate provides support for iteration and consistency protocols including BSP, SSP and ASP (configurable by setStaleness). Although there are attempts to support key-value-style update (IndexedRDD [26]) and iteration (HaLoop [9], iterative MapReduce [18], Map-Reduce-Update [8]) under the MapReduce framework, MapUpdate is fundamentally different as these systems do not support in-place updates and asynchronous execution due to their data immutability.

The most important contribution of MapUpdate, however, is that it provides a simple mechanism for the system to determine whether a collection is mutable in a plan from the API call: the update collection is mutable, and other collections, if different from the update collection, are considered immutable. For example, a MapUpdate plan training a logistic regression model may be expressed as samples.map(param).update(param), and the system can infer that collection param (storing the parameters) is mutable and collection samples (storing data samples) is immutable. The ability to determine data mutability allows the system to distinguish failure scenarios and provides efficient failure recovery strategies accordingly as in immutable systems. For example, when a machine fails, the system can determine whether the failed machine holds partitions of param. If not, only the lost partitions of samples need to be reloaded. Otherwise, the system rolls back to the latest checkpoint for param, but the partitions of samples on the healthy machines do not

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Configurations in MapUpdate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Configuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setIter(int n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setStaleness(int s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setCombine(func)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setCheckpointInterval(int n)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

3 At iteration t, a read on data sees all updates from iteration smaller than t but not updates from iteration equal or larger than t.
need to be reloaded.

To support speculative execution, MapUpdate restricts updates to be conducted on a per-partition basis, in which updates from a map partition are committed together. This per-partition update strategy enables Tangram to record which partition has already committed update and is crucial for speculative execution.

Stream Processing Frameworks. Modern stream processing systems such as Flink and Spark Structured Streaming also support both mutable and immutable abstractions but with restricted applicability. We discuss how MapUpdate is different from them here.

First, states in MapUpdate are shared and can be accessed globally, which allows Tangram to support workloads such as machine learning and graph analytics more efficiently. In contrast, states in Flink are bounded with operators and states in Spark Structured Streaming are restricted to key groups. In fact, states in Flink and Spark Structured Streaming are mainly designed for maintaining states across streaming records (e.g., for session tracking). Thus, they are not efficient for read/write in machine learning and graph analytics workloads, which introduce loops in the computation graph. Specifically, using loops in Flink requires to limit the input rate of the input stream to avoid deadlocks caused by cyclic backpressure [20], while Spark Structured Streaming does not allow loops in the dataflow graph, which is necessary when using the stateful operators for iterative workloads. In contrast, MapUpdate naturally supports iteration and in-place update.

Second, checkpointing in Flink and Spark Structured Streaming is more complicated (as they are designed for stream processing), while Tangram is designed for batch processing and only checkpoints mutable collections. Spark Structured Streaming uses checkpointing and write-ahead logs for fault tolerance. Flink also needs to restart from the latest checkpoint for any failure.

4 Applications

Programming with MapUpdate to construct data-parallel applications is simple: users define the collections, construct the MapUpdate plan by providing the `mapupdate` functions and specify the plan configurations. Low-level system issues such as parallelism and fault tolerance are hidden from users. In this section, we demonstrate how MapUpdate can be used to implement a wide range of applications.

4.1 Bulk Processing

MapUpdate can easily implement the bulk processing workloads targeted by MapReduce, which are usually stateless, non-iterative and involve only bulk data movement. We illustrate by the word count example, which is similar to the one in Spark: the map function generates (word, count) pairs when scanning local documents, while the update function aggregates the (word, count) pairs for final counts. Note that in the plan of word count, there is no side-input collection.

```java
// Doc: (word1, word2...): (string, string...) // WordCount: (word, count): [string, int] // docs: collection<Doc> // wordcount: collection<WordCount>
docs.map(doc -> (w, 1) for each word w in doc)
   .update(wordcount, (wc, c) -> wc.count += c)
```

4.2 Iterative Machine Learning

Iterative machine learning algorithms repeatedly refine a set of model parameters with updates computed from the training samples. These algorithms (e.g., SGD) are usually robust to asynchronous execution, in which update is calculated using outdated or inconsistent model parameters. Parameter-server-based systems (e.g., Parameter Server [31], Petuum Bösen [60]) are widely used for distributed machine learning and support SSP and ASP to benefit from asynchronous execution. Tangram can model parameter server by using the model parameters as both the side-input collection and update collection. We show an example of training logistic regression using SGD with SSP (s = 2). The map function calculates the stochastic gradient of local samples using the model parameters, while the update function commits the gradient updates to the model parameters. Iteration and asynchronous execution can be configured using the `setIter` and `setStaleness` commands in Table 2. Note that when `setStaleness` is not configured, Tangram uses BSP by default.

```java
// Sample: (label, (k,v)...) : (int, (int,float)...) // Param: (k,v): (int, float) // data: collection<Sample> // params: collection<Param>
map_func(Sample sample, Params params, Output o):
   grad = CalcGrad(sample, params)
   o <- grad // grad: ((k,v)...) update_func(Param param, float update):
   param.val -= learning_rate * update
data.map(params, map_func)
   .update(params, update_func)
   .setIter(100).setStaleness(2)
```

4.3 Vertex-Centric Graph Analytics

Vertex-centric graph analytics systems (e.g., Pregel [36], PowerGraph [21]) usually update vertex states iteratively according to the states of neighboring vertexes. Tangram can model vertex-centric graph processing by using the vertex state collection as both map collection and update collection. We use PageRank as an example. The map function calculates the contribution of a vertex’s PageRank value to its out-neighbors, while the update function merges the contributions from the in-neighbors. The ranks and the links collection are

---

*Using vertex state as side-input and update collection is also feasible.*
co-partitioned (by using the same partitioner) to reduce communication overhead. Similarly, Tangram can also implement the edge-centric model [51].

```java
// Rank: (id, pr): (int, float)
// Link: (id, nb1, nb2...): (int, int, int...) map_func(Rank r, Links links, Output o):
  for each neighbor nb in links[r.id]:
    o <- (nb.id, 0.85 * r.pr/len(links[r.id]))

update_func(Rank r, float contrib):
  r.pr += contrib

ranks.map(links, map_func)
  .update(ranks, update_func)
  .setIter(30)
```

4.4 Distributed Crawler

Tangram supports crawler by using urls as both the map collection and update collection. The map function downloads the web page pointed by the current url and extracts new urls, while the update function inserts the new urls into the urls collection and marks the processed urls as visited. Note that there is no side-input collection. setIter(-1) keeps executing the iteration (i.e., keep crawling), while setStaleness(-1) means using ASP.

```java
// Url: (url, status): (string, ToFetch/Done)
map_func(Url url, Output o):
  if url.status is ToFetch:
    new_urls = DownloadAndExtractNewUrls(url)
    for each new_url in new_urls:
      o <- (new_url, ToFetch)
  o <- (url, Done)

update_func(Url url, Status s): if url.status is not Done:
  url.status = s

urls.map(map_func)
  .update(urls, update_func)
  .setIter(-1).setStaleness(-1)
```

In the above applications, we use different combinations of the three collections \((A, B, C)\) to achieve different computation patterns. Tangram also supports many other applications (e.g., Nomad [69] and graph matching [12]) that are hard to be implemented in existing systems.

4.5 Pipelined Workloads

MapUpdate is especially useful for pipelined workloads. In fact, the Tangram project was motivated by production data analytics workloads that are common in companies such as Alibaba, which consist of pipelines involving different types of tasks. Typical pipelines begin with MapReduce-style data processing, then conduct various advanced analytics (e.g., parameter-server-style model training), and end with testing and verification. We briefly describe a user classification pipeline and a fraud detection pipeline as examples.

In a user classification pipeline, users are divided into groups according to their purchase records to generate labels. The basic information (e.g., age, gender and location), search history and activity patterns (e.g., log-in frequency, active time period) are gathered from multiple tables using MapReduce-style join to produce features. Then, various machine learning models (e.g., logistic regression, SVM) are trained using a parameter-server-based framework to classify users into different purchase pattern groups. Lastly, the models are tested on a held-out dataset to select the best-performing one for use. We remark that user classification is only a component of the much larger item recommendation pipeline, which involves a more diverse set of workloads such as graph analytics and matrix factorization.

In a fraud detection pipeline, the goal is to find malicious sellers who use fake transactions to bump up their scales records [47]. The static relationship among users (i.e., buyers or sellers) and the dynamic payment activities are first processed, and a graph is extracted from the pre-processed data to model the buyer-seller interaction. Then, graph matching is applied to find interaction patterns that match some predefined templates corresponding to fraud patterns. Finally, these interactions are verified by further analysis and the results are used to update the fraud template library. The verification process typically involves MapReduce (e.g., joins to obtain details of suspected users) and graph analytics such as computing the distances from suspected users to blacklisted users.

As we will show in the experiments, processing different tasks in a pipeline with respective specialized systems introduces expensive context switch overheads for dumping/loading output/input data by the systems. Using many systems for a single pipeline also hurts robustness because different systems provide different fault tolerance semantics and require engineers to learn/tune all the systems. With the expressive API of MapUpdate, unified fault tolerance semantics and high efficiency, Tangram (our system that implements MapUpdate) can handle the entire pipeline in a unified framework and thus completely remove the context switch overheads. Moreover, the unified MapUpdate API also significantly reduces development costs without users’ need to learn many systems.

5 System Design

Designing a system to support the MapUpdate API is challenging in the following aspects: (1) As tasks in MapUpdate have complicated interactions and dependencies (e.g., read/write conflicts, requiring remote data transfer), a low-overhead task management and scheduling strategy is crucial for efficiency. (2) MapUpdate supports iterative plans and flexible consistency control, which requires a distributed progress control protocol that enables various execution models (i.e., BSP, SSP and ASP) under a unified framework. (3) To achieve efficient failure recovery, effective mechanisms are needed to distinguish failure scenarios and apply different recovery
strategies accordingly as analyzed in Section 2.

Tangram adopts a master-worker architecture. The master is responsible for DAG scheduling (coordinating the workers to execute runnable plans), progress tracking (managing progress and collecting execution statistics from workers for fault tolerance and straggler mitigation), and partition management (keeping track of the location of the partitions by maintaining the master copy of the partition map). The workers serve as the distributed in-memory storage for the partitions and each worker uses a local controller to manage local task execution. For scheduling, the master only issues control commands (start, update progress, migrate, recover, etc.) to workers and the local controller is responsible for scheduling its own tasks. The local controller also synchronizes the local copy of the partition map and the execution progress with the master. This design reduces centralized scheduling overhead and is crucial for scaling to large clusters.

5.1 Local Task Management

The local controller in each machine manages three kinds of tasks, i.e., map task, respond task, and update task. A map task runs the user-defined map function for every object in a local map partition, combines the intermediate results locally if a combine function is provided, serializes the (combined) results, and adds the results to the sender, which will send them to remote machines (according to the partition map) for update. A map task invokes a fetcher if it needs to fetch some records (e.g., parameters in machine learning) in the side-input collection. The requested records are indexed by keys and the fetcher splits these keys into multiple subsets, each corresponding to a partition of the side-input collection. Then the fetcher sends out the fetch requests to the remote controllers holding the records and blocks the map task. The fetch request will invoke a respond task in the remote controller and the map task will be unblocked when all the responses are received. An update task updates a local partition with the received intermediate results (from a map task) using the update function, while a respond task answers a fetch request using a local partition of the side-input collection.

Different from the pull-based shuffle mechanism in MapReduce-like systems (where reducers pull intermediate results from mappers), a push-based shuffle mechanism is used in Tangram, in which updates are pushed to the update partitions on a per-partition basis. Push-based shuffle can overlap network communication with the computation of map tasks, but the system needs to handle more complex read/write conflicts between tasks. To resolve the read/write conflicts for a partition, the controller enforces a simple access control strategy. It assumes that map and respond tasks read a partition, while update tasks write a partition. The controller ensures that writes to a partition are exclusive while reads are not. If there is an ongoing update task on a partition, then map tasks, respond tasks and other update tasks on the same partition will be blocked. If there is an ongoing map or respond task on a partition, then other map and respond tasks on this partition can still run but update tasks will be blocked.

The execution of a plan starts when the global scheduler instructs the local controller to push a number of map tasks to the map thread pool. When the controller receives a fetch/update request, it invokes a respond/update task. The respond/update task is pushed to the thread pool for execution if it satisfies the access control policy; otherwise, it will be inserted into a pending buffer. Once a task finishes, the controller will be notified and it will check the pending buffer to find tasks satisfying the access control policy and push them to the thread pool for execution. The local controller is implemented as a single-thread event loop and manages the pending buffer and all control-related data structures. The event-loop simplifies the implementation logic by avoiding complex locking.

5.2 Partition-Based Progress Control

As a partition is the granularity of task execution in Tangram, each partition can have its own progress. Therefore, Tangram uses a partition-based progress control mechanism to support the BSP, SSP and ASP execution models. Different from parameter-server-based systems, in which progress is associated with a worker, Tangram associates progress with a partition. The local controller records the map progress of the local map partitions and the update progress of the local update partitions. Note that when the map collection and the update collection are the same (e.g., in PageRank), a partition has both map progress and update progress. We will show that partition-based progress control also ensures correctness upon failure and improves recovery efficiency in Section 5.3.

At the start of a plan, the map progresses and the update progresses are initialized as zero. When a map task finishes, the map progress of the corresponding partition is incremented by one, and the update requests generated by this map task also carry the map progress (before increment). For an update partition, the local controller uses a bitmap (for each map progress) to record the map partitions for which update has already been committed. The controller sets the update progress of a partition as the minimum progress for which there are still missing updates. The controller assumes that a map partition will generate update for all partitions in the update collection and can confirm that all update requests are committed using the bitmap.

The controller sets its local progress as the minimum update progress of its partitions and reports it to the global scheduler. The global scheduler regards the minimum progress among workers as the global progress and broadcasts it to all workers upon changes. If the staleness is $k$ and the global progress is $m$, the local controller will only schedule map tasks for its partitions with a progress no larger than $m + k$. An example of progress control is provided in Figure 1. Partition P1 in worker 0 has an update progress of 2 as it has not received
Figure 1: Example of progress management. Dark squares denote the received updates for each update collection.

the update with progress 2 from map partition 3. The local progress of worker 0 is 2 as the update progress of P0 and P1 are 3 and 2, respectively. Collecting the local progresses from worker 0 and worker 1, the master sets the global progress as 2. Once the update with progress 2 from map partition 3 is committed to P1, both the local progress of worker 0 and the global progress will be updated to 3.

Assume that there are \( M \) map partitions in total and a machine hosts \( n \) update partitions, the machine needs \( O(MnT) \) memory to store the bitmap for a plan, where \( T \) is the number of active iterations (iterations for which there are uncommitted updates) and is usually small. We reduce the memory consumption of the bitmaps by deleting the bitmap for which all update requests have been committed and creating a bitmap only when receiving a new map progress. As the number of partitions is usually not large, the cost of progress control is acceptable as we will show in our experiments.

5.3 Context-Aware Failure Recovery

Tangram distinguishes two failure scenarios, i.e., local failure and global failure, and applies different recovery strategies.

Local failure is the case that the failed machines do not hold update partitions. Local failure does not directly affect the task execution on the healthy machines and is similar to losing RDDs with narrow dependency in Spark. In this case, Tangram only reloads the lost partitions on the healthy machines in parallel and sets their progresses as the current global progress. Some of the updates from the lost partitions may have been committed to the update collection and setting their progresses as the global progress may result in repetitive map tasks. Tangram rejects the repetitive updates generated by these map tasks using the bitmap.

Global failure happens when the failed machines contain partitions of the update collection. Examples include losing machines holding the model parameters in logistic regression or the rank values in PageRank. Global failure directly affects the computation on all machines and is similar to losing RDDs with wide dependency in Spark. In this case, Tangram reloads the lost mutable collection from the latest checkpoint and resets the global progress and the progresses of all partitions to the latest checkpoint. But for immutable collections, such as the graph links in PageRank, Tangram only reloads the lost partitions. The master assigns the tasks of loading the lost partitions to the healthy machines in a balanced manner so that the machines can recover from failure in parallel. Moreover, Tangram also respects the co-partitioning relation of the collections in failure recovery.

Tangram infers which collection is mutable and checkpoints only the mutable collections. Checkpointing is conducted in an asynchronous manner and on a per-partition basis, so that the execution of the entire plan does not need to be stopped. When the progress of an update partition reaches the checkpoint iteration, write access is blocked and a copy is written to disk along with the bitmap. Note that this checkpoint may be inconsistent, as the partition may have been updated from iterations larger than the checkpoint iteration (under ASP or SSP). The bitmap is used to reject repetitive updates from these iterations during recovery. For pipelines that involve multiple plans, Tangram also checkpoints the mutable collections once a plan finishes so that failure recovery can be conducted inside a plan. Tangram only handles worker failures, while the master failure can be handled by a standby master (similar to the standby master in Spark [55]) but is not implemented in the current version.

5.4 Straggler Mitigation

Tangram uses partition migration for straggler handling. As update tasks and respond tasks are relatively lightweight, Tangram focuses on balancing the workload of map tasks by migrating map partitions. For non-iterative workloads (e.g., word count), the master monitors the number of ongoing and pending map tasks on each machine. If some machines do not have map tasks to run, the master migrates some of the map partitions from the heavily loaded machines to them. We allow the system to migrate map partitions with ongoing map tasks, which resembles speculative execution in Spark. Migration does not necessarily require data transfer from slow machines, as will be discussed later.

For iterative workloads, Tangram only handles macro stragglers, while micro stragglers can often be handled by asynchronous execution. By default (tunable by users), Tangram considers a machine as a macro straggler if its per-iteration time is more than 1.1 times of the median (of all machines) in three consecutive iterations or more than 1.5 times of the median in one iteration. Tangram also respects the co-partitioning relation among the collections to avoid high communication overhead after migration.

Tangram adopts different migration strategies for immutable and mutable partitions. For immutable partitions, the destination machines just load them from a shared storage system like HDFS rather than asking the source machine for transfer, since the source machine is already overloaded. For mutable partitions, Tangram uses a migration procedure similar to the two-stage migration in Piccolo [46].
The load of the system may be unbalanced due to skewed partition size (e.g., due to improper hash function). Currently, Tangram does not support online re-partitioning for workload redistribution. Similar to other systems, skewed partitions can be addressed by either fine-grained sharding (setting the number of partitions to be much larger than the number of machines) or providing a tailored partitioning function.

5.5 Communication Optimizations

Delay Combiner. In Tangram, combining the updates from many map tasks leads to higher compression ratio, but sending the updates immediately reduces latency. We provide a delay combiner, in which users can specify the granularity of combining with a \textit{combine\_timeout}. Setting \textit{combine\_timeout} to 0 sends out the updates immediately, while setting \textit{combine\_timeout} to \textit{kMaxCombineTimeout} combines all local map outputs in an iteration.

Process Cache. The process cache in Tangram is similar to the one in Petuum. Previously fetched records of the side-input collection and their versions are kept in the cache. A new fetch request will not be sent if the records with the required version are already in the cache.

Local Zero-Copy Communication. Tangram utilizes local zero-copy communication whenever possible: if an update request is to be sent to a local partition, it will be moved to the local controller and can be directly accessed by the update task. Similarly, zero-copy communication is also used for fetching local objects.

6 Experiments

We implemented Tangram in about 16K lines of C++ code. The communication module was built using ZeroMQ [72] and libhdfs3 [32] was used to exchange data with HDFS without the JNI overhead. Source code for the system and the applications in Section 4 can be found at \url{https://github.com/Yuzhen11/tangram/}. We evaluated Tangram on a cluster of 20 machines connected with 1 Gbps Ethernet. Each machine is equipped with two 2.0GHz E5-2620 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU (12 physical cores in total), 48GB RAM, a 450GB SATA disk (6Gb/s, 10k rpm, 64MB cache), running on 64-bit CentOS release 7.2. We optimized the number of partitions for both Tangram and the systems we compared in the experiments.

6.1 Failure Recovery & Straggler Mitigation

Failure recovery and straggler mitigation are critical for data analytics in production. In this set of experiments, we show that Tangram achieves efficient failure recovery and effective straggler mitigation, even for workloads with mutable states, by distinguishing immutable and mutable collections.

Failure Recovery. We used two experiments to simulate different failure scenarios. In the first experiment, we unplugged one machine holding the training data for K-means, which is a local failure according to Section 5.3. The second experiment unplugged one machine for PageRank, which corresponds to global failure.

We report the failure recovery performance under the two scenarios in Figure 2. For clearer presentation, we only plot the performance of Tangram, while we report the performance of Spark in text as a baseline. For local failure, Tangram took 17.8 seconds to reload the lost training data (∼6 GB) and finish the 7th iteration, while Spark took around 40 seconds to recover. Both Tangram and Spark did not restart the job from the latest checkpoint, but performed re-computation only on the lost partitions. In contrast, most of the mutable systems such as Petuum, PowerGraph and Naiad, would have to roll back to the latest checkpoint in case of any failure.

For the global failure (occurred at the 7th iteration), Tangram rolled back to the latest checkpoint (taken at the 5th iteration) and continued by re-executing the 6th iteration. The roll-back is necessary because some partitions of the (mutable) rank collection are lost. The longer recovery bar at the 6th iteration in Figure 2b includes the normal execution time for the iteration and another 5.2 seconds to reload the mutable collection (∼50 MB) and the lost immutable partitions (∼1 GB). In total, Tangram took 29 seconds to finish the 7th iteration, while Spark took 47 seconds. We note that Spark also requires a full re-computation from checkpoint in this case (i.e., long lineage with wide dependency [70]).

To provide a better picture of Tangram’s failure recovery performance, we also implemented the baseline strategies (e.g., full reload, full checkpoint) in Tangram for a fair comparison. A full reload (as used in existing mutable systems) needs to load 121GB and 23GB data, and took 56.8 and 15.7 seconds (vs. Tangram’s 17.8 and 5.2 seconds) for K-means and PageRank, respectively. In addition, distinguishing the immutable and mutable parts also results in more efficient checkpointing for PageRank, as checkpointing only the ranks...
(∼1GB) took 5 seconds, while a full checkpoint (∼23GB) took 127 seconds. Tangram also supports asynchronous background checkpointing, which makes a copy of the mutable collection and writes the checkpoint in the background. Without background checkpointing, each checkpoint would take an extra 5 seconds for PageRank.

**Straggler Mitigation.** To test the performance of straggler mitigation, we used cpulimit tool to restrict one Tangram worker to have only 600% of the total 2400% cpu shares in the PageRank job at the 4th iteration, and the per-iteration time is reported in Figure 3. Diff migration asks the straggler only for mutable partitions, while Normal migration asks the straggler for both mutable and immutable partitions. Both strategies were implemented in Tangram. The result shows that partition migration effectively reduces per-iteration time as an iteration took about 14.5 seconds without migration, but only 8.4 seconds with migration. In addition, distinguishing immutable and mutable collections also speeds up the migration. Diff migration only requires the straggler to transfer the mutable partitions (ranks: ∼50MB) and reloads the immutable partitions (links: ∼1GB) from HDFS, which improves migration speed by approximately 38% (10 seconds vs. 16 seconds) compared with Normal migration.

### 6.2 Expressiveness and Efficiency

We have shown that the MapUpdate API is flexible and can express a wide variety of workloads in Section 4. In this set of experiments, we show that Tangram achieves comparable performance as specialized systems.

**Bulk Processing.** For non-iterative bulk processing workloads, e.g., MapReduce-style workloads, we tested word count and TF-IDF\(^a\), and compared with Spark [70] (version 2.2.0). We replicated the Wikipedia corpus [19] to test the scalability of the systems and report the running time in Figure 4.

Tangram achieved slightly better performance compared with Spark for word count, but is 2x faster for TF-IDF. For fair comparison, we ensured that Spark does not write intermediate results to disk before shuffle. Both Tangram and Spark have high CPU utilization (over 80% for all cores over time) and low disk utilization (less than 20% at most) for the two applications, similar to the results reported in [44]. We also tested the systems on a faster 10-Gbps network and on a single machine, and Tangram’s performance advantage over Spark on TF-IDF is consistent in both settings, which shows that network communication is not the key factor that affects the performance of the systems on TF-IDF. We believe the language (C++ vs. Scala) and other system overheads are the main reasons for the performance difference. Tangram also achieves almost linear scaling when increasing dataset size.

**Iterative Machine Learning.** For iterative machine learning workloads, we tested K-means [54] and SGD based logistic regression (LR). We used a dense dataset (mnist8m [33]) for K-means and a sparse dataset (webspam [59] with a sparsity of 2.24 × 10\(^{-6}\)) for LR, in order to test Tangram’s performance under different data sparsity. We replicated the datasets 10 times for better scalability tests. BSP was used for K-means, while SSP (\(s = 2\)) was used for LR. We compared Tangram with the state-of-the-art parameter server system, Petuum Bösen [60]. We did not compare with Spark as it has been shown to be inefficient for iterative machine learning workloads compared with Petuum [29, 62].

Figure 5 reports the per-iteration time obtained by averaging 20 iterations, while varying the numbers of machines. Tangram’s performance is very competitive compared with Petuum, as Tangram also supports optimizations generally used in parameter server based systems, such as process cache and message combining (Section 5.5). The scaling performance of Tangram and Petuum is better for K-means than for LR since K-means is CPU-bound, while LR is network-bound due to the large model.

**Graph Analytics.** For graph analytics workloads, we compared with GraphX [22], PowerGraph [21] and PowerLyra [13]. GraphX is built on Spark and adopts immutable data abstraction, while PowerGraph and PowerLyra use mutable abstraction and support fine-grained state access. We tested PageRank and single source shortest path (SSSP), in BSP mode. We used the webuk graph [7], which has 133M vertices and 5.5B edges.

We report the per-iteration time for PageRank and the total running time for SSSP in Figure 6. Tangram achieves better performance than even the specialized systems. We found that this is because both PageRank and SSSP are network-bound, and message combining in Tangram (edge-cut + delay combiner) is more effective in reducing communication than other systems (vertex/hybrid-cut + combiner). GraphX outperforms PowerGraph and PowerLyra on PageRank as the workload is heavy and balanced in each iteration. In contrast, the access

\(^a\)https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tf-idf

![Figure 4: Running time for word count and TF-IDF](https://example.com/fig4)

![Figure 5: Per-iteration time for K-means and LR](https://example.com/fig5)
pattern of SSSP is more sparse, and thus the lack of support for in-place updates renders GraphX inefficient.

**Other Workloads.** We also evaluated the performance of Tangram on a wider variety of computation patterns using distributed crawler and Nomad [69].

Figure 7a reports the download speed of Tangram-based crawler. The download speed of the crawler scales almost linearly with the number of machines and quickly consumes the download bandwidth of the whole cluster and reaches a plateau, which is similar to Piccolo-based crawler [46].

Nomad is an efficient SGD-based asynchronous algorithm for matrix factorization (MF) and has a complex computation pattern that migrates item latent factors among machines. We used the Yahoo! Music dataset [63] and compared Tangram-based Nomad with MPI-based Nomad [69] and DSGD++ [56] (another state-of-the-art MF algorithm). Figure 7b reports their training root mean square errors (RMSE). Tangram performs slightly worse than MPI-based Nomad initially but catches up later. Compared with MPI-based DSGD++, Tangram has better performance most of the time. Although the MPI-based implementations are efficient, Tangram offers very competitive performance and more user-friendly API.

**Pipelined Workload.** We implemented a simple pipelined workload that computes TF-IDF vectors with 218 features from the 50GB English Wikipedia dataset and trains an LR model using gradient descent for 30 iterations. We compared Tangram with Spark, Spark + Glint [28], and Spark + Petuum. Glint is a built-in parameter server for Spark, and thus Spark + Glint uses Spark for TF-IDF and Glint for LR. Spark + Petuum uses Petuum for LR. Other systems (e.g., Naiad [39]) can also handle such a pipeline, but they mainly target at streaming workloads and have more expensive fault tolerance mechanisms. This experiment was conducted using a faster 10-Gbps network but the relative performance of the systems is consistent when running on a 1-Gbps network.

We report the execution time of the pipeline in Figure 8. Tangram used much less time than Spark mainly because Spark is not efficient for machine learning workloads [29, 62]. However, Spark + Petuum took even longer time, even though Petuum was much faster than Spark (29 seconds vs. 75 seconds) for LR. This is because there is a costly context switch overhead when moving from Spark to Petuum (around 170 seconds for dumping and loading the 45GB TF-IDF vectors). Spark + Glint removes the context-switch overhead and the performance is slightly better than Spark. However, adding dependencies (e.g., Glint) in Spark violates Spark’s unified abstraction and breaks Spark’s fault tolerance semantics.

We also tested Flink [10], but LR was an order of magnitude slower on Flink compared with Spark 3. Thus, we do not report the details of Flink’s results. In comparison to these popular systems, the performance of Tangram in Figure 8 demonstrates its benefits as a general and efficient system for processing pipelined workloads.

### 6.3 Evaluation of System Designs

This set of experiments evaluates the effects of the system designs on the performance of Tangram. We first examine the average CPU consumption of the local controller on each worker and the total size of the bitmap used for progress control. Table 3 shows that the CPU consumption of the local controller is consistently low and the bitmap has a small memory footprint for all workloads. Nomad has the highest controller overhead as the algorithm needs to handle the frequent migration of item latent vectors. K-means has the smallest bitmap size because a single partition is used for the centers. In general, both controller CPU consumption and bitmap size increase with the number of partitions. Empirically, setting the number of partitions to 1-3 times the number

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App</th>
<th>Controller CPU %</th>
<th>Bitmap size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WordCount</td>
<td>1.12%</td>
<td>636KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PageRank</td>
<td>0.99%</td>
<td>638KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>0.29%</td>
<td>341KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-means</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
<td>4KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nomad</td>
<td>3.38%</td>
<td>153KB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Although in-memory caching systems like RAMCloud [41] or optimized distributed file systems like Tachyon [30] may reduce the context switch cost, the cost of dumping and loading the datasets is still non-negligible.

2. The per-iteration time of LR using Flink Machine Learning library and using Flink DataSet API is 97x and 21x of that of Spark, respectively.
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**Figure 6:** Comparison on PageRank and SSSP

**Figure 7:** Performance of distributed crawler and Nomad

**Figure 8:** Completion time of the pipelined workload
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**Table 3: Overhead of Task Management & Progress Control**
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of cores achieves good performance. Thus, the cost of local task control and progress management is acceptable.

Next we examine the effect of the number of partitions. Figure 9 shows that the per-iteration time (as a ratio to the optimal setting) of K-means first decreases and is then stabilized as the number of partitions increases. This is because increasing the number of partitions improves the parallelism, until the cores are fully occupied (the cluster has 480 virtual cores). Beyond that point, using more partitions does not improve performance. For PageRank, the per-iteration time first slightly decreases and then increases with the number of partitions. This is because PageRank is network-bound and thus using more partitions results in more communication. The delay combiner in Section 5.5 can be used to reduce the communication overhead by merging the map outputs from multiple local partitions. By setting the combine timeout to maximum, the per-iteration time of PageRank stays almost constant when increasing the number of partitions beyond 400. For K-means, as it is CPU-bound due to a small number of parameters, using the delay combiner has almost no effect.

7 Related Work

Programming Model. MapReduce [17] has inspired the development of many data-parallel analytics frameworks with two coarse-grained high-order functions, map and reduce. Map-Reduce-Merge [67] extended MapReduce with a Merge phase to support the join of multiple heterogeneous datasets. HaLoop [9], Twister [18] and Map-Reduce-Update [8] adapted MapReduce for iterative computation. Other frameworks, e.g., Dryad [27], FlumeJava [11], Spark [70], Tez [52], etc., generalized the coarse-grained functional model by introducing a dataflow graph, which enables easy construction of pipelines involving multiple stages. CIEL [40] and Ray [38] further support dynamic task graph. Flink [10] and Naiad [39] support the dataflow model on top of their streaming execution engines. Tensorflow [1] adopts dataflow graph to represent machine learning pipelines.

Some systems adopt the distributed shared memory (DSM) model. Piccolo [46] allows user-defined kernels to read and update distributed key-value tables in parallel. Parameter server systems, e.g., DistBelief [16], Project Adam [14], Parameter Server [31], Petuum [60,62], FlexPS [25], incorporate machine learning specialized optimizations such as bounded delay execution. DSM is flexible but the push/pull API is considered more low-level than the functional API in the dataflow model. Husky [66] adopts an object-oriented API to model different computational frameworks. GraphLab [34,35] uses a data graph to represent computational structure and data dependencies for some machine learning problems. Graph processing frameworks [12,15,21,22,34,36,50,51,61,64,65,74] usually expose vertex/edge/subgraph-centric programming models and incorporate graph specific optimizations.

Execution Model. Popular dataflow systems, e.g., Tez [52], DryadLINQ [68], and Spark [70], adopt a BSP execution model, in which a stage waits for its predecessors to finish. Specialized systems often adopt execution models tailored for their target workloads. GraphLab [34,35] allows asynchronous vertex execution and uses distributed locking to resolve access conflict. Parameter server systems, e.g., Parameter Server [31], Petuum [60], adopt a bounded delay model (SSP) in which the progress differences among workers are bounded by a user-defined threshold. Maiter [73] and PowerGraph [21] support asynchronous execution optimized for graph workloads. In comparison, Tangram supports BSP, SSP and ASP, enabling it to efficiently process various types of workloads such as graph analytics, machine learning, etc.

Scheduling Model. Recent work [37,43,45,53] observed that centralized scheduling is the bottleneck for scaling out when there are a large number of short-lived tasks. To reduce the control plane overhead, Drizzle [57] and Nimbus [37] cache the scheduling decision, while MonoSpark [42] and Canary [48] use local/distributed scheduler. Tangram avoids the centralized scheduling overhead by relying on the local controllers to schedule their own tasks. The global scheduler only launches plans and manages progress.

8 Conclusions

We proposed a programming model called MapUpdate to determine data mutability according to workloads, which not only brings good expressiveness but also enables a rich set of system features (e.g., asynchronous execution) and provides strong fault tolerance. We developed Tangram to support MapUpdate with novel designs such as partition-based progress control and context-aware failure recovery. We also incorporate optimization techniques such as process cache and partition migration. Our experiments show that Tangram is expressive and efficient, and achieves comparable performance with specialized systems for a wide variety of workloads. Our work demonstrates that we do not have to choose between mutable or immutable abstractions, but can embrace both of them in one unified framework to enjoy the best of both worlds.
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Abstract

It is a daunting task for a data scientist to convert sequential code for a Machine Learning (ML) model, published by an ML researcher, to a distributed framework that runs on a cluster and operates on massive datasets. The process of fitting the sequential code to an appropriate programming model and data abstractions determined by the framework of choice requires significant engineering and cognitive effort. Furthermore, inherent constraints of frameworks sometimes lead to inefficient implementations, delivering suboptimal performance.

We show that it is possible to achieve automatic and efficient distributed parallelization of familiar sequential ML code by making a few mechanical changes to it while hiding the details of concurrency control, data partitioning, task parallelization, and fault-tolerance. To this end, we design and implement a new distributed ML framework, STRADS-Automatic Parallelization (AP), and demonstrate that it simplifies distributed ML programming significantly, while outperforming a popular data-parallel framework with a non-familiar programming model, and achieving performance comparable to an ML-specialized framework.

1 Introduction

The systems community has made significant progress on simplifying distributed parallel programming, producing many high-level frameworks such as MapReduce [13], Spark [54], Pregel [34], PowerGraph [19], GraphX [20], PyTorch [40], and TensorFlow [2]. To automatically parallelize computation while achieving essential requirements such as fault tolerance and load balancing, these frameworks offer constrained programming models and limited data abstractions. For example, Spark offers Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDDs) without fine-grained write access; Spark and MapReduce ask programmers to specify a program using a handful of operators such as map and reduce while GraphLab requires adopting a rarely used vertex-centric programming model.

The programming models of these frameworks are different from a sequential programming model that is widely taught and easily understood [27]. Therefore, it is not surprising that rewriting sequential ML code using the data abstractions and programming models provided by the frameworks incurs significant effort. Furthermore, the simplicity of the mechanisms provided can often result in suboptimal use of cluster resources. These frameworks abstract away data placement, task mapping, and communication, which comes at the cost of limited access to hardware resources, and challenge in implementing ML algorithms efficiently. Studies show that a single threaded [35] or an MPI implementation [50] of popular ML algorithms is up to two orders of magnitude faster than the corresponding implementations on popular frameworks. In summary, a high-level framework often requires data scientists to switch to a different mental programming model with its own peculiarities, and it can end up delivering suboptimal performance. We believe that the complexity surrounding distributed ML programming as well as the inefficiency in execution are incidental and not inherent. That is, many sequential ML code can be automatically parallelized to make near optimal use of cluster resources. To prove our point, we present STRADS-AP, a novel distributed ML framework that provides an API requiring minimally-invasive, mechanical changes to sequential ML program code, and a runtime that automatically parallelizes the code on an arbitrary-sized cluster while delivering the performance of hand-tuned distributed ML programs.

STRADS-AP is an evolution of STRADS [26] that provides a framework for parallelizing the execution of ML programs according to user-specified scheduling plan. The plan usually avoids data conflicts, thereby improving statistical progress per iteration. The challenge with STRADS is that the user needs to understand the code and manually come up with a scheduling plan. STRADS-AP addresses this challenge by automatically generating data conflict-free scheduling plan.

STRADS-AP’s API frees data scientists from the challenge of molding sequential ML code to a framework’s programming model. To achieve this, the STRADS-AP API offers Distributed Data Structures (DDSs), such as vector and map, that allow fine-grained read/write access to elements, as well as two familiar loop operators. During runtime, these loop operators parallelize loop bodies over a cluster following two popular ML parallelization strategies: asynchronous parallel execution, and synchronous parallel execution, with strong or relaxed consistency.

STRADS-AP’s workflow, shown in Figure 1, starts with a data scientist making mechanical changes to sequential code (Figure 1(a, b).) The code is then preprocessed by STRADS-AP’s preprocessor and complied into binary code by a C++ compiler (Figure 1(c).) Next, STRADS-AP’s runtime executes the binary on nodes of a cluster while hiding details of distributed programming (Figure 1(d).) The runtime system is responsible for (1) transparently partitioning DDSs that store training data and model parameters, (2) parallelizing slices of ML computations across a cluster, (3) fault-tolerance, and (4) enforcing strong consistency on shared data if required, or synchronizing partial outputs with relaxed consistency.

To fill the gap of debugging tools for distributed ML pro-
STRADS-AP is largely rewritten 16,000 lines of code. The previous parallel run is replayed by obeying the same lock grant ordering and message ordering (2) in Figure 1(e), allowing deterministic re-execution. In single-node replay mode, the parallel execution log is replayed on a single node (3 in Figure 1(e)) allowing easier inspection of program state with a debugger.

TensorFlow and PyTorch simplify programming Deep Neural Networks (DNN) models, which is just one of the plethora of ML models. Implementing or researching non-DNN algorithms by requiring few mechanical changes, and the source code is compiled by a native compiler; (d) The STRADS-AP runtime runs the binary in parallel on a cluster; (e) Debugging features of STRADS-AP: Logging parallel execution order, and replaying it on a cluster for easy debugging.

Figure 1: STRADS-AP workflow: (a) Data scientist implements an ML algorithm in sequential code; (b) Derives STRADS-AP parallel code with mechanical changes; (c) STRADS-AP preprocessor adds more annotation to address language-specific constraints, and the source code is compiled by a native compiler; (d) The STRADS-AP runtime runs the binary in parallel on a cluster; (e) Debugging features of STRADS-AP: Logging parallel execution order, and replaying it on a cluster for deterministic re-execution, or on a single node for easy debugging.

Programs, STRADS-AP offers two debugging modes—cluster replay and single-node replay—as shown in Figure 1(e). In cluster replay mode, the parallel execution log from the previous parallel run is replayed by obeying the same lock grant ordering and message ordering (2) in Figure 1(e), allowing deterministic re-execution. In single-node replay mode, the parallel execution log is replayed on a single node (3 in Figure 1(e)) allowing easier inspection of program state with a debugger.

In the rest of this paper, we first make the case for STRADS-AP by presenting the complications imposed by high-level frameworks on users (Section 2), as well as the performance bottlenecks caused by their simple mechanisms, giving specific examples. We then present the STRADS-AP API (Section 3), and runtime implementation details (Section 4). Next, we give an overview of STRADS-AP’s debugging features (Figure 5), followed by an extensive performance and productivity evaluation (Section 6). Finally, we cover the related work (Section 7) and conclude (Section 8).

2 The Cost of Using a Framework

In this section, we demonstrate that converting sequential ML code into high-level framework code requires substantial programming effort and leads to suboptimal performance.

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for SGDMF

1: A: a set of ratings. Each rating contains (i: user id, j: item id, r: rating)
2: W: a sparse K matrix; initialize W randomly
3: H: a K matrix; initialize H randomly
4: for each rating r in A
5: err = r - W[i,:]*H[j]
6: ΔW = γ(ΔW - H[i,:]*λ + W[i,:])
7: ΔH = γ(ΔH - W[i,:]*H[j,:])
8: W[i,:] += ΔW
9: H[j,:] += ΔH

1Reported by CLOC [1] tool, skipping blanks and comments.
**Figure 2:** SGD MF (Algorithm 1) implemented as sequential code (a), and parallelized using OpenMP (b), STRADS-AP (c) and Spark (d). The code snippets show only the core training routine, and do not include data loading and parsing code. STRADS-AP code requires fewer changes to the sequential code compared to OpenMP code, while achieving efficient distributed parallelism in addition to shared-memory parallelism. Spark, on the other hand, requires a complete reimplementation using its abstractions. STRADS-AP outperforms Spark by more than an order of magnitude (e) and continues to scale up to 256 cores, while Spark stops scaling at 64 cores. Hand-tuned MPI code is faster than STRADS-AP by 22% on 256 cores at the cost of a significantly longer programming and debugging effort.
that is orders of magnitude slower than a STRADS-AP implementation, or a hand-tuned implementation.

As a concrete example, we choose Spark as the framework, and Matrix Factorization (MF) as the algorithm—a popular recommender systems algorithm. First, we write sequential code that solves MF using Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), denoted as SGDMF in Algorithm 1. Then, we convert the sequential code into three different parallel implementations—shared-memory, STRADS-AP, and Spark—and compare their performance.

### 2.1 Programming Effort

MF learns user’s preferences over all items from an incomplete rating dataset represented as a sparse matrix \( A \in \mathbb{R}^{M \times N} \) where \( M \) and \( N \) are the number of users and items, respectively. MF factorizes the incomplete matrix \( A \) into two low-rank matrices, \( W \in \mathbb{R}^{M \times k} \) and \( H \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times k} \), such that \( W \cdot H^T \) approximates \( A \).

Algorithm 1 iterates through the ratings in the matrix \( A \) and for each rating \( r_{i,j} \), it calculates gradients \( \Delta W[i], \Delta H[j] \) and adds the gradients to \( W[i], H[j] \), respectively. The computed parameter values for the rating \( r_{i,j} \) are immediately visible when computing the next rating, which is an example of asynchronous computation.

#### 2.1.1 Sequential SGDMF code

Sequential implementation of Algorithm 1 is a direct translation of the pseudocode as shown in Figure 2(a).

#### 2.1.2 OpenMP Parallel SGDMF

We parallelize the sequential code in Figure 2(a) using OpenMP [12] to form a single-node baseline. We make two modifications to the sequential code as shown in Figure 2(b): annotate the loop with parallel—for pragma to let the OpenMP runtime know what to parallelize, and add mutexes to avoid data race on shared matrices \( W \) and \( H \). OpenMP parallelizes the inner loop over loop indices using fork-join model where threads run the loop body with different loop indices and join at the completion.

#### 2.1.3 STRADS-AP Distributed SGDMF

Parallelizing the same sequential code using STRADS-AP is done almost mechanically by (1) replacing serial data structures with STRADS-AP’s distributed data structures, and (2) replacing the inner loop with STRADS-AP’s AsyncFor loop operator, as shown in Figure 2(c).

Unlike OpenMP code, STRADS-AP code has no explicit locking. The runtime is responsible for addressing data conflicts on matrices \( W \) and \( H \) while executing the loop body in a distributed setting, relieving users from writing error-prone locking code. With little effort, STRADS-AP achieves efficient distributed parallelism, in addition to shared-memory parallelism.

#### 2.1.4 Spark Distributed SGDMF

Unlike with STRADS-AP, parallelizing the sequential code in Figure 2(a) with Spark requires significant programming effort as detailed below.

**Concurrency Control:** Spark lacks concurrency control primitives. Since the inner loop of SGDMF leads to data dependencies when parallelized, we need to implement a scheduling plan for correct execution. Reasoning about concurrency control is application-specific and often requires a significant design effort. For SGDMF, we use the Strata scheduling algorithm by Gemulla [18]. The scheduling code shown in Figure 2(d) (lines 9-19) and the training code (lines 20-40) were abridged to fit the page.

**Molding SGDMF to Spark API:** Even after handling concurrency, implementing SGDMF in Spark requires substantial programming effort for the following reasons.

First, Spark operators, such as map, operate on a single RDD object, while the inner loop body in Figure 2(a) accesses multiple objects: the input data \( A \), and the parameter matrices \( W \) and \( H \). To parallelize the inner loop with map we need to merge \( A, W, \) and \( H \) into a single RDD, requiring multiple join operations involving costly data shuffling.

Second, merging via join operator requires changes to data structures. Since join operator works only on RDD[Key,Value] type, we have to replace the vectors \( A, W, H \), in Figure 2(a), with RDD[K,V] where V might be also key-value pair type.

Finally, data movement for concurrency control requires extra join and map operations. At the end of every subiteration, the Strata scheduling algorithm moves \( H \) partitions among nodes, which requires two extra operations for every subiteration: (1) a map operation that separates \( H \) from the merged RDD and modifies the key field of \( H \), (2) a join operation that remerges \( H \) and \( AW \) into \( AWH \) for the next subiteration, as shown in Figure 2(d) (lines 9-19.)

In summary, engineering the Spark implementation of SGDMF algorithm involves a large amount of incidental complexity that stems from the limitations of Spark API and its data abstractions. As we show next, in addition to the loss in productivity, there is also a loss in efficiency.

#### 2.2 Performance Cost

As a baseline for the distributed implementations, we implement SGDMF using MPI [16] and OpenMP, which are efficient at the cost of larger programming effort. MPI SGDMF uses the same Strata scheduling algorithm and point-to-point communication to circulate \( H \) partitions among nodes. All SGDMF implementations achieve proper concurrency control, making similar statistical progress per iteration. Therefore, our performance comparison focuses only on elapsed time for running 60 iterations, after which all implementations converge. We run experiments with Netflix dataset using up to 256 cores on 16 machines that are connected via 40Gbps Ethernet.

As Figure 2(e) shows, Spark is about 68 \times slower than MPI on 256 cores. In the same setting, STRADS-AP is slower than
2.3 Other High-Level Frameworks

Our findings of incidental complexity and suboptimal performance are not limited to the example of Spark and SGDMF. For example, PowerGraph provides concurrency control mechanisms, but its vertex-centric programming model requires users to redesign data structures to fit to a graph representation and express computations using GAS (Gather, Apply, Scatter) routines. TensorFlow provides a very high-level programming model taking a loss function and automates the gradient update process but does not support serializable asynchronous computation well. Parameter Servers (PS) [3,11,31,48] abstract away the details of parameter communication through the key-value store interface but many other details of distributed parallel programming, such as data partitioning, parallelization of tasks, and application-level concurrency control, are left to the user; that is, PS does not provide an illusion of sequential programming. UPC [14] extends the C programming language with Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) programming model that burdens the programmer with the job of doing careful performance tuning (i.e. affinity between threads and shared memory partitions, low-level data layout, use of collective functions such as gather, scatter, reduce.) As Table 1 shows, STRADS-AP and Orion [49] are the only frameworks that allow users to take their sequential code and automatically parallelize it to run on a cluster without sacrificing productivity or efficiency. STRADS-AP owes this flexibility to its familiar API and data structures that we describe next. The differences between STRADS-AP and Orion are described in detail in Section 7.

3 STRADS-AP Programming Interface

STRADS-AP targets ML applications with a common structural pattern consisting of two parts: (1) pretraining part that initializes the model and input data structures, and performs coarse-grained transformations; (2) training part that iteratively optimizes the objective function using nested loop(s) where inner loop(s) perform optimization computations.

To implement a STRADS-AP application, a user writes a simple driver program that declares hyper-parameters, invokes

Table 1: Summary of features of frameworks used in distributed ML programming. For detailed comparison, refer to Section 2.3 and Section 7. For efficiency comparison, see Section 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework</th>
<th>Requires Changing Programming Model</th>
<th>Programming Language</th>
<th>Application-Level Concurrency Control</th>
<th>Hides Details of Distributed Programming</th>
<th>Fault Tolerance</th>
<th>Debuggability for Distributed ML</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STRADS-AP</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes (Fast re-execution)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRADS [20]</td>
<td>Yes (model-schedule)</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>Yes (user-defined schedule)</td>
<td>Partly (communication)</td>
<td>Yes (Checkpoint)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orion [49]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Julia</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes (Checkpoint)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GraphLab [19]</td>
<td>Yes (vertex-centric)</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes (Checkpoint)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spark [54]</td>
<td>Yes (map/reduce/...)</td>
<td>Multi</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes (RDD)</td>
<td>Partly</td>
<td>Yes (Checkpoint)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TensorFlow [2]</td>
<td>Yes (data-flow)</td>
<td>Multi</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes (Checkpoint)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter Server [31]</td>
<td>Yes (key-value)</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes (Replication)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI [16]</td>
<td>Yes (message-passing)</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Partly (lock APIs)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPC [14]</td>
<td>Yes (PGAS)</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Partly (lock APIs)</td>
<td>Yes (Checkpoint)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes (Replication)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Create and initialize data structures D for input data
Create and initialize data structures P for model parameters
Create and initialize hyper parameters V to control training

(a) Pretraining part

for(i=0; i<maxiter; i++) {
    // outer loop
    for(j=0; j<|D|; j++) {
        // inner loop
        // Computations for optimization happen here
        Read a part of input data D.
        Read hyper parameters V and loop indices i, j.
        Read/Write to a part of model parameters P.
        if (stop condition is true)
            change hyper parameters.
            break;
    }
}

(b) Training part

Figure 3: ML applications targeted by STRADS-AP are divided into two parts: (a) pretraining part and (b) training part. It allows reuse of data structures and routines from a sequential program by changing just the declaration of the data type. We describe the inner workings of DDSs in Section 4.3.2.

3.1 Distributed Data Structures (DDSs)

Table 2 shows a subset of STRADS-AP programming interface. DDS[T] is a mutable in-memory container that partitions a collection of elements of type T over a cluster. DDSs provide a global address space abstraction with fine-grained read/write access and uniform access model independent of whether the accessed element is stored in a local memory or in the memory of a remote node. STRADS-AP offers three types of containers: dvector, dmap, and dmultimap, with interfaces similar to their C++ STL counterparts. These DDSs allow all threads running on all nodes to read and write arbitrary elements while unaware of details such as data partitioning and placement.

Support for distributed and fine-grained read/write accesses gives STRADS-AP an important advantage over other frameworks.
whereas training is compute-intensive and iterative, and the inner loop(s) may have data dependencies. STRADS-AP provides two sets of operators that allow natural expression of both types of computation.

### 3.2.1 Pretraining Operators

STRADS-AP provides Map, Reduce, Join, Load, and Create operators for loading, storing, and creating DDSs during pretraining. However, STRADS-AP puts no constraints on their usage for expressing training computations.

#### 3.2.2 Loop Operators

STRADS-AP provides loop operators shown in Table 2 to replace the inner loop(s) in the training part of ML programs (Figure 3 (b)). The loop operators take a user-defined closure as the loop body. The closure is a C++ lambda expression that captures the specified DDSs and variables in the scope, and implements the loop body by reading from and writing to arbitrary elements of the captured DDSs. This allows users to mechanically change the loop body of a sequential ML program to STRADS-AP code that is automatically parallelized.

STRADS-AP supports four models of parallelizing ML computations: (1) serializable asynchronous [33], (2) synchronous (BSP [46]), (3) stale-synchronous (SSP [23]), and (4) lock-free asynchronous (Hogwild! [38]) within a node and synchronous across nodes, which we call Hybrid.

STRADS-AP offers two loop operators to support these models. A user can choose AsyncFor loop operator for serializable asynchronous model. For the remaining models a user can choose SyncFor operator and specify the desired model as an argument to the loop operator, as shown in Table 2. Other than choosing the appropriate loop operator, a user does not have to write any code for concurrency-control—the STRADS-AP runtime will enforce the chosen model as described next.

**AsyncFor** parallelizes the loop over loop indices and ensures isolated execution of the loop bodies even if loop bodies have shared data. In other words, it ensures serializability: the output of the parallel execution matches the ordering of some sequential execution.

AsyncFor takes three arguments: the start index \( S \), the end index \( S+N \), and a C++ lambda expression \( F \). It executes \( N+1 \) lambda instances, \( F(S), F(S+1), \ldots, F(S+N) \) concurrently. At runtime, STRADS-AP partitions the index range \( S, \ldots, S+N \) into \( P \) chunks of size \( C \), and schedules up to \( P \) nodes to concurrently execute \( F \) with different indices. A node schedules multiple threads to run \( C \) lambda instances allowing arbitrary reads and writes to DDSs.

If the lambda expression modifies a DDS, then data conflicts will happen. Although ML algorithms are error-tolerant [23], some algorithms, like Coordinate Descent Lasso [29, 45], LDA [5, 53], and SGDMF [18, 28] converge slowly in the presence of numerical errors due to data conflicts. Following previous work [26], STRADS-AP runtime improves statistical progress by avoiding data conflicts using data conflict-free scheduling for lambda executions. Figure 2(c) shows an example use of AsyncFor implementing SGDMF.

**SyncFor** parallelizes the loop over the input data. It splits input data into \( P \) chunks, where each chunk is processed by \( P \) nodes in parallel. Each node processes its data chunk, updating a local replica of model parameters.

SyncFor takes five arguments: the input data \( D \) of type DDS[T], the size of a mini-batch \( M \), a C++ lambda expression \( F \), a synchronization option (BSP, SSP, or Hybrid), and a flag indicating whether it should perform Reconnaissance Execution (Section 4.2). The runtime partitions the input data chunk of a node into \( L \) mini-batches of size \( M \) (typically \( L \) is much larger than the number of threads per node), and then schedules multiple threads to process mini-batches concurrently. A thread executes the lambda expression with a local copy of captured variables, and allows reads and writes only to the local copy while running \( F \). At the end of processing a mini-batch, a separate per-node thread synchronizes the local copy of only those DDSs captured by reference across the nodes, and synchronizes local threads according to the sync option. Figure 4 shows an example use of SyncFor that reimplements Google’s Word2vec model [22].

By default, SyncFor performs averaging aggregation of model parameters. Users can override this behavior by registering an application-specific aggregation function to a DDS through RegisterAggregationFunc() method.

### 4 Implementation

This section covers important details of STRADS-AP implementation: the driver program execution (Section 4.1), Reconnaissance Execution (Section 4.2), DDSs (Section 4.3), Concurrency Control (Section 4.4), and STRADS-AP preprocessor (Section 4.5).

#### 4.1 Execution of Driver Program

In the STRADS-AP driver program, the statements are classified into three categories: sequential statements, STRADS-AP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distributed Data Structures (DDSs)</td>
<td>dvector[T] A distributed vector of type T elements with per-element read/write access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dmap[K,V] A distributed map of [K,V] element pairs of type K and V with per-element read/write access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dmultimap[K,V] A distributed multimap of [K,V] element pairs of type K and V with per-element read/write access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loop Operators</td>
<td>AsyncFor(int64 S, int64 E, UDF F) Parallelizes closure F over indices [S, E] in isolated manner—avoiding data conflicts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SyncFor(DDS[T] &amp;D, int M, UDF F, SyncOpt S, bool RE) Parallelizes closure F over minibatches of M each of size using synchronization option S in data-parallel manner. RE indicates whether to perform Reconnaissance Execution(§ 4.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
typedef vector<word> T1;
typedef vector<array<float, vec_size>> T2;
vector<T1> &inputD = ReadFromFile<T1>(path, parser);
dvector<T2> &syn0 = MakeVector<T2>(vocsize, initrow1);
dvector<T2> &syn1 = MakeVector<T2>(vocsize, initrow1);
float alpha = 0.025;
int W = 5, N = 10;
vector<int> &stable = InitUnigramTable();
expTable = MakeExpTable();
for(int i = 0; i < maxiter; i++){
    SyncFor(inputD, mini-batchsize,
        [W, N, alpha, dtable, &syn0, &syn1]
    const vector<T1> &m | {
        // for each window in sentence, pick up N words
        // for each word in the window
        // run N negative sampling using dist. table
        // r/w to N rows of Syn0 and Syn1 tables
    }}, Hybrid, false);
}

Figure 4: Reimplementing Google’s Word2vec model using STRADS-AP API.

data processing statements, and STRADS-AP loop statements. The runtime maintains a state machine with one state per category to keep track of the type of code to execute. A driver node starts the driver program in sequential state, and performs sequential execution locally until the first invocation of a STRADS-AP operator. On a STRADS-AP operator invocation, the state machine switches to the corresponding state and the runtime parallelizes the operator over multiple nodes. At the completion of the STRADS-AP operator, the runtime switches back to sequential state and continues running the program locally.

The key challenges of the STRADS-AP runtime design are: (1) full automation of concurrency control when parallelizing loop operators, and (2) reducing the latency of accessing DDS elements located on remote nodes. To address these challenges, STRADS-AP implements Reconnaissance Execution.

### 4.2 Reconnaissance Execution

The runtime system keeps track of the number of invocations of all loop operators in the driver program. On the first invocation of a loop operator, the runtime starts Reconnaissance Execution (RE)—a virtual execution of the loop operator. RE is a read-only execution that performs all reads to DDSs, and discovers read/write sets for individual loop bodies. A read/write access record of a loop body is a list of tuples, each consisting of a DDS identifier and a list of read/write element indices.

The runtime uses a read/write set for two purposes: (1) performing dependency analysis and generating a data conflict-free scheduling plan for concurrent execution of loop bodies in the AsyncFor operator, and (2) prefetching and caching of DDS elements on remote nodes for low-latency access during the real execution.

For the SyncFor operator, when the parameter access is sparse (that is, a small portion of parameters are accessed when processing a mini-batch), the runtime reduces the amount of data transferred by referring to access records of RE. However, in applications with dense parameter access, (that is, most parameters are accessed when processing a mini-batch), RE does not help to improve the performance. Therefore, the SyncFor operator’s boolean RE parameter (Table 2) allows users to skip RE and prefetch/cache all elements of DDSs captured by the corresponding lambda expression.

To reduce RE overhead, STRADS-AP runs it once per parallel loop operator in the driver program, and reuses read/write set for subsequent iterations. This optimization is based on two assumptions about ML workloads: (1) iterativeness—a loop operator is repeated many times until convergence, and (2) static control flow—read/write sets of loop bodies do not change over different iterations. That is, the control flow of the inner loop does not depend on model parameter values. Both assumptions are routinely accepted in ML algorithms [3–5, 8, 17, 24, 28, 30, 41, 45, 51–53, 55].

### 4.3 Distributed Data Structures

On the surface, a DDS is a C++ class template that provides index- or key-based uniform access operator. Under the hood, the elements of a DDS are stored in a distributed in-memory key-value store as key-value pairs. The key is uniquely composed of the table id plus the element index for dvector, and the table id plus the element key for dmap/dmultimap. Each node in a cluster runs a server of the distributed key-value store containing the elements of a DDS partitioned by the key hash. The implementation of DDS class template reduces the element access latency by prefetching and caching remote elements based on the access records generated by RE (Section 4.2).

The DDSs achieve fault-tolerance through checkpointing. At the completion of a STRADS-AP operator that runs on DDSs, the runtime takes snapshots of any DDSs that were modified or created by the operator. The checkpoint I/O time overhead is negligible because ML programs are compute-intensive, and the input data DDSs are not checkpointed (except once at creation), as they are read-only.

The traditional approach to checkpointing is to dump the whole program state onto storage during the checkpoint, and load the state from the last successful checkpoint during the recovery. Since an ML program may have an arbitrary number of non-DDS variables (like hyper-parameters), the traditional approach would require users to write boilerplate code for saving and restoring the state of these variables, reducing productivity and increasing opportunities for introducing bugs. Therefore, STRADS-AP takes a different approach to checkpointing that obviates the need for such boilerplate code.

Upon a node failure, STRADS-AP restarts the application program in fast re-execution mode. In this mode, when the runtime encounters a parallel operator op executing iteration i, it first checks to see whether a checkpoint for op exists. If yes, the runtime skips the execution of op, and loads the DDS state from the checkpoint. Otherwise, it continues normal execution. Hence, the state of non-DDS variables are quickly and correctly restored without forcing the users to write extra code.
4.4 Concurrency Control

STRADS-AP implements two concurrency control engines: (1) **serializable engine** for the AsyncFor operator; and (2) **data-parallel engine** for the SyncFor operator. Both engines use the read/write set from Reconnaissance Execution (Section 4.2) for prefetching remote DDS elements, while the serializable engine also uses it for making data conflict-free execution plans.

4.4.1 Serializable Engine for AsyncFor

In the serializable engine, a task is defined as the loop body with a unique loop index value \( i \), which ranges from \( S \) to \( E \), where \( S \) and \( E \) are AsyncFor arguments (Table 2). The serializable engine implements a scheduler module that takes the read/write set from RE, analyzes data dependencies, generates a dependency graph, and generates a parallel execution plan that avoids data conflicts. To increase parallelism, the serializable engine may change the execution order of tasks assuming that any serial reordering of the loop body executions is acceptable. This assumption is also routinely accepted in ML computations [26, 33, 39].

The scheduler divides the loop bodies into \( N \) task groups, where \( N \) is much larger than the number of nodes in a cluster, using an algorithm that combines the ideas of static scheduling from STRADS [26] and connected component-based scheduling from Cyclades [39]. The algorithm allows dependencies within a task group but ensures no dependency across task groups. At runtime, the scheduler places task groups on nodes, where each node keeps a pool of task groups.

To balance the load, serializable engine runs a greedy algorithm that sorts task groups in the descending order of size, and assigns task groups to the node whose load is the smallest so far. Once task group placements are finalized, the runtime system starts the execution of the loop operator.

The execution begins by each node initializing DDSs to prefetch necessary elements from the key-value store into a per-node DDS cache. Then each node creates a user-specified number of threads, and dispatches task groups from the task pool to the threads. All threads on a node access the per-node DDS cache without locking, since each thread executes a task group sequentially, and the scheduling algorithm guarantees that there will be no data conflicts across the task groups. In the case of an excessively large task group, we split it among the threads and use locking to avoid data races, which leads to non-deterministic execution.

To reduce scheduling overhead, the serializable engine caches the scheduling plan and reuses it over multiple iterations based on the aforementioned assumptions (Section 4.2). Hence, the overhead of RE and computing a scheduling plan is amortized over multiple iterations.

4.4.2 Data-Parallel Engine for SyncFor

In the data-parallel engine, a task is defined as the loop body with a mini-batch of \( D \) with size \( M \), where \( D \) and \( M \) are SyncFor arguments (Table 2). Hence, a single SyncFor call generates multiple tasks with different mini-batches. The engine places the tasks on nodes that hold the associated mini-batches, where nodes form a pool of assigned tasks.

Similar to the serializable engine, an execution begins by each node initializing DDSs to prefetch necessary elements from the key-value store into the per-node DDS cache, based on the read/write set from RE, and continues by creating a user-specified number of threads.

Unlike the serializable engine, the threads contain a per-thread cache, and are not allowed to access the per-node cache, since in this case there is no guarantee of data conflict-free access. When a node dispatches a task from the task pool to a thread, it copies the parameter values from the per-node cache to the per-thread cache.

Upon task completion, a thread returns the delta between the computed parameter values and the starting parameter values. The node dispatches a new task to the thread, accumulates deltas from all threads, and synchronizes per-node cache with the key-value store by sending the aggregate delta and pulling fresh parameter values.

The SyncFor operator allows users to choose among BSP, SSP, and Hybrid (Section 3.2.2) models of parallelizing ML computations. The BSP [46] and SSP [23] models are well-known, and our implementation follows previous work. Hybrid, on the other hand, is a lesser-known model [25]. It allows lock-free asynchronous update of parameters among threads within a node (Hogwild! [38]), but synchronizes across machines at fixed intervals. In the Hybrid model, a node creates a single DDS cache that is accessed by all threads without taking locks. When all of the threads complete a single task, which denotes a subiteration, the node synchronizes the DDS cache with the key-value store.

4.5 STRADS-AP Preprocessor

While there exist mature serialization libraries for C++, none of them support serializing lambda function objects. The lack of reflection capability in C++, and the fact that lambda functions are implemented as anonymous function objects [36], make serializing lambda challenging. We overcome this challenge by implementing a preprocessor that analyzes the source code using Clang AST Matcher library [10], identifies the types of STRADS-AP operator arguments, and generates RPC stub code and a uniquely-named function object for each lambda expression that is passed to STRADS-AP operators.

The preprocessor also analyzes the source code to see if it declares DDSs of user-defined types. While DDSs of built-in types are automatically serialized using Boost Serialization library [6], for user-defined types the library requires adding bootstrap code, which is automatically added by the preprocessor.

5 Debugging STRADS-AP Applications

STRADS-AP supports two debugging modes: (1) **cluster replay** mode, and (2) **single-node replay** mode. Currently, STRADS-AP debugging modes support only serializable parallel execution generated by AsyncFor operator whose
shows the execution time

We evaluate STRADS-AP on (1) application performance, and (2) programmer productivity, using the following real world ML applications: SGDMF, Multinomial Logistic Regression (MLR), Word2vec, and TransE [7]. summarized in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Serial</th>
<th>OpenMP</th>
<th>MPI</th>
<th>STRADS-AP</th>
<th>TF</th>
<th>Spark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SGDMF</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word2vec</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TransE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: ML programs used for benchmarking. Serial and OpenMP are single core and multi-core applications on a shared-memory machine, respectively, while the rest are distributed parallel applications. MPI applications use OpenMP for shared-memory parallelism within the nodes.

execution can be non-deterministic (Section 4.4.1). The support for SyncFor operator is in progress. Cluster Replay: The AsyncFor operator allows non-deterministic execution for achieving high performance. Instead of predefined deterministic execution [32], STRADS-AP logs the execution order including lock grant ordering and message ordering, and allows users to replay the log. For this purpose, STRADS-AP implements record/replay modules. The record module records the ordering of lock grantings in every node, and the ordering of message arrivals in the DDS key-value store into persistent storage. To avoid coordination overhead and bottlenecks of a single node, each node records partial ordering locally, without making a total ordering. When replaying the log, each node enforces the same partial order. Single-node Replay: Debugging an ML program can be classified into two categories: (1) search for a traditional software bug, and (2) the inspection of the optimization path. Unfortunately, these debugging tasks are not easy to do in a distributed environment since step-by-step tracing of a distributed application is hard. To address this problem, STRADS-AP offers single-node replay mode for parallel ML applications. The single-node replay mode takes a parallel execution log, and replays the ordering in a single node setting, where users can trace the program execution using a debugger like GDB.

6 Evaluation

We evaluate STRADS-AP on (1) application performance, and (2) programmer productivity, using the following real world ML applications: SGDMF, Multinomial Logistic Regression (MLR), Word2vec, and TransE [7]. summarized in Table 4.

For performance evaluation, as a baseline we implement these applications as (1) a sequential C++ application, (2) a single-node shared-memory parallel C++ application using OpenMP, and (3) a distributed- and shared-memory parallel C++ application using MPI and OpenMP. We then compare the iteration throughput (time per epoch) and the statistical accuracy of Spark, TensorFlow (TF), and STRADS-AP implementations of these applications to those of the baselines, while running them on real datasets shown in Table 3. For brevity, in the rest of the paper, when we mention that an application is implemented using MPI, we mean that it uses OpenMP on a single node and MPI among the nodes.

For productivity evaluation, we conduct two user studies on a group of students with Word2vec and TransE applications. As a measure of productivity, we count the lines of code produced, and measure the time it took students to convert a serial implementation of the algorithm into a STRADS-AP implementation.

All experiments were run on a cluster with 16 machines each with 64 GB of memory and 16-core Intel Xeon E5520 CPUs, running Ubuntu 16.04 Linux distribution, connected with 40 Gbps Ethernet network. The reported numbers are the averages of at least three runs. Error bars are not included due to low variance among the runs.

6.1 Word2Vec

Word2vec is a Natural Language Processing (NLP) model developed by Google that computes vector representations of words, called “word embeddings”. These representations can be used for various NLP tasks, such as discovering semantic similarity. Word2vec can be implemented using two architectures: continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) or continuous skip-gram, the latter of which produces more accurate results for large datasets [22].

We implement the skip-gram architecture in STRADS-AP based on Google’s open source multithreaded implementation [22] written in C. We make two changes to Google’s implementation: (1) modify it to keep all the input data in memory to avoid I/O during training, and (2) replace POSIX threads with OpenMP. After our changes, we observe 6% increase in performance on 16 cores. We then run our improved implementation using a single thread for the serial baseline, and using 16 threads on 16 cores for the shared-memory parallel baseline.

Google recently released a highly-optimized multithreaded Word2vec [21] implementation on TensorFlow with two custom kernel operators written in C++. As of now, Google has not yet released a distributed version of Word2vec on TensorFlow. Therefore, we extend Google’s implementation to run in a data-parallel distributed setting. To this end, we modify the kernel operators to work on partitions of input data, and synchronize parameters among nodes using MPI.

Performance Evaluation: Figure 5 shows the execution time
of Word2vec for 10 iterations with a 1 billion word data set. On 256 cores (16 machines), MPI performs better than TensorFlow and STRADS-AP by 9.4% and 10.1%, respectively; that is, a STRADS-AP program obtained by mechanical changes to serial code matches the performance of a highly optimized TensorFlow program. The higher performance of an MPI program stems from the serialization overhead in TensorFlow and STRADS-AP. The MPI implementation stores parameters in arrays of built-in types, and uses in-place MPI_Allreduce call to operate on values directly. STRADS-AP outperforms serial and OpenMP implementations by 45× and 8.7×, respectively.

Table 5 shows the similarity test accuracy [15] and the analogy test accuracy [37] for distributed Word2Vec implementations on a 1 billion word dataset, after 10 iterations. The bottom table shows respective values for the serial and OpenMP implementations.

Figure 5: Time for 10 iterations of Word2Vec on a 1 billion word dataset [9] with vector size = 100, window = 5, negative sample count = 10.

![Figure 5](image)

Table 5: The top table reports similarity test accuracy [15], and analogy test accuracy [37] for distributed Word2Vec implementations on a 1 billion word dataset, after 10 iterations. The bottom table shows respective values for the serial and OpenMP implementations.

Table 6: Line counts of model implementations using different frameworks. Unless specified next to the lines counts, the language is C++. *TensorFlow implementation of Word2vec has 282 lines in Python and 364 lines in C++.

![Table 6](image)

Figure 6: The left figure shows time for a single iteration. We run the TensorFlow implementation with a minibatch size of 500 and 1,000. STRADS-AP and MPI implementations do not use vector instructions, therefore, we run them with a minibatch size of 1. Serial and OpenMP implementations (omitted from the graph) also run with a minibatch size of 1, and take 3,380 and 467 seconds to complete, respectively. The right figure shows prediction accuracy as the training progresses. While each implementation runs for 60 iterations, the graph shows only the time until all of them converge to a stable value.

6.2 Multinomial Logistic Regression

We implement a serial, OpenMP, MPI, TensorFlow, and STRADS-AP versions of MLR. Our distributed TensorFlow implementation uses TensorFlow parameter servers, and is based on the MNIST code in the TensorFlow repository. Similar to other implementations in our benchmark, our TensorFlow implementation preloads the dataset into memory before starting the training, and uses the Gradient Descent optimizer.

Performance Evaluation: Figure 6 shows single iteration time on 25% of the ImageNet dataset [43] on the left, and accuracy after 60 iterations on the right. TensorFlow makes heavy use of vector instructions, which explains the 30% decrease in runtime when increasing the minibatch size from 500 to 1,000, and almost two times shorter runtime than MPI and STRADS-
AP implementations, which do not use vector instructions. On the other hand, as the right graph in Figure 6 shows, TensorFlow sacrifices accuracy for higher throughput. Unlike the MPI and STRADS-AP implementations that achieve 99.5% accuracy after about 2,800 seconds, the accuracy of TensorFlow remains under 98.4 even after 4,000 seconds. The difference in accuracy is due to STRADS-AP and MPI implementations running with a minibatch size of 1, given that they do not use vector instructions. A single iteration of TensorFlow with a minibatch size of 1 (for which it was not optimized) took about 6 hours, which we omitted from the graph.

**Productivity Evaluation:** Table 6 shows the line counts of MLR implementations in the second column. The TensorFlow implementation has 38% and 50% fewer lines than the STRADS-AP and MPI implementations, respectively, because while both of the latter implement large chunks of code to compute gradients and apply them to parameters, TensorFlow hides all of these under library function calls. On the other hand, most of the TensorFlow implementation consists of code for partitioning data and setting up the cluster and parameter server variables. This is counter-productive for users who do not want to deal with cluster setup and data partitioning, but want to change the algorithms.

### 6.3 Matrix Factorization

We already covered (Section 2.1) the implementation details and performance evaluation of solving Matrix Factorization algorithm using SGD optimization (SGDMF). Therefore, we continue with the productivity evaluation.

**Productivity evaluation:** Table 6 shows line counts of SGDMF implementations in the third column. SGDMF implementation in Scala, even after including the line count for Gemulla’s Strata scheduling algorithm (Section 2.1.4), has about 15% fewer lines than STRADS-AP implementation. This is not surprising, given that functional languages like Scala tend to have more expressive power than imperative languages like C++. However, the difficulty of implementing the Strata scheduling algorithm is not captured well in the line count. Figuring out how to implement this algorithm using the limited Spark primitives, and tuning the performance so that the lineage graph would not consume all the memory on the cluster took us about a week, whereas deriving STRADS-AP implementation from the pseudocode took us about an hour.

The line count of MPI is higher than serial code due to Strata scheduling implementation and manual data partitioning.

### 6.4 User Study

To further evaluate the productivity gains of using STRADS-AP, we conducted two more user studies. In the first study, as a capstone project we assigned a graduate student to implement a distributed version of Word2vec using STRADS-AP and MPI, after studying Google’s C implementation [22]. The student had C and C++ programming experience, and had just finished an introductory ML course. After studying the reference source code, the student spent about an hour studying the STRADS-AP API and experimenting with it. It then took him about two hours to deliver a working distributed Word2vec implemented with STRADS-AP API. On the other hand, it took the student two days to deliver a distributed Word2vec implemented with MPI. The MPI implementation was not able to match the STRADS-AP implementation in terms of accuracy and performance until the student had invested two weeks of performance optimizations.

In the second study, we conducted an experiment similar to a programming exam, with five graduate students. We provided the students with a two-page STRADS-AP API documentation, example serial MLR code, and the corresponding STRADS-AP code. We then gave the students a serial C++ program written by an external NLP research group that implemented the TransE [7] graph embedding algorithm, and asked them to produce a distributed version of the same program using STRADS-AP.

Table 7 shows the breakdown of times each student spent at different phases of the experiment, including the students’ backgrounds, and the primary challenges they faced. While most students lacked proficiency in C++, they still managed to complete the conversion in a reasonable amount of time. Student 5, who was the most proficient in C++, finished the experiment in 1.5 hours, while Student 1 took 2.4 hours, most of which he spent in the last subtask debugging syntax errors, after breezing through the previous subtasks. Feedback from the participants indicated that (1) converting serial code into STRADS-AP code was straightforward because data structures, the control flow, and optimization functions in the serial program were reusable with a few changes, and (2) the lack of C++ familiarity was the main challenge. The list of reported

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Major (Main PL)</th>
<th>C++ Skill Level</th>
<th>[T1]</th>
<th>[T2]</th>
<th>[T3]</th>
<th>[T4]</th>
<th>[T5]</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student 1</td>
<td>Data Mining (Python)</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>Lack of C/C++ experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student 2</td>
<td>Data Mining (Java)</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>Lack of C/C++ experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student 3</td>
<td>Machine Learning (Python)</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>Lack of C/C++ experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student 4</td>
<td>Compilers (Java)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>Lack of ML programming familiarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student 5</td>
<td>Systems (C++)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: The breakdown of times (in hours) of five students that converted the serial implementation of the TransE [7] graph embedding algorithm to a distributed STRADS-AP implementation. We split the conversion task into five subtasks: [T1] understand the algorithm, [T2] understand the reference serial code, [T3] review STRADS-AP API guide, [T4] review the provided serial MLR code and the corresponding STRADS-AP code, [T5] convert the serial implementation to STRADS-AP implementation.
mistakes included C++ syntax errors, forgetting to resize local C++ STL vectors before populating them, and an attempt to create a nested DDS, which STRADS-AP does not currently support. We evaluated the students’ implementations by running them on FreeBase-15K [7] dataset for 1000 iterations with vector size of 50. The students’ implementations were about 22× faster than the serial implementation on 128 cores, averaging at 45.3% accuracy, compared to 46.1% accuracy achieved by the serial implementation.

6.5 Scope and Limitations of STRADS-AP
STRADS-AP facilitates converting serial ML programs into distributed ML programs with minimal changes. Our evaluation shows that the converted ML programs achieve performance comparable to hand-tuned distributed implementations, and to implementations written using ML-specialized frameworks. To achieve higher performance, STRADS-AP relies on two optimizations: reordering of loop indices to find more opportunities for parallelism, and reuse of RE output to amortize the overhead of running RE and making scheduling decision over multiple iterations. These optimizations require ML programs to meet three assumptions: serializability (4.4.1), iterativeness (4.2), and static control flow (4.2). Fortunately, these three assumptions are commonly found in a broad range of ML applications. However, STRADS-AP has some limitations on its expressiveness. For example, it does not support nested parallel loops and user defined data structures having nested DDSs.

7 Related Work
STRADS-AP’s design elements rely on a body of previous work. The virtual iteration of IterStore parameter server [11] inspired Reconnaissance Execution (RE). IterStore uses the read/write set only for prefetching parameters into nodes from the parameter server. STRADS-AP, however, uses the read/write set for generating a data conflict-free execution schedule as well as prefetching.

Calvin [44] introduces reconnaissance queries for efficient distributed transactions with low locking overhead. However, Calvin cannot reuse the results of the query because DBMS workloads do not generally have the iterativeness and static control flow properties of ML workloads. STRADS-AP runtime runs RE on just the first invocation, and the output of RE is reused for every iteration until convergence, amortizing the cost of RE.

OpenMP [12] and Distributed R [42] are popular among ML programmers and provide parallel loop operators. However they lack the support of high-level abstractions to parallelize ML programs in which the ML training routine has data dependencies. For example, when loop bodies of a parallel loop have data dependencies on shared ML model parameters, OpenMP and Distributed R delegate concurrency control to the ML programmer. This requires ML programmers to write routines for aggregating shared parameters in the case of synchronous parallel execution, and handling data dependencies in the case of asynchronous execution. On the contrary, the STRADS-AP runtime hides parameter aggregation and concurrency control from ML programmers through Sync/Async loop operators.

GraphLab [19, 33], Cyclades [39], and STRADS [26, 29] present ML scheduling ideas that avoid executing updates with data conflicts to improve statistical progress per iteration. However, GraphLab expects users to express a serial ML algorithm using GAS (Gather, Apply, Scatter) primitives, Cyclades targets a single shared-memory machine, limiting scalability, and STRADS requires users to design and implement data conflict-free scheduling strategy. STRADS-AP addresses all of these limitations by (1) allowing users to convert a serial program into parallel program through mechanical changes, (2) scaling out to an arbitrary-sized cluster, and (3) automatically generating data conflict-free execution schedules.

More recently, Orion [49] proposed automatic parallelization using static analysis of matrix index access patterns. STRADS-AP and Orion [49] share the same goal of automating scheduling decision. However, while Orion targets ML programs written in Julia scripting language, STRADS-AP targets C++ ML programs because there are a large number of serial ML programs in written in C++. This difference in the choice of programming language leads us to explore substantially different design options, such as STL-like DDSs and dynamic analysis, instead of distributed matrix and static analysis. Specifically, Orion’s static analysis requires that data dependencies are determined statically in the form of a linear combination of loop variables. This assumption does not hold frequently in real-world ML applications. On the contrary, STRADS-AP performs dynamic analysis that captures data accesses and dependencies at runtime without relying on such assumptions.

8 Conclusion
Despite the availability of a plethora of frameworks for distributed Machine Learning (ML) programming, we believe distributed ML programming is still unnecessarily complicated. Each framework comes with its own restricted programming model and abstractions, its inefficiencies, and peculiarities that add to the growing list of things that data scientists should master. We take a step back and ask: how can we take a serial imperative implementation of an ML model, and parallelize it over a cluster with minimal effort from the user.

Our answer is STRADS-AP—a distributed ML framework, which is a combination of a runtime and an API comprised of Distributed Data Structures (DDSs) and parallel loop operators. Using four real-world applications, we show that STRADS-AP allows data scientists to easily convert a serial implementation of an ML model to a distributed implementation that achieves performance comparable to hand-tuned MPI and TensorFlow implementations, while outperforming a Spark implementation by more than an order of magnitude.
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**Abstract**

Reconfiguring NoSQL databases under changing workload patterns is crucial for maximizing database throughput. This is challenging because of the large configuration parameter search space with complex interdependencies among the parameters. While state-of-the-art systems can automatically identify close-to-optimal configurations for static workloads, they suffer for dynamic workloads as they overlook three fundamental challenges: (1) Estimating performance degradation during the reconfiguration process (such as due to database restart). (2) Predicting how transient the new workload pattern will be. (3) Respecting the application’s availability requirements during reconfiguration. Our solution, SOPHIA, addresses all these shortcomings using an optimization technique that combines workload prediction with a cost-benefit analyzer. SOPHIA computes the relative cost and benefit of each reconfiguration step, and determines an optimal reconfiguration for a future time window. This plan specifies when to change configurations and to what, to achieve the best performance without degrading data availability. We demonstrate its effectiveness for three different workloads: a multi-tenant, global-scale metagenomics repository (MG-RAST), a bus-tracking application (Tiramisu), and an HPC data-analytics system, all with varying levels of workload complexity and demonstrating dynamic workload changes. We compare SOPHIA’s performance in throughput and tail-latency over various baselines for two popular NoSQL databases, Cassandra and Redis.

1 **Introduction**

Automatically tuning database management systems (DBMS) is challenging due to their plethora of performance-related parameters and the complex interdependencies among subsets of these parameters [45, 64, 17]. For example, Cassandra has 56 performance tuning parameters and Redis has 46 such parameters. Several prior works like Rafiki [45], OtterTune [64], BestConfig [69], and others [17, 62, 61], have solved the problem of optimizing a DBMS when workload characteristics relevant to the data operations are relatively static. We call these “static configuration tuners”. However, these solutions cannot decide on a set of configurations over a window of time in which the workloads are changing, i.e., what configuration to change to and when. Further, existing solutions cannot perform the reconfiguration of a cluster of database instances without degrading data availability.

Workload changes lead to new optimal configurations. However, it is not always desirable to switch to new configurations because the new workload pattern may be short-lived. Each reconfiguration action in clustered databases incurs costs because the server instance often needs to be restarted for the new configuration to take effect, causing a transient hit to performance during the reconfiguration period. In the case of dynamic workloads, the new workload may not last long enough for the reconfiguration cost to be recouped over a time window of interest to the system owner. Therefore, a proactive technique is required to estimate when executing a reconfiguration is going to be globally beneficial.

Fundamentally, this is where the drawback of all prior approaches to automatic performance tuning of DBMS lies— in the face of dynamic changes to the workload, they are either silent on when to reconfigure or perform a naïve reconfiguration whenever the workload changes. We show that a naïve reconfiguration, which is oblivious to the reconfiguration cost, actually degrades the performance for dynamic workloads relative to the default configurations and also relative to the best static configuration achieved using a static tuner with historical data from the system (Figure 3). For example, during periods of high dynamism in the read-write switches in a metagenomics workload in the largest metagenomics portal called MG-RAST [50], naïve reconfiguration degrades throughput by a substantial 61.8% over default.

**Our Solution:** We develop an online reconfiguration system—SOPHIA—for a NoSQL cluster comprising of multiple server instances, which is applicable to dynamic workloads with various rates of workload shifts. SOPHIA uses historical traces of the workload to train a workload predictor, which is used at runtime to predict future workload
patterns. Workload prediction is a challenging problem and has been studied in many prior works [43, 19, 51]. However, the workload predictor itself is not a contribution of S\textsuperscript{OPHIA}, and it can operate with any workload predictor with sufficiently accurate and long-horizon predictions. S\textsuperscript{OPHIA} searches the vast space of all possible reconfiguration plans, and hence determines the best plan through a novel Cost-Benefit-Analysis (CBA) scheme. For each shift in the predicted workload trace, S\textsuperscript{OPHIA} interacts with any existing static configuration tuner (we use RA\textsuperscript{FI}KI in our work because it is already engineered for NoSQL databases and is publicly available [15]), to quickly provide the optimal point configurations for the new workload and the estimated benefit from this new configuration. S\textsuperscript{OPHIA} performs the CBA analysis, taking into account the predicted duration of the new workload and the estimated benefit from each reconfiguration step. Finally, for each reconfiguration step in the selected plan, S\textsuperscript{OPHIA} initiates a distributed protocol to reconfigure the cluster without degrading data availability and maintaining the required data consistency requirement. During its reconfiguration, S\textsuperscript{OPHIA} can deal with different replication factors (RF) and consistency level (CL) requirements specified by the user. It ensures that the data remains continuously available through the reconfiguration process, with the required CL. This is done by controlling the number of server instances that are concurrently reconfigured. However, this is only possible when RF>CL. In cases where RF=CL, reconfiguring any node in the cluster will degrade data availability as every request will require a response from every replica before it is returned to the user. Therefore, we also implement an aggressive variant of our system (S\textsuperscript{OPHIA-AGGRESSIVE}), which relaxes the data availability requirement in exchange for faster reconfiguration and hence better performance.

**Evaluation Cases**

We evaluate S\textsuperscript{OPHIA} on two NoSQL databases, Cassandra [39] and Redis [7]. The first use case is based on real workload traces from the metagenomics analysis pipeline, MG-RAST [9, 49]. It is a global-scale metagenomics por-

![Figure 1: Workflow of S\textsuperscript{OPHIA} with offline model building and the online operation, plus the new components of our system. It also shows the interactions with the NoSQL cluster and a static configuration tuner, which comes from prior work.](image1)

![Figure 2: The effect of reconfiguration on the performance of the system. S\textsuperscript{OPHIA} uses the workload duration information to estimate the cost and benefit of each reconfiguration step and generates plans that are globally beneficial.](image2)
switch over the cluster to the new configuration while respecting the data consistency guarantees and keeping data continuously available to users.

First, we show the improvement of using SOPHIA to tune a Cassandra cluster. Afterwards, we show how SOPHIA can be used to tune Redis and improve its performance. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of our solution SOPHIA. We provide a background on Cassandra and its sensitivity to configuration parameters and on static configuration tuners in Section 3. We describe our solution in Section 4. We provide details of the workloads and our implementation in Section 5. We give the evaluation results in Section 6 and finally conclude.

2 Overview of SOPHIA

Here we give an overview of the workflow and the main components of SOPHIA. A schematic of the system is shown in Fig. 1. Details of each component are in Sec. 4.

SOPHIA runs as a separate entity outside the Cassandra cluster. It measures the workload by intercepting and observing received queries at the entry point(s) to Cassandra. Periodically, SOPHIA queries the Workload Predictor (box 1 in figure) to determine if any future workload changes exist that may merit a reconfiguration—no change also contributes information for the SOPHIA algorithm. Also, an event-driven trigger occurs when the predictor identifies a workload change. The prediction model is initially trained from representative workload traces from prior runs of the application and incrementally updated with additional data as SOPHIA operates. With the predicted workload, SOPHIA queries a static configuration tuner that provides the optimal configuration for a single point in time in the predicted workload. The static configuration tuner is initially trained on the same traces from the system as the workload predictor. Similarly, the static configuration tuner is also trained incrementally like the workload predictor.

The Dynamic Configuration Optimizer (box 2) generates a time-varying reconfiguration plan for a given look-ahead window using cost-benefit analysis (CBA). This plan gives both the time points when reconfiguration should be initiated and the new configuration parameters at each such time point. The CBA considers both the static, point solution information and the estimated, time-varying workload information. It is run every look-ahead time window apart or when the workload characteristics have changed significantly enough. The Controller (box 3) initiates a distributed protocol to gracefully switch the cluster to new configurations in the reconfiguration plan (Sec.4.5). This controller is conceptually centralized but replicated and distributed in implementation using off-the-shelf tools like ZooKeeper. SOPHIA decides how many instances to switch concurrently such that the cluster always satisfies the user’s availability and consistency requirements. The Workload Predictor is located at a point where it can observe the aggregate workload such as at a gateway to the database cluster or by querying each database instance for its near past workload profile. The Dynamic Configuration Optimizer runs at a dedicated node close to the workload monitor. A distributed component runs on each node to apply the new reconfiguration plan.

Cost-Benefit Analysis in the Reconfiguration Plan

Each reconfiguration has a cost, due to changing parameters that require restarting or otherwise degrading the database services, e.g., by flushing the cache. The CBA in SOPHIA calculates the costs of implementing a reconfiguration plan by determining the number, duration, and magnitude of degradations. If a reconfiguration plan is found globally beneficial, the controller initiates the plan, else it is rejected. This insight, and the resulting protocol design to decide whether and when to reconfigure, are the fundamental contributions of SOPHIA.

Now we give a specific example of this cost-benefit trade-off from real MG-RAST workload traces. Consider the example in Fig. 2 where we apply SOPHIA’s reconfiguration plan to a cluster of 2 servers with an availability requirement that at least 1 of 2 be online (i.e. CL=1). The Cassandra cluster starts with a read-heavy workload but with a configuration C1 (Cassandra’s default), which favors a write-heavy workload and is therefore suboptimal. With this configuration, the cluster provides a throughput of ~40,000 ops/s and a tail latency of 102 ms (P99), but a better read-optimized configuration C2 exists, providing ~50,000 ops/s and a tail latency of 83 ms. The Cassandra cluster is reconfigured to the new C2 configuration setting, using SOPHIA’s controller, resulting in a temporary throughput loss due to the transient unavailability of the server instances as they undergo the reconfiguration, one instance at a time given the specified availability requirement. Also during the reconfiguration period, the tail latency increases to 122.5 ms on average. The two dips in throughput at 200 and 270 seconds correspond to the two server instances being reconfigured serially, in which two spikes in tail latency of 180 ms are observed. We plot, using the dashed line, the gain (benefit minus cost) over time in terms of the total # operations served relative to the default configuration. We see that there is a crossover point (the red X point) with the duration of the new workload pattern. If the predicted workload pattern lasts longer than this threshold (190 seconds from the beginning of reconfiguration in our example), then there is a gain from this step and SOPHIA would include it in the plan. Otherwise, the cost will outweigh the benefit, and any solution implemented without the CBA risks degrading the overall system performance. Thus, a naive solution (a simple extension of all existing static configuration tuners) that always reconfigures to the best configuration for the current workload will actually degrade performance for any reasonably fast-changing workload. Therefore, a workload predictor and a cost-benefit analysis model are needed to develop a reconfiguration plan that achieves globally optimal performance over time.
3 Background

Overview of Apache Cassandra: Cassandra is one of the most popular NoSQL databases that is being used by many companies such as Apple, eBay, Netflix and many others [8]. This is because of its durability, scalability, and fault-tolerance, which are essential features for production deployments with large volumes of data. To be able to support a wide range of applications and access patterns, Cassandra (like many other DBMS) exposes many configuration parameters that control its internal behavior and affect its performance. This is intended to customize the DBMS for widely different applications. According to the Cassandra architecture, it caches writes in an in-memory Log-structured merge tree [58] called Memtable for a certain period of time. Afterwards, all Memtables get flushed to their corresponding persistent representation on disk called SSTables. The same flushing process can be triggered if the size of the Memtable exceeds a specific threshold. A Memtable is always flushed to a new SSTable, which is never updated after construction. Consequently, a single key can be stored across many SSTables with different timestamps, and therefore a read request to that key will require Cassandra to scan through all existing SSTables and retrieve the one with the latest timestamp. To keep the number of SSTables manageable, Cassandra applies a compaction strategy, which combines a number of old SSTables into one while removing obsolete records. This achieves better performance for reads, but is also a heavy operation that consumes CPU and memory and can negatively impact the performance for writes during compaction.

Dynamic Workloads in Cassandra: Optimal values of these performance-sensitive parameters are dependent on the workload. For example, we find empirically that size-tiered compaction strategy achieves 44% better performance for write-heavy workloads than leveled compaction strategy, while leveled compaction strategy achieves 90% better performance for read-heavy workloads (Figure 3). When the workload changes, the optimal parameters for the new workload will likely change as well. An incremental approach is desired, rather than restarting all servers concurrently, which renders all the data unavailable during reconfiguration. Workloads in our pipeline have shifts in the number of requests/s and also the relative ratio of the different operations on the database (i.e., transaction mixture). Therefore, SOPHIA needs to react in an agile manner to such shifts. For example, MG-RAST traces show 443 sharp (more than 80% change) shift/day on average, mostly from read-heavy to write-heavy workloads and vice-versa. For the bus-tracking application, a smaller, but still significant, value of 63 shift/day is observed. The static tuners cannot handle such dynamism and cannot even pick a single parameter set that will on an average give the highest throughput aggregated over a window of time because of the lack of lookahead and also the lack of the Cost-Benefit analysis model.

4 Design of SOPHIA

SOPHIA seeks to answer the following two broad questions: When should the cluster be reconfigured? How should we apply the reconfiguration steps? The answer to the first question leads to what we call a reconfiguration plan. The answer to the second question is given by our distributed protocol that reconfigures the various server instances in rounds. Next, we describe SOPHIA’s components.

4.1 Workload Modeling and Forecasting: In a generic sense, we can define the workload at a particular point in time as a vector of various time-varying features:

\[ W(t) = \{ p_1(t), p_2(t), p_3(t), ..., p_n(t) \} \]

where the workload at time \( t \) is \( W(t) \) and \( p_i(t) \) is the time-varying \( i \)-th feature. These features may be directly measured from the database, such as the load (i.e., requests/s) and the occupancy level of the database, or they may come from the computing environment, such as the number of users or jobs in a batch queue. These features are application dependent and are identified by analyzing the application’s historical traces. Details for time-varying features of each application are described in Section 5. For workload forecasting, we discretized time into sliced \( T_d \) durations (= 30s in our model) to bound the memory and compute cost. We then predicted future workloads as:

\[ W(t_{k+1}) = f_{pred}(W(t_k), W(t_{k-1}), ..., W(t_0)) \]

where \( k \) is the current time index into \( T_d \)-wide steps. For ease of exposition for the rest of the paper, we drop the term \( T_d \), assuming implicitly that this is one time unit. The function \( f_{pred} \) is any function that can make such a prediction, and in SOPHIA, we utilize a simple Markov-Chain model for MG-RAST and Bus-Tracking, while we use a deterministic, fully accurate output from a batch scheduler for the HPC data analytics workload, i.e., a perfect \( f_{pred} \). However, more sophisticated estimators, such as neural networks [43, 31, 33], even with some degree of interpretability [32], have been used in other contexts and SOPHIA is modular enough to use any such predictor.

4.2 Adapting a Static Configuration Tuner for SOPHIA: SOPHIA uses a static configuration tuner (RAFIKI), designed to work with Cassandra, to output the best configuration for the workload at any given point in time. RAFIKI uses Analysis-of-variance (ANOVA) [55] in order to estimate the importance of each parameter. It selects the top-\( k \) parameters in its configuration optimization method, which is in turn determined by a significant drop-off in the importance score. The ability to adapt optimized “kernels” to build robust algorithms comes from our vision to accelerate the pipeline of creating efficient algorithms, conceptualized in Sarvavid [44]. The 7 highest performance-sensitive parameters for all three of our workloads are: (1) Compaction method, (2) # Memtable flush
writers, (3) Memory-table clean-up threshold, (4) Trickle 
fsync, (5) Row cache size, (6) Number of concurrent writers, 
and (7) Memory heap space. These parameters vary with re-
spect to the reconfiguration cost that they entail. The change 
to the compaction method incurs the highest cost as it causes 
every Cassandra instance to read all its SSTables and re-write 
them to the disk in the new format. However, due to inter-
dependability between these parameters, the compaction fre-
quency is still being controlled by reconfiguring the second 
and third parameters with the cost of a server restart. Simil-
arily, parameters 4, 6, 7 need a server restart for their new 
values to take effect and these cause the next highest level of 
cost. Finally, some parameters (parameter 5 in our set) can 
be reconfigured without needing a server restart and there-
fore have the least level of cost.

In general, the database system has a set of performance-
impact configuration parameters \( C = \{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n\} \) and 
the optimal configuration \( C_{\text{opt}} \) depends on the particular 
workload \( W(t) \) executing at that point in time. In order to 
optimize performance across time, SOPHIA needs the static 
tuner to provide an estimate of throughput for both the opti-
mal and the current configuration for any workload:

\[
H_{\text{sys}} = f_{\text{ops}}(W(t), C_{\text{sys}}) \tag{3}
\]

where \( H_{\text{sys}} \) is the throughput of the cluster of servers with a 
configuration \( C_{\text{sys}} \) and \( f_{\text{ops}}(W(t), C_{\text{sys}}) \) provides the system-
level throughput estimate. \( C_{\text{sys}} \) has \( N_s \times |C| \) dimensions for 
\( N_s \) servers and \( C \) different configurations. Cassandra by care-
ful design achieves efficient load balancing across multiple 
instances whereby each contributes approximately equally 
to the overall system throughput [39, 20]. Thus, we define 
a single server average performance as \( H_i = \frac{H_{\text{sys}}}{N_s} \).

From these models of throughput, optimal configurations 
can be selected for a given workload:

\[
C_{\text{opt}}(W(t)) = \arg \max_{C_{\text{sys}}} H_{\text{sys}} = \arg \max_{C_{\text{sys}}} f_{\text{ops}}(W(t), C_{\text{sys}}) \tag{4}
\]

In general, \( C_{\text{opt}} \) can be unique for each server, but in 
SOPHIA, it is the same across all servers and thus has a 
dimension of \(|C|\) making the problem computationally 
easier. This is due to the fact that SOPHIA makes a design 
simplification—it performs the reconfiguration of the cluster 
as an atomic operation. Thus, it does not abort a reconfigura-
tion action mid-stream and all servers must be reconfigured in 
round \( i \) prior to beginning any reconfiguration of round \( i + 1 \). We also speed up the prediction system \( f_{\text{ops}} \) by 
constructing a cached version with the optimal configuration 
\( C_{\text{opt}} \) for a subset of \( W \) and using nearest-neighbor lookups 
whenever a near enough neighbor is available.

### 4.3 Dynamic Configuration Optimization:

SOPHIA’s core goal is to maximize the total throughput for a 
database system when faced with dynamic workloads. 
This introduces time-domain components into the optimal 
configuration strategy \( C_{\text{opt}}^t = C_{\text{opt}}(W(t)) \), for all points in 
(discretized) time till a lookahead \( T_L \). Here, we describe 
the mechanism that SOPHIA uses for CBA modeling to 
construct the best reconfiguration plan (defined formally in 
Eq. 5) for evolving workloads.

In general, finding solutions for \( C_{\text{opt}}^\lambda \) can become impractical 
since the possible parameter space for \( C \) is large and 
the search space increases linearly with \( T_L \). To estimate 
the size of the configuration space, consider that in our exper-
iments we assumed a lookahead \( T_L = 30 \) minutes and used 
7 different parameters, some of which are continuous, e.g., 
Memory-table clean-up threshold. If we take an underestimate 
of each parameter being binary, then the size of the search space 
becomes \( 2^{7 \times 30} = 1.6 \times 10^{63} \) points, an impossibly 
large number for exhaustive search. We de-
finite a compact representation of the reconfiguration points 
(\( \Delta \)’s) to easily represent the configuration changes. The maximum 
number of switches within \( T_L \), say \( M \), is bounded since each switch takes a finite amount of time. The search 
 space for the dynamic configuration optimization is then 
\( \text{Combination}(T_L, M, |C|) \). This comes from the fact 
that we have to choose at most \( M \) points to switch out of all 
the \( T_L \) time points and at each point there are \(|C|\) possible 
configurations. We define the reconfiguration plan as:

\[
C_{\text{sys}}^\lambda = \{T = \{t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_M\}, C = \{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_M\}\} \tag{5}
\]

where \( t_k \) is a point in time and \( C_k \) is the configuration to use 
at \( t_k \). Thus, the reconfiguration plan gives when to perform 
a reconfiguration and at each such point, \( \text{what} \) configuration 
to choose.

The objective for SOPHIA is to select the best reconfigura-
tion plan \( \{C_{\text{sys}}^\lambda\}_{\text{sys}}^\text{opt} \) for the period of optimization, lookahea-
time \( T_L \):

\[
\{C_{\text{sys}}^\lambda\}_{\text{sys}}^\text{opt} = \arg \max_{C_{\text{sys}}^\lambda} B(C_{\text{sys}}^\lambda, W) - L(C_{\text{sys}}^\lambda, W) \tag{6}
\]

where \( C_{\text{sys}}^\lambda \) is the reconfiguration plan, \( B \) is the benefit function, 
and \( L \) is the cost (or loss) function, and \( W \) is the time-
varying workload description. Detailed derivation of func-
tions \( B \) and \( L \) is shown in Supplemental Material (Section 
9.1). When SOPHIA will extend to allow scale out, we will 
have to consider the data movement volume as another cost 
to minimize. The \( L \) function captures the opportunity cost 
of having each of \( N_s \) servers offline for \( T_L \) seconds for the 
new workload versus if the servers remained online with the 
old configuration. As the node downtime due to reconfigu-
ration never exceeds Cassandra’s threshold for declaring a 
ode is dead (3 hours by default), data-placement tokens are 
not re-assigned due to reconfiguration. Therefore, we do not 
include cost of data movement in functions \( L \). SOPHIA can 
work with any reconfiguration cost, including different costs 
for different parameters—these can be fed into the loss func-
tion \( L \).

The objective is to maximize the time-integrated gain 
(benefit – cost) of the reconfiguration from Eq. (6). The three
unknowns in the optimal plan are $M$, $T$, and $C$, from Eq. (5). If only $R$ servers can be reconfigured at a time (explained in Sec. 4.5 how $R$ is calculated), at least $T_1 \times \frac{N}{R}$ time must elapse between two reconfigurations. This puts a limit on $M$, the maximum number of reconfigurations that can occur in the lookahead period $T_L$.

A greedy solution for Eq. (6) that picks the first configuration change with a net-increase in benefit may produce suboptimal $C_{sys}$ over the horizon $T_L$ because it does not consider the coupling between multiple successive workloads. For example, considering a pairwise sequence of workloads, the best configuration may not be optimal for either $W(t_1)$ or $W(t_2)$ but is optimal for the paired sequence of the two workloads. This could happen if the same configuration gives reasonable performance for $W(t_1)$ or $W(t_2)$ and has the advantage that it does not have to switch during this sequence of workloads. This argument can be naturally extended to longer sequences of workloads.

A $T_L$ value that is too long will cause SOPHIA to include decision points with high prediction errors, and a value that is too short will cause SOPHIA to make almost greedy decisions. The appropriate lookahead period is selected by benchmarking the non-monotonic but convex throughput while varying the lookahead duration and selecting the point with maximum end-to-end throughput. We give our choices for our three applications when describing the first experiment with each application (Section 6).

### 4.4 Finding Optimal Reconfiguration Plan with Genetic Algorithms:

We use a heuristic search technique, Genetic Algorithms or GA, to find the optimal reconfiguration plan. Although meta-heuristics like GA do not guarantee finding global optima, they have two desirable properties for SOPHIA. Our space is non-convex because many of the parameters impact the same resources such as CPU, RAM, and disk, and settings of one parameter impact the others. Therefore, greedy or gradient descent-based searches are prone to converge to a local optima. Also the GA’s tunable completion is needed in our case for speedy decisions, as the optimizer executes in the critical path.

The representation of the GA solution incorporates two parts. First, the chromosome orientation, which is simply the reconfiguration plan (Eq. 5). The second part is the fitness function definition used to assess the quality of different reconfiguration plans. For this, we use the cost-benefit analysis as shown in Eq. 6 where fitness is the total number of operations (normalized for bus-tracking traces to account for different operations’ scales) for the $T_L$ window for the tested reconfiguration plan and given workload. We build a simulator to apply the individual solutions and to collect the corresponding fitness values, which are used to select the best solutions and to generate new solutions in the next generation. We utilize a Python library, pyeasyga, with 0.8 crossover fraction and population size of 200. We run 10 concurrent searches and pick the best configuration from those. The runtime of this algorithm is dependent on the length of the lookahead period and the number of decision points. For MG-RAST, the GA has 30 decision points in the lookahead period and results in execution time of 30-40 sec. For the HPC workload, the number of decision points is 180 as it has a longer lookahead period, resulting in a runtime of 60-70 sec. For the bus-tracking workload, the GA has 48 decision points and a runtime of 20-25 sec. The GA is typically re-run toward the end of the lookahead period to generate the reconfiguration plan for the next lookahead time window.

If the actual workload is different from the predicted workload, the GA is re-invoked. This last case is rate limited to prevent too frequent invocations of the GA during (transient) periods of non-deterministic behavior of the workload.

### 4.5 Distributed Protocol for Online Reconfiguration:

Cassandra and other distributed databases maintain high availability through configurable redundancy parameters, consistency level (CL) and replication factor (RF). CL controls how many confirmations are necessary for an operation to be considered successful. RF controls how many replicas of a record exist throughout the cluster. Thus, a natural constraint for each record is $RF \geq CL$. SOPHIA queries token assignment information (where a token represents a range of hash values of the primary keys which the node is responsible for) from the cluster, using tools that ship with all popular NoSQL distributions (like nodetool for Cassandra), and hence constructs what we call a minimum availability subset ($N_{minCL}$ for short). We define this subset as the minimum subset of nodes that covers at least CL replicas of all keys. To meet CL requirements, SOPHIA insures that $N_{minCL}$ nodes are operational at any point of time. Therefore, SOPHIA makes the design decision to configure up to $R = N - N_{minCL}$ servers at a time, where $N_{minCL}$ depends on RF, CL, and token assignment. If we assume a single token per node (Cassandra’s default with vnodes disabled), then a subset of $\left\lceil \frac{N}{RF} \right\rceil$ nodes covers all keys at least once. Consequently, $N_{minCL}$ becomes $CL \times \left\lceil \frac{N}{RF} \right\rceil$ to cover all keys at least CL times. Thus, the number of reconfiguration steps $s = \frac{N}{R} = \frac{RF}{RF-CL}$ becomes independent of the cluster size $N$.

In the case where $RF = CL$, $N_{minCL}$ becomes equivalent to $N$, and hence SOPHIA cannot reconfigure the system, without harming data availability, hence we use the SOPHIA-AGGRESSIVE variant in that case. However, we expect most systems with high consistency requirements to follow a read/write quorum with $CL = \left\lceil \frac{RF}{2} \right\rceil$. Note that SOPHIA reduces the number of available data replicas during the transient reconfiguration periods, and hence reduces the system’s resilience to additional failures. However, one optional parameter in SOPHIA is how many failures during reconfiguration the user will want to tolerate (our experiments were run with zero). This is a high-level
parameter that is intuitive to set by the database admin. Also notice that data that existed on the offline servers prior to reconfiguration is not lost due to the drain step, but data written during the transient phase has lower redundancy until the reconfigured servers get back online. In order to reconfigure a Cassandra cluster, SOPHIA performs the following steps, $R$ server instances at a time:

51. **Drain**: Before shutting down a Cassandra instance, we flush the entire Memtable to disk by using Cassandra’s tool `nodetool drain` and this ensures that there are no pending commit logs to replay upon a restart.

1. **Drain**: Before shutting down a Cassandra instance, we flush the entire Memtable to disk by using Cassandra’s tool `nodetool drain` and this ensures that there are no pending commit logs to replay upon a restart.

2. **Shutdown**: The Cassandra process is killed on the node.

3. **Configuration file**: Replace the configuration file with new values for all parameters that need changing.

4. **Restart**: Restart the Cassandra process on the same node.

5. **Sync**: SOPHIA waits for Cassandra’s instance to completely rejoin the cluster by letting a coordinator know of where to locate the node and then synchronizing the missed updates during the node’s downtime.

In Cassandra, writes for down nodes are cached by available nodes for some period and re-sent to the nodes when they rejoin the cluster. The time that it takes to complete all these steps for one server is denoted by $T_r$ and $T_{RF}$ for the whole cluster, where $T_R = T_r \times \frac{RF}{RF+CL}$. During all steps 1-5, additional load is placed on the non-reconfiguring servers as they must handle the additional write and read traffic. Step 5 is the most expensive and typically takes 60-70% of the total reconfiguration time, depending on the amount of cached writes. We minimize step 4 practically by installing binaries from the RAM and relying on draining rather than commit-log replaying in step 1, reducing pressure on the disk.

5 **Datasets**

**MG-RAST Workload**: We use real workload traces from MG-RAST, the leading metagenomics portal operated by the US Department of Energy. As the amount of data stored by MG-RAST has increased beyond the limits of traditional SQL stores (23 PB as of August 2018), it relies on a distributed NoSQL Cassandra database cluster. Users of MG-RAST are allowed to upload “jobs” to its pipeline, with metadata to annotate job descriptions. All jobs are submitted to a computational queue of the US Department of Energy private Magellan cloud. We analyzed 80 days of query trace from the MG-RAST system from April 19, 2017 till July 9, 2017. From this data, we make several observations: (i) Workloads’ read ratio (RR) switches rapidly with over 26,000 switches in the analyzed period. (ii) A negative correlation of -0.72 is observed between the Workloads’ read ratio and number of requests/s (i.e., load). That is due to the fact that most of the write operations are batched to improve network utilization. (iii) Majority (i.e., more than 80%) of the switches are abrupt, from RR=0 to RR=1 or vice versa. (iv) KRD (key reuse distance) is very large. (v) No daily or weekly workload pattern is discernible, as expected for a globally used cyberinfrastructure.

**Bus Tracking Application Workload**: Secondly, we use real workload traces from a bus-tracking mobile application called Tiramisu [43]. The system provides live tracking of the public transit bus system. It updates bus locations periodically and allows users to search for nearby bus stops. There are four types of queries—read, update, insert, and scan (retrieving all the records in the database that satisfy a given predicate, which is much heavier than the other operations). A sample of the traces is publicly available [42]. We trained our model using 40 days of query traces, while 18 days were used as testing data. We draw several observations from this data: (i) The traces show a daily pattern of workload switches. For example, the workload switches to scan-heavy in the night and switches to update-heavy in the early morning. (ii) The Workload is a mixture of Update, Scan, Insert, and Read operations in the ratio of 42.2%, 54.8%, 2.82%, and 0.18% respectively. (iii) KRD is very small. From these observations, we notice that the workload is very distinct from MG-RAST and thus provides a suitable point for comparison.

**Simulated Analytics Workload**: For long-horizon reconfiguration plans, we simulate synthetic workloads representative of batch data analytics jobs, submitted to a shared HPC queue. We integrate SOPHIA with a job scheduler (like PBS [27]), that examines jobs while they wait in a queue prior to execution. Thus, the scheduler can profile the jobs waiting in the queue, and hence forecast the aggregate workload over a lookahead horizon, which is equal to the length of the queue. We model the jobs on data analytics jobs submitted to a Microsoft Cosmos cluster [21] and as in that paper, we achieve high accuracy in predicting when a job will start executing. Thus, SOPHIA is able to drive long-horizon reconfiguration plans. Each job is divided into phases: a write-heavy phase resembling an upload phase of new data, a read-heavy phase resembling executing analytical queries to the cluster, and a third, write-heavy phase akin to committing the analysis results. However, some jobs can be recurring (as shown in [1, 21]) and running against already uploaded data. These jobs will execute the analysis phase directly, skipping the first phase. The size of each phase is a random variable with $U(200,100K)$ operations, and whenever a job finishes, a new job is selected from the queue and executed. We vary the level of concurrency and have an equal mix of the
two types of jobs and monitor the aggregate workload. Figure 11 in Supplemental Material shows the synthetic traces for three job sizes. With increase in concurrency, the aggregate pattern becomes smoother and the latency of individual jobs increases.

6 Experimental Results

Here we evaluate the performance of SOPHIA under different experimental conditions for the 3 applications. We use a simple query model typical for NoSQL databases and is in contrast to complex analytics queries supported by more complex database engines. Hence, our throughput is defined as the number of queries per second. In all experiments, we collect both throughput and tail latency (p99) performance metrics. However, since the two parameters have an almost perfect inverse relationship in all experiments, we omit tail latency (except in Figures 4 and 6). We evaluate SOPHIA on Amazon EC2 using instances of size M4.xlarge with 4 vCPU’s, 16 GB of RAM, provisioned IOPS (SSD) EBS for storage and network bandwidth of 0.74 Gbits/s for all Cassandra servers and workload drivers. Each node is loaded with 6 GB of data initially (SOPHIA’s performance is evaluated with greater data volumes in Experiment 4). We use multiple concurrent clients to saturate the database servers and aggregate the throughput and tail latency observed by every client.

Baseline Comparisons

We compare the performance of SOPHIA to baseline configurations (1-5). We consider 3 variants of SOPHIA (6-8).

(1) Default: The default configuration that ships with Cassandra. This configuration favors write-heavy workloads by design [48].

(2) Static Optimized: This baseline resembles the static tuner (RAFIKI) when queried to provide the one constant configuration that optimizes for the entire future workload. This is an impractically ideal solution since it is assumed here that the future workload is known perfectly. However, non-ideally no configuration changes are allowed dynamically.

(3) Naïve Reconfiguration: Here, when the workload changes, RAFIKI’s provided reconfiguration is always applied, instantiated by concurrently shutting down all server instances, changing their configuration parameters, and restarting all of them. Practically, this makes data unavailable and may not be tolerable in many deployments such as user-facing applications. The static configuration tuners are silent about when the optimal configurations determined by them must be applied and this baseline is a logical instantiation of all of the prior work.

(4) ScyllaDB: The performance of NoSQL database ScyllaDB [57] in its vanilla form. ScyllaDB is touted to be a much faster (10X or higher) drop-in replacement to Cassandra [56]. This stands in for other self-tuning databases [30].

(5) Theoretical Best: This baseline resembles the theoretically best achievable performance over the predicted workload period. This is simulated by assuming Cassandra is running with the optimal configuration at every point of time and not penalizing it for the cost of reconfiguration. This serves as an upper bound for the performance.

(6) SOPHIA with Oracle: This is SOPHIA with a fully accurate workload predictor.

(7) SOPHIA-Aggressive: A variant from SOPHIA that prefers faster reconfiguration over data availability and is used only when RF=CL. SOPHIA-Aggressive violates the availability requirement by reconfiguring all servers at the same time. Unlike Naïve, it uses the CBA model to decide when to reconfigure, and therefore it does not execute reconfiguration every time the workload changes.

(8) SOPHIA: This is our complete system.

Major Insights

We draw some key insights from the experimental results. First, globally shared infrastructures with black-box jobs only allow for short-horizon workload predictions. This causes SOPHIA to take single-step reconfiguration plans and limits its benefit over a static optimized approach (Figure 3). In contrast, when job characteristics can be predicted well (bus tracking and data analytics applications), SOPHIA achieves significant benefit over both default and static optimized cases (Figures 4 and 5). This benefit stays even when there is significant uncertainty in predicting the exact job characteristics as shown in Figure 9. Second, Cassandra can be used in preference to the recent popular drop-in ScyllaDB, an auto-tuning database, with higher throughput across the entire range of workload types, as long as we overlay a dynamic tuner, such as SOPHIA, atop Cassandra (Figures 3 and 5). Third, as the replication factor increases while the number of server are fixed, the reconfiguration time of SOPHIA decreases, thus improving its benefit (Figure 7). Contrarily, as CL increases, the benefit of SOPHIA shrinks (Figure 7). Finally, SOPHIA is applied to a different NoSQL database, Redis, and solves a long-standing configuration problem with it, one which has caused Redis to narrow its scope to being an in-memory database only (Figure 10).

Experiment 1: MG-RAST Workload

We present our experimental evaluation with 20 test days of MG-RAST data. To zoom into the effect of SOPHIA with different levels of dynamism in the workload, we segment the workload into 4 scenarios and present those results in addition to the aggregated ones.

Workload Prediction Model: We created 16,512 training samples composed of $T_d = 5min$ steps across the 60 days MG-RAST workloads. We compare the performance of a first-order and a second-order Markov Chain model. We represent the states as the proportion of read operations during the $T_d$ interval. We use a quantization level of 10% in the read ratio between different states. We categorize
the test days into 4: “Slow”, “Medium”, and “Fast”, by the frequency of switching from the read- to the write-intensive workloads and this maps to the average read ratios (RR) shown in Table 1. “Write” represents days with long write-heavy periods. Table 1 shows the prediction RMSE for the four representative workload scenarios. Because of the lack of application-level knowledge, in addition to the well-known uncertainty in job execution times in genomics pipelines [40], the Markov Chain model only provides accurate predictions for short time intervals. Moreover, increasing the order of the model has very little impact on the prediction performance and also increases the number of states (11 states in the First-order model vs. 120 states in the Second-order model). We also tried to train a more complex model (RNN) but its prediction quality was similar. We notice that the best accuracy is for the “Slow” scenario, whereas it drops below 50% for “Medium”, and it is always below 50% for the “Fast” and “Write” scenarios. Because the “Slow” scenario is the most common (observed 74% of time in the training data), we use a value of $T_L = 5\text{min}$.

### Performance Comparison:

Now we show the performance of SOPHIA with respect to the four workload categories. We first present the result with the smallest possible number of server instances, 4, run with operational MG-RAST’s parameters RF=3 and CL=1 [35]. We show the result in terms of total operations for each test workload as well as a weighted average “combined” representation that models behavior for the entire MG-RAST workload. Figure 3 shows the performance improvements for our test cases.

From Figure 3, we see that SOPHIA always outperforms naïve in total ops/s (average of 31.4%) and individually in read (31.1%) and write (33.5%) ops/s. SOPHIA also outperforms the default for the slow and the mid frequency cases, while it slightly underperforms in the fast frequency case. The average improvement due to SOPHIA across the 4 categories is 20.4%. The underperformance for the fast case is due to increased prediction error. Naïve baseline has a significant loss compared to default: 21.6%. The static optimized configuration (which for this workload favors read-heavy pattern) has a slightly higher throughput over SOPHIA by 6.3%. This is because the majority of the selected samples are read periods (RR=1), which hides the gain that SOPHIA achieves for write periods. However, we see that with respect to write operations, SOPHIA achieves 17.6% higher throughput than the static optimized configuration. Increased write throughput is critical for MG-RAST to support the bursts of intense writes. This avoids unacceptable queuing of writes, which can create bottlenecks for subsequent jobs that rely on the written shared dataset. Moreover, we observe that SOPHIA performs within 2-3% to SOPHIA w/ Oracle in all scenarios, which shows the minor impact of the workload predictor accuracy. For instance, SOPHIA w/ Oracle shows a 2% reduction in performance compared to SOPHIA in the slow trace. This is because Oracle has perfectly accurate predictions for $T_L = 5\text{min}$ only. With this very short lookahead, SOPHIA makes greedy reconfiguration decisions, and hence does not achieve globally optimal performance over other baselines.

ScyllaDB has an auto-tuning feature that is supposed to continuously react to changes in workload characteristics and the current state (such as, the amount of dirty memory state). ScyllaDB is claimed by its developers to outperform Cassandra in all workload mixes by an impressive 10X [56]. However, this claim is not borne out here and only in the read-heavy case (the “Slow” scenario) does ScyllaDB outperform. Even in this case, SOPHIA is able to reconfigure Cassandra at runtime and turn out a performance benefit over ScyllaDB. We conclude that based on this workload and setup, a system owner can afford to use Cassandra with SOPHIA for the entire range of workload mixes and not have to transition to ScyllaDB.

### Experiment 2: Tiramisu Workload

We evaluate the performance of SOPHIA using the bus-tracking application traces. Figure 4 shows the gain of using SOPHIA over the various baselines. In this experiment, we report the normalized average Ops/s instead of the absolute average Ops/s metric. This means we normalize each of the 4 operation’s throughputs by dividing by the maximum Ops/s seen under a wide variety of configurations and then average the 4 normalized throughputs. The reason for
this is that for this workload, different operations have vastly different throughput scales. For example, when the workload switches to a Scan-heavy phase, the performance of the cluster varies from 34 Ops/s to 219 Ops/s depending on the configuration of the cluster. For an Update-heavy phase, the performance varies from 1,739 Ops/s to 5,131 Ops/s. This is because Scan is a much heavier operation for the DBMS compared to Update.

**Workload Prediction Model:** Unlike MG-RAST, the bus-tracking application traces show a daily pattern which allows our prediction model to provide longer lookahead times with accurate workload prediction. We notice that Naïve is achieving a comparable performance to both Default and Static-Opt configurations, unlike MG-RAST. This is because the frequency of workload changes is lower here. However, Naïve still renders the data unavailable during the reconfiguration period.

**Experiment 3: HPC Data Analytics**

We evaluate the performance of SOPHIA using HPC data analytics workload patterns described in Section 5. Here our lookahead is the size of the job queue, which is conservatively taken as 1 hour. Figure 5 shows the result for the three levels of concurrency (1, 5, and 10 jobs). We see that SOPHIA outperforms the default for all the three cases, with average improvement of 30%. In comparison with Static-Opt (which is a different configuration in each of the three cases), we note that SOPHIA outperforms for the 1 job and 5 jobs cases by 18.9% and 25.7%, while it is identical for the 10 jobs case. This is because in the 10 jobs case, the majority of the workload lies between RR=0.55 and RR=0.85, and in this case, SOPHIA switches only once: from the default configuration to the same configuration as Static-Opt. We notice that SOPHIA achieves within 9.5% of the theoretical best performance for all three cases. We notice that SOPHIA achieves significantly better performance over Naïve by 27%, 13%, and 122% for the three cases. Naïve, in fact, degrades the performance by 32.9% (10 concurrent jobs). In comparison with ScyllaDB, SOPHIA achieves a performance benefit of 17.4% on average, which leads to a similar conclusion as in MG-RAST about the continued use of Cassandra.

**Experiment 4: Scale-Out & Greater Volume**

Figure 6 shows the behavior of SOPHIA with increasing scale using the data analytics workload. We show the comparison between SOPHIA and Static-Opt (all other baselines performed worse than Static-Opt). We use a weak scaling pattern, i.e., keeping the amount of data per server fixed while still operating close to saturation. We increase the number of shooters as well to keep the request rate per server fixed. By our design (Sec. 4.5), the number of reconfiguration steps stays constant with scale. We notice that the network bandwidth needed by Cassandra’s gossip protocol increases with the scale of the cluster, causing the
network to become the bottleneck in the case of 16 and 32 servers when M4.xlarge instances are used. Therefore, we change the instance type to M5.xlarge in these cases (network bandwidth of 10 Gbit/s compared to 0.74 Gbit/s).

The results show that SOPHIA’s optimal reconfiguration policy has a higher performance over Static-Opt across all scales. Moreover, we see a higher gain in the cases of 16 and 32 servers since M5 instances have higher CPU power than M4 ones. This extra CPU capacity allows for faster leveled compaction, which is used by SOPHIA’s plan (while Static-Opt uses size-tiered compaction), and hence leads to greater performance difference for reads.

We also evaluate SOPHIA with the same workload when the data volume per node increases. We vary the amount of data loaded initially into each node (in a cluster of 4 nodes) and measure the gain over Static-Opt in Figure 8. For the 30GB case, the data volume grows beyond the RAM size of the used instances (M4.xlarge with 16 GB RAM). We notice that the gain from applying SOPHIA’s reconfiguration plan is consistent with increasing the data volume from 3 GB to 30 GB. We also notice that the gain increases for the case of 30 GB. This is also due to the different compaction methods used by Static-Opt (size-tiered) and SOPHIA (Leveled compaction), the later can provide better read performance with increasing data volumes. However, this benefit of Leveled compaction was not captured by RAFTK predictions, which was trained on a single node with 6 GB of data. This can be addressed by either retraining RAFTK by a data volume-aware static tuner, or re-training RAFTK when a significant change in data volume per node occurs.

Experiment 5: Varying RF and CL
We evaluate the impact of applying SOPHIA to clusters with different RF and CL values. We use the HPC workload with 5 concurrent jobs. We fix the number of nodes to 8 and vary RF and CL as shown in Figure 7 (CL quorum implies CL = [RF/2]). We notice that SOPHIA continues to achieve better performance than all 3 static baselines for all RF, CL values. For RF=1, CL=1, we use SOPHIA-AGGRESSIVE because when RF=CL, we cannot reconfigure the cluster without degrading availability. The key observation is that SOPHIA’s performance gets closer to the Theoretical best as RF-CL becomes higher (compare the RF=3,CL=1 to the RF=5,CL=1 case). This is because the number of steps SOPHIA needs to perform the reconfiguration is inversely proportional to RF-CL as discussed in Sec. 4.5). This allows SOPHIA to react faster to changes in the applied workload and thus achieve better performance. Moreover, we notice that the performance of the cluster degrades with increasing RF or CL. Increasing RF increases the data volume stored by each node, which increases the number of SSTables and hence reduces the read performance. Also increase in CL requires more nodes to respond to each request before acknowledgment to the client, which also reduces the performance.

Experiment 6: Noisy Workload Predictions
We show how sensitive SOPHIA is to the level of noise in the predicted workload pattern. We use the HPC workload with 5 concurrent jobs. In HPC queues, there are two typical sources of such noise—an impatient user removing a job from the queue and the arrival of hitherto unseen jobs. We add noise to the predicted workload pattern ∼ U(-R,R), where R gives the level of noise. The resulting value is bounded between 0 and 1.

From Figure 9, we see that adding noise to SOPHIA slightly reduces its performance. However, such noise will not cause significant changes to SOPHIA’s optimal reconfiguration plan. This is because SOPHIA treats each entry in the reconfiguration plan as a binary decision, i.e., reconfigure if Benefit ≥ Cost. So even if the values of both Benefit and Cost terms change, the same plan takes effect as long as the inequality still holds. This allows SOPHIA to achieve significant improvements for long-term predictions even with high noise levels.

Experiment 7: Redis Case Study
We now show a case study with the popular NoSQL database Redis, which has a long-standing pain point in setting a performance-critical parameter against changing workloads. Large-scale processing frameworks such as Spark can de-
liver much higher performance when combined with Redis due to its shared distributed memory infrastructure [67, 38]. Redis is an in-memory data store (stores all keys and values in memory) while writing to persistent storage is only supported for durability. However, in its earlier versions (till V2.4), Redis used to offer a feature called Virtual Memory [36]. This feature allowed Redis to work on datasets larger than the available memory by swapping rarely used values to disk, while keeping all keys and hot values in memory. Since V2.4, this feature was removed as it caused serious performance degradation in many Redis deployments due to non-optimal setting as reflected in many posts in discussion forums [59, 25, 60]. We use SOPHIA to tune this feature and compare the performance to three baselines: (1) Redis V2.4 with VM-disabled (Default configuration), (2) Redis V2.4 with VM-enabled, and (3) Redis V4 with default configuration (no VM support, most production-proven).

To tune Redis’ VM, we investigate the impact of two configuration parameters: (1) `vm-enable`: a Boolean parameter that enables or disables the feature. (2) `vm-max-memory`: the memory limit after which Redis starts swapping least-recently-used values to disk. These features cannot be reconfigured without a server restart.

We tune the performance of Redis for simulated data analytics workloads that vary with respect to job sizes and access patterns. We use the popular YCSB (Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark) tool [12] to simulate HPC workloads as in [28, 24]. We collect 128 data points for jobs that vary with respect to their sizes (0.5M, 1M, 2M), their access patterns (i.e., read-heavy vs write-heavy) and also their request distribution (i.e., Uniform vs Zipfian). We use 75% of the data points (selected uniformly) to train a linear regression model for throughput for any job and configuration (avg. $R^2=0.92$). Therefore, we use this simpler model in place of Rafiki.

We tune the performance of Redis for simulated data analytics workloads that vary with respect to job sizes and access patterns. We use the popular YCSB (Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark) tool [12] to simulate HPC workloads as in [28, 24]. We collect 128 data points for jobs that vary with respect to their sizes (0.5M, 1M, 2M), their access patterns (i.e., read-heavy vs write-heavy) and also their request distribution (i.e., Uniform vs Zipfian). We use 75% of the data points (selected uniformly) to train a linear regression model for throughput for any job and configuration (avg. $R^2=0.92$). Therefore, we use this simpler model in place of Rafiki.

We tune the performance of Redis for simulated data analytics workloads that vary with respect to job sizes and access patterns. We use the popular YCSB (Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark) tool [12] to simulate HPC workloads as in [28, 24]. We collect 128 data points for jobs that vary with respect to their sizes (0.5M, 1M, 2M), their access patterns (i.e., read-heavy vs write-heavy) and also their request distribution (i.e., Uniform vs Zipfian). We use 75% of the data points (selected uniformly) to train a linear regression model for throughput for any job and configuration (avg. $R^2=0.92$). Therefore, we use this simpler model in place of Rafiki. Redis can operate in Stand-alone mode as well as a Cluster mode [37]. In Cluster mode, data is automatically sharded across multiple Redis nodes. We show the gain of using our system with Redis for both modes of operation. No replication is used for Stand-alone mode. Whereas for Cluster mode, we use a replication factor of 1 (i.e., a single slave per master). We use AWS servers of type C3.Large with 2 vCPUs and 3.75GB RAM each. Selecting such a small RAM server demonstrates the advantage of using VM with jobs that cannot fit in memory—1.8M records fit in the memory. We evaluate the performance SOPHIA on a single server (Figure 10a) as well as a cluster of 6 servers with 3 masters and 3 slaves (Figure 10b) and report the average throughput per server. From Figure 10 we see that for all record sizes and request distributions, SOPHIA performs the best or close to the best. If records fit in memory, then the no VM configuration is better. For Uniform distribution, VM performs worst, because records often have to be fetched from disk. If records do not fit in memory, the no VM options (including the latest Redis) will simply fail (hence the lack of a bar for 2.0M records). Thus, SOPHIA, by automatically selecting the right parameters for changing workloads, can achieve the best of both worlds: fast in-memory database, and leverage disk in case of spillover.

## 7 Related Work

### Reconfiguration for dynamic workloads.
A few systems such as Rafiki [45], Outtutne [64], and SmartConf [65] have been proposed to automatically find the optimal software configurations for a given workload. All these systems assume that the workload change is a long-term, and for which reconfiguring the system is always beneficial. However, we show that in many real-world workloads, both long-term and short-term changes are observed and therefore SOPHIA decides when and how to apply the new configurations to achieve globally optimal performance, while respecting the user’s availability requirements.

### Reconfiguration in databases.
Several works proposed online reconfiguration for databases where the goal is not to update the configuration settings, but to control how the data is distributed among multiple server instances [14, 6, 22, 18, 66]. Among these, Morpus [22] targets MongoDB but cannot handle Cassandra due to its peer-to-peer topology and sharding. Tuba [5] reconfigures geo-replicated key-value stores by changing locations of primary and secondary replicas to improve overall utility of the storage system. Rocksteady [34] is a data migration protocol for in-memory databases to keep tail latency low with respect to workload changes. However, no parameter tuning...
or cost-benefit analysis is involved. A large body of work focused on choosing the best logical or physical design for static workloads in DBMS [13, 10, 70, 26, 11, 63, 2, 53, 54]. Another body of work improves performance for static workloads by finding correct settings for DBMS performance knobs [17, 16, 45, 69, 64]. S↓OPHIA performs online reconfiguration of the performance tuning parameters of distributed databases for dynamic workloads.

Reconfiguration in distributed systems and clouds. Several works have addressed the problem in the context of traditional distributed systems [29, 3] and cloud platforms [41, 68, 47, 46]. Some solutions present a theoretical approach, reasoning about correctness for example [3], while some present a systems-driven approach such as performance tuning for MapReduce clusters [41, 4]. BerkeleyDB [52] models probabilistic dependencies between configuration parameters. A recent work, Smart-Conf [65] provides a rigorous control-theoretic approach to continuously tune a distributed application in an application-agnostic manner. However, it cannot consider dependencies among the performance-critical parameters and cannot handle categorical parameters.

8 Conclusion

Current static tuners can provide close to optimal configuration for a static workload. However, they cannot determine whether and when to perform a configuration switch to maximize benefit over a future time horizon with changing workloads. We design S↓OPHIA to perform such reconfiguration while maintaining data availability and respecting the consistency level requirement. Our fundamental technical contribution is a cost-benefit analysis that analyzes the relative cost and the benefit of each reconfiguration action and determines a reconfiguration plan for a future time window. It then develops a distributed protocol to gracefully switch over the cluster from the old to the new configuration. We find benefits of S↓OPHIA applied to three distinct workloads (a metagenomics portal, a bus-tracking application, and a data analytics workload) over the state-of-the-art static tuners, for two NoSQL databases, Cassandra and Redis. Our work uncovers two big open challenges. How to do anticipatory configuration changes for future workload patterns? How to handle heterogeneity in the cluster, i.e., one where each server instance may have its own configuration and may contribute differently to the overall performance?
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9 Supplemental Material

9.1 Cost-Benefit Analysis Derivation

Qualitatively, the benefit summed up over the time window is the increase in throughput due to the new optimal configuration option relative to the current configuration option.

\[
B = \sum_{k \in [0, T]} H_{sys}(\mathbf{W}(k), \mathbf{C}_{sys}^{t}(k))
\]

where \( \mathbf{W}(k) \) is the \( k \)-th element in the time-varying workload vector \( \mathbf{W} \) and \( \mathbf{C}_{sys}^{t} \) is the time-varying system configuration derived from \( \mathbf{C}_{sys} \). Likewise, the cost summed up over the time window is the loss in throughput incurred during the transient period of reconfiguration.

\[
L = \sum_{k \in [1, M]} \frac{R}{N} \cdot H_{sys}(\mathbf{W}(t_k), \mathbf{C}_k) \cdot \frac{N}{R} \cdot T_r
\]

where \( \mathbf{C}_k \) the configuration specified by the \( k \)-th entry of the reconfiguration plan \( \mathbf{C}_{sys}^{k} \) and \( T_r \) is the number of seconds a single server is offline during reconfiguration.

9.2 Synthetic HPC Workloads

For long-horizon reconfiguration plans, we simulate synthetic workloads representative of batch data analytics jobs, submitted to a shared HPC queue. We integrate S↓OPHIA with a job scheduler (like PBS [27]), that examines jobs while they wait in a queue prior to execution. Thus, the scheduler can profile the jobs waiting in the queue, and hence forecast the aggregate workload over a lookahead horizon, which is equal to the length of the queue. We model the jobs on data analytics jobs submitted to a Microsoft Cosmos cluster [21].

Figure 11 shows the simulated workload pattern for HPC Analytics case. We vary the level of concurrency and collect the aggregate workload observed by the NoSQL datastore.

Figure 11: Simulated Workload patterns for 1, 5, and 10 concurrent jobs
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**Abstract**

Intel Memory Protection Keys (MPK) is a new hardware primitive to support thread-local permission control on groups of pages without requiring modification of page tables. Unfortunately, its current hardware implementation and software support suffer from security, scalability, and semantic problems: (1) vulnerable to protection-key-use-after-free; (2) providing the limited number of protection keys; and (3) incompatible with `mprotect()`’s process-based permission model.

In this paper, we propose libmpk, a software abstraction for MPK. It virtualizes the hardware protection keys to eliminate the protection-key-use-after-free problem while providing accesses to an unlimited number of virtualized keys. To support legacy applications, it also provides a lazy inter-thread key synchronization. To enhance the security of MPK itself, libmpk restricts unauthorized writes to its metadata. We apply libmpk to three real-world applications: OpenSSL, JavaScript JIT compiler, and Memcached for memory protection and isolation. Our evaluation shows that it introduces negligible performance overhead (<1%) compared with the original, unprotected versions and improves performance by 8.1× compared with the secure equivalents using `mprotect()`.

The source code of libmpk is publicly available and maintained as an open source project.

1 Introduction

Maintaining and enforcing memory access permission is an important duty of OSes and CPUs. Traditionally, they have used page tables to specify whether processes have rights to read from, write to, or execute specific memory pages. OSes can change access permission by updating page-table entries (PTEs) and flushing corresponding translation lookaside buffer (TLB) entries to reload them. In addition to page tables, some CPUs, e.g., ARM [5] and IBM Power [18], allow OSes to maintain the permission of a page group together by assigning the same *key* to the correlated pages and controlling the key’s permission. To modify the permission of the page groups, OSes should, on behalf of the process, change the permission of the corresponding registers.

Recently, Intel deployed a similar key-based permission control, called Intel Memory Protection Keys (Intel MPK) [20], that allows a *userspace* process to change the permission of the page groups. MPK has three key benefits over page-table-based mechanisms: (1) performance, (2) group-wise control, and (3) per-thread view. First, MPK utilizes a protection key rights register (PKRU) to maintain the access rights of individual keys associated with specific pages: read/write, read-only, or no access. Processes only need to execute a non-privileged instruction (WRPKRU) to update PKRU, which takes less than 20 cycles (§2.3) and requires no TLB flush and context switching. Note that PKRU and page-table permissions cannot override each other, so the effective permission is the intersection of both.

Second, MPK can change the access rights of up to 16 different *page groups* at once, where each group consists of pages associated with the same key. This group-wise control allows applications to change access rights to page groups according to the types and contexts of data stored in them (e.g., per-session data of a web server).

Third, MPK allows each thread (i.e., each hyperthread) to have a unique PKRU, realizing per-thread memory view. Accordingly, even if two threads share the same address space, their access rights to the same page can be different.

Although MPK is a promising primitive in concept, its current hardware implementation as well as standard library and kernel support suffer from three problems: (1) *security*, (2) *scalability*, and (3) subtle *semantic* differences, hindering its broader adoption. First, we found that MPK suffers from the *protection-key-use-after-free* problem. The Linux kernel provides two system calls, `pkey_alloc()` and `pkey_free()`, to allocate and de-allocate protection keys, respectively. During key de-allocation (`pkey_free()`) however, it does not invalidate pages associated with a de-allocated key, resulting in ambiguity when the de-allocated key is re-allocated and assigned to different pages later.

Second, MPK fails in scaling because PKRU can manage only up to 16 protection keys because of its hardware limitation. When an application tries to allocate more than 16 protection keys, `pkey_alloc()` simply fails, implying that the application itself should implement its own mechanism to

---

1The default group (0) has a special purpose, so only 15 groups are available for general uses.
multiplex these protection keys.

Third, the semantic of MPK is different from the conventional mprotect(), i.e., thread-view versus process-view, which results in potential security and performance problems. For example, the Linux kernel implements an execute-only memory with MPK by disabling read access through PKRU and allowing execution through a page table: mprotect(addr, len, PROT_EXEC). Although this feature is invoked via mprotect(), it only changes the PKRU’s permission of the calling thread, meaning that other threads sharing the same address space can still read the execute-only memory. In other words, it is non-trivial to apply MPK securely and efficiently to legacy applications that rely on a process-level memory permission model.

In this paper, we propose libmpk, a secure, scalable, and semantic-compatible software abstraction to fully utilize MPK in a practical manner. In particular, libmpk implements (1) protection key virtualization to eliminate the protection-key-use-after-free problem and to support the unrestricted number of memory page groups, (2) lazy inter-thread key synchronization to selectively ensure per-process semantics with MPK, allowing us to substitute mprotect() in an efficient and compatible manner, and (3) metadata integrity to ensure the integrity of the mapping information while minimizing the number of system call invocations. libmpk consists of a userspace library mainly for efficient permission change and a kernel module mainly for synchronization and metadata integrity.

To show the effectiveness and practicality, we apply libmpk to three real-world applications: OpenSSL library, JavaScript JIT compiler, and Memcached to show its effectiveness and practicality. libmpk secures them with a few modifications and negligible overhead.

2 Intel MPK Explained

In this section, we describe the hardware design of Intel MPK and current kernel and library support. Also, we check the performance characteristics of MPK to show its efficiency.

2.1 Hardware Primitives

Intel MPK updates the permission of a group of pages by associating a protection key to the group and changing the access rights of the protection key instead of individual memory pages (Figure 1).

Protection key field in page table entry. MPK assigns a unique protection key to a memory page group to update its permission at the same time. MPK exploits the previously unused four bits of each page table entry (from 32nd to 35th bits) to store a memory page’s corresponding key value. Thus, MPK supports up to 16 different page groups. Since only supervised code can access and change PTEs, the Linux kernel (from version 4.6) starts to provide a new system call, pkey_mprotect(), to allow applications to assign or change the keys of their memory pages (§2.2).

Protection key rights register (PKRU). MPK uses the value of PKRU to determine its access right to each page group. Two bits representing the right are access disable (AD) and write disable (WD) bits. The value of (AD, WD) represents a thread’s permission to a page group: read/write (0, 0), read-only (0, 1), or no access (1, x). PKRU exists for each hyper-thread to provide a per-thread view.

Instruction set. MPK introduces two new instructions to manage the PKRU: (1) WRPKRU to update the protection information of the PKRU and (2) RDPKRU to retrieve the current protection information from the PKRU. WRPKRU uses three registers as input: the EAX register containing new protection...
information to overwrite the PKRU, and the other two registers, ECX and EDX, filled with zeroes. RDPKRU also uses the three registers for its operation: it returns the current PKRU value via the EAX register while overwriting the EDX register with 0. The ECX register also should be filled with zeroes to execute RDPKRU correctly. Note that the actual usage of ECX and EDX registers is undocumented.

2.2 Kernel Integration and Standard APIs

The Linux kernel has supported MPK since version 4.6, and glibc has supported MPK since version 2.27. They focus on how to manage protection keys and how to assign them to particular PTEs. The Linux kernel provides three new system calls: `pkey_mprotect()`, `pkey_alloc()`, and `pkey_free()`. The kernel also changes the behavior of `mprotect()` to provide execute-only memory. glibc provides two userspace functions, `pkey_get()` and `pkey_set()`, to retrieve and update the access rights of a given protection key. Table 1 summarizes the APIs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Cycles</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>pkey_alloc()</code></td>
<td>186.3</td>
<td>Allocate a new pkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>pkey_free()</code></td>
<td>137.2</td>
<td>Deallocate a pkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>pkey_mprotect()</code></td>
<td>1,104.9</td>
<td>Associate a pkey with memory pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>pkey_get()</code>/RDPKRU</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>Get the access right of a pkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>pkey_set()</code>/RDPKRU</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>Update the access right of a pkey</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Overhead of MPK instruction, system calls, and standard library APIs. `ref` shows the overhead of `mprotect()` and normal register move instructions for comparison. We averaged 10 runs of microbenchmarks, where each one executes individual instruction, system call, or API 10 million times while measuring the latency with the RDTSCK instruction.

2.3 Quantifying Characteristics of Intel MPK

To evaluate the overhead and benefits of MPK, we measure (1) the overhead of the MPK instructions, (2) the overhead of the MPK system calls, and (3) the overhead of `mprotect()` for contiguous memory and sparse memory.

**Environment.** Our system consists of two Intel Xeon Gold 5115 CPUs (each CPU has 20 logical cores at 2.4 GHz) and 192GB of memory. Linux kernel version 4.14 configured for MPK is installed to this system.

**Instruction latency.** We measure the latency of RDPKRU and WRPKRU to identify their micro-architectural characteristics. Table 1 summarizes the results. The latency of RDPKRU is similar to that of reading a general register, but the latency of WRPKRU is high. We anticipate that WRPKRU performs serialization (e.g., pipeline flushing) to avoid potential memory access violation resulting from out-of-order execution. To confirm this, we insert various numbers of ADD instructions before (W1) and after (W2) WRPKRU and measure the overall latency (Figure 2). The results show that W2 is always slower than W1, implying that the instructions executed right after WRPKRU fail to benefit from out-of-order execution because of the serialization.

**System calls.** We measure the latency of the four Linux system calls for MPK (Table 1). The latency of `mprotect()` and `pkey_mprotect()` on a 4 KB page is almost the same because they all rely on `do_mprotect()` internally. `pkey_alloc()` and `pkey_free()` are fast since they involve only simple operations in the kernel, and the domain switching between kernel and userspace dominates their time costs.

**Contiguous versus sparse memory pages.** Using MPK to change page permission involves only an update on the PKRU and thus is independent of the number of targeted pages and their sparseness. To show the performance benefit of MPK over `mprotect()`, we check how the number and sparseness of the targeted pages affect the performance of `mprotect()`. 
To construct contiguous memory pages, we call `mmap()` one time with certain memory size. For sparse memory pages, we call `mmap()` several times with one page size. Figure 3 shows that the overhead of `mprotect()` increases in proportion to the number of pages. The number of pages affects how many virtual memory areas (VMAs) [10] `mprotect()` needs to look up for permission update. Moreover, the overhead of `mprotect()` on sparse memory pages is high because multiple `mprotect()` calls introduce frequent context switchings between kernel and userspace.

Summary. Intel MPK allows a thread to rapidly change the per-thread access rights to a group of pages associated with the same protection key by updating a thread-local register PKRU which only takes around 20 cycles. Its performance is independent of the number of pages composing a group and their sparseness, unlike `mprotect()`.

3 Challenges of Utilizing Intel MPK

In this section, we explain the challenges of using MPK in terms of security, scalability, and synchronization.

3.1 Potential Security Problem

The existing OS support of MPK [3] suffers from the protection-key-use-after-free problem. In particular, `pkey_free()` just removes a protection key from a key bitmap and does not update the corresponding PTEs. Regardless of whether a key could already be associated with some pages, the kernel will allocate the key if it is freed by `pkey_free()`. If a program obtains a key that is still associated with some memory pages through `pkey_alloc()`, the new page group will include unintended pages that it is supposed to have. A developer can face this vulnerable situation unconsciously, as current kernel implementation neither handles this automatically nor checks if a free key is still associated with some pages. The developer community also recognized the problem and recommends not to free the protection keys [2, 13]. Handling this problem superficially (i.e., wiping protection keys in PTE) without a fundamental design change of memory management in the kernel will introduce huge performance overhead because it requires traversing the page table and VMAs to detect entries associated with a freed key to update them and flushing all corresponding TLB entries.

3.2 Limited Hardware Resources

Currently, MPK relies on a 32-bit PKRU such that it supports up to 16 keys. Developers are responsible for ensuring that an application never creates more than 16 page groups at the same time. This implies that developers have to examine at runtime the number of active page groups, which are used by both the application itself and the third-party libraries it depends on. Otherwise, the program may fail to properly benefit from MPK. This issue undermines the usability of MPK and discourages developers from utilizing it actively. Using a large register (e.g., 1024 bits) does not scale because MPK needs additional storage to associate keys with pages. For example, to support 512 protection keys, nine bits are necessary for each PTE, requiring enlarged page tables, shrunken address bits, or separate storage.

3.3 Semantic Differences

To change the permission of any page group, MPK modifies the value of the PKRU. However, the value is effective only in a single thread because PKRU is thread-local intrinsically as a register. As a result, different threads in a process can have different permissions for the same page group. This thread-local inherence helps to improve security for the applications that require isolation on memory access among different threads, but hinders MPK from optimizing and improving `mprotect()`. `mprotect()` semantically guarantees that page permissions are synchronized among all threads in a process on which particular applications rely. This not only makes it difficult to accelerate `mprotect()` with MPK, but also breaks the guarantee of execute-only memory implemented on `mprotect` in the latest kernel. `mprotect()` supporting executable-only memory relying on MPK does not consider synchronization among threads, which developers basically expect of `mprotect()`. Even when the kernel successfully allocates a key for the execute-only page, another thread might have a read access to it due to a lack of synchronization. To make MPK a drop-in replacement of `mprotect()` for both security and usability, developers need to synchronize the PKRU values among all the threads.

4 Software Abstraction of libmpk

`libmpk` provides a secure and usable abstraction for MPK by overcoming the challenges (§3). A developer can use MPK easily by either adding calls to `libmpk` APIs or replacing existing `mprotect()` calls with those of `libmpk`. By decoupling the protection keys from APIs, `libmpk` is immunized against protection-key-use-after-free. Also, `libmpk` allows an application to create more than 16 page groups by virtualizing the protection keys and provides a lightweight inter-thread PKRU synchronization mechanism. Figure 4 illustrates an overview of `libmpk`. The current version of `libmpk` consists of 1.5k
libmpk overview. mpk_init() pre-allcates hardware keys and initializes the metadata table. mpk_mmap() creates a page group with metadata, and mpk_munmap() destroys the page group and the corresponding metadata. mpk_begin() and mpk_end() provide domain-based thread-local isolation. mpk_mprotect() synchronizes permission changes globally.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Argument</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mpk_init()</td>
<td>evict_rate</td>
<td>Initialize 1ibmpk with an eviction rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpk_mmap()</td>
<td>vkey, addr, len, prot</td>
<td>Allocate a page group for a virtual key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpk_mprotect()</td>
<td>vkey, prot</td>
<td>Unmap all pages related to a given virtual key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpk_begin()</td>
<td>vkey</td>
<td>Obtain thread-local permission for a page group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpk_end()</td>
<td>vkey</td>
<td>Release the permission for a page group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpk_mprotect()</td>
<td>vkey, prot</td>
<td>Change the permission for a page group globally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpk_malloc()</td>
<td>vkey, size</td>
<td>Allocate a memory chunk from a page group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mpk_free()</td>
<td>size</td>
<td>Free a memory chunk allocated by mpk_malloc()</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: 1ibmpk APIs.

The above diagram illustrates the interactions between Userspace and Kernel. The diagram shows how 1ibmpk utilizes hardware protection keys to ensure secure memory access. The diagram highlights the functions mpk_init(), mpk_begin(), mpk_end(), mpk_mmap(), and mpk_munmap() and their roles in managing page groups and permissions.

Figure 4: 1ibmpk overview. mpk_init() pre-allcates hardware keys and initializes the metadata table. mpk_mmap() creates a page group with metadata, and mpk_munmap() destroys the page group and the corresponding metadata. mpk_begin() and mpk_end() provide domain-based thread-local isolation. mpk_mprotect() synchronizes permission changes globally.

Figure 5: Example code for libmpk APIs.

```c
#define GROUP_1 100
#define GROUP_2 101

int domain_based_isolation () {
    char * addr = (char *) mpk_mmap(GROUP_1, NULL, 0x1000,
    PROT_READ | PROT_WRITE, MAP_ANONYMOUS | MAP_PRIVATE, -1, 0);
    if (addr != NULL) {
        mpk_mprotect(addr, 0x1000, PROT_READ | PROT_WRITE);
    }
}
```

libmpk API

libmpk provides eight APIs, shown in Table 2. To utilize 1ibmpk, an application first calls mpk_init() to obtain all the hardware protection keys from the kernel and initialize its metadata. mpk_mmap() allocates a page group for a virtual key, which should be a constant integer that the developer passes. mpk_munmap() destructs a page group by freeing a virtual key for the group and unmaps all the pages. 1ibmpk maintains the mappings between virtual keys and pages to avoid scanning all pages at this destruction step. On top of these, 1ibmpk also provides simple heap over each page group (mpk_malloc() and mpk_free()), so that a developer can also use one or more page groups to create a heap memory region for sensitive data.

libmpk provides two usage models for developers. The first model, a thread-local domain-based isolation model, allows an application to temporarily grant permission to a page group only for the calling thread. mpk_begin() and mpk_end() are the APIs for this model, which make a page group accessible and inaccessible, respectively. The second model allows an application to quickly change the access rights to a page group by replacing mprotect() with mpk_mprotect(). Figure 5 shows an example of utilizing 1ibmpk APIs.

4.3 Protection Key Virtualization

libmpk enables an application to create more than 16 page groups by virtualizing the hardware protection keys. When an application creates a new page group by calling mpk_mmap(), a virtual key passed as argument is associated with newly
allocated metadata for the new group. The application uses the virtual key to obtain or release the permission, or free the group, while being prohibited from manipulating hardware keys. The exact physical key that a page is associated with is hidden from the program and developer.

libmpk maintains the mappings between virtual and hardware keys through a cache-like structure (Figure 6). If a virtual key is already associated with a hardware key, the virtual key exists inside the cache and further access to it produces a few latencies. Otherwise, libmpk evicts another virtual key or does nothing but just invokes mprotect() for performance to change page permission. The frequency of eviction or calling mprotect() is determined by the eviction rate. The cache guarantees that a frequently updated virtual key will be mapped with a hardware key since it has a high possibility to be placed into the cache.

libmpk provides two policies to determine the mappings between virtual and hardware keys. When an application grants permission to a page group thread-locally by calling mpk_begin(), libmpk always maps the group’s virtual key with a hardware key and uses it to grant access to the calling thread. libmpk maintains the mapping until the thread calls mpk_end() to release the access. For this reason, libmpk does not ensure that a calling thread always obtains the access due to hardware limitations. That is, if all hardware keys are actively used, libmpk is no longer able to provide any key. In this case, mpk_begin() raises an exception and lets the calling thread handle it (e.g., sleeps until a key is available). If a page group is not used by a thread, libmpk evicts the group by changing its protection key to 0 (default) and revoking its page permission to disallow subsequent accesses.

The second policy, mpk_mprotect(), also needs to map the virtual key to a hardware key, but not exclusively. Even when the page group is accessible, libmpk can unmap a hardware key and rely solely on the page attributes because all threads have the access. Hence, libmpk maps only the page groups whose access rights change frequently. If libmpk fails to find an available hardware key when it handles mpk_mprotect(), it unmaps and uses the least recently used (LRU) key for handling mpk_mprotect(). The hardware key of the evicted page group turns to 0. To avoid excessive overhead resulting from frequent unmapping, a developer can configure an eviction rate to control whether a hardware key has to be evicted according to how frequently its permission updates. In our approach, enforcing executable-only permission is not straightforward because a conventional approach (i.e., mprotect()) does not support executable-only permission. Therefore, mpk_mprotect() reserves one key for execute-only pages when an application creates them first, and does not evict this key until all executed-only pages disappear. Every incoming executable-only permission request is guaranteed to get a hardware protection key to achieve executable-only permission. If mpk_mprotect() has already been invoked for executable-only page groups, further requests will merge the incoming page groups with the existing executable-only ones to utilize the reserved key.

The integrity of libmpk metadata (e.g., the mappings between virtual and hardware keys, and the page group information) is important to prevent attackers from manipulating libmpk’s protection. For the metadata integrity, libmpk maps each metadata physical page into two virtual pages: a read-only page for its userspace code and a writable page for its kernel-space code. Updating the metadata can be done only by the libmpk kernel module and slightly modified system calls (e.g., mmap(), munmap(), and mprotect()). Most of simple metadata retrieval can be done by the userspace code to avoid unnecessary user-kernel mode switches.
We demonstrate the security benefit, efficiency, and usability we only need to update its PKRU \((1)\) to ensure no thread has the read access to an execute-only do\_pkey\_sync(). JavaScript engines, we use two approaches, including using a virtual key for every page in the code cache (One key per page) and using a single protection key for all the pages in the code cache (One key per process). CC, SM, and v8 indicate Microsoft ChakraCore, Mozilla SpiderMonkey, and Google v8, respectively. pkeys and vkeys stand for protection keys and virtual keys, respectively.

### 4.4 Inter-thread Key Synchronization

1libmpk implements an inter-thread PKRU synchronization technique, do\_pkey\_sync(), in mpk\_mprotect() for two purposes: (1) to ensure no thread has the read access to an execute-only page and (2) to replace existing page-table-based mprotect() for performance. do\_pkey\_sync() guarantees that a PKRU update is globally visible and effective as soon as it returns. Intuitively, this requires a synchronous inter-thread communication; the calling thread needs to send messages to the other threads and wait until they update the PKRU value and acknowledge it, which suffers from a high cost.

We minimize the inter-thread PKRU synchronization latency in a lazy manner, leveraging the fact that the PKRU values are utilized in the userspace. If a remote thread is not currently being scheduled, it does not need the up-to-date PKRU value immediately. Even if the thread is currently being scheduled, we only need to update its PKRU value when it returns to the userspace. If the calling thread can create a hook that the other threads will invoke right before jumping back to the userspace and ensure that they are not in the userspace, we can guarantee that all the other threads have the new PKRU value when do\_pkey\_sync() returns. Figure 7 illustrates the overall procedure of mpk\_mprotect(). do\_pkey\_sync() utilizes an existing hooking point in the Linux kernel to enforce the remote threads to update the PKRU values right before returning to the userspace and ensures that all threads use the new PKRU value by sending rescheduling interrupts. In Linux, a thread can register a list of callback functions (task\_work) that are invoked at designated points (e.g., when returning to the userspace) by calling task\_work\_add(). In this way, do\_pkey\_sync() guarantees that all the remote threads eventually acquire the new PKRU value. Although do\_pkey\_sync() still needs to send inter-processor interrupts to ensure that no other thread uses the old PKRU value after a certain point, our evaluation shows that the overall latency of mpk\_mprotect() is less than that of mprotect() (§6.2).

### 5 Applications

We demonstrate the security benefit, efficiency, and usability of 1libmpk by augmenting three types of popular applications: an SSL library, three JavaScript Just-in-time (JIT) compilation engines, and an in-memory key-value store. Table 3 summarizes the mechanisms (e.g., page isolation or W⊕X) that we aim to provide as well as the protected data (e.g., key or code). Evaluation results are described in §6.

#### 5.1 OpenSSL

OpenSSL is a popular open-source library implementing the secure sockets layer (SSL) and transport layer security (TLS) protocols. Since it manages sensitive information (e.g., private keys and encrypted data), its information leakage bugs are security-critical. For example, OpenSSL’s Heartbleed bug [26] allowed attackers the chance to leak sensitive data from millions of web servers.

We apply 1libmpk to OpenSSL to protect its private keys from potential information leakage by storing the keys in isolated memory pages. More specifically, the isolated memory pages are protected by single pkey or multiple pkeys assigned per private key to show the trade-off between performance and security. First, we identify all the data types that store private keys (e.g., EVP\_PKEY) and replace their heap memory allocation function from OpenSSL\_malloc() to mpk\_malloc() for single pkey or mpk\_mmap() for multiple pkeys to store them in an isolated memory region. Next, we locate all the functions that access private keys (e.g., pkey\_rsa\_decrypt()) and modify them to access the isolated memory region by inserting mpk\_begin() and mpk\_end() before and after their call sites. Note that assigning pkey per private key offers finer-grained security, which minimizes the attack window for the isolated memory region. For example, even if a function whose call site is located between mpk\_begin() and mpk\_end() has a memory leakage bug, it cannot access any other isolated pages except the single page isolated with the pkey provided to mpk\_begin() as argument.

#### 5.2 Just-in-time (JIT) Compilation

JIT compilation dynamically translates interpreted script languages, e.g., JavaScript and ActionScript, into native machine code or bytecode to avoid the overhead of full compilation and repeated interpretation. Technically, it relies on writable code, resulting in potential arbitrary code execution. To support JIT compilation, the code cache that stores code generated at runtime needs to be writable for a JIT compilation thread and be executable for an execution thread. Thus, if attackers compromise the JIT compilation thread, they can make the execution thread execute the code they provide.

ChakraCore [27] and SpiderMonkey [28] mitigate the above-mentioned problem by enforcing the W⊕X policy on the code cache with mprotect(). They make the code cache writable while disallowing execution when they are updating code, and, after it has updated, they make the code cache executable while disallowing write. However, they can suffer from race condition attacks [33] because they use mprotect() to change page permissions; that is, when a
thread makes the code cache writable with mprotect(), other
threads compromised by attackers can also manipulate the
code cache with the same permission.

We apply libmpk to the three popular JavaScript engines
(SpiderMonkey, ChakraCore, and v8) to enforce the W⊕X
security policy without the race condition problem while
ensuring better performance. We propose two approaches
to implement the W⊕X policy with libmpk.

One key per page. A context-free solution is to replace
mprotect() with libmpk APIs to perform fast permission
switches on targeted pages in the code cache. All the protec-
tion keys are initialized with read-only permission when a
new thread is created. We dedicate one protection key to one
page when it is the first time to be re-protected via mprotect()
and change its page permission to rwx. Later, we only need
to call mpk_begin() and mpk_end() before and after when
the JIT compiler updates the corresponding page. Based on
the observation that generally only one page is updated at
a time, we still invoke mprotect() if multiple pages change
permission.

One key per process. Another approach is to use a single
protection key for the entire code cache. When pages are first
committed from the preserved memory region into the code
cache, they are assigned with the protection key and their page
permission is set to rwx. Whenever any page in the code cache
is to be updated, the script engine needs to call mpk_begin()
and mpk_end(). Although more pages become temporarily
writable, the security of the code cache is ensured thanks to
the per-thread view of the protection key.

5.3 In-Memory Key-Value Store

In-memory key-value stores, such as Memcached, are widely
used to manage a large amount of data in memory to ensure
low latency and high throughput. With a high requirement
for performance, such key-value stores normally avoid using
security techniques whose performance depends on input
size (e.g., mprotect() and encryption) to protect stored data.
This implies that, if an in-memory key-value store has arbi-
trary read or write vulnerabilities, attackers are able to leak or
corrupt sensitive information stored inside.

libmpk manages to efficiently mitigate such attacks. To
demonstrate this, we apply libmpk to Memcached. libmpk
protects Memcached’s slabs that contain values and hash
tables that maintain key-value mappings by replacing Mem-
cached’s malloc() function with mpk_malloc(), and wraps
the call sites of all the legitimate functions (e.g., ITEM_key()
and assoc_find()), which operate on protected data with
mpk_begin() and mpk_end(). Note that we assign two differ-
ent keys to slabs and hash tables, to narrow the attack surface.
It is possible to use more keys to secure slabs in a fine-grained
manner, e.g., differentiating them according to their sizes.
More importantly, libmpk’s performance is independent of
the size of memory to protect, and thereby efficiently works
with Memcached even when protecting data of several giga-

bytes.

6 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate libmpk in terms of its security
implication and performance by answering the following ques-
tions:

• What security guarantees does libmpk provide? (§6.1)
• Does libmpk solve the security, scalability, and semantic-gap
  problems of existing MPK APIs without introducing
  much performance overhead? (§6.2)
• Does libmpk have negligible performance impact and
  outperform mprotect() in real-world applications? (§6.3)

The same system environment explained in §2.3 is used for
performance evaluations.

6.1 Security Evaluation

We first evaluate the security benefits from libmpk regard-
ing memory protection and isolation. For OpenSSL and Mem-
cached, libmpk provides domain-based isolation to protect
memory space that stores sensitive data. The permission for
the particular memory space set by libmpk is locally effective,
which also prevents malicious accesses from other compro-
mised threads. In particular, exploiting a memory corruption
bug to leak or ruin sensitive data stored in the isolated pages is
killed by segmentation faults resulting from the lack of permis-
sion. To verify this, we mimic the Heartbleed vulnerability by
deliberately introducing a heap-out-of-bounds read bug and
inserting a decoy private key placed next to the victim heap
region. When the vulnerability is triggered, OpenSSL hard-
ened by libmpk crashes with invalid memory access. How-
ever, libmpk cannot fully mitigate memory leakage that origi-
nates inside the protected domain. Thus, developers should
carefully design the domain to minimize the potential attack
surface when using libmpk in their applications.

JavaScript JIT compilers can use libmpk to guarantee
W⊕X for JIT code pages. Unlike mprotect(), libmpk is im-
mune to race condition attacks launched by compromised
threads running in parallel resulting from the thread-local
effectiveness of protection keys. When the JIT compiler uses
libmpk to switch the permission of a code page for updates,
other threads controlled by attackers cannot write malicious
shellcode into the page simultaneously. To verify this, we
introduce two custom JavaScript APIs for arbitrary memory
read and write to SpiderMonkey and ChakraCore, and test a
simple PoC that leverages these two APIs to locate a JIT code
page and write shellcode into it. Both engines crash with a
segmentation fault at the end.

6.2 Microbenchmarks

We run several microbenchmarks to understand the perfor-
mance behavior of APIs in libmpk. Cache performance. libmpk
introduces a cache to enable protection on more than 16 page groups, whose performance
is affected by its eviction rate and hit rate and the number of virtual keys in use. We run the following two microbenchmarks to check the cache performance.

Hit rate and eviction rate. The first benchmark measures cache performance with different hit rates, eviction rates, and number of threads. We run the benchmark with both one thread and four threads, where each thread warms up by filling the key cache to evade cold miss and invokes `mpk_mprotect()` on one page for a hundred times after 15 entries are filled. Figure 8 presents the evaluation results, where (1) the green box indicates the overhead incurred by the cache hit, which is dominated by the time cost on `WRPKRU` and maintaining internal data structures; (2) the blue box indicates the overhead incurred by the cache miss, which is dominated by the time cost on key eviction. More specifically, `mpk_mprotect()` needs to unset the protection key that is to be evicted and bind a new virtual key to it. We test the microbenchmark with three eviction rates that indicate the ratio of cache misses that eventually leads to key eviction. If a cache miss occurs without key eviction, `mprotect()` is invoked to change the permission of the pages.

Experimental results show that `mpk_mprotect()` outperforms `mprotect()` except when the cache hit rate is below 25% with an eviction rate above 50%. This is because, unlike `mprotect()`, `mpk_mprotect()` does not merge and split the VMAs of targeted pages. It becomes slow when being tested with four threads, but is still comparable with `mprotect()`, whose latency also increases in a multi-threading program.

Number of virtual keys. To evaluate how the number of used virtual keys affects the cache performance of `libmpk`, we re-implement `W⊕X` in ChakraCore in a one-key-per-page approach (see §5.2) and set the eviction rate as 100%. To introduce an increasing number of pages to be protected (i.e., an increasing number of virtual keys to be used) during the execution of ChakraCore, we design a simple microbenchmark. The microbenchmark consists of a set of JavaScript files, and the ith file contains i hot functions being invoked for 100,000 times. For each hot function, ChakraCore allocates one new executable page to store the native code and performs nine permission switches on the page through one virtual key at runtime. Without any hot function, ChakraCore allocates one page in the code cache. We run the original ChakraCore (version 1.9.0.0-beta) and the modified one with our microbenchmarks, and record the time cost of changing permission of the pages in the code cache (i.e., the execution time of `VirtualProtect()` and that of `mpk_begin()` and `mpk_end()` in total). Each JavaScript file is executed 200 times, and the average time is presented in Figure 9.

The result shows that with the `libmpk`-based implementation of `W⊕X`, the time cost on permission switches linearly increases when more hot functions are emitted and thus more virtual keys are allocated to protect the code pages of the hot functions. In particular, after 15 virtual keys are allocated (marked in red), the time cost increases slightly faster than before (marked in blue) as a result of cache eviction. Nevertheless, the ChakraCore hardened by `libmpk` still outperforms by 3.2× the original ChakraCore using `mprotect()` to enforce `W⊕X`.

Memory overhead. `libmpk` dedicates memory space to store its internal data structures for maintaining the metadata of these page groups under protection (see §4.3). Each `mpk_mmap()` allocates 32 bytes of memory to store the information of a new page group (e.g., base address and size). `libmpk` maintains a hashmap to store the mapping between virtual keys and hardware keys for fast query and access. In the current implementation, we pre-allocate 32 KB of memory for the hashmap, and its size will automatically expand by 32 KB for each new executable page to store the native code and maintains a hashmap to store the mapping between virtual keys and hardware keys for fast query and access. In the current implementation, we pre-allocate 32 KB of memory for the hashmap, and its size will automatically expand when page calls `mpk_mprotect()` to enforce `W⊕X`.

Synchronization latency. Figure 10 shows the latency of inter-thread permission synchronization using `mpk_mprotect()` and `mprotect()` on memory of varying sizes.
We measure the performance overhead of ApacheBench is launched 10 times and each time sends 1,000 requests of different sizes from four concurrent clients to the server. We choose the DHE-RSA-AES256-GCM-SHA256 algorithm with 1024-bit keys as a cipher suite in the evaluation.

mpk_mprotect() is 1.73× faster than mprotect() when updating the permission of a single page. The latency of mprotect() increases with the number of pages it changes due to the expensive operations of managing VMAs. Compared to mpk_mprotect(), mprotect() costs at least 3.78× to change the permission of 1,000 pages. The performance overhead of mpk_mprotect() is independent of the number of pages whose permission has been updated. Figure 10 also shows that when there are many threads, the latency of both mprotect() and mpk_mprotect() increases; mprotect() flushes more TLBs, whereas mpk_mprotect() creates many hooks in the kernel.

6.3 Application Benchmarks

We measure the performance overhead of libmpk in practice by evaluating three applications proposed in §5.

**OpenSSL.** The Apache HTTP server [12] uses OpenSSL to implement SSL/TLS protocols. To evaluate the overhead caused by libmpk, which is introduced to protect private keys, we use ApacheBench to test httpd with both the original OpenSSL library and the modified one with libmpk. ApacheBench is launched 10 times and each time sends 1,000 requests of different sizes from four concurrent clients to the server. We choose the DHE-RSA-AES256-GCM-SHA256 algorithm with 1024-bit keys as a cipher suite in the evaluation.

Figure 11 presents the evaluation result. On average, libmpk introduces 0.58% and 4.82% performance overhead, respectively, in terms of the throughput. In the single pkey case, the negligible overhead mainly comes from internal data structure maintenance in libmpk. In the multiple pkeys case, httpd utilizes more than 1,000 pkeys, as it allocates a new pkey while creating a new session. These pkeys are maintained by cache invoke eviction, so the multiple pkeys generates higher overhead than the single pkey case.

**Just-in-time compilation.** We applied two proposed W⊕X solutions based on libmpk, namely, one key per page and one key per process (§5.2) to both SpiderMonkey (version 59.0) and ChakraCore (version 1.9.0.0-beta) and evaluated their performance with the Octane benchmark [15], which involves heavy JIT-compilation workloads at runtime. Each
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**Figure 10:** Latency of inter-thread permission synchronization using mpk_mprotect() and mprotect() calls on memory of varying sizes. mpk_mprotect() outperforms mprotect() 1.73× for a single page and 3.77× for 1,000 pages.
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**Figure 11:** Throughput of original httpd and httpd hardened by libmpk. Protecting private keys with single pkey and 1000+ pkeys, libmpk slows down httpd by at most 2.52% and 18.84% respectively. The averages of overhead are 0.58% and 4.82% respectively.
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**Figure 12:** Octane benchmark scores of SpiderMonkey and ChakraCore with original and libmpk-based W⊕X solutions. libmpk outperforms the original, mprotect() -based defense by at most 4.75% (SpiderMonkey) and 31.11% (ChakraCore).
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**Figure 13:** Octane benchmark scores of original v8 and two modified versions of v8 ensuring W⊕X by SDCG and libmpk. libmpk only introduces 0.81% overall performance overhead for W⊕X in v8, compared with 6.68% caused by SDCG.

JavaScript program in the benchmark was directly executed by the original and modified script engines for 20 times, and we calculated the average score (Figure 12).

For SpiderMonkey, both libmpk-based approaches outperform the mprotect() -based approach on the total score, namely, 0.38% and 1.26%, which is consistent with the claim from Firefox developers that enabling W⊕X with mprotect() in SpiderMonkey introduces less than 1% overhead for the Octane benchmark. The reason is that SpiderMonkey is designed to get rid of unnecessary mprotect() calls when its JIT compiler works. The performance scores of nearly all
the programs increase through one key per page (at most 3.60% on Box2D) and one key per process (at most 4.75% on Box2D), except for SplayLatency protected by one key per page (dropped by 1.36%). SplayLatency becomes worse because it barely updates the code cache such that the initial overhead to associated keys with pages cannot be hidden.

Our two libmpk-based approaches improve ChakraCore by 1.01% and 4.39% on the total score of the Octane benchmark, respectively. ChakraCore is suitable for libmpk-based W⊕X solutions since it only makes one page writable per time regardless of emitted code size. One key per page increases the performance score of ChakraCore at most 7.96% when testing SplayLatency, while one key per process improves the performance by at most 31.11% on Box2D. Similar to the results of SpiderMonkey, we observe a few performance degradations when benchmarks rarely update code cache.

For v8, we compare our approach with a mprotect()-based scheme, SDCG [33]. SDCG protects the JIT code pages of v8 with W⊕X by emitting the code in a dedicated process. No other processes can change the code pages. To demonstrate the performance advantage of our in-process libmpk-based approaches, which are free of race condition attacks, we applied one of our approaches, one key per process, to Google v8 (version 3.20.17.1 used in [33]) and evaluated the performance through the Octane benchmark as well. Figure 13 presents the performance comparison among the original v8, v8 with SDCG, and v8 with libmpk. Note that originally, v8 has not deployed W⊕X to protect its code cache so far. Our approach only introduces 0.81% overall performance loss, compared with 6.68% caused by SDCG.

To summarize, our libmpk-based approaches, which are free of the race condition attacks, outperform the mprotect()-based approach currently applied in practice to enforce W⊕X protection on code cache pages with negligible overhead.

In-memory key-value store. To study the performance overhead of libmpk when protecting large memory, we evaluate the modified Memcached whose key-value pairs are isolated by libmpk. More specifically, the modified Memcached protects by mpk_begin() the modified Memcached whose key-value pairs are isolated by libmpk, and evaluated the per-value pairs are protected by mpk_begin(). USENIX Association

Figure 14: Throughput and unhandled concurrent connections of original Memcached and three versions of Memcached whose key-value pairs are protected by mpk_begin(), mpk_mprotect(), and mprotect(). mpk_begin()’s overhead is negligible compared to the original. mpk_mprotect() outperforms mprotect() 8.1× while ensuring the same semantics.

Figure 14 presents the evaluation results. The modified Memcached hardened by libmpk only has 0.01% overhead in terms of data throughput and almost no overhead regarding concurrent connections processed per second, which indicates that libmpk performs well even when protecting a huge number of pages. By contrast, mprotect() introduces nearly 89.56% overhead in terms of data throughput when protecting 1 GB memory in Memcached and a large number of unhandled concurrent connections accumulate in this case. This is because mprotect() involves page table traversing, which is considered expensive when dealing with a large number of pages. To evaluate the synchronization service of libmpk in practice, we also run Memcached protected by mpk_mprotect(). This design ensures the same semantics but outperforms mprotect() 8.1× regarding throughput.

Libmpk provides the same functionality of mprotect() with much better performance when protecting huge memory. Moreover, in multi-threading applications, using mprotect() to ensure in-thread memory isolation requires lock, which is not required when using libmpk because of its inherent property.

7 Discussion

In this section, we discuss a potential attack on both Intel MPK and libmpk.

Rogue data cache load (Meltdown). We found that Intel MPK can suffer from the rogue data cache load, also known as the Meltdown attack [19,24]. The Meltdown attack is possible because current Intel CPUs check the access permission to a specific memory page after they have loaded it into the cache. MPK is not an exception because Intel CPUs check the access rights of PKRU when checking the page permission at the same pipeline phase. This allows attackers to infer the content of a present (accessible) page even when its protection key has no access right. Since Intel is considering hardware-level mitigation techniques [19], we believe this problem will be solved in the near future.

8 Related Work

MPK applications. While conducting our study, we noticed that there were a few ongoing studies using MPK to achieve different goals. Burow et al. [8] leverage both MPK

...
and memory protection extension (MPX) to efficiently isolate the shadow stack. ERIM [35] utilizes MPK to isolate sensitive code and data. MemSentry [21] provides a unified memory isolation framework to use various hardware features, including MPK and Memory Protection Extensions (MPX), with the same interface. XOM-Switch [39] relies on MPK to enable execute-only memory for unmodified binaries, and IskiOS [16] leverages MPK and kernel page table isolation (KPTI) to enforce execute-only memory in kernel. Our effort to provide a software abstraction for MPK is orthogonal to these studies, which are all potential applications of libmpk. These schemes can leverage libmpk to achieve secure and scalable key management to create as many sensitive memory regions as required securely.

Memory protection with other hardware features. Other hardware features exist for efficient memory protection such as ARM Domain [5] and IBM Storage Protection [18], which have a similar concept to MPK. For instance, ARMLock [40], FlexDroid [31], and Shreds [9] rely on Domain to isolate untrusted program modules, third-party libraries, and sensitive code modules, respectively. libmpk helps to port these applications from ARM to the Intel platform.

Software-based fault isolation (SFI). SFI [36] prohibits unintended memory accesses by inserting address masking instructions just before load and store instructions. This idea motivates many applications to utilize and further optimize it. Sandboxing mechanisms, such as Native Client (NaCl) [14, 30], relies on SFI to isolate untrusted code. Code-Pointer Integrity [23] also uses SFI to protect the code pointers from unsanitized memory accesses. SFI enables an application to partition its memory into multiple regions, but the cost of address masking limits the shape of partitions, which are commonly contiguous pieces of memory. By contrast, MPK enables an application to partition the memory into the regions with arbitrary shape. Further, the overhead of SFI on address masking increases by the number of isolated memory regions, unlike MPK.

Multiple virtual address spaces. Using multiple virtual address spaces for a single program can protect the memory of sensitive or untrusted components from the others. Some systems [7, 17, 29, 37] rely on multiple page tables to isolate the memory of threads in a single process from each other. Other systems [6, 11, 25] also provide different memory views to individual threads or small execution units using separated page tables. Kenali [32] uses a page-based isolation mechanism to protect sensitive data in which a separate page table is created for each thread. Unlike libmpk, these mechanisms suffer from non-negligible performance overhead resulting from slow and frequent page table switches.

9 Conclusion

Intel MPK supports efficient per-thread permission control on groups of pages. However, its hardware implementation and software support suffer from security, scalability, and semantic-gap problems. libmpk proposes a secure, scalable, and semantic-gap-mitigated software abstraction of MPK for developers to perform fast memory protection and domain-based isolation in their applications. Evaluation results show that libmpk incurs negligible performance overhead (<1%) for domain-based isolation and better performance for a substitute of mprotect() when adopted to real-world applications: OpenSSL, JavaScript JIT compiler, and Memcached.
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Abstract

In Linux device drivers, use-after-free (UAF) bugs can cause system crashes and serious security problems. According to our study of Linux kernel commits, 42% of the driver commits fixing use-after-free bugs involve driver concurrency. We refer to these use-after-free bugs as concurrency use-after-free bugs. Due to the non-determinism of concurrent execution, concurrency use-after-free bugs are often more difficult to reproduce and detect than sequential use-after-free bugs.

In this paper, we propose a practical static analysis approach named DCUAF, to effectively detect concurrency use-after-free bugs in Linux device drivers. DCUAF combines a local analysis analyzing the source code of each driver with a global analysis statistically analyzing the local results of all drivers, forming a local-global analysis, to extract the pairs of driver interface functions that may be concurrently executed. Then, with these pairs, DCUAF performs a summary-based lockset analysis to detect concurrency use-after-free bugs. We have evaluated DCUAF on the driver code of Linux 4.19, and found 640 real concurrency use-after-free bugs. We have randomly selected 130 of the real bugs and reported them to Linux kernel developers, and 95 have been confirmed.

1 Introduction

Use-after-free (UAF) bugs in device drivers are often dangerous. They not only cause system crashes, but also can be exploited by hackers to attack the operating system [7,39,40]. Among use-after-free bugs, concurrency use-after-free bugs, which are due to concurrent execution, are more difficult to detect. Indeed, they are not always triggered at runtime due to the non-determinism of concurrent execution. According to our study of Linux kernel commits, 42% of the driver commits fixing use-after-free bugs involve driver concurrency, and nearly all of these concurrency use-after-free bugs appear to have been found by manual inspection or runtime testing.

To detect use-after-free bugs, many approaches use dynamic analysis [6,25,33,36,45] to monitor memory accesses at runtime. However, the code coverage and detection results of these approaches heavily rely on the tested workloads. Several approaches [41,42,44] use static analysis to detect use-after-free bugs. They can cover much code and find many possible bugs without running the tested programs. However, these approaches are designed to detect use-after-free bugs that occur within sequential execution instead of those due to concurrency. Some static approaches [12,13,17,37,38] for detecting data races in device drivers can find concurrency use-after-free bugs. However, when identifying which driver functions may be concurrently executed, they assume that all driver interface functions can be concurrently executed [13,37,38] or rely on manual guidance [12,17]. These strategies can introduce many false positives or require much manual work. They often report many data races, but many of the reported races are benign or false positives, and only a few are real concurrency use-after-free bugs.

In this paper, we propose DCUAF, a static analysis approach to detect concurrency use-after-free bugs in Linux device drivers. DCUAF first uses a local-global strategy to detect concurrency use-after-free bugs. We have evaluated DCUAF on the driver code of Linux 4.19, and found 640 real concurrency use-after-free bugs. We have randomly selected 130 of the real bugs and reported them to Linux kernel developers, and 95 have been confirmed.
variable access in the driver function, and records the lockset that protects this access. Then, for each pair of accesses in the functions of a concurrent function pair, the analysis compares their variables and locksets, and reports concurrency use-after-free bugs. To improve accuracy, our lockset analysis is inter-procedural, context-sensitive and flow-sensitive, and it maintains function summaries to reduce repeated analysis.

We have implemented DCUAF using Clang 6.0 [9] for Linux drivers. DCUAF is fully automatic, given the set of driver source files in the kernel. Overall, we make four main contributions:

- We perform a study of Linux kernel commits, and find that 42% of driver commits fixing use-after-free bugs involve concurrency. Moreover, we infer that nearly all of these concurrency use-after-free bugs have been found by manual inspection or runtime testing. To find more concurrency use-after-free bugs in device drivers, we propose to explore static analysis.

- We propose DCUAF, to detect concurrency use-after-free bugs in device drivers. To our knowledge, DCUAF is the first systematic static approach that targets concurrency use-after-free bugs in device drivers.

- We propose a novel local-global strategy to extract concurrent function pairs.

- We evaluate DCUAF on device drivers in Linux 3.14 and 4.19, and find 559 and 679 concurrency use-after-free bugs, respectively. We manually check these bugs, and find that 526 and 640 bugs are real, respectively. 35 of the real bugs found in Linux 3.14 have been fixed in Linux 4.19. We have randomly selected 130 of the real bugs in Linux 4.19, and reported them to Linux kernel developers. 95 of these bugs have been confirmed.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the background. Section 3 shows the challenges of detecting concurrency use-after-free bugs in Linux device drivers and our key techniques to address these challenges. Section 4 introduces DCUAF. Section 5 presents the evaluation. Section 6 discusses how to apply our approach to other kinds of driver problems. Section 7 gives related work, and Section 8 concludes.

2 Background

We first introduce the Linux driver interface model, and then motivate our work by a concurrency use-after-free bug in a Linux driver and by our study of Linux kernel commits.

2.1 Linux Driver Interface Model

A Linux device driver needs to implement some specified driver interfaces, including kernel-driver interfaces and interrupt handler interfaces. A kernel-driver interface is invoked by non-driver threads through function calls when the driver communicates with related management code in the kernel, and an interrupt handling interface is called when a hardware interrupt occurs. We call the driver functions implemented for these driver interfaces driver interface functions. The driver interface functions are assigned to driver interfaces through specific data structure fields or specific kernel interfaces. The driver interface functions form the entry points of the driver, so all other functions defined in the driver are called by them. From the kernel’s point of view, different drivers of the same device class should have the same functionalities, so drivers in the same device class share the same driver interfaces.

Figure 1 shows two typical Ethernet controller drivers (dl2k and ne2k-pci) in Linux 4.19. These drivers both define a net_device_ops data structure, containing some function pointer fields. Each network controller driver uses this data structure to communicate with network management code in the kernel, and each function pointer field represents a kernel-driver interface that performs a specific functionality of the driver. For example, in the net_device_ops data structure, the field ndo_open is used to open a network device, the field ndo_stop is used to close a network device, and the field ndo_start_xmit is used to transmit data packets. These drivers also both call a kernel interface request_irq, to register their interrupt handler functions through a function pointer argument. According to the functionalities of these driver interfaces, for a given network device instance, the interface net_device_ops.ndo_open can be concurrently executed with the interrupt handler function, but the interface net_device_ops.ndo_open is never concurrently executed with the interface net_device_ops.ndo_stop. However, whether two driver interfaces can be concurrently executed is often poorly documented in the Linux kernel.

Based on this driver interface model, driver concurrency is often determined by the concurrent execution of driver interfaces. Thus, to detect concurrency problems in device drivers, we need to know which driver interfaces can be concurrently executed. We refer to driver interfaces that can be concurrently executed as concurrent interface pairs.

2.2 Concurrency Use-After-Free Bug

Use-after-free (UAF) bugs are known to be hard to debug. If the freed memory is not reallocated, and thus not reinitialized, before the use, there is no visible problem, so the bug can linger. If the freed memory is reallocated and reinitialized before the use, then a read use can return an unexpected value and a write use can destroy data relied on by another part of the program. These problems are compounded in the case of kernel code, as the memory can be reinitialized by a different process, allowing information leaks. Some recent works [39, 40] have discussed how to exploit use-after-free bugs to attack an operating system.
We motivate our work by a real concurrency use-after-free bug in the Linux cw1200 wireless controller driver. The cw1200 driver manages the ST-Ericsson CW1200 wireless controller that is used in many embedded systems. The bug was introduced in Linux 3.11 (Sep. 2013) and was fixed 5 years later (Dec. 2018) by us, based on a report generated by DCUAF. Figure 2 shows the driver code related to this bug in Linux 4.19. In the iee80211_ops data structure, as the driver interfaces represented by the fields hw_scan and bss_info_changed can be executed concurrently, the driver interface functions cw1200_hw_scan and cw1200_bss_info_changed can be executed concurrently. In scan.c, the function cw1200_hw_scan calls dev_kfree_skb to free frame_skb on line 126, without holding the lock priv->conf_mutex. In sta.c, the function cw1200_bss_info_changed calls cw1200_upload_beacon, which reads frame_skb on line 2221, while holding the lock priv->conf_mutex. Because the free operation is performed without holding a lock but the read operation is performed while holding a lock, a concurrency use-after-free bug may occur. To fix this bug, our commit [2] moved the call to mutex_unlock in cw1200_hw_scan behind the call to dev_kfree_skb.

This example illustrates some reasons why concurrency use-after-free bugs occur in device drivers: (1) Determining which driver interfaces can be executed concurrently requires substantial driver knowledge. In the example, without knowing wireless controller drivers in the Linux kernel well, it may be hard to know that the driver interfaces represented by the fields hw_scan and bss_info_changed can be executed concurrently. (2) Concurrency use-after-free bugs are not always triggered in real execution and are hard to reproduce. In the example, cw1200_hw_scan and cw1200_bss_info_changed are not always concurrently executed at runtime. (3) Multiple functions needs to be considered, including the concurrently executed driver interface functions and the functions they call. In the example, three driver functions are involved.

Figure 1: Examples of driver interfaces.

Figure 2: A reported bug in the cw1200 driver in Linux 4.19.
Table 1: Linux kernel commits fixing use-after-free bugs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Commits</th>
<th>Drivers</th>
<th>Concurrency</th>
<th>Tool</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2016 (Jan-Dec)</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>42 (38%)</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017 (Jan-Dec)</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>87 (42%)</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018 (Jan-Dec)</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>66 (46%)</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>949</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>193 (42%)</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Use-after-free bugs found by different analyses and testing tools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>KASAN</th>
<th>Syzkaller</th>
<th>Coverity</th>
<th>Coccinelle</th>
<th>LDV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Runtime</td>
<td>Runtime</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commit</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concurrency</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the remaining driver use-after-free commits, we infer that the reported bugs in these commits are found by manual inspection of the source code and execution failures.

Table 2 breaks down the tool results by the specific tools. KASAN and Syzkaller are runtime testing tools. 120 of the commits fix the bugs found by these tools, including 56 that fix concurrency use-after-free bugs. Coverity, Coccinelle and LDV are static analysis tools. Only 7 of the commits fix bugs found by these tools, with no bug involving concurrency.

From the results, we can infer that nearly all of reported use-after-free bugs in released kernels have been found by manual inspection or runtime testing. However, runtime testing heavily relies on workloads to cover code, and thus it may miss many real bugs in practice. For this reason, it is important to explore static analysis as an alternative to detect concurrency use-after-free bugs in device drivers, but no systematic static tool has yet been proposed. Thus, we aim to design an effective static approach to solve this problem.

3 Challenges and Key Techniques

Our basic idea is to first extract concurrent function pairs, namely the pairs of driver interface functions that can be executed concurrently, and then perform a lockset analysis on these pairs of functions to detect concurrency use-after-free bugs. Implementing this idea requires addressing two main challenges:

**C1: Extracting concurrent function pairs.** Determining which driver functions may be concurrently executed requires substantial driver knowledge. Moreover, the Linux kernel documentation often lacks explicit descriptions about the concurrency of driver interfaces, and thus driver developers may err when implementing the code.

**C2: Accuracy and efficiency of code analysis.** The Linux driver code base is very large, amounting to 12.6M code lines in our tested version Linux 4.19. Thus, the lockset analysis can be quite time-consuming.

To solve the above challenges, we propose two key techniques. For C1, we propose a local-global strategy to extract concurrent function pairs from driver source files in the kernel. For C2, we propose a summary-based lockset analysis to detect concurrency use-after-free bugs.

3.1 Local-Global Strategy

Reviewing the example in Figure 2 suggests the following strategy: concurrent interface pairs could be inferred according to the lock-acquiring function calls in driver interface functions. In Figure 2, `cw1200_bss_info_changed` and `cw1200_hw_scan` both call the lock-acquiring function `spin_lock_irqsave` with the same lock variable `priv->conf_mutex`. This information suggests that these two driver functions may be concurrently executed. From this information, we could infer that the related driver interfaces `hw_scan` and `bss_info_changed` in the data structure `ieee80211_ops` may be a concurrent interface pair. But this kind of inference can be wrong in two common cases:

**Case 1.** It is possible that two functions that acquire the same lock are actually never concurrently executed. Figure 3 shows an example in the `e100` Ethernet controller driver. The driver functions `e100_enable_irq` and `e100_disable_irq` both call the lock-acquiring function `spin_lock_irqsave` with the same lock variable `nic->cmd_lock`, but they are also both called by the driver function `e100_netpoll`. This suggests that the spinlock acquired in `e100_enable_irq` and `e100_disable_irq` is used by `e100_netpoll` to synchronize with other driver functions, not to synchronize the calls to these two functions with each other.

To solve this problem, we propose a summary-based lockset analysis to detect concurrency use-after-free bugs.
Table 3: Example drivers having the same driver interfaces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Driver Interface 1</th>
<th>Driver Interface 2</th>
<th>Both</th>
<th>Concurrent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>spi_driver.probe</td>
<td>spi_driver.remove</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>file_operations.open</td>
<td>file_operations.lseek</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>watchdog_ops.start</td>
<td>watchdog_ops.stop</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>net_device_ops.ndo_open</td>
<td>ethtool_ops.get_link</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the involved driver interfaces; the fourth column shows the
number of driver source files where the involved driver int-
faces both acquire the same lock. For example, 227 driver
source files have the driver interfaces spi_driver.probe and
spi_driver.remove, but only 3 acquire the same lock in both
driver interfaces. Indeed, spi_driver.probe is used to initia-
ize an SPI device while spi_driver.remove is used to remove
a running SPI device, and a device cannot be initialized and
removed at the same time. Thus, the two driver interfaces
should not be concurrently executed.

To handle the above two cases, we collect information
about the lock usage of each driver as local information,
and then combine the information about all drivers to perform a
global statistical analysis. Based on this idea, we propose a
local-global strategy to extract concurrent function pairs from
driver code. The local and global stages handle Case 1 and
Case 2, respectively.

Local stage. In this stage, our strategy analyzes each driver
source file, and extracts local concurrent interface pairs,
namely the pairs of driver interfaces that may be concurrently
executed for each driver. Figure 4 defines this stage, which
has three steps:

Step 1. This step identifies the pairs of possible concurrently
executed functions in each driver source file. Firstly,
this step clears the result set pos_func_pair_set, and collects
the set of lock-acquiring function calls as the set lock_call_
set (lines 1-2). Secondly, this step performs an alias analysis
and checks each call in the set lock_call_set (lines 4-15). We
identify whether the locks are the same by checking whether
the related lock variables are aliased. If two different calls
in the set have an aliased lock variable, their callers are con-
idered as a pair of possible concurrently executed functions
for the source file. In this case, the pair of callers is added to
pos_func_pair_set. Finally, this step returns the final value of
pos_func_pair_set (line 17).

Our alias analysis is field-based [16] and focuses on the
lock variables stored in data structure fields. We take this
strategy for two reasons. Firstly, drivers often use data struc-
ture fields to share data (such as locks) between different
functions, as illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. Secondly, a vari-
able stored in a data structure field can be explicitly distin-
guished from other variables using the data structure type
and field name. However, for some lock frameworks, their
lock-acquiring functions do not have any argument, such as
rcu_read_lock. Thus, our analysis does not support these
lock frameworks at present.

Step 2. This step filters out the pairs of possible concurrently
executed functions that may actually not be executed concurrently. For each pair of possible concurrently executed
functions, this step collects and checks the sets of their ances-
tors in the call graph (lines 2-5). Note that “ancestor” here
include callers, callers of the callers, etc. Common ancestors
are only collected up to the point of encountering a function
that has no caller in the driver but instead is only assigned to
a function pointer. As described in Section 2.1, a driver int-
face that forms an entry point of the driver is often presented
as a function pointer stored in a data structure field. If the two
driver functions have a common ancestor, the pair of the two
functions is deleted from the set pos_func_pair_set (line 6),
to avoid the possible false positives exemplified by Case 1.
Finally, this step returns pos_func_pair_set (line 9).

Step 1: Get the pairs of possible concurrently executed functions
1. pos_func_pair_set := ø;
2. lock_call_set := GetLockCall();
3. for i := 0 to SizeOf(lock_call_set) - 1 do
   4. lock_call := lock_call_set[i];
   5. lock_var := GetLockVar(lock_call);
   6. caller_func := GetCallerFunc(lock_call);
   7. for j := i + 1 to SizeOf(lock_call_set) - 1 do
      8. lock_call := lock_call_set[j];
      9. lock_var := GetLockVar(lock_call);
      10. if lock_var is aliased to lock_var then
          11. func_pair := <caller_func, caller_func>
          12. Add func_pair to pos_func_pair_set;
   13. end if
   14. end foreach
   15. end foreach
   16. end foreach
   17. return pos_func_pair_set;

Step 2: Filter out may-false pairs of concurrently executed functions
1. foreach func_pair in pos_func_pair_set do
   2. <caller_func, caller_func> := GetFuncPair(func_pair);
   3. func_set := GetAncestorFunc(caller_func);
   4. func_set := GetAncestorFunc(caller_func);
   5. if func_set ∩ func_set ≠ ø then
      6. Delete func_pair from pos_func_pair_set;
   7. end if
   8. end foreach
   9. return pos_func_pair_set;

Step 3: Get local concurrent interface pairs
1. local_interface_pair_set := ø;
2. foreach func_pair in pos_func_pair_set do
   3. <caller_func, caller_func> := GetFuncPair(func_pair);
   4. interface_set := GetDriverInterface(caller_func);
   5. interface_set := GetDriverInterface(caller_func);
   6. foreach interface in interface_set do
      7. if interface == interface then
         8. continue;
      9. end if
   10. end foreach
   11. interface_pair := <interface>, interface >;
   12. Add interface pair to local_interface_pair_set;
   13. end foreach
   14. end foreach
   15. end foreach
   16. return local_interface_pair_set;

Figure 4: The local stage.
Step 3. From the remaining pairs of possible concurrently executed functions, this step extracts the local concurrent interface pairs for the driver. For each function in a pair of possible concurrently executed functions, this step gets the set of driver interfaces that call this function (lines 3-5). Then, this step computes the Cartesian product of the two sets of driver interfaces, omitting the pairs where both driver interfaces are the same (lines 6-14) to avoid the case that different driver functions are assigned to the same driver interface.

Global stage. In this stage, with the local concurrent interface pairs of each driver, we perform a statistical analysis to extract global concurrent interface pairs for all drivers.

As shown in Figure 6, this stage first clears the result set global_interface_pair_set, and gathers the local concurrent interface pairs of all drivers (lines 1-2). Secondly, this stage handles each concurrent interface pair _interface_pair in the gathered set (lines 4-9). It calculates the percentage of source files containing the two driver interfaces that have the two driver interfaces as an extracted local concurrent interface pair. This percentage is represent as ratio in Figure 6. If ratio $\geq R$ (a given threshold), _interface_pair is considered as a global concurrent interface pair, and is added to the set global_interface_pair_set. Finally, this stage returns the final value of global_interface_pair_set (line 11).

Figure 6: The global stage.

In this stage, the value of the threshold $R$ is important, because the number of extracted global concurrent interface pairs decreases as $R$ becomes larger. Increasing $R$ may cause more false global concurrent interface pairs to be dropped, but more real interface pairs may be missed. We study the impact of the value of $R$ in Section 5.3.

With the extracted global concurrent interface pairs, we identify concurrent function pairs for each driver. Specifically, given two driver interfaces in a driver, if they are in a global concurrent interface pair, the two driver functions associated with these driver interfaces are identified as a concurrent function pair for this driver.

3.2 Summary-Based Lockset Analysis

To improve accuracy and efficiency, our summary-based lockset analysis has the following properties: (1) The analysis is context-sensitive and inter-procedural, in order to maintain locksets and detect bugs across functions calls. (2) The analysis is flow-sensitive to improve accuracy. (3) The analysis uses function summaries to reduce repeated analysis and improve efficiency. (4) The analysis is field-based, and it focuses on the variables stored in data structure fields.

Given driver source code and a concurrent function pair, our lockset analysis has two steps: 

---

**Figure 5:** Example of performing the local stage.

**Example.** To illustrate the local stage, we use some driver-like code shown in Figure 5. In Figure 5(a), the data structure dev_ops has three fields field1, field2 and field3, and each of them stores a driver function, namely FuncA, FuncB and FuncC. Step 1 identifies three lock-acquiring function calls on lines 10, 15 and 20, with the same lock dev->lock. This step gets three pairs of possibly concurrently executed functions, namely <myfunc1, myfunc2>, <myfunc1, myfunc3> and <myfunc2, myfunc3>. Then, as shown in Figure 5(b), for each pair, Step 2 checks the ancestors of the involved functions. myfunc1 and myfunc2 have a common caller FuncB, and myfunc2 and myfunc3 have a common caller FuncC, and thus the two pairs are filtered out, leaving only <myfunc1, myfunc3>. Finally, as shown in Figure 5(c), Step 3 uses this function pair to get two lock concurrent interface pairs.

Note that the local stage assumes that a driver function or interface cannot be concurrently executed with itself. The main reason is that only analyzing the lock usage in a function is insufficient to infer whether this function can be concurrently executed with itself. However, this case indeed exists for some drivers, and may make our strategy miss some real local concurrent interface pairs.
Step 1. For each driver function in the concurrent function pair, this step collects the lockset of each variable access (read or write). During the collection, this step uses function summaries to handle called driver functions. Each function summary has the function name, source file name and a set that stores the information about all variable accesses in the function, including the accessed variable, the lockset of the access, the code path that reaches the access from the start of the function and the location of the access.

Figure 7 shows the treatment of a called function func by the caller caller, with caller’s function summary caller_sum, the collected lockset lockset_caller and the code path path_info_caller through caller when reaching the call to func. Firstly, this step checks whether there is already a call to func in the current path by searching path_info_caller (lines 1-3). If so, this step returns to avoid infinite looping on recursive calls. Secondly, this step searches the stored function summaries to check whether func has been handled (line 4). If so, this step directly uses its function summary func_sum. Otherwise, this step performs flow-sensitive analysis to collect information about variable accesses in func and then stores func’s function summary func_sum (lines 5-8). Thirdly, whether an existing function summary is found or a new one is created, this step gets the set access_info_set that stores the information about all variable accesses in func (line 9). Fourthly, for each variable access in access_info_set, this step concatenates its lockset and code path to the end of the caller’s lockset and code path, and then stores the information about this variable access in the function summary caller_sum (lines 10-16). Using function summaries, repeated flow-sensitive analyses of function definitions are reduced, which can improve the efficiency of the lockset analysis.

```
HandleFunc(func, caller_sum, lockset_caller, path_info_caller)
1: if func exists in path_info_caller then
2: return;
3: end if
4: func_sum := FindFuncSummary(func);
5: if func_sum == ø then
6: func_sum := AnalyzeFuncSummary(func);
7: StoreFuncSummary(func_sum);
8: end if
9: access_info_set := GetAccessInfoSet(func_sum);
10: foreach access_info in access_info_set do
11: lockset := lockset_caller + GetLockSet(access_info);
12: path_info := path_info_caller + GetPathInfo(access_info);
13: SetLockSet(access_info, lockset);
14: SetPathInfo(access_info, path_info);
15: AddAccessInfo(access_info, caller_sum);
16: end foreach
```

Figure 7: Handling a called function in our lockset analysis.

Step 2. For each pair of variable accesses in the driver functions of a concurrent function pair, this step compares the accessed variables and held locksets, and reports a concurrency use-after-free bug if: (1) the accessed variables are the same; (2) the intersection of the locksets is empty; (3) one of the accessed variable is used as an argument of a call to a memory freeing function. If both of the accessed variables are used as an argument of a call to a memory freeing function, a double-free bug is also reported.

## 4 Approach

Based on the two key techniques in Section 3, we propose a practical static approach named DCUAF, to detect concurrency use-after-free bugs in Linux device drivers. We implement DCUAF using Clang 6.0 [9], and perform static analysis on the LLVM bytecode of the driver code. Figure 8 shows the overall architecture of DCUAF.

Figure 8: Overall architecture of DCUAF.

Based on this architecture, DCUAF has four phases:  

**P1: Source code compilation.** In this phase, the Clang compiler compiles the driver source files and generates their LLVM bytecode files. Because a driver can be implemented across multiple source files, a driver function can call another driver function that is defined in another source file. During linking, DCUAF thus records the set of related source files. This set is used to locate the definition of a called function that is not in the same source file as the caller function.

**P2: Code information collection.** In this phase, the information collector analyzes each LLVM bytecode file, and records code information in a database. The information includes the name and position of each function definition and interrupt handler function, driver functions assigned to function pointers that are stored in data structure fields, the callee and caller functions of each function call, etc. The collected information is used in the remaining phases.

**P3: Concurrent function pair extraction.** In this phase, with the collected information, the function analyzer uses our local-global strategy to analyze LLVM bytecode files. It produces concurrent function pairs for each driver.

**P4: Bug detection.** In this phase, with the collected code information and extracted concurrent function pairs, the bug detector performs our summary-based lockset analysis to analyze each LLVM bytecode file and detect concurrency use-after-free bugs. Some reported bugs may be repeated, when the two bugs are associated with the same driver function and end up at the same variable access but differ in their code paths. Thus, the bug detector also filters out such repeated bug reports, by checking the positions of variable accesses.
Parallelism. The phases P1, P2 and P4 can work on individual LLVM bytecode files independently, and thus they can be parallelized straightforwardly. In P3, the local stage also works on individual LLVM bytecode files, and thus it can be parallelized, too. Only the global stage must be carried out in a single thread to perform the statistical analysis of the collected information. Because this stage does not require processing LLVM bytecode files, it is fast. Thus, overall, DCUAF can greatly benefit from parallelism.

5 Evaluation

We evaluate DCUAF on the source code of Linux device drivers. To cover different kernel versions, we select an old version 3.14 (released in March 2014) and a recent version 4.19 (released in October 2018). Table 4 shows information about the driver code in these kernel versions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Linux 3.14</th>
<th>Linux 4.19</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Release time</td>
<td>March 2014</td>
<td>October 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver source files (.c)</td>
<td>11.2K</td>
<td>16.6K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver code lines</td>
<td>6.3M</td>
<td>9.5M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Properties of the evaluated driver code.

We run the experiments on a Lenovo x86-64 PC with four Intel i5-3470@3.20G processors and 8GB memory. We use the kernel configuration allyesconfig to enable all device drivers that can be compiled for the x86 architecture. We compile the driver code using the Clang 6.0 compiler [9]. Because DCUAF can work in parallel, we configure DCUAF to run on 4 threads.

5.1 Extracting Concurrent Function Pairs

DCUAF first uses our local-global strategy to extract concurrent function pairs. In the global strategy, we set $R = 0.2$. Table 5 shows the results for Linux 3.14 and 4.19.

The results show that DCUAF can scale to large code bases. It handles 5.1M and 7.9M source code lines in 7.9K and 13.1K source files in Linux 3.14 and 4.19, respectively, within 20 minutes. The remaining 1.6M and 1.8M source code lines in 3.3K and 3.5K source files in Linux 3.14 and 4.19 are not handled, because they are not enabled by allyesconfig for the x86 architecture.

The results also show that our local-global strategy is effective in extracting concurrent function pairs. For example, for Linux 4.19, our strategy extracts 1497 global concurrent interface pairs from the 11,793 candidate concurrent interface pairs identified in the local stage. The remaining interface pairs are not extracted, because they are not identified as being able to execute concurrently by our strategy. For example, DCUAF deletes nearly all interface pairs related to driver initialization and removal (like probe and remove), which cannot run concurrently in real execution.

Table 6 shows a few of the extracted global concurrent interface pairs in Linux 4.19. The first and second columns show the names of the involved driver interfaces; the third column shows the number of driver source files that have both the involved driver interfaces; the fourth column shows the number of driver source files where the local stage identifies the involved driver interfaces as a concurrent interface pair.

5.2 Detecting Bugs

With the extracted concurrent interface pairs, DCUAF runs our summary-based lockset analysis to detect concurrency use-after-free bugs. To validate whether DCUAF can find known bugs, we use it to check Linux 3.14 drivers. To validate whether DCUAF can find new bugs, we use it to check Linux 4.19 drivers. We also manually check all found bugs to validate accuracy. The results are shown in Table 7.

The results show that DCUAF finds 559 concurrency use-after-free bugs in Linux 3.14. We identify 526 of them as real bugs that are in 108 source files. Among these bugs, 35 have been fixed in Linux 4.19. Thus, DCUAF can find known bugs.
The results show that DCUAF finds 679 concurrency use-after-free bugs in Linux 4.19. We identify 640 of them as real bugs that are in 132 source files. Among these bugs, 372 are also found in Linux 3.14, and thus these have been present for at least 4.5 years. We have randomly selected 130 of these real bugs, and reported them to Linux kernel developers. 95 of them have been confirmed, and 12 of our patches that fix 42 real bugs have been applied (such as commits [1] and [3]) in the kernel code. Thus, DCUAF can find new bugs.

Among the bugs found by DCUAF, many are also double-free bugs. Specifically, DCUAF finds 89 and 132 double-free bugs in Linux 3.14 and 4.19, respectively, and we identify 82 and 89 of them as real bugs. Furthermore, DCUAF finds 25 and 23 bugs that involve interrupt handling in Linux 3.14 and 4.19, respectively, and we identify all of them as real bugs.

Over 60% of the real bugs found by DCUAF are in network, TTY, character and ISDN drivers. Specifically, 359 and 455 of the found real bugs are in these drivers in Linux 3.14 and 4.19, respectively, amounting to 68% and 71% of all found real bugs. Indeed, compared to other drivers, these drivers have more driver functions that can be concurrently executed.

DCUAF finds 359 bugs in Linux 3.14 and 455 bugs in Linux 4.19 drivers. Figure 10 shows the results. The found bug in Figure 9 was introduced in Linux 2.6.22 (Jul. 2007), and had existed for over 11 years. Indeed, the USB related documentations in the Linux kernel [35] does not mention that the driver interfaces urb_enqueue and endpoint_disable can be concurrently executed.

5.3 Result Variation

As described in Section 3.1, the value of \( R \) is important. The above results are obtained with \( R = 0.2 \). To see the variation caused by \( R \), we test \( R = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 \) and 0.5 on the Linux 4.19 drivers. Figure 10 shows the results.

The numbers of extracted global concurrent interface pairs and extracted concurrent function pairs both decrease when \( R \) becomes larger. In this case, more false concurrent interface pairs and concurrent function pairs are dropped, but more of the dropped pairs are actually real concurrent interface pairs and concurrent function pairs, and thus the bugs involving these pairs are missed. Thus, if the value of \( R \) is too small, many false positives will be introduced, and if the value of \( R \) is too big, many false negatives will be introduced.

---

Figure 9: A confirmed bug in the r8a66597 driver.

Figure 10: Variation of results by changing the value of \( R \).

---

\[1\] https://lore.kernel.org/patchwork/patch/1025934/
5.4 False Positive and Negative Analysis

5.4.1 False Positives

DCUAF reports 33 and 39 false bugs in Linux 3.14 and 4.19, resulting in false positive rates of 5.9% and 5.7% respectively. These false bugs are introduced for the following reasons:

Firstly, the alias analysis in our lockset analysis is field-based. It cannot distinguish between different variables stored in the same data structure field, and thus it may identify different variables (for locks and data uses) as the same. This reason causes DCUAF to report 12 and 19 false bugs in Linux 3.14 and 4.19.

Secondly, our lockset analysis is flow-sensitive but does not validate path conditions. Thus, it may search infeasible code paths when detecting bugs. This reason causes DCUAF to report 8 and 5 false bugs in Linux 3.14 and 4.19.

Finally, our lockset analysis only handles lock-related function calls, but does not consider other kinds of synchronization. For example, the kernel interface `synchronize_irq` is used to wait until the end of an interrupt handler. Thus, code after the call to `synchronize_irq` should never be concurrently executed with an interrupt handler. But our lockset analysis does not consider this case. This reason causes DCUAF to report 13 and 15 false bugs in Linux 3.14 and 4.19.

Besides the reasons for the false positives observed in our evaluation, there are some other potential reasons for false positives that we have not yet observed in practice. For example, the value of $R$ in our local-global strategy can largely influence the accuracy of extracting concurrent function pairs. If $R$ is not properly set, some extracted global concurrent interface pairs and concurrent function pairs may be false. Moreover, unnecessary locks acquired in the driver code can also influence the accuracy of extracting concurrent function pairs. This case can occur when two driver functions should not be concurrently executed, but they acquire the same lock, because the driver developer is too conservative. Indeed, it has been observed that the Linux kernel does not provide systematic documentation about where locks should be used [28]. Unnecessary locks may cause DCUAF to identify the two driver functions as a concurrent function pair.

5.4.2 False Negatives

To analyze the false negatives of DCUAF, we compare its bug reports with the driver commits fixing concurrency use-after-free bugs identified in Section 2.3. Specifically, we focus on the commits in the few months after the release of Linux 4.19 in October 2018, i.e., between October and December in 2018, resulting in 22 commits. DCUAF finds the bugs in 6 of these commits (including the commit in Figure 2), but misses the bugs in the remaining 16 commits. These bugs are missed for the following reasons:

Firstly, DCUAF lacks function pointer analysis in the local-global strategy and lockset analysis, and thus cannot build complete call graphs of the driver code. As a result, it cannot find real bugs involving code reached through function pointers. This reason causes DCUAF to miss the bugs in 2 commits.

Secondly, our alias analysis is field-based, and may err in complex cases, such as the cases involving function arguments and pointer assignments. It may identify two identical variables (for locks and data uses) as different variables. This reason causes DCUAF to miss the bugs in 4 commits.

Thirdly, our local-global strategy neglects some real cases of driver concurrency. For example, the strategy does not consider that a driver function can be concurrently executed with itself, or that driver functions can create new kernel threads. This reason causes DCUAF to miss the bugs in 2 commits.

Finally, DCUAF does not handle some other cases in driver code, which causes it to miss the bugs in 8 commits. For example, the RCU lock-acquiring functions do not have any argument, so DCUAF cannot use a lock argument to perform static analysis and find related bugs. Moreover, DCUAF does not consider the multi-queue framework that is used in some network and storage drivers. Besides, DCUAF does not consider reference count puts as possible freeing operations.

5.5 Sensitivity Analysis

DCUAF uses two key techniques: a local-global strategy to extract concurrent function pairs in driver code, and a summary-based lockset analysis to reduce repeated analysis. To better understand the value of these two techniques, we modify DCUAF to remove each of them, and evaluate each resulting tool on Linux 4.19 drivers.

**Dropping the local-global strategy.** We implement two tools by respectively following two assumptions used by previous approaches for detecting data races [37, 38]: (1) all driver interfaces can be concurrently executed; (2) driver interfaces whose field names containing some common keyword pairs for device initialization and deinitialization, including `<probe, remove>, <start, stop>, <open, close>, <cinit, fini>` and `<resume, suspend>`, cannot be concurrently executed. These amount to 257 pairs of driver interfaces. The first tool runs for 350 minutes and reports around 50K bugs. The second tool runs for 302 minutes and reports around 42K bugs. We found that most of the reported bugs found by these tools are false, because many involved driver interfaces that are never concurrently executed. Thus, our local-global strategy indeed reduces false positives in bug detection.

**Dropping the summary-based lockset analysis.** We implement this tool by dropping function summaries, keeping only the names of functions previously analyzed in the current execution path to avoid infinite loops due to recursion. The resulting tool runs for 850 minutes and then aborts due to insufficient memory. Thus, our summary-based analysis indeed improves the efficiency of the analysis.
6 Discussion

In this section, we discuss how our approach may apply to other kinds of driver problems.

Other concurrency bugs. DCUAF can be used to detect other kinds of concurrency bugs in drivers, by modifying the lockset analysis. For example, it can detect a data race in two driver functions that can be concurrently executed. We have implemented such a prototype approach based on DCUAF. It reports around 149K data races in Linux 4.19 drivers. However, many of the reported data races are benign. Thus, we have focused on a specific kind of serious concurrency bug, namely concurrency use-after-free bugs.

Violations of other properties of driver interfaces. In fact, which driver interfaces can be concurrently executed is an important property of driver interfaces. To identify this property, in DCUAF, we first collect specific code information in each driver and then perform a statistical analysis of the collected information. This idea can be used to identify other important properties of driver interfaces and detect related violations. An example property is whether a driver interface can sleep. If a driver interface is called in atomic context [10], this driver interface cannot call any function that can sleep. Otherwise, a sleep-in-atomic-context (SAC) bug will occur, which can cause a system hang or crash [4]. Following our local-global strategy in DCUAF, for a given driver interface, we can first collect the information about whether the related driver function calls sleep-able functions in each driver; then we can perform a statistical analysis of all the collected information to infer whether this driver interface is in atomic context; and finally using the inference results, we can detect SAC bugs.

7 Related Work

7.1 Detecting Use-After-Free Bugs

Many approaches [6,25,33,36,45] for detecting use-after-free bugs are based on dynamic analysis. They monitor memory accesses at runtime and report bugs according to exact runtime information. They can detect both sequential and concurrency use-after-free bugs. For example, DangSan [36] is an effective use-after-free detection system that can efficiently scale to large numbers of pointer writes and to many concurrent threads. To reduce the runtime overhead of monitoring pointer tracking, DangSan uses a lock-free design inspired by log-structured file systems. This design refrains from using complicated shared data structures and simply opts for append-only per-thread logs for each object in the common case. However, these approaches require workloads that may be concurrently executed. Besides, these approaches target user-mode applications, while DCUAF targets device drivers by considering the driver interface model.

7.2 Detecting Concurrency Problems

To detect concurrency problems in device drivers, many existing approaches are based on dynamic analysis or static analysis:

Dynamic analysis. Related dynamic analysis approaches are sampling-based [15,18] or lockset-based [8,20,32]. Data-Collider [15] is an effective sampling-based approach to detect data races in the Windows kernel. It randomly samples memory accesses at runtime. To increase the possibility of capturing concurrent accesses to identical memory addresses, it delays the current running thread for a short time, and uses hardware breakpoints to trap any second access during delay. If a second access happens and at least one is a write, a real data race is detected. Eraser [32] was the first lockset-based approach for detecting data races. It instruments binary code to perform runtime monitoring of shared-variable accesses for each running thread, and detects data races by maintaining and checking locksets of shared variables during execution.

Dynamic approaches require associated hardware devices to actually run the tested drivers, which may be hard to obtain in practice. Besides, due to the non-determinism of concurrent execution, they may miss many real concurrency bugs.

Static analysis. Most related static analysis approaches [12, 13, 17, 29, 37, 38] are based on static lockset analysis. RaceX [13] is a well-known static lockset-based approach for detecting data races and deadlocks in OS kernel code. It uses an inter-procedural, flow-sensitive and context-sensitive analysis to maintain and check locksets in code paths, and detects data races and deadlocks. It also ranks the reported bugs. WHOOP [12] is an efficient static lockset-based approach for detecting data races in device drivers. It uses a symbolic pairwise lockset analysis to attempt to prove a driver race-free. It also uses a sound partial-order reduction to accelerate CORRAL [21], an existing concurrency-bug detector.
These static approaches target general concurrency bugs such as data races and atomicity violations, and they often have many false positives (for example, the work on RacerX [13] reports a false positive rate of nearly 50%). They do not focus on concurrency use-after-free bugs. Besides, they assume that all driver interface functions can be concurrently executed [13, 37, 38] or rely on manual guidance [12, 17], which can introduce many false positives or require much manual work. Different from these approaches, DCUAF targets concurrency use-after-free bugs, and uses a local-global strategy to accurately and automatically extract concurrent function pairs from driver source code.

7.3 Mining Code Rules in Systems Software

Some approaches mine implicit code rules in systems software, and then use the mined rules to detect related bugs. They mine rules by statistically analyzing source code [14, 23, 26, 31, 46] or execution traces [5, 22, 43]. PR-Miner [26] uses data mining techniques to extract implicit programming rules from the source code of large code bases. It extracts frequent function-call patterns that occur within a single function. Using the extracted rules, it detects related violations in the source code. PairCheck [5] uses software fault injection to generate test cases that cover error handling code in device drivers, and then runs these test cases to mine resource-acquire and -release rules from execution traces. Using the mined rules, it detects resource leaks in error handling code.

These approaches focus on code rules that occur within sequential execution, such as resource-acquire and -release pairs [5, 31] and function-call sequences [26, 43], but do not consider code rules involving concurrency. Inspired by these approaches, DCUAF uses a statistical analysis of driver code information when extracting concurrent function pairs.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a practical static analysis approach named DCUAF, to effectively and automatically detect concurrency use-after-free bugs in Linux device drivers. DCUAF uses two key techniques: (1) a local-global strategy to extract the pairs of driver interface functions that may be concurrently executed as concurrent function pairs; (2) a summary-based lockset analysis to detect concurrency use-after-free bugs, given two driver functions that may be concurrently executed. We have evaluated DCUAF on the driver code of Linux 4.19, and found 640 real concurrency use-after-free bugs. We have randomly selected 130 of these real bugs and reported them to Linux kernel developers, and 95 have been confirmed.

DCUAF can be improved in some aspects. Firstly, the code analysis in DCUAF can be improved to reduce false positives. For example, DCUAF does not consider path conditions and non-lock-related synchronization primitives in its lockset analysis. Secondly, DCUAF still misses concurrency use-after-free bugs involving complex patterns, such as using reference counters to free objects. Runtime testing tools such as KASAN [19] have found some such bugs in Linux drivers. We will consider these complex patterns in our lockset analysis to find more concurrency use-after-free bugs. Thirdly, besides concurrency use-after-free bugs, DCUAF can be applied to other driver problems, including other concurrency bugs such as data races and violations of other properties of driver interfaces such as sleep-in-atomic-context bugs. Finally, DCUAF only checks Linux drivers at present. We will port DCUAF to other operating systems (such as FreeBSD and NetBSD) to check their driver code.
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Abstract

Modern operating systems are monolithic. Today, however, lack of isolation is one of the main factors undermining security of the kernel. Inherent complexity of the kernel code and rapid development pace combined with the use of unsafe, low-level programming language results in a steady stream of errors. Even after decades of efforts to make commodity kernels more secure, i.e., development of numerous static and dynamic approaches aimed to prevent exploitation of most common errors, several hundreds of serious kernel vulnerabilities are reported every year. Unfortunately, in a monolithic kernel a single exploitable vulnerability potentially provides an attacker with access to the entire kernel.

Modern kernels need isolation as a practical means of confining the effects of exploits to individual kernel subsystems. Historically, introducing isolation in the kernel is hard. First, commodity hardware interfaces provide no support for efficient, fine-grained isolation. Second, the complexity of a modern kernel prevents a naive decomposition effort. Our work on Lightweight Execution Domains (LXDs) takes a step towards enabling isolation in a full-featured operating system kernel. LXDs allow one to take an existing kernel subsystem and run it inside an isolated domain with minimal or no modifications and with a minimal overhead. We evaluate our approach by developing isolated versions of several performance-critical device drivers in the Linux kernel.

1 Introduction

Modern operating system kernels are fundamentally insecure. Due to rapid development rate (the de-facto industry standard Linux kernel features over 70 thousand commits a year), a huge codebase (the latest version of the Linux kernel contains over 17 million lines of unsafe C/C++ and assembly code), and inherent complexity (typical kernel code adheres to multiple allocation, synchronization, access control, and object lifetime conventions) bugs and vulnerabilities are routinely introduced into the kernel code. In 2018, the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures database lists 176 Linux kernel vulnerabilities that allow for privilege escalation, denial-of-service, and other exploits [20]. This number is the lowest across several years [19].

Even though a number of static and dynamic mechanisms have been invented to protect execution of the low-level kernel code, e.g., modern kernels deploy stack guards [18], address space layout randomization (ASLR) [45], and data execution prevention (DEP) [72], attackers come up with new ways to bypass these protection mechanisms [8, 35, 49, 51, 57–59, 71]. Even advanced defense mechanisms that are yet to be deployed in mainstream kernels, e.g., code pointer integrity (CPI) [1, 53] and safe stacks [14, 53], become vulnerable in the face of data-only attacks combined with automated attack generation tools [46, 77]. In a monolithic kernel, a single vulnerability provides an attacker with access to the entire kernel. An attacker can redirect control to any part of the kernel and change any data structure escalating its privileges [46, 77].

Modern kernels need isolation as a practical means of confining the effects of individual vulnerabilities. However, introducing isolation in a kernel is hard. First, despite many advances in the architecture of modern CPUs, low-overhead hardware isolation mechanisms [74–76] did not make it into commodity architectures. On modern machines, the minimal call/reply invocation that relies on traditional address-spaces for isolation [26] takes over 834 cycles (Section 5). To put this number into perspective, in the Linux kernel a system call that sends a network packet through the network stack and network device driver takes 2299 cycles. A straightforward isolation of a network device driver which requires two domain crossings on the packet transmission path (Section 4), would introduce an overhead of more than 72%.

Second, the complexity of a shared-memory kernel that accumulates decades of development in a monolithic setting
prevents a trivial decomposition effort. Decomposition requires cutting through a number of tightly-connected, well-optimized subsystems that use rich interfaces and complex interaction patterns. Two straightforward isolation strategies—developing isolated subsystems from scratch [21, 24, 31] or running them inside a full copy of a virtualized kernel [11, 16, 30, 60]—result in either a prohibitively large engineering effort or overheads of running a full copy of a kernel for each isolated domain.

Our work on Lightweight Execution Domains (LXDs) takes a step towards enabling isolation in a full-featured operating system kernel. LXDs allow one to take an existing kernel subsystem and run it inside an isolated domain with minimal or no modifications and with a minimal overhead. While isolation of core kernel subsystems, e.g., a buffer cache layer, is beyond the scope of our work due to tight integration with the kernel (i.e., complex isolation boundary and frequent domain crossings), practical isolation of device drivers, which account for over 11 millions lines of unsafe kernel code and significant fraction of kernel exports, is feasible.

Compared to prior isolation attempts [9, 12, 15, 27, 32–34, 40–43, 66, 68, 69], LXDs leverage several new design decisions. First, we make an observation that synchronous cross-domain invocations are prohibitively expensive. The only way to make isolation practical is to leverage asynchronous communication mechanisms that batch and pipeline multiple cross-domain invocations. Unfortunately, explicit management of asynchronous messages typically requires a clean-slate kernel implementation built for explicit message-passing [5, 42]. LXDs, however, aim to enable isolation in commodity OS kernels that are originally monolithic (commodity kernels accumulate decades of software engineering effort that is worth preserving). To introduce asynchronous communication primitives in the code of a legacy kernel, LXDs build on the ideas from asynchronous programming languages [3, 13, 39]. We develop a lightweight asynchronous runtime that allows us to create lightweight cooperative threads that may block on cross-domain invocations and hence implement batching and pipelining of cross-domain calls in a way transparent to the kernel code.

Second, to break the kernel apart in a manner that requires only minimal changes to the kernel code, we develop decomposition patterns, a collection of principles and mechanisms that allow decomposition of the monolithic kernel code. Specifically, we support decomposition of typical idioms used in the kernel code—exported functions, data structures passed by reference, function pointers, etc. To achieve such backward compatibility, decomposition patterns define a minimal runtime layer that hides isolated, share-nothing environment by synchronizing private copies of data structures, invoking functions across domain boundaries, implementing exchange of pointers to data structures and functions, handling dispatch of cross-domain function calls, etc. Further, to make our approach practical, we develop an interface definition language (IDL) that generates runtime glue-code code required for decomposition.

Finally, similar to existing projects [54, 67], we make an observation that on modern hardware cross-core communication via the cache coherence protocol is faster then crossing an isolation boundary on the same CPU. By placing isolated subsystems on different cores it is possible to reduce isolation costs. While dedicating cores for every isolated driver is impractical, the ability to run several performance-critical subsystems, e.g., NVMe block and network device drivers, with the lowest possible overhead makes sense.

We demonstrate practical isolation of several performance-critical device drivers in the Linux kernel: software-only network and NVMe block drivers, and a 10Gbps Intel ixgbe network driver. Our experience with decomposition patterns shows that majority of the decomposition effort can be done with no modification to the kernel source. We hope that our work—general decomposition patterns, interface definition language, and asynchronous execution primitives—will gradually enable kernels that employ fine-grained isolation as the first-class abstraction. At the moment, two main limitations of LXDs are 1) requirement of a dedicated core for each thread of an isolated driver (Section 5), and 2) manual development of the IDL interfaces. We expect to relax both of the limitations in our future work.

2 Background and Motivation

The concept of decomposing operating systems for isolation and security is not new [9, 12, 15, 27, 32–34, 40–43, 66, 68, 69]. In the past, multiple projects tried to make isolation practical in both microkernel [9, 27, 41–43, 68] and virtual machine [12, 15, 33, 66] systems. SawMill was a research effort performed by IBM aimed at building a decomposed Linux environment on top of the L4 microkernel [34]. SawMill was an ambitious effort that outlined many problems of fine-grained isolation in OS kernels. SawMill relied on a synchronous IPC mechanism and a simple execution model in which threads migrated between isolated domains. Unfortunately, the cost of a synchronous context switch more than doubled in terms of CPU cycles over the last two decades [26]. Arguably, with existing hardware mechanisms the choice of a synchronous IPC is not practical (on our hardware a bare-bone synchronous call/reply invocation takes over 834 cycles on a 2.6GHz Intel machine; a cache-coherent invocation between two cores of the same die takes only 448-533 cycles, moreover, this number can be reduced further with batching (Section 5)). Furthermore, relying on a generic Flick IDL [25], SawMill required re-implementation of OS subsystem interfaces. In contrast, LXDs’s IDL is designed with an explicit goal of backward compatibility with the existing monolithic code, i.e., we develop mechanisms that allow us to transparently support decomposition of typical code patterns used in the kernel, e.g., registration of interfaces as function pointers, passing data structures by reference, etc.
Nooks further explored the idea of isolating device drivers in the Linux kernel [69]. Similar to SawMill, Nooks relied on the synchronous cross-domain procedure calls that are prohibitively expensive on modern hardware. Nooks maintained and synchronized private copies of kernel objects, however, the synchronization code had to be developed manually. Nooks’ successors, Decaf [64] and Microdrivers [32] developed static analysis techniques to generate glue code directly from the kernel source. LXDs do not have a static analysis support at the moment. We, however, argue that IDL is still an important part of a decomposed architecture—IDL provides a generic intermediate representation that allows us to generate glue code for different isolation boundaries, e.g., cross-core invocations, address-space switches, etc.

OSKit developed a set of decomposed kernel subsystems out of which a full-featured OS kernel could be constructed [29]. While successful, OSKit was not a sustainable effort—decomposition glue code was developed manually, and required a massive engineering effort in order to provide compatibility with the interface of Component Object Model [17]. OSKit quickly became outdated and unsupported.

Rump kernels develop glue code that allows execution of unmodified subsystems of the NetBSD kernel in a variety of executable configurations on top of a minimal execution environment [48], e.g., as a library operating system re-composed out of Rump kernel subsystems. Rump’s glue code follows the shape of the kernel subsystems and hence provides compatibility with unmodified kernel code that ensures maintainability of the project. LXDs follow Rump’s design choice of ensuring backward compatibility with unmodified code, but aim at automating the decomposition effort. Specifically, LXDs rely on decomposition patterns and IDL to extract unmodified device drivers from the kernel source and seamlessly enable their functionality for the monolithic kernel.

User-level device drivers [11, 21, 24, 30, 60] allow execution of device drivers in isolation. Two general approaches are used for isolating the driver. First, it is possible to run an unmodified device driver on top of a device driver execution environment that provides a backward compatible interface of the kernel inside an isolated domain [24]. Unfortunately, development of a kernel-compatible device driver execution environment requires a large engineering effort. Sometimes, backward compatibility is sacrificed to simplify development, but in this case the device driver or a kernel subsystem have to be re-implemented from scratch [31]. LXDs aim to provide a general framework for automating development of custom backward compatible device driver environments. With a powerful IDL, fast communication primitives, and asynchronous threads, LXDs enable nearly transparent decomposition of kernel code.

Alternatively, the device driver environment is constructed from a partial or complete copy of the kernel that can host the isolated driver on top of a VMM [11, 30, 60] or inside a user process [11, 48]. Unfortunately, a virtualized kernel [11, 30, 60] extends the driver execution environment with a nested copy of multiple software layers, e.g., interrupt handling, thread scheduling, context-switching, memory management, etc. These layers introduce overheads of tens of thousands of cycles on the critical data-path of the isolated driver, and provide a large attack surface. A library operating system that provides full or partial compatibility with the original kernel can be used as an execution environment for the isolated device driver [48, 62, 70]. Smaller and lighter compared to the full kernel, library operating systems eliminate performance overheads of the full kernel. LXDs provide ability to run an unmodified device driver in a very minimal kernel environment hence achieving lean data path of a custom-built device driver execution environment.

3 LXDs Architecture

LXDs execute as a collection of isolated domains running side by side with the monolithic kernel (Figure 1). This design allows us to enable isolation incrementally, i.e., develop isolated device drivers one at a time, and seamlessly enable their functionality in the monolithic kernel.

Each LXD is developed as a loadable kernel module. An unmodified source of the isolated driver is linked against the two components that provide a backward compatible execution environment for the driver: 1) the glue code generated by the IDL compiler (Figure 1, 6), and 2) a minimal library, libLXD (Figure 1, 7), that provides common utility functions normally available to the driver in a monolithic kernel, e.g., memory allocators, synchronization primitives, routines like memcpy(), etc.

LXDs rely on hardware-assisted virtualization (VT-x) for isolation. The choice of the hardware isolation mechanism is orthogonal to the LXDs architecture. VT-x, however, implements convenient interface for direct assignment of PCIe devices to isolated domains, and direct interrupt delivery (support for which we envision in the future). On the critical path LXDs rely on asynchronous cross-core communication primitives, and hence the cost of transitions to and from the VT-x domain (which is higher than a regular context switch) is acceptable.

LXDs are created and managed by a small microkernel that runs inside the commodity operating system kernel (Figure 1, 8). The LXD microkernel follows design of the L4 microkernel family [26]: it is centered around a pure capability-based synchronous IPC that explicitly controls authority of each isolated subsystem. The synchronous IPC is used for requesting microkernel resources, and exchange of capabilities, e.g., establishing regions of shared memory that are then used for fast asynchronous channels. Each LXD starts with at least one synchronous IPC channel that allows the LXD to gain more capabilities, exchange capabilities to its memory pages with the non-isolated kernel, and establish fast asynchronous communication channels.

To provide an interface of the isolated driver inside the
monolithic kernel, every LXD loads the corresponding klibLXD module (Figure 1, 3). The klibLXD is automatically generated by the IDL compiler. The glue code inside klibLXD transparently marshals arguments of cross-domain invocations to the actual isolated driver.

In the example of the isolated ixgbe driver (Figure 1), a user process invokes an unmodified send() system call initiating transmission of the network packet through the isolated device driver (Figure 1, 1). The monolithic kernel relies on the interface of the isolated ixgbe driver (a collection of function pointers registered by the driver with the kernel) to pass the packet to the device (dev->ndo_start_xmit()). The dev->ndo_start_xmit() function pointer is implemented by the glue code of the klibLXD module. Internally, the glue code relies on the low-level send and receive primitives of the asynchronous communication channels to send the message to the isolated driver. The message reaches the isolated driver where it is processed by the dispatch loop generated by the IDL compiler (Figure 1, 6). The dispatch loop then invokes the actual ixgbe_xmit_frame() function of the unmodified ixgbe driver (Figure 1, 5).

Transparent decomposition LXD.s rely on a collection of decomposition patterns to break the code of a monolithic system and emulate a shared-memory environment for isolated subsystems (Section 4). In LXD.s, isolated subsystems do not share any state that might break isolation guarantees, e.g., memory pointers, indexes into memory buffers, etc. Instead, each isolated subsystem maintains its own private hierarchy of data structures. LXD.s rely on a powerful IDL to automatically generate all inter-domain communication and synchronization code (Figure 1, 3 and 6). In contrast to existing IDLs used for constructing multi-server [25,38] and distributed systems [23,50,61,73] the main design goal behind the LXD.s’ IDL is backward compatibility with unmodified code. The IDL is designed to generate caller and callee stubs that hide details of inter-domain communication and synchronization of data structures.

Asynchronous runtime Compared to the monolithic kernel, a decomposed environment requires a cross-domain invocation in place of a regular procedure call for every function that crosses the boundary of an isolated domain. On modern hardware the overhead of such crossings is prohibitively expensive. LXD.s include a minimal runtime built around lightweight asynchronous threads that aims to hide overheads of cross-domain invocations by exploiting available request parallelism. Specifically, the ASYNC() primitive creates a lightweight cooperative thread that yields execution to the next thread when blocked on the reply from an isolated domain (Figure 1, 2). Asynchronous threads allow us to introduce asynchrony to the kernel code in a transparent manner.

Cross-core IPC To reduce overheads of crossing domain boundaries, LXD.s schedule isolated subsystems with tight latency and throughput requirements, i.e., network and block device drivers, on separate CPU cores. The reason is that on modern hardware cross-core communication via cache coherence is faster than a context switch on the same CPU. LXD.s rely on efficient cross-core communication channels to send messages across isolated subsystems (Figure 1, 4).

3.1 Interface Definition Language

We develop a collection of decomposition patterns—a collection of principles and mechanisms, e.g., remote references, projections, and hidden arguments, that allow isolation of typical code patterns used in the kernel, e.g. exported functions, data structures passed by reference, registration of interfaces.

Figure 1: LXD.s architecture (isolated ixgbe network driver).
as function pointers, etc. To support implementation of decomposition patterns, we develop a powerful IDL that generates all inter-domain communication code.

**Modules** The IDL describes each subsystem as a *module*, i.e., a collection of functions exported and imported by an isolated driver or the kernel. To illustrate decomposition patterns and the design of the IDL, we consider an example of a minimal dummy network device driver [44]. The following IDL is used to define the dummy module.

```idl
module dummy() {
    require net;
}
```

By itself the dummy module does not export any functions. Instead it relies on the net interface provided by the kernel to register itself with the kernel, i.e., register a collection of function pointers that provide the driver-specific implementation of the network device interface. The kernel uses these function pointers to invoke the isolated dummy device driver.

The `require` keyword instructs the IDL compiler to import the net module into the context of the dummy module. At a high level, the compiler is instructed to generate glue code required for remote invocations of the functions exported by the net module.

A typical network interface defines a collection of functions that implement a specific kernel interface. For example, the net module defines the interface of the network subsystem, i.e., a collection of functions that allow network device drivers to register with the kernel.

```idl
module net() {
    rpc int register_netdevice(projection net_device *dev);
    rpc void ether_setup(projection net_device *dev);
    ...
}
```

From the above module definition the IDL generates code for caller stubs of the net interface so the isolated dummy module can transparently invoke functions of the interface. The IDL also generates the dispatch loops for both the dummy LXD and kLXD so both isolated subsystem and non-isolated kernel can process remote function invocations from each other.

**Data structures** In LXDIs, isolated device drivers and the kernel do not share any state that might break isolation guarantees. Instead, each isolated subsystem maintains its own private hierarchy of data structures. In our example, the `register_netdev()` function takes a pointer to the `net_device` data structure that describes the network device. Since `net_device` is allocated inside the isolated dummy driver, a corresponding shadow copy will be created by the glue code in the non-isolated kernel (Figure 2).

The shadow hierarchies are synchronized upon function invocations. LXDIs provide support for transparent synchronization of shadow data structure copies across domains with the mechanism of *projections*. A projection explicitly defines a subset of fields of the data structure that will be passed to the callee and returned to the caller during the domain invocation.\(^2\)

```idl
projection <struct net_device> net_device {
    unsigned int flags;
    unsigned int priv_flags;
    ...
    projection net_device_ops [alloc(caller)] +netdev_ops;
}
```

Here, the projection `net_device` only lists the fields that will be used by the non-decomposed code in the kernel to register a network device. The projection omits the members of `struct net_device` that are private to the LXD, e.g., pointers to other data structures. The IDL supports lexical scopes, so the same data structure can be projected differently by different functions.

The IDL supports explicit [in] and [out] directional attributes to specify whether each field is marshalled from caller to callee or vice versa. In most cases, however, they are optional. The IDL compiler can infer the default direction from the way the projection is used in the code. In the example above, the default direction is [in]—all fields of the projection are copied from the caller to the callee side, which is decided based on the [alloc(callee)] qualifier that we discuss below.

**Allocation of shadow object copies** When the `register_netdev()` function is invoked by the LXD, the callee side of the invocation, i.e., the non-decomposed kernel, does not have a private version of the `net_device` data structure. The IDL provides support for controlling when remote objects are allocated, looked up, and freed with the `alloc`, `bind`, and `dealloc` qualifiers. The alloc qualifier instructs the IDL to allocate the new data structure of the projected type, i.e., `struct net_device`. The `hallo` attribute instructs the IDL to perform the allocation on the callee side, as the data structure already exists on the caller side. The allocation attribute also serves as a hint to the compiler to marshal all fields of the projection from the already existing data.

\(^2\)Hence defining how a data structure is projected into another domain.
structure on the caller side to the callee (i.e., all fields of the projection above have the implicit [in] attribute). The data structure is deallocated when the dealloc qualifier is used with the projection.

**Remote object references** In most cases isolated subsystems refer to the same data structure multiple times. For example, the net_device data structure is first registered with the register_netdev() function, then used in a number of functions that attach, turn on, and eventually unregister the device. LXDs provide a mechanism of remote references to refer to a specific object across domain boundaries. Similar to a capability in the LXD microkernel, each remote reference is a number that is resolved through a fast hash that is private to each thread of execution. References are transparent to the code, the IDL generates all necessary code to pair every local object with a reference that is used to lookup a corresponding shadow copy in another domain.

**Function pointers** Many parts of the kernel rely on the concept of an interface that allows dynamic registration of a specific subsystem implementation. In a native language like C an interface is implemented as a data structure with a collection of function pointers that are defined by each subsystem that provides a concrete interface implementation. In our example, net_device_ops is a data structure that defines a collection of function pointers implemented by the network device. We implement support for export of function pointers that cross boundaries of isolated domains. The following code provides a definition of the projection for the net_device_ops data structure.

```c
projection <struct net_device_ops> net_device_ops {
    rpc [alloc] int (+ndo_open)(projection netdev_empty [bind] +dev);
    rpc [alloc] int (+ndo_stop)(projection netdev_empty [bind] +dev);
    rpc [alloc] int (+ndo_start_xmit)(projection sk_buff [bind] +skb,
                                   projection net_device [bind] +dev);
    ...
}
```

For every function pointer, the IDL generates caller and callee stubs that behave like normal function pointers and hide details of cross-domain communication. To implement cross-domain function pointers while providing unmodified function signatures, we implement a concept of *hidden arguments*. For each function pointer, the IDL dynamically generates an executable trampoline in the caller’s address space. The caller invokes this trampoline like any other function, however, the trampoline resolves additional hidden arguments as an offset from its own address. The hidden arguments describe which channel to use and passes this information to the cross-domain stub generated by the IDL compiler. A remote reference to a function pointer on the callee side allows the caller to resolve a specific instance of a function pointer.

**Implementation** We implement the IDL compiler as a source-to-source translator from the LXD IDL to C. To build the compiler, we rely on the formalism of parsing expression grammars (PEG). This choice allows us to design a modular grammar that is easy to extend with new IDL primitives. We use Vembyr PEG parser generator [63] to automate development of a compiler. Vembyr provides a convenient extension interface that allows us to construct an abstract syntax tree (AST) as a set of C++ classes. We then perform a compilation step as a series of passes over the AST, e.g., module import, derivation of directional attributes, etc.. The final pass converts the AST into a concrete syntax tree (CST) that we use to print out the C code.

### 3.2 Asynchronous Execution Runtime

Traditionally, asynchronous communication requires explicit message passing [5, 42]. Programming of asynchronous message-passing systems, however, is challenging as it requires manual management (saving and restoring) of computation as execution gets blocked on remote invocations. In general, message-based systems work well as long as they are limited to a simple run-to-completion loop, but become nearly impossible to program if multiple blocking invocations are required on the message processing path [2, 52]. Further, in a message-passing environment, re-use of existing kernel code becomes hard or even impossible.

With LXDs we aim to satisfy two contradicting goals: 1) utilize asynchrony for cross-domain invocations, and 2) provide backward compatibility with existing kernel code, i.e., avoid re-implementation of the system in a message-passing style. To meet these goals, we implement a lightweight runtime that hides details of asynchronous communication behind an interface of asynchronous threads.

The core of the LXDs asynchronous runtime is built around two primitives: `ASYNC()` and `DO_FINISH()`. In Listing 1 the `ASYNC()` macro creates a new lightweight thread for executing a block of code (lines 4-8) asynchronously. Our implementation is based on GCC macros as it allows us to avoid modifications to the compiler and therefore provides compatibility with the existing kernel toolchain. When `ndo_start_xmit()` blocks on sending a message to the isolated driver (line 6), the asynchronous runtime continues execution from the next line after the asynchronous block (line 9) and starts the next iteration of the loop creating the new asynchronous thread.
Instead of blocking on the first `ndo_start_xmit()` cross-domain invocation, we dispatch multiple asynchronous invocations, hence submitting multiple network packets to the driver in a pipelined manner.

Internally, `ASYNC()` creates a minimal thread of execution by allocating a new stack and switching to it for execution of the code inside of the asynchronous block. `ASYNC()` creates a continuation, i.e., it saves the point of execution that follows the asynchronous block, which allows the runtime to resume execution when the thread either blocks or finishes. We save the state of the thread, i.e., its callee saved registers, on the stack, and therefore, can represent continuation as a tuple (instruction pointer, stack pointer). The continuation is added to the run-queue that holds all asynchronous threads that are created in the context of the current kernel thread. When asynchronous thread blocks waiting on a reply from an isolated domain, it invokes the `yield()` function that again saves the state of the thread by creating another continuation that is added to the run-queue. The `yield()` function picks the next continuation from the run-queue and switches to it.

The `DO_FINISH()` macro specifies the scope in which all asynchronous threads must complete. When execution reaches the end of the `DO_FINISH()` block, the runtime checks if any of unfinished asynchronous threads are still on the run-queue. If yes, the runtime creates a continuation for the current thread knowing that it has to finish the `DO_FINISH()` block later, and switches to a thread from the run-queue.

The `ASYNC()` macro specifies the scope in which 

Integration with the messaging system Every time a remote invocation blocks waiting on a reply, the asynchronous runtime switches to the new thread. The runtime system checks the reply message ring for incoming messages and whether any of them can unblock one of the blocked asynchronous threads. We implement a lightweight data structure that allows us to resolve response identifiers into pointers to asynchronous threads waiting on the run-queue. If the response channel is empty, the runtime system tries to return to the main thread to dispatch more asynchronous threads, but if the main thread reached the end of the `DO_FINISH()` block it picks one of the existing threads from the run-queue.

Nested invocations In most cases a cross-domain invocation triggers one or more nested remote invocations back into the caller domain, be it an LXD or a non-isolated kernel. For example, the `ndo_start_xmit()` triggers invocation of the `consume_skb()` function that releases the skb after it is sent. We need to process nested invocations in the caller domain. To avoid using an extra thread to dispatch remote invocations, we process nested invocations in the context of the caller thread. We embed a dispatch loop, the optimization we call “sender’s dispatch loop”, inside the message receive function `the_iop_poll_recv()` in such a way that it listens and processes incoming invocations from the callee.

Implementation `ASYNC()` and `DO_FINISH()` leverage functionality of GCC macros that allow us to declare the block of code as a nested function that can be executed on a new stack. We base implementation of the threading runtime on the eager version of AC [39] (in LXDs cross-domain invocations always block, therefore, eager creation of the stack for each asynchronous thread is justified). Besides changing AC to work inside the Linux kernel and integrating it with the LXDs messaging primitives, we employ several aggressive optimizations. To minimize the number of thread switches, we introduce an idea of a “direct” continuation, the continuation that is known to follow the current context of execution, e.g., the instruction following the `ASYNC()` block. We also defer deallocation of stacks. Normally, the stack cannot be deallocated from the context of the thread that is using it. AC switches into the context of the “idle” scheduler thread and deallocates the stack from there. This, however, introduces an extra context switch. Instead, we maintain the queue of stacks pending de-allocation and deallocate them all at once right when the execution exits the `DO_FINISH()` block.

### 3.3 Fast Cross-Core Messaging

Trying to reduce overheads of crossing the isolation boundary, LXDs schedule isolated subsystems on separate CPU cores and use a fast cross-core communication mechanism to send “call” and “reply” invocations between the cores. The performance of cross-core invocations is dominated by the latency of cache coherence protocol, which synchronizes cache lines between cores (a single cache-line transaction incurs a latency of 100-400 cycles [22, 56, 57]). In order to achieve the lowest possible communication overhead, similar to prior projects [5,6,47], we minimize the number of cache coherence transactions. In LXDs, each channel consists of two rings: one for outgoing “call” messages and one for incoming “replies”. We configure each message to be the size of a single cache line (64 bytes on our hardware). Similar to FastForward [36], we avoid shared producer and consumer pointers, as they add extra transactions for each message. Instead, we utilize an explicit state flag that signals whether the ring slot is free.

### 4 Decomposition Case-Studies

To evaluate the generality of LXDs abstractions, we develop several isolated device drivers in the Linux kernel.

#### 4.1 Network Device Drivers

We develop isolated versions of two network drivers: 1) a software-only dummy network driver that emulates an infinitely fast network adapter, and 2) Intel 82599 10Gbps Ethernet driver (ixgbe). The network layer of the Linux kernel has one of the tightest performance budgets among all kernel subsystems. Further, the dummy is not connected to a real network interface, and hence allows us to stress overheads of isolation without any artificial limits of existing NICs.

Decomposed network drivers To isolate the dummy and ixgbe network drivers, we develop IDL specifications of the network driver interface. The IDL specification is 64 lines of
code for the *dummy*, and 153 lines for the ixgbe driver (110 lines for the network and 43 for the PCIe bus interfaces). Each network device driver registers with the kernel by invoking a kernel function and passing a collection of function pointers that implement an interface of a specific driver. Since ixgbe manages a real PCIe device, it registers with the PCIe bus driver that enumerates all PCIe devices on the bus and connects them to matching device drivers. Therefore, we develop an IDL specification for the PCI bus interface.

In contrast to block device drivers that implement a zero-copy path for block requests, the network stack copies each packet from a user process into a freshly allocated kernel buffer. To ensure a zero-copy transfer of the packet from the kernel to the LXD, we allocate a region of memory shared between the non-isolated kernel and the LXD of the network driver. The kernel allocates memory for the skb payload using the `alloc_skb()` function. We modify it to allocate payload data from this shared region. Linux does not provide a simple mechanism to configure one of its memory allocators to run on a specified region of memory. We, therefore, develop a lock-free allocator that uses a dedicated memory region to allocate blocks of a fixed size. To enable device access to the region of shared memory where packet payload is allocated, we extend the libLXD and the LXD microkernel with support for the IOMMU interface. We configure the IOMMU to enable access to the packet payload region that is shared between the kernel and the LXD.

The ixgbe device driver uses system timers for several control plane operations. To provide timers inside LXDs, we rely on the timer infrastructure of the non-isolated kernel. Much like any other function pointer, we register the timer callback function pointer with the kernel. The callback caller stub sends an IPC to the isolated driver to trigger the actual callback inside the LXD. Finally, in the native driver, the NAPI polling function is invoked in the context of the softirq thread. We implement softirq threads as asynchronous threads dispatched from the LXD’s dispatch loop.

The isolated *dummy* driver requires two cross-domain calls on the packet transmission path. The first call is invoked by the non-isolated kernel to submit the packet to the driver (`ndo_start_xmit()`), and the second is called by the driver after the packet was processed by the device and is ready to be released (`consume_skb()`). To reduce overheads of isolation, we introduce the “half-crossing” optimization. Specifically, for the functions that do not return a value, e.g., `consume_skb()` that releases the network packet to the kernel, we send the “call” message across the isolation boundary, but do not wait for the arrival of the reply message.

### 4.2 Multi-Queue Block Device Drivers

We implement a decomposed version of the nullblk block driver [4]. The nullblk driver is not connected to a real NVMe device, but instead emulates the behavior of the fastest possible block device in software.

**Linux multi-queue block layer** Linux implements a multi-queue (MQL) block layer [7] to support low-latency, high-throughput PCIe-attached non-volatile memory (NVMe) block devices. On par with network adapters, today NVMe is one of the fastest I/O subsystems in the kernel. To fully benefit from the asynchronous multi-queue layer, user-level processes rely on the new asynchronous block I/O interface that allows applications to submit batches of I/O requests to the kernel and poll for completion later. In the case of direct device access, the kernel performs all request processing starting from the system call to leaving the request ready for the DMA in the context of the same process that issued the `io_submit()` system call. The kernel returns to the process right after leaving request in the DMA ring buffers. Later the process polls for completion of the request by either entering the kernel again, or by monitoring a user-mapped page where the kernel advertises completed requests. Being allocated inside a user-level page, the pointer to the request is passed to the kernel, the kernel “pins” the page ensuring that it does not get swapped out while the request is in-flight. For each request the device driver adds the page containing the request to the IOMMU of the device, hence permitting the direct access to the request payload.

**Decomposed block driver** Similar to network drivers, we develop IDL specifications of the block driver interface, which consists of 68 lines of IDL code. The isolated nullblk driver requires three cross-domain calls on the I/O path. The first call is invoked by the non-isolated kernel to pass a block request from the block layer to the driver. The driver itself invokes two functions of the non-isolated kernel: `blk_mq_start_request()` and `blk_mq_end_request()`. The `blk_mq_start_request()` function passes the pointer to the request back to the block layer to inform it that request processing has started, and the I/O is ready to be issued to the device. The block layer now associates a timer with this particular request to ensure that if the completion for that request does not arrive in time, it can either abort the I/O operation or try to enqueue the request again. The `blk_mq_end_request()` allows the driver to inform the block layer that the request is completed by the device, and is ready to go up the block layer back to the user process.

We utilize `ASYNC()` and `DO_FINISH()` to implement an asynchronous loop on the submission path. A batch of requests is submitted by the application, hence we dispatch them to the nullblk LXD asynchronously. We provide a detailed analysis of isolation overheads in Section 5.6.

### 5 Evaluation

We conduct all experiments in the openly-available CloudLab testbed [65].

3LXDs are available at [https://github.com/mars-research/lxds](https://github.com/mars-research/lxds).

We utilize CloudLab d820 servers with four 2.2 GHz 8-Core E5-4620 processors and 128 GB RAM. All machines run 64-bit Ubuntu 18.04 Linux with the kernel version 4.8.4. In all experiments we disable hyper-threading.
Table 1: Overhead of asynchronous threads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Cycles (Cycles per request)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Context switch</td>
<td>29-41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 non-blocking ASYNC()</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 blocking ASYNC()</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 blocking ASYNC()s</td>
<td>374 (93.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Intra-core vs cross-core IPC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Cycles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>seL4 same-core d820 (without PCIDs)</td>
<td>1005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seL4 same-core c220g2 (with PCIDs)</td>
<td>834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LXDs cross-core r320 (non-NUMA)</td>
<td>448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LXDs cross-core d820 (NUMA)</td>
<td>533</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Benefits of manual and ASYNC() batching.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Batch size</th>
<th>Cycles (cycles per msg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>ASYNC()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>876 (219)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1262 (157)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1 Asynchronous Runtime

LXDs rely on the asynchronous runtime to hide the overheads of cross-domain invocations. To evaluate the effectiveness of this design choice, we conduct two sets of experiments that measure and compare overheads of asynchronous threads, and synchronous invocations.

**Overhead of asynchronous threads** We conduct four experiments that measure overheads of the asynchronous runtime (Table 1). In all tests we run 10M iterations and report an average across five runs. The first test measures the overhead of creating and tearing down a minimal asynchronous block of code that just increments an integer, but does not block. Each iteration takes 46 cycles which includes allocating and deallocating a stack for the new thread, and two stack switches to start and end execution of the thread. In the second test we measure the overhead of switching between a pair of asynchronous threads that takes 29 cycles and uses a sequence of 20 CPU instructions. Out of 20 instructions 16 are memory accesses that touch the first level cache and take two cycles each [28] (six instructions are required to save and restore callee saved registers, and two save and restore instruction pointer and stack registers). If, however, the context switch touches additional metadata, e.g., adds the thread to the run-queue, the overhead of the context switch grows to 41 cycles due to additional memory accesses.

The third and fourth tests measure the overhead of executing one and four blocking ASYNC() code blocks, i.e., each thread executes yield() similar to the IPC path. The overhead of creating one blocking asynchronous block (third test in Table 1) is 124 cycles, which consist of the cost to create and tear down a non-blocking asynchronous thread (46 cycles) and three context switches required to block and unblock the thread, and switch back to the main thread when the DO_FINISH() block is reached. If, however, we execute four asynchronous blocks in a loop the total overhead comes to 374 cycles or 93.5 cycles per one asynchronous block. Overall, we conclude that asynchronous threads are fast, and come close to the speed of manual management of pending invocations in a message-passing system.

5.2 Same-core vs cross-core IPC

**Same-core IPC** To understand the benefits of cache-coherent cross-core invocations over traditional same-core address-space switches, we compare LXDs’ cross-core channels with the synchronous IPC mechanism implemented by the seL4 microkernel [26]. We choose seL4 as it implements the fastest synchronous IPC across several modern microkernels [55]. As d820 servers do not provide support for tagged TLBs (PCIDs) that improve IPC performance by avoiding an expensive TLB flush on the IPC path, in addition to the d820 machines we report results for the same IPC tests on an Intel E5-2660 v3 10-core Haswell 2.6GHz machine (CloudLab c220g2 server) that implements support for tagged TLBs. To defend against Meltdown attacks, seL4 provides support for a page-table-based kernel isolation mechanism similar to KPTI [37]. However, this mechanism negatively affects IPC performance due to an additional reload of the page table root pointer. Since recent Intel CPUs address Meltdown attacks in hardware, we configure seL4 without these mitigations. On d820 machines without PCIDs support, seL4 achieves the median IPC latency of 1005 cycles (Table 2). On the c220g2 servers with tagged TLBs enabled the IPC latency drops to 834 cycles (Table 2).

**Cross-core IPC** To measure the overhead of cross-core cache-coherent invocations, we conduct a minimal call/reply test in which a client thread repeatedly invokes a function of a server via an LXD’s asynchronous communication channel. Client and server are running on two cores of the same CPU socket. Since multi-socket NUMA machines incur higher cache-coherence overheads and thus have slower cross-domain invocations, in our experiments we use a NUMA and a non-NUMA machine with a similar CPU: a four socket d820 NUMA server and a single-socket non-NUMA r320 CloudLab server configured with one 2.1 GHz 8-core Xeon E5-2450 CPU. In all experiments we run 100M call/reply invocations and report an average across five runs (Table 2). On a non-NUMA r320 machine, cross-core IPC takes 448 cycles. On a NUMA d820 machine, this number increases to 533 cycles.

Two additional observations are important. First, communication between hardware threads of the same CPU core takes less time than communication between cores (we measure the overhead of cross-core invocations to be only 105 cycles on the non-NUMA r320 machine and 133 cycles on the NUMA.
d820). Typically, however, a single LXD serves requests from multiple cores of the monolithic kernel, and hence only a single core can benefit from proximity to the logical core.

Second, communication outside of the NUMA node incurs high overheads due to crossing inter-socket links. On the d820 server, a cross-socket call/reply invocation takes 1988 cycles over one inter-socket hop, which is higher than overhead of a synchronous same-core IPC. Note that on a batch of 4 and 8 this number drops to 900 and 535 cycles per message respectively. We anticipate that each NUMA node will run a local LXD thread and hence the crossings of NUMA nodes will be rare (this design makes sense as high-throughput isolated subsystems, e.g., network and NVMe drivers, are CPU-bound and anyway require multiple LXD threads to keep up with invocations from multiple kernel threads).

Finally, we make an observation that compared to overheads of synchronous IPC invocations (both on the same core and cross-core) the overheads of asynchronous threads is relatively small (93.5 cycles per-request in a batch of four (Table 1)). Therefore, the use of asynchronous threads for batching and pipelining of multiple cross-domain invocations is justified.

5.3 Message Batching

To evaluate the benefits of aggregating multiple cross-core invocations in a batch, we conduct an experiment that performs call/reply invocations in batches of messages ranging from 1 to 8. On a batch of 4 messages a call/reply invocation takes only 876 cycles, or 219 cycles per invocation on a d820 NUMA machine (Table 3). On a batch of 8 messages the overhead per one call/reply invocation drops to 157 cycles per message. For a batch of messages, the cross-core IPC sends call/reply invocations through independent cache lines. The CPU starts sending the next message right after issuing loads and stores to the hardware load/store queue, but without waiting for completion of the cache-coherence requests effectively pipelining multiple outstanding cache coherence requests.

Composable batching with ASYNC() Finally, we analyze how cross-core invocations are affected if the batches of messages are created by blocking asynchronous threads instead of the manual, message-passing style batching we analyzed above. To evaluate overheads of asynchronous threads, we design an IPC test that performs a series of cross-core function invocations from inside an ASYNC() block (Table 3). We run a loop of length 1, 4, and 8. The body of the loop is an asynchronous code block that invokes a function on another core. Instead of waiting for the reply, each asynchronous thread yields and continues to the next iteration of the loop that dispatches the new asynchronous thread. For the loop of length 1, 4, and 8, compared to the manual batch, ASYNC() introduces overhead ranging from 35 cycles on a batch of one to 105 cycles per message on a batch of 8 (Table 3).

Figure 3: Performance of the dummy driver

5.4 Dummy Device Driver

We utilize the dummy driver as a platform for several benchmarks that highlight overheads of isolation in the context of a “fast” device driver (dummy is a good, representative example of such device driver as it serves an infinitely fast device and is accessed through a well-optimized I/O submission path of the kernel network stack). In all experiments we use the iperf2 benchmark that measures the transmit and receive bandwidth for different payload sizes, and run the tests on d820 servers (Figure 3). We configure the isolated dummy driver with a varying number of cores ranging from one to four in such a manner that one LXD thread runs on each socket of the 4-socket d820 system. Specifically, on a 32-core system, the isolated dummy can support up to 27 iperf threads (i.e., four cores of the system are dedicated to LXD threads, and one core is occupied by the kLXD thread servicing control plane invocations from the LXD). We assign the first six iperf threads to the first socket (one core of the CPU socket is occupied by the LXD thread and one by the kLXD thread), then we assign the next seven iperf threads to the second socket, and so on (Figure 3). We report the total number of device driver I/O requests per-second (IOPS) across all threads (we report an average across five runs on the maximum transmission unit (MTU) size packets).

In our first experiment we change dummy to perform only one crossing between the kernel and the driver for sending each packet (dummy-1, Figure 3). This synthetic configuration allows us to analyze overheads of isolation in the ideal scenario of a device driver that requires only one crossing on the device I/O path. With one application thread the non-isolated driver achieves 956K IOPS (i.e., on average, a well-optimized network send path takes only 2299 cycles to submit an MTU-sized packet from the user process to the network interface). The isolated driver achieves 730K IOPS (76% of the non-isolated performance), and on average requires 3009 cycles to submit one packet. Of course, the isolated driver utilizes one extra core for running the LXD. Isolation adds an overhead of
Asynchronous threads: To evaluate the impact of asynchronous communication, we perform the same iperf2 test with a packet size of 4096 bytes. When the packet size exceeds MTU, the kernel fragments each packet into MTU-size chunks suitable for transmission and submits each chunk to the driver individually. In general, multiple domain crossings caused by fragmentation negatively affect performance of the isolated driver. We compare three configurations: a non-isolated dummy driver (native, Figure 3), a synchronous version of LXDs (sync-4-lcds) and asynchronous version that leverages ASYNC() to invoke the driver in a parallel loop (async-4-1cds). Configured with one iperf thread, a non-isolated driver achieves 534K IOPS, i.e., on average it requires 4114 cycles to submit a 4096 byte packet split in three fragments. Performance of the synchronous version of the isolated driver is heavily penalized by the inability to overlap communication, i.e., waiting for LXD replies, and processing of further requests. The synchronous version achieves only 236K IOPS (44% of non-isolated performance). The asynchronous isolated driver is able to benefit from pipelining of three fragment packets with asynchronous threads (it achieves 341K IOPS or 63.8% of non-isolated performance). Note, that as the number of application threads grows, the benefits of asynchronous threads gradually disappear. With 27 iperf threads both synchronous and asynchronous configurations achieve similar performance (36% and 37% of the native driver respectively). As the number of application threads increases, each core of the isolated driver that processes requests from up to seven iperf threads becomes heavily utilized. Each LXD thread dispatches kernel invocations in a round-robin manner from a set of cross-core communication channels. If all channels are active, the performance of each iperf thread is dominated by the time spent waiting for its turn to be processed by the LXD. On a batch of only three messages, asynchronous threads do not provide sufficient benefits to tolerate this latency.

5.5 Ixgbe Device Driver

To measure performance of the isolated ixgbe driver, we configure an iperf2 test with a varying number of iperf threads ranging from one to six (Figure 4). On our system, a small number of application threads saturates a 10Gbps network adapter. Configured with one iperf thread, on the MTU size packet the isolated ixgbe is 12% faster compared to the isolated system on the network transmit path, although at the cost of using an extra core. This advantage disappears as the LXD becomes busy handling more than one iperf thread. Nevertheless, from three to seven threads, the isolated driver stays within 6-13% of the performance of the native device driver which saturates the network interface with three and more application threads.

On the receive path, the isolated driver is 1% slower for one application thread. Two factors attribute to performance of the isolated driver: 1) it benefits from an additional core, and 2) it uses asynchronous threads for NAPI polling instead of native threads used by the Linux kernel for handling IRQs. Asynchronous threads provide a faster context switch compared to the native Linux kernel threads. Similar to transmit path, this advantage disappears with larger number of application threads. From two to six threads the isolated driver stays within 12-18% of the performance of the native driver.

To measure the end-to-end latency, we rely on the UDP request-response test implemented by the netperf benchmarking tool. The UDP_RR measures the number of round-trip request-response transactions per second, i.e., the client sends a 64 byte UDP packet and waits for the response from the server. The native driver achieves 26688 transactions per second (which equals the round-trip latency of 40µs), the isolated driver is 7% (2.6µs) faster with 24975 transactions per second (round-trip latency of 37.4µs). Again the isolated driver benefits from a faster receive path due to low-overhead context switch of asynchronous threads. As the network is lightly loaded during the latency test even with six application threads the isolated driver remains 3.4µs faster achieving the latency.
of 43.4µs versus 46.8µs achieved by the native driver.

5.6 Multi-Queue Block Device Driver

In our block device experiments, we use fio to generate I/O requests. To set an optimal baseline for our evaluation, we chose the configuration parameters that provide the lowest latency path to the driver, so that overheads of isolation are emphasized the most. We use fio’s libaio engine to overlap I/O submissions, and bypass the page cache by setting direct I/O flag to ensure raw device performance. Similar to dummy, in isolated configuration, the nullblk LXD fully utilizes one extra core on every CPU socket. We run the same configurations as for dummy, e.g., one LXD thread on each NUMA node. We placing the first six fio threads on the first NUMA node; next seven fio threads on the second NUMA node, and so on, up until 27 fio threads. We vary the number of fio threads from 1 to 27 and report results for two block sizes— 512 bytes and 1MB—which represent two extreme points: a very small and a very large data block. For each block size, we submit a set of requests at once ranging the number of requests from 1 to 16 and then poll for the same number of completions. Since the nullblk driver does not interact with an actual storage medium writes perform as fast as reads, hence we utilize read I/O operations in all experiments.

The native driver achieves 295K IOPS for the packet size of 512 bytes and the queue of one (Figure 5). In other words, a single request takes about 7457 cycles to complete. The isolated driver achieves 235K IOPS (or 79% of non-isolated performance). The isolation incurs an overhead of 1904 cycles due to three domain crossings on the critical path. For a queue of 16 requests, the isolated driver benefits from asynchronous threads which allow it to stay within 4% of the performance of the native driver for as long as it stays in one NUMA node (from 1 to 6 fio threads). Both native and isolated drivers suffer from NUMA effects due to the fact that Linux block layer collects performance statistics for every device partition. The blk_mq_end_request() function acquires a per-partition lock and updates several global counters. The native driver faces performance drops when it spills outside of a NUMA node at 9, 17, and 25 fio threads (Figure 5). The isolated driver experiences similar drops at 7, 14, and 21 fio threads. On the block size of 1M, inside one NUMA node the isolated driver stays within 10% of the performance of the native driver for both queues of one and 16 requests. Outside of one NUMA node the performance of both native and isolated drivers suffers from NUMA effects. We speculate that NUMA degradation can be fixed by changing the kernel to use per-core performance counters [10].

6 Conclusions

LXDs provide general abstractions and mechanisms for isolating device drivers in a full-featured operating system kernel. By employing several design choices—relying on an asynchronous execution runtime for hiding latency of cross-domain invocations, developing general decomposition patterns, and relying on cross-core invocations—we demonstrate the ability to isolate kernel subsystems with tightest performance budgets. We hope that our work will gradually enable kernels to employ practical isolation of most device drivers and other kernel subsystems that today account for the majority of the kernel code.
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Abstract

The Spectre family of security vulnerabilities show that speculative execution attacks on modern processors are practical. Spectre variant 2 attacks exploit the speculation of indirect branches, which enable processors to execute code from arbitrary locations in memory. Retpolines serve as the state-of-the-art defense, effectively disabling speculative execution for indirect branches. While retpolines succeed in protecting against Spectre, they come with a significant penalty — 20% on some workloads.

In this paper, we describe and implement an alternative mechanism: the JumpSwitch, which enables speculative execution of indirect branches on safe targets by leveraging indirect call promotion, transforming indirect calls into conditional direct calls. Unlike traditional inlining techniques which apply call promotion at compile time, JumpSwitches aggressively learn targets at runtime and leverage an optimized patching infrastructure to perform just-in-time promotion without the overhead of binary translation.

We designed and optimized JumpSwitches for common patterns. If a JumpSwitch cannot learn safe targets, we fall back to the safety of retpolines. JumpSwitches seamlessly integrate into Linux, and are evaluated in Linux v4.18. We show that JumpSwitches can improve performance over retpolines by up to 20% for a range of workloads. In some cases, JumpSwitches even show improvement over a system without retpolines by directing speculative execution into conditional direct calls just-in-time and reducing mispredictions.

1 Introduction

Spectre is a family of security vulnerabilities first disclosed to the public in January 2018 [38]. Spectre manipulates a processor to speculatively execute code which leaves side-effects that can be observed even after a processor decides the speculation is incorrect and reverses its execution. Spectre attacks have shown that it is practical to extract data which leaks from these observable side-effects, known as side-channels. As a result, both processor manufacturers and software developers have sought to defend against Spectre-style attacks by restricting speculative execution.

In order to execute a Spectre attack, malicious code must be able to control what the processor speculatively executes.

While several vectors of attack exist, indirect branches, which enable a processor to execute code from arbitrary locations in memory have been shown to be especially vulnerable. Variant 2 of Spectre, known as “Branch Target Injection” [38], leverages indirect branches by causing the processor to mispredict the branch target and speculatively execute code designed to leave side-effects. To mitigate against this attack, a code sequence known as a retpoline [49] was developed, which is used in software and throughout the OS kernels today. Retpolines work by effectively disabling speculative execution of indirect branches. Instead of allowing the processor to speculate on the target of an indirect branch, retpolines force the processor to speculatively execute an infinite loop until the target is known. This is achieved by leveraging return (or RET) instructions, which are speculatively executed using a different mechanism than indirect branches.

While retpolines are effective in mitigating against Spectre variant 2, preventing speculative execution of indirect branches comes at a significant cost: in some benchmarks, we observe up to a 20% slowdown due to retpolines, making Spectre variant 2 one of the most expensive Spectre attacks to defend against. Unfortunately, indirect branches are used extensively in software: they are the basis for software indirection, they enable object-oriented constructs such as virtual functions and they are present throughout the OS kernels to enable their modular design. Spectre has made optimizing indirect branches in software more important than ever, since Spectre vulnerable hardware is no longer able to do so.

This paper describes our implementation of an alternative mechanism, the JumpSwitch, which leverages a technique known as indirect call promotion to transform indirect calls into conditional direct calls. Indirect call promotion is often employed by compilers [6,9] to take advantage of profiling data, or binary translators and JIT engines to avoid expensive lookups in code caches [20]. These techniques alone, however, are insufficient for OS kernels. Mechanisms such as kernel address space layout randomization (KASLR) [45] dynamic modules and JITed code (e.g., eBPF) make it difficult to reliably determine branch targets. Compiler-based approaches such as PDO/FDO “lock” the results in a binary, requiring recompilation for best performance and preventing regressions [40] when the workload changes [54], which may be untenable as most distributions package kernels as binaries. Binary translation of the kernel incurs significant overheads.
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while restricting functionality, obviating the benefits of indirect call promotion [27].

Building on this observation, JumpSwitches learn execution targets either statically at compile-time or dynamically at runtime and promote indirect calls using just-in-time promotion, learning targets using a lightweight mechanism as the kernel runs. If correct targets cannot be learned, JumpSwitches fall back to using retpolines. JumpSwitches are fully integrated with the Linux kernel’s build system.1 Through the Linux build infrastructure, we are able to seamlessly update the kernel to leverage JumpSwitches without source code changes. However, to further improve performance, we provide more advanced JumpSwitches known as semantic JumpSwitches which are able to take advantage of the rich semantic information available within the kernel such as process tables, and we provide five different types of JumpSwitches tailored for different use cases.

Our evaluation of JumpSwitches shows a performance improvement over retpolines in a variety of workloads by up to 20%. In some cases, we are able to even show improvement on a system without retpolines, so JumpSwitches are useful even if Spectre variant 2 is mitigated in hardware. Since JumpSwitches are implemented within the kernel, they may potentially benefit every workload running on Linux.

While conditional direct calls are vulnerable to Spectre variant 1 (“Bounds Check Bypass”) [30, 39, 49], another Spectre vulnerability which retpolines do defend against, other less expensive mechanisms which JumpSwitches are compatible with, such as static analysis and selective masking/serialization are typically used to defend against Spectre variant 1 [12]. Notably, future “Spectre safe” hardware which do not need retpolines will still be vulnerable to Spectre variant 1 [46] and require Spectre variant 1 mitigations. JumpSwitches provide the same level of safety as this future hardware.

This paper makes the following contributions:

- We explore Spectre and the impact of current and future mitigations on the performance of indirect calls. (§2.1)
- We explore previous work for indirect call promotion and describe how JumpSwitches revisit indirect call promotion in the era of Spectre. (§2.2, §2.4).
- We describe our implementation of JumpSwitches (§3) which features:
  - Five types of JumpSwitches, which are optimized for the common case (generic JumpSwitches) and special use cases (semantic JumpSwitches) (§3.1).
  - A mechanism for learning which updates JumpSwitches outside the path of execution (§3.2).
  - A integration with the Linux kernel which leverages semantic information within the kernel (system calls, process information, seccomp) (§3.4).
- We evaluate JumpSwitches and show that they improve performance in real-world benchmarks by up to 20% (§4).
- We conclude with remarks about the future of speculative execution (§5).

2 Indirect Branches

Indirect branches are a basic type of processor instruction which enables programs to dynamically change what code is executed by the processor at runtime. To execute an indirect branch, the processor computes a branch target, which determines what instruction to execute after the indirect branch. Since targets are dynamically computed, indirect branches can execute code depending on what data is present. This indirection is most frequently used to enable polymorphism. For example, in C++, different functions may be executed depending on an object’s type, or in Linux, different functions may be executed depending on whether an address is IPv4 or IPv6. To enable this functionality, a compiler will generate an indirect branch which computes the correct function as a branch target based on the object’s type. Indirect branches are not limited to object-oriented code: they are used by many constructs such as callbacks and jump tables as well.

The use of indirect branches, however, poses a significant problem for modern processors which are heavily pipelined and require a constant instruction stream to achieve maximum performance. With an indirect branch, the processor cannot fetch the next instruction until the branch target is computed, resulting in pipeline stalls that significantly degrade performance. To eliminate these stalls, processors leverage speculation, which guesses the branch target and rolls back executed instructions if the guess is later determined to be incorrect. In many processors, speculation is done through a branch target buffer (BTB), which serves as a cache for previous branch targets of indirect branches.

The Spectre family of attacks observed that rolling back speculative execution can be incomplete. For example, speculative execution of privileged code could leave memory as a result of that execution in the processor’s caches. Timing attacks can be used by an unprivileged process to determine what memory was fetched, resulting in a data leak. Spectre variant 2, known as “Branch Target Injection” specifically targeted indirect branches and the BTB [30, 38]. In variant 2, either training the predictor to speculatively execute a malicious branch target or causing a collision in the BTB (which uses a subset of address bits for performance) resulting in an indirect branch speculatively executing code which leaves side-effects in the processor cache. This work focuses on variant 2, and when we refer to Spectre we refer to variant 2 of the attack.

In the next sections, we discuss both current and future mitigations for Spectre and how performance is affected. We then discuss software mechanisms currently used to optimize indirect branches, and present how JumpSwitches enable dynamically optimization of indirect branches while mitigating

---

1We have submitted upstream patches to the Linux kernel, with positive feedback from the Linux community.
Spectre style attacks. For the rest of this paper, we focus on the Intel x86 architecture. We believe that JumpSwitch can be applied to other Spectre vulnerable architectures, such as AMD, ARM and IBM.

2.1 Spectre Mitigations

Mitigations for Spectre can be categorized into three general categories: software, hardware microcode and hardware.

Software mitigations. Retpolines [49] are the currently preferred method for mitigating Spectre. Retpolines, shown in Figure 1, work by directing speculative execution of indirect branches into an infinite loop. This is achieved by redirecting indirect branches to a thunk which captures the branch target on the return stack buffer (RSB) and uses a RET instruction instead of a CALL. A RET uses a different speculative prediction mechanism which leverages the RSB rather than the vulnerable BTB, so it does not suffer from the same vulnerability as a CALL instruction. Speculative execution of the return path will execute lines 4-6, labeled capture, which exhausts speculative execution by looping forever. The PAUSE instruction on line 4 is used to release processor resources to a hardware simultaneous multithread (SMT) or to save power if no execution is needed, and the LFENCE instruction acts as a speculation barrier [15, 36].

Retpoline safety is based on the behavior of the predictor for the RET instruction. On Intel architectures before Skylake, speculation for RET instructions were always computed from the RSB [14]. On Skylake and after however, the contents of the BTB may be used if the RSB is empty, making these architectures vulnerable even if retpolines are used [31]. To prevent an attack which causes the underflow of the RSB, a technique known as RSB stuffing can be used on these architectures on events which could cause the RSB to be emptied [51]. However, a deep call stack may still result in unpredictable overflows, leaving these architectures vulnerable even with both RSB stuffing and retpolines enabled.

Measuring precise performance overheads of retpolines is difficult because they affect deep microarchitectural state such as the RSB, and may cause future mispredictions. Empirically, retpolines have been observed to result in as much as a 20% slowdown on some workloads, increasing the cost of an indirect branch from a worst-case cost of around 10 cycles [13] (indirect branch misprediction) to almost 70 cycles in the common case. The performance penalty Spectre imposes on indirect branches makes optimizing them much more important.

Hardware microcode mitigations. As a result of Spectre, microcode updates have been introduced which add functionality to control indirect branch predictions. These mechanisms include Indirect Branch Restricted Speculation (IBRS), Single Thread Indirect Branch Predictors (STIBP) and Indirect Branch Predictor Barrier (IBPB) [14]. IBRS works by defining four privilege levels: host and guest modes with corresponding user and supervisor modes. The processor guarantees that lower privilege modes and other logical processors cannot control the predictors of more privileged modes. STIBP and IBPB are used to protect VMs and processes across context switches by preventing predictions in one thread or context from affecting another thread or context.

These microcode mechanisms can replace retpolines. Unfortunately, the performance penalty of IBRS is quite high: Since it is implemented in microcode, it likely flushes the BTB on each privilege transition and requires a model-specific register (MSR) write whenever a privilege transition occurs. IBRS has an extremely high overhead compared to retpolines (observed to be as high as 25–53%+) [17, 47, 50].

IBRS is the only mechanism which completely protects Skylake and future processors, because the BTB may be used if the RSB underflows. However, due to concerns with complexity and performance, the Linux kernel has adopted the use of retpolines on all vulnerable architectures instead, using RSB stuffing to protect the RSB [51, 53].

Hardware mitigations. Finally, Intel has proposed mitigations for Spectre in new microarchitectures which require new microprocessors to be deployed. These mitigations cannot address Spectre in the billions of already deployed processors [37]. This includes technologies such as Enhanced Indirect Branch Restricted Speculation (Enhanced IBRS) [16] and control flow enforcement technology (CET) [14]. Enhanced IBRS eliminates the overhead of IBRS by removing the requirement to write to an MSR. CET restricts the specifications which the processor can make by requiring that indirect branches target only special ENDBR (end-branch) instructions.

Hardware mitigations will be much more performant than software or hardware microcode mitigation today, since future processors will be able to make deep changes to the microarchitecture to account for Spectre. Practically implementing these technologies on code which must run on both secure and vulnerable hardware remains an open question, especially...
in the cloud where live migration between processors remains a real possibility [36, 48].

2.2 Indirect Call Promotion

The cost of indirect calls have been historically observed to be high, even before the discovery of Spectre. The most common technique used to reduce the cost of indirect calls is known as indirect call promotion, where likely call targets are promoted to conditional direct calls, reducing the chance that the processor will mis-speculate an indirect call using a code fragment similar to that shown in Figure 2 [6, 7].

Promoting indirect calls comes at a cost, however. Each promoted call increases code size, which significantly decreases performance if infrequently used targets are promoted. Code size also limits the number of targets that can be promoted. Indirect branches which call a large number of targets with equal likelihood are poor candidates for promotion.

Compilers can determine and promote likely targets at compile-time [9, 23], through the use of profile-guided optimization or feedback-directed optimization (PGO/FDO) [10, 11, 26, 32, 41, 42]. Collection of targets in the Linux kernel, which is the focus of this paper, is complicated by several factors. First, branches collected through the use of profiling may not resemble the actual execution at runtime and incorrect learned targets may even result in regressions [40], particularly if the code is executed under diverse conditions. Previous work has shown that simply executing the Linux kernel under different workloads results in different profiles [54, 55]. Second, mechanisms such as KASLR [45], JIted code (e.g., eBPF programs) and dynamically loaded modules, may make it impossible to learn targets until runtime. Finally, incorporating learned branch targets requires recompilation, which may mean having different binaries for each workload or a deployment infrastructure which adapts binaries over time [10, 42]. This is incompatible with how kernels are provided in most OS distributions: as binary packages.

While binary translators [18, 27, 28] and JIT compilers [25, 33, 44] are capable of collecting branch targets at runtime, binary translators result in a significant overhead as they are designed to translate and instrument the entire binary, and may need to restrict the kernel’s functionality for best performance [27]. JIT compilers cannot directly run the Linux kernel, although some progress has been made to leverage LLVM to run applications as complex as Linux [3].

2.3 Alternative Solutions

After we released parts of our code [4], several solutions that employ indirect call promotion have been proposed by Linux developers. Hellwig added a fast-path to code that invokes DMA operation based on the I/O memory management unit (IOMMU) that the system uses. This solution effectively performs indirect branch promotion of each call to a single static predetermined target: the functions that are used when no IOMMU is used. As a result, the solution does not provide any benefit when an IOMMU is used [21].

A similar solution was introduced by Abeni to reduce the overhead of indirect branches in the network stack [2]. This solution is also static, requiring the developer to determine at development time what the likely targets are of each call. In addition, this solution is not suitable for calls to functions in loadable modules, whose address is unknown at compilation time. The implementation, which requires changing function calls into C macros reduces code readability. As a result this solution is limited to certain use-cases.

Finally, Poimboeuf [43] proposed a mechanism that addresses indirect calls whose target rarely changes. The proposed solution uses direct calls, and when the target changes, performs binary rewriting to change the direct call target. As this mechanism does not have a fallback path, it is only useful in certain calls. In addition, it requires the programmer to explicitly invoke binary rewriting and the use of C macros negatively affects code readability.

2.4 JumpSwitches

JumpSwitches are designed to mitigate Spectre by taking advantage of indirect call promotion and leveraging semantic information not available by compile-time. JumpSwitches are motivated by the following observations:

- Retoplines induce $\approx 70$ cycles of overhead which can be leveraged by software to resolve indirect branches.
- Promoting indirect branches can be combined with ensuring the safety of speculative branch execution.
- Committing to specific optimizations at compile-time can limit performance and potentially risk safety (such as assuming Spectre-safe hardware).

**Threat Model.** JumpSwitches assume that only indirect branches and returns are vulnerable to Spectre variant 2, as stated by Intel [14] and the original Spectre disclosure [30, 38]. It is also important to note that while retoplines can serve as a defense against Spectre variant 1 (“Bounds Check Bypass”) [30, 39, 49], JumpSwitches do not defend against Spec-
JumpSwitches are code fragments which, like retpolines, serve as trampolines for indirect calls. Their purpose is to leverage indirect call promotion and use direct calls which have a much lower cost than indirect calls, especially in the era of Spectre. JumpSwitches are Spectre aware: if a JumpSwitch cannot promote an indirect call, a Spectre mitigated indirect call is made. In Spectre-vulnerable hardware, JumpSwitches cannot promote an indirect call, a Spectre mitigated indirect call is made. In Spectre-vulnerable hardware, JumpSwitches must fall back to retpolines, but future hardware may easily take advantage of technologies such as Enhanced IBRS.

We have developed five different types of JumpSwitches, each optimized for a different purpose. The simplest and default type of JumpSwitch is known as an Inline JumpSwitch, which is optimized for code size and covers the majority of use cases. The Outline JumpSwitch is used when we learn that an indirect branch has multiple targets. Inline and outline JumpSwitches are known as generic JumpSwitches and can be used on all indirect branches. We also provide three semantic JumpSwitches which support commonly encountered indirect branches where deeper semantic information is available from the programmer. Search JumpSwitches support a large number (hundreds) of targets. The Registration JumpSwitch covers the commonly used registration pattern used in callback lists. Finally, the Instance JumpSwitch covers the case where call targets are strongly correlated with an instance, such as an object or a process. Within the Linux kernel, the JumpSwitch worker learns about new branch targets and makes decisions on whether a JumpSwitch should be changed to a different type, outside the path of execution. To change the active JumpSwitch, the worker makes use of a multi-stage patching mechanism which atomically updates a JumpSwitch without risking safety.

JumpSwitches are integrated into the Linux build infrastructure through the use of a compiler plugin. Thanks to our integration with the Linux build system, taking advantage of inline JumpSwitches and outline JumpSwitches requires no source code changes. We also supply additional JumpSwitches which leverage semantic information available in the kernel provided by developers, enabling the search, registration and instance JumpSwitches.

In the next sections, we first describe each type of JumpSwitch. Then, we show how the JumpSwitch worker learns and adapts JumpSwitches during runtime. Finally, we show how we patch Linux with JumpSwitches as well as optimizations we made during integration.

### 3.1 JumpSwitch Types

Generic JumpSwitches can be used on all indirect calls, while semantic JumpSwitches cover common use cases. We enumerate the types of JumpSwitches below:

#### Inline JumpSwitch

These JumpSwitches serve as generic trampolines which replace an indirect call. They act as a basic building block for other JumpSwitches and enable dynamic learning of branch targets. Because they replace code, they must be short, otherwise they risk bloating code and increasing pressure on the instruction cache. At the same time, they must be upgradable by the JumpSwitch worker at runtime and support learning. In order to fulfill these three requirements, inline JumpSwitches are designed to be safe by default and easily patched. An example of an inline JumpSwitch and the indirect call it replaces is given in Figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Overhead</th>
<th>Spectre-Safe</th>
<th>Learning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>retpolines</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIBRS [48]</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>w/retpolines</td>
<td>static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGO/FDO [54]</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>w/retpolines</td>
<td>dynamic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTB/JIT [27]</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>w/retpolines</td>
<td>dynamic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JumpSwitches</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>dynamic</td>
<td>dynamic+semantic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison of various indirect call mechanisms, their relative overheads and if they are Spectre-safe.
When an inline JumpSwitch is executed, if likely without increasing code size in the common case where there is only a single learned target, outline JumpSwitches are dynamically allocated and generated by the JumpSwitch worker as targets are learned. As an optimization, since outline JumpSwitches are called by inline JumpSwitches, we avoid the normal work of setting the frame pointer and returning by using jump instructions, as shown in Figure 4. As a result, each target uses two instructions: a CMP and a JZ. If the target is not in the outline JumpSwitch, we fall back to learning code, as in the inline JumpSwitch in learning mode.

While outline JumpSwitches support multiple targets, each target adds an additional conditional branch, which induces overhead. To avoid reducing performance due to excessive or unpredictable branch targets, we limit targets in an outline JumpSwitch to 6, for a total of 7 (1 in the inline JumpSwitch and 6 in the outline). To support more targets, a search JumpSwitch can be used.

In addition to the generic indirect branches targeted by inline and outline JumpSwitches, we also target common indirect branches when semantic information is available.

### Registration JumpSwitch

The registration pattern occurs when a list of callbacks is registered for later use. Registration is used in the kernel for structures such as callback lists (e.g., notifiers such as user_return_notifier and mmu_notifier), or filter lists (e.g. seccomp).

In such cases, since the callbacks are called from a single call-site in a loop, learning targets would fail if the callback list length is greater than the maximum number of learning JumpSwitch targets. Instead, we use a registration JumpSwitch, which unrolls callback list invocation code, sets multiple call instructions to callbacks. When a function is added or removed callbacks from a callback list the registration JumpSwitch is explicitly invoked and patches the callback addresses into the call instructions.

### Instance JumpSwitch

Another common pattern that JumpSwitches target are cases where the likely branch targets are strongly correlated with a process. For example, the running process may dictate which seccomp filters are running, or per-process preemption_notifier used. Instance JumpSwitches take advantage of semantic knowledge about the running workload, and contain one of the previous three JumpSwitch types, but on a per-instance basis.

To support instance JumpSwitches, a separate executable memory area is allocated for each process. This memory area contains the instance JumpSwitches. While each area is located in a different physical memory address, the instance JumpSwitch is always mapped in a fixed virtual address. This allows us to invoke process specific JumpSwitches by direct calls, as context switches between different processes also switch instance JumpSwitches to the process-specific ones. Learning and code modifications are then done on a per-process basis.
int syscall(int nr, regs_t *regs) {
    int direct_nr = private_nr[nr];
    if (direct_nr == INVALID)
        return call_table[nr](regs);

    /* Hit: 4 entries per-process */
    if (direct_nr < 2) {
        if (direct_nr < 1)
            return private_call_0(regs);
        return private_call_1(regs);
    }
    if (direct_nr < 3)
        return private_call_2(regs);
    return private_call_3(regs);
}

Figure 5: Search JumpSwitch pseudo-code, similar to the one that is used to invoke system-calls. In this example there are 4 slots for the most common targets. If there is a miss, an indirect call is initiated (line 6). Otherwise, a direct branch is performed (lines 9-16). System-call indirection table and functions (prefixed with “private”) are set per instance (i.e., process). They are located at a fixed virtual address, by mapped to different physical memory on each process.

Search JumpSwitch. Some indirect branches may have potentially hundreds of targets, such as in call tables (e.g., syscall, hypercalls) and event handlers (e.g., virtualization traps) and other jump tables commonly used to execute selection control, as commonly done by C “switch” statements. These constructs typically translate a key such a handler number to a function for that key, and can be compiled to machine code that use binary decision tree or to code that use jump-tables. In practice, compilers prefer jump-tables for densely packed case items, as they usually require fewer instructions and branches [8]. However, this behavior is based on the assumption that an indirect branches are inexpensive, an assumption which has changed and should be reevaluated in the era of Spectre, particularly when retopolines are required.

In these cases, the JumpSwitch may benefit from a search tree which may reduce the number of branches needed for an indirection lookup and support many more targets. However, in the Linux kernel, we experimented with the most commonly used table, the system call table, which is used to dispatch the function that handles system calls based on a well known (“magic”) number. Linux implements this table manually and does not use a switch statement. In x86 Linux, there are over 300 system calls. When retopolines are enabled, we found both static jump tables and binary decision trees to be inefficient. Our experiments with static binary decision tree showed they easily degrade performance when more than very few system calls are used. Unfortunately, outline JumpSwitches do not perform well as all the slots quickly fill up and the learning mechanism disables the outline block to prevent excessive overhead and performance degradation.

To address this situation, search JumpSwitches use an adaptive binary decision tree that caches the most frequent call translations (in the case of a system call, from system call number to handler), and the jump-table is used as a fallback. We dynamically construct a binary decision tree and keep a bitmap, where each bit corresponds to the respective translation in the jump-table. When the translation is called, the search JumpSwitch checks and updates the bitmap if learning is enabled, then dispatches the request (Figure 5). The JumpSwitch worker periodically updates the decision tree based on the learned frequency data.

3.2 Learning and the JumpSwitch Worker

To learn new targets, JumpSwitches use a learning routine, which buffers learned targets in an optimized hash table, and the worker periodically updates JumpSwitches using multi-stage patching. Different routines are used for learning on generic (inline and outline JumpSwitches) and search JumpSwitches. Registration and instance JumpSwitches do not learn asynchronously and do not require the worker.

Generic Learning Routine. To learn new branch targets, we could have used hardware mechanisms such as Precise Event-Based Sampling (PEBS) [24], which is used by many PGO and FDO frameworks. However, PEBS has several limitations, such as not being able to selectively profile branches and cannot be run in most virtual environments. To ensure that JumpSwitches are hardware agnostic, we developed a lightweight software mechanism for learning branch targets.

Our software learning routine records branch targets in a small 256-entry per-core hash table. The branch source and destination instruction pointers are XOR’d and the low 8 bits are used as a key for the table. Each entry of the table saves the instruction pointer of the source and the destination (only the low 32-bits, as the top 32-bits are fixed), as well as a counter of number of invocations. We ignore hash collisions, which can potentially cause destinations that do not match the source to be recorded and wrong invocation count, as they only lead to suboptimal decisions in the worst case and do not affect correctness. This allows us to keep the learning routine simple and short (14 assembly instructions), which is important for keeping the overhead of learning low.

After the learning routine is done, fallback code is called, which may either be a retopline if Spectre-vulnerable hardware is present or a normal indirect call.

Search Learning Routine. For search JumpSwitches, an alternate method is used. Search JumpSwitches are tracked
per process. Each thread holds a flag that indicates whether learning needs to be done. When learning is on, each thread records which calls have been performed in a per-core frequency table. Upon context-switch the frequencies are added to a per-process frequency table that sums them up, and the per-core table is cleared. When training is over, an inter-processor interrupt (IPI) is sent to cores that still run threads of the process to sum them up into the per-process table.

**JumpSwitch Worker.** The worker runs once every epoch (1 second default, configurable), or when a relearning event is triggered. The worker performs learning by reading the targets that were discovered by the learning routines and updating the JumpSwitch. The worker processes generic JumpSwitches and search JumpSwitches differently:

- **Generic JumpSwitch Updates.** During each epoch, the JumpSwitch worker checks if new call targets were encountered by reading the hash tables on each core and summing the total calls for each source-destination pair on all cores. For each source, the worker sorts each destination by the number of hits and promotes those destinations. If the destinations have already been promoted, they are ignored, and if the maximum capacity of an outline JumpSwitch is reached, the inline JumpSwitch is put into fallback mode, which disables learning for the target. As a result, a worker run can result in the following changes to a JumpSwitch:
  - Update an inline JumpSwitch’s likely target.
  - Switch an inline JumpSwitch from learning to outline.
  - Create or add targets to an outline JumpSwitch.
  - Switch an inline JumpSwitch to fallback mode.

Once the worker is done processing data, it clears all hash tables allowing calls with hash conflicts to save their data.

- **Generic Learning Policy.** Learning imposes some overhead and should only be performed when a performance gain will likely result. To mitigate learning overheads, the worker holds generic JumpSwitches in three lists:
  - Learning JumpSwitches, which are in learning mode. They do not improve performance, but track targets.
  - Stable JumpSwitches, which have a single target. These JumpSwitches do not need to be disabled for relearning, as their fallback path jumps to the learning routine.
  - Unstable JumpSwitches, which have more than a single target. These include JumpSwitches with an outlined block, and those that have too many targets, and were therefore set not to have an outlined block.

During each epoch, if no JumpSwitches were updated, the JumpSwitch worker picks a number of JumpSwitches (configurable, 16 default) from the unstable list and converts them into learning JumpSwitches, disabling them and setting the fallback to jump to the learning routine. To avoid being too aggressive, the worker does not switch a JumpSwitch into learning mode more than once every 60 seconds.

- **Search Learning Updates.** For search JumpSwitches, the worker sums up per-cpu frequency tables, but instead of updating an inline JumpSwitch, a binary-search tree is updated, promoting frequent values and clearing the bitmap.

- **Search Learning Policy.** Learning is turned on periodically per-process. For each process, we save whether learning is on and the last time it was performed. When a thread is scheduled to run, it checks if learning is on. If so, it caches the status in thread-local memory. If it is off, a check is performed to see whether a time interval passed since learning was last on (20 seconds default). If that time has elapsed, learning is turned back on, and the process is added into a list of learning processes. Learning is stopped on the next update.

### 3.3 Patching and Updating

To minimize the performance impact of patching inline JumpSwitches, the worker employs a multi-phase mechanism to ensure that JumpSwitches are safely updated as multiple instructions are patched live without locks or halting execution.

We leverage the Linux text_poke infrastructure [29], designed for live patching of code.\(^2\) Patching is a three phase process, outlined below, and line numbers refer to inline JumpSwitch shown on the right of figure 3.

1. A breakpoint is installed on line 1 by writing the single-byte breakpoint opcode onto the first byte of the instruction. If the breakpoint is hit, the handler emulates a call to the retopline, as if it was executed on line 5. To simplify implementation, the handler does not perform the emulation directly, but instead moves the instruction pointer to a newly created chunk that pushes onto the stack the return address (line 6) and executes JMP branch to the retopline chunk.

2. The patching mechanism waits for a quiescence period, to ensure no thread runs the instructions in lines 2–5. In the Linux kernel, this is performed by calling the synchronize_sched function. Afterwards, the instructions on lines 2, 3 and 5 are patched. The instruction on line 4 is not changed, to allow functions that return from the CALL in line 3 to succeed in completing the JumpSwitch.

3. The same breakpoint mechanism in phase 1 is used, this time restoring the CMP on line 1 with the new promoted target, re-enabling the JumpSwitch. When a fully-preemptable kernel is used, we also check whether the JumpSwitch code was interrupted before the target function was called and rewind the saved instruction

---

\(^2\)We have submitted upstream patches to Linux to further harden the security of this mechanism [5].
pointer to line 1. This ensures the code will be executed again
when the thread is re-scheduled. To efficiently determine if
JumpSwitch code was interrupted, a check is only performed
only if instructions we use (cmp, jnz, jz, call and jmp) are
interrupted.

3.4 Linux Integration

We implement and integrate JumpSwitches on Linux v4.18
through a gcc-plugin integrated into the Linux build system.
The gcc-plugin is built during the kernel build and replaces
call sites with our JumpSwitch code, allowing generic Jump-
Switches to be seamlessly integrated into the Linux kernel
without source code changes. We write the instruction pointer
and the register used for the indirect call into a new ELF sec-
tion. This information is read during boot to compose a list of
calls, allowing the worker to easily realize which register is
used in each JumpSwitch. It also serves as a security precau-
tion to prevent intentional or malicious memory corruption
of the JumpSwitch sampling data from causing the Jump-
Switch worker from patching the wrong code. The use of
JumpSwitches is configurable via a Kconfig CONFIG
option.

Semantic JumpSwitches require slight changes to kernel
source. To support instance JumpSwitches for processes, we
mapped a per-process page in kernel space. We implemented
both search and registration JumpSwitches to be placed in
per-process instance JumpSwitches. We modified seccomp
to use a registration JumpSwitch, which accounts for the fact
that filters are per process by being placed in an instance
JumpSwitch. We also patch system call dispatching to use
a search JumpSwitch, to account for the large system call
table which is used, and place it in an instance JumpSwitch.
Overall, implementing our semantic JumpSwitches in the
kernel required changing about 30 SLOC.

The JumpSwitch worker is integrated into the kernel in
a similar manner to other periodic tasks in Linux which
patch code such as the static-keys, jump-label and
alternatives infrastructure in Linux.

3.5 Direct Kernel Entry

During our Linux integration, we observed that JumpSwitches
did not provide the full speedup we expected. Further analy-
sis revealed that this was due to the overhead of page-table
isolation (PTI), which was introduced to mitigate against Mel-
down, a different speculative execution vulnerability [1, 34].
PTI introduced a new trampoline used during system calls to
switch between the user and kernel page tables. This tram-
poline is mapped to a different virtual address on each core
so the trampoline can determine the correct per-core transi-
tional kernel stack. The trampoline is part of a per-core data
structure, and since this data-structure is large, it is located
“far” (more than 2GB away from the kernel [19]), preventing
a direct jump. Unfortunately, the resulting indirect jump must
use a retpoline [52] on Spectre vulnerable hardware, resulting
in lower than expected gains when we used JumpSwitches.

To eliminate the need for this retpoline, we split the per-
core data structure into two data structures: a small one which
includes the transitional kernel stack, TSS and trampoline
code, which are all needed to transition into the kernel during
a system call; and a second larger one that includes the other
fields. This allowed us to move the small part of the tram-
poline back into the same 2GB in which the kernel code is
mapped, and use a relative jump instead of a retpoline, result-
ing in a significant performance gain. Our solution requires
replicating the trampoline page, which consumes a minimal
amount of extra physical memory (< 32MB for 8192 cores).

4 Evaluation

Our evaluation is guided by the following questions:

- How does the specialization of each JumpSwitch impact
  the performance of the kernel in isolation? (§4.1)
- How do JumpSwitches perform with real-world applica-
tions and benchmarks? (§4.2)
- How does learning impact JumpSwitches? (§4.3)
- How many targets are needed per indirect branch? (§4.4)
- Is JumpSwitch useful after the recent security vulnera-
ties are resolved in hardware? (§4.5)

Testbed. Our testbed consists of a Dell PowerEdge R630
server with Intel E5-2670 CPUs, a Seagate ST1200 disk,
which runs Ubuntu 18.04. The benchmarks are run on guests
with a 2-VCPU and 16GB of RAM. Each measurement was
performed at least 5 times and the average result and standard
deviation are reported. All workloads were executed with
a warm-up run prior to measurement.

Configurations. We run and report the speedup relative to
the baseline system which uses retpolines as a mitigation
against Spectre. We report the results of:

- base: The baseline system with retpolines enabled.
- direct-entry: direct jump kernel entry trampoline.
- +inline: direct-entry with inline JumpSwitches.
- +outline: +inline with outline JumpSwitches when
  there are multiple targets.
- +registration: +outline with per-process (instance)
  registration JumpSwitches for seccomp
- +search: +registration with per-process (instance)
  search JumpSwitches for system calls.
- unsafe: the baseline system with retpolines disabled.

4.1 Microbenchmarks

Given the diversity of JumpSwitches we implemented, we
first wanted to evaluate how each type of JumpSwitch would
improve the performance of the kernel in isolation. We evaluate system calls in a microbenchmark as they have shown to a particular source of slowdown as a result of both the Meltdown [1] and Spectre hardware vulnerabilities, as system calls stress user-kernel transitions, which must now be protected.

We measure the impact of JumpSwitch on the time it takes to run common system-calls using the lmbench tools for performance analysis [35]. Figure 6 shows the speedup relative to the baseline protected system. As shown, eliminating the indirect call in the entry trampoline provides a benefit of roughly 15ns which is more pronounced in short system calls. The inline JumpSwitch improves performance by up to 15%, making the system calls run as fast as they would without retpolines. It is noteworthy that this is due to the fact that the workload is very simple, which allows the training mechanism to inline call targets with very high precision.

This high precision is the reason that Outline JumpSwitches do not provide any benefit in this benchmark. Semantic JumpSwitches also offer little benefit here: seccomp filters are not installed and the same system call is called repeatedly.

To further understand the performance benefits of JumpSwitches, we some simple operations: Redis key-value store commands using redis-benchmark. Snapshotting is disabled to reduce variance. Each test runs the same command repeatedly, and the results are depicted in Figure 7. As seen, using registration JumpSwitches to avoid indirect calls when seccomp filters are invoked, provide up to 9%, performance improvement. This is due to the fact that systemd, software which acts as a system and service manager in Ubuntu, attaches 17 seccomp filters, which are executed upon each system call. Search JumpSwitches, whose benefit was not shown when the same system call was repeatedly executed, improve performance by up roughly 2%.

4.2 Macrobenchmarks

Next, we want to see how JumpSwitches perform with real-world workloads which do not necessarily stress the userspace-kernel transition. We run the following benchmarks: sysbench, which runs a mixture of file read, write and flush operations, running on a temporary file-system (tmpfs); dbench, a disk benchmark that simulates file server workload, running on tmpfs; Nginx web-server, using ApacheBench workload generator to send 500k requests for a static webpage using with 10 concurrent requests at a time; and Redis, using Yahoo Cloud System Benchmark (YCSB) as a workload generator (running workloadA). In all cases we ensure the workload generator is not the bottleneck.

Figure 8 depicts the results. Eliminating the indirect branch from the entry trampoline provides a modest performance
improvement, which is most pronounced in dbench as it invokes many system calls. The inline JumpSwitch provides the major part of the performance gains, up to 8% improvement over the baseline system for the Redis benchmark. Like the Redis micro-benchmarks, the macro-benchmark shows a considerable gain (3%) from a registration JumpSwitch, due to the multiple (17) seccomp filters which are attached to it. Dbench shows a performance gain of up to 4% from the search JumpSwitch, as it repeatedly runs a small subset of system calls, which are quickly learned by the adaptive search tree. It appears that this mechanism also improves Redis performance, but due to the high standard deviation, it is hard to say so definitively. For the same reason it is hard to conclude whether the experienced performance degradation in nginx with some mechanisms is meaningful, especially since registration JumpSwitches have almost no effect on nginx, whose system calls do not go through seccomp filters.

Overall, the macro-benchmarks evaluation show that JumpSwitches can restore most of the performance loss due to retpolines, narrowing the difference between protected and non-protected systems to less than 3%.

4.3 Dynamic Learning

One of the main benefits of the runtime instrumentation of JumpSwitches over compile-time decisions is the ability to dynamically learn branch targets. To evaluate the value, effectiveness and performance of dynamic learning we create a scenario where the workload behavior changes. In this experiment we only enable inline JumpSwitches, emulating how compilers perform indirect branch prediction. To control learning, we disable the automatic learning mechanism and use a user-visible knob that initiates the relearning.

First, we run iperf—a network bandwidth measurement tool—to send and receive UDP packets using IPv6, and we set the kernel to learn and adapt the branches accordingly. Then we use iperf to measure the throughput of IPv4 UDP performance, by sending messages of a single byte. After 60 seconds, we restart the learning process.

Figure 9 shows the throughput (sampled every 5 seconds), and the number of adapted branches (sampled every second). As shown, restarting the learning process resets all the branches, dropping the number of patched branches to zero momentarily. Yet, within 5 seconds, over half of the branches that were patched prior to the benchmark execution are patched again with updated targets. The adaptation of the branches improves the overall throughput by ~5%.

This demonstrates the value of dynamic learning over profile-based techniques, which “bake” in indirect branch promotions at compile time. Since learning is fast, it can be done periodically without degrading the overall performance of the system. Future work may apply a more advanced algorithm to do relearning, such as on a system event.

4.4 Branch Targets

The usefulness of inline and outline JumpSwitches depends on the number of branch targets and the distribution of the frequency in which they are used. To study this distribution, we used our system by modifying the number of branch target slots in each JumpSwitch and measuring the hit rate. In addition, we measured how many targets each branch has and created a cumulative distribution function to compare with the hit-rate. As shown in Figure 10, 71% of the function calls had a single target, and the inlined JumpSwitch by itself (only 1 allowed destination) achieved a hit-rate of 82%. As we increase the number of allowed destinations, the outline JumpSwitch further improves the hit-rate up to 96% when both outlined and inlined JumpSwitch are used.

This shows that inline JumpSwitches alone are able to handle a majority of cases, while outline JumpSwitches provide more complete coverage for branches with many targets. Only few branches require beyond 7 targets. In the small fraction of branches with 8 or more targets, outline JumpSwitches are disabled because the cost of the additional conditional branches outweigh the benefits of call promotion.
4.5 Post-Spectre Benefits

Finally, we examine whether JumpSwitches are relevant when hardware solutions for Spectre and Meltdown mitigations are present, and retropolines are not longer needed. The benefit of JumpSwitches would be smaller, since the cost of an indirect branch becomes considerably lower. Some of our proposed mechanisms will become irrelevant. If Meltdown is resolved, the indirect branch in the trampoline page is not used. If Spectre is resolved, search and outline JumpSwitches become too costly relatively to the cost of an indirect branches. Registration JumpSwitches may improve performance, but our experiments indicate they require further micro-optimizations.

In contrast, inline JumpSwitches are potentially valuable even after the recent CPU bugs are fixed. Their performance benefit might be lower, making aggressive retraining of inline JumpSwitches inappropriate, yet retraining can still be done infrequently, based on user requests or in response to system events (e.g., CPU saturation). To evaluate the impact of JumpSwitches in such setups, we run the same macro-benchmarks while directing Linux to drop the protections against Meltdown (no page table isolation) and Spectre (no retpoline). We disable the automatic relearning mechanism and relearn manually when the workload is first invoked.

The results are shown in Figure 11. JumpSwitch can provide up to 2% performance improvement on systems which that are not vulnerable to Spectre and Meltdown. As shown on Redis, however, this benefit can be nullified in some cases.

5 Conclusion

The recent CPU vulnerabilities due to speculative execution revealed that the CPU cannot be regarded as a black-box that can be blindly relied on. Hardware bugs are hard to fix in existing systems, which necessitates the mitigation against the vulnerabilities using software techniques. JumpSwitch performs this task by extending compiler-optimization to make runtime decisions, while reducing the overhead of the current mitigation techniques. We have shown that JumpSwitches achieve our goal of leveraging speculative execution cycles to predict indirect branch targets while preserving safety, requiring minimal programmer effort while providing the flexibility for the programmer to add rich semantic information.

JumpSwitches show that software can efficiently perform hardware tasks such as branch prediction. Since proposed hardware mitigations against speculation will come with a cost in performance, a hardware-software solution would allow software to define in fine granularity which speculation is permitted and which needs to be blocked. JumpSwitches limit the allowed speculation using direct branches. Hardware mechanisms provide tools for software to perform this task more efficiently, for example, by providing raw interfaces to content addressable-memory. The benefit of combining both solutions is both in performance, by leveraging software knowledge, and in security, by allowing easier mitigation of potential hardware vulnerabilities.
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Abstract

Modern high-speed devices (e.g., network adapters, storage, accelerators) use new host interfaces, which expose multiple software queues directly to the device. These multi-queue interfaces allow mutually distrusting applications to access the device without any cross-core interaction, enabling throughput in the order of millions of IOP/s on multicore systems. Unfortunately, while independent device access is scalable, it also introduces a new problem: unfairness. Mechanisms that were used to provide fairness for older devices are no longer tenable in the wake of multi-queue design, and straightforward attempts to re-introduce it would require cross-core synchronization that undermines the scalability for which multiple queues were designed.

To address these challenges, we present Multi-Queue Fair Queueing (MQFQ), the first fair, work-conserving scheduler suitable for multi-queue systems. Specifically, we (1) reformulate a classical fair queueing algorithm to accommodate multi-queue designs, and (2) describe a scalable implementation that bounds potential unfairness while minimizing synchronization overhead. Our implementation of MQFQ in Linux 4.15 demonstrates both fairness and high throughput. Evaluation with an NVMe over RDMA fabric (NVMf) device shows that MQFQ can reach up to 3.1 Million IOP/s on a single machine—20× higher than the state-of-the-art Linux Budget Fair Queueing. Compared to a system with no fairness, MQFQ reduces the slowdown caused by an antagonist from 3.78× to 1.33× for the FlashX workload and from 6.57× to 1.03× for the Aerospike workload (2× is considered “fair” slowdown).

1 Introduction

Recent years have seen the proliferation of very fast devices for I/O, networking, and computing acceleration. Commodity solid-state disks (e.g., Intel Optane DC P4800X [22] or Samsung PM1725a [38]) can perform at or near a million I/O operations per second. System-area networks (e.g., InfiniBand) can sustain several million remote operations per second over a single link [25]. RDMA delivers data across fabric within a few microseconds. GPUs and machine learning accelerators may offload computations that run just a few microseconds at a time [30]. At the same time, the proliferation of multicore processors has necessitated architectures tuned for independent I/O across multiple hardware threads [4, 36].

These technological changes have shifted performance bottlenecks from hardware resources to the software stacks that manage them. In response, it is now common to adopt a multi-queue architecture in which each hardware thread owns a dedicated I/O queue, directly exposed to the device, giving it an independent path over which to send and receive requests. Examples of this architecture include multi-queue SSDs [22, 38, 50] and NICs [42], and software like the Windows and Linux NVMe drivers, the Linux multi-queue block layer [5], SCSI multi-queue support [8], and data-plane OSES [4, 36]. A recent study [51] demonstrated up to 8× performance improvement for YCSB-on-Cassandra, using multi-queue NVMe instead of single-queue SATA.

To support the full bandwidth of modern devices, multi-queue I/O systems are designed to incur no cache-coherence traffic in the common case when sending and receiving requests. It’s easy to see why: a device supporting millions of IOP/s sees each new request in a fraction of a microsecond—a time interval that allows for fewer than 10 cross-core cache coherence misses, and is comparable to the latency of a single inter-processor interrupt (IPI). Serializing requests at such high speeds is infeasible now, and will only become more so as device speeds continue to increase while single-core performance stays relatively flat. As a result, designers have concluded that conventional fair-share I/O schedulers, including fair queueing approaches [35, 40], which reorder requests in a single queue, are unsuited for modern fast devices.

Unfortunately, by cutting out the OS resource scheduler, direct multi-queue device access undermines the OS’s traditional responsibility for fairness and performance isolation. While I/O devices (e.g., SSD firmware, NICs) may multiplex hardware queues, their support for fairness is hampered by their inability to reason in terms of system-level policies for resource principals (applications, virtual machines, or Linux...
cgroups), or to manage an arbitrary number of flows. As a result, device-level scheduling tends to cycle naively among I/O queues in a round robin fashion [44]. Given such simple scheduling, a greedy application or virtual machine may gain unfair advantage by issuing I/O operations from many CPUs (so it can obtain resource shares from many queues). It may also gain advantage by “batching” its work into larger requests (so more of its work gets done in each round-robin turn). Even worse, a malicious application may launch a denial-of-service attack by submitting a large number of artificially created expensive requests (e.g., very large SSD writes) through many or all command queues.

As a separate issue, it is common for modern SSDs [9, 44] and accelerators [20, 32] to support parallel requests internally. Traditional resource scheduling algorithms, which assume underlying serial operation, are unsuitable for devices with a high degree of internal parallelism.

To overcome these problems, we present Multi-Queue Fair Queueing (MQFQ)—the first fair scheduler, to the best of our knowledge, capable of accommodating multi-queue devices with internal parallelism in a scalable fashion. As in classical fair queueing [13, 34], we ensure that each flow (e.g., an application, virtual machine, or Linux cgroup) receives its share of bandwidth. While classical fair queueing employs a single serializing request queue, we adapt the fair queueing principle to multi-queue systems by efficiently tracking global resource utilization and arranging to throttle any queue that has exceeded its share by some bounded amount.

Accordingly, we introduce a throttling threshold \( T \) such that each core can dispatch, without coordinating with other cores, as long as the lead request in its queue is within \( T \) of the utilization of the slowest active queue, system-wide. This threshold creates a window within which request dispatches can commute [10], enabling scalable dispatch. We show mathematically that this relaxation has a bounded impact on fairness. When \( T = 0 \), the guarantees match those of classical fair queueing.

The principal obstacle to scalability in MQFQ is the need for cross-queue synchronization to track global resource utilization. We demonstrate that it is possible, by choosing appropriate data structures, to sustain millions of IOP/s while guaranteeing fairness. The key to our design is to localize synchronization (intra-core rather than inter-core; intra-socket rather than inter-socket) as much as possible. An instance of the mindicator of Liu et al. [29] allows us to track flows’ shares without a global cache miss on every I/O request. A novel data structure we call the token tree allows us to track available internal device parallelism: an I/O completion frees up a slot that is preferentially reused by the local queue if possible; otherwise, our token tree allows fast reallocation to a nearby queue. Finally, a nonblocking variant of a timer wheel [43, 47] keeps track of queues whose head requests are too far ahead of the shares of their contributing flows: when resource utilization has advanced sufficiently, update of a single index suffices to turn the wheel and unblock the appropriate flows. MQFQ demonstrates that while scalable multi-queue I/O precludes serialization, it can tolerate infrequent, physically localized synchronization, allowing us to achieve both fairness and high performance.

Summarizing contributions:
- We present Multi-Queue Fair Queueing—to the best of our knowledge, the first scalable, fair scheduler for multi-queue devices.
- We demonstrate mathematically that adapting the fair queueing principle to multi-queue devices results in a bounded impact on fairness.
- We introduce the token tree, a novel data structure that tracks available dispatch slots in a multi-queue device with internal parallelism.
- We present a scalable implementation of MQFQ. Our implementation uses the token tree along with two other scalable data structures to localize synchronization as much as possible.

2 Background and Design

Fair queueing [13, 34] is a class of algorithms to schedule a network, processing, or I/O resource among competing flows. Each flow comprises a sequence of requests or packets arriving at the device. Each request has an associated cost, which reflects its resource usage (e.g., service time or bandwidth). Fair queueing then allocates resources in proportion to weights assigned to the competing flows.

A flow is said to be active if it has any requests in the system (either waiting to be dispatched to the device, or waiting to be completed in the device), and backlogged if it is active and has at least one outstanding request to be dispatched. Fair queueing algorithms are work-conserving: they schedule requests to consume surplus resources in proportion to the weights of the active flows. A flow whose requests arrive too slowly may become inactive and forfeit the unconsumed portion of its share.

Start-time Fair Queueing (SFQ) [18, 19] assigns a start and finish tag to each request when it arrives, and dispatches requests in increasing order of start tags; ties are broken arbitrarily. The tag values represent the point in the history of resource usage at which each request should start and complete according to a system notion of virtual “time.” Virtual time always advances monotonically and is identical to real time if: (1) all flows are backlogged, (2) the device (server) completes work at a fixed ideal rate, (3) request costs are an accurate measure of service time, and (4) the weights sum to the service capacity. The start tag for a request is set to be the maximum of the virtual time at arrival and the last finish tag of the flow. The finish tag for a request is its start tag plus its cost, normalized to the weight of the flow.

When the server is busy, virtual time is defined to be equal to the start tag of the request in service, and when it is idle, maximum finish tag of any request that has been serviced by
While short-term fluctuations of as much as $T$ written by another core) enabling scalable implementation.

Figure 1: MQFQ (b) employs a set of per-CPU priority queues, rather than (a) a single central queue or (c) fully independent access. Queues coordinate through scalable data structures (suggested by the dotted line; described in Sec. 3) to maintain fairness.

that time. Note that this definition assumes at most a single request can be in service at any moment.

Parallel Dispatch A server with internal parallelism may service multiple requests simultaneously, so virtual time as defined in SFQ is not well-defined in this setting. Moreover, even an active flow may lag behind in resource utilization if it generates an insufficient number of concurrent requests to consume its assigned share.

SFQ(D) [23] works the same as SFQ but allows up to $D$ in-service requests ($D = 1$ reduces to SFQ). Due to out-of-order completion, for the busy server case, virtual time is redefined to be the start tag of the last dispatched request. Note that this definition requires requests to be dispatched in increasing order of start tags, which precludes scalable implementation on multi-queue systems.

2.1 Multi-Queue Fair Queuing

The main obstacle in adapting fair queuing—or most other scheduling algorithms, for that matter—to a multi-queue I/O architecture is the need to dispatch requests in an order enforced by a central priority queue. Additional challenges include the need to dispatch multiple requests concurrently (to saturate an internally parallel device) and the inability to simply advance virtual “time” on dispatch or completion events, since these may occur out of order.

In MQFQ, we replace the traditional central priority queue (Fig. 1(a)) with a set of per-CPU priority queues (Fig. 1(b)), each of which serves to order local requests. To limit imbalance across queues, we suspend (throttle) any queue whose lead request is ahead of the slowest backlogged flow in the system (the one that determines the virtual time) by more than some predefined threshold $T$, allowing other queues to catch up. Setting $T = 0$, while limits scalability in practice, would effectively restore the semantics of a global priority queue. Setting $T > 0$ leads to relaxed semantics but lower synchronization overhead by utilizing the Scalable Commutativity Rule [10] to allow requests dispatches to be reordered, i.e., to commute. Specifically, it allows for windows of conflict free operations (i.e., no core writes a cache line that was read or written by another core) enabling scalable implementation.

By adjusting $T$ appropriately, we can find a design point that provides most of the fairness of traditional fair queueing with most of the performance of fully independent queues.

For an internally parallel device, in order to keep the device busy, we will often need to dispatch a new request before the previous one has finished. At the same time, since the device decides the order in which dispatched requests are served, we must generally avoid dispatching more requests than can actually be handled in parallel, thereby preserving our ability to order them. We therefore introduce a second parameter, $D$, which represents the maximum number of outstanding dispatched requests across all queues.

Recall that a backlogged flow is one that has requests ready to be dispatched, and an active flow is one that is either backlogged or has requests pending in the device. For any device that supports $D > 1$ concurrent requests, the distinction between backlogged and active is quite important: it is no longer the case that an active flow is using at least its fair share (i.e., the flow could be non-saturating). In a traditional fair queuing system, an active flow determines the progression of virtual time. With a parallel device, this convention would allow a non-saturating active flow to keep idle resources from being allotted to other flows, leading to underutilization. To fix this, a scheduler aware of internal parallelism needs to use backlogged (instead of active) flows to determine virtual time. We therefore define virtual time (and thus the start tag of a newly arriving request on a previously non-backlogged flow) to be the minimum start tag of all requests across all queues. In a multi-queue system, computing this global minimum without frequent cache misses is challenging. In Sec. 3.1 we show how we localize the misses using a mindicator [29].

The lack of a central priority queue, and our use of the throttling threshold $T$, raises the possibility not only that requests will complete out of order, but that they may be dispatched out of order.

We now define our notion of per-flow virtual time, in a way that accommodates the internal parallelism of the device while retaining the essential property that a logging flow (i.e., a flow that is not backlogged) can never accumulate resources for future use. Recall that queues hold requests that have been submitted but not yet dispatched to the device. The flows that submitted these requests are backlogged by definition. For each such flow $f$, its virtual time is defined to be the start tag of $f$’s first (oldest) backlogged (waiting to be dispatched) request. (Note that $f$ may have backlogged requests in multiple queues.) Assuming $f$ has multiple pending requests, dispatching this first request would increase $f$’s virtual time by $1/r$, where $r$ is $f$’s weight (its allotted share of the device) and $l$ is the length (size) of the request. (For certain devices we may also scale the “size” in accordance with operation type—e.g., to reflect the fact that writes are more expensive than reads on an SSD.)

We define global virtual time to be the minimum of per-flow virtual times across all backlogged flows. This is the same
2.2 Fairness Analysis

If flows have equal weight, equal bandwidth of the device is fair if equal bandwidth is allocated to each (backlogged) flow in every time interval. With unequal weights, each backlogged flow should receive bandwidth proportional to its weight.

If we represent the weight of flow $f$ as $r_f$ and the service (in bytes) that it receives in the interval $[t_1, t_2]$ as $W_f(t_1, t_2)$, then an allocation is fair if for every time interval $[t_1, t_2]$, for every two backlogged flows $f$ and $m$, we have:

$$\frac{W_f(t_1, t_2)}{r_f} - \frac{W_m(t_1, t_2)}{r_m} = 0$$

Clearly, this is possible only if the flows can be broken into infinitesimal units. For a packet- or block-based resource we want

$$\left| \frac{W_f(t_1, t_2)}{r_f} - \frac{W_m(t_1, t_2)}{r_m} \right| \leq H(f, m)$$

to be as close to 0 as possible. $H(f, m)$ is a function of the maximum request lengths, $l_{\text{max}}^f$ and $l_{\text{max}}^m$, of flows $f$ and $m$. Golestani [17] derives a lower bound on the fairness of any scheduler with single dispatch:

$$H(f, m) \geq \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{l_{\text{max}}^f}{r_f} + \frac{l_{\text{max}}^m}{r_m} \right)$$

We similarly derive bounds on the fairness achieved by MQFQ. Our analysis builds on the fairness bounds for Start-time Fair Queueing (SFQ) [18] and SFQ(D) [23]. Goyal et al. [18] have previously shown in SFQ that in any interval for which flows $f$ and $m$ are backlogged during the entire interval, the difference of weighted services received by two flows at an SFQ server, given as:

$$\left| \frac{W_f(t_1, t_2)}{r_f} - \frac{W_m(t_1, t_2)}{r_m} \right| \leq \frac{l_{\text{max}}^f}{r_f} + \frac{l_{\text{max}}^m}{r_m}$$

is twice the lower bound. SFQ uses a single priority queue and serves one request at a time. Now consider an otherwise unchanged variant of SFQ in which the single priority queue is replaced by multiple priority queues with throttled dispatch. We service one request at a time, which can come from any of the queues so long as its start tag is less than or equal to the global minimum + $T$. We call this variant Multi-Queue Fair Queueing with single dispatch—MQFQ(1).

**Theorem 1** For any interval in which flows $f$ and $m$ are backlogged during the entire interval, the difference in weighted services received by two flows at an MQFQ(1) server with throttling threshold $T$ is:

$$\left| \frac{W_f(t_1, t_2)}{r_f} - \frac{W_m(t_1, t_2)}{r_m} \right| \leq 2T + \frac{l_{\text{max}}^f}{r_f} + \frac{l_{\text{max}}^m}{r_m}$$
We sketch a proof of Theorem 1 as follows.

**Lemma 1** (Lower bound of service received by a flow): If flow \( f \) is backlogged throughout the interval \([t_1, t_2]\), then in an MQFQ(1) server with throttling threshold \( T \):

\[
W_f(t_1, t_2) \geq r_f \cdot (v_2 - T - v_1) - l_f^{\max}
\]

where \( v_1 \) is virtual time at \( t_1 \) and \( v_2 \) is virtual time at \( t_2 \).

Lemma 1 is true since at \( t_2 \) any backlogged flow has dispatched all requests whose start tag \( \leq v_2 - T \). Only the last request may be outstanding at \( t_2 \), i.e., all but the last request must have completed. Since the last request’s size is at most \( l_f^{\max} \), the finish tag of the last completed request must be at least \( v_2 - T - l_f^{\max}/r_f \). Therefore if we just count the completed requests in \([t_1, t_2]\), the minimum service received by backlogged flow \( f \) is at least \( r_f \cdot (v_2 - T - v_1) - l_f^{\max} \).

**Lemma 2** (Upper bound of received service by a flow): If flow \( f \) is backlogged throughout the interval \([t_1, t_2]\), then in an MQFQ(1) system with throttling threshold \( T \):

\[
W_f(t_1, t_2) \leq r_f \cdot (v_2 + T - v_1) + l_f^{\max}
\]

Lemma 2 is true since at \( t_2 \), flow \( f \) may have, at most, dispatched all requests with start tag \( \leq v_2 + T \). In the maximum case, the last completed request’s finish tag will be no more than \( v_2 + T \). In addition, one more request of size at most \( l_f^{\max} \) may be outstanding and, in the maximum case, almost entirely serviced. Counting the completed requests and the outstanding request, the maximum service received by flow \( f \) is at most \( r_f \cdot (v_2 + T - v_1) + l_f^{\max} \).

Unfairness is maximized when one flow receives its upper bound of service while another flow receives its lower bound. Therefore, unfairness in MQFQ(1) with throttling threshold \( T \) is bounded by

\[
\frac{|W_f(t_1, t_2)|}{r_f} - \frac{|W_m(t_1, t_2)|}{r_m} \leq 2T + \frac{l_f^{\max}}{r_f} + \frac{l_m^{\max}}{r_m}
\]

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

Note that when \( T = 0 \), MQFQ(1) provides the same fairness bound as SFQ. Therefore \( T \) represents a tradeoff between fairness and scalability in a multi-queue system.

If we allow \( D > 1 \) parallel dispatches in an MQFQ(D) server, the fairness bound changes as follows:

**Theorem 2** In any interval for which flows \( f \) and \( m \) are backlogged during the entire interval, the difference of weighted services received by the two flows at an MQFQ(D) server with throttling threshold \( T \) is given as:

\[
\frac{|W_f(t_1, t_2)|}{r_f} - \frac{|W_m(t_1, t_2)|}{r_m} \leq (D + 1) \left( 2T + \frac{l_f^{\max}}{r_f} + \frac{l_m^{\max}}{r_m} \right)
\]

This is true based on a combination of Theorem 1 and the proved fairness bound for SFQ(D) [23]. We omit the detailed proof. When the throttling threshold \( T = 0 \), MQFQ(D) provides the same fairness bound as SFQ(D).

### 3 Scalability

MQFQ employs a separate priority queue for every CPU (hardware thread), to minimize coherence misses and maximize scalability. A certain amount of sharing and synchronization is required, however, to maintain fairness across queues. Specifically, we need to track (1) the progression of virtual time; (2) the number of available I/O slots and the queues that can use them; and (3) the state of queues (throttled or not) and when they should be unthrottled. Our guiding principle is to maximize locality wherever possible. So long as utilization and fairness goals are not violated, we prefer to dispatch from the local queue, queues on the same core, queues on the same socket, and queues on another socket, in that order.

#### 3.1 Virtual Time

Virtual time in MQFQ reflects resource usage (e.g., bandwidth consumed), and not wall-clock time. When a flow transitions from lagging to backlogged, the request responsible for the transition is set to have its start tag equal to current virtual time. As long as the flow remains backlogged, its following requests get increasing start tags with respect to the flow’s resource usage: the start tag of each new request is set to the end tag of the previous request. Virtual time, in turn, is the minimum start tag of any request across all queues.

Naively, one might imagine an array, indexed by queue, with each slot indicating the start tag of its queue’s lead request (if any). We could then compute the global virtual time by scanning the array. Such a scan, however, is far too expensive to perform on a regular basis (see Sec. 4.3.1). Instead, we use an instance of Liu et al.’s mindicator structure [29], modified to preclude decreases in the global minimum. The mindicator is a tree-based structure reminiscent of a priority-queue heap. Each queue is assigned a leaf in the tree; each internal node indicates the minimum of its children’s values. A flow whose virtual time changes updates its leaf and, if its previous value was the minimum among its siblings, propagates the update root-ward. Changes reach the root only when the global minimum changes. While this is not uncommon (time continues to advance, after all), many requests in a highly parallel device complete a little out of order, and the mindicator achieves a significant reduction in contention.

Within each flow, we must also track the largest finish tag across all threads. For this we currently employ a simple shared integer value, updated (with fetch-and-add) on each request dispatch. In future work, we plan to explore whether better performance might be obtained with a scalable monotonic counter [6, 14], at least for flows with many threads.

#### 3.2 Available Slots

A queue in MQFQ is unable to dispatch either when it is too far ahead of virtual time or when the device is saturated. For the latter case, MQFQ must track the number of outstanding (dispatched but not yet completed) requests on the device. Ideally, we want to dispatch exactly as many requests as the
device can handle in parallel, thereby avoiding any buildup in the device and preserving our ability to choose the ideal request to submit when an outstanding request completes.

We find (see Sec. 4.3.3) that a naive single shared cache line, atomically incremented and decremented upon dispatch and completion of requests, fails to scale when many queues are frequently trying to update its value. We therefore aim to improve locality by preferentially allocating available slots to physically nearby queues, in a manner reminiscent of cohort locks [15]. This approach meshes well with our notification mechanism, which prefers to unblock nearby queues.

As a compromise between locality and flexibility, we have implemented a structure we call the token tree (Fig. 3). Values in leaves represent unused capacity (“slots”) currently allocated to a given local queue. Parent nodes represent additional capacity allocated to a given core, and so on up the tree. The values of all nodes together sum to the difference between $D$ and the number of active requests on the device. When we need to dispatch a request, we try to acquire a slot from the leaf associated with the local queue. If the leaf is zero, we try to fetch from its parent, continuing upward until we reach the root. If nothing is available at that level, we suspend the queue. If there is unused capacity elsewhere in the tree, queues in that part of the tree will eventually be throttled. Capacity will then percolate upward, and ready queues will be awoken.

When releasing slots (in the completion interrupt handler, when the local queue is throttled or empty), we first choose a queue to awaken. We then release slots to the lowest common ancestor (LCA) of the local and the target CPUs in the token tree. Finally, we awaken the target CPU with an interprocessor interrupt (IPI). The strategy of picking nearby queues tends to keep capacity near the leaves of the token tree, minimizing contention at the higher levels, minimizing the cost of the IPI, and maximizing the likelihood that slots will be passed through a cache line in a higher level of the memory hierarchy. Experiments described in Sec. 4.3.2 confirm that IPIs significantly outperform an alternative based on polling.

3.3 Ready and Throttled Queues

The $D$ parameter in MQFQ controls the number of outstanding requests and is a trade-off between utilization and fairness. While a larger $D$ may better utilize the device, it can also impose looser fairness bounds and higher waiting time for incoming requests from a slower flow. Therefore, MQFQ will stop dispatching once there are $D$ outstanding requests in the device. A queue in this case is likely to be both nonempty and unthrottled; such a queue is said to be ready.

As noted in Sec. 3.2, a completion handler whose local queue is empty or throttled will give its released token to do so, it looks for the closest queue (based on a pre-computed proximity matrix) that is flagged as ready and passes the token through the token tree.

Regardless of the number of outstanding requests, a queue will be throttled when its lead request is $T$ ahead of global virtual time. When this happens, we need to be able to tell when virtual time has advanced enough that the queue can be unthrottled. To support this operation, we employ a simple variant of the classical timer wheel structure [43, 47] (Fig. 4). Each bucket of the wheel represents a $b$-unit interval of virtual time, and contains (as a bitmask) the set of queues that should be unthrottled at the beginning of that interval. Conceptually, we turn the wheel every $b$ time units (in actuality, of course, we update an index that identifies bucket number 1), clear the bitmask in the old bucket 1, and unthrottle the queues that used to appear in that mask.

Given a finite number of buckets, $B$, a queue that needs to be throttled for longer than $B \times b$ will be placed in bucket $B$; this means that the wakeup handler for a queue must always double-check to make sure it doesn’t have to throttle the queue again. Unlike a classical timing wheel, which contains a list of timer events in every bucket, our bitmask buckets can be manipulated with compare-and-swap, making the whole wheel trivially nonblocking.

As noted in Sec. 3.2, when slots become available in a completion handler, we choose queues from among the ready set, release the slots to the token tree, and send IPIs to the CPUs of the chosen queues. In a similar vein, if slots are available at the root of the token tree when the throttling wheel is turned, we likewise identify ready queues to which to send.
IPs. No fairness pathology arises in always choosing nearby queues: if some far-away queue lags too far behind, nearby queues will end up throttling, slots will percolate upward in the token tree, and the lagging queues will make progress.

3.4 Determining $D$ and $T$ in Practice

In practice, we use a hand-curated workload with varying degrees of concurrency and request sizes (with an approach similar to that of Chen et al. [9]) as a one-time setup step to discover the internal parallelism of a given multi-queue device which determines the parameter $D$. Any smaller value for $D$ will not saturate the device, while larger $Ds$ would lead to greater unfairness – specially for burstier workloads.

Unlike $D$ which is determined solely by the degree of parallelism in the multi-queue device, the parameter $T$ is affected by the characteristic of the workload – i.e., concurrency and request size. While a single-threaded workload can afford to have $T = 0$, a workload with small requests being submitted from multiple threads across multiple sockets require larger $T$ value. To that end, once we have determined $D$, in a one-time setup step, we over-provision the parameter $T$ for the worst-case workload so that the maximum throughput of the device can always be met.

4 Evaluation

We evaluate fairness and performance of MQFQ on two fast, multi-queue devices: NVMe over RDMA (NVMe, with multi-queue NICs) and multi-queue SSD (MQ-SSD). We also evaluate the scalability of each of our concurrent data structures.

In our NVMe setup, the host machine (where MQFQ runs) issues NVMe requests over RDMA to the target machine, which serves the requests directly from DRAM. We use the kernel host stack and SPDK [21] target stack. This setup can reach nearly 4 M IOP/s for 1KB requests. In our MQ-SSD setup, requests are fulfilled by a PCIe-attached Intel P3700 NVMe MQ-SSD. This setup provides nearly 0.5 M IOP/s for 4K requests.

We measured (with an approach similar to that of Chen et al. [9]) available internal parallelism to be 128 for the NVMe setup and 64 for the MQ-SSD setup. We chose $T$ in each setup to be (roughly) the smallest value that didn’t induce significant contention. We preconditioned the MQ-SSD with sequential writes to the whole address space followed by a series of random writes to reach steady state performance. We also disabled power management to ensure consistent results. We ran all experiments on a Linux 4.15 kernel in which KPTI [12] was disabled via boot parameter. For scalability experiments, thread affinities were configured to fill one hardware thread on each core of the first socket, then one on each core of the second socket before returning to populate the second hardware thread of each core. The CPU mask for fairness experiments was configured to partition the cores among competing tasks. Table 1 summarizes the experimental setup. In all of the experiments we use the length of requests in KB to advance virtual time—hence the unit for $T$ is KB. Because the MQ-SSD setup has significantly lower bandwidth than the NVMe setup, we use it only for fairness experiments, not for scalability. The source code for our implementation is available at http://github.com/hedayati/mqfq.

4.1 Fairness and Efficiency

We compare MQFQ to two existing systems: (1) the recommended Linux setup for fast parallel devices, which performs no I/O scheduling (nosched) and is thus contention free, and (2) Budget Fair Queueing (BFQ) [46], a proportional share scheduler included for multi-queue stacks since Linux 4.12. For each of these, we consider three benchmarks: (a) the Flexible I/O Tester (FIO) [3], (b) the FlashX graph processing framework [52], and (c) the Aerospike key-value store [41].

FIO: FIO is a microbenchmark that allows flexible configuration of I/O patterns and scales quite well. We use FIO to generate workloads with known characteristics. Because FIO does so little processing per request, we also use it as an antagonist in multiprogrammed runs with FlashX and Aerospike. Each FIO workload has a name of the form $\alpha x \beta$ (e.g., $2x4K$) where $\alpha$ indicates the number of threads (each on a dedicated queue) and $\beta$ indicates the size of each request. For proportional sharing tests, we also indicate the weight of the flow in parentheses (e.g., $2x4K (3)$). The FIO queue depth (i.e., the number of submitted but not yet completed requests) is set to 128—large enough to maintain maximum throughput to the device.

To evaluate fairness and efficiency, we consider co-runs of FIO workloads where the internal device scheduler (if any) fails to provide fairness. We compare the slowdown of the flows relative to their time when running alone (in the absence of resource competition) as a measure of fairness as well as aggregated throughput as a measure of efficiency. We explore three cases in which competing flows differ in only one characteristic—request size, concurrency, or priority (weight). The results show that the underlying request processing, being oblivious to these characteristics, fails to provide fairness.

In Fig. 5 top-left and bottom-left, each of the flows uses an equal number of device queues. The device alternates between queues and guarantees the same number of processed requests from each. This results in flows sharing the device in proportion to request sizes rather than getting equal shares.

Fig. 5 top-middle and bottom-middle show two flows, one of which uses half the number of physical queues used by the other flow. With both flows submitting 4KB requests, the requests are processed in proportion to the number of utilized queues, causing unfairness.

Finally, Fig. 5 top-right and bottom-right show how MQFQ can be used to enforce shares in proportion to externally-specified per-flow weights (shown in parentheses).

In all of the above cases, the BFQ scheduler also guarantees fairness (as defined by flows’ throughputs) but at a much higher cost compared to MQFQ.
Table 1: Experimental setup.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MQ-SSD Setup</th>
<th>NVMf Setup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CPU &amp; Mem.</strong></td>
<td>Intel E5-2620 v3 (Haswell) @ 2.40GHz – 8GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sockets × Cores</strong></td>
<td>Intel E5-2630 v3 (Haswell) @ 2.40GHz – 64GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Target device</strong></td>
<td>Intel P3700 NVMe MQ-SSD (800GB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mellanox ConnectX-3 VPI Dual-Port 40Gbps</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D = 64, T = 45$KB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D = 128, T = 64$KB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FlashX:** FlashX is a data analytics framework that utilizes SSDs to scale to large datasets. It can efficiently store and retrieve large graphs and matrices, and uses FlashR, an extended R programming framework, to process terabyte-scale datasets in parallel. We used FlashX to execute pagerank on the SOC-LiveJournal1 social network graph from SNAP [28]. The graph has 4.8M vertices and 68.9M edges and is stored on SSD or the NVMf target’s DRAM for corresponding tests. We use FIO as an antagonist process to create contention with FlashX over the storage resource.

Fig. 6 shows the slowdown of co-runs of FlashX and FIO with different schedulers (or none—nosched). FlashX does not maintain a large queue depth; as a result, it can sustain only a fraction of the device’s throughput. FIO, by contrast, is able to fully utilize the device given its large (I/O) parallelism. Running these together, MQFQ guarantees that FlashX gets its small share of I/O, while the rest is available to FIO, resulting in small (better than proportional) slowdowns (33% for FlashX and 14% for FIO on average between MQ-SSD and NVMf) — note that this is not unexpected since one of the flows, i.e., FlashX, is not saturating. While BFQ also reduces the slowdown for FlashX (from almost 4× to less than 2×), it slows down FIO due to its lack of support for I/O parallelism.

**Aerospike:** Aerospike is a flash-optimized key-value store. It uses direct I/O to a raw device in order to achieve high performance. Meta-data is kept in memory, but we configure our instance to make sure all requests will result in an I/O to the underlying device. We use the benchmark tool provided with Aerospike, running on a client machine, to drive a workload of small (512B) reads, ensuring that there will be no contention over the network for the NVMf setup. As in the FlashX experiments, we use FIO as a competitor workload.

Fig. 7 shows the slowdown of co-runs of Aerospike and FIO under BFQ, MQFQ, and nosched. For the NVMf setup, despite performing nearly 1 M transactions/sec., Aerospike fails to saturate the device before running out of CPUs. Therefore, as with FlashX, the co-run under MQFQ has negligible slowdown (3% for Aerospike and less than 20% for FIO). However, on the MQ-SSD setup Aerospike can fully utilize the

Figure 5: FIO fairness and efficiency. Round-robin (nosched) processing is unfair with respect to different request sizes (left), different numbers of queues (middle) and different proportional shares (right). Red dashed lines in the left and middle columns indicate proportional (ideal) slowdown. Aggregate bandwidth is shown above each graph.
We compare the scalability of MQFQ to that of an existing single-queue implementation of fair queueing—i.e., BFQ [46]. As noted in Sec. 1, Linux BFQ doesn’t support concurrent dispatches and may not be able to fully utilize a device with internal parallelism. Other schedulers with support for parallel dispatch (e.g., FlashFQ [40]) have no multi-queue implementation. As a reasonable approximation of the missing implementation, we also compare MQFQ to a modified version of itself (MQFQ-serial) that serializes dispatches using a global lock. It differs from a real single-queue scheduler for a device with internal parallelism in that it maintains the requests in separate, per-CPU queues coordinated with our scalable data structures and the T and D parameters.

4.2 Scalability

We first evaluate the scalability of computing virtual time in MQFQ. As described in Sec. 3.1, our implementation uses a variant of the mindicator [29] to find the smallest start tag among queued requests across all queues. As in the token tree (Fig. 3), we structure the mindicator with successive levels of queues. We are unaware of any existing data structure suitable as a replacement for the mindicator; we therefore implemented another lock-free alternative in which the minimum is

![Figure 6: Fairness comparison for FlashX. MQFQ maintains fairness for FlashX, while allowing FIO to utilize the remaining bandwidth of the device.](image)

![Figure 7: Fairness comparison for Aerospike. MQFQ maintains fairness (approximately at or below proportional slowdown). On the MQ-SSD (right), where Aerospike can utilize the full device, FIO is slowed down to half the available bandwidth.](image)

![Figure 8: Overall scalability of unfair Linux multi-queue vs. MQFQ vs. MQFQ-serial vs. BFQ.](image)
found by iterating over an array of queue-local minima after each request dispatch. (This could be thought as a one-level minidicator.) Our contention-localizing structure outperforms the array scan by nearly 40% at 32 threads.

### 4.3.2 Unthrottling

As discussed in Sec. 2, when a queue cannot dispatch it will be throttled. Once the situation changes (completion or progress of virtual-time) some throttled queues may need to be unthrottled. Any delay in doing so could leave the device underutilized. Our approach uses inter-processor interrupts to promptly notify appropriate CPUs that they can proceed when the unthrottling condition is met. We use a scalable timer wheel (Sec. 3.3) to support such notifications efficiently.

For comparison, arranging for each queue to poll the condition would be an easy but expensive way to implement unthrottling. We explore this option with a pinned, high resolution timer (htimer [11]), as it requires no communication between queues and can provide latency comparable to that of a cross-socket inter-processor interrupt. The timer is armed whenever the queue is throttled and upon firing, reschedules the dispatch routine. The effect is essentially polling for a change in virtual time, with a polling frequency determined by the value of the timer.

Fig. 10 (left) compares the throughput that MQFQ can achieve with the timing wheel vs. polling at 1µs or 5µs intervals. Results confirm that a delay in unthrottling leads to throughput degradation. Even extremely frequent (1µs) polling cannot achieve IOP/s performance comparable to that of our timer wheel approach. Less frequent polling leads to a dispatch delay that leaves the device underutilized.

In order to quantify the wasted CPU, we measure the number of reschedule operations caused by our timer wheel and by 1µs polling. The difference between the two shows how inefficient polling can be (the timer wheel incurs no spurious reschedules). Fig. 10 (right) shows the savings, in reschedules per second, achieved by using the timer wheel instead of a 1µs timer. With a few CPUs, roughly every queue is being signaled on every completion (so a carefully chosen frequency for polling that matches the rate of completion could be practical when the device is fully utilized), but the number of wasted cycles grows with the number of CPUs. With the timing wheel, on the other hand, unthrottling comes only as a result of completion, and therefore is upper-bounded by the device throughput.

### 4.3.3 Dispatch Slots

In order to keep a device with internal parallelism fully utilized, while also avoiding queue build-up in the device (which would adversely affect the fairness guarantee), MQFQ has to track the number of available dispatch slots. This number is modified by each queue as a result of a dispatch or a completion. Our scalable MQFQ design uses a novel token tree data structure for this purpose (presented in Sec. 3.2).

Kyber [39], a multi-queue I/O scheduler added since Linux 4.12, uses another data structure, called sbitmap (for Scalable
Bitmap), to throttle asynchronous I/O operations if the latency experienced by synchronous operations exceeds a threshold. The main idea in bitmap is to distribute the tokens as bits in a number of cache lines (determined by expected contention over acquiring tokens). A thread tries to find the first clear bit in the cache line where the last successful acquire happened, falling back to iterating over all cache lines if all bits are set. This data structure reduces contention when the number of tokens is significantly larger than the number of threads. Yet another alternative to maintain a single global count of available dispatch slots using atomic increments and decrements.

Fig. 11 plots 1KB MQFQ IOP/s as a function of thread count using an atomic counter, a scalable bitmap, and a token tree to track the number of dispatched requests. To isolate the impact of these data structures, we disable virtual time computation in MQFQ. Using an atomic counter doesn’t scale beyond the first socket. The scalable bitmap falls short when the number of waiting requests is significantly larger than device parallelism, resulting in local acquire and release of tokens. In comparison, the token tree paired with our throttling mechanism prefers interaction with local queues (based on a pre-computed proximity matrix) as long as they are no more than $T$ ahead of virtual time, resulting in significantly better scalability (more than $2 \times$ the throughput of the atomic counter and 36% more than the scalable bitmap).

5 Related Work

Fairness-oriented resource scheduling has been extensively studied in the past. Lottery scheduling [49] achieves probabilistic proportional-share resource allocation. Fairness can also be realized through per-task timeslices as in Linux CFQ [2] and BFQ [46]. Argon [48], and FIOS [35]. Timeslice schedulers, however, are generally not work-conserving: they will sometimes leave the device unused when there are requests available in the system. The original fair queuing approaches, including Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ) [13], Packet-by-Packet Generalized Processor Sharing (PGPS) [34], and Start-time Fair Queueing (SFQ) [18], employ virtual-time-controlled request ordering across per-flow request queues to maintain fairness.

Fair queuing approaches like SFQ(D) [23] and FlashFQ [40] have been tailored to manage I/O resources, allowing requests to be re-ordered and dispatched concurrently for better I/O efficiency in devices with internal parallelism. To maintain fairness in a multi-resource (e.g., CPU, memory and NIC) environment, DRFQ [16] adapted fair queueing by tracking usage of the respective dominant resource of each operation. Disengaged fair queuing [30] emulates the effect of fair queueing on GPUs while requiring only infrequent OS kernel involvement. It accomplishes its goal by monitoring and mitigating potential unfairness through occasional traps. All previous fair queueing schedulers assume a serializing scheduler over a single device queue, which does not scale well on modern multicores with fast multi-queue devices.

For multi-queue SSDs, Ahn et al. [1] supported I/O resource sharing by implementing a bandwidth throttler at the Linux cgroup layer (above the multi-queue device I/O paths). However, their time interval budget-based resource control is not work conserving: if one cgroup does not use its allotted resources in an interval, those resources are simply wasted. Lee et al. [27] improved read performance by isolating queues of multi-queue SSDs used for reads from those used for writes. Kyber [39] achieves better synchronous I/O latency by throttling asynchronous requests. However, neither approach is a full solution for fair I/O resource management. Stephens et al. [42] found that the internal round-robin scheduling of hardware queues in NICs leads to unfairness when the load is asymmetrically distributed across a NIC’s multiple hardware queues. Their solution, Titan, requires programmable NICs to internally implement deficit round-robin and service queues in proportion to configured weights. FLIN [44] identifies major sources of interference in multi-queue SSDs and implements a scheduler in SSD controller firmware to protect against them. Unlike MQFQ, which is applicable to accelerators and multi-queue NICs, FLIN deals with the idiosyncrasies of Flash devices such as garbage collection and access patterns. In addition, FLIN considers any request originating from the same host-side I/O queue as belonging to the same “flow” and, being implemented in hardware, is unable to reason in terms of system-level resource principals (applications, virtual machines, or Linux cgroups).

For performance isolation and quality-of-service, ReFlex [26] employs a per-tenant token bucket mechanism to achieve latency objectives in a shared-storage environment. The token bucket mechanism and fair queuing resource allocation are complementary—the former performs admission control under a given resource allocation while the latter supports fair, work-conserving resource uses. Decibel [31] presents a system framework for resource isolation in rack-scale storage but it does not directly address the problem of resource scheduling. It uses two existing scheduling policies in its implementation—strict time sharing is not work-conserving; deficit round robin is work-conserving but requires a serializing scheduler queue that limits scalability.

Among multicore operating systems, Arrakis [36] and IX [4] support high-speed I/O by separating the control plane (managed by the OS) and the data plane (bypassing the OS) to achieve coherency-free execution. Their OS control planes enforce access control but not resource isolation or fair resource allocation. Zygos [37] suggests that sweeping simplification introduced by shared-nothing architectures like IX [4] leads to (1) not being work-conserving and (2) suffering from head-of-the-line blocking. They propose a work-stealing packet processing scheme that, while introducing cross-core interactions, eliminates head-of-the-line blocking and improves latency. Recent work has also built scalable data structures that localize synchronization in the multicore memory hierarchy (intra-core rather than inter-core; intra-socket rather
than inter-socket). Examples include the mindicator global minimum data structure [29], atomic broadcast trees [24], and NUMA-aware locks [15] and data structures [7]. For MQFQ, we introduce new scalable structures, including a timer wheel to track virtual time indexes and a token tree to track available device dispatch slots.

6 Conclusion

With the advent of fast devices that can complete a request every microsecond or less, it has become increasingly difficult for the operating system to fulfill its responsibility for fair resource allocation—enough so that some OS implementations have given up on fairness altogether for such devices. Our work demonstrates that surrender is not necessary: with judicious use of scalable data structures and a reformulation of the analytical bounds, we can maintain fairness in the long term and bound it in the short term, all without compromising throughput.

Our formalization of multi-queue fair queueing introduces a parameter, $T$, that bounds the amount of service that a flow can receive in excess of its share. Crucially, this bound does not grow with time. Moreover, our new definition of virtual time is provably equivalent to existing definitions when $T$ is set to zero. Experiments with a modified Linux 4.15 kernel, a two-socket server, and a fast NVMe over RDMA device confirm that MQFQ can provide both fairness and very high throughput. Compared to running without a fairness algorithm on an NVMe device, our MQFQ algorithm reduces the slowdown caused by an antagonist from $3.78 \times 1.33 \times$ for the FlashX workload and from $6.57 \times 1.03 \times$ for the Aerospike workload. Its peak throughput reaches 3.1 Million IOP/s on a single machine, outperforming a serialized version of our own algorithm by $2.6 \times$ and Linux BFQ by $20 \times$.

In future work, we plan to develop strategies for automatic tuning of the $T$ and $D$ parameters; extend our implementation to handle small computational kernels for GPUs and accelerators; and evaluate the extent to which fairness guarantees can continue to apply even to kernel-bypass systems, with dispatch queues in user space.
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Abstract
Designers of modern reader-writer locks confront a difficult trade-off related to reader scalability. Locks that have a compact memory representation for active readers will typically suffer under high intensity read-dominated workloads when the “reader indicator” state is updated frequently by a diverse set of threads, causing cache invalidation and coherence traffic. Other designs use distributed reader indicators, one per NUMA node, per core or even per thread. This improves reader-reader scalability, but also increases the size of each lock instance and creates overhead for writers.

We propose a simple transformation, BRAVO, that augments any existing reader-writer lock, adding just two integer fields to the lock instance. Readers make their presence known to writers by hashing their thread’s identity with the lock address, forming an index into a visible readers table and installing the lock address into the table. All locks and threads in an address space can share the same readers table. Crucially, readers of the same lock tend to write to different locations in the table, reducing coherence traffic. Therefore, BRAVO can augment a simple compact lock to provide scalable concurrent reading, but with only modest and constant increase in memory footprint.

We implemented BRAVO in user-space, as well as integrated it with the Linux kernel reader-writer semaphore (rwsem). Our evaluation with numerous benchmarks and real applications, both in user and kernel-space, demonstrate that BRAVO improves performance and scalability of underlying locks in read-heavy workloads while introducing virtually no overhead, including in workloads in which writes are frequent.

1 Introduction
A reader-writer lock, also known as a shared-exclusive lock, is a synchronization primitive for controlling access by multiple threads (or processes) to a shared resource (critical section). It allows shared access for read-only use of the resource, while write operations access the resource exclusively. Such locks are ubiquitous in modern systems, and can be found, for example, in database software, file systems, key-value stores and operating systems.

Reader-writer locks have to keep track of the presence of active readers before a writer can be granted the lock. In the common case, such presence is recorded in a shared counter, incremented and decremented with every acquisition and release of the lock in the read mode. This is the way reader-writer locks are implemented in the Linux kernel, POSIX pthread library and several other designs [3, 35, 42]. The use of a shared counter lends itself to a relatively simple implementation and has a compact memory representation for a lock. However, it suffers under high intensity read-dominated workloads when the “reader indicator” state is updated frequently by a diverse set of threads, causing cache invalidation and coherence traffic [7, 17, 20, 31].

Alternative designs for reader-writer locks use distributed reader indicators, for instance, one per NUMA (non-uniform memory access) node as in cohort locks [6], or even one lock per core as in the Linux kernel brlock [10] and other related ideas [26, 31, 39, 46]. This improves reader-reader scalability, but also considerably increases the size of each lock instance. Furthermore, the lock performance is hampered when writes are frequent, as multiple indicators have to be accessed and/or modified. Finally, such locks have to be instantiated dynamically, since the number of sockets or cores can be unknown until the runtime. As a result, designers of modern reader-writer locks confront a difficult trade-off related to the scalability of maintaining the indication of the readers’ presence.

In this paper, we propose a simple transformation, called BRAVO, that augments any existing reader-writer lock, adding just two integer fields to the lock instance. When applied on top of a counter-based reader-writer lock, BRAVO allows us to achieve, and often beat, the performance levels of locks that use distributed reader indicators while maintaining a compact footprint of the underlying lock. With BRAVO, readers make their presence known to writers by hashing their
thread’s identity with the lock address, forming an index into a visible readers table. Readers attempt to install the lock address into the element (slot) in the table identified by that index. If successful, readers can proceed with their critical section without modifying the shared state of the underlying lock. Otherwise, readers resort to the acquisition path of the underlying lock. Note that the visible readers table is shared by all locks and threads in an address space. Crucially, readers of the same lock tend to write to different locations in the table, reducing coherence traffic and thus resulting in a NUMA-friendly design. At the same time, a writer always uses the acquisition path of the underlying lock, but also scans the readers table and waits for all readers that acquired that lock through it. A simple mechanism is put in place to limit the overhead of scanning the table for workloads in which writes are frequent.

We implemented BRAVO and evaluated it on top of several locks, such as the POSIX pthread_rwlock lock and the PF-Q reader-writer lock by Brandenburg and Anderson [3]. For our evaluation, we used several microbenchmarks as well as rocksdb [40], a popular open-source key-value store. Furthermore, we integrated BRAVO with rwsem, a read-write semaphore in the Linux kernel. We evaluated the modified kernel through kernel microbenchmarks as well as several user-space applications (from the Metis suite [33]) that create contention on read-write semaphores in the kernel. All our experiments in user-space and in the kernel demonstrate that BRAVO is highly efficient in improving performance and scalability of underlying locks in read-heavy workloads while introducing virtually no overhead, even in workloads in which writes are frequent.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related work is surveyed in Section 2. We present the BRAVO algorithm in Section 3 and discuss how we apply BRAVO in the Linux kernel in Section 4. The performance evaluation in user-space and the Linux kernel is provided in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. We conclude the paper and elaborate on multiple directions for future work in Section 7.

2 Related Work

Reader-Indicator Design Readers that are active – currently executing in a reader critical section – must be visible to potential writers. Writers must be able to detect active readers in order to resolve read-vs-write conflicts, and wait for active readers to depart. The mechanism through which readers make themselves visible is the reader indicator. Myriad designs have been described in the literature. At one end of the spectrum we find a centralized reader indicator implemented as an integer field within each reader-writer lock instance that reflects the number of active readers. Readers use atomic instructions (or a central lock) to safely increment and decrement this field. Classic examples of such locks can be found in the early work of Mellor-Crummey and Scott [35] and more recent work by Shirako et al. [42]. Another reader-writer lock algorithm having a compact centralized reader indicator is Brandenburg and Anderson’s Phase-Fair Ticket lock, designated PF-T in [3], where the reader indicator is encoded in two central fields. Their Phase-Fair Queue-based lock, PF-Q, uses a centralized counter for active readers and an MCS-like central queue, with local spinning, for readers that must wait. We refer to this latter algorithm as “BA” throughout the remainder of this paper. Such approaches are compact, having a small per-lock footprint, and simple, but, because of coherence traffic, do not scale in the presence of concurrent readers that are arriving and departing frequently [7, 17, 20, 31].

To address this concern, many designs turn toward distributed reader indicators. Each cohort reader-writer lock [6], for instance, uses a per-NUMA node reader indicator. While distributed reader indicators improve scalability, they also significantly increase the footprint of a lock instance, with each reader indicator residing on its own private cache line or sector to reduce false sharing. In addition, the size of the lock is variable with the number of nodes, and not known at compile-time, precluding simple static preallocation of locks. Writers are also burdened with the overhead of checking multiple reader indicators. Kashyap et al. [27] attempt to address some of those issues by maintaining a dynamic list of per-socket structures and expand the lock instance on-demand. However, this only helps if a lock is accessed by threads running on a subset of nodes.

At the extreme end of the spectrum we find lock designs with reader indicators assigned per-CPU or per-thread [10, 26, 31, 39, 46]. These designs promote read-read scaling, but have a large variable-sized footprint. They also favor readers in that writers must traverse and examine all the reader-indicators to resolve read-vs-write conflicts, possibly imposing a performance burden on writers. We note that there are a number of varieties of such distributed locks: a set of reader-indicators coupled with a central mutual exclusion lock for writer permission, as found in cohort locks [6]; sets of mutexes where readers must acquire one mutex and writers must acquire all mutexes, as found in Linux kernel brlocks [10]; or sets of reader-writer locks where readers must acquire read permission on one lock, and writers must acquire write permission on all locks. To reduce the impact on writers, which must visit all reader indicators, some designs use a tree of distributed counters where the root element contains a sum of the indicators within the subtrees [30].

Dice et al. [19] devised read-write byte-locks for use in the TLRW software transactional memory infrastructure. Briefly, read-write byte-locks are reader-writer locks augmented with an array of bytes, serving as reader indicators, where indices in the array are assigned to favored threads that are frequent readers. These threads can simply set and clear these reader indicators with normal store operations. The motivation for read-write byte-locks was to avoid atomic read-modify-write
instructions, which were particularly expensive on the system under test. The design, as described, is not NUMA-friendly as the byte array occupies a single cache line.

In addition to distributing or dispersing the counters, individual counters can themselves be further split into constituent ingress and egress fields to further reduce write sharing. Arriving readers increment the ingress field and departing readers increment the egress field. Cohort reader-writer locks use this approach [6].

BRAVO takes a different approach, opportunistically representing active readers in the shared global visible readers table. The table (array) is fixed in size and shared over all threads and locks within an address space. Each BRAVO lock has, in addition to the underlying reader-writer lock, a boolean flag that indicates if reader bias is currently enabled for that lock. Publication of active readers in the array is strictly optional and best-effort. A reader can always fall back to acquiring read permission via the underlying reader-writer lock. BRAVO’s benefit comes from reduced coherence traffic arising from reader arrival. Such coherence traffic is particularly costly on NUMA systems, consuming shared interconnect bandwidth and also exhibiting high latency. As such, BRAVO is naturally NUMA-friendly. However, unlike most other NUMA-aware reader-writer locks, it does not need to understand or otherwise query the system topology, further simplifying the design and reducing dependencies.

**Optimistic Invisible Readers** Synchronization constructs such as seqlocks [9, 23, 29] allow concurrent readers, but forgo the need for readers to make themselves visible. Critically, readers do not write to synchronization data and thus do not induce coherence traffic. Instead, readers update state – typically a modification counter – to indicate that updates have occurred. Readers check that counter at the start and then again at the end of their critical section, and if writers were active or the counter changed, the readers self-abort and retry. An additional challenge for seqlocks is that readers can observe inconsistent state, and special care must be taken to constrain the effects and avoid errant behavior in readers. Often, non-trivial reader critical sections must be modified to safely tolerate optimistic execution. Various hybrid forms exist, such as the StampedLock [36] facility in java.util.concurrent, which consists of a reader-writer lock coupled with a seqlock, providing 3 modes: classic pessimistic write locking, classic pessimistic read locking, and optimistic reading.

To avoid the problem where optimistic readers might see inconsistent state, transactional lock elision [16, 18, 24, 28, 38] based on hardware transactional memory can be used. Readers are invisible and do not write to shared data. Such approaches can be helpful, but are still vulnerable to indefinite abort and progress failure. In addition, the hardware transactional memory facilities required to support lock elision are not available on all systems, and are usually best-effort, without any guaranteed progress, requiring some type of fallback to pessimistic mechanisms.

**Biased Locking** BRAVO draws inspiration from biased locking [14, 22, 37, 41, 44]. Briefly, biased locking allows the same thread to repeatedly acquire and release a mutual exclusion lock without requiring atomic instructions, except on the initial acquisition. If another thread attempts to acquire the lock, then expensive revocation is required to wrest bias from the original thread. The lock would then revert to normal non-biased mode for some period before again becoming potentially eligible for bias. (Conceptually, we can think of the lock as just being left in the locked state until there is contention. Subsequent lock and unlock operations by the original thread are ignored – the unlock operation is deferred until contention arises). Biased locking was a response to the CPU-local latencies incurred by atomic instructions on early Intel and SPARC processors and to the fact that locks in Java were often dominated by a single thread. Subsequently, processor designers have addressed the latency concern, rendering biased locking less profitable.

Classic biased locking identifies a preferred thread, while BRAVO identifies a preferred access mode. That is, BRAVO biases toward a mode instead of thread identity. BRAVO is suitable for read-dominated workloads, allowing a fast-path for readers when reader bias is enabled for a lock. If a write request is issued against a reader-biased lock, reader bias is disabled and revocation (scanning of the visible readers table) is required, shifting some cost from readers to writers. Classic biased locking provides benefit by reducing the number of atomic operations and improving latency. It does not improve scalability. BRAVO reader-bias, however, can improve both latency and scalability by reducing coherence traffic on the reader indicators in the underlying reader-writer lock.

### 3 The BRAVO Algorithm

BRAVO transforms any existing reader-writer lock $A$ into BRAVO-$A$, which provides scalable reader acquisition. We say $A$ is the underlying lock in BRAVO-$A$. In typical circumstances $A$ might be a simple compact lock that suffers under high levels of reader concurrency. BRAVO-$A$ will also be compact, but is NUMA-friendly as it reduces coherence traffic and offers scalability in the presence of frequently arriving concurrent readers.

Listing 1 depicts a pseudo-code implementation of the BRAVO algorithm. BRAVO extends $A$’s structure with a new $RBias$ boolean field (Line 2). Arriving readers first check the $RBias$ field, and, if found set, then hash the address of the lock with a value reflecting the calling thread’s identity to
form an index into the visible readers table (Lines 12–13). (This readers table is shared by all locks and threads in an address space. In all our experiments we sized the table at 4096 entries. Each table element, or slot, is either null or a pointer to a reader-writer lock instance.) The reader then uses an atomic compare-and-swap (CAS) operator to attempt to change the element at that index from null to the address of the lock, publishing its existence to potential writers (Line 14). If the CAS is successful then the reader rechecks the RBias field to ensure it remains set (Line 18). If so, the reader has successfully gained read permission and can enter the critical section (Line 19). Upon completing the critical section the reader executes the complementary operation to release read permission, simply storing null into that slot (Lines 29–31).

We refer to this as the fast-path. The fast-path attempt prefix (Lines 11-23) runs in constant time. Our hash function is based on the Mix32 operator found in [43].

If the recheck operation above happens to fail, as would be the case if a writer intervened and cleared RBias and the reader lost the race, then the reader simply clears the slot (Line 21) and reverts to the traditional slow-path where it acquires read permission via the underlying lock (Line 24). Similarly, if the initial check of RBias found the flag clear (Line 12), or the CAS failed because of collisions in the array (Line 14) – the slot was found to be populated – then control diverts to the traditional slow-path. After a slow-path reader acquires read permission from the underlying lock, it enters and executes the critical section, and then at unlock time releases read permission via the underlying lock (Line 33).

Arriving writers first acquire write permission on the underlying reader-writer lock (Line 36). Having done so, they then check the RBias flag (Line 37). If set, the writer must perform revocation, first clearing the RBias flag (Line 40) and then scanning all the elements of the visible readers table checking for conflicting fast-path readers (Lines 42–44). If any elements match the lock, the writer must wait for that fast-path reader to depart and clear the slot. If lock L has 2 fast-path active readers, for instance, then L will appear twice in the array. Scanning the array might appear to be onerous, but in practice the sequential scan is assisted by the automatic hardware prefetchers present in modern CPUs. We observe a scan rate of about 1.1 nanoseconds per element on our system-under-test (described later). Having checked RBias and performed revocation if necessary, the writer then enters the critical section (Line 50). At unlock-time, the writer simply releases write permission on the underlying reader-writer lock (Line 51). Therefore the only difference for writers under BRAVO is the requirement to check and potentially revoke reader bias if RBias was found set.

We note that writers only scan the visible reader table, and never write into it. Yet, this scan may pollute the writer’s cache. One way to cope with it is to use non-temporal loads, however, exploring this idea is left for the future work. Note that revocation is only required on transitions from reading to writing and only when RBias was previously set.

In summary, active readers can make their existence public in one of two ways: either via the visible readers table (fast-path), or via the traditional underlying reader-writer lock (slow-path). Our mechanism allows both slow-path and fast-path readers simultaneously. Absent hash collisions, concurrent fast-path readers will write to different locations in the visible readers table. Collisions are benign, and impact per-

```python
class BRAVOLock<T>:
    def Reader(BRAVOLock * L):
        L.RBias = 1
        ReaderCriticalSection()
    def Writer(BRAVOLock * L):
        AcquireWrite (L.Underlying)

    def AcquireRead (L.Underlying):
        L.RBias = 0
        auto start = Time()
        for i in range(VisibleReaders):
            if VisibleReaders[i] == L:
                Pause()
            auto now = Time()
        # primus non-nocere:
        # limit and bound slow-down
        L.InhibitUntil = now + ((now - start) * N)
        WriterCriticalSection()
    def ReleaseWrite (L.Underlying):
        ReleaseWrite (L.Underlying)
```

Listing 1: Simplified Python-like implementation of BRAVO
formance but not correctness. Writers resolve read-vs-write conflicts against fast-path readers via the visible readers table and against slow-path readers via the underlying reader-writer lock.

One important remaining question is how to set RBias. In our early prototypes we set RBias in the reader slow-path based on a low-cost Bernoulli trial with probability \( P = 1/100 \) using a thread-local Marsaglia XOR-Shift\(^{34} \) pseudo-random number generator. While this simplistic policy for enabling bias worked well in practice, we were concerned about situations where we might have enabled bias too eagerly, and incur frequent revocation to the point where BRAVO-A might be slower than A. Specifically, the worst-case scenario would be where slow readers repeatedly set RBias, only to have it revoked immediately by a writer.

The key additional cost in BRAVO is the revocation step, which executes under the underlying write lock and thus serializes operations associated with the lock\(^2. \) As such, we measure the latency of revocation and migration that period by \( N \), a configurable parameter, and then inhibit the subsequent setting of bias in the reader slow-path for that period, bounding the worst-case expected slow-down from BRAVO for writers to \( 1/(N+1) \) (cf. Lines 41-49). Our specific performance goal is *primum non nocere* – first, do no harm, with BRAVO-A never underperforming A by any significant margin on any workload\(^3. \) This tactic is simple and effective, but excessively conservative, taking into account only the worst-case performance penalty imposed by BRAVO, and not accounting for any potential benefit conferred by the BRAVO fast-path. Furthermore, measuring the revocation duration also incorporates the waiting time, as well as the scanning time, yielding a conservative over-estimate of the revocation scan cost and resulting in less aggressive use of reader bias. Despite these concerns, we find this policy yields good and predictable performance. For all benchmarks in this paper we used \( N = 9 \) yielding a worst-case writer slow-down bound of about 10%.

Our policy required adding a second BRAVO-specific timestamp field InhibitUntil (Line 3), which reflects the earliest time at which slow readers should reenable bias\(^4. \) We note that for safety, readers can only set RBias while they hold read permission on the underlying reader-writer lock, avoiding interactions with writers (cf. Lines 25–26).

In our implementations revoking waiting busy-wait for readers to depart. There can be at most one such busy-waiting thread for a given lock at any given time. We note, however, that it is trivial to shift to a waiting policy that uses blocking.

BRAVO acts as an accelerator layer, as readers can always fall back to the traditional underlying lock to gain read access. The benefit arises from avoiding coherence traffic on the centralized reader indicators in the underlying lock, and instead relying on updates to be diffused over the visible readers table. Fast-path readers write only into the visible readers table, and not the lock instance proper. This access pattern improves performance on NUMA systems, where write sharing is particularly expensive. We note that if the underlying lock algorithm A has reader preference or writer preference, then BRAVO-A will exhibit that same property. Write performance and the scalability of read-vs-write and write-vs-write behavior depends solely on the underlying lock. Under high write intensity, with write-vs-write and write-vs-read conflicts, the performance of BRAVO devolves to that of the underlying lock. BRAVO accelerates reads only. BRAVO fully supports the case where a thread holds multiple locks at the same time.

BRAVO supports try-lock operations as follows. For read try-lock attempts an implementation could try the BRAVO fast path and then fall back, if the fast path fails, to the slow path underlying try-lock. An implementation can also opt to forgo the fast path attempt and simply call the underlying try-lock operator. We use the former approach when applying BRAVO in the Linux kernel as detailed in the next section. We note that if the underlying try-lock call is successful, one may set RBias if the BRAVO policy allows that (e.g., if the current time is larger than InhibitUntil). For write try-lock operations, an implementation will invoke the underlying try-lock operation. If successful, and bias is set, then revocation must be performed following the same procedure described in Lines 37–49.

As seen in Listing 1, the slot value must be passed from the read lock operator to the corresponding unlock. null indicates that the slow path was used to acquire read permission. To provide correct errno values in the POSIX pthread environment, a thread must be able to determine if it holds read, write, or no permission on a given lock. This is typically accomplished by using per-thread lists of locks currently held in read mode. We leverage those list elements to pass the slot. We note that the Cohort read-write lock implementation \(^{6} \) passed the reader’s NUMA node ID from lock to corresponding unlock in this exact fashion.

4 Applying BRAVO to the Linux Kernel *rwsem*

In this section, we describe prototype integration of BRAVO in the Linux kernel, where we apply it to *rwsem*. *Rwsem* is a read-write semaphore construct. Among many places inside the kernel, it is used to protect the access to the virtual memory area (VMA) structure of each process \(^{11} \), which makes it a
source of contention for data intensive applications [8, 11].

On a high level, rwsem consists of a counter and a waiting queue protected by a spin-lock. The counter keeps track of the number of active readers, as well as encodes the presence of a writer. To acquire the rwsem in the read mode, a reader atomically increments the counter and checks its value. If a (waiting or active) writer is not present, the read acquisition is successful; otherwise, the reader acquires the spin-lock protecting the waiting queue, joins the queue at the tail, releases the spin-lock and blocks, waiting for a wake-up signal from a writer. As a result, when there is no reader-writer contention, the read acquisition boils down to one atomic counter increment. On architectures that do not support an atomic increment instruction, this requires acquisition (and subsequent release) of the spin-lock. Even on architectures that have such an instruction (such as Intel x86), the read acquisition of rwsem creates contention over the cache line hosting the counter.

In our integration of BRAVO on top of rwsem, we make a simplifying assumption that the semaphore is always released by the same thread that acquired it for read. This is not guaranteed by the API of rwsem, however, this is a common way of using semaphores in the kernel. This assumption allows us to preserve the existing rwsem API and limits the scope of changes required, resulting in a patch of only three files and adding just a few dozens lines of code. We use this assumption when determining the slot into which a thread would store the semaphore address on the fast acquisition path, and clear that slot during the release operation.

While we have not observed any issue when running and evaluating the modified kernel, we note that our assumption can be easily eliminated by, for example, extending the API of rwsem to allow an additional pointer argument for read acquisition and release functions. In case the acquisition is made on the fast path, this pointer would be used to store the address of the corresponding slot; later, this pointer can be passed to a (different) releasing thread to specify the slot to be cleared. Alternatively, we can extend the API of rwsem to include a flag explicitly allowing the use of the fast path for read acquisition and release. This flag would be set only in call sites known for high read contention (such as in functions operating on VMAs), where a thread that releases the semaphore is known to be the one that acquired it. Other call sites for semaphore acquisition and release can be left untouched, letting them use the slow path only.

We note that the default configuration of the kernel enables a so-called spin-on-owner optimization of rwsem [32]. With this optimization, the rwsem structure includes an owner field that contains a pointer to the current struct of the owner task when rwsem is acquired for write. Using this field, a reader may check whether the writer is currently running on a CPU, and if so, spin rather than block [32]. While writers do not use this field to decide whether they have to spin (as there might be multiple readers), in the current rwsem implementation a reader updates the owner field regardless, storing there its current pointer along with a few control bits (that specify that the lock is owned by a reader). These writes by readers are for debugging purposes only, yet they create unnecessary contention on the owner field. We fix that by letting a reader set only the control bits in the owner field, and only if those bits were not set before, i.e., when the first reader acquires that rwsem instance after a writer. Note that all subsequent readers would read, but not update the owner field, until it is updated again by a writer.

5 User-space Evaluation

All user-space data was collected on an Oracle X5-2 system. The system has 2 sockets, each populated with an Intel Xeon E5-2699 v3 CPU running at 2.30GHz. Each socket has 18 cores, and each core is 2-way hyperthreaded, yielding 72 logical CPUs in total. The system was running Ubuntu 18.04 with a stock Linux version 4.15 kernel, and all software was compiled using the provided GCC version 7.3 toolchain at optimization level “-O3”. 64-bit code was used for all experiments. Factory-provided system defaults were used in all cases, and turbo mode [45] was left enabled. In all cases default free-range unbound threads were used.

We implemented all locks within LD_PRELOAD interposition libraries that expose the standard POSIX pthread_rwlock_t programming interface. This allows us to change lock implementations by varying the LD_PRELOAD environment variable and without modifying the application code that uses reader-writer locks. This same framework was used to implement Cohort reader-writer locks [6].

In the following figures “BA” refers to the Brandenburg-Anderson PF-Q lock [3]; “Cohort-RW” refers to the C-RW- WP lock [6]; “Per-CPU” reflects a lock that consists of an array of BA locks, one for each CPU, where readers acquire read-permission on the sub-lock associated with their CPU, and writers acquire writer permission on all the sub-locks (this lock is similar to the Linux kernel brlock construct [10]); “pthread” is a default Linux POSIX “pthread_rwlock_t” read-write lock mechanism; “BRAVO-BA” reflects BRAVO implemented on top of BA and “BRAVO-pthread” is BRAVO implemented on top of pthread_rwlock.

We also experimented with several other reader-writer locks. In particular, we took data on the Brandenburg-Anderson PF-T lock and the BRAVO form thereof. PF-T implements the reader indicator via a central pair of counters, one incremented by arriving readers and the other incremented by departing readers. Waiting readers busy-wait on a dedicated writer_present bit encoded in the reader arrival counter. In PF-Q active readers are tallied on a central pair of counters in the same fashion as PF-T, but waiting readers enqueue on an MCS-like queue. In both PF-T and PF-Q, arriving read-
ers update the central reader indicator state, generating more coherence traffic than would be the case for locks that use distributed reader indicators or BRAVO. Waiting readers in PF-T use global spinning, while waiting readers in PF-Q use local spinning on a thread-local field in the enqueued element. PF-T enjoys slightly shorter code paths but also suffers from lessened scalability because of the global spinning. We found that PF-T and PF-Q offer broadly similar performance, with PF-T having a slight advantage when the arrival rate is high, the number of waiting threads is low, and the waiting period is shorter. PF-T is slightly more compact having just 4 integer fields, while PF-Q has 2 such fields and 4 pointers. For brevity, we do not include PF-T results. We also found that “fair lock with local only spinning” by Mellor-Crummey and Scott [35] yielded performance similar to or slower than that of PF-Q.

We note that the default pthread read-write lock implementation found in our Linux distribution provides strong reader preference, and admits indefinite writer starvation6. The reader indicator is centralized and the lock has a footprint of 56 bytes for 64-bit programs. Waiting threads block immediately in the kernel without spinning. While this policy incurs overheads associated with voluntary context switching, it may also yield benefits by allowing “polite” waiting by enabling turbo mode for those threads making progress. Except where otherwise noted, we plot the number of concurrent threads on the X-axis, and aggregate throughput on the Y-axis, and report the median of 7 independent runs for each data point.

We use a 128 byte sector size on Intel processors for alignment to avoid false sharing. The unit of coherence is 64 bytes throughout the cache hierarchy, but 128 bytes is required because of the adjacent cache line prefetch facility where pairs of lines are automatically fetched together. BA requires just 128 bytes – 2 32-bit integer fields plus 4 pointers fields with the overall size rounded up to the next sector boundary. BRAVO-BA adds the 8-byte InhibitUntil field, which contains a timestamp, and the 4-byte RBias field. Rounding up to the sector size, this still yields a 128 byte lock instance. Per-CPU consists of one instance of BA for each logical CPU, yielding a lock size of 9216 bytes on our 72-way system. Cohort-RW consists of one reader indicator (128 bytes) per NUMA node, a central location for state (128 bytes) and a full cohort mutex [21] to provide writer exclusion. In turn, the cohort mutex requires one 128-byte sub-lock per NUMA node, and another 256 bytes for central state. Thus, the total size of the Cohort-RW lock on our dual-socket system is 896 bytes. (While our implementation did not do so, we note that a more space aggressive implementation of Cohort-RW could colocate the per-node reader indicators with the mutex sub-locks, and the central state for the read-write lock with its associated cohort mutex, yielding a size of 512 bytes).

As noted above, the size of the pthread read-write lock is 56 bytes, and the BRAVO variant adds 12 bytes. The size of BA, BRAVO-BA, pthread, and BRAVO-pthread are fixed, and known at compile-time, while the size of Per-CPU varies with the number of logical CPUs, and the size of Cohort-RW varies with the number of NUMA nodes. Finally, we observe that BRAVO allows more relaxed approach toward the alignment and padding of the underlying lock. Since fast-path readers do not mutate the underlying lock fields, the designer can reasonably forgo alignment and padding on that lock, without trading off reader scalability.

The size of the lock can be important in concurrent data structures, such as linked lists or binary search trees, that use a lock per node or entry [4, 12, 25]. As Bronson at el. observe, when a scalable lock is striped across multiple cache lines to avoid contention in the coherence fabric, it is “prohibitively expensive to store a separate lock per node” [4].

BRAVO also requires the visible readers table. With 4096 entries on a system with 64-bit pointers, the additional footprint is 32KB. The table is aligned and sized to minimize the number of underlying pages (reducing TLB footprint) and to eliminate false sharing from variables that might be placed adjacent to the table. We selected a table size 4096 empirically but in general believe the size should be a function of the number of logical CPUs in the system. Similar tables in the linux kernel, such as the futex hash table, are sized in this fashion [5].

BRAVO yields a favorable performance trade-off between space and scalability, offering a viable alternative that resides on the design spectrum between classic centralized locks, such as BA, having small footprint and poor reader scalability, and the large locks with high reader scalability.

5.1 Sensitivity to Inter-Lock Interference

As the visible readers array is shared over all locks and threads within an address space, one potential concern is collisions that might arise when multiple threads are using a large set of locks. Near collisions are also of concern as they can cause false sharing within the array. To determine BRAVO’s performance sensitivity to such effects, we implemented a microbenchmark program that spawns 64 concurrent threads. Each thread loops as follows: randomly pick a reader-writer lock from a pool of such locks; acquire that lock for read; advance a thread-local pseudo-random number generator 20 steps; release read permission on the lock; and finally advance that random number generator 100 steps. At the end of a 10 second measurement interval we report the number of lock acquisitions. No locks are ever acquired with write permission. Each data point is the median of 7 distinct runs. We report the results in Figure 1 where the X-axis reflects the number of locks in the pool (varying through powers-of-two between 1 and 8192) and the Y-axis is the number of acquisitions completed by BRAVO-BA divided by the number completed by a

---

6The pthread implementation allows writer preference to be selected via a non-portable API. Unfortunately this feature currently has bugs that result in lost wakeups and hangs: https://sourceware.org/bugzilla/show_bug.cgi?id=23861.
specialized version of BRAVO-BA where each lock instance has a private array of 4096 elements. This fraction reflects the performance drop attributable to inter-lock conflicts and near conflicts in the shared array, where the modified form of BRAVO-BA can be seen as an idealized form that has a large per-instance footprint but which is immune to inter-lock conflicts\(^7\). The worst-case penalty arising from inter-lock interference (the lowest fraction value) is always under 6%.

### 5.2 Alternator

Figure 2 shows the results of our alternator benchmark. The benchmark spawns the specified number of concurrent threads, which organize themselves into a logical ring, each waiting for notification from its “left” sibling. Notification is accomplished via setting a thread-specific variable with a store instruction and waiting is via simple busy-waiting. Once notified, the thread acquires and then immediately releases read permission on a shared reader-writer lock. Next the thread notifies its “right” sibling and then again waits. There are no writers, and there is no concurrency between readers. At most one reader is active at any given moment. At the end of a 10 second measurement interval the program reports the number of notifications.

The BA lock suffers as the lines underlying the reader indicators “slosh” and migrate from cache to cache. In contrast BRAVO-BA readers touch different locations in the visible readers table as they acquire and release read permissions. BRAVO enables reader-bias early in the run, and it remains set for the duration of the measurement interval. All locks experience a significant performance drop between 1 and 2 threads due to the impact of coherent communication for notification. Crucially, we see that BRAVO-BA outperforms the underlying BA by a wide margin, and is competitive with the much larger Per-CPU lock. In addition, the performance of BA can be seen to degrade as we add threads, whereas the performance of BRAVO-BA remains stable. The same observations are true when considering BRAVO-pthread and pthread locks.

Since the hash function that associates a read locking request with an index is deterministic, threads repeatedly locking and unlocking a specific lock will enjoy temporal locality and reuse in the visible readers table.

### 5.3 test_rwlock

We next report results from the test_rwlock benchmark described by Desnoyers et al. [13]\(^8\). The benchmark was designed to evaluate the performance and scalability of reader-writer locks against the RCU (Read-Copy Update) synchronization mechanism. We used the following command-line: `test_rwlock T 1 10 -c 10 -e 10 -d 1000`. The benchmark launches 1 fixed-role writer thread and \(T\) fixed-role reader threads for a 10 second measurement interval. The writer loops as follows: acquire a central reader-writer lock instance; execute 10 units of work, which entails counting down a local variable; release writer permission; execute a non-critical section for 1000 work units. Readers loop acquiring the central lock for reading, executing 10 steps of work in the critical section, and then release the lock. (The benchmark has no facilities to allow a non-trivial critical section for readers). At the end of the measurement interval the benchmark reports the sum of iterations completed by all the threads.

As we can see in Figure 3, BRAVO-BA significantly outperforms BA, and even the Cohort-RW lock at higher thread counts. Since the workload is extremely read-dominated, the Per-CPU lock yields the best performance, albeit with a very

\(^7\)We note that as we increase the number of locks, cache pressure constitutes a confounding factor for the specialized version of BRAVO-BA. For full discussion, see the extended version of this paper available at https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.01553.

\(^8\)obtained from https://github.com/urcu/userspace-rcu/blob/master/tests/benchmark/test_rwlock.c and modified slightly to allow a fixed measurement interval.
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large footprint and only because of the relatively low write rate. For that same reason, and due to its default reader preference, BRAVO-pthread easily beats pthread, and comes close to the performance level of Per-CPU.

5.4 RWBench

Using RWBench – modeled on a benchmark of the same name described by Calciu et al. [6] – we evaluated the reader-write lock algorithms over a variety of read-write ratios, ranging from write-intensive in Figure 4a (9 out of every 10 operations are writes) to read-intensive in Figure 4f (1 out of every 10000 operations are writes), demonstrating that BRAVO inflicts no harm for write-intensive workloads, but improves performance for more read-dominated workloads. RWBench launches $T$ concurrent threads for a 10 second measurement interval. Each thread loops as follows: using a thread-local pseudo-random generator, decide to write with probability $P$ via a Bernoulli trial; writers acquire a central reader-write lock for write permission and then execute 10 steps of a thread-local C++ std::mt19937 random number generator and then release write permission, while readers do the same, but under read permission; execute a non-critical section of $N$ steps of the same random-number generator where $N$ is a random number uniformly distributed in $[0,200]$ with average and median of 100. At the end of the measurement interval the benchmark reports the total number of top-level loops completed.

In Figure 4a we see poor scalability over all the locks by virtue of the highly serialized write-heavy nature of the workload. Per-CPU fares poorly as writes, which are common, need to scan the array of per-CPU sub-locks. Cohort-RW provides some benefit, while BRAVO-BA (BRAVO-pthread) tracks closely to BA (pthread, respectively), providing neither benefit nor harm. The same behavior plays out in Figure 4b ($P = 1/2$) and Figure 4c ($P = 1/10$), although in the latter we see some scaling from Cohort-RW. In Figure 4d ($P = 1/100$) we begin to see BRAVO-BA outperforming BA at higher thread counts. Figure 4e ($P = 1/1000$) and Figure 4f ($P = 1/10000$ – extremely read-dominated) are fairly similar, with BRAVO-BA and BRAVO-pthread yielding performance similar to that of Per-CPU, Cohort-RW yielding modest scalability, and BA and pthread yielding flat performance as the thread count increases.

5.5 rocksdb readwhilewriting

We next explore performance sensitivity to the reader-writer lock in the rocksdb database [40]. We observed high frequency reader traffic arising in the readwhilewriting benchmark from calls in ::Get() to GetLock() defined in db/memtable.cc. In Figure 5 we see the performance of BRAVO-BA and BRAVO-pthread tracks that of Per-CPU and always exceeds that of Cohort-RW and the respective underlying locks.

5.6 rocksdb hash_table_bench

rocksdb also provides a benchmark to stress the hash table used by their persistent cache. The benchmark implements a central shared hash table as a C++ std::unordered_map protected by a reader-writer lock. The cache is pre-populated before the measurement interval. At the end of the 50 second measurement interval the benchmark reports the aggregate operation rate – reads, erases, insertions – per millisecond. A single dedicated thread loops, erasing random elements, and another dedicated thread loops inserting new elements with a random key. Both erase and insertion operations require write access. The benchmark launches $T$ reader threads, which loop, running lookups on randomly selected keys. We vary $T$ on the X-axis. All the threads execute operations back-to-back without a delay between operations. The benchmark makes frequent use of malloc-free operations in the std::unordered_map. The default malloc allocator fails to fully scale in this environment and masks any benefit conferred by improved reader-writer locks, so we instead used the index-aware allocator by Afek el al. [1].

The results are shown in Figure 6. Once again, BRAVO enhances the performance of underlying locks, and shows substantial speedup at high thread counts.
6 Linux Kernel Experiments

All kernel-space data was collected on an Oracle X5-4 system. The system has 4 sockets, each populated with an Intel Xeon CPU E7-8895 v3 running at 2.60GHz. Each socket has 18 cores, and each core is 2-way hyperthreaded, yielding 144 logical CPUs in total. The patch was applied on top of a recent Linux version 4.20.rc4 kernel, which we refer to as stock. We refer to the kernel version modified to use BRAVO simply as BRAVO.

Factory-provided system defaults were used in all cases. In particular, we compiled the kernel in the default configuration, which notably disables the lock performance data collection mechanism (aka lockstat) built into the kernel for debugging lock performance. As we mention below, this mechanism was useful to gain insights into usage patterns of kernel locks in various applications. However, we kept it disabled during

\textsuperscript{11}https://www.kernel.org/doc/Documentation/locking/lockstat.txt
performance measurements as it adds a probing effect by generating stores into shared variables, e.g., by keeping track of the last CPU on which a given lock instance, rwsem included, was acquired. These stores hamper the benefit of techniques like BRAVO that aim to reduce updates to the shared state during lock acquisition and release operations.

Each experiment is repeated 7 times, and the reported numbers are the average of the corresponding results. Unless noted, the reported results were relatively stable, with variance of less than 5% from the average in most cases.

### 6.1 will-it-scale

will-it-scale is an open-source collection of microbenchmarks\footnote{https://github.com/antonblanchard/will-it-scale} for stress-testing various kernel subsystems. will-it-scale runs in user-mode but is known to induce contention on kernel locks [15]. Each microbenchmark runs a given number of tasks (that can be either threads or processes), performing a series of specific system calls (such as opening and closing a file, mapping and unmapping memory pages, raising a signal, etc.). We experiment with a subset of microbenchmarks that access the VMA structure and create contention on mmap\_sem, an instance of rwsem that protects the access to VMA [11]. In particular, the relevant microbenchmarks are page\_fault and mmap. The former continuously maps a large (128M) chunk of memory, writes one word into every page in the chunk (causing a page fault for every write), and unmaps the memory. The latter simply maps and unmaps large chunks of memory. (Each of those benchmarks has several variants denoted as page\_fault1, page\_fault2, etc.)

Page faults require the acquisition of mmap\_sem for read, while memory mapping and unmapping operations acquire mmap\_sems for write [8]. Therefore, the access pattern for mmap\_sem is expected to be read-heavy in the page\_fault microbenchmark and more write-heavy in mmap. We confirmed that through lockstat statistics. We note that BRAVO is not expected to provide any benefit for mmap; yet we include it to evaluate any overhead BRAVO might introduce in write-heavy workloads.

Figure 7 presents the results of our experiments for page\_fault and mmap, respectively. In page\_fault, the BRAVO version performs similarly to stock as long as the latter scales. After 16 threads, however, the throughput of the stock version decreases while the BRAVO version continues to scale, albeit at a slower rate. At 142 threads, BRAVO outperforms stock by up to 93%. At the same time, mmap shows no significant difference in the performance of BRAVO vs. stock, suggesting that BRAVO does not introduce overhead in scenarios where it is not profitable.

### 6.2 Metis

Metis is an open-source MapReduce library [33] used in the past to assess the scalability of Linux kernel locks [2, 8, 27]. Metis is known for a relatively intense access to VMA through the mix of page-fault and mmap operations [27]. By collecting lock performance statistics with lockstat, however, we found that only few of Metis benchmarks have both a large number of mmap\_sem acquisitions and a large portion of those acquisitions is for read. We note that like in all other kernel benchmarks, lockstat was disabled when measuring performance numbers reported below.

Tables 1 and 2 present the performance results, respectively, for wc, a map-reduce based word count, and wrmem, which allocates a large chunk of memory and fills it with random “words”, which are fed into the map-reduce framework for inverted index calculation. The BRAVO version can achieve speedups of over 30%. We note that some of the data, particularly for wc, was noisy; we print values with variance larger than 5% from the mean in italics. (All values have variance of 19% or less). We also note that BRAVO did not create significant overhead for any other Metis benchmark, although some benchmarks produced noisy results similarly to wc.

### 7 Conclusion and Future Work

BRAVO easily composes with existing locks, preserving desirable properties of those underlying locks, and yielding a composite lock with improved read-read scalability. We specifically target read-dominated workloads with multiple concurrent threads that acquire and release read permission at a high rate. The approach is simple, effective, and yields improved performance for read-dominated workloads compared to commonly used compact locks. The key trade-off inherent in the design is the benefit accrued by reads against the potential slow-down imposed by revocation. Even in mixed or
write-heavy workloads, we limit any slow-down stemming from revocation costs and bound harm, making the decision to use BRAVO simple. BRAVO incurs a very small footprint increase per lock instance, and also adds a shared table of fixed size that can be used by all threads and locks. BRAVO’s key benefit arises from reducing coherence cost that would normally be incurred by locks having a central reader indicator. Write performance is left unchanged relative to the underlying lock. BRAVO provides read-read performance at, and often above, that of the best modern reader-writer locks normally be incurred by locks having a central reader indicator. Write performance is left unchanged relative to the underlying lock. BRAVO provides read-read performance at, and often above, that of the best modern reader-writer locks that use distributed read indicators, but without the footprint or complexity of such locks. By reducing coherence traffic, BRAVO is implicitly NUMA-friendly.

Future directions We identify a number of future directions for our investigation into BRAVO-based designs:

- Dynamic sizing of the visible readers table based on collisions. Large tables will have reduced collision rates, but larger scan revocation overheads.
- The reader fast-path currently probes just a single location and reverts to the slow-path after a collision. We plan on using a secondary hash to probe an alternative location. In that vein, we note that while we currently use a hash function to map a thread’s identity and the lock address to an index in the table, there is no particular requirement that the function that associates a read request with an index be deterministic. We plan on exploring other functions, using time or random numbers to form indices. While this will be less beneficial in terms of cache locality for the reader, it might be helpful in case of temporal contention over specific slots.

- Accelerate the revocation scan operation via SIMD instructions such as AVX. The visible readers table is usually sparsely populated, making it amenable to such optimizations. As already noted, non-temporal non-polluting loads may also be helpful for the scan operation.

- As noted, our current policy to enable bias is conservative, and leaves untapped performance. We intend to explore more sophisticated adaptive policies based on recent behavior and to use a more faithful cost model.

- An interesting variation is to implement BRAVO on top of an underlying mutex instead of a reader-writer lock. Slow-path readers must acquire the mutex, and the sole source of read-read concurrency is via the fast path. We note that some applications might expect the reader-write lock implementation to be fully work conserving and maximally admissible – always allowing full read concurrency where available. For example, an active reader thread T1, understanding by virtue of application invariants that no writers are present, might signal another thread T2 and expect that T2 can enter a reader critical section while T1 remains within the critical section. This progress assumption would not necessarily hold if readers are forced through the slow path and read-read parallelism is denied.

- In our current implementation arriving readers are blocked while a revocation scan is in progress. This could be avoided by adding a mutex to each BRAVO-enhanced lock. Arriving writers immediately acquire this mutex, which resolves all write-write conflicts. They then perform revocation, if necessary; acquire the underlying reader-vs-write lock with write permission; execute the writer critical section; and finally release both the mutex and the underlying reader-writer lock. The underlying reader-writer lock resolves read-vs-write conflicts. The code used by readers remains unchanged. This optimization allows readers to make progress during revocation by diverting through the reader slow-path, mitigating the cost of revocation. This also reduces variance for the latency of read operations. We note that this general technique can be readily applied to other existing reader-writer locks that employ distributed reader indicators, such as Linux’s brlock [10].
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Abstract
In storage systems, cuckoo hash tables have been widely used to support fast query services. For a read, the cuckoo hashing delivers real-time access with $O(1)$ lookup complexity via open-addressing approach. For a write, most concurrent cuckoo hash tables fail to efficiently address the problem of endless loops during item insertion due to the essential property of hash collisions. The asymmetric feature of cuckoo hashing exhibits fast-read-slow-write performance, which often becomes the bottleneck from single-thread writes. In order to address the problem of asymmetric performance and significantly improve the write/insert efficiency, we propose an optimized Concurrent Cuckoo hashing scheme, called CoCuckoo. To predetermine the occurrence of endless loops, CoCuckoo leverages a directed pseudoforest containing several subgraphs to leverage the cuckoo paths that represent the relationship among items. CoCuckoo exploits the observation that the insertion operations sharing a cuckoo path access the same subgraph, and hence a lock is needed for ensuring the correctness of concurrency control via allowing only one thread to access the shared path at a time; Insertion operations accessing different subgraphs are simultaneously executed without collisions. CoCuckoo improves the throughput performance by a graph-grained locking to support concurrent writes and reads. We have implemented all components of CoCuckoo and extensive experiments using the YCSB benchmark have demonstrated the efficiency and efficacy of our proposed scheme.

1 Introduction
Efficient query services are demanding and important to storage systems, which hold and process much more data than ever and the trend continues at an accelerated pace. The widespread use of mobile devices, such as phones and tablets, accelerates the generation of large amounts of data. There exist 1.49 billion mobile daily active users on Facebook in September 2018, with an increase of 9% year-over-year. In each minute, 300 new profiles are created and more than 208 thousand photos are uploaded to Facebook [5]. The explosion of data volume leads to nontrivial challenge on storage systems, especially on the support for query services [8, 12, 49]. Moreover, write-heavy workloads further exacerbate the storage performance. Much attention has been paid to alleviate the pressure on storage systems, which demands the support of low-latency and high-throughput queries, such as top-$k$ query processing [30, 33], optimizing big data queries via automated program reasoning [42], offering practical private queries on public data [47], and optimizing search performance within memory hierarchy [9].

In order to improve the performance of query services for storage systems, efficient hash structures have been widely used. In general, each hash function maps each item to a unique bucket in a hash table, which needs to support constant-scale and real-time access. However, items may be hashed into the same bucket by hash functions, called hash collisions. Due to the use of efficient open-addressing design, cuckoo hashing [38] is able to mitigate hash collisions with amortized constant-time insertion overhead and lookup consumption to meet the throughput needs of real-world applications. Unlike conventional hashing schemes that offer only one bucket for each item, the cuckoo hashing provides multiple (usually two in practice [11, 19, 37, 40]) candidate positions for each item to reduce the probability of hash collisions. To perform a lookup operation, at most two positions are probed, and the worst-case time is constant-scale, thus delivering high performance especially in terms of low-latency read and lookup operations [10, 16, 18, 20, 25, 31, 44].

However, to insert an item, the cuckoo hashing has to probe the two candidate buckets for finding an empty position. If an empty slot does not exist, recursive replacement operations are needed to kick items out of their current positions until a vacant bucket is found, which forms a cuckoo path. There exists a certain probability of producing an endless loop, which occurs after a large number of step-by-step kick-out operations and turn out to be an insertion failure, thus resulting in slow-write performance. The property of asymmetric reads and writes in the cuckoo hashing becomes a potential performance bottlenecks for storage systems.
The endless loops not only lead to the slow-write operation, but also make storage systems unable to efficiently support concurrent operations on both reads and writes, which results in poor performance.

As the number of cores is increasing in modern processors, concurrent data structures are promising approaches to provide high performance for storage systems [13, 15, 21, 22, 43, 48]. In general, locks are often utilized to ensure the consistency among multiple threads [4]. To mitigate the hash collisions for writes, most existing hash tables store items in a linked list with coarse-grained locks for entire tables [19], fine-grained locks for per bucket [2, 32] or Read-Copy-Update (RCU) mechanisms [35, 36, 46] for concurrency control. However, the coarse-grained locks for entire tables lead to poor scalability on multi-core CPUs due to the long lock time, and fine-grained per-bucket locks result in substantial resource consumption due to frequent locking and unlocking operations in a cuckoo path. RCU [34] works well for read-heavy workloads, but inefficiently for the workloads with more writes than reads. Moreover, the cuckoo hashing with per-bucket locks suffers from substantial performance degradations due to the occurrence of endless loops. The read operation has to wait for the write operation on the same bucket to complete and then release the lock before being executed. Hence, it is inefficient to frequently lock and unlock buckets during the long cuckoo paths of endless loops.

In order to offer a high-throughput and concurrency-friendly cuckoo hash table, we need to address two main challenges.

Poor Insertion Performance. Cuckoo hashing executes recursive replacing operations to kick items from their storage positions to the candidate positions for finding an empty bucket during an insertion procedure. Moreover, all efforts become useless when encountering an endless loop. To ensure the correctness of concurrency control, two continuous buckets in a path have to be locked for each kick-out operation. The frequent locking and unlocking on a cuckoo path will lead to high time overhead, which decreases the insertion performance.

Poor Scalability. The cuckoo path is possible to be very long in real-world applications. For example, the kick-out threshold is 500 in MemC3 [19], and thus the longest cuckoo path contains 500 buckets. All kick-out operations have to be completed in the buckets protected by the locks. Due to frequent use of locks to ensure consistency among multiple threads, the concurrent hash table results in poor scalability.

In fact, only insertion operations sharing the cuckoo path require locks for ensuring the consistency. Insertion operations through different cuckoo paths can be simultaneously executed. Based on this observation, we propose a lock-efficient concurrent cuckoo hashing scheme, named CoCuckoo. It leverages a directed pseudoforest containing several subgraphs to represent items’ hashing relationship, which is further used to indicate the cuckoo paths of insertion operations. In the pseudoforest, each vertex corresponds to a bucket in the hash table, and each edge corresponds to an inserted item from its storage vertex to its backup vertex. In our CoCuckoo, the vertices corresponding to candidate positions of the path-overlapped items must be in the same subgraph. The path-overlapping can be interpreted that two or more cuckoo paths of items share the same nodes during insertion. In our design, each node only exists in a subgraph with a unique subgraph number. Hence, the operations on the path-overlapped nodes access the same subgraph. We leverage a graph-grained, rather than per-bucket, locking scheme to avoid potential contention. Once locking a subgraph number, all buckets with the same number cannot be accessed by different threads at the same time. If one thread intends to access a bucket, it first obtains the number of the subgraph to which the bucket belongs, to check if the subgraph number has been locked.

Specifically, we have the following contributions.

High Throughput. CoCuckoo not only retains cuckoo hashing’s strength of supporting constant-scale lookups via open addressing, but also delivers high throughput by a graph-grained locking to support concurrent insertions.

Contention Mitigation. We optimize the graph-grained locking mechanism to pursue low lock overheads for different cases of insertions and release the locks as soon as possible to ease the contention. CoCuckoo is able to predetermine the insertion failures without the need of carrying out continuous kick-out operations, and thus avoids many unnecessary locking operations.

System Implementation. We have implemented all the components and algorithms of CoCuckoo. Moreover, we compared CoCuckoo with state-of-the-art and open-source scheme, libcuckoo [32], which offers multi-reader/multi-writer service.

2 Backgrounds

2.1 The Cuckoo Hashing

Cuckoo hashing [38] is an open-addressing technique with $O(1)$ amortized insertion and lookup time. In order to mitigate hash collisions, items can be stored in one of two buckets in a hash table. If one position is occupied, the item can be kicked out to the other [17, 26]. The frequent kick-out operations help items find empty positions for insertion with the costs of possible extra latency. On the other hand, we can definitely read the queried data in one of two hashed positions, thus obtaining constant-scale query time complexity.

Definition 1 Conventional Cuckoo Hashing. Suppose that $k$ is the number of hash functions, and $S$ is a set of items. For the case of $k = 2$, conventional cuckoo hashing table $H$ uses two independent and uniformly distributed hash functions $h_1, h_2: S \rightarrow \{0, \ldots, n-1\}$, where $n$ is the size of the hash table. An item $x$ can be stored in any of Buckets $h_1(x)$ and $h_2(x)$ in $H$, if being inserted successfully.
The operation for inserting Item $x$ proceeds by computing two hash values of Item $x$ to find Buckets $h_1(x)$ and $h_2(x)$ that could be used to store the item. If either of the two buckets is empty, the item is then inserted into that bucket. Otherwise, an item is randomly chosen from the two candidate buckets and kicked out by Item $x$. The replaced item is then relocated to its own backup position, possibly replacing another item, until an empty bucket is found or a kick-out threshold is reached. The sequence of replaced items in an insertion operation is called a cuckoo path. For example, “$b \rightarrow k \rightarrow \phi$” is one cuckoo path to identify one bucket available to insert Item $x$ as illustrated in Figure 1, which shows a standard cuckoo hash table with two hash functions. The start point of an edge (arrow) represents the actual storage position of an item, and the end point is the backup position. For instance, the bucket storing Item $c$ is the backup position of Items $a$ and $n$.

Figure 1: The conventional cuckoo hashing table.

A cuckoo graph is formed by considering each bucket in the hash table as a vertex and each item as an edge. The cuckoo graph can be transformed into a pseudoforest based on graph theory [29].

2.2 Pseudoforest Theory

A pseudoforest is an undirected graph where each vertex only corresponds to at most one edge, and each of maximally connected components, named subgraphs, has at most one cycle [7][23]. The cycle formation starts from a vertex and returns to the vertex through connected edges. Namely, each subgraph in a pseudoforest has no more edges than vertices.

In order to clearly illustrate the direction of a cuckoo path in insertion operations, we extend the pseudoforest into a directed graph by adding the directions from storage positions of items to their backup positions. In the directed pseudoforest, each vertex corresponds to a bucket, and each edge corresponds to an inserted item from the storage vertex to its backup vertex. In the conventional cuckoo hash tables, each bucket stores at most one item, and thus each vertex in a directed pseudoforest has an outdegree of at most one. If the outdegree of a vertex is zero, the vertex corresponds to a vacant bucket, and the subgraph having the vertex contains no cycles, which is called non-maximal subgraph. Otherwise, if the outdegrees of all vertices are equal to one, the number of edges of the subgraph is equal to that of vertices, and thus the subgraph contains a cycle, which is a maximal subgraph. Any insertion into the subgraph containing a cycle leads to an endless loop [28]. Therefore, the states of corresponding subgraphs are known before the item is inserted, the insertion result can be predetermined. Based on this property, we can accurately predetermine the occurrence of endless loops without the need of brute-force checking in a step-by-step way.

Figure 2a shows the corresponding pseudoforest of the cuckoo hash table before inserting Item $x$ in Figure 1, which contains one maximal subgraph and one non-maximal subgraph. After inserting Item $x$, the two subgraphs are merged into a maximal subgraph, as shown in Figure 2b. In particular, after executing the kick-out operations during the insertion, the original vacant vertex becomes the storage position of Item $k$, and the vertex currently storing Item $b$ becomes the backup position of Item $k$. The arrow between two vertices needs to be reversed.

Figure 2: The directed pseudoforest.

In order to maintain the relationship of subgraphs in the pseudoforest, we assign a subgraph number to each bucket and its corresponding vertex, and hence the buckets with the same subgraph number belong to the same subgraph. However, as the subgraphs are merged during item insertion, the vertices with different subgraph numbers are merged into the same subgraph and need to be represented by the same subgraph number. Frequent updates to subgraph numbers of vertices cause severe insertion latency. In order to address this problem, we leverage the disjoint-set data structure [24] to maintain the relationship of subgraphs without updating the subgraph numbers.

2.3 The Disjoint-set Data Structure

In general, a disjoint-set data structure [24] is a tree-based structure that handles merging and lookup operations upon disjoint (non-overlapping) subsets, like our design goal. This structure offers near-constant-time complexity in adding new subsets, merging existing subsets, and determining if two or more elements exist in the same subset. Each element in the structure stores an id, and a parent pointer. If an element’s parent pointer does not point to any other elements, this element is called the root of the tree and becomes the representative member of its subset. A subset may contain only one element. However, if the element has a parent, the element is part of the subset that is identified by uptracking the parents’ chain until a representative element (without a parent) is found at the root of the tree.

Three operations can be performed efficiently on the disjoint-set data structure:

MakeSet(x) creates a subset of a new element $x$, which has a unique id, and a parent pointer to itself. The parent
pointer to itself indicates that the element is the representative member of its own subset. The MakeSet operation has $O(1)$ time complexity.

Find(x) follows the chain of parent pointers from a leaf element $x$ up to the tree until it reaches the representative member of the tree to which $x$ belongs. In order to make $Find$ operations time-efficient, path compression operation is used to flatten the tree-based structure by allowing each element to point to the root whenever $Find$ is performed. This is valid because each element accessed on the way to the root is part of the same subset. The resulting flat tree not only speeds up the future operations on these elements, but also accelerates the operations that reference them.

Union(x,y) uses Find(x) and Find(y) to determine the roots of $x$ and $y$. If the roots are distinct, the two corresponding trees are combined by attaching the root of one to that of the other, e.g., the root of the tree with fewer elements to the root of the tree having more elements.

The unique number of each subgraph in the directed pseudoforest is viewed as an element in the disjoint-set data structure. When a new subgraph with a unique number is generated, the MakeSet operation is called to generate a new corresponding subset. The Find operation is performed when we want to know if the subgraphs of two vertices belong to the same subgraph. Moreover, the Union operation is triggered when subgraphs are merged.

3 The CoCuckoo Design

The cost-efficient CoCuckoo improves throughput performance via a graph-grained locking to support concurrent insertions and lookups. CoCuckoo leverages a directed pseudoforest containing several subgraphs to represent items’ hashing relationship, which is used to indicate the cuckoo paths in insertion operations. A subgraph consists of the vertices corresponding to buckets, as well as the edges corresponding to the inserted items from their storage positions to their backup positions. The disjoint-set data structure is used to maintain the relationship among subgraphs and stored in memory. Meanwhile, the pseudoforest is just a variant of the cuckoo hash table and is not stored. Figure 3 shows the framework of CoCuckoo. A key and its corresponding metadata are stored in each bucket of the hash table (H_Table). The metadata per bucket include the position of the value corresponding to the key (v_pos), and the subgraph number of the subgraph to which the bucket belongs (sub_id). The sub_ids are initialized to -1. Moreover, the disjoint-set data structure called UF_Array is described in Section 3.3.2.

Each candidate bucket of an item to be inserted into the hash table possibly corresponds to a vertex in the pseudoforest. If a bucket in the hash table does not correspond to any vertices in the pseudoforest, it means that this bucket has not been visited before and is not a candidate bucket for any inserted items. In general, this bucket corresponds to an EMPTY subgraph, and its sub_id is -1. Hence, an item can be directly inserted into a bucket corresponding to an EMPTY subgraph. There are at most two EMPTY subgraphs for each item insertion due to the existence of two candidate positions. According to the number of corresponding EMPTY subgraphs, we classify item insertions into three cases, namely, TwoEmpty, OneEmpty, and ZeroEmpty, respectively showing 2, 1, and 0 EMPTY subgraphs.

Moreover, only insertion operations sharing the same cuckoo path require the locks for guaranteeing the correctness of concurrent insertions. Insertion operations through different cuckoo paths access different subgraphs, which can be simultaneously executed and have no lock contention. Based on this observation, CoCuckoo allows the vertices, which correspond to candidate positions of the path-overlapped items, to exist in the same subgraph. We leverage graph-grained locking to avoid potential collisions. These threads won’t conflict as long as they manipulate different subgraphs. Most subgraphs are small enough as demonstrated in Figure 6 and hence only a few vertices are constrained at a time.

3.1 Intra-thread Operation

Items inserted into cuckoo hashing form a cuckoo graph, which is represented as a directed pseudoforest in our CoCuckoo. Each vertex in the pseudoforest corresponds to a bucket of the hash table and each edge corresponds to an item. An inserted item generates an edge from its actual storage position to its backup position. The pseudoforest reveals cuckoo paths of kick-out operations for item insertion. Hence, the directed pseudoforest can be used to track and exhibit path overlapping of items in advance to avoid potential collisions by a graph-grained locking.

3.1.1 The Case of TwoEmpty

When two candidate positions of an item have not yet been used and represented by any vertices in subgraphs of the pseudoforest, i.e., two EMPTY subgraphs, the item can be directly inserted into one bucket (the position hashed by the first function by default). Hence, the insertion needs to create a new subgraph, which is non-maximal and ends up with an empty vertex, as shown in Figure 5 to insert Items a, f, and k, respectively. To clearly show these cases, we leverage two hash tables in the following examples. Items hashed by the second function is inserted into the second hash table.
3.1.2 The Case of OneEmpty

One of two candidate buckets of an item corresponds to an existing vertex in the pseudoforest, and the other corresponds to an EMPTY subgraph, which will become a new vertex after inserting the item. As shown in Figure 4b, Items $b$ and $n$ can be directly inserted into Buckets $T_2[5]$ and $T_1[4]$ respectively due to available vacancy.

3.1.3 The Case of ZeroEmpty

Two candidate positions of an item correspond to two existing vertices in the pseudoforest, which exist either in the same subgraph or both subgraphs. Moreover, each subgraph is either maximal or non-maximal. According to the states and number of subgraphs, we classify the case of ZeroEmpty into four subcases.

Diff_non_non: If the vertices corresponding to two candidate positions of an item exist in two non-maximal subgraphs, the item can be successfully inserted into the hash table due to the existence of vacancies. The two subgraphs will be further merged, i.e., inserting Item $c$ into Bucket $T_2[3]$, as shown in Figure 4c.

Same_non: When the two vertices are in the same non-maximal subgraph, there exists a vacant bucket for the item. It will be inserted into the hash table and the corresponding subgraph becomes maximal. For example, Item $m$ is inserted into the hash table and we add an edge from Bucket $T_2[1]$ to Bucket $T_1[2]$. Hence the corresponding subgraph forms a loop, as shown in Figure 4d.

Max: If the two vertices exist in one maximal directed subgraph (named Same_max, e.g., Item $x$ in Figure 4e), or two maximal subgraphs (named Diff_max_max, e.g., Item $z$ in Figure 4g), no vacancies are available for the new item. The insertion fails even if executing many kick-out operations within a loop. Unlike it, CoCuckoo predetermines the failure in advance and store the item in temporary space (e.g., a stash) [16][26].

Diff_non_max: One vertex exists in a maximal subgraph and the other is in a non-maximal subgraph in this case. There exists a vacant bucket for the item. The insertion will be successful after several kick-out operations. For example, as shown in Figure 4h the cuckoo path is “$b \rightarrow k \rightarrow \phi$” when inserting Item $y$. The two subgraphs are further merged into a new maximal directed subgraph after the insertion.

3.2 Inter-thread Synchronization Optimization

Each thread gets a request from its own task queue each time. Only insertion operations sharing the same cuckoo path require locks for guaranteeing the correctness of concurrent insertions. If two or more insertion requests are path-overlapped, the corresponding threads access to the same subgraph. Hence, the threads that visit the same subgraph have to wait for locks due to guaranteeing the correctness, and the threads that visit different subgraphs can be executed concurrently. To further alleviate the lock contention and overheads, we optimize the operations on different cases of insertions to release locks as soon as possible.

Algorithm 1 shows the steps involved in the insertion of Item $x$. First, we predetermine the insertion failure if the case is MAX, and then lock the subgraphs as shown in Algorithm 2. Second, we determine the case of item insertion and execute corresponding insertion operations.

3.2.1 The Case of TwoEmpty

The corresponding thread allocates a new subgraph number, which is locked and assigned to the two EMPTY subgraphs. The subgraph number is used to identify a unique subgraph. Since the buckets of EMPTY subgraphs can be accessed without acquiring locks, other threads may occupy these buckets before the thread assigns a subgraph number to them. We utilize two atomic subgraph number assignment operations (based on Compare-And-Swap instructions) for consistency. If both atomic operations are successful, the two EMPTY subgraphs are assigned the same subgraph number. The item can be inserted directly into one of its candidate buckets without kick-out operations. Finally, a non-maximal subgraph is produced. Once the two EMPTY subgraphs are
Algorithm 1 Insert(Item x, Hash a, Hash b)
1: /*a and b are two indexes of Item x’s candidate positions*/
2: if SG_a is maximal && SG_b is maximal then
3:   Return; /*Failure predetermination*/
4: end if
5: LockGraphs(x, b);
6: Result ← False;
7: if SG_a and SG_b are EMPTY then
8:   Result ← InsertTwoEmpty(x, a, b);
9: else if SG_a is EMPTY || SG_b is EMPTY then
10:   if SG_a is EMPTY then
11:     Result ← InsertOneEmpty(x, a, b);
12:   else
13:     Result ← InsertOneEmpty(x, a, b);
14: end if
15: else
16: if SG_a is maximal && SG_b is maximal then
17:   Result ← InsertMax(x, a, b);
18: else if SG_a is non-maximal && SG_b is non-maximal then
19: if SG_a == SG_b then
20:   Result ← InsertSameNon(x, a, b);
21: else
22:   Result ← InsertDiffNonNon(x, a, b);
23: end if
24: else if SG_a is non-maximal then
25:   Result ← InsertDiffNonMax(x, a, b);
26: else
27:   Result ← InsertDiffNonMax(x, b, a);
28: end if
29: end if
30: if Result == False then
31:   Goto 2;
32: end if

Algorithm 2 LockGraphs(Int a, Int b)
1: while True do
2:   if SG < SG_a then
3:     SWAP(SG_a, SG_b);
4:   end if
5:   if SG_a is EMPTY then
6:     Return;
7: else
8:   /*Lock subgraphs in order to avoid deadlocks*/
9:   LOCK(SG_a);
10: if SG_a != SG_b then
11:   LOCK(SG_b);
12: end if
13: end if
14: end if
15: if SG_a == SG_b && SG_b == SG_b then
16:   /*SG_a and SG_b are subgraph numbers after locking*/
17:   break; /*Double check*/
18: else
19:   UNLOCK(SG_a);
20: if SG_a != SG_b then
21:   UNLOCK(SG_b);
22: end if
23: end while

Algorithm 3 InsertTwoEmpty(Item x, Hash a, Hash b)
1: LOCK(SG); /*The corresponding subgraph number*/
2: if AtomicAssign(&SG_a, SG_a) && AtomicAssign(&SG_b, SG_b) then
3:   DirectInsert(x, Bucket[a]); /*Insert directly into B[a]*/
4:   Tag[SG] ← NON_MAX_MARK;
5:   UNLOCK(SG);
6:   Return True;
7: else
8:   UNLOCK(SG);
9:   Return False;
10: end if

3.2.2 The Case of OneEmpty

One candidate bucket of the item to be inserted corresponds to an EMPTY subgraph, which is vacant. The other candidate bucket of the item corresponds to an existing vertex of a subgraph. The item can be directly inserted into the EMPTY subgraph, no matter what the state of another subgraph is. Hence, we utilize two atomic operations without locks to execute the insertion operation. The Insert operation atomically assigns the number of the existing subgraph to the new vertex, and inserts the item into the new vertex by an atomic write operation as shown in Algorithm 4. Moreover, the state of the final merged subgraph depends on the pre-merged subgraph without changes. If the vertex has been already occupied by another item, the subsequent atomic write operation of insertion fails, which means that the original EMPTY subgraph has been merged with another subgraph and becomes not empty. The Insert operation has to be restarted, and the insertion case becomes ZeroEmpty. Hence, the insertion protocol ensures forward progress and doesn’t produce repeated atomic operation failures.

Algorithm 4 InsertOneEmpty(Item x, Hash a, Hash b)
1: if AtomicAssign(&SG_a, SG_a) then
2:   if AtomicInsert(x,_bucket[a]) then
3:     Return True;
4: else
5:     Return False;
6: end if
7: else
8:   Return False;
9: end if

3.2.3 The Case of ZeroEmpty

Diff_non_non: The Insert operation locks the two corresponding non-maximal subgraphs, inserts the item after several kick-out operations, and then releases the lock after the
two subgraphs have been merged as shown in Figure 5. The merged subgraph is non-maximal, which has a vacant bucket for another item to be inserted.

**Algorithm 5 InsertDiffNonNon** (Item \(x\), Hash \(a\), Hash \(b\))

1. Kick-out \((x, \text{Bucket}[a])\); /*Enter from \(B[a]\)*/
2. \(\text{Union}(\text{SG}_a, \text{SG}_b)\);
3. \(\text{UNLOCK}(\text{SG}_a)\);
4. \(\text{UNLOCK}(\text{SG}_b)\);
5. Return True;

**Algorithm 6 InsertSameNon** (Item \(x\), Hash \(a\), Hash \(b\))

1. \(\text{Tag}(\text{SG}) \leftarrow \text{MAX\_MARK}\);
2. \(\text{UNLOCK}(\text{SG})\);
3. Kick-out \((x, \text{Bucket}[a])\); /*Enter from \(B[a]\)*/
4. Return True;

**Algorithm 7 InsertMax** (Item \(x\), Hash \(a\), Hash \(b\))

1. \(\text{UNLOCK}(\text{SG}_a)\);
2. if \(\text{SG}_a \neq \text{SG}_b\) then
3. \(\text{UNLOCK}(\text{SG}_b)\);
4. end if
5. Return True;

**Algorithm 8 InsertDiffNonMax** (Item \(x\), Hash \(a\), Hash \(b\))

1. \(\text{Tag}(\text{SG}_a) \leftarrow \text{MAX\_MARK}\);
2. \(\text{UNLOCK}(\text{SG}_a)\);
3. \(\text{UNLOCK}(\text{SG}_b)\);
4. Kick-out \((x, \text{Bucket}[a])\); /*Enter from \(B[a]\)*/
5. \(\text{Union}(\text{SG}_a, \text{SG}_b)\);
6. Return True;

**Same_non**: The merged subgraph is maximal after the item is inserted, and no vacancies are available for other items to be inserted. Hence, to ease the lock contention, our optimization is to lock the corresponding subgraph and mark it to be maximal, and unlock the subgraph before executing kick-out operations of the insertion, as shown in Algorithm 6.

**Max**: No vacancies are available in the corresponding subgraphs for items in this case, and the Insert operation will always walk into a loop and be predetermined to a failure. We just unlock the corresponding subgraph(s) without any other operations, as shown in Algorithm 7.

**Diff_non_max**: There exists only one vacancy for an item, and the state of the merged subgraph is predetermined to be maximal after the item is inserted in the case. Other threads accessing the subgraph first obtain the subgraph state and will not insert items when the subgraph is maximal. For the Insert operation, the corresponding thread obtains the lock of the non-maximal subgraph and marks it to be maximal, and then releases the lock immediately. The insertion with several kick-out operations and the merging operation of two subgraphs complete outside the lock, as shown in Algorithm 8.

### 3.3 Subgraph Management

#### 3.3.1 Subgraph Number Allocation

We allocate each newly created subgraph a new number for identification. Each subgraph number represents a unique subgraph, and each vertex of the subgraph records the number of its corresponding bucket. All threads allocate subgraph numbers concurrently. When a thread requests a subgraph number, we lock the number generator. Other threads have to wait for unlocking, thus increasing the response time of requests and possibly becoming performance bottleneck. Moreover, we only need to confirm that the subgraph numbers are unique without the need of continuity. In order to decrease the response time without locks and ensure consistency of subgraph number allocation, we leverage a simple modular function to compute the subgraph numbers for all threads. In the modular function, the modulus is the total number of threads \(p\), and the remainder is the number of each thread \(r\). Hence, the subgraph number allocated by each thread is \(n = kp + r\), while the parameter \(k\) is an accumulator. A subgraph number generator serves for a thread. For example, in the 8-thread CoCuckoo, the subgraph numbers allocated by Thread 2 is 2, 10, 18, and so on. Hence, we allocate subgraph numbers for each thread in order, and then add one to the accumulator \(k\) after creating a new subgraph.

#### 3.3.2 Subgraph Merging

When vertices corresponding to two candidate positions of an inserted item exist in two subgraphs, they are merged after item insertion. To avoid exhaustively searching for all vertex members of corresponding subgraphs and updating their subgraph numbers (\(\text{sub}_\text{id}s\) in metadata) when subgraphs are merged, a tree-based data structure called **disjoint-set data structure** is utilized to maintain the relationship between subgraphs. Each node in the tree stores a subgraph number and a parent pointer. In order to avoid deadlocks, we always merge the subgraphs with bigger numbers into that with smaller numbers. After subgraphs are merged, the parent pointer of the node with bigger number points to the node with smaller number, which becomes the representative of the tree. The newly merged subgraph is possible to be merged again with others. Finally, the subgraph number of the tree’s root represents the number of the subgraph merged from all prior subgraphs.

The \(\text{Union}\) operation is called when merging subgraphs is needed. \(\text{Union}(\text{sub}_\text{id}1, \text{sub}_\text{id}2)\) uses \(\text{Find}(\text{sub}_\text{id}1)\) and \(\text{Find}(\text{sub}_\text{id}2)\) to determine the roots of the nodes with \(\text{sub}_\text{id}s\) in metadata. If the roots are distinct, the trees are combined by attaching the tree whose root has the bigger subgraph number to the root of the smaller one. Furthermore,
Find(sub_id) follows the chain of parent pointers from a leaf node with sub_id1 up to the tree until it reaches a root node, whose parent is itself. The subgraph number stored in the root node is the actual subgraph number of all nodes in the chain.

An array UF_Array is used to implement the disjoint-set data structure. The length of the array is the number of subgraphs, and the indexes of the array indicate the subgraph numbers. The values of elements are initialized to -1, and updated to the indexes of their parents after merging. Specifically, there are two cases for the value of an element in the array: (1) If the value of an element is equal to -1, the subgraph number represented by the index is a root node; (2) If the value of an element is larger than 0, the subgraph number corresponding to the value is the parent node of the subgraph number represented by the index. As shown in Figure 5, UF_Array[1] = -1 means that the subgraph number 1 is the root node; UF_Array[2] = 1 means that the subgraph number 1 is the parent node of the subgraph number 2. Therefore, all buckets with subgraph number 2 have the actual subgraph number of 1.

3.3.3 Item Deletion and Subgraph Splitting

For an item, when the vertex of the storage position is not on a cycle, the corresponding subgraph is split into two subgraphs when deleting the item [6]. To avoid reconstructing the hash table and updating sub_ids of all buckets, the re_edge information in metadata per bucket is added to record the related edges of the bucket in the corresponding subgraph. When deleting Item x, we first compute the two corresponding buckets of Item x, i.e., determine the storage and backup positions. Item x is deleted from the storage bucket in the hash table, and the corresponding edge is deleted from the re_edge in two buckets. All related edges and buckets are then recursively searched from the re_edge in the candidate buckets. Finally, all searched buckets are updated with a new sub_id. In order to optimize the delete operation after splitting subgraphs, all buckets in the subgraph containing the storage position of Item x do not need to update their sub_ids. Their actual sub_ids can be searched by UF_Array. The thread that performed the delete operation acquires the lock of the corresponding subgraph until the operation completes. Figure 5 shows an example of splitting subgraph when deleting Item x. The backup position of Item x (namely, the storage position of Item c) is found by hash computation, and all related nodes in the left subgraph are iteratively searched by the re_edge information in the metadata of related buckets. We then update all sub_ids of searched related buckets in hash tables.

4 Performance Evaluation

4.1 Experimental Setup

The server used in our experiments is equipped with an Intel 2.4GHz 16-core CPU, 24GB DDR3 RAM, and 2TB hard disk. The L1 and L2 caches of the CPU are 32KB and 256KB, respectively. The programming language of all functional components of CoCuckoo scheme is C/C++. Moreover, multi-threading is implemented by the pthread via a pthread.h header and a thread library.

Workloads: The widely-used industry standard in evaluating the performance of key-value stores is the Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) [14]. We use this benchmark to generate five workloads, each with different proportions of Insert and Lookup queries to represent real-world scenarios, as shown in Table 1. Especially, the INS workload is the worst case for cuckoo hashing (resulting in a nearly full table), and the remaining four workloads are common cases with Lookup operations. Moreover, each workload has two million key-value pairs. Each key in workloads is 16 bytes and each value is 32 bytes for most experiments (except in Section 4.4.4 that uses various sizes for evaluating the effect of size on throughput). The default cuckoo hash table has $2^{21} = 2,097,152$ slots, which consumes about 96MB memory in total.

Table 1: Distributions of different queries in each workload.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Insert</th>
<th>Lookup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insert-only (INS)</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert-heavy (IH)</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert-lookup balance (ILB)</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lookup-heavy (LH)</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lookup-only (LO)</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Threads: In our experiments, there are five settings for the number of threads, including a single thread, 4, 8, 12, and 16 threads, to evaluate the concurrency performance.

Comparisons: We compare our proposed CoCuckoo with open-source libcuckoo [3][32], which is optimized to offer multi-reader/multi-writer service through spin_locks based on concurrent multi-reader/single-writer cuckoo hashing used in MemCFS [19]. Since libcuckoo has multiple slots per bucket to mitigate collisions [19][39][41][51], we also evaluate the performance of 2-, 4-, 8- and 16-way libcuckoo. We follow the default configuration of libcuckoo in the original paper [32] and only adjust the numbers of threads and slots to facilitate fair comparisons in concurrency. The results of CoCuckoo and libcuckoo come from in the same experimental environment.

We focus on the performance improvements from our design in the context of workloads with concurrent insertions and lookups by measuring the throughput and latency of...
multiple threads accessing the same hash table. In general, the request response on the cuckoo hashing table becomes slower as the load factor increases, since more items have to be moved. Hence, we measure the throughput and latency for certain load factor intervals (from 0 to 80%), and average throughput and latency.

### 4.2 Results and Analysis

#### 4.2.1 Lock Granularity

A graph-grained lock is used for concurrency control in our CoCuckoo. Since most subgraphs are small, the granularity of graph-grained locks is acceptable, which only constrain a very small number of buckets. We have measured the number of subgraphs in each size interval with Insert-only workload. Figure 6 demonstrates that most subgraphs are small. For example, 44.25% subgraphs contain only 3 vertices, and about 99% subgraphs contain no more than 10 vertices. Very few buckets are constrained once for ensuring the correctness of concurrency control of the multi-thread hash tables. We obtained identical experimental results under single-threaded and multi-thread conditions. The reason is that for given hash functions, the hash location of each item is determined. Based on hashed locations, the cuckoo subgraphs are also determined, except the difference of the order in which the vertices are added into subgraphs due to the concurrency of threads.

![Figure 6: The number of subgraphs in each size interval.](image)

**Figure 6:** The number of subgraphs in each size interval.

#### 4.2.2 Throughput

This subsection evaluates the average throughput under an increasing number of threads with five workloads and throughput at different table occupancies with Insert-only workload. The throughput is the average number of requests completed per second.

Figure 7 shows the average throughput under an increasing number of threads with five different workloads. The average throughput increases with the increasing number of threads in all cuckoo hashing tables, due to the multi-thread acceleration. In libcuckoo, the lower associativity improves the throughput, because each lookup checks fewer slots in order to find the key, and each insertion needs to probe fewer slots in a bucket for an empty slot. In 4-way libcuckoo, each Lookup requires at most two cache-line reads to find the key and one more cache-line read to obtain the value. Furthermore, in 16-way libcuckoo, each Lookup requires at most eight cache-line reads to find the key and one more cache-line read to obtain the value. With the increasing number of threads, we observe that CoCuckoo significantly increases the average throughput over libcuckoo by 50% to 130% as shown in Figure 7f. In particular, the growth rate is defined as the throughput growth ratio of CoCuckoo relative to 2-way libcuckoo.

Figure 8 illustrates the impact of load factors on 16-thread cuckoo hashing throughput for Insert-only workload. With the increase of load factors, the throughput decreases, since each Insert operation has to probe more buckets for finding an empty slot, and requires more item replacements to insert the new item. The libcuckoo utilizes Breadth-First Search (BFS) to find an empty slot for item insertion, and the path threshold is 5 in open-source implementation. In 1-way libcuckoo, the threshold is reached at lower load factor, and expensive rehashing operations are executed, which results in poor performance. However, a higher load factor (more than 0.65) results in performance decrease in terms of throughputs of CoCuckoo. We argue that as the load factor increases, the subgraph merge operations become more frequent, thus leading to the decreasing number of subgraphs and the increasing number of vertices included in a single subgraph. Hence, more vertices are constrained by one thread that handles the Insert operation due to the graph-grained locking. Compared with libcuckoo, the proposed CoCuckoo obtains significant performance improvements in terms of throughputs.

#### 4.2.3 Predetermination for Insertion

Table 2 shows the fractions of all cases with different workloads of containing Insert operations in 16 threads. In each workload, the two cases of TwoEmpty and OneEmpty account for a large proportion, which means that most insertion operations probe new and empty buckets, and add new vertices into corresponding subgraphs in the pseudoforest. Hence, with executing these insertion operations, the threads leverage short-term (TwoEmpty) or no (OneEmpty) locks the shared buckets, which alleviates the lock contention and further improves the throughput of CoCuckoo. The Max case occurs in INS and IH workloads, which means the proposed CoCuckoo predetermines insertion failures and releases locks without any kick-out operations to ease the contention.

#### 4.2.4 Different Key Sizes

All prior experiments used the workloads with 16-byte keys and 32-byte values. We further evaluate the average throughput of cuckoo hash tables with different key sizes at the load factor of 0.8, as shown in Figure 8b and 8d.

In each figure, we show the average throughput, as the key size increases from 8 bytes to 64 bytes with Insert-only workload. The throughput decreases, as the key size increases due to the increased String_copy and String_comp overheads, as well as memory bandwidth overhead. More-
over, our concurrent cuckoo hashing becomes much less effective with large keys. For example, in the case of 16 threads, the throughput of CoCuckoo is 6.43 million requests per second with 8-byte keys, which is 135% higher than 4-way libcuckoo. The throughput of CoCuckoo is only 95% higher than 4-way libcuckoo with 64-byte keys. Similarly, hyperthreading also becomes much less effective with larger keys. For example, with 64-byte keys, the 4-thread throughput of CoCuckoo is 2.09 million requests per second, 8-thread throughput is more than 57% higher than 4-thread throughput, but 16-thread throughput is only 50% higher than 8-thread throughput. In order to support large-size keys, the full keys and values can be stored outside the table and referenced by a pointer, which possibly damages lookup performance. A null pointer indicates that the bucket is unoccupied.
4.2.5 Extra Space Overhead and Impact

Extra space overhead comes from the auxiliary structure of CoCuckoo, which includes two parts. One is the UF_Array to maintain the relationship among subgraphs. The other is the sub_id (subgraph number) stored in each bucket of the cuckoo hash table. Specifically, the UF_Array length is the number of subgraphs, and the indexes of the array indicate the subgraph numbers. The maximum number of subgraphs is equal to that of buckets in hash tables. The subgraph number is an Int type data in our implementation, which is usually 4 bytes in currently compilers (e.g., GCC). For subgraph numbers, the sub_id is stored in each bucket as metadata.

The default cuckoo hash table has $2^{21}$ slots. Therefore, the extra space overhead is totally $2^{21} \times (4 + 4)B = 16MB$, which is deterministic and very small, compared with current memory capacity. Moreover, the pseudoforest is the theoretical transformation form of the cuckoo hash table, which is not stored in memory. In essence, we leverage acceptable space overhead to obtain significant performance improvements, which is a suitable trade-off. Moreover, in order to examine its impact upon system performance, we evaluate the throughput with the extra space through the Insert-only workload. To facilitate fair comparisons, we define the identical space available for both libcuckoo and CoCuckoo. As shown in Figure 9, we observe that CoCuckoo increases the throughput over 2-way libcuckoo by 73% to 159%, which is comparable to 75%-150% in Figure 7a in Section 4.2.2 thus exhibiting little impact.

We also evaluate the average execution time per request. As shown in Figure 10, the average time per request in 16-thread CoCuckoo is 1.66 µs, which is much shorter than 16.37 µs in libcuckoo. Frequent rehash operations occur during the item insertion of 1-way libcuckoo, resulting in longer insertion time.

4.2.6 Deletion Latency

The re_edge information in metadata per bucket is included for supporting deletion. We evaluate the impact of deletion on performance by measuring request latency. The latency is defined as the time required to be executed in the concurrent program operation per request except the time in a serial program operation. Specifically, for a request, the latency is equal to the execution time of a thread in a concurrent program minus the time it consumes in a serial program. We use the YCSB benchmark to generate two workloads: (1) 5% Delete: 95% Insert and 5% Delete requests; (2) 10% Delete: 90% Insert and 10% Delete requests, each with one million key-value pairs with deletion.

Figure 11 shows the average request latency of CoCuckoo with six workloads containing Insert and Delete operations. With the increasing number of threads, the average latency increases due to more intense lock contentions. The time waiting for locks increases with the increasing number of threads. For example, with Insert-only workload, the single-thread latency is 1.16 µs per request, 8-thread latency is 2.6% longer than single-thread latency, and 16-thread latency is 50.0% longer than 8-thread latency. However, with the same number of threads, the average latency of different workloads incurs slight changes. Deletions are generally executed within locks, which exacerbates lock contentions. The latency of Delete is similar to that of Insert and larger than that of Lookup.

Figure 12 illustrates the impact of load factors on latency performance of CoCuckoo with 5% Delete. As the load factor increases, there is a slight decrease in latency. Due to our optimization in Section 3.2.2 the average latency of Case OneEmpty is smaller than that of Case TwoEmpty. The proportion of Case OneEmpty increases while the proportion of Case TwoEmpty significantly decreases as the load factor increases. Hence, the overall latency decreases. In the meantime, due to appropriate load factors, the decrease of request latency is slow. For example, 16-thread latency is 1.73 µs at
a load factor of 0.10 for the hash table, and 1.68μs at a load factor of nearly 0.50, which is only 2.9% smaller than that at a load factor of 0.10.

Figure 12: The latency at different table occupancies with 5% Delete.

5 Related Work

Performance-constrained single-thread hash tables. The Google’s dense hash map, which is available in the Google SparseHash [1] library, supports fast lookup services. The dense hash uses open addressing with internal quadratic probing and achieves space efficiency for extremely high speeds. Moreover, this table stores items in a single large array and maintains a maximum 0.5 load factor by default.

Horton table [11] is an enhanced bucketized cuckoo hash table for reducing the number of CPU cache lines that are accessed in each lookup, thus achieving higher throughput. Most items are hashed by only a single function and therefore are retrieved by accessing a single bucket, namely, a single cache line. For negative lookups, item remapping enables low access costs to access one cache line.

SmartCuckoo [45] is a cost-efficient cuckoo hash table for accurately predetermining the status of cuckoo operations and the occurrence of endless loops. A directed pseudoforest representing the hashing relationship is utilized to track item placements in the hash table, and further avoid walking into an endless loop.

However, the performance of these hash tables does not scale with the number of cores in the processor, due to only a single thread permitted in execution, which suffer from the performance bottleneck of slow writes in storage systems. Unlike them, the design goal of our CoCuckoo is to efficiently support concurrent operations and deliver high performance in storage systems via concurrency-friendly hash tables.

High-performance concurrent hash tables. Relativistic hash table [46] is the data structure that supports shrinking and expanding while allowing concurrent, wait-free and linearly scalable lookups. The proposed resize algorithms reclaim memory as the number of items decreases, and enable Read-Copy Update (RCU) [34–36, 46] hash tables to maintain constant-scale performance as the number of item increases, without delaying or disrupting readers.

MemC3 [19] is designed to provide caching for read-mostly workloads and leverages the optimistic cuckoo hashing, which supports multiple readers without locks and a single writer. Instead of moving “items” forward along the cuckoo path, the cuckoo hashing used in MemC3 moves “vacancies” backwards along the cuckoo path. The backward method ensures that an item can always be found by a reader.

The libcuckoo [32] redesigns MemC3 to minimize the size of the hash table’s critical sections and allow for significantly increased parallelism, which supports two concurrency control mechanisms, i.e., fine-grained locking and hardware transactional memory.

These schemes are dedicated to improve lookup performance and however fail to work well for tables with more insertion than lookup operations due to the occurrence of hash collisions and endless loops. Our proposed CoCuckoo focuses on write-heavy workloads for supporting concurrent insertions and lookups.

Moreover, CoCuckoo currently addresses the performance bottleneck for cuckoo hashing with two hash functions. The setting of more than two hash functions would significantly increase operation complexity [16, 52], which can be reduced to two using techniques such as double hashing [27].

6 Conclusion

Most existing concurrent cuckoo hash tables are used for read-intensive workloads and fail to address the potential problem of endless loops during item insertion. We proposed CoCuckoo, an optimized concurrent cuckoo hashing scheme, which represents cuckoo paths as a directed pseudoforest containing multiple subgraphs to indicate items’ hashing relationship. Insertion operations sharing the same cuckoo path need to access the same subgraph, and hence a lock is needed for ensuring the correctness of concurrent operations. Insertion operations accessing different subgraphs enable simultaneous execution. CoCuckoo classifies item insertions into three cases and leverages a graph-grained locking mechanism to support concurrent insertions and lookups. We further optimize the mechanism and release locks as soon as possible to mitigate the contention for pursuing low lock overheads. Extensive experiments using the YCSB benchmark demonstrate that the proposed CoCuckoo achieves higher throughput performance than state-of-the-work scheme, i.e., libcuckoo.
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Abstract

With rising network rates, cloud vendors increasingly deploy FPGA-based SmartNICs (F-NICs), leveraging their \textit{inline} processing capabilities to offload hypervisor networking infrastructure. However, the use of F-NICs for accelerating general-purpose server applications in clouds has been limited.

NICA is a hardware-software co-designed framework for inline acceleration of the application data plane on F-NICs in multi-tenant systems. A new \textit{ikernel} programming abstraction, tightly integrated with the network stack, enables application control of F-NIC computations that process application network traffic, with minimal code changes. In addition, NICA’s virtualization architecture supports fine-grain time-sharing of F-NIC logic and provides I/O path virtualization. Together these features enable cost-effective sharing of F-NICs across virtual machines with strict performance guarantees.

We prototype NICA on Mellanox F-NICs and integrate ikernels with the high-performance VMA network stack and the KVM hypervisor. We demonstrate significant acceleration of real-world applications in both bare-metal and virtualized environments, while requiring only minor code modifications to accelerate them on F-NICs. For example, a transparent key-value store cache ikernel added to the stock memcached server reaches 40 Gbps server throughput (99% line-rate) at 6\,µs 99\textsuperscript{th}-percentile latency for 16-byte key-value pairs, which is 21\,× the throughput of a 6-core CPU with a kernel-bypass network stack. The throughput scales linearly for up to 6 VMs running independent instances of memcached.

1 Introduction

SmartNICs with integrated FPGAs (F-NICs) \cite{19, 68, 89, 119} are an appealing platform for accelerating IO intensive network applications. They have been increasingly deployed in data centers and public clouds \cite{33, 66}, e.g., in each MS Azure server, enabling line-rate throughput and low, predictable latency at high power efficiency \cite{33}. Many hardware vendors, including Intel, have already announced F-NICs in their future offerings \cite{98}.

Data-center F-NICs are used mainly to accelerate infrastructure tasks, such as network functions \cite{61, 72, 80, 119} and software-defined networking \cite{33, 66}. These tasks leverage the F-NIC’s \textit{inline processing} capabilities, where data is processed while being transferred between the host and the network, without CPU involvement. In addition, F-NICs are often repurposed as standalone FPGAs running complete applications, e.g., search or deep learning \cite{20, 24, 60, 86}.

This paper explores new acceleration opportunities emerging from the growing deployment of F-NICs in clouds, beyond infrastructure tasks and monolithic applications. We seek to leverage F-NICs for inline acceleration of data plane processing in network-intensive applications. For example, F-NICs may run datacenter tax tasks, such as deserialization, hashing, and authentication, which reportedly consume over a quarter of the CPU cycles in data centers \cite{48}. An F-NIC may serve as an extra caching layer for key-value stores, responding directly in case of a hit and eliminating the CPU involvement. We show, for example, that this architecture achieves near line-rate throughput (40 Gbps) for stock memcached (§6.2.1). Promising results for application-specific traffic steering, packet transformation, and network stack offloading have been reported in prior work \cite{50, 83}. We discuss these and other applications in §3.

Unfortunately, building such F-NIC-accelerated applications today is hard. First, there are no adequate \textit{operating system abstractions} for inline acceleration of general-purpose applications on F-NICs. Such abstractions should associate F-NIC tasks with the application process, and they should provide well-defined execution boundaries and isolated per-task state while supporting easy integration of F-NIC functionality with the application logic. OpenCL and CUDA provide general lookaside acceleration support, but they are a poor match for F-NICs because they require explicit kernel invocation and data transfers that are irrelevant for the inline processing scenario. Floem \cite{83} provides language-level constructs to accelerate applications on SmartNICs, but it targets CPU-based rather than FPGA-based SmartNIC architectures, and requires application refactoring to use its data
flow model, complicating acceleration of legacy workloads. SmartNIC-accelerated networking frameworks such as AccelNet, eBPF-XDP, and DPDK re_security [33, 39, 84] are domain specific and lack application-level abstractions. Systems for data plane acceleration, e.g. P4 and FlexNIC [13, 50], expose packet-level match-action rules for F-NIC management, but lack abstractions for application-level semantics.

Second, F-NICs provide no virtualization support, preventing their sharing among cloud tenants. Existing virtualization mechanisms for FPGAs [18, 23, 34, 51, 101, 118] and GPUs [49, 73] rely on space partitioning or coarse-grain time sharing of the compute fabric. The former, however, results in hardware underutilization [51, 112, 116], whereas the latter may affect processing latency due to slow context switching and FPGA reconfiguration times [49, 51, 73, 91], making it unsuitable for latency-sensitive tasks. More fundamentally, F-NICs lack I/O path virtualization to isolate and protect per-application I/O across shared buses between the network, the FPGA and the host CPU. Thus, current F-NICs cannot guarantee performance isolation for co-located applications.

We introduce NICA, a system for FPGA-based NIC Server Acceleration. NICA introduces new software abstractions and co-designed F-NIC hardware runtime for application acceleration in cloud systems. NICA manages one or more Accelerator Functional Units (AFUs) [42, 101]—application-specific hardware accelerators hosted on an F-NIC. Such AFUs can be developed by users, or provided by cloud vendors and deployed on-demand.

**OS abstraction.** We introduce a novel ikernel (inline kernel) abstraction, which represents an AFU in a user program. An application dynamically attaches the ikernel to one or more transport layer sockets, activating the respective AFU. Subsequently, all traffic sent and received via these sockets is processed by the AFU without CPU invocation. To communicate via the sockets, the CPU may use standard POSIX socket API calls, or a high-performance zero-copy interface for application-level messages. The ikernel abstraction is private to a process and provides protection for the AFU application and network state. We discuss the ikernel abstraction, its network stack integration, and FPGA runtime support in §4.1.

**AFU virtualization.** NICA supports sharing of AFUs among multiple virtual machines (VMs) while guaranteeing state protection and quality of service (QoS). We address two primary requirements: (1) AFU I/O channel virtualization, including host and network traffic, by adding anti-spoofing, classification, and packet schedulers for the I/O sent and received by AFUs; and (2) fine-grain AFU time-sharing, which uses a hardware task scheduler that switches contexts at a fine granularity, thus allowing better hardware utilization for latency-sensitive applications. We describe AFU virtualization in §4.2 and show how it enables performance isolation in §6.

NICA provides necessary on-FPGA services for accelerating applications on F-NICs in a multi-tenant setting, including an FPGA-resident network transport layer, compute and I/O scheduling blocks, and AFU state isolation. However, the development of high-throughput network-focused AFUs on FPGAs is beyond the scope of this paper. Fortunately, some promising solutions are emerging, such as template libraries with optimized building blocks for network processing [32]. In addition, we believe that cloud providers will increasingly offer AFUs using an “app marketplace” deployment model [4, 17, 40], with a variety of AFUs ready to be used on their infrastructure (see §3).

We prototype NICA1 on Mellanox Innova F-NICs [68] with a Xilinx FPGA and 2GB of onboard memory. We implement the ikernel API, integrate it with the VMA kernel-bypass network stack [69], and implement the AFU virtualization support in the KVM hypervisor. We also co-design the FPGA hardware support for the software abstractions and AFU virtualization, and we integrate full UDP and partial TCP layer implementation in FPGA.

We evaluate the system with microbenchmarks and accelerate two real-world applications: a memcached server and a Node.js-based IoT monitoring server, by implementing the respective AFUs on the F-NIC. Enabling F-NIC acceleration required minimal software changes: 107 additional lines of C and 20 additional lines of JavaScript respectively.

A transparent hot-item cache AFU integrated with memcached serves GET hits at 6 µs 99th-percentile latency and 40.3 Mtps throughput for 16B keys/values, 99% of the 40 Gbps line rate and 21.6× faster than the 6-core CPU baseline. For a Zipf(0.99)-distributed workload with 0.2% SETs, NICA acceleration results in a 4.6× speedup.

NICA allows sharing of an F-NIC among multiple VMs while providing significant performance gains. It introduces negligible throughput and latency overheads while maintaining a fair bandwidth allocation, controllable by the hypervisor.

In summary, we make the following contributions:
- We introduce an ikernel OS abstraction for inline acceleration of applications on F-NICs.
- We design an F-NIC virtualization framework that supports I/O QoS and low-latency time sharing of compute resources.
- We implement NICA for Mellanox F-NICs, analyze its performance, and demonstrate the development simplicity and performance benefits for accelerating memcached and a Node.js-based IoT server.

## 2 Background

We describe the F-NIC architecture and survey FPGA programming principles and sharing mechanisms.

### 2.1 F-NIC architecture

We describe bump-in-the-wire F-NICs, focusing on Mellanox Innova, but others [19, 80, 89] are similar.

1https://github.com/acsl-technion/nica
Bump-in-the-wire. A typical F-NIC (Figure 1) combines a commodity network ASIC (e.g., ConnectX-4 Lx NIC) with an FPGA and local DRAM. The FPGA is located between the ASIC and the network port, interposing on all Ethernet traffic in and out of the NIC. The FPGA and the ASIC communicate directly via an internal bus (e.g., 40 Gbps Ethernet), and a PCIe bus connects the ASIC to the host.

The bump-in-the-wire design reuses the existing data and control planes between the CPU and the NIC ASIC, with its QoS management, and virtualization support (SR-IOV), mature DMA engines, and software stack.

F-NIC programming. The development of an F-NIC-accelerated application involves both hardware logic on FPGA and associated software on the CPU. F-NIC vendors provide a lightweight shell IP: a set of low-level hardware interfaces for basic operations, including link-layer packet exchange with the network and the host, onboard DRAM access, and control register access. However, the vendor SDK leaves it to customers to implement higher level features such as FPGA network stack processing or virtualization support.

2.2 FPGA concepts

Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are “a sea” of logic, arithmetic, and memory elements, which users can configure to implement custom compute circuits. FPGA compute capacity is determined by the area available for the circuits.

FPGA development. FPGAs can be seen as “software-defined” hardware. The software definition, a design, is implemented using register transfer languages (RTL) such as Verilog. Additionally, designers can use high-level synthesis (HLS) tools to generate RTL, e.g., from a restricted version of C++ [67]. However, HLS C++ programs are different from CPU programs, and must follow certain rules, including explicit exposure of fine-grain pipeline- and task-parallelism to achieve high performance. Implementation tools then compile the design into an FPGA image targeting specific hardware.

Finally, users can load the image onto an FPGA (slow, up to a few seconds), entirely replacing the previous design. Some FPGAs support partial reconfiguration to replace only a subset of the entire FPGA, a much faster process (milliseconds), which unfortunately incurs significant area overheads [51].

FPGA sharing. There are three ways to share an FPGA: space partitioning, coarse-grain, and fine-grain time sharing.

Space partitioning divides FPGA resources into disjoint sets used by different AFUs [18, 20, 51]. If shared I/O interfaces (memory, PCIe bus) are securely isolated and multiplexed, this method enables low-overhead FPGA sharing among mutually distrustful AFUs but requires larger FPGAs to fit them all. Coarse-grain time sharing dynamically switches AFUs via full or partial reconfiguration [20, 51]. It incurs high switching latency and thus is not suitable for F-NICs’ latency-sensitive applications. Fine-grain time sharing allows multiple CPU applications to use the same AFU [44]. The AFU implements the context switch internally, in hardware. Packet processing applications such as AccelNet [33] use this approach to process each packet in the context of its associated flow. Such AFUs oversee switching between the contexts; therefore this type of sharing requires AFUs to be trusted to ensure fair use and state isolation between their users.

NICA combines both space sharing for untrusted AFUs, and fine-grain time sharing for trusted AFUs, to achieve maximum utilization under area constraints of F-NICs.

3 Motivation

We consider emerging opportunities for application acceleration by using F-NICs in clouds.

3.1 F-NICs in data centers

Microsoft has been among the first to deploy F-NICs at large scale, having installed the Catapult F-NICs in over a million Azure servers. Their recent work [33] analyzes the cost, power, and performance trade-offs of F-NICs in data centers and decisively shows their benefits. Following Azure, other data centers, such as China Mobile [115], Tencent [66], Huawei [88], and Selectel [94], are deploying F-NICs, and leading hardware vendors are adding F-NICs to their offerings [98]. These technology trends suggest that F-NICs will become a commodity, motivating our goal to broaden the scope of their applications.

3.2 Use cases for F-NIC acceleration

What sets F-NICs apart from stand-alone FPGAs is their ability to interpose and process the network traffic to and from the host with low overhead. For application acceleration, the application data plane can be partitioned between the F-NIC and the CPU, even for latency-sensitive fine-grain tasks.

We identify several common task categories in the server data plane that benefit from F-NIC acceleration.

Filtering. F-NICs may execute compute-intensive processing, such as per-message stateless authentication (e.g., JSON web token validation [47]), and filter invalid requests before reaching the CPU. We evaluate this example in §6.2.2.

Such filtering patterns arise in many server applications. For example, F-NICs may implement high-performance, simplified versions of popular services to accelerate common behavior (fast path), falling back to the CPU for corner cases (slow path). We show in §6.2.1 how an F-NIC-hosted key-value store cache reduces server load.
**Transformation.** F-NICs may convert data formats, perform (de)serialization, compression, encryption, or similar datacenter tax tasks [48]. They can change data layout, e.g., transpose matrices [35], sample, or realign data [2, 38] for efficient CPU/GPU processing or storage. As F-NICs may run a (potentially limited) network transport layer, they may speed up CPU transport layer processing [50], as we show in §6.

Transformation is often combined with filtering. For example, to accelerate the log-structured merge (LSM)-trees [22, 79], the F-NIC may store the tree’s first level in its local memory, executing updates without interrupting the CPU, batching and sorting them before sending them to the host.

**Steering.** F-NICs may improve server performance using application-specific packet steering and inter-core load balancing [50, 89], processing complex steering policies at line-rate, e.g., using heavy-hitter approximation sketches [62].

**Generation.** Applications may offload the transmission of outgoing messages to multiple destinations. Examples include data replication and erasure coding in storage systems [38, 53, 77], and the shuffle stage in distributed analytics engines.

### 3.3 AFUs in the cloud

AFUs are custom accelerators that can be instantiated on any compatible FPGA and used via a companion software library. There are two deployment models for cloud AFUs: in the FPGA-as-a-Service (FaaS) model, tenants use their own AFUs on cloud infrastructure [3, 5, 41], whereas with the app marketplace model, cloud providers offer common AFUs for on-demand deployment [40].

For example, while Amazon provides FaaS, its Marketplace offers third-party AFUs [4]. Similarly, Microsoft deploys its own cloud hardware microservices [17, 24, 33]. The marketplace model opens more opportunities for better F-NIC utilization. As cloud providers develop or audit these AFUs, they can trust them to allow fine-grain sharing. By co-locating tenants that request the same AFU, cloud providers may increase their infrastructure utilization, thereby increasing power efficiency [108] and reducing costs. Pre-designed AFUs are less flexible than customer-provided AFUs, but vendors can offer them at a lower cost due to the more aggressive sharing. NICA’s design supports both deployment models.

### 4 Design

**NICA overview.** Figure 2 shows the main NICA components with a single physical AFU. NICA comprises three layers: application-visible OS abstractions and services inside a VM integrated with the network stack (§4.1); the hypervisor layer for managing F-NIC resources and QoS (§4.2); the hardware layer which includes the support for OS abstractions, physical AFU logic (pAFU), a virtualization framework exposing virtual AFUs (vAFUs), and a hardware runtime with network I/O services for application-level message processing on AFUs.

Figure 2: NICA overview. Light blue shapes are NICA components. Blue and brown lines are the data and control path respectively. vAFU: virtual AFU, pAFU: physical AFU.

#### 4.1 Abstractions for inline acceleration

Among our primary goals is to simplify the use of inline accelerators in existing applications with minimal changes. Our abstractions thus provide a general interface for AFU management, which is compatible with standard network I/O interfaces. They allow application control of AFU execution and efficient communication between the host and the AFU.

##### 4.1.1 The ikernel abstraction

An *ikernel* is an OS object that represents an AFU in a user program. An owner process creates an ikernel and controls it exclusively. Essentially, the ikernel extends the process abstraction into the AFU, and NICA protects the ikernel state from other CPU processes and ikernels.

To invoke an AFU, it must be associated with an active network flow. Thus, applications activate the AFU by attaching one or more sockets to its ikernel, thereby rerouting the associated traffic through the AFU. The ikernel stops processing the socket’s traffic when the application detaches or closes the socket, keeping the AFU state intact for later invocations. Dynamic attachment adds flexibility by enabling software involvement in connection establishment and session preparation, thereby allowing applications to activate an ikernel only for specific clients or request types, for example.

The attachment semantics depends on the protocol. For a UDP socket, the ikernel receives all incoming packets destined to the socket’s listening port. For TCP sockets, the effect of attachment depends on the socket state. Attaching a connected TCP socket migrates its state to the AFU hardware network layer. After a process attaches a listening TCP socket to an ikernel, the AFU handles new connection requests, as applications with a high connection rate may benefit from accelerating the connection establishment process. Nevertheless, NICA notifies the host network stack about new connections, off the critical path, to provide application control over these connections from the host.

A process may create several shared-nothing ikernels of the same AFU, e.g., to keep different cryptographic contexts for a crypto-AFU, but our intended usage is one ikernel per AFU per process. Multiple threads of a process may attach...
Applications may access the ikernel state through remote procedure calls (RPC) from the CPU to the F-NIC; or as shared memory between the host and the F-NIC for efficiency. This memory is not exposed to the CPU. For now, a socket can be attached only to a single ikernel, but we plan to enable ikernel chaining in the future §4.4).

Alternatives. We choose the ikernel abstraction because it captures the intuitive application-level semantics of inline network processing. We also considered using match-action rules, as in FlexNIC [50] and DPDK [84]. These are not associated with sockets, but rather with packet header rules, e.g., selecting packets of a specific five-tuple. Such an interface suits packet processing but is too low-level for application logic offloading. The ikernel socket-level abstraction hides the details of the hardware-resident network stack and allows simpler integration with existing applications.

4.1.2 Control plane

The control APIs (Table 1) allow initialization, teardown, and access to the AFU-resident application state. Under the hood, they interact with the network stack on the host and on the F-NIC to coordinate resource allocation and AFU processing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ik_create</td>
<td>Allocate an ikernel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ik_destroy</td>
<td>Deallocate an ikernel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attach</td>
<td>Attach ikernel and socket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>detach</td>
<td>Detach ikernel and socket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>command</td>
<td>Invoke RPC command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cr_create</td>
<td>Allocate a ring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cr_destroy</td>
<td>Deallocate a ring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cr_post_recv</td>
<td>Pass buffers to the ikernel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cr_poll</td>
<td>Poll ring for completion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Control (top) and data plane (bottom) ikernel API.

For now, their sockets to the same ikernel, thereby sharing the AFU state among them.

For now, a socket can be attached only to a single ikernel, but we plan to enable ikernel chaining in the future §4.4).

4.1.3 Data plane

NICA provides two ways to perform network I/O with inline acceleration: POSIX API and custom rings.

POSIX networking API. After attaching an ikernel to a socket, the application may use standard I/O calls, e.g., send, recv, and epoll_wait, while the AFU transparently processes the data in-flight. We currently support the POSIX APIs only for UDP sockets.

Custom rings. POSIX I/O interfaces incur the overhead of extra data copies into user buffers [81] and host-side network stack processing. On the other hand, an AFU may need to exchange application-level messages with the host application. For example, a deserialization AFU may send ready-to-use data objects to the application. Furthermore, an AFU may need to steer the processed messages to different CPU cores, i.e., for application-aware load balancing.

NICA introduces a custom ring2 (CR) abstraction that provides a zero-copy API for sending/receiving application messages, bypassing the host network stack. Each ikernel may create multiple associated CRs to enable message steering for multi-core systems.

The CR interfaces are similar to VIA/RDMA verbs [30] (Table 1). Specifically, each CR comprises a queue pair (QP) and a completion queue (CQ). The application allocates its communication memory buffers and registers them with the CR. It then posts the send/receive requests to the respective queue in the QP. The request completions show up in the CQ.

Custom rings vs. random access. FPGA acceleration frameworks [37, 43, 101] and some I/O intensive AFUs [29, 38, 60] allow random access to CPU memory from the AFU, which is useful for fine-grain sharing of data-structures between the CPU and the AFU. NICA currently focuses on the AFU tasks that communicate with the CPU via a streaming I/O pattern, which is much easier to implement using a producer-consumer CR interface. We leave support for random host memory access for future work.

Synchronization. In the most common application scenarios, networking or custom ring operations implicitly synchronize the CPU application and the AFU processing. In more complex cases, when the AFU accumulates the application state (e.g., for network I/O monitoring or consensus), the ikernel

\[2\] The hardware uses a descriptor ring buffer just like a regular NIC, but the buffer contents are application messages rather than raw packets.
We expect adding ikernels to existing applications to require relatively small design or code changes. In case of filtering (see §3.2), an application may still use POSIX sockets as before, while receiving only the filtered data. For example, memcached requires no changes to its data processing to use the KVS cache AFU (§6). Data transformation tasks, such as deserialization, may use custom rings to obtain or send back the data in an application-friendly form. Steering applications may use per-core custom rings to get the contents directly to the correct application thread or a GPU. A generation application, e.g., replication, may send only one data copy via the custom ring, while the AFU will distribute it to pre-configured destinations.

### 4.2 Virtualization

To support fine-grain sharing of AFUs, as required for low latency applications, we introduce the notion of a virtual AFU, vAFU, which represents a single isolated hardware entity on the F-NIC. Each vAFU provides state protection and performance isolation across all the shared resources on the F-NIC. To clarify, a vAFU is a hardware entity, whereas an ikernel is an OS object that belongs to a process. Connecting multiple ikernels to the same vAFU might be possible, i.e., allowing in-VM resource allocation policy enforcement, yet we do not support it in our prototype.

One F-NIC may host multiple physical AFUs via space sharing, whereas each such AFU may support multiple vAFUs via fine-grain time sharing, as explained below. For example, our key-value-store cache AFU supports 64 vAFUs, allowing concurrent acceleration of up to 64 different memcached servers on the same F-NIC (§6).

**Fine-grain AFU sharing.** Supporting multiple vAFUs on a single physical AFU requires low-overhead hardware context switching mechanism. The vAFU context includes the ikernel state in DRAM and registers and the contexts of the sockets connected via that vAFU. Each received packet may belong to a different vAFU so slow context switch would not only increase application latency but also increase the required NICA internal buffer space.

To support fine-grain sharing, we store the vAFU context by reserving fast memory for each vAFU rather than evict/reload it to/from slow DRAM memory. Specifically, the AFU registers are replicated to store data for all concurrently active vAFU contexts. Each vAFU is associated with a hypervisor-chosen tag. The AFU switches to the context requested by the scheduler by updating the active tag register. Such a context switch can be extremely fast, e.g., up to 3 clock cycles in our prototype.

However, the number of vAFUs that can be supported is constrained due to the limited size of fast memory on the FPGA. For more vAFUs, AFUs may use DRAM to store the contexts and use latency hiding techniques, i.e., increased concurrency. Our current prototype uses fast memory, yet it is enough to host up to 64 vAFUs for the evaluated applications.

### 4.2.1 State protection

NICA protects the vAFU state in DRAM, fast memory, and hardware registers. For the DRAM, we use a segment-based MMU for simplicity. Similarly, we protect the control registers of the RPC interface by including a vAFU tag.

Additionally, NICA ensures correct steering of network traffic to and from the vAFU via its on-NIC network stack (§5.3). In particular, it guarantees that a vAFU will not perform network spoofing attacks toward the host and will receive only the packets destined to that vAFU. These two aspects are essential for supporting untrusted AFUs in NICA.

### 4.2.2 Performance isolation

NICA supports isolation of I/O channels and compute resources. The compute scheduling is necessary only among the vAFUs of the same physical AFU. The FPGA loads different physical AFUs into different partitions, and thus they do not share FPGA compute resources. DRAM bandwidth partitioning is left for future work.

**I/O bandwidth sharing.** The bandwidth allocation between tenants is often implemented inside a virtual switch or in the NIC internal switch. However, in a bump-in-the-wire architecture the F-NIC sends vAFU-generated messages directly to the network, bypassing these policies. Therefore, NICA provides its own bandwidth allocation mechanisms, similar to the traffic class (TC) mechanisms used in NICs [10].

To control the vAFU egress bandwidth, both towards the CPU and towards the network, we add a set of TC queues (see Figure 3). Packets are classified to these queues and scheduled. We use a work-conserving deficit round robin (DRR) scheduler [95] to allocate bandwidth, but more complex policies can be used. NICA’s bandwidth scheduler is trusted and used by all the vAFUs on the F-NIC.

The vAFU recognizes when the TC queues are full and may drop the packets or propagate the contention if possible. For example, it may slow down the host by using custom ring flow control or slow down the sender through explicit congestion notification (ECN).

NICA does not manage the ingress bandwidth into the vAFU from the network or the host, as the sender (TOR or host virtual switch) already shapes ingress traffic.

**AFU compute sharing.** An AFU must determine which vAFU to activate at any given time, and which packets to serve first. We considered two design options: a general compute scheduler for all AFUs (similar to the I/O scheduler)
4.3 AFU development

AFUs implement hardware interfaces to receive/transmit transport layer and custom ring data, configuration and control interfaces for RPC, and, optionally, provide vAFU scheduling and virtualization.

All the packets passing through an AFU are tagged with metadata that identifies the associated ikernel and flow, which can be used by the AFU for ikernel state isolation. The AFU receives per-TC usage levels and CR flow control (see §5.2).

While designing such FPGA hardware can be difficult, we try to simplify the development by using high-level synthesis to design our AFUs in C++, and use the ntl class library [32] to implement common modules such as AFU schedulers and control-plane interfaces. In addition, the NICA hardware runtime handles some common tasks such as transport processing and egress scheduling, thus simplifying AFU development.

4.4 Discussion

F-NIC transport layer. An inline AFU requires transport layer services to process data at the application layer; it may terminate flows or generate and send new messages. Our current design uses a full implementation of UDP and TCP logic in hardware. With this solution, the F-NIC effectively runs its own complete network stack.

A complete TCP/IP stack in hardware simplifies AFU development but increases F-NIC resource consumption and maintenance difficulty [75]. To eliminate NIC transmission buffers, an AFU could generate retransmissions on-demand or use host memory [85, 97]. If packet reordering is rare, an AFU may process received data only in-order, deferring out-of-order packets to the CPU [85]. A resource-efficient TCP design for inline AFUs warrants further research, so we choose a simple solution to evaluate the ikernel abstraction compatibility with TCP.

Virtual switch offloading. F-NICs intercept the inbound network traffic before it reaches the CPU. As a result, it becomes difficult to handle hypervisor policy and virtual networking rules, e.g., as in Open vSwitch, because they are typically handled by the hypervisor’s virtual switch software running on CPU. This issue is not unique to NICA and exists with standard SR-IOV NICs [33]. Typical solutions pass the first packet to software and offload per-flow policy to hardware match-action rules [33, 59, 78]. While this may take significant area of the F-NIC’s FPGA [33], future F-NIC designs may be able to harden this functionality [20, 31].

Multi-AFU support and services. Our design provides all the necessary mechanisms to run multiple AFUs on the F-NIC: packet schedulers, steering, RPC and MMU isolation modules. Currently, a single socket may only be attached to a single AFU. However, there are use cases for chaining several AFUs in a single application to accelerate various aspects of the server’s traffic [16, 56, 117]. Multi-AFU chaining requires extensions to resource isolation mechanisms and software interfaces, which we plan to explore in the future.

5 Implementation

We implement NICA for the Mellanox Innova F-NIC and integrate it with the KVM/QEMU hypervisor and VMA user-space networking library [69].

5.1 AFU virtualization

NICA implements hardware virtualization of the physical AFUs, exposing virtual AFUs (vAFUs in Figure 2) to VMs. Currently, the hypervisor allocates one vAFU for each requested ikernel. NICA isolates the vAFU I/O channels in hardware and requires no software mediation.

We utilize the NIC’s SR-IOV functionality to virtualize the data path (both POSIX and custom rings). SR-IOV enables unmediated overhead-free access from the guest to the NIC hardware. In general, implementing SR-IOV in custom accelerators is quite challenging, but the bump-in-the-wire architecture of our F-NIC allows reusing the existing NIC hardware SR-IOV mechanism. For the control plane, which is less sensitive to performance, NICA uses para-virtualization.

5.2 Software

We implement the NICA API in the libnica library. It integrates with the VMA user-space networking library, providing the POSIX socket API with kernel bypass and direct hardware access. We modify VMA to support the ikernel abstraction.

The NICA VM driver mediates between libnica and the hypervisor’s NICA manager daemon, using a para-virtual device (virtio-serial). The NICA manager runs in the hypervisor and controls AFU hardware through the F-NIC kernel driver. NICA software stack is about 2,200 LOC.

Custom ring using RoCE. We use the F-NIC’s RoCE support [105] to implement the CR, employing the ASIC NIC.
hardware and software layers using the bump-in-the-wire architecture. The implementation associates CRs with RoCE unreliable connected (UC) queue pairs (QPs). To send to a specific CR, NICA’s transport layer generates RoCE packets to the host, targeting the appropriate QP. The ASIC RoCE engine writes the data directly to the application buffers, providing address translation, DMA, and completion notifications.

In our bump-in-the-wire F-NIC, the FPGA logic does not have a direct end-to-end flow control mechanism with the host, and UC does not provide such a mechanism either. Therefore, NICA adds a credit-based flow control mechanism between the AFU and the CPU application. The custom ring APIs transparently invoke this mechanism.

5.3 Hardware runtime

Figure 3 shows our FPGA processing pipeline. For clarity, we describe ingress (from network to host) only. The FPGA runtime provides the hardware support for inline programming abstractions and the essential services for inline acceleration. These include: (1) the custom rings and RPC mechanism to support efficient data and control plane primitives for ikernels; (2) a memory management unit (MMU) for memory isolation; (3) a network processing stack to support application-level processing in the AFU, which includes the parser, flow steering, and the transport layer; and (4) a virtualization layer, implementing AFU and packet schedulers.

We develop NICA and the evaluated AFUs in HLS [114] and Verilog. Table 2 shows the FPGA resources and number of code lines. NICA operates the FPGA at 216.25 MHz.

TCP/IP implementation. Our prototype includes full support for UDP and partial support for TCP. The UDP/IP service splits/combines the header and the payload. As the CR utilizes RoCE over UDP, it also uses the UDP/IP service.

The TCP implementation builds on an existing 10 Gbps FPGA TCP/IP stack [96]. Its integration with NICA is incomplete, as it lacks virtualization and socket migration support (though existing techniques apply [8, 27]). It is included primarily to validate how NICA abstractions hold with TCP.

Table 2: FPGA utilization and lines of code. LUTs: lookup tables, FFs: flip-flops, RAMB18: block RAM units.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Area (% of total)</th>
<th>LOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LUTs</td>
<td>FFs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICA</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP stack</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor shell</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICA-KVcache</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT server</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4 Limitations

Our prototype may run only two physical AFUs, where one is a minimal AFU that passes through unmodified traffic. This is not a design limitation but stems from the FPGA area constraints (see Table 2). Further, NICA does not yet support virtual switch offloading, and our current CR implementation does not transmit, only receives. In addition, our F-NIC does not support partial reconfiguration. We hope the next generation of the F-NIC [31] will resolve these limitations, as it is expected to have a larger FPGA with more space and hardened network virtualization support.

NICA performance drops dramatically when crossing NUMA links. We are investigating a potential hardware bug.

6 Evaluation

Hardware setup. We use four machines with Intel® Xeon® E5-2620 v2 2.1 GHz CPUs, connected via a Mellanox SN2100 40 Gbps switch. Three (clients) use Mellanox ConnectX®-4 Lx EN NIC, and one (server) uses a 40 Gbps Mellanox® Innova™ Flex 4 Lx EN (1st gen.) F-NIC, equipped with a Xilinx XCKU060 FPGA. The server is a dual socket NUMA machine with 64 GB RAM. Hyper-threading and power saving settings are disabled.

CPU baseline. We use VMA [69] user-level network stack with kernel bypass, optimized by Mellanox and broadly used for high-performance networking [33]. We use commodity NICs with the same ASIC as our F-NIC but without the FPGA. Due to the NUMA performance issue of the current prototype (§5.4), to allow a fair comparison, we constrain our experiments to the NUMA node closer to the NIC.

F-NIC maximum power consumption. The F-NIC consumes up to 30 W [68] vs. 14.2 W [70] for the client NICs.

Performance measurement. We use sockperf [71], a benchmarking tool optimized for VMA. To reliably measure performance, we use performance counters on NICA’s FPGA runtime, the NIC, and the switch. We run each experiment 5 times, each 60 second long.

NICA configuration. We set a max. of 4 TCs, 64 ikernels, VMs, and custom rings, 1K UDP ports, and 10K TCP flows.
We use several microbenchmarks to evaluate the benefits of NICA acceleration through filtering and transport layer acceleration and to estimate virtualization overheads.

**Experiment 1: Virtualization performance.** Figure 4a shows the throughput-latency comparison of bare-metal and virtualized echo server AFU vs. the CPU baseline for 64-byte packets. We measure no overheads of the AFU virtualization. At 5 Gbps, the latency of the virtualized AFU is 2×/2.8× lower than bare-metal/in-VM CPU server respectively. At 6.7 Gbps, the baseline latency spikes to 38 µs, while the AFU achieves up to 27.6 Gbps at 4 µs latency, above which we see packet drops. The stable low latency at high throughput is a valuable property of F-NIC accelerators.

**Experiment 2: UDP performance.** We run a pass-through AFU that receives UDP packets and transfers them to the host via CRs, saving the host UDP processing. The CPU baseline uses VMA for POSIX API kernel bypass, with 6 CPU cores. Figure 4b shows the throughput for different packet sizes. Offloading UDP processing to the AFU boosts the throughput from 2.9× and 1.7× for small and large packets respectively. For larger packets, a single-core CR outperforms 6-core UDP.

**Experiment 3: TCP performance.** We evaluate NICA’s preliminary TCP support by accelerating a monitoring server microbenchmark. The server receives integers as 18-byte messages (4-byte integers with a 14-byte sockperf header) and computes their average, alerting the user when the received values are above a given threshold. With NICA, the AFU maintains the average and sends only the messages above the threshold via the custom ring (bypassing the host TCP stack).

For 6 flows from 6 clients, the AFU consumes 34.8M messages/sec, 3× faster than the baseline’s 11.5M messages/sec (single core). The AFU benefits diminish as the portion of the messages sent to the host increases, down to a modest 11% throughput improvement. This indicates that the transport layer processing contributes much less than filtering to the overall performance benefits.

**Experiment 4: I/O isolation overheads.** We evaluate the egress scheduler when using two AFUs: a traffic generator AFU and a pass-through AFU. The former generates messages to the network at maximum throughput. The latter transfers messages between the host and the network. These AFUs share the network egress I/O channel and are assigned to separate traffic classes. We set the scheduler quantum to 1 KB.

We measure the latency of a few 64-byte packets sent via the pass-through AFU while the generator AFU sends 1514-byte packets. At 38.4 Gbps load, the low-latency pass-through packets suffer a 1 µs overhead to 99th-percentile latency compared to an empty system. This result demonstrates that the I/O isolation mechanism achieves low overhead even under heavy contention.

### 6.2 Application benchmarks

We accelerate two large applications: memcached and a Node.js-based IoT server. We build a transparent cache AFU for the former and an authentication AFU for the latter, integrating both into the CPU software.

#### 6.2.1 Transparent memcached cache

We prototype a transparent look-through cache for memcached, called NICA-KVcache. The AFU parses memcached’s ASCII UDP protocol and serves GETs directly from its F-NIC DRAM-resident cache. The AFU passes GET misses and other update requests to the host. Upon update, the AFU invalidates the respective cache entry. The AFU populates the cache by intercepting GET responses from the host, ensuring coherence even if the host drops the updates due to overload. The AFU caches keys/values of up to 16-byte and uses a direct-mapped cache for simplicity.

We implement two designs: one with POSIX API and another with CRs. The former requires changing memcached to instantiate the ikernel and attach sockets. The latter introduces CR polling to the memcached worker thread event loop. Adding the F-NIC acceleration support required 107 and 135 LOC for the POSIX API and CR versions respectively.

**Workload.** We initialize the CPU server with 32 M 16-byte keys and values (4 GB with overheads) and set the AFU cache to store 2 M keys per-ikernel (128 MB RAM). The CPU baseline uses an unmodified memcached with the VMA network stack. Clients generate a YCSB-like [25] workload with varying skew using sockperf.

**Bare-metal performance.** Figure 5a shows that for lower skews (high miss rate), the CPU (6 cores) is the bottleneck. With Zipf(0.99) distribution (YCSB’s default), NICA+CR achieves 9× speedup. For 100% hit-rate, the AFU becomes network-bound (99% of 40 Gbps line-rate), resulting in 21× higher throughput than the baseline.

The cache hit-rate also dictates the latency distribution (not shown). We observe a mixture of two distributions: cache hits and cache misses. With Zipf(0.99) distribution and 1 Mbps load, the F-NIC serves cache hits at a stable 2.1 µs. Misses, served by the host, are 6 µs at the 99th-percentile, versus
Table 3: NICA-KVcache throughput [Mtps] with 0.2% SETs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skew</th>
<th>Baseline (CPU-only with kernel-bypass)</th>
<th>NICA with custom ring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>5.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>6.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>7.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>8.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10.5 µs in the baseline. *The latency improvement is due to the reduced CPU load as a result of filtering.*

Table 3 shows the throughput with 0.2% SETs (common in Facebook [15]). At Zipf(0.99), NICA is 4.6× faster than the baseline. With 10% SETs (not shown), CPU throughput dominates, thus NICA shows no performance improvement.

**Other KVS implementations.** NICA-KVcache offers significant advantages even when used with highly optimized CPU-only KVS implementations, such as MICA [63], which achieve line-rate throughput using CPU cores alone. In this case, NICA-KVcache reduces the required number of CPU cores by filtering all the cache hits and leaving only the misses to the CPU, thereby improving the overall system efficiency. More specifically, for a given hit rate in the NICA-KVcache, achieving line-rate requires the CPU throughput to be \( \text{line_rate} \cdot (1 - \text{hit_rate}) \) transactions per second.

For example, MICA [63] reaches 5 Mtps on a single CPU core with 100% GETs for 32 M 16-byte keys and values (1GB of data) with a Zipf(0.99) distribution. Optimistically assuming perfect scaling, MICA would reach line-rate (59.5 Mtps) with 12 cores, without NICA-KVcache acceleration. In contrast, with NICA-KVcache of size 128MB, running the same Zipf(0.99) key distribution results in 75% hit-rate, thus the CPU only handles 14.9 Mtps, utilizing just 3 CPU cores.

This result demonstrates that the use of NICA for accelerating key-value stores is cost-effective, considering that a single CPU core is reportedly more expensive than a SmartNIC [33].

**Accelerated KVS.** Floem [83] implemented a similar key-value store cache on a Cavium SmartNIC and reported a 3.6× performance improvement with 100% hit-rate with write-back, and no benefits for 10% SETs write-through, as in NICA. Rather than memcached, Floem required a custom KVS server, however. KV-Direct [60] with small requests achieves comparable performance to NICA (with 100% hits) but reaches 180 Mtps using client-side batching. Unlike NICA-KVcache, its data-plane is fully implemented in hardware, and it only uses the host for slab allocation.

**Contribution of network-stack processing.** Figure 5a shows that using CR for low cache hit rates results in 2.2× speedup over the CPU baseline. In this case, the use of CR eliminates the network stack processing on the host but keeps the application processing on the CPU. Naturally, higher hit rates result in a higher portion of the requests handled by the AFU, and much higher speedups. This experiment suggests that the network stack offloading alone is not enough to reach the full performance potential of the F-NIC acceleration.

**Virtualization performance.** We evaluate the performance with a varying number of VMs. Each VM uses 5 GB of server RAM, 1 dedicated CPU core, a vAFU, and 2 M keys worth of vAFU cache. For Zipf(0.9), Figure 5b shows near-linear scaling, consistently achieving a 5.6× speedup over the CPU. Further, we observe no measurable negative impact of virtualization on vAFU latency. The system achieves similar results with 64 M keys per VM, utilizing most of the 64 GB RAM of our machine.

Figure 5c shows the latency distribution of a single VM and 6 VMs executions under 1.3 Mtps load, for a Zipf(0.90) workload. The latency increases for the top 40% of the requests, which matches the expected hit-rate. We observe that the CPU latency is much higher than the bare-metal latency reported above, but cache hits are served at the same latency with and without virtualization.

This experiment confirms that AFU fine-grain sharing is feasible and effective.

**Network bandwidth isolation.** We use 3 VMs, associated with 3 TCs, and initially configure them to share the egress bandwidth equally. We use a Zipf(1.4) distribution (99.9% hit-rate), and a 20 Mtps load on each VM, to stress the scheduler.

Figure 6a shows the throughput of each VM over time. At first, only VM 1 is active, using the whole AFU. When VM 2’s clients start, the combined egress throughput is barely above the AFU’s maximum (39 Mtps), and the clients process 19 Mtps each. When VM 3’s clients start, the combined throughput surpasses the maximum, and the scheduler divides the bandwidth equally (13 Mtps per VM). At t3, we change the bandwidth allocation to 40%/40%/20% and observe an asym-
of the CPU processing pipeline remains the bottleneck, the AFU remains effective. Additionally, compute acceleration alone results in only 30% speedup. The remaining speedup is due to filtering invalid packets, which would be helpful in the CPU-optimized version too.

**AFU compute sharing.** The AFU’s throughput can be bounded by its SHA-256 hashing units and depends on the input JWT token sizes. To fairly share the hashing units among vAFUs, we introduce a custom DRR scheduler (§4.2.2)) that controls the per-VM utilization of the AFU hashing units.

We use 2 VMs to demonstrate the performance isolation. Clients send 10 Mtps of invalid requests to each VM, but VM 2 receives requests with 40% larger tokens. We start the experiment with the scheduler disabled and enable it mid-run.

Figure 6b shows the throughput of each VM over time. At first, only VM 1 clients are active, allowing the AFU to process at max speed (3.5 Mtps). When VM 2 begins receiving at t1, VM 1 processes only 28% of the requests, which is below its fair share. With the scheduler enabled, at t2, both VMs receive half of their respective maximum throughput. We observe that NICA’s compute performance isolation is essential to allow sharing of compute-bound AFUs.

### 7 Related work

**NIC-based acceleration.** Commodity NICs have been offering network stack offloads ranging from checksum calculations, segmentation, and receive-side-scaling (RSS) to RDMA [9, 82, 87, 105, 110] and TCP offload engines [75]. Such offloads are limited to network and transport layer processing, while NICA focuses on the application layer.

Our work builds upon previous attempts to accelerate general purpose applications through inline processing in SmartNICs. Early work on Network Processing Units (NPUs) [1, 113] programming abstractions [16, 56] has shown the potential of customizing the I/O path for applications. More recently, FlexNIC [50] has proposed an RMT-based [14] NIC for inline acceleration of application packet processing, showing how to leverage RMT hardware for application acceleration. Floem [83] aids design of NPU accelerated applications. sPIN [38] offers inline acceleration of high-performance computing (HPC) tasks such as tag-matching, data transformation, or replication, but the Portals 4 host abstraction is unsuitable for socket applications.

While we also consider inline acceleration, our goals, design, platform, and evaluation methodology are different. FlexNIC focuses on applications of SmartNIC RMT acceleration, whereas NICA offers convenient OS abstractions for integrating inline accelerators into user applications. FlexNIC targets RMT SmartNICs with constrained functionality, whereas NICA targets more flexible bump-in-the-wire FPGAs. These may run large parts of application logic, necessitating more expressive interfaces for state and execution management, such as host-NIC network stack interaction. As RMT devices
are designed to work at line-rate, performance isolation of concurrent application pipelines is unnecessary; conversely, we show that QoS support is essential to expose F-NICs in cloud systems.

Packet processing frameworks such as DPDK and eBPF-XDP [39] include inline acceleration mechanisms, e.g., for cryptographic protocols such as IPSec [84] or offloading eBPF programs to SmartNICs [52]. However, these target system-wide packet processing tasks, so they lack a transport layer, network stack integration, and multiple application support.

Linux also supports attaching eBPF programs to sockets [26], similarly to ikernels, to perform inline packet processing. However, such programs cannot process transmitted packets or generate new ones, and use a POSIX API data-path, whereas ikernels enable zero-copy application messaging.

C-CORE [56] proposes the stream handlers abstraction for inline processing, but unlike ikernels, they provide no virtualization mechanisms. Streamline [16] is an OS subsystem for tailoring application I/O path that uses UNIX pipes as an abstraction, but it does not allow dynamic attachment and configuration of filters.

Some F-NIC vendors have proprietary APIs for inline application development. Solarflare AOE allows low latency TCP transmission [97] from an F-NIC. Unlike NICA, it only offloads transmissions. Maxeler MPC-N supports inline UDP/TCP application acceleration [7]. All the above lack virtualization support, and their proprietary host application abstractions are too hardware specific.

**SmartNIC applications.** Eden [6] and AccelNet [33] accelerate network functions on data-center end-nodes with SmartNICs. However, these are loosely coupled with host applications, whereas NICA’s model couples the AFU logic with the host server logic.

Hardware accelerators for Network Function Virtualization (NFV) [18, 34, 117] target the NFV domain and hence do not provide abstractions for general purpose applications, lack host-accelerator network stack integration provided by ikernels, and provide no I/O path virtualization to/from the accelerator.

Several works have accelerated specific applications on F-NICs [24, 57, 60, 64, 106, 107]. NICA provides an infrastructure for building such AFUs in the clouds.

**Languages for SmartNIC AFU development.** P4 [13] is a DSL for implementing network functions with implementations for FPGAs [100, 111]. The Click [55] router has been ported to F-NICs [61, 90]. Emu [102] enables the development of network functions on NetFPGA using HLS. These can be used to simplify AFU development for NICA, but do not provide application-level abstractions.

Floem [83] is a DSL for NPU-accelerated applications. However, it requires refactoring applications to its DSL, while ikernel abstraction is less intrusive.

**FPGA virtualization and sharing.** AmorphOS [51] improves FPGA utilization by sharing an FPGA among multiple AFUs, and dynamically switching AFUs. Its hull isolates different AFUs used by different applications. We apply similar mechanisms to F-NIC. However, AmorphOS does not isolate FPGA network interfaces, and its context switching mechanism is not suitable for latency-sensitive networking applications.

Multes [44] shares an FPGA among tenants using a single pipeline. AccelNet [33] allows flow-context switching on a packet-by-packet basis. NICA’s fine-grained time-sharing design is similar, but its goal is to virtualize inline accelerators for application layer, rather than a standalone FPGA application or cloud network/transport layers.

Remote/distributed FPGA frameworks [7, 19, 104] share FPGAs over the network with a remote CPU. Other have virtualized local look-aside accelerators [23, 36, 101, 118]. In contrast, NICA virtualizes local inline networking AFUs.

**Standalone FPGAs, GPUs, or switches.** Our choice of FPGA-based SmartNICs has been motivated by prior works on accelerating networking applications [11, 21, 45, 76, 103, 109]. Unlike NICA, they focus on standalone FPGAs.

Other inline acceleration techniques let GPU kernels control communication using GPU-centric networking abstractions [28, 54, 58, 74], or process data in transit on programmable switches or network accelerators [46, 62, 65, 93]. Conversely, NICA provides tighter integration of server software and AFUs. This simplifies integration with legacy programs and makes acceleration transparent for clients.

---

**8 Conclusion and future work**

As F-NICs are becoming common in data centers, new use cases for application layer inline acceleration are starting to emerge. NICA provides the ikernel OS abstraction to easily integrate F-NIC-based accelerators into applications and introduces virtualization mechanisms to share them securely and fairly in cloud systems. NICA’s real-world prototype demonstrates the significant performance potential for inline acceleration of virtualized server systems, with minimal software development effort.

We believe NICA’s inline abstractions are suitable beyond F-NICs and plan to investigate their use in CPU-FPGA systems and non-FPGA SmartNICs. NICA raises a range of research topics, such as distributed heterogeneous architectures, accelerator chaining, and reliable transport offloading, which we will explore in the future.

---
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Abstract

We investigate the use of SmartNIC-accelerated servers to execute microservice-based applications in the data center. By offloading suitable microservices to the SmartNIC’s low-power processor, we can improve server energy-efficiency without latency loss. However, as a heterogeneous computing substrate in the data path of the host, SmartNICs bring several challenges to a microservice platform: network traffic routing and load balancing, microservice placement on heterogeneous hardware, and contention on shared SmartNIC resources.

We present E3, a microservice execution platform for SmartNIC-accelerated servers. E3 follows the design philosophies of the Azure Service Fabric microservice platform and extends key system components to a SmartNIC to address the above-mentioned challenges. E3 employs three key techniques: ECMP-based load balancing via SmartNICs to the host, network topology-aware microservice placement, and a data-plane orchestrator that can detect SmartNIC overload. Our E3 prototype using Cavium LiquidIO SmartNICs shows that SmartNIC offload can improve cluster energy-efficiency up to 3× and cost efficiency up to 1.9× at up to 4% latency cost for common microservices, including real-time analytics, an IoT hub, and virtual network functions.

1 Introduction

Energy-efficiency has become a major factor in data center design [80]. U.S. data centers consume an estimated 70 billion kilowatt-hours of energy per year (about 2% of total U.S. energy consumption) and as much as 57% of this energy is used by servers [22, 74]. Improving server energy-efficiency is thus imperative [17]. A recent option is the integration of low-power processors in server network interface cards (NICs). Examples are the Netronome Agilio-CX [59], Mellanox BlueField [51], Broadcom Stingray [13], and Cavium LiquidIO [15], which rely on ARM/MIPS-based processors and on-board memory. These SmartNICs can process microsecond-scale client requests but consume much less energy than server CPUs. By sharing idle power and the chassis with host servers, SmartNICs also promise to be more energy and cost efficient than other heterogeneous or low-power clusters. However, SmartNICs are not powerful enough to run large, monolithic cloud applications, preventing their offload.

Today, cloud applications are increasingly built as microservices, prompting us to revisit SmartNIC offload in the cloud. A microservice-based workload comprises loosely coupled processes, whose interaction is described via a dataflow graph. Microservices often have a small enough memory footprint for SmartNIC offload and their programming model efficiently supports transparent execution on heterogeneous platforms. Microservices are deployed via a microservice platform [3–5, 40] on shared datacenter infrastructure. These platforms abstract and allocate physical datacenter computing nodes, provide a reliable and available execution environment, and interact with deployed microservices through a set of common runtime APIs. Large-scale web services already use microservices on hundreds of thousands of servers [40, 41].

In this paper, we investigate efficient microservice execution on SmartNIC-accelerated servers. Specifically, we are exploring how to integrate multiple SmartNICs per server into a microservice platform with the goal of achieving better energy efficiency at minimum latency cost. However, transparently integrating SmartNICs into microservice platforms is non-trivial. Unlike traditional heterogeneous clusters, SmartNICs are collocated with their host servers, raising a number of issues. First, SmartNICs and hosts share the same MAC address. We require an efficient mechanism to route and load-balance traffic to hosts and SmartNICs. Second, SmartNICs sit in the host’s data path and microservices running on a SmartNIC can interfere with microservices on the host. Microservices need to be appropriately placed to balance network-to-compute bandwidth. Finally, microservices can contend on shared SmartNIC resources, causing overload. We need to efficiently detect and prevent such situations.

We present E3, a microservice execution platform for SmartNIC-accelerated servers that addresses these issues. E3
follows the design philosophies of the Azure Service Fabric microservice platform [40] and extends key system components to allow transparent offload of microservices to a SmartNIC. To balance network request traffic among SmartNICs and the host, E3 employs equal-cost multipath (ECMP) load balancing at the top-of-rack (ToR) switch and provides high-performance PCIe communication mechanisms between host and SmartNICs. To balance computation demands, we introduce HCM, a hierarchical, communication-aware microservice placement algorithm, combined with a data-plane orchestrator that can detect and eliminate SmartNIC overload via microservice migration. This allows E3 to optimize server energy efficiency with minimal impact on client request latency.

We make the following contributions:

- We show why SmartNICs can improve energy efficiency over other forms of heterogeneous computation and how they should be integrated with data center servers and microservice platforms to provide efficient and transparent microservice execution (§2).
- We present the design of E3 (§3), a microservice runtime on SmartNIC-accelerated server systems. We present its implementation within a cluster of Xeon-based servers with up to 4 Cavium LiquidIO-based SmartNICs per server (§4).
- We evaluate energy and cost-efficiency, as well as client-observed request latency and throughput for common microservices, such as a real-time analytics framework, an IoT hub, and various virtual network functions, across various homogeneous and heterogeneous cluster configurations (§5). Our results show that offload of microservices to multiple SmartNICs per server with E3 improves cluster energy-efficiency up to 3× and cost efficiency up to 1.9× at up to 4% client-observed latency cost versus all other cluster configurations.

2 Background

Microservices simplify distributed application development and are a good match for low-power SmartNIC offload. Together, they are a promising avenue for improving server energy efficiency. We discuss this rationale, quantify the potential benefits, and outline the challenges of microservice offload to SmartNICs in this section.

2.1 Microservices

Microservices have become a critical component of today’s data center infrastructure with a considerable and diverse workload footprint. Microsoft reports running microservices 24/7 on over 160K machines across the globe, including Azure SQL DB, Skype, Cortana, and IoT suite [40]. Google reports that Google Search, Ads, Gmail, video processing, flight search, and more, are deployed as microservices [41]. These microservices include large and small data and code footprints, long and short running times, billed by run-time

and by remote procedure call (RPC) [28]. What unifies these services is their software engineering philosophy.

Microservices use a modular design pattern, which simplifies distributed application design and deployment. Microservices are loosely-coupled, communicating through a set of common APIs, invoked via RPCs [86], and maintain state via reliable collections [40]. As a result, developers can take advantage of languages and libraries of their choice, while not having to worry about microservice placement, communication mechanisms, fault tolerance, or availability.

Microservices are also attractive to datacenter operators as they provide a way to improve server utilization. Microservices execute as lightweight processes that are easier to scale and migrate compared with a monolithic development approach. They can be activated upon incoming client requests, execute to request completion, and then swapped out.

A microservice platform, such as Azure Service Fabric [40], Amazon Lambda [3], Google Application Engine [4], or Nirmata [5], is a distributed system manager that enables isolated microservice execution on shared datacenter infrastructure. To do so, microservice platforms include the following components (cf. [40]): 1. federation subsystem, abstracting and grouping servers into a unified cluster that holds deployed applications; 2. resource manager, allocating computation resources to individual microservices based on their execution requirements; 3. orchestrator, dynamically scheduling and migrating microservices within the cluster based on node health information, microservice execution statistics, and service-level agreements (SLAs); 4. transport subsystem, providing (secure) point-to-point communication among various microservices; 5. failover manager, guaranteeing high availability/reliability through replication; 6. troubleshooting utilities, which assist developers with performance profiling/debugging and understanding microservice co-execution interference.

A microservice platform usually provides a number of programming models [10] that developers adhere to, like dataflow and actor-based. The models capture the execution requirements and describe the communication relationship among microservices. For example, the data-flow model (e.g. Amazon Datapipe [6], Google Cloudflow [29], Azure Data
Factory [55]) requires programmers to assemble microservices into a directed acyclic graph (DAG): nodes contain microservices that are interconnected via flow-controlled, lossless dataflow channels. These models bring attractive benefits for a heterogeneous platform since they explicitly express concurrency and communication, enabling the platform to transparently map it to the available hardware [68, 70]. Figure 1 shows an IoT thermostat analytics application [54] consisting of microservices arranged in 3 stages: 1. Thermostat sensor updates are authenticated by the API gateway; 2. Updates are logged into a SQL store shared by a thermostat identifier; 3. SQL store updates trigger data analytic tasks (e.g. spike detection, moving average, and recommendation) based on thresholds. The dataflow programming model allows the SQL store sharding factor to be dynamically adjusted to scale the application with the number of thermostats reporting. Reliable collections ensure state consistency when re-sharding and the microservice platform automatically migrates and deploys DAG nodes to available hardware resources.

A microservice can be stateful or stateless. Stateless microservices have no persistent storage and only keep state within request context. They are easy to scale, migrate, and replicate, and they usually rely on other microservices for stateful tasks (e.g., a database engine). Stateful microservices use platform APIs to access durable state, allowing the platform full control over data placement. For example, Service Fabric provides reliable collections [40], a collection of data structures that automatically persist mutations. Durable storage is typically disaggregated for microservices and accessed over the network. The use of platform APIs to maintain state allows for fast service migration compared with traditional virtual machine migration [19], as the stateful working set is directly observed by the platform. All microservices in Figure 1 are stateful. We describe further microservices in §4.

2.2 SmartNICs

SmartNICs have appeared on the market [15, 51, 59] and in the datacenter [25]. SmartNICs include computing units, memory, traffic managers, DMA engines, TX/RX ports, and several hardware accelerators for packet processing, such as cryptography and pattern matching engines. Unlike traditional accelerators, SmartNICs integrate the accelerator with the NIC. This allows them to process network requests in-line, at much lower latency than other types of accelerators.

Two kinds of SmartNIC exist: (1) general-purpose, which allows transparent microservice offload and is the architecture we consider. For example, Mellanox BlueField [51] has 16 ARMv8 A72 cores with 2 × 100GE ports and Cavium LiquidIO [15] has 12 cnMIPS cores with 2 × 10GE ports. These SmartNICs are able to run full operating systems, but also ship with lightweight runtime systems that can provide kernel-bypass access to the NIC’s IO engines. (2) FPGA and ASIC based SmartNICs target highly specialized applications. Examples include match-and-action processing [25, 43] for network dataplanes, NPU s [26], and TPUs [39] for deep neural network inference acceleration. FPGAs and ASICs do not support transparent microservice offload. However, they can be combined with general-purpose SmartNICs.

A SmartNIC-accelerated server is a commodity server with one or more SmartNICs. Host and SmartNIC processors do not share thermal, memory, or cache coherence domains, and communicate via DMA engines over PCIe. This allows them to operate as independent, heterogeneous computers, while sharing a power domain and its idle power.

SmartNICs hold promise for improving server energy-efficiency when compared to other heterogeneous computing approaches. For example, racks populated with low-power servers [8] or a heterogeneous mix of servers, suffer from high idle energy draw, as each server requires energy to power its chassis, including fans and devices, and its own ToR switch port. System-on-chip designs with asymmetric performance, such as ARM’s big.LITTLE [38] and DynamIQ [2] architectures, and AMD’s heterogeneous system architecture (HSA) [7], which combines a GPU with a CPU on the same die, have scalability limits due to the shared thermal design point (TDP). These architectures presently scale to a maximum of 8 cores, making them more applicable to mobile than to server applications. GPGPUs and single instruction multiple threads (SIMT) architectures, such as Intel’s Xeon Phi [36] and HP Moonshot [34], are optimized for computational throughput and the extra interconnect hop prevents these accelerators from running latency-sensitive microservices efficiently [57]. SmartNICs are not encumbered by these problems and can thus be used to balance the power draw of latency-sensitive services efficiently.

2.3 Benefits of SmartNIC Offload

We quantify the potential benefit of using SmartNICs for microservices on energy efficiency and request latency. To do so, we choose two identical commodity servers and equip one with a traditional 10GbE Intel X710 NIC and the other with a 10GbE Cavium LiquidIO SmartNIC. Then we evaluate 16 different microservices (detailed in §4) on these two servers with synthetic benchmarks of random 512B requests. We measure request throughput, wall power consumed at peak throughput (defined as the knee of the latency-throughput graph, where queueing delay is minimal) and when idle, as well as client-observed, average/tail request latency in a closed loop. We use host cores on the traditional server and SmartNIC cores on the SmartNIC server for microservice execution. We use as many identical microservice instances, CPUs, and client machines as necessary to attain peak throughput and put unused CPUs to their deepest sleep state. The SmartNIC does not support per-core low power states and always keeps all 12 cores active, diminishing SmartNIC energy efficiency results somewhat. The SmartNIC microservice runtime system uses a kernel-
bypass network stack (cf. §4). To break out kernel overheads from the host experiments, we run all microservices on the host in two configurations: 1. Linux kernel network stack; 2. kernel-bypass network stack [63], based on Intel’s DPDK [1].

Table 1 presents measured peak request throughput, active power (wall power at peak throughput minus idle wall power), number of active cores, (tail-)latency, and energy efficiency, averaged over 3 runs. Active power allows a direct comparison of host to SmartNIC processor power draw. Energy efficiency equals throughput divided by active power.

### Kernel overhead.
We first analyze the overhead of in-kernel networking on the host (Linux versus DPDK). As expected, the kernel-bypass networking stack performs better than the in-kernel one. On average, it improves energy efficiency by 21% (% column in Table 1) and reduces tail latency by 16%. Energy efficiency improves because (1) DPDK achieves similar throughput with fewer cores; (2) at peak server CPU utilization, DPDK delivers higher throughput.

### SmartNIC performance.
SmartNIC execution improves the energy efficiency of 12 of the measured microservices by a geometric mean of 6.5× compared with host execution using kernel bypass (× column in Table 1). The SmartNIC consumes at most 24.7W active power to execute these microservices while the host processor consumes up to 113W. SmartNIC benefits again diminish. This can be seen in particular for IPSec, which outperforms the SmartNIC due from various SmartNIC hardware accelerators (crypto coprocessor, fetch-and-add atomic units, floating point engines, and pattern matching units).

In these cases, the energy efficiency comes not just from the lower power consumed by the SmartNIC, but also from peak throughput improvements versus the host processor.

### Request size impact.
SmartNIC performance depends also on request size. To demonstrate this, we vary the request size of our synthetic workload and evaluate SmartNIC energy efficiency benefits of 5 microservices versus host execution. Figure 2 shows that with small (<128B) requests, SmartNIC benefit of IPSec, NIDS, and DDOS is smaller. Small requests are more computation intensive and we are limited by the SmartNIC’s wimpy cores. SmartNIC offload hits a sweet-spot at 256–512B request size, where the benefit almost doubles. Here, network and compute bandwidth utilization are balanced for the SmartNIC. At larger request sizes, we are network-bandwidth limited, allowing us to put host CPUs to sleep and SmartNIC benefits again diminish. This can be seen in particular for IPSec, which outperforms the SmartNIC due...
to hardware cryptography acceleration, but still diminishes with larger request sizes. We conclude that request size has a major impact on the benefit of SmartNIC offload. Measuring it is necessary to make good offload choices.

We conclude that SmartNIC offload can provide large energy efficiency and latency benefits for many microservices. However, it is not a panacea. Computation and memory intensive microservices are more suitable to run on the host processor. We need an efficient method to define and monitor critical SmartNIC offload criteria for microservices.

2.4 Challenges of SmartNIC Offload

While there are quantifiable benefits, offloading microservices to SmartNICs brings a number of additional challenges:

- SmartNICs share the same Ethernet MAC address with the host server. Layer 2 switching is not enough to route traffic between SmartNICs and host servers. We require a different switching scheme that can balance traffic and provide fault tolerance when a server equips multiple SmartNICs.
- Microservice platforms assume uniform communication performance among all computing nodes. However, Figure 3 shows that SmartNIC-Host (via PCIe) and SmartNIC-SmartNIC (via ToR switch) communication round-trip time (RTT) is up to 83.3% and 86.2% lower than host-host (via ToR switch) kernel-bypass communication. We have to consider this topology effect to achieve good performance.
- Microservices share SmartNIC resources and contend with SmartNIC firmware for cache and memory bandwidth. This can create a head-of-line blocking problem for network packet exchange with both SmartNIC and host. Prolonged head-of-line blocking can result in denial of service to unrelated microservices and is more severe than transient sources of interference, such as network congestion. We need to sufficiently isolate SmartNIC-offloaded microservices from firmware to guarantee quality of service.

3 E3 Microservice Platform

We present the E3 microservice platform for SmartNIC-accelerated servers. Our goal is to maximize microservice energy efficiency at scale. Energy efficiency is the ratio of microservice throughput and cluster power draw. Power draw is determined by our choice of SmartNIC-acceleration, while E3 focuses on maximizing microservice throughput on this heterogeneous architecture. We describe how we support microservice offload to a SmartNIC and address the request routing, microservice placement, and scheduling challenges.

E3 overview. E3 is a distributed microservice execution platform. We follow the design philosophies of Azure Service Fabric [40] but add energy efficiency as a design requirement. Figure 4 shows the hardware and software architecture of E3. E3 runs in a typical datacenter, where servers are grouped into racks, with a ToR switch per rack. Each server is equipped with one or more SmartNICs, and each SmartNIC is connected to the ToR. This creates a new topology where host processors are reachable via any of the SmartNICs (Figure 4-a). SmartNICs within the same server also have multiple communication options—via the ToR or PCIe (§3.1).

Programming model. E3 uses a dataflow programming model. Programmers assemble microservices into a DAG of microservice nodes interconnected via channels in the direction of RPC flow (cf. Figure 1). A channel provides lossless data communication between nodes. A DAG in E3 describes all RPC and execution paths of a single microservice application, but multiple DAGs may coexist and execute concurrently. E3 is responsible for mapping DAGs to computational nodes.

Software stack. E3 employs a central, replicated cluster resource controller [40] and a microservice runtime on each host and SmartNIC. The resource controller includes four components: (1) traffic control, responsible for routing and load balancing requests between different microservices; (2) control-plane manager, placing microservice instances on cluster nodes; (3) data-plane orchestrator, dynamically migrates microservices across cluster nodes; (4) failover/replication manager, providing failover and node membership management using consistent hashing [75]. The microservice runtime includes an execution engine, an orchestrator agent, and a communication subsystem, described next.

Execution engine. E3 executes each microservice as a multi-threaded process, either on the SmartNIC or on the host. The host runs Linux. The SmartNIC runs a lightweight firmware. Microservices interact only via microservice APIs,
allowing E3 to abstract from the OS. SmartNIC and host support hardware virtual memory for microservice confinement. E3 is work-conserving and runs requests to completion. It leverages a round-robin policy for steering incoming requests to cores, context switching cores if needed.

**Orchestrator agent.** Each node runs an orchestrator agent to periodically monitor and report runtime execution characteristics to the resource controller. The information is used by (1) the failover manager to determine cluster health and (2) the data-plane orchestrator to monitor the execution performance of each microservice and make migration decisions. On the host, the agent runs as a separate process. On the SmartNIC, the agent runs on dedicated cores (blue in Figure 4-b) and a traffic manager hardware block exchanges packets between the NIC MAC ports and the agent. For each packet, the agent determines the destination (network, host, or SmartNIC core).

### 3.1 Communication Subsystem

E3 leverages various communication mechanisms, depending on where communicating microservices are located.

**Remote communication.** When communicating among host cores across different servers, E3 uses the Linux network stack. SmartNIC remote communication uses a user-level network stack [63].

**Local SmartNIC-host communication.** SmartNIC and host cores on the same server communicate via PCIe. Prior work has extensively explored communication channels via PCIe [47, 48, 60], and we adopt their design. High-throughput messaging for PCIe interconnects requires leveraging multiple DMA engines in parallel. E3 takes advantage of the eight DMA engines on the LiquidIO, which can concurrently issue scatter/gather requests.

**Local SmartNIC-SmartNIC communication.** SmartNICs in the same host can use three methods for communication. 1. Using the host to relay requests, involving two data transfers over PCIe and pointer manipulation on the host, increasing latency. 2. PCIe peer-to-peer [23], which is supported on most SmartNICs [15, 51, 59]. However, the bandwidth of peer-to-peer PCIe communication is capped in a NUMA system when the communication passes between sockets [57]. 3. ToR switch. We take the third approach and our experiments show that this approach incurs lower latency and achieves higher bandwidth than the first two.

### 3.2 Addressing and Routing

Since SmartNICs and their host servers share Ethernet MAC addresses, we have to use an addressing/routing scheme to distinguish between these entities and load balance across them.

For illustration, assume we have a server with two SmartNICs; each NIC has one MAC port. If remote microservices communicate with this server, there will be two possible paths and each might be congested.

We use equal-cost multi-path (ECMP) [84] routing on the ToR switch to route and balance load among these ports. We assign each SmartNIC and the host its own IP. We then configure the ToR switch to route to SmartNICs directly via the attached ToR switch port and an ECMP route to the host IP via any of the ports. The E3 communication subsystem on each SmartNIC differentiates by destination IP address whether an incoming packet is for the SmartNIC or the host. On the host, we take advantage of NIC teaming [56] (also known as port trunking) to bond all related SmartNIC ports into a single logical interface, and then apply the dynamic link aggregation policy (supporting IEEE 802.3ad protocol). ECMP automatically balances connections to the host over all available ports. If a link or SmartNIC fails, ECMP will automatically rebalance new connections via the remaining links, improving host availability.

### 3.3 Control-plane Manager

The control-plane manager is responsible for energy-efficient microservice placement. This is a computing intensive operation due to the large search space with myriad constraints. Hence, it is done on the control plane. Service Fabric uses simulated annealing, a well-known approximate algorithm, to solve microservice placement. It considers three types of constraints: (1) currently available resources of each computing node (memory, disk, CPU, network bandwidth); (2) computing node runtime statistics (aggregate outstanding microservice requests); (3) individual microservice execution behavior (average request size, request execution time and frequency, diurnal variation, etc.). Service Fabric ignores network topology and favors spreading load over multiple nodes.

E3 extends this algorithm to support bump-in-the-wire SmartNICs, considering network topology. We categorize computing nodes (host or SmartNIC processors) into different levels of communication distance and perform a search from the closest to the furthest. We present the HCM algorithm (Algorithm 1). HCM takes as input the microservice DAG $G$ and source nodes $V_{sr}$, as well as the cluster topology $T$, including runtime statistics for each computing node (as collected). HCM performs a breadth-first traversal of $G$ to map microservices to cluster computing nodes ($MS\_DAG\_TRAVERSE$).

If not already deployed (get_deployed_node), HCM (via $MS\_DAG\_TRAVERSE$) assigns a microservice $V$ to a computing node $N$ via the $\text{find}\_\text{first}\_\text{fit}$ function (lines 9-11) and deploys it via set_deployed_node. $\text{find}\_\text{first}\_\text{fit}$ is a greedy algorithm that returns the first computing node that satisfies the microservice constraints (via its resource and runtime statistics) without considering communication cost. If no such node is found, it returns a node closest to the constraints. Next,
1. The same computing node as with runtime execution. We believe that our proposed methods
we piggypack several measurements onto the periodic node
controller: This approach is lightweight and integrates well
changes among computational nodes at run-time. To do so,
represents the hierarchical topology of a node V (lines 12-15),
HCM assigns them to computing nodes based on their com-
communication distance to V (MS_PLACE). To do so, HCM first
computes the hierarchical topology representation of com-
puting node N via get_hierarchical_topo. Each level in the
hierarchical topology includes computing nodes that require a
similar communication mechanism, starting with the closest.
For example, in a single rack there are four levels in this order:
1. The same computing node as V; 2. An adjacent computing
node on the same server; 3. A SmartNIC computing node on
an adjacent server; 4. A host computing node on an adjacent
server. If there are multiple nodes in the same level, HCM
uses find_best_fit to find the best fit, according to resource
constraints. If no node in the hierarchical topology fits the
constraints, we fall back to find_first_fit.

3.4 Data-plane Orchestrator
The data-plane orchestrator is responsible for detecting load
changes and migrating microservices in response to these
changes among computational nodes at run-time. To do so,
we piggypack several measurements onto the periodic node
health reports made by orchestrator agents to the resource
controller: This approach is lightweight and integrates well
with runtime execution. We believe that our proposed methods
can also be used in other microservice schedulers [33, 62, 66].

In this section, we introduce the additional techniques im-
plemented in our data-plane orchestrator to mitigate issues of
SmartNIC overload caused by compute-intensive microser-
tices. These can interfere with the SmartNIC’s traffic man-
ger, starving the host of network packets. They can also simply execute too slowly on the SmartNIC to be able to
catch up with the incoming request rate.

Host starvation. This issue is caused by head-of-line blocking
of network traffic due to microservice interference with firmware on SmartNIC memory/cache. It is typically caused
by a single compute-intensive microservice overloading the
SmartNIC. To alleviate this problem, we monitor the incoming/outgoing network throughput and packet queue depth at
the traffic manager. If network bandwidth is under-utilized,
but there is a standing queue at the traffic manager, the Smart-
NIC is overloaded, and we need to migrate microservices.

Microservice overload. This issue is caused by microser-
tices in aggregate requiring more computational bandwidth
than the SmartNIC can offer, typically because too many mi-
croservices are placed on the same SmartNIC. To detect this
problem, we periodically monitor the execution time of each
microservice and compare to its exponential moving average.
When the difference is negative and larger than 20%, we assume a microservice overload and trigger microservice
migration. The threshold was determined empirically.

Microservice migration. For either issue, the orchestrator
will migrate the microservice with the highest CPU utilization
to the host. To do so, it uses a cold migration approach, sim-
lar to other microservice platforms. Specifically, when the
orchestrator makes a migration decision, it will first push the
microservice binary to the new destination, and then notify
the runtime of the old node to (1) remove the microservice
instance from the execution engine; (2) clean up and free any
local resources; (3) migrate the working state, as represented
by reliable collections [40], to the destination. After the or-
chestrator receives a confirmation from the original node, it
will update connections and restart the microservice execution
on the new node.

3.5 Failover/Replication Manager
Since SmartNICs share the same power supply as their host
server, our failover manager treats all SmartNICs and the
host to be in the same fault domain [40], avoiding replica
placement within the same. Replication for fault tolerance is
typically done across different racks of the same datacenter
or across datacenters, and there is no impact from placing
SmartNICs in the same failure domain as hosts.

**Algorithm 1** HCM microservice placement algorithm

```plaintext
1: G : microservice DAG graph
2: Vsrc : source microservice node(s) of the DAG
3: T : server cluster topology graph
4: procedure MS_DAG_TRAVERSE(G, Vsrc, T)
5:     Q.enqueue(Vsrc)            \( \triangleright \) Let Q be a queue
6:     while Q is not empty do
7:         V ← Q.dequeue()         \( \triangleright \) Let V be a microservice node
8:         N ← get_deployed_node(V)     \( \triangleright \) Get deployed node
9:         if N is NULL then
10:             N ← find_first_fit(V,T)
11:             set_deployed_node(V,N)
12:         for W in all direct descendants of V in G do
13:             NW ← MS_PLACE(W,N,T)
14:             set_deployed_node(W,NW)
15:             Q.enqueue(W)
16:     end while
17: V : microservice to place
18: N : computational node of V’s ancestor
19: T : server cluster topology graph
20: procedure MS_PLACE(V,N,T)
21:     Topo ← get_hierarchical_topo(N,T)
22:     for L in all Topo.Lev els do
23:         N ← find_best_fit(V,Topo.node_list(L))    \( \triangleright \) Let N be a microservice node
24:         if N is not NULL then
25:             return N
26:     return find_first_fit(V,T)            \( \triangleright \) Ignore topology
```

for the descendant microservices of a node V (lines 12-15),
HCM assigns them to computing nodes based on their com-
nunication distance to V (MS_PLACE). To do so, HCM first
computes the hierarchical topology representation of com-
puting node N via get_hierarchical_topo. Each level in the
hierarchical topology includes computing nodes that require a
similar communication mechanism, starting with the closest.
For example, in a single rack there are four levels in this order:
1. The same computing node as V; 2. An adjacent computing
node on the same server; 3. A SmartNIC computing node on
an adjacent server; 4. A host computing node on an adjacent
server. If there are multiple nodes in the same level, HCM
uses find_best_fit to find the best fit, according to resource
constraints. If no node in the hierarchical topology fits the
constraints, we fall back to find_first_fit.
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We implemented 16 popular microservices of the cnMIPS architecture to confine microservices. Microservices. We implemented 16 popular microservices on E3, as shown in Table 2, in an aggregate 6,966 LOC. Six of the services are stateless or use read-only state that is modified only via the cluster control plane. The remaining services are stateful and use reliable collections to maintain their state. When running on the SmartNIC, IPsec and API gateway can use the crypto coprocessor (105 LOC), while Recommend and NIDS can take advantage of the deterministic finite automata unit (65 LOC). For Count, EMA, KVS, and Flow monitor, our compiler automatically uses the dedicated atomic fetch-and-add units on the SmartNIC. When performing single-precision floating-point computations (EMA, KNN, Spike, and-add units to gather performance statistics. We use page protection and enterprise IT networks, by chaining NFs; (3) An IoT hub to build cloud-scale network middleboxes, software switches, and distributed real-time analytics (RTA), such as Apache Storm [78], implemented as a dataflow processing graph of workers that pass data tuples in real time to trigger computations; (2) Network function (NF) virtualization (NFV) [61], which is used to build cloud-scale network middleboxes, software switches, and enterprise IT networks, by chaining NFs; (3) An IoT hub (IOT) [53], which gathers sensor data from edge devices and generates events for further processing (e.g., spike detection, classifier) [...]. To maximize throughput, applications may shard and replicate microservices, resulting in a DAG node count larger than the involved microservice types. Table 3 presents the microservice types involved in each application, the deployed DAG node count, and references the workloads used for evaluation. The workloads are trace-based and synthetic benchmarks, validated against realistic scenarios. The average and maximum node fanouts among our applications are 6 and 12, respectively. Figure 1 shows IOT-TS as an example. IOT-TS is sharded into 6 × API, 12 × SQL, 12 × EMA, 12 × Spike, and 12 × recommend and each microservice has one backup replica.

Table 4: Evaluated systems and clusters. BC = Beefy cores, WC = Wimpy cores, Mem = Memory (GB), Idle and Peak power (W), Bw = Network bandwidth (Gb/s).

Applications. Based on these microservices, we develop eight applications across three application domains: (1) Distributed real-time analytics (RTA), such as Apache Storm [78], implemented as a dataflow processing graph of workers that pass data tuples in real time to trigger computations; (2) Network function (NF) virtualization (NFV) [61], which is used to build cloud-scale network middleboxes, software switches, and enterprise IT networks, by chaining NFs; (3) An IoT hub (IOT) [53], which gathers sensor data from edge devices and generates events for further processing (e.g., spike detection, classifier) [...]. To maximize throughput, applications may shard and replicate microservices, resulting in a DAG node count larger than the involved microservice types. Table 3 presents the microservice types involved in each application, the deployed DAG node count, and references the workloads used for evaluation. The workloads are trace-based and synthetic benchmarks, validated against realistic scenarios. The average and maximum node fanouts among our applications are 6 and 12, respectively. Figure 1 shows IOT-TS as an example. IOT-TS is sharded into 6 × API, 12 × SQL, 12 × EMA, 12 × Spike, and 12 × recommend and each microservice has one backup replica.

5 Evaluation

Our evaluation aims to answer the following questions:

1. What is the energy efficiency benefit of microservice SmartNIC-offload? Is it proportional to client load? What is the latency cost? (§5.1)
2. Does E3 overcome the challenges of SmartNIC-offload? (§5.2, §5.3, §5.4)
3. Do SmartNIC-accelerated servers provide better total cost of ownership than other cluster architectures? (§5.5)
4. How does E3 perform at scale? (§5.6)
Experimental setup. Our experiments run on a set of clusters (Table 4 presents the server and cluster configurations), attached to an Arista DCS-7050S ToR switch. Beefy is a Supermicro 1U server, with a 12-core E5-2680 v3 processor at 2.5GHz, and a dual-port 10Gbps Intel X710 NIC. Wimpy is ThunderX-like, with a CN6880 processor (32 cnMIPS64 cores running at 1.2GHz), and a dual-port 10Gbps NIC. SuperBeefy is a Supermicro 2U machine, with a 24-core Xeon Platinum 8160 CPU at 2.1GHz, and a dual-port 40Gbps Intel XL710 NIC. Our SmartNIC is the Cavium LiquidIOII [15], with one OCTEON processor with 12 cnMIPS64 cores at 1.2GHz, 4GB memory, and two 10Gbps ports. Based on this, we build two SmartNIC servers: Type1 is Beefy, but swaps the X710 10Gbps NIC with the Cavium LiquidIOII; Type2 is a 2U server with two 8-core Intel E5-2620 processors at 2.1GHz, 128GB memory, and 4 SmartNICs. All servers have a Seagate HDD. We build the clusters such that each has the same amount of aggregate network bandwidth. This allows us to compare energy efficiency based on the compute bandwidth of the clusters, without varying network bandwidth. We also exclude the switch from our cost and energy evaluations, as each cluster uses an identical number of switch ports.

We measure server power consumption using the servers’ IPMI data center management interface (DCMI), cross-checked by a Watts Up wall power meter. Throughput and average/tail latency across 3 runs are measured from clients (Beefy machines), of which we provide as many as necessary. We enable hyper-threading and use the Intel_pstate governor for power management. All benchmarks in this section report energy efficiency as throughput over server/cluster wall power (not just active power).

5.1 Benefit and Cost of SmartNIC-Offload

Peak utilization. We evaluate the latency and energy efficiency of using SmartNICs for microservice applications, compared to homogeneous clusters. We compare 3×Beefy to 3×Type1-SmartNIC, to ensure that microservices also communicate remotely. We focus first on peak utilization, which is desirable for energy efficiency, as it amortizes idle power draw. To do so, we deploy as many instances of each application and apply as much client load as necessary to maximize request throughput without overloading the cluster, as determined by the knee of the latency-throughput curve.

Figure 5 shows that Type1-SmartNIC achieves an average $2.5 \times$, $1.3 \times$, and $1.3 \times$ better energy efficiency across the NFP, RTA, and IOT application classes, respectively. This goes along with 43.3%, 92.3%, and 80.4% average latency savings and 35.5%, 90.4%, 88.6% 99th percentile latency savings, respectively. NFP-FIN gains the most—$3 \times$ better energy efficiency—because E3 is able to run all microservices on the SmartNICs. RTA-PTC benefits the least—12% energy efficiency improvement at 4% average and tail latency cost—as E3 only places the Count microservice on the SmartNIC and migrates the rest to the host.

Power proportionality. This experiment evaluates the power proportionality of E3 (energy efficiency at lower than peak utilization). Using 3×Type1-SmartNIC, we choose an application from each class (NFV-FIN, RTA-SHM, and IOT-TS) and vary the offered request load between idle and peak via a client side request limiter. Figure 8 shows that RTA-SHM and IOT-TS are power proportional. NFV-FIN is not power proportional but also draws negligible power. NFV-FIN runs all microservices on the SmartNICs, which have low active power, but the cnMIPS architecture has no per-core sleep states.

We conclude that applications can benefit from E3’s microservice offload to SmartNICs, in particular at peak cluster utilization. Peak cluster utilization is desirable for energy efficiency and microservices make it more common due to lightweight migration. However, transient periods of low load can occur and E3 draws power proportional to request load. We can apply insights from Prekas, et al. [65] to reduce polling overheads and improve power proportionality further.

5.2 Avoiding Host Starvation

We show that E3’s data-plane orchestrator prevents host starvation by identifying head-of-line blocking of network traffic. To do so, we use 3×Type1-SmartNIC and place as many microservices on the SmartNIC as fit in memory. E3 identifies the microservices that cause interference (Top Ranker in RTA-PTC, Spike in RTA-SF, API gateway in IOT-DH and IOT-TS) and migrates them to the host. As shown in Figure 7, our approach achieves up to 29× better energy efficiency and up to 89% latency reduction across RTA-PTC, RTS-SF, IOT-DH, and IOT-TS. For the other applications, our traffic engine has little effect because the initial microservice assignment already put the memory intensive microservices on the host.

5.3 Sharing SmartNIC and Host Bandwidth

This experiment evaluates the benefits of sharing SmartNIC network bandwidth with the host. We compare two Type2-SmartNIC configurations: 1. Sharing aggregate network bandwidth among host and SmartNICs, using ECMP to balance host traffic over SmartNIC ports; 2. Replacing one SmartNIC with an Intel X710 NIC used exclusively to route traffic to the host. To emphasize the load balancing benefits, we always place the client-facing microservices on the host server. Note that SmartNIC-offloaded microservices still exchange network traffic (when communicating remotely or among SmartNICs) and interfere with host traffic.

Figure 9 shows that load balancing improves application throughput up to 2.9× and cluster energy efficiency up to 2.7× (NFV-FIN). Available host network bandwidth when sharing SmartNICs can be up to 4× that of the dedicated
While SmartNICs benefit energy efficiency and thus potentially bring cost savings, can they compete with other forms of heterogeneous clusters, especially when factoring in the capital expense to acquire the hardware? In this experiment, we evaluate the cost efficiency, in terms of request throughput over total cost and time of ownership, of using SmartNICs for microservices, compared with four other clusters (see Table 4). Assuming that clusters are usually at peak utilization, we use the cost efficiency metric \( \text{CAPEX} + (\text{Power} \times T \times \text{Electricity}) / \text{Throughput} \times T \)

where Throughput is the measured average throughput at peak utilization for each application, as executed by E3 on each cluster, T is elapsed time, CAPEX is the capital expense to purchase the cluster including all hardware components ($), Power is the elapsed peak power draw of the cluster (Watts), and Electricity is the price of electricity ($/Watts). The cluster cost and power data is shown in Table 4 and we use the average U.S. electricity price \([31]\) of $0.0733/kWh. Figure 10 reports results for three applications of very different points in the workload space, extrapolated over time of ownership by our cost efficiency metric.

We make three observations. First, in the long term (>1 year of ownership), cost efficiency is increasingly dominated by energy efficiency. This highlights the importance of energy efficiency for data center design, where servers are typically replaced after several years to balance CAPEX \([12]\). Second, when all microservices are able to run on a low power platform (NFV-FIN), both 4×Wimpy and 2×Type2-SmartNIC clusters are the most cost efficient. After 5 years, 4×Wimpy is 14.1% more cost efficient than 2×Type2-SmartNIC because of the lower power draw. Third, when a microservice application contains both compute and I/O-intensive microservices (RTA-SHM, IOT-TS), the 2×Type2-SmartNIC cluster is up to 1.9× more cost efficient after 5 years of ownership than the next best cluster configuration (4×Beefy in both cases).

Table 5 presents the measured energy-efficiency, which shows cost efficiency in the limit (over very long time of ownership). We can see that 4×Wimpy is only 3% more energy efficient (but has lower CAPEX) than 2×Type2-SmartNIC for NFV-FIN. 2×Type2-SmartNIC is on average 2.37× more energy-efficient (but has higher CAPEX) than 1×SuperBeefy, which is the second-best cluster in terms of energy-efficiency.

## 5.6 Performance at Scale

We evaluate and discuss the scalability of E3 along three axes: 1. Mechanism performance scalability; 2. Tail-latency; 3. Energy-efficiency.
Mechanism scalability. At scale, pressure on the control-plane manager and data-plane orchestrator increases. We evaluate the performance scalability of both mechanisms with an increasing number of Type2-SmartNIC servers in a simulated FatTree [30] topology with 40 servers per rack. To avoid host starvation and microservice overload, E3’s data-plane orchestrator receives one heartbeat message (16B) every 50ms from each SmartNIC that reports the queue length of the traffic manager and the SmartNIC’s microservice execution times. The orchestrator parses the heartbeat message and makes a migration decision (§3.4). Figure 11 shows that the time taken to transmit the message and make a decision with a large number of servers stays well below the time taken to migrate the service (on the order of 10s-100s of ms) and is negligibly impacted by the number of deployed microservices. This is because the heartbeat message contributes only 1Kbps of traffic, even with 50K servers.

E3 uses HCM in the control-plane manager. We compare it to simulated annealing and ILP, deploying 10K microservices on an increasing number of servers. Table 6 shows that while HCM does not scale as well as simulated annealing, it can deploy new microservices in a reasonable time span (<1s) at scale. ILP fails to deliver acceptable performance.

Tail latencies. At scale, tail latencies dominate [20]. While SmartNICs can introduce high tail latency for some microservices (§2.3), E3 places these microservices on the host to ensure that application-level tail-latency inflation is minimized.
The tail-latency impact of SmartNIC offload is reduced at scale, as baseline communication latency increases with increasing inter-rack distance.

**Energy-efficiency and power budgets.** E3’s energy efficiency benefits are constant regardless of deployment size and power budgets. At scale, there is additional energy cost for core and spine switches, but these are negligible compared to racks (ToRs and servers). Within a rack, ToR switch energy consumption stays constant, as all compared systems use the same number of switch ports. Our results show that E3 achieves up to 1.9x more throughput under the same power budget. Conversely, operators can save 48% of power, offering the same bandwidth.

### 6 Related Work

**Architecture studies for microservices.** Prior work has explored the architectural implications of running microservices [21, 27, 79]. It shows that wimpy servers hold potential for microservices under low loads, as they have less cache utilization and network virtualization overhead compared with traditional monolithic cloud workloads. FAWN [8] explored using only low-power processor architecture for data-intensive workloads as an energy and cost-effective alternative to server multiprocessors. However, FAWN assumed that I/O speeds are much lower than CPU speeds and so CPUs would be left idle for data-intensive applications. With the advent of fast network technologies, server CPUs are still required. Motivated by these studies, we focus on using SmartNIC-accelerated servers for energy efficiency.

**Heterogeneous scheduling.** A set of schedulers for performance-asymmetric architectures have been proposed. For example, Kumar et al. [44, 45] use instructions per cycle to determine relative speedup of each thread on different types of cores. HASS [73] introduces the architectural signature concept as a scheduling indicator, which contains information about memory-boundedness, available instruction-level parallelism, etc. CAMP [71] combines both efficiency and thread-level parallelism specialization and proposes a lightweight technique to discover which threads could use fast cores more efficiently. PTask [69] provides a data-flow programming model for programmers to manage computation for GPUs. It enables sharing GPUs among multiple processes, parallelizes multiple tasks, and eliminates unnecessary data movements. These approaches target long-running computations, mostly on cache coherent architectures, rather than microsecond-scale, request-based workloads over compute nodes that do not share memory and are hence not applicable.

**Microservice scheduling.** Wisp [76] enforces end-to-end performance objectives by globally adapting rate limiters and request schedulers based on operator policies under varying system conditions. This work is not concerned with SmartNIC heterogeneity. UNO [46] is an NFV framework that can systematically place NFs across SmartNIC and host with a resource-aware algorithm on the control plane. E3 is a microservice platform and thus goes several steps further: (1) E3 uses a data-plane orchestrator to detect node load and migrates microservices if necessary; (2) HCM considers communication distance during the placement. With the advent of SmartNICs and programmable switches, researchers have identified the potential performance benefits of applying request processing across the communication path [14]. E3 is such a system designed for the programmable cloud and explores the energy efficiency benefits of running microservices.

**Power proportionality.** Power proportional systems can vary energy use with the presented workload [50]. For example, Prekas, et al. propose an energy-proportional system management policy for memcached [65]. While E3 can provide energy proportionality, we are primarily interested in energy efficiency. Geoffrey et al. [18] propose a heterogeneous power-proportional system. By carefully selecting component ensembles, it can provide an energy-efficient solution for a particular task. However, due to the high cost of ensemble transitions, we believe that this architecture is not fit for high bandwidth I/O systems. Rivoire, et al. propose a more balanced system design (for example, a low-power, mobile processor with numerous laptop disks connected via PCIe) and show that it achieves better energy efficiency for sorting large data volumes [67]. Pelican [11] presents a software storage stack on under-provisioned hardware targeted at cold storage workloads. Our proposal could be viewed as a balanced-energy approach for low-latency query-intensive server applications, rather than cold, throughput intensive ones.

### 7 Conclusion

We present E3, a microservice execution platform on SmartNIC-accelerated servers. E3 extends key system components (programming model, execution engine, communication subsystem, scheduling) of the Azure Service Fabric microservice platform to a SmartNIC. E3 demonstrates that SmartNIC offload can improve cluster energy-efficiency up to 3× and cost efficiency up to 1.9× at up to 4% latency cost for common microservices.
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Abstract

We present INSIDER, a full-stack redesigned storage system to help users fully utilize the performance of emerging storage drives with moderate programming efforts. On the hardware side, INSIDER introduces an FPGA-based reconfigurable drive controller as the in-storage computing (ISC) unit; it is able to saturate the high drive performance while retaining enough programmability. On the software side, INSIDER integrates with the existing system stack and provides effective abstractions. For the host programmer, we introduce virtual file abstraction to abstract ISC as file operations; this hides the existence of the drive processing unit and minimizes the host code modification to leverage the drive computing capability. By separating out the drive processing unit to the data plane, we expose a clear drive-side interface so that drive programmers can focus on describing the computation logic; the details of data movement between different system components are hidden. With the software/hardware co-design, INSIDER runtime provides crucial system support. It not only transparently enforces the isolation and scheduling among offloaded programs, but it also protects the drive data from being accessed by unwarranted programs.

We build an INSIDER drive prototype and implement its corresponding software stack. The evaluation shows that INSIDER achieves an average 12X performance improvement and 31X accelerator cost efficiency when compared to the existing ARM-based ISC system. Additionally, it requires much less effort when implementing applications. INSIDER is open-sourced [5], and we have adapted it to the AWS F1 instance for public access.

1 Introduction

In the era of big data, computer systems are experiencing an unprecedented scale of data volume. Large corporations like Facebook have stored over 300 PB of data at their warehouse, with an incoming daily data rate of 600 TB [62] in 2014. A recent warehouse-scale profiling [42] shows that data analytics has become a major workload in the datacenter. Operating on such a data scale is a huge challenge for system designers. Thus, designing an efficient system for massive data analytics has increasingly become a topic of major importance [23, 27].

The drive I/O speed plays an important role in the overall data processing efficiency—even for the in-memory computing framework [68]. Meanwhile, for decades the improvement of storage technology has been continuously pushing forward the drive speed. The two-level hierarchy (i.e., channel and bank) of the modern storage drive provides a scalable way to increase the drive bandwidth [41]. Recently, we witnessed great progress in emerging byte-addressable non-volatile memory technologies which have the potential to achieve near-memory performance. However, along with the advancements in storage technologies, the system bottleneck is shifting from the storage drive to the host/drive interconnection [34] and host I/O stacks [31, 32]. The advent of such a "data movement wall" prevents the high performance of the emerging storage from being delivered to end users—which puts forward a new challenge to system designers.

Rather than moving data from drive to host, one natural idea is to move computation from host to drive, thereby avoiding the aforementioned bottlenecks. Guided by this, existing work tries to leverage drive-embedded ARM cores [33, 57, 63] or ASIC [38, 40, 47] for task offloading. However, these approaches face several system challenges which make them less usable: 1) Limited performance or flexibility. Drive-embedded cores are originally designed to execute the drive firmware; they are generally too weak for in-storage computing (ISC). ASIC, brings high performance due to hardware customization; however, it only targets the specific workload. Thus, it is not flexible enough for general ISC. 2) High programming efforts. First, on the host side, existing systems develop their own customized API for ISC, which is not compatible with an existing system interface like POSIX. This requires considerable host code modification to leverage the drive ISC capability. Second, on the drive side, in order to access the drive file data, the offloaded drive program has to understand the in-drive file system metadata. Even worse, the developer has to explicitly maintain the metadata consistency between host and drive. This approach requires a significant programming effort and is not portable across different file systems. 3) Lack of crucial system support. In practice, the drive is shared among multiple processes. Unfortunately, existing work assumes a monopolized scenario; the isolation and resource scheduling between different ISC tasks are not explored. Additionally, data protection is an important concern; without it, offloaded programs can issue arbitrary R/W requests to operate on unwarranted data.

To overcome these problems, we present INSIDER, a full-stack redesigned storage system which achieves the following design goals.

∗Corresponding author.
Saturate high drive rate. INSIDER introduces the FPGA-based reconfigurable controller as the ISC unit which is able to process the drive data at the line speed while retaining programmability (§3.1). The data reduction or the amplification pattern from the legacy code are extracted into a drive program which could be dynamically loaded into the drive controller on demand (§3.2.2). To increase the end-to-end throughput, INSIDER transparently constructs a system-level pipeline which overlaps drive access time, drive computing time, bus data transferring time and host computing time (§3.5).

Provide effective abstractions. INSIDER aims to provide effective abstractions to lower the barrier for users to leverage the benefits of ISC. On the host side, we provide virtual file abstraction which abstracts ISC as file operations to hide the existence of the underlying ISC unit (§3.3). On the drive side, we provide a compute-only abstraction for the offloaded task so that drive programmers can focus on describing the computation logic; the details of underlying data movement between different system components are hidden (§3.4).

Provide necessary system support. INSIDER separates the control and data planes (§3.2.1). The control plane is trusted and not user-programmable. It takes the responsibilities of issuing drive access requests. By performing the safety check in the control plane, we protect the data from being accessed by unwarranted drive programs. The ISC unit, which sits on the data plane, only intercepts and processes the data between the drive DMA unit and storage chips. This compute-only interface provides an isolated environment for drive programs whose execution will not harm other system components in the control plane. The execution of different drive programs is hardware-isolated into different portions of FPGA resources. INSIDER provides an adaptive drive bandwidth scheduler which monitors the data processing rates of different programs and provides this feedback to the control plane to adjust the issuing rates of drive requests accordingly (§3.6).

High cost efficiency. We define cost efficiency as the effective data processing rate per dollar. INSIDER introduces a new hardware component into the drive. Thus, it is critical to validate the motivation by showing that INSIDER can achieve not only better performance, but also better cost efficiency when compared to the existing work.

We build an INSIDER drive prototype (§4.1), and implement its corresponding software stack, including compiler, host-side runtime library and Linux kernel drivers (§4.2). We could mount the PCIe-based INSIDER drive as a normal storage device in Linux and install any file system upon it. We use a set of widely used workloads in the end-to-end system evaluation. The experiment results can be highlighted as follows: 1) INSIDER greatly alleviates the system interconnection bottleneck. It achieves 7X~11X performance compared with the host-only traditional system (§5.2.1). In most cases, it achieves the optimal performance (§5.2.2). 2) INSIDER achieves 1X~58X (12X on average) performance and 2X~150X (31X on average) cost efficiency compared to the ARM-based ISC system (§5.5). 3) INSIDER only requires moderate programming efforts to implement applications (§5.2.3). 4) INSIDER simultaneously supports multiple offloaded tasks, and it can enforce resource scheduling adaptively and transparently (§5.3).

2 Background and Related Work
2.1 Emerging Storage Devices: Opportunities and Challenges

Traditionally, drives are regarded as a slow device for the secondary persistent storage, which has the significantly higher access latency (in ms scale) and lower bandwidth (in hundreds of MB per second) compared to DRAM. Based on this, the classical architecture for storage data processing presented in Fig. 3a has met users’ performance requirements for decades. The underlying assumptions of this architecture are: 1) The interconnection performance is higher than the drive performance. 2) The execution speeds of host-side I/O stacks, including the block device driver, I/O scheduler, generic block layer and file system, are much faster than the drive access. While these were true in the era of the hard-disk drive, the landscape has totally changed in recent years. The bandwidth and latency of storage drives have improved significantly within the past decade (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). However, meanwhile, the evolution of the interconnection bus remains stagnant: there have been only two updates between 2007 and 2017.1

For the state-of-the-art platform, PCIe Gen3 is adopted as the interconnection [66], which is at 1 GB/s bidirectional transmission speed per link. Due to the storage density2 and due to cost constraints, the four-lane link is most commonly used (e.g., commercial drive products from Intel [7] and Samsung [14]), which implies the 4 GB/s duplex interconnection bandwidth. However, this could be easily transcended by the internal bandwidth of the modern drive [24, 33, 34]. Their internal storage units are composed of multiple channels, and each channel equips multiple banks. Different from the serial external interconnection, this two-level architecture is able to provide scalable internal drive bandwidth—a sixteen-channel, single-bank SSD (which is fairly common now) can easily reach 6.4 GB/s bandwidth [46]. The growing mismatch between the internal and external bandwidth prevents us from fully utilizing the drive performance. The mismatch gets worse with the advent of 3D-stacked NVM-based storage which can deliver comparable bandwidth with DRAM [35, 54]. On the other hand, the end of Dennard scaling slows down the performance improvement of CPU, making it unable to catch the ever-increasing drive speed. The long-established block layer is now reported to be a major

---

1Although the specification of PCIe Gen 4 was finalized at the end of 2017, there is usually a two-year waiting period for the corresponding motherboard to be available in the market. Currently there is no motherboard supporting PCIe 4.0, and we do not include it in the figure.

2CPU has limited PCIe slots (e.g., 40 lanes for an Xeon CPU) exposed due to the pin constraint. Using more lanes per drive leads to low storage density. In practice, a data center node equips 10 or even more storage drives.
The "data movement wall" is surpassed, high storage performance will not be delivered to end users. With ISC, considerable performance and energy gains bypass the traditional OS storage stacks to achieve lower latency. With customized IO stacks, the system that bottlenecks of interconnection and host I/O stacks are alleviated [33, 57, 63]. With customized IO stacks, the system that bottlenecks of interconnection and host I/O stacks are alleviated so output data volume of the accelerator, which will be transferred back to host via interconnection, is greatly reduced so that bottlenecks of interconnection and host I/O stacks are alleviated [33, 57, 63]. With customized IO stacks, the system bypasses the traditional OS storage stacks to achieve lower latency. With ISC, considerable performance and energy gains are achieved [25].

Historically, the idea of ISC was proposed two decades ago [43, 59], but did not become popular at that time. The reasons are twofold: 1) For the technology at that time, it was too expensive to integrate computing unit with storage drive; 2) More importantly, the drive performance was much lower than the performance of the host/drive bus, so in-storage computing could only bring limited performance benefits.

However, with the great improvement of VLSI technology in the past two decades, integration expense is greatly reduced. In fact, currently, every high-end SSD equips one or even multiple embedded CPUs. Meanwhile, the drive performance consistently increases, and goes beyond the performance of host/drive interconnection (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). This gap validates the motivation of ISC. Therefore, in recent years, we witness the revival of in-storage computing [49]. Most of the recent work focuses on offloading user-defined tasks to drive-embedded CPUs, which are originally designed to execute the firmware code, e.g., flash translation layer (FTL). However, this approach faces the following limitations.

**Limited computing capability.** Drive-embedded CPUs are usually fairly weak ARM cores which can be up to 100X slower compared to the host-side CPU (Table 3 in [63]). Based on this, offloading tasks to drive may lead to a decreased data processing speed by a factor of tens [33]. A recent work [48] proposes a dynamic workload scheduler to partition tasks between host and drive ARM processor. However, the optimal point they found is very close to the case in which all the tasks are executed at the host; this emphasizes that embedded cores are too feeble to provide a distinguishable speedup.

**No effective programming abstractions.** Existing work does not provide effective abstractions for programmers. On the host side, they develop their own customized API for ISC which is not compatible with an existing system interface like POSIX. This requires considerable host code modification to leverage the drive ISC capability. On the drive side, the drive program either manages the drive as a bare block device without a file system (FS), e.g., [48], or has to carefully cooperate with the host FS to access the correct file data, e.g., [32]. This distracts drive programmers from describing the computing logic and may not be portable across different FSes. It is important to provide effective abstractions to lower the barrier for users to leverage the benefits of ISC [26].

**Lack of crucial system support.** Naturally, the drive is shared among multiple processes, which implies the scenario of concurrently executing multiple ISC applications. This is
especially important for the emerging storage drive since a single application may not fully saturate the high drive speed. It is crucial to provide support for protection, isolation and bandwidth scheduling. Without data protection, the malicious or erroneous ISC task may operate on unwarranted data; without isolation, the execution of one ISC task may harm the execution of other ISC tasks, or even the firmware execution; without bandwidth scheduling, some ISC tasks may forcibly occupy the drive, hampering fairness and liveness. However, existing work, e.g., [33, 34, 48], does not respond to these issues by assuming a monopolized execution environment.

Finally, another line of research equips the drive with an ASIC, which is the customized hardware chip designed for specific workloads. For instance, YourSQL [40] and Biscuit [38] equip a hardware IP with a key-based pattern matcher; work in [47] adopts a special hardware for database join and scan operations, etc. While ASIC-based solutions can achieve even much better performance compared to the high-end host CPU in their targeting applications, they are too specific to support other tasks. It requires the design of $N$ chips to support $N$ different applications; this introduces $N$ times manufacturing, area size and energy cost. Thus, ASIC solutions are too inflexible to support general ISC.

3 INSIDER System Design

To overcome the problems above, we redesign the storage system across all layers, from the user layer down to the hardware layer. The design of INSIDER is introduced below.

3.1 FPGA-Based ISC Unit

The scenario of ISC puts forth several requirements to the in-drive processing unit.

High reconfigurability. As mentioned earlier, ASIC-based solutions can only target specific workloads. We wish the processing unit to be flexible enough to support general ISC.

Support massive parallelism. We analyze the computation patterns of data analytic workloads (§5.2) that are suitable for ISC. These applications expose abundant pipeline-level and data-level parallelism. The processing unit should have a proper architecture to capture those inherent parallelisms.

High energy efficiency. The storage drive is an energy-efficient device whose power consumption is just about 10 W [14]. The processing unit should not significantly compromise the energy efficiency of the drive.

Given those requirements, we evaluate several candidates of ISC unit (see Table 1). FPGA comes out to be the best fit in our scenario. First, FPGA is generally reconfigurable and can form customized architectures for the targeted workloads. Second, through customization, FPGA can efficiently capture the inherent parallelism of applications. The data-level parallelism can be seized by replicating the processing elements to construct SIMD units [69]; the pipeline-level parallelism can be leveraged by constructing a deep hardware pipeline [60]. Finally, FPGA could achieve high energy efficiency between microprocessors and ASICs [58].

3.2 Drive Architecture

Fig. 4 presents the system architecture of INSIDER. We focus on introducing the drive-side design in this subsection.

3.2.1 Separating Control and Data Planes

The INSIDER drive controller consists of two decoupled components: the firmware logic and the accelerator cluster (i.e., the FPGA-based ISC unit). The firmware cooperates with the host-side ISC runtime and the ISC driver to enforce the control plane execution (marked in Fig. 4). It receives the incoming drive access requests from host, converts their logical block addresses into physical block addresses, and finally issues the requests to the storage unit. The accelerator cluster is separated out into the data plane. It does not worry about where to read (write) data from (to) the storage chip. Instead, it intercepts and processes the data between the DMA controller and the storage chip.

By separating control and data plane, we expose a compute-only abstraction for the in-drive accelerator. It does not proactively initiate the drive accessing request. Instead, it only passively processes the intercepted data from other components. The control plane takes the responsibilities of conducting file permission check at host and issuing drive accessing requests;

Table 1: Evaluating five candidates of ISC unit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>ARM</th>
<th>X86</th>
<th>ASIC</th>
<th>FPGA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Programmability</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data-level parallelism</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Best</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipeline-level parallelism</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Best</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy efficiency</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Best</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
it prevents the drive data from being accessed by unwarranted drive programs. In addition, the compute-only abstraction brings an isolated environment for the accelerator cluster; its execution will not harm the execution of other system components in the control plane. The execution of different offloaded tasks in the accelerator cluster is further hardware-isolated into different portions of FPGA resources.

3.2.2 Accelerator Cluster

As shown in the rightmost portion of Fig. 4, the accelerator cluster is divided into two layers. The inner layer is a programmable region which consists of multiple application slots. Each slot can accommodate a user-defined application accelerator. Different than the multi-threading in CPU, which is time multiplexing, different slots occupy different portions of hardware resources simultaneously, thus sharing FPGA in spatial multiplexing. By leveraging partial reconfiguration [44], host users can dynamically load a new accelerator to the specified slot. The number of slots and slot sizes are chosen by the administrator to meet the application requirements, i.e., number of applications executing simultaneously and the resource consumption of applications. The outer layer is the hardware runtime which is responsible for performing flow control (§3.5) and dispatching data to the corresponding slots (§3.6). The outer layer is set to be user-unprogrammable to avoid safety issues.

3.3 The Host-Side Programming Model

In this section we introduce virtual file abstraction which is the host-side programming model of INSIDER. A virtual file is fictitious, but pretends to be a real file from the perspective of the host programmer—it can be accessed via a subset of the POSIX-like file I/O APIs shown in Table 2. The access to virtual file will transparently trigger the underlying system data movement and the corresponding ISC, creating an illusion that this file does really exist. By exposing the familiar file interface, the effort of rewriting the traditional code into the INSIDER host code is negligible. We would like to point out that INSIDER neither implements the full set of POSIX IO operations nor provides the full POSIX semantics, e.g., crash consistency. The argument here is similar to the GFS [37] and Chubby [29] papers: files provide a familiar interface for host programmers, and exposing a file-based interface for ISC can greatly alleviate the programming overheads. Being fully POSIX-compliant is not only expensive but also unnecessary in most use cases.

3.3.1 Virtual File Read

Listing 1 shows a snippet of the host code that performs virtual file read. We will introduce the design of virtual file read based on the code order. Fig. 5 shows the corresponding diagram.

```
Listing 1: Host-side code of performing virtual file read.

1). int vopen(const char *path, int flags)
2). ssize_t vread(int fd, void *buf, size_t count)
3). ssize_t vwrite(int fd, void *buf, size_t count)
4). int vsync(int fd)
5). int vclosue(int fd)
6). int vclosue(int fd, size_t *file_written_bytes)
7). string reg_virt_file(string file, path, string acc_id)
8). string reg_virt_file(string file, path, string acc_id)
9). bool send_params(int fd, void *buf, size_t count)
```

Table 2: INSIDER host-side APIs. vwrite, vsync will be discussed in §3.3.2 while others will be discussed in §3.3.1.

Registration. The host program determines the file data to be read by the in-drive accelerator by invoking reg_virt_file (method 7 in Table 2); it takes the path of a real file plus an application accelerator ID, and then maps them into a virtual file. Alternatively, reg_virt_file (method 8) accepts a vector of <file name, offset, length> tuples to support the gather-read pattern. This allows us to create the virtual file based on discrete data from multiple real files. During the registration phase, the mapping information will be recorded into the corresponding mapping file, and the specified accelerator will be programmed into an available slot of the in-drive reconfigurable controller. INSIDER currently enforces a simple scheduling policy: it blocks when all current slots are busy.

File open. After registration, the virtual file can be opened via vopen. The INSIDER runtime will first read the mapping file to know the positions of the mapped real file(s). Next, the runtime issues the query to the host file system to retrieve the accessing permission(s) and the ownership(s) of the real file(s). Then, the runtime performs the file-level permission check to find out whether the vopen caller has the correct access permission(s); in INSIDER, we regard the host file system and INSIDER runtime as trusted components, while the user programs are treated as non-trusted components. If it is an unauthorized access, vopen will return an invalid file descriptor. Otherwise, the correct descriptor will be returned, and the corresponding accelerator slot index (used in §3.6) will be
sent to the INSIDER drive. After that, the INSIDER runtime asks the INSIDER kernel module to set the append-only attribute (if it is not already set by users before) on the mapped real file(s); this is used to guarantee that the current blocks of the real file(s) will not be released or replaced during the virtual file read.\(^4\) Later on, INSIDER retrieves the locations of real file extents via the filefrag tool and transfers them to the drive. Finally, the host program sends runtime parameters of the accelerator program (discussed in §3.4), if there are any, via send_params to the drive.

**File read.** Now the host program can sequentially read the virtual file via `vread`. It first triggers the INSIDER drive to read the corresponding real file extents. The accelerator intercepts the results from the storage chips and invokes the corresponding data processing. Its output will be transferred back to the host via DMA, creating an illusion that the host is reading a normal file (which actually turns out to be a virtual file). The whole process is deeply pipelined without stalling. The detailed design of pipelining is discussed in §3.5. It seems to be meaningless to read the ISC results randomly, thus we do not implement a `vseek` interface.

**File close.** Finally, the virtual file is closed via `vclose`. In this step, the INSIDER runtime will contact the INSIDER kernel module to clear the append-only attribute if it was previously set in `vopen`. The host-side resource (e.g., file descriptor, the host-side buffer for DMA, etc.) will be released. Finally, the runtime sends the command to the INSIDER drive to reset the application accelerator to its initial state.

Virtual file read helps us to alleviate the bandwidth bottleneck in the drive → host direction. For example, for the feature selection application [64], the user registers a virtual file based on the preselected training data and the corresponding accelerator. The postselected result could be automatically read via `vread` without transferring the large preselected file from drive to host. Thus, the host program can simply use the virtual file as the input file to run the ML training algorithm.

### 3.3.2 Virtual File Write

Virtual file write works mostly in the same way but reverses the data path direction. We focus on describing the difference.

**Registration.** Virtual write requires users to preallocate enough space for the real file(s) to store the write output. If users leverage the `fallocate` system call to preallocate the file, they have to make sure to clear the *unwritten* flag on the file extents.\(^5\) Otherwise, later updates on the real file may only be perceived via the INSIDER interface but not the OS interface.

**File open.** Besides the steps in §3.3.1, INSIDER runtime invokes `f_sync` to flush dirty pages of the real file(s) to drive if there are any. This guarantees the correct order between previous host-initiated write requests and the upcoming INSIDER drive-initiated write requests.

**File write.** In the file write stage, users invoke `vwrite` to write data to the virtual file. The written data is transferred to INSIDER drive through DMA, and then will be intercepted and processed by the accelerator. The output data will be written into the corresponding real file blocks. INSIDER also provides `vsync` (method 4 in Table 2), which can be used by users to flush in-core `vwrite` data to the INSIDER drive.

**File close.** Besides the steps in §3.3.1, INSIDER runtime will drop the read cache of the real file(s), if there are any, to guarantee that the newly drive-written data can be perceived by the host. This is conducted via calling `posix_fadvise` with `POSIX_FADV_DONTNEED`. Via invoking a variant of `vclose` (method 6 in Table 2), users can know the number of bytes written to the real file(s) by the underlying INSIDER drive. Based on the returned value, users may further invoke `ftruncate` to truncate the real file(s).

Virtual file write helps us alleviate the bandwidth bottleneck in the host → drive direction, since less data needs to be transferred through the bus (they then gets amplified in drive). For example, the user can register a virtual file based on a compressed real file and a decompression drive program. In this scenario, only compressed data needs to be transferred through the bus, and the drive performs in-storage decompression to materialize the decompressed file.

Since the virtual file write is mostly symmetric to the virtual file read, in the following we will introduce other system designs based on the direction of read to save space.

### 3.3.3 Concurrency Control

In INSIDER, a race condition might happen in the following cases: 1) Simultaneously a single real file is being `vwrite` and `vread`; 2) Simultaneously a real file is being `vwrite` by different processes; 3) A single real file is being `vread`, and meanwhile it is being written by a host program. In these cases, the users may encounter non-determinate results.

---

\(^4\)With the append-only attribute, `fruncate` will fail to release blocks, and the file defragmentation tool, e.g., `sfs_fsr` will ignore these blocks [21].

\(^5\)In Linux, some file systems, e.g., ext4, will put the `unwritten` flag over the file extents preallocated by `fallocate`. Any following read over the extents will simply return zero(s) without actually querying the underlying drive; this is designed for security considerations since the preallocated blocks may contain the data from other users.
The problem also applies to Linux file systems: for example, different host processes may write to a same file. Linux file systems do not automatically enforce the user-level file concurrency control and leave the options to users. INSIDER makes the same decision here. When it is necessary, users can reuse the Linux file lock API to enforce the concurrency control by putting the R/W lock to the mapped real file.

### 3.4 The Drive-Side Programming Model

In this section we introduce the drive-side programming model. INSIDER defines a clear interface to hide all details of data movements between the accelerator program and other system components so that the device programmer only needs to focus on describing the computation logic. INSIDER provides a drive-side compiler which allows users to program in-drive accelerators with C++ (see Fig. 6 for a sample program). Additionally, the INSIDER compiler also supports the traditional RTL (e.g., Verilog) for experienced FPGA programmers. As we will see in §5.2, only C++ is used in the evaluation, and it can already achieve near-optimal performance in our scenario (§5.2.2).

Drive program interface consists of three FIFOs—data input FIFO, data output FIFO and parameter FIFO, as shown in the sample code. Input FIFO stores the intercepted data which is used for the accelerator processing. The output data of the accelerator, which will be sent back to host and acquired by vread, is stored into output FIFO. The host-sent runtime parameters are stored in parameter FIFO. The input and the output data are wrapped into a sequence of flits, i.e., struct APP_Data (see Fig. 6). The concept of flit is similar to the "word size" in host programs. Each flit contains a 64-byte payload, and the eop bit is used for marking the end of the input/output data. The length of data may not be multiples of 64 bytes, the len field is used to indicate the length of the last flit. For example, 130-byte data is composed by three flits; the last flit has eop = true and len = 2.

The sample program first reads two parameters, upper bound and lower bound, from the parameter FIFO. After that, in each iteration, the program reads the input record from the input FIFO. Then the program checks the filtering condition and writes the matched record into the output FIFO. Users can define stateful variables which are alive across iterations, e.g., line 11 - line 13 in Fig. 6, and stateless variables as well, e.g., line 22. These variables will be matched into FPGA registers or block RAMs (BRAMs) according to their sizes. The current implementation does not allow placing variables into FPGA DRAM, but it is trivial to extend.

INSIDER supports modularity. The user can define multiple sub-programs chained together with FIFOs to form a complete program, as long as it exposes the same drive accelerator interface shown above. Chained sub-programs will be compiled as separate hardware modules by the INSIDER compiler, and they will be executed in parallel. This is very similar to the dataflow architecture in the streaming system, and we can build a map-reduce pipeline in drive with chained subprograms. In fact, most applications evaluated in §5.2 are implemented in this way. Stateful variables across sub-programs could also be passed through the FIFO interface.

### 3.5 System-Level Pipelining

Logically, in INSIDER, vread triggers the drive controller to fetch storage data, perform data processing, and transfer the output back to host. After that, the host program can finally start the host-side computation to consume the data. A naive design leads to the execution time \( t = t_{\text{drive read}} + t_{\text{drive comp}} + t_{\text{output trans.}} + t_{\text{host comp.}} \). As we will see in §5.2, this leads to a limited performance.

INSIDER constructs a deep system-level pipeline which includes all system components involved in the end-to-end processing. It happens transparently for users; they simply use the programming interface introduced in §3.3 and §3.4. With pipelining, the execution time is decreased to \( \max(t_{\text{drive read}}, t_{\text{drive comp.}}, t_{\text{output trans.}}, t_{\text{host comp.}}) \).

#### Overlap drive_read with drive_comp

We carefully design the INSIDER hardware logic to ensure that it is fully pipelined, so that the storage read stage, computation stage and output DMA stage overlap one another.

#### Overlap drive, bus and host time

We achieve this by \( \odot \) Pre-issuing the file access requests during vopen which would trigger the drive to perform the precomputation; \( \odot \) Allocating the host memory in the INSIDER runtime to buffer the drive precomputed results. With \( \odot \), the drive has all the position information of the mapped real file, and it can perform computation at its own pace. Thus, the host-side operation is decoupled from the drive-side computation. \( \odot \) further decouples the bus data transferring from the drive-side computation. Now, each time that the host invokes vread, it simply pops the precomputed result from host buffers. To prevent the
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Figure 6: A simple example of the INSIDER drive accelerator code.
drive from overflowing host buffers when host lags behind. INSIDER enforces credit-based flow control for each opened virtual file.

3.6 Adaptive Bandwidth Scheduler

Naturally, the drive is shared among multiple processes, which implies the scenario of parallel execution of multiple applications. For example, a single application may not fully saturate the high internal drive bandwidth so that the remaining bandwidth can be leveraged by others to improve the drive utilization. There are two concerns that should be addressed to support simultaneous multiple applications: 1) Given the fact that the drive is multiplexed among accelerators, we need a mechanism to dispatch drive data to the corresponding accelerator correctly. 2) Different accelerators have different data processing rates which can change dynamically. We need to implement a dynamic weighted fair queuing policy to schedule the drive bandwidth among accelerators adaptively.

Multiplexing. We develop a moderate extension to the original drive firmware (i.e., the one that does not support simultaneous multiple applications) to support multiplexing: we add an ISC unit and a multiplexer, see Fig. 7. The original firmware is used for handling the normal drive I/O requests as usual, while the ISC unit is used for handling the ISC-related drive requests. The ISC unit receives the file logical block addresses and the accelerator slot index from the INSIDER host runtime. The multiplexer will receive the request from both the ISC unit and the original firmware. The received request will be forwarded to the storage unit (not drawn in the figure), and its slot index will be pushed into the Slots Index FIFO (SIF). The slot 0 is always locked for the pass-through logic, which is used for the normal drive read request since it does not need any in-storage processing. Thus, for the request issued by the original firmware, the MUX will push number 0 into SIF. After receiving the drive read data, the dispatcher of the accelerator cluster will pop a slot index from SIF and dispatch the data to the application FIFO connected to the corresponding application slot.

Adaptive Scheduling. The ISC unit maintains a set of credit registers (initialized to $R$) for all offloaded applications. The ISC unit will check registers of applications that have pending drive access requests, in a round-robin fashion. If the register of an application is greater than 0, the ISC unit will issue a drive access request in size $C$ with its slot index, and then decrement its credit register. For the application with a higher data processing rate, its available FIFO size is going to be decreased more quickly, which brings us feedback information for performing the adaptive drive bandwidth scheduling. Each time data is dispatched to the application FIFO, the dispatcher will check the available space of that FIFO. If it is greater than $C$, the dispatcher will release one credit to the corresponding credit register in the ISC unit.

In practice, we choose the drive access request size $C$ to be the minimal burst size that is able to saturate the drive bandwidth, and choose $R$ to be large enough to hide the drive access latency. Ideally, we could solve an optimization problem to minimize the FPGA buffer size which equals to $R \cdot C$. We leave out the details here.

4 Implementation

The implementation of INSIDER contains 10K lines of C/C++ code (including the traditional host code and the FPGA HLS code), 2K lines of Verilog code and 2K lines of script code. The FPGA-side implementation is done based on the ST-Accel framework [60]. We have already adapted both the drive prototype and the software stack to the AWS F1 (FPGA) instance for public access, see [5].

4.1 The INSIDER Drive Prototype

So far there is no such a drive device on the market yet. We build an INSIDER drive prototype ourselves based on an FPGA board, see Fig. 8. The drive is PCIe-based and its implementation contains three parts: storage chip controller, drive controller and DMA controller. We implement a simple firmware logic in the drive controller; it is responsible for handling host-sent drive access commands, and the functionalities of performing wear-leveling and garbage collection have not been implemented yet. The remaining FPGA resource is used to accommodate the logics of drive programs. To emulate the performance of an emerging storage drive, our prototype should connect to multiple flash chips. However, there is no FPGA board in the market that has enough U.2 or M.2 flash connectors to meet our requirements. Therefore, in our prototype, we use four DRAM chips to emulate the storage chips. We add a set of delay and throttle units into the storage chip controller and DMA controller; they are configurable via our host-side API, therefore we could dynamically configure them to change the performance metrics (i.e., bandwidth and latency) of our emulated storage chips and interconnection bus.
### Table 3: A description of applications used in the evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Comment</th>
<th>Data Size [GiB]</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Devel Time (Person-Day)</th>
<th>LoC [Person-Day]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grep [38]</td>
<td>String matching.</td>
<td>Fully offloaded. Virtual file read.</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>98,340 rows, 65,536-byte row, 32-byte search string.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN [59]</td>
<td>K-nearest neighbors.</td>
<td>Offload the distance calculation into drive, and put K-partial sort in host. Virtual file read.</td>
<td>56.875</td>
<td>K = 32, 146,806 training cases, 4,096 dims, 1-byte weight.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitmap file decomposition</td>
<td>Decompress the bitmap file.</td>
<td>Offload run-length decoding into drive. Other preparation steps like header parsing and format checking are put in host. Virtual file write.</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>Compression ratio is about 7, width = 187,577, height = 129,000, planes = 1, depth = 8.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistics [55,63]</td>
<td>Statistical calculation per input row.</td>
<td>Offload the row-level data reduction operations into drive, and put the computation over the reduced row data in host. Virtual file read.</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>65,536 rows, 19,668 numbers per row, 4-byte number.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQL query [40,65]</td>
<td>A query consists of select, sum, where, group by, and order by.</td>
<td>Offload data filtering into drive, and put sorting and grouping in host. Virtual file read.</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>201,326,592,20 records 32-byte record.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration [48]</td>
<td>Combine data from different sources.</td>
<td>Fully offloaded. Virtual file read.</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>1,000,631,960,60 records, 64-byte record, 32-byte query.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature Selection [64]</td>
<td>Relief algorithm to prune features.</td>
<td>Fully offloaded. Virtual file read.</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>157,286,40 hit records, 157,286,40 miss records, 256 dims.</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2 The INSIDER Software Stack

This section briefly introduces the software stack of INSIDER. We have omitted the details due to space constraints.

**Compiler.** INSIDER provides compilers for both host and drive. The host-side compiler is simply a standard g++ which, by default, links to the INSIDER runtime. The front-end of the drive-side compiler is implemented on LLVM, while its back-end is implemented on Xilinx Vivado HLS [22] and a self-built RTL code transformer.

**Software Simulator.** FPGA program compilation takes hours, which greatly limits the iteration speed of the program development. INSIDER provides a system-level simulator which supports both the C++-level and RTL-level simulation. The simulator reduces the iteration time from hours into (tens of) minutes.

**Host-side runtime library.** The runtime library bypasses the OS storage stack and is at the user space. When necessary, it will use the POSIX I/O interface to interact with the host file system. Its implementation contains the drive parameter configuring API plus all methods in Table 2. Additionally, the runtime library cooperates with the drive hardware to support the system-level pipelining and the credit-based flow control.

**Linux kernel drivers.** INSIDER implements two kernel drivers. The first driver registers the INSIDER drive as a block device in Linux so that it could be accessed as a normal storage drive. The second driver is ISC related: it manages the DMA buffer for virtual file operations and is responsible for setting/unsetting the append-only attribute to the real file(s) in vopen/vclose.

### 5 Evaluation

#### 5.1 Experiment Setup

We refer to the performance metrics of the current high-end SSDs to determine the drive performance used in our evaluation. On the latency side, the current 3D XPoint SSD already achieves latency less than 10 µs [6, 39]. On the throughput side, the high-end SSD announced in 2017 [17] could achieve 13.0 / 9.0 GB/s sequential R/W performance. We project these numbers (according to the trend in Fig. 1, 2) to represent the performance of the next-generation high-performance drive. Table 4 provides details of our experiment setup. We use 32 CPU cores in the evaluation.

### 5.2 Applications

We choose applications used in the existing work to evaluate the INSIDER system (see Table 3). We implement them by ourselves. All drive programs are implemented in C++.

#### 5.2.1 Speedup and Its Breakdown

See Fig. 9 for the performance comparison of seven applications. We choose the traditional host-only implementation which uses the POSIX interface as the baseline. It uses OpenMP to parallelize the computation to take advantage of 32 CPU cores. The first optimization is to replace the POSIX interface with the ISC interface to bypass overheads of the host I/O stack. This is conducted by registering the virtual file based on the real file and the pass-through (PT) program. The PT program simply returns all the inputs it receives as outputs. Thus, by invoking vread over the virtual file, we acquire the data of the real file. In Fig. 9, Host-bypass is the abbreviation for this version, while the suffix x8 and x16 stand for using PCIe Gen3 x8 and x16 as the interconnection, respectively. With the host-side code refactoring, we can conduct pipelining to overlap the computation time and the file access time;
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this corresponds to Host-bypass-pipeline in Fig. 9. Finally, we leverage the ISC capability to offload computing tasks to the drive. For this version we largely reuse code from the baseline version since the virtual file abstraction allows us to stay at the traditional file accessing interface (§3.3) and INSIDER transparently constructs the system-level pipeline (§3.5). This corresponds to INSIDER in Fig. 9.

Note that the end-to-end execution time here includes the overheads of INSIDER APIs like vopen, vclose, but it does not include the overhead of reconfiguring FPGA, which is in the order of hundreds of milliseconds and is proportional to the region size [67]. We envision that in practice the application execution has time locality so that the overheads of reconfiguring will be amortized by multiple following calls.

The speedup of version INSIDER is derived from three aspects: 1) customized I/O stack (§4.2), 2) task offloading (§3.4) and system-level pipelining (§3.5), and 3) reduced data volume (which leads to lower bus time). See Fig. 10 for the speedup breakdown in these three parts. In the x8 setting, which has lower bus bandwidth, data reduction is the major source of the overall speedup. By switching from x8 to x16, the benefit of data reduction decreases, which makes sense since now we use a faster interconnection bus. Nevertheless, it still accounts for a considerable speedup. Meanwhile, pipelining and offloading contribute to a major part of the speedup.

As we discussed in §2.1, four-lane (the most common) and eight-lane links are used in real life because of storage density and cost constraints. INSIDER/x16 does not represent a practical scenario at this point. The motivation for showing both the results of x8 and x16 is to compare the benefits of data reduction in both bus-limited and bus-ample cases.

**5.2.2 Optimality and Bottleneck Analysis**

Table 5 shows the performance bottleneck of different execution schemes for seven applications. For Host-bypass, limited PCIe bandwidth is the major bottleneck for the overall performance. In contrast, after enabling the in-storage processing, even in the PCIe x8 setting, there is only one case in which PCIe becomes the bottleneck (see INSIDER/x8). For most cases in INSIDER, the overall performance is bounded by the internal drive speed, which indicates that the optimal performance has been achieved. For some cases, like KNN and feature selection, host-side computation is the performance bottleneck for Host-bypass. This is alleviated in INSIDER since FPGA has better computing capabilities for the offloaded tasks. For INSIDER, SQL query is still bottlenecked by the host-side computation of the non-offloaded part.

**5.2.3 Development Efforts**

Table 3 also presents the developing efforts of implementing these applications in terms of lines of code (column LoC) and the developing time (column Devel. Time). With virtual file abstraction, all host programs here only require less than half an hour to be ported to the INSIDER; The main development time is spent on implementing the drive accelerator which requires drive programmers to tune the performance. This time is expected to be reduced in the future with continuous improvements on the FPGA programming toolchain. Addi-
The top half shows the FPGA resource consumption in our experiments. Generally, an FPGA chip contains four types of resources: look-up tables (LUTs), flip-flops (FFs), block RAMs (BRAMs), which are SRAM-based, digital signal processors (DSPs). The bottom half shows the initial available resource in FPGA XCVU9P and XC7A200T.

Table 6: The top half shows the FPGA resource consumption in our experiments. Generally, an FPGA chip contains four types of resources: look-up tables (LUTs), flip-flops (FFs), block RAMs (BRAMs), which are SRAM-based, digital signal processors (DSPs). The bottom half shows the initial available resource in FPGA XCVU9P and XC7A200T.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LUT</th>
<th>FF</th>
<th>BRAM</th>
<th>DSP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grep</td>
<td>34416</td>
<td>24108</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>9334</td>
<td>11975</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistics</td>
<td>14698</td>
<td>17966</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQL query</td>
<td>9684</td>
<td>14044</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration</td>
<td>40112</td>
<td>6497</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature selection</td>
<td>41322</td>
<td>49898</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitmap decompression</td>
<td>60837</td>
<td>13676</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSIDER framework</td>
<td>68981</td>
<td>12045</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM and DMA IP</td>
<td>210819</td>
<td>245067</td>
<td>345.5</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LUT</th>
<th>FF</th>
<th>BRAM</th>
<th>DSP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XCVU9P [19]</td>
<td>1181768</td>
<td>2365556</td>
<td>2160</td>
<td>6840</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.5 Comparing with the ARM-Based System

Methodology. We assume that only the FPGA-based ISC unit is replaced by the ARM CPU, and all other designs remain unchanged. We extract the computing programs from the traditional host-only implementation used in §5.2. Since we assume the system-level pipelining (§3.5) is also deployed here, the final end-to-end time of the ARM-based platform could be calculated as $T_{2e} = \max(T_{host}, T_{trans}, T_{ARM})$, where $T_{host}$ denotes the host-side processing time and $T_{trans}$ denotes the host/drive data transferring time. Here, $T_{host}$ and $T_{trans}$ are taken from the measured data of INSIDER at §5.2. We target Cortex-A72 (using parameters in [12]), which is a high-end quad-core three-way superscalar ARM processor. We conduct runtime profilings over an ARM machine to extract

Fig. 11 presents the runtime data rate of three accelerators that execute simultaneously in drive. As we can see, INSIDER will try best to accommodate the bandwidth requests of offloaded applications. When it is not possible to do so, i.e., the sum of total requested bandwidth is higher than the drive bandwidth, INSIDER will schedule bandwidth for applications in a fair fashion.

5.4 Analysis of the Resource Utilization

Table 6 presents the FPGA resource consumption in our experiments. The end-to-end resource usage consists of three parts: ① User application logic. Row Grep to row Bitmap decompression correspond to this part. ② INSIDER framework. Row INSIDER framework corresponds to this part. ③ I/O IP cores. This part mainly comprises the resource for the DRAM controller and the DMA controller. Row DRAM and DMA IP cores correspond to this part.

We note that ③ takes the major part of the overall resource consumption. However, these components actually already exist (in the form of ASIC hard IP) in modern storage drives [33], which also have a built-in DRAM controller and need to interact with host via DMA. Thus, ③ only reflects the resource use that would only occur in our prototype due to our limited evaluation environment. The final resource consumption should be measured as ① + ②. Row XCVU9P [19] and row XC7A200T show the available resource of a high-end FPGA (which is used in our evaluation) and a low-end FPGA 7, respectively. We notice that in the best case, the low-end FPGA is able to simultaneously accommodate five resource-light applications (grep, KNN, statistics, SQL, integration). The key insight here is that, for the ISC purpose, we only need to offload code snippet involving data reduction (related to the virtual file read) or data amplification (related to the virtual file write), therefore the drive programs are frugal in the resource usage.
The number of program instructions. The program execution time is then calculated optimistically by assuming that it has perfect IPC and perfect parallelism over multiple cores.

Fig. 12 (in log scale) shows the end-to-end data processing rates of INSIDER and the ARM-based platform. The speedup of INSIDER is highly related to the computation intensity of examined applications, but on average, INSIDER could achieve 12X speedup. For KNN, which is the most compute-intensive case, INSIDER could achieve 58X speedup; while for SQL query, which has the least computation intensity, the ARM-based platform could achieve the same performance.

We further present the cost efficiency of the ARM and INSIDER platforms, which is defined as the data processing rate per dollar. As discussed in §5.4, FPGA XC7A200T is already able to meet our resource demand; thus we use it in this evaluation. The wholesale price of FPGA is much less compared to its retail price according to the experience of Microsoft [36]. For a fair comparison, we use the wholesale prices of FPGA XC7A200T ($37 [20]) and ARM cortex-A72 ($95 [12]). We did not include the cost of storage drive in this comparison. Fig. 13 shows the cost efficiency results. Compared with the ARM-based platform, INSIDER achieves 31X cost efficiency on average. Specifically, it ranges from 2X (in SQL query) to 150X (in KNN).

6 Future Work

In-storage computing is still in its infancy. INSIDER is our initial effort to marry this architectural concept with a practical system design. There is a rich set of interesting future work, as we summarize in the following.

Extending INSIDER for a broader scenario. First, from the workload perspective, an extended programming model is desired to better support the data-dependent applications like key-value store. The current programming model forces host to initiate the drive access request, thus it cannot bypass the interconnection latency.

Second, from the system perspective, it would be useful to integrate INSIDER with other networked systems to reduce the data movement overheads. Compared to PCIe, performance of the network is further constrained, which creates yet another scenario for INSIDER [45]. The design of INSIDER is mostly agnostic to the underlying interconnection. By changing the DMA part into RDMA (or Ethernet), INSIDER can support the storage disaggregation case, helping cloud users to cross the “network wall” and take advantage of the fast remote drive. Other interesting use cases include offloading computation to HDFS servers and NFS servers.

Data-centric system architecture. Traditionally, the computer system is designed to be computing-centric, in which the data from IO devices are transferred and then processed by CPU. However, the traditional system is facing two main challenges. First, the data movement between IO devices and CPU has proved to be very expensive [53], which can no longer be ignored in the big data era. Second, due to the end of Dennard Scaling, general CPUs can no longer catch up with the ever-increasing speed of IO devices. Our long-term vision is to refactor the computer system into being data-centric. In the new architecture, CPU is only responsible for control plane processing, and it offloads data plane processing directly into the customized accelerator inside of IO devices, including storage drives, NICs [50, 52], memory [51], etc.

7 Conclusion

To unleash the performance of emerging storage drives, we present INSIDER, a full-stack redesigned storage system. On the performance side, INSIDER successfully crosses the “data movement wall” and fully utilizes the high drive performance. On the programming side, INSIDER provides simple but effective abstractions for programmers and offers necessary system support which enables a shared executing environment.
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Abstract

Data analysis and retrieval is a widely-used component in existing artificial intelligence systems. However, each request has to go through each layer across the I/O stack, which moves tremendous irrelevant data between secondary storage, DRAM, and the on-chip cache. This leads to high response latency and rising energy consumption. To address this issue, we propose Cognitive SSD, an energy-efficient engine for deep learning based unstructured data retrieval. In Cognitive SSD, a flash-accessing accelerator named DLG-x is placed by the side of flash memory to achieve near-data deep learning and graph search. Such functions of in-SSD deep learning and graph search are exposed to the users as library APIs via NVMe command extension. Experimental results on the FPGA-based prototype reveal that the proposed Cognitive SSD reduces latency by 69.9% on average in comparison with CPU based solutions on conventional SSDs, and it reduces the overall system power consumption by up to 34.4% and 63.0% respectively when compared to CPU and GPU based solutions that deliver comparable performance.

1 Introduction

Unstructured data, especially unlabeled videos and images, etc., have grown explosively in recent years. It is reported that the unstructured data occupies up to 80% of storage capacity in commercial datacenters [10]. Once being stored and managed in the cloud machines, the massive amount of unstructured data leads to intensive retrieval requests issued by users, which pose significant challenge to the processing throughput and power consumption of a datacenter [19]. Consequently, it is critical to support fast and energy-efficient data retrieval in the cloud service infrastructure to reduce the total cost of ownership (TCO) of datacenters.

Unfortunately, conventional content-based multimedia data retrieval systems suffer from the issues of inaccuracy, power inefficiency, and high cost especially for large-scale unstructured data. Fig. 1(a) briefly depicts a typical content-based data retrieval system composed of CPU/GPU and conventional storage devices based on a compute-centric architecture [14]. When a data retrieval request arrives from the internet or the central server, the CPU has to reload massive potential data from disk into the temporary DRAM [14] and match the features of the query with those of the loaded unstructured data to find the relevant targets. This compute-centric architecture is confronted with several critical sources of overhead and inefficiency. (1) The current I/O software stack significantly burdens the data retrieval system when it simply fetches data from the storage devices on retrieval requests [60], as shown in Fig. 1(a). The situation is even worse since it is reported the performance bottleneck has migrated from hardware (75~50us [11]) to software (60.8us [48]) as traditional HDDs are replaced by non-volatile memory [41,48]. (2) Massive data movement incurs energy and latency overhead in the conventional memory hierarchy. This issue becomes severe as the scale of data under query increases because the relevant data at the low-level storage must travel across a slow I/O interface (e.g., SATA), main memory and multi-level caches before reaching the compute units of CPU or GPUs [24], which is depicted in Fig. 1(a).

To address these issues, as shown in Fig. 1(b), this work aims to tailor a unified data storing and retrieval system within the compact storage device, and eliminate the major I/O and data moving bottleneck. In this system, retrieval requests are directly sent to the storage devices, and the target data analysis and indexing are completely performed where the unstruc-
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tured data resides. Building such a data retrieval system based on the proposed Cognitive SSD bears the following design goals: (1) providing a high accuracy, low latency, and energy efficient query mechanism affordable in a compact SSD, (2) exploiting the internal bandwidth of flash devices in an SSD for energy-efficient deep learning based data processing, and (3) enabling developers to customize the data retrieval system for different dataset. These points are stated in detail below.

First, instead of relying on the general-purpose CPU or GPU devices in Fig. 1(a), we must have a highly computation-efficient yet accurate data retrieval architecture in consideration of the SSD form factor and cost. A conventional data retrieval framework is inaccurate or too computationally expensive to be implemented within a resource-constrained SSD. In this work, we are the first to propose a holistic data retrieval mechanism by combining the deep learning and graph search algorithm (DLG), where the former could extract the semantic features of unstructured data and the latter could improve database search efficiency. The DLG solution achieves much higher data retrieval accuracy and enables user-definable computation complexity through deep learning model customization, making it possible to implement a flexible and efficient end-to-end unstructured data retrieval system in the SSD.

Second, although DLG is a simple and flexible end-to-end data retrieval solution, embedding it into SSDs still takes considerable effort. We designed a specific hardware accelerator that supports deep hashing and graph search simultaneously, DLG-x, to construct the target Cognitive SSD without using power-unsustainable CPU or GPU solutions. However, the limited DRAM inside an SSD is mostly used to cache the metadata for flash management, leaving no free space for the deep learning applications. Fortunately, we have proved that the bandwidth of internal flash interface surpasses that of external IO interface in a typical SSD, which matches the bandwidth demand of the DLG-x with proper data layout mapping. By rebuilding the data path in the SSD and deliberately optimizing the data-layout related to deep learning models and graphs on NAND flash, the DLG-x could fully exploit internal parallelism and directly access data from NAND flash bypassing the on-board DRAM.

Finally, as we introduce deep learning technology into the SSD, we must expose the software abstraction of Cognitive SSD to users and developers to process different data structures with different deep learning models. Thus, we abstract the underlying deep learning mechanism, feature analysis, and data structure indexing mechanism as user-visible calls by utilizing the NVMe protocol [6] for command extension. Not only can users’ requests trigger the DLG-x accelerator to search the target dataset for query-relevant structures, but also system developers can freely configure the deep hashing architecture with different representation power and overhead for different dataset and performance requirement. In contrast to conventional ad-hoc solutions, Cognitive SSD allows system developers to adjust the retrieval accuracy as well as the real-time performance of the data retrieval service through provided APIs. Meanwhile, Cognitive SSD also supports the flexible combination of special commands to achieve different data retrieval related tasks, like in-storage data categorization and hashing-only functions. In summary, we make the following novel contributions:

1. We propose Cognitive SSD, to enable within-SSD deep learning and graph search by integrating a specialized deep learning and graph search accelerator (DLG-x). The DLG-x directly accesses data from NAND flash without crossing multiple memory hierarchies to decrease data movement path and power consumption. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to combine the deep learning and graph search methods for fast and accurate data retrieval in SSD.

2. We employ Cognitive SSD to build a serverless data retrieval system, which completely abandons the conventional data query mechanism in orthodox compute-centric systems. It can independently respond to data retrieval requests at real-time speed and low energy cost. It can also scale to a multi-SSD system and significantly reduces the hardware and power overhead of large-scale storage nodes in data centers.

3. We build a prototype of Cognitive SSD on the Cosmos plus OpenSSD platform [7] and use it to implement a data retrieval system. Our evaluation results demonstrate that Cognitive SSD is more energy-efficient than a multimedia retrieval system implemented on CPU and GPU, and reduces latency by 69.9% on average compared to the implementation with CPU. We also show that it outperforms conventional computing and storage node used in the data center when Cognitive SSD scales out to form smart lightweight storage nodes that include connected Cognitive SSD array.

2 Background and Preliminaries

2.1 Unstructured Data Retrieval System

Content-based unstructured data retrieval systems aim to search for certain data entries from the large-scale dataset by analyzing their visual or audio content. Fig. 2 depicts a typical content-based retrieval procedure consists of two main stages: feature extraction, and database indexing. Feature extraction generates the feature vector for the query data, and database indexing searches for similar data structures in storage with that feature vector encoded in a semantic space.

Feature Extraction and Deep Learning. The rise of deep learning transfers the focus of researches to deep convolution neural network (DCNN) [38] based features [61], as it provides better mid-level representations [37,40]. Fig. 2 depicts a typical DCNN that contains four key types of network layers: (1) convolution layer, which extracts visual feature from input by moving and convolving multidimensional filters across the input data organized into 3D tensors, (2) activation, the
nonlinear transformation that we do over the input signal, (3) pooling layers, which down-sample the input channels for scale and other types of invariance, and (4) fully connected (FC) layer, which performs linear operations between the features and the learned weights to predict the categorization or other high level characteristics of input data. Such a neural network is flexible and can be designed to have different hyper-parameters, like the number of the convolution and pooling layers stacked together and the dimension and number of convolution filters. Changing these parameters will impact the generalization ability and also computational overhead of neural networks, which are usually customizable for different dataset or application scenarios [47]. Some prior work directly employs the high-dimension output vector of the FC layer for data retrieval and is thought too expensive in terms of memory footprint and computation complexity [39]. Thus, we adopt deep hashing [38] to achieve effective yet condensed data representation. Fig. 2 exemplifies a deep hashing architecture, Hash-AlexNet, where a hash layer follows the last layer of AlexNet [35] to project the data feature learned from AlexNet into the hash space, and the generated hash code can be directly used to index the relevant data structures and get rid of the complex data preprocessing stage.

**Database indexing:** Graph-based approximate nearest neighbor search (ANNS) methods named NSG [27], a complement to deep hashing, achieves both accurate and fast data retrieval results, as was proved in previous work [17, 26]. The main idea of NSG is mapping the query hash code into a graph. The vertex of the graph represents an instance, and the edge stands for the similarities between entities, where the value of the edge represents the strength of similarity. On top of that, NSG can iteratively check neighbors’ neighbors in the graph to find the true neighbors of the query based on the neighbor of a neighbor is also likely to be a neighbor concept. In this manner, the NSG could avoid unnecessary data checking to reduce retrieval latency.

In summary, deep hashing followed by graph search can perform low-latency and high-precision retrieval performance compared to traditional solutions using brute-force search or hash algorithms. Meanwhile, it also makes the retrieval framework more compact and efficient because of the similar compute patterns and data stream, so that they can fit into compact and power-limited SSDs.

### 2.2 Near data processing & deep learning accelerator

For hardware-software co-design, there are two directions in SSD research: open-channel SSD and near-data processing (NDP). While open-channel SSD enables direct flash memory access via system software [15, 42, 44, 59], near-data processing (NDP) moves computation from the system’s main processors into memory or storage devices [16, 18, 25, 46, 50, 51, 56].

In NDP, Morpheus [52] provides a framework for moving computation to the general-purpose embedded processors on NVMe SSD. FAWN [13] uses low-power processors and flash to handle data processing and focuses on a key-value storage system. SmartSSD [34] introduces the Smart SSD model, which pairs in-device processing with a powerful host system capable of handling data-oriented tasks without modifying the operating system. [53] supports fundamental database operations including sort, scan, and list intersection by utilizing Samsung SmartSSD. [23] investigates by simulation the possibility of employing the embedded ARM processor in SSDs to run SGDs, which is a key components of neural network training. However, none of them can handle deep learning processing due to the performance limit of the embedded processor. Thereby, [22] presents intelligent solid-state drives (iSSDs) that embed stream processors into the flash memory controllers to handle linear regression and k-means workloads. [43] integrates programmable logics into SSDs to achieve energy-efficiency computation for web-scale data analysis. Meanwhile, [32] also uses FPGAs to construct BlueDBM that uses flash storage and in-store processing for cost-effective analytics of large datasets, such as graph traversal and string search. GraBoost [33] focuses on the acceleration of graph algorithms on an in-flash computing platform instead of deep learning algorithms as this work.

**Cognitive SSD** Prior active disks are integrating either general purpose processors incapable of handling high-throughput data or specialized accelerators with only the support of simple functions like scanning and sorting. These in-disk computation engines are unable to fulfill the requirement of high-throughput deep neural network (DNN) inference because computation-intensive DNNs generally rely on power-consuming CPU or GPUs in the case of data analysis and query tasks. To enable energy-efficient DNN, prior work proposes a variety of energy-efficient deep learning accelerators. For example, Diannao and C-Brain map large DNNs onto a vectorized processing array and employ a data tiling policy to exploit locality in neural parameters [20, 49]. Eyeriss applies the classic systolic array architecture to the inference of CNN, and outperforms CPU and GPU in energy efficiency dramatically [21]. However, these researches focus on optimizing the internal structure of accelerator and relied on large-capacity SRAM or DRAM instead of external non-volatile memory. In contrast to these works and prior active SSD designs, we propose **Cognitive SSD**, the first work that enables the storage device to employ deep learning to conduct
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Target Workload. As shown in Fig. 2, this work combines the strengths of deep hashing and graph search technique (DLG) to reduce the complexity of retrieval systems on the premise of high accuracy, which makes it possible to offload retrieval task from CPU/GPU into the resource-constraint Cognitive SSD. Based on that, we build an end-to-end data retrieval system that supports multimedia data retrieval such as audio, video and text. For example, audio can be processed by recurrent or convolutional neural network models on Cognitive SSD to generate hash codes, which act as an index for retrieving relevant audio data inside the SSD. In this paper, image retrieval is used as a showcase. As shown in Fig. 3, Cognitive SSD is designed to support the major components in the framework of DLG, allowing developers to customize and implement data retrieval solutions. Such a near-data retrieval system consists of two major components: the DLG library running in lightweight server that manages user requests, and the Cognitive SSD is plugged into the host server via the PCIe interface. As shown in Table 1, as the interface of Cognitive SSD system, the DLG library is established by leveraging the Vendor Specific Commands in the I/O command set of the NVMe protocol. It contains a configuration library and a user library. The configuration library enables the administrator to choose and deploy different deep learning models on the Cognitive SSD quickly according to application demand. After the feature-extracting deep hashing model has been deployed on the Cognitive SSD, a data processing request arriving at the host server could send and establish a query session to it by invoking the APIs provided by the user library. Then, the runtime system on the embedded processor of the Cognitive SSD receives and parses the request to activate the corresponding DLG-x module, which is associated with the user-created session. Next, we elaborate on the software and hardware design details of Cognitive SSD.

3.1 The Cognitive SSD Software: DLG Library

3.1.1 Configuration Library

Update Deep Learning Models: Because the choice of deep learning models significantly impacts the data retrieval system performance, the system administrator must be able to customize a specific deep hashing model according to the complexity and volume of database, and the quality of service measured by response latency or request throughput. Thereby, the configuration library provides a DLG-x compiler compatible with popular deep learning frameworks (i.e., Caffe) to allow the administrator to train the new deep learning model and generate corresponding DLG-x instructions offline. Then, the administrator can update the learning model running on the Cognitive SSD by updating the DLG-x instructions. The updated instructions are sent to the instruction area allocated in the NAND flash and stay there until a model change command (DLG_config in Fig. 3) is issued. Meanwhile, the DLG-x compiler also reorganizes the data layout of the DLG algorithm to fully utilize the internal flash bandwidth according to the structures of neural network model and graph, before the parameters of deep learning model and graphs are written to the NAND flash. The physical address of weight and graph structure information is recorded in the DLG-x instruction. In this manner, the DLG-x obtains the physical address of required data directly at runtime, instead of adopting the address translation or look-up operations that incur additional overhead. More details about the data reorganization scheme are introduced in § 4.

3.1.2 User Library

Data Plane: The data plane provides SSD_read and SSD_write APIs for users to control data transmission between the host server and the Cognitive SSD. These two commands operate directly on the physical address bypassing the flash translation layer. Users can invoke these APIs to inject data sent from users to the data cache region or the NAND flash on the Cognitive SSD based on the parameter of data address and data size. Afterwards, users can use those addresses to direct the operands in other APIs.

Task Plane: To improve the scalability of the DLG-x accelerator that supports deep hashing neural networks and graph search algorithms, we abstract the function of the DLG-x into three APIs in the task plane of user library: DLG_hashing, DLG_index, and DLG_analysis. These APIs are established using the C0h, C1h, and C2h commands of NVMe I/O protocol, respectively. All of them possess two basic parameters carried by NVMe protocol DWords: the data address indicating the data location in Cognitive SSD, and the data size in bytes.

First, the DLG_hashing API is designed to extract the condensed feature of input data and map it into the hash or semantic representation.
tic space, which is fundamental in a data retrieval system and useful for other analysis functions like image classification or categorization. This command contains an extended parameter: hashcode length, which determines the capacity of the carried information. For example, compared to the database with 500 objects types, the database with 1000 objects needs a longer hash code to avoid information loss. Second, the DLG_index API is abstracted from the graph search function of the DLG-x. It also includes an extended parameters: $T$, represents the number of search results configured by users based on the applications scenarios. Finally, the DLG_analysis API allows users to analyze the input data using the data analysis and processing ability of deep neural networks and it also possesses a reserved field for user-defined functions. These task APIs are the abstraction of the key near-data processing kernels provided by Cognitive SSD, and they can be invoked independently or combinedly to develop different in-SSD data processing functions. For instance, users could combine the DLG_hashing and DLG_index APIs to accomplish data retrieval on a large-scale database, where DLG_hashing maps the features of query data to a hash code and DLG_index uses it to search for the top-$T$ similar instances.

### 3.1.3 Cognitive SSD Runtime

The Cognitive SSD runtime deployed on the embedded processor inside the Cognitive SSD is responsible for managing the incoming extended I/O command via PCIe interface. It also converts the API-related commands into machine instructions for the DLG-x accelerator, as well as handles basic operations for NAND flash. It includes a request scheduler and the basic firmware. The request scheduler contains three modules: the DLG-task scheduler, the I/O scheduler, and the DLG-configurator. The DLG-configurator receives DLG_config commands from the host and updates the instructions generated by the compiler and parameters of the specified deep learning model for Cognitive SSD. The DLG task scheduler responds to users requests as supported in the task plane and initiates the corresponding task session in Cognitive SSD. The I/O scheduler dispatches I/O requests to the basic firmware or the DLG-x. The basic firmware includes the flash translation layer, for logical block mapping, garbage collection, bad block management functions, and communicates with the NAND flash controller for general I/O requests.

Note that the DLG-x accelerator occupies a noticeable portion of the flash bandwidth once activated, which perhaps degrades the performance of normal I/O requests. To alleviate this problem, instead of letting the task or I/O scheduler wait until the request is completed (denoted as Method A), the DLG task scheduler receives the NVMe command sent from host with doorbell mechanism and actively polls the completion status of the DLG-x periodically (denoted as Method B) to decide if the next request is dispatchable. We tested the normal read/write bandwidth of Cognitive SSD prototype described in § 5.1 with the Flexible IO Tester (fio) benchmark [4], under the worst-case influence where the DLG-x accelerator operations occupied all the Cognitive SSD channels. Experiments (Table 2) demonstrate that adopting Method B only causes a drop of 27%-44% in the normal I/O bandwidth whilst using Method A decreases almost 91% of the read/write bandwidth averagely when the DLG-x accelerator is busy dealing with the over-committed retrieval tasks.

### 3.2 Hardware Architecture: Cognitive SSD

Fig. 3 depicts the hardware architecture of Cognitive SSD. It is composed of an embedded processor running the Cognitive SSD runtime, a DLG-x accelerator and NAND flash controllers connected to flash chips. Each NAND flash controller connects one channel of NAND flash module and uses an ECC engine for error correction. When the devices in each channel operate in lock-step and are accessed in parallel, the internal bandwidth surpasses the I/O interface. More importantly, though SSDs often have compact DRAM to cache data or metadata, the internal DRAM capacity can hardly satisfy the demand of the deep learning, which is notorious for its numerous neural network parameters. Worse still, the basic firmware like FTL and other components also occupy major memory resources. Therefore, the NAND flash controller is exposed to the DLG-x accelerator, which enables the DLG-x to read and write the related working data directly from NAND flash, bypassing the internal DRAM.

### 3.3 The Procedure of data retrieval in Cognitive SSD

Fig. 3 also depicts the overall process of Cognitive SSD when users perform unstructured data retrieval task. First, assume that the hardware instruction and parameters of Hash-AlexNet...
The intermediate results of each neural network layers are temporarily stored in the activation buffers, while the weight data acts as a bridge buffer between the Neural Processing Engine (NPE) and the flash, which stream out the large quantity of neural parameters to the NPE. The NPE comprises a set of processing engines (PEs), which can perform fixed-point convolutions, pooling, and activation function operations. The Graph Search Engine (GSE) cooperates with the NPE and is responsible for graph search with the hash code generated by NPE. Both the NPE and GSE are managed by the control unit that fetches instructions from memory. Considering the I/O operation granularity of NAND flash, we reorganize the data layout of neural networks including both the static parameters and the intermediate feature data, to exploit the high internal flash bandwidth.

### 4.2 I/O Path in Cognitive SSD

**Bandwidth Analysis:** At first, we analyze and prove that the internal bandwidth of NAND flash can satisfy the demand of deep neural network running on the DLG-x accelerator. Assuming that the DLG-x and flash controller runs on the same frequency and the NPE unit of the DLG-x comprises \( N_{PE} \) PEs. The single channel bandwidth of NAND flash is \( BW_{\text{flash}} \). Thereby, the bandwidth of \( M \) channels equals to:

\[
BW_{\text{flash}}^m = M \times BW_{\text{flash}}
\]

Suppose that a convolution layer convolves an \( I_c \times I_h \times I_w \) input feature map (IF) with a \( K_c \times K_h \times K_w \) convolution kernel to produce an \( O_c \times O_h \times O_w \) output feature map (OF). The subscript \( c, h, \) and \( w \) correspond to the channel, height, and width respectively. The input/weight data uses an 8-bit fixed-point representation. It is easy to derive that the computation latency \( L_{\text{compute}} \) and the data access latency \( L_{\text{data}} \) from NAND flash to produce one channel of feature map are:

\[
L_{\text{compute}} = \frac{OP_{\text{compute}}}{OP_{\text{PE}}} = \frac{2 \times K_c \times K_h \times K_w \times O_h \times O_w}{2 \times N_{PE}}
\]

\[
L_{\text{data}} = \frac{S_{\text{param}}}{BW_{\text{flash}}^m} = \frac{K_c \times K_h \times K_w}{BW_{\text{flash}}^m}
\]

Where the \( OP_{\text{compute}} \) and \( S_{\text{param}} \) is the operation number and the parameters volume of a convolutional layer. \( OP_{\text{PE}} \) gauges the performance of the DLG-x measured in operations/cycle. To avoid NPE stalls, we must have \( L_{\text{compute}} > L_{\text{data}} \), and \( O_w \) is usually equal to \( O_h \), so we have

\[
O_w > = \sqrt{N_{PE} / BW_{\text{flash}}^m}
\]

The above equation indicates that if only the width and height of the output feature map is larger than or equal to the right side of formula 4, which is four in our prototype with \( N_{PE} = 256 \) and \( BW_{\text{flash}}^m = 16\text{bytes/cycle} \), the NPE is not stalled. For example, in the Hash-AlexNet mentioned in §2.1, the minimum width of the output feature map in convolution layers is 7, which already satisfies in inequality 4 design. However, in the FC layers, \( L_{\text{compute}} \) is smaller than \( L_{\text{data}} \), so the data transfer time becomes the bottleneck. Thereby, the DLG-x accelerator only uses a column of PEs to deal with a FC layer because our prototype hardware design only supports eight channels, which does not meet inequality 4 with \( M = 128 \) and consequently causes PE underutilization. Besides, the parameter-induced flash reads will be minimized if the size of the weight buffer meets the condition: \( S_{\text{buffer}} > = \text{Max}(K_c \times K_h \times K_w) \). The parameters exceeding the size of weight buffer will be repetitively fetched from the flash. To further improve the performance, we utilize ping-pong weight buffers to overlap the data loading latency with computation.

**Data Layout in flash devices:** Owing to the bandwidth analysis on the base of multi-channels data transmission, we propose flash-aware data layout to fully exploit flash bandwidth with the advanced NAND flash command-read page cache.
command [11]. The read page cache sequential command provided by NAND flash manufacturer can continuously load the next page within a block into the data register (①) while the previous page is being read to the buffer of the DLG-x or the cache region of the SSD from the cache register (②). Thus, based on the NAND flash architecture with the provided page cache command, we choose to split the convolution kernels and store them into flash devices for parallel fetch. As shown in Fig. 5, assuming there are \( N_K \) convolution kernels with \( \delta_k \) kernel size, and \( M \) NAND flash channels are used by the DLG-x accelerator, each convolution kernel is divided into \( S_K / M \) sub-blocks and all such sub-blocks are interleaved to the flash channels. The convolution kernels exceeding the size of a page are placed into continuous address space in the NAND flash because the cache command reads out the next page automatically without any extra address or operation.

**Data Flow:** Taking the Hash-AlexNet as an example, when a request arrives at the DLG-x accelerator, the input data and the first kernel of the first convolution layer is transferred in parallel to the InOut buffer-0 and the weight buffer-0. After that, the DLG-x accelerator begins to compute the output feature map and stores them into the InOut buffer-1. When the first kernel is processed, the second kernel is being transferred from the NAND flash to weight buffer-1, then followed by the third and fourth kernel in sequence. Once the hash code is generated, it is sent to the graph search registers of NPE to locate the data structures similar to the query data if the DLG task scheduler decodes and dispatches a following DLG_index command.

### 4.3 Fusing Deep Learning and Graph Search

For fast and accurate database indexing, the DLG-x accelerator fuses the deep learning and graph search mechanism into unified hardware, and reuses the computation and memory resources for higher efficiency. Once the hash code of the query data has been generated, the DLG-x uses it to initially index the corresponding data graphs and searches for the closest data entries from graphs.

The graph search method originates from Navigating Spreading-out Graph [27] (NSG), which well fits the limited memory space of the Cognitive SSD for the large-scale multimedia data retrieval. The NSG algorithm includes an offline stage and an online stage. In the offline phase, the NSG method constructs a directed \( K_{\text{abors}} - NN \) graph for the storage data structures to be retrieved. In a graph, a vertex represents a data entry by keeping its ID and hash code. The unique ID represents a file and the hash code is the feature vector of this file, which could be obtained by invoking the DLG_hashing API in advance. The bit-width of ID \((W_id)\) and hash code \((W_{\text{hash code}})\) are user-configurable parameters in the API. In a graph, a vertex may be connected to many vertices, which have different distances from each other. However, only the top-\( K_{\text{abors}} \) closest vertices of a vertex could be defined as its "neighbors", where \( K_{\text{abors}} \) is also a reconfigurable parameter and enables users to pursue the trade-off between accuracy and retrieval speed. The DLG-x accelerator only accelerates the online retrieval stage and the database update occurs offline because the latter task is infrequent. The database update consists of hash code extraction stage and \( K_{\text{abors}} - NN \) graph construction stage, where the former is accelerated by the DLG-x accelerator and the latter is completed with the DLG library on CPUs. At offline graph construction, it takes about 10~100 seconds to update the \( K_{\text{abors}} - NN \) graph on millon-scale data on a server CPU. The hardware architecture for online graph search is presented in Fig. 4.

The graph search function of the DLG-x starts from evaluating the distance of random initial vertices in the graph and walks the whole graph from vertex to vertex in the neighborhood to find the closest results. As shown in Fig. 4, to maximize the utilization of on-chip memory, the weight buffer and InOut buffer are reused to store the neighbors of vertices and the search results of the graph search engine respectively. Since the Hamming distance (H-distance) is an integer value, the InOut buffer is divided into blocks according to the range of H-distance. For instance, the first block of the InOut buffer \( B_0 \) only stores the vertices with zero Hamming distance away from the query vertex, and the second block \( B_1 \) corresponds to the distance of one hop. The last area \( B_{\text{others}} \) stores the vertices with Hamming distance larger than the final value \( V_{\text{final}} \), where the \( V_{\text{final}} \) is a re-definable parameter and calculated with formula 5.

\[
V_{\text{final}} = \frac{S_{\text{buffer}}}{D_{\text{block}} \times W_{\text{id}}} - 1 \tag{5}
\]

In the above equation, \( S_{\text{buffer}} \) is the on-chip buffer size of the DLG-x accelerator and \( D_{\text{block}} \) represents the number of vertex IDs that can be stored in each block. \( W_{\text{id}} \) is usually equal to 32bits. For instance, in our design, with \( S_{\text{buffer}} = 256KB \) and \( D_{\text{block}} = 5000 \), it is easy to have \( V_{\text{final}} = 12 \). Note that the limited size of the region \( B_{\text{others}} \) cannot hold all the distant data vertices generated at runtime, and thus \( B_{\text{others}} \) is configured to a ring buffer to accommodate the incoming vertices cyclically.

A Vertex Detector Unit (VDU) is inserted to check whether the selected vertex has been evaluated. In VDU, the vertex will be discarded once found to have been walked before, otherwise it will be sent to the NPE unit to compute the Hamming distance from the query vertex. With the distance
provided by the NPE, the Buffer Address Generator (BAG) module allocates memory space in the InOut buffer for the vertex and then puts the vertex into the assigned areas of the InOut buffer. The unevaled vertices will be fetched from the InOut buffer and the neighbors of these vertices are loaded from the weight buffer by the control unit. Meanwhile, the control unit will finally return the top-T closest vertices when the number of vertex in the InOut buffer reaches the threshold configured by users, where T is also configured by users via the DLG_index API.

![Graph and Data Layout](image)
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**Fig. 6. The data organization on one page.**

**Data Layout for fast In-SSD NSG search:** NAND flash read operations are performed at a page granularity (16KB), so that every time the DLG-x accesses the neighborhoods of one vertex (250bytes), it must read one whole page from flash, which perhaps causes low bandwidth utilization if locality is not well preserved. In our design that $K_{nhors} = 25$, $W_{id} = 32$ bits and $W_{hash\_code} = 48$ bits. Inspired by the intuition that the neighbor of a neighbor is also likely to be a neighbor of the query data in the graph, we can infer that the neighbors of the accessed vertex will be used soon due to the spatial locality. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 6, $V_0$ and all its neighbors ($V_1, V_2, ..., V_{25}$), are continuously aligned and stored from the beginning of a page. As a result, such a layout with redundancy is able to reduce flash access by 37x compared to a non-optimized graph layout. However, such a layout cause duplicates of vertices in storage and sacrificed additional storage space for better data access performance, which is worthwhile regarding the large capacity of SSDs.

Besides data layout transformation, the bit-width of the hash code is also worth elaborating. Due to the limited page size $S_{page}$, $W_{hash\_code}$ and $K_{nhors}$ must conform to the resource constraint given by:

$$K_{nhors}^2 \times (W_{hash\_code} + W_{id}) < S_{page}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Generally $S_{page} = 16 KB$, and $W_{id}$ is 32-bit wide and can represent $2^{32}$ files. Because the parameters $W_{hash\_code}$ and $K_{nhors}$ directly impact the deep hashing performance by influencing the indexing accuracy and also the memory bandwidth consumption during graph search, once $S_{page}$ is determined, $W_{hash\_code}$ and $K_{nhors}$ must be adjusted to reach a perfect balance between accuracy and retrieval time at the offline stage. Thus, the DLG-x must support different parameter formats in order to achieve best-effort computing efficiency for databases of different volume and complexity.

Note that our graph layout and the according searching strategy are adapted to the underlying hardware for higher energy efficiency, and they will lead to a marginal amount of query accuracy losses compared to the original algorithm. Table 3 indicates the accuracy loss compared with the original lossless DLG algorithm (denoted as Original) on the CIFAR-10 [9] and ImageNet [45] datasets. The result shows that when $T=1000$, the accuracy drops by 2.26% and 4.36%, as a side-effect of the ~37x performance boost. Fortunately, the DLG library APIs are flexible enough to allow the developers to trade-off between accuracy and performance by manipulating the API arguments.

**Data Flow:** we show an example to brief the overall flow of the DLG-x based data retrieval. Firstly, when a query comes, the DLG-x fetches the input data and parameters of the deep learning model from the NAND flash into the InOut buffer and the weight buffer of the DLG-x respectively. Then, the NPE unit generates the hash code for the input data and writes it to the graph search registers of the NPE unit. After that, the DLG-x transfers the $K_{nhors} - NN$ graph from the NAND flash array to the weight buffer. At the first stage, the initial vertices are calculated and sent into the corresponding areas of the InOut buffer. At the second stage, the DLG-x control unit reads the first unevaled vertex from the InOut buffer in ascending order of Hamming distance. Then, the graph search engine obtains the neighbors of the unevaluated vertex from the NAND flash and transfers the neighbors to NPE to generate their Hamming distances from the query vertex as well. Next, the Buffer Address Generator unit generates the write addresses for these neighbor vertices in the InOut buffers according to the calculated Hamming distance and writes these vertices to the InOut buffers. Meanwhile, the counter in the graph search engine determines whether the termination signal should be issued by monitoring the total number of vertices stored in the InOut buffer. Once the termination signal is generated, the Cognitive SSD runtime reads out the vertices from the InOut buffer and then transfers the ID-directed results stored in NAND flash to the host server via the PCIe interface.
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**Fig. 7. Cognitive SSD prototype.**

---

**Table 3: The accuracy loss.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Accuracy(%) at T samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td>86.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIFAR-10</td>
<td>85.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImageNet</td>
<td>33.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our</td>
<td>30.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss</td>
<td>3.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5 Evaluation

5.1 Hardware Implementation

To explore the advantages of the Cognitive SSD system, we implemented it on the Cosmos plus OpenSSD platform [7]. The Cosmos plus OpenSSD platform consists of an XC7Z045 FPGA chip, 1GB DRAM, an 8-way NAND flash interface, an Ethernet interface, and a PCIe Gen2 8-lane interface. A DLG-x accelerator is designed with DeepBurning [55] and integrated into the modified NAND flash controllers, and they are all implemented on the programmable logic of XC7Z045. The Cognitive SSD runs its firmware on a Dual 1GHz ARM Cortex-A9 core of XC7Z045. The Cognitive SSD is plugged into the host server via a PCIe link. The host server manages the high-level requests and maintains the DLG library for API calls. Fig. 7 shows the Cognitive SSD prototype constructed for this work.

5.2 Experimental Setup

We first selected the content-based image retrieval system (CBIR) based on deep hashing and graph search (DLG) algorithm as workload and evaluated the performance of DLG solution compared to other conventional solution (§5.3). we evaluated the DLG-x of the Cognitive SSD prototype in §5.4, and deployed the Cognitive SSD prototype to a single node and multi-node system, and evaluated them in §5.5, and §5.6, respectively. Except for the Cognitive SSD prototype, our experimental setup also consists of a baseline server running Ubuntu 14.04 with two Intel Xeon E5-2630 CPU@2.20GHz, 32GB DRAM memory, four 1TB PCIe SSDs and an NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti. Meanwhile, we implemented the CBIR system in C++ on the baseline server, where the deep hashing is built on top of Caffe [31]. Based on this platform, we constructed four solutions baselines: B-CPU, B-GPU, B-FPGA, and B-DLG-x. For B-CPU, the DLG algorithm runs on the CPU. For B-GPU, the deep hashing runs on the GPU and graph search runs on the CPU. For B-FPGA, we use ZC706 FPGA board [12] to replace Cognitive SSD, and the deep hashing runs on ZC706 FPGA board and graph search runs on the GPU. B-DLG-x implements the DLG algorithm on ZC706 FPGA board without any near-data processing technique compared to Cognitive SSD.

5.3 Evaluation of DLG algorithm

Experimental Setup. We used the precision at top T returned samples (Precision@T), measuring the proportionality of corrected retrieved data entries, to verify the performance of our deep hashing method on different models and datasets [36]. The performance is contrasted with traditional hash methods with 512-dimensional GIST feature, including Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [54] and Iterative Quantization (ITQ) [28]. The used datasets are listed in Table 4.

Evaluation. Fig. 8(a)-(d) shows the Precision@T on different datasets with different deep hashing models. Due to the poor performance of LSH and ITQ [28] methods on ImageNet, we added the AlexNet-ITQ (A+ITQ) and AlexNet-CCA-ITQ (AC+ITQ) methods [58] that uses the output of the FC layer on Alexnet as the feature vector for search. Our DLG solution performs better than the other approaches on different datasets with different scales regardless of the choice of T value, especially compared to the conventional hash method. It also shows the robustness of the DLG solution when deploying on a real-world system. Meanwhile, Fig. 8(d) shows the performance of our approach is significantly improved when the code length increases to 64 bits. Thereby, the DLG-x accelerator is configured to support different hash code length to achieve the trade-off between retrieval accuracy and latency.

5.4 Evaluation of DLG-x

Experimental Setup. We implemented the deep hashing and graph search algorithm (DLG) on the DLG-x accelerator of Cognitive SSD and compared the latency and power of the DLG-x to the solutions based on CPU and GPU, where we ignore the FPGA baseline because its computational units are the same as the DLG-x. Firstly, we only compared the latency and power of the deep hashing unit on the DLG-x running various deep hashing models to CPU and GPU, where GPU only reports the total power consumed by NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti without the power of the CPU. Secondly, we only evaluated the latency of graph search function on the DLG-x with respect to different number (T) of top retrieved data entries on the CIFAR-10 and ImageNet dataset.

Performance. Firstly, Table 5 shows the latency of the DLG-x on various deep hashing schemes outperforms the solution based on CPU. While the latency of the DLG-x is higher than GPU because of the hardware resource and frequency limitation, it consumes less power compared to GPU. More importantly, the latency of the CPU and GPU on Table 5 only contains the computation delay of neural network without the delay of parameters transmission between storage and
Table 5: Deep hashing performance on different platforms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>Latency (ms)</th>
<th>Power (Watt)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLG-x</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hash-AlexNet</td>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLG-x</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hash-ResNet-18</td>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>7.13</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9. Graph search performance of the DLG-x.

memory. When considering the delay of parameters transmission between storage and memory, the deep hashing occupies about 87.7% and 73.9% of the total processing time on the DLG-x accelerator and CPU baseline, on average, respectively. And the GPU only accounts for 3.5% of the total runtime on average because the high-speed data processing capability of GPU makes the data transmission becomes the bottleneck of the system. Besides, the latency of deep hashing on the GPU occupies 54.17%~26.06% without considering the delay of data movement because the latency of graph search increases with the increase of $T$ value.

Secondly, in this experiment, we utilized the Hash-AlexNet model to generate the hash code database for the construction of a $K_{hash} - NN$ graph on the CIFAR-10 and ImageNet dataset. We compared the retrieval speed of the DLG-x accelerator with two counterparts: the brute-force search method that evaluates all the hash codes stored in the database, and the CPU executed graph search algorithm. The result is depicted in Fig. 9. For the CIFAR-10 dataset, the DLG-x accelerator is $111.51-90.22x$ and $37.12-36.73x$ faster than the brute-force method and the CPU-run graph search algorithms respectively, while for the ImageNet dataset it achieves a $5334.4-498.5x$ and $12.5-3.4x$ speedup over the latter two baselines. As introduced in § 4.3, the retrieval accuracy is only degraded by 2.26% and 4.36% when $T = 1000$ on the CIFAR-10 and ImageNet datasets, respectively.

**Power Consumption.** We measured and compared the power consumption of Cognitive SSD system with four baselines: B-CPU, B-GPU, B-FPGA, and B-DLG-x by using a power meter under two different situations: (1) IDLE: No retrieval requests need to respond, and (2) ACTIVE: A user continuously accesses the Cognitive SSD system. The result is illustrated in Table 6. When the Cognitive SSD+CPU system is IDLE, its power consumption is slightly higher than B-CPU and B-GPU because the Cognitive SSD prototype board IDLE power is higher than that of the PCIe SSD and GPU. For active power, when delivering comparable data retrieval performance, the Cognitive SSD system reduces the total power consumption by up to 34.4% and 63.0% compared with B-CPU and B-GPU. Simply replacing the GPU with the FPGA board reduces power consumption by 40.7%. Furthermore, putting the DLG-x on an identical FPGA board without the NDP decrease power consumption by 43.72%, which is attributed to the efficiency of hardware specialization. Placing the DLG-x into the Cognitive SSD system further eliminates power consumption by another 19.3%, which is the benefit of near-data processing. In the case of the Cognitive SSD+CPU solution, the power of CPU is low because it is only responsible for instruction dispatch without any data transfer between storage and CPU. In other cases, the CPU is not only in charge of data transfer management but also for instruction dispatch or executing the graph search algorithm.

**FPGA Resource Utilization.** The placement and routing were completed with Vivado 2016.2 [8]. Table 7 shows the hardware utilization of Cognitive SSD. It only reports the resources overhead of the flash controller, NVMe controller, and the DLG-x accelerator module. The item of In Total counts in all FPGA resources spent by the Cognitive SSD.

Table 6: Power consumption.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power (Watt)</th>
<th>Cognitive SSD</th>
<th>Cognitive SSD+CPU</th>
<th>DLG-x</th>
<th>B-GPU</th>
<th>B-FPGA</th>
<th>B-CPU</th>
<th>B-GPU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IDLE</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTIVE</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>185.7</td>
<td>195.6</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>330</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: The hardware utilization of Cognitive SSD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th># LUT</th>
<th>FF</th>
<th>BRAM</th>
<th>DSP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flash Controller</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11031</td>
<td>7539</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NVMe Interface</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8586</td>
<td>11455</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLG-x Accelerator</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>67774</td>
<td>18144</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Total</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>203099</td>
<td>145078</td>
<td>354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent(%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>92.91</td>
<td>33.18</td>
<td>64.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.5 The Single-node System Based on Cognitive SSD

**Experimental Setup.** We implemented the CBIR system by using the ImageNet dataset on the Cognitive SSD with a baseline server, where the baseline server is only responsible for receiving and sending retrieval requests to Cognitive SSD. The deep hashing architecture is a Hash-AlexNet network and the hash code length is 48 bits. As shown in Fig. 10, we built a web-accessible CBIR system based on web framework CROW [30] to evaluate the latency and query per second (QPS) of the system by simulating the user requests sent to...
the URL address via ApacheBench (ab) [1]. The latency measurement indicates the time between issuing a request and the arrival of the result. The QPS is a scalability measuring metric characterizing the throughput of the system. The latency and QPS are affected by the software algorithm and the hardware performance of the system. Meanwhile, we utilized the metric of QPS per watt (QPS/Watt) to evaluate the energy-efficiency of the system.

Evaluation. We evaluated the performance of the Cognitive SSD system and four baselines under the assumption that data (weight/graph) cannot be accommodated in DRAM and must travel across the SSD cache, I/O interface, and DRAM before reaching a compute unit. The performance of the Cognitive SSD system and four baselines are shown in Fig. 11. With the increased number of top images retrieved, the retrieval time spent on the DLG-x accelerator will rise. It leads to increased retrieval latency and decreased QPS for the Cognitive SSD. Meanwhile, we also observe the 95% requests complete in time in experiments when write operations and garbage collection are inactive on the Cognitive SSD. Note that write operations and garbage collection are rare for the Cognitive SSD compared to read operations and usually occur offline. The workloads on the Cognitive SSD are randomly, which sustains the latency of the Cognitive SSD at a steady level with little fluctuation. Besides, in comparison to the B-CPU, the Cognitive SSD reduces latency by 69.9% on average. The performance improvement stems from the high-speed of data processing on the DLG-x accelerator compared to B-CPU. Due to the overhead of data movement caused by the bandwidth limitation of the I/O interface and onboard memory, the latency of B-FPGA and B-DLG-x is higher than B-GPU. Compared to the B-FPGA and B-DLG-x baselines, the Cognitive SSD reduces latency by 63.79% and 63.02% on average, which benefits from near-data processing. The average retrieval speed of B-GPU is 1.11x faster than Cognitive SSD because the execution of deep hashing costs more time on the resource-limited DLG-x compared to powerful GPUs. However, Cognitive SSD is more energy-efficient (QPS/Watt) than a GPU-integrated system by 2.44x, which is shown in Fig. 11(b). More importantly, the Cognitive SSD is implemented with FPGA and the operating frequency is only 100MHz. The performance will be better if the Cognitive SSD is implemented with ASIC or escalated operating frequency.

5.6 The Cluster of Connected Cognitive SSDs

Experimental Setup. We evaluated the performance and the scalability of the Cognitive SSD when it scales into a multi-node cluster system. Fig. 12(a) shows the architecture of a conventional low-cost small-scale cluster system in a data warehouse. The cluster system consists of 10 worker servers and 1 Nginx [5] server. The Nginx server is responsible for load balancing. The worker nodes connect to the Nginx server by using TCP connections. In this case, we constructed four cluster system baselines by extending above four baselines: BC-CPU, BC-GPU, BC-FPGA, and BC-DLG-x. We issued requests to measure the QPS and the latency per request of the Cognitive SSD based cluster system when multiple users are accessing the web service shown in Fig. 10 concurrently via the ab tool.

Evaluation. Fig. 13(a) illustrates that when concurrent users equal to 400, all evaluated schemes rise slowly in experiments, which is limited by the thread of worker server and the node number of clusters. Meanwhile, the variation of peak QPS is due to the change of the performance bottleneck in different solutions. For example, the saturation performance of BC-GPU and CMC is constrained by the thread of the server while that of BC-CPU, BC-FPGA, and BC-DLG-x is determined by the latency of deep hashing inference and data movement. Fig. 13(b) shows that the QPS and latency per request of four baselines and CMC also change with the scale of the node cluster when the number of concurrent users reaches 400. As the number of nodes increases, the QPS gradually increases to the peak value, and the latency gradually decreases owing to improvement of service parallelism. When the nodes increase, the load-balancing mechanism of Nginx prevents a large hotspot formation in the cluster, which greatly increases the waiting time of requests.

We also measured the power consumption of the CMC system while running the CBIR service and compared it to BC-CPU, BC-GPU, BC-FPGA, and BC-DLG-x. When the cluster system is active, as shown in Fig. 14, the power consumption of a single node in the BC-CPU and BC-GPU are respectively 1.52x and 2.70x higher than a single node in the CMC. Similarly, Fig. 15 indicates the power of BC-CPU and BC-GPU is 1.45x and 2.46x than that of a CMC. Meanwhile, we also compared the QPS/Watt of CMC with other four baseline in Fig. 13(c). The energy-efficiency (QPS/Watt) of CMC...
is higher than the other four baselines because of short data movement path and the energy-efficient DLG-x accelerator. When the cluster system is IDLE, the power consumption is slightly higher than BC-CPU and BC-GPU because of the power consumption of the Cognitive SSD prototype is higher than the enterprise SSD.

It is noted that Fig. 15 indicates the power consumption of the Cognitive SSD only occupies about 15.93% (IDLE) and 14.08% (ACTIVE) of the entire system in the CMC architecture. The Cognitive SSD contains one Dual 1GHz ARM Cortex-A9 core, which could run embedded Linux system and has lower power consumption compared with the Intel Xeon CPU. Thereby, as shown in Fig. 12(b), to further reduce power consumption, we proposed the architecture of the host-free cluster (HFC) system, where the Cognitive SSD is directly connected to the Ngnix server via TCP connection, and the embedded Linux system runs a simple NAND flash management daemon and crow web framework.

We measured the performance of the host-free cluster system under the same experimental setup, which is illustrated in Fig. 13, Fig. 14, and Fig. 15. Fig. 14 shows that the power dissipation of a single node in the host-free cluster system is reduced by up to 89.2%, 93.9%, and 83.6% compared with that of BC-CPU, BC-GPU, and the original CMC when system is active. Considering the host server contains two Intel Xeon E5-2630 CPU that outperforms the dual Cortex-A9 in the Cognitive SSD, thereby, we measured the QPS per watt (QPS/Watt) to illustrate the energy-efficiency of the HFC system. The result (Fig. 13(c)) shows that when system concurrency is low, HFC delivers better energy-efficiency than the other four baselines and even better than the CMC architecture. The reason is that using high-performance machines to handle infrequent requests results in low energy-efficiency. Therefore, Fig. 13(c) witnesses the energy-efficiency of HFC relatively decreases with the increasing concurrency of the system. The performance growth of HFC under different node numbers also project that the level-off throughput is limited by the embedded CPU power instead of the DLG-x. In analysis, the HFC system will have much lower power consumption and higher performance if the Cortex-A9 processor is replaced by the latest Cortex-A series, e.g., a quad-core or octo-core Cortex-A75. Therefore, connecting the Cognitive SSD directly via interconnects contributes to much higher energy efficiency in Cognitive SSD system and guaranteed service throughput as well.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced the Cognitive SSD, a near-data deep learning device that actively performs low latency, low power and high accuracy unstructured data retrieval. We have designed and implemented the Cognitive SSD with a direct flash-access deep hashing and graph search accelerator, to combat the complex software stack and inefficient memory hierarchy barriers in the conventional multimedia data retrieval systems. Our prototype demonstrates that the Cognitive SSD reduces latency by 69.9% on average compared to CPU, and more than 34.4% and 63.0% power saving against CPU and GPU respectively. Furthermore, the Cognitive SSD can scale to a multi-SSD system and significantly reduces the cost and power overhead of large-scale storage nodes in data centers. The demo of the retrieval system based on Cognitive SSD is available at [3] and part of the source code is available at [2].
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Abstract

With high computation power and memory bandwidth, graphics processing units (GPUs) lend themselves to accelerate data-intensive analytics, especially when such applications fit the single instruction multiple data (SIMD) model. However, graph algorithms such as breadth-first search and k-core, often fail to take full advantage of GPUs, due to irregularity in memory access and control flow. To address this challenge, we have developed SIMD-X, for programming and processing of single instruction multiple, complex, data on GPUs. Specifically, the new Active-Compute-Combine (ACC) model not only provides ease of programming to programmers, but more importantly creates opportunities for system-level optimizations. To this end, SIMD-X utilizes just-in-time task management which filters out inactive vertices at runtime and intelligently maps various tasks to different amount of GPU cores in pursuit of workload balancing. In addition, SIMD-X leverages push-pull based kernel fusion that, with the help of a new deadlock-free global barrier, reduces a large number of computation kernels to very few. Using SIMD-X, a user can program a graph algorithm in tens of lines of code, while achieving 3×, 6×, 24×, 3× speedup over Gunrock, Galois, CuSha, and Ligra, respectively.

1 Introduction

The advent of big data [40, 27, 35, 36, 37, 5, 25, 26, 28, 14, 83] exacerbates the need of extracting useful knowledge within an acceptable time envelope. For performance acceleration, many applications utilize graphics processing units (GPUs) whose huge success comes from exploiting the data-level parallelism in these applications. Implicitly, the traditional single instruction multiple data (SIMD) model of GPUs assumes regular programming and processing, that is, not only the same instruction is executed but also the same amount of work is expected to perform on each piece of data. Unfortunately, neither assumption holds true for many emerging irregular applications, especially graph analytics which is the focus of this work. That is, such applications do not conform to the SIMD model, where different amount of work, or worse, completely different work, need to be performed on the data in parallel.

To enable graph computation on GPUs, this work advocates a new parallel framework, SIMD-X, for the programming and processing of single instruction multiple, complex, data on GPUs. At the heart of SIMD-X is the decoupling of programming and processing, that is, SIMD-X utilizes the data-parallel model for ease of expressing of graph applications, while enabling system-level optimizations at run time to deal with the task-parallel complexity on GPUs. With SIMD-X, a programmer simply needs to define what to do on which data, without worrying about the issues arisen from irregular memory access and control flow, both of which prevent GPUs from achieve massive parallelism.

SIMD-X consists of three major components: First, SIMD-X utilizes just-in-time (JIT) task management which filters out inactive vertices at runtime and intelligently maps various tasks to different amount of GPU cores in pursuit of workload balancing. In addition, SIMD-X leverages push-pull based kernel fusion that, with the help of a new deadlock-free global barrier, reduces a large number of computation kernels to very few. Using SIMD-X, a user can program a graph algorithm in tens of lines of code, while achieving 3×, 6×, 24×, 3× speedup over Gunrock, Galois, CuSha, and Ligra, respectively.
of which are crucial for high-performance computing on GPUs. To this end, we have designed a set of new task management mechanisms, that is, online and ballot filters, each of which excels at the complementary scenarios, i.e., the former favors a small amount of tasks while the latter larger tasks. At runtime, SIMD-X judiciously selects the more suitable filter to assemble the active work list for the next iteration. Our JIT task management can largely reduce the memory consumption, thereby accommodate the graphs much larger than prior work [50, 77]. Moreover, SIMD-X delivers 16×, on average, speedup across various algorithms and graphs.

Third, SIMD-X designs a new technique of push-pull based kernel fusion which aims to further accelerate graph computing by reducing kernel invocation overhead and global memory traffic. SIMD-X addresses the deadlock issue which occurs in existing software global barrier [79] that is adopted by Gunrock [77]. Besides, instead of aggressively fusing the algorithm into one giant kernel, SIMD-X fuses the kernels around the pull and push stages within each computation to minimize both register consumption and kernel relaunching. The evaluation shows that the new fusion technique can reduce the register consumption by half and thus double the configurable thread count, leading to 42% and 25% performance improvement over non-fused and aggressive fusion, respectively.

SIMD-X is different from prior work in several aspects. First, despite an array of graph frameworks has surfaced, majority of them are for CPU systems while SIMD-X is for GPU accelerators that come with mounting programming challenges. In order to use GPUs efficiently, a programmer needs to possess an in-depth knowledge of GPU architecture [16, 1], e.g., Gunrock requires explicit management of GPU threads and memory [76], and B40C [50] and Enterprise [41] need thousands of lines of CUDA code for BFS specific optimizations. One of the goals of this work is to provide a simple programming model and delegate the responsibility of task management to SIMD-X. Second, current systems either ignore workload imbalance as in [33, 91], or resolve it reactively as in [76, 72], both of which result in undesired system performance. Lastly, because GPUs lack support for global synchronization, existing systems [73, 76, 41, 43, 69] either rely on the multi-kernel design or runtime tuning, both of which come with considerable overhead, especially for graph algorithms with high iteration count. SIMD-X addresses these challenges with new filters, and a deadlock-free software barrier.

2 SIMD-X Challenges and Architecture

2.1 Graph Computing on GPUs

Generally speaking, regular applications present uniform workload distribution across the data set. As a result, such applications lend themselves to the data-parallel GPU architecture. For development and evaluation, this work mainly uses NVIDIA GPUs, which have tens of streaming processors and in total thousands of Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) cores [1, 56]. Typically, a warp of 32 threads execute the same instruction in parallel on consecutive data.

On the other hand, task management for irregular applications is challenging on GPUs. In this work, we focus on a number of graph algorithms such as breadth-first search, k-core, and belief propagation. Here we use one algorithm – Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP) – to illustrates the challenges. Simply put, a graph algorithm computes on a graph \( G = (V, E, w) \), where \( V, E \) and \( w \) are the sets of vertices, edges, and edge weights. The computation updates the algorithmic metadata which are the states of vertices or edges in an iterative manner. A typical workflow of SSSP is shown in Figure 1. Initially, SSSP assigns the infinite distance to each vertex in the distance array, which is represented as blank in the figure. Assuming the source vertex is \( a \), the algorithm assigns 0 as its initial distance, and now vertex \( a \) becomes active. Next, SSSP computes on this vertex, that is, calculating the updates for all the neighbors of vertex \( a \). In this case, vertices \( \{b, d\} \) have their distances updated to 5 and 1 in the distance array. At the next iteration, the vertices with newly updated distances become active and perform the same computation again. This process continues until no vertex gets updated. Different from breadth-first search, SSSP may update the distances of some vertices across multiple iterations, e.g., vertex \( b \) is updated in iteration 1 and 3.

Figure 1: SSSP on a graph, with nine vertices \{a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i\} and ten undirected edges (with weights). SSSP iteratively computes on the graph and generates the distance array. Particularly, heavy and light shadows represent active and most recently updated vertices, respectively.
In this example, not every vertex is active at all time, and vertices with different degrees (number of edges) yield varying amounts of workloads. For instance, at iteration 3 of Figure 1(d), one thread working on vertex c computes two neighbors, while another thread on vertex e four neighbors.

2.2 Architecture

SIMD-X is motivated to achieve two goals simultaneously: providing ease of programming for a large variety of graph algorithms, whereas enabling fine-grained optimization of GPU resources at the runtime. Figure 2 presents an overview of SIMD-X architecture. To achieve the first goal, SIMD-X utilizes a simple yet powerful Active-Compute-Combine (ACC) model. This data-parallel API allows a programmer to implement graph algorithms with tens of lines of code (LOC). Prior work requires significant programming effort [50, 41, 76], or runs the risk of poor performance [33].

In SIMD-X, high-performance graph processing on GPUs is achieved through the development of two components: (1) JIT task management, which is responsible for translating data-parallel code to parallel tasks on GPUs. Essentially, SIMD-X “filters” the inactive tasks and groups similar ones to run on the underlying SIMD architecture. In particular, SIMD-X develops online and ballot filters for handling different types of tasks, and dynamically selects the better filter during the execution of the algorithm. And (2) Pull-push based kernel fusion. Graph applications are iterative in nature and thus require synchronizations. Fusing kernels across iterations would yield indispensable benefits, because kernel launching at each iteration incurs non-trivial overhead. In SIMD-X, we observe that with aggressive kernel fusion, register consumption would increase dramatically, lowering the occupancy and thus performance. To this end, SIMD-X deploys kernel fusion around pull and push stages of each graph computation, seeking a sweet spot that not only maximizes the range of each kernel fusion but also minimizes the register consumption. It is worthy noting that we also address the deadlock issue faced by software global barrier in SIMD-X.

3 ACC Programming Model

The novelty of SIMD-X lies at achieving both ease of programming and efficient workload scheduling, which is especially hard on GPUs. When it comes to graph computing, there are two main programming models: vertex-centric vs. edge-centric. Vertex-centric model, also referred to as “Think like a vertex” [49, 90] focuses on active vertices in a graph, whereas the latter one [61, 60] iterates on edges and simplifies programming.

3.1 Motivation

Graph programming converges to either vertex-centric or edge-centric models. In particular, the vertex-centric model contains two functions: vertex_scatter defines what operations should be done on this vertex, and vertex_gather applies the updates on the vertex. This model has been adopted by a number of existing projects, e.g., Pregel [49], GraphLab [45], PowerGraph [18], GraphChi [39], FlashGraph [90], Mosaic [47], and GridGraph [92], as well as GPU-based implementation such as CuSha [33] and Gunrock [76]. On the other hand, the edge-centric model is initially introduced by the external-memory graph engine X-stream [61] to improve IO performance. It requires a programmer to define two functions needed on each edge, edge_scatter and edge_gather. As such, this model schedules threads by the edge count. Particularly, one thread needs to send the information of the source vertex and the outbound edge to the destination vertex (edge_scatter), which atomically applies the new updates in edge_gather.

In this work, we believe the many-threaded nature of GPU architecture demands a new abstraction. We intend to exploit various thread scheduling options to better tackle workload imbalance [41, 77], while minimizing the overhead with regards to atomic operations on GPUs [46]. Table 1 summarizes the designs of recent GPU-based graph analytics systems. To avoid wasting the threads to compute on inactive vertices, task filtering is essential in generating a list of active vertices. Once task lists are ready, workload imbalance caused by skewed degree distribution in many graphs becomes the next concern. Since handling this issue in a vertex-centric model involves nontrivial programming efforts [41], edge-based computing presents a desirable alternative. However, traditional edge-centric approach would result in atomic updates at the destination vertex, thus a proper schedule before applying the update is essential to avoid atomic operation. It is also important to note that compressed sparse row (CSR) is a preferable graph format which can save around 50% of the space over edge list format, as contemporary GPUs only feature tens of GB memory [1]. The proposed ACC framework is designed to address these three challenges.

![Figure 2: SIMD-X architecture](image-url)
### 3.2 ACC Model

The new ACC model contains three functions: Active, Compute, and Combine. ACC supports a wide range of graph algorithms and requires much fewer lines of code compared to prior work. In this following, we will discuss the three functions.

**Active** allows a programmer to specify the condition whether a vertex is active. Formally it can be defined:

\[ \exists v \in \text{active}(M_v, v) \]

where \( v \) is the vertex ID and \( M_v \) represents its metadata. Depending on the algorithm, the Active function may vary. Belief propagation (BP) is simple which treats all vertices as active. In comparison, SSSP, as shown in Figure 3(a), considers the vertices active when their current metadata differs from the prior iteration.

Simply put, SIMD-X distinguishes active vertices from inactive ones, and focuses on the calculation needed for each vertex. This is different from the vertex-centric model which deals with not only the active vertex but also its neighbors. Because two vertices may have different numbers of neighbors, existing systems [49, 18] likely suffer from workload imbalance. To this end, SIMD-X leverages a classification technique, similar to Enterprise [41], to group the active vertices depending on the expected workload.

**Compute** defines the computation that happens on each edge. In particular, it specifies the operations on the metadata of edge \((v, u)\) and two vertices \(v\) and \(u\), which can be written as follows:

\[ \text{update}_{v\rightarrow u} \leftarrow \text{compute}(M_v, M_{(v,u)}, M_u) \]

where the return value of \( \text{update}_{v\rightarrow u} \) will be used by the Combine function. For example, SSSP can be defined as shown in Figure 3(a).

**Combine** merges all the updates, once the computations are completed. It can be represented:

\[ \text{update}_u \leftarrow \bigoplus_{v \in \text{Nbr}[u]} \text{update}_{v\rightarrow u} \]

where \( \bigoplus \) must be commutative and associative, e.g., sum and minimum, and is being applied to all the neighbors of vertex \( u \). Figure 3(a) presents the Combine examples of SSSP. Particularly, BP summarizes all updates, where SSSP combines all updates from compute by selecting the minimum.

SIMD-X optimizes two types of combine operations, i.e., aggregation and voting. Particularly, aggregation cannot tolerate overwrites, that is, all updates are needed to arrive at the correct results. PageRank, SSSP and k-Core are representative examples of such operation. In contrast, voting relaxes this condition, that is, the algorithm is correct as long as one update is received because all updates are identical. For instance, BFS is valid once one parent vertex successfully visited the child vertex. Other algorithms, such as, weakly connected component and strongly connected component algorithms [67] also fall into this category.

### 3.3 Processing with ACC

This section uses SSSP an example to illustrate how the SIMD-X framework works. SSSP computes the shortest paths between the source vertex and the remaining vertices of the graph. Although similar to Breadth-First Search (BFS), SSSP is more challenging as only one vertex with the shortest distance should be computed at one time. To improve the parallelism, we adopt the delta-step [51] algorithm which permits us to simultaneously compute a collection of the vertices whose distances are relatively shorter. We assume positive edge weights.

As shown in line 12 - 21 of Figure 3(b), SIMD-X structures graph computation as a loop. Similar to popular GPU-based frameworks [77, 33, 32], ACC follows BSP model, that is, synchronization is required at the end of each iteration. As we will discuss in the next section, SIMD-X employ three kernels to balance the workload, Thread, Warp and CTA kernels working on small_list, med_list and large_list, respectively. During computing, the online_filter (Section 4) attempts to track the active vertices with the thread bins (i.e., small_bin, med_bin and large_bin). Note that each active vertex is stored in one of these three bins based upon its degree. After a deadlock free software global barrier (Section 5), SIMD-X checks whether an overflow happens in any of the thread bins, which leads to either a ballot filter-based active lists generation or a simple prefix-scan based concatenation of all thread bins to produce the active lists (line 17-21).

In Figure 3(b), Line 1 - 8 exemplifies the interactions between ACC and SIMD-X. Firstly, SIMD-X will schedule a warp of threads to work on the neighbors of one active vertex from med_list. Similarly, Thread and CTA will schedule a thread and CTA to work on each active vertex from small_list and large_list, respectively. During

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abstraction</th>
<th>Related Work</th>
<th>Task filtering</th>
<th>Workload balancing</th>
<th>Avoid atomic operation</th>
<th>Graph format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICU</td>
<td>CuSha [33], Lux [30]</td>
<td>Init/Compute (Edge)</td>
<td>Update</td>
<td>CSR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICRU</td>
<td>WS [32]</td>
<td>Init/Compute (Edge)</td>
<td>Reduce/Update</td>
<td>CSR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APC</td>
<td>Grommet [77]</td>
<td>Advance/Filter</td>
<td>Compute (Vertex, with atomic update)</td>
<td>CSR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TASS</td>
<td>GTS [31], GraphReduce [62]</td>
<td>Gather (Edge)</td>
<td>Apply/Scatter</td>
<td>CSR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>SIMD-X</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Compute (Edge)</td>
<td>Combine</td>
<td>CSR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4: Speedup of our ACC model over Gunrock. Note vote and aggregation operations are materialized by BFS and SSSP algorithms, respectively. The x-axis contains the graph datasets which are defined in Table 3.

Comparison Figure 4 studies the performance impact of ACC vs. Gunrock. The new ACC model follows a computation then combine approach which pays the extra overhead (i.e., assembling all updates residing in shared memory from participating threads) in order to achieve the benefits of atomic-free updates. Gunrock, in contrast, directly applies the update to vertex status with atomic operations, thereby avoids inter-thread communication but experiences heavier overhead from atomic operation. One can see that ACC is, on average, 12% and 9% faster on vote and aggregation operations, respectively. For vote, the speedup comes from that ACC can schedule all threads to collaboratively determine early termination, which is not possible in Gunrock. Aggregation gains the performance from the elimination of atomic updates.

4 Just-In-Time Task Management

Workload balancing is essential for graph applications. The key is to ensure each GPU core, regardless of from which streaming processor, accounts for a similar amount of workload, which is often achieved with the following twin steps. Particularly, in step I: task management, the tasks are classified into various lists, namely small_list, med_list and large_list. In step II: thread assignment, various granularity of GPU threads are scheduled to work on different worklists. That is, a single thread per small task, a warp per medium task and a CTA per large task. Note, Figure 3(b) presents the pseudo code of step II and the bottom part of Figure 6 paints the corresponding workflow. We refer the readers to Enterprise [41] for more details regarding the landscape of this attempt.

Unlike prior work [41, 77, 50] which places particular efforts at step II, SIM-D-X focuses on step I as we find it to be the major culprit that offsets the benefits of workload balancing. In the following, we will first analyze the drawback of existing batch filter method, then describe two new filters, and JIT selection mechanism.

Drawback of batch filter. This approach [76, 50, 11] first loads all the edges of the active vertices to construct an active edge list. Still using the example of SSSP in

1: Init (src)
2: dist_curr[src] = 0;
3: large_list.insert(src);

4: Active (v)
5: return dist_curr[v] != dist_prev[v];

6: Compute (edge, weight)
7: old_dist = dist_curr[edge.dest];
8: new_dist = dist_curr[edge.src] + w;
9: return old_dist > new_dist ? new_dist: old_dist;

10: Combine (dist[])
11: return min (dist[]);

1: Warp (med_list, Compute, Combine, Active, overflow)
2: for each active vertex v in med_list:
3: //Intra-warp parallel reduction.
4: //Splitting compute and combine to avoid atomic operation.
5: for each neighboring edge set edge[32] to vertex v:
6: res[lane_id] = Compute (edge[lane_id]);
7: final = Combine (res[0-31]);
8: if lane_id == 0:
9: metadata_curr[v] = final;
10: small_bin, med_bin, large_bin =
11: online_filter (Active, v, overflow);

//Similar to Warp
Thread() // One thread working on one active vertex
CTA() // One CTA working on one active vertex

10: SSSP_main
11: Init (src);
12: while conditions:
13: Thread (small_list, Compute, Combine, Active, overflow);
14: Warp (med_list, Compute, Combine, Active, overflow);
15: CTA (large_list, Compute, Combine, Active, overflow);
16: __software_global_barrier ();

//Task management (Workload balancing step II)
17: if (overflow):
18: ballot_filter (small_list, med_list, large_list, Active);
19: else:
20: small_list, med_list, large_list = concatenate
21: (small_bin, med_bin, large_bin);
22: __software_global_barrier ();

(a) SSSP in ACC
(b) ACC in SIM-D-X

Figure 3: (a) SSSP in ACC model and (b) ACC abstraction and task management within SIM-D-X framework.
We observe several drawbacks when using the batch filter for various graph algorithms. First, the active list can consume up to $2|E|$ memory space because majority of the vertices in a graph can become active at one iteration [4, 41], which is especially true for popular social and web graphs. Considering GPU has very limited on-board memory (e.g., 16 GB), this restriction makes large-scale GPU-based graph computing intractable. Second, batch filter produces a worklist with unsorted and redundant active vertices, e.g., next active list – \{b, f, h, f, g, i\} of Figure 5(a), which will lead to poor memory performance for next iteration computation.

**Ballot filter** is designed to overcome all these shortcomings. It first loads the neighbors of active vertices and immediately updates vertex metadata. As shown at step \(\text{a}1\) in Figure 5(b), the neighbors of \{e, c\} get updated immediately. Afterwards, thread 0 and 1 (red and blue lines) will exploit ballot scan to inspect the updated metadata and record those updated vertices in local thread bin at step \(\text{a}5\). The eventual step is similar to batch filter – we concatenate these two thread bins to get the next active list, whereas, with sorted nonredundant active vertices.

Ballot scan is the key to comprehend why we arrive at a better next active list. In steps \(\text{a}1\) and \(\text{a}2\) of Figure 5(b), threads 0 and 1 perform coalesced scan of vertex metadata, and with the CUDA \_ballot() primitive, return a bit variable ‘01’ to the first thread. Here 1 means active and 0 otherwise, in this case, vertex a is not active while b is. Through collaboratively working on the entire metadata array, the first thread eventually gets the bit value ‘0100’ for the first four vertices, while the second thread ‘011110’ for the remaining six vertices. Consequently, this approach produces a sorted active list, that is, \{b, f, g, h, i\} in \(\text{a}5\).

We intentionally schedule thread 0 and 1 to collaboratively scan the metadata in order to achieve coalesced memory access during scan, as well as, making thread 0 and 1 account for a continuous range of vertices, that is, vertices a - d to thread 0 and e - i to thread 1. This achieves the dual benefits: coalesced scan and sorted active vertices in next active list. Last but not the least, this scheduling lends ballot filter to be many-thread safe.

We also notice an unpublished parallel efforts from Khorasani’s dissertation [31] which is closely related to ballot filter. However, his design relies on atomic operation to compute the offsets of active vertices from each Warp in the next active list and subsequently assigns merely a single thread from the Warp to enqueue all these active vertices. This design implies twin disadvantages comparing to ours. First, atomic operation-based offset computation cannot yield sorted active lists. Second, single thread-based active vertices recording tends to be slower than Warp-based one which is our design.

Ballot filter is not without its own issue, especially when the amount of active vertices is low. In that case, scanning the metadata array would account for the majority of the runtime. For instance, in ER and RC graphs, 99.23% and 96.67% of the time is spent on scanning metadata in ballot filter alone solution, respectively.

**Online filter** is designed to accommodate the issue faced by ballot filter. In the first step, this method loads the ac-
Online filter: Ballot filter

Just-In-Time control adaptively exploits ballot and online filters to retain the best performance. As shown in Figure 6, SIMD-X always activates the online filter first. Once a thread bin overflows, SIMD-X will switch to ballot filter to generate the correct task list for the next iteration. It is also worthy of mentioning that after JIT task management, we assign various granularity of threads to different lists in order to balance workload.

Interestingly, we find out that various algorithms and graph datasets present different selection patterns which tie closely to the amount of workload, that is, the higher volume of workload often results in the activation of ballot filter. As shown in Figure 7, BFS and SSSP typically use the ballot filter in the middle of the computation and online filter at the beginning and end. For high-diameter graphs, BFS and SSSP avoid the use of ballot filter. For instance, ER and RC always use the online filter along 2,578, 555, 5,086 and 675 iterations. k-Core activates the ballot filter at the initial iterations, i.e., typically the first two iterations except RC which only experiences one iteration because all its vertices have < 16 neighbors. At the extreme, BP and PageRank need the ballot filter at exactly the first iteration of computation.

Overflow thresholds for online filter. Clearly, this parameter directly determines when to switch on ballot filter, thereby affects the overall performance. Figure 8(a) presents the normalized performance with respect to various thresholds. As expected, a too low or too high threshold limits the performance because in either case, SIMD-X is forced to switch to ballot filter either too early or too late, leading to performance penalty. As such, in this work we select 64 as the predefined overflow threshold for all algorithms.

Overhead of online filter. After switching to ballot filter, JIT task management also executes the online filter in case it needs to switch back. Figure 8(b) studies the overhead of this design. On average, there is 0.02% slowdown, with the maximum of 2.1% observed for the OR graph. The reason for the small overhead is because online filter only tracks up to 64 (predefined threshold) active vertices for the next iteration and this operation is not on the critical path of the execution.
5 Push-Pull Based Kernel Fusion

Kernel fusion [73], a common optimization for a collection of iterative GPU applications, such as graph computing and deep learning [2, 58, 29, 10, 8], reduces expensive overhead of kernel invocation, as well as minimizes the global memory traffic as the life time of registers and shared memory is limited in each kernel. However, traditional efforts, such as Gunrock [77] and Xiao et al [79], fail to achieve cross the global barrier kernel fusion. This section starts with our observation and analysis of potential deadlock in the mainstream global barrier design [79, 82] and subsequently introduces a lightweight deadlock free solution which enables the global thread synchronization within the fused kernel. However, aggressive kernel fusion requires a large amount of the registers and thus supports fewer parallel warps which could hurt the overall performance. To this end, we introduce a push-pull based kernel fusion to minimize the kernel invocation times and register consumption.

Software global barrier is needed to enable the balanced kernel fusion. Generally speaking, this approach uses an array — lock — to synchronize all GPU threads upon arrival and departure. During the processing, it assumes the thread CTA as the monitor while the remaining threads as workers. At arrival, each worker CTA updates its own status in lock. Once all worker CTAs have arrived, the monitor changes the statuses of all CTAs to departure, allowing all threads to proceed forward.

This approach, unfortunately, suffers from potential deadlock [79], as illustrated in Figure 9. Specifically, the worker thread CTAs may hold all GPU hardware resources, such as streaming processors, registers and shared memory, while waiting for the monitor to update the lock array. In the meantime, the monitor cannot update the lock array, due to lack of hardware resources (e.g., thread over subscription).

Compiler-based deadlock free barrier. SIMD-X utilizes the barrier in a way to ensure that every CTA, regardless of a work or the monitor, can obtain hardware resources when needed. This is achieved through comparing the resources needed by the kernels, against the total available resources. Based on the GPU architecture, we can obtain the total amount of registers (#registerPerSMX) that can be provided by each streaming processor, e.g., 65,536 registers of NVIDIA K40 GPUs and 32,768 from K20 GPUs. On the other hand, we can collect the register consumption (#registerPerThread) of each kernel at the compilation stage. Putting together, SIMD-X is able to calculate the appropriate thread configuration for kernels.

The number of CTA can be computed as follows:

\[
#CTA = \text{floor}(\frac{\text{#registersPerSMX} \times \#SMX}{\text{#threadsPerCTA} \times \text{#threadsPerThread} \times \text{#registerPerSMX}})
\]

where #threadsPerCTA is configured by a user, i.e., 128 by default. For example, when deploying a kernel, each thread consumes 110 registers, and on K40 that contains 15 SMXs, each of which contains 65,536 registers. If #threadsPerCTA is set to 128, one gets #CTA = ceil(\(65536 \times 15\)) = 60. As a result, we can configure this kernel as CTA and thread count per CTA as 60 and 128, respectively.

Notably, portable Inter-Block Barrier [69] is closely relevant to our effort. However, this method proposes extremely complicated thread block management mechanism that requires to distinguish whether one thread block will execute useful workloads or not during runtime. This requires nontrivial programmer efforts and scheduling overhead. In comparison, our method achieves this deadlock-free configuration before runtime and is completely transparent to the end users.

Push-Pull based kernel fusion. As shown in Table 2, the register consumption (using the compilation flag -Xptxas -v) increases from average 25 to 110, that is a 4.4 \times difference. Note, consuming too many registers will curb the number of active threads (according to equation 1). Unfortunately, majority of the graph algorithms are data intensive, thus prefer a higher volume of active threads because more active threads can better hide the frequent memory access stalls caused by data intensive applications. Consequently, we need a balanced fusion strategy that keeps both register consumption and kernel invocation low.

To this end, SIMD-X leverages the push-pull model used in the graph algorithms. That is, such algorithms often use push or pull based computing in several consecutive iterations. Lines 12 - 21 from Figure 3(b), for example, discuss the pull model and we can fuse these lines into a single GPU kernel. Similarly, push model can also be fused into a single kernel. Section 6 details how pull/push iterations occur in various graph algorithms.

SIMD-X adopts the pull-push model as in [66, 41], by controlling where (in/out edge) Compute happens and how to Combine the results and apply (in atomic or atomic free manner). Particularly, in the push model, SIMD-X conducts Compute on the out neighbors of each active vertex, and relies on atomic operations to apply the
updates to the destination vertices. In contrast, the pull model schedules Compute on the in neighbors of active vertices, and uses atomic-free strategy to Combine all updates and apply to the destination vertices. As different iterations favor one model over the other, we follow a similar rule as in Ligra [66] to alternate between the push and pull models. That is, when the workload on the push model works on more than 30% of the edges, SIMD-X will switch to pull model.

The idea of push-pull based kernel fusion is to fuse kernels around the pull and push computing. In other words, for the push-based iterations, SIMD-X fuses different compute kernels (for thread, warp, CTA), as well as task management kernel, into one push kernel. The kernel only terminates when the computation finishes or it needs to switch to pull computing according to the criterion discussed in Section 3.3. Similar optimizations are done for the pull-based iterations.

Using the new push-pull based fusion, the register consumption decreases to 48 and 55 thus increases the configurable thread count by 50%. Table 2 presents the register consumption and kernel invocation of different kernel fusion techniques. By using the push-pull based kernel fusion, the kernel relaunch is merely three while its register consumption is cut by half.

6 Graph Algorithms and Datasets

In addition to SSSP that is discussed in Section 3.3, this section further presents a variety of algorithms which are implemented on SIMD-X to examine the expressiveness of ACC programming model, and performance impacts of task management and kernel fusion techniques.

**BFS** [41] traverses a graph level by level. At each level, it loads all neighbors that are connected to vertices visited in the preceding level, inspects their statuses (metadata), and subsequently marks those unvisited neighbors as active for the next iteration. Notably, BFS conducts synchronizations at the end of each level, relies on vote to combine the updates. During the entire process of traversal, BFS typically experiences light workload at the beginning and end of the computation while heavy workload in the middle.

**Belief propagation (BP),** also known as sum-product message passing algorithm, infers the posterior probability of each event based on the likelihoods and prior probabilities of all related events. Once modeled as a graph (Bayesian network or Markov random fields), each event becomes a vertex with all incoming vertices and edges as related events and corresponding likelihoods. In BP, vertex possibility is the metadata.

**k-Core (KC),** which is widely used in graph visualization application [42, 53], iteratively deletes the vertices whose degree is less than \( k \) until all remaining vertices in this graph possess more than \( k \) neighbors. k-Core experiences large volume of workloads at initial iterations and follows with light workloads. This work uses a default value of \( k = 16 \).

**PageRank (PR)** [57] updates the rank value of one vertex based on the contribution of all in-neighbors iteratively till all vertices have stable rank values. Because the contributions of in neighbors are summarized to the destination vertex, we start PageRank with the pull model and \( agg\_sum \) as the merge operation. At the end of PageRank, we switch to the push model because the majority of the vertices are stable [87]. The switch is decided by a decision tree.

**Graph Benchmarks.** We evaluate on a wide range of graphs as shown in Table 3, which falls into four types, i.e., social networks, road maps, hyperlink web and synthetic graphs. Particularly, Facebook [17], LiveJournal [68], Orkut [68], Pokec [68], and Twitter [38] are common social networks. Europe-osi [12] and
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**Table 2: Register consumption for various kernels.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kernel</th>
<th>Push (no fusion)</th>
<th>Pull (no fusion)</th>
<th>Selective fusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Register consumption</td>
<td>Task mgt</td>
<td>Register consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thread</td>
<td>Warp</td>
<td>CTA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Push model</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pull model</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3: Graph Dataset.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graph Name</th>
<th>Abbrev.</th>
<th>Vertex Count</th>
<th>Edge Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>FB</td>
<td>16,777,215</td>
<td>75,824,943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe-osi</td>
<td>ER</td>
<td>50,912,018</td>
<td>108,109,319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kron24</td>
<td>KR</td>
<td>16,777,216</td>
<td>536,870,911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiveJournal</td>
<td>LJ</td>
<td>4,847,571</td>
<td>136,950,781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orkut</td>
<td>OR</td>
<td>3,072,626</td>
<td>234,370,165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pokec</td>
<td>PK</td>
<td>1,632,803</td>
<td>61,245,127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>RD</td>
<td>4,000,000</td>
<td>511,999,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RoadCA-net</td>
<td>RC</td>
<td>1,971,281</td>
<td>5,533,213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-MAT</td>
<td>RM</td>
<td>3,999,983</td>
<td>511,999,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK-2002</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>18,520,343</td>
<td>596,227,523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>TW</td>
<td>25,165,811</td>
<td>787,169,139</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 10:** Consecutive iterations from graph algorithms often cluster to push and model computation separately: (a) all fusion, (b) selective fusion.
RoadCA-net [70] are two large roadmap graphs, and UK-2002 [70] is a web graph. Furthermore, we use Graph500 generator to generate Kron24 [6], and GTgraph [19] for R-MAT and random graphs. Europe-osm and RoadCA-net are high diameter graphs, with 2570 and 555 as their diameters, respectively. LiveJournal, Pokec, Twitter and UK-2002 are medium diameter graphs, i.e., 10 - 30 as their diameters. The diameters of the remaining graphs are all smaller than 10. For graphs without edge weight, we use a random generator to generate one weight for each edge similar to Gunrock [76]. These graphs are stored in compressed sparse row (CSR) format.

7 Experiments

We implement SIMD-X\(^1\) with 5,660 lines of CUDA and C++ code. All the algorithms presented in Section 6 are implemented with around 100 lines of C++ code. The source code is compiled by GCC 4.8.5 and NVIDIA nvcc 7.5 with the optimization flag as O3. In this work, we evaluate SIMD-X on a Linux workstation with two Intel Xeon E5-2683 CPUs (14 physical cores with 28 hyperthreads), and 512GB main memory. Throughout the evaluation, we use uint32 as the vertex ID and uint64 as index and evaluate our system on NVIDIA K40 GPUs unless otherwise is specified. We also test SIMD-X on earlier K20 and latest P100 GPUs. The timing is started once the graph data is loaded in GPU global memory. Each result is reported with an average of 64 runs.

7.1 Comparison with State-of-the-art

Table 4 summarizes the runtime of SIMD-X against Galois and Gunrock which are state-of-the-art CPU and GPU graph processing systems, respectively, as well as CuSha (GPU) and Ligra (CPU), two popular graph frameworks. The take aways of this table are two folds.

First, SIMD-X is both space efficient and robust. As one can see, since CuSha requires edge list as the input for computation, it cannot accommodate large graphs (e.g., FB and TW) across all algorithms. Besides, since Gunrock requires large amount of space for batch filter, it suffers out of memory (OOM) error for all larger graphs in SSSP. Even CPU systems (Galois and Ligra) enjoys affluent memory space (512 GB) from CPU, they cannot converge to a result for high diameter graphs. That is, Galois cannot converge for SSSP on ER while Ligra fails to obtain result for BFS on UK graph.

Second, SIMD-X outperforms all graph processing frameworks. In general, SIMD-X is 24×, 2.9×, 6.5× and 3.3× faster than CuSha, Gunrock, Galois and Ligra, respectively. In BFS, SIMD-X bests CuSha, Gunrock, Galois and Ligra by 9.6×, 4.8×, 2.1× and 2.4×, respectively. We also notice that SIMD-X is slower than Galois on the RD graph because workload balancing brings negligible benefits to uniform-degree graph (RD). Also, SIMD-X is slightly worse than Ligra on RM graph since this graph only has a diameter of four thus both JIT task management and kernel fusion brings trivial benefits to GPU based graph systems, as evident by much lower performance on CuSha and Gunrock.

In PageRank, SIMD-X achieves 1.2×, 2.1×, 2.3× and 4× speedups over CuSha, Gunrock, Galois and Ligra, respectively. Note, even CuSha cannot support all large graphs due to large memory space consumption, it performs roughly similar to SIMD-X with even outperforming SIMD-X on LJ and OR. This is generally because PageRank tends to be more computation intensive than other graph algorithms and needs to compute all edges, curbing the benefits of task management and kernel fusion. However, edge list format (of CuSha) doubles memory consumption, facing OOM for large graphs.

For SSSP, SIMD-X wins 21×, on average, over all four projects. We project SIMD-X to better outperform all systems than observed for BFS algorithm because SSSP experiences more iterations with larger volume of active tasks, placing more favor towards ACC model, JIT task management and push-pull based kernel fusion. However, because Gunrock fails to accommodate all large graphs, our benefits cannot surface – ending with merely 1.8× speedup. Second, CuSha spends 519,674 ms on the high diameter ER graph which is 480× slower than SIMD-X because task management is absent from CuSha. We also notice Galois performs better than SIMD-X in RD, again, due to the uniform degree distribution.

For k-Core, where \( k = 32 \), SIMD-X wins Ligra by 20×. Such a striking advantage comes from three parts. First, as reflected by Figure 11(b), k-Core generates extensive amount of workload variations thus benefits tremendously from JIT task management. Second, k-Core’s iterative nature also enjoys the benefits from push-pull based kernel fusion, as shown in Figure 12(c). Lastly, the flexibility of ACC allows innovative k-Core algorithm designs – we will stop further subtracting the degree of destination vertex once the destination vertex’s degree goes below \( k \) – this reduces tremendous unnecessary updates. Note comparisons of Belief Propagation, as well as other systems for k-Core are not included because those systems fail to support such algorithms.

7.2 Benefits of Various Techniques

This section studies the performance impacts brought by JIT task management and push-pull based kernel fusion. As we have presented in Section 4, JIT task management only works for applications that experience work-
load variations, that is, BFS, k-Core and SSSP. On the other hand, push-pull based kernel fusion is applicable for all five algorithms.

On average, JIT task management presented in Figure 11, is \(16 \times, 26 \times\) and \(4.5 \times\) faster than the ballot filter for BFS, k-Core and SSSP. As expected, online filter alone cannot work for many graphs, particularly large ones, e.g., Facebook, Twitter and UK2002 graphs in BFS and SSSP. Without considering overflow problem (ER and RC graphs), JIT task management adds a small 1-2% overhead on top of the online filter on BFS and SSSP.

On k-Core, JIT task management is, on average, \(28.5 \times\) and \(5 \times\) faster than ballot and online filter, respectively. We also observe that the ballot filter outperforms the online filter on ER and RC graphs by \(3.4 \times\) and \(1.7 \times\), because k-Core removes a large volume of vertices which favors the former to produce a non-redundant and sorted work list.

Push-pull based kernel fusion brings, on average, 43% and 25% improvement over non-fusion and all-fusion across all algorithms and graphs. In particular, push-pull based kernel fusion tops non-fusion by 74%, 11%, 85%, 10% and 66% on BFS, BP, k-Core, PageRank and SSSP. BFS, k-Core and SSSP achieves more performance gains because they are not computation intensive and tend to run a higher number of iterations. For all fusion, our new kernel fusion is 55%, 6%, 62%, 25% and 11% faster on BFS, BP, k-Core, PageRank and SSSP. It is important to note that all fusion is not always beneficial, i.e., all fuse option of PageRank is average 13% slower than no fusion because all fusion limits the amount of configurable threads. However, for memory intensive applications, like BFS and SSSP on ER and RC, all fusion is on average \(2 \times\) better.

### 7.3 Performance on Different GPUs

We also evaluate SIMD-X, Gunrock and CuSha on various GPU models, such as K20 and P100 GPUs. It is not surprising to see that SIMD-X presents the biggest performance gain on the latest GPUs. In detail, SIMD-X on K40 and P100 performs \(1.7 \times\) and \(5.1 \times\) better than K20 GPU. In contrast, Gunrock merely gets \(1.1 \times\) and \(1.7 \times\) performance improvement when moving from K20 to K40 and P100, respectively. Similarly for CuSha, its performance on K40 and P100 are \(1.2 \times\) and \(3.5 \times\) better than K20, respectively. The root cause of this disparity is that SIMD-X’s kernel fusion technique can dynamically configure its GPU kernels to the fitting thread count on the corresponding hardware so as to achieve the peak performance. For instance, the thread count increases by \(1.2 \times\) and \(5.1 \times\) on K40 and P100 than on K20 for BFS.

### 8 Related Work

Recent advance in graph computing falls in algorithm innovation [51, 87, 15], framework developments [49, 18, 45, 39, 42, 90, 92, 22, 66, 63, 61, 23, 54, 60, 74, 7, 80, 84, 65, 88, 75, 55, 89, 86, 85, 3, 78, 52, 21, 9, 81] and accel-
Recently, we witness an array of graph analytical models. For instance, “think like a graph” [71] requires each vertex to obtain the view of the entire partition on one machine in order to minimize the communication cost. Furthermore, domain specific programming language systems, such as Galois [54], Green-Marl [23] and Trinity [63], allow programmers to write single-threaded source code while enjoying multi-threaded processing. In comparison, SIMD-X decouples the goal of programming simplicity and performance: with ACC, SIMD-X ultimately designs a data-parallel abstraction for deploying irregular graph applications on GPU. With JIT task management and push-pull based kernel fusion, SIMD-X is an order of magnitude faster than state-of-the-art CPU and GPU frameworks.

Task management is an important optimization for GPU-based graph computing. Besides batch filter [76, 50], there also exist other task management approaches – strided filter [41, 43] and atomic filter [46]. Particularly, strided filter resembles ballot filter but the former one experiences strided memory access when scanning the metadata thus performs up to 16$\times$ worse than ballot filter. Atomic filter relies is similar to online filter but it relies on atomic operation to put active vertices into global active list which suffers from orders of magnitude slow down than online filter. Besides ballot and online filter bests batch, stride and atomic filter, SIMD-X goes further via introducing a JIT controller to adaptively use online filter and ballot filter to further improve the performance. We also find that JIT task management can be exploited to help manage active lists for other applications such as warp segmentation [32] and CSR5 [44].

Kernel fusion affects applications far beyond graph computations. SIMD-X is closely related to global software barrier [79, 82]. However, previous work fails to identify the deadlock issue in this global software barrier problem, thus no solution towards this issue. In contrast, SIMD-X unveils, systematically analyzes, and resolves this problem. To avoid high register consumption, SIMD-X further selectively fuse kernels via exploiting the special kernel launching patterns of graph algorithms. It is also important to mention existing work [73] that only fuse kernels to barrier boundary. In comparison, SIMD-X fuses kernels across barriers. Our design can also benefit the popular Persistent Kernel [20] designs which have been found suffer from deadlock issues when the occupancy exceed an unknown bound [48, 24].

9 Conclusion

In this work, we propose SIMD-X, a parallel graph computing framework that supports programming and processing of single instruction multiple complex, data on GPUs. Specifically, the Active-Compute-Combine (ACC) model provides ease of programming to programmers, while just-in-time task management and push-pull based kernel fusion leverage the opportunities for system-level optimization. Using SIMD-X, a user can program a graph algorithm in tens of lines of code, while achieving significant speedup over the state-of-the-art.
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Abstract
Out-of-core graph processing systems are well-optimized to maintain sequential locality on disk and minimize the amount of disk I/O per iteration. Even though the sparsity in real-world graphs provides opportunities for out-of-order execution, these systems often process graphs iteration-by-iteration, hence providing Bulk Synchronous Parallel (synchronous for short) mode of processing which is also a preferred choice for easier programmability. Since out-of-core setting limits the view of entire graph and constrains the processing order to maintain disk locality, exploiting out-of-order execution while simultaneously providing synchronous processing guarantees is challenging. In this paper we develop a generic dependency-driven out-of-core graph processing technique, called LUMOS, that performs out-of-order execution to proactively propagate values across iterations while simultaneously providing synchronous processing guarantees. Our cross-iteration value propagation technique identifies future dependencies that can be safely satisfied, and actively computes values across those dependencies without sacrificing disk locality. This eliminates the need to load the corresponding portions of graph in future iterations, hence reducing disk I/O and accelerating the overall processing.

1 Introduction
Disk-based processing of large graphs enables processing to scale beyond the available main memory in both single machine [1, 8, 9, 13, 14, 16, 17, 24, 34, 35, 38] and cluster based [23] processing environments. With limited amount of main memory available for processing, out-of-core graph systems first divide the graph into partitions that reside on disk, and then process these partitions one-by-one by streaming through them, i.e., by sequentially loading them in memory and immediately processing them. As expected, such out-of-core processing is I/O intensive and systems often spend significant amount of time in loading the partitions from disk; for example, GridGraph [38], a recent state-of-art out-of-core graph processing system, spends 69-90% of time in loading edges from disk partitions.

A common concern across graph processing systems is the nature of consistency semantics they offer for programmers to correctly express their graph algorithms. Consistency semantics in the context of iterative graph processing fundamentally decide when should a vertex’s value (that is computed in a given iteration) become visible to its outgoing neighbors. The most popular consistency semantics is offered by the Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) [27] model (hereafter called synchronous processing semantics) that separates computations across iterations such that vertex values computed in a given iteration become visible to their outgoing neighbors in the next iteration, i.e., values in a given iteration are computed based on values from the previous iteration. Such clear separation between values being generated v/s values being used allows programmers to clearly reason about the important convergence and correctness properties. Hence, synchronous processing semantics often becomes a preferred choice for large-scale graph processing [18, 24, 36, 38].

While out-of-core graph processing systems that provide synchronous processing semantics have been well-optimized to maintain sequential disk locality and to minimize the amount of disk I/O per iteration, they process graphs iteration-by-iteration such that processing for a given iteration starts only after all the partitions have been processed for the corresponding previous iteration. Such synchronous processing enforces dependencies between all values across subsequent iterations. However, dependencies in graph computation are determined by the structure of the input graph, and real-world graphs are often large and sparse. This means, more often than not, two randomly chosen vertices will not be directly connected to each other, hence deeming the dependency between their values to be unnecessary in synchronous processing. This sparsity in edges provides an opportunity to perform out-of-order execution such that unrelated values across multiple iterations get simultaneously computed to amortize the disk I/O cost across multiple iterations. However, achieving such out-of-order execution in an out-of-core setting without sacrificing sequential disk locality, as well as simultaneously providing synchronous processing guarantees is challenging.
In this paper, we develop a dependency-aware cross-
iteration value propagation technique called LUMOS to en-
able future value computations that reduce disk I/O while still
 guaranteeing synchronous processing semantics. We refine
vertex computations into two key components: the first step
performs concurrent aggregation of incoming vertex values,
and the next step uses the result of concurrent aggregation
to compute the final vertex value. Upon doing so, we iden-
tify that computing aggregations requires all incoming vertex
values to be available which is a strong precondition that
limits future computations. However, values can be safely
propagated to compute partial aggregations that lifts off the
precondition of requiring all incoming vertex values. When
the partial aggregations receive all required values, they can
be used to compute the final future vertex values which can be
propagated further down across subsequent future iterations.

We enable such cross-iteration value propagation across
partitions as partition boundaries become natural points to
capture the set of value dependencies that can be safely sat-
fified. We further increase cross-iteration propagation via
locality-aware intra-partition propagation to exploit the in-
erent locality in real-world graphs which has been identi-
fied in recent works [36]. While LUMOS can also correctly
process asynchronous algorithms (e.g., traversal algorithms
like shortest paths), we further optimize LUMOS for asyn-
chronous algorithms by exposing relaxed processing seman-
tics in its processing model. Finally, to achieve maximum
benefits we enhance LUMOS with several key out-of-core pro-
cessing strategies like selective scheduling and light-weight
partitioning that have been shown to be seminal in extracting
performance in out-of-core processing.

While our dependency aware cross-iteration propagation
model is general enough to be incorporated in any syn-
chronous out-of-core graph processing system, we develop
LUMOS by extending GridGraph which is a state-of-art out-
of-core graph processing system that guarantees synchronous
processing semantics. Our evaluation shows that LUMOS is
able to compute future values across 71-97% of edges which
elimates the corresponding amount of disk I/O across those
iterations, and hence, LUMOS is $1.8 \times$ faster than GridGraph
while it still retains the same synchronous processing semanticss.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first out-of-core graph
processing technique that enables future value computa-
tion across iterations, while still retaining the synchronous
processing semantics throughout all the iterations, which is
crucial for easy programmability.

2 Background & Motivation

We first discuss about semantics of synchronous execution,
and then summarize out-of-core graph processing techniques.

2.1 Synchronous Processing Semantics

The Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) model [27] is a pop-
ular processing model that provides synchronous stepwise
execution semantics with separated computation and commu-
nication/synchronization phases. Under the BSP model,
values in a given iteration are computed based on values from
the previous iteration. We illustrate the synchronous pro-
cessing semantics of BSP model using the PageRank algorithm as
an example in Algorithm 1. The algorithm computes vertex values (newPr) using the ones computed in previous iteration (pr) as shown on line 6. The flow of values across iterations is explicitly controlled via SWAP() on line 11.

Such clear separation of values being generated v/s values being used allows programmers to clearly reason about the important convergence and correctness properties. Hence, synchronous processing semantics often becomes a preferred choice for large-scale graph processing [18, 24, 36, 38].

2.2 Out-of-Core Graph Processing

Disk-based graph processing has been a challenging task due
to ever growing graph sizes. The key components in effi-
cient out-of-core graph processing systems is a disk-friendly
partition-based data-structure, and an execution engine that
processes the graph in a partition-by-partition fashion that
maximizes sequential locality. Figure 1 shows how a given
graph is represented as partitions on disk. Each partition rep-
resents incoming edges for a range of vertices (chunk-based
partitioning [38]); partition $p_0$ holds incoming edges for ver-
tices 0 and 1, $p_1$ holds for vertices 2 and 3, and $p_3$ for vertices
4 and 5. The iterative engine processes the graph by going
through these partitions in a fixed order; it sequentially loads
edges from partition $p_0$ to process them in memory, then from
partition $p_1$, and finally from the last partition $p_2$. Once all
the partitions are processed, the iteration ends by perform-
ing computations across vertex values, that may reside on
disk or in-memory (depending on availability of memory).
This entire process is repeated for multiple iterations until
algorithm-specific termination condition is satisfied.

Several works aim to improve out-of-core graph processing
[1, 8, 9, 13, 14, 16, 17, 24, 31, 32, 34, 35, 38] as summarized in
Table 1. Depending on the processing semantics they offer,
they fall in two categories:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 1 Synchronous PageRank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: $G = (V,E)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: $pr = {1,1,...,1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: while not converged do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: newPr = {0.0,...,0}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: par-for $(u,v) \in E$ do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: ATOMICADD(&amp;newPr[v], $\frac{pr[u]}{</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: end-par-for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8: par-for $v \in V$ do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9: newPr[v] = 0.15 + 0.85 $\times$ newPr[v]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10: end-par-for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11: SWAP(pr, newPr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12: end while</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1Algorithm 1 is simplified to eliminate details like selective scheduling.
### (A) Synchronous Out-of-Core Graph Processing.

GraphChi [13], X-Stream [24], GridGraph [38], and others provide synchronous processing semantics. While initial systems like GraphChi [13] and X-Stream [24] proposed efficient processing models, their performance is limited due to management of edge-scale intermediate values in every iteration (edge values in GraphChi and edge updates in X-Stream).

GridGraph [38] is an efficient out-of-core graph processing system that eliminates edge-scale intermediate updates. It divides vertices into subsets called chunks and partitions edges into 2D grid based on these chunks. In Figure 1b, the dashed-horizontal lines represent boundaries of blocks such that the entire representation becomes a 2D grid. The 2D grid is processed by streaming through edge-blocks. Furthermore, GridGraph enables selective scheduling which eliminates unnecessary edges to be loaded from disk by skipping partitions. Since its processing model is designed to minimize disk I/O, it is the state-of-art out-of-core graph processing system that provides synchronous processing semantics.

### (B) Asynchronous Out-of-Core Graph Processing.

Recent works like CLIP [1] and Wonderland [34] are customized for asynchronous algorithms like path-based algorithms (e.g., BFS and shortest paths). These frameworks leverage the algorithmic properties (e.g., monotonicity [28, 29]) to process partitions based on newly computed values, resulting in faster convergence. CLIP [1] processes partitions multiple times in memory while Wonderland [34] performs abstraction-guided processing for faster information propagation. Even though these techniques perform out-of-order computations (see Table 1), they do not provide synchronous processing semantics since they violate the processing order across computed vertex values. Hence, they cannot be used for synchronous graph algorithms.

### Limitations with Out-of-Core Systems.

As shown in Table 1, none of the systems perform future value computation (i.e., beyond a single iteration) while simultaneously providing synchronous processing semantics. In synchronous out-of-core frameworks, the processing model is tied down to strict iteration-by-iteration processing. Such tight coupling between synchronous semantics and strict processing order limits the performance of out-of-core graph processing. Particularly, the sparsity in real-world graphs often presents opportunities to proactively compute future values based on when value dependencies get resolved; realizing such processing across future iterations can be beneficial in out-of-core setting since edges corresponding to values that have already been computed for future iterations do not need to be loaded in those iterations, hence directly reducing disk I/O. However, such acceleration via future value computation is not achieved in out-of-core systems due to their strict iteration-by-iteration processing.

It is crucial to note that out-of-order execution does not necessarily result in computing across future values. Specifically, DynamicShards [31] performs out-of-order execution to dynamically capture the set of active edges to be processed in a given iteration. It achieves this by dropping inactive (or useless) edges across iterations and delaying computations that cannot be performed due to missing edges. While the delayed computations get periodically processed in shadow iterations (i.e., out-of-order execution), they do not compute across future values to leverage sparse dependencies. Asynchronous systems [1, 34], on the other hand, do compute beyond a single iteration, but do not provide processing semantics.

This poses an important question: how to process beyond a single iteration to reduce disk I/O in out-of-core processing while simultaneously guaranteeing synchronous processing semantics?
3 LUMOS: Dependency-Driven Cross-Iteration Value Propagation

Since our goal is to provide synchronous processing semantics while overlapping computations across multiple iterations, we first characterize cross-iteration dependencies to capture synchronous semantics and then develop our out-of-core value propagation strategy that guarantees those captured semantics.

3.1 Characterizing Synchronous Dependencies

Synchronous iterative graph algorithms compute vertex values in a given iteration based on values of their incoming neighbors that were computed in the previous iteration. Since computations are primarily based on graph structure, such cross iteration dependencies can be captured via the graph structure as follows:

\[ \forall (u, v) \in E, \quad u^t \rightarrow v^{t+1} \]  

where \( u^t \) and \( v^{t+1} \) represent values of vertex \( u \) in iteration \( t \) and vertex \( v \) in iteration \( t+1 \) respectively, and \( \rightarrow \) indicates that \( v^{t+1} \) is value-dependent on \( u^t \). It is important to note that there are no dependency relationships among vertices that are not directly connected by an edge. With limited view of graph structure available at any given time in out-of-core graph processing, the cross-iteration dependencies get satisfied by processing vertices and edges in a given iteration only after processing for the previous iteration is completed.

3.2 Out-of-core Value Propagation

We ask two important questions that allow us to identify the interplay between cross-iteration value propagations to satisfy future dependencies and partition-by-partition processing orchestrated by out-of-core graph systems.

3.2.1 When to propagate?

A straightforward way to enable processing beyond a given single iteration \( t \) is to compute vertex values for the subsequent iteration \( t+1 \) if incoming neighbors’ values corresponding to \( t \) are available at the time when those vertices are processed. With partition-by-partition out-of-core processing, we know that values for vertices belonging to a given partition \( p \) become available when \( p \) is processed; hence, we can allow outgoing neighbors to use these available values and compute for subsequent iterations if their partitions get processed after \( p \) in the same iteration. While theoretically this appears to be a promising direction, we profile the large graphs from Table 4 to measure the number of vertices for which future values can be computed (shown in Figure 2a), and the number of edges that don’t need to be loaded for the corresponding vertices in future iterations (shown in Figure 2b). To eliminate the impact of partitioning, we profiled across three light-weight partitioning schemes, chunk-based partitioning (as used in [38]), cyclic partitioning (where vertex ids are hashed to partitions) and random partitioning; and, across three partition sizes corresponding to number of partitions being 16, 64 and 256. Even though Figure 2a shows up to 45% of vertices can compute values for subsequent iterations, it contributes to only 1-4% of edge savings as shown in Figure 2b. This means, future values can be computed for vertices that have low in-degree and, as expected, high in-degree vertices cannot compute future values since values for all of their incoming neighbors do not become available in time.

To achieve high amount of cross-iteration value propagation, we want to relax the precondition such that availability of all incoming neighbor values does not become a requirement. We achieve this by computing only the aggregated values for future iterations instead of computing final vertex values. Let \( \bigoplus \) denote the aggregation operator that computes the intermediate value based on incoming neighbors and \( f \) denote the function to compute vertex’s value based on aggregated intermediate value. For example, in PageRank (Algorithm 1), ATOMICADD on line 6 represents \( \bigoplus \) and line 9 shows \( f \). In a given iteration \( t \), we aim to compute 2:

\[ v^t = f(\bigoplus_{u,v \in E} (u^{t-1})) \quad \text{and} \quad g(v^{t+1}) = \bigoplus_{v \in \text{vertices}, u \in \text{neighbors}} (u^t) \]  

\[ s.t. \ p(u) < p(v) \]

\[ ^2 \text{Values residing on edges (i.e., edge weights) have been left out from equations for simplicity as they do not impact cross-iteration dependencies.} \]
where \( g(v) \) represents aggregated value of \( v \) and \( p(v) \) is the partition to which \( v \) belongs. It is important to note that \( \bigoplus \) represents a complete aggregation while \( \bigotimes \) represents partial aggregation as the precondition \( p(u) < p(v) \) may not be satisfied by all edges. Since \( \forall u \in V, u \notin \) is available in iteration \( t \) (due to barrier semantics), we can perform complete aggregation and also compute the vertex’s value using \( f \). However, since \( u' \) becomes available as partitions get processed in the same iteration \( t \), at a given point in time only the available \( u' \) values can be propagated to compute the partial aggregation which satisfies the future cross-iteration dependency \( u' \rightarrow v^{t+1} \). Since typically partitions get processed in numerical order, with \( P \) being total number of partitions, we know that \( \forall i, j \in [0, P] \), if \( i < j \), partition \( i \) gets processed before partition \( j \). This ordering is captured in the precondition for partial aggregation \( g(v^{t+1}) \).

Hence, in Figure 1, as \( p_0, p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) get processed in that order, \( v^1_0 \) is available for \( g(v^{t+1}_2), g(v^{t+1}_3) \) and \( g(v^{t+1}_4) \) via \((0, 2)\), \((0, 3)\) and \((0, 5)\) respectively, while \( v^1_5 \) is not available for \( g(v^{t+1}_1) \) during iteration \( t \).

As shown in Figure 2c, the percentage of values propagated (via partial aggregation) increases to 40-50%; the edges corresponding to these propagations need not be loaded in the subsequent iteration (i.e., directly reducing disk I/O), which is significantly higher compared to that in Figure 2b. We also observe that random partitioning compares well with other techniques and enables higher cross-iteration propagation; this can be reasoned with the high chances of an edge \((u, v)\) being placed across partitions such that \( p(u) < p(v) \) in Section 5.3, we will explore more light-weight partitioning strategies that will further enable cross-iteration propagation.

Note that the above value propagation requires vertex values for the current iteration to be computed as partitions get processed. We developed our processing model to simultaneously compute vertex values as corresponding partition’s edges get processed (discussed further in Section 5.1).

### 3.2.2 How far (in iteration space) to propagate?

Cross-iteration dependencies are linear in iteration space and hence, we can potentially propagate values for future iterations beyond \( t + 1 \). In order to guarantee synchronous processing semantics, we need to ensure that \( v^{t+1} \) gets computed in iteration \( t \) before it is further propagated to out-neighbors of \( v \). We define a value \( v^t \) to be computable when all its incoming values corresponding to iteration \( x - 1 \) have been propagated to \( g(v^x) \) (i.e., a complete aggregation has occurred in \( g(v^x) \)). Since out-of-core processing propagates values to vertices based on its partitions, values can become computable when the corresponding vertex’s partition gets processed. Computable values get computed by applying \( f \) on \( g(v^x) \) to achieve \( v^t \) which can be further propagated to out-neighbors of \( v \) for \( x + 1 \). For example in Figure 1, vertex 3 has two incoming edges \((0, 3)\) and \((1, 3)\), both of which contribute to \( g(v^{t+1}_1) \) during iteration \( t \); hence, we can compute \( v^{t+1}_1 = f(g(v^{t+1}_3)) \) during iteration \( t \) itself and further propagate \( v^{t+1}_3 \) across the outgoing edge \((3, 5)\) in the same iteration \( t \).

For a given iteration \( t \), we know that \( v^t \) becomes computable when \( p(v) \) gets processed. Hence, for any arbitrary \( k \), \( v^{t+k} \) becomes computable when \( \forall (u, v) \in E, p(u) < p(v) \) and \( u^{t+k-1} \) is computable. This is because the partial aggregation \( \bigotimes \) becomes equivalent to complete aggregation \( \bigoplus \) when \( \forall (u, v) \in E, p(u) < p(v) \). These computable values that get further propagated lead to I/O reduction in the corresponding future iterations. We define distance of propagation (in iteration space) based on the difference between the current iteration number and the iteration number for which any value propagation occurs in the current iteration. Formally, the distance of propagation \( D \) is defined as:

\[
D = \max \left( \max_{v \in g(v^{t+1})} (k + 1) \right)
\]

In traditional out-of-core graph systems, barriers across iterations ensure that \( D = 1 \). Our dependency-aware cross-iteration propagation achieves \( D > 1 \); for example, with propagation for immediately subsequent iteration, \( D = 2 \). Table 2 summarizes the percentage of edge propagations that occur across distances 2, 3 and 4. As we can see, propagations decrease drastically at distance 3, and are close to 0% after that. Since achievable benefits are minor beyond propagation distance 2, we perform cross-iteration propagation until distance 2, i.e., for the current iteration \( t \) and the next iteration \( t + 1 \).

### 3.3 Graph Layout

Since cross iteration dependencies are primarily based on the input graph structure, value propagations beyond current iteration can be statically determined based on the precondition involved in Eq. 2. In order to completely avoid reading edges whose dependencies have been satisfied, we create separate graph layouts for subsequent iterations. In this way, the execution switches between different graph layouts on disk. In theory, we can create \( D \) separate graph layouts to propagate values across \( D \) iterations; however, to simplify exposition we discuss the layout for \( D = 2 \) since larger propagation distances provide diminishing benefits (as discussed in Section 3.2). With \( D = 2 \), we have two graph layouts: the primary layout consisting of all edges, and the secondary layout containing only subset of edges. Figure 3 shows the secondary layout and its corresponding graph representation for the primary graph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( D )</th>
<th>UK</th>
<th>TW</th>
<th>TT</th>
<th>FT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.8 - 49.7</td>
<td>39.2 - 50.1</td>
<td>17.4 - 49.7</td>
<td>35.6 - 49.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.38 - 0.52</td>
<td>0.13 - 0.25</td>
<td>0.11 - 0.44</td>
<td>0.04 - 0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Percentage (min-max range) of edge propagations across three partitioning strategies from Figure 2.
As we will see in Section 6, where \( k \) values are propagated for subsequent iteration when primary partitioning strategies where contiguous vertex-id ranges get crawling, anonymization, etc.). This means, chunk-based partitioning strategies where contiguous vertex-id ranges get drastically reduces the I/O amount.

Hence, the total I/O amount is:

\[
C = \begin{cases} 
(1 - \alpha) \times |E| + k \times |V| & \text{secondary layout} \\
|E| + k \times |V| & \text{primary layout} 
\end{cases}
\]

As we will see in Section 6, \( \alpha \) is typically over 0.7 which drastically reduces the I/O amount.

### 3.4 Intra-Partition Propagation

So far cross-iteration propagation is performed for edges across partitions as dictated by Eq. 2. While this captures a large subset of edges that don’t need to be loaded in the subsequent iteration, it has been recently shown in [36] that real-world graphs often possess natural locality such that adjacent vertices are likely to be numbered close to each other due to the traversal nature of graph collection strategies (e.g., crawling, anonymization, etc.). This means, chunk-based partitioning strategies where contiguous vertex-id ranges get assigned to partitions have several edges such that both endpoints belong to the same partition.

In order to leverage this natural locality, in a given iteration \( t \), we aim to propagate value for subsequent iteration across edge \( (u, v) \) where \( p(u) = p(v) \). However, since \( u' \) becomes available as partition \( p(u) \) gets processed in the same iteration \( t \), \( u' \) can only be propagated after \( p(u) \) has been processed. Hence, if \( (u, v) \) can be held in memory until \( p(u) \) gets fully processed, we can propagate \( u' \) to satisfy the future cross-iteration dependency \( u' \mapsto v^{t+1} \). This means, intra-partition cross-iteration propagation relaxes our precondition for partial aggregation to become:

\[
g(v^{t+1}) = \bigoplus_{e=(u,v) \in E} (u') \quad (3)
\]

Table 3 summarizes the increase in cross-iteration propagation when intra-partition propagation is enabled. As we can see, cross-iteration propagation increases to 43-92% with intra-partition propagation, which further saves disk I/O.

We enable intra-partition cross-iteration value propagation by ensuring that partition sizes remain small enough such that they can be entirely held in memory. As shown in Section 5.1, our processing model holds the partition in memory until it gets processed, and then performs cross-iteration propagation for edges whose both end-points belong in the partition.

### 3.5 Value Propagation v/s Partition Size

The amount of cross-iteration value propagation not only depends on the partitioning strategy, but also varies based on the size of partitions. As we can observe in Figure 2c, the same partitioning strategy with different partition sizes enables different amount of cross-partition propagation. In general, since cross-iteration propagation is achieved on edges crossing partition boundaries, smaller partitions lead to higher cross-partition propagation compared to that by larger partitions. As an extreme case, each vertex residing in its own partition would result in smallest partitions, and would cause highest amount of cross-partition value propagation.

Intra-partition propagations, on the other hand, are amenable to large partitions as they enable propagations across edges within the partitions. Even though smaller partitions allow lesser intra-partition propagations compared to that allowed by larger partitions, the set of edges crossing smaller partitions is larger, hence allowing cross-partition propagations through edges that get missed by intra-partition propagations. It is interesting to note that as partitions become smaller, edges that were originally participating in intra-partition propagation get cut across partition boundaries either in forward direction (i.e., \( p(u) < p(v) \) for edge \( (u, v) \)) or in backward direction. Since cross-partition value propagation occurs on forward edges only, the overall cross-iteration value propagation (combined cross-partition and intra-partition) reduces as partitions become smaller. Hence, it is preferable to have large partitions that can fit in main memory to maximize cross-iteration value propagation. In Section 5.3, we propose light-weight partitioning heuristics that increase the amount of cross-iteration value propagation, which in turn reduces the severity of partition size’s impact.
3.6 LUMOS with DynamicShards

LUMOS can be combined with DynamicShards [31] to perform cross-iteration value propagation with dynamic edge selection. Specifically, primary layout partitions can be made dynamic (by dropping inactive edges) while secondary layout partitions can be left static since they are already small in size. Furthermore, shadow iterations require the missing graph edges to process delayed computations, and hence, shadow iterations must be scheduled during primary iterations in order to amortize loading costs. It is interesting to note that even though secondary layouts are kept static, computations from secondary layouts can get delayed due to transitive delays occurring from previous iterations’ primary layouts.

4 LUMOS for Asynchronous Algorithms

Several graph analytics algorithms like traversal based monotonic algorithms (e.g., shortest paths, BFS, connected components, etc.) are asynchronous, i.e., they do not require synchronous processing semantics to guarantee correctness [28, 30]. Nevertheless, having synchronous semantics does not hurt the correctness guarantees for asynchronous algorithms because synchronous execution is one of the legal executions under the set of asynchronous executions. In other words, the dependencies enforced by synchronous processing semantics in Eq. 1 are only stricter (while still being legal) than that required by asynchronous semantics. Since LUMOS’s out-of-order value propagation technique does not violate the dependencies defined in Eq. 1, LUMOS works correctly on asynchronous algorithms like shortest paths and connected components as well.

Furthermore, LUMOS can be optimized to efficiently process asynchronous algorithms by incorporating relaxed processing semantics in its processing model. For example, traversal based monotonic algorithms often rely on selection functions [29] like min() that enable vertex’s value to be computed based on value coming from its single incoming edge. This means, intermediate vertex values computed based on subset of their incoming values represent a valid final value (instead of a partial aggregation) that can be instantly propagated to outgoing edges. In other words, computations in Eq. 2 do not require separation of values across iterations $t$ and $t+1$, and $g(v')$ can be directly incorporated in $v'$. Hence, LUMOS can enable value propagation for asynchronous algorithms by maintaining a single version of vertex values and directly propagating the updated values across edges.

Such asynchronous value propagation is achieved both across (inter-partition) and within (intra-partition) partitions; intra-partition propagations are achieved by recomputing over in-memory partition as described in Section 3.4. An interesting side effect of asynchronous value propagation is that secondary graph layout is no longer necessary because any value propagation across edges in the primary graph layout does not violate asynchronous semantics, and hence, entire processing can occur on the primary graph layout itself.

5 The LUMOS System

So far we discussed value propagation in a generalized out-of-core processing context without focusing on any particular system. This makes our proposed cross-iteration value propagation techniques useful for existing out-of-core processing systems. We now discuss the important design details involved in incorporating LUMOS into GridGraph. We choose GridGraph since its streaming-apply processing model is designed to minimize I/O amount, making it state-of-art synchronous out-of-core graph processing system.

5.1 Propagation based Processing Model

LUMOS’s processing model is similar to out-of-core processing systems where edges are loaded from disk in batches and processed in memory. We discuss the processing model at partition level to showcase how cross-iteration propagations are performed. Algorithm 2 shows how primary and secondary partitions are processed; LUMOS offers three key programming interfaces: (a) PROCESSPRIMARY performs standard propagation and cross-iteration propagation across primary partitions; (b) PROCESSSECONDARY performs standard propagations across secondary partitions; and, (c) VERTEXMAP performs updates across vertices. PROCESSPRIMARY processes both, edges (lines 4, 6, 13) and vertices (line 9). PROCESSSECONDARY’s structure is kept similar to PROCESSPRIMARY to enable easier programmability of graph algorithms. The primary partitions get processed in even iterations using PROCESSPRIMARY while the secondary partitions get processed in odd iterations using PROCESSSECONDARY. Figure 4 illustrates how partition-by-partition processing is achieved using primary and secondary layouts across two consecutive iterations. Along with the traditional cross-iteration barriers, we also have cross-partition barriers while processing primary partitions to ensure that precondition in Eq. 2 gets correctly satisfied for cross-iteration propagation; these cross-partition barriers are not required while processing secondary partitions. Algorithm 3 shows PageRank algorithm using our propagation interface. Beyond the standard edge function PROPAGATE and vertex function COMPUTE, we also use the cross-iteration edge propagation function CROSSPROPAGATE. While the shape of CROSSPROPAGATE is similar to PROPAGATE, they operate on different values for the same edge, i.e., PROPAGATE aggregates for current iteration while CROSSPROPAGATE aggregates for subsequent iteration. The aggregation for subsequent iteration is made available using ADVANCE (line 13).

5.2 Selective Scheduling

One of the strengths of 2D grid layout is that it enables selective scheduling of edge computations so that edge-blocks can be skipped to reduce unnecessary I/O [38]. LUMOS carefully incorporates selective scheduling with cross-iteration propagation to ensure that scheduling gets correctly managed for primary and secondary partitions.
Algorithm 2 Propagation Interface

1: function PROCESS_PRIMARY(PROPAGATE, CROSS_PROPAGATE, COMPUTE)
2:  for partition ∈ primaryPartitions do
3:    par-for edge ∈ partition do
4:      PROPAGATE(edge)
5:      if p(edge.source) < p(edge.target) then
6:        CROSS_PROPAGATE(edge)
7:    end if
8:  end par-for
9:  VERTEX_MAP(COMPUTE, vertex_chunk(partition))
10: end function

Algorithm 3 PageRank Example

1: function PROPAGATE(e)
2:  ATOMIC_ADD(sum[e.target], pagerank[e.source] * outdegree[e.source])
3: end function
4: function CROSS_PROPAGATE(e)
5:  ATOMIC_ADD(&secondary_sum[e.target], sum[e.source] / outdegree[e.source])
6: end function
7: function COMPUTE(v)
8:  sum[v] = 0.15 + 0.85 × sum[v]
9: end function
10: function ADVANCE(v)
11:  diff = pagerank[v] - sum[v]
12:  pagerank[v] = sum[v]
13:  secondary_sum[v] = 0
14: return diff
15: end function
16: while iteration ≤ threshold do
17:  pagerank = [1, ..., 1]
18:  sum = [0, ..., 0]
19:  secondary_sum = [0, ..., 0]
20:  iteration = 0
21:  converged = false
22:  while ~converged do
23:    if iteration % 2 == 0 then
24:      PROCESS_PRIMARY(PROPAGATE, CROSS_PROPAGATE, COMPUTE);
25:    else
26:      PROCESS_SECONDARY(PROPAGATE, COMPUTE);
27:    end if
28:    d = VERTEX_MAP(ADVANCE);
29:    converged = d ≤ threshold
30:    iteration = iteration + 1
31: end while

An active edge-block represents edges that will be loaded from disk; otherwise, they will be skipped. When processing primary partitions (i.e., during even iterations), depending on the state (active/inactive) of an edge-block for primary and secondary layouts at the time it needs to be processed, there can be four cases. While three of those cases can be handled in the same way as done for primary partitions, the case when the edge-block is inactive for primary layout but is active for secondary layout need to be considered carefully. In this case, while processing secondary partitions in the subsequent iteration, the corresponding edge-block gets loaded from the primary layout instead of secondary layout to ensure that all necessary edges within the edge-block participate correctly in value propagation. LUMOS maintains this cross-iteration selective scheduling information using 2-bits per edge-block; first bit indicating whether the edge-block is active or inactive, and second bit indicating whether to load edge-block from primary layout or secondary layout.

5.3 Graph Layout & Partitioning

For a graph $G = (V, E)$, $V$ is divided into $P$ disjoint subsets of vertices (called chunks), $C = \{c_0, c_1, ..., c_{P-1}\}$ such that $\bigcup_{c \in C} c = V$ and $\forall c_i, c_j \in C, c_i \cap c_j = \emptyset$. The edges are represented as a 2D grid of $P \times P$ edge-blocks on disk. An edge $(u, v)$ is in edge-block $b_{ij}$ if $u \in c_i$ and $v \in c_j$. It is important to note that a column $i$ in the 2D grid has incoming edges for vertices belonging to $c_i$, and similarly a row $j$ has outgoing edges for vertices belonging to $c_j$. Hence, each column is a partition for LUMOS in accordance with the preconditions in Eq. 2 that satisfies the dependency relation. Similarly, each row is a partition for LUMOS when values need to be propagated across incoming edges (i.e., a transposed view).

As discussed in Section 3.3, we create a primary layout and a secondary layout. This means, we create two separate 2D grids on disk, one for each layout. An important issue in creating grid layouts is partitioning $V$ into $P$ chunks. Out-of-core processing systems use a simplified structure-oblivious partitioning strategy based on vertex-id ranges, i.e., assuming vertices are numbered between 0 to $|V|$, chunks are formed as contiguous range of vertex numbers: vertices 0 to $k - 1$ form chunk 0, vertices $k$ to $2k - 1$ form chunk 1, and so on. While such structure-oblivious partitioning enables good amount of cross-iteration propagation (shown in Section 3), we develop greedy partitioning strategies that carefully use the vertex degree information to maximize cross-iteration value propagation.

Let $\mathcal{P} = \{p(v_0), p(v_1), ..., p(v_{|V| - 1})\}$ capture the partition-
ing information that maps vertices in $V$ to chunks in $C$. We define our partitioning objective as:

$$\arg \max_{\mathcal{P}} \left| \{(u, v) : (u, v) \in E \land p(u), p(v) \in \mathcal{P} \land p(u) < p(v)\} \right|$$

(4)

Note that with intra-partition propagation, the above condition becomes $p(u) \leq p(v)$ and there is an additional constraint to limit partition sizes:

$$\forall v_i \in C, \sum_{\forall (u, v) \in E} (u, v) < T$$

where $T$ is a threshold based on available memory.

Since the condition in Eq. 4 can be directly viewed as $u$’s outgoing edges contributing to cross-iteration dependencies, a straightforward greedy heuristic can be to place vertices with higher out-degree in earlier partitions. However, an interesting dual to this reasoning can be that $v$’s incoming edges contribute to cross-iteration dependencies and hence, the greedy heuristic can be to place vertices with higher in-degree in later partitions. Based on these insights, we develop three key partitioning heuristics to assign vertices in $V$ to chunks in $C$: 

(A) Highest Out-Degree First: $\forall u, v \in V$,
if $p(u) < p(v)$, then $out\_degree(u) \geq out\_degree(v)$

(B) Highest In-Degree Last: $\forall u, v \in V$,
if $p(u) < p(v)$, then $in\_degree(v) \geq in\_degree(u)$

(C) Highest Out-Deg. to In-Deg. Ratio First: $\forall u, v \in V$,
if $p(u) < p(v)$, then $\frac{out\_degree(u)}{in\_degree(u)} \geq \frac{out\_degree(v)}{in\_degree(v)}$

Note that the above heuristics are simpler than structure-based partitioning since computing degrees of vertices only requires a single pass over the edge list.

6 Evaluation

We evaluate LUMOS using billion-scale graphs and synchronous graph algorithms, and compare its performance with

### Table 4: Real world & synthetic graphs.

| Graphs     | Disk Size | $|E|$ | $|V|$ |
|------------|-----------|------|------|
| UKDomain (UK) [2] | 6.9-20.7GB | 1.0B | 39.5M |
| Twitter (TW) [12] | 11-33GB | 1.5B | 41.7M |
| TwitterMPI (TT) [3] | 15-45GB | 2.0B | 52.6M |
| Friendster (FT) [5] | 20-60GB | 2.5B | 68.3M |
| Yahoo (YH) [33] | 50-150GB | 6.6B | 1.4B |
| RMAT29 (RM) | 66-198GB | 8.6B | 537M |

GridGraph [38] which is the state-of-art out-of-core graph processing framework that provides synchronous semantics.

6.1 Experimental Setup

LUMOS’s evaluation is carried out across three different AWS EC2 storage optimized instances. For performance experiments (Section 6.2), we use h1.2xlarge with 8 vCPUs, 32GB memory and 2TB HDD. Its disk sequential read bandwidth is 278MB/sec whereas the memory subsystem read bandwidth is 9.6GB/sec. To study the effect of I/O scaling (Section 6.3), we use d2.4xlarge and i3.8xlarge instances. The d2.4xlarge instance is used with 16 vCPUs, 32GB memory and 1 to 4 2TB HDDs providing disk bandwidth of 195MB/sec to 768MB/sec, whereas the i3.8xlarge instance is used with 32 vCPUs, 64GB memory and 1 to 4 1.9TB SSDs providing disk bandwidth of 1.2GB/sec to 3.9GB/sec.

We use six synchronous graph algorithms. PageRank (PR) [22] is an algorithm to rank web-pages while Weighted PageRank (WPR) is its variant where edges have weights as applied for social network analysis. Co-Training Expectation Maximization (CoEM) [21] is a semi-supervised learning algorithm for named entity recognition. Belief Propagation (BP) [10] is an inference algorithm to determine states of vertices based on sum of products. Label Propagation (LP) [37] is a learning algorithm while Dispersion (DP) [11] is a simulation based information dispersion model. We run each algorithm for 10 iterations; PR and DP operate on unweighted graphs while CoEM, LP, WPR and BP require weighted graphs. This adds 4 bytes per edge for CoEM, LP and WPR, and 16 bytes per edge for BP; hence, increasing graph sizes to 1.5x and 3x respectively.

We evaluate LUMOS using billion scale graphs from Ta-
We compare the following three versions:

1. GridGraph (GG): is the GridGraph system [38].
2. LUMOS-BASE (LB): is LUMOS based on Eq. 2. It performs cross-iteration propagation only across partitions.
3. LUMOS (L): is LUMOS based on Eq. 3. It also performs intra-partition cross-iteration propagation.

### 6.2 Performance

Table 5 shows the execution times for GridGraph, LUMOS-BASE and LUMOS on h1.2xlarge. We use Highest Out-Degree

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>TT</th>
<th>FT</th>
<th>YH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GridGraph</td>
<td>737</td>
<td>1008</td>
<td>3223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUMOS-BASE</td>
<td>563</td>
<td>659</td>
<td>2027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUMOS</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>583</td>
<td>1885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>× LUMOS</td>
<td>1.68×</td>
<td>1.73×</td>
<td>1.71×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Percentage of cross-iteration propagations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>TT</th>
<th>FT</th>
<th>YH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LUMOS-BASE</td>
<td>75.6%</td>
<td>67.5%</td>
<td>88.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUMOS</td>
<td>81.1%</td>
<td>72.6%</td>
<td>93.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We study the impact of scaling I/O on LUMOS by setting up a RAID-0 array of 2 to 4 HDDs on d2.4xlarge, and 2 to 4 SSDs on i3.8xlarge instance. The resulting read bandwidths are shown in Table 7.

### 6.3 I/O Scalability

We compare the following three versions:

1. GridGraph (GG): is the GridGraph system [38].
2. LUMOS-BASE (LB): is LUMOS based on Eq. 2. It performs cross-iteration propagation only across partitions.
3. LUMOS (L): is LUMOS based on Eq. 3. It also performs intra-partition cross-iteration propagation.

### Table 5: Execution times (in seconds) for GridGraph, LUMOS-BASE and GridGraph. Bold numbers indicate speedups of LUMOS over GridGraph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>TT</th>
<th>FT</th>
<th>YH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GridGraph</td>
<td>737</td>
<td>1008</td>
<td>3223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUMOS-BASE</td>
<td>563</td>
<td>659</td>
<td>2027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUMOS</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>583</td>
<td>1885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>× LUMOS</td>
<td>1.68×</td>
<td>1.73×</td>
<td>1.71×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: I/O throughput and waiting times for PR on TT across 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 threads.

Table 7: Sequential read bandwidth.
We evaluate our three light-weight partitioning strategies in Section 5.3: Highest Out-Degree First (HOF), Highest In-Degree Last (HIL) and Highest Out-Degree to In-Degree Ration First (HRF). In Figure 8, we measure the amount of cross-iteration propagation for each of these strategies with and without intra-partition propagation and study sensitivity of these strategies to partition sizes.

While cross-iteration propagation depends on the structure of graph, HOF and HIL achieve 13-89% propagations across partitions whereas HRF captures the best of both and achieves significantly higher propagations (51-88%). With intra-partition propagations, all three strategies achieve significantly higher cross-iteration propagation (up to 92% for TT, 96% for FT, and 97% for YH). It is interesting to note that HOF slightly outperforms HRF and HIL for FT while HIL slightly outperforms HRF and HOF for TT; nevertheless, HRF remains useful since it achieves the middle ground between out-degree and in-degree metrics.

Finally, we observe that cross-iteration propagations across partitions increase as number of partitions increase and partitions become smaller; this is expected since edges within the same partition become potential candidates for propagations as they move to other partitions when partitions become smaller. Furthermore, when intra-partition propagation is enabled, there are fewer candidates within the same partition as number of partitions increase and hence, we observe a decreasing trend of cross-propagations. However, the scale of cross-iteration propagations remains high for HRF (70-97%) across different partition sizes, making it effective in all cases.

### 6.5 Preprocessing

Figure 9a shows the preprocessing times normalized w.r.t. GridGraph. While our light-weight partitioning strategy requires an additional pass over edges to compute vertex degrees, the pass is lightweight since it doesn’t incur simultaneous writing of edges. Furthermore, edges don’t need to be sorted and vertices are ordered across buckets that determine partitions. Finally, since majority of edges enable cross-iteration propagation, secondary layouts are smaller and hence, writing them out on disk is less time consuming than that for the original graph. Figure 9b shows the increase in disk space normalized w.r.t. GridGraph; as expected, the increase is only 12-33% for LUMOS-BASE because 67-88% of edges participate in cross-iteration propagation and hence, only remainder edges are present in the secondary layouts. With intra-partition propagation, the disk space requirement increases only by 7-26%.

---

**Figure 6:** Read times and computation times of LUMOS and LUMOS-BASE normalized w.r.t. GridGraph’s execution time.

**Figure 7:** Execution times (in seconds) for LUMOS and GridGraph (GG) with varying number of drives. GG-HDD and LUMOS-HDD use HDDs on d2.4xlarge, while GG-SSD and LUMOS-SSD use SSDs on i3.8xlarge (see Table 7).

We ran PR on RAMT29 graph (8.6B edges) on the above setup with 64GB main memory. Figure 7 compares the execution times of LUMOS and GridGraph as number of drives increase from 1 to 4. LUMOS on d2.4xlarge scales gradually as I/O scales; it performs 1.8×, 2.6× and 3.8× faster with 2, 3 and 4 drives. It is interesting to observe that benefits of LUMOS over GridGraph diminish as number of drives increase. LUMOS performs 1.8× faster than GridGraph on a single drive and 1.3-1.4× faster on 2-4 drives. This is because GridGraph benefits from increased I/O bandwidth, which in turn leaves lesser room for effects of cross-iteration value propagation to become visible.

Contrary to HDDs, performance of LUMOS and GridGraph doesn’t vary much as SSDs increase. Going from a single SSD to 2 SSDs reduces LUMOS’s execution time from 505 sec to 460 sec, and the benefits of LUMOS over GridGraph also remain low with more SSDs (1.4×). This is again due to the high bandwidth provided by SSDs on i3.8xlarge (see Table 7) that alleviate I/O bottlenecks.

### 6.4 Partitioning Strategies

We evaluate our three light-weight partitioning strategies proposed in Section 5.3: Highest Out-Degree First (HOF), Highest In-Degree Last (HIL) and Highest Out-Degree to In-Degree Ration First (HRF). In Figure 8, we measure the amount of cross-iteration propagation for each of these strategies with and without intra-partition propagation and study
Figure 8: Cross-iteration propagation enabled by three partitioning strategies: Highest Out-Degree First (HOF), Highest In-Degree Last (HIL), and Highest Out-Degree to In-Degree Ratio First (HRF).

Figure 9: Preprocessing time and disk space for LUMOS and LUMOS-BASE normalized w.r.t. GridGraph whose absolute time/space numbers are: TW = 217s/11GB; TT = 248s/15GB; FT = 334s/20GB; YH = 815s/50GB.

7 Related Work

We classify out-of-core graph processing systems into two categories based on the guarantees they provide.

(A) Synchronous Out-of-Core Graph Processing.

We discussed GridGraph [38] in Section 2; here, we briefly discuss the remaining works. GraphChi [13] pioneered single machine based out-of-core graph processing by designing partitions called shards, and developing a parallel sliding window model to process shards such that random disk I/O gets minimized. X-Stream [24] performs edge-centric processing using scatter-gather model. To reduce random vertex accesses, X-Stream partitions vertices and accesses edge list and update list based on partitioned vertex sets. Chaos [23] scales out X-Stream on multiple machines. FlashGraph [35] is a semi-external memory graph engine that stores vertex states in memory and edge-lists on SSDs. TurboGraph [8] is an out-of-core computation engine for graph database based on sparse matrix-vector multiplication model. Mosaic [17], GraFBoost [9] and Garaph [16] perform out-of-core processing on heterogeneous architecture containing high-bandwidth NVMe SSDs, massively parallel Xeon Phi processors, FPGAs and GPUs. Graphene [15] uses an I/O request centric graph processing model to simplify IO management by translating high-level data accesses to fine-grained IO requests. DynamicShards [31] develops dynamic partitions that eliminate unnecessary edges from partitions to reduce disk I/O.

(B) Asynchronous Out-of-Core Graph Processing.

CLIP [1] exploits algorithmic asynchrony by making multiple passes over the partitions in memory. Wonderland [34] extracts effective graph abstractions to capture certain graph properties, and then performs abstraction-guided processing to infer better priority processing order and faster information propagation across graph. While the abstraction-based technique is powerful, its scope of applications is limited to path-based monotonic graph algorithms beyond which its applicability remains undefined (as mentioned in [34]). AsyncStripe [4] uses asymmetric partitioning & adaptive stripe-based access strategy to process asynchronous algorithms.

7 Related Work

We classify out-of-core graph processing systems into two categories based on the guarantees they provide.

(A) Synchronous Out-of-Core Graph Processing.

We discussed GridGraph [38] in Section 2; here, we briefly discuss the remaining works. GraphChi [13] pioneered single machine based out-of-core graph processing by designing partitions called shards, and developing a parallel sliding window model to process shards such that random disk I/O gets minimized. X-Stream [24] performs edge-centric processing using scatter-gather model. To reduce random vertex accesses, X-Stream partitions vertices and accesses edge list and update list based on partitioned vertex sets. Chaos [23] scales out X-Stream on multiple machines. FlashGraph [35] is a semi-external memory graph engine that stores vertex states in memory and edge-lists on SSDs. TurboGraph [8] is an out-of-core computation engine for graph database based on sparse matrix-vector multiplication model. Mosaic [17], GraFBoost [9] and Garaph [16] perform out-of-core processing on heterogeneous architecture containing high-bandwidth NVMe SSDs, massively parallel Xeon Phi processors, FPGAs and GPUs. Graphene [15] uses an I/O request centric graph processing model to simplify IO management by translating high-level data accesses to fine-grained IO requests. DynamicShards [31] develops dynamic partitions that eliminate unnecessary edges from partitions to reduce disk I/O.

(B) Asynchronous Out-of-Core Graph Processing.

CLIP [1] exploits algorithmic asynchrony by making multiple passes over the partitions in memory. Wonderland [34] extracts effective graph abstractions to capture certain graph properties, and then performs abstraction-guided processing to infer better priority processing order and faster information propagation across graph. While the abstraction-based technique is powerful, its scope of applications is limited to path-based monotonic graph algorithms beyond which its applicability remains undefined (as mentioned in [34]). AsyncStripe [4] uses asymmetric partitioning & adaptive stripe-based access strategy to process asynchronous algorithms.

Limitation: Since all of these works focus on computations within a single iteration, none of them leverage cross-iteration value propagation as LUMOS does. Furthermore, since these systems effectively process in partition-by-partition fashion, they can be further improved using LUMOS.

Beyond Out-of-Core Graph Processing.

Google’s Pregel [18], PowerGraph [6], GraphX [7], GPS [25] and Gemini [36] provide a synchronous processing model in a distributed environment, while Galois [20] and Ligra [26] offer similar guarantees in a shared memory setting. GraphBolt [19] provides synchronous processing semantics while processing streaming graphs.

8 Conclusion

We developed LUMOS, a dependency-driven out-of-core graph processing technique that performs out-of-order execution to proactively propagate values across iterations while simultaneously providing synchronous processing guarantees. Our evaluation showed that LUMOS computes future values across 71-97% of edges, hence reducing disk I/O and accelerating out-of-core graph processing by up to 1.8×.
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Abstract
Recent deep learning models have moved beyond low dimensional regular grids such as image, video, and speech, to high-dimensional graph-structured data, such as social networks, e-commerce user-item graphs, and knowledge graphs. This evolution has led to large graph-based neural network models that go beyond what existing deep learning frameworks or graph computing systems are designed for. We present NeuGraph, a new framework that bridges the graph and dataflow models to support efficient and scalable parallel neural network computation on graphs. NeuGraph introduces graph computation optimizations into the management of data partitioning, scheduling, and parallelism in dataflow-based deep learning frameworks. Our evaluation shows that, on small graphs that can fit in a single GPU, NeuGraph outperforms state-of-the-art implementations by a significant margin, while scaling to large real-world graphs that none of the existing frameworks can handle directly with GPUs.

1 Introduction
Graphs are natural representations of many real-world data; examples include web graphs, social networks, e-commerce user-item graphs, and knowledge graphs. With a graph representation, graph-based learning tasks, such as vertex classification and link prediction, can be optimized effectively. There has been a recent surge of interest in extending neural network models to graph data [7, 8, 13, 17–19, 23, 25, 29, 37]. These methods, known as graph neural networks (GNNs), combine standard neural networks with iterative graph propagation: the property of a vertex is computed recursively (with neural networks) from the properties of its neighbor vertices.

However, neither the existing deep learning frameworks nor the existing graph systems could support GNN algorithms sufficiently. The lack of system support has seriously limited the ability to explore the full potentials of GNNs at scale. Deep learning (DL) frameworks such as TensorFlow [4], PyTorch [2], MXNet [12], and CNTK [50] are designed to express deep neural networks (DNNs) but do not naturally express and efficiently execute graph propagation models. Deep graph library (DGL) [1] supports programming GNNs by wrapping DL systems with a graph-oriented message-passing interface. While DGL addresses the expressiveness challenge, it does not yet explore deeply the opportunities to leverage graph-aware operations for efficient executions. Furthermore, none of these frameworks, including DGL, offer the needed scalability to handle large graphs: The highly connected nature of graphs means that graph propagation could easily involve a large portion of a large graph, especially for power-law or dense graphs. Processing even a single vertex requires that deep learning frameworks load a large amount of graph-related data (e.g., structure and feature data) into limited GPU memory.

With the vertex-program abstraction and graph-specific optimizations, existing graph processing systems [10, 15, 26, 28, 47] can naturally express graph algorithms like PageRank and community detection, and scale them to graphs with billions of vertices and edges. But graph systems can hardly express neural networks (NNs) and lack key capabilities required by efficient DNN executions, such as the tensor abstraction, automatic differentiation and dataflow programming model.

We therefore advocate bridging deep learning systems and graph processing systems to enable a new framework for scalable GNN training. In this paper, we explore the design of a GNN processing framework on top of dataflow-based DL systems. We argue that by introducing the graph model to dataflow and recasting graph-specific optimizations as dataflow optimizations, we can enable the DL frameworks to support efficient and scalable DNN computation on graphs. To support this argument, we developed NeuGraph, an efficient GNN processing framework built on top of an existing dataflow engine.
NeuGraph combines the dataflow abstraction with the vertex-program abstraction in a new programming model called SAGA-NN (Scatter-ApplyEdge-Gather-ApplyVertex with Neural Networks). SAGA can be considered as a variant of graph-parallel abstraction (e.g., GAS [26]). Unlike a traditional system where user-defined functions (UDFs) express vertex programs, UDFs in SAGA-NN express NN computation on tensors as vertex or edge data, e.g., vertex or edge data. With the new programming model, NeuGraph allows users to express a GNN algorithm without worrying about the underlying system implementation (e.g., GPU memory management or scheduling). The graph-aware dataflow engine in NeuGraph judiciously partitions the graph data (vertex and edge data) into chunks (subgraphs), constructs the dataflow that operates at the chunk granularity, and schedules parallel executions of the dataflow on GPUs.

Naively adapting optimizations developed in the context of graph processing systems can lead to inefficient dataflow executions on DL frameworks. NeuGraph achieves high efficiency by introducing a range of optimizations both in the scheduling of parallel chunk processing, as well as the execution of core graph propagation procedures (i.e., Scatter-ApplyEdge-Gather stages) over the often-sparse graph structure. With fine-grained graph partitioning, NeuGraph achieves efficient selective scheduling and pipeline scheduling on top of the dataflow, to hide data movement between GPU and host when scaling a model out of the GPU core. To continue performance scaling, NeuGraph further adopts a new topology-aware scheduling strategy to efficiently distribute GNN models over modern multi-GPU systems. Finally, NeuGraph introduces computation-related optimizations for graph propagation, which is often hard to accelerate using GPUs.

We implemented NeuGraph on top of TensorFlow. We show that NeuGraph can support a variety of GNN algorithms on large graphs with millions of vertices and hundreds of millions of edges, as well as hundreds of feature dimensions over vertices, which existing DL frameworks cannot directly handle with GPUs. Compared on large graphs that TensorFlow can handle only with CPUs, NeuGraph achieves $16 \sim 47 \times$ speedups. Even on small graphs that can fit into a GPU’s memory, NeuGraph can still achieve a up to $5 \times$ speedup over the state-of-art implementation on TensorFlow and a up to $19 \times$ speedup over DGL [1]. Moreover, NeuGraph achieves nearly linear scalability over multiple GPUs.

As one of our key contributions, NeuGraph bridges two largely parallel threads of research, graph processing systems and dataflow-based DL frameworks, in the new GNN setting. NeuGraph significantly expands the capabilities of existing DL frameworks to support GNNs in the following key dimensions: programming model, graph partition and dataflow translation, graph propagation operations, and execution scheduling. We have also demonstrated, through extensive evaluation on real graphs with typical GNNs, significant benefits in scalability and efficiency by connecting graph processing and DL frameworks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the SAGA-NN programming abstraction. Section 3 describes the optimizations in the NeuGraph system. Section 4 discusses the implementation and Section 5 presents our experimental results. We discuss related work in Section 6 and conclude in Section 7.

2 NeuGraph Programming Abstraction

In this section, we first reveal the essential structure of graph neural networks, and then propose our programming model that combines graph-parallel and dataflow abstractions.

2.1 Graph Neural Networks

Deep learning, in the form of deep neural networks, is a class of machine learning algorithms that use a cascade of multiple layers of nonlinear processing units for feature extraction and transformation. Each successive layer uses the output from the previous layer as input. Deep learning has been gaining popularity due to its success in areas such as speech, vision, and natural language processing. In these areas, the coordinates of the underlying data representation often have a regular grid structure, which is friendly to hardware accelerators (e.g., GPU) with massive SIMD-style parallelisms.

Graph neural networks are deep learning based methods that operate neural networks on graph data, and have been adopted for many applications due to convincing in terms of model accuracy. Recently, several surveys [5, 46, 52, 54] provided a thorough review of different graph neural network models as well as a systematic taxonomy of the applications. A majority of GNN models can be categorized into graph convolutional networks [7, 9, 13, 19, 23], graph recursive networks [25, 33], and graph attention networks [43, 51].

We discuss 3 representative categories of GNNs with 3 representative models: (1) GCN [23] is a graph convolutional network that generalizes the notion of the convolution operation, typically for image datasets, and applies it to an arbitrary graph (e.g., a knowledge graph). GCN has been widely used in real-world scenarios like recommendation [6, 49]. Initially, each vertex in the graph has a feature vector. First, each vertex collects its neighbor vertices’ feature vectors along edges, and
sums the collected vectors (weighted by edge values). Then, a fully-connected NN is used to compute the vertex feature vector as the output. This is a layer of GCN. Stacking multiple GCN layers makes the vertex features representative enough for tasks. Taking the recommendation system as an example, a bipartite graph is constructed from the user-item ratings: There will be an edge with the rating as the edge value between the user vertex and the item vertex if a user rates an item. Then, the embeddings of both users and items can be learned by the GNN from the graph and the features of users and items. Finally, these embeddings are used to predict the missing user-item ratings to make a recommendation. (2) G-GCN [25] is a graph recursive network. It has an architecture similar to GCN, but uses different parameters for different edge types, as well as a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) in the NN to process accumulated features. (3) As a graph attention network, GAT [43] differs GCN mainly in that it computes an attention value for each edge during transferring vertex features.

In general, these GNN models share the same basic idea of collectively aggregating information following the graph structure. Specifically, each vertex or edge in the graph can be associated with a set of tensor data (normally a vector) as its feature or embedding. A GNN can consist of multiple layers, with an iterative propagation procedure conducted layer-by-layer over the same graph, as illustrated in Figure 1. At each layer, the vertex or edge features are transformed and propagated along edges, and then aggregated at the target vertices to produce new features for the next layer. Different from traditional graph algorithms (e.g., PageRank), the transformation on either vertices or edges can be arbitrary DNN computation. The GNN may also contain a label for each vertex, each edge, or the entire graph, for computing a loss function at the top layer. A feed-forward computation is then performed from the bottom layer to the top, with back-propagation conducted reversely.

Comparing with DNNs, the complexity due to graphs in GNNs creates a significant challenge. First, real-world graphs, such as social networks or e-commerce networks, can easily have millions of nodes and edges. Second, vertices and edges in the graph are interconnected and need to be modeled as a whole neural network (i.e., a large, sparse neural network architecture defined according to a graph structure). This is particularly challenging on GPUs given the limited GPU memory capacity. Finally, unlike image, audio, or text that have clear grid structures, graph data are irregular, making it hard to conduct parallel GNN computation efficiently on GPUs.

### 2.2 A Running Example

We take the Gated Graph ConvNet (G-GCN) algorithm [7, 29] as a concrete running example (see Example 2.1). G-GCN incorporates the gating mechanism into graph convolution. This model can be used to extract vertex features for community detection.

**Example 2.1.** Let \( h^\ell_u \) denote the feature vector of a vertex \( u \) at layer \( \ell \), and \( W^\ell, W^\ell_H, \) and \( W^\ell_C \) be the weight parameters to learn. G-GCN recursively defines the feature of a vertex \( u \) as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    h^{\ell+1}_u &= ReLU \left( W^\ell \otimes \left( \sum_{v \in u} \eta_{vu} \odot h^\ell_v \right) \right) \\
    \eta_{vu} &= \text{sigmoid} \left( W^\ell_H \otimes h^\ell_u + W^\ell_C \otimes h^\ell_v \right)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \otimes \) refers to matrix multiplication, \( \odot \) refers to element-wise multiplication, and \( \eta_{vu} \) (for each edge \( v \rightarrow u \)) acts as edge gate,

where \( ReLU \) and sigmoid are nonlinear activation functions in neural networks.

G-GCN can be mapped to the pattern of computing a layer in Figure 1: Equation 2 represents the EdgeNN to compute the edge weight. \( \sum_{v \rightarrow u} \eta_{vu} \odot h^\ell_v \) in Equation 1 collects features from neighbors, and \( ReLU \left( W^\ell \otimes \cdots \right) \) in Equation 1 is the VertexNN to process the accumulated features.

### 2.3 SAGA-NN Model

Based on the common pattern observed in GNN models, we propose SAGA-NN (Scatter-ApplyEdge-Gather-ApplyVertex with Neural Networks) as a new programming model for GNNs. It combines dataflow and vertex-program to express the recursive parallel computation at a layer of a GNN. SAGA-NN splits the feed-forward computation into four stages: Scatter, ApplyEdge, Gather, and ApplyVertex, as illustrated in Figure 2.

SAGA-NN provides two user-defined functions (UDFs) for ApplyEdge and ApplyVertex respectively, for users to declare neural network computations on edges and vertices. The **ApplyEdge** function defines the computation on each edge, which takes `edge` and `p` as input, where `edge` refers to the edge data and `p` contains the learnable parameters of the GNN model. Each `edge` is a tuple of tensors `[src, dest, data]` representing the associated data of the source and destination vertices connected by the edge, as well as the edge associated data (e.g., edge weight). This function can be used to apply a...
neural network model on edge and p, and outputs an intermediate tensor data associated with the edge. The ApplyVertex function defines the computation on a vertex, which takes as input a vertex tensor data \( \text{vertex}_\ell \), the vertex aggregation \( \text{acc} \), and learnable parameters \( p \), and returns the new vertex data after applying a neural network model. The SAGA-NN abstraction builds on a dataflow framework, so users can symbolically define the dataflow graphs in UDFs by connecting mathematical operations (e.g., \( \text{add} \), \( \text{tanh} \), \( \text{sigmoid} \), \( \text{matmul} \)) provided by the underlying framework.

The other two stages, Scatter and Gather, perform data propagation and prepare data collections to be fed to ApplyEdge and ApplyVertex as input. They are triggered and conducted by the system implicitly. We chose not to expose UDFs for Scatter and Gather, because these functions, if provided, are highly coupled with the propagation procedure, whose computations flow through the irregular graph structure and are difficult to express as dataflow that NeuGraph optimizes—users would have to implement the corresponding derivative functions of the UDFs, a serious burden. Following the same principle, NeuGraph also avoids exposing user-defined aggregation methods. It provides a set of default ones instead, including \( \text{sum} \), \( \text{max} \) (e.g., \( \text{max-pooling operator} \) [18]), and concatenation, which can be chosen by setting Gather.accumulator.

NeuGraph models a GNN as a sequence of SAGA stages. The Scatter passes the vertex data \( \text{vertex}_\ell \) onto its adjacent edges to construct edge data \( \text{edge}_\ell \), including both the source and destination vertex data. The subsequent ApplyEdge then invokes a parallel computation defined by the UDF on the edge data to produce an intermediate tensor value for each edge as its outputs. The Gather then propagates those outputs along the edges and aggregates them at the destination vertices through commutative and associative accumulate operations. Finally, the ApplyVertex executes the computation defined in UDF on all vertices to produce updated vertex data for the next layer. The procedure in Figure 1 fits in the SAGA-NN model: The ApplyEdge and ApplyVertex represent the EdgeNN and VertexNN, respectively; the Scatter and Gather perform the propagation along edges. This mapping indicates that the GNNs following the procedure in Figure 1 could be implemented with SAGA-NN model, hence presents the generality of SAGA-NN.

Figure 3 illustrates the description of G-GCN (at layer \( \ell \)) in the SAGA-NN model. Scatter gives each edge \( v \to w \) with vertices data \( [h_v^\ell, h_w^\ell] \), and ApplyEdge computes per-edge update \( \text{accum}_\ell = \text{run} h_v^\ell \odot h_w^\ell = \text{sigmoid}(W_H^\ell \odot h_v^\ell + W_C^\ell \odot h_w^\ell) \odot h_u^\ell \). Next, Gather performs \( \text{accum}_\ell = \sum_{v \to w} \text{accum}_\ell \), and ApplyVertex computes \( h_v^{\ell+1} = \text{ReLU}(W^\ell \odot \text{accum}) \).

The dataflow abstraction makes it easy to express neural network architectures and leverage auto-differentiation. With the dataflow abstraction in SAGA-NN, NeuGraph enjoys the flexibility of executing operations on vertices or edges in batch for increasing efficiency. The vertex-program in SAGA-NN allows users to express computations naturally by thinking like a vertex, and models common patterns in GNNs as well-defined stages, thereby enabling optimizing in both graph computation and dataflow scheduling.

### 3 NeuGraph System

NeuGraph provides a combination of the dataflow and vertex-program abstractions as the user interface. Under this abstraction, NeuGraph proposes graph-aware optimizations for GNN processing to achieve efficiency and scalability.

At a high level, NeuGraph consists of: 1) a translation engine that translates GNN expressed by the SAGA-NN model into a dataflow graph at chunk-granularity to enable GNN computation over large graphs in GPUs; 2) a streaming scheduler that minimizes data movement across the host and GPU memory and maximizes its overlap with computation. The scheduler also needs to be topology-aware for use of multiple GPUs; 3) a graph propagation engine for deep learning that employs a set of fast propagation kernels and fuses operations to remove redundant memory copies; 4) a dataflow execution runtime. NeuGraph requires no modifications to existing dataflow-based DL frameworks, offering a general method to combine graph and NN computation within existing DL frameworks. In this section, we focus on the first three design points as they are main contributions of NeuGraph.

#### 3.1 Graph-Aware Dataflow Translation

Just as with DNNs, efficient use of GPUs is critical to the performance of GNNs, especially for large graphs. However, existing DL frameworks cannot handle large graphs directly on a GPU because graph data cannot fit into GPU memory.

To achieve scalability beyond the physical limitation of GPU memory, NeuGraph introduces graph-specific partitioning on top of the dataflow abstraction. Note that both vertex feature data and graph structure data can be large. NeuGraph thus applies a 2D graph partitioning: As illustrated in Figure 4, it slices vertex data into \( P \) equally-sized disjoint vertex chunks, and tiles the adjacency matrix (representing edges)
into $P \times P$ edge chunks. Edges in an edge chunk $E_{ij}$ connect vertices in two vertex chunks $V_i$ and $V_j$, respectively. By splitting graph data into chunks, NeuGraph can process edge chunks one by one, with only the source and destination vertex chunks needed for the edge chunk being processed. To achieve this, NeuGraph generates a dataflow graph with operators on data chunks, each of which fits in GPU memory, as illustrated in Figure 5.

For the forward computation at a layer, NeuGraph translates a dataflow subgraph for each destination vertex interval (e.g., a column in Figure 4): The Scatter operator inputs a specific edge chunk, i.e., the edge chunk in the $i$-th row and $j$-th column, and the associated $r$-th and $j$-th vertex chunks, and outputs an edge data chunk containing tuples in the form of $[\text{src, dest, data}]$. Each edge data chunk can be processed by operators specified in the ApplyEdge UDF to produce another edge data chunk with the result data $acc$ (as in Figure 3). The operators at the Gather stage accumulate each edge’s data based on its destination vertex to generate the corresponding vertex accumulation data chunk. After the processing of all the edge chunks for a destination vertex interval is done, the operators specified in the ApplyVertex UDF process the vertex accumulation chunks and output new vertex data chunks for the next layer.

For back-propagation, as the UDFs for ApplyEdge and ApplyVertex are expressed as dataflow computations over regular tensors, NeuGraph can leverage auto-differentiation provided by the DL frameworks. Additionally, NeuGraph further provides the backward-Gather operator to distribute the accumulation gradient returned by the backward-ApplyVertex stage across edges, and the backward-Scatter operator to accumulate all the partial gradients returned by the backward-ApplyEdge stage for a vertex in the previous layer.

Note that it is not necessary to enforce strict global barriers between stages in the SAGA-NN model. NeuGraph can flexibly schedule the chunk-based operators simply based on the data dependencies described in the dataflow graph. The system maintains the working set of operators within GPU memory by employing explicit device-to-host (D2H) and host-to-device (H2D) operators to conduct data swapping between the host and GPU memory. Also, during a training process, some intermediate feature data (e.g., the result of matrix multiplication in the ApplyEdge stage as in Figure 5) relevant to vertex chunks or edge chunks will be used in back-propagation. To save GPU memory, they are swapped out to host memory during the feed-forward computation and swapped back in during the back-propagation.

**Discussion.** The source vertex determines the row of the edge chunk and the destination vertex determines the column of the edge chunk. For every GNN layer, edge processing can be done in either a row-oriented or a column-oriented manner, based on the update pattern. For the forward computation, data flows from the source vertex to the destination vertex. With this pattern, row-oriented processing loses the opportunity of reusing the accumulated vertex data chunks, whose total size can be larger than the size of GPU memory. NeuGraph therefore adopts a column-oriented approach as illustrated in Figure 5, where it continuously executes operators in the Scatter-ApplyEdge-Gather (SAG) stages for $V_0$ and $V_1$ to produce $A_0$, which is subsequentially consumed by operators in the ApplyVertex stage. The destination vertex chunk and the corresponding accumulated vertex data chunk (e.g., $A_0$ in the figure) can be reused in GPU memory when NeuGraph processes edge chunks in the same column, so that data movement can be minimized.

By contrast, for the backward computation, a vertex gradient is propagated from the destination vertex to the source vertex. In this case, row-oriented processing is preferred. The vertex gradient data chunk can be reused from GPU memory when NeuGraph processes edge chunks in the same row. In the rest of this section, we focus on the discussion of the forward-pass execution of chunk-based dataflow, the backward-pass execution is done in a similar manner.

Besides the chunk processing order, determining the number of vertex chunks $P$ is also important. Assuming edge chunks are accessed in the column-oriented manner in the forward pass, each edge chunk is accessed once and each source vertex chunk is loaded $P$ times. Thus, a smaller $P$ is preferred to reduce I/O. NeuGraph selects $P$ as the minimum integer to fit each chunk in GPU memory. Given a chunk-size choice
3.2 Streaming Processing out of GPU Core

For each layer, NeuGraph can scale GNN computation beyond the GPU core by processing the dataflow subgraph for a column of edge chunks (illustrated in Figure 5) in a column-by-column way. As we show later in the experiments (Table 2), the CPU-GPU data transfer has a significant impact on the overall performance, especially for sparse graphs. NeuGraph introduces a streaming scheduler with two innovations: selective scheduling that reduces data transfer on unnecessary vertices, and pipeline scheduling that maximizes the overlap between computation and data transfer.

Selective Scheduling. Unlike traditional graph algorithms (e.g., PageRank), the vertex data in GNNs can be much larger due to their high-dimensional feature vectors. To reduce the transfer cost of vertex chunks, NeuGraph exploits sparsity inherent in real-world graphs: To compute a specific edge chunk, not all vertices in the corresponding vertex chunks will be used due to the sparse graph structure (e.g., some vertices have no edges in this chunk). So, when processing an edge chunk \( E \), NeuGraph applies a filter in CPU to select the useful vertices from \( E \)'s source vertex chunk, and only transfers the selected vertex data into GPU.

We notice that a random graph partition (e.g., a permutation of the vertices) makes selective scheduling inefficient. Therefore, NeuGraph adopts a locality-aware graph partitioning algorithm (e.g., Kernighan-Lin algorithm) to condense as many edges that are connected to the same vertex as possible into one chunk (e.g., a diagonal one in the matrix of edge chunks). In this way, better access locality can be achieved for vertex data and hence more potential in selective scheduling.

Interestingly, when the majority of the vertices are useful (e.g., in a dense subgraph), directly transferring the full vertex chunk can be faster as it does not require additional memory copies for filtering. So for an edge chunk, we dynamically determine whether to apply the filtering in CPU based on the fraction \( \theta \) of useful vertices. Given the host memory copy throughput \( T_{\text{copy}} \) on the CPU side, the filtering cost is \( \frac{\theta}{T_{\text{copy}}} \). Let \( T_{\text{trans}} \) be the bulk transfer throughput from CPU to GPU. For a vertex chunk, if \( \theta \leq \frac{T_{\text{copy}}}{T_{\text{copy}} + T_{\text{trans}}} \), NeuGraph chooses to apply filtering as it benefits the overall data transfer efficiency. Otherwise, NeuGraph skips the filtering and directly loads the entire vertex chunk into GPU.

Pipeline Scheduling. Besides the filtering optimization, NeuGraph further overlaps data transfer and computation through a pipeline scheduling to hide the transfer latency. Instead of streaming one edge chunk each time into GPU, NeuGraph can stream multiple chunks into the GPU device memory.

Figure 6: The swapping heuristic for a case of streaming two edge sub-chunks \( (k = 2) \).

In this case, a smaller chunk size can increase overlapping potential, which seems opposite to the requirement of a large chunk size to reduce vertex access I/O.

To deal with this dilemma, we apply the second-level partitioning over the edge grid to improve streaming efficiency without increasing the total I/O amount. Specifically, we horizontally partition an edge chunk and its associated source vertex chunk into \( k \) \((k \geq 2)\) fine-grained sub-chunks, which enables parallel streaming processing of \( k \) sub-chunks. While performing computation on an edge sub-chunk, NeuGraph can simultaneously stream in other edge sub-chunks and their associated source vertex sub-chunks.

Recall that different edge sub-chunks could have distinct data transfer and computation cost due to different sparsity levels. NeuGraph carefully makes a scheduling plan for streaming heterogeneous sub-chunks. Given a column of edge sub-chunks, the system first generates the initial schedule plan by assigning a random order for processing. Next, it repeatedly swaps the order of a pair sub-chunks such that a better schedule plan with less time can be obtained. This process stops when it converges or reaches maximum iterations.

Then, NeuGraph exploits the cyclic pattern inherent in GNNs: Both the computation time and data transfer time of each sub-chunk can be profiled in the first several iterations and used in refining the scheduling plan for processing in the following iterations. Specifically, the system simulates the execution of the current schedule order based on the profiled execution information of individual sub-chunks. As illustrated in Figure 6, by examining the overlapping result in this simulation, the system finds a sub-chunk whose data transfer time is much shorter than the computation time, and within the same chunk, another sub-chunk is an opposite case. By swapping the order of these two heterogeneous edge sub-chunks, the system enables a better balance between the computation and data transfer.

3.3 Parallel Multi-GPU Processing

To improve scalability further, we can parallelize the training by partitioning the chunk-based dataflow (model parallelism) over multi-GPUs. Our dataflow graph is easy to parallelize due to its parallel nature, where GPUs can be assigned.
dataflow subgraphs for different columns for cooperative processing.

However, with recent advances in hardware, modern multi-GPU systems introduce complex inter-connections among GPUs and across GPUs and CPUs, which presents new challenges to parallelize a dataflow graph. To illustrate this issue, Figure 7 shows the topology of a typical 8-GPU server, where GPUs are connected to CPU/DRAM (host memory) via a multi-level PCIe interface hierarchy. The upper level links that are shared by multiple communication paths can easily become a bottleneck. For example, GPUs 0 and 1 can only reach half of their peak bandwidth when reading edge/vertex data from host memory simultaneously, as limited by the link from the left-most PCIe switch to DRAM. Connecting the host to an accelerator like GPU via PCIe is the most common channel at present. We start from a common case, which may apply to other architectures.

To maximize the parallelism degree on multiple GPUs and prevent shared inter-connection links from becoming a bottleneck, NeuGraph employs a chain-based streaming scheduling scheme. Note that a vertex chunk is required by all the GPUs processing different columns of edge chunks. So, our idea is to let a GPU forward the vertex chunk (once loaded to its memory) to its neighbor GPU under the same PCIe switch, which can eliminate the bandwidth contention on the upper-level shared inter-connection link. NeuGraph therefore logically considers the GPUs under the same PCIe switch as a large virtual GPU and enables them to share data in a chain order as illustrated by the red dotted line in Figure 7.

In chain-based scheduling, each GPU streams one column of edge chunks and all vertex chunks to compute a destination vertex chunk. Note that the vertex data chunk for the destination interval can be initially loaded and cached in GPU memory. For simplicity, we assume that only the source vertex data is required for the computation. In particular, a GPU needs to take the following two operations: 1) loading an edge chunk from the host memory, and a data chunk from the host memory or from the device memory of its previous GPU in the chain, and 2) performing local computations. NeuGraph employs a coordinated scheduling to better overlap the two operations. As illustrated in Figure 8, we group GPUs into multiple virtual GPUs according to the inter-connection topology: e.g., GPUs 0 and 1 constitute one virtual GPU; GPUs 2 and 3 constitute another. Initially, GPUs 0 and 2 load vertex data chunk \( V_0 \) from the host memory. After loading, GPUs 0 and 2 start computing over chunk \( V_0 \), and also begin loading chunk \( V_1 \) from the host memory. Meanwhile, GPUs 1 and 3 start fetching chunk \( V_0 \) from GPUs 0 and 2, respectively. Next, GPUs 1 and 3 drop the data chunk \( V_0 \) after processing it locally as the chunk has already been consumed by all virtual GPUs. The whole process continues in such a pipelining fashion until all vertex data chunks have been loaded and processed.

In Section 3.2, we introduce the selective scheduling that can help reduce data movement between the host and GPU device memory. However, to apply selective scheduling in chain-based streaming, we need to select the useful vertex data required by the corresponding edge chunks in a virtual GPU; e.g., \( E_{0,0} \) and \( E_{0,1} \) in Figure 8. In a multi-GPU execution, we use the threshold \( \theta = T_{\text{copy}} + T_{\text{trans}} \) to determine whether or not to apply selective scheduling, where \( T_{\text{copy}} \) and \( T_{\text{trans}} \) are aggregative memory-copy and aggregative data-transfer throughput on both the CPU and GPU sides, respectively. Thus, given limited CPU resources shared by a large number of GPUs, NeuGraph applies selective scheduling on more sparse chunks with a larger \( \theta \).

3.4 Graph Propagation Engine

Besides ensuring high streaming efficiency, NeuGraph also introduces several important optimizations to reduce computation time in the execution of the Scatter-ApplyEdge-Gather (SAG) stages, which are not easily amenable to efficient GPU acceleration due to the often sparse edge structure of a graph.

First, NeuGraph incorporates a dataflow graph optimization to remove redundant computations in the SAG stage by considering the semantics of the SAGA-NN model. Consider the matrix multiplication operations in the ApplyEdge stage in Figure 5. These operations are conducted on vertex data that are scattered to a subset of edges and the learnable parameters \( W_C \) or \( W_H \) that are shared by all edges. Because a vertex may have multiple edges to which that the vertex data can be scattered, such a multiplication for a vertex can be conducted multiple times, leading to redundancies. NeuGraph therefore moves the computations that are related only to the source or destination vertices from the ApplyEdge stage of the current layer to the ApplyVertex stage of the previous layer.

Second, to support the Scatter and Gather stages efficient-
ly on GPUs, NeuGraph provides \textit{scatter/gather operation kernels} optimized for GPU executions. The design carefully considers the data structure layout to allow the kernel to better leverage the massive parallelism provided by GPU. In most GNNs, the data of each vertex is a dense vector rather than a scalar. We therefore exploit parallelism in per-vertex data access that fits better to GPU with SIMD architectures. Figure 9 illustrates the scatter kernel passing the vertex data, from both the source and the destination, onto an edge to form the edge data. We assign a thread block to process incoming edges with the same destination vertex. For vertices with a large in-degree, we divide the incoming edges into consecutive subgroups to be processed by multiple thread blocks. In a thread block, threads copy the source/destination vertex data into the edge data in parallel along the dimension of the vertex feature vector, ensuring good coalesced memory access. The gather kernel reduces the partial accumulation vectors $acc$ from a set of edges that end at the same destination vertex $accum$ into an accumulated vector. We employ a similar principle of exploiting parallelism for the scatter operator. A block of threads first cooperatively enumerate an edge group, accumulate the features of every edge into a temporary vector in GPU register, and finally write the result back to the corresponding destination vertex.

Finally, NeuGraph supports \textit{Scatter-ApplyEdge-Gather (SAG) stage fusion} as another kernel optimization on execution of the propagation procedures. We find that, on most GNN applications, especially after the dataflow graph optimization, the ApplyEdge function only performs element-wise operations, such as $+$, $-$, $\times$, $\div$, $\text{tanh}$, $\text{sigmoid}$, $\text{ReLU}$. In this case, we can optimize SAG stages by allowing the vertex/edge data to be directly updated with element-wise operations in GPU registers and then written back to their destination vertices in a single pass, without any extra cost of creating intermediate edge data in the GPU global memory. To achieve that, NeuGraph automatically detects such a case and replaces the whole SAG stages using a specially customized operation called \textit{Fused-Gather}. This operation processes each edge chunk as follows: It first loads the inputs of Scatter; i.e., source vertices and edge data, into GPU registers, and then uses GPU threads to perform in-place updates directly on elements in registers based on user-defined element-wise operations in ApplyEdge. It finally produces the vector $acc$, which is summed onto the corresponding vertex accumulation vector $accum$ with the user-defined Gather.accumulator.

4 Implementation

We implemented NeuGraph on top of TensorFlow (v1.7) with about 5,000 lines of C++ code and 3,000 lines of Python code. NeuGraph uses TensorFlow as the dataflow execution runtime, and additionally provides three specialized modules for GNN applications: (1) an engine translating a vertex-centric symbolic program into dataflow; (2) a streaming scheduler implementing the core scheduling logic; (3) a graph propagation engine with optimized kernels for the proposed Gather/Scatter operators. We discuss several important aspects of our implementation next.

**Dataflow Translation.** NeuGraph provides a base class \texttt{GNNLayer} in addition to the conventional operators; users can easily define each layer of a GNN algorithm by providing a symbolic vertex-program. Then NeuGraph divides vertices and edges into chunks, and generates a chunk-based dataflow graph by appropriately connecting GNN-layers with Gather and Scatter according to the user program. NeuGraph preprocesses the graph using the min-cut partition of METIS [21], and organizes each edge chunk in the compressed sparse column (CSC) format for the feed-forward computation, while using the compressed sparse row (CSR) format for back-propagation computation.

**Streaming Scheduler.** To improve performance, the streaming scheduler first analyzes the received dataflow graph and incorporates the optimizations described in Section 3.2. NeuGraph implements a filtering operator running on the CPU side, and determines whether to apply it before the H2D operator of each vertex chunk based on the percentage of relevant vertices (i.e., selectivity). Also, NeuGraph profiles the transfer/computation information of edge chunks and revises the dataflow graph based on the refined scheduling plan discussed in Section 3.2.

**Multi-GPU Execution.** Different devices in NeuGraph need to communicate with one another for coordination. In existing DL frameworks, an operator is usually dispatched to a specific device, with its input and output tensors on the same device. The multi-GPU communication in NeuGraph is executed by a series of concurrent operators from different devices. In each operator, after memory is allocated on a device for communication, it will exchange addresses with other devices for upcoming device-to-device data transfer. Parameters in different GPUs also need synchronization in each iteration. This is implemented by all-reduce.

**Graph Propagation Engine.** The graph engine contains graph-specific operator kernels. NeuGraph has optimized implementations for the proposed operators (\textit{gather}, \textit{scatter}, \textit{fused-gather}). Specifically, \textit{scatter} is a map operator that turns vertex data into edge data, and \textit{gather} is a reduce operator that accumulates edge data for each vertex. Also, NeuGraph implements \textit{fused-gather} operator described in Section 3.4 to enable one-pass edge computation when the edge computa-
5 Evaluation

In this section, we demonstrate the efficiency and scalability of NeuGraph by evaluating it on multiple GNNs and datasets.

GNN Models. NeuGraph can support many different types of graph-based neural networks [7, 8, 13, 18, 19, 23, 25, 29, 41]. We use the following three representative GNN models.

Communication neural network (CommNet) [41] is a model with which cooperating agents learn to communicate among themselves before taking actions. This network can be used to solve multiple learning communication tasks like traffic control. In CommNet, there is no computation on the edge, so the ApplyEdge stage is simply a passthrough (see Figure 10).

Graph convolutional network (GCN) [19, 23] applies convolutional operations to an arbitrary graph, and has been used in many semi-supervised or unsupervised graph clustering problems, such as entity classification in a knowledge graph. GCN (see Figure 11) has a computation (without neural networks) on the edge for weighted neighbor activation.

Gated graph sequence neural network (GG-NN) [25] applies recurrent neural networks (RNNs) to graph data and is used for NLP tasks. GG-NN performs NN-based edge computation (see Figure 12), with different parameters for different edge types. It also performs a heavy Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) computation on vertices.

We chose these GNNs as the benchmark algorithms in the evaluation not only because of their different computation patterns, but also for the purpose of comparing with TensorFlow: the propagation stage in these cases can be treated as a sparse matrix multiplication and therefore expressible in TensorFlow. Certain algorithms such as G-GCN in our running example cannot be directly supported using the TensorFlow multiplication operators.

Datasets. Table 1 lists the real-world datasets used for evaluation, including the PubMed citation network (pubmed) [38], the BlogCatalog social network (blog) [42], the Reddit online discussion forum (reddit-small, reddit-full) [18], the Wikipedia data dump (enwiki) [3], and the Amazon data dump (amazon) [30]. The column feature in Table 1 reports the sizes of the vertex feature vectors, and the label column contains the numbers of label classes. As different GNN tasks share the same GNN architecture and differ only on the output layer, we tested the performance of our system on the task of vertex classification (e.g., classifying academic papers into different subjects in the PubMed citation dataset, which contains sparse bag-of-words feature vectors for each document and a list of citation links between documents) and set the number of layers \( \ell = 2 \) in experiments.

Environment and Baselines. We evaluated NeuGraph on a multi-GPU server, which is equipped with dual 2.6 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2690v4 processors (28 cores in total), 512 GB memory, and 8 NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPUs. The installed operating system is Ubuntu 16.04, using the libraries CUDA 9.0 and cuDNN 7.0.

We compared NeuGraph (NG) with TensorFlow v1.7 (TF) [4], GraphSAGE [18] (TensorFlow backend) and DGL v0.1.3 (PyTorch v1.0 [2] backend) [1]. GraphSAGE is a modeling framework for inductive representation learning on graphs and is widely used to generate low-dimensional vector representations for vertices. DGL is a Python package that serves as an interface between any existing tensor libraries and data expressed as graphs, thereby making it easy to implement GNNs.

We took the existing open-source implementations [1, 18, 23] \footnote{For fair comparison, we took minor optimizations (e.g., replacing inefficient \texttt{feed dict} with preloaded data tensors in memory to avoid redundant memory copies from python runtime to TensorFlow runtime).}. We also implemented a basic extension, integrating TensorFlow with the chunk-based dataflow translation (TF-SAGA). The TF-SAGA can support larger GNN models, but...
with all other optimizations described in Section 3 disabled. The comparison with TF-SAGA can reveal how much each optimization contributes to the overall performance.

We focused on metrics for system performance; e.g., time to scan one epoch of data. NeuGraph produces the same numerical results as TensorFlow and DGL, and hence has the same per-epoch convergence. All performance numbers in our experiments are calculated by computing the averages over 10 epochs.

5.1 Performance on a Single GPU

First, we evaluated NeuGraph by comparing it with the state-of-the-art frameworks TensorFlow, DGL, and GraphSAGE. As TensorFlow and DGL can only process graphs that fit in the device memory of a single GPU, we conducted these experiments on the first three small graphs in Table 1.

Figure 13 shows the end-to-end comparison results among different models and datasets. Overall, NeuGraph achieves on average a 2.5× speedup (up to 5.0×) compared with TensorFlow, and on average an 8.1× speedup (up to 19.2×) compared with DGL. We found that the properties of both graphs and models impact performance. NeuGraph achieves the largest speedup with GCN on the blog dataset. This is mainly because the high average vertex degree of the blog graph leads to greater graph propagation (i.e., SAG stages) costs, which NeuGraph can optimize more effectively.

Due to lack of graph support on TensorFlow, GraphSAGE implements GNNs through sampling neighbors and padding to convert irregular graphs to regular tensors. It leads to out of memory even on small graphs using the same evaluation setup (i.e., processing the whole graph with the sampler disabled). Moreover, it still runs about 5× slower than NeuGraph for GCN on pubmed even if the sampler is set to sample exactly one neighbor per vertex.

5.2 Scaling-up on a Single GPU

Since TensorFlow failed to process large graphs on GPU due to the out of memory (OOM) exceptions, we ran TensorFlow only on CPU. Accordingly, besides running TF-SAGA on

GPU, we also ran it on CPU. DGL also experienced OOM exceptions when directly processing large graphs on GPU, therefore requiring additional graph sampling to alleviate memory pressure at the expense of model capacity and convergence guarantee. By contrast, NeuGraph can scale GNNs beyond GPU memory without loss on the model scale. Note that NeuGraph can also support the same graph sampling approaches as DGL. In this case, the results in Section 5.1 have already demonstrated that NeuGraph significantly outperform DGL for small model scales on a single GPU. Hence, we do not compare them again here but focus instead on model scales that cannot fit in GPU memory.

End-to-end Comparison. Figure 14 shows the end-to-end comparison results among different models and datasets. Under the same CPU-only mode, TF-SAGA can achieve on average a 4.3× speedup over TensorFlow. That is because TF-SAGA on CPU contains finer grained chunk-level operators, which can be processed concurrently on the CPUs and make better use of the CPU resources. Moreover, NeuGraph achieves 16 ~ 47× speedups compared to TensorFlow-CPU, which is the current solution for large graphs. Compared with TF-SAGA on GPU, NeuGraph could provide even better performance with its additional optimizations. Figure 14 shows that NeuGraph achieves 2.4 ~ 4.9× speedups over the GPU-enabled TF-SAGA on different models and datasets. Similar to those on small graphs, the speedups on large graphs depend on the graph structure. The average speedup across all models on the reddit-full graph with the highest vertex degree is 4.6× over the GPU-enabled.
TF-SAGA, as opposed to 2.8× on the enwiki graph with moderate vertex degree and 3.1× for the amazon graph with the lowest vertex degree.

**Breakdown Comparison.** Both streaming and kernel optimizations can play important roles in achieving good overall performance after scaling GNN out of GPU core. To understand how much each optimization contributes to the overall performance, we disabled the graph propagation kernel optimization (NG-kernel) described in Section 3.4, as well as selective scheduling (NG-selective) and pipeline scheduling (NG-pipeline and NG-swap) described in Section 3.2. It effectively turns NeuGraph into the TF-SAGA. We then turned on these optimizations one by one and measured the resulting speedups they brought. To better understand the improvement, we also profiled the GCN execution on both TF-SAGA and NeuGraph with nvprof [32].

Figure 15 shows the improvement of each optimization over TF-SAGA for GCN. The results under other models are similar. We found that the graph kernel optimization works better on dense graphs (like reddit-full), whereas selective scheduling is more effective on sparse graphs (like amazon). For example, the graph kernel optimization can achieve a 2.8× speedup on the reddit-full graph, but only a 1.2× speedup on the amazon graph. However, selective scheduling can still bring an additional 2.6× speedup on the amazon graph. That is because a high-density graph leads to a higher computation cost on SAG stage, which is the target of the graph kernel optimization, whereas a low-density graph with selective scheduling can filter more unnecessary vertices. The figure also shows that our swap-based pipeline scheduling can bring significant improvement by effectively overlapping data transfer and computation, especially on the reddit-full graph where data chunks highly heterogeneous.

Table 2 shows the time of the host-device data transfer (I/O) and computation (Comp.) for TF-SAGA and NeuGraph. Compared to TF-SAGA, the optimizations in NeuGraph reduce both I/O and computation significantly and achieve good overlapping with pipeline scheduling.

As described in Section 3.1, the processing order of chunks may also impact performance. To examine the exact effect of processing order, we ran NeuGraph with the streaming processing optimizations described in Section 3.2 disabled. Figure 16 shows that, for the forward-backward pass, the column-row-oriented strategy is 1.4 ~ 1.7× faster than the row-column-oriented one.

### 5.3 Scaling-out on Multiple GPUs

As described in Section 3.3, we can easily extend TF-SAGA from one GPU to multiple GPUs by allowing each GPU to process a dataflow subgraph, without considering the bandwidth contention. We compared it to NeuGraph with the chain-based scheduling disabled or enabled, in order to understand the performance of our topology-aware scheduling.

Figure 17 shows the results of the GCN model on three large graphs; the results of other GNN models are similar. NeuGraph significantly outperforms the multi-GPU TF-SAGA with the chain-based scheduling enabled or disabled. The average speedup of NeuGraph is 3.6×/2.7× over multi-GPU TF-SAGA with varying numbers of GPUs.

The benefit of the chain-based scheduling is highlighted in the comparison between enabling and disabling this topology-aware scheduling. For example, when scaling from 1 GPU to 2 GPUs, the average speedup of the disabled case even decreases, whereas the enabled one can improve from 3.8× to 5.5× over the single GPU TF-SAGA. This is mainly because, without the chain-based scheduling, two GPUs within the same PCIe switch need to load input edge/vertex data through a shared link concurrently, which can easily become the bottleneck. By contrast, the chain-based mechanism allows the second GPU to load vertex data directly from the first one, reducing the pressure on the shared PCIe link.

We observed that the chain-based scheduling achieves nearly linear speedup on the reddit-full and enwiki graphs, but exhibits less optimal results on the relatively sparse amazon graph. The reason is that NeuGraph tends to apply selective scheduling on relatively sparse graphs. However, given the limited CPU resources shared by an increasing number of GPUs, NeuGraph has to decrease usage of the CPU for per-GPU filtering. Also, the current TensorFlow implementation cannot support NUMA-aware tensor allocation well, which imposes a performance impact on the CPU filtering, especially on sparse graphs like the amazon where the filtering is often used.

### 6 Related Work

The growing scale and importance of graph data has driven the development of numerous specialized graph processing systems, including Pregel [28], GraphLab [26], PowerGraph [24], PowerGraph [24], GraphChi [29], and others. These systems vary in their strategies for optimizing graph processing, ranging from data-centric approaches like Pregel, which prioritize data locality and efficient data transfer, to task-centric approaches like GraphChi, which focus on efficient computation and memory management. Each system has its own trade-offs and strengths, and the choice of system depends on the specific requirements of the application.

Table 2: GCN on large graphs: TF-SAGA vs. NeuGraph. NeuGraph overlaps I/O and computation time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>TF-SAGA</th>
<th>NeuGraph</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IO</td>
<td>Comp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reddit-full</td>
<td>7.67</td>
<td>13.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enwiki</td>
<td>5.93</td>
<td>5.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amazon</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 16: NeuGraph with row/column-oriented chunk scheduling: GCN on large graphs.
Graph [15] and GraphX [16]. There are many other following works with optimizations on different aspects including graph layout, sequential data access, and secondary storage (e.g., GraphChi [24], Grace [34], FlashGraph [53], XStream [36] and Chaos [35]), distributed shared memory and RDMA (e.g., Grappa [31] and GraM [45]), NUMA-awareness, scheduling, and graph partitioning (e.g., PowerLyra [10] and Bi-Graph [11]). All these works focus on CPU based computation.

There is another series of system works that focus on exploiting GPU for large graph processing. GraphReduce [39] can process out-of-memory graphs on a single GPU and optimize memory coalescing by using two different formats. GTS [22] can also process out-of-memory graphs on multiple GPUs by fully exploiting the asynchronous GPU streams. Garaph [27] exploits edge-centric parallelism and dynamic scheduling to achieve the best performance on the CPU/GPU hybrid platform. Lux [20] investigates the placement of graph data over the CPU memory hierarchy on multiple nodes. All these graph processing systems are driven by basic graph benchmarks such as PageRank and shortest path, but lack the support for neural network computation, such as the tensor abstraction and auto-differentiation. To be compatible with existing DL libraries, NeuGraph chooses to recast the graph-specific optimizations as dataflow optimizations on top of DL frameworks (e.g., TensorFlow). This does not limit the capability of expressing a general DL computation, and allows users to benefit from both graph and DL optimizations.

TuX² [47] aims to bridge the gap between graph and traditional machine learning computation, while NeuGraph targets neural network computation on graphs, which connects graph processing and deep learning supported by the dataflow frameworks like TensorFlow [4], PyTorch [2], MXNet [12], and CNTK [50], etc. Most recently, Cavs [48] introduces the vertex-centric programming model into dynamic neural networks to address the problems that each sample has a unique dataflow graph and the training is iterative on batches of samples. NeuGraph addresses different problems and challenges regarding scalability and performance in supporting GNN models on large real-world graphs. DGL [1] wraps DL systems with a message-passing programming interface for GNNs, while NeuGraph addresses the system challenges (e.g., scalability and efficiency) by translating graph-aware computation on dataflow and recasting graph optimizations.

From the modeling perspective, there are several modeling works (e.g., GraphSAGE [18], MPNN [14], and GNN-Block [5]) that attempt to unify existing GNNs into a single modeling framework. These generalized modeling frameworks can be implemented easily and executed efficiently at scale by NeuGraph. Recently developed graph sampling approaches (e.g., DGL [1], GraphSAGE [18], PinSAGE [49], and FastGCN [9]) alleviate scalability challenges of GNNs at the expense of model capacity and convergence guarantees. These approaches are orthogonal to and compatible with our work. NeuGraph frees users from choosing appropriate sample sizes and worrying about GPU memory limitations.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

GNN is an emerging computation model that arises naturally from the need to apply neural network models on graphs. Supporting efficient and scalable parallel computation for GNN training is demanding due to its inherent complexity. Given this new requirement, we advocate unifying graph computation and deep learning systems for GNNs. NeuGraph represents a critical step in this direction by showing not only the feasibility, but also the potential of such unification. We accomplish this by defining a new, flexible SAGA-NN model to express GNN algorithms by fusing graph-related optimizations into the management of data partitioning, scheduling and parallelism in deep learning frameworks.

One potential future direction is to scale GNN further to multiple servers, by leveraging the work in distributed graph systems [40, 44, 45].
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Many important graph algorithms are based on the breadth first search (BFS) approach, which builds itself on recursive vertex traversal. We classify algorithms that share this characteristic into what we call a BFS-like algorithm. In this work, we first analyze and study the I/O request patterns of BFS-like algorithms executed on disk-based graph engines. Our analysis exposes two shortcomings in executing BFS-like algorithms. First, we find that the use of the cache is ineffective. To make use of the cache more effectively, we propose an in-memory static cache, which we call BFS-Aware Static Cache or Basc, for short. Basc is static as its contents, which are edge lists of vertices that are pre-selected before algorithm execution, do not change throughout the execution of the algorithm. Second, we find that the state-of-the-art ordering method for graphs on disks is ineffective with BFS-like algorithms. Thus, based on an I/O cost model that estimates the performance based on the ordering of graphs, we develop an efficient graph ordering called Neighborhood Ordering or Norder. We provide extensive evaluations of Basc and Norder on two well-known graph engines using five real-world graphs including Twitter that has 1.9 billion edges. Our experimental results show that Basc and Norder, collectively have substantial performance impact.

1 Introduction

Algorithms such as breadth first search (BFS) [26], shortest paths (SP) [15], all pairs shortest path (APSP) [35], diameter computation (DIAM) [1], finding weakly connected components (WCC) [15], and betweenness centrality (BC) [4] are popular graph algorithms widely used in many domains including bioinformatics, social science, and economics. These algorithms share a commonality that they start from a given set of vertices and then recursively traverse their neighboring vertices. Together, we call algorithms with these characteristics BFS-like algorithms.

In BFS-like algorithms, only a subset of vertices are active at any given time. Furthermore, which of the vertices are to be activated among all the vertices is difficult to predict. Due to this reason, the locality of memory access in BFS-like algorithms is generally worse than that of other graph algorithms such as PageRank, where all vertices are active and regularly accessed [27].

Due to their poor locality of memory access, it is difficult to optimize the performance of BFS-like algorithms, particularly on disk-based graph engines that store the input graph on external storage such as SSDs. Although several optimization techniques have been suggested for disk-based graph systems, their impact on BFS-like algorithms is limited. Existing optimizations such as overlapping I/O and CPU operations [12,19] or merging small I/O requests into a single larger request [40] do not consider the characteristics of BFS-like algorithms hence, have substantial room for improvement [2,27].

The focus of this paper is on BFS-like algorithms, and our contribution can be summarized as follows. First, we present a thorough analysis of BFS-like algorithms running on disk-based graph engines. We observe and report characteristics not previously revealed such as the fact that the number of I/O requests for each vertex is similar among the vertices, regardless of their degrees or relative positions in graphs.

Second, based on our observations, we propose a new form of a cache, which we call Basc (an acronym for BFS-Aware Static Cache). Basc has three distinct characteristics as a cache: 1) it is separate space set aside from the typical page cache, 2) it holds edge lists of vertices, and 3) it is static.

Without loss of generality, we will use the term 'page cache' to refer to typical caches that are deployed to improve I/O performance in graph engines or within operating systems.
certain pre-selected vertices, and 3) it is static, that is, the contents of the cache do not change throughout the execution of the algorithm. We show that by judiciously making use of Basc, performance of BFS-like algorithms can be substantially improved.

Finally, our observation shows that the performance of BFS-like algorithms is highly sensitive to the layout of the graphs. Based on this observation, we devise a simple model that estimates the I/O costs of BFS-like algorithms based on the layout of the graph on disk. We experimentally validate that the model is fairly accurate in estimating performance. Moreover, guided by the cost model, we develop a simple, yet efficient graph ordering scheme that we call Neighborhood Ordering or Norder for short, which substantially improves the performance of BFS-like algorithms, even while the time to compute the ordering takes substantially less than existing ordering schemes.

The methodologies that we propose are for disk-based graph systems adopting the vertex-centric computation model. As this model is widely adopted in large-scale graph analytics, our work is applicable to many existing graph processing systems [12, 21, 28, 34, 40]. For fair comparison with previous schemes we implement our methods in FlashGraph and Graphene, two recent graph engines [21, 40]. Note that all discussions hereafter are done in the context of disk-based graph systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our analysis of BFS-like algorithms running on disk-based graph systems. Section 3 introduces Basc, our BFS-aware static cache, as well as the vertex selection algorithm that we propose. In Section 4, we develop our I/O cost model based on graph orderings, then propose an optimized graph ordering that we call Neighborhood Ordering. We evaluate our proposed techniques in Section 5 and discuss related work in Section 6. Finally, we end with conclusions in Section 7.

2 Characteristics of BFS-like Algorithms

In this section, we first discuss the basic workings of disk-based graph engines and BFS-like algorithms. We focus on semi-external graph engines that store vertex attributes in memory, as main memory of commodity computers today is typically large enough to hold vertex attributes in their entirety. Then, through Sections 2.2~2.4, we discuss the characteristics of BFS-like algorithms that we observe in our analysis.

2.1 Basics of Disk-based Graph Engines

In vertex-centric computations, the entire set or a subset of vertices are activated as they receive messages in each iteration. Then the edge lists of the activated vertices are accessed when necessary to send messages to the neighboring vertices [25]. As they are accessed, these edge lists are retrieved from disk to memory in page granularity, whose size typically ranges from 1KB to a few MBs [7, 12, 34, 40]. These pages are then stored in the page cache, which is either controlled by the graph engine or the file system [7, 12, 19, 40].

The edge lists are generally sorted and indexed by the owner vertex ID and stored sequentially on disk. Some graph engines apply optimized partitioning schemes such as hybrid-cut partitioning, instead of the more general vertex-cut or edge-cut partitioning, to reduce I/O [6, 39, 43]. Also, when I/O requests are issued to retrieve the pages, requests for adjacent pages may be merged for higher throughput [21, 40].

Performance of graph algorithms on disk-based graph engines depends largely on the efficiency of accessing the input graph [7, 19]. In disk-based engines, both the vertex attributes and input graphs are stored on disk that are randomly accessed by the graph algorithms. However, the overhead of accessing the input graph is generally higher than that of accessing vertex attributes as a large portion of vertex attributes are typically cached in memory. In particular, as mentioned previously, semi-external graph engines store all the vertex attributes in main memory.

Graph algorithms written in the vertex-centric model run iteratively, with a varying subset of vertices activated per iteration depending on the algorithm type. In BFS and BFS-like algorithms, only the “frontier” vertices are activated in each iteration. Thus, only the edge lists of these vertices are accessed in a random manner.

As the edge lists of activated vertices are accessed, pages containing these edges are loaded into the page cache. As page units are large, edges of unactivated vertices may also be in the retrieved page and hence, needlessly loaded to memory. To achieve high cache utilization, and consequently, high performance, we want the page cache to contain edges of as many activated vertices as possible. This requires the vertices in the input graph to be ordered such that the edges of activated vertices in the same iteration are stored in proximity.

2.2 Uniform Edge List Reference

Retrieving edge lists on disk has a significant effect on performance [19, 43]. To alleviate this burden, it would be desirable to cache the frequently requested edge lists of the vertices. To this end, we observe the edge list request pattern in representative BFS-like algorithms. Common logic tells us that for a vertex with a large edge list, that is, a large number of neighbor vertices, more requests will be targeted to that vertex and its edge list. However, interestingly and contrary to this
logic, we find that there are no substantial differences in the number of edge list accesses among the vertices, even for vertices that have widely varying degrees.

Figure 1, which are representative results, shows the distributions of the number of edge list requests for the BFS, DIAM, and BC algorithms with the LiveJournal and Wikipedia dataset. The graphs show the average number of requests for the vertices with the same in-degrees, that is, having the same number of in-bound edges, normalized to the maximum average request count.

Initially, our conjecture was that the number of requests for a vertex (and thus, to its edge list) would be roughly proportional to its in-degree because messages (hence requests) are sent over edges in a vertex-centric model. However, Figure 1 shows that there is only a small difference in the number of requests between high and low in-degree vertices. The average counts are nearly constant and the variance (not shown) are low.

The reason for such uniform reference count is that in the vertex computation model, the edge list of a vertex is accessed only once per iteration as multiple requests to a vertex are merged into a single request if they are issued in the same iteration. Thus, for a high in-degree vertex whose neighbor vertices are densely connected to each other in real-world graphs, the majority of requests to the vertex are sent as a single request. Moreover, in some BFS-like algorithms such as BFS, each vertex is processed only once in the entire running of the algorithm, with the exception of unreachable vertices. So the edge lists are also requested only once for each vertex. Thus, the number of edge list references is independent of the in-degrees and close to a constant.

The observation that there is no substantial difference in the number of references to the edge list tells us that strategies such as simply storing frequently accessed edge lists in memory is not an effective approach for improving performance. We take this observation to propose a different method for caching the edge lists of vertices, which we discuss in Section 3.

2.3 Ineffectiveness of the Page Cache

Locality per I/O access is known to be poor for BFS-like algorithms running on disk-based systems. This is because pages are brought into the page cache by active vertices and these active vertices are determined in a rather random manner at each iteration. To quantify this, we run experiments using the BFS-like algorithms provided in FlashGraph and observe the hit ratio of the page cache. Figure 2 depicts the results for page cache sizes ranging from 5% to 30% of the input graph run on the Twitter dataset. We see that all algorithms show low hit ratios. WCC, which shows the highest hit ratio, operates differently as the algorithm starts out with all the vertices, and as the component ID of each vertex converges, the number of active vertices decreases. However, a small number of vertices linger around in later iterations, and those vertices fit in the page cache resulting in the higher hit ratio. More importantly, though, we find that for all algorithms, increasing the page cache has little impact on the hit ratio, improving only by 5 to 10% even with a six factor increase in page cache size.

Our conclusion here is that the page cache in disk-based graph engines does not play a major role in regards to performance for BFS-like algorithms. Simply increasing the page cache cannot be a solution, and there needs to be a different approach to resolve this ineffectiveness, for which Basc in Section 3 is proposed.

2.4 Impact of Graph Layout on Disk

Both SSDs and HDDs show faster performance with sequential reads than random reads. Thus, how a graph is stored and accessed by the running algorithm has substantial impact on performance. In this section,

---

2The full dataset descriptions are provided in Table 1.

3Section 5 describes in detail how the algorithms are implemented.
we perform experiments to help us understand the performance impact of graph layouts.

For the experiments, we restructure a graph in two different orderings and measure the performance of the graph algorithms. In the first, we randomly assign the vertex IDs, and in the second, we use Gorder [38], which was proposed to improve the locality of access to vertices and their edge lists for main memory graph systems. In particular, Gorder computes the ordering of vertices and their edge lists by optimizing its locality score, which is defined based on whether densely connected vertices are ordered closely within a given distance. Then, the graph is stored in CSR (Compressed Sparse Row) format, where the edge lists of vertices are ordered by their vertex IDs and stored sequentially.

Figure 3 compares the performance of three BFS-like algorithms with Gorder and random ordering on three datasets. We can see that the algorithms perform consistently better with Gorder than with random ordering. Clearly, ordering strongly affects the performance of BFS-like algorithms. In Section 4, we propose a novel ordering scheme that benefits BFS-like algorithms.

3 BFS-Aware Static Cache

In Section 2.3, we discussed how the page cache is ineffective and that simply growing its size does not help BFS-like algorithms. In this section, we propose a different caching scheme to help improve the performance of BFS-like algorithms.

Aside from the typical cache that a graph engine or the system software manages, we propose to have a separate static cache, which we call the BFS-Aware Static Cache or Basc. Basc is loaded with the edge lists of some pre-selected vertices before the algorithm starts. Hence, there is overhead involved with the initial selection process, which we describe later in this section. Also, unlike a typical page cache that dynamically stores and replaces edge lists as they are accessed, Basc is static, that is, the cache contents do not change throughout its execution and no replacement is involved.

As the edge list of only some selected vertices are statically stored in Basc, it is important to identify the vertices that are likely to improve performance so that they can be stored in Basc. Note that naively storing the edge lists of frequently accessed vertices does not suffice. This is because, as was discussed in Section 2.2 and shown with Figure 1, the number of accesses to the edge lists of each vertex is similar for all vertices. Thus, our approach is to consider the interaction between Basc and the page cache, which we elaborate below.

The key optimization point with Basc is memory utilization. While Basc is separate cache space, we do not make use of extra space, but rather take space from the page cache, that is, reduce the page cache size, and use this space for Basc. Thus, when selecting the vertices for Basc, our goal is to utilize the space for Basc much more efficiently than when used as a page cache. For example, consider a case in Figure 4, where u’s neighbor vertices (i.e., their edge lists) are about to be retrieved. (Note that in real graphs, an edge list can be composed of in-bound and/or out-bound edges. Here, we show an illustration using out-bound edges.) Notice that while the edge lists of u’s neighbor vertices x, y, and z are stored in page A, the edge list of vertex v is stored in page B. Thus, while a cached page A would be well used, page B, on the other, would be retrieved only to access the edge list of v with the rest of the page being brought in for naught. In such a case, v would be pre-selected and it’s edge list stored in Basc, so that the entire page containing the data (page B, in this case) need not be retrieved to the page cache during execution. Selecting vertices for Basc in this manner to improve overall memory utilization is formally discussed in the next section.

3.1 The Vertex Pre-Selection Problem

We formulate the problem of pre-selecting vertices for Basc as a problem of minimizing the overall weighted I/O requests for accessing edge lists. To define the problem, we first make the following assumptions:

Assumption 1 The neighbor vertices of each vertex are accessed simultaneously. Thus, their edge lists are retrieved at the same time.
Assumption 2 The number of edge list requests for each vertex is equivalent among all the vertices.

Assumption 3 Each edge \((u, v)\) probabilistically issues a request to access the edge list of target vertex \(v\). Due to Assumption 2, the probability of issuing the request is inversely proportional to \(v\)'s in-degree.

We now define the problem of selecting vertices for Basc as a problem of minimizing the overall weighted requests:

\[
\text{minimize } F(C) = \sum_{v \in V} \sum_{(u_1) \in E} \frac{1}{r(u_1)d_i(u_1)} \sum_{(u_2) \in E} \frac{1}{d_o(u_2)}
\]

subject to \(\sum_{v \in C} \deg(v) \leq M, \sum_{v \in C} \deg(v) \geq M - \epsilon\), where

- \(\epsilon\) is a small positive number
- \(C\) represents the set of cached vertices
- \(E\) is the set of all edges in the given graph
- \(P(u)\) is the set of vertices whose edge lists are stored in the same page as vertex \(u\)
- \(r(u)\) is the expected number of requests to the page where \(u\) is stored, which we assume to be proportional to the number of vertices whose edge lists are stored in the page
- \(d_i(u), d_o(u)\) are the in- and out-degree of vertex \(u\), respectively
- \(M\) represents the size of available memory for Basc.

Function \(F\) represents the penalty accrued by misuse of pages in the cache. If the cache is fully utilized, there is no penalty. \(F\) increases as the cache is more and more underutilized. Hence, our goal is to minimize \(F\).

More concretely, \(F\) iterates over all the edges in a graph; for each vertex, we take every edge \(((v, u_1) \in E)\) that is not in the cache \((u_1 \notin C)\) and adds up the penalty, which is represented by the terms in parenthesis. Within the left term in the parenthesis, \(1/d_i(u_1)\) represents the probability of issuing the request for a given edge. If the page is already in the page cache, we do not need to issue the request (realized by \(u_1 \notin C\)). To consider only those pages not in the cache, we include the other term \(1/r(u_1)\), as we assume that the probability of the page holding \(u_1\) to be in the cache is proportional to the number of expected requests to the page. Thus, the left term in the parenthesis represents the probability of issuing a request over the edge \((v, u_1)\) for \(u_1\) not in the cache. The right term in the parenthesis represents the actual penalty incurred, which is inversely proportional to the utilization of the page. Page utilization is computed as the summation of \(d_o(u_2)\) because under Assumption 1, the neighbor vertices of each vertex are accessed simultaneously. The right term, \((1/\sum d_o(u_2))\), is minimized for \((v, u_1)\) if all the other neighbor vertices \((u_2)\) of \(v\) is stored in the same page as \(u_1\) and they tightly fit in a single page.

Our intent here is to minimize the overall weighted, that is, penalized, requests. If we were to simply minimize the number of requests, we just need to cache the vertices in descending order of their degrees. In the evaluation, we demonstrate that our approach results in better performance than simply caching the vertices in degree order.

The above optimization problem is an integer programming problem. As the objective function \(F(C)\) is nonlinear and non-convex, the problem is NP-hard [13]. Thus, a fast algorithm that provides an optimal solution does not exist. We propose a heuristic algorithm to solve this problem in the next section.

### 3.2 Vertex Selection for Basc

We now present a heuristic algorithm for selecting vertices for Basc. Our algorithm, called Greedy Vertex Selection (GVS), takes a greedy approach based on the profits per cost for the vertex. In particular, a vertex is selected to be cached if the overhead, that is, the penalty, of the request for a vertex is high, where the penalty calculations are based on \(F(C)\) described in Section 3.1.

Algorithm 1 shows the overall procedure of GVS. It takes as input \(G\), the input graph, \(M\), the memory size available for Basc, and \(K\), the number of iterations, and
at each iteration selects vertices for \( M/K \) amount of memory. The outer-most \( \Sigma \) in \( F(C) \) is covered by lines 6–11 and the next \( \Sigma \) by the \( \text{for} \) loop in line 7. The \( \text{for} \) loop in line 9 represents the \( \Sigma \) in the denominator of the second term within the parenthesis. Finally, line 11 represents the calculations for the two terms in the parenthesis for \( F(C) \). Instead of summing up the penalties, GVS attributes the computed penalty to target vertices of individual edges – \( T[u_i] \) in line 11. After each iteration, the penalty of each vertex is normalized by its degree (line 13). GVS selects the vertices with the highest normalized penalty whose degrees amount to \( 1/K \) of \( \text{Basc} \) and puts them in \( \text{Basc} \). This is repeated for \( K \) iterations to completely fill \( \text{Basc} \).

As \( K \) becomes larger, we select smaller number of vertices at each iteration and more frequently compute the changes in I/O penalty as the result of the selection. Thus, larger \( K \) gives more fine-grained and accurate vertex selection, but incurs more computational overhead.

The time complexity of GVS is \( O(K(|E|+|V|)) \) as the computation of the page utilizations in lines 10–11 can be calculated once and re-used per each vertex \( v \), and the loop in lines 12–16 can be implemented using selection algorithms for finding the \( k \)th smallest number.

We can further optimize the algorithm by computing the page utilization only for those vertices that are affected by the selection in the previous iteration. The vertices that require re-computation are those that are stored in the same pages as the selected vertices and are in neighbor relations. Let us now consider the complexity of GVS with this optimization. The number of selected vertices in an iteration is \( O(M/K) \), if the selected ones have the same degree. The number of vertices for re-computation is proportional to the number of disk pages that the selected vertices are stored in. In one extreme, all the selected vertices may be in a same disk page, while in the other extreme, all may be in separate pages. If the layout of the graph is carefully ordered to improve locality, the selected vertices in an iteration will tend to be grouped and stored in a small number of pages. Thus, we derive the complexity assuming that the number of pages is bounded by the square root of the selected vertices, which is in between the two extremes. Then, the cost for the re-computation in lines 6 through 11 is \( O(\sqrt{M/K}) \). Furthermore, the sorting and selection of the \( M/K \) vertices in lines 12 through 16 can be done incrementally using a heap data structure, thus its complexity is \( O(M/K-\log(|V|)) \). Thus, the complexity of GVS is \( O(|E|+|V|+\sqrt{K} \cdot M + M \cdot \log(|V|)) \), where the first two terms are for the first iteration and the rest are for the remaining \( K-1 \) iterations. In Section 5, we experimentally show that our complexity analysis for GVS is reasonable and that GVS time is roughly proportional to \( \sqrt{K} \) and \( M \).

4 Bringing New Order

In Section 2.4, we showed how ordering affected the performance of BFS-like algorithms and presented the need for effective graph layouts. In this section, we present an ordering scheme that we call Neighborhood Ordering (Norder, for short) that is tailored to BFS-like algorithms. Before so doing, we first present the I/O cost model that forms the basis for the development of Norder.

4.1 Modeling I/O Cost

In all BFS-like algorithms, the vertices that are activated in a particular iteration are the neighbor vertices of the frontiers of the previous iteration. How these activated vertices are ordered on disk substantially affects I/O performance. If these vertices could be stored together, the number of I/O requests could be reduced, leading to improved performance.

From this intuition, we empirically derive the following cost model for BFS-like algorithms, where cost is the edge list access cost, which we want to minimize:

\[
\text{Cost} = \sum_{v \in V} \text{deg}(v) \cdot \sigma^2(\text{nbr}(v))
\]

where \( \text{deg}(v) \) is the in-degree of vertex \( v \) and \( \sigma^2(\text{nbr}(v)) \) is the variance of \( v \)'s neighbor vertex IDs, assuming CSR format. The first term, \( \text{deg}(v) \), which implies that cost increases with higher in-degree, that is, with more neighbors, comes from empirical and algorithmic analysis. Consider a vertex with high in-degree. Such a vertex is likely to be accessed in an early iteration of BFS traversal. Thus, it is also likely that the majority of its neighbor vertices have not yet been traversed, which, in turn, incurs access to new edge lists, and thus, increases I/O cost. In contrast, a vertex with low in-degree is likely to be traversed in a later iteration. At this point of traversal, it is also likely that the majority of its neighbors would have already been traversed and thus, not incur any more I/O cost. Thus, we conclude that I/O cost is proportional to the degree of the vertex. The second term, \( \sigma^2(\text{nbr}(v)) \) is the overhead of I/O based on the neighbors’ vertex ID variance. That is, neighbors whose vertex IDs show large variance are likely to be scattered across the disk, in contrast to those whose IDs are close together. Neighbors widely scattered along the disk will naturally incur more I/Os to have them retrieved.

To assess the model’s accuracy, we compare the costs estimated by the model and the actual execution times for three BFS-like algorithms with the datasets YT, FL, and LJ (which we describe in detail in Section 5). For each algorithm and dataset, we generate 20 graph orderings that yield different I/O costs. This is done by, first, applying three orderings – PageRank-sorted, Gorder, and the original ordering, and then, incrementally and partially shuffling the vertex IDs of each ordering.
We evaluate the weakly connected components (WCC). These algorithms are effective for overall performance. The experiments are conducted with five real-world networks that are publicly available from KONECT [36] and are shown in Table 1. The datasets include one large network, Twitter (TW) and two relatively small graphs, Youtube (YT) and Flickr (FL), that are used to understand the scalability of our techniques.

We implement and evaluate our optimizations mainly on FlashGraph, a semi-external graph engine optimized for SSDs. We choose FlashGraph because 1) it is a representative semi-external graph engine, 2) it is recently developed thus, most known I/O optimizations are provided, and 3) it is actively maintained and core graph algorithms are already implemented in the system. Of the six algorithms, SP and APSP are our own implementations that we added, while the other four are those provided by FlashGraph. Additionally, we test our optimizations on Graphene [21], an SSD-based graph engine optimized with fine-grained I/O management. Details of these experiments are discussed in Section 5.4.

For all experiments, we run the algorithms with eight computation threads and a separate single I/O thread. We run the experiments ten times and report the average execution times as well as the standard deviation. All the experiments are performed on a machine with Intel Xeon E5-2683 v4 having 128GB physical memory running Ubuntu 16.04. Of the 128GB memory the system is configured to use only a portion of the memory (maximum 10GB) for caching. The actual cache size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graph</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>Graph</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Youtube (YT)</td>
<td>3.2M</td>
<td>9.4M</td>
<td>LiveJournal (LJ)</td>
<td>4.8M</td>
<td>68M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flickr (FL)</td>
<td>2.3M</td>
<td>33M</td>
<td>Twitter (TW)</td>
<td>53M</td>
<td>1.9B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia (WK)</td>
<td>18M</td>
<td>172M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

represent, to the best of our knowledge, all the BFS-like algorithms in the field, except for Influence Maximization (IM). IM, however, is simply a repetitive execution of BFS, hence omitted from our evaluation [16].

BFS and SP are written as described in Pregel [25]. DIAM runs BFS multiple times, first from a random vertex and then from the vertices with the maximum distances in previous runs. For APSP, we sample 128 source vertices and compute the distances from those sources using a modified SP that computes the distances from a group of source vertices, the same as it is written in Graphene [21]. BC implements the algorithm proposed by Brandes [4]. It runs SP from each source vertex and counts the number of paths passed for each vertex. This is repeated for all the source vertices. As computation is intense, an approximate approach is taken by computing the centrality scores with 128 randomly sampled source vertices [5]. WCC is implemented in the typical manner of propagating component IDs for each vertex and then computing the minimum IDs.

Figure 5 shows the results, where each data point represents one of the 20 graph orderings with its position determined by the cost of the model (x-axis) and the execution time (y-axis), both normalized to the maximum value on each axis. The lines are the results of applying linear regression on the data points, with the $r^2$ values of each dataset shown in parentheses. We see that our cost model results in reasonably high $r^2$ values, meaning that the estimation is quite accurate.

### 4.2 Neighborhood Ordering

Based on the cost model in the previous section, we propose a simple, yet effective graph ordering that we call Neighborhood Ordering or Norder. The key component of Norder is to simply assign consecutive IDs to the neighbors of all vertices, in particular, to the neighbors of high in-degree vertices. This simple strategy has the effect of decreasing the variance of the neighbor vertex IDs of high in-degree vertices resulting in increased locality, thus minimizing the overall cost of Equation 1.

To reorder a graph with Norder, we first arrange the vertices in descending order of their in-degrees. Then, starting from the vertex with the highest in-degree going downward, we perform a bounded breadth first search and assign a vertex ID in the traversed order. The depth bound for the traversal is set to two as we empirically found it to be effective for overall performance. Depth beyond two showed minimal performance gains, but incurred high overhead for ordering.

This simple ordering scheme is inexpensive to compute compared to other schemes such as Gorder, yet effective for disk-based graph engines. For example, it takes less than five minutes to compute Norder for the Twitter graph with 1.9 billion edges, while Gorder takes more than three hours. We quantify this and other performance issues in the next section.

### 5 Evaluation

We evaluate the effect of Basc and Norder with six BFS-like algorithms – breadth first search (BFS), measuring diameter of graph (DIAM), betweenness centrality (BC), shortest paths (SP), all-pair shortest paths (APSP), and weakly connected components (WCC). These algorithms

Figure 5: Regression of I/O cost model for three BFS-like algorithms with three datasets YT, FL, and LJ.
In this section, we evaluate Basc and the Greedy Vertex Selection (GVS) algorithm in various settings. In evaluating Basc, we compare the ‘page cache plus Basc’ setting with the ‘page cache only’ setting, where both settings use the same amount of memory. To compare with GVS, we test three other selection schemes for Basc: selecting vertices with high degrees (HighD), selecting vertices with low degrees (LowD), and selecting vertices randomly (Rand), of which the last is used as the baseline. For GVS, we set the total number of iterations (K in Algorithm 1) to 1,000 for YT, FL, LJ, WK, and 200 for TW. (Even though we do not show results for YT and FL, the settings for all experiments are presented for reproducibility.) As was previously discussed, with large K values, a smaller number of vertices are selected per iteration. This results in more frequent computation of I/O penalty changes, thus increased computation overhead. Hence, for feasibility reasons we choose a smaller K value for the large input graph TW. For the experiments in this section we do not apply any reordering algorithm and use the input graphs as they are given in KONECT [36]. We evaluate the combined effect of ordering and Basc separately in Section 5.3.

**Evaluation Result.** Figure 6 shows the results for experiments where the page cache size is set to 5% of the graph size and an additional 10% to 40% of the graph size is provided for Basc. As mentioned earlier, for the ‘page cache only’ setting (denoted ‘page cache’), the page cache size is equally set, that is, 15% to 45% of the graph size is used. All results are shown normalized to that of ‘page cache only’. The results presented here exclude the time to load Basc, which must be done before the algorithms are executed. We discuss this and other forms of overhead in the last part of this section.

Overall, Basc with GVS shows substantially better performance than the other schemes. We see that low-degree selection generally is a sound choice performing, in most cases, better than page cache, though, we do observe cases where it does worse. Overall, for all algorithms and datasets (including those not shown here), Basc with GVS is the clear winner, being 28.87% faster on harmonic average than page cache for all the cases.

To compare the efficiency of ‘page cache’ and Basc with GVS, we vary the ratio of the page cache and Basc sizes and measure their performance. Figure 7 shows the results as the total size of the two caches is set to 20% of the graph size and as the size of Basc varies from 0% to 90% of the total cache size. We see that the performance consistently improves as Basc size is increased. This is because BFS-like algorithms show
poor temporal locality and using the space as Basc is more effective than using the space as a page cache.

**Effect on page cache utilization.** To verify that Basc with GVS improves page cache utilization, we evaluate BFS-like algorithms with Basc and measure the page cache utilizations for the different vertex selection algorithms (GVS, HighD, LowD, and Rand).

Page cache utilization is measured as follows. For the entire execution of the algorithms, for each page retrieved to the page cache, individual 64 byte granularity units of the page are monitored throughout while the page resides in the page cache. Utilization of the page, calculated when the page is evicted, is the fraction of the total accessed units within the page size. Page cache utilization that is reported is the average of all the pages evicted as well as those still residing in the page cache at the end of the algorithm execution. Note that the contents in Basc are not considered in these calculations. Essentially, this value tells us how efficiently contents brought in to the page cache are being used.

Figure 8 compares the page cache utilizations for different vertex selection algorithms when the page cache and Basc size is 5% and 20%, respectively, of the input graph size. For all the graphs across the three algorithms, GVS shows highest page cache utilization for most cases. For all algorithms and datasets experimented with (for the same page cache and Basc sizes as above), GVS shows 33.8% higher utilization than random selection in harmonic mean, and in the best case, is almost twice that of random selection (FL with BFS, not shown), with the worst case, being equivalent (YT with DIAM, also not shown). Compared to LowD, GVS shows up to 22.5% higher utilization (FL with APSP). However, there are also occasions where low-degree selection shows slightly higher utilization (WK with BFS and DIAM).

**Vertex Selection and Loading Overhead.** There are two sources of overhead in deploying Basc. One is the cost for running GVS to select the vertices to load and the other is the overhead to actually load the selected vertices into Basc. Both must be executed before the algorithm is executed. We quantify these overheads by measuring the running time of Algorithm 1 separately with varying K from 1 to 1000, as well as the time to load to Basc. Table 2 shows the results when Basc size is 20% of the dataset. We observe that vertex loading overhead is generally lower compared to the vertex selection overhead. For vertex selection, as we increase the value of K, the execution time increases sublinearly. The results also show that the selection time increases proportionally to the graph size, or more accurately, Basc size. (Refer to Table 1 for the characteristics of the dataset and note that we are setting Basc size (M) to be 20% of input graph size, which is proportional to the number of edges.)

Although the selection and loading times are not negligible, once loaded, the algorithm of choice is executed 100s, if not 1000s or even more times [11, 42], more than compensating for the overhead for selection and loading. For example, running of DIAM a hundred times on LJ or BC just ten times on TW with Basc improves the overall running time even with the selection and loading overhead. Furthermore, this selection process can be run in the background independent of and without influencing the execution of the graph algorithms.

Table 2: Execution times of running GVS and loading the selected vertices to Basc (unit: seconds).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>K</th>
<th>YT</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>LJ</th>
<th>WK</th>
<th>TW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GVS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>76.4</td>
<td>1581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>94.8</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>5612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loading</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although the selection and loading times are not negligible, once loaded, the algorithm of choice is executed 100s, if not 1000s or even more times [11, 42], more than compensating for the overhead for selection and loading. For example, running of DIAM a hundred times on LJ or BC just ten times on TW with Basc improves the overall running time even with the selection and loading overhead. Furthermore, this selection process can be run in the background independent of and without influencing the execution of the graph algorithms.

More importantly, these actions need to run only sparingly. Reports have shown that the social graph in Facebook changes by 0.2% a day [9], which means that in a one month period the graph would only differ by 6%. To quantify how much effect small changes in the input graph have on Basc, we conduct a series of experiments where we change the graph (LJ) by 0.2% over 30 times to simulate changes in a one month period [9].

Figure 8: Mean and standard deviation of page cache utilization when executed with Basc with Random, HighD, LowD, and GVS algorithms.
We randomly add or remove edges with preferential attachment [3] where the ratio to add and remove is 8 to 2. Then, we run BFS with Basc, set to 20% of the data size, for which the selection and loading is done for the initial graph. Figure 9 shows the results of the experiments where the execution times with Basc is normalized to those of page cache only for each day. We observe that the relative performance of Basc over page cache only is nearly constant with only a 5% difference – maximum 19.2% and minimum 14.1%. In addition, the hit ratio of Basc, which is measured as the number of edge list access in Basc over the total number of edge list requests, declines slowly each day from 50.4% to 50.2%. This tells us that selection and loading can be performed over long periods, for example, once every month incurring only minimal overhead.

**Sensitivity of GVS on iteration number** $K$. As GVS execution time and its selection outcome rely on the iteration number $K$, we evaluate their sensitivity on $K$. We run GVS with varying values of $K$, starting from 1 up to 1000, and measure the GVS execution time. The size of Basc is set to be 20% of the input graph size. Figure 10(a) plots the results normalized to the execution times with $K = 1$. We observe that execution time increases by less than 45x, even for $K = 1000$, and that the plots for the three input graphs are all below the $1.5 \times \sqrt{K}$ line represented by the gray dotted line.

We also measure the performance of Basc with GVS as $K$ is varied. Figure 10(b) shows the performance improvements over the page cache only settings. The solid lines are for Basc with GVS and the dotted lines are for Basc with LowD (low-degree vertex selection). We observe that Basc with GVS performs consistently better than LowD even when $K = 1$. Moreover, as $K$ increases, the performance improvement by GVS quickly saturates, that is, the performance improvement with $K = 50$ is almost the same as that with $K = 1000$. Hence, for extremely large graphs whose GVS overhead can be potentially quite high, we can reduce the value of $K$ to trade off the performance improvements of running the graph algorithms and GVS running time.

### 5.2 Evaluation of Neighborhood Ordering

We now consider the performance impact of Norder. For comparison, we use Gorder, the state-of-the-art graph ordering scheme for in-memory graph analysis. Also, we evaluate three other ordering schemes: PageRank sorted ordering, degree sorted ordering, and random ordering. For Gorder we set its parameter $w$ (window size) to be the average number of edge lists in a single page for all the algorithms. Note that only the page cache is used and Basc is not deployed in these experiments. The size of the page cache is set to 25% of the input graph size.

Figure 11 shows the performance of the algorithms on an SSD normalized to Gorder, with the absolute execution times (in seconds) of Gorder also presented in the parentheses below each algorithm name for reference. We use this format of presentation for subsequent figures.)

![Figure 11: Mean and standard deviation of execution times of five graph orderings normalized to that of Gorder. The numbers in parenthesis below each algorithm are the absolute execution time, in seconds, of the reference, in this case, Gorder.](image)

**Cost of ordering**: The cost of applying Norder is much lower than that of Gorder. Table 3 compares the computation times of the two ordering schemes. As Gorder stores the input graph in main memory to compute the ordering, all data is loaded to the 128GB memory in our
system for these measurements. All orderings are computed using a single thread as this is how it is provided with the open-sourced Gorder. We observe that Norder is 6 to 14 times faster than Gorder for small graphs, while for the large graph TW, it is close to fifty times faster. If we consider the ordering time with the execution time of the algorithms, we can see that BFS-like algorithms benefit even more with Norder.

5.3 Combining Basc and Norder

Now we evaluate the overall performance gain by applying the two optimizations together. For comparison we also perform experiments with Gorder and two caching schemes, page cache and Basc with LowD. For caching, the default setting of 5% of the input graph size is used for the page cache and an additional 20% is added on as Basc or the page cache.

Figure 12 shows the performance results for all combinations of ordering and caching. The two optimizations together noticeably improve the performance of all the algorithms. Overall, for all algorithms and datasets (including those not shown here) Basc with Norder is 1.54 times faster than page cache with Gorder in harmonic mean. In the best case, Basc with Norder is 2.56 times faster for APSP with YT and in the worst case, it is 1.37 times faster for DIAM with LJ.

More importantly, however, the results demonstrate that the two optimizations can be synergistic. For example, low-degree vertex selection sometimes brings about performance degradation compared to page cache (WK with BFS and DIAM), implying that the two optimizations (LowD and Norder) do not interact well. However, GVS consistently and substantially improves performance in all cases with the two orderings, especially with Norder.

5.4 Basc with Graphene

The problem of low page cache utilization for disk-based graph systems was studied by Liu and Huang [21]. In their proposed graph system, Graphene, they address this problem by supporting finer-grained I/O. Specifically, Graphene stores input graphs in 512-byte pages instead of 8KB and applies bitmap-based request management to reorder and merge I/Os.

In this section, we incorporate Basc on Graphene and observe its effect. To do so, we simply modify the page cache mechanism within Graphene to accommodate Basc. Here we evaluate the effect of Basc with three algorithms – BFS, APSP, and DIAM. The first two are provided in Graphene and we implement DIAM for our experiments. We were unable to implement BC due to the complexity of Graphene’s interface. Note that in Graphene, APSP is implemented to run BFS from 32 random sources and stores the result in a 4-byte attribute, of which each bit indicates if the traversal from the corresponding source vertex is reached. We compare performance with and without Basc in Graphene with the typical 8KB and the 512-byte page sizes. The page cache is set to 30% of the input graph without Basc and with Basc, the page cache is set to 10%, plus 20% space set for Basc, along with the default thread setting. Norder is not considered in these experiments as this is an optimization independent of Graphene.

Figure 13 shows the evaluation results. The results are normalized to the 8KB ‘page cache only’ results for every algorithm for each dataset. For most of the results the average performance of fine-grained management is better than the coarse-grained 8K page size, though for some, the variance for fine-grained management is larger. We observe that overall, Basc provides similar performance.
improvements with Graphene showing that Basc is orthogonal to Graphene’s fine-grained I/O optimizations.

6 Related Work

Disk-Based Graph Engines. GraphChi is the first disk-based graph engine [19]. Its Parallel Sliding Windows helps it run efficiently on HDDs. TurboGraph is a disk-based graph engine for SSDs [12]. Its pin-and-slide technique overlaps random I/O with CPU computation. TurboGraph and other graph systems such as GTS and GraphZ [17, 41] that use the page cache for random I/O can take advantage of Basc or Norder.

While the vertex-centric computation model is widely used, an alternative edge-centric computation model was recently proposed for disk-based graph systems; this model sequentially streams edges into memory to eliminate random disk access [24, 32, 43]. While the edge-centric model shows good performance for algorithms accessing the entire graph repeatedly, its performance for BFS-like algorithms is not as efficient.

In semi-external graph engines, vertex attributes are stored in main memory for fast updates [18, 30, 34, 40]. Pearce et al. proposed asynchronous optimization techniques for graph traversal algorithms for semi-external graph processing [30]. FlashGraph implements several I/O optimizations for SSDs and SSD arrays such as merging I/O requests and overlapping I/O and computation [40]. Building on top of these optimizations, our methods improve BFS-like algorithms having poor I/O locality even with those previous optimizations.

Several other I/O optimizations have recently been proposed. Vora et al. employs a dynamic partitioning scheme that prevents loading unnecessary edges [37]. GridGraph supports 2D edge partitioning [43]. In Graphene, a bitmap based I/O optimization is applied to merge small I/O requests [21]. Our proposed optimization techniques are applicable on top of these I/O optimizations as we have shown with Graphene.

Main Memory Graph Processing. For large-scale graph processing, the vertex-centric computation model was first proposed in Pregel [25], a distributed in-memory graph system. GraphLab and its successor PowerGraph is a distributed machine learning and graph analysis system with the vertex-centric model [11, 22]. SociaLite is a Datalog-based query language for distributed graph analysis [33]. Green-Marl is a domain-specific language for writing parallel graph algorithms for shared-memory [14]. Galois supports an implicitly parallel vertex iterator for graph processing [29].

Wei et al. studied graph ordering for main memory graph processing [38]. They proposed Gorder that optimizes the locality of accessing vertex attributes. While Gorder is designed for main memory systems, Norder is for disk-based graph engines. Norder is based on an I/O cost model and its optimization that we derive for BFS-like algorithms on disk-based graph engines.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we conducted an analysis of BFS-like algorithms running on disk-based graph systems. We showed that BFS-like algorithms have poor I/O performance and the page cache in existing systems is not effective. To supplement the page cache, we proposed a BFS-Aware Static Cache or Basc that stores edge lists of a select set of vertices in memory aside from the page cache. We formulate the problem of selecting the optimal set of such vertices as a problem of maximizing overall I/O efficiency of BFS-like algorithms. As this problem is NP-hard, an approximate algorithm, called Greedy Vertex Selection (GVS), is developed. Also, based on our analysis of BFS-like algorithms, we proposed an I/O cost model upon which we develop an efficient graph ordering scheme called Neighborhood Ordering (abbreviated Norder) that stores neighboring vertices closely on disk.

We implemented our methodologies in two well-known graph engines and evaluated them using five real-world graphs for six BFS-like algorithms. Through a vast set of experiments, we show that the execution of BFS-like algorithms can be improved with Basc and GVS compared to simply using the page cache. We also show that Norder is less costly to compute than Gorder, yet achieves considerable performance improvements over Gorder. Our experimental results show that the two optimizations collectively and synergistically provide substantial performance gains for BFS-like algorithms.
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Abstract
We present gg, a framework and a set of command-line tools that helps people execute everyday applications—e.g., software compilation, unit tests, video encoding, or object recognition—using thousands of parallel threads on a cloud-functions service to achieve near-interactive completion times. In the future, instead of running these tasks on a laptop, or keeping a warm cluster running in the cloud, users might push a button that spawns 10,000 parallel cloud functions to execute a large job in a few seconds from start. gg is designed to make this practical and easy.

With gg, applications express a job as a composition of lightweight OS containers that are individually transient (lifetimes of 1–60 seconds) and functional (each container is hermetically sealed and deterministic). gg takes care of instantiating these containers on cloud functions, loading dependencies, minimizing data movement, moving data between containers, and dealing with failure and stragglers.

We ported several latency-sensitive applications to run on gg and evaluated its performance. In the best case, a distributed compiler built on gg outperformed a conventional tool (i.e., ccc) by 2–5x, without requiring a warm cluster running continuously. In the worst case, gg was within 20% of the hand-tuned performance of an existing tool for video encoding (ExCamera).

1 Introduction
Public cloud-computing services have steadily rented out their resources at finer and finer granularity. Sun’s Grid utility (2005), Amazon’s EC2 (2006), and Microsoft’s Azure virtual machines (2012) began by renting virtual CPUs for a minimum interval of one hour, with boot-up times measured in minutes. Today, the major services will rent a virtual machine for a minimum of one minute and can typically provision and boot it within 45 seconds of a request.

Meanwhile, a new category of cloud-computing resources offers even finer granularity and lower latency: cloud functions, also called serverless computing. Amazon’s Lambda service will rent a Linux container to run arbitrary x86-64 executables for a minimum of 100 milliseconds, with a startup time of less than a second and no charge when it is idle. Google, Microsoft, Alibaba, and IBM have similar offerings.

Cloud functions were intended for asynchronously invoked microservices, but their granularity and scale has allowed researchers to explore a different use: as a burstable supercomputer-on-demand. These new systems launch a burst-parallel swarm of thousands of cloud functions, all working on the same job. The goal is to provide results to an interactive user—much faster than can be accomplished on the user’s own computer or by booting a cold cluster, and cheaper than maintaining a warm cluster for occasional tasks.


Unfortunately, building applications on swarms of cloud functions is difficult. Each application must overcome a number of challenges endemic to this environment: (1) workers are stateless and may need to download large amounts of code and data on startup, (2) workers have limited runtime before they are killed, (3) on-worker storage is limited, but much faster than off-worker storage, (4) the number of available cloud workers depends on the provider’s overall load and can’t be known precisely upfront, (5) worker failures occur.
when running at large scale, (6) libraries and dependencies differ in a cloud function compared with a local machine, and (7) latency to the cloud makes roundtrips costly. Past applications have addressed only subsets of these challenges, in application-specific ways.

In this paper, we present gg, a general framework for building burst-parallel cloud-function applications, by building them on an abstraction of transient, functional containers, or thunks. gg helps applications express their jobs in terms of interrelated thunks (hermetically sealed, short-lived containers that may reference the output of other thunks or produce other thunks as output), then schedules, instantiates, and executes those thunks on a cloud-functions service.

gg can containerize and execute existing programs, e.g., software compilation, unit tests, video encoding, or searching a movie with an object-recognition kernel. gg does this with thousands-way parallelism on short-lived cloud functions. In some cases, this yields considerable benefits in terms of performance. Depending on the frequency of the task (e.g., for compilation or unit tests every few minutes), cloud functions are also much less expensive than keeping a comparable cluster running continuously.

**gg and other parallel execution systems.** In its goals and approach, gg is kin with container-orchestration systems such as Kubernetes [5] and Docker Swarm [10], outsourcing tools like the Utility Coprocessor [12] and icc [20], and cluster-computation tools such as Hadoop [38], Dryad [22], Spark [40], and CIEL [27].

But gg also differs from these systems in its focus on a new computing substrate (cloud functions), mode of execution (burst-parallel, latency-sensitive programs starting from zero), and target application domain (everyday “local” programs, e.g., software compilation, that depend on an environment captured from the user’s own laptop).

For example, the “stateless” nature of cloud functions (they boot up with no dependable transient state) makes gg place a large focus on efficient containerization and dependency management: loading the minimal set of the right files into each container at boot-up. Cluster-computation systems like Dryad, Spark, and CIEL do not do this—although they can interface with existing code and systems (e.g., a video encoder or a database server), these components must be loaded in advance by the user on a long-lived compute node. Container systems like Kubernetes do this, but they are not aimed at efficient execution of a transient interactive task—gg is more than 45x faster than Google Kubernetes Engine at startup, and 13x faster than Spark-on-Lambda (Figure 7). We discuss related work more completely in Section 2.

### 1.1 Summary of Results

We ported four applications to express their jobs in gg’s format: a description of each container, and how it depends on other containers, that we call the *intermediate representation*, or IR (§3). One of them does it automatically, by inferring the IR from an existing software build system (e.g., make or ninja). The rest write out the description explicitly: a unit-testing framework (Google Test [17]), parallel video encoding with inter-thread communication (ExCamera [15]), and object recognition using Scanner [30] and TensorFlow [1].

We then implemented gg back-ends, which interpret the IR and execute the job, for five compute engines (a local machine, a cluster of warm VMs, AWS Lambda, IBM Cloud Functions, and Google Cloud Functions) and three storage engines (S3, Google Cloud Storage, and Redis) (Figure 1).

For compiling large programs from a cold start, gg’s functional approach and fine-grained dependency management yield significant performance benefits. Figure 2 shows a summary of the results for compiling an open-source software, Inkscape [21]. Running “cold” on AWS Lambda (with no pre-provisioned compute resources), gg was almost 5x faster than an existing system (icc), running on a 48-core or 384-core cluster of warm VMs (i.e., not including time to provision and boot the VMs).

In summary, gg is a practical tool that addresses the principal challenges faced by burst-parallel cloud-functions applications. It helps developers and users build applications that burst from zero to thousands of parallel threads to achieve low latency for everyday tasks. gg is open-source software and the source code is available at [https://snr.stanford.edu/gg](https://snr.stanford.edu/gg).

### 2 Related Work

gg has many antecedents—cluster-computation systems such as Hadoop [38], Spark [40], Dryad [22], and CIEL [27]; container orchestrators like Docker Swarm and Kubernetes; outsourcing tools like distcc [8], icc [20], and UCop [12]; rule-based workflow systems like make [13], CMake [7], and Bazel [4]; and cloud-functions tools like ExCamera/mu [15], PyWren [23], and Spark-on-Lambda [36].

Compared with these, gg differs principally in its focus on targeting a new computing substrate (thousands of cloud functions, working to accelerate a latency-sensitive local-
application task). We discuss how gg fits with the prior literature in several categories:

Process migration and outsourcing. The idea of accelerating a local application’s interactive operations by using the resources of the cloud has a long pedigree; earlier work such as the Utility Coprocessor (UCop) also sought to “improve performance from the coffee-break timescale of minutes to the 15–20 second timescale of interactive performance” by outsourcing to a cloud VM [12]. gg shares the same goal.

gg’s architectural differences from this work come from its different needs: instead of outsourcing applications transparently to a single warm cloud VM, gg orchestrates thousands of unreliable and stateless cloud functions from a cold start. Unlike UCop, gg is not transparent to the application—we require applications to be ported to express jobs in gg’s format. In return, gg provides optimized orchestration of swarms of cloud functions and fault tolerance (failed functions are rerun with the same inputs). Unlike UCop’s distributed caching filesystem, gg’s IR, which is based on content-addressed immutable data, allows cloud workers to be provisioned with all necessary dependencies in a single roundtrip and to communicate intermediate values directly between each other.

Container orchestration. gg’s IR resembles container and environment-description languages, including Docker [10] and Vagrant [34], and container-orchestration systems such as Docker Swarm and Kubernetes. In contrast to these systems, gg’s thunks are designed to be efficiently instantiated within a cloud function, expressible in terms of other thunks to form a computation graph, and deterministic and defined by their code and data, allowing gg to provide fault tolerance and memoization. These systems were not designed for transient computations, and gg has much quicker startup. For example, starting 1,000 empty containers with gg takes about 4 seconds on a VM cluster or on AWS Lambda. Google Kubernetes Engine, given a warm cluster, takes more than 3 minutes (§5.1). Recent academic work has shown how to lower this overhead to provide faster cloud-functions services [28].

Workflow systems. Workflow systems like Dryad [22], Spark [40], and CIEL [27] let users execute a (possibly dynamic) DAG of tasks on a cluster. However, gg differs from these systems in some significant ways:

- gg is aimed at a different kind of application. For example, while Spark is often used for data analytics tasks, it is not commonly used for accelerating the sorts of “everyday” local applications that gg is designed for. No prior work has successfully accelerated something like “compiling Chromium” using Spark, and the challenges in accomplishing this (capturing the user’s local environment and the information flow of the task, exporting the job and its dependencies efficiently to the cloud, running thousands of copies of the C++ compiler in a fault-tolerant way) are simply not what Spark does.

- gg uses OS abstractions: it encapsulates arbitrary code and dependency files in lightweight containers, somewhat similar to a tool like Docker. gg focuses on efficiently loading code and its minimal necessary dependencies on cloud functions that boot up with no dependable state. By contrast, systems like Dryad and Spark principally use language-level mechanisms. While their jobs can interface with existing software (e.g., the Dryad paper [22] describes how a node can talk to a local SQL Server process, and Spark jobs routinely invoke system binaries such as ffmpeg), these systems do not take care of deploying the existing code, worrying about how to move the container in a way that minimizes bytes moved across the network, etc. The user is responsible for loading the necessary code and dependencies beforehand on a pool of long-lived machines.

- gg is considerably lighter weight. In practice, attempts to port workflow systems to support execution on cloud functions (scaling from zero) have not performed well, partly because of these systems’ overheads. Because of its focus on transient execution, gg carries an order-of-magnitude less overhead. For example, gg is 13× faster at invoking 1,000 “sleep 2” tasks than Spark-on-Lambda (Figure 7).

- gg supports dynamic data access (a function can produce another function that accesses arbitrary data) and non-DAG dataflows (e.g., loops and recursion). It does this while remaining agnostic to the application’s programming language. For example, gg has no language-level API binding to launch a new subtask. (CIEL also allows subtasks to spawn new subtasks, but requires use of its Skywriting programming language to do this.)

Burst-parallel cloud functions. Researchers and practitioners have taken advantage of cloud-functions platforms to implement low-latency, massively parallel applications. Ex-Camera [15] uses AWS Lambda to scale out video encoding and processing tasks over thousands of function invocations, and PyWren [23] exposes a MapReduce-like Python API that executes on AWS Lambda. Spark-on-Lambda [40] is a port of Spark that uses AWS Lambda cloud functions. In contrast, gg helps applications use cloud-functions platforms for a broader set of workloads, including irregular execution graphs and ones that change as execution evolves. gg’s main contribution is specifying an IR that permits a diverse class of applications (written in any programming language) to be abstracted from the compute and storage platform, and to leverage common services for dependency management, straggler mitigation, and scheduling.

Build tools. Several build systems (e.g., make [13], Bazel [4], Nix [11], and Vesta [19]) and outsourcing tools (such as distcc [8], icecc [20], and mrcc [26]) seek to incrementalize, parallelize, or distribute compilation to more-powerful
remote machines. Building on such systems, gg automatically transforms existing build processes into their own IR. The goal is to compile programs quickly—irrespective of the software’s own build system—by making use of cloud-functions platforms that can burst from complete dormancy to thousands-way parallelism and back.

Existing remote compilation systems, including distcc and iccc, send data between a master node and the workers frequently during the build. These systems perform best on a local network, and add substantial latency when building on more remote servers in the cloud. In contrast, gg uploads all the build input once and executes and exchanges data purely within the cloud, reducing the effects of network latency.

3 Design and Implementation

gg is designed as a general system to help application developers manage the challenges of creating burst-parallel cloud-functions applications. The expectation is that users will take computations that might normally run locally or on small clusters for a long time (e.g., test suites, machine learning, data exploration and analysis, software compilation, video encoding and processing), and outsource them to thousands of short-lived parallel threads in the cloud, in order to achieve near-interactive completion time.

In this section, we describe the design of gg’s intermediate representation (§3.1), front-end code generators (§3.2), and back-end execution engines (§3.3).

3.1 gg’s Intermediate Representation

The format that gg uses—a set of documents describing a container and its dependency on other containers—is intended to elicit enough information from applications about their jobs (fine-grained dependencies and dataflow) to be able to efficiently execute a job on constrained and stateless cloud functions. It includes:

1. A primitive of a content-addressed cloud thunk: a codelet or executable applied to named input data.
2. An intermediate representation (IR) that expresses jobs as a lazily evaluated lambda expression of interdependent thunks.

We discuss each of these elements.

3.1.1 Thunk: A Lightweight Container

In the functional-programming literature, a thunk is a parameterless closure (a function) that captures a snapshot of its arguments and environment for later evaluation. The process of evaluating the thunk—applying the function to its arguments and saving the result—is called forcing it [2].

For gg, our goal is to simplify the creation of new applications by allowing them to target the IR, which lets them leverage the common services provided by the back-end engines. Accordingly, the representation of a thunk follows from several design goals. It should be: (1) simple enough to be portable to different compute and storage platforms, (2) general enough to express a variety of plausible applications, (3) agnostic to the programming language used to implement the function, (4) efficient enough to capture fine-grained dependencies that can be materialized on stateless and space-limited cloud functions, and (5) able to be memoized to prevent redundant work.

To satisfy these requirements, gg represents a thunk with a description of a container that identifies, in content-addressed manner, an x86-64 Linux executable and all of its input data objects. The container is hermetically sealed: it is not allowed to use the network or access unlisted objects or files. The thunk also describes the arguments and environment for the executable, and a list of tagged output files that it will generate—the results of forcing the thunk. The thunk is represented as a Protobuf [31] structure (Figure 3 shows three thunks for three different stages of a build process). This container-description format is simple to implement and reason about, and is well-matched to the statelessness and unreliability of cloud functions.

In the content-addressing scheme, the name of an object has four components: (1) whether the object is a primitive value (hash starting with V) or represents the result of forcing some other thunk (hash starting with T), (2) a SHA-256 hash, (3) the length in bytes, and (4) an optional tag that names an object or a thunk’s output.

Forcing a thunk means instantiating the described container and running the code. To do this, the executor must fetch the code and data values. Because these are content-addressed, this can be from any mechanism capable of producing a blob that has the correct name—durable or ephemeral storage (e.g., S3, Redis, or Bigtable), a network transfer from another node, or by finding the object already available in RAM from a previous execution. The executor then runs the executable with the provided arguments and environment—for debugging or security purposes, preferably in a mode that prevents the executable from accessing the network or any data not listed as a dependency. The executor collects the output blobs, calculates their hashes, and records that the outputs can be substituted in place of any reference to the just-forced thunk.

3.1.2 gg IR: A Lazily Evaluated Lambda Expression

The structure of interdependent thunks is what defines the gg IR. We use a one-way IR, a document format that applications write to express their jobs, as opposed to a two-way API (e.g., a function call to spawn a new task and observe its result)
Figure 3: An example of gg IR consisting of three thunks for building a “Hello, World!” program that represents the expression `ASSEMBLE(Compile(PREPROCESS(hello.c)))` → hello.o. To produce the final output hello.o, thunks must be forced in order from left to right. Other thunks, such as the link operation, can reference the last thunk’s output using its hash, T42hGtG. Hashes have been shortened for display, and dependencies between thunks are shown in color.

because we expect the application will be running on the user’s own computer, at some remote cloud-functions engine: the intention is to avoid roundtrips over a long-latency path by keeping the application out of the loop. We also envision that it will be possible to better schedule and optimize a job, and easier to maintain different interoperable back-ends, if the application is out of the loop before execution begins. This representation exposes the computation graph to the back-end, along with the identities and sizes of objects that need to be communicated between thunks. Based on this information, the back-end can schedule the forcing of thunks, place thunks with similar data-dependencies or an output-input relationship on the same physical infrastructure, and manage the storage or transfer of intermediate results, without roundtrips back to the user’s own computer.

The IR allows gg to schedule jobs efficiently, mitigate the effect of stragglers by invoking multiple concurrent thunks on the critical path, recover from failures by forcing a thunk a second time, and memoize thunks. This is achieved in an application-agnostic, language-agnostic manner.

The application generally starts by forcing a single thunk that represents the ultimate outcome of the interactive operation. This thunk typically depends on other thunks that need to be forced first, etc., leading the back-end to lazily force thunks recursively until obtaining the final result. Figure 3 shows an example IR for computing the expression `ASSEMBLE(Compile(PREPROCESS(hello.c)))`.

3.1.3 Tail Recursion: Supporting Dynamic Execution

The above design is sufficient to describe a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of deterministic tasks executing in the cloud. However, many jobs do not have a data-access pattern that is completely known upfront. For example, in compiling software, it is unknown \textit{a priori} which header files and libraries will need to be read by a given stage. Other applications use loops, recursion, and other non-DAG dataflows.

An application may also have an unpredictable degree of parallelism. For example, an application might detect objects in a large image, and then on each subregion where an object is detected (which may be zero regions, or might be 10,000 regions), the application searches for a target object. Here, the computation graph is not known in advance.

Systems like PyWren \cite{23} and CIEL’s Skywriting language \cite{27} handle this case by giving tasks access to an API call to invoke a new task. For gg, we aimed to preserve the memoizability and language-independence of the IR, which is challenging if tasks can invoke tasks on their own and if gg must expose a language binding. Instead, gg handles this situation through language-independent tail recursion: a thunk can write another thunk as its output.

3.2 Front-ends

We developed four front-ends that emit gg IR: a C++ SDK, a Python SDK, a group of command-line tools, and a series...
of model substitution primitives that can infer gg IR from a software build system.

The C++ and Python SDKs are straightforward. Each exposes a thunk abstraction and allows the developer to describe a parallel application in terms of codelets. These codelets are applied to blobs of named data, which may be read-only memory regions or files in the filesystem.

The model-substitution primitives extract a gg IR description of an existing build system, without actually compiling the software. Instead, we run the build system with a modified PATH so that each stage is replaced with a stub: a model program that understands the behavior of the underlying stage well enough so that when the model is invoked in place of the real stage, it can write out a thunk that captures the arguments and data that will be needed in the future, so that forcing the thunk will produce the exact output that would have been produced during actual execution. We used this technique to infer gg IR from the existing build systems for several large open-source applications (§4.1).

### 3.3 Back-ends

gg IR express the application against an abstract machine that requires two components: an execution engine for forcing the individual thunks, and a content-addressed storage engine for storing the named blobs referenced or produced by the thunks. The coordinator program brings these two components together.

**Storage engine.** A storage engine provides a simple interface to a content-address storage, consisted of GET and PUT functions to retrieve and store objects. We implemented several content-addressed storage engines, backed by S3, Redis, and Google Cloud Storage. We also have a preliminary implementation (not evaluated here) that allows cloud functions to communicate directly among one another, avoiding the latency and throughput limitations of using a reliable blob storage (e.g., S3) to exchange small objects.

**Execution engine.** In conjunction with a storage engine, each execution engine implements a simple abstraction: a function that receives a thunk as the input and returns the hashes of its output objects (which can be either values or thunks). The engine can execute the thunk anywhere, as long as it returns correct output hashes that are retrievable from the storage engine. We implemented back-end execution engines for several environments: a local multicore machine, a cluster of remote VMs, AWS Lambda, Google Cloud Functions, and IBM Cloud Functions (OpenWhisk).

**The coordinator.** The main entry-point for executing a thunk is the coordinator program. The inputs to this program are the target thunk, a list of available execution engines and the storage engine. This program implements services offered by gg, such as job scheduling, memoization, failure recovery and straggler mitigation.

Upon start, this program materializes the target thunk’s dependency graph, which includes all the other thunks needed to get the output. Then, the thunks that are ready to execute are passed to execution engines, based on their available capacity. When the execution of a thunk is done, the program updates the graph by replacing the references to the just-forced thunk and adds a cache entry associating the output hash to the input hash. The thunks that become ready to execute are placed on a queue and passed to the execution engines when their capacity permits. The unified interface allows the user to mix-and-match different execution engines, as long as they share the same storage engine.

The details of invocation, execution and placement are left to the execution engines. For example, the default engine for AWS Lambda/S3 invokes a new Lambda for each thunk. The Lambda downloads all the dependencies from S3 and sets up the environment, executes the thunk, uploads the outputs back to S3 and shuts down. For applications with large input/output objects, the roundtrips to S3 could affect the performance. As an optimization for such cases, the user can decide to run the execution engine in the “long-lived” mode, where each Lambda worker stays up until the job finishes and seeks out new thunks to execute. The execution engine keeps an index of all the objects that are already present on each worker’s local storage. When placing thunks on workers, it selects the worker with the most data available, in order to minimize the need to fetch dependencies from the storage back-end.

The coordinator can also apply optimizations to the dependency graph. For example, multiple thunks can be bundled as one and sent to the execution engine. This is useful when the output of one thunk will be consumed by the next thunk, creating a linear pipeline of work. By scheduling all of those thunks on one worker, the system reduces the number of roundtrips.

**Failure recovery and straggler mitigation.** In case of coordinator failure, the job can be picked up where it was left off, as the coordinator program uses on-disk cache entries to avoid redoing the work that has already been done. In case of a recoverable error in executing a thunk, the execution engine notifies the coordinator with the failure reason, where it can decide to retry the job or pass it to another available execution engine for execution.

Straggler mitigation is another service managed by the coordinator program which duplicates pending executions in the same or a different execution engine. The program keeps track of the execution time for each thunk, and if the execution time exceeds a timeout (set by either the user or the application developer) the job will be duplicated. Since the functions don’t have any side-effects, the coordinator simply picks the output that becomes ready first.
Figure 4: Part of the IR of interdependent thunks inferred with model substitution from the GNU hello build system. Each box represents a thunk and is labeled with the name of its output. The contents of the numbered thunks are depicted in Figure 3 (Many header files and other dependencies omitted for simplicity).

3.4 Implementation Notes

We implemented gg in about 14,000 lines of C++. The implementation consists of five compute engines (a local machine, a cluster of warm VMs, AWS Lambda, Google Cloud Functions, and IBM Cloud Functions), three storage engines (S3, Google Cloud Storage, and Redis), a series of command line tools to aid generation, execution and inspection of gg IR, a C++ and Python SDK, and several model programs for different stages of build process.

4 Applications

We used gg to implement several applications, each emitting jobs in the gg IR. We describe these in turn.

4.1 Software Compilation

The time required to compile software is an evergreen frustration for software developers; a popular cartoon even spoofs the duration of this job [39]. Today’s open-source applications have grown larger and larger. For example, the Chromium Web browser takes more than four hours to compile on a four-core laptop computer from a cold start. Many solutions have been developed to leverage warm machines in a local cluster or cloud datacenter (e.g., distcc or icecc). We developed such an application on top of gg.

Using model substitution, we implemented models for seven popular stages of a C or C++ software build pipeline: the preprocessor, compiler, assembler, linker, archiver, indexer, and strip. These allow us to automatically transform some software build processes (e.g., a Makefile or build.ninja file) into an expression in gg IR, which can then be executed with thousands-way parallelism on cloud-functions platforms to obtain the same results as if the build system had been executed locally. Figure 4 illustrates the resulting IR from an example invocation (the enumerated thunks are detailed in Figure 3). These models are sufficient to capture the build process of some major open-source applications, including OpenSSH [29], Python interpreter [32], the Protobuf library [31], the FFmpeg video system [14], the GIMP image editor [16], the Inkscape vector graphics editor [21], and the Chromium browser [6].

Build systems often include scripts that run in addition to these standard tools, such as a tool to generate configuration header files, but typically such scripts run upstream of the preprocessor, compiler, etc. Therefore, gg captures these script outputs by a model as dependencies.

Capturing dependencies of the preprocessor. Preprocessing is the most challenging stage to model. It requires not only capturing the source file as dependencies, but also all the header files that are both directly and indirectly included by that source file. Capturing all header files in a container is not feasible, because cloud functions are constrained in storage. For example, AWS Lambda has a 500 MB storage limit.

The precise header files required to preprocess a file can be discovered at fine grain, but only by invoking the preprocessor (i.e., gcc -M) which is an expensive operation at large scale. Finding the dependencies for each source file in Chromium takes nearly half an hour on a 4-core computer.

To solve this problem, the application uses gg’s capabilities for dynamic dataflow at runtime. gg’s preprocessor model generates thunks that do dependency inference in parallel on cloud functions. These thunks have access only to a stripped-down version of the user’s include directories, preserving only lines with C preprocessor directives (such as #include and #define). These thunks then produce further thunks that preprocess a given source-code file by listing only the necessary header files.

4.2 Unit Testing

Software test suites are another application that can benefit from massive parallelism. Using gg’s C++ SDK, we implemented a tool that can generate gg IR for unit tests written with Google Test [17], a popular C++ test framework used by projects like LLVM, OpenCV, Chromium, Protocol Buffers, and the VPX video codec library.

We have to emphasize that no changes were made to the underlying build system of these programs. The main challenge here is to build correct and complete models for programs used in the build pipeline, such as gcc and 1d, which is a one-time effort. However, an arbitrary build system may require other programs to be modeled, or execute these programs in an aberrant way that is outside of the scope of model substitution.
Video-codec states must be communicated between workers. gg’s back-end for AWS Lambda also keeps workers warm and keeps the raw video in their local filesystem. gg routes thunks to workers that already have the necessary data, but brokers inter-worker communication through S3. Finally, gg provides fault tolerance, which ExCamera’s own back-end lacks.

4.4 Object Recognition

The increase in visual computing applications has motivated the design of frameworks such as Scanner [30], which is a system for productive and efficient video analysis at scale. To use Scanner, the user feeds in a compressed video and designates an operation to be applied on each decoded frame. To compare Scanner’s execution engine with gg, we used the gg C++ SDK to implement a two-step analysis pipeline. In the first stage, the frames of a video V are decoded in batches of m frames, using DECODE(V,m) function. Subsequently, an object-recognition kernel, OBJECT-REC, is applied to the decoded frames and returns the top five recognized objects for each frame.

We implemented the DECODE function using FFmpeg [14] and implemented OBJECT-REC in TensorFlow’s C++ API [1] using a pre-trained Inception-v3 model [37]. gg’s thunks were able to bundle these pre-existing applications. We implemented the same pipeline in Scanner for comparison. To do so, we leverage Scanner’s internal video decoder and the same TensorFlow kernel and pre-trained Inception-v3 model.

4.5 Recursive Fibonacci

To demonstrate the way that gg handles dynamic dataflows, we used the C++ SDK to implement a classic recursive Fibonacci program in the gg IR. The application is expressed using two functions: ADD(a,b), which returns the sum of its two input values and FIB(n) which recursively computes the n-th Fibonacci number as ADD(FIB(n − 1), FIB(n − 2)) or the base case when n ≤ 1. The original ExCamera keeps Lambda workers warm by keeping the raw video in RAM and communicating video-codec states over TCP between workers. gg’s back-end for AWS Lambda also keeps workers warm and keeps the raw video in their local filesystem. gg routes thunks to workers that already have the necessary data, but brokers inter-worker communication through S3. Finally, gg provides fault tolerance, which ExCamera’s own back-end lacks.
5.1 Startup Overhead

To motivate the importance of gg’s lightweight abstractions, we implemented a trivial job, 1,000 parallel tasks each executing sleep(2), using four frameworks: gg, PyWren, Spark-on-Lambda, and Kubernetes. The first three frameworks were executed on AWS Lambda, and the last on Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE), which was given a warm cluster of eleven 96-core VMs (1,056 cores in total) on which to allocate containers. Figure 7 shows the results.

gg is able to quickly scale to 1,000 concurrent containers and finish the job 7.5–9× faster when compared with other two frameworks running on Lambda. After subtracting off the 2-second sleep time, this translates to 11–13× less overhead. For PyWren, on average, each worker spends 70% of its time on setting up the Python runtime (downloading and extracting a tarball). A large portion of this runtime consists of packages that are not used by our sleep(2) program (cf. gg fine-grained dependency tracking). Google Kubernetes Engine was not designed for transient computations and was not optimized for this use case; it is much slower to start 1,000 Docker containers.

Additionally, we measured the overheads associated with loading thunks and recomputing the IR after a thunk is done in Figure 8. These overheads, especially the invocation overhead, support an intuition about the appropriate granularity of thunks: gg works well when thunks last about 1–20 seconds each.

5.2 Software Compilation

To evaluate gg’s application for software compilation, we measured the start-to-finish build times under multiple scenarios on a set of unmodified large open-source packages. We compared these times with existing tools under the same scenarios. For distributed builds outsourced from a 4-core EC2 VM, we found that gg is able to achieve significantly shorter build times than existing approaches.

5.2.1 Evaluation Set

To benchmark gg’s performance, we picked four open-source programs written in C or C++: FFmpeg, GIMP, Inkscape, and Chromium. No changes were made to the code or the underlying build system of these packages. We compiled all packages with GCC 7.2.

All the 4-core machines used in the experiments are EC2 m5.1xlarge, and all the 48-core machines are EC2 m5.12xlarge instances. To realistically simulate users sending applications to nearby datacenters, client machines reside in the US West (N. California) region, and outsource their jobs to machines in the US West (Oregon) region.

Figure 6: Evolution of the IR for a recursive Fibonacci application. Execution begins with a single thunk. As each thunk is forced, returning a new thunk or the base case, the IR expands and contracts. The engine lazily forces thunks until it can return the overall value.

Figure 7: Comparison of completion time for running 1,000 sleep(2) tasks using four different systems. gg’s lightweight design and implementation has less overhead than other systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Time (±)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AWS Lambda</td>
<td>60s ± 01s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PyWren</td>
<td>46s ± 08s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spark-on-Lambda</td>
<td>54s ± 21s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Kubernetes Engine</td>
<td>03m 08s ± 03s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: gg’s overheads allow for relatively fine-grained tasks.
We conducted the following experiments for each package to compile Inkscape in 87 seconds on AWS Lambda, compared to conventional outsourcing (icecc), and in the case of the largest programs, 2–5× faster. This includes both the time required to generate gg IR from a given repository and then to execute the IR.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Package</th>
<th>Estimated SLoC</th>
<th>Local (make)</th>
<th>Distributed (icecc)</th>
<th>Distributed (gg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FFmpeg</td>
<td>1,200,000</td>
<td>06m 19s</td>
<td>20s</td>
<td>01m 03s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIMP</td>
<td>800,000</td>
<td>06m 48s</td>
<td>49s</td>
<td>02m 35s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inkscape</td>
<td>600,000</td>
<td>32m 34s</td>
<td>01m 40s</td>
<td>06m 51s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromium</td>
<td>24,000,000</td>
<td>15h 58m 20s</td>
<td>38m 11s</td>
<td>46m 01s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 9**: Comparison of cold-cache build times in different scenarios described in §5.2. gg on AWS Lambda is competitive with or faster than using conventional outsourcing (icecc), and in the case of the largest programs, 2–5× faster. This includes both the time required to generate gg IR from a given repository and then to execute the IR.

### 5.2.2 Baselines

For each package, we measured the start to finish build time in four different scenarios as the baseline for local and distributed builds:

- **make, make (48)**: The package’s own build system was executed on a single core (make), and with up to 48-way parallelism (make -j48). The make and make (48) tests were done on 4-core and 48-core EC2 VMs, respectively. No remote machines were involved in these tests.

- **icecc (48), icecc (384)**: The package was built using the icecc distributed compiler on a 4-core client that outsources the job to a 48-core VM, or to eight 48-core VMs, for a total of 384 cores.

### 5.2.3 gg’s Benchmarks

We conducted the following experiments for each package to evaluate gg:

1. **gg (384)**: The package was built with the same configuration as the icecc (384) experiment: a 4-core client farming out to eight 48-core machines, using gg’s backend for a cluster of VMs.

2. **gg-λ**: The package was built on a 4-core client outsourcing to AWS Lambda, using as many concurrent Lambdas as possible (up to 8,000 in the case of Chromium).

For Chromium experiments, an additional standby EC2 VM acted as the overflow worker for thunks whose total data size exceeded Lambda’s storage limit of 500 MB. Throughout building Chromium, there were only 2 thunks (out of ~90,000 thunks) that did not fit on a Lambda and had to be forced on this overflow node.

### 5.2.4 Discussion of Evaluation Results

Figure 9 shows the median times for the package builds. gg is about 2–5× faster than a conventional tool (icecc) in building medium- and large-sized software packages. For example, gg compiles Inkscape in 87 seconds on AWS Lambda, compared with 7 minutes when outsourced with icecc to a warm 384-core cluster. This is a 4.8× speedup. Chromium, one of the largest open-source projects available, compiles in under 20 minutes using gg on AWS Lambda, which is 2.2× faster than icecc (384).

We do not think gg’s performance improvements on AWS Lambda can be explained simply by the availability of more cores than our 384-core cluster; icecc improved only modestly between the 48-core and 384-core case and doesn’t appear to effectively use higher degrees of parallelism. This is largely because icecc, in order to simplify dependency tracking, runs the preprocessor locally, which becomes a major bottleneck. gg’s fine-grained dependency tracking allows the system to efficiently outsource this step to the cloud and minimize the work done on the local machine.

Figure 10 shows an execution breakdown for compiling Inkscape. We observe two important characteristics. First, the large spikes correspond to Lambdas that have failed or taken longer than usual to complete. gg’s straggler mitigation detects and relaunches these jobs to prevent an increase in end-to-end latency. Second, the last few jobs are primarily serial (archiving and linking), and consume almost a quarter of the total job-completion time. These characteristics were also observed in the other build jobs.

### 5.3 Unit Tests

To benchmark gg’s performance in running unit tests created with the Google Test framework, we chose the VPX video codec library [9], which contains ~7,000 unit tests. We annotated each test with the list of required data files. The Google Test library that is shipped with LibVPX is only capable of running the tests serially. To establish a better baseline, we used gtest-parallel, a program that executes Google Test binaries in parallel on the local machine. We ran the tests with 4- and 48-way parallelism and compared the results with gg on AWS Lambda, with 8,000-way parallelism. Figure 11 shows the summary of these results.

Using the massive parallelism available, gg was able to execute all of the test cases in parallel, and 99% of the test
Figure 10: Breakdown of workers’ execution time when building Inkscape using gg on AWS Lambda. Serial stages (archiving and linking) consume almost a quarter of the total job-completion time. Spikes indicate stragglers, which are mitigated by gg using standard techniques. In this experiment, stragglers mostly consist of Lambdas that have trouble communicating with the storage back-end (S3).

Figure 11: Running the LibVPX test suite using gg on AWS Lambda outperforms running the tests with 4-way and 48-way parallelism on a local machine. 99% of the test cases complete within 30 seconds.

Figure 12: The gg version of ExCamera is 18% slower than the hand-optimized original ExCamera, which was written to pipeline I/O and computation within a Lambda worker.

Figure 13: Scanner-on-gg outperforms the original Scanner on the same hardware, and performs even faster on AWS Lambda.

cases finished within the first 30 seconds. From a developer’s point of view, this improves turnaround time and translates into faster discovery of bugs and regressions.

5.4 Video Encoding

We evaluated the gg implementation of ExCamera on AWS Lambda, with the original implementation as the baseline. The selected configuration was the same as ExCamera’s original paper (6 frames per chunk, 16 chunks per batch). The input video consisted of 888 chunks, and all chunks had been uploaded to S3 in raw format prior to execution. For the original ExCamera implementation, a 64-core VM (m4.16xlarge) was used as the rendezvous server to broker TCP streams between Lambda workers.

Figure 12 shows the results. The original ExCamera was hand-coded to pipeline I/O and computation to reduce end-to-end latency. By contrast, gg’s abstract interface must force and load all data-dependencies before running user code, and cannot perform this optimization. ExCamera-on-gg is 18% slower than the original, but adds memoization and fault-tolerance, unlike the original ExCamera.

5.5 Object Recognition

We compared the original Scanner [30] with the gg implementation using a 4K video with more than 6,000 frames. For the baseline, we chose the most favorable execution parameters through an exhaustive search. The optimal number of pipeline instances and frame batches were 14 and 75, respectively. Within each pipeline, each video chunk is first decoded into raw images before being passed to the TensorFlow kernel execution thread. Each execution thread only needs to load the model once per stream of frames. Scanner local was run on a 64-core machine (m4.16xlarge). Scanner on cluster was run with a 4-core master (m4.xlarge) and four 36-core workers (c4.8xlarge), of which Scanner uses 35 and leaves one for scheduling. For the gg implementation, the video was broken up into five-second chunks and uploaded to the cloud prior to execution. Each chunk was decoded in batches of 25 frames. For the object recognition task, the IR was configured to the optimal number of frame batches per task.

Figure 13 presents the summary of the results. While Scanner on cluster is 39% faster than gg local, it is 5.2x slower than gg on AWS Lambda. Scanner local is over 9x slower than gg on AWS Lambda. gg’s lightweight scheduling and execution engine removes several layers of abstraction present in Scanner’s design.
6 Limitations and Discussion

gg has a number of important limitations and opportunities for future work.

Direct communication between workers. Although commentators have noted that “two Lambda functions can only communicate through an autoscaling intermediary service...like S3” [18], our experience differs: we have found that on AWS Lambda, two Lambda functions can communicate directly using off-the-shelf NAT-traversal techniques, at speeds up to 600 Mbps (although the performance is variable and requires an appropriate protocol and failure-recovery strategy). We thus believe that the performance of systems such as ExCamera, PyWren, and gg is likely to improve in the future as practitioners develop better mechanisms for harnessing this computing substrate, including direct communication.

In follow-on work, we are developing a 3D ray-tracing engine on gg, that will quickly render complex scenes across thousands of nodes, where the scene geometry and textures consume far more space than any individual node’s memory. To achieve sufficient performance, this will require low-latency and high-speed communication between workers, motivating the use of direct network connectivity, instead of an intermediate storage system such as S3 or Pocket [24].

Limited to CPU programs. gg specifies the format of the code as an x86-64 Linux ELF executable. The IR has no mechanism to signal a need for GPUs or other accelerators, and efficiently scheduling such resources poses nontrivial challenges, because loading and unloading configuration state from a GPU is a more expensive operation than memory-mapping a file. We plan to investigate the appropriate mechanisms for a gg back-end to schedule thunks onto GPUs.

A gg DSL to program the IR. Currently, we have implemented a C++ and Python SDK for users to express applications that target the gg IR. However, this requires the user to explicitly provide an x86-64 executable and all of its dependencies prior to thunk generation. We envision a language in which users can write high-level code in Python or C++, using primitives such as a parallel map, fold, and other operations, which will be compiled into the gg IR.

Why cloud functions? Transient, burst-parallel execution on services like AWS Lambda produces a different cost structure from a warm cluster. It takes about the same amount of time for gg to compile Inkscape on AWS Lambda as on a 384-core cluster of warm EC2 VMs (Figure 9). The job costs about 50 cents per run on Lambda, compared with $18.40 per hour to keep a 384-core cluster running (Figure 2). Whether it is financially beneficial for the gg user to run such jobs on long-running VMs or on cloud functions depends on how often the user has a job to run. From an economic perspective, the provider is compensating the infrequent user for their elasticity; e.g., for having structured their workload to vacate compute resources when no task is active, and to tolerate variations in the exact number of nodes available for a job and the timing of when they are allocated.

In the future, we expect the performance characteristics of VMs and Lambda-like services to move closer together. There is no intrinsic reason for it to take more than 30 seconds to provision and boot an infrastructure-as-a-service VM in the public cloud. Linux itself can boot in less than a second, and KVM and VMware can provision a VM in less than 3 seconds. We understand the remaining time is largely “management plane” overhead. If this can be reduced, then cloud functions may hold no compelling advantage over virtual machines for executing burst-parallel applications—but tools like gg that aid efficient execution on remote compute infrastructure (whether VM or cloud function) may remain valuable.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we described gg, a framework that helps developers build and execute burst-parallel applications. gg presents a portable abstraction: an intermediate representation (IR) that captures the future execution of a job as a composition of lightweight Linux containers. This lets gg support new and existing applications in various languages that are abstracted from the compute and storage platform and from runtime features that address underlying challenges: dependency management, straggler mitigation, placement, and memoization.

As a computing substrate, we suspect cloud functions are in a similar position to Graphics Processing Units in the 2000s. At the time, GPUs were designed solely for 3D graphics, but the community gradually recognized that they had become programmable enough to execute some parallel algorithms unrelated to graphics. Over time, this “general-purpose GPU” (GPGPU) movement created systems-support technologies and became a major use of GPUs, especially for physical simulations and deep neural networks.

Cloud functions may tell a similar story. Although intended for asynchronous microservices, we believe that with sufficient effort by this community the same infrastructure is capable of broad and exciting new applications. Just as GPGPU computing did a decade ago, nontraditional “serverless” computing may have far-reaching effects.
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Abstract

As network, I/O, accelerator, and NVM devices capable of a million operations per second make their way into data centers, the software stack managing such devices has been shifting from implementations within the operating system kernel to more specialized kernel-bypass approaches. While the in-kernel approach guarantees safety and provides resource multiplexing, it imposes too much overhead on microsecond-scale tasks. Kernel-bypass approaches improve throughput substantially but sacrifice safety and complicate resource management: if applications are mutually distrusting, then either each application must have exclusive access to its own device or else the device itself must implement resource management.

This paper shows how to attain both safety and performance via intra-process isolation for data plane libraries. We propose protected libraries as a new OS abstraction which provides separate user-level protection domains for different services (e.g., network and in-memory database), with performance approaching that of unprotected kernel bypass. We also show how this new feature can be utilized to enable sharing of data plane libraries across distrusting applications. Our proposed solution uses Intel’s memory protection keys (PKU) in a safe way to change the permissions associated with subsets of a single address space. In addition, it uses hardware watchpoints to delay asynchronous event delivery and to guarantee independent failure of applications sharing a protected library.

We show that our approach can efficiently protect high-throughput in-memory databases and user-space network stacks. Our implementation allows up to 2.3 million library entrances per second per core, outperforming both kernel-level protection and two alternative implementations that use system calls and Intel’s VMFUNC switching of user-level address spaces, respectively.

1 Introduction

A principal task of an operating system (OS) is to multiplex hardware resources, making them accessible to multiple user-level applications, and to arbitrate use of those resources to satisfy system-wide performance and fairness goals. User/kernel isolation enables the OS to enforce its resource management decisions in the face of untrusted and potentially malicious applications. In recent years, however, developers have begun to move I/O management into user space for the sake of higher performance, specialization, and rapid development. This strategy is often referred to as kernel-bypass I/O. DPDK [21] and mTCP [24] move packet processing and transport layer processing into user space; SPDK [22] does the same for direct access to fast storage devices like Optane SSDs [19]. Accelerators like Google’s TPU [25] and Nvidia’s GPUs [34] also rely on kernel-bypass software stacks for low-latency hardware access and rapid evolution of drivers.

The trend toward kernel bypass has enabled significant improvements in device throughput and latency [4, 39, 40]. These gains, however, have typically come at the cost of granting an application exclusive access to a device, trusting other users of the device, or relying on the existence of a hardware-level arbitrator that virtualizes or partitions the device (e.g., SR-IOV [23]). Unfortunately, device-level resource isolation is not always available and typically lacks the flexibility to implement OS-level resource management policies.

The anticipated widespread availability of byte-addressable non-volatile memory (NVM) DIMMs [45] brings similar challenges. If NVM is mapped into a process’s address space so that it can be accessed directly with application load/store instructions, a memory safety error within the process could corrupt data structures on the NVM [37]. Relying on OS kernel mechanisms e.g., a file system interface, to protect access to NVM would throw away the performance potential of direct loads and stores to persistent memory.

One can, of course, implement protection domains within an address space using a trusted compiler with static [17] or dynamic [52] checking. The static approach requires a type-safe language and is thus incompatible with many existing applications. The dynamic approach incurs overhead that is significant even in the simplest cases (e.g., when checking pointers against a single boundary address), and rises steeply for more complex address space layouts [44].
What we desire is a mechanism that allows services traditionally implemented in the kernel to be encapsulated as protected libraries in user space. Such a mechanism should be compatible with existing applications (i.e., via re-linking), provide fast transitions into and out of protected library routines, impose little or no cost on ordinary code, accommodate multiple protected code and data segments in a single application, and support independent failure to allow a protected library to be shared across distrusting applications. Toward that end, this paper proposes Hodor, a mechanism for low-overhead intra-process isolation. Hodor leverages the existence of user libraries to define protection domains for services previously offered by the kernel (e.g., file systems, network stack, device drivers, etc.). Relying on library boundaries, Hodor offers practical intra-process isolation without requiring any significant effort on the part of the application programmer. It allows multiple mutually distrusting libraries to be loaded into the same address space, providing each library (and the main application) with a different “view” of code and data, and protecting each from failures in the others. (When a failure occurs, library calls in non-erroneous protection domains are permitted to complete before the process terminates.) Hodor employs the standard function call/return interface but interposes a trampoline on each call to change the view of the address space to that of the library being entered.

Hodor can be used to provide instances of a protected library in multiple applications with access to shared resources. Instances of a network library, for example, might provide fast, user-level access to a NIC while enforcing rate-limiting policies that require coordination among otherwise uncoordinated and mutually distrusting applications.

We propose a concrete implementation of Hodor for recent Intel processors that is based on Intel’s memory protection keys, called Protection Keys for Userspace (PKU) [20]. We introduce a novel method that uses hardware watchpoints (i.e., debug registers [20]) to efficiently monitor program execution and ensure the safety of our approach without relying on a trusted compiler, changes to application source code, or expensive dynamic binary translation.

We also describe two alternative implementations of Hodor’s isolation: 1) using a system call to switch between page tables, and 2) using Intel’s Extended Page Table (EPT) switching with VM function (VMFUNC) instructions [20]. We compare our PKU-based protection with each of the alternative solutions and demonstrate that the PKU approach offers better performance. While none of the implementations is fast enough to be used for fine-grained intra-process isolation (e.g., for shadow stacks [7] or code-pointer integrity [50]), our results show that both PKU- and VMFUNC-based approaches are able to support on the order of two million calls per second per core into a protected library.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:

- We introduce Hodor, a mechanism that provides a new OS abstraction to isolate fast data-plane libraries from both the calling application and each other.
- We present a concrete implementation of Hodor for current Intel processors based on PKU. We present a novel method that combines binary inspection and hardware watchpoints to prevent bypassing of the PKU-based protection and safely isolate libraries linked in arbitrary x86 applications.
- We quantify the performance benefits of Hodor on real-world applications with respect to both unprotected kernel bypass and isolation based on kernel-mediated page table switching and EPT switching via VMFUNC.
- We present two proof-of-concept examples of protected libraries that share state between library instances in separate applications (with independent failure modes), and discuss challenges that must be addressed in such designs.

The following section describes in more detail the problem addressed by protected libraries, including the threats against which we protect, the assumptions we make about library code, the capabilities we provide to libraries, and the system components (signal interface, threading libraries, operating system kernel) that must be modified to ensure isolation. Sec. 3 then describes our candidate implementations. We evaluate the performance of these implementations in Sec. 4 using microbenchmarks, the Silo in-memory database [48], the DPDK data-plane library package [21], and the Redis [42] NoSQL server. Sec. 5 discusses related work. Sec. 6 summarizes our conclusions.

2 Protected Libraries

Hodor’s protected library mechanism partitions an application into multiple domains of executable code. Each domain is granted access to some parts of the address space and denied access to other parts. Each domain has private stacks and possibly a private heap, but also shares access to some pages, allowing efficient communication with other domains. Domain transitions follow standard calling conventions, mediated by trampoline routines that switch to the appropriate address space view, switch stacks, set up arguments to maintain calling conventions, and possibly scrub any remaining registers to avoid information leaks. Trampolines also switch back to the caller’s domain when a library call returns.

2.1 Threat Model

With Hodor, an untrusted application uses protected libraries to access protected resources. A resource might comprise ordinary memory, non-volatile memory, or a memory-mapped device. By default, an application shares its entire memory space with each protected library, but the library shares only the trampoline code needed for cross-domain calls. In addition, an application can optionally be modified to share only buffers with the library.

Figure 1 shows an example with user-space network and storage libraries. The storage library has default access to the
application; the network library has been given access only to shared buffers. We assume that applications may be multi-threaded and that library entry points may accept pointers to callback functions. Consequently, protected libraries must be multi-thread safe and re-entrant. When a protected library opts to share state with instances in other applications (e.g., to track resource usage and enforce fairness), the library is responsible for synchronization. We accommodate independent failures by arranging to complete the execution of any library call whose process incurs a fault in a different domain (more on this in Sec. 2.5).

As replacements for traditional kernel services, protected libraries are assumed to be written with care. Among other things, they should employ caution when dealing with potentially unsafe arguments (e.g., using methods like copy-in/copy-out) just as kernel code would. They should also ensure that transitions into other domains (e.g., invocation of a callback or a third-party library function) happen in a safe context. It would be incorrect, for example, to acquire a lock and then call an outside function, since it might terminate before returning back to the library. In our implementation, protected libraries are statically linked with all their dependencies to ensure that transitions into and out of the library conform to its API. This does not prevent use of shared libraries by the rest of the application. A more flexible implementation could dynamically link a separate instance of shared libraries in each protection domain that requires them.

A protected library is trusted to enforce security and management policies for its protected resources but is otherwise untrusted. The hardware and the operating system are part of the Trusted Computing Base (TCB), and are assumed to be correctly implemented. The application and other untrusted libraries are outside the TCB: they are not trusted to read or write protected library memory.

In this work, we are primarily interested in preserving the integrity and confidentiality of protected memory and devices from direct memory reads and writes. While side-channel attacks, and in particular those targeting transient execution [8, 27, 30], are out-of-scope, we explain the ramifications of our implementations on related transient execution attacks.

We assume that an attacker controls the application and untrusted libraries and can add arbitrary native code to the application and to untrusted libraries. We assume that the attacker cannot gain direct access to the data within a protected library’s memory via the library’s own API. We must consider the possibility, however, that the attacker may attempt to:

- Gain access to protected memory by changing virtual-to-physical mappings using system calls like mmap.
- Modify, from a compromised thread, local variables or return addresses in the stack of a thread that is running in the library.
- Subvert the loading mechanism so that a different library has access to protected memory.
- Install malicious signal handlers and then arrange for a signal to be delivered while the library is running.

We consider these issues in turn in the following subsections.

### 2.2 Virtual Address Space Integrity

In a standard Linux system, a process can change the page permissions of its own memory with the mprotect system call, and change the mappings between virtual and physical addresses with the mmap system call. For any given protected library $L$, we must prevent address space changes, when requested by code outside of $L$, from making $L$’s code or data accessible to the application or to another library.

This is the easiest vulnerability to address. We assume that the static and dynamic loaders are part of the trusted computing base. When asked to load a protected library, they inform the operating system of the virtual addresses used by the protected library’s code and data. On any subsequent call to mprotect, mmap, etc., the kernel identifies the context in which the syscall was made (i.e., the value of pkru register for the PKU-based implementation and the instruction pointer for page-table switching implementations) and grants requests to change the mappings or permissions of protected library space only when made in an appropriate context.

### 2.3 Local Variables and Protected Stack

Within its protected memory, in addition to code, global variables, and heap, each protected library also maintains per-thread private stacks on which to store return addresses and local variables. When an application creates a new thread, we must create a new stack for each of the domains in the application. We embed this logic within the threading library (e.g., pthreads) so that application developers do not need to explicitly modify any application code.

When an application calls a function within a protected library, trampoline code accessible to the application must arrange for the target function to execute in the library’s protection domain, where it can access its protected code and data. In particular, the trampoline must switch the stack pointer to the local stack of the calling thread. Sec. 3 describes the design of our trampolines for each intra-process isolation mech-
anism in more detail. If a protected library invokes a callback function within the application, it will also use trampoline code to switch back to the application's domain and stack.

Switching stacks can be challenging when the source or target distrusts the other. Previous work addressed this issue either by going through a trusted domain like the kernel [31] or by not supporting mutually distrusting domains [50]. While we could employ a trusted trampoline domain, such an implementation would double the overhead of transitions by changing the view first to the trampoline domain and then to the target domain. We address this challenge by first saving the state of the source domain (rsp, fs, etc.) in a domain status page accessible only in the source domain, then switching the address space view to the target domain, and finally restoring the state of the target domain from a domain status page accessible only to the target.

Like stacks, domain status pages are per-thread entities. Unfortunately, in the absence of trust, we need to access domain status pages without relying on registers such as fs (used for thread local storage). We can address this issue by arranging for the kernel to support a fast (vDSO-style) gettid call to acquire the current thread ID. The kernel maintains a list (readable, but not writable in user space) of currently running thread IDs for all CPU cores. The fast gettid performs a vDSO getcpu lookup and uses the result to find the thread ID. This enables trampoline code to access thread-local storage without relying on fs or performing a system call.

2.4 Program Loading

Hodor employs a trusted loader, running as root (to allow it to open I/O device files) to start up any application that uses one or more protected libraries. The trusted loader first maps all protected libraries into the virtual address space using the mmap system call. It then calls an initialization function within each protected library. In this function, a library can open and map the device files it needs so that it has direct read/write access to a device's memory-mapped I/O registers or to a region of persistent or shared memory. The initialization function also allocates the first stack, initializes the heap, and calls constructor functions (e.g., for C++ global variables) for the protected library.

Once all protected libraries are initialized, the trusted loader uses a system call to inform the kernel of the location of each protected library. This allows the kernel to enforce restrictions on system calls that configure the virtual address space (as per Sec. 2.2). The trusted loader then loads the application code and all other pre-loaded dynamic libraries. If inspection is required (as in the PKU-based version of Hodor that we introduce in Sec. 3.3), the loader performs it now; the kernel arranges for similar inspection on any additional libraries that are loaded on demand and on any other pages for which execute permission is enabled during execution. Finally, the trusted loader drops root privileges using the setresuid system call, runs the constructor functions of the application, and transfers control to the application’s main routine.

2.5 Asynchronous Events and Termination

To support unmodified applications, Hodor must address asynchronous event delivery via signals—in particular, the possibility that the kernel might invoke a signal handler in a thread that was executing trampoline or protected library code. Such a handler might then gain access to protected library state.

In a similar vein, termination of a process while a thread is executing protected library code could leave data structures (possibly shared with library instances in other applications) in an inconsistent state or cause deadlock (by failing to release a lock). To preclude protection violations in signal handlers and to accommodate independent failures of processes whose libraries share state, we modify the kernel so that it never delivers a signal or terminates the process while threads are still running protected library or trampoline code. Instead, it places a hardware watchpoint (using registers DR0–DR3 on an Intel machine) in the “boundary trampoline” used to exit protected libraries (line 37 of Listing 1), and delays signal delivery or termination until the watchpoint has been triggered.

As noted in Sec. 2.1, we assume that protected libraries are written with care. In particular, we assume that their operations take modest, bounded time. If a protected library does not return in a timely fashion after we install the hardware watchpoint on the trampoline (detected by expiration of a timer initiated when we arm the watchpoint), we assume that the library is defective and terminate the application (having given any other, non-defective libraries time to finish execution). We perform a similar summary cleanup if a fatal error (e.g., a SIGSEGV) is caused by library code.

Our design does not permit signal handlers to be registered for execution by a protected domain. None of the privileged library use cases we evaluated need signal handling. If they did, the kernel’s signal handler API could, in principle, be extended to allow a protected library to request that a handler should execute in the library’s domain. Since the kernel knows the locations of all protected library code segments in memory (see Sec. 2.4), it could confirm whether a registration request was made from trusted library code and allow or deny the request accordingly.

3 Fast Memory Isolation

This section presents three implementations of memory isolation for Hodor. The most straightforward implementation, described in Sec. 3.1, relies on separate page tables for each domain, and uses system calls to change the page table root pointer. Hodor-VMFUNC, described in Sec. 3.2, also uses per-domain page tables, and switches between them using Intel’s VM Function (VMFUNC) mechanism. Both the syscall-based system and Hodor-VMFUNC rely on context identifier tags (Intel’s PCID and EP4TA, respectively) to avoid flushing the translation lookaside buffer (TLB) when changing domains.
Hodor-PKU, our preferred solution (described in Sec. 3.3), uses memory protection keys to provide different access rights in the same page table. Since the access rights for each domain can be modified by user code, we need to prevent an application from bypassing our PKU-based isolation mechanism. We present a novel method in Sec. 3.3.1 that combines binary inspection and the use of hardware monitors for efficient run-time monitoring to ensure the safety of Hodor-PKU.

In an attempt to capture intuition, we speak of the domains of an application as having different “views” of a single address space. That is, conceptually, the application has a single set of virtual-to-physical mappings within which we adjust permissions on individual pages. In actuality, Hodor-VMFUNC and the syscall-based system use separate page table root pointers for separate views.

### 3.1 Page Table Switching via Syscalls

A straightforward way to implement protected libraries is to employ a separate page table for each domain and to use a system call to change page tables. Executable pages appear only in the tables of their corresponding domains. Protected pages rely on protection bits in the page tables of each domain to prevent undesired accesses. Unprotected application pages and trampoline pages appear in all page tables. A new system call serves to change the page table root pointer (register CR3 on Intel machines), if and only if the requesting syscall instruction lies in the appropriate (previously registered) trampoline.

Assuming kernel page table isolation (KPTI) [13], every system call changes CR3 on entry to the kernel. Our new syscall simply arranges (after appropriate checks) to restore the target domain’s root pointer, rather than that of the calling domain, when returning to user space. This limits the overhead to only slightly more than that of a no-op system call. There may also be a rise in TLB pressure for certain applications, given that some pages will appear in the TLB more than once, with separate context tags. On hardware that has such tags, however, there is no need to flush the TLB as part of a domain switch. As a separate issue, syscalls like munmap, together with the TLB shutdown mechanism, are modified to remove a mapping under all applicable context tags.

In this approach, each domain of an application has a separate page table root pointer. Fortunately, the content of the tables is largely overlapping (generic heap, vDSO, kernel translations, etc.). We use a separate top-level page for each table, but many of the lower-level pages are physically shared. This approach simplifies entry manipulation and minimizes memory footprint.

### 3.2 Hodor-VMFUNC

Beginning with its Nehalem generation of processors, Intel has provided extended page tables (EPT) for virtualized environments. The traditional page table of a guest OS translates from “guest virtual” to “guest physical” addresses; the extended (second-level) page table translates from guest physical to (host) physical addresses. In the subsequent Haswell generation, Intel introduced a VM Function (VMFUNC) mechanism for fast invocation of hypervisor functions in a paravirtualized guest. This mechanism allows a guest to pre-register a set of second-level page tables and provides a (non-privileged) instruction to switch amongst them. Several systems (e.g., SeCage [32] and MemSentry [28]) have used VMFUNC to isolate a sensitive region within an application, but, they require source-code analysis and non-trivial modifications to existing applications.

Hodor-VMFUNC isolates a memory region by setting up a degenerate traditional page table that implements the identity function (with all types of access allowed) and employing a separate extended page table—alogous to the ordinary page tables of the syscall-based system—for each protection domain. An application can then switch among views with no kernel involvement. Compared to the approach of Sec. 3.1, which uses trusted kernel code to check that a domain switch is permissible, a new challenge in this approach is that we must fold the permission check into the VMFUNC instruction itself. We do so by placing the trampolines of a given library in their own page(s) and making those the only pages that are executable in the domains of both the main application and the library. A VMFUNC instruction that attempts to switch to the library’s domain but lies anywhere other than an appropriate trampoline page will find the next instruction non-executable, resulting in a fault.

While the serialization overhead of an address-space-changing instruction appears inevitable (absent major architectural changes e.g., CODOMs [51] and CHERI [55], which themselves impose new overheads), using VMFUNC avoids the need for a system call when switching domains. As Sec. 4 shows, this cuts the cost of a switch by more than 50%.

Listing 1 (including the parts to the left of the vertical lines) shows the trampoline code for Hodor-VMFUNC. Line 2 saves the stack pointer of the source domain to the source domain’s status page. As Sec. 2 describes, this step allows the trampoline to restore the stack when returning from the protected library; it also supports callback functions (argument copying and register scrubbing code is omitted for brevity). Line 7 sets eax to zero, indicating that an extended page table switch is desired. Line 8 sets ecx to the index (in a pre-approved table) of the domain to which to switch; line 9 effects the switch itself. Line 14 loads the stack pointer of the target domain from the target domain’s status page into rsp; this is possible since VMFUNC has just enabled access to the private data of the target domain. At this point, the trampoline transfers control to a function in the target domain. Once the function returns, the trampoline saves the stack pointer of the target domain in its status page (line 19); it then resets the extended page table to the source domain (lines 25–27). Finally, it loads the source domain stack pointer from the source’s status page into rsp (line 32) and resumes execution (line 37).
Listing 1: Hodor Trampoline: VMFUNC (left), PKU (right).

```assembly
; Save source domain stack pointer
movq %esp, source_stack

; Enable target domain view
xorl %eax, %eax
movl $TGT_IDX, %ecx
vmfunc

; Switch to target domain stack
movq target_stack, %esp

target_domain_func()

; Save target domain stack pointer
movq %esp, target_stack

; Disable target domain view &
; Enable source domain view
xorl %eax, %eax
movl $SRC_IDX, %ecx
movl $SRC_PERM, %eax
wrpkru
cmp $SRC_PERM, %eax
jne 1b ; error

; Switch back to source domain stack
movq source_stack, %esp
jmp BOUNDARY_TRAMP

; Boundary Trampoline
BOUNDARY_TRAMP:
ret
```

As a starting code base, our Hodor-VMFUNC implementation uses the Dune system of Belay et al. [3], with the application running in ring 3 of VMX non-root (VM guest) mode. Running in virtualized (VMX) mode, with 2-level address translation, imposes additional overheads that are, in principle, unneeded. Most system calls, which must be handled by the operating system, incur the cost of a VM exit that is significantly more expensive than a (nonvirtualized) syscall. (That said, system calls are uncommon except during initialization in applications that use kernel-bypass data-plane libraries.) TLB refill costs increase as well, due to 2-level translation.

Ideally, we should like a hardware mechanism that allows a non-privileged instruction to switch among pre-approved page table root pointers without the need for virtualization. In the meantime, optimizations are available to mitigate the cost. First, we use huge pages to reduce the first-level (identity-function) page tables from four levels to two, eliminating half the extra cost of a VMX TLB fill. Second, it should be possible (not yet implemented) to mix virtualized and non-virtualized threads within a single application. Threads running in VMX mode will experience faster protected library calls but slower system calls; those running natively will have to use syscall-based page-table switching for library calls, but will not see additional overhead for system calls.

### 3.3 Hodor-PKU

In its Skylake generation of processors, Intel introduced a mechanism it calls memory protection keys for userspace (PKU). (Similar mechanisms have appeared in previous architectures from several other vendors.) While PKU is intended mainly as a memory safety enhancement (e.g., as a means of reducing vulnerability to stray-pointer bugs), we have realized that it can, with care, be used for protected libraries as well.

PKU [20] employs previously unused bits in each page table entry to assign a four-bit protection key to every page, allowing that page to be associated with one of 16 potential sets of access restrictions. A new 32-bit pkr register, writable in user space, then specifies which rights (read and/or write) should be restricted for each of the 16 key values. On every user-mode data access, the processor checks access rights in the TLB or page table as usual, then drops any rights that are found to be restricted for the PTE’s key value. Since protection keys have no impact on instruction fetches (executability) and make no changes to page tables or TLB entries, the WRPKRU instruction, which changes the pkr register, does not have to serialize the pipeline, and can execute very quickly.

Hodor-PKU is based on protection keys. If we think of a protection domain as comprising a subset of the application’s address space and we plot those subsets as a Venn diagram, we can assign a protection key to each separate region of the diagram and associate with each domain a pkr value that disables access rights for regions outside its subset of the address space. In Figure 2, the main application would enable access to regions A, B, and C; library 1 would disable access to regions A, C, and D; and library 2 would disable access to regions A, B, and D.

Listing 1 (including the parts to the right of the vertical lines) shows the trampoline code for Hodor-PKU. Lines 6 and 7 set ecx and edx to zero; this is a required precondition of the WRPKRU instruction. Line 8 initializes eax with the appropriate set of restrictions for the domain to which the trampoline is transitioning; line 9 sets the pkr register to the content of eax. The latter change simultaneously disables the view of the source domain and enables the view of the target domain. The subsequent comparison (line 28) verifies that the expected permissions have been set, thereby avoiding an attack in which a domain puts overly generous permissions.

![Figure 2: Address space regions in Hodor-PKU.](image)
into eax and then jumps on top of the WRPKRU instruction. Once the target function has returned and we have saved the stack pointer of the target domain (line 19), the trampoline resets the pkru register to the restrictions of the source domain (lines 24–27), and returns as in Hodor-VMFUNC.

3.3.1 Safety of Hodor-PKU

Since the processor allows user-mode code to execute the WRPKRU instruction, we must prevent a malicious application from using the instruction to attain access to a protected library’s memory. One could think of employing static binary rewriting [50] to replace implicit occurrences of WRPKRU with equivalent alternatives. Unfortunately, such rewriting (including definitive determination of instruction alignment) is undecidable in the general case [41, 54], and seems inapplicable to any program that mixes read-only data into the text segment. Dynamic binary rewriting [6, 33] might be a viable alternative, but would likely incur prohibitive overhead (up to 2.5× for Intel Pin and 5× for DynamoRIO [33]). To address the problem, Hodor-PKU uses a trusted loader to identify all text-segment occurrences of the WRPKRU opcode outside of trampolines, and uses hardware watchpoints (debug registers [20]) to vet their execution at run time.

Binary Inspection The WRPKRU instruction can occur explicitly (intended by the programmer) or implicitly (unintended occurrence), as a sequence of bytes within an instruction or across the boundary between instructions. Implicit instances pose a significant threat: an adversary that seeks to bypass Hodor-PKU may attempt to control data and jump to a point in the program that happens to encode the WRPKRU instruction. By setting the contents of ecx, edx, and eax appropriately before subverting execution, the attacker could set the pkru register to any desired value, rendering the isolation useless. To address this issue, the trusted loader scans the application code and makes a list of any untrusted instances, explicit or implicit. It passes this list to the kernel, which in turn places the addresses of the potentially problematic opcodes in the debug registers. A hardware watchpoint will be triggered when any of these instructions is about to be executed, allowing the kernel to vet the instruction and let the execution proceed only if deemed safe.

Our current implementation inspects program text whenever a library is loaded and whenever execute permission for a page is enabled during execution. Once a page is marked as executable, Hodor-PKU prevents further write accesses to the page. Hodor-PKU could easily be extended to support JIT compilation by marking the fauluting pages as writable but not executable, allowing JIT code to be emitted. On future attempts to execute the added code, a page fault would occur, and Hodor-PKU would reinspect the page and continue as in the current implementation.

Runtime Vetting Since the debug registers are limited in number (four—DR0 through DR3—on Intel processors [20]), we can rely on hardware to vet only a handful of WRPKRU instances at a time on each thread. Hodor therefore uses hardware watchpoints as an LRU cache for all the required watchpoints. Specifically, Hodor initially marks all executable pages containing WRPKRU instances as non-executable. Upon first execution, resulting in a page fault, Hodor reclaims a sufficient number of hardware watchpoints, marks the pages they formerly watched as non-executable, and uses the debug registers for the new page. If all WRPKRU instances in the page are monitored by a hardware watchpoint, Hodor marks the page as executable. In the extremely rare case of more WRPKRU instructions in a single page than the number of debug registers, we resort to single-step execution [20] for that page. We use per-thread page tables (only the root page must be unique for each thread; most lower-level pages can be shared between threads) so that the set of hardware watchpoints can be different in different threads. When watchpoints have been inserted at all appropriate locations, we rewire the page tables leading to the page containing the watchpoint for the current thread and mark it as executable.

Protection Overhead Under normal circumstances, no implicit WRPKRU will be executed. Moreover, the processor triggers a watchpoint only when a debug register points to the first byte of the executed instruction [20], so spurious traps will never occur when correctly aligned execution runs past an implicit instance.

Experiments confirm that there is no measurable overhead for this approach as long as the number of “hot” watchpoints in each thread is smaller than the number of hardware watchpoints. To assess how often this might occur, we inspected all packages in the Fedora 29 distribution for occurrences of WRPKRU. Across 58,273 rpm packages, containing about 108K executable binaries, we found only 111 binaries with a single instance of WRPKRU, 8 with two, 2 with three, none with four, and only 2 (less than 0.02%) with five or more. Most of the occurrences were implicit—typically caused by an instruction with a byte pattern ending in 8f followed by add $ebp,%edi, which has a byte pattern of 01 ef. These occurrences could easily be eliminated by modifying the compiler to insert a nop before the culprit add instructions. While such a change would not guarantee that implicit instances never occur (due to inline assembly and code generated at run time), it would almost certainly eliminate any practical performance impact.

4 Evaluation

We have evaluated Hodor using microbenchmarks and three real-world applications in which we isolated a high-throughput data-plane library or in-memory database from the rest of the application. We also constructed two proof-of-concept demonstrations of safe memory sharing among instances of a protected library in otherwise distrusting applications. We ran the microbenchmarks and in-memory database experiments on a Dell PowerEdge R640 server with two Intel Xeon Silver 4114 (Skylake) 2.20 GHz CPUs with 10 cores each and
16 GB of main memory. We ran the network experiments on Dell PowerEdge R640 servers equipped with two Intel Xeon E5-2630 v3 (Haswell) 2.40 GHz CPUs with 8 cores each and 64 GB of main memory. These machines were connected back-to-back through dual-port Mellanox ConnectX3-Pro 40 Gbps Host Channel Adapters (HCAs) to isolate their connection. All servers ran Fedora Linux 4.15 with our modifications (except for baseline experiments, which used an unmodified kernel). All machines had hyper-threading and Turbo Boost enabled.

We emulated the overhead of PKU on Haswell machines in a manner similar to previous work [28, 50]. We verified the overhead of the emulation by comparing it with the PKU transition cost on the Skylake machine.

Graphs in this section are labeled as follows:

- unprotected: baseline system without Hodor—kernel bypass with no intra-process isolation.
- ptsw: isolation via syscall-initiated page table switching, as described in Sec. 3.1.
- ptsw-pti: same as ptsw, except with kernel page-table isolation enabled.
- vmfunc: Hodor-VMFUNC, as described in Sec. 3.2.
- pku: Hodor-PKU, as described in Sec. 3.3.

Unless otherwise noted (shown in legends with -pti), experiments were conducted with kernel page-table isolation [13] disabled. We ran all experiments 10 times and report the arithmetic mean. We indicate 95% confidence intervals in all cases, but these are often so narrow as to be illegible in the bar graphs. The source code for Hodor is available at http://github.com/hedayati/hodor.

### 4.1 Microbenchmarks

We used microbenchmarks to measure the overhead of relevant instructions and basic operations as well as the latency of different implementations of Hodor on the Skylake machine, which supports PKU. We also implemented a no-op system call and a no-op VM call and measure their latencies. We used rdtscp with proper serialization [38] to measure the overhead of 1 million executions (again, computing the arithmetic mean across 10 runs).

Table 1 shows the calculated overhead of a single instance of each operation. The latency of writing to the CR3 register impacts the syscall-based version of Hodor; the latency of VMFUNC and WRPKRU impacts Hodor-VMFUNC and Hodor-PKU, respectively. The cost of entering and leaving the kernel also impacts the syscall-based version; this cost itself depends on whether KPTI [13] is enabled. System calls with virtualization, as used in Hodor-VMFUNC, would experience the overhead of VM calls.

For reference—and to put the overheads in perspective with respect to approaches like light-weight contexts (lwC) [31] which use processes to isolate domains—we also measured the cost of a context switch caused by a semaphore and of a user-space context switch using POSIX setcontext and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction or Operation</th>
<th>Cycles*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>write to CR3 with CR3_NOFLUSH</td>
<td>186 ± 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vmfunc</td>
<td>109 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wrpkru</td>
<td>26 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no-op system call w/ KPTI</td>
<td>433 ± 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no-op system call w/o KPTI</td>
<td>96 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no-op VM call</td>
<td>1694 ± 131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user-space context switch</td>
<td>748 ± 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>process context switch using semaphore</td>
<td>4426 ± 41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* ± half the width of the 95% confidence interval

Figure 3 compares the transition time from one domain to another and back again using different isolation implementations. Additionally, we measured the cost of switching stacks without providing isolation as it contributes a small amount to all implementations of Hodor. To do this, we removed the code in Listing 1 that changes domain and calls the protected library function. Figure 3 denotes this as ptsw-pti. KPTI has no impact on Hodor-VMFUNC and Hodor-PKU.

Among the implementations of isolation, Hodor-PKU has the lowest transition cost, followed by Hodor-VMFUNC. This matches the results in Table 1: changing the pkru register costs much less than using vmfunc. System calls dominate the cost of the implementations based on ptsw. Relative to ptsw, kernel page table isolation in ptsw-pti incurs a penalty of 62%. Stack switching itself has an almost negligible impact. As noted in Sec. 3.3, there is no measurable overhead to using debug registers to vet instances of WRPKRU, so long as there are no more than four watchpoints in each thread.

### 4.2 Silo

Silo [48] is a scalable in-memory database. It uses optimistic concurrency control and periodically-updated epochs to provide the same guarantees as a serializable database without the scalability bottlenecks. It is implemented as a library linked to the benchmark. Each benchmark thread issues transactions (of YCSB [10] or TPC-C [47]) in a loop. We configured the main Silo library as a separate domain whose pages are protected from the benchmark driver. Even in the context of a single
application, Hodor ensures that the database can be accessed only by library code—never, for example, as the result of a memory access bug in the main application. This protection may be helpful even in the course of a single execution. If the database were kept in nonvolatile memory and retained across program runs, it might be considered essential. The benchmark calls (trampolines of) library routines to perform one domain transition per transaction. All data and metadata reside in memory, and the workload is CPU intensive.

Figure 4 (i) shows the overhead of isolation for the YCSB [10] and TPC-C [47] workloads on the Skylake machine. Both use the synchronous database API in Silo, precluding batching and necessitating a very high switching rate. Both workloads were run with 20 threads.

YCSB [10] is a key-value benchmark with tiny transactions. We first filled the database with 1 million records and then ran a workload with an 80/20 read/write mix. The unmodified Silo reaches 2.27 million transactions per second on each core. Hodor incurs 44%, 54%, 27%, and 9.85% overhead in the PT-Switch, PT-Switch with KPTI, VMFUNC, and PKU implementations, respectively.

TPC-C [47] is a relational database benchmark with significantly larger transactions [10]. As a result, the maximum number of transactions per second is reduced to around 600,000 per core on unmodified Silo. With a lower rate of library transitions, the overhead of Hodor drops to 3%, 4.66%, 13.6%, and 1.5% for the PT-Switch, PT-Switch with KPTI, VMFUNC, and PKU implementations, respectively. While Hodor-VMFUNC incurs the largest overhead in this experiment, we discovered that 12% of that overhead is due to running inside a VM—apparently due to frequent use of the nanosleep system call in the benchmark’s epoch-based garbage collector.

While we have not attempted to modify applications to remove system calls (or to replace them with equivalent functionalities that don’t cause VM exits), we believe that such a change would be straightforward in this case.

4.3 DPDK TestPMD

Intel’s Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK) [21] is a set of data-plane libraries that implement kernel bypass, polling drivers, and a fast packet processing framework. Packet processing applications can link against one or more of the DPDK libraries and use them to access network devices directly. We evaluate Hodor with a packet-forwarding application, testpmd, distributed for performance testing as a part of DPDK. Running on the Haswell machines with dual-port Mellanox ConnectX-3 HCAs, this benchmark receives raw packets from one port of the HCA and forwards them directly to another port without accessing packet contents. We connected two hosts back-to-back for endless forwarding of packets in an isolated network. We used Hodor to separate the packet-forwarding logic from the DPDK library.

Figure 4 (ii) shows the effect of Hodor on testpmd throughput with different thread counts and batching degrees (packets per library call/domain transition). We report throughput in packets forwarded per second as measured by testpmd. As a worst-case scenario for Hodor overhead, we configured the benchmark to use only a single thread and to forward packets one-by-one without batching. (Such a configuration would not be common in practice.) The unmodified DPDK in this configuration can forward more than 720,000 packets per second, and the overhead of Hodor is less than 25% with VMFUNC and 7% with PKU. As we increase the batch size (Fig. 4 (ii-a) vs. (ii-b)), the number of processed packets per transition increases and the overhead of switching becomes a smaller part of overall run time. As we provide more threads and therefore more CPUs ((b) vs. (c)), the performances of all approaches improve but the gaps decrease since the abundance of CPU resources makes the network line rate the new throughput limiter.

4.4 Redis on DPDK

Redis [42] is a NoSQL store that serves read requests from an in-memory data structure. Redis can also store data on persistent secondary storage using snapshots; we disabled this functionality in our experiments to avoid the overhead of system calls. The Redis server uses TCP to receive requests from clients. In our set-up, we use a user-space network stack called F-Stack [46] on top of the DPDK packet processing framework and driver to provide connections to Redis clients. We use Hodor to isolate the network and packet processing stack from the Redis data store logic—i.e., both F-Stack and DPDK run within the same protection domain. We run YCSB [10] on a remote client to benchmark the server configuration. Both the YCSB client and the Redis server are running on the Haswell machines, connected back-to-back via Mellanox ConnectX-3 HCAs.

The server here is the bottleneck: Redis is single-threaded; it runs a loop that waits for request arrival using an epoll-like call to F-Stack, receives and processes the requests, and then sends results back with F-Stack’s equivalent of the send system call. As a result, there are at least two domain transitions per transaction.

To measure the impact of Hodor, we first loaded the Redis server with 1 million records each of length 1200 bytes. We then ran a YCSB workload [10] with a 95%/5% read/write mix and measured how many transactions per second the Redis server supported. Figure 4 (iii) shows the results as measured and reported by the YCSB client. The unmodified server can support 220,000 transactions per second. The PT-Switch, PT-Switch with KPTI, VMFUNC, and PKU implementations of Hodor reduce the throughput of Redis by 12%, 35%, 5%, and 2.78%, respectively.

4.5 Discussion

The preceding subsections reveal significant performance differences among the three implementations of Hodor: syscall-based page table switching, Hodor-VMFUNC, and Hodor-
PKU. These differences must be considered together with the issues of generality and confidentiality when applying Hodor in a particular environment.

The overhead of Hodor-PKU is very low, even at millions of domain switches per second (Fig. 4 (i-a)). With a lower number of transitions per second (Figs. 4 (i-b), 4 (iii)), possibly effected via batching or multiple worker threads (Fig. 4 (ii-b)–(ii-c)), the advantage of PKU over VMFUNC diminishes substantially. In any case, both Hodor-VMFUNC and Hodor-PKU remain considerably faster than syscall-based page table switching in most cases (Figs. 4 (ii-a)–(ii-b), 4 (iii)).

One limitation of Hodor-PKU is that current Intel hardware supports only 16 distinct memory keys. The need for a separate key for each of the regions of the “protection domain Venn diagram” (e.g., Fig. 2) thus limits us to no more than 7 mutually distrusting protected libraries in any given application—fewer if they wish to make direct calls to one another. Hodor-VMFUNC has no similar limitations on generality. There are 512 distinct function codes on current Intel machines, and a VM that uses some of these for its own purposes is still compatible with Hodor-VMFUNC. As discussed in Sec. 3.2, VMFUNC is only available in a virtualized mode. Hodor-VMFUNC, like MemSentry [28], uses Dune [3] to run applications inside a virtual machine. This restriction imposes a significant cost on system calls in the application, which now incur the latency of a VM exit; we see the impact of this latency in Figure 4 (i-b). While we don’t expect frequent system calls in a data-plane library, an alternative design [32, 35] avoids VM exits on system calls by running the kernel, in addition to user programs, inside the virtual machine. Such a design has a system-wide impact on performance, since the entire software stack is virtualized, not just the intended application. Ideally, we should like to see support on future hardware for a VMFUNC-like mechanism that allows a non-privileged instruction to switch among pre-approved page table root pointers without the need for virtualization.

Absent direct access, a malicious program may attempt to steal information from protected libraries through a side channel. While such attacks are out of scope, we note that Hodor-PKU is inherently vulnerable to Meltdown-PKU [8], an attack that defeats the purpose of PKU itself: the protection key bits are part of the TLB access permissions, which the processor may check late in the pipeline [8, 26]. While all Skylake processors are susceptible to this attack, vulnerability has been fixed in more recent microarchitectures [18].

4.6 Cross-Application Sharing

Because they are protected from their calling applications, protected libraries in Hodor can, at least in principle, safely share state among library instances in separate applications. As proof-of-concept demonstrations, we have used Hodor to implement sharing in Silo and resource management in DPDK. The implementations highlight general issues that must be considered by the library designer.

Sharing in Silo: We wrote a library that uses Silo [48] internally to implement a TPCC [47]-like database. Our library provides two different views of the same database: one that can do NewOrder, Payment, and OrderStatus transactions, and another that can do Delivery and StockLevel transactions. Both interfaces use the same set of tables, which Silo maintains in physically shared pages. Silo guarantees consistency of the database and serializability of the transactions, while Hodor guarantees that the only way for an application to modify the database is to use the provided interface. When sharing the database between two separate applications, our library can control which interface is available to each application. More significantly, by preventing access of any kind when running outside the library, Hodor can ensure that stray memory references in a buggy application (e.g., due to out-of-bound array indexing or uninitialized pointer dereference) never compromise database invariants.

Resource management in shared DPDK: The DPDK Environment Abstraction Layer (EAL) [21] has recently added multi-process support so that mutually trusting processes can share DPDK huge-pages, memory buffers, and queues. A group of DPDK processes can then work together in a simple
transient manner to perform packet processing or similar tasks. Using Hodor, we extended this mechanism to allow 
distrusting processes to share a single NIC. We wrote a simple 
library that exports several DPDK APIs (rte_eth_rx_burst, 
 rte_eth_tx_burst, etc.). Internally, it uses shared memory 
to record the rate at which each application sends packets, to 
implement proportional share. We link this library, via Hodor, 
to three distrustung applications. The protected library in 
each application then measures its own traffic, updates shared 
statistics (under control of appropriate synchronization), and 
periodically adjusts the rate that will be allowed in the next 
time period.

While we were able to port the two libraries to use Hodor 
for sharing in just a few hundred lines of code, the experience 
highlighted several issues that need to be considered when 
tying together library instances in separate applications. As a 
rule of thumb, developers should think of protected libraries 
as extensions to the operating system. Safety-critical argu-
ments passed by applications should be copied into library 
space before applying sanity checks (to avoid modification by 
other application threads). Libraries should also treat shared 
regions as potential attack vectors and should employ con-
ventional defenses (e.g. retpolines to mitigate Spectre-type 
attacks [8] when relevant). Significantly, Hodor does not pre-
vent a buggy application from invoking library routines in the 
“wrong” sequence, or with the “wrong” arguments. It does, 
however, prevent an application from undermining any invari-
ant that is carefully maintained by those routines. It is the 
responsibility of the protected library to provide appropriate 
synchronization, scalability, and fault tolerance. The latter 
may be simplified by using nonblocking data structures, or by 
depending on Hodor to execute through to the end of library 
routines in the event of process failure.

5 Related Work

Hodor connects to three areas of related work: fast I/O sys-
tems that move device and resource management into user 
space, methods to isolate software components sharing the 
same virtual address space, and systems that impose security 
policies on operating system kernels and hypervisors.

5.1 Fast I/O Systems

Existing kernel-bypass systems do not protect libraries from 
untrusted applications. Arrakis [39] uses a library OS with-
out isolation in the same address space as the application and 
relies on device-level SR-IOV [23] support. Device-level 
resource isolation policies are often rigid—e.g., limited to 
simple partitioning. Hodor protected libraries enable more 
powerful protection policies like proportional bandwidth shar-
ing and even safe, concurrent accesses to the same data. IX [4] 
and ZygOS [40], both of which build on Dune [3], use virtual-
ization to run their kernel-bypass stack in ring 0 of VMX 
non-root mode. While this design already isolates networking 
logic from the applications, it is limited to only a single trusted 
domain and does not support multiple distrustng data-plane 
libraries within the same application, as Hodor does.

Kernel-based high-throughput software stacks like Mega-
Pipe [14] and StackMap [57] depend on aggressive batching 
to limit the frequency and cost of protection domain switch-
ing. Aggressive I/O batching, however, requires asynchronous 
programming models that are generally hard to employ and 
not always supported by library APIs. In Sec. 4, for example, 
we were unable to batch over the Silo database API [48] or 
F-Stack’s send calls [46].

5.2 Intra-Process Isolation

There has been much previous work on intra-process isolation. 
The method with least overhead is to write code in a type-
safe language. Work in single address space operating systems 
such as Singularity [17] and Verve [56] shows that application 
and kernel code can execute safely within the same virtual 
address space. The disadvantage of such systems is their 
incompatibility with much existing code. Hodor, in contrast, 
supports existing fast I/O applications.

For type-unsafe languages, approaches such as SFI [52] 
and XFI [49] employ either source- or binary-level instrumen-
tation to guarantee that code cannot read or write out-
side of designated sections of the virtual address space. Load 
and store instrumentation either checks that the accessed ad-
dress is within bounds or transforms out-of-bounds pointers to 
in-bounds pointers. SFI [52] incurs an average overhead of 
17.6% for read-write protection and 4.3% overhead when 
only instrumenting writes. Hodor works without sophisticated 
binary rewriting techniques and incurs less overhead than SFI 
by leveraging newer hardware support.

Hardware mechanisms can isolate code running within the 
same virtual address space. Codom’s [51] and CHERI [55] 
structures with capabilities. Segmentation also pro-
vides intra-process isolation [43] by requiring code to possess 
a descriptor to address a particular section of memory. By 
restricting which descriptors are accessible to various code 
components, the OS kernel can isolate untrusted components. 
Segmentation is supported in 32-bit but not 64-bit x86 sys-
tems [20]. ARM memory domains [2] are similar to Intel 
PKU [20] but available only on 32-bit processors, and mem-
ory domain permissions can be modified only in supervisor 
mode. Our work focuses on hardware support available in 
64-bit x86 systems.

ERIM [50], developed concurrently to our work, uses protec-
tion keys like Hodor to provide an isolated domain within a 
single virtual address space. We believe ERIM’s use of static 
binary rewriting to eliminate occurrences of WRPKRU in 
the application binary is insufficient to guarantee the safety of 
protected domains: static binary rewriting is undecidable for 
arbitrary x86 code [41, 54]. Dynamic binary rewriting (not 
considered in ERIM) would incur prohibitive costs, negating 
the performance gain of PKU.

Several OS abstractions are similar to our work. Wedge [5]
provides privilege separation and isolation among its sthreads. Each sthread is a lightweight process that inherits only a subset of the memory mappings and file descriptors of its parent, as specified in a security policy. Shreds [9] use ARM memory domains [2] to divide execution within a user-space thread. Each shred is a thread fragment with a private memory pool in which to store secret data and sensitive code. Light-weight contexts (lwCs) [31] isolate units within an address space. Each lwC has its own virtual memory mappings, file descriptors, access rights and execution state. Secure Memory Views (SMV) [15] use per-thread page tables to enforce isolation while allowing sharing between threads. SMV does not support multiple domains within a thread. Each of these systems requires a system call to change domains, while Hodor does not. Hodor can also be linked to unmodified applications.

MemSentry [28] is a memory isolation framework that provides compiler support for multiple hardware features, including EPT-switching VMFUNC and PKU, to create a safe region within a process. It analyzes and instruments applications with code which, like Hodor’s trampolines, enables and disables access to the protected domain using the desired isolation mechanism. SeCage [32] uses static and dynamic compiler analysis to decompose a monolithic program into different domains and uses EPT-switching VMFUNC to prevent memory disclosure attacks even when running on a compromised OS. Unlike SeCage and MemSentry, Hodor relies on existing explicit library boundaries, alleviating the need for compiler analysis to extract components. SeCage places the entire OS and its applications in a virtual machine, while Hodor-VMFUNC and MemSentry leverage Dune’s [3] process-level virtualization to expose the VMFUNC EPT-switching mechanism to individual applications. Executing the intended application in non-root mode affects the performance of that application only. SeCage [32] compensates for the system-wide performance impact of the virtualization layer with its additional protections against a malicious OS.

SkyBridge [35] uses VMFUNC to improve the latency of IPCs in a micro-kernel setting. Unlike Hodor, SkyBridge does not enforce a single way to cross protection boundaries (Hodor ensures that only trampolines are mapped in both source and target EPTs), which introduces the possibility for malicious VMFUNCs. To address this, SkyBridge uses static binary rewriting (inspired by ERIM [50]), which as discussed earlier, is undecidable for an arbitrary x86 binary [41, 54]. Finally, EPTI [16] uses VMFUNC to provide isolation between kernel and user-space page tables to mitigate Meltdown [8].

VMFUNC has been used for communication between components isolated at coarse granularity. High-throughput network function virtualization has used VMFUNC and EPT-switching to provide efficient communication between VMs hosting different network functions [36]. CrossOver [29] proposes a cross-world interaction mechanism that provides communication between VMs as well as different address spaces and privilege levels in or between VMs. It uses EPT-switching VMFUNCs to approximate the cost of cross-world interaction and suggests architectural changes to VMFUNC to allow such calls. While CrossOver can theoretically be used for intra-process isolation, the paper focuses on providing cross-world calls as a generic communication mechanism.

5.3 OS and Hypervisor Security

Hodor builds on previous work on security enforcement in OS kernels and hypervisors. The design of the Hodor-PKU trampoline is inspired by the Nested Kernel [12] trampoline code. Both Hodor-PKU and Nested Kernel must check that the inputs to domain switching instructions are correct because neither system enforces control flow integrity [1]. Finally, Hodor’s restrictions on mmap to enforce code segment integrity are similar to protections in Secure Virtual Architecture [11], HyperSafe [53], and Nested Kernel [12].

6 Conclusions

We have introduced Hodor, an in-process isolation system for protection and sharing of fast data-plane libraries. Our proposed solution uses Intel’s memory protection keys (PKU) to isolate components within a single address space. We also presented two alternative implementations based on separate user-level address spaces—one uses system calls for page-table switching, the other Intel’s VMFUNC switching of extended page tables. Additionally, Hodor uses asynchronous event delivery and a novel application of hardware watchpoints to ensure that when multiple processes share a protected library, failure in one will not affect the others.

Our evaluation with microbenchmarks, Silo, DPDK, and Redis confirm that Hodor can provide full isolation of protected libraries while approaching unprotected kernel bypass performance. Hodor-PKU, in particular, provides 90–98% of kernel-bypass throughput in all of our experiments.

Hodor could benefit from a VMFUNC-like instruction that switches among pre-approved page table root pointers without requiring virtualization. We encourage hardware designers to consider such an extension. We would also welcome a variant of PKU with a larger number of keys and with coverage of execute rights. In future work, we hope to evaluate the cost of a Hodor implementation based on software fault isolation [52] and to explore hardware-supported implementations for additional processor architectures (e.g., ARM and Power).
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Abstract

System-level Dynamic Binary Translation (DBT) provides the capability to boot an Operating System (OS) and execute programs compiled for an Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) different to that of the host machine. Due to their performance-critical nature, system-level DBT frameworks are typically hand-coded and heavily optimized, both for their guest and host architectures. While this results in good performance of the DBT system, engineering costs for supporting a new, or extending an existing architecture are high. In this paper we develop a novel, retargetable DBT hypervisor, which includes guest specific modules generated from high-level guest machine specifications. Our system simplifies retargeting of the DBT, but it also delivers performance levels in excess of existing manually created DBT solutions. We achieve this by combining offline and online optimizations, and exploiting the freedom of a Just-in-time (JIT) compiler operating in a bare-metal environment provided by a Virtual Machine (VM) hypervisor. We evaluate our DBT using both targeted microbenchmarks as well as standard application benchmarks, and we demonstrate its ability to outperform the de-facto standard QEMU DBT system. Our system delivers an average speedup of $2.21 \times$ over QEMU across SPEC CPU2006 integer benchmarks running in a full-system Linux OS environment, compiled for the 64-bit ARMv8-A ISA and hosted on an x86-64 platform. For floating-point applications the speedup is even higher, reaching $6.49 \times$ on average. We demonstrate that our system-level DBT system significantly reduces the effort required to support a new ISA, while delivering outstanding performance.

1 Introduction

System-level DBT is a widely used technology that comes in many disguises: it powers the Android Open Source Project (AOSP) Emulator for mobile app development, provides backwards compatibility for games consoles [52], implements sandbox environments for hostile program analysis [41] and enables low-power processor implementations for popular ISAs [17]. All these applications require a complete and faithful, yet efficient implementation of a guest architecture, including privileged instructions and implementation-defined behaviors, architectural registers, virtual memory, memory-mapped I/O, and accurate exception and interrupt semantics.

The broad range of applications has driven an equally broad range of system-level DBT implementations, ranging from manually retargetable open-source solutions such as QEMU [4] to highly specialized and hardware supported approaches designed for specific platforms, e.g. Transmeta Crusoe [17]. As a de-facto industry standard QEMU supports all major platforms and ISAs, however, retargeting of QEMU to a new guest architecture requires deep knowledge of its integrated Tiny Code Generator (TCG) as it involves manual implementation of guest instruction behaviors. Consequently, retargeting is time-consuming and error-prone: e.g. the official QEMU commit logs contain more than 90 entries to bugfixes related to its ARM model alone.

In this paper we present Captive, our novel system-level DBT hypervisor, where users are relieved of low-level implementation effort for retargeting. Instead users provide high-level architecture specifications similar to those provided by processor vendors in their ISA manuals. In an offline stage architecture specifications are processed, before an architecture-specific module for the online run-time is generated. Captive applies aggressive optimizations: it combines the offline optimizations of the architecture model with online optimizations performed within the generated JIT compiler, thus reducing the compilation overheads while providing high code quality. Furthermore, Captive operates in a virtual bare-metal environment provided by a VM hypervisor, which enables us to fully exploit the underlying host architecture, especially its system related and privileged features not accessible to other DBT systems operating as user processes.

The envisaged use of Captive is to provide software developers with early access to new platforms, possibly hosted in a cloud environment. To facilitate this goal, ease of retargetability is as important as delivering performance levels sufficient
to drive substantial workloads, i.e. software development tool chains and user applications. Whilst we currently focus on a single-core implementation, the key ideas can be translated to multi-core architectures.

We evaluate the implementation of Captive using a 64-bit ARMv8-A guest model and an x86-64 host. From a description comprising just 8100 lines of code\(^1\) we generate a DBT hypervisor outperforming QEMU by a factor of 2.21× for SPEC CPU2006 integer applications, and up to 6.49× for floating-point workloads. This means Captive is capable of hosting a full and unmodified ARM Linux OS environment while delivering around 40% of the performance of a physical system comprising a 2.0GHz server-type Cortex-A57 processor.

### 1.1 Overview and Motivating Example

Figure 1 shows a high-level overview of Captive: an ARMv8-A\(^2\) architecture description is processed by an offline tool to produce a platform-specific DBT module. Already at this stage optimizations are applied, which aid later JIT code generation. The software stack on the x86-64 host machine comprises a Kernel Virtual Machine (KVM)-based DBT hypervisor, operating on top of the host’s Linux OS. This provides a virtual bare-metal x86-64 Host Virtual Machine (HVM) in which Captive together with the previously generated DBT module and a minimal execution engine reside to provide the Guest Virtual Machine (GVM), which can boot and run an unmodified ARMv8-A Linux kernel image. Since the JIT compiler in our system-level DBT system operates in a bare-metal HVM it has full access to the virtual host’s resources and can generate code to exploit these resources.

For example, consider Figure 2. A conventional system-level DBT system hosted on an x86-64 architecture, e.g. QEMU, operates entirely as a user process in protection ring 3 on top of a host OS operating in ring 0. This means that any code generated by QEMU’s JIT compiler, either guest user or system code, also operates in the host’s ring 3, which restricts access to system features such as page tables. Such a system operating exclusively in ring 3 needs to provide software abstractions and protection mechanisms for guest operations, which modify guest system state. In contrast, Captive operates in VMX root mode, and provides a bare-metal HVM with rings 0-3. Our execution engine and DBT operate in the virtual machine’s ring 0, and track the guest system’s mode. This enables us to generate code operating in ring 0, for guest system code, and ring 3, for guest user code. This means we can use the HVM’s hardware protection features to efficiently implement memory protection or allow the hypervisor to modify the HVM’s page tables in order to directly map the GVM’s virtual address space onto host physical memory.

Porting to a different host architecture can be accomplished by utilising similar features offered by that architecture, e.g. Arm offers virtualization extensions that are fully supported by KVM, and privilege levels PL0 and PL1, which are similar to x86’s ring 3 and ring 0, respectively. These similarities also enable our accelerated virtual memory system to work across platforms.

### 1.2 Contributions

Captive shares many concepts with existing DBT systems, but it goes beyond and introduces unique new features. We

---

\(^1\)Compared to 17766 LoC for QEMU’s ARM model plus a further 7948 LoC in their software floating-point implementation.

\(^2\)Or any other guest architecture, e.g. RISC-V.
Figure 2: x86 protection rings. Ring 0 is the most privileged (kernel mode), and ring 3 is the least privileged (user mode). QEMU operates in ring 3, whereas Captive takes advantage of a host VM to operate in ring 0 and ring 3. The hypervisor component operates outside the host virtual machine, in VMX root mode.

Table 1: Feature comparison of DBT systems. Brackets indicate partial support.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System-Level</th>
<th>QEMU</th>
<th>HQEMU</th>
<th>PQEMU</th>
<th>Walkabout</th>
<th>Yirr-Ma</th>
<th>ISAMAP</th>
<th>Transmeta CMS</th>
<th>Harmonia</th>
<th>QuickTransit</th>
<th>Hypervisor-x64</th>
<th>Captive</th>
<th>Captive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retargetable</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture Description Language</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypervisor</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host FP Support</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host SIMD Support</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64-bit support</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publicly Available</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

provide a feature comparison in Table 1, and present further information on related work in Section 4. Among the contributions of this paper are:

1. We develop a generic system-level DBT framework, where the effort to support new guest platforms is reduced by using high-level architecture descriptions.

2. We use split compilation in a DBT, combining offline and online optimization to reduce pressure on the performance critical JIT compiler while maintaining code quality.

3. We pioneer a DBT approach where the integrated JIT compiler is part of a DBT hypervisor and can generate code that takes full advantage of this execution context.

Captive has been released as an open-source project, to enable community-driven development and independent performance evaluation.

2 Retargetable DBT Hypervisor

2.1 Overview

In this section, we describe the key concepts of Captive, which comprises two main components, (1) an offline generation component, and (2) an online runtime component.

The offline phase involves describing the target machine architecture, and is discussed in Section 2.2. In this phase, modules for inclusion in the runtime component are generated. Complex architectural behaviour (such as the operation of the

3See https://gensim.org/simulators/captive
Whilst this adds complexity to the implementation of the guest machine architecture is described using a high-level Architecture Description Language (ADL) that defines instruction semantics (i.e., how to execute instructions) and instruction syntax (i.e., how to decode instructions) and in intermediate form, performs some optimization and analysis, before finally producing modules for the DBT as output. The offline generator tool processes the description into an intermediate form, performs some optimization and analysis, and general guest machine execution.

The DBT system itself runs inside a VM with no standard OS support. Normally, a virtual machine provides a bare-metal environment in which an OS is loaded, and then user applications are executed. We instead skip the OS entirely, and implement our DBT on the virtual bare-metal hardware. Whilst this adds complexity to the implementation of the DBT, it also allows the DBT to directly use host architectural features, without having to negotiate with an OS. This is in contrast to the majority of other system-level DBTs, which typically run as user-mode applications in an OS. The trade-off here is that Captive relies on KVM, reducing host operating system portability.

### 2.2 Offline Stage

#### 2.2.1 Architecture Description

The guest machine architecture is described using a high-level Architecture Description Language (ADL) that defines instruction syntax (i.e., how to decode instructions) and instruction semantics (i.e., how to execute instructions). The ADL is based on a modified version of ArchC [1], and our offline generator tool processes the description into an intermediate form, performs some optimization and analysis, before finally producing modules for the DBT as output.

Instruction semantics (the functional behavior of guest machine instructions) are described in a high-level C-like language. This Domain Specific Language (DSL) allows the behavior of instructions to be specified easily and naturally, by, e.g., translating the pseudo-code found in architecture manuals into corresponding C-like code.

#### 2.2.2 Intermediate SSA Form

During the offline phase, instruction behavior descriptions are translated into a domain-specific Static Single Assignment (SSA) form, and aggressively optimized. The optimization passes used have been selected based on common idioms in instruction descriptions. For example, very few loop-based optimizations are performed, since most individual instructions do not contain loops. Optimizing the model at the offline stage makes any simplifications utilized by the designer in the description less of a performance factor in the resulting code.

The domain-specific SSA contains operations for reading architectural registers, performing standard arithmetic operations on values of integral, floating-point and vector types, memory and peripheral device access and communication, and a variety of built-in functions for common architectural behaviors (such as flag calculations and floating point NaN/Infinity comparisons).

Additionally, meta-information about the SSA is held, indicating whether each operation is fixed or dynamic. Fixed operations are evaluated at instruction translation time, whereas dynamic operations must be executed at instruction run-time. For example, the calculation of a constant value, or control flow based on instruction fields is fixed, but computations which depend on register or memory values are dynamic.

Fixed operations can produce dynamic values, but dynamic operations must be executed as part of instruction emulation.

Figure 4 shows the direct translation of the instruction behavior (from Figure 3) into corresponding SSA form. A

```c
execute(add) {
    uint64 rn = read_register_bank(BANK0, inst.a);
    uint64 rm = read_register_bank(BANK0, inst.b);
    uint64 rd = rn + rm;
    write_register_bank(BANK0, inst.a, rd);
}
```

Figure 3: High-level C-like representation of instruction behavior

Table 2: Optimizations applied in the offline stage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimization</th>
<th>Active in Opt. Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dead Code Elimination</td>
<td>O1–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unreachable Block Elimination</td>
<td>O1–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Flow Simplification</td>
<td>O1–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block Merging</td>
<td>O1–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlining</td>
<td>O1–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dead Variable Elimination</td>
<td>O1–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jump Threading</td>
<td>O2–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant Folding</td>
<td>O3–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant Propagation</td>
<td>O3–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value Propagation</td>
<td>O3–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load Coalescing</td>
<td>O3–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dead Write Elimination</td>
<td>O3–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHI Analysis</td>
<td>O4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHI Elimination</td>
<td>O4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4: Unoptimized domain-specific SSA form of the add instruction from Figure 3

```
    action void add [Instruction sym_1_3_parameter_inst] { 
      uint64 sym_14_0_rd 
      uint64 sym_5_0_rn 
      uint64 sym_5_0_nr 
    } 
    block b_0 { 
      s_b_0_0 = struct sym_1_3_parameter_inst a; 
      s_b_0_1 = bankregread 7 s_b_0_0; 
      s_b_0_2 = write sym_5_0_nr s_b_0_1; 
      s_b_0_3 = struct sym_1_3_parameter_inst b; 
      s_b_0_4 = bankregread 7 s_b_0_3; 
      s_b_0_5 = write sym_5_0_nr s_b_0_4; 
      s_b_0_6 = read sym_5_0_nr; 
      s_b_0_7 = read sym_5_0_rm; 
      s_b_0_8 = binary + s_b_0_6 s_b_0_7; 
      s_b_0_9 = write sym_14_0_rd s_b_0_8; 
    } 
    s_b_0_10 = struct sym_1_3_parameter_inst a; 
    s_b_0_11 = read sym_14_0_rd; 
    s_b_0_12 = bankregwrite 0 s_b_0_10 s_b_0_11; 
    s_b_0_13: return; 
  } 
```

Figure 5: Equivalent optimized domain-specific SSA form of the add instruction from Figure 3

A node with side effects is one through which control-flow cannot proceed without the state of the guest being mutated in some way. For example, a `STORE` node is considered to have side-effects, as the guest machine register file has been changed.

2.3.2 Translation

During the translation phase, a generator function (that was created in the offline stage) is invoked for each decoded instruction. The generator function calls into an `invocation Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) builder`, which builds a DAG representing the data-flow and control-flow of the instruction under translation. Operations (represented by nodes in the DAG) that have side effects result in the collapse of the DAG at that point, and the emission of low-level Intermediate Representation (IR) instructions representing the collapsed nodes.

A node with side effects is one through which control-flow cannot proceed without the state of the guest being mutated in some way. For example, a `STORE` node is considered to have side-effects, as the guest machine register file has been changed.

During emission, the tree rooted at that node is traversed, emitting IR for the operations required to produce the input values for that node. This feed-forward technique removes the need to build an entire tree then traverse it later. Collapsing nodes immediately to IR improves the performance of the DBT, as instructions are generated as soon as possible.

Figure 6 shows the corresponding generator function, produced from the optimized SSA form in Figure 5. The generator function is clearly machine generated, but `host` compiler optimizations (in the offline stage) will take care of any inefficiencies in the output source-code. Additionally (and not shown for brevity) the offline stage generates source-code comments, to assist in debugging.

2.3 Online Stage

The online stage of Captive involves the actual creation and running of the guest virtual machine. This takes the form of a KVM-based DBT hypervisor, which instantiates an empty `host virtual machine`, which then loads the execution engine (a small, specialized unikernel) that implements the DBT. The KVM-based portion of the hypervisor also includes software emulations of guest architectural devices (such as the interrupt controller, UARTs, etc). The DBT comprises four main phases, as shown in Figure 7: `Instruction Decoding`, `Translation`, `Register Allocation`, and finally `Instruction Encoding`.

2.3.1 Instruction Decoding

The first phase in our execution pipeline is the instruction decoder, which will decode one `guest` basic block’s worth of instructions at a time. The decoder routines are automatically generated from the architecture description during the offline stage, utilizing techniques such as Krishna and Austin [27], Theiling [43].

2.2.3 Generator Function

The domain-specific SSA itself is not used at runtime, but instead is used in the final offline stage to build simulator-specific generator functions. These functions are either compiled in, or dynamically loaded, by the DBT, and are invoked at JIT compilation time. The generator functions call into the DBT backend, which produces host machine code. When an instruction is to be translated by the DBT, the corresponding generator function is invoked.
This strategy enables high-level operations to take place on transparent values, and implements a weak form of tree pattern matching on demand. When a node is collapsed, specializations can be made depending on how the tree is formed at the node. For example, the STORE node ((d) in Figure 8) that updates the PC by incrementing its value, can be emitted as a single x86 instruction. Instruction selection also takes place at this level, where the generator can utilize host instructions, such as fused-multiply-add when available.

In the case of an x86 host machine, the low-level IR is effectively x86 machine instructions, but with virtual register operands in place of physical registers, as shown in Figure 9. For other host machines, the IR is similar.

2.3.3 Register Allocation

After the low-level IR has been produced by the translation phase, the register allocator makes a forward pass over these instructions to discover live ranges, and then a backward pass to split live ranges into live intervals. During live-range splitting, host machine registers are allocated to virtual registers, and conflicts are resolved. Whilst not producing an optimal solution, the register allocator is fast. The allocator also marks dead instructions, so that at encoding time those instructions are ignored. Our register allocation algorithm is similar to the simplified graph-coloring scheme from Cai et al. [9], but with additional dead code elimination.

2.3.4 Instruction Encoding

After register allocation is complete, the low-level intermediate form of instructions can be directly lowered into machine code. The list of instructions is traversed for a final time, and the machine code is generated directly from the instruction’s meta-data, into a code buffer. Any instructions that were classified as dead during register allocation are skipped.

Once machine code emission is completed, a final pass is made to apply patches to relative jump instructions, as this value is only known once each instruction has been emitted, and therefore sized.
2.4 Exploiting Host Architectural Features

System-level DBT naturally involves emulating a range of guest architectural components, most notably the MMU. Traditionally, this emulation is performed in software, where each memory access must perform an address translation that takes a virtual address, and translates it via the guest page tables to a corresponding guest physical address. In QEMU, a cache is used to accelerate this translation, but in Captive we utilize the host MMU directly by mapping guest page table entries to equivalent host page table entries. This reduces the overhead of memory access instructions significantly, as we do not need to perform cache look-ups, and can work with the guest virtual address directly. Larger guest page sizes are supported by the host MMU directly, as multiple host pages can represent a single larger guest page. In the case of smaller guest pages, we must emulate memory accesses carefully to ensure permissions within a page are not violated. In general, we support an n:m mapping between guest and host page sizes, where n, m are powers of 2.

This technique is not possible with a DBT that runs in user-mode, as the OS retains control of the host MMU page tables (although attempts have been made to emulate this by using the mmap system call [51]). However, with Captive, we are operating in a bare-metal environment (see Figure 11), and are able to configure the host architecture in any way we want. By tracking the protection ring of the guest machine, and executing the translated guest code in the corresponding host protection ring, we can take advantage of the host system’s memory protection mechanism, for efficient implementation of guest memory protection.

We also take advantage of the x86 software interrupt mechanism (invoked using the int instruction), the x86 port-based I/O instructions (in and out), and the x86 fast system call instructions (syscall and sysret). These features are used to accelerate implementations of instructions that require additional non-trivial behaviors, e.g. accessing co-processors, manipulation of page tables, flushing Translation Lookaside Buffers (TLBs), and other operations specific to system-level DBT.

2.5 Floating Point/SIMD Support

In order to reduce JIT complexity, QEMU uses a software floating-point implementation, where helper methods are used to implement floating-point operations. This results in the emission of a function call as part of the instruction execution, adding significant overhead to the emulation of these instructions. Figure 10 gives an example of two ARM floating-point instructions, which are translated by QEMU to the x86 code in Figure 11, and by Captive to the code in Figure 12. Whilst QEMU implements the fmov directly (lines 1—3), in much the same way as Captive, QEMU issues a function call for the floating-point multiplication (fmul). In contrast, Captive emits a host floating-point multiplication instruction, which operates directly on the guest register file.

Not all floating-point operations are trivial, however. Notably, there are significant differences with the way floating-point flags, NaNs, rounding modes, and infinities are handled by the underlying architecture, and in some cases this incompatibility between floating-point implementations needs to be accounted for. In these cases, Captive emits fix-up code that will ensure the guest machine state is bit-accurate with how the guest machine would normally operate. Captive only supports situations where the host machine is at least as precise as the guest. This is the most common scenario for our use cases, but in the event of a precision mismatch, we can either (a) use the x86 80-bit FPU (to access additional precision), or (b) utilise a software floating-point library.

Like QEMU, Captive emits Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) instructions when translating a guest vector instruction, however QEMU’s support is restricted to integer and bit-wise vector operations whereas Captive more aggressively utilizes host SIMD support.
2.6 Translated Code Management

Captive employs a code cache, similar to QEMU, which maintains the translated code sequences. The key difference is that we index our translations by guest physical address, while QEMU indexes by guest virtual address. The consequence of this is that our translations are retained and re-used for longer, whereas QEMU must invalidate all translations when the guest page tables are changed. In contrast, we only invalidate translations when self-modifying code is detected. We utilize our ability to write-protect virtual pages to efficiently detect when a guest memory write may modify translated code, and hence invalidate translations only when necessary. A further benefit is that translated code is re-used across different virtual mappings to the same physical address, e.g. when using shared libraries.

2.7 Virtual Memory Management

To accelerate virtual memory accesses in the guest, we dedicate the lower half of the host VMs virtual address space for the guest machine, and utilise the upper half for use by Captive. The lower half of the address space is mapped by taking corresponding guest page table entries, and turning them into equivalent host page table entries.

To make a memory access, the guest virtual address is masked, to keep it within the lower range, and if the address actually came from a higher address, the host page tables are switched to map the lower addresses to guest upper addresses. The memory access is then performed using the masked address directly, thus benefitting from host MMU acceleration.

3 Evaluation

Performance comparisons in the DBT space are difficult: most of the existing systems are not publicly available, and insufficient information is provided to reconstruct these systems from scratch. Furthermore, results published in the literature often make use of different guest/host architecture pairs and differ in supported features, which prohibit meaningful relative performance comparisons. For this reason we evaluate Captive against the widely used QEMU DBT as a baseline, supported by targeted micro-benchmarks and comparisons to native architectures on a Raspberry Pi 3B, and an AMD Opteron A1100 (Table 4). We utilized both the integer and C++ floating-point benchmarks from SPEC CPU2006. Our comparisons to QEMU were made with version 2.12.1.

3.2 Application Benchmarks

We have evaluated the performance of Captive and QEMU using the standard SPEC2006 benchmark suite with the Reference data set. As can be seen in Figure 13, we obtain significant speedups in most Integer benchmarks, with a geometric mean speedup of 2.2×. The two benchmarks where we experience a slow-down are 456.hmmer and 462.libquantum, which can be attributed to suboptimal register allocation in hot code. Figure 14 shows the speed up of Captive over QEMU on the C++ Floating Point portion of the benchmark suite. Here we obtain a geometric mean speedup of 6.49×. This large speedup can mainly be attributed to QEMU’s use of a software floating point implementation, while we use the host FPU and vector units directly.

3.3 Additional Guest Architectures

We also have descriptions in our ADL for other guest architectures, detailed in Table 5. However, with the exception of ARMv7-A, these implementations currently lack full-system support. For the ARMv7-A case, we have observed similar average speed-ups of 2.5×, and up to 6× across the SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suite using Captive.

For example, Harmonia achieves a similar speedup of 2.2 over QEMU, but this is for user-level DBT of a 32-bit guest on a 64-bit host system whereas we achieve a speedup of 2.2 over QEMU for the harder problem of system-level DBT of a 64-bit guest onto a 64-bit host system.

### Table 3: DBT Host System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>AMD Opteron A1170</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>ARMv8-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cores/Threads</td>
<td>8/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 Cache</td>
<td>IS48kB/D$32kB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3 Cache</td>
<td>8 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3 Cache</td>
<td>16 GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4: Native Arm Host Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Raspberry Pi 3 Model B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>ARMv8-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cores/Threads</td>
<td>4/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 Cache</td>
<td>IS16kB/D$16kB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3 Cache</td>
<td>-/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4: Native Arm Host Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>HP z440</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>x86-64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cores/Threads</td>
<td>4/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 Cache</td>
<td>IS128kB/D$128kB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3 Cache</td>
<td>10 MB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5: Native Arm Host Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>AMD Opteron A1170</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>ARMv8-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cores/Threads</td>
<td>8/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 Cache</td>
<td>IS48kB/D$32kB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3 Cache</td>
<td>8 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3 Cache</td>
<td>16 GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional RISC-V and x86 models will be released together with Captive.

Additional RISC-V and x86 models will be released together with Captive.

Missing Fortran benchmarks are due to the benchmarks not working both natively, and in QEMU.
3.4 JIT Compilation Performance

Captive is on average 2.6× slower at translating guest basic blocks than QEMU. This is due in part to the more aggressive online optimizations we perform, but additionally QEMU’s DBT has had years of hand-tuning, and benefits from a monolithic implementation.

However, the previous results clearly indicate that our compilation latency does not affect the runtime of the benchmarks. In fact, the extra effort we put into compilation ensures that our code quality surpasses that of QEMU’s, as will be demonstrated in Section 3.5. Figure 15 shows that indeed, when using the SimBench micro-benchmark suite [47], the Large-Blocks and Small-Blocks benchmark indicate that our code generation speed is 65% and 85% slower, respectively. These benchmarks are described in Section 3.5.

Figure 16 provides a further breakdown of the time spent for JIT compilation: instruction translation (including invocation DAG generation and instruction selection) takes up more than 50% of the total JIT compilation time, followed by register allocation (including liveness analysis and dead code elimination), then host instruction encoding. Guest instruction decoding takes up 2.75% of the compilation pipeline.

We have also collected aggregate translation size statistics for 429.mcf. We found that Captive generates larger code than QEMU, with Captive generating 67.53 bytes of host code per guest instruction, compared to QEMU’s 40.26 bytes. This is due the use of vector operations in the benchmarks: while QEMU frequently emits (relatively small) function calls for
that the vast majority of blocks are executed more quickly on Captive than on QEMU. In fact, we observe a code quality related speedup of 3.44 for this benchmark, represented by the positive shift of the regression line along the y-axis. Further investigation reveals that Captive emits and executes, on average, 10 host instructions per guest instruction in addition to any block prologue and epilogue.

### 3.6.1 Impact of offline optimizations

Our offline generation system has four levels of optimization (O1–O4), although in practice we only use the maximum optimization level. These optimizations directly affect the amount of source code generated in the offline phase, where lower levels (e.g. O1) emit longer code sequences in the generator functions. This translates to more operations to perform at JIT compilation time, and therefore (a) larger JIT compilation latency, and (b) poorer code quality.

At the O1 optimization level, only function inlining is performed, and results in the ARMv8A model comprising 271,299 lines of generated code. At O4 (where a series of aggressive domain specific optimizations are performed), there is a reduction of 56%, to 120,162 lines of generated code.
### Table 6: Related Work: Feature comparison of existing DBT systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DBT System (Year)</th>
<th>Guest ISA</th>
<th>Host ISA</th>
<th>Static/Dynamic</th>
<th>User/System</th>
<th>Distinct Contributions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>StarDBT [48] (2007)</td>
<td>IA-32, x86-64</td>
<td>IA-32, x86-64</td>
<td>Trace lengthening</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MagiXen [10]</td>
<td>ARM</td>
<td>IA-32</td>
<td>Integration with XEN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQEMU [18] (2011)</td>
<td>ARM</td>
<td>x86-64</td>
<td>Multi-core guest platform</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captive [19]</td>
<td>ARMv7A</td>
<td>x86-64</td>
<td>VT Hardware Acceleration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HybridDBT [33] (2017)</td>
<td>RISC-V</td>
<td>VLIW</td>
<td>Custom DBT Hardware</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captive</td>
<td>Retargetable (ARMv8)</td>
<td>Retargetable (x86-64 + VT)</td>
<td>Aggressive offline optim. VM &amp; bare-metal JIT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7: Related Work: Individual compilation techniques for Binary Translation systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Guest ISA</th>
<th>Host ISA</th>
<th>Static/Dynamic</th>
<th>User/System</th>
<th>Distinct Contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xu et al. [54]</td>
<td>IA-32</td>
<td>IA-64</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>User</td>
<td>Compiler Metadata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kedia and Bansal [25]</td>
<td>x86-64</td>
<td>x86-64</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>System</td>
<td>Kernel-level DBT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spink et al. [39]</td>
<td>ARMv7A</td>
<td>x86-64</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>User</td>
<td>Support for Dual-ISA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. [49]</td>
<td>IA-32</td>
<td>x86-64</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>User</td>
<td>Persistent code caching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shigenobu et al. [36]</td>
<td>ARMv7A</td>
<td>LLVM-IR</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>User</td>
<td>ARM-to-LLVM IR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. [50]</td>
<td>ARMv5</td>
<td>x86-64</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>System</td>
<td>Learning of translation rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong et al. [22]</td>
<td>ARM NEON</td>
<td>x86 AVX2/AVX-512</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>User</td>
<td>Short-SIMD to Long-SIMD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.6.2 Hardware Floating-point Emulation

In contrast to QEMU, Captive utilises a hardware emulated floating-point approach, where guest floating-point instructions are directly mapped to corresponding host floating-point instructions, if appropriate. Any fix-ups required to maintain bit-accuracy are performed inline, rather than calling out to helper functions. This increases the complexity of host portability, but significantly improves performance.

To determine the effect of this, we utilised a microbenchmark that exercised a small subset of (common) floating-point operations, and observed a speed-up of 2.17× of Captive (with hardware floating-point emulation) over QEMU (with software floating-point emulation). We then replaced our DBT’s floating-point implementation with a software-based one (taken directly from the QEMU source-code), and observed a speed-up of 1.68×. This translates to a speed-up of 1.3× within Captive itself.

3.7 Comparison to Native Execution

We also compare the performance of Captive against two ARMv8-A hardware platforms: a Raspberry Pi 3 Model B and an AMD Opteron A1170 based server (see Table 4). The results of this comparison can be seen in Figure 18 and enable us to compare absolute performance levels in relation to physical platforms: across the entire SPEC CPU2006 suite Captive is about twice as fast as a 1.2GHz Cortex-A53 core of a Raspberry Pi 3, and achieves about 40% of the performance of a 2.0GHz Cortex-A57 core of the A1170. While outperformed by server processors it indicates that Captive can deliver performance sufficient for complex applications.

Finally, we compare the performance of Captive against native execution of the benchmarks compiled for and directly executed on the x86-64 host. Across all benchmarks we observe a speedup of 7.24 of native execution over system-level DBT, i.e. the overhead is still substantial, but Captive has significantly narrowed the performance gap between native execution, and system-level DBT.

4 Related Work

Due to their versatility DBT systems have found extensive interest in the academic community, especially since the mid-90s. In Table 6 we compare features and highlight specific contributions of many relevant DBT systems and techniques presented in the academic literature. The vast majority of existing DBT systems only provide support for user-level applications, but there also exist a number of system-level DBT approaches to which we compare Captive. In addition, numerous individual compilation techniques have been developed specifically for binary translators. Those relevant to our work on Captive are summarized in Table 7.

Captive is inspired by existing system-level DBT systems and we have adopted proven features while developing novel. Like Shade [13], Embra [53], and QEMU [4] Captive is interpreter-less and uses a basic block compiler with block chaining and trace caching. Our binary translator, however, is not hand-coded, but generated from a machine description. This allows for ease-of-retargeting comparable to Pydgin [29], but at substantially higher performance levels. Unlike Walkabout [12], Yirr-Ma [44], or ISAMAP [38], which similarly rely on machine descriptions, Captive employs split compilation and applies several optimizations offline, i.e. at module generation time, rather than relying on expensive runtime optimizations only. Instead of software emulation of floating-point (FP) arithmetic like QEMU or unsafe FP implementation like HQEMU [21], our FP implementation is bit-accurate, but still leverages the host system’s FP capabilities wherever possible. Similar to IA-32 EL [28] Captive translates guest SIMD instructions to host SIMD instructions wherever possible, but this mapping is generalized for any guest/host architecture pair. Like QuickTransit [26] or HyperMAMBO [15] Captive operates as a hypervisor, but provides a full-system environment rather than hosting only a single application. Captive shares this property with MagiXen [10], but provides full support for 64-bit guests on a 64-bit host rather than only 32-bit guests on a 64-bit host (which avoids address space mapping challenges introduced by same word-size system-level DBT).

5 Summary & Conclusion

In this paper we developed a novel system-level DBT hypervisor, which can be retargeted to new guest systems using a high-level ADL. We combine offline and online optimizations as well as a JIT compiler operating in a virtual bare-metal environment with full access to the virtual host processor to deliver performance exceeding that of conventional, manually optimized DBT systems operating as normal user processes. We demonstrate this using an ARMv8-A guest running a full unmodified ARM Linux environment on an x86-64 host, where Captive outperforms the popular QEMU DBT across SPEC CPU2006 application benchmarks while on average reaching 2× the performance of a 1.2GHz entry-level Cortex-A53 or 40% of a 2.0GHz server-type Cortex-A57.

5.1 Future Work

Our future work will consider support for multi- and many-core architectures, heterogeneous platforms, and support for various ISA extensions, e.g. for virtualization or secure enclaves, inside the virtualized guest system. We also plan to investigate possibilities for synthesizing guest and host architecture descriptions in the spirit of Buchwald et al. [8], or using existing formal specifications. We are also investigating a tiered compilation approach, to aggressively optimize hot code, and adding support for host retargeting, by using the same ADL as for our guest architectures.
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Abstract

Multi-tenant cloud computing provides great benefits in terms of resource sharing, elastic pricing, and scalability, however, it also changes the security landscape and introduces the need for strong isolation between the tenants, also inside the network. This paper is motivated by the observation that while multi-tenancy is widely used in cloud computing, the virtual switch designs currently used for network virtualization lack sufficient support for tenant isolation. Hence, we present, implement, and evaluate a virtual switch architecture, MTS, which brings secure design best-practice to the context of multi-tenant virtual networking: compartmentalization of virtual switches, least-privilege execution, complete mediation of all network communication, and reducing the trusted computing base shared between tenants. We build MTS from commodity components, providing an incrementally deployable and inexpensive upgrade path to cloud operators. Our extensive experiments, extending to both micro-benchmarks and cloud applications, show that, depending on the way it is deployed, MTS may produce 1.5-2x the throughput compared to state-of-the-art, with similar or better latency and modest resource overhead (1 extra CPU). MTS is available as open source software.

1 Introduction

Security landscape of cloud virtual networking. Datacenters have become a critical infrastructure of our digital society, and with the fast growth of data centric applications and AI/ML workloads, dependability requirements on cloud computing will further increase [13]. At the heart of an efficiently operating datacenter lies the idea of resource sharing and multi-tenancy: independent instances (e.g., applications or tenants) can utilize a given infrastructure concurrently, including the compute, storage, networking, and management resources deployed at the data center, in a physically integrated but logically isolated manner [38, 23].

At the level of the data center communication network, isolation is provided by the network virtualization architecture. Key to network virtualization is the virtual switch (vswitch), a network component located in the Host virtualization layer of the (edge) servers that connects tenants’ compute and storage resources (e.g., Virtual Machines (VMs), storage volumes, etc.), provisioned at the server, to the rest of the data center and the public Internet [38, 33, 54].

Multi-tenancy is typically provided in this design by (i) deploying the vswitches with the server’s Host operating system/hypervisor (e.g., Open vSwitch aka OvS [56]); (ii) using flow-table-level isolation: the vswitch’s flow tables are divided into per-tenant logical datapaths that are populated with sufficient flow table entries to link tenants’ data-center-bound resources into a common interconnected workspace [38, 33, 54]; and (iii) overlay networks using a tunneling protocol, e.g., VXLAN [73], to connect tenants’ resources into a single workspace. Alternatives to this Host-based vswitch model [56], e.g., NIC-based vswitch solutions [33, 27] and FPGA-based designs [22], share the main trait that the logical datapaths have a common networking substrate (vswitch).

Despite the wide-scale deployment [16, 22, 33], the level of (logical and performance) isolation provided by vswitches is not yet well-understood. For example, Thimmaraju et al. [69] uncovered a serious isolation problem with a popular virtual switch (OvS). An adversary could not only break out of the VM and attack all applications on the Host, but could also manifest as a worm, and compromise an entire datacenter in a few minutes. Csikor et al. [15] identified a severe performance isolation vulnerability, also in OvS, which results in a low-resource cross-tenant denial-of-service attack. Such attacks may exacerbate concerns surrounding the security and adoption of public clouds (that is already a major worry across cloud users [62]).

Indeed, a closer look at the cloud virtual networking best-practice, whereby per-tenant logical datapaths are deployed on a single Host-based vswitch using flow-table-level isolation [38, 33, 54], reveals that the current state-of-the-art violates basically all relevant secure system design princi-
Secure vswitch design. The main motivation for our work is the observation that current virtual switch architectures are not well-suited for multi-tenancy. This observation leads us to revisit the fundamental design of secure vswitches. Hence, in this paper, we present, implement, and evaluate a multi-tenant (virtual) switch architecture, MTS, which extends the benefits of multi-tenancy to the vswitch in a secure manner, without imposing prohibitive resource requirements or jeopardizing performance.

Fig. 1 illustrates the key idea underlying the MTS design, by showing the security-performance-resource trade-offs for different architectures. The current vswitch architecture is shown in Fig. 1(a), whereby per-tenant logical datapaths share a common (physical or software) switch component deployed at the Host hypervisor layer (in the rest of this paper, we shall sometimes refer to this design point as the “Baseline”). As we argued above, this design is fundamentally insecure and violates basic secure design principles, like least privilege, complete mediation, or the least common mechanism. In MTS, we address the least privilege principle by the compartmentalization of the vswitches (Fig. 1(b)): by moving the vswitches into dedicated vswitch VMs, we can prevent an attacker from compromising the Host via the vswitch. Then, we establish a secure communication channel between the tenant VMs and the vswitch VM via a trusted hardware technique, Single Root Input/Output Virtualization, or SR-IOV, a common feature implemented in most modern NICs and motherboard. Thus, all tenant-to-tenant and tenant-Host networking is completely mediated via the SR-IOV NIC. Adopting Google’s extra security layer design principle which requires that between any untrusted and trusted component, there have to be at least two distinct security boundaries, we introduce a second level of isolation by moving the vswitch, deployed into the vswitch VM, to the user space. Hence, at least two independent security mechanisms need to fail (user-kernel separation and VM-isolation) for the untrusted tenant code to gain access to the Host.

Interestingly, we are able to show the resultant secure vswitch design, which we call the single vswitch VM design, does not come at the cost of performance; just the contrary, our evaluations show that we can considerably improve throughput and latency, for a relatively small price in resources. Finally, we introduce a “hardened” MTS design that we call the multiple vswitch VMs design (Fig. 1(c)), whereby, in line with the principle of the least common mechanism, we further separate the vswitch by creating multiple separate vswitch VMs, one for each tenant (or based on security zones/classes). This way, we can maintain full network isolation for multiple tenants.

Contributions. Our main contributions in this paper are:

- We identify requirements and design principles that can prevent the virtual switch from being a liability to virtualization in the cloud, and we carefully apply these principles to revisit multi-tenancy in virtual networking.

- We present MTS, a secure vswitch design whereby the vswitch is moved into a separate VM that prevents malicious tenants from compromising the Host via the virtual switch, and we also show a “hardened” MTS design that also prevents compromising other tenants’ virtual
networks through the vswitch. All our designs are incrementally deployable, providing an inexpensive deployment experience for cloud operators.

- We report on extensive experiments with our MTS prototype and we find a noteworthy improvement (1.5-2x) in throughput compared to the Baseline, with similar or better latency for an extra CPU. We build our prototype from off-the-shelf commodity components and existing software; MTS and the data from this paper are available at:

  https://www.github.com/securedataplane

**Organization.** We dive deeper into designing a secure vswitch in Section 2. In Section 3 we elaborate on MTS and report on two evaluations in Sections 4 and 5. We enter a discussion of MTS in Section 6, review related work in Section 7 and finally draw conclusions in Section 8.

2 Securing Virtual Switches

As demonstrated in previous work [15, 69], the current state-of-the-art in virtual switch design can be exploited to not only break network isolation, but also to break out of a virtual machine. This motivates us to identify requirements and design principles that make virtual switches a dependable component of the data center [68].

2.1 State-of-the-Art

Virtual networks in cloud systems using virtual switches typically follow a monolithic architecture, where a single controller programs a single vswitch running in the Host OS with per-tenant logical datapaths in the vswitch. Isolation between tenants is at the level of flow-tables [35, 52, 27, 42]: the controller populates the flow tables in each per-tenant logical datapath with sufficient flow rules to connect the tenant’s Host-based VMs to the rest of the data center and the public Internet. Those sets of flow rules are complex: with a small error in one rule potentially having security consequences, e.g., making intra-tenant traffic visible to other tenants.

As shown in Table 1 nearly all vswitches are monolithic in nature. A single vswitch is installed with flow rules for all the tenants hosted on the respective server. This increases the trusted computing base (TCB) of the single vswitch, as it is responsible for Layer 2-7 of the virtual networking stack. Next, nearly 80% of the surveyed vswitches are co-located with the Host virtualization layer. This increases the TCB of the server since a vswitch is a complex piece of software, consisting of tens of thousands of lines of code. The complexity of network virtualization is further increased by the fact that packet processing for roughly 70% of the virtual switches is spread across user space and the kernel (see last two columns in Table 1). These concerns are partially addressed by the current industry trend towards offloading vswitches to smart NICs [35, 52, 27, 42]. Indeed consolidating the vswitch into the NIC can improve the security as it reduces the TCB of the Host. These burgeoning architectures, however, share the main trait that the per-tenant logical datapaths are monolithic, often with full privilege and direct access to the Host OS, which when compromised can break network isolation and be used as a stepping-stone to the Host.

2.2 Threat Model

We assume the attacker’s goal is to either escape network virtualization by compromising the virtual switch, or to tamper with other tenant’s network traffic by controlling the virtual switch [69]. Hence, she can affordably rent a VM in an Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) cloud, or has somehow managed to compromise a VM, e.g., by exploiting a web-server vulnerability [14]. From the VM she can send arbitrary packets, make arbitrary computations, and store arbitrary data. However, she does not have direct control to configure the Host OS and hardware: all configuration access happens through a dedicated cloud management system.

The defender is a public cloud provider who wants to prevent the attacker from compromising virtual network isolation; in particular, the cloud provider wants to maintain tenant-isolation even when the vswitch is compromised. We assume that the cloud provider already supports SR-IOV at NICs [4, 35, 22] and the underlying virtualization and net-
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Table 1: Design characteristics of virtual switches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Emphasis</th>
<th>Monolithic</th>
<th>Co-Location</th>
<th>Kernel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OvS</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cisco NexusV</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMware vSwitch</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Centralized control</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vale</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research prototype</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Isolation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyper-Switch</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS Hyper-V-Switch</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Centralized control</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NetVM</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sv3</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Security</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fd.io</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mSwitch</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BESS</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Programmability</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PISCES</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Programmability</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OvS with DPDK</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESwitch</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS VFP</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mellanox BlueField</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>CPU offload</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid IO</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>CPU offload</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stingray</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>CPU offload</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU-based OvS</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Acceleration</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS AccelNet</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Andromeda</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Flexibility and performance</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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work infrastructure is trusted, including the hypervisor layer, NICs, firmware, drivers, core switches, and so on.

2.3 Design Principles and Security Levels

Our MTS design is based on the application of the secure system design principles, established by Saltzer et al. [61] (see also Bishop [9] and Colp et al. [12]), to the problem space of virtual switches.

Least privilege vswitch. The vswitch should have the minimal privileges sufficient to complete its task, which is to process packets to and from the tenant VMs. Doing so limits the damage that can result from a system compromise or misconfiguration. Current best-practice is, however, to run the vswitch co-located with the Host OS and with elevated privileges; prior work has shown the types and severity of attacks that can happen when this principle fails [69]. A well-known means to the principle of least privilege is compartmentalization: execute the vswitch in an isolated environment with limited privileges and minimal access to the rest of the system. In the next section, we will show how MTS implements compartmentalization by committing the vswitches into one or more dedicated vswitch VMs.

Complete mediation of tenant-to-tenant and tenant-to-host networking. This principle requires that the network communication between the untrusted tenants and the trusted Host is completely mediated by a trusted intermediary to prevent undesired communication. This principle, when systematically applied, may go a long way towards reducing the vswitch attack surface. By channeling all network communication between untrusted and trusted components via a trusted intermediary (a so-called reference monitor), the communication can be validated, monitored and logged based on security policies. In the next section, we will show how complete mediation is realized in MTS using a secure SR-IOV channel between the tenant VMs, vswitches and Host.

Extra security boundary between the tenant and the host. This security principle, widely deployed at Google [1], requires that between any untrusted and trusted component there has to be at least two distinct security boundaries, so at least two independent security mechanisms need to fail for the untrusted component to gain access to the sensitive component [7]. We establish this extra layer of security in MTS by moving the vswitch to user space. This also contributes to implementing the “least privilege” principle: the user-space vswitch can drop administrator privileges after initialization.

Least common mechanisms. This principle addresses the amount of infrastructure shared between tenants; applied to the context of vswitches this principle requires that the network resources (code paths, configuration, caches) common to more than one tenant should be minimized. Indeed, every shared resource may become a covert channel [9]. Correspondingly, decomposing the vswitches themselves into multiple compartments could lead to hardened vswitch designs.

Security levels. From these principles, we can obtain different levels of security:

- **Baseline**: The per-tenant logical datapaths are consolidated into a single physical or software vswitch that is co-located with the Host OS.
- **Level-1**: Placing the vswitch in a dedicated compartment provides a first level of security by protecting from malicious tenants to compromise the Host OS via the vswitch (“single vswitch VM” in Fig. 1c).
- **Level-2**: Splitting the vswitches into multiple compartments (based on security zones or on a per-tenant basis) adds another level of security, by isolating tenants’ vswitches from each other (“multiple vswitch VMs” in Fig. 1c).
- **Level-3**: Moving the vswitches into user space, combined with Baseline or Level-1 or -2, reduces the impact of a compromise and further reduces the attack surface.

3 The MTS Architecture

We designed MTS with secure design principles from Section 2.3. We first provide an overview and then present our architecture in detail.

3.1 Overview

Compartmentalization. There are many ways in which isolated vswitch compartments can be implemented: full-blown VMs, OS-level sandboxes (jails, zones, containers, plain-old user-space processes [23], and exotic combinations of these [36, 26]), hardware-supported enclaves (Intel’s SGX) [50, 3], or even safe programming language compilers (Rust), runtimes (eBPF), and instruction sets (Intel MPX). For flexibility, simplicity, and ease of deployment, MTS relies on conventional VMs as the main unit of compartmentalization.

VMs provide a rather strong level of isolation and are widely supported in hardware, software, and management systems. This in no way means that VM-based vswitches are mandatory for MTS, just that this approach offers the highest flexibility for prototyping. For simplicity, Fig. 2 depicts two vswitch compartments (Red and Blue solid boxes) running independent vswitches in their isolated VMs. The multiple compartments further reduce the common mechanisms between the vswitch and the connected tenants, achieving security Level-2. Security Level-1, although not depicted, would involve only a single vswitch VM.

Complete mediation. To mediate all interactions between untrusted tenant code and the Host OS through the vswitch, we need a secure and high-performance communication medium between the corresponding compartments/VMs. In
MTS we use Single Root IO Virtualization (SR-IOV) to interconnect the vswitch compartments (see Figure 2).

SR-IOV is a PCI-SIG standard to make a single PCIe device, e.g., a NIC, appear as multiple PCIe devices that can then be attached to multiple VMs. An SR-IOV device has one or more physical functions (PFs) and one or more virtual functions (VFs), where the PFs are typically attached to the Host and the VFs to the VMs. Only the Host OS driver has privileges to configure the PFs and VFs. The NIC driver in the VMs in turn have restricted access to VF configuration. Only via the Host, VFs and PFs can be configured with unique MAC addresses and VLAN tags. Network communication between the PFs and VFs occurs via an L2 switch implemented in the NIC based on the IEEE Virtual Ethernet Bridging standard [37]. This enables Ethernet communication not only from and to the respective VMs (vswitch and tenants) based on the destination VF’s MAC address but also to the external networks.

Sharing the NIC SR-IOV VF driver and the Layer 2 network virtualization mechanism implemented by the SR-IOV NIC is considerably simpler than including the NIC driver and the entire network virtualization stack (Layer 2-7) in the TCB. Tenants already share SR-IOV NIC drivers in public clouds [4, 35, 5]. Virtual networks can be built as we will see next, as per-tenant user-space applications implementing Layer 3-7 of the virtual networking stack.

Thanks to the use of SR-IOV in MTS, packets to and from tenant VMs completely bypass the Host OS; instead, all potentially malicious traffic is channeled through the trusted hardware medium (SR-IOV NIC) to the vswitch VMs. Furthermore, using SR-IOV reduces CPU overhead and improves performance (see Section 4). Finally, SR-IOV provides an attractive upgrade path towards fully offloaded, smart-NIC based virtual networking: chip [39] and OS vendors [74, 66] have been supporting SR-IOV for many years now at a reasonable price, major cloud providers already have SR-IOV NICs deployed in their data centers [4, 35, 5], and, perhaps most importantly, this design choice liberates us from having to re-implement low-level and complex network components [34]: we can simply use any desired vswitch, deploy it into a vswitch VM, configure and attach VFs to route tenants’ traffic through the vswitch, and start processing packets right away.

User-space packet processing. As discussed previously, we may choose to deploy the vswitches into the vswitch VM user-space to establish an extra security boundary between the tenant and the Host OS (Level-3 design). Thanks to the advances in kernel bypass techniques, several high-performance and feature-rich user-space packet processing frameworks are available today, such as Netmap [58], FD.IO [67], or Intel’s DPDK [30]. Our current design of MTS leverages OvS with the DPDK datapath for implementing the vswitches [60]. DPDK is widely supported, it has already been integrated with popular virtual switch products, and extensive operational experience is available regarding the expected performance and resource footprint [40]. Note, however, that using DPDK and OvS is not mandatory in MTS; in fact, thanks to the flexibility provided by our VM-components and SR-IOV, we can deploy essentially any user-space vswitch to support MTS.

3.2 Detailed Architecture

For the below discussion, we consider the operation of MTS for one vswitch compartment and its corresponding tenant VMs from the Level-2 design shown in Fig. 2. The case when only a single compartment (Level-1) is used is similar in vein: the flow table entries installed into the vswitch and the VFs attached to the vswitch compartment need to be modified somewhat; for lack of space we do not detail the Level-1 design any further.

Connectivity. Each vswitch VM is allocated at least one VF (In/Out VF) for external (inter-server) connectivity and another as a gateway (Gw VF) for vswitch-VM-to-tenant-VM connectivity as shown in Fig. 2. Isolation between the external and the tenant network (tenant VF shown as T VF in the Figure) is enforced at the NIC-level by configuring the Gw VF and the tenant VFs with a VLAN tag specific to the tenant. Different VLAN tags are used to further isolate the multiple vswitch compartments and their resp. tenants on that server.

The packets between VFs/PFs in the NIC are forwarded based on the destination MAC address and securely isolated using VLAN tags (the same security model as provided by enterprise Ethernet switches). For all packets to and from the tenant VMs to pass through the vswitch-VM, the destination MAC address of each packet entering and leaving the NIC needs to be accurately set, otherwise packets will not reach the correct destination. This can be addressed by introducing minor configuration changes to the normal operation of the tenant and the vswitches, detailed below.

Ingress chain. Fig. 3 illustrates the process by which packets from an external network reach the tenant VMs. In step 1 a packet enters the server through the NIC fabric
Figure 3: A step-by-step illustration of how packets enter and leave the Red tenant from Figure 2 in MTS. (a) shows how ingress packets reach Tenant_{Red}. (b) shows how Tenant_{Ext} packets reach an external system Tenant_{Ext}.

System support. Next, we detail the modifications the cloud operator needs to apply to the conventional vswitch setup to support MTS. The primary requirement is to modify the centralized controllers to appropriately configure tenant specific VFs with Vlan tags and MAC addresses, and insert correct flow rules to ensure the vswitch-tenant connectivity. Second, advanced multi-tenant cloud systems rely on tunneling protocols to support L2 virtual networks. This is also supported by MTS, by modifying the flow tables to pop/insert the appropriate headers whenever packets need to be decapsulated/encapsulated. Note that after decapsulation the tunnel id can be used in conjunction with the destination IP address to identify the appropriate tenant VM. Third, the ARP entry for the default gateway must be appropriately set in each tenant VM so that packets from the tenant VM go to the vswitch VM. To this end, the tenant VMs can be configured with a static ARP entry pointing to the appropriate Gw VF, or using the centralized controller and vswitch as a proxy-ARP/ARP-responder [47]. Finally, to prevent malicious tenants from launching an attack on the system, the cloud operator needs to deploy security filters in the NIC. In particular, source MAC address spoofing prevention must be enabled on all tenant VMs’ VFs. Furthermore, flow-based wildcard filters can also be applied in the NIC for additional security, e.g., to drop packets not destined to the vswitch compartment, to prevent the Host from receiving packets from the tenant VMs, etc. Our MTS implementation, described in Section 4, takes care of removing the manual management burden in applying the above steps.

Resource allocation. Additional levels of security usually come with increased resource requirement, needed to run the security/isolation infrastructure. Below, we describe two resource sharing strategies and how the VFs are allocated to the vswitch compartments. However, due to the sheer quantity and diversity in cloud setups, we restrict the discussion to plain compute and memory resources and the number of SR-IOV VFs for the different MTS security levels.

We consider two modes for compute and memory resources. A shared mode where tenants’ vswitches share a single physical CPU core, while in the isolated mode each tenant’s vswitch is pinned to a different core. However, we...
assume that each vswitch compartment gets an equal share of main memory (ram) and this is inexpensive compared to physical CPU cores. Dedicating compute and memory resources for vswitching is not uncommon among cloud operators [22, 16]. Note that the shared and isolated resource allocations are merely two ends of the resource allocation spectrum, different sets of vswitch VMs could be allocated resources differently, e.g., based on application or customer requirements. In the next section we will see that the resource requirement for multiple vswitch VM compartments, i.e., Level-2 alone, is not resource prohibitive in the shared mode, however, Level-2 and Level-3 can be.

Regarding the number of SR-IOV VFs needed, the current standard allows each SR-IOV device to have up to 64 VFs per PF. For Level-1, the total number of VFs is given by the sum of i) the number of VFs allocated for external connectivity (In/Out VF); ii) the total number of tenant-specific gateway VFs; and iii) tenant-specific VM VFs hosted on the server. In a basic Level-1 setup hosting 1 tenant, with 1 In/Out VF and 1 gateway VF and 1 VF for the tenant VM, the total VFs is 3. Similarly for 4 tenants, the total VFs is 9. For Level-2, the total number of VFs is given by the sum of i) the tenant-specific VFs allocated for external connectivity; ii) the tenant-specific gateway VFs; and iii) tenant-specific VM VFs hosted on the server. For a basic Level-2 setup hosting 2 tenants, with 1 In/Out VF, 1 gateway VF per tenant vswitch and 1 VF for each tenant VM, the total VFs is 6. Similarly for 4 tenants, the total VFs is 12.

4 Evaluating Tradeoffs

We designed a set of experiments to empirically evaluate the security-performance-resource tradeoff of MTS. To this end, we measure MTS’s performance for different security levels under different resource allocation strategies, in canonical cloud traffic scenarios [19]. The focus is on throughput and latency performance metrics, and physical cores and memory for resources. In particular, the experiments serve to verify our expectation that our design does not introduce a considerable overhead in performance. However, we do expect the amount of resources consumed to increase; our aim is to quantify this increase in different realistic setups.

Prototype framework. We took a programmatic approach to our design and evaluation, hence, we developed a set of primitives that can be composed to configure MTS to conduct all the experiments described in this paper. Hence, as a first step we do not consider complex cloud management systems (CMS) such as OpenStack; this way we can conduct self-contained experiments without the possible interference cause by a CMS. Our framework is written in Python and currently supports OvS and ovs-DPDK as the base virtual switch, Mellanox NIC, and the libvirt virtualization framework. Our framework and data are available on-line at the following URL: https://www.github.com/securedataplane

Methodology. We chose a set of standard cloud traffic scenarios (see Fig. 4) and a fixed number of tenants (4). For each of those scenarios, we allocated the necessary resources (Sec. 3) and then configured the vswitch either in its default configuration (Baseline) or one of the three security levels (Sec. 2.3). The system was then connected in a measurement setup to measure the one-way forwarding performance. Important details on the topology, resources, security levels and the hardware and software used are described next.

Traffic scenarios. The three scenarios evaluated are shown in Fig. 4. Physical-to-physical (p2p): Packets are forwarded by the vswitch from the ingress physical port to the egress. This is meant to shed light on basic vswitch forwarding performance. Physical-to-virtual (p2v): Packets are forwarded by the vswitch from one physical port to a tenant VM, and then back from the tenant VM to the other physical port. Compared to the p2p, this will show the overhead to forward to and from the tenant VM. Virtual-to-virtual (v2v): Similar to the p2v, however, when the packets return from the tenant to the vswitch, the vswitch sends the packet to another tenant which then sends it back to the vswitch and then out the egress port. This scenario emulates service chains in network function virtualization. Since the path length increases from p2p to p2v to v2v, we expect the latency to increase and the throughput to decrease when going from p2p to p2v to v2v.

Resources. We allocated compute resources in the following two ways. Shared: All vswitch compartments share 1 physical CPU core and their associated cache levels. Isolated: Each vswitch compartment is allocated 1 physical CPU core and their associated cache levels. In case of the Baseline, we allocated cores proportional to the number of vswitch compartments, e.g., 2 cores to compare with 2 vswitch VMs. For main memory, each VM (vswitch and tenant) was allocated 4 GB of which 1 GB is reserved as one 1GB Huge page. Similarly, for the Baseline, a proportional amount of Huge pages was allocated. When using MTS, each vswitch VM was allocated 2 In/Out VFs (1 per physical port), and 2 appropriately Vlan tagged Gw VFs per tenant (1 per physical port). When DPDK was used in Level-3: one physical core needs to allocated for each ovs-DPDK compartment (including the Baseline), hence, only the isolated mode was used; all In/Out, gateway and tenant ports connected to OvS were assigned DPDK ports (in the case of the Baseline, the tenant port type was the dpdkvhostuserclient [18]). All the tenant VMs got two physical cores and two VFs, 1 per port (these are VMs the tenant would use to run her application) so that the forwarding app (l2fwd) could run without being a bottleneck.

Security levels and tenants. For each resource allocation mode, we configured our setup either in Baseline or one of the three MTS security levels (Section 2.3). In the Baseline and Level-1, there were 4 tenant VMs connected to the
For Level-2, we configured 2 vswitch VMs and each vswitch had 2 tenant VMs, and then we configured 4 vswitch VMs where each vswitch VM had 1 tenant VM. We repeated Level-3 with Baseline, Level-1 and the two Level-2 configurations.

**Setup.** To accurately measure the one-way forwarding performance (throughput and latency), we used two servers connected to each other via 10G short range optical links. The device under test (DUT) server was an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2683 v4 @ 2.10GHz with 64 GB of RAM with the IOMMU enabled but hyper-threading and energy efficiency disabled, and a 2x10G Mellanox ConnectX4-LN NIC with adaptive interrupt moderation and irq balancing disabled. The other server was the packet/load generator (LG), sink and monitor, with an Endace Dag 10X4-P card (which gives us accurate and precise hardware timestamps) [20]. The link between the LG and DUT, and DUT and sink were monitored via a passive optical network tap connected to the Dag card. Each receive stream of the Dag card was allocated 4 GB to receive packets. The Host, vswitch VM and tenant VMs used the Linux kernel 4.4.0-116-generic, Mellanox OFED linux driver 4.3-1.0.1.0, OvS-2.9.0 and DPDK 17.11. Libvirt 1.3.1 was used with QEMU 2.5.0. In the tenant VMs, we adapted the DPDK-17.11 l2_fwd app to rewrite the correct destination MAC address when using MTS, and used the default l2_fwd drain-interval (100 microseconds) and burst size (32) parameters. For the Baseline, we used the default linux bridge in the tenant VMs as using DPDK in the tenant without being backed by QEMU and OvS (e.g., dpdkvhost-userclient) is not a recommended configuration [41]. For network performance measurements, we used Endace dag-5.6.0 software tools (dagflood, dagbits, and dagsnap).

### 4.1 Throughput

Our first performance tradeoff is evaluating the forwarding throughput. This will shed light on the packets per second (pps) processing performance of MTS compared to the Baseline. It also uncovers packet loss sooner than measuring the bandwidth [32]. We measure the aggregate throughput with a constant stream of 64 B packets replayed at line rate (14 Mpps) by the LG and collected at the sink. Since we fixed the number of tenants to 4, the stream of packets comprises 4 flows, each to a respective tenant VM identified by the destination MAC and IP address. At the monitor we collect the packets forwarded to report the aggregate throughput. Each experimental run lasts for 110 seconds and measurements are made from the 10-100 second marks.

**Results.** The throughput measurement data for the shared mode is shown in Fig. 5(a). In Fig. 5(d) we can see the data for the isolated mode and in Fig. 5(g) the data for Level-3 in the isolated mode is shown. From Figures 5(a) and (d) we can see that nearly always MTS had either the same or higher aggregate throughput than the Baseline. The improvement in throughput is most obvious in the p2v and v2v topologies as vswitch-to-tenant communication is via the PCIe bus and NIC switch, which turns out to be faster than Baseline’s memory bus and software approach. Sharing the physical core for multiple compartments (Fig. 5(a)) in the p2v and v2v scenarios can offer 4x isolation (Level-2 with 4 compartments) and a 2x increase in throughput (nearly .4 Mpps and .2 Mpps) compared to the Baseline (nearly .2 Mpps and .1 Mpps).

Fig. 5(d) is noteworthy as multiple cores for vswitch VMs and the Baseline functions as a load-balancer when isolating the CPU cores. In the p2p scenario, the aggregate throughput increases roughly from 1 Mpps to 2 Mpps to 4 Mpps as the number of cores increase. We observe that MTS is slightly more than the Baseline in the p2p, however, in the p2v and v2v scenarios MTS offers higher aggregate throughput. As expected, using DPDK can offer an order of magnitude better throughput (Fig. 5(g)). In the p2p topology, we were able to nearly reach line rate (14.4 Mpps) with four DPDK compartments as the packets were load-balanced across the multiple vswitch VMs, while the Baseline was able to saturate the link with 2 cores. With MTS, the throughput saturates (at around 2.3 Mpps) in the p2v and v2v topologies because several ports are polled using a single core and packets have to bounce off the NIC twice as much compared to the Baseline where we observe nearly twice the throughput for 2 and 4 cores. Nevertheless, we can see a slight increase in the throughput of MTS as the vswitch VMs increase, because the number of ports per vswitch VM decreases as the number of vswitch VMs increase. Due to the limited physical cores on the DUT, we could not evaluate 4 vswitch VMs in the v2v topology as it required more cores and ram than available.

**Key findings.** The key result here is that MTS offers increasing levels of security with comparable, if not increasing levels of throughput in the shared and isolated resource modes, however, the Baseline’s throughput with user-space packet processing (DPDK) is better than MTS.

### 4.2 Latency

The second performance tradeoff we evaluated was the forwarding latency, in particular, we studied the impact of packet size on forwarding. We selected 64B (minimum IPv4 UDP packet size), 512B (average packet), 1500B (maximum MTU) packets and 2048B packets (small jumbo frame). As

---

**Figure 4:** Traffic scenarios evaluated.
in the throughput experiments, we used 4 flows, one to each tenant. For each experimental run, we continuously sent packets from the LG to the sink via the DUT at 10 kpps for 30 seconds. Note that is the aggregate throughput sent to the NIC and not to the vswitch VM. To eliminate possible warm-up effects, we only evaluated the packets from the 10-20 second mark.

Results. For brevity the latency distribution only for 64 B packets is reported here. Fig. 5(b) shows the data for the shared mode, while Fig. 5(e) is for the isolated mode. Level-3 latency data is shown in Fig. 5(h). Although the p2p scenarios shows that MTS increases the latency (Fig. 5(b), (e) and (h)), the p2v and v2v scenarios show that MTS is slightly faster than the Baseline. This is for two reasons. First, packets between the vswitch and the tenant VMs pass through the SR-IOV NIC (PCIe bus) rather than a software only vswitch (memory bus). Second, when using the Baseline the tenant uses the Linux bridge. The exception to this can be seen with user-space packet processing (Fig. 5(h)), where the Baseline with a single core for dpdk (2 in total) is always faster than MTS. As mentioned in Section 4.1 due to resource limitations we could not evaluate the 4 vswitch VMs in v2v.

The variance in latency increases as more compartments share the same physical core (Fig. 5(b)). Isolating the vswitch VM cores leads to more predictable latency as seen in Fig. 5(e). When using DPDK (Fig. 5(h)) we make two observations: i) MTS takes longer to forward packets than without using DPDK; ii) the latency for Baseline with 2 and 4 cores for dpdk (3 and 5 in total) is unexpectedly high (around 1 ms). Regarding the former, we conclude that MTS with OvS and DPDK requires further tuning as we used the default OvS-DPDK parameters for the drain interval, batch size and huge pages: There is an inherent tradeoff between high throughput and average per-packet latency when using a shared memory model where a core is constantly polling [17]. For the latter, we observe that the throughput of 10 kpps is too low to drain the multiple queues on the DPDK ports. At 100 kpps and 1 Mpps, we measured an approximately 2 microsecond latency for the p2p scenario.

Key findings. We observe that for the shared mode, and 4× compartmentalization (Level-2), the latency is comparable to the Baseline (p2v) with a lot of variance whereas when isolated the latency is more predictable.

4.3 Resources

In Fig. 5(c), (f) and (i) we see the total CPU and memory consumption for Baseline and MTS. Note that across all the
figures, one core and at least one Huge page is always dedicated for the Host OS. In the case of the (single core) Baseline, the vswitch (OvS) runs in the Host OS and hence shares the Host’s core and ram. However, for the single vswitch VM in the shared, isolated and DPDK modes, the Host OS consumes one core and the vswitch VM consumes another core making the total CPU cores two. Similarly, the 2 and 4 vswitch VMs in the shared mode, also consume the same number of cores as the single vswitch VM but a linear increase in ram. In the isolated mode, MTS consumes only one extra physical core relative to the Baseline, and in DPDK, MTS and Baseline consume equal number of cores. With respect to the memory consumption, we note that MTS’s and Baseline’s memory consumption in the isolated and DPDK modes are the same.

Hence, we conclude that for one extra physical core, MTS offers multiple compartments, making the shared resource allocation economically attractive. The resource cost goes up when user-space packet processing is introduced or isolating cores, making it relatively expensive for multiple vswitch VMs.

Key findings. (i) High levels (2x/4x) of virtual network isolation per server can be achieved with an increase in aggregate throughput (2x) in the shared mode; (ii) for applications that require low and predictable latency, vswitch compartments should use the isolated mode; (iii) although user-space packet processing using DPDK offers high throughput, it is expensive (physical CPU and energy costs).

5 Workload-based Evaluation

We also conducted experiments with real workloads, to gain insights on how cloud applications such as web servers and key-value stores will perform as tenant applications are the end hosts of the virtual networks.

Methodology. For simplicity we focus our workload-based evaluation only on TCP applications as our previous measurements dealt with UDP. In general, we use a similar methodology to the one described in Section 4.1. For all the TCP-based measurements, we configured the tenant VMs to run the respective TCP server and from the client (LG) we benchmark the server to measure the throughput and/or response time. The topologies, resources and setup used to make these measurements are slightly nuanced which we highlight next.

Traffic scenarios. Only the p2v and v2v patterns are evaluated with workloads as we want to understand the performance of applications hosted in the server.

Resources. The ingress and egress ports for all the traffic are on the same physical NIC port unlike in the previous section where the ingress and egress ports were on separated physical ports of the NIC. Hence, each tenant’s vswitch VM was given 1 VF for In/Out and 1 tagged Gw VF. Each tenant VM was given 1 VF.

Setup. The applications generating the load are standard TCP, Apache and Memcached benchmarking tools respectively Iperf3 v3.0.11 [31], ApacheBench v2.3 (ab) [2] and libMemcached v1.0.15 (memslap) [43]. Instead of the Endace card we used a similar Mellanox card at the LG.

5.1 Workloads and Results

Iperf: To compare the maximum achievable TCP throughput, we ran Iperf clients for 100 s with a single stream from the LG to the respective Iperf servers in the DUT’s tenant VM. The aggregate throughput was then reported as the sum of throughput for each client-server. We collected 5 such measurements for each experimental configuration and report the mean with 95% confidence.

Webservice: To study workloads from web servers (a very common cloud application), we consider the open-source Apache web server. Using the ApacheBench tool from the LG, we benchmarked the respective tenant web servers by requesting a static 11.3 KB web page from four clients (one for each webserver). Each client made up to 1,000 concurrent connections for 100 s after which we collected the throughput and latency statistics reported by ApacheBench. In the v2v scenario, we used only two client-servers as one of the tenant VMs simply forwarded packets using the DPDK l2fwd app. We collected 5 such repetitions to finally report the average throughput and latency for each experimental configuration with 95% confidence.

Key-value store: Key-value stores are also commonly used cloud applications (e.g., with web servers). We opted for the open-source Memcached key-value store as it also has an open-source benchmarking tool libMemcached-memslap. We used the default Set/Get ratio of 90/10 for the measurements. The methodology and reporting of the measurements are the same as the webserver.

Results. The data for the Iperf measurements in the shared mode is shown Fig. 6(a). The data for the isolated mode is shown in Fig. 6(f) and Fig. 6(k) depicts the throughput for Level-3. As seen in Section 4.1 here too we observe that MTS has a higher throughput (more than 2x in the shared mode) than the Baseline except when DPDK is used in the v2v topology. MTS saturated the 10G link in the p2v scenario when isolated and DPDK modes were used.

The data from the throughput measurements for the Apache webserver and Memcached key-value store are first reported in the shared mode in Fig. 6(b) and (c) respectively. For the isolated mode they are shown in Fig. 6(g) and (h). Level-3 throughput is shown in Fig. 6(l) and (m). The three main results from the throughput measurements for Apache and Memcached are the following. MTS can offer nearly 2x throughput and 4x isolation (Level-2) in the shared mode. Apache’s and Memcached’s throughput saturated with MTS: we expected the throughput to increase as the vswitch VMs increase when the compartments have isolated cores, how-
ever, we do not observe that. This is further validated when using DPDK. Apache’s and Memcached’s throughput are highly sensitive when the Baseline uses multiple cores in the isolated and DPDK modes which means that using 2 or more cores requires workload specific tuning to the Host: the DPDK parameters, e.g., drain interval, and the workload VMs, e.g., allocating more cores, which may not always be necessary with MTS.

The data from the response time measurements for the Apache webserver and Memcached key-value store are first reported in the shared mode in Fig. 6(d) and (e) respectively. For the isolated mode they are shown in Fig. 6(i) and (j). Level-3 throughput is shown in Fig. 6(n) and (o). Regarding the latency, we again discern that MTS can offer multiple levels of isolation and maintain a lower response time (approximately twice as fast) than the Baseline.

Key findings. Our webserver and key-value store benchmarks reveal that application throughput and latency of real application are improved by MTS. However, for user-space packet processing, the resource costs go up for a fractional benefit in throughput or latency. Hence, biting the bullet for shared resources, offers 4x isolation and approximately 1.5-2x application performance compared to the Baseline.

6 Discussion

Centralized control, accounting and monitoring. MTS introduces the possibility to realize multi-tenant virtual networks which can expose tenant/compartment specific interfaces to a logically centralized control/management plane. This opens up possibilities for full network virtualization, how to expose the interface, and also how to integrate MTS into existing cloud management systems in an easy and usable way. Furthermore, controllers may need to manage more device, topology and forwarding information, however, the computations (e.g., routing) should remain the same. From an accounting and billing perspective, we strongly believe that MTS is a new way to bill and monitor virtual networks at granularity more than a simple flow rule [24]: CPU, memory and I/O for virtual networking can be charged.

SR-IOV: a double-edged sword. If an attacker can compromise SR-IOV, she could violate isolation and in the worst case get access to the Host OS via the PF driver. Hence, a rigorous security analysis of the SR-IOV standard, implementations and SR-IOV-NIC drivers can reduce the chance of a security vulnerability. Compartmentalizing the PF driver is a promising approach [10]. Furthermore, when a vswitch VM is shared among tenants, performance isolation issues...
This paper was motivated by the observation that while vswitches have been designed to enable multi-tenancy, today’s vswitch designs lack strong isolation between tenant virtual networks. Accordingly, we presented a novel vswitch architecture which extends the benefits of multi-tenancy to the virtual switch, offering improved isolation and performance, at a modest additional resource cost. When used in the shared mode (only one extra core), with four vswitch compartments the forwarding throughput (in pps) is 1.5-2 times better than the Baseline. The tenant workloads (web-server and key-value stores) we evaluated also receive a 1.5-2 times performance (throughput and response time) improvement with MTS.

We believe that MTS is a pragmatic solution that can enhance the security and performance of virtual networking in the cloud. In particular, MTS introduces a way to schedule an entire core for tenant-specific network virtualization which has three benefits: (i) application and packet processing performance is improved; (ii) this could be integrated into pricing models to appropriately charge customers on-demand and generate revenue from virtual networking for example; (iii) virtual network and Host isolation is maintained even when the vswitch is compromised.
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Abstract

While it is compelling to process large streams of IoT data on the cloud edge, doing so exposes the data to a sophisticated, vulnerable software stack on the edge and hence security threats. To this end, we advocate isolating the data and its computations in a trusted execution environment (TEE) on the edge, shielding them from the remaining edge software stack which we deem untrusted.

This approach faces two major challenges: (1) executing high-throughput, low-delay stream analytics in a single TEE, which is constrained by a low trusted computing base (TCB) and limited physical memory; (2) verifying execution of stream analytics as the execution involves untrusted software components on the edge. In response, we present StreamBox-TZ (SBT), a stream analytics engine for an edge platform that offers strong data security, verifiable results, and good performance. SBT contributes a data plane designed and optimized for a TEE based on ARM TrustZone. It supports continuous remote attestation for analytics correctness and result freshness while incurring low overhead. SBT only adds 42.5 KB executable to the TCB (16% of the entire TCB). On an octa core ARMv8 platform, it delivers the state-of-the-art performance by processing input events up to 140 MB/sec (12M events/sec) with sub-second delay. The overhead incurred by SBT’s security mechanism is less than 25%.

1 Introduction

Many key applications of Internet of Things (IoT) process a large influx of sensor\textsuperscript{1} data, i.e. telemetry. Smart grid aggregates power telemetry to detect supply/demand imbalance and power disturbances [76], where a power sensor is reported to produce up to 140 million samples per day [16,17]; oil producers monitor pump pressure, tank status, and fluid temperatures to determine if wells work at ideal operating points [55, 60], where an oil rig is reported to produce 1–2 TB of data in a few days [77].

The large telemetry data streams must be processed in time. The high cost and long delay in transmitting data necessitate edge processing [98, 100]: sensors send the data to nearby gateways dubbed “cloud edge”; the edge runs a pipeline of continuous computations to cleanse and summarize the telemetry data and reports the results to cloud servers for deeper analysis. Edge hardware is often optimized for cost and efficiency. According to a 2018 survey [45], modern ARM machines are typical choices for edge platforms. Such a platform often has 2–8 CPU cores and several GB DRAM.

Unfortunately, edge processing exposes IoT data to high security threats. i) Deployed in the wild, the edge suffers from common IoT weaknesses, including lack of professional supervision [58, 118], weak configurations [108, 117], and long delays in receiving security updates [58, 114]. ii) On the edge, the IoT data flows through a set of sophisticated components that expose a wide attack surface. These components include a commodity OS (e.g. Linux or Windows), a variety of user libraries, and a runtime framework called stream analytics engine [37,42,83]. They reuse much code developed for servers and workstations. Their exploitable mis-

\textsuperscript{1}Recognizing that IoT data sources range from small sensors to large equipment, we refer to them all as sensors for brevity.
configurations [121] and vulnerabilities [23, 35, 109] are not uncommon. iii) With data aggregated from multiple sources, the edge is a high-value target to adversaries. For these reasons, edge is even more vulnerable than sensors, which run much simpler software with narrower attack surfaces. Once attackers compromise the edge, they not only access confidential data but also may delete or fabricate data sent to the cloud, threatening the integrity of an entire IoT deployment.

Towards secure stream analytics on an edge platform, our goal is to safeguard IoT data confidentiality and integrity, support verifiable results, and ensure high throughput with low output delay. Following the principle of least privilege [95], we protect the analytics data and computations in a trusted execution environment (TEE) and limit their interface; we leave out the remaining edge software stack which we deem untrusted. By doing so, we shrink the trusted computing base (TCB) to only the protected functionalities, the TEE, and the hardware. We hence significantly enhance data security.

We face three challenges: i) what functionalities should be protected in TEE and behind what interfaces? ii) how to execute stream analytics on a TEE’s low TCB and limited physical memory while still delivering high throughput and low delay? iii) as both trusted and untrusted edge components participate in stream analytics, how to verify the outcome?

Existing solutions are inadequate: pulling entire stream analytics engines to TEE [22, 27, 112] would result in a large TCB with a wide attack surface; the systems securing distributed operators [53, 99, 124] often lack stream semantics or optimizations for efficient execution in a single TEE, which are crucial to the edge; only attesting TEE integrity [65] or data lineages [50, 99, 102, 124] is inadequate for verifying stream analytics. We will show more evidences in the paper.

Our response is StreamBox-TZ (SBT), a secure engine for analyzing telemetry data streams. As shown in Figure 1, SBT builds on ARM TrustZone [2] on an edge platform. SBT contributes the following notable designs:

1. Architecting a data plane for protection SBT provides a data plane exposing narrow, shared-nothing interfaces to untrusted software. SBT’s data plane encloses i) all the analytics data; ii) a new library of low-level stream algorithms called trusted primitives as the only allowed computations on the data; iii) key runtime functions, including memory management and cache-coherent parallel execution of trusted primitives. SBT leaves thread scheduling and synchronization out of TEE.

2. Optimizing data plane performance within a TEE In contrast to many TEE-oblivious stream engines that operate numerous small objects, hash tables, and generic memory allocators [32, 82, 122], SBT embraces unconventional design decisions for its data plane. i) SBT implements trusted primitives with array-based algorithms and contributes new optimizations with handwritten ARMv8 vector instructions. ii) To process high-velocity data in TEE, SBT provides a new abstraction called uArrays, which are contiguous, virtually unbounded buffers for encapsulating all the analytics data; SBT backs uArrays with on-demand paging in TEE and manages uArrays with a specialized allocator. The allocator leverages hints from untrusted software for compacting memory layout. iii) SBT exploits TrustZone’s lesser-explored hardware features: ingesting data directly through trusted IO without a detour through the untrusted OS; avoiding relocating streaming data by leveraging the large virtual address space dedicated to a TEE.

(3) Verifying edge analytics execution SBT supports cloud verifiers to attest analytics correctness, result freshness, and the untrusted hints received during execution. SBT captures coarse-grained dataflows and generates audit records. A cloud verifier replays the audit records for attestation. To minimize overhead in the edge-cloud uplink bandwidth, SBT compresses the records with domain-specific encoding.

Our implementation of SBT supports a generic stream model [1] with a broad arsenal of stream operators. The TCB of SBT contains as little as 267.5 KB of executable code, of which SBT only constitutes 16%. On an octa core ARMv8 platform, SBT processes up to 12M events (144 MB) per second at sub-second output delays. Its throughput on this platform is an order of magnitude higher than an SGX-based secure stream engine running on a small x86 cluster with richer hardware resources [53]. The security mechanisms contributed by SBT incur less than 25% throughput loss with the same output delay; decrypting ingress data, when needed, incurs 4%–35% throughput loss with the same output delay. While sustaining high throughput, SBT uses up to 130 MB of physical memory in most benchmarks.

The key contributions of SBT are: i) a stream engine architecture with strongly isolated data and a lean TCB; ii) a data plane built from the ground up with computations and memory management optimized for a single TrustZone-based TEE; iii) remote attestation for stream analytics on the edge with domain-specific compression of audit records. To our knowledge, SBT is the first system designed and optimized for data-intensive, parallel computations inside ARM TrustZone. Beyond stream analytics, the SBT architecture should help secure other important analytics on the edge, e.g. machine learning inference. The SBT source can be found at http://xsel.rocks/p/streambox.

2 Background & Motivation

2.1 ARM for Cloud Edge

As typical hardware for IoT gateways [45], recent ARM platforms offer competitive performance at low power, suiting edge well. Most modern ARM cores are equipped with TrustZone [2], a security extension for TEE enforcement. TrustZone logically partitions a platform’s hardware resources, e.g. DRAM and IO, into a normal (insecure) and a secure world. CPU cores independently switch between two worlds. A TEE
2.2 Stream Analytics

Stream Model  We target stream analytics over sensor data. A data stream consists of sensor events that carry timestamps defined by event occurrence, as illustrated in Figure 2(a). Programmers specify a pipeline of continuous computations called operators, e.g. Select and GroupBy, that are extensively used for telemetry analytics [62, 90]. As data arrives at the edge, a stream analytics engine ingests the data at the pipeline ingress, pushes the data through the pipeline, and externalizes the results at the pipeline egress.

We follow a generic stream model [14, 32, 69, 85, 122]. Operators execute on event-time scopes called windows. Data sources emit special events called watermarks. A watermark guarantees no subsequent events in the stream will have event times earlier than the watermark timestamp. A pipeline’s output delay is defined as the elapsed time starting from the moment the ingress receives the watermark signaling the completion of the current window to the moment the egress externalizes the window results [82]. A pipeline may maintain its internal states organized by windows at different operators. See prior work [20] for a formal stream model.

Analytics example: Power load prediction  Figure 2(b-c) shows an example derived from an IoT scenario [62]: it predicts future household power loads based on power loads reported by smart power plugs. The example pipeline ingests a stream of power samples and groups them by 1-second fixed windows and by houses. For each house in each window, it aggregates all the loads and predicts the next-window load as an exponentially weighted moving average over the recent windows. At the egress, the pipeline emits a stream of per-house load prediction for each window.

Stream analytics engines  Stream pipelines are executed by a runtime framework called a stream analytics engine [37, 42, 46, 82, 83, 90]. A stream analytics engine consists of two types of function: data functions for data move and computations; control functions for resource management and computation orchestration, e.g. creating and scheduling tasks. The boundary between the two is often blurry. To amortize overheads, control functions often organize data in batches and invoke data functions to operate on the batches.

2.3 Security Threats & Design Objectives

The edge faces common threats in IoT deployment. i) IT expertise is weak. Edge platforms are likely managed by field experts [58, 114, 118] rather than IT experts. Such lack of professional supervision is known to result in weak configurations [108, 117]. ii) The infrastructure is weak. Deployed in the field, the edge often sees slow uplinks [84, 114] and hence much delayed software security updates. For cost saving, edge analytics may need to share OS and hardware with other high-risk, untrusted software such as web browsers [114].

Besides the common threats, existing edge software stacks entrust IoT data with commodity OSes, analytics engines, and language runtimes (e.g. JVM). However, these components are incapable of offering strong security guarantees due to their complexity and wide interfaces. Each of them easily contains more than several hundreds of KSoC [116]. Exploitable vulnerabilities are constantly discovered [3, 6, 23, 35, 38], making these components untrusted in recent research [36, 54, 79, 80]. By exploiting these vulnerabilities, a local adversary as an edge user program may compromise the kernel through the wide user/kernel interfaces [11, 12] or attack an analytics engine through IPC [7]; a remote adversary, through the edge’s network services, may compromise analytics engines [4] or the OS [10]. A successful adversary may expose IoT data, corrupt the data, or covertly manipulate the data. Taking the application in Figure 2(b) as an example, the adversary gains access to the smart plug readings, which may contain residents’ private information, and injects fabricated data.

Objectives  We aim three objectives for stream analytics over telemetry data on an edge platform: i) confidentiality and integrity of IoT data, raw or derived; ii) verifiable correctness
and freshness of the analytics results; iii) modest security overhead and good performance.

3 Security Approach Overview

3.1 Scope

**IoT scenarios** We target an edge platform that captures and analyzes telemetry data. We recognize the significance of mission-critical IoT with tight control loops, but do not target it. Our target scenario includes source sensors, edge platforms, and a cloud server which we dub “cloud consumer”. All the raw IoT data and analytics results are owned by one party. The sensors produce trusted events, e.g. by using secure sensing techniques [49,73,97]. The cloud consumer is trusted; it installs analytics pipelines to the edge and consumes the results uploaded from the edge. We consider untrusted source-edge links (e.g. public networks) which requires data encryption by the source, as well as trusted source-edge links (e.g. direct IO bus or on-premise local networks), and will evaluate the corresponding designs (§9). We assume untrusted edge-cloud links, which require encryption of the uploaded data.

**In-scope Threats** We consider malicious adversaries interested in learning IoT data, tampering with edge processing outcome, or obstructing processing progress. We assume powerful adversaries: by exploiting weak configurations or bugs in the edge software, they already control the entire OS and all applications on the edge.

**Out-of-scope Threats** We do not protect the confidentiality of stream pipelines, in the interest of including only low-level compute primitives in a lean TCB. We do not defend the following attacks. i) Attacks to non-edge components assumed trusted above, e.g. sensors [111]. ii) Exploitation of TEE kernel bugs [8,9,56]. iii) Side channel attacks: by observing hardware usage outside TEE, adversaries may learn the properties of protected data, e.g. key skew [72]. Note that controlled-channel attack [119] cannot be applied to ARM TrustZone as it has separate page management within a separate secure OS unlike Intel SGX. iv) Physical attacks, e.g. sniffing TEE’s DRAM access [18,28]. Many of these attacks are mitigated by prior work [39,66,123,124] orthogonal to SBT.

Note that TEE code authenticity and integrity are already ensured by the TrustZone hardware, i.e. only code trusted by the device vendor can run in TrustZone and its integrity is protected by TrustZone.

3.2 Approach and Security Benefits

As shown in Figure 3, SBT protects its data functions in a trusted data plane in TEE. SBT runs its untrusted control plane in the normal world. The control plane invokes the data plane through narrow, shared-nothing interfaces. The engine’s...
pipelines, it detects such correctness violation and rejects the edge analytics results. iv) **Attacks on analytics performance or availability.** A compromised control plane may delay or pause invoking of trusted computations, violating the freshness guarantee. As the execution timing of trusted computations is attested, the cloud verifier detects the attacks and can choose to prompt further investigation. v) **Attempting to trigger data race or deadlock.** By design, data race and deadlocks will never happen inside the data plane: the trusted computations do not share state concurrently and all locking happens outside of the TEE.

## 4 Design Overview

### 4.1 Challenges

Our approach raises three challenges. i) **Architecting the engine with a proper protection boundary.** This hinges on a key trade-off among TEE functional richness, overhead of TEE entry/exit, and TCB size. ii) **Optimizing data functions within a TEE.** Processing of high-velocity data in a TEE strongly favors simple algorithms and compact memory. Yet, existing stream engines often operate numerous short-lived objects indexed in hash tables or trees [32, 69, 82, 90, 122], e.g. for grouping events by key. They manage these objects with generic memory allocators [82] or garbage collectors [87, 122]. Such designs poorly fit a TEE’s small TCB and limited DRAM portion, e.g. typically tens of MB for TrustZone TEE and up to 128 MB for Intel SGX enclave [31]. iii) **Verifying stream analytics results.** This requires to track unbounded data flows in stream pipelines, validate if operators respect the temporal properties, e.g. windows, and minimize the resultant overhead in execution and communication.

### 4.2 StreamBox-TZ in a Nutshell

SBT builds on TrustZone [2] due to ARM’s popularity for the edge and trusted IO benefiting stream analytics [82].

**Programmability** Programming SBT is similar to programming commodity engines such as Spark Streaming [122] and Flink [19]. Analytics programmers assemble pipelines with high-level, declarative operators as exemplified in Figure 2(c). SBT provides most of the common operators offered by commodity engines, as summarized in Table 2. These stream operators are widely used for analytics over telemetry data [62, 90]. SBT supports User Defined Functions (UDFs) that are certified by a trusted party, which is a common requirement in TEE-based systems [91].

**SBT architecture** As shown in Figure 3, SBT’s data plane incarnates as a TrustZone module. SBT runs its control plane as a parallel runtime in the normal world. The control plane invokes the data plane through a narrow interface (details in Section 9). The control plane orchestrates the execution of analytics pipelines. It creates plentiful parallelism among and within operators. It elastically maps the parallelism to a
pool of threads it maintains. At a given moment, all threads may simultaneously execute one operator as well as different operators over different data.

Data plane & design choices SBT’s data plane consists of only the trusted primitives and a runtime for them.

i) Trusted primitives are stateless, single-threaded functions that are oblivious to synchronization. We do not enclose whole stream pipelines in the data plane, because a stream pipeline must be scheduled dynamically for parallelism and handling high-velocity data. We do not enclose whole declarative operators in the data plane, because one operator instance has internal thread-level parallelism and hence requires thread management logic. Our choice keeps the data plane lean, leaving out all control functions including scheduling and threading. This contrasts to many other engines pulling whole analytics to TEE as shown in Table 1.

Although exporting low-level primitives entails more TEE switches, the costs are lower on modern ARM [25, 56] and can be amortized by data batching, as will be discussed soon.

ii) The data plane incorporates minimum runtime functions: memory management and paging, which are critical to TEE integrity; cache coherence of parallel primitives, which is critical to parallelism. The data plane is agnostic to declarative operators and pipelines being executed.

For attestation, the data plane generates audit records on data ingress/egress, watermarks, and primitive executions. It reduces overhead via data batching and record compression.

Coping with secure memory shortage When compute cost or data ingestion rate is high, SBT may run short of secure memory. To avoid data loss in such a situation, SBT adds backpressure to source sensors, slowing down data ingestion. In the current implementation, SBT triggers backpressure when ingestion exceeds a user-defined threshold: we leave as future work automatic flow control, i.e. tuning the threshold online per available secure memory and backlog.

5 Trusted Primitives and Optimizations

Parallel execution inside a TEE SBT exploits task parallelism without bloating the TEE with a threading library. The control plane invokes multiple primitives from multiple worker threads, which then enter the TEE to execute the primitives in parallel. All trusted primitives share one cache-coherent memory address space in TEE, which simplifies data sharing and avoids copy cost. This contrasts to existing secure analytics engines that leave task parallelism untapped in a single TEE [53, 99].

Array-based algorithms to suit TEE Unlike many popular stream engines using hash-based algorithms for lower algorithmic complexity, we make a new design decision. We strongly favor algorithms with simple logic and low memory overhead, despite that they may incur higher algorithmic complexity. Corresponding to contiguous arrays as the universal data containers in TEE, most primitives use sequential-access algorithms over contiguous arrays, e.g. executing Merge-Sort over event arrays and scanning the resultant array to calculate the average value per key.

Trusted primitives and vectorization SBT’s trusted primitives are generic. They constitute most declarative stream operators, often referred to as Select-Projection-Join-GroupBy (SPJG) families, shown in Table 2. These operators are considered representative in prior research [44].

To speed up the array-based algorithms inside TEE without TCB bloat, our insight is to map their internal data parallelism to vector instructions of ARM [21]. Despite their well-known performance benefit, vector instructions are rarely used to accelerate data analytics within TEEs, to our knowledge. Vectorization incurs low code complexity as the performance gain comes from a CPU feature that is already part of the TCB.

Our optimization focuses on Sort and Merge, two core primitives that dominate the execution of stream analytics according to our observation. Inspired by vectorized sort and merge on x86 [26, 64], we build new implementations for SBT by hand-writing ARMv8 NEON vector instructions. Our sort outperforms the ones in the C/C++ standard libraries by more than 2×, as will be shown in evaluation. This optimization is crucial to the overall engine performance.

6 TEE Memory Management

Facing high-velocity streams in a TEE, SBT’s memory allocator addresses two challenges: space efficiency: it must create compact memory layout and reclaim memory timely due to limited physical memory; lightweight: the allocator must be simple to suit a low TCB. The challenges disqualify popular engines that organize events in hash tables (e.g. for grouping events by key) and rely on generic memory allocators [32, 69, 82, 90, 122]. The reasons are two: a hash table’s principle of trading space for time mismatches TEE’s limited memory; generic allocators often feature sophisticated optimizations, adding tens of KSLoC to TCB [41, 59].

SBT specializes memory management for stream computations: it supports unbounded buffers as the universal memory abstraction (§6.1); it places data by using (untrusted) consumption hints and large virtual address space (§6.2).

6.1 Unbounded Array

We devise contiguous, virtually unbounded arrays called uArrays, a new abstraction as the universal data containers used by computations in TEE. uArrays encapsulate all the data in a pipeline, including data flowing among trusted primitives as well as operator states traditionally kept in hash tables.

An uArray is an append-only buffer in a contiguous memory region for same-type data objects. Their lifecycles closely
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map to the producer/consumer pattern in streaming computations. One uArray can be in three states. Open: after an uArray is created, it dynamically grows as the producer primitive appends data objects to it. Produced: the data production completes and the end position of the uArray is finalized. uArray becomes read-only and no data can be appended. Retired: the uArray is no longer needed and its memory is subject to reclamation. The memory allocator places and reclaim uArrays regarding their states, as will be discussed in Section 6.2.

**Types** uArrays fall into different types depending on their scopes and enclosed data. A *streaming* uArray encapsulates data flowing from a producer primitive to a consumer primitive. A *state* uArray encapsulates operator state that outlives the lifespans of individual primitives. A *temporary* uArray live within a trusted primitive’s scope.

**Low abstraction overhead** An uArray spans a contiguous virtual memory region and grows transparently. The growth is backed by the data plane’s on-demand paging that completely happens in the TEE. For most of the time, growing an uArray only requires updating an integer index. Compared to manually managed buffers, this mechanism waives bounds checking of uArray in computation code and hence allows the compiler to generate more compact loops. uArrays always grow in place. This contrasts to common sequence containers (e.g. C++ std::vector and java.util.ArrayList) that grow transparently but require expensive relocation. We will experimentally compare uArray with std::vector in Section 9.

### 6.2 Placing uArrays in uGroups

**Co-locating uArrays** The memory allocator co-locates multiple uArrays as a uGroup in order to reclaim them consecutively. Spanning a contiguous virtual memory region, a uGroup consists of multiple produced or retired uArrays and optionally an open uArray at its end, as shown in Figure 5. The grouping is purely physical: it is at the discretion of the allocator, orthogonal to stream computations, and therefore transparent to the trusted primitives and the control plane.

With the grouping, the allocator reclaim consumed uArrays by always starting from the beginning of an uGroup, as shown in Figure 5. To place a new uArray, the allocator decides whether to create a new uGroup for the uArray, or append the uArray to an existing uGroup. In doing so, the allocator seeks to i) ensure that each uGroup holds a sequence of uArrays to be consumed consecutively in the future; ii) minimize the total number of live uGroups, in order to compact TEE memory layout and minimizes the cost in tracking uGroups. To this end, our key is to guide placement with the control plane’s data consumption plan, as will be presented below.

**Consumption hints** Upon invoking a trusted primitive $T$, the control plane may provide two optional hints concerning the future consumption order for the output of $T$:

- **Consumed-in-parallel ($\llparallel$):** the control plane will schedule $k$ worker threads to consume a set of uArrays in parallel.
- **Consumed-after ($b_1 \ll b_2$):** the control plane will schedule worker threads for consuming uArray $b_2$ after uArray $b_1$. The consumed-after relation is transitive. uArrays may form multiple consumed-after chains.

The control plane may specify these relations between new output uArrays (yet to be created) and existing uArrays.

**Hint-guided placement** The hints assist the data plane to generate compact memory layout and reclaim memory effectively. Upon allocating a uArray, the allocator examines the existing hints regarding to the uArray.

($\ll$) prompts the allocator to place the uArrays on the same consumed-after chain in the same uGroup. Starting from the new uArray $b$ under question, the allocator tracks back on its consumed-after chain, and places $b$ after the first uArray that is both in state produced (i.e. its growth has finished) and is located at the end of an uGroup. If no such uArray is available on the chain, the allocator creates a new uGroup for $b$.

($\llparallel$) prompts the allocator to place uArrays $b_{1..k}$ in separate uGroups, so that delay in consuming any of the uArrays will not block the allocator from reclaiming the other uArrays. Our rationale is that despite $b_{1..k}$ are created at the same time, they are often consumed at different moments in the future: i) since SBT’s control plane threads independently fetch new uArrays for processing as they become available (§4), the starting moments for processing $b_{1..k}$ may vary widely, especially when the engine load is high; ii) even when $k$ worker threads start processing $b_{1..k}$ simultaneously, straggling workers are not uncommon, due to non-determinism of a modern multicore’s thread scheduling and memory hierarchy [24].

**The impacts of misleading hints** SBT detects misleading hints in retrospect through remote attestation (§7). As the hints only affect TEE memory placement policy on the edge, misleading hints never result in data loss (§4.2) or violation of data security and TEE integrity. Yet, such hints may slow down analytics and therefore violate result freshness.

**Managing virtual addresses** All uGroups grow in place within one virtual address space. To avoid collision and expensive relocation, the allocator places them far apart by leveraging the large virtual address space dedicated to a TrustZone TEE. The space is 256TB on ARMv8, 10,000 × larger than the physical DRAM (a few GBs). Hence, the allocator simply reserves for each uGroup a virtual address range as large as the total TEE DRAM. We will validate this choice in Section 9.

### 7 Attestation for Correctness and Freshness

SBT collects evidences for cloud consumers to verify two properties: correctness, i.e. all ingested data is processed ac-
The above objective has several notable aspects. i) We verify the behaviors of untrusted control plane, i.e., *which* primitives it invokes on *what* data and at *what* time. We do not verify trusted primitives, e.g., if a Sort primitive indeed produces ordered data. ii) Verifying data lineages at the pipeline’s intermediate operators or egress [50,102] is insufficient to guarantee correctness, i.e., all data ingested so far is processed according to the stream pipeline. iii) The windows of stream computations and watermarks triggering the computations must be attested, which are keys to stream model (§2). iv) As the volume of evidences can be substantial, evidences must be compacted to save uplink bandwidth [84,114].

Therefore, SBT provides the following verification mechanism. Agnostic to the pipeline being executed, the data plane monitors dataflows among primitive instances at the TEE boundary, and then generates audit records. For low overhead, it eschews building data lineages on-the-fly unlike much prior work [50,74,99]. The data plane compresses audit records and flushes to the cloud both periodically and upon externalizing any analytics result. We describe details below.

**Audit records** As being invoked by the control plane, the data plane generates audit records. As illustrated in Figure 6, the records track i) ingested and externalized uArrays, ii) associations between uArrays and windows, and iii) primitive executions (with optional hints supplied by the control plane) which establish *derived-from* relations among uArrays. The records further include ingested watermark values, which are crucial for determining output delays as will be discussed below. The data plane timestamps all the records. It generates monotonically increasing identifiers for recorded uArrays. We will evaluate the overhead of audit records in Section 9.

**Attesting analytics correctness** The cloud verifier checks if all ingested uArrays flow through the expected trusted primitives. Such dataflows are deterministic given the arrivals of input data (including their windows), the watermarks, and the pipeline declaration. Hence, the verifier replays all ingestion records on its local copy of the same pipeline. It checks if all the records resulting from the replay match the ones reported by the edge (except timestamps). The replay is symbolic without actual computations and hence fast.

Note that the verification works for stateful operators as well. The state of a stream operator (e.g. temporal join) is only determined by all the inputs the operator has ever received. Since the cloud can verify that all the ingested uArrays correctly flow through the expected trusted primitives and thus stream operators, it knows that the operator’s current state must be correct, and then all results derived from the operator state must be correct.

**Attesting result freshness** The key for the verifier to calculate the delay of an output result $R$ is to identify the watermark that triggers the externalization of $R$, according to the delay definition in Section 2.2. From the egress record of $R$, the verifier traces backward following the *derived-from* chain(s) until it reaches an execution record indicating that a watermark $W$ triggers the execution. The verifier looks up the ingress record of $W$. It calculates the difference between $W$’s ingress time and $R$’s egress time to be the delay of $R$.

**Example** In Listing 1, an uArray with identifier 0xF0 is ingested and segmented into two uArrays (0xF1 and 0xF2) for window 0 and 1 respectively. Sort consumes uArray 0xF1 and produces uArray 0xF3. A watermark with value 100 arrives and completes window 0. Triggered by the watermark, SUM consumes uArray 0xF3 of window 0 and produces uArray 0xF5 as the result of window 0.

```plaintext
Listing 1: Sample audit records for the pipeline in Figure 2. Format is simplified. ts means processing timestamp.

The cloud verifier replays the ingress records on its local pipeline copy and learns that uArray 0xF1 is processed adhering to the pipeline declaration while uArray 0xF2 is yet to be processed. It will assert analytics incorrectness if 0xF2 remains unprocessed until a future watermark completes window 1 (not shown). To verify result freshness, the verifier traces result 0xF5 backward to find its trigger watermark 0xF4 and calculates the output delay to be 15 (30 – 15).

**Columnar compression of records** The data plane compresses audit records by exploiting locality within one record field and known data distribution in each field. The data plane produces raw audit records in memory (with the format shown in Figure 6) and in a row order, i.e. one record after the other. Before uploading a sequence of records, it separates the record fields (i.e. columns) and applies different encoding schemes to individual columns: i) Huffman encoding for primitive types and data counts, the two counts likely contain skewed values; ii) delta encoding for timestamps, uArray identifiers, and window numbers, which increment monotonically. Our compression is inspired by columnar databases [107]. We will evaluate the efficacy of compression in Section 9.
8 Implementation

We build SBT for ARMv8 and atop OP-TEE [70] (v2.3), SBT reuses most control functions of StreamBox [82], an open-source research stream engine for x86 servers. Yet, as StreamBox mismatches a TEE (§4.1), SBT contributes a new architecture and a new data plane. SBT communicates with source sensors and cloud consumers over ZeroMQ TCP transport [57] which is known for good performance. The new implementation of SBT includes 12.4K SLoC.

Input batch size, a key parameter of SBT, trades off between delays in executing individual primitives, the rate of TEE entry/exit, and attestation cost. We empirically determine it as 100K events and will evaluate its impact (§9).

Opaque references for uArrays are 64-bit random integers generated by the data plane. It keeps the mappings from references to uArray addresses in a table, and validates opaque references by table lookup. This incurs minor overhead, as live opaque references are often no more than a few thousands.

9 Evaluation

We answer the following questions through evaluation:
• Does SBT result in a small TCB? (§9.1)
• What is SBT’s performance and how is it compared to other engines? What is the overhead? (§9.2)
• How do our key designs impact performance (§9.3)?

9.1 TCB Analysis

TCB size Table 4 shows a breakdown of the SBT source code. Despite a sophisticated control plane, the data plane only adds 5K SLoC to the TCB. SBT’s memory management is in 740 SLoC, 9× fewer than glibc’s malloc and 20× fewer than jemalloc [41]. The size of data plane is 42.5 KB, a small fraction (16%) of the entire OP-TEE binary.

TCB interface The SBT’s data plane exports only four entry functions: two for data plane initialization/finalization, one for debugging, and one shared by all 23 trusted primitives. The last function accepts and returns opaque references (§4). No state is shared across the protection boundary.

Comparison with alternative TCBS Compared to enclosing whole applications in TCB [22, 27, 112], SBT keeps most of the engine out, shrinking the TCB by at least one order of magnitude. Compared to directly carving out [71, 93] the original StreamBox’s data functions for protection, SBT completely avoids sophisticated data structures (e.g. AtomicHashMap [47] used by StreamBox) that mismatch TCB. Compared to VC3 [99] that implements Map/Reduce operators in a TCB with ~9K SLoC, SBT supports much richer stream operators within a 2× smaller TCB.

Table 3: The test platform used in experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Plane (Trusted)</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Data Plane*</th>
<th>Operators*</th>
<th>Misc*</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.7K (32.5 KB)</td>
<td>0.7K (6 KB)</td>
<td>0.6K (4 KB)</td>
<td>5K (42.5 KB)</td>
<td>1135K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Plane (Untrusted)</td>
<td>23K</td>
<td>1.3K</td>
<td>4.1K</td>
<td>1K</td>
<td>1K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.3M (3.1 MB)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: A breakdown of the StreamBox-TZ source, of which 5K SLoC are in TCB. Binary code sizes shown in parentheses

9.2 Performance & Overhead

Methodology We evaluate SBT on a HiKey board as summarized in Table 3. We chose HiKey for its good OP-TEE support [70] and that it is among the few boards with Trust-Zone programmable by third parties. We built Generator, a program sends data streams over ZeroMQ TCP transport [57] to SBT. We run the cloud consumer on an x86 machine. Data streams are encrypted with 128-bit AES.

In the face of HiKey’s platform limitations, we set up the engine ingestion as follows. i) Although Gigabit Ethernet on edge platforms is common [5, 88], Hikey’s Ethernet interface (over USB) only has 20MB/sec bandwidth. We have verified that the interface is saturated by SBT with 4 cores. Hence, we report performance when SBT and Generator both run on HiKey communicating over ZeroMQ TCP, which still fully exercise the TCP/IP stack and data copy. ii) Although HiKey’s TEE is capable of directly operating Ethernet interface as trusted IO, our OP-TEE version lacks the needed drivers. Hence, we emulate SBT’s direct data ingestion to TEE by running the ingestion in a privileged process in the normal world, and bypassing data copy across the TEE boundary. Our test harness continuously replays pre-allocated secure memory buffers populated with events.

As summarized in Table 5, we test SBT as well as three modified versions: SBT ClearIngress ingests data in cleartext; this is allowed if source-edge links are trusted as defined in our threat model (§3). SBT IOviaOS does not exploits Trust-Zone’s trusted IO: the untrusted OS ingested (encrypted) data and copies the data across TEE boundary to the data plane. Insecure completely runs in the normal world with ingress and egress in cleartext, showing native performance. This is basically StreamBox [82] with SBT’s optimized stream computations (§5). We report the engine performance as its maximum input throughput when the pipeline output delay (defined in §2.2) remains under a target set by us.

Benchmarks We employ six benchmarks of processing sensor data streams from prior work [32, 62, 63, 67, 82]. They
Table 5: Engine versions for comparison (plots in Figure 7) cover major stream operators and a variety of pipelines. We use fixed windows, each encompassing 1M events and spanning 1 second of event time. Each event consists of 3 fields (12 Bytes) unless stated otherwise. (1) Top Values Per Key (TopK) groups events based on keys and identifies the K largest values in each group in each window. (2) Counting Unique Taxis (Distinct) identifies unique taxi IDs and counts them per window. For input events, we use a dataset of taxi trip information containing 11K distinct taxi IDs [63]. (3) Temporal Join (Join) joins events that have the same keys and fall into same windows from two input streams. (4) Windowed Aggregation (WinSum) aggregates input values within each window. We use the Intel Lab Data [75] consisting of real sensor values as input. (5) Filtering (Filter) filters out input data, of which field falls into a given range in each window. We set 1% selectivity as done in prior work [67]. (6) Power Grid (Power), derived from a public challenge [62], finds out houses with most high-power plugs. Ingesting a stream of per-plug power samples, it calculates the average power of each plug in a window and the average power over all plugs in all houses in the window. For each house, it counts the number of plugs that have a higher load than average. It emits the houses that have most high-power plugs in the window. The event for this benchmark is composed of 4 fields (16 Bytes).

Benchmark 2, 4, and 6 use real-world datasets; others use synthetic data sets of which fields are 32-bit random integers. Note that SBT’s GroupBy operator bases on sort and merge and is insensitive to key skewness [15].

End-to-end performance Figure 7 shows the throughputs of all benchmarks as a function of hardware parallelism. SBT can process up to multiple millions of events within sub-second output delays (labeled atop each plot). For simpler pipelines such as WinSum and Filter, SBT processes around 12M events/sec (140 MB/sec). This throughput saturates one GbE link which is common on IoT gateways [88]. Overall, SBT can use all 8 cores in a scalable manner.

SBT’s absolute performance is state of the art. We test three popular, insecure stream engines: Flink [19], designed for distributed environment and known for good single-node performance [68]; Esper [46], designed for a single machine; SensorBee [90], designed for sensor data processing on a single device. As shown in Figure 8, on the same hardware (HiKey) and the same benchmark (WinSum), we have measured that SBT’s throughput is at least one order of magnitude higher than the others. This is because i) our Insecure baseline has high performance for its rich task parallelism (inherited from StreamBox [82]) and native, vectorized stream computations (new contributions); ii) SBT only imposes modest security overhead, as will be shown later.

Comparison to secure stream engines The comparison is challenged by that TrustZone was rarely exploited for protecting data-intensive computations. To our knowledge, i) no analytics engines use TrustZone for data protection and ii) no systems can partition an insecure stream engine for TrustZone. Note that popular secure analytics engines, e.g. VC3 [99] and Opaque [124], not only require SGX but also target batch processing instead of stream analytics. To this end, we qualitatively compare SBT with SecureStreams [53], the closest system we are aware of. Designed for an x86 cluster, SecureStreams uses SGX to protect stream operators and targets strong data security. On a benchmark similar to WinSum it
was reported to achieve 10 MB/sec, one magnitude lower than SBT on WinSum. Furthermore, SecureStreams achieved such performance on a small x86 cluster which has much richer resource than HiKey: the former has faster CPUs (8x i7-6700@3.4GHz versus 8x Cortex-A53@1.2GHz), larger DRAM (16 GB versus 2 GB), higher power (130W versus 36W), and higher cost ($600 versus $65).

SBT’s advantage comes from i) data exchange via coherent memory inside one TEE, instead of exchanging encrypted messages among workers; ii) memory management specialized for streaming, and iii) vectorized computations. Security overhead We investigate the overhead of the new security mechanism contributed by SBT – its isolated data plane. We assess the overhead as the throughput loss of SBT ClearIngress as compared to Insecure (i.e. native performance as StreamBox [82] invoking SBT’s stream computations), both paying same costs for data ingress. The target output delays are the same (labeled atop each plot in Figure 7). The security overhead is less than 25% in all benchmarks. This is similar to or lower than the reported overhead (20–70%) in recent TEE systems [22, 71, 112]. Overhead analysis: The security overhead mostly comes from world switch, among operators and inside each operator. To understand the switch cost within an operator, we profile GroupBy, one of the most costly operators. We test different input batch sizes, which have a strong impact on TEE entry/exit rates and hence isolation overhead (§4). Figure 9 shows a run time breakdown. When each input batch contains 128K (close to the value we set for SBT) or more events, more than 90% of the CPU time is spent on actual computations in TEE. The CPU usage of TEE memory management is as low as 1–2%. In the extreme case where each input batch contains as few as 8K events, the overhead of world switch starts to dominate. Most of the world switch overhead comes from OP-TEE instead of the CPU hardware (a few thousand cycles per switch), suggesting room for OP-TEE optimization.

Impact of decrypting ingress data Decrypting ingress data is needed if source-edge links are untrusted (§3) and source must send encrypted data. It has substantial performance impact. By comparing SBT to SBT ClearIngress, turning on/off

Figure 8: StreamBox-TZ achieves much higher throughput than commodity insecure engines [19, 46, 90] on HiKey. Benchmark: windowed aggregation; target output delay: 50ms.

Figure 9: Run time breakdown of operator GroupBy under different input batch sizes. The control plane runs 8 threads to execute GroupBy in parallel. Total execution time is normalized to 100%.

Figure 10: Without consumption hints, the allocator uses more TEE memory. Since memory usage fluctuates at run time, the error bars show two standard deviations below and above the average.

ingress decryption leads to 4% – 35% throughput difference when all 8 cores are in use. The performance gap is more pronounced for simple pipelines, which has higher ingestion throughput leading to higher decryption cost.

TEE memory usage While sustaining high throughput, SBT consumes a moderate amount of physical memory, ranging from 20 MB to 130 MB as shown in Figure 7. The memory usage is as low as 1–6% of the total system DRAM. The virtual memory usage is also low, often 1–5% of the entire virtual address space in OP-TEE. The memory usage increases with the throughput, since there will be more in-flight data. On the same platform, Flink’s memory consumption is 3× higher, due to its hash-based data structures and the use of JVM. This validates our choice of uArrays.

Attestation overhead Attestation incurs minor overhead to both the edge and the cloud. We measured that SBT produces 300–400 audit records per second across all our benchmarks, and spends a few hundred cycles on producing each record. Compressing such record streams on HiKey consumes 0.2% of total CPU time. Our consumer written in Python on a 4-core i7-4790 machine replays 57K records per second with a single core, suggesting a capability of attesting near 500 SBT instances simultaneously. We will evaluate the efficacy of record compression in Section 9.3.

9.3 Validation of Key Design Features

Exploitation of trusted IO As shown in Figure 7, a comparison between SBT and SBT IOviaOS demonstrates the advantage of directly ingesting data into TEE and bypassing the OS: SBT outperforms the latter by up to 20% in throughput due to reduction in moving ingested data.

Trusted primitive vectorization (§5) Our optimizations with ARM vector instructions are crucial. To show this, we examine GroupBy, one of the top hotspot operators. When we replace the vectorized Sort that underpins GroupBy with two popular implementations (qsort() from the OP-TEE’s libc and std::sort() from the standard C++ library), we measured the throughput of GroupBy drops by up to 7× and 2×,
respectively. We have similar observation on other operators.

**Efficacy of hint-guided memory placement** (§6.2) We compare to an alternative design: the modified allocator acts based on the heuristics that all the uArrays produced by the same primitive belong to the same generation and are likely to be reclaimed altogether. Accordingly, the modified allocator places these uArrays in the same uGroup. As shown in Figure 10, in three benchmarks, the modified allocator increases memory usage by up to 35%. This is because, without hints, it cannot place uArrays based on future consumption.

**uArray on-demand growth** (§6.1) We compare uArray to std::vector, a widely used C++ sequence container with on-demand growth. We run a microbenchmark of N-way merge, an intensive procedure in trusted primitives. It iteratively merges 128 buffers (uArrays or vectors), each containing 512 KB (128K 32-bit random integers) until obtaining a monolithic buffer; as merge proceeds, buffers grow dynamically. As shown in Figure 11, uArrays is 4× faster than std::vector, because the allocation and paging in TEE that back uArray growth is much faster than that of a commodity OS.

**Compression of audit records** (§7) The compression significantly saves the uplink bandwidth. We test two benchmarks (WinSum and Power) on two extremes of the spectrum of computation cost, and test two very different input batch sizes. This is because simpler computations and smaller batch sizes generate audit records at higher rates. Figure 12 shows that SBT compresses audit records by 5×–6.7×. In an offline test using gzip to compress the same records, we find our compression ratios are 1.9× higher than gzip. 2–40 KB/sec of uplink bandwidth is saved, which is significant compared to the uploaded analytics results, which are 144 bytes/sec for WinSum and 400 bytes/sec for Power.

## 10 Related Work

**Secure data analytics** DARKLY [61] protects sensor data by isolating computations in an OS process, resulting in a large TCB. VC3 [99] and SecureStreams [53] use SGX to protect the operators in distributed analytics. They lack optimizations for parallel execution in one TEE on the edge. To process data confidentiality, STYX [106] computes over encrypted data, a method likely prohibitively expensive to edge platforms. Opaque [124] protects data access patterns of distributed operators, targeting a threat out of our scope.

**TCB minimization** Minimizing TCB is a proven approach towards a trustworthy system. Flicker [80] directly executes security-sensitive code on baremetal hardware. Trustvisor [79] shrinks its TCB to a specialized hypervisor. Sharing a similar goal, SBT addresses unique challenges in supporting data-intensive computation on a minimal TCB.

**Trusted Execution Environments** Much work isolates security-sensitive software components. Terra [48] supports isolation with a virtual machine. Many systems used TrustZone and SGX [81] for TEE. Some systems enclose in TEE whole applications [22, 27, 51, 112], while others partition existing programs for TEE [71, 93, 101]. These approaches often result in larger TCBS and/or higher overhead than SBT and are thus less desirable for SBT. TEE also sees various novel usage, including protecting mobile app classes [96], enforcing security policies [30], remote attestation of application control flows [13], and controlling data access [34]. None addresses data-intensive computation as SBT does.

**Edge processing** evolves from a vision [98, 100] to practice [37, 42, 83]. Most works focused on programming paradigms [94], developing and deploying application [29, 52, 114], and resource management [86]. Complementary to them, SBT focuses on secure analytics on the edge.

**Stream processing systems**, in response to big data challenges, evolve from single-threaded [33, 40, 78, 105, 110] to massive parallel systems [14, 69, 85, 92, 99, 113, 122]. The existing systems focus on challenges, such as fault tolerance [122], fast reconfiguration [115], high parallelism [32, 82], and the use of GPUs [67]. Few systems achieve data security and performance simultaneously as SBT does.

## 11 Conclusions

This paper presents StreamBox-TZ (SBT), a secure stream analytics engine designed and optimized for a TEE on an edge platform. SBT offers strong data security, verifiable results, and competitive performance. On an octa core ARM machine, SBT processes up to tens of millions of events per second; its security mechanisms incur less than 25% overhead.
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Abstract

Hardware secure enclaves are increasingly used to run complex applications. Unfortunately, existing and emerging enclave architectures do not allow secure and efficient implementation of custom page fault handlers. This limitation impedes in-enclave use of secure memory-mapped files and prevents extensions of the application memory layer commonly used in untrusted systems, such as transparent memory compression or access to remote memory.

CoSMIX is a Compiler-based system for Secure Memory Instrumentation and Execution of applications in secure enclaves. A novel memory store abstraction allows implementation of application-level secure page fault handlers that are invoked by a lightweight enclave runtime. The CoSMIX compiler instruments the application memory accesses to use one or more memory stores, guided by a global instrumentation policy or code annotations without changing application code.

The CoSMIX prototype runs on Intel SGX and is compatible with popular SGX execution environments, including SCON and Graphene. Our evaluation of several production applications shows how CoSMIX improves their security and performance by recompiling them with appropriate memory stores. For example, unmodified Redis and Memcached key-value stores achieve about 2× speedup by using a self-paging memory store while working on datasets up to 6× larger than the enclave’s secure memory. Similarly, annotating a single line of code in a biometric verification server changes it to store its sensitive data in Oblivious RAM and makes it resilient against SGX side-channel attacks.

1 Introduction

Virtual Memory is integral to modern processor architectures. In addition to its primary role in physical memory management, it empowers developers to extend the standard memory layer with custom data storage mechanisms in software. For example, the memory-mapped file abstraction, which is broadly used, e.g., in databases [10, 5], relies on the OS’s page fault handler to map a frame and populate it with the contents of a file. Replacing accesses to physical memory with file accesses requires no application code changes. Therefore, the ability to override page fault behavior has been essential for implementing a range of system services, such as memory compression [44], disaggregation [39, 75], distributed shared memory [36, 46] and heterogeneous memory support [37].

With the emergence of Software Guard Extensions (SGX) for Trusted Execution in Intel CPUs [16, 55], applications are increasingly ported to be entirely executed in hardware-enforced enclaves [58, 45, 23, 25]. The enclave hardware protects them from attacks by a powerful privileged adversary, such as a malicious OS or a hypervisor. A number of recent systems facilitate the porting to SGX by shielding unmodified applications in an enclave [21, 81, 18]. Unfortunately, these systems do not allow secure overriding of page fault handling in enclave applications. This drawback complicates porting a large class of applications that use memory-mapped files to SGX. Further, it prevents SGX applications from using security and performance enhancements, such as efficient memory paging [61] and Oblivious RAM (ORAM) side-channel protection [67, 11, 88] without intrusive application modifications. Our goal is to eliminate these constraints.

For example, consider the task of running an SQLite database that uses memory-mapped files in the enclave. The database file must be encrypted to ensure data confidentiality. Enabling in-enclave execution of SQLite therefore requires support for encrypted memory-mapped files, which in turn implies that the page fault handler must be executed securely as well. Unfortunately, hardware enclaves available today do not support secure page faults. Instead, existing solutions use workarounds, such as eagerly reading and decrypting the whole mapped file region into trusted enclave memory [18]. This solution does not scale to large files and lacks the performance benefits of on-demand data access.

We argue that the problem is rooted in the fundamental limitation of SGX architecture, which does not provide the mechanism to define secure page fault handlers. The upcoming SGX-V2 [54, 86, 43] will not solve this problem either. Moreover, we observe that existing and emerging secure enclave architectures [28, 4, 34] suffer from similar limitations§(2).

In this work, we build CoSMIX, a compiler and a lightweight enclave runtime that overcomes the SGX architectural limitations and enables secure and efficient extensions to the memory layer of unmodified applications running in enclaves. We introduce a memory store, (mstore), a programming abstraction for implementing custom memory management extensions for enclaves. The CoSMIX compiler automatically instruments application code to allocate the selected
variables and memory buffers in the mstore, replacing the accesses to enclave memory with the accesses to the mstore. The mstore logic runs in the enclave as part of the application. The CoSMIX runtime securely invokes the mstore memory management callbacks, which include custom page fault handlers. The page faults are semantically equivalent to hardware page faults yet are triggered by the CoSMIX runtime.

An mstore can implement the missing functionalities that require secure page fault handlers. For example, it may provide the secure mmap functionality by implementing the page fault handler that accesses the file and decrypts it into the application buffer. A more advanced mstore may add its own in-memory cache analogous to an OS page cache, to avoid costly accesses to the underlying storage layer. CoSMIX supports several types of mstores, adjusting the runtime to handle different mstore behaviors while optimizing the performance.

CoSMIX allows the use of multiple mstores in the same program. This can be used, for example, to leverage both secure mmap mstore and an ORAM mstore for side-channel protection. Additionally, CoSMIX supports stacking of multiple mstores to enable their efficient composition and reuse. We design and prototype three sophisticated mstores in §3.2.5, and demonstrate the benefits of stacking in §4.5.

CoSMIX’s design focuses on two primary goals: (1) minimizing the application modifications to use mstores and (2) reducing the instrumentation performance overheads. We introduce the following mechanisms to achieve them:

**Automatic inference of pointer types.** CoSMIX does not require annotating every access to a pointer. Instead, it uses inter-procedural pointer analysis [17] to determine the type of the mstore (or plain memory) to use for each pointer. When the static analysis is inconclusive, CoSMIX uses tagged pointers [47, 74, 13] with the mstore type encoded in the unused Most Significant Bits, enabling runtime detection (§3.3.1).

**Locality-optimized translation caching.** The mstore callbacks interpose on memory accesses, which are part of the performance-critical path of the application. To reduce the associated overheads, we employ static compiler optimizations to reduce the number of runtime pointer type checks and mstore accesses. These include loop transformations and a software Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) (§3.3.4). These mechanisms reduce the instrumentation overheads by up to two orders of magnitude (§4.2).

Our prototype targets existing SGX hardware and is compatible with several frameworks for running unmodified applications in enclaves [81, 1, 18]. However, CoSMIX makes no assumptions about enclave hardware. The CoSMIX compiler is implemented as an extension of the LLVM framework [48].

We prototype three mstores: Secure User Virtual Memory (SUVM) for efficient paging in memory-intensive applications [61], Oblivious RAM [78] for controlled side-channel protection, and a secure mmap mstore that supports access to encrypted/integrity-protected memory-mapped files. We evaluate CoSMIX on the Phoenix benchmark suite [66], as well as on unmodified production servers: memcached, Redis, SQLite, and a biometric verification server [61]. The compiler is able to correctly instrument all of these applications, some with hundreds of thousands of lines of code (LOC), without the need to manually change the application code.

Our microbenchmarks using Phoenix with SUVM and secure mmap mstores show that CoSMIX instrumentation results in a low geometric mean overhead of 20%.

For the end-to-end evaluation, we run memcached and Redis key value stores on 600 MB datasets – each about 6× the size of the secure physical memory available to SGX enclaves. In this setting, SGX hardware paging significantly affects the performance. The SUVM [61] mstore aims to optimize exactly this scenario. To use it, we only annotate the item allocator in memcached (a single line of code) and compile it with CoSMIX. Redis is compiled without adding annotations. The instrumented versions of both servers achieve about 2× speedup compared to their respective vanilla SGX baselines.

In another experiment, we evaluate a biometric verification server with a database storing 256 MB of sensitive data. We use the ORAM mstore to protect it from SGX controlled side-channel attacks [87] that may leak sensitive database access statistics. We annotate the buffers containing this database (one line of code) to use ORAM. The resulting ORAM-enhanced application provides security guarantees similar to other ORAM systems for SGX, such as ZeroTrace [67], yet without modifying the application source code. ORAM systems are known to result in dramatic performance penalties of several orders of magnitude [26]. However, our hardened application is only 5.8× slower than the vanilla SGX thanks to the benefits of selective instrumentation enabled by CoSMIX.

To summarize, our contributions are as follows:

- Design of a compiler and an mstore abstraction for transparent secure memory instrumentation (§3.2).
- Loop transformation and loop-optimized caching techniques to reduce the instrumentation overheads (§3.3.4).
- Seamless security and performance enhancement for unmodified real-world applications running in SGX, by enhancing them with the SUVM, ORAM and secure mmap mstores (§4).

## 2 Motivation

Enabling the use of custom page fault (PF) handlers in enclaves would not only facilitate porting of existing applications that rely on such functionality, but also enable a range of unique application scenarios, as we discuss next.

**SUVM.** The authors of Eleos [61] proposed Software User-space Virtual Memory (SUVM), which implements exit-less memory paging in enclaves and significantly improves the performance of memory-demanding secure applications. It keeps the page cache in the enclave’s trusted memory, while the storage layer resides in untrusted memory whose contents are encrypted and integrity-protected.
ORAM. Oblivious RAM (ORAM) obfuscates memory access patterns by shuffling the physical data locations and re-encrypting the contents upon every access. As a result, an adversary observing the accessed locations learns nothing about the actual access pattern to the data [38]. Multiple ORAM schemes have been proposed over time [38, 84, 78, 88, 67, 33], and, ORAM was recently used to manually secure applications executing in SGX enclaves against certain side-channel attacks [88, 67, 33].

Both ORAM and SUVM are generic mechanisms that could be useful in many applications. Unfortunately, integrating them with the application logic requires intrusive code modifications. With the support for efficient and secure in-enclave PF handlers, we could add these mechanisms to existing unmodified programs, as we show in the current work.

Other applications include transparent compression for in-enclave memory, mmap support for encrypted and integrity-protected files, and inter-enclave shared memory, as well as various memory-management mechanisms [39, 75, 37].

Unfortunately, existing enclave hardware provides no adequate mechanisms to implement efficient and secure user-defined PF handlers, as we describe next.

2.1 Background: page-faults in enclaves

There are several leading enclave architectures: Intel SGX [16, 43], Komodo for ARM Trust Zone [34, 15], Sanctum [28], and Keystone [4]. Among these, only Intel SGX and Sanctum published support for paging. We briefly describe them below.

**Intel SGX** [16, 43, 55] supports on-demand paging between secure and untrusted memory. SGX relies on Virtual Memory hardware in X86 CPUs. When a PF occurs, the enclave **exits** to an **untrusted** privileged OS which invokes the SGX PF handler. The enclave execution resumes (via ERESUME) after the swapping is complete.

Since the PF handler is untrusted, the SGX paging is secured via SGX paging instructions. Specifically, EWB encrypts and signs the page when swapping the page out, whereas ELDU validates the integrity and decrypts when swapping it in. These instructions cannot be modified to perform other operations. They cannot change the internal SGX encryption key or modify the swapped page. In other words, they cannot act as a general-purpose secure PF handler.

**Sanctum** [28] supports per-enclave page tables and secure PF handlers. It uses a security monitor that runs at a higher privilege level than the OS and the hypervisor. Upon a PF, the enclave exits to the security monitor, which triggers the in-enclave secure PF handler.

2.2 Limitations of existing enclaves

**Signal handling in SGX.** Page fault handlers can be customized in userspace by registering a signal handler. SGX supports signal handlers in enclaves and works according to the following scheme (Figure 1): when an interrupt occurs, the enclave exits to the OS 1. The OS takes control and performs an up-call to an untrusted user-space trampoline in the enclave’s hosting process 2. The trampoline re-enters the enclave by invoking the in-enclave signal handler 3. After the signal handler terminates, the enclave exits 4 and resumes execution of the last instruction 5 via ERESUME.

**SGX: No secure page fault handlers.** The SGX signal handling mechanism cannot guarantee secure execution of the handler itself. When the enclave is resumed after the PF, ERESUME replays the faulting memory access. Therefore, the enclave **cannot validate** that the signal handler was indeed executed correctly, or was executed at all. To the best of our knowledge, this problem will not be resolved in the next version of SGX [54, 86, 43].

**SGX: Performance overheads.** Even with hardware support for the secure signal handler, SGX has inherent architectural properties that will lead to significant performance penalties, rendering this mechanism unsuitable for customized application memory management. The architecture relies on the OS to manage the enclave’s virtual memory. Furthermore, SGX may only run userspace code. Since the OS is untrusted, any secure page fault handling would inevitably follow the signal handling scheme depicted in Figure 1, namely, double enclave transition between the trusted and untrusted contexts.

We measure the latency of an empty SGX PF handler (access to a protected page) to be $11\mu$sec, which is more than $6 \times$ the latency of a signal handler outside SGX. For comparison, CoSMIX’s software page fault handler is only $0.01 \mu$second, the cost of a single function call, which is three orders of magnitude faster than in SGX.

Further analysis shows that the signal latency is dominated by the latency of enclave transitions, which we measure to be $5.3\mu$sec each and stems from costly validation, register scrapping, TLB and L1 cache flushes [82, 43].

**Other enclave architectures.** Enclave transition overheads are pertinent to other enclave architectures. Komodo reports exit latency of $0.96\mu$s [34]. Sanctum and Keystone do not disclose their enclave transition penalties, yet they describe similar operations performed when such transitions occur.

We conclude that secure page fault handlers are not supported in SGX, and are likely to incur high-performance costs in other enclave architectures due to transition overheads.

---

3This value is almost double the one reported in prior works [61, 85] because of the firmware update to mitigate the Foreshadow [82] bug.
2.3 Code instrumentation for enclaves

Instrumenting application memory accesses with the desired software PF handling logic is a viable option to achieve the functionality equivalent to the hardware-triggered PF handlers. Unfortunately, existing instrumentation techniques are not sufficient to achieve our goals, as we discuss below.

Binary instrumentation. Dynamic binary instrumentation tools [51, 57, 24, 52, 71], such as Intel PIN [51], enable instrumentation of memory accesses. Unfortunately, these tools have significant drawbacks in the context of in-enclave execution. For example, for PIN to work, all its libraries should be included in the enclave’s Trusted Computing Base (TCB). Moreover, PIN requires JIT-execution mode to instrument memory accesses. Therefore, the enclave code pages should be configured as writable, which might lead to security vulnerabilities. Removing the write access permission from enclave pages will be supported in SGX V2, but doing so will require costly enclave transitions [43].

Static binary instrumentation tools do not suffer from these shortcomings. However, compared to the compiler-based techniques we propose in this work, they do not allow using comprehensive code analysis necessary for performance optimizations. Therefore, we decided against the binary instrumentation design.

Compiler-based instrumentation. The main advantage of this method is the ability to aggressively reduce the instrumentation overheads by using advanced source code analysis. On the other hand, the source code access requirement limits the applicability of this method. However, this drawback is less critical in the case of SGX enclaves because many SGX execution frameworks, such Panoply [77] and SCONE [18], require code recompilation anyway. Therefore, we opt for compiler-based instrumentation in CoSMIX.

3 CoSMIX Design

CoSMIX aims to facilitate the integration of different mstores efficiently into SGX applications. Our design goals are:

- **Performance.** Low overhead memory-access and software address translation.
- **Ease-of-use.** Annotation-based or automatic instrumentation without manual application code modification.
- **General memory extension interface.** Easy and modular development of application-specific memory instrumentation libraries.
- **Security.** Keep SGX security guarantees and small TCB.

Threat Model. CoSMIX is designed with the SGX threat model, where the TCB includes the processor package and the enclave’s code. Additionally, we assume that the code running in an enclave does not contain memory vulnerabilities.

3.1 Design overview

Compiler-based instrumentation. CoSMIX enables SGX developers to build custom memory stores, mstores that redefine the memory layer functionality of an instrumented program. To integrate one or more mstores into an application, the CoSMIX compiler automatically instruments the program (Figure 2). The developer may selectively annotate static variables or/and memory allocations to use different mstores, or define a global instrumentation policy. The compiler automatically instruments the necessary subset of memory accesses with the accesses to the corresponding mstores, and statically links mstore libraries with the code.

The CoSMIX configuration file defines the instrumentation behavior. It specifies annotation names per mstore, mstore type (§3.2) and the instrumentation policy(§3.3).

3.2 Mstore abstraction

At a high level, an mstore implements another layer of virtual memory on top of an abstract storage layer. An mstore operates on pages, mpages, and keeps track of the mpage-to-data mappings in its internal mpage table. When an application accesses memory, the runtime invokes the mstore’s software page fault handler, retrieves the contents (e.g., for the secure mmap mstore, it would read data from a file and decrypt), and makes it accessible to the application.

We distinguish between cached and direct-access mstores. A cached mstore maintains its own mpage cache to reduce accesses to the storage layer, whereas a direct-access mstore does not cache the contents.

Figure 3 shows the execution of an access to a cached mstore. The pointer access 1 triggers the runtime call, which chooses the appropriate mstore 2 and checks the translation cache 3. If the translation is not in the cache, the runtime invokes the mpage fault handler 4. The mstore translates the pointer 5, and either fetches the referenced mpage from the page cache 6, or retrieves it from the storage layer and updates the mpage and translation caches 7.

3.2.1 Mstore callbacks

Table 1 lists the callback functions mstores must implement.

 Initialization/teardown. The mstore is initialized at the beginning of the program execution and torn down when the pro-
3.2.2 Pointer access and mpage faults

When the instrumented code accesses the mstore, the runtime incurs an equivalent of a page fault, and invokes the respective callback in the mstore, as discussed below.

Cached mstores. A cached mstore translates the pointer to the mpage inside its cache. mpf_handler_c returns the pointer into the mpage that holds the requested data, allowing direct access from the code. For cross-page misaligned accesses, the runtime creates a temporary buffer and populates it by calling the mpf_handler_c for every page separately. For store access, the updates are written to both pages. When the runtime determines that the code is accessing the same mpage multiple times, it may cache the pointer to that mpage in its private TLB. This avoids the address translation overheads for all but the first access to the page. To ensure that the mpage is not swapped out by the mstore logic, the runtime notifies the mstore to pin the mpage in the mpage cache via notify_tlb_cached. The page is unpinned by notify_tlb_dropped when its translation is evicted from the TLB (§3.3.4 for more details).

There can be multiple cached mstores in the same program, each with its own mpage size. The runtime can query an mstore page size using the get_mpage_size call, for example, to determine accesses to the same mpage in the TLB.

A cached mstore must implement the flush() callback to synchronize its mpage cache with the storage layer. This callback is used, for example, to implement the msync call.

Direct-access mstores. Direct-access mstores have no cache and thus are easier to implement. The input pointer provided to the mpf_handler_d callback may be used without address translation, and at finer granularity not bound to the mpage size. The runtime provides a thread-local intermediate buffer to store the accessed data. For loads, the program uses this buffer. For stores, the runtime writes the updated contents back to the mstore using the write_back callback.

### 3.2.3 Thread safety and memory consistency

CoSMIX allows multiple threads to access the same mstore, as long as the mstore implementation is thread-safe.

For cached mstores, CoSMIX does not change the mstore memory consistency model as long as the accesses are inside the same mpage, and the mpage size is 4KB or larger. The CoSMIX runtime does not introduce extra memory copies for such accesses and effectively inherits the mstore memory consistency. In addition, the mstore itself must ensure that the storage layer is accessed only via its mpage cache, thereby preventing different threads from seeing inconsistent data.

This guarantee does not hold for direct-access mstores and misaligned cross-mpages. The primary implication is that hardware atomics will not work for such accesses.

We believe that this limitation does not affect most practical cases. The lack of cross-mpage atomics support does not affect race-free programs synchronized via locks. This is because the intermediate buffer is written back to the mstore immediately after the original store operation and thus will be protected by the original lock. We observed no cases of cross-mpage atomics in the evaluated applications.
Today, the problem of misaligned cache accesses deserves special handling in compilers. For example, LLVM translates such accesses into the XCHG instruction [43]. CoSMIX must rely on a software solution, e.g., using readers-write locks per-mpage. We defer this to future work.

### 3.2.4 Memory vs. file-backed mstore

The mstore abstraction described so far instruments memory accesses alone. However, it is insufficient to enable implementation of memory-mapped files. For example, consider a program that uses `mmap` to access a file, and then calls `fasync`. It will not work correctly because `fasync` is not aware of the mstore’s internal cache. Specifically, all the I/O operations on files managed by a file-backed mstore must interact with its mpage cache to avoid data inconsistency.

We define a file-backed cached mstore type, which implements all the callbacks of memory-backed mstores, but additionally overrides the POSIX file API that interacts with the page cache, e.g., `open`, `close`, `read`, `write`, `msync` (§3.3). Direct-access mstores do not have internal caches; thus they can be used with files without overriding file I/O operations other than `mmap` itself.

### 3.2.5 Mstore examples

CoSMIX provides a set of reusable building blocks for mstores, such as a slab memory allocator, spinlocks, a generic mpage table, and an mpage cache, all with multi-threading support, which we use to implement the mstores below.

**SUVM mstore.** SUVM allows exit-less memory paging for enclaves by keeping a page table, page cache and a fault handler as part of the enclave. We implement SUVM from scratch as a cached memory-backed mstore, using CoSMIX’s generic mpage table and mpage cache. The alloc function returns a pointer to the storage layer in untrusted memory. Upon `mpf_handler_c`, the mstore checks whether the needed mpage is already cached in the mpage table. If not, it reads the mpage’s contents from the storage layer, decrypts and verifies its integrity using a signature maintained for every mpage, and finally copies it to the mpage in the page cache. When the mpage cache is full, the mstore evicts pages back into the storage layer.

**Secure mmap mstore.** This mstore enables the use of memory-mapped encrypted and integrity-protected files in enclaves. We support private file mapping only and leave cross-enclave sharing support for future work. This is a cached file-backed mstore that maintains its own mpage table and mpage cache.

The alloc callback is invoked by the runtime upon the `mmap` call in original code. alloc records the mapping start offset in the file and the access flags in an internal table. It then returns a pointer with the requested offset from a unique file base address. This address is internally allocated by the mstore and used as isolated address space for each file.

The `mpf_handler_c` callback translates the given pointer to the respective file. If the contents are not available in the mpage cache, the data is fetched from the file using a read system call, followed by decryption and integrity check.

**Oblivious RAM mstore.** ORAM obfuscates memory access patterns by shuffling and re-encrypting the data upon every data access. The ORAM mstore streamlines the use of ORAM in enclaves. It allows the developer to allocate and access the buffers that store sensitive data in an ORAM, thereby protecting the program against controlled side-channel attacks [87].

We implement a direct-access memory-backed ORAM mstore. This is because if it were cached, the accesses to the cache would be visible to the attacker, compromising the ORAM security guarantees. Our ORAM mstore addresses a threat-model similar to ZeroTrace [67], yet without leakage protection in the case of enclave shutdowns. Specifically, all the instrumented memory accesses destined to the ORAM mstore become oblivious, such that an adversary cannot learn the actual memory access pattern. We implement the Path ORAM algorithm [78] and ensure oblivious accesses to its position map and stash using the `cmovz` instruction.

We store the Path-ORAM tree in a contiguous buffer within the enclave trusted memory. This eliminates the need to implement block encryption and integrity checks as part of the ORAM mstore since SGX hardware does exactly that.

The alloc function allocates the requested number of blocks in ORAM and registers them with the ORAM module. It returns an address from a linear range with a hard-coded base address, which is used only to compute the block index.

The `mpf_handler_d` callback translates the address to the requested block index and invokes the ORAM algorithm to obliviously fetch the requested memory block to a temporary buffer. Loads are issued from this buffer and stores are appended with the `write_back` callback.

### 3.2.6 Stacking mstores

The mstore abstraction makes it possible to stack different mstores. Stacking allows one mstore to invoke another mstore recursively. We denote by A→B an mstore A that internally accesses its memory via mstore B.

Consider, for example, ORAM→SUVM. The motivation to stack is when the ORAM mstore covers a region that is larger than the enclave’s physical memory. Since SUVM optimizes the SGX paging mechanism, stacking ORAM on top of SUVM improves ORAM’s performance (§4.5).

To create a new A→B mstore, the developer simply annotates A’s storage layer allocations with B’s annotations. CoSMIX instruments all these accesses appropriately.

Stacking the ORAM mstore on top of any mstore that maintains data confidentiality does not compromise the ORAM access pattern obsfucation guarantees, as ORAM protocols consider the backing store to be untrusted [78]. Therefore ORAM→SUVM would maintain data-oblivious access.
However, the stacking \(\rightarrow\) operator is not commutative from the security perspective: SUVM\(\rightarrow\)ORAM would result in the SUVM mstore caching \(mpages\) fetched obliviously by the ORAM mstore, thereby leaking the access patterns to these \(mpages\) and compromising ORAM’s security guarantees.

### 3.3 CoSMIX compiler and runtime

The instrumentation compiler modifies the application to use mstores and is guided by code annotations or/and a global instrumentation policy. The compiler needs to instrument four different types of code: (1) memory accesses; (2) memory management functions; (3) file I/O operations for file-backed mstores; (4) \libc\ library calls.

**Instrumentation policy.** A developer may annotate any static variable declaration or memory allocation function call. Annotations allow instrumentation of a subset of the used buffers to reduce instrumentation overheads. Alternatively, a global instrumentation policy specifies compile-time rules applied to the whole code base (e.g., instrument all calls to \malloc\), or run-time checks injected by the compiler (e.g., using mstore for large buffers above a certain threshold). A global policy serves for bulk operations on large code bases, such as adding SUVM mstore to Redis sources with over 130K LOC (§4.4).

Similarly, for file-backed mstores, a global policy may limit the use of the mstore to specific files or directories.

#### 3.3.1 Pointer access instrumentation

**Static analysis.** The compiler uses static build. Therefore, it can conservatively determine the subset of operations that must be replaced with mstore-related allocations at compile time and eliminate the instrumentation overhead for such cases. Trivially, the compiler may replace an annotated call to \malloc\ with the \alloc\ callback of the requested mstore. A much more challenging task, however, is to determine the type of the mstore (if any) to use for every pointer in the program.

For this purpose, we use Andersen’s analysis [17] to generate inter-procedural point-to information. In a nutshell, CoSMIX first parses all instructions and generates a graph with pointers as nodes and their constraints (e.g., assignment or copy) as edges. The graph is then processed by a constraint solver which outputs the set of points-to-information.

When instrumenting memory accesses, CoSMIX can use this information to determine whether the pointer may alias to a specific mstore pointer.

**Runtime checks and tagged pointers.** CoSMIX’s pointer analysis is sound but incomplete; therefore it requires runtime decisions for ambivalent cases. We use tagged pointers [47, 13, 74, 31] to determine pointer type at runtime. Each mstore is assigned a unique identifier, stored in unused most significant bits of the pointer virtual address. For instrumented allocations, the runtime adds this identifier to the returned address from the mstore allocation. For external function calls and memory accesses, the runtime checks the tag, strips it from the pointer, and invokes the callback of the respective mstore if necessary.

**Tagged pointers vs. range checks.** One known limitation of tagged pointers is that the application code might reset the higher bits of a pointer. Prior work [47] and our own experience suggest that this is rarely the case in practice. An alternative approach is to differentiate between mstores by assigning a unique memory range to each. Using tagged pointers turned out to be faster in our experience because the range check requires additional memory accesses.

#### 3.3.2 Memory management and file I/O calls

The compiler replaces all the memory management operations selected by the instrumentation policy with the calls to the runtime that invokes the appropriate mstore callbacks.

Similarly, file I/O operations are replaced with runtime wrappers. On open, the runtime determines whether to use an mstore with the current file and registers its file descriptor. An I/O call using this file descriptor will be redirected to the respective mstore.

#### 3.3.3 \libc\ support

Invoking an uninstrumented function on an mstore pointer would result in undefined behavior. We assume that most application libraries are available at compile time. However, \libc\ is not instrumented and we provide wrappers instead, similarly to other works [47, 59].

There are two main reasons to not instrument \libc\. First, doing so would create a bootstrapping problem since mstores might use \libc\ calls. Second, SGX runtimes such as SCONE [18] use proprietary, closed-source versions of \libc\.

Wrapping \libc\ functions allows CoSMIX to be portable across multiple enclave execution frameworks.

CoSMIX provides wrappers for most popular \libc\ functions (about 80), which suffices to run the large production applications we use in our evaluation. Adding wrappers for more functions is an ongoing effort.

In addition to stripping the pointer tag, these wrappers must guarantee access to virtually contiguous input/output buffers from uninstrumented code, instead of using mstore \mpages\. Thus, where necessary, the wrappers use a temporary buffer in regular memory to stage the mstore buffer before the library call and write it back to the mstore after the call.

#### 3.3.4 Translation caching

Minimizing the instrumentation overhead is a fundamental requirement for CoSMIX. The overheads are caused mainly by runtime checks of the pointer type and invocation of the mstore logic on memory accesses.

To reduce these overheads, CoSMIX first runs aggressive generic code optimizations, reducing memory accesses. It
also avoids invoking mstore page fault handlers for recurrent accesses to the same mpage.

**Opportunistic caching.** We introduce a small (one cache line) TLB stored in the thread-local memory. This TLB is checked upon each access to the mstore. The runtime pins the page in the mstore while the mpage translation is cached, and unpins when it is flushed. To support multiple threads, the TLB notification callbacks use a reference counter for each mpage. The mpage can be evicted if the counter drops to zero, eliminating the need for explicit TLB invalidation. We choose small TLB size (5) for its low lookup times. Increasing the size did not improve performance in our workloads.

**Translation caching in loops.** The TLB captures the locality of accesses quite effectively, but in loops, the performance can be further improved by transforming the code itself to use the mpage base address without checking the TLB.

For example, in the case of an array allocated in an mstore and sequentially accessed in a tight loop, most accesses to the mstore are performed within the same mpage. Therefore, replacing the code in the loop to check the TLB only at mpage boundaries would result in near-native access latency.

To perform this optimization, CoSMIX has to (a) determine the iterations in which the same mpage gets accessed, and (b) determine the pointer transformation across the iterations. For (b), CoSMIX uses the scalar evolution analysis [83] in the compiler to find predictable affine transformations for the pointers used in the loop. For (a) it injects a code that determines the number of iterations where the cached translation hits the same mpage, recomputing the new base pointer and dropping the translation from the TLB when crossing into a new mpage. Finally, it replaces the original accesses to the mstore with the accesses to the mpage’s base pointer with the offset, which is updated across the loop iterations according to the determined transformation.

### 3.4 Discussion

**Security guarantees.** CoSMIX itself does not change the security of SGX enclaves. Its runtime neither accesses untrusted memory nor leaks secret information from the enclave. However, the security of mstores depends on their implementation: SUVM has the same security as SGX paging [61] and the ORAM mstore introduces a controlled side-channel [87] protection mechanism not available in the bare-metal SGX [67]. We note, however, that CoSMIX does not guarantee that the code using an mstore will indeed maintain that mstore’s security properties. For example, in case of the ORAM mstore, user code must not use sensitive values read from ORAM in a data/control dependent manner because doing so might break the data pattern obfuscation [65].

**Other mstore applications.** Mstores are general and can be used to implement many other useful extensions. For example, implementing bounds checking for 32-bit address space enclaves as in SGXBounds [47] becomes easy. All it takes is adding an extra 4 bytes for each buffer allocation to store the lower bounds of the object and tag the pointer’s highest 32 bits with its lower bounds’ address. Then, every memory access is instrumented to check these bounds. The SGXBounds mstore can implement this logic in its callback functions.

Another useful application is transparent inter-enclave shared memory, which may enable execution of multi-socket enclaves and support for secure file sharing.

**Eleos vs. CoSMIX.** The starting point of our design was Eleos [61]. There, the authors introduce pointers, which are similar to C++ smart pointers. In Eleos all necessary memory accesses are replaced with pointers and translations are cached in the pointers themselves. On every access, pointers perform bound checking, to make sure that pointer arithmetic on the pointer did not cross to a new page. However, the mpage bound check impacts performance greatly, even when the caching is limited to the scope of a function. Second, maintaining static translation for mstore pointers complicated the design. For example, pointer-to-integer casts had to be invalidated, forcing a reverse mapping in mstores.

A key lesson from CoSMIX is that caching the translations only in cases of high access locality is enough to leverage the performance benefits and simplify the design.

**Limitations.** Inline assembly snippets, while quite rare, cannot be easily supported. CoSMIX considers them as an opaque function call. It injects code to check whether passed arguments are mstore pointers. If so, CoSMIX aborts the program and notifies that manual instrumentation is necessary.

**Hardware extensions.** We hope that CoSMIX will motivate hardware developers to support secure in-enclave fault handling. This functionality would allow enclaves to control the execution flow of the page faults. For example, an enclave might refuse to resume execution after a fault unless a correct secure fault handler has been invoked. As a result, secure page faults would allow extending enclaves with cached mstore functionality, such as the secured mmap provided by CoSMIX, albeit at a significantly higher performance costs due to transitions to/from untrusted mode. Moreover, hardware support for secure fault handlers would enable paging of code pages not supported by CoSMIX.

However, direct mstores such as ORAM cannot be supported in the same way, since they invoke the fault handler for every memory access. Therefore, good performance could be achieved only by much more intrusive modifications that would avoid enclave mode transitions. Additionally, enclave hardware evolves slowly. For example, the SGX2 specification was published in 2014, yet is still not publicly available in mainstream processors [20]. CoSMIX on the other hand, can be used to enhance enclaves’ functionality today.
4 Evaluation

Implementation. CoSMIX implementation closely follows its design\(^2\). The compiler prototype is based on the LLVM 6.0 framework and is implemented as a compile-time module pass, consisting of 1,080 LOC. We compile applications using the Link-Time Optimization (LTO) feature of LLVM and pass them as inputs to the compiler pass.

CoSMIX uses the SVF framework\(^{[79, 80]}\) to perform Andersen’s pointer analysis with type differentiation. CoSMIX runtime is written in C++ and consists of 1,600 LOC. CoSMIX’s configuration file is JSON formatted and CoSMIX uses JsonCpp\(^{[3]}\) to parse it. All mstores are written in C++. Their implementation follows the design described in Section 3. The implementations of SUVM, ORAM and mmap mstores are 935 LOC, 551 LOC, and 1,108 LOC respectively. mmap mstore leverages the SCONE file shields, which override the read/write calls in libc to implement integrity checks and encryption for file I/O operations. This is one of the examples when our design choice to use libc wrappers rather than libc instrumentation pays off.

Setup. Our setup comprises two machines: server and client. The client generates the load for the server under evaluation. The client and the server are connected back-to-back via a 56Gb Connect-IB operating in IP over Infiniband\(^{[27]}\) (32Gbps effective throughput) to stress the application logic and avoid network bottlenecks.

For the server, we use Dell OptiPlex 7040, with Intel Skylake i7-6700 4-core CPU with 8 MB LLC, 16 GB RAM, and 256 GB SSD drive, Ubuntu Linux 16.04 64-bit, Linux 4.10.0-42, and Intel SGX driver 2.0\(^{[2]}\). We use LLVM 6.0 to compile the source code. As recommended by Intel, we apply L1TF microcode patches\(^{[9]}\). The client runs on a 6-core Intel Xeon CPU E5-2620 v3 at 2.4GHz with 32GB of RAM, Ubuntu 16.04 64-bit, Linux 4.4.0-139.

Methodology. Unless otherwise specified, we run all the workloads in SGX using SCONE\(^{[18]}\). We run each test 10 times and report the mean value, with the standard deviation below 5\%. We compile all workloads as follows: (1) compile to LLVM IR with full optimizations (-O3) and invoke LLVM’s IR linker to link all IR files; (2) invoke CoSMIX LLVM pass for code instrumentation; (3) use the SCONE compiler to generate an executable binary linked with its custom libc. We skip step (2) when compiling the baseline.

Summary of workloads. We evaluated seven benchmarks in the Phoenix suite\(^{[66]}\) and compared them to native memory accesses in the enclave. We evaluated scenarios with small and large memory usage where the latter causes SGX page faults. We report the results for SUVM and ORAM mstores and exclude the mmap mstore because it is similar to SUVM. We measure the average latency to access random 4 KB pages over 100k requests.

Table 3 shows the results. For small datasets, SUVM incurs low overhead compared to regular memory accesses. However, for large data sets which involve SGX paging, it is about 10× faster. This is because SUVM optimizes the enclave paging performance by eliminating enclave transitions\(^{[61]}\). As expected, ORAM mstore access is between 30× to 60× slower than the baseline, even when covering a small range of 16 MB. This result indicates that selective instrumentation for ORAM is essential to achieve practically viable systems.

4.1 Mstore performance

First, we measure the latency of random accesses to mstores and compare them to native memory accesses in the enclave. We evaluate scenarios with small and large memory usage where the latter causes SGX page faults. We report the results for SUVM and ORAM mstores and exclude the mmap mstore because it is similar to SUVM. We measure the average latency to access random 4 KB pages over 100k requests.

Table 3 shows the results. For small datasets, SUVM incurs low overhead compared to regular memory accesses. However, for large data sets which involve SGX paging, it is about 10× faster. This is because SUVM optimizes the enclave paging performance by eliminating enclave transitions\(^{[61]}\). As expected, ORAM mstore access is between 30× to 60× slower than the baseline, even when covering a small range of 16 MB. This result indicates that selective instrumentation for ORAM is essential to achieve practically viable systems.

4.2 Instrumentation and mstore overheads

We instrument all seven benchmarks in the Phoenix suite\(^{[66]}\) to measure CoSMIX’s instrumentation overheads. Each benchmark is small, making the results easier to analyze.

We evaluate 4 configurations: (1) Full automatic instrumentation using SUVM and mmap mstore. Both mstores are run side-by-side because Phoenix uses both dynamic allocations and memory-mapped files. (2) Same but with an empty mstore. All the pointers are instrumented, but the mstore logic is not invoked. (3) Selective instrumentation where we manually annotate only the inputs. (4) Same but with an empty mstore. For benchmarks that use mmap, the baseline reads the entire input file to memory.

Measuring an empty mstore allows us to distinguish between overheads of pointer instrumentation and mstores.

To focus solely on the CoSMIX overheads, we use the small dataset shipped with Phoenix so no paging operation will occur. The only exception is the histogram benchmark, for which we synthetically resize the dataset to 25 MB. We exclude mstore initialization and preload all the datasets into

\(^2\)CoSMIX source code is publicly available at https://github.com/acsl-technion/cosmix.
SGX memory, both in the baseline and in CoSMIX measurements, to stress the runtime components of the system.

Often mstores can be tuned to reduce the translation overhead, by increasing the mstore page size. As a result, the accesses in a loop might touch fewer pages, enabling more efficient use of CoSMIX’s TLB. Therefore, we manually tune the page size, setting it to 256 KB for kmeans, 16 MB for word count, 64 MB for lreg, and 4 KB for the rest of the benchmarks, as in all the other experiments.

Figure 4 shows the results. Figure 4b shows the overhead for both CoSMIX’s instrumentation and mstore logic. Figure 4a excludes the mstore logic. In each figure, the rightmost bar refers to the selective instrumentation of accesses to the input data alone, and the other bar refers to full instrumentation of all dynamic allocations and mmap calls.

**Instrumentation overheads.** The runtime overheads excluding mstores are relatively small, with an average (geomean) of 17% for full instrumentation and 10% for the input instrumentation alone, with the worst case of 50% in lreg.

**Full instrumentation.** With the full instrumentation, mstore logic dominates the runtime overheads, ranging from almost none for histogram to 26× for matrix multiplication. Such variability stems from the different ways memory is accessed. Specifically, if the program exhibits poor access locality, or the CoSMIX compiler fails to capture the existing locality in a loop, the runtime will not be able to optimize out the calls to the mstore inside the loop, resulting in high overheads.

**Selective instrumentation.** Instrumenting only the input buffers results in dramatically lower overheads, ranging from 5% to 15%. The only pathological case is kmeans, where the CoSMIX compiler fails to optimize accesses to the multidimensional input array because the inner array is too short. Unrolling this loop reduces the overhead to about 5%. We plan to add automatic optimizations for this case in the future.

**Contribution of CoSMIX optimizations.** We measure the performance of the selective instrumentation while disabling the runtime TLB and compiler loop optimizations (§3.3.4). We find that these two features are essential to make CoSMIX practical and keep the instrumentation overheads low. The slowdown ranges from 4× for word count and kmeans to 55× for histogram and lreg, making the system unusable. In comparison, the optimized version brings the overheads down to 4% and 44% for histogram and lreg. The geometric mean of the unoptimized selective instrumentation is 16.4× compared to 20% with the optimizations enabled.

**CoSMIX overheads for non-enclave execution.** For completeness we perform the same experiment with Phoenix but now outside the enclave. As expected, the relative overheads increase as compared to the in-enclave execution, with up to 50% geometric mean slowdown when using selective instrumentation with SUVM and mmap mstores and up to 25% when using an empty mstore. We attribute this discrepancy to SGX’s memory encryption engine [40], which provides confidentiality and integrity to memory accesses and therefore offsets the CoSMIX instrumentation overheads.

### 4.3 Secure mmap with SQLite

SQLite is a popular database, but running it in SGX with mmap while providing encryption and integrity guarantees for the accessed files is not possible today. To run SQLite with mmap support, we use the secure mmap mstore. We configure the mpage size to be 4 MB. We use SQLite v3.25.3, and evaluate it with kvtest [10], shipped with SQLite to test read access latency to DB BLOBs. We use a database stored in a 60 MB file holding 1 KB BLOBs. The database is sized to fit in SGX physical memory. This allows us to focus on the evaluation of the file access logic rather than SGX paging (refer to §4.4 for paging evaluation).

As a baseline, we evaluate SQLite with its internal backend that uses read/write calls instead of memory-mapped files. In this configuration, SQLite implements its own optimized page cache for data it reads from files. In the evaluation, we vary the SQLite page cache size from disabled (1 KB) to 60 MB (no misses). We measure the average latency of 1 KB random read requests over 1 million requests.

**Results.** CoSMIX enables execution of an unmodified SQLite server that uses mmap to access encrypted and integrity-protected files. Such execution was not possible without CoSMIX. Moreover, as we see in Table 4, the secure mstore enables 4.4× faster queries compared to the SQLite without mmap.
4.4 Optimizing memory-intensive workloads with the SUVM mstore

To demonstrate CoSMIX’s support for different SGX execution frameworks, we run the following experiments both in SCONE [18] and Anjuna [1].

We use CoSMIX to accelerate SGX execution of applications with a large memory footprint. We choose Redis and memcached key-value stores as representatives. Both run with data sets of 600 MB – about 6× larger than the SGX enclave-accessible physical memory. These applications experience a significant slowdown due to SGX paging overheads. The goal is to reduce these overheads using the SUVM mstore. Memcached, memcached uses a slab allocator to manage its memory. We annotate a single line of code where the memory is allocated, making SUVM mstore manage all items.

We evaluate memcached v1.4.25 [35] using the memaslap load generator shipped with libmemcached v1.0.18 [6]. Our workload consists of 10% SET and 90% GET requests for 1 KB items (key+value) as used in prior works [61], with requests uniformly distributed to stress the memory subsystem. We compare the instrumented memcached with SUVM to native SGX execution. In addition, we run a manually optimized version of memcached with the SUVM used in Eleos [61]. Notably, in Eleos, the authors changed memcached internals to create a shadow memory buffer for the slab allocator. This is an intrusive change that CoSMIX eliminates completely. All runs are performed on 4 cores. Figure 5a shows that SUVM mstore boosts the throughput by 1.9× and 2.2× compared to native SGX execution in Anjuna and SCONE respectively. The difference between the frameworks correlates with the relative time each of them spends resolving page faults. Interestingly, the CoSMIX version is about 7% faster than Eleos thanks to its compiler optimizations.

Redis. Manually annotating Redis with its 130 KLOC would be too tedious. Further, its memory management involves too many allocations, making annotation challenging. Therefore, we use automatic instrumentation without code changes.

To achieve high performance, we leverage CoSMIX’s ability to perform conditional instrumentation. Specifically, CoSMIX introduces runtime checks that determine whether to allocate a buffer in an mstore or in regular memory based on the requested allocation size. In Redis, we configure the policy to redirect all allocations in the range of 1 KB-10 KB to the SUVM mstore. The intuition is to use SUVM only for keys and values and keep native memory accesses for the rest.

We use Redis v5.0.2 [8], and evaluate it using the memtier v1.2.15 official RedisLab load generator [7]. We configure memtier to generate uniformly distributed GET requests for 1 KB items as used in prior works [18].

Figure 5b shows that Redis with CoSMIX achieves about 1.6× and 2× higher throughput compared to native SGX execution in Anjuna and SCONE respectively. These results demonstrate the power of CoSMIX to improve the performance of an unmodified production system.

4.5 Protecting data with the ORAM mstore

Selective instrumentation capabilities in CoSMIX are particularly useful when using heavyweight mstores such as ORAM. ORAM is known to dramatically affect performance (Table 3).

We use ORAM to protect a face verification server [61] against controlled side-channel attacks [87] on its data store. The server mimics the behavior of a biometric border control server. It stores a database with sensitive face images. When a person passes through border control, the client at the border kiosk queries the server whether the image of the person in the database matches the one taken at the kiosk.

The implementation stores the images in an array. The server fetches the image from the array and compares it with the input image, using the LBP algorithm [12]. This implementation is vulnerable to controlled channel attacks which leak the access pattern to SGX memory pages. Thus, an attacker may observe page access frequency and learn when a person passes through border control. Note that existing defenses against controlled channel attacks would be ineffective since they cannot handle legitimate demand paging [76, 60].

We use a database with 1,024 256 KB images from the Color FERET dataset [63], totaling 256 MB of sensitive data. We annotate the allocation of the database array to use ORAM
Virtual Ghost, a compiler-based virtual machine, to re-
will allow the use of ORAM in many more applications.

Previous works proposed [22, 60, 76, 30] and compile with CoSMIX. As a result, the applica-
tion accesses the sensitive data obliquely. In the experiments we configure the server to use 1 thread and the load generator to issue random requests, saturating the server.

We report the throughput achieved in Table 5. It shows that the ORAM mstore introduces an 8.6× slowdown. We note that for a dataset of 256 MB, the ORAM mstore over-
head is about 41× more than native access, as reported in Table 3. This shows that selective instrumentation may make ORAM an attractive solution for some systems. However, with CoSMIX we can further reduce paging penalties.

Table 5: Selective instrumentation of face verification server.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Native SGX</th>
<th>ORAM</th>
<th>ORAM →SUVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Throughput(req/sec)</td>
<td>203.1</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>34.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slowdown</td>
<td>8.6×</td>
<td>5.8×</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table:5  Selective instrumentation of face verification server.

(1 LOC) and compile with CoSMIX. As a result, the applica-
tion accesses the sensitive data obliquely. In the experiments we configure the server to use 1 thread and the load generator to issue random requests, saturating the server.

We report the throughput achieved in Table 5. It shows that the ORAM mstore introduces an 8.6× slowdown. We note that for a dataset of 256 MB, the ORAM mstore over-
head is about 41× more than native access, as reported in Table 3. This shows that selective instrumentation may make ORAM an attractive solution for some systems. However, with CoSMIX we can further reduce paging penalties.

ORAM→SUVM stacking. Although the application data is only 256 MB, PathORAM consumes about 860 MB due to its internal storage overheads. As a result, the SGX paging significantly affects the performance.

To optimize, we create a new ORAM→SUVM mstore by stacking ORAM on top of SUVM. Only 1 LOC in the ORAM mstore is annotated. The use of the combined ORAM→SUVM mstore improves the overall performance by 1.5× compared to the ORAM mstore alone (Table 5). Over-
all, selective instrumentation and mstore stacking result in a relatively low, 5.8× slowdown of the oblivious system com-
pared to native SGX execution. This performance might be acceptable for practical ORAM applications and requires no code changes.

5 Related Work

Enclave system support. Recent works proposed systems to protect unmodified applications using enclaves [18, 21, 77, 81]. Other works proposed enclave enhancements [72, 47, 49], such as memory safety, ASLR, and enclave partitioning. Complementary to these works, CoSMIX provides system support for modular extensions to unmodified enclave applications.

Trusted execution environments. Previous works proposed different systems to protect applications from a malicious OS [30, 29, 42, 16, 15]. InkTag [42], for example, offers secured mmap service to applications; however, it relies on a trusted hypervisor with para-verification. CoSMIX puts its root of trust in hardware enclaves to implement in-enclave secure fault handlers.

Controlled side-channel mitigation. Previous works sug-
gested the use of ORAM in SGX to improve its security [65, 67, 33, 88, 11, 50]. We believe that CoSMIX will allow the use of ORAM in many more applications via lightweight annotations. More efficient systems for mitigating the controlled side-channel attack have been proposed [22, 60, 76, 30]. For example, Apparition [30] uses Virtual Ghost [29], a compiler-based virtual machine, to re-
strict OS access to the page table. However, these systems do not support demand paging. CoSMIX protects applications that rely on demand paging from both a malicious OS and physical bus snooping attacks using the ORAM mstore.

Customizing applications via paging mechanisms. Previ-
ous systems proposed using page faults to improve perfor-
ance and enable quality of service functionality in OS, GPUs, and enclaves [41, 61, 74, 14]. CoSMIX enables using similar enhancements in secure enclave systems.

Recent works take advantage of the RDMA infrastructure to enable efficient and transparent access to remote memory by customizing the OS page fault handler [39, 75, 53, 37]. For example, LegoOS [75] uses paging to simulate an ExCache for disaggregated memory support. CoSMIX takes a similar approach for extending secure enclaves.

Software-based distributed shared memory systems were proposed to customize memory access logic across remote machines [68, 69, 70, 64, 19, 56, 32]. These systems either use the page fault handler, runtime libraries or instrumentation of applications. CoSMIX is inspired by these systems; however, the mstore abstraction is more general and can support different memory access semantics, mixed or stacked in the same application.

Memory instrumentation. Much work has been done on in-
strumenting memory accesses using binary instrumentation tools [51, 24, 57, 52, 71] and compiler-based instrumentation [73, 47, 13, 31]. CoSMIX enables low-overhead selective memory instrumentation, specifically tailored for enclaves.

6 Conclusions

CoSMIX is a new system for modular extension of the memory layer in unmodified applications running in enclaves. It sidesteps the lack of hardware support for efficient and secure page fault handlers in existing architectures. CoSMIX en-
ables low-overhead and selective instrumentation of memory accesses via a simple yet powerful mstore abstraction.

We show how compilation with CoSMIX both speeds up execution and adds protection to production applications. We believe that mstores may become a useful tool for facilitating the development of new secured systems.
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Abstract

Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs), such as Intel SGX enclaves, use hardware to ensure the confidentiality and integrity of operations on sensitive data. While the technology is available on many processors, the complexity of its programming model and its performance overhead have limited adoption. TEEs provide a new and valuable hardware functionality that has no obvious analogue in programming languages, which means that developers must manually partition their application into trusted and untrusted components.

This paper describes an approach that fully integrates trusted execution into a language. We extend the Go language to allow a programmer to execute a goroutine within an enclave, to use low-overhead channels to communicate between the trusted and untrusted environments, and to rely on a compiler to automatically extract the secure code and data. Our prototype compiler and runtime, GOTEE, is a backward-compatible fork of the Go compiler.

The evaluation shows that our compiler-driven code and data partitioning efficiently executes both microbenchmarks and applications. On the former, GOTEE achieves a 5.2× throughput and a 2.3× latency improvement over the Intel SGX SDK. Our case studies, a Go `ssh` server, the Go `tls` package, and a secured keystore inspired by the go-ethereum project, demonstrate that minor source-code modifications suffice to provide confidentiality and integrity guarantees with only moderate performance overheads.

1 Introduction

Our era is defined by the emergence of a digital society in which established notions of privacy, confidentiality, and trust are undercut by the shortcomings of today’s technology, which is increasingly reliant on cloud computing. In the cloud, developers and users implicitly trust the cloud provider but are still susceptible to: (1) hardware and firmware flaws, such as the recent Meltdown [41] and Spectre [36] attacks, (2) vulnerabilities within the hypervisor [3], (3) exploits in libraries and Software as a Service (SaaS) infrastructures [1,2,4,5], (4) malicious employees with physical and administrative access to both computer and storage resources, and (5) intrusive or extra-territorial government surveillance [10,12,18].

To address these concerns, processor vendors, following ARM’s lead [9], introduced Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs), a hardware mechanism based on memory encryption and attestation that isolates program execution and state from the underlying operating system, hypervisor, firmware, I/O devices, and even people with physical access to a machine. TEEs have been portrayed as the solution to the problem of trust in the cloud [16,17,39,51]. In particular, Intel SGX [6] partitions hardware and software into two mutually distrustful domains: a CPU, trusted user code, and a specified region of memory form the trusted domain, while the remainder of the hardware and software form the untrusted domain. SGX enclaves execute trusted user code in a trusted domain. Entering an enclave guarantees, through hardware, the confidentiality and integrity of the enclave’s code, data, and execution.

Despite SGX’s availability on current-generation processors, uptake has been slow, probably due to the absence of support on server-grade CPUs, the difficulty of programming enclaves, their performance overhead, and the need to refactor applications. The private messaging application Signal [43] is one of the few applications that appears to use enclaves, and Microsoft Azure only recently offered the first cloud solution to expose SGX features [42,45]. A major challenge is that this new technology lacks a clear programming model. Previous solutions fall into two broad categories: (1) run complete user applications in the trusted domain [16,17] and (2) separate the portions of a program that require trusted execution [7,8,40]. Solutions in the first category provide an abstraction, such as an operating system [17] or a container [16], to execute unmodified applications in an enclave. The other alternative requires a developer to identify and partition [7,8,46], or provide annotations that a program analysis tool can use to partition [40], an application into trusted and untrusted components. None of these prior approaches integrates the TEE into language-specific abstractions and semantics.
This paper describes an approach that fully integrates trusted execution into a modern programming language in an appropriate manner. We extend the Go language to allow a programmer to execute a goroutine within an enclave, to use low-overhead channels to communicate between the trusted and untrusted environments, and to rely on the compiler to automatically extract the code and data necessary to run the enclave. Our solution provides language support for trusted execution that is idiomatically compatible with the Go programming language.

We introduce secured routines, a new language-based feature that hides the hardware intricacies with little overhead. A secured routine is a user-level thread that executes a closure, i.e., a function call, in the enclave at the request of untrusted code. The secured routine abstraction cleanly distinguishes trusted and untrusted code. Communications between the two domains are possible solely via cross-domain channels, an extension to native Go channels that deep-copies values to prevent cross-domain pointer references.

GOTEE extends the Go programming language with a single keyword, gosecure, to identify secured routines. GOTEE is an open-source fork of golang/go [15]. Starting from gosecure calls, the compiler identifies the minimal code required within the enclave and extracts it into a statically-linked trusted binary. Trusted and untrusted domains have their own runtime, memory management, and scheduler. GOTEE coordinates interactions between trusted and untrusted code, replaces control transfers between these domains with inexpensive synchronized data transfers using strongly-typed cross-domain channels.

Our contributions include:

- A language-based, expressive, strongly-typed, high-performance, remote-execution model for TEEs that strengthens isolation between trusted and untrusted code.
- A practical implementation of these ideas using the Go programming language and runtime. Our evaluation using microbenchmarks demonstrates that an enclave core serving secured routines can achieve 5.2× the throughput of domain-crossing control transfers.
- A demonstration that secured routines provide an expressive model to implement secured applications: we partitioned the tls module (a built-in Go library), protected a full ssh server, and extended the go-ethereum keystore (a popular cryptocurrency client) to isolate all operations that access private keys and certificates without a significant loss of performance.

We describe the necessary background (§2), the secured routine abstraction (§3), the implementation of GOTEE (§4), and evaluate it using both microbenchmarks and three security-sensitive applications (§5). Finally, we discuss possible architectural improvements in §6, related work in §7, and conclude in §8.

2 Background

2.1 Intel Software Guard Extension

Intel Software Guard Extension (SGX) [6], introduced in 2015 with Intel’s sixth generation Skylake processor, allows user-level creation of enclaves. These are contiguous regions of virtual memory, protected against outside access and modification, even by software running at high privilege levels or by I/O devices.

Figure 1 illustrates the partition of a process between secure, trusted code and data and non-secure, untrusted code and data. SGX enforces an asymmetric trust model: the enclave has access to the entire memory, while untrusted code is unable to access or modify enclave memory. SGX further ensures that control from the untrusted domain enters the enclave only at pre-approved entry points. In SGX, Intel provides the root of trust through the aesm module that cryptographically ensures the validity of the initial state of the enclave.

SGX reserves, at boot time, a contiguous portion of physical memory, called the Processor Reserved Memory (PRM), with a maximal size of 128 MB. A 94 MB subset of this region, called the Enclave Page Cache (EPC), is used to allocate enclave memory pages. The integrity of the EPC is ensured through Merkle trees implemented in hardware [11]. The EPC size is a hard limitation on the amount of code and data that can be loaded into an enclave without incurring expensive page evictions to regular DRAM [17, 53]. The CPU’s Memory Management Engine (MME) ensures confidentiality by encrypting cache lines evicted to memory and by decrypting them as they are brought into the CPU running in enclave mode; this reduces the available memory bandwidth by 4× [53].

Creation of an enclave requires the execution of a complex instruction sequence using new instructions such as ecreate, eadd, eextend, and einit that respectively create the enclave; define its resources together with their initial state and
access rights; and finally initialize the enclave. The number of concurrent threads allowed inside the enclave corresponds to the number of eadded Thread Control Structures (TCS) and is fixed at enclave initialization.

After enclave initialization, user-level software uses the `enter` instruction to perform an `ecall`, a control transfer to a pre-defined location within the enclave (Figure 1). The `exit` instruction allows to perform `ocalls`, i.e., a voluntary control transfer to untrusted code. SGX also supports asynchronous enclave exits (AEX) to service interrupts and exceptions, which is necessary since the enclave forbids privileged instructions. An AEX saves the current state of the enclave within the EPC, restores the untrusted context, and transfers control to the operating system handler. The untrusted code resumes enclave execution by performing an `eresume`.

Finally, SGX provides a remote attestation mechanism that allows developers to verify the integrity of the software in the enclave. As part of enclave creation, developers need to provide a measurement of the enclave, i.e., a signed hash of the SGX instructions and arguments used to instantiate the enclave, as well as of selected portions of the enclave’s code and data. A remote party can compare this measurement with its expected, precomputed value and proceed with the enclave’s execution only if the two values match.

### 2.2 Building Secured Systems

One approach to utilizing SGX is to run all of an application in the enclave. The literature contains examples of complex abstractions—including an entire operating system, Haven [17]; a library operating system, Graphene [23]; and a container platform, SCONE [16]—running in SGX. While convenient for developers and effective at reducing expensive enclave crossings [53], this approach has significant drawbacks: (1) it greatly expands the amount of code running inside the enclave, which puts pressure on system resources and incurs pervasive memory decryption overheads and (2) it brings into the enclave code and third-party libraries—not necessarily used, understood, or validated—which can facilitate attacks on the enclave (e.g., ROP [47]).

Another approach necessitates a deeper understanding of an application, as it requires splitting the application’s code and data into trusted and untrusted portions, following the Intel SGX Software Development Kit (SDK) [7] model. This SDK is a set of C/C++ libraries and tools that enable programmers to create and deploy enclaves. The Intel SGX SDK exposes an API similar to the SGX instructions. Trusted and untrusted code and data reside within distinct source files. A configuration file describes the required `ecalls` and `ocalls` functions. The compilation process first invokes an IDL compiler to generate boilerplate code and then compiles the enclave code as a position-independent binary with all dependencies statically linked, invokes a signing tool on this `.so` to meter the enclave’s code, and finally compiles the untrusted application code as a regular executable.

SCONE [16] and Eleos [44] both rely on message passing to implement asynchronous system calls and avoid expensive enclave exits. Following the same approach, Intel recently published switchless [14], a (under-development) mini-framework that provides a simple C++ messaging mechanism on top of the SDK.

Asylo [31] is a C++ framework, compatible with gRPC [32], that abstracts TEE technologies behind a concise API and a set of C++ classes. From a practical point-of-view, Asylo is an improved version of Intel’s SDK that exposes a smaller API, requires less boilerplate code, supports different TEE implementations, and provides transparent support to perform system calls from the enclave.

Glamdring [40] automates code partitioning, as it only requires a developer to mark data that needs to be protected. It then relies on static analysis to determine the portion of code that accesses this data and needs to run within the enclave. As an optimization, Glamdring uses heuristics to enlarge the trusted code base and limit the number of expensive enclave crossings. This can help balance a trade-off between EPC memory consumption and the number of domain crossings. Glamdring provides less fine-grained control over code partitioning than the Intel SGX SDK, but hides the technology’s intricacies and exposes a very simple programming model.

### 2.3 SGX Limitations

The SGX technology, and its implementation on current Skylake processors, presents major performance challenges: while the magnitude of these overheads may change in the future with refinement of the processor’s micro-architecture, or by adding dedicated silicon, these overheads are, to some extent, tied to the mechanisms providing confidentiality and integrity in the SGX design.

The limited EPC working set and the reduced memory bandwidth are inherent in the design. Similarly, the control flow transitions between the trusted and untrusted execution (i.e., `ecalls`, `ocalls`, and `AEX`) are expensive because of TLB shootdowns, CPU state changes, and cache flushes needed to mitigate foreshadow attacks [22]. These domain crossings are an order of magnitude more expensive than a system call [53], between ∼2µs [53] and ∼3.5µs on our hardware. This corresponds to a throughput of less than 1M enclave entries per second with four cores performing `ecalls` in parallel (see §5.2). Keep in mind that system calls within an enclave require a domain crossing, as SGX is limited to user-level execution, and as a consequence these calls also become an order of magnitude more expensive.

Put together, these limitations require a programmer to worry about the size of the trusted code base and the trusted working set, to reduce the exposed attack surface as well as the frequency of EPC page evictions; to optimize the application for cache locality; to understand precisely the threading model
of the application; and to minimize domain crossings, system calls, interrupts, and signals.

3 Design

The secured routine extension to Go enables GOTEE to partition an application’s code, data, and execution between trusted and untrusted domains, while cross-domain channels reinforce memory isolation and enable cross-domain communication and cooperation. This section presents a high-level description of the design and semantics of GOTEE’s extensions.

3.1 Threat Model

We follow the threat model of other work in SGX [16, 17, 23, 40] in which an adversary tries to access confidential data or to damage the SGX enclave’s integrity. The attacker has administrative access to the machine and control over both hardware and software, and may modify any code or data in untrusted memory, including the operating system and the hypervisor. We consider Iago attacks [24] for GOTEE’s runtime and system call interposition mechanism in Section 4.3.

Denial-of-service attacks, a known limitation of SGX [26], and hardware side channels (e.g., based on caches, page faults, or branch shadowing) are out of scope. We assume a correct underlying implementation of SGX that provides confidentiality and integrity for enclave code and data.

3.2 Quick Overview of Golang

The Go programming language (golang) is a modern, memory-safe, garbage-collected, structurally-typed, compiled, systems programming language. Go supports concurrency based on the Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) model [33]. The unit of execution within a Go program is called a goroutine, a user-level thread executing a closure that is created by prefixing a function call with the go keyword. Goroutines are multiplexed and scheduled on a pool of operating system threads, using a cooperative scheduling model implemented by the Go runtime. Goroutines communicate and synchronize using channels, which are synchronized, typed message queues with copy and blocking read/write semantics.

3.3 Secured Routines & Cross-domain Channels

From a programming point of view, a secured routine provides a simple and familiar abstraction that allows a programmer to execute a goroutine within an enclave and to use cross-domain channels to communicate between the trusted and untrusted environments.

```go
var secretKey *Key
func generateSymKey(i crypto.Reader) *Key [...] {
    func InitSymKey(done chan bool) {
        fmt.Println("Creating a new secret key")
        secretKey = generateSymKey(rand.Reader)
        done <- true
    }

    func EncryptServer(request, reply chan []byte) {
        msg := <- request
        reply <- secretKey.Encrypt(msg)
    }

    func TrustedEncryption(msg []byte) []byte {
        done := make(chan bool)
        gosecure InitSymKey(done)
        reply := make(chan []byte)
        msg := []byte("The quick brown fox..."
        gosecure EncryptServer(request, reply)
        reply <- msg
        fmt.Println("Encryption done")
        return res
    }
}
```

Listing 1: Using secured routines to isolate a secret key within the TEE.

Listing 1 presents a sample program that secures a secret encryption key, secretKey, within the enclave. The TrustedEncryption function uses the gosecure keyword to spawn a secured routine that creates the key within the enclave. A subsequent gosecure call spawns an encryption server, EncryptServer, within the enclave. The untrusted code sends the message to the server (line 25) and gets back the encrypted result (line 26).

The programmer relies on gosecure to inform the compiler how to partition the code between trusted and untrusted domains. The compiler determines the functions that can be reached by the execution within the enclave, in this example InitSymKey, EncryptServer and their dependencies fmt.Println, generateSymKey, *Key.Encrypt, etc. GOTEE compiles these functions into a statically-linked executable.

Unlike prior work [7, 8, 40], secured routine’s code partitioning does not require disjoint trusted and untrusted code. Functions can exist in both environments, e.g., the function fmt.Println in Listing 1.

GOTEE hardens memory isolation between trusted and untrusted domains, as compared with the SGX hardware model, in three ways. First, each domain manages its own set of symbols, data, and global variables independently, allowing them to have distinct copies of data and globals. This also differs from Glamdring [40], where the trusted and untrusted
namespaces cannot overlap.

Second, GOTEEL allows only cross-domain channels across the trusted boundary. Cross-domain channels are an extension to the native Go channels allowing secured communications across domains with deep-copy semantics. Cross-domain channels are declared and used like regular Go channels. However, they provide deep-copy semantics to prevent pointers from crossing a domain boundary. For example, in Listing 1, the msg byte slice received at line 12 is an in-enclave copy of the untrusted one sent at line 25.

Third, function arguments passed to secured routines, with the exception of cross-domain channels, are deep-copied inside the enclave by GOTEEL’s runtime. The deep-copy mechanism can be seen as a marshalling step similar to the one needed to send complex objects or structures over a network. GOTEEL emits compilation warnings if a deep-copy, due to a secured routine or a cross-domain channel, requires to dereference a pointer.

While more restrictive than the original SGX model, GOTEEL’s design ensures that enclave code cannot be subverted or leak secrets by inadvertently dereferencing or writing to an unsafe memory location. All data that leaves the enclave does so by being explicitly sent over a cross-domain channel, while all data referenced by the application’s trusted code resides in the enclave.

3.4 Runtime Cooperation

The secured routine abstraction requires mutually distrustful domains to cooperate. More specifically, it allows the untrusted domain to trigger execution of a closure within the trusted one. For example, when the untrusted execution reaches line 19 in Listing 1, the trusted runtime spawns a new routine that invokes the InitSymKey(done) closure.

Figure 2 presents the general overview of runtime cooperation. Both domains have their own code and data, their own thread pools to multiplex execution, and their own managed memory regions that are separately garbage collected. Between the two domains, dedicated cross-domain channels are used by the runtimes to trigger the execution of secured routines and to enable enclave system calls. Specifically, and unlike a normal Go closure, a secured routine is implemented by passing its arguments on a dedicated channel not visible to Go programmers. The trusted runtime verifies the validity of the closure’s entry point before scheduling it within the enclave. System call interposition operates in a similar manner: the trusted runtime copies the system call’s arguments into a dedicated, hidden channel; the untrusted runtime then reissues the system call asynchronously and returns the result over a private channel.

Since full copy semantics are enforced between the two domains, each garbage collector can safely manage its own memory space without synchronizing with the other one.

3.5 Compatibility With SGX

The secured routine abstraction and its design are compatible with the SGX technology and its performance model:

- **Minimum trusted code**: The code loaded into the trusted domain is automatically extracted by the compiler and is minimal. This is both security- and resource-efficient as it reduces the number of EPC pages consumed by the enclave as well as its attack surface.

- **Control transfers**: Control transfers between the two domains are replaced with inexpensive, synchronized, and typed data transfers via cross-domain channels for both application-level communication as well as runtime synchronization. The expensive SGX domain crossings are only necessary in the initialization phase, to block threads when they are idle or in the stop-the-world GC phase, and to service an EPC miss.

- **Defensive programming**: Cross-domain channels, used to launch closures and to invoke system calls, perform memory copies and sanitize arguments. Moreover, they are the single point of interaction between mutually distrustful domains and are therefore easy to augment with defensive programming techniques.

- **Thread multiplexing**: The SGX environment chooses, at enclave creation time, the number of threads that can execute simultaneously within the trusted domain. The Go thread pool size can be fixed at the beginning of the execution to match the number of TCS in the enclave. This, however, does not impose any limitation on the number of concurrently executing secured routines, which means that concurrency is not bounded by this SGX limitation.

- **System call interposition**: The use of channels to communicate and synchronize between the two runtimes simplifies system call interposition. The runtime detects system calls from trusted code, performs argument sanitization, copies arguments to untrusted memory buffers, and sends the system call to the untrusted runtime. Once the system call is serviced, the enclave runtime can perform additional checks to validate the result before delivering it to the application.
No global variables or cross-domain references: secured routines reinforce the isolation between the two domains by prohibiting shared global variables and cross domain memory references. This forces data sharing to be explicit and passed through either typed communication channels or typed function arguments, with deep-copy semantics. This design eliminates implicit sharing and cross-domain references, which pose the risk of mistakenly leaking data and violating confidentiality.

Secured routines do not provide any guarantee or protection with regards to denial of service attacks. As with previous work [16,23,40], we consider the challenge of bringing secrets into the enclave to be out-of-scope for this paper. These are known, fundamental limitations of the SGX technology that GOTEE does not ameliorate.

Compatibility with other TEE designs: The secured routine abstraction is not tied to the SGX model. From a high-level point-of-view, secured routines and cross-domain channels allow cooperation between two (memory-isolated) peer environments that communicate solely via specific channels. The GOTEE compiler can be extended to support other TEE implementations without requiring application code modifications.

4 Implementation

The GOTEE compiler and runtime extend the Go system. This section describes the changes to the compiler, a new library written in Go that provides SGX support, and the changes to the runtime environment.

4.1 Compiler Support for gosecure

The GOTEE compiler is responsible for partitioning code and data according to the design of §3.3. GOTEE is a backward-compatible extension of the standard Go compiler with a new keyword gosecure, and an extension to Go channels, cross-domain channels. The changes are small, consisting of ~400 modified lines and ~2000 lines of new code written in pure Go.

Figure 3 illustrates the process: GOTEE compiles each instance of gosecure by type-checking and validating the closures at compile time. The generated code differs slightly from the standard goroutine support. On the caller side, the closure arguments are sent over a cross-domain channel. On the callee side, within the enclave, the runtime library pulls the in-enclave copy of the closure arguments and a function identifier from the channel, validates the target function, spawns the corresponding routine with the arguments, and then schedules it. Compared to a standard goroutine, GOTEE adds a level of indirection, with a write to and read from a cross-domain channel, and the deep-copy of each argument.

GOTEE records functions with the gosecure keyword as valid targets for the secured routine abstraction within the enclave. GOTEE then initiates a full compilation for enclave code, using the Go compiler’s analysis to determine the minimum transitive closure of code reachable from these functions, as well as the global variables used by this code. The compiler also creates a main function for the enclave that serves as the entry point and that initializes the runtime servers for cross-domain cooperation. The result of this compilation step is a statically-linked, non-relocatable binary to be loaded into the enclave as the trusted code.

GOTEE implements restrictions on the enclave code. First, the compiler detects channels passed via arguments to secured routines and ensures that these are declared as cross-domain channels. Second, the compiler inspects secured routine’s target signatures as well as cross-domain channel types and emits warnings if their deep-copying requires dereferencing pointers. Third, GOTEE does not allow function pointers as arguments to secured routines or cross-domain channels. Finally, GOTEE only allows pure Go code within the enclave and rejects dependencies on C code and shared libraries.

GOTEE also compiles the untrusted code using the standard Go compiler, without these restrictions. As a final step, GOTEE packages the statically linked trusted executable into an ELF segment of the untrusted binary.

GOTEE can optionally generate a signed measurement of the enclave at compile time and store it within a dedicated ELF section of the untrusted binary, so as to perform remote attestation upon deployment. If not done by the compiler, the measurement and signature of the trusted code can be performed at run time.

4.2 gosec – an SGX Library in Go

The GOTEE compiler includes an SGX library, completely implemented in Go, as a standard Go package called gosec. It contains ~1000 lines of code.

Loading an enclave: gosec mirrors the Intel SGX API in that it provides functions to (1) create an enclave, (2) load
a static binary into the enclave, (3) take a measurement of the enclave, and (4) perform eenter and eresume to the enclave. The gosec package communicates with the Intel SGX Linux kernel driver via ioclt to execute the privileged SGX instructions, i.e., ecreate, eadd, and elinit. It also communicates with the Intel aes module [26] that delivers the token required to perform the initialization (elinit, see §2.1). The gosec package implements step (2) by parsing the ELF binary and extracting the enclave code. At run time, the package spawns a new, untrusted, operating system thread to execute an eenter instruction that starts the enclave. The number of concurrent threads allowed inside the enclave can be selected by setting an environment variable. By default, the loader adds only two TCS to the enclave: one to execute the user code, the other to support garbage collection.

Measuring an enclave: Measuring an enclave is a series of distinct steps that involve the SGX driver (to execute privileged instructions), the SGX daemon (to retrieve a cryptographic token), the measurement byte array generated by the gosec library while creating the enclave [26] (§4.1), and the enclave binary itself. First, the enclave’s memory boundaries are determined by reading the ELF sections of the trusted binary. This information is used to perform the ecreate call. Then, individual page contents are registered via the driver, which performs the eadd and eextend accordingly. At the same time, gosec builds the corresponding measurement byte array, which is then used to retrieve a token from the SGX aes module daemon. Finally, gosec issues the einit driver call, using the token, to finalize the enclave.

AEX handler: Asynchronous exits from the enclave, e.g., faults and exceptions, are first passed to the operating system. Then, a user-space AEX handler, implemented in gosec, is called. The handler runs outside of the enclave and plays a fundamental role in the debugging process. The gosec AEX handler reads a shared region of memory where the GOTEEnerval time dumps information before performing a panic or throwing an exception. This, of course, is reliable only for debugging purposes. If no GOTEEn runtime cause for the AEX is found, the gosec AEX handler performs an eresume to return in the enclave.

4.3 GOTEEn Runtime

The third component of GOTEEn is the runtime library that is statically linked to the enclave code. It consists of the Go runtime modified to run in an enclave, including its cooperative user-level thread scheduler and garbage collector, and extensions to allow trusted and untrusted code to cooperate. It supports cross-domain channels as the sole means of communications with untrusted code. The code patch consists of ~760 lines of new code and ~300 modified ones.

Enclave runtime initialization: GOTEEn replaces most of the Go runtime initialization steps. The gosec package pre-allocates all trusted heap, thread local storage, and memory pools during the enclave creation as part of the load and initialization sequence. This is necessary because of the SGX metering requirements. As a result, the entry point of the enclave simply switches execution onto a protected stack that is part of the enclave and skips over most of the Go runtime memory allocation steps. After this, the enclave runtime shares most of the Go runtime, with minor changes to avoid enclave-disallowed instructions such as cpuid or rdtsc.

Allowing multiple trusted threads: GOTEEn lazily spawns enclave threads. During the execution, when a new thread is required, the current enclave thread first atomically acquires a TCS from the pool. It then performs an enclave exit and a clone system call before resuming its enclave execution. While exits and entries are expensive, these are bounded by the maximal number of TCS allocated for the enclave. The newly created thread performs an eenter and jumps to the pre-defined enclave entry point to initialize its state before serving secured routines.

Securing untrusted channels: The channel implementation, as well as the goroutine structure, were extended to support a secured communication mechanism between the trusted and untrusted environments. To pass copies of values to and from secured routines, GOTEEn uses buffers allocated within the unprotected memory region. Upon performing a blocking operation, the trusted runtime allocates an unprotected buffer that will either hold the value that it writes, thereby allowing an untrusted routine to access it, or be used to receive the value produced by an untrusted routine’s write to the channel. When unblocked, the secured routine copies the content of the buffer to the appropriate memory location within the enclave. For complex types, the enclave performs a deep-copy. This adds an extra step for secured routines compared to standard Go, which allows direct read/write to the blocked goroutine’s enqueued address, e.g., a stack, a heap, or a data variable. GOTEEn automatically identifies and instruments cross-domain channels at runtime, hence limiting the effort required to port existing applications. Communications within the same domain are unaffected.

Cross-domain synchronization: The two runtimes, and in particular their schedulers, must cooperate to synchronize access to channels across domains to ensure the timely delivery of messages. In Go, a blocking operation on a channel deschedules the routine and wraps it within a special data-structure along with a pointer to the read (write) memory location. In the case of a cross-domain channel, the wrapper must be accessible from both runtimes. GOTEEn’s enclave runtime manages a private untrusted memory area from which such wrappers are allocated. A secured routine that needs to enqueue itself will therefore allocate a wrapper, along with an untrusted memory buffer, and then enqueue itself in the untrusted cross-domain channel.

The unblocking operations on cross-domain channels
also required changes. An untrusted routine cannot directly reschedule a trusted routine, and vice versa. Instead, unblocking a routine enqueues it in a ready queue that belongs to the appropriate domain. These queues are polled by the corresponding runtime’s scheduler. The scheduler ensures that the address of the goroutine is valid, i.e., that it was registered at creation and is still live, before executing it. Note that this extra step only applies to cross-domain communications.

Memory management: The GOTEE runtime restricts the amount of available heap memory because of SGX memory-size limitations. The standard Go runtime assumes a 64-bit address space with gigabytes of memory and places its runtime heap, spans, and bitmap for memory management accordingly. During runtime initialization, and throughout code execution, the Go runtime \texttt{mmap}s portions of the address space corresponding to these regions and frequently extends them. An enclave’s maximum memory live working-set is 94 MB, and even less if we want to avoid page evictions. As a result, GOTEE uses a fixed-size heap whose address and size are computed as a fixed offset from the code and data. The heap size can be set either at compile time if a measurement is generated or at run time before loading the enclave.

Thread Local Storage: Go relies on thread local storage (\textit{TLS}) to quickly access runtime values such as the current routine (\textit{G}) or the current machine abstraction (\textit{M}). Go normally allocates \textit{M} in the heap and sets it as the TLS base. SGX, on the other hand, requires a TCS to declare its TLS at creation time. GOTEE circumvents the SGX limitations by preallocating \textit{Ms} into the enclave’s \texttt{.bss} segment. As all \texttt{.bss} data structures are part of the garbage collector’s root set (unlike an arbitrary location in memory), this approach allows the enclave to use the unmodified Go garbage collector.

Garbage collection and Stack shrinking: Go performs mark and sweep concurrent garbage collection. The GC requires a short pause time with all threads blocked at a safe point for mark and sweep terminations. As a result, secured routines need a way to exit the enclave and perform a blocking \texttt{futex} sleep. Other than that, the original Go GC is unmodified, and it executes independently from the untrusted domain’s runtime. Untrusted memory buffers are allocated and managed by an in-enclave allocation library and are not traced by either GCs. The trusted runtime keeps references to secured routines blocked on cross-domain channels, which both allows a safety check when they are rescheduled and keeps them in the live-set of objects during garbage collection.

Goroutine stacks can shrink and stack frames can be relocated in memory when the goroutine is blocked on a channel. In standard Go, the destination location of channel data may be on the stack, and therefore handled as part of stack relocation. In GOTEE, when a secured routine is blocked on a cross-domain channel, the destination address points to a location in untrusted memory, i.e., not on the stack, while the stack pointer used as the final recipient of the deep-copy is the one updated during stack shrinking.

Mitigating SGX limitations: The current version of SGX disallows several instructions in the enclave, such as \texttt{syscall}, \texttt{cpuid}, and \texttt{rdtsc}. While these have to be completely avoided during the runtime initialization, due to the limited environment at that time (no heap or channels during the early init phases), they can later be emulated. The system call interposition mechanism allows the enclave to forward system calls to the untrusted runtime. The same mechanism can be used to execute a \texttt{rdtsc}, with the communication overhead reducing its accuracy. For the \texttt{cpuid} call, most of the information provided by the instruction is fixed at enclave creation, which simplifies its emulation.

Go relies on \texttt{futex} calls to implement locking within the runtime. These are optimistic locks, performing a limited amount of spinning before sleeping. In an enclave, a \texttt{futex} sleep would require to exit the enclave and re-enter upon a \texttt{futex} wake up, with high overheads. Instead, in GOTEE, a secured routine that needs to obtain a cross-domain channel lock will spin until it acquires the lock. Upon an unlock, GOTEE checks if any unsafe thread is sleeping on the \texttt{futex}. If so, it spawns a dedicated routine to use the system call interposition to perform the unblocking \texttt{futex} wake up system call. This approach is similar to the one used by standard Go for blocking system calls, except that GOTEE relies on routines rather than operating system threads.

Network support: The Go runtime relies on \texttt{epoll} calls, as part of the scheduler’s logic, for network events. GOTEE extends the scheduler’s implementation to ensure that a single idle thread at a time is allowed to exit the enclave and perform the \texttt{epoll} call.

Iago Attacks: GOTEE’s runtime is hardened against Iago attacks and only relies on 4 syscalls: \texttt{mmap} to allocate unsafe memory, checked against enclave boundaries and known unsafe areas; \texttt{futex} calls for idle threads, which are used to reduce CPU utilization, not mutual exclusion; and \texttt{epoll} calls performed by idle threads as described above.

On the application side, GOTEE provides a single point of system call interposition which relies on channels with deep-copy semantics for memory isolation. This currently performs system call filtering and safety checks on both arguments and results, and could be extended, in the future, to allow user-defined filtering policies.

Debugging: Debugging code within an enclave is challenging as the AEX user-space exception handler provides little information to identify the cause of an asynchronous exit from the enclave. GOTEE has an optional flag that allows a program to run in a simulation environment with identical memory layout and run time behavior as the SGX program, but without the SGX protection mechanisms.
5 Evaluation

Our experiments were performed on a Microsoft Azure Cloud Confidential Computing server, with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) E-2176G CPU @ 3.70GHz with 4 physical cores, configured with Ubuntu 18.04 LTS running Linux kernel 4.15.0-1036-azure. GOTEE operates with the standard Intel SGX 2.0 Linux kernel driver (sgx2) and attestation daemon (asesm). All GOTEE experiments were run with garbage collection enabled and a single thread servicing secured routines in the enclave.

The purpose of our evaluation is to validate: (1) the effectiveness of secured routines as a way to partition code (§5.1); (2) the performance, latency, and throughput of secured routines and their cost in comparison to the crossing-oriented approach of the Intel SDK (§5.2); (3) with three case studies, GOTEE’s usability and ability to hide critical secrets within the enclave by executing a full application in the enclave (§5.3), by performing a fine-grained partitioning of a standard Go package (§5.4), and by extending a real-world application with a TEE-specific implementation (§5.5).

5.1 Code Size

We first evaluate the impact of secured routines on the enclave with Ubuntu 18.04 LTS running Linux kernel 4.15.0-1036-azure. The purpose of our evaluation is to validate: (1) the effectiveness of secured routines as a way to partition code (§5.1); (2) the performance, latency, and throughput of secured routines and their cost in comparison to the crossing-oriented approach of the Intel SDK (§5.2); (3) with three case studies, GOTEE’s usability and ability to hide critical secrets within the enclave by executing a full application in the enclave (§5.3), by performing a fine-grained partitioning of a standard Go package (§5.4), and by extending a real-world application with a TEE-specific implementation (§5.5).

Table 1 shows, for each case study, (1) the size of the enclave, (2) the main Go package dependencies, and (3) the application LOC.

Table 1: Per case-study enclave TCB breakdown in KB, package dependencies, and application LOC of code (LOC). + and ++ are, respectively, an increase over the baseline runtime only and over all previous table entries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>RO-data</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Main Package Dependencies</th>
<th>Application LOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>runtime only</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>793</td>
<td>++ fmt, syscall, strconv, os, io, reflect, runtime, unicode</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hello world</td>
<td>+72</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+16</td>
<td>+91</td>
<td>++ crypto/rsa, math, bytes, hash, unicode</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enclave-cert</td>
<td>+174</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+45</td>
<td>+221</td>
<td>++ gotolang.org/x/crypto/*, crypto, gnet, encoding</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ssh</td>
<td>+1036</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>+291</td>
<td>+1332</td>
<td>++ crypto/ecdsa, crypto/elliptic, crypto/aes</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keystore</td>
<td>+1165</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>+329</td>
<td>+1499</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>474</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our experiments were performed on a Microsoft Azure Cloud Confidential Computing server, with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) E-2176G CPU @ 3.70GHz with 4 physical cores, configured with Ubuntu 18.04 LTS running Linux kernel 4.15.0-1036-azure. GOTEE operates with the standard Intel SGX 2.0 Linux kernel driver (sgx2) and attestation daemon (asesm). All GOTEE experiments were run with garbage collection enabled and a single thread servicing secured routines in the enclave.

The purpose of our evaluation is to validate: (1) the effectiveness of secured routines as a way to partition code (§5.1); (2) the performance, latency, and throughput of secured routines and their cost in comparison to the crossing-oriented approach of the Intel SDK (§5.2); (3) with three case studies, GOTEE’s usability and ability to hide critical secrets within the enclave by executing a full application in the enclave (§5.3), by performing a fine-grained partitioning of a standard Go package (§5.4), and by extending a real-world application with a TEE-specific implementation (§5.5).

5.2 Microbenchmarks

This evaluation uses the following microbenchmarks:
- syscall-lat: from within a trusted closure, execute a getuid() system call in a loop; report the mean latency.
- gosecure+block-lat: spawn a trusted closure and wait for a response over a private cross-domain channel; report the mean latency.
- gosecure-server-lat: a single secured routine performs blocking writes to a cross-domain channel in a loop. An untrusted routine measures the latency of performing a read on the same channel. The difference between this measurement and gosecure+block-lat corresponds to the runtime overhead required to trigger a secured routine.
- gosecure-tput: multiple untrusted goroutines concurrently spawn a trusted closure and wait for a response over a private cross-domain channel.
The latency to spawn a secured routine and have it write to a private channel is 1.5μs. The equivalent standard Go program has a latency of 0.30μs, suggesting that GOTEE runtime cooperation and SGX memory overheads have an impact of ~1.2μs (5.0×). We believe that the implementation can be optimized to reduce contention on cross domain events and runtime cooperation overheads. Still, GOTEE shows a 2.3× improvement over the Intel SDK latency, which requires a full crossing (enter followed by exit).

For a trivial system call, that requires going through the syscall interposition mechanism over channels, GOTEE is able to achieve a 2.7× improvement over the Intel SDK cross-domain oriented approach.

**GOTEE throughput:** The throughput experiments consist of multiple concurrent requests to the enclave. For the Intel SDK, different threads perform ecalls in parallel, yielding a throughput of 281 Kops for one thread and 938 Kops for all four cores.

For GOTEE, Figure 4 presents two variants, running with a single thread inside the enclave: (1) gosecure-tput, the closest in behavior to the Intel SGX SDK, and (2) gosecure-server-tput. The former shows a throughput improvement of 5.2× (1.46 Mops) over the SDK for a single core running in the enclave. GOTEE can allow a single enclave thread to achieve 1.6× the throughput of four cores executing the Intel SDK. GOTEE’s throughput depends on the number of concurrent untrusted goroutines (multiplexed on a single thread) performing gosecure calls. For fewer than three untrusted goroutines, the runtime cooperation requiring to reschedule the secured routines dispatcher is the main bottleneck. After that, there are enough concurrent goroutines to avoid blocking the dispatcher.

The second GOTEE experiment shows the benefit of avoiding the secured routine creation overheads. Its performance degrades, however, as contention on the cross-domain channel increases; both runtimes compete to obtain the lock and must cooperate to reschedule unblocked routines. Vanilla Go, which is not subjected to our cooperation overhead or SGX performance costs, achieves over 4.1Mops.

The garbage collector’s impact on these microbenchmarks is negligible. The Go memory statistics show that for the full throughput experiment, 21 GC cycles were completed inside the enclave, with a median pause time of 13μs. However, the total GC pause time only accounts for 0.033% of the application’s available CPU time. In the latency microbenchmark, we measured a similar median for 2 completed cycles, which accounts for 0.015% of the benchmarks CPU time.

### 5.3 A full in-enclave ssh server

GOTEE can be used to port a full application to the enclave. The enclave size breakdown is reported in Table 1. The Go programming language provides, under golang.org/x/crypto/ssh, a fully functional implementation of an ssh-server. This implementation relies on the default net package. While none of the application logic code for the server was changed, this port required a few modifications to the net package, which relies on C bindings for socket structures in order to stay compatible with the Linux kernel headers. As GOTEE allows only pure Go code inside the enclave, we created gnet, a new package that redefines relevant C structures (e.g., struct_sockaddr, struct_in_addr, struct_addrinfo) and constants in pure Go. This package adds 70 LOC to the native net package.

### 5.4 Webserver with enclave-cert

The loss or leakage of an SSL private certificate can have serious reputational consequences. However, a private certificate must reside in the memory of the process that handles an SSL connection. Our case study designs and implements the enclave-cert package, which isolates within an enclave the two operations that require access to an SSL certificate’s private key: signing the handshake hash and decrypting the client’s symmetric session key.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bench-name</th>
<th>Go</th>
<th>GOTEE</th>
<th>SDK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>syscall (getuid)</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>3.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gosecure+block</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gosecure-server</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Latency microbenchmarks in μs.
We modified the native Go `tls` package to allocate the server’s private certificate key within the enclave and to perform these operations in the trusted environment. The `enclave-cert` package uses channels to pass encryption and decryption requests to the enclave. A single secured routine is spawned by the user application when a certificate is loaded or created. The secured routine then waits on the request channel, performs the requested decryption, and notifies the untrusted requester.

The code patch consists of 9 additional LOC that add optional request channels to the TLS certificate structure. The enclave code is in `enclave-cert`, a new package of 35 LOC that defines the operations on the private key. The `http` package is unmodified. Any webserver application that uses `enclave-cert` operates like a corresponding Go webserver application.

The separation of functionality between the `tls` package (which does not depend on GOTEE or gosec) and `enclave-cert` eliminates circular dependencies and ensures backward compatibility when SGX is not available.

In this experiment, we have an Apache-Bench client connect repeatedly over https://localhost to a simple webserver and request a single page load per session. The workload is totally dominated by the TLS handshakes.

We compare the built-in Go `http` and `tls` packages with the modified `enclave-cert`. The built-in server achieves an average of 400 reqs/sec, while `enclave-cert` achieves 353 reqs/sec (i.e., 88% of native). The Apache-Bench output shows they have the same mean for connection and processing time, but `enclave-cert` has a higher (6x) standard deviation. In fact, the run time cooperation between trusted and untrusted domains is a source of variability that impacts the system’s stability and tail latency. A similar experiment with Glimdring [40] reported only 60% of native throughput due to the cost of frequent enclave crossings.

5.5 Keystore based on go-ethereum

The go-ethereum [29] project is the official implementation of the Ethereum protocol [13] in Go. A particular feature of the project is the ability to manage ethereum signature keys (ECDSA) as part of a keystore. The go-ethereum project allows safely encrypting keys with a passphrase before storing them on disk. The keystore is responsible for loading and decrypting the keys using the user-provided passphrase. To reduce the window of vulnerability, go-ethereum zeroes-out, in memory, decrypted keys after signing a hash or a transaction.

As a proof-of-concept, we implemented a simplified version of this keystore with GOTEE. The keystore executes in the enclave and enables: (1) loading an encrypted private key from the disk in the enclave, (2) decrypting the private key using a user-provided passphrase (e.g., via a secured ssh connection), and (3) signing a hash if the user validates it. Our keystore is 500 lines of Go code. The primary benefit of this approach is the elimination of the window of vulnerability. The keystore can safely keep private keys cached in secure memory. It took a single developer one day to implement this simplified secured keystore.

The enclave size break down is reported in Table 1. The amount of code loaded in the enclave, more than 1MB, is large compared to other experiments. This is mostly due the embedded ssh server, the cryptographic libraries, e.g., elliptic curves and AES, and the encoding libraries, required to unmarshal decrypted private keys.

Along the TLS benchmark, this implementation validates that GOTEE can support popular Go cryptographic libraries (RSA, AES, and ECDSA) without modifying these packages.

6 Discussion

GOTEE demonstrates that language support for TEEs can alleviate SGX limitations and that the GOTEE programming model can be used to effectively increase the integrity and confidentiality of sensitive server-side computations. At the same time, the viability of SGX, beyond simple use cases in digital-rights management, as a foundational trust technology is doubtful given the large number of SGX vulnerabilities found to date and the complexity of the current architecture. SGX is a complex extension to a complex instruction set with an optimized implementation. Verifying the correctness of this extension and of its interactions with the large number of existing instructions is challenging [11, 26]. SGX has already been shown to be vulnerable to side-channel attacks based on caches [20], page faults [49], branch shadowing [38], and processor side-channel attacks (“Foreshadow” [22], a variant of Spectre [36] and Meltdown [41]).

GOTEE’s increased isolation and decoupling between trusted and untrusted code, as well as the channel abstraction as the sole mean of communication, allows GOTEE applications to remain agnostic to the underlying technology’s programming model. GOTEE seems ideally suited to provide a programming model for more radical TEE designs, that better protect trusted code in isolated environments comprising dedicated cores, TLBs, and (larger) dedicated, encrypted DRAM. One such TEE design could allocate processors and memory at kernel boot time. With a reserved co-processor, its TLB could be dedicated to an enclave and the responsibility of managing the virtual address space could shift from the operating system kernel to a kernel driver, with a small and verifiable implementation. A robust solution would also partition the cache hierarchy to avoid cache-based side-channel attacks.

7 Related Work

A GOTEE-compiled program results in side-by-side execution of two peer environments that communicate over type-
checked, message-passing channels. Using language-based message passing to isolate parts of a program is similar to the Singularity operating system [35], which used strongly typed channels as its only communication mechanism among processes and the kernel.

Program partitioning has been used to transform programs to run sensitive computations on isolated or secure processors. The Jit/split [50] system used security types and information-flow analysis to partition programs so that secure computations could be distributed and executed on trusted processors. Swift [25] partitioned a web app to run its trusted computation on a server. Wedge [19] was a Linux extension that supported least-privileged partitioning and execution of programs. The Crowbar tool used static program analysis to partition programs so that operations could be performed with least privilege. Privtrans [21] partitioned a program to enforce privilege separation. GOTEE, inspired by these systems, provides a language-base, compiler-driven code and data partitioning for TEEs that presents a simple programming model and which could be extended to support other TEE hardware, as well as secured co-processor or remote execution setups.

TrustScript [30] provides language support for running TypeScript (JavaScript) code in an enclave. Similar to GOTEE, it relies on keyword annotation of trusted code and uses asynchronous message passing between the trusted and untrusted runtimes. Unlike GOTEE’s automated, fine-grain partitioning, TrustScript developers must implement all trusted code in an annotated namespace, and the TrustScript’s security model is unclear.

Glamdring [40] uses data-driven code partitioning between an SGX enclave and an untrusted environment. The compiler and toolchain try to reduce the number of enclave crossings by bringing more code into the enclave. GOTEE takes a different approach, as it provides programmers with fine-grained control over the TCB, a stricter memory isolation between the two domains, and replaces enclave crossings with channel communications.

The debate on the relative merits of the crossing-oriented abstractions of the Intel SDK and the communication-oriented abstraction of GOTEE is of course a new twist on the duality of shared memory and message passing [37]. While numerous systems have been built with the domain-crossing approach embodied in the Intel SDK (§2.2) [8, 17, 40], the current implementation of SGX favors an asynchronous, communication-oriented model, as demonstrated by GOTEE and Intel’s own recent switchless [14]. Other mentioned solutions [14, 16, 23, 30, 31, 44] rely internally on message passing to avoid enclave crossings. GOTEE, however, leverages Go channels, an abstraction that is part of a language, type-safe, and widely used. The cross-domain channels extend the general channel programming abstraction and enable developers to use explicit cross-domain communication at the application-level. Internally, this single point of interaction allows to perform both static and dynamic safety checks in concordance with the language semantics.

As a general result, GOTEE shows that programming language support, with an appropriate abstraction and programming model, combines the best of previous approaches, i.e., the fine-grained automatic partitioning, the message passing model precluding enclave crossings, as well as a higher level of isolation between the two domains, and provides an interesting testbed for future extensions, such as information flow control or user-defined system call filtering.

Microsoft used SGX in conjunction with machine-code modification and verification to ensure a property called information release confinement that guarantees that attackers can only see encrypted data [48]. Although their C++ programming model is crossing oriented, GOTEE would provide a better starting point as they impose and verify safety restriction on the C++ enclave code that would be unnecessary for a safe language such as Go. Similarly, the Microsoft VC3 [46] map-reduce system requires and checks at run-time an even stronger set of control-flow and memory-safety properties, which again are easily satisfied by Go programs.

Finally, there exist software solutions which rely on layered virtualization to remove any trust dependency from the operating system [27, 28, 34] or the cloud hypervisor [52]. GOTEE could provide a complementary application-level isolation.

8 Conclusion

What comes first, the processor or the programming model? Intel’s SGX made a TEE generally available, and its SDK provides a thin veneer that exposes its hardware features as the programming model. As systems are constructed on SGX, it has become increasingly clear that the most effective use of this TEE is to have it execute only trusted operations and to run the bulk of an application outside of the enclave. This paper explores a new programming model to support this style of use. GOTEE provides language support for TEEs. It extends the Go programming language and uses the Go routine mechanism to invoke a function within the enclave. Our compiler uses a single annotation to distinguish trusted code and automatically partition a program and establish cross-domain communication.

GOTEE treats the enclave as a distinct computing entity and uses message passing to copy arguments to functions, which then execute securely in a distinct, secure domain. This alternative model has the advantage of not requiring expensive cross-domain control transfers, resulting in significantly higher performance than the standard option. Equally important, it reduces the close coupling between the trusted and untrusted domains and opens the possibility of new, more easily verified hardware implementations that can better isolate TEE cores and run faster.
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Abstract

Bolted is a new architecture for bare-metal clouds that enables tenants to control tradeoffs between security, price, and performance. Security-sensitive tenants can minimize their trust in the public cloud provider and achieve similar levels of security and control that they can obtain in their own private data centers. At the same time, Bolted neither imposes overhead on tenants that are security insensitive nor compromises the flexibility or operational efficiency of the provider. Our prototype exploits a novel provisioning system and specialized firmware to enable agility similar to virtualized clouds. Experimentally we quantify the cost of different levels of security for a variety of workloads and demonstrate the value of giving control to the tenant.

1 Introduction

There are a number of security concerns with today’s clouds. First, virtualized clouds collocate multiple tenants on a single physical node, enabling malicious tenants to launch side-channel and covert channel attacks [21, 51, 54, 55, 66, 69, 80] or exploit vulnerabilities in the hypervisor to launch attacks both on tenants running on the same node [49, 64] and on the cloud provider itself [73]. Second, popular cloud management software like OpenStack can have a trusted computing base (TCB) with millions of lines of code and a massive attack surface [38]. Third, for operational efficiency, cloud providers tend to support one-size-fits-all solutions, where they apply uniform solutions (e.g. network encryption) to all customers; meeting the specialized requirements of highly security sensitive customers may impose unacceptable costs for others. Finally, and perhaps most concerning, existing clouds provide tenants with very limited visibility and control over internal operations and implementations; the tenant needs to fully trust the non-maliciousness and competence of the provider.

While bare-metal clouds [27, 46, 48, 63, 65] eliminate the security concerns implicit in virtualization, they do not address the rest of the challenges described above. For example, OpenStack’s bare-metal service still has all of OpenStack in the TCB. As another example, existing bare-metal clouds ensure that previous tenants have not compromised firmware by adopting a one-size-fits-all approach of validation/attestation or re-flashing firmware. The tenant has no way to programatically verify the firmware installed and needs to fully trust the provider. As yet another example, existing bare-metal clouds require the tenant to trust the provider to scrub any persistent state on the physical machine before allocating the machine to other tenants.¹

These issues are a major concern for “security-sensitive” organizations, which we define as entities that are both willing to pay a significant price (dollars and/or performance) for security and that have the expertise, desire, or requirement to trust their own security arrangements over those of a cloud provider. Many medical, financial and federal institutions fit into this category. Recently, IARPA, who represents a number of such entities, released an RFI [12] that describes their requirement for using future public clouds; to “replicate as closely as possible the properties of an air-gapped private enclave” of physical machines. More concretely this means a cloud where the tenant trusts the provider to make systems available but where confidentiality and integrity for a tenant’s enclave is under the control of the tenant who is free to implement their own specialized security processes and procedures.

By our definition the majority of computing demands are not highly security-sensitive, thus providing a high-security option within a commercially-viable future cloud must not

---

¹Mosayyebzadeh, Mohan, and Tikale contributed equally.
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²See, for example, IBM Cloud’s security policy for scrubbing local drives here https://tinyurl.com/y75sakn4. Note that scrubbing local disks can require hours of overhead on transferring computers between tenants; dramatically impacting the elasticity of the cloud.

³Per private communications with RFI authors.
impact the efficiency of providing service to other tenants. Is this possible? Can we make a cloud that is appropriate for even the most security sensitive tenants? Can we make a cloud where the tenant does not need to fully trust the provider? Can we do this without performance impact on tenants who are happy with the security levels of today’s clouds?

The Bolted architecture and prototype implementation, described in this paper, demonstrates that the answer to these questions is “yes.” The fundamental insight is that to implement a bare metal cloud only a minimum isolation service need to be controlled by the provider; all other functionality can be implemented by security-sensitive tenants on their own behalf, with provider-maintained implementations available to tenants with more typical security needs.

Bolted defines a set of micro-services, namely an isolation service that uses network isolation technologies to isolate tenants’ bare-metal servers, a provisioning service that installs software on servers using network mounted storage, and an attestation service that compares measurements (hashes) of firmware/software on a server against a whitelist of allowed software. All services can be deployed by the provider as a one-size-fits-all solution for the tenants that are willing to trust the provider.

Security sensitive tenants can deploy their own provisioning and attestation service thereby minimizing their trust in the provider. The tenant’s own software executing on machines (already trusted by the tenant), can validate measurements of code to be executed on some newly allocated server against her expectations rather than having to trust the provider. Further, the tenant’s attestation service can securely distribute keys to the server for network and disk encryption. Using the default implementation of Bolted services, a tenant’s enclave is protected from previous users of the same servers (using hardware-based attestation), from concurrent tenants of the cloud (using network isolation and encryption), and from future users of the same servers (using network mounted storage, storage encryption, and memory scrubbing). Further, a tenant with specialized needs can modify these services to match their requirements; the provider does not sacrifice operational efficiency or flexibility for security-sensitive customers with specialized needs since it is the tenant and not the provider responsible for implementing complex policies.

Key contributions of this paper are:

An architecture for a bare-metal cloud that: 1) enables security-sensitive tenants to control their own security while only trusting the provider for physical security and availability while 2) not imposing overhead on tenants that are security insensitive and not compromising the flexibility or operational efficiency of the provider. Key elements of the architecture are: 1) disk-less provisioning that eliminates the need to trust the provider for disk scrubbing (as well as the huge cost), 2) remote attestation (versus validation or re-flashing) to provide the tenant with a proof of the firmware and software running on their server and 3) secure deterministically built firmware that allows the tenant to inspect the source code used to generate the firmware.

A prototype implementation of the Bolted architecture where all its components are made available by us open-source, including the isolation service (Hardware Isolation Layer [5, 36]), a deterministic Linux-based minimal firmware (LinuxBoot [6, 39], a disk-less bare-metal provisioning service (Bare Metal Imaging [7, 57]), a remote attestation service (Keylime [9, 72]), and scripts that interact with the various services to elastically create secure private enclaves. As we will discuss later, only the microservice providing isolation (i.e., Hardware Isolation Layer ) is in the TCB and we show that this can, in fact, be quite small; just over 3K LOC in our implementation.

A performance evaluation of the Bolted prototype that demonstrates: 1) elasticity similar to today’s virtualized cloud (~3 minutes to allocate and provision a physical server), 2) the cost of attestation has a modest impact ~25% on the provisioning time, 3) there is value for customers that trust the provider in avoiding extra security (e.g., ~200% for some applications), while 4) security-sensitive customers can still run many non-IoT intensive applications with negligible overhead and even I/O intensive BigData applications with a relatively modest (e.g., ~30%) degradation.

## 2 Threat Model

We describe the threats to the victim, a tenant renting bare-metal servers from the cloud, and describe approaches taken by Bolted to safeguards against them. We consider external entities (hackers), malicious insiders in the cloud provider’s organization and all other tenants of the server—both past and future—as potential adversaries to the victim. We assume that the goal of the adversary is to steal data, corrupt data, or deny services to the victim by gaining access to the victim’s occupied servers or network. Our goal is to empower the tenant with the ability to take control of its own security; it is up to the tenant to make the tradeoff decision between the degree to which it relies on the provider’s security systems versus the harm that it may suffer from a successful attack.

The cloud provider is always trusted with the physical security of the datacenter, thus any attacks involving physical access to the infrastructure, including power and noise analysis, bus snooping, or decapping chips [33, 34, 74] are out of scope of a tenant’s control. The provider is also trusted for the availability of the network, node allocation services, and any network performance guarantees. We assume that the cloud itself is vulnerable to exploitation by external entities (hackers) or a malicious insider (e.g., a rogue systems administrator) but we trust the cloud provider’s organization to have necessary systems and procedures in place to detect and limit the impact of such events. For example, the provider can enforce sufficient technical separation of duties (e.g., two-person rule) such that a single malicious insider or hacker cannot both reflash all the node firmware in a data center and change what
hashes the provider publishes for attestation, have both physical and logical access to a node, or make unreviewed changes to the provider’s deployed software, etc. Further, we assume that all servers in the cloud are equipped with a Trusted Platform Module (TPM) - a dedicated cryptographic coprocessor required for hardware-based authentication [11].

We categorize the threats that the tenant faces into the following phases:

Prior to occupancy: Malicious (or buggy) firmware can threaten the integrity of a server, as well as that of other servers it is able to contact. A tenant server’s firmware may be infected prior to the tenant using it, either by the previous tenant (e.g., by exploiting firmware bugs) or by the cloud provider insider (e.g., by unauthorized firmware modification). If a server is not sufficiently isolated from potential attackers there is also a threat of infection between the time it is booted until it is fully provisioned and all defenses are in place.

During occupancy: Although many side-channel attacks are avoided by disallowing concurrent tenants on the same server, if the server’s network traffic is not sufficiently isolated, the provider or other concurrent tenants of the cloud may be able to launch attacks against it or eavesdrop on its communication with other servers in the enclave. Moreover, if network attached storage is used (as in our implementation) all communication that is not sufficiently secured between server and storage may be vulnerable. Finally, there is a threat to the tenant from denial of service attacks.

After occupancy: Once the tenant releases a server, the confidentiality of a tenant may be compromised by any of its state (e.g. storage or memory) being visible to subsequent software running on the server.

3 Design Philosophy

The key goals of Bolted are: (1) to minimize the trust that a tenant needs to place in the provider, (2) to enable tenants with specialized security expertise to implement the functionality themselves, and (3) to enable tenants to make their own cost/performance/security tradeoffs – in bare-metal clouds. These goals have a number of implications in the design of Bolted.

First, Bolted differs from existing bare metal offerings in that most of the component services that make up Bolted can be operated by a tenant rather than by the provider. A security sensitive tenant can customize or replace these services. All the logic that orchestrates how different services are used to securely deploy a tenant’s software is implemented using scripts that can be replaced or modified by the user. Most importantly, the service that checks the integrity of a rented server can be deployed (and potentially re-implemented) by the tenant.

Second, while we expect a provider to secure and isolate the network and storage of tenants, we only rely on the provider for availability and not for the confidentiality or integrity of the tenant’s computation. For tenants that do not trust the provider, we assume that Bolted tenants will further encrypt all communication between the their servers and between those servers and storage. Bolted provides a (user-operated) service to securely distribute keys for this purpose.

Third, we rely on attestation (measuring all firmware and software and ensuring that it matches known good values) that can be implemented by the tenant rather than just validation (ensuring that software/firmware is signed by a trusted party). This is critical for firmware which may contain bugs [24, 35, 40, 41, 70, 77] that can disrupt tenant security. Attestation provides a time-of-use proof that the provider has kept the firmware up to date. More generally, the whole process of incorporating a server into an enclave can be attested to the tenant. In addition, the tenant can continuously attest when the server is operating, ensuring that any code loaded in any layer of software (OS, applications and etc., and irrespective of who signed them) can be dynamically checked against a tenant-controlled whitelist.

Fourth, we have a strong focus on keeping our software as small as possible and making it all available via open source. In some cases, we have written our own highly specialized functionality rather than relying on larger function rich general purpose code in order to achieve this goal. For functionality deployed by the provider, this is critical to enable it to be inspected by tenants to ensure that any requirements are met. For example, previous attacks have shown that firmware security features are difficult to implement bug-free – including firmware measurements being insufficient [26], hardware protections against malicious devices not being in place [59], and dynamic root of trust (DRTM) implementation flaws [79]. Further, our firmware is deterministically built, so that the tenant can not only inspect it for correct implementation but then easily check that this is the firmware that is actually executing on the machine assigned to the tenant. For tenant-deployed functionality, small open source implementations are valuable to enable user-specific customization.

Finally, servers are assumed to be stateless with all volumes accessed on-demand over the network. This removes confidentiality or denial of service attacks by the provider or subsequent tenants of server inspecting or deleting a tenants disk state. Bare-metal clouds that support stateful servers need to either give the tenant the guarantee that a node will never be preempted (problematic in a pay-for-use cloud model) or ensure that the provider scrubs the disks (trusting the provider and potentially requiring hours with modern disks). As we will see, stateless servers also dramatically improve the elasticity of the service.

4 Architecture

Bolted enables tenants to build a secure enclave of bare-metal servers where the integrity of each server is verified by the tenant before it is allowed to participate in the tenant’s enclave. During the allocation process, a server transitions through the following states: free, or not allocated, airlock, where
the integrity of the server is checked, after which it is either allocated to a tenant’s secure enclave if it passes the integrity check or rejected if it fails. In this section, we discuss the Bolted components; their operations; the process of server allocation, attestation, and the degrees of freedom in deploying Bolted components to support different security requirements and use cases.

4.1 Components

Bolted consists of four components which operate independently and (in the highest-security and lowest-trust configurations) are orchestrated by the tenant rather than the provider.

**Isolation Service:** The Isolation Service exposes interfaces to (de)allocate servers and networks to tenants, and isolate and/or group the servers by manipulating a provider’s networking infrastructure (switches and/or routers). Using the exposed interfaces, the servers are moved to free or rejected state as well – ensuring the servers are not part of any tenant-owned network. These interfaces are also used to move the servers to the airlock state (to verify if they have been compromised) or the allocated state (where they are available for the tenant).

The Isolation Service uses network isolation techniques instead of encryption-based logical isolation in order to enforce guarantees of performance and to provide basic protection against traffic analysis attacks. Since the operations performed by these interfaces (on the networking infrastructure) are privileged, the isolation service needs to be deployed by the provider; if a tenant does not trust the provider, it can further encrypt network traffic between their servers.

**Secure Firmware:** Secure firmware is crucial towards improving tenant’s trust of the public cloud servers; it should consist of following properties. First, it should be open-source, so that it benefits from large community support in improving its features and fixing any bugs and vulnerabilities. Second, it should be deterministically built so that a tenant can build the firmware from verified source code and independently validate the provider-installed firmware. Third, it must scrub server memory prior to launching a tenant OS – if the server was preempted from a previous tenant, it must guarantee that the previous tenants’ code and data is not present in the memory. Finally, it must provide an execution environment for the attestation agent in the airlock state.

We note that it is challenging to replace computer firmware; even major providers are often forced to install huge binary blobs signed by the hardware manufacturer with no access to the source code. When firmware cannot be replaced, we use the installed firmware for the minimum amount of time in order to download our own secure firmware – and the servers’ pre-installed firmware must support trusted boot [20].

While the overall Bolted architecture design supports the attestation and security of both system firmware (e.g., BIOS or UEFI) and peripheral firmware (e.g., GPU, network card, etc.), there are no standardized and implemented methods to attest those peripheral firmware to an external party. Early attempts at standardization are underway, and we expect Bolted can leverage them when they mature [67].

**Provisioning Service:** This service is broadly responsible for three things – (1) initial provisioning of the server with the software stack (i.e., secure firmware and attestation agent) responsible for its attestation during the airlock state, (2) provisioning of the server during the allocated state (i.e. the server was successfully verified that it was not compromised) with the intended software stack i.e. the operating system and the relevant software packages, and (3) saving and/or deleting the servers’ persistent state when a server is released.

The Provisioning Service can be deployed either by the provider or by tenants themselves. The latter option is valuable for security-sensitive tenants who do not want to trust the provider with their operating system images or who want to use their own (e.g., legacy) provisioning systems. The provisioning service must provision the servers in a stateless manner so that the tenants do not have to rely on (and trust) the provider to remove any persistent state after the server is released.

**Attestation Service:** The Attestation Service consists of two parts: an attestation agent that executes on the server to be attested, and an attestation server that maintains a pre-populated database of known reliable hash measurements of allowed firmware/software (i.e., a whitelist). This service is used during the airlock and allocated states. The Attestation Service can be deployed either by the provider or by the tenant.

During the airlock state, the attestation agent (downloaded from the Provisioning Service during initial provisioning) is responsible for sending quotes of the firmware and any other software involved during the boot sequence to the attestation server to be matched against the whitelist. Depending on the attestation result obtained from the attestation server, the state of the attested server is changed to allocated or rejected. In the case when the computer firmware cannot be replaced, the trusted boot sequence measurement (until the secure firmware is executed) must be supplied by the provider. Obtaining this measurement is a one-time operation for each server, and this whitelist can be published publicly by the provider.

In the allocated state, the attestation agent (installed on the tenants’ OS) can continuously verify the software stack running against the whitelist present on the attestation server (also referred as Continuous Attestation). For continuous attestation to work, the software stack should be configured such that it saves new measurements to the cryptoprocessor upon observing any change/modification/access. The attestation agent periodically sends the new hash measurements of software and configuration registered in the cryptoprocessor to the attestation server; if attestation fails (i.e., when any malicious activity is observed), the attestation server alerts the 
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3Hash measurements obtained from and signed by a secure cryptoprocessor such as TPM.
attestation agent. Continuous attestation protects tenants both against unauthorized execution of executables and against malicious reboots into unauthorized firmware, bootloader, or operating system. Note that continuous attestation is fundamentally more challenging in a provider-deployed attestation service, as the runtime whitelist (e.g., hashes of approved binaries allowed to be run on the node) must be tenant-generated; we assume continuous attestation is only used by security-sensitive tenants that deploy their own attestation service.

### 4.2 Life Cycle

The different Bolted components do not directly interact with each other, but instead, are orchestrated by user-controlled scripts. Figure 1 shows the **life-cycle of a typical secure server** (in the case of security-sensitive tenant), which progresses through six steps: (1) The tenant uses the Isolation Service to allocate a new bare metal server, create an airlock network, and move the server to that airlock, shared with the Attestation and the Provisioning networks; we need to isolate servers in the airlock state from other servers in the same state so that a compromised server cannot infect other uncompromised servers. (2) The secure firmware is executed (if stored in system flash) or provisioned onto the server along with a boot-loader, attestation software agent, and any other related software. With these in place, (3) the Attestation Service attests the integrity of the firmware of this server. Once initial attestation completes, (4) the tenant again employs the Isolation Service to move the server from the airlock network. If firmware attestation failed (5) it is moved into the Rejected Pool, isolated from the rest of the cloud; if attestation was successful, the server is made part of the tenant’s enclave by connecting it to the tenant networks. In order to make use of the server, further provisioning is required (6) so the tenant again uses the Provisioning Service to install the tenant operating system and any other required applications.

### 4.3 Use Cases

Figure 2 demonstrates the flexibility of Bolted using three examples of users, namely: 1) Alice, a graduate student, who wants to maximize performance and minimize cost and does not care about security; 2) Bob, a professor, who does not trust other tenants (e.g., graduate students) but is willing to trust the provider, and 3) Charlie, a security-sensitive tenant, who not only does not trust other tenants but wants to minimize his trust in the provider.

Alice and Bob are willing to trust the provider’s network isolation and storage security, and do not need to employ runtime encryption and will not incur its performance burden; nor will they need to expend the effort to deploy and manage their own services. Alice, further, uses scripts that do not even bother using the provider’s attestation service, further improving the speed that she can start up servers as well as her costs if the provider charges her for all the time a server is allocated to her.

Security-sensitive tenant Charlie deploys his own, potentially modified, provisioning and attestation service. He does not have to rely on the provider’s network isolation to protect his confidentiality and integrity but can implement runtime protections such as network and disk encryption. Moreover, the attestation service can be used not only to protect him from previous tenants, but also to maintain a whitelist of applications and configuration, and to quickly detect any compromises in an ongoing fashion. The one area where Bolted requires Charlie to trust the provider is for protecting against denial of service attacks since only the provider can deploy the isolation service that allocates servers and controls provider switches. Trusting a provider, in this case, is unavoidable with current networking technology, as the provider controls all networking to the datacenter.

In addition to the cloud use cases, Bolted was designed to be flexible enough to handle the use case of co-location facilities [1, 4, 8] where the datacenter tenants temporarily “loan” computers to each other to handle fluctuations in demand; and this use case is, in fact, the primary one for which Bolted is going into production currently. In this case, a single party may be both provider and tenant. As an example, one party might have a high demand on their HPC cluster, while another party has spare capacity in their IaaS cloud; the isolation service from the second party (the provider) could be used to provision servers for loan to the first party, with attestation and provisioning services (including provisioning-associated storage) provided by the first party (the user).

Since the different Bolted services are independent, being orchestrated by tenant scripts, it is straightforward for a tenant to use capacity from multiple isolation services. The attestation of Bolted is important to enable supporting untrusted environments (e.g., research testbeds) alongside production services. For tenants that use the standard Bolted provisioning
We describe our implementation of the Isolation Service. When using their own infrastructure, the tenant and provider work between the servers, and then connect this network to (Keylime [72]), and Provisioning Service (BMI [57]), and (HIL [36]), Firmware (LinuxBoot [6]), Attestation Service.

5 Implementation

We describe our implementation of the Isolation Service (HIL [36]), Firmware (LinuxBoot [6]), Attestation Service (Keylime [72]), and Provisioning Service (BMI [57]), and explain how they work together as Bolted. All of these constituent services of Bolted are open-source packages and can be modified by tenants or providers to meet their specific requirements.

Hardware Isolation Layer: The fundamental operations Hardware Isolation Layer (HIL) provides are (i) allocation of physical servers, (ii) allocation of networks, and (iii) connecting these servers and networks. A tenant can invoke HIL to allocate servers to an enclave, create a management network between the servers, and then connect this network to any provisioning tool (e.g., [15, 19, 57, 62]). It can also let tenants create networks for isolated communication between servers and/or attach those servers to public networks made available by the provider. HIL controls the network switches of the cloud provider and provides VLAN-based [45] network isolation mechanism. HIL also supports a simple API for Baseboard Management Controller (BMC) operations like power cycling servers and console access; ensuring that users cannot attack the BMC. HIL cannot be deployed by tenants and must be deployed by the provider and is the only component shared by tenants, that is not attested to. In our effort to minimize this TCB we have worked hard to keep HIL very simple (approximately 3000 LOC).

Because the provider is trusted for physical isolation and security, it also acts as the source of truth for information on servers in two ways. First, it maps each server’s HIL identity to a TPM identity by exporting the TPM’s public Endorsement Key (EK) through administrator-modifiable metadata per server, ensuring that the tenant is able to confirm that the tenant she received is indeed the one she reserved thus protecting the tenant from any server spoofing attack. Second, HIL exposes the provider-generated whitelist of TPM PCR measurements, i.e., ones that relate to the platform components like BIOS/UEFI firmware and firmware settings.

LinuxBoot: LinuxBoot is our firmware implementation and bootloader replacement. It is a minimal reproducible build of Linux that serves as an alternative to UEFI and Legacy BIOS. LinuxBoot retains the vendor PEI (Pre- EFI environment) code as well as the signed ACM (authenticated code modules) that Intel provides for establishing the TEE (trusted execution environment). LinuxBoot replaces the DXE (Driver Execution Environment) portion of UEFI with open source wrappers, the Linux Kernel, and a flexible initrd based runtime. Advantages over stock UEFI include: 1) LinuxBoot’s open-source Linux devices drivers and filesystems have had significantly more scrutiny than the UEFI implementations, 2) its deterministic build enables easy remote attestation with a TPM; a tenant can independently confirm that the firmware on a server corresponds to source code that they compile themselves, 3) it can use any Linux-supported filesystem or device driver, execute Linux shell scripts to perform remote attestation over secure network protocols and mount encrypted drives, simplifying integration into services like Bolted, 4) it is significantly faster to POST than UEFI; taking 40 seconds on our servers, compared to about 4 minutes with UEFI.

We chose LinuxBoot over alternatives like Tianocore [10] – an open source implementation of UEFI because unlike Tianocore it does not depend on hardware drivers provided by motherboard vendors. In addition to the driver dependency Tianocore also needs support of Firmware Support Package (FSP) from processor vendors which are closed source binaries or independent softwares like coreboot [2, 3] to function as a complete bootable firmware. LinuxBoot does use FSP however Heads which is our flavor of LinuxBoot is able to establish root of trust prior to executing FSP thus ensuring that FSP blob is measured into TPM PCR’s. This protects from attacks that involve replacing a measured FSP with a malicious FSP. Additionally, while LinuxBoot and Tianocore
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5 In this case, provisioning time is much larger and tenants are responsible for scrubbing the local disk.
both are open source projects, LinuxBoot is based on Linux, a much more mature and widely used system with battle tested code.

We have modified LinuxBoot such that it scrubs memory before a tenant can use a server; a tenant that attests that LinuxBoot is installed is guaranteed that subsequent tenants will not gain control until the memory has been scrubbed since the only way for the provider, or another tenant, to gain control (or reflash the firmware) is to power cycle the machine which will ensure that LinuxBoot is executed. Scripts integrated with LinuxBoot download the attestation service’s client side agent, download and kexec a tenant’s kernel (only if attestation has succeeded), and obtain a key from the attestation service to access the encrypted disk and network.

Keylime: Keylime is our remote attestation and key management system. It is divided into four major components: Registrar, Cloud Verifier, Agent, and Tenant. The registrar stores and certifies the public Attestation Identity Keys (AIKs) of the TPMs used by a tenant; it is only a trust root and does not store any tenant secrets. The Cloud Verifier (CV) maintains the whitelist of trusted code and checks server integrity. The Agent is downloaded and measured by the server (firmware or previously measured software) and then passes quotes (i.e., TPM-signed attestations of the integrity state of the machine) from the server’s TPM to the CV. The Tenant starts the attestation process and asks the Verifier to verify the server. The Registrar Verifier and Tenant can be hosted by the tenant outside of the cloud or could be hosted on a physical system in the cloud. Keylime delivers the tenant kernel, initrd and scripts to the server (after attestation success) using a secure connection between the Keylime CV and Keylime agent. The script is executed by the agent to (1) make sure the server is on the tenant’s secure network and (2) kexec into tenant’s kernel and boot the server.

For tenants that do not trust the provider, Keylime supports automatic configuration for Linux Unified Key Setup (LUKS) [13] for disk encryption and IPsec for network encryption using keys bootstrapped during attestation and bound to the TPM hardware root-of-trust. Also, Keylime integrates with the Linux Integrity Measurement Architecture (IMA) [71] to allow tenants to continuously attest that a server was not compromised after boot. IMA continuously maintains a hash chain rooted in the TPM of all programs, libraries, and critical configuration files that have been executed or read by the system. The CV checks the IMA hash chain regularly at runtime to detect deviations from the whitelist of acceptable hashes.

Bare Metal Imaging: The fundamental operations provided by the Bare Metal Imaging (BMI) are: (i) disk image creation, (ii) image clone and snapshot, (iii) image deletion, and (iv) server boot from a specified image. Similar to virtualized cloud services, BMI serves images from remote-mounted boot drives, with server access via an iSCSI (TGT [76]) service managed by BMI and back-end storage in a Ceph [78] distributed storage system. When the server network-boots, it only fetches the parts of the image it uses (less than 1% of the image is typically used), which significantly reduces the provisioning time [57]. BMI allows tenants to run scripts against a BMI-managed filesystem which we use to extract boot information (kernel, initramfs image and kernel command lines) from images so that they could be passed to a booting server in a secure way via Keylime.

Putting it together: The booting of a server is controlled by a Python application that follows the sequence of steps shown in Figure 1. For servers that support it, we burn Linux-Boot directly into the server’s SPI flash. Figure 1 shows another case where we download LinuxBoot’s runtime (Heads) using iPXE and then continue the same sequence as if Linux-Boot was burned into the flash. We have modified the iPXE client code to measure the downloaded LinuxBoot runtime image into a TPM platform configuration register (PCR) so that all software involved in booting a server can be attested. When servers pass attestation, the Keylime Agent downloads an encrypted zip file containing the tenant’s kernel, initrd, and a script from Keylime server and unzips them. The zip file also includes the keys for decrypting the storage and network. After a server is moved (using HIL) to the tenant’s enclave, the Keylime Agent runs the script file. The script stores the cryptographic keys into an initrd file to pass it to the tenant’s kernel and then kexecs into the downloaded kernel. After it boots, the kernel uses the keys from the initrd file to decrypt the remote disk and encrypt the network.

Keylime [72] and LinuxBoot [6] were previously created in part by authors of this paper, and modified as discussed above. While previously published, HIL [36] and BMI [57] were designed with the vision of integrating them in the larger Bolted architecture described in this paper.

6 Addressing the Threat Model

Here we discuss how, for security-sensitive tenants, Bolted’s architecture addresses the threats in the three phases described in Section 2.

Prior to occupancy: We must protect a tenant’s server against threats from previous users of the server and isolate it from potential network-based attacks until a server is fully provisioned. To do this, Bolted uses attestation to ensure that the firmware of the server was not modified by previous tenants, and isolates the server in the airlock state (protected from other tenants) until this attestation is complete. The deterministic nature of LinuxBoot enables tenants to inspect the source code of the firmware, and ensure that it is trusted, rather than just trusting the provider. Further, all communication within the networks in the enclave is encrypted, using a key provided by the tenant’s attestation service (e.g., Keylime), ensuring that the server will not be susceptible to attacks by other servers as it is provisioned. Since our current implementation is unable to attest the state of peripheral firmware, there could be malware embedded in those devices that could compromise...
the node. Disk and network encryption securely bootstrapped by the TPM mitigate data confidentiality and integrity attacks from malicious peripherals with external access like network interfaces and storage controllers. System level isolation of device drivers, as in Qubes\(^6\), could further be used to mitigate the impact of malicious peripherals mounting attacks against the node [32].

**During occupancy:** We must ensure that the server’s network traffic is isolated so that the provider or other concurrent tenants of the cloud cannot launch attacks against it or eavesdrop on its communication with other servers in the enclave. HIL performs basic VLAN-based isolation to provide basic protection from traffic analysis by other tenants. However, a tenant can choose to both encrypt their network traffic with IPsec and shape their traffic to resist traffic analysis from the provider and not rely on provider’s HIL. Keylime securely sends the keys for encrypting networking and disk traffic directly to the node. Disk encryption ensures the confidentiality and integrity of the persistent data even if the storage is under the control of a malicious provider. Continuous attestation can detect changes to the runtime state of the server (e.g., unauthorized binaries being executed or reboot to an unauthorized kernel) and notify the tenant to take some action to respond. Response actions include revoking the cryptographic keys used by that server for network/storage encryption, removing it from the enclave VLAN, and immediately rebooting the system into a known good state and scrubbing its memory. While IMA only supports load/read-time measurement (i.e., hashing) of files on the system as they are used, most existing runtime protection measures like kernel integrity monitoring [56], control-flow integrity [25], or dynamic memory layout randomization [23] are built into either the kernel image/modules, application binaries, or libraries themselves. Thus, TPM measurements created by IMA at runtime will demonstrate that those protections were loaded.

**After occupancy:** Once a server is removed from a tenant enclave, we must ensure that the confidentiality of a tenant is not compromised by any of its state being visible to subsequent software running on the server. Stateless provisioning of the servers protects against any persistent state remaining on the server and avoids any reliance on the provider scrubbing the disk if it preempts the tenant. Further, the tenant can deploy its own provisioning service and ensure that the provider has no access to that storage. If the tenant requires the use of the local disks for performance reasons (e.g., for big data applications), the server can use local disk encryption with ephemeral keys stored only in memory. As long as the tenant attests that LinuxBoot is used, it knows that this firmware will zero the server’s memory before another tenant will have the opportunity to execute any code.\(^7\)

### 7 Evaluation

We first use micro-benchmarks to quantify the cost of encrypted storage and networking on our system, then examine the performance and scalability of the Bolted prototype, the cost of continuous attestation and finally the performance of applications deployed using Bolted under different assumptions of trust.

#### 7.1 Infrastructure and methodology

Single server provisioning experiments were performed on a Dell R630 server with 256 GB RAM and 2 Xeon E5-2660 v3 2.6GHz processors with 10 (20 HT) cores, using UEFI or LinuxBoot executing from motherboard flash. All the other experiments were conducted on a cluster of 16 Dell M620 blade servers (64 GB memory, 2 Xeon E5-2650 v2 2.60GHz processors with 8 cores (16 HT) per socket) and a 10Gbit switch. The M620 servers do not have a hardware TPM, so for functionality, we used a software emulation of a TPM [43], and for performance evaluation, emulated the latency to access the TPM based on numbers collected from our R630 system.

HIL, BMI, and Keylime servers were run on virtual machines with Xeon E5-2650 2.60GHz CPUs: Keylime with 16 vCPUs and 8GB memory; BMI with 2 vCPUs and 8GB, and HIL with 8 vCPUs and 8GB RAM. The iSCSI server ran on a virtual machine with 8 vCPUs and 32GB RAM. The Ceph cluster (the storage backend for BMI disk images) has 3 OSD servers (each dual Xeon E5-2603 v4 1.70GHz CPUs, 6 cores each) and a total of 27 disk spindles across the 3 machines. The servers were provisioned with Fedora 28 images (Linux
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\(^6\)https://www.qubes-os.org/

\(^7\)Note that we are assuming here that the provider cannot re-flash the firmware remotely over the BMC.
Figure 4: Provisioning time of one server.

kernel 4.17.9-200) enabled with IMA and version 5.6.3 of Strongswan [17] for IPsec. IPsec was configured in ‘Host to Host’ and Tunnel mode. The cryptographic algorithm used was AES-256-GCM SHA2-256 MODP2048. The authentication and encryption were done through a pre-shared key (PSK). IMA used SHA-256 hash algorithm. Cryptsetup utility version 1.7.0 was used to setup disk encryption based on LUKS – with AES-256-XTS algorithm. Unless otherwise stated, each experiment was executed five times.

7.2 The cost of encryption

For security-sensitive tenants that do not trust a provider, they must encrypt the disk and network traffic. To understand the overhead in our environment, we ran some simple microbenchmarks.

Disk Encryption: Figure 3a shows the overhead of LUKS disk encryption on a Block RAM disk exercised using Linux’s “dd” command. While LUKS introduces overhead in this extreme case, we can see that the bandwidth that LUKS can sustain at 1GB for reads is likely to be able to keep up with both local disks and network mounted storage delivered over a 10Gbit network while write performance may introduce a modest degradation at ∼0.8GB.

Network Encryption: Figure 3b shows the overhead of IPsec using Iperf between two servers using both hardware-based Intel AES-NI (IPsec HW) and software-based AES (IPsec SW) and MTU’s of 1500 and 9000. We can see that IPsec has a much larger performance overhead than LUKS disk encryption, with even the best case of HW accelerated encryption and jumbo frames having almost a factor of two degradation over the non-encrypted case (CPU usage on our infrastructure is between 60% and 80% of one processing core for HW accelerated encryption). Additional tuning or specialized IPsec acceleration network interfaces could be used to boost performance [37]. We use hardware accelerated encryption and jumbo frames for all subsequent experiments.

Network mounted storage: In our implementation we boot servers using iSCSI which in turn accesses data from our Ceph cluster. In Figure 3c we show the results of exercising the iSCSI server using “dd”. Experimentally, we found that increasing the read ahead buffer size on Linux to 8MB was critical for performance, and we do this on all subsequent experiments (the default size is 128KB). Since Ceph as the backend storage reads data in 4MB chunks, increasing the read ahead buffer size to 8MB results in higher sequential read performance. As expected we find that LUKS introduces small overhead on writes and no overhead on reads, while IPsec between the client and iSCSI server has a major impact on performance.

7.3 Elasticity

Today’s bare-metal clouds take many tens of minutes to allocate and provision a server [61]. Further, scrubbing the disk can take many hours; an operation required for stateful bare metal clouds whenever a server is being transferred between one tenant and another. In contrast, virtualized clouds are highly elastic; provisioning a new VM can take just a few minutes and deleting a VM is nearly instantaneous. The huge difference in elasticity between bare-metal clouds and virtualized clouds has a major impact on the use cases for which bare-metal clouds are appropriate. How close can we approach the elasticity of today’s virtualized clouds? What extra cost does attestation impose on that elasticity? What is the extra cost if the tenant does not trust the provider and need to encrypt disks and storage?

To understand the elasticity Bolted supports, we first examine its performance for provisioning servers under different assumptions of security and then examine the concurrency for provisioning multiple servers in parallel.

Provisioning time: Figure 4 compares the time to provision a server with Foreman (a popular provisioning system) [30] to Bolted with both UEFI and LinuxBoot firmware under 3 scenarios: no attestation which would be used by clients that are insensitive to security, attestation where the tenant trusts the provider, but uses (provider deployed) attestation to ensure that previous tenants have not compromised the server, and Full attestation, where a security-sensitive tenant that does not trust the provider uses LUKS to encrypt
the disk and IPsec to encrypt the path between the client and iSCSI server. There are a number of important high-level results from this figure. First for tenants that trust the provider, Bolted using LinuxBoot burned in the ROM is able to provision a server in under 3 minutes in the unattested case and under 4 minutes in the attested case; numbers that are very competitive with virtualized clouds. Second, attestation adds only a modest cost to provisioning a server and is likely a reasonable step for all systems. Third, even for tenants that do not trust the provider, (i.e. LUKS & IPsec) on servers with UEFI, Bolted at ~7 minutes is still 1.6x faster than Foreman provisioning; note that Foreman implements no security procedures and is likely faster than existing cloud provisioning systems that use techniques like re-flashing firmware to protect tenants from firmware attacks.

Examining the detailed time breakdowns in Figure 4; while we introduced LinuxBoot to improve security, we can see that the improved POST time (3x faster than UEFI) on these servers has a major impact on performance. We also see that booting from network mounted storage, introduced to avoid trusting the provider to scrub the disk, also has a huge impact on provisioning time. The time to install data on to the local disk is much larger for the Foreman case, where all data needs to be copied into the local disk. In contrast, with network booting, only a tiny fraction of the boot disk is ever accessed. We also see that with a stateful provisioning system like Foreman, it needs to reboot the server after installing the tenant’s OS and applications on the local disk of the server; incurring POST time twice. While not explicitly shown here, it is also important to note that with Bolted a tenant can shutdown the OS and release a node to another tenant and then later restart the image on any compatible node; a key property of elasticity in virtualized clouds that is not possible with stateful provisioning systems like Foreman.

We show in Figure 4 the costs of all the different phases of an attested boot. With UEFI, after POST, the phases are: (i) PXE downloading iPXE, (ii) iPXE downloading LinuxBoot’s runtime (Heads), (iii) booting LinuxBoot, (iv) downloading the Keylime Agent (using HTTP), (v) running the Keylime Agent, registering the server and attesting it, and then downloading the tenant’s kernel and initrd, (vi) moving the server into the tenant’s network and making sure it is connected to the BMI server and finally (vii) LinuxBoot kexec’ing into the tenant’s kernel and booting the server. In each step, the running software measures the next software and extends the result into a TPM PCR. Using LinuxBoot firmware, after POST we immediately jump to step (iv) above.

While the steps for attestation where complex to implement, the overall performance cost is relatively modest, adding only around 25% to the cost of provisioning a server.\(^8\) This is an important result given a large number of bare-metal systems (e.g. CloudLab, Chameleon, Foreman, ...), that take no security measure today to ensure that firmware has not been corrupted. There is no performance justification today for not using attestation, and our project has demonstrated that it is possible to measure all components needed to boot a server securely. For the full attestation scenarios (UEFI and LinuxBoot), two more steps are added to the basic attestation scenarios: (+i) loading the cryptographic key and decrypting the encrypted storage with LUKS (+ii) establishing IPsec tunnel and connecting to the encrypted network. These two steps are incorporated into Kernel boot time in Figure 4. We can see that the major cost is not these extra steps but the slow down in booting into the image that comes from the slower disk that is accessed over IPsec.

Concurrency: Figure 5 shows (with UEFI firmware) how Bolted performs, with and without attestation, as we increase the number of concurrently booting servers (log scale). In both the attested and unattested case performance stays relatively flat until 8 nodes. In our current environment, this level of concurrency/elasticity has been more than sufficient for the community of researchers using Bolted. There is a substantial degradation in both the attested and unattested case when we go from 8 to 16 servers. In the unattested case, the degradation is due to the small scale Ceph deployment (with only 27 disks) available in our experimental infrastructure. For the attested boot, the performance degradation arises from a limitation in our current implementation where we only support a single airlock at a time; attestation for provisioning is currently serialized. While this scalability limitation is not a problem for current use cases in our data center, we intend to address it to enable future use cases of highly-elastic security-sensitive tenants; e.g., a national emergency requiring many computers.

7.4 Continuous Attestation

Once a server has been provisioned, a security sensitive tenant can further use IMA to continuously measure any changes to the configuration and applications. The Keylime Agent will include the IMA measurement list along with periodic continuous attestation quotes. This allows the Keylime Cloud Verifier to help ensure the integrity of the server’s runtime state by comparing the provided measurement list with a

\[^8\]Moreover, given that performance is sufficient, we have so far made no effort to optimize the implementation. Obvious opportunities include better download protocols than HTTP, porting the Keylime Agent from python to Rust, etc.
whitelist of approved values provided by the tenant. In the case of a policy violation, Keylime can then revoke any keys used for network or disk encryption; essentially isolating the server. To evaluate IMA performance, we measured Linux kernel 4.16.12 compile time with and without IMA with a different number of processing threads. We use kernel compilation as a test case for IMA because it requires extensive file I/O and execution of many binaries. The IMA policy we used measured all files that are executed as well as all files read by the root user. To stress IMA we ran the kernel compile as root such that all of its activity would be measured. Figure 6 shows the results in log scale; even in this unrealistic stress test IMA does not impose a noticeable overhead.

Keylime can detect policy violations from checking the IMA measurements and TPM quotes in under one second. To simulate a policy violation, we ran a script on the server without having a record of it in the whitelist, resulting in an IMA measurement different than expected. This results in Keylime issuing a revocation notification for the key of the affected server used for IPsec to the other servers in the system; the entire process takes approximately 3 seconds for a compromised server to have its IPsec connections to other servers reset and be cryptographically banned from the network.

7.5 Macro-Benchmarks

Security-sensitive tenants using Bolted rely on network and disk encryption to minimize their trust in the provider. Surprisingly there is little information in the literature what the cost of such encryption is for real applications. Is the performance good enough that we can tolerate a one-size-fits-all solution and avoid ever trusting the provider? Is the performance so poor that it will never make sense for security-sensitive customers to use Bolted?

Figure 7 (MPI) shows performance degradation results for a variety of applications from the NAS Parallel Benchmark [22] version 3.3.1: Embarrassingly Parallel (EP), Conjugate Gradient (CG), Fourier Transform (FT) and Multi Grid (MG) applications class D running in a 16 server enclave. We see overall that these applications only suffer significant overhead for IPsec, ranging from ~18% for EB, which has modest communication, to ~200% for CG which is very communication intensive. These results suggest that there are definitely workloads for which not trusting the provider incurs little overhead. At the same time, a one-size-fits-all solution is inappropriate; only tenants that are willing to trust the provider, and avoid the cost of encryption, are likely to run highly communication intensive applications in the cloud.

To understand the performance overhead for more cloud relevant workloads, Figure 7 (Spark) shows the performance of Spark [81] framework version 2.3.1 (working on Hadoop version 2.7.7) running TeraSort on a 260GB data set. The experiment is run in parallel in an enclave of 16 servers. TeraSort is a complex application which reads data from remote storage, shuffles temporary data between servers and writes final results to remote storage. We can see a significant overall degradation, of ~30% for LUKS+IPsec. While this degradation is significant, we expect that security sensitive tenants would be willing to incur this level of overhead. On the other hand, this overhead is large enough that tenants willing to trust the provider would prefer not to incur it, suggesting that the flexibility of Bolted to provide this choice to the tenant is important.

Our last experiment (Figure 7 (VM)) is based on virtualization. An important application of bare metal servers is to run virtualized software (e.g., an IaaS cloud). In this experiment, we installed KVM QEMU version 2.11.2 on a M620 server as the hypervisor. The virtual machine we run on the hypervisor is CentOS 7 with Linux kernel 3.10.0. It has 8 vCPU cores and 32 GB RAM. This is based on the observation [28] that 90% of virtual machines having ≤ 8 vCPU cores and ≤ 32 GB RAM. We run Filebench version 1.4.9.1 benchmark [75] on 1000 files with 12 MB average size on the virtual machine. We can see that the performance of this benchmark is ~50% worse in the case of IPsec; a significant performance penalty. While we would expect less of a degradation for regular VMs (rather than ones running a file system benchmark), we can see that a tenant deploying generic services, like virtualization, should be very careful about the kind of workload they expect to use the service.

8 Related Work

Our work on creating a secure bare-metal cloud was motivated by a huge body of research demonstrating vulnerabilities due
to co-location in virtualized clouds including both hypervisor attacks [21, 49, 64, 73, 80] and side-channel and cover-channel attacks like the Meltdown and Spectre exploits [51, 54, 55, 66, 69].

There is a large body of products and research projects for bare-metal clouds [27, 46, 48, 63, 65] and cluster deployment systems [15, 42, 62, 68] that have many of the capabilities of isolation and provisioning that Bolted includes. The fundamental difference with Bolted is that we strongly separate isolation from provisioning and different entities (e.g. security sensitive tenants) can control/deploy and even re-implement the provisioning service. This structuring clearly defines the TCB that needs to be deployed by the provider.

While it is often unclear exactly which technique each cloud uses to protect against firmware attacks, a wide variety of techniques have been used including specialized hardware [16, 18], using a specialized hypervisor to prevent access to firmware [31], and attestation to the provider [44, 47]. In all cases, there is no way for a tenant to programmatically verify that the firmware is up to date and not compromised by previous tenants. Bolted is unique in enabling tenant deployed attestation for bare-metal servers, where the measurement of the firmware and software are provided directly to the tenant.

The static root of trust (SRTM) approach used by Bolted requires all software to be measured in an unbroken chain of trust. It would have been simpler for us to use dynamic root of trust (DRTM), however, DRTM has additional chip dependencies and, more importantly, been shown to be vulnerable to attacks [79] and work of Kovah et. al has shown that it can be used as an attack vector itself [52].

9 Concluding Remarks

We presented Bolted, an architecture for a bare metal cloud that is appropriate for even the most security sensitive tenants; allowing these customers to take control over their own security. The only trust these tenants need to place in the provider is for the availability of the resources and that the physical hardware has not been compromised. At the same time, by delegating security for security sensitive tenants to the tenants, Bolted frees the provider from the complexity of having to directly support these demanding customers and avoids impact to customers that are less security sensitive.

To enable a wide community to inspect the TCB, all components of Bolted are open source. We designed HIL, for example, to be a simple micro-service rather than a general purpose tool like IRONIC [62] or Emulab [19]. HIL is being incorporated into a variety of different use cases by adding tools and services on and around it rather than turning it into a general purpose tool. Another key example of a small open source component is LinuxBoot. LinuxBoot is much simpler than UEFI. Since it is based on Linux, it has a code base that is under constant examination by a huge community of developers. LinuxBoot is reproducibly built, so a tenant can examine the software to ensure that it meets their security requirements and then ensure that the firmware deployed on machines is the version that they require.

Bolted protects against compromise of firmware executable by the system CPU; however modern systems may have other processors with persistent firmware inaccessible to the main CPU; compromise of this firmware is not addressed by this approach. These include: Base Management Controllers (BMCs) [58], the Intel Management Engine [29, 53, 60], PCIe devices with persistent flash-based firmware, like some GPUs and NICs, and storage devices [50]. Additional work (e.g. IOMMU based techniques, disabling the Management Engine [14] and the use of specialized systems with minimum firmware) will be needed to meet these threats.

The evaluation of our prototype has demonstrated that we can rapidly provision secure servers with competitive performance to today’s virtualized clouds; removing one of the major barriers to bare metal clouds. We demonstrate that the cost of not trusting the provider (network/storage encryption) and of additional runtime security (continuous attestation) varies enormously depending on the application. (In fact, we are not aware of other work that has quantified the cost of network encryption, disk encryption, and continuous attestation with modern servers and implementation.) Results for HPC applications vary from negligible overhead to three times overhead for communication-intensive applications. Clearly the public cloud becomes economically unattractive for applications with three times overhead unless there are no other alternatives. However, we expect that the ~30% degradation we see for TeraSort is likely representative of many applications today. Such overheads suggest that the cost of security is modest enough that security-sensitive customers will find value in using cloud resources. At the same time, the overhead is significant enough that the flexibility of Bolted that enables tenants to just pay for the security they need is justified. One surprising result is that our secure firmware, LinuxBoot achieves dramatically better POST time than existing firmware; this is one of the few times in our experience that additional security comes with performance advantages.
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Abstract
Today’s ultra-low latency SSDs can deliver an I/O latency of sub-ten microseconds. With this dramatically shrunken device time, operations inside the kernel I/O stack, which were traditionally considered lightweight, are no longer a negligible portion. This motivates us to reexamine the storage I/O stack design and propose an asynchronous I/O stack (AIOS), where synchronous operations in the I/O path are replaced by asynchronous ones to overlap I/O-related CPU operations with device I/O. The asynchronous I/O stack leverages a lightweight block layer specialized for NVMe SSDs using the page cache without block I/O scheduling and merging, thereby reducing the sojourn time in the block layer. We prototype the proposed asynchronous I/O stack on the Linux kernel and evaluate it with various workloads. Synthetic FIO benchmarks demonstrate that the application-perceived I/O latency falls into single-digit microseconds for 4 KB random reads on Optane SSD, and the overall I/O latency is reduced by 15–33% across varying block sizes. This I/O latency reduction leads to a significant performance improvement of real-world applications as well: 11–44% IOPS increase on RocksDB and 15–30% throughput improvement on Filebench and OLTP workloads.

1 Introduction
With advances in non-volatile memory technologies, such as flash memory and phase-change memory, ultra-low latency solid-state drives (SSDs) have emerged to deliver extremely low latency and high bandwidth I/O performance. The state-of-the-art non-volatile memory express (NVMe) SSDs, such as Samsung Z-SSD [32], Intel Optane SSD [12] and Toshiba XL-Flash [25], provide sub-ten microseconds of I/O latency and up to 3.0 GB/s of I/O bandwidth [12, 25, 32]. With these ultra-low latency SSDs, the kernel I/O stack accounts for a large fraction in total I/O latency and is becoming a bottleneck to a greater extent in storage access.

One way to alleviate the I/O stack overhead is to allow user processes to directly access storage devices [6, 16, 27, 28, 49]. While this approach is effective in eliminating I/O stack overheads, it tosses many burdens to applications. For example, applications are required to have their own block management layers [49] or file systems [15, 43, 49] to build useful I/O primitives on top of a simple block-level interface (e.g., BlobFS in SPDK). Providing protections between multiple applications or users is also challenging [6, 16, 28, 43]. These burdens limit the applicability of user-level direct access to storage devices [49].

An alternative, more popular way to alleviate the I/O stack overhead is to optimize the kernel I/O stack. Traditionally, the operating system (OS) is in charge of managing storage and providing file abstractions to applications. To make the kernel more suitable for fast storage devices, many prior work proposed various solutions to reduce the I/O stack overheads. Examples of such prior work include the use of polling mechanism to avoid context switching overheads [5, 47], removal of bottom halves in interrupt handling [24, 35], proposal of scatter/scatter I/O commands [37, 50], simple block I/O scheduling [3, 24], and so on. These proposals are effective in reducing I/O stack overheads, and some of those are adopted by mainstream OS (e.g., I/O stack for NVMe SSDs in Linux).

In our work, we identify new unexplored opportunities to further optimize the I/O latency in storage access. The current I/O stack implementation requires many operations to service a single I/O request. For example, when an application issues a read I/O request, a page is allocated and indexed in a page cache [36]. Then, a DMA mapping is made and several auxiliary data structures (e.g., bio, request, iod in Linux) are allocated and manipulated. The issue here is that these operations occur synchronously before an actual I/O command is issued to the device. With ultra-low latency SSDs, the time it takes to execute these operations is comparable to the actual I/O data transfer time. In such case, overlapping those operations with the data transfer can substantially reduce the end-to-end I/O latency.

To this end, this paper proposes an asynchronous I/O
storage devices is rapidly narrowing this gap. For example, today’s ultra-low-latency (ULL) NVMe SSDs, such as Samsung’s Z-SSD [12], Intel’s Optane SSD [12], and Toshiba’s XL-Flash [25], can achieve sub-ten microseconds of I/O latency, which is orders of magnitude faster than that of traditional disks.

With such ultra-low latency SSDs, the kernel I/O stack [11, 38] no longer takes a negligible portion in the total I/O latency. Figure 1 shows the I/O latency and its breakdown for 4 KB random read and random write + fsync workloads on various SSDs$^1$. The figure shows that ultra-low latency SSDs achieve substantially lower I/O latency than conventional SSDs. Specifically, their device I/O time is much lower than that of the conventional SSDs. On the other hand, the amount of time spent in the kernel does not change across different SSDs. As a result, the fraction of the time spent in the kernel becomes more substantial (i.e., up to 37.6% and 35.5% for the read and write workloads, respectively).

An I/O stack is composed of many layers [17]. A virtual file system (VFS) layer provides an abstraction of underlying file systems. A page cache layer provides caching of file data. A file system layer provides file-system-specific implementations on top of the block storage. A block layer provides OS-level block request/response management and block I/O scheduling. Finally, a device driver handles device-specific I/O command submission and completion. In this paper, we target two latency-sensitive I/O paths (read() and write()+fsync()) in the Linux kernel and Ext4 file system with NVMe-based SSDs, since they are widely adopted system configurations from the mobile [13] to enterprise [33,51].

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 ULL SSDs and I/O Stack Overheads

Storage performance is important in computer systems as data should be continuously supplied to a CPU to not stall the pipeline. Traditionally, storage devices have been much slower than CPUs, and this wide performance gap has existed for decades [26]. However, the recent introduction of modern

2.2 Read Path

2.2.1 Vanilla Read Path Behavior

Figure 2 briefly describes the read path in the Linux kernel. Buffered read system calls (e.g., read() and pread() without O_DIRECT) fall into the VFS function (buffered_read() in the figure), which is an entry point to the page cache layer. Page cache. Upon a cache miss (Line 3-4), the function

$^1$The detailed evaluation configurations can be found in Section 4.1. Note that all the tested NVMe SSDs feature a non-volatile write cache, hence showing low write latency.
When the I/O request is completed, the thread rewinds its call stack and becomes blocked at the function block I/O scheduler.

is context-switched, the collected requests are flushed to the blk_finish_plug() (Line 36) is called or the current thread are collected in a plug list of the current thread. When

the underlying layers (also known as queue plugging in order to increase the efficiency of request handling in the block layer (Line 33-34).

In Ext4, the block layer, which is the default block layer for NVMe SSDs in the Linux kernel, and the device driver layer. In the block layer, a bio object is allocated using a slab allocator and initialized to contain the information of a single block request (i.e., LBA, I/O size and pages to copy-in) (Line 33). Then, submit_bio() (Line 34) transforms the bio object to a request object and inserts the request object into request queues, where I/O merging and scheduling are performed [3, 8]. The request object passes through a per-core software queue (ctx) and hardware queue (hctx) and eventually reaches the device driver layer.

Device driver. A request is dispatched to the device driver using nvme_queue_rq(). It first allocates an iod object, a structure having a scatter/gather list, and uses it to perform DMA (direct memory access) mapping, hence allocating I/O virtual addresses (or DMA addresses) to the pages in the dispatched request. Then, a prp_list, which contains physical region pages (PRP) in the NVMe protocol, is allocated and filled with the allocated DMA addresses. Finally, an NVMe command is created using the request and the prp_list and issued to an NVMe submission queue. Upon I/O completion, the interrupt handler unmaps DMA addresses of the pages and calls a completion function, which eventually wakes up the blocked thread. While the above describes the basic operations in the read path, the roles of the block and device driver layers are identical in the write path.

2.2.2 Motivation for Asynchronous Read Path

Figure 4(a) summarizes the operations and their execution times in the read path explained in Section 2.2.1. The main problem is that a single read I/O path has many operations

Figure 3: The overview of the multi-queue block layer. The shaded rectangles are dynamically allocated objects.
that occur synchronously to an actual device I/O operation. This synchronous design is common and intuitive and works well with slow storage devices because in such cases, the time spent on CPU is negligible compared to the total I/O latency. However, with ultra-low latency SSDs, the amount of CPU time spent on each operation becomes a significant portion of the total I/O latency.

Table 1 summarizes the ratio of each operation to the total kernel time. With small I/O sizes, the context switching is the most time-consuming operation. In this case, it is possible to reduce the overhead through the use of polling [5, 47]. The copy-to-user is another costly operation but is a necessary operation when file data is backed by the page cache. If we exclude these two operations, the remaining operations account for 45-50% of the kernel time.

Upon careful analysis of the code, we find that many of the remaining operations do not have to be performed before or after the device I/O time. In fact, such operations can be performed while the device I/O operation is happening since such operations are mostly independent of the device I/O operation. This motivates us to overlap such operations with the device I/O operation as sketched in Figure 4(b) (shaded in dark gray).

2.3 Write Path

2.3.1 Vanilla Write Path Behavior

Buffered write system calls (e.g., `write()`) usually buffer the modified data in the page cache in memory. When an application calls `fsync()`, the kernel actually performs write I/Os to synchronize the dirtied data with a storage device.

The buffered write path has no opportunity to overlap computation with I/O because it does not perform any I/O operation. On the other hand, `fsync` accompanies several I/O operations due to the writeback of dirtied data as well as a crash consistency mechanism in a file system (e.g., file system journaling). Since `fsync` most heavily affects the application performance in the write path, we examine it in more detail.

Figure 5(a) shows the operations and their execution times during an `fsync` call on Ext4 file system using ordered journaling. First, an application thread issues write I/Os for dirty file blocks and waits for them to complete. Then, the application thread wakes up a journaling thread (`jbd2` in Ext4) to commit the file system transaction. It first prepares the write of modified metadata (journal block in the figure) onto the journal area and issues the write I/O. Then, it waits for the completion of the write. Once completed, it prepares the write of a commit block and issues the write I/O. A flush command is enforced between the journal block write and the commit block write to enforce the ordering of writes [45]. Hence, total three device I/O operations occur for a single `fsync` call.

2.3.2 Motivation for Asynchronous Write Path

As in the case of the read path, there is also an opportunity to overlap the device I/O operations with the computation parts in the `fsync` path. As shown in Figure 5(a), the journaling thread performs I/O preparation and I/O waiting synchronously. Each I/O preparation includes assigning blocks in the journal area to write on, allocating buffer pages, allo-
2.4 Motivation for Lightweight Block Layer

The Linux kernel uses the multi-queue block layer for NVMe SSDs by default to scale well with multiple command queues and multi-core CPUs [3]. This block layer provides functionality like block I/O submission/completion, request merging/reordering, I/O scheduling and I/O command tagging [3]. While these features are necessary for general block I/O management, they delay the submission time of an I/O command to a storage device.

Figure 6 shows the block I/O submission latency, time from allocating a `bio` object to dispatching an I/O command to a device (denoted as `bio`); the figure also includes the same measurement using the proposed lightweight block layer in Section 3.1 (denoted as `lbio`). We use two I/O sizes, 4 KB and 32 KB, to minimize and maximize the number of dynamic memory allocations during I/O submissions, respectively. Considering that the device time for a 4 KB read is around 7.3 µs on ultra-low latency SSDs, the amount of time spent in the block layer is about 15% of the device time, which is a non-negligible portion.

While block I/O submission/completion and I/O command tagging are necessary features, request merging/reordering and I/O scheduling are not significant. The multi-queue block layer supports various I/O schedulers [8] but its default configuration is `noop` since many studies report that I/O scheduling is ineffective for reducing I/O latency for latency-critical applications on fast storage devices [34, 46, 51]. I/O scheduling can also be replaced by the device-side I/O scheduling capability [14]. The effectiveness of request merging/reordering is also questionable in ultra-low latency SSDs because of their high random access performance and the low probability to find adjacent or identical block requests.

Based on these intuitions, we propose to simplify the roles of the block layer and make it specialized for our asynchronous I/O stack to minimize its I/O submission delay.

3 Asynchronous I/O Stack

The proposed asynchronous I/O stack (AIOS) consists of two components: the lightweight block I/O layer (LBIO) and the modified I/O stack that overlaps I/O-related computations with the device I/O operations. This section first explains LBIO and then explains the modified read and write paths.

3.1 Lightweight Block I/O Layer

To minimize the software overheads in the block layer, we design a lightweight block I/O layer (or LBIO), a scalable, lightweight alternative to the existing multi-queue block layer. LBIO is designed for low-latency NVMe SSDs and supports only I/O submission/completion and I/O command tagging. Figure 7 shows the overview of our proposed LBIO.

Unlike the original multi-queue block layer, LBIO uses a single memory object, `lbio`, to represent a single block I/O request, thereby eliminating the time-consuming `bio-to-request` transformation in the original block layer. Each
the lbio object contains LBA, I/O length, pages to copy-in and DMA addresses of the pages. Containing DMA addresses in lbio leverages the asynchronous DMA mapping feature explained in the following sections. An lbio only supports 4 KB-aligned DMA address with I/O length of multiple sectors to simplify the codes initializing and submitting block I/O requests. This approach is viable with the assumption of using the page cache layer. Similar to the original block layer, LBIO supports queue plugging to batch multiple block I/O requests issued by a single thread.

LBIO has a global lbio two-dimensional array whose row is dedicated to each core, and a group of rows is assigned to each NVMe queue pair as shown in Figure 7. For example, if a system has 8 cores and 4 NVMe queue pairs, each lbio array row is one-to-one mapped to each core and two consecutive rows are mapped to an NVMe queue pair. When the number of NVMe queue pairs is equal to the number of cores, lockless lbio object allocations and NVMe command submissions are possible, as in the existing multi-queue block layer. The index of an lbio object in the global array is used as a tag in an NVMe command. This eliminates the time-consuming tag allocation in the original block layer.

Once an lbio is submitted, the thread directly calls nvme_queue_lbio() to dispatch an NVMe I/O command. Note that LBIO does not perform I/O merging or I/O scheduling, and thus reduces I/O submission delay significantly. Without the I/O merging, it is possible for two or more lbio’s to access the same logical block. This potentially happens in the read path and is resolved by the page cache layer (see Section 3.2). However, this does not happen in the write path because the page cache synchronizes writeback of dirty pages.

Figure 6 shows the reduced I/O submission latency with LBIO. On average, a block I/O request in LBIO takes only 0.18–0.60 µs, which is 83.4%–84.4% shorter latency compared to that of the original block layer.

3.2 Read Path

In addition to the introduction of LBIO, our approach reduces the I/O latency of the read path by detaching synchronous operations from the critical path as sketched in Figure 4(b). The following subsections describe each relocated operation and additional work to support the relocation.

3.2.1 Preloading Extent Tree

For a read operation, retrieving LBAs corresponding to the missing file blocks is a necessary step to issue a block request and thus this operation should be in the critical path. Instead of taking this step off the critical path, our proposal focuses on reducing its latency itself. The implementation of the Linux Ext4 file system caches logical to physical file block mappings in memory, and this cache is called extent status tree [19]. When a mapping can be found in the cache, obtaining an LBA takes a relatively short time; however, when the mapping is not found, the system has to issue an I/O request to read the missing mapping block and thus incurs much longer delay.

To avoid this unnecessary overhead, we adopt a plane separation approach [28]. In the control plane (e.g., file open), the entire mapping information is preloaded in memory. By doing so, the data plane (e.g., read and write) can avoid the latency caused by a mapping cache miss. The memory costs of caching an entire tree can be high; the worst case overhead is 0.03% of the file size in our evaluation. However, when there is little free memory, the extent cache evicts unlikely-used tree nodes to secure free memory [19]. To reduce the space overhead even further, this technique can be selectively applied to files requiring low-latency access.

3.2.2 Asynchronous Page Allocation/DMA Mapping

Preparation of free pages is another essential operation in the read path. In the original read path, a page allocator of the kernel performs this task, and it consumes many CPU cycles. For example, a single page allocation takes 0.19 µs on average in our system as shown in Figure 4(a). Similarly, assigning a DMA address to each page (DMA mapping) takes a large number of CPU cycles (754 cycles or 0.29 µs). Our approach is to take these operations off from the critical path and perform them while the device I/O operation is happening.

To this end, we maintain a small set of DMA-mapped free pages (a linked list of 4 KB DMA-mapped pages) for each core. With this structure, only a few memory instructions are necessary to get free pages from the pool (Pagepool Alloc in Figure 4(b)). The consumed pages are refilled by invoking page allocation and DMA mapping while the device I/O operation is occurring. This effectively hides the time for both page allocation and DMA mapping from the application-perceived I/O latency as shown in the figure. Note that, when the number of free pages in the pool is smaller than the read request size, page allocation and DMA mapping happens synchronously as in the vanilla kernel case.
3.2.3 Lazy Page Cache Indexing

Insertion of a page into a page cache index structure is another source of the large kernel I/O stack latency. Our approach is to overlap this operation with the device I/O operation while resolving the potentially duplicated I/O submissions.

In the vanilla kernel, the page cache works as a synchronization point that determines whether a block I/O request for a file can be issued or not. File blocks whose cache pages are successfully inserted into the page cache are allowed to make block requests (Line 31 in Figure 2), and a spinlock is used to protect the page cache from concurrent updates. Consequently, no duplicated I/O submission occurs for the same file block.

However, if we delay the page cache insertion operation to a point after submitting an I/O command to a device, it is possible for another thread to miss on the same file block and to issue a duplicate block request. To be exact, this happens if another thread accesses the page cache after the I/O request is submitted but before the page cache entry is updated.

Our solution is to allow duplicated block requests but resolve them at the request completion phase. Although there are multiple block requests associated with the same file block, only a single page is indexed in the page cache. Then, our scheme marks other pages as abandoned. The interrupt handler frees a page associated with the completed block request if it is marked abandoned.

3.2.4 Lazy DMA Unmapping

The last long-latency operation in the read path is DMA unmapping that occurs after the device I/O request is completed. The vanilla read path handles this in the interrupt handler, which is also in the critical path. Our scheme delays this operation to when a system is idle or waiting for another I/O request (Lazy DMA unmap in Figure 4(b)).

Note that this scheme prolongs the time window in which the DMA buffer is accessible by the storage device. This is essentially an extended version of the deferred protection scheme used in Linux by default [20]. Deferring the DMA unmapping (either in our scheme or in Linux) may potentially create a vulnerability window from a device-side DMA attack. However, with an assumption that the kernel and the device are neither malicious nor vulnerable, the deferred protection causes no problem [20]. If the assumption is not viable, users can disable the lazy DMA unmapping.

3.3 Write and fsync Path

As explained in Section 2.3.1, an fsync system call entails multiple I/O operations, and thus it is not possible to reuse the same scheme we proposed for the read path. For example, by the time fsync happens, pages are already allocated and indexed in the page cache. Instead of overlapping the I/O-related computation with individual device I/O operation, we focus on applying the overlapping idea to the entire file system journaling process.

Specifically, we overlap the computation parts in the journaling thread with the previous I/O operations in the same write path. As shown in Figure 5(a), there are two I/O preparation operations: journal block preparation and commit block preparation. Each preparation operation involves allocating buffer pages, allocating a block on the journal area, calculating the checksum and computation operations within the block and device driver layers. Since these operations only modify in-memory data structures, they have no dependency on the previous I/O operation in the same write path. Note that, at any given time, only a single file system transaction can be committed. While a transaction is in the middle of commit, no other file system changes can be entangled to the current transaction being committed. Hence, if the ordering constraint, which allows the write of a commit block only after the data blocks and journal blocks are made durable on the storage media, is guaranteed, our approach can provide the same crash consistency semantic provided by the vanilla write path.

To this end, we change the fsync path as shown in Figure 5(b). Upon an fsync system call, an application thread issues the writeback of dirty data pages first. Then, it wakes up the journaling thread in advance to overlap the data block I/Os with the computation parts in the journaling thread. The application thread finally waits for the completion of the writeback I/Os as well as the completion of the journal commit. While the data block I/O operations are happening, the journaling thread prepares the journal block writes and issues their write I/Os. Then, it prepares the commit block write and waits for the completion of all the previous I/O operations associated with the current transaction. Once completed, it sends a flush command to the storage device to make all the previous I/Os durable and finally issues a write I/O of the commit block using a write-through I/O command (e.g., FUA in SATA). After finishing the commit block write, the journaling thread finally wakes up the application thread.

When an fsync call does not entail a file system transaction, it is not possible to overlap computation with I/O operation. In this case, the use of LBIO reduces its I/O latency.

3.4 Implementation

The proposed scheme is implemented in the Linux kernel version 5.0.5. A new file open flag, O_AIOS, is introduced to use the proposed I/O stack selectively. The current implementation supports read(), pread(), fsync(), and fdatasync() system calls. For now, other asynchronous or direct I/O APIs are not supported.

The LBIO layer shares the NVMe queue pairs used in the original block layer. The spinlock of each queue pair provides mutual exclusion between LBIO and the original block layer. The most significant bit of a 16-bit tag is reserved to distin-
The original block layer requires two additional memory objects: request and iod, and thus requires extra memory compared to LBIO.

As for the cost of statically allocated memory, the original block layer maintains a pool of request objects (1024 objects with 1024 I/O queue depth), which requires 412 KB memory per core. LBIO replaces the per-core request pool with the per-core lbio row of size 192 KB. Meanwhile, our scheme also maintains a pool of DMA-mapped free pages. We maintain 64 free pages for each free page pool, hence consuming additional 256 KB memory per core.

In order to implement the AIOS fsync path, the jbd2 wakeup routine in ext4_sync_file() is relocated to the position between data block write and data block wait. The function jbd2_journal_commit_transaction() is also modified to implement our scheme. The routine to prepare a commit block is moved to the position before the waiting routine for the journal block writes. The waiting routine for data block writes (using t_inode_list) is also relocated to the position before the waiting for journal block writes. The routine to issue commit block write I/O (i.e., submit_bh() in the vanilla path) is split into two routines: one for allocating an lbio and mapping DMA address, and the other for submitting an I/O command to a device (i.e., nvme_queue_lbio()). With this separation, AIOS can control the time to submit the commit block I/O so that it can satisfy the ordering constraints, while allowing the overlap of block request-related computations (e.g., DMA mapping) with the previous I/O operations.

### 4 Evaluation

#### 4.1 Methodology

We use Dell R730 Server machine with Intel Xeon E5-2640 CPU and 32 GB DDR4 memory for our experiments. For the ultra-low latency storage devices, we evaluate both Samsung Z-SSD and Intel Optane SSD; both integrate a non-volatile write cache, which ignores flush and FUA commands in the block layer. We implement our proposed scheme AIOS on Linux kernel 5.0.5, denoted as AIOS. The baseline is the vanilla Linux kernel 5.0.5 using the Ext4 file system, denoted as vanilla.

Table 3 summarizes our experimental setup.

For evaluation, we utilize both the synthetic microbenchmark and real-world workloads. For the synthetic microbenchmark, we use FIO [2] using the sync engine with varying I/O request sizes, I/O types, the number of threads and so forth. For real-world workloads we utilize various applications such as key-value store (RocksDB [10]), file-system benchmark (Filebench-varmail [40]), and OLTP workload (Sysbench-OLTP-insert [18] on MySQL [22]). Specifically, we run readrandom and fsilsync workloads of the DBBench [30] on RocksDB; each representing a read-intensive case and fdatasync-intensive case, respectively. Filebench-varmail is fsync-intensive, and Sysbench-OLTP-insert is fdatasync-intensive.

#### 4.2 Microbenchmark

##### 4.2.1 Read Performance

**Random read latency.** Figure 8 shows the effect of AIOS on FIO random read latency and throughput with varying block sizes. The figure shows that AIOS reduces random read latency by 15–33% when compared to the vanilla kernel on both Z-SSD and Optane SSD. In general, a larger block size results in greater latency reduction because a larger portion of the read-related kernel computation gets overlapped with the device I/O operation (see Figure 4). One important note is that AIOS achieves single-digit microseconds latency for a 4 KB random read on Optane SSD, which was previously not possible due to substantial read path overheads.

---

**Table 2:** Memory cost comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Linux block</th>
<th>LBIO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)bio</td>
<td>648 bytes</td>
<td>704 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1)bio_vec</td>
<td>384 bytes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>request</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iod</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prp_list</td>
<td>4096 bytes</td>
<td>4096 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6104 bytes</td>
<td>4800 bytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Saturatedly allocated lbio vec</th>
<th>412 KB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(per-core) free page pool</td>
<td>256 KB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table 3:** Experimental configuration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Server</th>
<th>Dell R730</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Ubuntu 16.04.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base kernel</td>
<td>Linux 5.0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Intel Xeon E5-2640V3 2.6 GHz 8 cores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>DDR4 32 GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Storage devices</th>
<th>Z-SSD</th>
<th>Samsung Z985 800 GB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optane SSD</td>
<td>Intel Optane 905P 960 GB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NVMe SSD</td>
<td>Samsung PM1725 1.6 TB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATA SSD</td>
<td>Samsung 860 Pro 512 GB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 8:** FIO single-thread random read latency and throughput with varying block sizes.
Polling vs. interrupt. Figure 8 also shows the impact of I/O completion scheme to the read latency. In the figure, AIOS-poll denotes the AIOS scheme using not interrupt but polling as its I/O completion method. In general, polling is better than interrupt in terms of latency because it eliminates context switches [47]; Table 1 has shown that context switches account for the largest fraction in kernel time. With small I/O sizes, the latency reduction from polling is comparable to that from AIOS. However, with large I/O sizes, the latency reduction from AIOS is greater than that from polling because of I/O-computation overlap to a greater extent. Please note that the interrupt mode is used by default in the rest of this section.

Random read throughput. Figure 9 shows the FIO 4 KB random read latency and throughput in I/O operations per second (IOPS) with varying the number of threads. Here, each thread is set to issue a single I/O request at a time (i.e., queue depth is one). In this setting, a large number of threads means that a large number of I/O requests are outstanding, hence mimicking high queue-depth I/O. As shown in the figure, both Z-SSD and Optane SSD achieve notably higher IOPS (i.e., up to 47.1% on Z-SSD and 26.3% on Optane SSD) than the baseline when the number of threads is less than 64. From that point, the device bandwidth gets saturated, and thus AIOS does not result in additional performance improvement.

Sequential read bandwidth. Figure 10 shows the effect of AIOS on a single-thread sequential read workload with varying block sizes. Because the workload uses buffered reads, the readahead mechanism in Linux prefetches data blocks with large block size (128 KB) into the page cache. This results in high sustained bandwidth. In both Z-SSD and Optane SSD cases, AIOS enables higher sustained bandwidth usage only for 4 KB block reads. For 16–128 KB blocks, AIOS does not result in any bandwidth improvement because the baseline scheme already reaches peak bandwidth.

4.2.2 Write Performance

Fsycr performance. Figure 11 shows the performance impact of AIOS on FIO 4 KB random write followed by fsync workload. Here, we evaluate two journaling modes: ordered mode and data-journaling mode. With a single thread, our scheme shows IOPS improvement by up to 27% and 34% and latency reduction by up to 21% and 26% in the ordered mode and data journaling mode, respectively. With increasing the number of threads, natural overlap between computation and I/O occurs, thereby diminishing the performance benefit of our scheme. With large block sizes, the long I/O-computation overlapping happens, thereby widening the absolute performance gap between our scheme and the baseline. In the data-journaling mode, the length of the overlapped portion is longer than that of the ordered mode, and thus its latency advantage
is slightly larger than that of the ordered mode.

**Fdatasync performance.** Figure 12 shows the performance impact of AIOS on FIO 4 KB random write followed by fdatasync under the ordered mode. Unlike fsync, fdatasync does not journal metadata if the metadata has not changed; hence showing fewer performance gains than the fsync cases. Our AIOS presents up to 12% IOPS increase with a single thread. AIOS shows up to 10.5% latency decrease on the 4 KB random write workload using a single thread.

### 4.2.3 Performance Analysis

**Read latency.** Figure 13(a) compares the 4 KB random read latency on Optane SSD with varying optimization levels. The leftmost bar represents the baseline, and the next five bars represent the latency with cumulatively applying the optimizations presented throughout the paper. First, the preloading of extent tree (+Preload, Section 3.2.1) shows up to 3.1% latency reduction. Second, bypassing the block multi-queue scheduling (+MQ-bypass) provides 1.1% of additional latency reduction. The complete use of LBIO (+LBIO, Section 3.1) reduces I/O latency additionally by up to 12.5% because of its low overhead. By overlapping only cache indexing (Section 3.2.3) and page allocation (Section 3.2.2) with device I/O operation, the latency is reduced by up to 11.9% (+Async-page). Finally, the asynchronous DMA mapping/unmapping (+Async-DMA, Section 3.2.4) further reduces the I/O latency by up to 7.8%. The latency benefit of LBIO is similar across different block sizes. The benefit of the asynchronous operations, however, increases as the block size increases.

**Write latency.** Figure 13(b) compares the 4 KB random write+fsync latency on Optane SSD with varying optimization levels. For the write operation, the use of LBIO (+LBIO) shows up to 9.8% of latency reduction. Our asynchronous write path (+AIOS, Section 3.3) achieves additional latency reduction by up to 24.4%.

**Cost of safety.** Figure 13(c) shows the latency penalty of disabling the deferred DMA unmapping (i.e., unmapping DMA addresses immediately after I/O completion). **AIOS-strict** denotes our scheme without the lazy DMA unmapping (Section 3.2.4). For a fair comparison, we also measured the performance of the baseline without the deferred DMA unmapping [20] (denoted as **Vanilla-strict**). As shown in the figure, the use of strict DMA unmapping incurs a slight increase in I/O latency for both schemes by 1.2–11.9%.

**Overlapping analysis.** One of our key ideas is to overlap computations with I/O so that the I/O command can be submitted as early as possible. To clarify this behavior, we measured the latency to submit I/O command(s) to a storage device and present the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of latencies. Figure 14(a) shows the time between the read system call entry and the I/O command submission. We also show the time to complete the overlapped operations in our scheme (denoted as **AIOS-overlapped**). As shown in the figure, the I/O submission latency is greatly reduced to 1.63 µs on average (75% reduction compared to the baseline). Also, note that the time to complete the overlapped operations is earlier than the I/O submission latency in the baseline. This is because of the additional latency reduction achieved by LBIO.

Similar measurement is also made on the write paths. Figure 14(b) shows the time between the fsync system call entry and the I/O command submission for journal block(s) and commit block (denoted as **journal** and **commit**, respectively).

---

Figure 13: Normalized Latency of FIO 4 KB random read or write workloads with varying optimization levels on Optane SSD.

Figure 14: CDF of I/O command submission latencies in 4 KB random read and 4 KB random write+fsync workloads on Optane SSD.
As shown in the figure, our scheme brings the I/O command submission times forward. Interestingly, the time to submit commit block I/O in AIOS is even earlier than the time to submit journal block I/O in the baseline.

4.3 Real-world Applications

4.3.1 Key-value Store

Performance. Figure 15 demonstrates the performance result of DBbench on RocksDB. Specifically, we evaluate the readrandom (64 GB dataset, 16-byte key and 1000-byte value) and fillsync (16 GB dataset) workloads in DBbench, each representing the random read-dominant case and the random write (and fdatasync)-dominant case. Overall, AIOS demonstrates notable speedups on the readrandom workload by 11–32% and the fillsync workload by 22–44%. Recall that AIOS allows duplicated I/Os because of the lazy page cache indexing feature (Section 3.2.3). Duplicated I/Os happen in this experiment. However, the frequency of such events is extremely low (e.g., less than once in 10 million I/Os on the readrandom workload).

CPU usage breakdown. Figure 16 shows the normalized CPU usage breakdown analysis of each workload using eight threads. Overall, AIOS reduces the CPU time spent on I/O wait and kernel. This indicates that AIOS effectively overlaps I/O operation with kernel operations without incurring extra overhead and LBIO effectively reduces the block I/O management overhead. Furthermore, by providing a low random read and write latency, AIOS reduces the overall runtime as well. The trend is similar in both Z-SSD and Optane SSD.

Figure 15: DBbench on RocksDB Performance (IOPS) with varying the number of threads.

Figure 16: Normalized CPU usage breakdown for DBbench (readrandom and fillsync) on RocksDB using eight threads.

4.3.2 Storage Benchmark and OLTP Workload

Figure 17 and Figure 18 show the Filebench-varmail (default configuration) and Sysbench-OLTP-insert (10 GB DB table size) performance with varying the number of threads. On the single thread cases of Filebench-varmail, utilizing AIOS results in 29.9% and 29.4% of improved throughput on Z-SSD and Optane SSD, respectively. Similarly, on the single thread cases of Sysbench-OLTP-insert, AIOS achieves 15.4% and 16.2% performance increase with Z-SSD and Optane SSD, respectively. In general, the use of multi-threading diminishes the benefits of our scheme because of the natural overlap of computation with I/O happens.

5 Related Work

Many prior works aim to alleviate the overheads of the kernel I/O stack, some of which are deployed in commodity OS kernels (e.g., Linux). Multi-context I/O paths can increase the I/O latency due to the overhead of context switching [5, 35]. Today’s I/O path design for NVMe SSDs reduces this overhead by eliminating the bottom half of interrupt handling [24]. Using polling instead of interrupts is another solution for removing context switching from the I/O path [5, 47]. Hybrid polling is also proposed to reduce high CPU overheads [9, 21]. Simplified scheduling (e.g., Noop) is effective for reducing I/O latency in flash-based SSDs due to its high-performance random access [46, 51]. Instead of providing I/O scheduling in software, the NVMe protocol supports I/O scheduling on the device side in hardware [14, 24]. Support for differentiated I/O path was introduced to minimize the overhead of I/O path
for high priority tasks [5, 17, 48, 51], which is similar to our LBIO. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no work applying the asynchronous I/O concept to the storage I/O stack itself.

There are proposals to change the storage interface for I/O latency reduction. Scatter/scatter I/O coalesces multiple I/O requests into a single command, thereby reducing the number of round trips in storage access [37, 42, 50]. DC-express attempts to minimize protocol-level latency overheads by removing doorbells and completion signals [44].

Improving the performance of fsync operation is important in many applications as it provides data durability. Nightingale et al. propose to extend the time to preserve data durability from the return of an fsync call to the time when the response is sent back to the requester (e.g., remote node) [23]. Using a checksum in the journal commit record can be effective in overlapping journal writes and data block writes [29], albeit checksum collision can become problematic in production systems [41]. OptFS [7] and BFS [45] propose write order-preserving system calls (osync and fbarrier). With the order-preserving system calls, the overlapping effect in the fsync path will be identical. However, when applications need the fsync semantic, operations occur synchronously with regard to I/Os.

User-level direct access can eliminate the kernel I/O stack overhead in storage access [6, 16, 28, 49]. The lack of a file system can be augmented by many different approaches from a simple mapping layer [28, 49] to user-level file systems [15, 43, 49]. However, enforcing isolation or protection between multiple users or processes should be carefully addressed [6], and hardware-level support is highly valuable [24]. However, this is not available at the moment.

6 Discussion and Future Work

I/O scheduling. I/O scheduling is necessary for certain computing domains (e.g., cloud computing) [1]. Early versions of the block multi-queue layer provided no I/O scheduling capability [3], but recently, several I/O schedulers have been integrated [8]. Our LBIO eliminates software-level request queues, and thus the current implementation is not compatible with software-level block I/O schedulers. However, the NVMe protocol can support device-side I/O scheduling (e.g., weighted round robin with urgent priority feature [14, 24]), which can augment LBIO. Furthermore, we believe that LBIO can support proper process/thread/cgroup-level I/O scheduling if we relax the static mapping between cores and NVMe queues. We leave this as future work.

File system coverage. Our current implementation is based on the Linux kernel with the Ext4 file system. However, we believe that other journaling file systems (e.g., XFS [39]) or copy-on-write file systems (e.g., Btrfs [31]) may provide similar opportunities for overlapping computation in the I/O path with device access, considering out-of-place updates

![Figure 19: FIO random read latency breakdown in comparison with Intel SPDK on Optane SSD.](https://example.com/figure19)

7 Conclusion

We propose AIOS, an asynchronous kernel I/O stack customized for ultra-low latency SSDs. Unlike the traditional block layer, the lightweight block I/O (LBIO) layer of AIOS eliminates unnecessary components to minimize the delay in submitting I/O requests. AIOS also replaces synchronous operations in the I/O path with asynchronous ones to overlap computation associated with read and fsync with device I/O access. As a result, AIOS achieves single-digit microsecond I/O latency on Optane SSD, which was not possible due to high I/O stack overhead. Furthermore, AIOS demonstrates significant latency reduction and performance improvement with both synthetic and real-world workloads on Z-SSD and Optane SSD.
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Abstract  
Performance and efficiency requirements are driving a trend towards specialized accelerators in both datacenters and embedded devices. In order to cut down communication overheads, system components are pinned to cores and fast-path communication between them is established. These fast paths reduce latency by avoiding indirections through the operating system. However, we see three roadblocks that can impede further gains: First, accelerators today need to be assisted by a general-purpose core, because they cannot autonomously access operating system services like file systems or network stacks. Second, fast-path communication is at odds with preemptive context switching, which is still necessary today to improve efficiency when applications underutilize devices. Third, these concepts should be kept orthogonal, such that direct and unassisted communication is possible between any combination of accelerators and general-purpose cores. At the same time, all of them should support switching between multiple application contexts, which is most difficult with accelerators that lack the hardware features to run an operating system.

We present M\textsuperscript{3}X, a system architecture that removes these roadblocks. M\textsuperscript{3}X retains the low overhead of fast-path communication while enabling context switching for general-purpose cores and specialized accelerators. M\textsuperscript{3}X runs accelerators autonomously and achieves a speedup of 4.7 for PCIe-attached image-processing accelerators compared to traditional assisted operation. At the same time, utilization of the host CPU is reduced by a factor of 30.

1 Introduction

The end of Dennard scaling [18] prevents further frequency gains and the prospect of dark silicon [21] hampers general-purpose parallelism. Hardware and system designers thus turn to new architectures to increase performance or reduce power consumption. These new ideas often revolve around specialization through custom accelerators [9, 26, 35, 37, 48, 67, 68] and streamlined communication that bypasses the operating system to avoid overheads [10, 39, 46].

TPUs [27] are a key example of the first approach. By creating a fixed-function accelerator for neural network training and inference, Google managed to increase performance per socket 30-fold and performance per watt 80-fold over a contemporary CPU. The second approach of preferring data fast paths to avoid indirections through the operating system can be observed today with technologies like single root I/O virtualization (SR-IOV) or Infiniband. System designs like M\textsuperscript{3} [10] and DLibOS [39] have shown that fast-path communication achieves latency reductions of 5\times for a file system workload on M\textsuperscript{3}, and 20\times for memcached on DLibOS. Furthermore, our previous work M\textsuperscript{3} demonstrates that this idea can be generalized to provide fast-path communication between all compute units in the system.

Encouraged by these benefits, we expect ongoing development and increased deployment of these solutions. Use-case-driven accelerators will find their place in datacenters, also because of their deterministic execution model which helps to meet tail-latency requirements. We therefore assume that more applications will entail complex interactions between a mix of accelerators and general-purpose cores. Additionally, in multi-tenant cloud environments context switching is essential, because a single user will typically underutilize accelerators. We also envision advantages for small embedded and edge devices. Due to their limited hardware resources, these devices benefit from the power efficiency of accelerators and require context switching to flexibly time-share these resources.

1.1 Problem Statement

We extract three fundamental architectural challenges from our assumptions: First, the system architecture should enable accelerators to run autonomously. Currently, accelerators are often treated as peripheral devices whose execution needs to be assisted by a general-purpose CPU [57]. The TPUs described in Google’s paper burden their controlling CPU with 11–76% load just to operate the TPU [27]. Our comparison to the traditional usage of accelerators in § 7.6 confirms this experience by showing that even a 3GHz out-of-order
x86-64 core is 86% loaded to assist three image-processing accelerators attached via PCIe. If accelerators had direct access to data sources and sinks, this overhead would not be necessary. However, such connectedness requires first-party interaction of accelerators with OS services like storage and network. Specialized solutions exist, like GPUs [58], GPUnet [29], and PTask [52] for GPUs or BORPH [59] and FPGAFS [31] for FPGAs. But there is no general solution that would grant any accelerator first-party access to OS services and also allow direct communication between multiple accelerators without assistance by a general-purpose core.

Second, fast-path communication without OS interaction is important for low-latency data and control transfer, but conflicts with context switching. This problem applies to communication channels involving general-purpose cores as well as accelerators. If communication partners are pinned and exclusively use dedicated resources, direct communication is easy. However, with context switching, communication needs to consider whether the intended recipient is currently running and how to deliver a message otherwise. A system design needs to answer, how the equivalent of a blocking system call should work on an accelerator that lacks the hardware features to run an operating system. Current solutions like M³ and DLlibOS avoid this question and forgo context switching altogether.

Finally, all compute resources in the system — accelerators as well as general-purpose cores — should be accessible via the same communication primitives. The resulting system should enable developers to offload any job to the most suitable compute resource. Such unification was explored in previous work, but only for heterogeneous general-purpose cores [12, 19, 43].

1.2 Scope
We believe that accelerators should not be forced to adapt to operating system requirements, but focus on their main task: a fast and energy-efficient solution to a specific problem. In this paper, we take the extreme position and rethink the system architecture to enable a first-class integration of accelerators without imposing changes on them.

In contrast to conventional architectures, we do not build upon coherent shared memory for two reasons: First, providing global cache coherency is challenging for systems that consists of a wide variety of compute units such as general-purpose cores, DSPs, and fixed-function accelerators. Second, the costs of cache coherency in terms of chip area, power, complexity, and performance are expected to increase with an increasing number of compute units [28, 41]. For these reasons, it is still unclear whether and how future systems will support cache coherency. Therefore, we keep cache coherency optional.

Additionally, our long-term goal is to support arbitrary accelerators as first-class citizens. In this paper, we begin to address this challenge by demonstrating our approach for accelerators that are arguably the most difficult to support as first-class citizens: fixed-function accelerators [22, 26, 35, 37, 48, 65] that do not execute software and therefore provide none of the features that are required to run an operating-system kernel. We believe our efforts towards a unified interface for all compute units will generalize to more feature-rich accelerators in the future.

1.3 Contribution
We propose M³X, a solution for the identified issues using a hardware-software co-design approach.

- We explore the design space for fast-path communication and context switching. We explain the fundamental problems, when combining both techniques (§ 2) and discuss solutions in terms of interaction modes (autonomous vs. assisted) and mechanisms (hardware vs. software).
- We converge on a design for M³X that allows fast-path communication without involving the OS kernel and enables accelerators to access data sources and sinks without assistance by a general-purpose core. At the same time, M³X supports context switching on both general-purpose cores and accelerators (§ 4).
- We implement these mechanisms within the M³ OS and hardware architecture (§ 5). M³ already supports fast-path communication within a tile-based architecture and unifies communication among heterogeneous instruction sets [10]. Thus, it constitutes a suitable starting point, which we extend with support for context switching and autonomous accelerators.
- In the evaluation (§ 7), we demonstrate how M³X retains the low overhead of fast-path communication while enabling context switching. We show the performance and utilization benefits of autonomous accelerators using an accelerator benchmark suite and an application scenario that might occur in datacenters.

We rely on gem5 [16] as our simulation platform. Its high accuracy and modularity enable us to experiment with new hardware components. The implementation of M³X and our extensions to gem5 are available as open source.

2 Background and Motivation
Traditional communication via UNIX pipes, sockets, or microkernel IPC involves the kernel in every communication. For that reason, the kernel can buffer messages until the recipient is ready to receive them, can schedule recipients based on pending messages, and can easily switch to a different thread if the current thread needs to wait for I/O. Communication that bypasses the kernel offers significant gains in terms of latency and throughput, as has been shown by M³ [10] and DLlibOS [39]. We call such communication fast-path communication in this paper. Using fast-path
communication with dedicated cores for the applications is easy, because none of the aforementioned actions are required, which is why M³ and DLibOS chose to omit context switching support altogether. We also believe the still increasing core counts and the dark silicon effect [21, 25] will reduce the context switching frequency and lead to dedicated cores for applications by default. However, in the foreseeable future, provisioning enough hardware resources to handle all load spikes is not feasible. These load spikes therefore require oversubscription of cores and accelerators. Thus, fast-path communication needs to be combined with context switching to use the system as efficiently as possible.

Combining fast-path communication with context switching is a hard problem, though. If the kernel is not involved in the communication, how can we determine whether the recipient is running and how can we deliver the message if it is not running? Even without relying on coherency (see § 1.2), we could buffer all messages in DRAM to cope with non-running recipients. However, this would effectively route all communication over DRAM, which increases latency and DRAM load and is therefore detrimental to the goals of fast-path communication. On the other hand, communicating directly between compute units, without involving the OS, has the consequence that a message cannot be delivered if the designated recipient is not running. The naive solution of waking up the recipient and retrying the fast-path communication is not sufficient. Since these two steps are not atomic, the recipient can be suspended in between, leading to no progress at the sender side. Furthermore, the kernel can no longer make scheduling or placement decisions if it cannot tell whether applications are currently waiting for a message or are doing useful work.

Accelerators typically lack the architectural features to run an OS kernel locally. To avoid the indirectness of all communication through a remote kernel, accelerators require fast-path communication to interact with other accelerators [57]. However, as described before, fast-path communication is possible only if the recipient is running. Thus, the combination of fast-path communication and context switching is necessary to run accelerators autonomously, without indirection through the kernel.

3 Related Work

There are industry solutions for accelerator integration such as the coherent accelerator processor interface (CAPI) [6, 62] and the heterogeneous system architecture (HSA) [4, 51]. Both allow the integration of accelerators into a cache coherent virtual memory system, but in contrast to M³X, these hardware solutions do not consider direct access to operating system services by accelerators. Such access is investigated by other works for specific OS services and specific accelerators like GPUs [15, 29, 34, 52, 58, 64, 69] or FPGAs [31, 47, 59]. In contrast, M³X does not target a specific kind of accelerator, but provides a general construction principle for fast-path communication of any accelerator with any OS service or application.

Combining fast-path communication with context switching is a hard problem, though. If the kernel is not involved in the communication, how can we determine whether the recipient is running and how can we deliver the message if it is not running? Even without relying on coherency (see § 1.2), we could buffer all messages in DRAM to cope with non-running recipients. However, this would effectively route all communication over DRAM, which increases latency and DRAM load and is therefore detrimental to the goals of fast-path communication. On the other hand, communicating directly between compute units, without involving the OS, has the consequence that a message cannot be delivered if the designated recipient is not running. The naive solution of waking up the recipient and retrying the fast-path communication is not sufficient. Since these two steps are not atomic, the recipient can be suspended in between, leading to no progress at the sender side. Furthermore, the kernel can no longer make scheduling or placement decisions if it cannot tell whether applications are currently waiting for a message or are doing useful work.

Accelerators typically lack the architectural features to run an OS kernel locally. To avoid the indirectness of all communication through a remote kernel, accelerators require fast-path communication to interact with other accelerators [57]. However, as described before, fast-path communication is possible only if the recipient is running. Thus, the combination of fast-path communication and context switching is necessary to run accelerators autonomously, without indirection through the kernel.

3 Related Work

There are industry solutions for accelerator integration such as the coherent accelerator processor interface (CAPI) [6, 62] and the heterogeneous system architecture (HSA) [4, 51]. Both allow the integration of accelerators into a cache coherent virtual memory system, but in contrast to M³X, these hardware solutions do not consider direct access to operating system services by accelerators. Such access is investigated by other works for specific OS services and specific accelerators like GPUs [15, 29, 34, 52, 58, 64, 69] or FPGAs [31, 47, 59]. In contrast, M³X does not target a specific kind of accelerator, but provides a general construction principle for fast-path communication of any accelerator with any OS service or application.

K2 [36] and Popcorn Linux [12] demonstrate how the Linux kernel can be extended to support multiple coherence domains and potentially heterogeneous cores. However, heterogeneity in these cases is represented by general-purpose cores with different instruction sets and does not include fixed-function accelerators. Barrelfish [14] introduced the multikernel concept, where message passing is used to communicate between the operating system instances on each core. This concept is close to the design of M³X, but it assumes that all cores offer the architectural features to run an OS kernel. M³X sets out to remove this requirement to integrate fixed-function accelerators as well.

Arrakis [46] and OmniX [57] integrate peripherals and accelerators using SR-IOV. Instead of requiring the architectural features to run a kernel, these works assume the hardware to manage multiple contexts. M³X explores a more lightweight design, yet with enough hardware support to enable context switching and fast-path communication between components. Like NIX [11] or FlexSC [60], M³X adopts the idea of redirecting system calls to kernel cores to reduce the duties of non-kernel cores such as accelerators.

Horizontal system layouts [66] with different services on separate cores were explored in DLibOS [39] and M³ [10]. Both works have shown latency reductions due to the use of fast-path communication between cores, but they do not support context switching due to the problems explained in the previous section. Context switching of accelerators has been explored specifically for GPUs [13, 45], but without considering fast-path communication. M³X combines context-switching with the benefits of fast-path communication.

4 Design

We start this section with an introduction to the basic system architecture and discuss the design space for accelerator integration. Afterwards, we describe how fast-path communication is combined with context switching. Finally, we explain how this combination is used to run accelerators autonomously.

4.1 System Architecture

In this work, we assume a tiled system architecture as depicted in Fig. 1. The system uses an interconnect to communicate between tiles, similar to M³ [10] and DLibOS [39] and also similar to upcoming system architectures based on GenZ [3] or CCIX [2]. The tiles can contain heterogeneous compute units (CUs), ranging from general-purpose cores to DSPs

Figure 1: Overview of the system architecture.
4.2 Accelerator Integration

Adding accelerators into a system design poses the question of how to balance responsibilities between hardware and software. First, there are different ways to support arbitrary data sources and sinks for accelerators. Access to OS services like file systems or network stacks can be performed by software, which is the typical approach today. This approach requires a general-purpose core to assist the accelerator by continuously moving data back and forth. However, if the protocol to access OS services and data is sufficiently simple, it can be implemented in hardware. Such a hardware-friendly protocol allows accelerators to autonomously access arbitrary sources and sinks and removes software from the critical path. We present our protocol in § 4.8.

Second, if a system wants to support multiple activities with different priorities on a single accelerator, a low-latency context switch to the prioritized activity is needed. However, accelerators are typically invoked by software and are not interruptable until the computation is complete. One way to lower the latency is to reduce the amount of data per invocation. Consequently, the compute time per invocation is reduced, but software needs to continuously invoke the accelerator, which causes more CPU utilization and power consumption. Alternatively, the fine-grained invocation can be done in hardware by adding a simple state machine with preemption points next to the accelerator logic, as described in § 4.9.

Finally, to improve the utilization of accelerators, support for multiple contexts is necessary. One solution is to require the accelerator to provide a sufficient number of contexts and multiplex the hardware accordingly (e.g., based on SR-IOV). Alternatively, a combination of hardware and software can be used, which requires only a single context in hardware. To keep the hardware simple, we chose the latter approach: We perform the potentially complex scheduling decisions in software and add a simple state machine to the hardware, which saves and restores contexts.

4.3 Activity-aware Communication

To increase the flexibility and applicability of our system design, we chose not to rely on shared memory. Hence, messages cannot be delivered if the receiving activity is suspended (e.g., by preemption). There are two basic solutions to this problem:

1. **Eagerly** invalidate all incoming communication channels to an activity before suspending it or
2. keep the communication channels alive, but **lazily** detect communication attempts with suspended activities.

The eager approach does not require hardware support, but leads to more context switching overhead that grows linearly with the number of communication channels. In contrast, the lazy approach requires hardware support, but communication channels do not need to be invalidated on context switches. We chose the lazy approach, because our system supports many incoming communication channels (at most \((n-1)\cdot m\) per compute unit with \(n\) CUs and \(m\) communication endpoints per CU). Furthermore, many communication channels are typically not used while an activity is suspended. To this end, we inform the hardware of the running activity and of the intended recipient activity when communicating (see § 5.5 for details). The hardware compares both and reports an error upon communication attempts with suspended activities.

4.4 Message Forwarding

Independent of eager invalidation or lazy detection, the hardware reports an error to the sender if the intended recipient is not running. Unfortunately, the naive solution of scheduling the recipient and retrying the fast-path communication introduces the following race condition: Since the kernel is not involved in this communication, it does not know when the communication has been completed successfully. If the kernel suspends the recipient before the communication has been finished, the sender does not make progress. The problem is that context switching and communication are decoupled, because the kernel performs the context switching, but activities bypass the kernel when performing fast-path communication. For example, if multiple senders try to communicate with multiple recipients scheduled on the same CU, the kernel could decide to schedule the next recipient before the communication with the current recipient has been finished.

We resolve this race condition by falling back to the traditional kernel-based communication model, if a communication failed due to a suspended activity. The kernel performs both the context switching and the communication: If activity A receives an error after trying to send a message to activity B, it asks the kernel to forward this message to B. When receiving the forward request, the kernel will first schedule B and afterwards send the message to B. To guarantee progress, the kernel does not suspend B until the message has been successfully delivered.

4.5 Computing vs. Idling

Another consequence of fast-path communication is that the kernel does not know whether an activity is currently computing or idling, because it waits for a message. We solve this problem by sending an **idle notification** to the kernel, similarly to scheduler activations [8]. Alternatively, the kernel could poll all CUs periodically to check whether the current activity is performing useful work, but we opted against this solution in favor of a less loaded and more scalable kernel.

We employ two optimizations. First, to prevent overeager context switches, we delay the sending of idle notifications
The stream-processing accelerators use DMA-based memory (e.g., AES encryption) and request-processing accelerators (network socket), perform the computation on the block, and access to load a block of data from a source (e.g., a file or network socket), perform the computation on the block, and store the result to a sink. The request-processing accelerators use cache-based memory access to the request data to support large requests while maintaining fine-grained data access. For both accelerators, we add an accelerator support module (ASM), implemented as a finite-state machine, to the accelerator logic. The accelerator logic performs the computation, whereas the ASM interacts with other CUs and invokes the accelerator logic. We implemented the ASM as a piece of hardware in the current gem5-based prototype to demonstrate its simplicity.

Running these two types of accelerators autonomously requires access to OS services such as file systems, network stacks, and pipes to load and store data. Furthermore, accelerators need to be interruptible without requiring assistance by a general-purpose core. We describe our solution for both problems in the following sections.

4.8 Access to OS Services

Enabling accelerators to access files or network sockets requires a simple and unified protocol to obtain access to these resources. To this end, we designed a simple protocol for all file-like objects, in the same spirit as UNIX’s everything-is-a-file principle. In contrast to UNIX, we implement OS services as microkernel-style servers and support both applications and accelerators as clients.

The file protocol uses a fast-path messaging channel between client and server. The server is expected to make the data available in memory and to provide the client with access to the data via a fast-path data channel. This channel enables accelerators to access large amounts of data autonomously, preventing frequent client-server interactions.

The protocol comprises two main requests: next_in and next_out. The former requests access to the next piece of data to read, whereas the latter requests access to the memory to which the next piece of data should be written. For example, a file-system server will provide the client with access to a fragmented file piece by piece, as described in more detail in §5.7. After providing the client access to the data, the server returns the offset and size of the piece. Upon receiving this reply, the client can access the data via the fast-path data channel without involving the server again. After finishing the current piece, the client issues another next_in or next_out request to the server. A piece of length zero from the server denotes end-of-file.

As the client accesses the data on its own, the server does not know how many bytes the client has actually read or written. Therefore, input and output requests need to be committed. Each next_in and next_out request implicitly commits the complete previous piece of input or output data, respectively. Additionally, the commit(nbytes) request can be used to explicitly commit the first nbytes of the previous input or output request. The commit request is used, for example, if a client wants to stop writing to a file, in which case it might have written less than it got access to.

4.6 Gang Scheduling

The concepts described so far allow to suspend activities, resume activities based on communication attempts, and to use the system’s resources efficiently by switching to a different activity in case the current activity idles. However, if a set of heavily communicating activities contend with other activities for the same CUs, a systematic scheduling approach is required to maintain good performance. For example, consider a chain of accelerator activities that perform stream processing and therefore exchange messages and data at a high rate. If multiple such chains are contending for the same accelerators, the kernel needs to context switch these activities. However, uncoordinated context switching among the activities of all chains leads to many failed communication attempts when activities of different chains run simultaneously.

We solve this problem by introducing a simple form of gang scheduling [44]. Applications define the gang of a new activity at its creation time and the kernel pins all activities in a gang on different CUs and schedules them at the same time. We use this to run all activities of a single chain simultaneously. As the evaluation shows, multiple sets of heavily-communicating activities can therefore efficiently share the same CUs.

4.7 Accelerator Types

In this work, we consider two types of accelerators, depicted in Fig. 2: stream-processing accelerators that process a stream of data in blocks and compute on each block exactly once (e.g., AES encryption) and request-processing accelerators that receive the entire data for the computation with a single request and can access all data during the entire computation (e.g., graph processing or garbage collection). The stream-processing accelerators use DMA-based memory access to load a block of data from a source (e.g., a file or network socket), perform the computation on the block, and
Finally, some servers support the seek request to change the file position. As described in more detail in § 5.8, the file protocol is implemented within the ASM of the stream-processing accelerators to load input data from arbitrary file-like sources and store the result to arbitrary file-like sinks. Note that request-processing accelerators can access OS services via the file protocol as well, but this has not been implemented. To test the generality of the protocol, we added a POSIX-like API on top and implemented a file system server, pipe server, and virtual terminal.

4.9 Interruptible Accelerators

As discussed in § 4.2, accelerators should be interruptible with low latency, requiring fine-grained invocations. At the same time, accelerators should run autonomously, asking for coarse-grained interactions with software. We achieve both by using the ASM as an indirection. Software performs the coarse-grained invocation of the hardware-implemented ASM, which in turn invokes the accelerator logic in a fine-grained fashion and is interruptible between these invocations. We implemented this scheme for request-processing accelerators, because the considered stream-processing accelerators already perform their computation block-wise with relatively small block sizes.

5 Implementation

Our prototype implementation is based on the hardware and software part of M³ [10]. The hardware platform of M³ exists by now as custom silicon in the Tomahawk 4 chip [24]. To extend the hardware part, we build on top of the already existing gem5 prototype. Both the gem5 prototype platform and the OS are open source and have been extended in this work to support context switching and autonomous accelerators.

5.1 Background on M³

The key idea of M³ is to introduce a new hardware component next to each CU, which serves as an abstraction for the heterogeneity of the CUs and supports fast-path communication between CUs. This hardware component is called data transfer unit (DTU) and is accessible over memory-mapped I/O (MMIO). Each CU is integrated with its DTU as a tile into the network-on-chip. The DTU provides a set of communication endpoints that can be configured as send, receive, or memory endpoints. Send and receive endpoints allow to establish a fast-path messaging channel, whereas memory endpoints are used for fast-path data channels. Data channels provide DMA-like access to a contiguous and byte-granular memory region.

The M³ kernel runs on a dedicated kernel tile, because not all tiles can be expected to run an OS kernel. The M³ kernel is different from traditional kernels, because it does not run user applications on the kernel tile. Instead, the kernel runs applications on other tiles, called user tiles, and waits for system calls in the form of messages, sent by applications via the DTU. Since only the kernel tile can configure DTU endpoints, applications are isolated from each other by default. The main responsibility of the kernel is to establish communication channels between applications by configuring DTU endpoints remotely. After a communication channel has been established, applications communicate directly with each other, bypassing the kernel.

On M³, the same activity abstraction¹ is used for all types of tiles, because the kernel is only concerned with their DTU state. The M³ kernel uses capabilities to manage the permissions in the system. Each activity has its own address space and capability space and system calls allow to exchange capabilities between activities. Since M³ does not support context switching, an activity is assigned to a free tile on creation and occupies this tile until its termination.

Outside of the kernel, M³ provides servers to host the actual functionality of the OS. M³ offers an in-memory filesystem, called m3fs, that organizes the data similarly to classical UNIX filesystems. The important difference is that m3fs grants applications direct access to file data via the DTU. Additionally, M³ offers a pipe server to connect activities via a unidirectional, first-in-first-out communication channel.

5.2 Virtual Memory Support

So far, M³ supports only simple general-purpose cores without virtual memory. Instead, cores have untranslated access to their dedicated scratchpad memory. To support more complex applications and be able to switch between them without first saving their entire memory state to DRAM, we added virtual memory support to M³. However, to prepare for future systems, M³ does not take advantage of cache coherency, but keeps it optional.

As virtual memory is also desirable for the cache-based memory access of request-processing accelerators, we added virtual memory support in two variants. For general-purpose cores, we use their memory management unit (MMU) and run a small helper on the core that receives page faults. For accelerators, we add an MMU to the DTU, consisting of a page table walker and translation lookaside buffer (TLB). In both cases, page faults are resolved by a pager in collaboration with the M³ kernel, which updates the page table entries, similar to other microkernel-based systems [33, 61]. The pager is a server in M³X that supports copy-on-write and demand loading. On general-purpose cores, the helper sends a message to the pager to resolve page faults. On accelerators, the DTU sends the message to the pager, which is transparent to the accelerator.

5.3 Context Switching Overview

Context switches are performed remotely on the user tiles, initiated by the M³ kernel. This approach is required for accelerators that do not have the architectural features to run an OS kernel, but is optional for general-purpose cores with these features. In other words, the implementation could be extended to perform context switches on general-purpose cores locally.

¹M³ calls tiles processing elements (PEs) and activities virtual PEs (VPEs).
A context switch involves four components, depicted in Fig. 3: the CU, the DTU, the context switcher (CtxSw) in the M³ kernel, and a small component on each user tile, called remotely controlled time multiplexer (RCTMux). RCTMux saves and restores the CU-state (e.g., CPU registers or the accelerator’s local memory) during a context switch. The security-critical DTU-state (e.g., communication endpoints) is saved and restored by the kernel. RCTMux is CU-specific and either a piece of software on programmable CUs or a piece of hardware as part of the ASM for accelerators. The M³ kernel maintains one context switcher for each user tile and performs scheduling and placement decisions.

These four components have two important interfaces. The first interface between the context switcher and RCTMux (green in Fig. 3) is used by the kernel to request saves and restores from RCTMux and by RCTMux to acknowledge their completion. Second, the DTU-CU interface (red) is used by the kernel to signal the CU about an imminent context switch. Depending on the type of CU, the signal injects an interrupt request into a core or notifies the ASM of an accelerator.

### 5.4 Kernel Extensions

We incorporated the context switcher module into the M³ kernel to perform context switches on user tiles. First, the context switcher asks RCTMux to save the CU state. The context switcher then saves the DTU state of the current activity, restores the DTU state of the new activity, and asks RCTMux to restore said activity’s CU state. Each of these steps is executed individually to be able to handle other requests (e.g., system calls) in the meantime.

Furthermore, we introduced a system call to forward messages upon communication attempts with suspended activities. The kernel buffers the message to forward, schedules the recipient, and delivers the message to the recipient as soon as it is running. Finally, we added a system call for idle notifications, upon which the kernel switches to the next ready activity or work-steals an activity from another tile in case no activity was ready. For application activities, the kernel sets the idle delay to 20,000 cycles. For server activities, the kernel uses an idle delay of one cycle, because servers are typically only activated on demand. Hence, switching to an application is more beneficial for the system’s performance.

To facilitate fast-path communication, the kernel migrates activities in two situations. First, if two activities are scheduled on the same CU and attempt to communicate, the kernel tries to migrate the currently suspended activity to another CU. If migration is not possible (e.g., no other compatible CU is available), the kernel instead performs a context switch from the activity that attempted the communication to the suspended activity. Second, if an activity is idling (see § 4.5), the kernel tries to work-steal a ready activity from a compatible CU.

### 5.5 DTU Extensions

To detect communication attempts with suspended activities, we equipped the DTU with the ID of the current activity and added the destination activity ID to the message header. If the destination activity ID at the recipient’s CU does not match the current activity ID, the DTU reports an error to the sender. In this case, the sender asks the kernel to forward the message to the recipient via the forward system call.

If the kernel decides to perform a context switch on a user tile, the DTU might currently be busy with a communication. As explained in § 5.1, the DTU supports messaging channels and data channels. Messages need to be delivered exactly once, whereas data accesses can be repeated. To keep the DTU simple, we decided against a complicated protocol to abort potentially ongoing communication. Instead, the DTU has an abort command, which consists of two parts. First, further communication attempts are rejected with an error until re-enabled by the kernel. Second, the DTU waits until all message-based communication is completed, whereas data accesses are aborted with an error and need to be repeated later.

### 5.6 RCTMux

We implemented RCTMux both for accelerators and for general-purpose cores. As mentioned before, on accelerators, RCTMux receives a signal from the kernel if a context switch is desired. The ASM checks for the signal only at convenient points in time, because the accelerator logic is not assumed to be interruptible. Upon the signal, it saves the ASM’s state and the accelerator’s local memory via DTU to a previously allocated space in DRAM, uses the DTU’s abort command, and notifies the kernel that the state has been saved. Analogously, the state is restored upon a restore request from the kernel.

We also implemented RCTMux for x86-64 as a small piece of software running in ring 0. In this case, RCTMux is activated by an interrupt injection, saves the CPU registers, uses the DTU’s abort command, and notifies the kernel. Upon a restore request from the kernel, it restores the CPU registers and resumes a previously aborted data access, if necessary.

### 5.7 File Protocol Servers

M³ already features an in-memory file system, called m3fs, and a pipe server. However, since M³ was only evaluated

---

4This idle delay turned out to be a good trade-off between context switching too often and overly long idle periods.
on general-purpose cores (in some cases with instruction extensions), the protocols to access these OS services are not suited for accelerators. First, M3 uses a different protocol for m3fs than for the pipe server, requiring accelerators to implement multiple protocols. Second, m3fs’s protocol is based on the exchange of capabilities to obtain access to the data and requires clients to manage the file position. In summary, the existing protocols are too complex to be implemented in hardware. For that reason, we replaced them with the file protocol, as introduced in § 4.8.

On M3X, the file protocol is based on a messaging channel between client and server and a data channel to access the file data. Since m3fs manages the file data in extents, similar to other modern file systems [40, 50], the next_in request provides the client with access to the next extent of the file by asking the kernel to establish a corresponding data channel. The file position is managed and advanced by m3fs and can also be changed by the seek request. For appends, the next_out request allocates new space and provides the client with access to this space. Upon commit, m3fs truncates this space, if necessary, and makes it visible to other clients.

The pipe server uses a single and contiguous shared memory area in DRAM per pipe to exchange data between clients. For that reason, the pipe server asks the kernel to configure the client’s data channel only once for the complete area and tells the clients where to read or write next. If no data can be read or written, the pipe server delays its response to the next_in or next_out request correspondingly.

5.8 File Protocol Clients

On the client side, we implemented the file protocol in software (for general-purpose cores) and in hardware (for accelerators). The software version is part of M3X’s standard library and allows applications to use a POSIX-like file API. The library maps this API to the corresponding next_in, next_out, commit, and seek requests.

To enable access to file-like resources for stream-processing accelerators, we implemented the file protocol as part of the accelerator support module (ASM). The stream-processing accelerator has an input stream and an output stream, each using one messaging channel (M) to the server and one data channel (D) to access to data, as shown in Fig. 4. Like many other accelerators [17, 38, 55, 56, 63], the computation is performed on scratchpad memory (SPM), because it allows many parallel memory accesses (indicated by the thick arrows) and has predictable access latency.

The ASM loads data via the DTU from the input stream into the accelerator’s SPM, activates the accelerator logic, and writes the result to the output stream. The ASM supports multiple contexts (IN, which checks whether the input data channel has data left to read. If so, it directly transitions to state RD to read the next block of data into the SPM. Otherwise, it sends an input request (next_in) to the input server to request access to new input data and transitions to state W. State W waits until a message arrives and transitions to RD as soon as the reply to the input request has been received. After the next data block has been read into the SPM, the accelerator logic is activated and the ASP transitions to state C for the computation. As soon as the computation has been completed, the ASM transitions back to state IN. Analogously to the input phase, OU first checks whether the output data channel has space left for the result of the computation. If so, it directly transitions to WR and writes the data. Otherwise it first requests new space from the output server (next_out). Afterwards, the ASM transitions back to state IN, which repeats the procedure until the reply to an input request indicates end-of-file. In this case, the ASM commits the written data by sending commit to the output server, if required, and transitions to state E.

6 Discussion

We believe that our architecture provides a good foundation for very heterogeneous systems, but we are aware that CUs will be diverse and have different requirements. This section discusses a few examples of how our current prototype can be extended to support other use cases.

Our context switching mechanism handles the simple save and restore actions on user tiles and the decision making in the M3X kernel. While we show in the evaluation that context switches on fixed-function accelerators have acceptable overhead, the mechanism is probably not a good fit for accelerators that have a large state such as GPUs. General-purpose cores provide native mechanisms to save/restore their state, which are used by the software version of RCTMux. Therefore we believe that large-state accelerators need tailored context-switching mechanisms as already partially supported by modern GPUs.

As described in § 5.4, the M3X kernel currently migrates an activity to a different tile if two activities on the same tile try to communicate. This policy assumes that the communication attempt starts a series of interactions between these activities, which mostly holds true for our current workloads. Clearly this is not the best solution in all cases. For example, if the activities communicate just once, a local communication channel with context switching can be preferable, if supported by the compute unit.
And finally, our current prototype does not queue messages at the recipient’s compute unit if the recipient is suspended, but forwards the message to the recipient via the M³X kernel. We chose this solution to keep the hardware extensions small and, most importantly, minimize the burden on accelerators. If accelerators support message queues or such queues are added externally, the number of kernel involvements can be reduced. Thus, arguably our solution uses a queue size of zero, which can be extended to queue a few messages locally and only resort to the M³X kernel if the queue is full.

7 Evaluation

Our evaluation answers the following questions:

- How does fast-path and forwarded communication perform?
- Do the changes to the file protocol reduce its performance?
- What is the performance impact if activities share tiles?
- What are the benefits of autonomous accelerators?

7.1 Evaluation Platform

We used the gem5-based prototype platform for our evaluation. General-purpose tiles contain a single out-of-order x86-64 core with 32 KiB L1 instruction cache, 32 KiB L1 data cache, and 256 KiB L2 cache. The request-processing accelerators use 32 KiB L1 cache, whereas the stream-processing accelerators use 2 KiB scratchpad memory. General-purpose cores are simulated with a 3 GHz clock frequency, whereas accelerators are clocked with 1 GHz. All DTUs are configured to have 16 endpoints available. We use the DDR3_1600_8x8 model of gem5 as the physical memory, clocked at 1 GHz. To keep the simulation times manageable, we connect the tiles via a crossbar instead of a full network-on-chip, which was sufficient, because our evaluation does not require large numbers of tiles. Due to the still long simulation times we used representative, but short-running benchmarks.

7.2 Fast-Path vs. Forwarding

M³X combines fast-path communication with context switching. In a first step, we use micro-benchmarks to determine the costs of forwarded communication, requiring a context switch, compared to fast-path communication. We measure the round-trip-time between activities on different CUs. Fig. 5 shows the average time over 16 runs with warm caches. The uppermost two rows show the time for stream-processing accelerators (SP), first if the recipient is running, resulting in fast-path communication, and second if the recipient is suspended, resulting in forwarded communication. The next two rows show the results for request-processing accelerators (RP), followed by two rows for an x86-64 core. The final row shows the time for a core-local round trip, using forwarded communication for both the request and the response.

As the results in Fig. 5 show, fast-path communication is more than one order of magnitude faster than forwarded communication on our system. All forwarded communication requires a forward system call, upon which the kernel performs a context switch to the receiving activity and forwards the message to the recipient. Most of the time is spent with the actual context switch, because it requires multiple steps and is carried out partially by RCTMux and partially by the kernel. Since stream-processing accelerators use a local scratchpad memory, the content needs to be saved and restored, leading to additional overhead. On x86-64, the overhead is larger, because the RCTMux is implemented in software. Finally, the core-local round trip requires two context switches. However, it is not twice as expensive as a single context switch, because the kernel optimizes this case by omitting the idle notification.

7.3 Application-level Benchmarks

As described in § 5.7, we simplified and unified the file protocol to be hardware-friendly. To evaluate whether these changes impact performance, we used the system call tracing infrastructure from M³. It allows to run an application on Linux, trace the system calls including timing information and playback the trace on M³. We used the following applications:

1. `tar`: creates a tar archive from files with sizes between 128 and 8192 KiB and 16 MiB in total,
2. `untar`: unpacks the same archive,
3. `shasum`: computes the SHA256 hash of a 512 KiB file,
4. `sort`: sorts a 256 KiB file with 408 lines,
5. `find`: searches 24 directories with 40 files each,
6. `SQLite`: creates a table and inserts/selects 32 entries, and
7. `LevelDB`: creates a table and inserts/selects 512 entries.

The applications `tar`, `untar`, `shasum`, `sort`, and `find` have been taken from BusyBox 1.26.2 [1]. `SQLite` is an embedded and highly reliable database engine [7]. `LevelDB` is a lightweight and high-performance key-value store, created by Google [5]. We chose these applications to stress the system in different ways: `tar` and `untar` are data intensive, `shasum` and `sort` are compute intensive, `find` performs many small file-system requests, and `SQLite` and `LevelDB` are mixtures of these.

We used these applications to compare the performance between Linux 4.10, M³ with the original file protocol, and M³X using the unified and hardware-friendly file protocol. In this section, M³ and M³X use three dedicated x86-64 tiles (without accelerator tiles) for the application, m3fs, and the pager, whereas Linux uses a single x86-64 core. However, M³ and M³X
do not take advantage of multiple tiles, because all cross-tile interactions are synchronous and therefore, at no point in time is useful work done in parallel. On M\(^3\) and M\(^3\)X, we use extents of at most 512 KiB, requiring multiple requests to m3fs to read and write files. On Linux, we use tmpfs as the in-memory file system. All file systems use a block size of 4 KiB. Fig. 6 shows the average runtime of 7 runs after one warmup run, broken down into the application time, time for data transfers, and OS overhead. We account Linux’s time for the system calls, which are unsupported\(^1\), as application time as well. Since the standard deviation is below 1%, we omit error bars.

In our previous work, we have already shown that data-intensive workloads like tar and untar have significantly less OS overhead on M\(^3\) than on Linux when running on simple Xtensa cores. As Fig. 6 shows, these improvements can be seen on x86-64 cores as well. Note however, that the difference is about a factor of two on x86-64 instead of five as on Xtensa, because the Xtensa cores did not have a cacheline prefetcher, resulting in poor performance on Linux [10]. On both architectures, the DTU’s data channel can be configured in constant time for any byte-granular and contiguous region of memory, independent of its size. After the channel has been established, applications access the data via DMA with almost no overhead. Therefore, M\(^3\) and M\(^3\)X outperform Linux significantly.

For the remaining applications, computation dominates the runtime, leading to smaller overall performance improvements. Note that SQLite is slightly faster on M\(^3\), because the new file protocol in M\(^3\)X currently does not provide clients with read-write access to data and SQLite often switches between reading and writing of the same file. These switches require a commit request and a new next\_in or next\_out request, causing additional overhead.

### 7.4 Tile Sharing

After the performance comparison using three tiles, we show the performance impact when activities share tiles by means of context switching. In the first step, we ran both OS servers (m3fs and pager) on the same tile and in the second step, we ran the OS servers and the application on a single tile.

Fig. 7 shows the average runtime of three runs, preceded by one warmup run, normalized to the average runtime on M\(^3\)X with three tiles. The standard deviation is less than 2%. As the results show, using the same tile for both servers and a dedicated tile for the application (two tiles in total) has almost no performance impact. Running servers and application on a single tile leads to a performance degradation in some cases. For tar and untar, the runtime is increased by 17% and 12%, respectively, but M\(^3\)X is still about twice as fast as Linux. shasum and sort show almost no performance degradation, whereas find and SQLite experience a significant slowdown. The reason is, that both find and SQLite communicate heavily with m3fs, leading to many context switches. The performance of LevelDB degrades slightly, but is still better than on Linux. We conclude that some workloads require faster core-local context switches. We could improve M\(^3\)X by running a kernel with context-switching support directly on the core, in case the necessary hardware features are available.

#### 7.5 Autonomous Request Processing

After the evaluation on general-purpose cores, we want to demonstrate the benefits of autonomous accelerators. In this section, we start with request-processing accelerators. As described in § 4.9, software invokes the ASM, which in turn invokes the accelerator logic. In this section, we evaluate the impact of the invocation granularity on performance and CPU wake-up frequency.

We simulate the accelerators using gem5-Aladdin [56], which is a power-performance accelerator modeling framework that can be used to explore the design space for fixed-function accelerators. gem5-Aladdin simulates the accelerator logic and uses the memory subsystem of gem5 to perform memory accesses. gem5-Aladdin achieves an error of less than 6% for the accelerator’s performance compared to real hardware. We adapted gem5-Aladdin to be invoked by the ASM and to notify the ASM of completions.

To use a request-processing accelerator, an application creates an activity for the desired accelerator, creates the memory mappings for the input and output data in the activity’s virtual address space, and establishes the communication channel to invoke the ASM. In this case, the input data is stored in files and the output data should be written to files as well. Therefore, these files are mapped into the virtual address space of the accelerator activity.

We use different accelerator workloads from MachSuite [49]. MachSuite has been analyzed by gem5-Aladdin.
with the result that some accelerators benefit from DMA-based memory access and others benefit from cache-based memory access. For this evaluation, we picked the accelerators that benefit from cache-based memory access:

1. Stencil-3D: a three-dimensional stencil computation,
2. MD-KNN: a \(k\)-nearest-neighbor computation from molecular dynamics,
3. FFT-1D: a one-dimensional fast Fourier transform, and
4. SPMV: a sparse matrix-vector multiplication.

We adjusted each accelerator to perform a single indivisible step per invocation by the ASM. Multiple such invocations are batched in a single invocation by the CPU. We analyze the spectrum between assisted and autonomous operation by varying the batch size.

Fig. 8 shows the results from three runs after one warmup run with batch sizes of 1 to 256. Performing all invocations in a single batch is shown as ‘N’, because the total number of invocations depends on the workload. The standard deviation is less than 1%. As can be seen in the left part of the figure, larger batch sizes lead to better performance. More importantly, the right part of the figure shows the average (bars) and maximum (lines) accelerator execution times for each ASM invocation. For example, using the MD workload and a batch size of 16 shows acceptable performance, but leads to a context switching latency of 48 \(\mu\)s and the CPU is woken up every 8 \(\mu\)s on average. High wake-up frequencies are a problem on modern cores, which can only achieve significant power savings in deep sleep states. However, the deeper the sleep state, the longer the time to bring the core back into a functional state (e.g., on Intel’s Haswell generation, dozens of microseconds to leave C6 and up to several milliseconds to leave C10 [32, 54]). Hence, deeper sleep states are only beneficial during longer idle periods.

M3X performs all accelerator invocations in a single batch and uses an ASM that is interruptible between invocations to get the best of both worlds: On the one hand, a single batch leads to the best performance. On the other hand, the fine-grained interruptibility allows to context-switch to a more important activity with a low latency. Note that an immediate interruption can be achieved by resetting the accelerator logic, but requires to repeat the last step of the computation. If all invocations are done by the ASM in hardware (autonomous), the accelerator needs to repeat only a single indivisible step. If all invocations are done in software (assisted), the accelerator needs to repeat as many steps as the performance and energy constraints allow.

7.6 Autonomous Stream Processing

Finally, we want to show the benefits of autonomous stream-processing accelerators. Stream processing is used in various domains such as mobile communication, image processing, and audio processing. In this work, we consider an image processing scenario as is imaginable in data centers, similar to Google’s TPU [27] workloads. The cloud provider offers a set of image-processing accelerators as a service and allows customers to perform large-scale image processing on these accelerators. An efficient method for large images is FFT convolution [42], which first performs a 2D fast Fourier transform (FFT) on the input image, then multiplies the result pointwise with an image filter, and finally performs the inverse FFT. Depending on the filter, FFT convolution can be used, for example, for edge detection or low-pass filtering.

To evaluate this scenario, we use three types of accelerators called FFT, MUL, and IFFT. Each accelerator has 2 KiB (the block size for the 32×32 point FFT) of local scratchpad memory (SPM) and uses the file protocol (see § 5.8) to stream the data block-wise from the input stream via the SPM to the output stream. Due to the deterministic execution model of these accelerators, we did not use gem5-Aladdin to simulate the accelerator logic, but used Aladdin [55] to determine the computation times offline. To get reasonable results, we generated all sensible configurations and picked the sweet spot between performance and the product of chip area and power consumption. We obtained 5,856 cycles for FFT and IFFT and 1,189 cycles for MUL. To put these numbers into perspective, the FFT/IFFT accelerator is about three times as fast as a simple software implementation and Aladdin reports a three orders of magnitude lower power consumption than a typical modern x86 core.

These three types of accelerators run activities that form an FFT-MUL-IFFT chain to process a 4 MiB image file and store the resulting image as a file. In our first experiment, we run 1 to 4 such chains simultaneously without context switching, thus using 1 to 4 instances of each accelerator type. To show the benefits of autonomous accelerators, we compare M3X’s autonomous approach with the assisted approach. The assisted approach drives the accelerators from software using a single general-purpose core. Hence, software loads the input data into the SPM, starts the accelerator via a message, and asks the accelerator’s DTU to move the result from the SPM to the next accelerator or to the output file. The autonomous variant connects the DTU endpoints of the accelerators as follows: The input of the first and the output of the last accelerator are connected to a file. The output of the first and second accelerator are directly pushed to the successor.

We simulate two ways to attach accelerators to the system: network-on-chip and PCI Express (PCle). The former leads to superior performance due to lower latency, whereas the latter
We show the overall runtime (a) and the CPU time spent to drive the accelerators (b), depending on the number of accelerator chains using three runs, preceded by one warmup run. The standard deviation is below 3%. We simulate the PCIe-attached PCI0 add-on card by connecting the accelerators via a bridge with a delay of 500 ns to the host system, which is the typical one-way latency for PCIe gen 3 [20, 23, 30, 53]. In other words, we do not simulate a complete PCIe interconnect, but only the latency PCIe introduces. The one-way latency within the NoC is about 10 ns. In both cases, the DRAM is part of the host system and stores the in-memory file system.

Using the assisted approach leads to slightly worse overall runtime with an increasing number of accelerator chains when integrating the accelerators into the NoC. With PCIe, the overall runtime increases significantly, leading to a slowdown of factor 4.7. In contrast, the autonomous approach always achieves the same runtime, independent of the number of chains. More importantly, the assisted approach keeps the CPU busy most of the time. Within the NoC, the CPU is utilized 100% of the time starting at four accelerator chains, whereas with PCIe, the CPU is already fully utilized starting with two chains. The autonomous approach does not cause significant CPU load in either case. Additionally, Fig. 10 shows that the autonomous approach outperforms the assisted approach for PCIe-based accelerators even if the assisted approach does not fully utilize the CPU. The reason is the 500 ns delay when communicating with the accelerators, which prevents the assisted approach from fully utilizing the accelerators.

Finally, we evaluate the context switching overhead when two chains of activities compete for the same accelerators. In this case, we use only the autonomous approach and put each chain of activities into the same gang to benefit from gang scheduling. Plot (c) in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 shows the context switching overhead by comparing the runtime of two activity chains running consecutively with the runtime of two chains running interleaved. We vary the time slice length for context switching between 1 ms and 4 ms. As the results show, using a still rather short time slice of 4 ms leads to less than 0.9% overhead with accelerators integrated into the NoC and less than 2.9% overhead when attaching them via PCIe.

Note that the performance can still be improved for both the assisted and the autonomous approach. For the assisted approach, batching could be used to reduce the interaction frequency with the accelerators. However, batching is only possible by increasing the SPM sizes of the accelerators, which is expensive in terms of area and energy and increases the time the accelerator is not interruptible. Additionally, the assisted approach can trade more CPU time for more accelerator performance by using multiple cores to drive the accelerators, until the PCIe bus becomes the bottleneck. The autonomous approach does not suffer from the trade-off between SPM size and CPU utilization and can further improve performance by overlapping data transfers to the DRAM instead of issuing one transfer at a time.

8 Conclusion

In this work, we presented M3X, which combines fast-path communication, bypassing the kernel, with context switching and thereby enables autonomous accelerators. To this end, we re-evaluated the boundary between hardware and software. We found that (1) introducing a hardware-friendly file protocol enables accelerators to autonomously access file systems or network stacks, (2) performing potentially complex scheduling decisions in software and simple save and restore actions in hardware allows to context switch accelerators, and (3) attaching a simple hardware component to the accelerator logic allows to combine autonomous operation and interruptibility.

We demonstrated in our evaluation that M3X retains the performance advantages of M3’s fast-path communication, while using the system’s resources more efficiently by performing context switches, if required. Additionally, we have shown that running PCIe-attached image processing accelerators autonomously achieves a speedup of 4.7 and reduces the CPU utilization by a factor of 30.

In future work, we plan to study other types of accelerators such as FPGAs and GPUs and apply our insights from simulation to real hardware.
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Abstract

Storage on smart devices such as smartphones and the Internet of Things has limited performance, capacity, and endurance. Deduplication has the potential to address these limitations by eliminating redundant I/Os and data, but it must be considered under the various resource constraints of the devices. This paper presents SmartDedup, a deduplication solution optimized for resource-constrained devices. It proposes a novel architecture that supports symbiotic in-line and out-of-line deduplication to take advantage of their complementary strengths and allow them to be adapted according to a device’s current resource availability. It also cohesively combines in-memory and on-disk fingerprint stores to minimize the memory overhead while achieving a good level of deduplication. SmartDedup is prototyped on EXT4 and F2FS and evaluated using benchmarks, workloads generated from real-world device images, and traces collected from real-world devices. The results show that SmartDedup substantially improves I/O performance (e.g., increases write and read throughput by 31.1% and 32%, respectively for an FIO experiment with 25% duplication ratio), reduces flash writes (e.g., by 70.9% in a trace replay experiment with 75.8% duplication ratio), and saves space usage (e.g., by 45% in a DEDISbench experiment with 46.1% duplication ratio) with low memory, storage, and battery overhead, compared to both native file systems and related deduplication solutions.

1 Introduction

Smart devices such as smartphones and the Internet of Things (IoT) are becoming pervasively used. The high volume and velocity of data produced by the growing applications and sensors on these devices present serious challenges to the on-device flash storage, which has limited performance, capacity, and endurance. Deduplication has the potential to address these limitations by reducing the I/Os and storage caused by duplicate data. But adopting deduplication on smart devices must address their unique resource constraints. In particular, the limited memory on the devices presents a difficult trade-off between the speed of deduplication and the amount of duplicates that it can find. The limited storage performance and endurance require the deduplication operations to incur minimal additional I/Os. For many devices with limited power and energy capacity, the design of deduplication also needs to be aware of its power and energy usage.

To address these challenges, this paper presents SmartDedup, a deduplication solution optimized for smart devices considering their various resource constraints. The architecture of SmartDedup is designed to support the symbiotic in-line and out-of-line deduplication. It employs in-line deduplication in the foreground to reduce redundant writes and runs out-of-line deduplication in the background to find duplicates missed by in-line deduplication. These two techniques work together cooperatively by sharing the fingerprint stores and information (e.g., fingerprints) about the I/O requests.

SmartDedup employs cohesively designed in-memory and on-disk fingerprint stores to minimize memory overhead while achieving a good level of deduplication. The small in-memory fingerprint store provides fast fingerprint lookup and effective write reduction; the on-disk fingerprint store supports complete data deduplication. Fingerprints migrate between the two stores dynamically based on data access patterns. SmartDedup also embodies several techniques to make efficient use of the two fingerprint stores. To further reduce the overhead, both fingerprint stores share the same indexing data structure to save memory usage; fingerprints are evicted from memory in groups to reduce the involved I/Os and wear-
To support this study, we collected file system images and long-term (2-6 months) traces from real-world smartphones. The data confirms that there is a good level of duplication in real-world workloads: the average duplication ratio is 33% in the data from the images, and ranges from 22% to 48% among the writes in the traces. The specific applications and types of files that contribute the most duplicates differ by device, so a holistic system-level deduplication solution is needed to fully exploit these I/O and data reduction opportunities.

We prototyped SmartDedup on OSs (Android and Raspbian) and file systems (EXT4 and F2FS) commonly used by smart devices. We evaluated it on two representative devices, a Nexus 5X smartphone and a Raspberry Pi 3 device, using intensive benchmark (FIO [12]) and realistic workloads generated by DEDISbench [20] from sampling real-world smartphone images and by replaying real-world smartphone I/O traces. The results show that SmartDedup achieves substantial improvements in performance, storage utilization, and flash endurance compared to both the native file systems and related solutions.

For example, on Nexus, SmartDedup outperforms native EXT4 by 16.9% in throughput and 18.5% in 95th percentile latency for writes, and 38.2% in throughput and 18.7% in 95th percentile latency for reads, for intensive FIO workloads with only 25% duplicates; and it improves the write latency by 25.5% for a trace segment with a 47.9% duplication ratio. In terms of space saving, SmartDedup saves 45% of space (after factoring in its own space overhead) compared to EXT4 when the duplication ratio is 46.1% in a DEDISbench experiment. In terms of reducing the wear-out, SmartDedup reduces 70.9% of writes from EXT4 (after factoring in its own write overhead) in a trace replay with a duplication ratio of 75.8%. SmartDedup also outperforms the state-of-the-art related works Dmdedup [16, 23] by 1.5X in throughput and 57.1% in 95th percentile latency in an FIO write experiment with 25% duplicates, and CA-FTL [9] by 37.7% in average write latency in a trace replay with 75.8% duplication ratio. All the improvements are achieved with low resource usage. In these experiments, SmartDedup uses less than 3.5MB of memory, and it actually reduces the battery usage by up to 7.7% and 49.2% for intensive workloads on Nexus and Pi, respectively.

### 2 Analysis of Real-world Device Data

To confirm the potential of deduplication for smart devices, we collected and analyzed I/O traces and file system images from smartphones used by different real users.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Total I/Os (GB)</th>
<th>Read/write ratio</th>
<th># of days</th>
<th>Unique addresses (GB)</th>
<th>Unique data (GB)</th>
<th>Duplication ratio (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2096.8</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>148.2</td>
<td>192.7</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>773.6</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>96.2</td>
<td>45.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>426.7</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>56.5</td>
<td>23.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2385.6</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>101.2</td>
<td>184.2</td>
<td>47.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1119.7</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>126.7</td>
<td>148.6</td>
<td>41.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>765.9</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>124.8</td>
<td>28.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: File system traces from real-world smartphones. For each trace, the table shows the total amount of data requests (4KB each), the ratio between reads and writes, the total number of days, the total amount of writes with unique addresses, the total amount of writes with unique data, and the total percentage of duplicate writes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trace</th>
<th>Top 3 duplicate contributors (file type, % of writes, duplication ratio (%))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(res, 12, 15) (db, 10, 15) (exe, 39, 13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(tmp, 3, 73) (exe, 36, 65) (res, 27, 62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(res, 17, 65) (media, 3, 19) (db, 11, 17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(exe, 29, 78) (tmp, 4, 77) (media, 24, 49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(media, 76, 48) (res, 2, 34) (exe, 12, 25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>(res, 19, 45) (exe, 35, 36) (media, 9, 31)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The file types that contribute the most amount of duplicates in the file system traces collected from smartphones used by real users. For each top contributor, the table shows the file type, the percentage of writes that it contributes to the trace’s total write volume, and the percentage of duplicate writes within only this type of files.

First, we studied the long-term file system I/O traces [4] collected from six smartphones (from VFS and EXT4 on Android) used by six users from four countries who are between 20 to 40 years old, which recorded the fingerprints of writes when they were flushed from the page cache to flash storage. Commonly used applications include chat (WhatsApp and WeChat), video (Youtube), and social network (Facebook and Weibo) applications. As summarized in Table 1, these traces confirm that: 1) real-world device workloads are indeed quite intensive, and do have a significant impact on the performance and endurance of devices. The average daily I/O volume ranges from 4.2GB to 17.6GB, and the amount of writes ranges from 0.7GB to 3.5GB; and 2) a good level of deduplication can be achieved on the writes captured in the traces. Considering the entire traces, the percentage of duplicate writes ranges from 21.9% to 47.5%; and on a daily basis, on average between 16.6% and 37.4% of writes are also duplicates.

To understand where the duplicates came from, we further analyzed the effectiveness of deduplication within...
the writes to each type of files. We classified the files into several categories (resource files, database files, executables, temporary files, and multimedia), following the methodology in [14]. Table 2 shows that the file types that contribute the most duplicates vary across the traces collected from different users’ devices. This observation suggests that applying deduplication only to specific types of files, or even more narrowly, only to specific applications [17], is insufficient. Although not shown in the figure, our results also reveal that whole-file-based deduplication [3] is also insufficient as over 80% of the duplicates are from files that are not completely duplicate.

To complement the above trace analysis, we also studied file system images collected from 19 real-world smartphones, which on average have 10.4GB of data stored on the device and 33% duplicates in the data. The analysis also confirms that there is a good amount of duplicate data stored on the devices. We also analyzed the effectiveness of deduplication on different types of files, and as in the trace analysis, we did not find any pattern—the file types that contribute the most to deduplication differ across the devices. For example, on one image, a large percentage of duplicates is found within database files (69.1%) and apk files (74.8%), but this percentage is low on the other images; on another image, thumbnail files have a duplication ratio of 99.0% whereas on another image this ratio is only 0.9%.

Overall the above analysis of real-world device traces and images shows strong evidence for the potentials of deduplication on devices. They also suggest that a holistic, system-level solution is necessary to fully exploit the deduplication opportunities.

3 Design and Implementation

3.1 Design Overview
Overall the design of SmartDedup is based on the following key principles:

I The storage on smart devices has limited bandwidth, capacity, and endurance, so deduplication should be applied as much as possible to improve its performance, utilization, and lifetime.

II The available memory on devices is often limited, so the use of in-memory data structures should be kept as low as possible. To complement the low memory footprint, disk space should also be leveraged to keep additional data structures.

III Many smart devices are power or energy constrained (e.g., limited battery life), and deduplication should work adaptively according to the current power or energy availability.

While following these general principles, we also cautiously design the data structures and operations used by deduplication so that its overhead is as low as possible. The rest of this section presents first an overview and then details of this design.

Deduplication can be performed at different layers (file system or block layer) of the storage stack. SmartDedup chooses the design of file system level deduplication, which allows it to exploit useful semantics and improve efficiency (e.g., avoid deduplicating unallocated blocks or processing files that have not been modified). Although hints can be passed from the file system to the block layer [16], they may not be sufficient (e.g., for providing the above semantics), and the file system’s unawareness of deduplication also leads to inefficiencies. For example, the file system either cannot exploit the space saved by deduplication or has to assume a fixed deduplication ratio which does not always hold for the actual workload.

According to Design Principle I, SmartDedup considers both in-line and out-of-line deduplication to maximize the effectiveness of deduplication. In-line deduplication removes duplicate writes before they reach the disk, and can thereby quickly reduce the data and avoid the wear-out caused by duplicates. But it needs to run in the I/O path at all times; otherwise, it may miss many deduplication opportunities. Out-of-line deduplication works in the background to remove duplicates already stored on disk, and can use fingerprints stored both in memory and on disk to identify duplicates. Although out-of-line deduplication can be integrated with garbage collection to reduce wear-out [10], it is not as effective as the in-line method which removes duplicates before they reach the disk. Therefore, SmartDedup combines in-line and out-of-line deduplication to take advantage of their complementary strengths, and optimizes their uses for resource-constrained devices. In particular, these two deduplication procedures share the same fingerprint store to reduce the resource overhead (per Design Principle II); and both procedures can be dynamically enabled or disabled and dynamically change the processing rate based on a device’s current power or energy status (per Design Principle III).

According to Design Principle II, to address the memory limitations of smart devices, SmartDedup adopts cohesively designed two-level in-memory and on-disk fin-
gerprint stores. The fingerprint store is the core data structure of a deduplication solution: it maintains the fingerprints of existing data so that it can determine whether new data is duplicate or not by comparing the fingerprint to existing ones. In SmartDedup, the in-memory fingerprint store supports fast deduplication of commonly used data with low memory cost; the on-disk fingerprint store keeps fingerprints that are not in memory and supports more thorough data deduplication; and fingerprints can dynamically migrate between these two stores. Together, these two fingerprint stores support the efficient operation of both in-line and out-of-line deduplication.

The rest of this section explains the various components of SmartDedup and how they function together. Our core designs, including cooperative in-line and out-of-line deduplication and tiered fingerprint stores are applicable to different types of file systems. We use our prototypes for EXT4 [18], which is the de facto file system on Android devices, and F2FS [15], a new flash-optimized file system increasingly used by smart devices, to explain SmartDedup.

3.2 Two-level Fingerprint Stores

**In-memory Fingerprint Store.** SmartDedup uses only a small amount of memory to store important fingerprints (and the corresponding PBNs) and support fast deduplication, while the other less important fingerprints are kept on disk. When the in-memory fingerprint store gets full, some of the fingerprints are demoted to the on-disk fingerprint store to make room for new ones.

To support fast fingerprint search at low memory cost, the store uses a prefix tree (implemented using a Linux radix tree [8]) as the fingerprint index (Figure 1). To conserve memory, different from typical indexes which provide direct locations of individual fingerprints, our index provides the locations of fingerprint groups—the fingerprints in each group shares the same prefix. For example, with an 18-bit index, all the fingerprints that share the same 18-bit prefix are grouped together. This design also facilitates the group-based fingerprint eviction and on-disk fingerprint lookup discussed later in this section. Within each group, the fingerprints are indexed by a linked list. The list is sorted by the fingerprints’ remaining bits, which allows misses to be determined sooner than using an unsorted list. Moreover, the length of such a list is generally short because 1) the in-memory fingerprint store is typically small, and 2) the cryptographic hash function used for fingerprinting tends to distribute the fingerprints evenly across the different groups. Experiments from replaying our traces confirm that the average length of these lists is 9 (maximum length is 63).

**On-disk Fingerprint Store.** The on-disk fingerprint store maintains the fingerprints that are evicted from memory due to the limited space of the in-memory fingerprint store. It allows SmartDedup to make full use of the existing fingerprints for providing thorough deduplication, and supports the promotion of fingerprints from disk to memory when they become important to the current workload. It is implemented as a sparse file on disk where the fingerprints are stored sequentially along with the PBNs. The size of the sparse file grows and shrinks, block by block, on demand with the number of fingerprints in the store for space efficiency. For 256GB of device storage, the total number of fingerprints that need to be stored on disk is $2^{26}$ in the worst case, assuming all the data is unique, which requires 2GB of disk space. In comparison, deduplicating merely 1% of 256GB of data saves 2.6GB of space and can already compensate the overhead of the on-disk store.

To enable fast search of on-disk fingerprints, SmartDedup also needs an index in memory, but it reuses the same fingerprint index—the prefix tree—described above for the in-memory store to reduce its memory usage (Figure 1). In fact, it adds only an address to each leaf node.
of the index, which is the starting PBN of the on-disk group of fingerprints with the same prefix as the fingerprints of the in-memory fingerprint group. Each group of fingerprints is stored in an array on disk, which is sorted by its remaining fingerprint bits and stored sequentially from this PBN address in one or multiple disk blocks. In this way, the same fingerprint index is shared by both in-memory and on-disk fingerprint stores, and each leaf node can point to both an in-memory fingerprint group and an on-disk fingerprint group that share the same prefix. For a three-level tree that indexes an 18-bit prefix, the addition of the PBN in each leaf node adds at most 1MB of memory usage.

This scheme allows efficient operations on on-disk fingerprints. To search for a fingerprint on disk, SmartDedup looks for the corresponding leaf node in the fingerprint index. If the node does not exist in the prefix tree, SmartDedup knows immediately that the fingerprint does not exist on disk. If the node exists and contains a valid PBN, SmartDedup loads the whole group from that address into memory and searches for the given fingerprint in memory using binary search. The I/O overhead for accessing the on-disk groups is small because the size of each group is generally small. Assuming each group shares the 18-bit prefix, for 256GB of device storage with no duplicate data blocks, there are about 256 fingerprints per group, requiring only one to two 4KB blocks to store them. For even larger disks, we can increase the length of the prefix to bound the group size.

As discussed above, our proposed fingerprint index provides the functionality of a Bloom filter; in comparison, employing a separate Bloom filter incurs additional time and space overhead. For example, using a Bloom filter to determine whether a group of fingerprints exists or not would require 0.92MB of memory and applying five hash functions. In addition, it needs to deal with the difficulty of fingerprint deletions [7, 11].

Fingerprint Migration. Fingerprints evicted from the in-memory store are moved to the on-disk store; conversely, when an on-disk fingerprint is matched by new data, it is promoted from disk to memory. When deciding which fingerprints to evict, the in-memory fingerprint store tries to keep the fingerprints that are important to the current workload. Our evaluation results show that a simple policy such as least recently used (LRU) achieves good deduplication ratios (Section 4.2).

But the I/O overhead of fingerprint migrations is an important consideration for devices. Evicting a fingerprint from memory to disk requires two I/Os for loading the corresponding fingerprint group from disk and storing the updated group back to disk. To reduce disk I/O overhead, instead of evicting one fingerprint at a time, SmartDedup evicts a group of fingerprints at a time, so that a number of slots are freed up at once in the in-memory fingerprint store and can be used to store a number of fingerprints from the future requests. With the design of a prefix-tree-based index, the fingerprints linked to the same leaf node share the same prefix and automatically form an eviction group. Note that when migrating fingerprints from disk to memory, SmartDedup still promotes one fingerprint, instead of a whole group, at a time, since there is limited locality within each group. Moreover, with a small group size (9 on average), the deduplication ratio is also not compromised much by evicting the whole group together.

To implement a group-based eviction policy, SmartDedup keeps an LRU list for all the groups in the fingerprint index. Whenever a fingerprint is matched to a new request, its group is brought to the head of the LRU list. When eviction is needed, the entire group of fingerprints that is at the tail of the LRU list is evicted. Since both the in-memory and on-disk fingerprint stores share the same index, fingerprints that are evicted together from the in-memory fingerprint store also belong to the group that shares the same prefix in the on-disk fingerprint store, so they can be inserted into the on-disk group using a single read-merge-write operation.

3.3 Hybrid Deduplication

In-line Deduplication happens when the file system handles a write request, and it removes a duplicate write by modifying the file system’s logical block to physical blocks mappings. Specifically, in our prototypes, the write paths of EXT4 and F2FS are modified in the following manner to make sure that the deduplication procedure does not violate the basic design principles of modern file systems. First, SmartDedup achieves deduplication by changing the one-to-one mappings that the file system maintains from logical blocks to physical blocks to many-to-one. Second, SmartDedup performs in-line deduplication when the file system writes back buffered data to disk; by doing so, it saves itself from processing repeated writes to buffered data, which does not hurt either performance or endurance. SmartDedup also handles direct I/Os, but the discussion here focuses on buffered I/Os since they dominate common device workloads.

In-line deduplication may not be able to find a match for a request even if there is a duplicate block on the file system, because the in-memory fingerprint store is not large enough to hold all the existing fingerprints. For such requests, in-line deduplication hands them over to out-of-line deduplication, which searches the on-disk fingerprint store in the background without slowing down the foreground application.
Out-of-line Deduplication works in the background on data that is not processed by in-line deduplication, which may be still in the page cache waiting to be written back or be already stored on disk. When processing a block of data, it looks for the fingerprint in both the in-memory and on-disk stores. When a match is found for a logical block, it changes the mappings between the logical block and physical block and, if needed, deallocates the redundant physical block to perform deduplication.

For efficiency, SmartDedup avoids processing data blocks that have not been modified since the last time they were processed by either in-line or out-of-line deduplication. It uses an in-memory buffer, called skipped buffer, which stores the list of blocks skipped by in-line deduplication, either because the latter is disabled or is enabled but cannot find fingerprint matches in the in-memory store. Each entry in this buffer stores a skipped block’s information (inode number, LBN, and fingerprint (if available)) for the out-of-line deduplication to process the block quickly. It is implemented using an array-based hash table, indexed by inode and LBN. When the fingerprint of a data block is updated, the previous content of the hash table entry is replaced by the new one.

The size of the skipped buffer is kept small and is also adjustable depending on the device’s current memory availability. For example, with 0.5MB of memory, the skipped buffer can store the information of 22K requests and 65K requests with and without their fingerprints, respectively. If the buffer does get full, SmartDedup converts it to store only the inode numbers of modified files so that out-of-line deduplication processes only these files. As the inode number requires only 4 bytes, the buffer rarely overflows in practice.

3.4 Putting Everything Together

Read and Write Path. When handling a write, SmartDedup fingerprints the request, searches for it in the fingerprint store(s), and deduplicates it if a match is found, as discussed above and illustrated in Figure 2. The read path in the file system is also modified to make use of deduplication to improve read performance. Because the page cache is indexed by each file’s LBNs, a read that cannot find its LBN in the page cache cannot be avoided even if the requested data duplicates another logical block that is already in the cache.

To address this limitation, SmartDedup employs a page cache index which maps from PBNs to their corresponding pages in the page cache. For a read that cannot find a match in the page cache by its LBN, SmartDedup searches the index using its PBN, before considering it a miss as the native file system does. If a match is found, it means that the requested data already exists in the page cache, and there is no need to perform the actual read I/O. SmartDedup directly copies the data from the duplicate page in the cache. The size of this index is bounded by the size of page cache, and it can be further restricted when SmartDedup indexes only the important set of pages (e.g., the most recently used ones) in the cache.

Handling Data Updates and Deletions. A complication to the above write process is that when handling an update to or deallocation of an existing block, the fingerprint stores need to be consistently updated. SmartDedup needs to find the original fingerprint of the block so that it can update the reference count (the number of logical blocks deduplicated by this fingerprint) and delete the fingerprint if the reference count drops to zero. But SmartDedup does not have the original data’s fingerprint; it has only the new request’s LBN (and from there the PBN). To address this problem, SmartDedup maintains a reverse index (a sparse file) on disk for the fingerprint stores, which maps from a fingerprint’s PBN to its corresponding leaf node in the fingerprint index of the fingerprint store using an array where the PBN is the index and the entries store the leaf node addresses. The leaf node represents a group of fingerprints either in memory or on disk, and SmartDedup can search this group to quickly locate the fingerprint. Compared to mapping from PBNs directly to the locations of the fingerprints, this design reduces the overhead of the reverse index because when a fingerprint migrates between the in-memory and on-disk stores, the leaf node that the fingerprint belongs to does not change and the index does not have to be updated.

Adaptive Deduplication. To further reduce the overhead of deduplication, SmartDedup can adapt its processing rate based on the current resource availability. For out-of-line deduplication, SmartDedup adapts the number of blocks that it processes per period of time (e.g., every minute). For in-line deduplication, it adapts the process-
ing rate by selectively processing $n$ out of the $N$ write requests that it receives—the $n/N$ defines the selectivity. Considering CPU and I/O load, SmartDedup automatically reduces its processing rate whenever it detects that the CPU or disk is fully utilized. Considering battery usage, SmartDedup reduces its processing rate proportionally to the remaining battery life, and completely disables deduplication when the device enters low-power mode. Similar policies for other resource constraints can also be easily specified and carried out by SmartDedup using this adaptive deduplication mechanism.

To further reduce resource usage, SmartDedup can also adapt its processing rate (by adjusting the selectivity) based on the level of data duplication observed in the workload. When the observed duplication level is low in the previous time window, SmartDedup gradually reduces its processing rate, but it quickly restores its processing rate when it detects an increasing duplication level in the current workload.

**File System Consistency.** Because the LBN-to-PBN mapping is already kept consistent by the native file system, the only metadata that SmartDedup needs to keep is the reference counts of the fingerprints—it relies on the reference counts to decide when to free a data block and when to perform copy-on-write. SmartDedup stores the reference counts persistently as part of the on-disk reverse index (together with the leaf node addresses of the corresponding fingerprints as described above).

To ensure consistency, on EXT4, SmartDedup journals the modifications to the reverse index as part of the file system journaling. The design of the reverse index helps reduce the overhead from its journaling. The entries in the index are sorted by the PBNs, so consecutive updates to the reference counts of adjacent physical blocks can be aggregated into much fewer updates to the reverse index blocks—a 4KB block stores 512 entries. Experiments using our traces confirm that the amount of additional writes to the reverse index is less than 0.5% of the total write volume. After a crash, the file system can be brought back to a consistent state by replaying the latest valid journal transaction. Similarly, on F2FS, SmartDedup ensures that modifications to the reverse index and on-disk fingerprint store are captured by the file system checkpoint so that they can always be brought to a valid state after the file system’s crash recovery. The overhead of recovery is also small as it requires only updating the affected reference counts using the journal or checkpoint.

All other data structures that SmartDedup maintains can be safely discarded without affecting file system consistency. The in-memory fingerprint store will be warmed up again after the system recovers. The page cache index will be reconstructed as the page cache warms up again. The loss of the skipped buffer will make SmartDedup miss the requests that have not been processed by out-of-line deduplication. For a 0.5MB skipped buffer, at most 254MB of data will be missed (assuming that the buffer stores only the inode and LBN of each request). To reduce this impact, SmartDedup periodically checkpoints the inodes and LBNs from the skipped buffer.

## 4 Evaluation

We evaluated SmartDedup based on prototypes implemented on EXT4 and F2FS. Testing devices include a Nexus 5X phone and a Raspberry Pi 3 device (Table 3). We considered the following workloads to provide a comprehensive evaluation:

- **FIO** [12]: We used FIO to create intensive I/O workloads with different access patterns and levels of duplication.
- **Trace Replay**: We replayed our collected real-world smartphone traces (Table 1), which helps us understand the performance of SmartDedup for real-world workloads of smart devices.
- **DEDISbench** [20]: We used DEDISbench to scan our collected real-world Android images and then generate workloads that reflect the data duplication characteristics (such as the distribution of reference counts) of these images.

We compared SmartDedup to two related solutions: Dmdedup [16, 23] and CAFTL [9]. Dmdedup is a block-level in-line deduplication solution that supports flexible metadata management policies. It can use a copy-on-write B-tree to store metadata and provide a consistency guarantee by flushing metadata periodically. To provide a fair comparison, we further enhanced Dmdedup by passing hints from the file system and allowing it to flush metadata only at journal commit times.

CAFTL implements both in-line and out-of-line deduplication at the flash translation layer (FTL), with several techniques designed for the resource constraints at this layer. Sampling hashing fingerprints only one data

### Table 3: Specifications of the testing devices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating System</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Storage</th>
<th>RAM</th>
<th>Kernel Version</th>
<th>File System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nexus 5X</td>
<td>Qualcomm Snapdragon 808</td>
<td>32GB eMMC</td>
<td>2GB</td>
<td>Android Nougat</td>
<td>EXT4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raspberry Pi 3</td>
<td>Broadcom BCM2837</td>
<td>16GB SDHC UHS-I</td>
<td>1 GB</td>
<td>Raspbian Stretch Lite</td>
<td>F2FS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We considered the following workloads to provide a comprehensive evaluation:

- **FIO** [12]: We used FIO to create intensive I/O workloads with different access patterns and levels of duplication.
- **Trace Replay**: We replayed our collected real-world smartphone traces (Table 1), which helps us understand the performance of SmartDedup for real-world workloads of smart devices.
- **DEDISbench** [20]: We used DEDISbench to scan our collected real-world Android images and then generate workloads that reflect the data duplication characteristics (such as the distribution of reference counts) of these images.

We compared SmartDedup to two related solutions: Dmdedup [16, 23] and CAFTL [9]. Dmdedup is a block-level in-line deduplication solution that supports flexible metadata management policies. It can use a copy-on-write B-tree to store metadata and provide a consistency guarantee by flushing metadata periodically. To provide a fair comparison, we further enhanced Dmdedup by passing hints from the file system and allowing it to flush metadata only at journal commit times.

CAFTL implements both in-line and out-of-line deduplication at the flash translation layer (FTL), with several techniques designed for the resource constraints at this layer. Sampling hashing fingerprints only one data
block in a request that has multiple blocks to reduce overhead. Lightweight pre-hashing applies CRC32 to pre-hash data blocks and filter out the unmatched ones to save fingerprinting overhead. Dynamic switches dynamically enable and disable deduplication based on the available cache space. For a fair comparison, we implemented sampling hashing and lightweight pre-hashing in the EXT4 writeback path, but dynamic switches are not necessary because the page cache supports rate limiting.

In all the experiments, the memory usage was capped at 3.5MB for all the evaluated solutions (unless otherwise noted). SmartDedup used 3MB for in-memory fingerprint store, which used a 14-bit prefix, and 0.5MB for the skipped buffer, which stored full information and never overflowed during the experiments. All the experiments were started with empty in-memory and on-disk fingerprint stores. Both in-line and out-of-line deduplication were used in the experiments (unless otherwise noted); adaptive deduplication was enabled and evaluated only in Section 4.4. SmartDedup uses fingerprints generated by cryptographic hash functions [19, 21] to find duplicates. The overhead for fingerprinting one 4KB block of data on Nexus 5X is about 9µs if using SHA1 and 16µs if using MD5, and on Pi is about 30µs for both. Due to limited space, we present only the MD5 results here. Each experiment was repeated at least five times.

4.1 FIO

We ran FIO with three threads, each issuing random 4KB reads or writes, using buffered I/Os (which is what real-world applications typically use). For all FIO experiments, the total read or write size was set to 2GB on Nexus and 1GB on Pi. We varied the percentage of duplicates in the workloads; at 0%, SmartDedup’s in-memory fingerprint store can hold 20% and 10% of total fingerprints for the 1GB and 2GB experiments, respectively. The read experiments were performed using random reads on the data written by FIO in the write experiments (after the page cache was dropped).

Nexus 5X Results. Figure 3a and 3b show the write performance on Nexus 5X. The worst case for SmartDedup is when there is no duplicate, where SmartDedup has only 3.8% overhead in throughput and 1.1% overhead in 95th percentile latency compared to EXT4, including all the overhead from fingerprinting and operations on in-memory and on-disk fingerprint stores. In comparison, Dmdedup has a much higher overhead, 62.8% in throughput and 1.1X in 95th percentile latency, which we believe is due to 1) deduplication at the block layer adds another level of LBN-to-PBN mapping and additional overhead; 2) to guarantee consistency, the copy-on-write

B-tree requires more metadata I/Os. For this experiment, Dmdedup introduces 75.6% more metadata writes than EXT4, whereas SmartDedup introduces only 9% more. CAFTL has less overhead than SmartDedup (1.4% less in throughput and 3.2% less in 95th percentile latency) because, with no duplicates in the workload, its pre-hashing can save substantial fingerprinting.

As the percentage of duplicates in the workload grows, the performance of SmartDedup quickly improves and exceeds EXT4. With 25% duplicates, SmartDedup already outperforms EXT4 by 16.9% in throughput and 18.5% in 95th percentile latency. Dmdedup has an overhead of 52.8% in throughput and 90.2% in 95th percentile latency. CAFTL outperforms EXT4 by only 3.1% in throughput and 6.5% in 95th percentile latency. We found out that using pre-hashing hurts deduplication performance—since requests are filtered out by pre-hashing, CAFTL does not have their fingerprints and cannot deduplicate future requests that have the same data. To verify this observation, we tried removing pre-hashing from CAFTL and the deduplication ratio indeed increases (by 14% for FIO with 25% duplicates). Without pre-hashing, CAFTL is still slower than SmartDedup (6.7% in throughput and 9.3% in 95th percentile latency), because 1) its out-of-line deduplication works only when the system is idle and cannot help much; 2) its reference-count-based eviction policy cannot exploit temporal locality in fingerprint accesses (further discussed in Section 4.2).

Figure 3c and 3d compare the read performance. Even in the worst case with no duplicates, the overhead of SmartDedup is small, merely 0.6% in throughput and 2.7% in median read latency, which is mainly from main-
Battery usage:

- Mix 1
- Mix 2

Read latency:

- Mix 1
- Mix 2

Table 4: Trace segment statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment</th>
<th>Write size (MB)</th>
<th>Dups. ratio (%)</th>
<th>Read/Write ratio</th>
<th>Source Trace #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Segment 1</td>
<td>17612.8</td>
<td>75.8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segment 2</td>
<td>12697.6</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segment 3</td>
<td>9318.4</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segment 4</td>
<td>65.8</td>
<td>46.1</td>
<td>51.3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segment 5</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

15.7%; and it outperforms Dmdedup by 85.4% in write and 18.7% in read.

Resource Usage. To understand the resource usage under realistic settings, we used FIO with different mixes of reads and writes to mimic the composition of real-world workloads. In our traces, the percentage of reads varies from 77.4% to 88% and the percentage of duplicates varies from 21.9% to 47.5%. For power measurement, we used the Trept profiler [24] (for Nexus) and Watts Up Pro [5] (for Pi). Figure 5 shows the results. In Mix 1, the workload has 4GB of I/Os with 50% reads and 25% duplicates. SmartDedup’s CPU overhead on EXT4 and F2FS is 3.3% and 2.2%, respectively, which are both reasonably small. For battery usage, SmartDedup has 4% overhead on EXT4 and uses 21.2% less battery on F2FS. In Mix 2, the workload consists of 6GB of I/Os with 66% reads and 25% duplicates. In this setting, SmartDedup’s CPU overhead is merely 1.7% on EXT4 and 5.5% on F2FS; but it actually saves 7.7% of battery usage on EXT4 and 49.2% on F2FS because its saving on FIO runtime outweighs its overhead in power consumption. SmartDedup achieves these results while using only 0.2% (3.5MB out of 2GB) of the device’s memory. Therefore, it is reasonable to believe that for typical device workloads, SmartDedup does not incur much resource overhead, and can in fact save the battery usage of the devices.

4.2 Trace Replay

The above FIO results give us insight into SmartDedup’s performance and overhead under highly intensive settings. In the following two sections, we consider more realistic workloads using traces and images collected from real-world smartphones.

Replay on Real Devices. We replayed several represen-
We also varied the amount of memory that each solution is allowed to use from 1MB to 40MB. The results show that SmartDedup’s memory-conserving designs allow it to achieve higher deduplication ratios (by up to 35.7%), especially when the available memory is limited.

Finally, we evaluated the effectiveness of our two-level fingerprint store design by comparing the deduplication ratio of G-LRU with (G-LRU) and without (G-LRU (inline only)) the on-disk fingerprint store. As expected, when the in-memory fingerprint store is small (1MB), the availability of an on-disk store and out-of-line deduplication improves the deduplication ratio from 6.7% to 12.1% (Trace 1). With a larger in-memory fingerprint store, the use of an on-disk fingerprint store still increases the deduplication ratio from 36.7% to 43.1% (Trace 2). These results prove that our designs for synergistic in-line and out-of-line deduplication with two-level fingerprint stores work well for real-world workloads, and they are particularly important for devices with limited memory capacity.

### 4.3 DEDISbench

In addition to using real traces, we also created additional workloads by sampling real-world smartphone images using DEDISbench [20]. We chose two of the smartphone images that we collected, with duplication ratios of 46.1% and 19.4%, and used DEDISbench to generate workloads that represent the data duplication characteristics of these images. All experiments were done on Nexus 5X using four threads and a total of 2GB of random 4KB reads or writes (SmartDedup’s in-memory fingerprint store can...
4.4 Adaptive Deduplication

Next, we evaluated the effectiveness of adaptive deduplication described in Section 3.4 by replaying trace segments on Nexus 5X. The first experiment studied the effectiveness of adapting deduplication selectivity based on the level of duplication observed in the workload. Following the general strategy described in Section 3.4, the specific algorithm used by SmartDedup is as follows. It computes the deduplication ratio of the last window—the last 150 write requests—and compares it to the average ratio from the past 30 windows. If the former is lower, it indicates that the current workload has fewer duplicates, and SmartDedup slowly reduces the percentage of requests that it fingerprints in-line in the next window (by 10% until it reaches a lower bound of 30%). But if the deduplication ratio of the last window is higher, SmartDedup quickly increases the percentage of requests that it fingerprints in-line in the next window (by 30% until it is back to 100%). How quickly SmartDedup adjusts its selectivity offers a tradeoff between performance and battery usage. We omit the sensitivity study’s results due to lack of space. With the setting mentioned above, SmartDedup reduces its power consumption overhead (compared to EXT4) by up to 14% at the cost of 8% loss in deduplication ratio (as shown in Figure 10).

The second experiment evaluated adaptive deduplication based on the available battery level (Figure 11). We replayed a 12-hour long trace segment and assumed that the device’s battery level was 100% (when it was fully charged) at the start of the replay and dropped to 20% (when it entered low-power mode) at the end. With adaptive deduplication, SmartDedup automatically increased the selectivity of fingerprinting as the available battery reduced. The power consumption overhead (compared to EXT4) dropped from 8%, when the battery level is 100%, to 0.3% when the battery level is 20%, at the cost of reducing the deduplication ratio from 51% to 32%.

4.5 Fragmentation Resistance

Fragmentation usually brings fragmentation to disk and can hurt I/O performance. Even though flash storage is...
much less affected by fragmentation than HDDs, Hahn et al. [13] showed that flash devices still suffer from fragmentation due to increased I/O stack overhead. To address fragmentation, we leveraged the filtering technique from iDedup [22], which applies deduplication only to a physically contiguous sequence of writes that are duplicates. It sets a threshold on the length of a duplicate sequence, and filters out all sequences shorter than this threshold.

To evaluate the effectiveness of this filtering technique in SmartDedup, we replayed three complete traces listed in Table 1 on our simulator while varying the value of the threshold from one to four (when the threshold is one, the filtering is essentially disabled). We evaluated the impact on fragmentation, by measuring the total number of extents created by the workload. The results in Figure 12 confirm that by integrating the filtering technique, SmartDedup can reduce fragmentation without hurting the effectiveness of deduplication. For example, as the threshold increases from one to four, the deduplication ratio of SmartDedup drops by 6.0% while the increase in fragmentation (compared to native EXT4) reduces from 1.5X to 1.06X for Trace 6.

5 Related Work
There are several related deduplication solutions designed for resource-constrained systems. As mentioned in Section 4.1, CAFTL includes several techniques designed for deduplication on flash device controllers. The key differences of SmartDedup are its symbiotic use of in-line and out-of-line deduplication and the synergistic combination of in-memory and on-disk fingerprint stores for low-overhead and effective deduplication. In comparison, CAFTL relies mainly on in-line deduplication, while its out-of-line deduplication plays only a minor role and is completely separate from the former.

A recent study [17] proposed per-application, in-line deduplication for smartphones. It groups the fingerprints by applications, loads only the group for the foreground application, and swaps it out to disk when the application is switched to the background. As discussed in Section 2, per-application deduplication can miss many duplicates that exist across different applications. Moreover, migrating applications’ entire fingerprint sets between memory and disk can be expensive when they become large. For example, our traces show that commonly used applications such as Gmail and Youtube have over 20MB of fingerprints and Weibo has 40MB. In comparison, SmartDedup supports system-wide deduplication with fine-grained fingerprint migration, and performs well with much lower memory usage.

Hybrid use of in-line and out-of-line deduplication has been studied in other related works. For example, DDFS [6, 25] employs both in-line and out-of-line deduplication for backup systems, and like CAFTL, they are not well integrated as in SmartDedup. DDFS caches fingerprints in memory to reduce on-disk fingerprint lookups, but unlike SmartDedup’s in-memory fingerprint store, it is not designed for memory-constrained scenarios. For example, DDFS requires complex data structures to organize fingerprints that are grouped by their spatial locality. This design is important for deduplication on high-performance backup systems, but is unnecessary and costly for deduplicating the primary storage of low-end devices.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
This paper presents a deduplication solution optimized for smart devices. The novelties of this work lie in a new architectural design that synergistically integrates in-line with out-of-line deduplication and in-memory with on-disk fingerprint stores. The entire solution is cautiously designed and optimized considering the various resource constraints of smart devices. An extensive experimental evaluation based on intensive workloads and smartphone images and I/O traces confirms that SmartDedup can achieve substantial improvement in performance, endurance, and storage utilization with low memory, disk, and battery overhead. In our future work, we will further study the effectiveness of SmartDedup in other types of resource-constrained environments such as various Internet of Things and embedded storage controllers.
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Abstract

Data Domain has added a cloud tier capability to its onpremises storage appliance, allowing clients to achieve the cost benefits of deduplication in the cloud. While there were many architectural changes necessary to support a cloud tier in a mature storage product, in this paper, we focus on innovations needed to support key functionality for customers. Consider typical customer interactions: First, a customer determines which files to migrate to the cloud by estimating how much space will be freed on the on-premises Data Domain appliance. Second, a customer transfers selected files to the cloud and later restores files back. Finally, a customer deletes a file in the cloud when its retention period has expired. Each of these operations requires significant architectural changes and new algorithms to address both the impact of deduplicated storage and the latency and expense of cloud object storage. We also present analysis from deployed cloud tier systems. As an example, some customers have moved more than 20PB of logical data to the cloud tier and achieved a total compression factor (deduplication * local compression) of 40× or more, resulting in millions of dollars of cost savings.

1 Introduction

Today many customers want options to migrate portions of their data to cloud storage. Object storage in public and private clouds provides cost-effective, on-demand, always available storage. Data protection is a key requirement, and Data Domain [32] has traditionally served as an on-premises data protection product, holding backups of customers’ primary data. Data Domain added a deduplicated cloud tier to its data protection appliances. Our deduplication system consists of an active tier where customers backup their primary data (typically retained for 30-90 days) and a cloud tier where selected backups are transitioned to cloud storage and retained long term (1-7 years). Our recent cloud tier product is currently being used by hundreds of customers.

Adding a cloud tier to a mature storage appliance involved numerous architectural changes to support local and remote storage tiers. We present some of the most novel improvements necessary to support basic capabilities required by customers. First a customer wishes to free up space on their active tier by migrating files to the cloud and wishes to determine how much space will be saved (Section 4). While this is straightforward to calculate in traditional storage systems, deduplication complicates the process because the files may have content that overlaps with other files that will remain on the active tier. We present a new algorithm to estimate the amount of space unique to a set of files. This algorithm builds upon a previous technique using perfect hashes and sequential storage scans [7] for memory and I/O efficiency.

Once a customer selects files for migration to the cloud tier, we wish to transfer the unique content to the cloud tier to preserve the benefits of deduplication during transfer. When a large quantity of data is being initially transferred, we developed a bulk seeding algorithm that also uses perfect hashes to select the set of chunks to transfer (Section 5). For ongoing transfers, we developed a file migration algorithm that leverages metadata that is stored locally to accelerate the deduplication process and avoids the latency of accesses to cloud object storage (Section 6.1). We then describe how files can be efficiently restored to the active tier.

Finally, as a customer deletes files from a cloud tier, unreferenced chunks must be removed to free space and reduce storage costs (Section 7.2). While garbage collection for the active tier has been described [11], we updated the cloud tier version to handle the latency and financial cost of reading data from the cloud back to the on-premises appliance.

From experience with a deployed cloud tier, we have learned lessons about sizing objects stored in private and public object storage systems and trade-offs of performance and cost. After analyzing deployed systems, we found that customers achieve a range of deduplication ratios. Our customers achieved an active tier deduplication ranging between 1× and 848× and cloud tier deduplication ranging between 1× and 66×. The space savings result in cost savings and one customer saved as much as $10 million (Section 8).

Our largest system has a single 1PB active tier and two 1PB cloud units within a single cloud tier. This is the physical capacity before the benefits of deduplication and compression. A cloud unit is a single deduplication domain. Each cloud unit has its own metadata, data and fingerprint...
5. An evaluation of how customers are using the cloud tier
6. Performance results on internal systems

2 Architecture

We updated our deduplicated storage architecture to support both a local, active tier and a remote, cloud tier. We first review the active tier architecture and then describe changes for a cloud tier as shown in Figure 1.

2.1 Active Tier Architecture

A file in both, active and cloud tiers, is represented by a Merkle tree with user data as variable sized chunks at the bottom level of the tree, referred to as L0 chunks. The SHA1 fingerprints of those chunks are grouped together at the next higher level of the tree to form chunks, referred to as L1 chunks. SHA1 fingerprints of L1 chunks are grouped together as L2 chunks, and this continues up to L6 which represents the entire file. The top chunk of the tree is always an L6 chunk, even though it may refer to chunks in a lower numbered level. We refer to chunks above L0 as LP chunks. The L6 chunk of every file is stored in a namespace which is represented as a B+ Tree [11].

Deduplication happens when different files refer to the same L0 and LP chunks. As an example, if two files are exactly the same, they would have the same L6 fingerprint. But if two files only partially overlap in content, then some branches of the tree will be identical (LP and L0 chunks), while other branches will have different fingerprints. Multiple L0 chunks are compressed into 64K-128K sized compression regions, while LP chunks are not compressed as SHA1 fingerprints are quite random and do not compress. If encryption is enabled, the compression regions are also encrypted before they are written to storage containers.

A Data Domain appliance tends to be utilized by a single customer, who typically selects a single encryption key for all of the data. If multiple keys are selected, customers accept a potential loss in cross-dataset deduplication. We have not found customer demand for convergent encryption or stronger encryption requirements for cloud storage than on-premises storage.

All chunks (L0s and LPs) are written into storage containers. On the active tier, containers are 4.5MB in size, while the container size on the cloud tier varies with properties of each cloud storage system (Section 2.3). We segregate the L0 and LP chunks into separate containers, which we refer to as L0-Containers and LP-Containers, respectively. Creating separate LP-Containers supports various operations like garbage collection that need to process LP chunks. Segregating L0 chunks from LP chunks also ensures that the locality of L0 chunks is preserved which results in better read performance. Both types of containers consist of a data section with the chunks and a metadata section with fingerprints of the chunks. During deduplication, container metadata sections are loaded into a memory cache. This loads 1,000 or more fingerprints into memory, helps to accelerate deduplication, and reduces fingerprint index accesses from disk. During reads, container metadata sections are loaded into the same memory cache and this avoids having to read all subsequent fingerprints in the container from disk [32].
2.2 Cloud Tier Architecture

With the introduction of cloud tier, there is a single namespace, referred to as global namespace. The global namespace spans both, active tier and cloud tier files. The Merkle trees of files in the cloud tier are stored on the local storage of the Data Domain system to facilitate high-speed access of those files. The global namespace which contains the L6 chunks of every file is periodically written to the cloud tier. In this design, files exist in one tier or the other based on a customer’s policy. In some cases, customers use the cloud tier as extra capacity, while other customers use it for long term archival of selected data.

For the cloud tier, we introduced a third type of container, which we refer to as Metadata-Container. Metadata-Containers store the metadata sections from multiple L0 and LP-Containers. Since the metadata sections of containers are read during deduplication and garbage collection, and require quick access, Metadata-Containers are stored on the local storage as well as in cloud storage.

The SHA1 fingerprints of chunks are stored in an on-disk fingerprint index which consists of a mapping of fingerprint to container number. To avoid these writes and reads to the cloud, the cloud tier fingerprint index is stored on the local storage of the Data Domain system. In the active tier, the fingerprint index contains fingerprint to L0 or LP-Container number mappings, while the cloud tier index contains fingerprint to Metadata-Container number mappings. This is an optimization to load fingerprints from a local Metadata-Container instead of a remote L0 or LP-Container.

Figure 1 shows an active tier file that contains L0 chunks with fingerprints f1, f2, f3, and f4. The L0 chunk fingerprints are stored in an LP chunk with fingerprint f10. The L0 chunks and their fingerprints are stored in an L0-Container A, while the LP chunks and their fingerprints are stored in an LP-Container B. The active tier fingerprint index contains mappings for all the L0 and LP chunks’ fingerprints. Figure 1 also shows a cloud tier file. The global namespace contains the location of this file. The file contains L0 chunks with fingerprints f5, f6, f7, and f8. The L0 chunk fingerprints are stored in an LP chunk with fingerprint f11. The L0 chunks and their fingerprints are stored in an L0-Container D, while the LP chunks and their fingerprints are stored in an LP-Container E. L0-Container D is written to object storage in the cloud, while LP-Container E is written to both, object storage in the cloud and local storage. The cloud tier fingerprint index contains mappings for all the L0 and LP chunks’ fingerprints, and is stored on local storage.

As explained above, we store critical cloud tier metadata on the local storage of the Data Domain system to improve performance and reduce cost. The majority of this metadata, including the global namespace, is also mirrored to the cloud in order to provide a disaster recovery (DR) functionality. Disaster recovery is needed if a Data Domain system with a cloud tier was lost in a disaster. Such a disaster can result in the loss of active tier and the local cloud tier storage, where cloud tier metadata resides. Disaster recovery is the main reason why the active tier and cloud tier have different deduplication domains. If an active tier is lost, the backup copies migrated to object storage can be recovered.

The DR procedure to recover the cloud tier includes procuring a replacement Data Domain system and initiating an automated recovery process, which involves: creating a new cloud unit, copying the metadata (LP and Metadata-Containers) to the local storage for the cloud tier, rebuilding the cloud tier fingerprint index, and recovering the global namespace. Note that we only recover the metadata from the cloud storage. The data continues to reside in cloud storage, and it is not copied to the Data Domain system. After the DR procedure is completed, the cloud tier is accessible from the new Data Domain system.

To summarize our new architecture, we support an active tier and a cloud tier. Both tiers offer the benefits of deduplication, however each tier is a separate deduplication domain. Chunks are not shared between the active tier and the cloud tier. Note that if the underlying object storage provides deduplication, it would be ineffective since our deduplication algorithm removes the majority of duplicates at 8KB granularity. A global namespace maintains the location of both, active tier and cloud tier files. Each tier has its own metadata, data, and fingerprint index. To eliminate the costly reads and writes from/to the cloud, we copy key cloud tier data structures on the local storage of the Data Domain system. The data structures stored locally are the Metadata-Containers, the LP-Containers, the Merkle trees, and the cloud tier fingerprint index. The Metadata-Containers and LP-Containers are also mirrored to the cloud to facilitate disaster recovery.

2.3 Object Sizes for Cloud Tier

The cloud tier architecture we have chosen allows us to select an optimum object size because we write L0-Containers as individual objects and we have the ability to control the container size, up to 4.5MB. We are not able to write containers larger than 4.5MB without significant changes to our implementation. In the case of cloud tier, we use the terms objects and containers interchangeably.

We started with 64KB objects, but evolved to larger sizes in the range of 1-4MB for several reasons. Larger objects result in less metadata overhead at the cloud storage provider because they store per-object metadata. Larger objects also decrease transaction costs as cloud storage providers charge per-object transaction costs. We have also discovered that larger objects perform better. Using an internal tool, we experimented with object sizes ranging between 64K and 4MB. On private cloud storage such as ECS [8], we saw a 6x improvement with 4MB objects compared to 64KB objects. On public cloud storage such as Amazon S3 [3], we saw a 2x
improvement with 4MB objects compared to 64KB objects. Even though the performance does not improve much after 1MB, a higher object size is better as it reduces the cost of transfer. Ultimately, writing larger-sized objects is a better choice for our cloud tier solution, though the exact size we choose varies with properties of each cloud storage system. In some cases certain object sizes align better with the provider’s block size. For different providers, we choose different object sizes ranging from 1MB to 4MB.

3 Background on Perfect Hashing and Physical Scanning for the Cloud Tier

In addition to the architecture changes described in Section 2.2, we introduced several new algorithms specific to cloud tier. Since these algorithms utilize the perfect hashing technique from Botelho et al. [7] and the physical scan technique of Douglish et al. [11] as building blocks, we briefly review those works. Perfect hashing and physical scanning provide the basis for building the following cloud tier algorithms: space estimation (Section 4), seeding (Section 5), and cloud tier garbage collection (Section 7.2). Adapting perfect hashing and physical scanning to these cloud tier algorithms was mostly an engineering effort, and the novelty is specific to solving the challenges of the cloud tier algorithms and not necessarily the underlying techniques used.

3.1 Perfect Hashing

For algorithms described below, we need to perform a membership query for our fingerprints. Perfect hashing is a technique that helps us to perform this membership query by representing a fixed key set. We use a perfect hash vector which consists of a perfect hash function and a bit vector [7, 11]. A perfect hash function is a collision-free mapping which maps a key to a unique position in a bit vector. To generate the hash functions, a static set of fingerprints under consideration is used to generate a 1:1 mapping of fingerprint to a unique position in the bit vector. The function building process involves hashing the fingerprints into buckets where multiple fingerprints map to one bucket. Then for the fingerprint set in each bucket, we build a perfect hash function. By dividing the fingerprints into these buckets, we can build functions for each bucket in parallel. Once we obtain the function for each bucket, we store the function in a compact way [5, 6, 9]. Without the compactness of the perfect hashing representation, we would not have sufficient memory to reference all fingerprints in the system.

Building the perfect hash functions is quite efficient. For example, on a full 1PB system, we can build the perfect hash functions for 256 billion fingerprints in less than 3 hours with about 2.8 bits needed per fingerprint. The bit value in the perfect hash vector is used to record membership, such as chunk liveness for garbage collection.

3.2 Physical Scanning

As files are deduplicated, new LP chunks are written which refer to lower level LP and L0 chunks. Say two L2’s written by two different files refer to the same L1, then these L2s most likely will get written to different containers. Hence these LP chunks get fragmented over time. For algorithms described in the sections below (e.g. garbage collection), we need to walk the LP chunks of all or most of the files in the system.

One way to walk the Merkle trees of LP chunks is to do it in a depth first manner. For every file, walk from L6 chunk, to L5, L4, L3, L2 and down to L1 chunks and get the L0 references. There are two problems with this traversal. First is that if two files point to the same LP chunk, then by doing file by file walk in depth-first manner, we will enumerate the same LP twice. The second problem is that since these LP chunks can be in different containers, loading these LP chunks will result in doing a random lookup to first get the location of LP chunk from the fingerprint index and second to read the LP chunk. Over time as deduplication increases, the same LP and L0 chunks get referenced multiple times and the LP fragmentation worsens.

Hence, instead of doing an expensive depth-first traversal, enumeration is done in a breadth first manner. By keeping track of LP chunks we have already enumerated (using a perfect hash vector), we avoid enumerating the same chunk twice. To reduce the random lookups, we first segregated LP and L0 chunks in different containers. By doing this, we converted random lookup for every LP to a random lookup for a group of LPs present in same compression region of the container. Here is a summary of the steps we follow to perform a physical scan of the file system:

**Analysis Step:** We walk the on-disk fingerprint index to create three perfect hash vectors as described in Section 3.1. Two of the perfect hash vectors are called the walk vector and read vector, respectively, and are used to assist in the breadth-first walk of the Merkle trees of all the files. These two vectors are only built for LP chunks. The third vector is called the fingerprint vector, and is used to record the liveness of a fingerprint. The fingerprint vector has bits for LP and L0 chunks. 97% of chunks are L0s, so the fingerprint vector is the largest.

**Enumeration Step:** We perform a number of sequential scans of containers to find chunks at specific levels in the Merkle trees. We first walk the namespace and mark all L6 fingerprints in the walk and fingerprint vectors. The top chunk is always a L6 chunk, which may refer to any lower-numbered chunk. Our system has an in-memory structure that records which LP types (L6, L5, L4, ..., L0) exist in each container, so we can specifically scan containers with L6 chunks. Figure 2 shows the next two steps of the enumeration process along with how the perfect hash vectors are used. Blue indicates the state of perfect hash vectors in the
previous step, green indicates that we are reading containers and setting the read vector and yellow indicates that we are setting the walk and fingerprint vectors and gray indicates that we are yet to process those fingerprints. In step 1, we walk the container set reading L6 chunks and for any L6 fingerprints marked in the walk vector, we mark those L6 in the read vector (green). In this example, the L6 chunks reference L2 fingerprints, so we mark the L2 fingerprints in the walk (yellow) and fingerprint vectors (yellow). In step 2, we walk the container set again reading L2 chunks and for any L2 fingerprints which are marked in walk vector, we mark those L2 fingerprints in read vector (green). We read the L1 fingerprints from the marked L2 chunks and mark those L1 fingerprints in the walk (yellow) and fingerprint vectors (yellow). For deeper trees, we repeat the steps of reading a level, marking fingerprints in a walk vector and fingerprint vector, and then reading the lower level and marking fingerprints in the walk vector. Finally, in the L1 container set walk, the L1 chunks have a list of L0 fingerprints, which we mark in the fingerprint vector. Parallel I/O is leveraged to read containers from the RAID array, and multiple threads are used for marking the chunks in the walk, read, and fingerprint vectors.

### 4 Estimate Freeable Space

Deduplication creates a new challenge for customers interested in reducing their active tier footprint. In traditional storage, transferring 10GB of files would reduce the active tier by 10GB. With deduplicated storage, less space may be freed because of content overlap with files that remain on the active tier. So, a customer may end up paying for on-premises capacity as well as object storage capacity despite their intention.

Such customers need a way to evaluate how much space would be freed on the active tier by moving files to the cloud tier. Variants of this problem have been considered for directing content to storage nodes [10, 12, 20] to maximize deduplication and to evaluate the unique space referenced by volumes of block storage [14]. Our system does not maintain reference counts due to the difficulty of maintaining accurate counts under complex error cases, so we implemented an algorithm to calculate the space that would be saved on the active tier if selected files were migrated to the cloud.

Using the perfect hashing (Section 3.1) and physical scanning (Section 3.2) techniques, we walk the files selected for migration in a breadth-first manner through the Merkle tree and mark the chunks in an in-memory perfect hash vector. Then, we walk all the remaining files (those not selected for migration) and repeat the breadth-first traversal again. In the second traversal, we unmark the chunks referenced by these remaining files. After this traversal is complete, the chunks which are still marked in the perfect hash vector are the chunks which are uniquely referenced by files selected for migration to the cloud tier. We perform a walk of the containers and sum up the chunk sizes for any chunks marked in the perfect hash vector.

This gives us an exact count of the bytes that would be freed. It becomes an estimate when new files are written to the active tier after constructing the perfect hash vector and such files deduplicate with selected chunks. In such cases, our algorithm overestimates the number of bytes that would be freed due to migration.

Since space estimation uses perfect hashing, the estimation cannot be done until the perfect hash functions are generated. As discussed in Section 3.1, this process takes nearly 3 hours for 1 PB of physical data. Also, this process gives only a point in time space estimate. As new data gets written to active tier, it can deduplicate against the chunks that will be moved to the cloud storage. As a result the point in time estimate becomes stale. Our customers can run this tool periodically to get the updated estimate. In practice, this has not been an issue.

### 5 Seeding

When customers started using cloud tier, they faced new challenges with data migration to the cloud. Some customers
had hundreds of TBs of data on the active tier that they wanted to migrate to the cloud tier. Being a deduplication system, migration of large amount of data to the cloud suffered from the same challenges as described in Section 3.2. Hence, we implemented a seeding algorithm based on the perfect hashing (Section 3.1) and physical scanning (Section 3.2) techniques.

We first build an in-memory perfect hash vector for fingerprints in the active tier fingerprint index. Then, for all the files that need to be transferred to the cloud tier, we traverse the Merkle trees in the same breadth first manner and mark the corresponding chunks live in the perfect hash vector. We then walk the containers on the active tier, pick the chunks which are marked live in the perfect hash vector, pack them in destination containers, and write them to cloud tier. This process generates both data containers (L0) and containers for metadata (LP and Metadata-Containers). Once all these containers are written, we update the namespace to indicate that all these files are now located in the cloud tier.

Seeding needs to be resumable because the memory requirements for seeding and GC are high and memory is shared between these processes. Cloud GC and seeding share memory, but until seeding is complete, there is no need to run cloud GC since the cloud tier is nearly empty. Active GC and seeding may need to run at the same time, especially since seeding may take weeks to transfer data depending on WAN speed. To make it resumable, after we mark the chunks that need to be transferred in the perfect hash vector, we persist the perfect hash vector (function and bit vector) to disk and then start active GC. Once active GC finishes, we load the perfect hash vector and resume writing to the cloud.

Seeding guarantees that all the L0 and LP chunks are transferred to the cloud tier before the file’s location is changed in the namespace. It uses the perfect hash vector to guarantee that property. As we transfer chunks to the cloud tier, we change the membership bit in the perfect hash vector from 1 to 0. At the end of seeding, all the bits in the perfect hash vector should be 0 to guarantee that all necessary chunks are transferred.

There is an important caveat with seeding. The chunks written to the cloud tier do not pass through the deduplication process. So, seeding is only used to transfer large amounts of data for the first time when a customer buys a cloud tier license. We cannot use the typical fingerprint caching and prefetching approach for deduplication because the seeding process works in physical disk order instead of the logical order of chunks in a file, so caching is ineffective. Another approach is to consider generating a perfect hash vector for data already stored in the cloud tier, but this would double the memory requirements since we would need to generate perfect hash vectors for both the active and cloud tiers. We already use a large perfect hash vector and cloud tier had to be supported on existing active tier systems in the field, so adding more memory for this is not a practical solution.

6 File Migration and Restore

6.1 File Migration

Unlike seeding which is a one time process to transfer a large amount of data from the active tier to a nearly empty cloud tier, file migration is designed to transfer a few files incrementally. File migration reduces the amount of data transferred to the cloud tier by performing a deduplication process relative to chunks already present in the cloud tier.

File migration starts in the active tier by traversing the Merkle trees for selected files in a depth-first search manner. This traversal is performed in parallel for a number of selected files. The traversal ends when we reach the desired L1 chunks, which contain L0 fingerprints. The fingerprints are checked against the cloud tier using the same container metadata prefetching technique used during deduplication to see if identical fingerprints are already present in the cloud tier. If the fingerprints are not present in the cloud tier, then the corresponding chunks are read from the active tier and packed to form new L0-Containers. This process generates both data containers (L0) and containers for metadata (LP and Metadata-Containers). After Metadata-Containers are written, all contained fingerprints are added to the cloud tier fingerprint index. Finally, the namespace is updated to indicate that the file is located in the cloud tier.

To compare seeding and file migration, seeding is designed for bulk transfers such as when first moving files from a full active tier to nearly empty cloud tier. Seeding has the overhead of generating the perfect hash function, which is nearly 3 hours per 1PB of physical capacity. This is acceptable relative to the many days or weeks possibly required to transfer a large dataset to the cloud. Seeding has the advantage of physical enumeration, which uses sequential I/O instead of random I/O. On the other hand, when transferring a small number of files, it is more efficient to perform the random I/O to find the needed chunks for the files than generate the perfect hash function. Newer backup files on the active tier also tend to have better physical locality as our deduplication engine explicitly writes duplicates to keep locality high [2, 25]. Seeding and file migration are experimentally compared in Section 8.

6.2 File Restore

Restoring a file back from the cloud tier involves the reverse process of reading the Merkle trees to the L1 chunks in a depth-first manner. The L1 chunks are read from local storage since the LP-Containers are stored locally. The L0 fingerprints are checked against the active tier fingerprint index, and if present, do not need to be read from cloud tier. For new L0 fingerprints (not present in the active tier), we get the Metadata-Container number from the cloud tier fingerprint index, read the Metadata-Container to get the L0-
Container number, read the L0-Container from object storage, and write the relevant L0 chunks to L0-Containers in the active tier. As L0-Containers are being written to active tier, new Merkle trees for the active tier are formed in a bottom-up manner. This process generates new LP chunks which are written to LP-Containers in the active tier, and the namespace is updated.

To summarize, while performing file migration to the cloud tier, we deduplicate against chunks in the cloud tier, and while restoring files from the cloud tier, we deduplicate against chunks in the active tier.

7 Garbage Collection (GC)

When customers expire backups, some chunks become unreferenced. The Data Domain filesystem is log-structured and garbage collection is responsible for cleaning the unreferenced data asynchronously. Our garbage collection is mark and sweep based and described in our previous work [11]. To briefly summarize the process, we use the physical scanning technique described in Section 3.2 to mark chunks live (referred from live files) in the perfect hash vector. Then, we perform the sweep operation. Active tier GC and Cloud tier GC differ in the sweep process, and we describe the differences here. Most of our customers run GC on the active tier weekly according to a default schedule, whereas cloud tier garbage collection varies from once every two weeks to once every month to never.

7.1 Active Tier Garbage Collection

After marking chunks live in the perfect hash vector, the sweep process walks the container set to copy live chunks from old containers into newer containers while deleting the old containers. This sweep process is also called copy forward. This process focuses on a subset of the container set which will give us the maximum space back.

During this process we first read the source containers from disk. Then, we check the fingerprints from the metadata sections of these containers against the perfect hash vector to determine which L0 chunks are live. Finally, we decrypt (if encrypted) and uncompress the compression regions inside the source containers, encrypt and compress the live chunks into new compression regions, and pack them into destination containers which are written to disk. The copy forward process for LP Containers does not perform decompression/compression since LP chunks are not compressed.

7.2 Cloud Tier Garbage Collection

As data is written to the cloud tier, space usage and costs grow. Similar to the active tier, when customers expire files in the cloud, GC needs to clean unreferenced chunks on the cloud tier. The challenge for cloud GC is that L0 containers are not local and reading them from the cloud is expensive. It is also slow in terms of performance as we have to read the container objects over WAN.

From our experience with active tier, we know that a single cycle of GC copies forward 15% of the containers on average, where each container has an average of 50% live data. Hence, for 1PB of physical capacity in a cloud tier, we need to read 150TB of partially-live containers and write 75TB of newly-formed containers, increasing data transfer costs and transactional costs. As an example, based on AWS pricing, we calculated the cost of copy forward for 150TB of data to be nearly $14,000 per GC cycle. The major contributor to this cost is egress data transfer cost, so we needed a way to do garbage collection without reading the L0-Containers from object storage and writing new L0-Containers to object storage. To address this, we defined an API to perform copy forward inside the cloud provider’s infrastructure. ECS and VirtuStream cloud providers have implemented this API. The API takes a list of source container objects, a list of offset ranges inside of those container objects, and a destination container object. The offset ranges correspond to live compression regions within the source container objects. Upon receiving the API, the cloud provider copies the live offset ranges from the source container object to a new, destination container object.

In order to perform the chunk level copy forward done by active tier GC, the compression regions need to be decrypted and uncompressed, and the live chunks need to be copied forward to form new compression regions inside new containers. Doing all of this in the cloud provider’s infrastructure poses a challenge as we need to expose our container format, compression libraries, and encryption keys to the cloud provider. To address this, the new API we have implemented does not decompress/compress or decrypt/encrypt compression regions. It performs copy forward at the compression region level. We only delete a compression region in a cloud container when it is completely unreferenced. This approach is different from active tier GC where we delete individual chunks. The advantage of treating an entire compression region as live or dead is that the service running inside the cloud does not need to understand the container format or to compress/uncompress or decrypt/encrypt the compression regions. The service just reads offset ranges of where the live compression regions reside in existing container objects and writes a new destination container object. The disadvantage is that we won’t delete a compression region until all the chunks inside the compression region are unreferenced. This can reduce our cleaning efficiency. In Section 8.1.2, we present field analysis of how live and dead data is distributed in compression regions and how much cleaning efficiency is lost due to compression region based cleaning instead of chunk based cleaning.

The cloud GC copy forward process works as follows. Once the live chunks have been identified in the per-
fect hash vector using the physical scanning technique described in Section 3.2, cloud tier GC performs a copy forward process of the Metadata-Containers. This process copies the live chunks’ metadata from an existing Metadata-Container to a new Metadata-Container, and deletes the old Metadata-Container. The copy forward process of Metadata-Containers occurs on the local storage as Metadata-Containers are stored locally. As part of this process, we create a recipe containing the old L0-Container, the offset ranges of the live compression regions in that L0-Container, and a destination L0-Container which is being generated. Next, we send this recipe to the cloud provider in the form of the new API, and the cloud provider performs the copy forward of compression regions within their infrastructure. We then delete the old container objects.

For public cloud storage like AWS, Azure, and Google Cloud, such an API does not yet exist, so we have created an experimental version (not yet available to our customers) using a microservice that can be deployed and run inside the public cloud provider environment. Our plan is to work with cloud providers to either use a custom API for copy forward or our microservice. The results from the API and microservices based approaches are presented in Section 8.

8 Evaluation

We divide our evaluation into results from deployed systems and results from internal experiments.

8.1 Deployed Systems Evaluation

In this section, we show how our customers are using cloud tier in terms of data written, deduplication, and data deleted. We do not present results for space estimation and seeding in this section as these were recently released and the sample set is statistically small. Those techniques are evaluated on internal systems. We considered results from hundreds of deployed systems, filtered out systems with less than 1TB (post dedup/compression) of data in the cloud tier and inconsistent reports, and randomly selected 200 systems for analysis. Across systems, the age of the cloud tier varied from a few months to over two years.

Figure 3 shows monthly cumulative bytes (before deduplication and compression) sent from active tier to cloud tier for our 200 systems in the last three months. On one end, in 35% of the cases, less than 60TB (before dedup/compression) of data in the cloud tier and on the other end, in 15% of the cases, over 660TB per month was sent to the cloud tier.

Figure 4 shows a scatter plot comparing the amount of data (before deduplication and compression) the deployed systems have moved to cloud tier and the total compression they have achieved. Total compression ratio is defined as deduplication ratio * local compression ratio. The general trend is that as more data is moved to the cloud tier, the more total compression is achieved because the new data duplicates with older data. But there are some cases where even after moving large amounts of data to the cloud tier, the total compression is low. We further analyzed those systems and discovered that those customers are selecting and moving datasets with low total compression to the cloud tier to reduce their on-premises cost. Interestingly, we also found a few systems that have moved 20PB or more to the cloud tier and achieved a total compression factor of 40× or more. One system in particular achieved 66× total compression after moving 40PB of logical data to the cloud tier, resulting in substantial space and cost savings.

To understand the cost savings seen by our customers, we calculated how much money our customers are saving due to deduplication and compression. Even though customers are using various cloud providers, for simplicity, we assume Amazon S3 cost metrics for transaction and storage costs. We calculated total storage costs by calculating a monthly storage cost and accumulating it for all the months. We then calculated the transaction costs based on the total number of transactions performed and the cost of each transaction. Next, we added the storage and transaction costs based on bytes written before and after deduplication and compression, and we calculated the difference of the two. The histogram in Figure 5 shows this difference which represents the cumulative cost savings due to deduplication and compression in thousands of dollars on a log scale. Some of our customers saved nearly $10 million due to deduplication and
As customers retain the cloud tier data for a longer time period or write more data, their savings due to deduplication and compression will further increase.

8.1.1 Field GC Analysis

To understand how customers are deleting data and how much churn is really generated, we looked at customers who ran GC at-least once (40% of our selected 200 systems). As customers delete files in the cloud tier, data becomes unreferenced and needs to be cleaned. As mentioned in Section 7.2, our system writes some duplicates to improve restore performance. In turn, our GC algorithm retains the most recent version of a duplicate (written to the newest container) and removes older duplicates to reclaim space. Hence there are two types of chunks that can be freed from our system: unreferenced chunks due to file deletions and duplicate chunks. Figure 6 presents the percentage of physical churn (bytes deleted within a time period) that is dead due to file deletions and due to duplicates relative to total capacity of the system. Results from the last three months are included for systems that have run cloud GC at least once.

The churn due to file deletions is relatively low-90% of the systems had less than 5% of space reclaimed for dead chunks, because deduplication creates many references to chunks and because customers tend to retain their cloud data for long periods. There are some cases where the churn due to file deletions is over 25%, suggesting some customers delete a large fraction of their cloud tier periodically. In the steady state, most customers continue to delete the oldest backups as newer backups are stored. This graph also shows that while most of the systems have less than 30% of their churn as duplicates, in some cases the duplicates are very high (up to 75%). We looked at those systems and found that some of those customers have never run GC or have not run GC recently, so duplicates have not yet been removed. In contrast, active tier GC runs each week, so duplicates do not accumulate. We have learned that retention policies differ between active and cloud data, and we have provided an option to customers to control the amount of duplicates they want to write to cloud tier in case they infrequently run GC.

8.1.2 Cleaning Efficiency Loss due to Compression Region Cleaning

We analyzed the 200 systems to understand how much cleaning efficiency we lose with compression region-based cleaning for the cloud tier relative to possibly running chunk-level cleaning. Figure 7 shows the percentage of bytes that cannot be deleted by compression-region level cleaning but could have been deleted by chunk-level cleaning. As we can see, the cleaning efficiency loss is almost 100% in some cases. In such cases, compression-region level cleaning won’t delete anything. We looked at some of these systems closely and found that this happens because the churn (bytes deleted within a time period) in the cloud tier is low. Even though there are a lot of duplicates that can be removed, these duplicates reside in the same compression regions as chunks that are still live, and this prevents us from deleting the compression region. In contrast, chunk-level cleaning is able to delete the duplicates while keeping only the live chunks. Further analysis of this observation is needed as the frequency and pattern of deletions and deduplication can result in different amounts of cleaning efficiency loss. In cases where we are not able to free up any space using compression-region level cleaning, we offer a chunk-level cleaning option, which performs the traditional algorithm of reading and writing container objects over the WAN. We also plan to augment our API and microservice based cleaning services to perform chunk level cleaning in the future.
### 8.1.3 Deployed Systems Summary

Here are findings from our cloud tier deployments:

1. Some customers are writing 500TB logically per month while others are writing 100TB or less.

2. Customer data is achieving a broad range of total compression ratios, from less than $4 \times$ to $100 \times$, because customers are using a cloud tier in different ways. Some are writing highly redundant data to cloud tier (their total compression factor on the cloud and active tiers are both high). Such customers may accumulate more metadata than we originally anticipated and this can affect the runtime of GC and other algorithms. Other customers are writing non-redundant data to the cloud tier. It is likely that such customers are choosing low-deduplication data to migrate to the cloud tier. Other customers have not written much data to the cloud tier yet, so their total compression factor is lower.

3. Some customers have more data written to the cloud tier than to the active tier, so these customers are trying to reduce their on-premises storage cost.

4. Churn on the cloud tier (0-5% per month) is substantially lower than churn on the active tier (10% per week) because customers are not deleting much data. This finding is aligned with our expectation that cloud tier is used for long term retention.

5. Most customers are running cloud tier GC infrequently or not at all and have accumulated a high number of duplicates. Modifications to internal parameters can reduce the number of duplicates in these situations.

### 8.2 Experiments on Internal Systems

In this section, we focus on results from internal systems experiments. For all experiments, we used two cloud storage systems, Amazon S3 (public cloud) and ECS (private cloud). We used two Data Domain systems shown in Table 1, with the cloud tier feature as described in this paper. The two systems are representative of midrange (DD6800) and high-end (DD9300) products. We provide the size of the active tier and local storage for the cloud tier configuration.

#### 8.2.1 Load Generator

To measure performance of our algorithms, we used an in-house synthetic load generator described previously [1, 11, 7]. A first generation backup is randomly generated, and the following generations have deletions, shuffles, and additions. We typically write many streams in parallel, each stream consisting of generations of backups beginning from a unique seed. The change rate between two consecutive generations is 5%. Gen0 is the first generation of backups where we only get local compression (an average of $2 \times$) and no deduplication. GenX is aged data where generations Gen0-Gen(X-1) are already written to the active or cloud tiers. Due to deduplication, only the new content in GenX is stored while the rest duplicates. In the experiments below, we vary the initial backup size, number of generations, and number of parallel streams. Beyond 42 generations, the physical locality of data is degraded at a similar level as what many of our customers experience. In one experiment (Section 8.2.4), we generated 100 generations to explore the impact of extremely poor locality.

#### 8.2.2 Freeable Space Estimation

To evaluate space estimation, we used the synthetic generator to create a data set, selected portions of the data set to potentially migrate, and ran the space estimation algorithm. We created a dataset using 96 parallel streams, each writing generations 0-50 of backups that average 24GB each for a total logical size of 120TB. Figure 8 shows the evaluation time and amount of space that can be freed as we vary the number of generations selected to potentially migrate. With no generations selected (None), the evaluation time is 15 minutes, and no space can be freed. As the number of generations selected increases up to including every generation (the rightmost bar), the evaluation time is consistently about 24 minutes while the amount of freeable space increases with the number of generations selected. When all generations are selected, the amount of freeable space jumps since chunks common to the highest generation can finally be freed. These results show that our space estimation algorithm has a run time based on the allocated space of the system. This is because space estimation does physical scans of metadata chunks followed by a container walk to calculate the estimated space that will be freed. The time for both physical scans and a container walk are a function of the physical space on the system.
8.2.3 File Migration and Restore from Cloud

Figure 9 shows the logical performance of file migration and restore on DD-Mid and DD-High using both AWS and ECS for object storage. We connected to AWS across the public Internet, while ECS was within our lab. We used Gen42 data to model aged data with high deduplication ratio. Gen42 file migration performance is higher than Gen0 file migration performance because of deduplication, as we only need to transfer the changed data to the cloud tier. In the case of Gen0 file migration, the performance for both hardware configurations is the same. This is because for Gen0, we are reading non-deduplicated data from the active tier and writing to the cloud tier, which is mainly gated by object storage latency and the hardware configuration does not have much impact. But in the case of Gen42, DD-High performs 16% better than DD-Mid on Amazon S3 and 31% better on ECS. This happens because Gen42 has highly deduplicated data compared to Gen0, and DD-High is able to sustain a higher throughput because it has higher parallelism. High object storage latencies continue to be a bottleneck, otherwise the performance difference between the systems would be higher. Gen42 restore from object storage is better than Gen0 restore because in case of Gen42 we are deduplicating against the previous generations of active tier. Also, the latest generation has better locality and hence better performance as GC tries to keep the latest copy of the chunk and hence over time the old generations get fragmented.

Restoring from object storage is typically slower than writing, because it involves reading data from different objects in object storage and writing to the active tier. For comparison, Gen42 write performance on the active tier with the same hardware is 3x better than writing to ECS and 2x better than restore performance from ECS. The major difference in performance is due to object storage latencies. On the active tier latencies of 10-50ms latencies are common, while on the cloud tier these latencies vary from 100 ms to 1 second for both public and private cloud vendors.

8.2.4 File Migration vs. Seeding Performance

Seeding does a bulk transfer of data in a breadth-first manner as opposed to the depth-first manner of file migration. To fairly compare the two algorithms, we did a transfer using both techniques. We ran three sets of tests, where we wrote Gen0, Gen0-50, and Gen0-100 to the active tier and then moved Gen0, Gen0-25, and Gen0-50 to the cloud tier, respectively, using both seeding and file migration. After every 5th generation written, we ran active tier GC and forced it to copy forward 30% of the containers to remove duplicates and degrade the physical locality of the data on the active tier. This simulates the scenario where customers have old, highly deduplicated data on the active tier and would like to move 50% of their oldest data to the cloud tier.

Figure 10 shows that seeding and file migration have similar performance for Gen0 because locality is high and seeding has the overhead of generating the perfect hash functions. As we transfer Gen0-25 and Gen0-50, seeding is faster than file migration by a 2x factor. This is because Gen0-50 have highly deduplicated data with degraded locality and the depth-first approach of file migration has to traverse the same containers repeatedly and incur random I/Os. In the case of seeding, the sequential scans during the breadth-first traversal compensates for the overhead of perfect hashing hence making the movement more efficient. This experiment was only performed on a DD-Mid system with Amazon S3 as the cloud storage. Similar to the Gen0 file migration performance discussed in Section 8.2.3, the hardware configuration does not have much impact because we are bottlenecked by the network throughput.

8.2.5 Garbage Collection Performance

Our analysis focuses on the copy forward process of cloud tier GC, as shown in Figure 11, since it is the only phase that differs from active tier GC. As described in Section 7.2, we developed a new API to perform copy forward for pri-
vate cloud providers. Using this API, the system performs a copy forward of live compression regions (64-128K) from existing container objects into new container objects without reading the data back to the Data Domain system to avoid transfer costs. Using the API, we are able to achieve a copy forward performance of 600MB/s.

For public cloud providers that do not provide a copy forward API, we developed an experimental microservice algorithm for garbage collection. The Data Domain system makes compression region cleaning decisions and passes a recipe to one or more GC microservice instances running in the cloud that perform the copy forward operations, similar to the functionality of the API. We increased the number of AWS t3.xlarge instances [4] to evaluate how well it scales. Aggregate performance scaled close to linearly, starting at 256 MB/s with one instance and increasing to 2,040 MB/s with eight instances. Even though microservice performance is better than API performance, we can use a microservice only in the case of a public provider where we can spin up compute to run the microservice. This might not be possible in private cloud environments.

9 Related Work

Deduplication is a well-studied field with multiple survey articles [21, 23, 31]. Deduplication is a key aspect of the Data Domain product to enable space savings and high performance for backups [32], and Data Domain has evolved with media and use case changes [1, 2].

There have been multiple papers characterizing backup data [15, 17, 19, 26, 30], and the terms backup and archive are often used interchangeably, so the previous analysis may have applications to archival system design. In our data analysis, customers have specifically decided to archive a subset of their backup data for longer term retention in the cloud.

Reading from deduplicated cloud storage can be slow, and several papers suggest ways to improve read performance, usually involving writing duplicates, caching, and prefetching techniques [18, 27]. Security implications of cloud storage have also been considered [16, 22, 24]. In contrast to these papers, we show how to evolve an existing deduplicated backup product to support a cloud tier.

The issue of deciding where to place large directories to maximize content overlap has been considered [10, 12]. Nagesh et al. [20] presented a technique to partition a collection of files by related content using an in-memory graph relationship on fingerprints. A current publication represents the content of storage volumes with sketches of sampled fingerprints to determine unique content for volumes [14]. In contrast, our technique can estimate the amount of space referenced from an arbitrary set of files selected by the user and scales to PB capacity.

Cumulus [28] provides backups to cloud storage by transferring file differences and storing files in large objects. BlueSky [29] presents a file system backed by cloud storage that uses a local cache for performance. Though neither incorporates deduplication, both projects describe garbage collection for large objects in the cloud as regions become unreferenced. Fu et al. [13] improve GC and restore performance in deduplicated storage by analyzing the history of container references during a backup. They rewrite duplicate chunks from sparse containers from a previous backup and record emerging sparse containers. They also manage container manifests that track each backup reference each container, and when a manifest becomes empty, a container can be safely removed. Such techniques could be used within our cloud GC algorithm, though copy-forward bandwidth is unlikely to be improved.

10 Conclusion

Data protection continues to be a key priority as customers transition their archival data to cloud storage. Data Domain is a mature data protection product, and adding a cloud tier involved trade-offs within the current architecture. We had to make decisions about object sizes and data structure relationships to balance performance and cost not only of migrating data to the cloud tier but also running GC. To address these concerns, we developed several techniques: mirroring metadata locally supports efficient deduplication and GC, and using perfect hashes to track billions of references in memory enables space estimation, seeding, and cloud GC. Experiences with initial customers shows a strong interest in deduplicated archival storage. Large amounts of data are transferred each month, which benefit from deduplication both in terms of faster transfer speeds but also lower storage costs.
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Abstract
We propose a principled approach to integrating GPU memory with an OS page cache. We design GAIA, a weakly-consistent page cache that spans CPU and GPU memories. GAIA enables the standard mmap system call to map files into the GPU address space, thereby enabling data-dependent GPU accesses to large files and efficient write-sharing between the CPU and GPUs. Under the hood, GAIA (1) integrates lazy release consistency protocol into the OS page cache while maintaining backward compatibility with CPU processes and unmodified GPU kernels; (2) improves CPU I/O performance by using data cached in GPU memory, and (3) optimizes the readahead prefetcher to support accesses to files cached in GPUs.

We prototype GAIA in Linux and evaluate it on NVIDIA Pascal GPUs. We show up to 3× speedup in CPU file I/O and up to 8× in unmodified realistic workloads such as Gunrock GPU-accelerated graph processing, image collage, and microscopy image stitching.

Introduction
GPUs have come a long way from fixed-function accelerators to fully-programmable, high-performance processors. Yet their integration with the host Operating System (OS) is still quite limited. In particular, GPU physical memory, which today may be as large as 32GB [9], has been traditionally managed entirely by the GPU driver, without the host OS control. One crucial implication of this design is that the OS cannot provide core system services to GPU kernels, such as efficient access to memory mapped files, nor can it optimize I/O performance for CPU applications sharing files with GPUs. To mitigate these limitations, tighter integration of GPU memory into the OS page cache and file I/O mechanisms is required. Achieving such integration is one of the goals of this paper.

Prior works demonstrate that mapping files into GPU memory provides a number of benefits [34, 36, 35]. Files can be accessed from the GPU using an intuitive pointer-based programming model, enabling GPU applications with data-dependent access patterns. Transparent system-level performance optimizations such as prefetching and double buffering can be implemented to achieve high performance for I/O intensive GPU kernels. Finally, file contents can be easily shared between legacy CPU and GPU-accelerated processes.

Extending the OS page cache into GPU memory is advantageous even for CPU I/O performance. With modern servers commonly hosting 8 and more GPUs, the total GPU memory available (100-200GB) is large enough to be used for caching file contents. As we show empirically, doing so may boost the I/O performance by up to 3× compared to accesses to a high-performance SSD (§6). Finally, the OS management of the page cache in GPU memory may allow caching GPU file accesses directly in the GPU page cache, bypassing CPU-side page cache and avoiding its pollution [15].

Unfortunately, today’s commodity systems fall short of providing full integration of GPU memory with the OS page cache. ActivePointers [34] enable a memory-mapped files abstraction for GPUs, but their use of special pointers requires intrusive modifications to GPU kernels, making them incompatible with closed-source libraries such as cuBLAS [7]. NVIDIA’s Unified Virtual Memory (UVM) [8] and the Heterogeneous Memory Management (HMM) [4] module in Linux allow GPUs and CPUs to access shared virtual memory space. However, neither UVM nor HMM allow mapping files into GPU memory, which makes them inefficient when processing large files (§6.3.2). More fundamentally, both UVM and HMM force the physical page to be present in the memory of only one processor. This results in a performance penalty in case of false sharing in data-parallel write-sharing workloads. Moreover, false sharing has a significant impact on the system as a whole, as we show in (§3).

Several hardware architectures introduce cache coherence between CPUs and GPUs. In particular, CPUs with integrated GPUs support coheren shared virtual memory in hardware. In contrast to discrete GPUs, however, integrated GPUs lack large separate physical memory. Therefore, today’s OSes do not provide any memory management services for them.

Recent high-end IBM Power-9 systems feature hardware cache-coherent shared virtual memory between CPUs and discrete GPUs [31]. GPU memory is managed as another NUMA node. Thus, the OS is able to provide memory management services to GPUs, including memory-mapped files. Unfortunately, cache coherence between the CPU and discrete GPUs is not available in x86-based commodity systems, and it is unclear when it will be introduced (see §4.3). Clearly, using the NUMA mechanisms for non-coherent GPU memory
management would not work. For example, migrating a CPU-accessible page into GPU memory will break the expected memory behavior for CPU processes, e.g., due to the lack of atomic operations across the PCIe bus, among other issues.

To resolve these limitations, we propose GAIA\textsuperscript{1}, a distributed, weakly-consistent page cache architecture for heterogeneous multi-GPU systems that extends the OS page cache into GPU memories and integrates with the OS file I/O layer. With GAIA, CPU programs use regular file I/O to share files with GPUs. Calling \texttt{mmap} with a new \texttt{MMAP\_ONGPU} flag makes the mapping accessible to the GPU kernels, thus providing support for GPU accesses to shared files. This approach allows access to memory-mapped files from unmodified GPU kernels.

This paper makes the following contributions:

- We characterize the overheads of CPU-GPU false sharing in existing systems (§3.1). We propose a unified page cache which eliminates false sharing by using a lazy release consistency model [22, 10].
- We extend the OS page cache to control the unified (CPU and GPU) page cache and its consistency (§4.1), without requiring CPU-GPU hardware cache coherence. We introduce a peer-caching mechanism and integrate it with the OS readahead prefetcher, enabling any processor accessing files to retrieve them from the best location, and in particular, from GPU memory (§6.2).
- We present a fully functional generic implementation in Linux, not tailored to any particular GPU.
- We prototype GAIA on NVIDIA Pascal GPU, leveraging its page fault support. We modify public parts of the GPU driver and reliably emulate the functionality which cannot be implemented due to the closed-source driver.
- We evaluate GAIA using real workloads, including (1) an unmodified graph processing framework - Gunrock [38], (2) a Mosaic application that creates an image collage from a large image database [34], and (3) a multi-GPU image stitching application [16, 18] that determines the optimal way to combine multiple image tiles, demonstrating the advantages and the ease-of-use of GAIA for real-life scenarios.

**Background**

We briefly explain the main principles of several existing memory consistency models relevant to our work.

**Release consistency.** Release consistency (RC) [22] is a form of relaxed memory consistency that permits delaying the effects of writes to distributed shared memory. The programmer controls the visibility of the writes from each processor by means of the acquire and release synchronization operations. Informally, the writes are guaranteed to be visible to the readers of a shared memory region after the writer release-s the region and the reader acquire-s it.

RC permits concurrent updates to different versions of the page in multiple processors, which get merged upon later accesses. A common way to resolve merge conflicts is by using the version vectors mechanism, explained below.

**Lazy release consistency.** In Lazy Release Consistency (LRC) [22, 10] the propagation of updates to a page is delayed until acquire. At synchronization time, the acquiring processor receives the updates from the other processors. Usually, the underlying implementation leverages page faults to trigger the updates [22]. Specifically, a stale local copy of the page is marked inaccessible, causing the processor to fault on the first access. The faulting processor then retrieves the up-to-date copy of the page from one or more processors. In the home-based version of the protocol, a home node is assigned to a page to maintain the most up-to-date version of the page. The requesting processor contacts the home node to retrieve the latest version of the page.

**Version vectors.** Version vectors (VVs) [32] are used in distributed systems to keep track of replica versions of an object. The description below is transcribed from Parker et al. [32].

A version vector of an object \(O\) is a sequence of \(n\) pairs, where \(n\) is the number of sites at which \(O\) is stored. The pair \(\{S_i : v_i\}\) is the latest version of \(O\) made at site \(S_i\). That is, the vector entry \(v_i\) counts the number of updates to \(O\) made at site \(S_i\). Each time \(O\) is copied from site \(S_i\) to \(S_j\) at which it was not present, the version vector of site \(S_i\) is adopted by site \(S_j\). If the sites have a conflicting version of the replica, the new vector is created by taking the largest version among the two for each entry in the vector.

**Consistency model considerations**

The choice of the consistency model for the unified page cache is an important design question. We describe the options we considered and justify our choice of LRC.

**POSIX: strong consistency.** In POSIX writes are immediately visible to all the processes using the same file [5]. In x86 systems without coherent shared memory and with GPUs connected via a high latency (relative to local memory) PCIe bus, such a strong consistency model in a unified page cache would be inefficient [36].

**GPUs: session semantics.** GPUs [36] introduces a GPU-side library for file I/O from GPU kernels. GPUs implements a distributed page cache with session semantics. Session semantics, however, couple between the file open/close operations and data synchronization. As a result, they cannot be used with \texttt{mmap}, as sometimes the file contents need to be synchronized across processors without having to unmap and close the file and then reopen and map it again. Therefore, we find session semantics unsuitable for GAIA.

\textsuperscript{1}GlobAl unifIed pAge cache, or simply the daughter’s name of one of the authors, born during this project.
False sharing between two GPUs
Figure 1: Impact of false sharing on the performance of GPU kernels and the system as a whole.

**UVM: page-level strict coherence.** NVIDIA UVM [8] and Linux (HMM) [4] implement strict coherence [24] at the GPU page granularity (e.g., 64KB in NVIDIA GPUs). In this model, a page can be mapped only by one processor at a time. Thus, two processors cannot observe different replicas of the page (multiple read-only replicas are allowed). If a processor accesses a non-resident page, the page fault causes the page to migrate, i.e., the data is transferred, and the page is remapped at the requestor and unmapped at the source.

Although this model might seem appealing for page cache management, it suffers from sporadic performance degradation due to false sharing. False sharing of a page occurs when two processors inadvertently share the same page, at least one of them for write, while performing non-overlapping data accesses [17]. False sharing is known to dramatically degrade the performance of distributed shared memory systems with strict coherence because it causes repetitive and costly page migration among different physical locations [17]. False sharing has been also reported in multi-GPU applications that use NVIDIA’s UVM [8]. The official recommended solution is to allocate private replicas of the shared buffer in each processor and manually merge them after use.

**False sharing in a page cache.** If strict coherence is used for managing a unified page cache, false sharing of the page cache pages might occur quite often. Consider an image processing task that stitches multiple image tiles into a large output image stored in a file, e.g., when processing samples from a microscope [16]. False sharing will likely occur when multiple GPUs process the images in a data-parallel way, each writing its results to a shared output file. Consider two GPUs, one processing the left and another the right half of the image. In this case, false sharing might occur at every row of the output. This is because for large images (thousands of pixels in each dimension) stored in row-major format, each row will occupy at least one memory page in the page cache. Since each half of the row is processed on a different GPU, the same page will be updated by both GPUs. We observe this effect in real applications (§ 6.3.3).

**False sharing with UVM**

**Impact of false sharing on application performance.** To experimentally quantify the cost of false sharing in multi-GPU systems, we allocate a 64KB-buffer (one GPU page) and divide it between two NVIDIA GTX1080 GPUs. Each GPU executes read-modify-write operations (so they are not optimized out) on its half in a loop. We run a total of 64 threadblocks per GPU, each accessing its own part of the array, all active during the run. To control the degree of contention, we vary the number of loop iterations per GPU.

We compare the execution time when both GPUs use a shared UVM buffer (with false sharing) with the case when both use private buffers and merge them at the end of the run (no false sharing). Figure 1a shows the scatter graph of the measurements. False sharing causes slowdown that grows with the number of page migrations, reaching 28×, and results in large runtime variance 2. Figure 1b shows similar results when one of the GPUs is replaced with a single CPU thread. This also indicates that adding more GPUs is likely to cause even larger degradation due to higher contention and increased data transfer costs.

**System impact of false sharing.** False sharing among GPUs affects the performance of the system as a whole. We run the CPU-only kmeans benchmark from Phoenix [33] in parallel with the multi-GPU false sharing benchmark above. We allocate two CPU cores for GPU management, and the remaining four cores to running kmeans (modified to spawn four threads). The GPU activity should not interfere with kmeans because kmeans does not use the GPU.

However, we observe significant interference when GPUs experience false sharing. Figure 1c depicts the runtime of kmeans when run together with the multi-GPU run, with and without false sharing. Not only does kmeans become up to 47% slower, but the execution times vary substantially. Thus, false sharing affects an unrelated CPU application, breaking the fundamental OS performance isolation properties.

**Preventing page bouncing via pinning.** In theory, the false sharing overheads could be reduced by pinning the page in

---

2The difference in the slowdown between the two GPUs stems from the imperfect synchronization between them. Thus, the one invoked first (GPU0) can run briefly without contention.
memory of one of the processors, and mapping it into the address space of the other processors for remote access over PCIe. Unfortunately, pinning page cache pages is quite problematic. It would require substantial modifications to the existing page cache management mechanisms. For example, to be evicted, the pinned page would need to be unmapped from the virtual address space of all the mapping processors.

Moreover, even though pinning is likely to yield better system performance for pages experiencing false sharing, in the common case remote accesses from other processors would be slower than accessing the pages locally. Thus, robust false sharing detection heuristics should be designed, such that only the actual page bouncing triggers the pinning mechanism. On the other hand, enabling the programmer to pin pages manually at the mmap time is not efficient either, because then the pages must be initialized with the contents of the file. Mapping large files would thus require reading them in full from the disk, which not only nullifies the on-demand file loading benefits of mmap, but might not even be possible for the large files exceeding physical memory.

Implications for Unified Page Cache design. We conclude that the UVM strict coherence model is unsuitable for implementing a unified page cache. It may suffer from spurious and hard-to-debug performance degradation that affects the whole system, and only worsens as the number of GPUs increases. A system-level service with such inherent limitations would be a poor design choice. Thus, we chose to build a unified cache that follows the lazy-release consistency model and sidesteps the false sharing issues entirely.

Design

Overview. Figure 2 shows the main GAIA components in the OS kernel. A distributed page cache spans across the CPU and GPU memories. The OS page cache is extended to include a consistency manager that implements home-based lazy release consistency (LRC). It keeps track of the versions of all the file-backed memory pages and their locations. When a page is requested by the GPU or the CPU (due to a page fault), the consistency manager determines the locations of the most recent versions, and retrieves and merges them if necessary. We introduce new macquire and mrelease system calls which follow standard Release Consistency semantics and have to be used when accessing shared files. We explain the page cache design in (§4.1).

If an up-to-date page replica is available in multiple locations, the peer-caching mechanism retrieves the page via the most efficient path, e.g., from GPU memory for the CPU I/O request, or directly from storage for the GPU access as in SPIN [15]. This mechanism is integrated with the OS readahead prefetcher to achieve high performance (§6.2). To enable proper handling of memory-mapped files on GPUs, the GAIA controller in the GPU driver keeps track of all the GPU virtual ranges in the system that are backed by files.

File-sharing example. Figure 3 shows a code sketch of sharing a file between a legacy CPU application (producer) and a GPU-accelerated one (consumer). This example illustrates two important aspects of the design. First, no GPU kernel changes are necessary to access files, and no new system code runs on the GPU. The consistency management is performed by the GPU consumer process that uses the GPU, which we call the GPU controller. Second, no modifications to legacy CPU programs are required to share files with GPUs or among themselves, despite the weak page cache consistency model. The consistency control logic is confined to the GPU controller process. Besides being backward compatible, this design simplifies integration with the CPU file I/O stack.

Consistency manager

Version vectors. GAIA maintains the version of each file-backed 4K page for every entity that might hold the copy of the page. We call such an entity a page owner. We use the well-known version vector mechanism (§2) to allow scalable version tracking for each page [32].

A page owner might be a CPU, each one of the GPUs, or the storage device. Keeping track of the storage copy is important because GAIA supports direct transfer from the disk to GPU memory. Consider the example in Figure 4, where a page is first concurrently modified by the CPU and the GPU, and then flushed to storage by the CPU. Flushing it from the CPU
removes both the data and its version information from CPU memory. The next reader must be able to retrieve the most recent version of the page, which in our example requires merging the page versions on the disk and on the GPU. The storage entry in the version vector is always zero.

A new Time Stamp Version Table (TSVT) stores all the version vectors for a page. This table is located in the respective node of the page cache radix tree. The GPU entries are updated by the CPU-side GPU controller on behalf of the GPU. We choose the CPU-centric design to avoid intrusive modifications to GPU software and hardware.

Synchronizing system calls for consistency control. We introduce two new system calls to implement LRC.

macquire(void *addr, size len, void* device)

must be called to ensure that the device accesses the latest version of the data in the specified address range. macquire scans through the address range on the device and invalidates (unmaps and drops) all the outdated local pages. When called for the CPU, it unmaps such pages from all the CPU processes. Thus, the following access to the page will cause a page fault trap to retrieve the most recent version of the page, as we describe later in §4.1.1.

mrelease(void *addr, size_t len, void* device)

must be called by the device that writes to the respective range to propagate the updates to the rest of the system. Similarly to macquire, this operation does not involve data movements. It only increases the versions of all the modified (since the last macquire) pages in the owner’s entry of its version vector.

Tracking the status of CPU pages requires a separate LRC_modified flag in the page cache node, in addition to the original modified flag used by the OS page cache. This is because the latter can be reset by other OS mechanisms, e.g., flush, resulting in a missed update. The new flag is set together with the original one, but is reset by mrelease call as part of the version vector update.

Transparent consistency support for the CPU. GAIA does not change the original POSIX semantics when sharing files among CPU processes, because all the CPUs share the same replica of the cached page. However, macquire and mrelease calls must be invoked by all the CPU processes that might inadvertently share files with GPUs. In GAIA we seek to eliminate this requirement.

Our solution is to perform the CPU synchronization calls eagerly, combining them with macquire and mrelease calls issued on behalf of GPUs. The macquire call for the GPU is invoked after internally calling mrelease for the CPU, and mrelease of the GPU is always followed by macquire for the CPU. This change does not affect the correctness of the original LRC protocol, because it maintains the relative ordering of the acquire and release calls on different processors, simply moving them closer to each other.

Consistency and GPU kernel execution. GAIA’s design does not preclude invocation of macquire and mrelease during the kernel execution on the target GPU. However, the current prototype does not support such functionality, because we cannot retrieve the list of dirty pages from the GPU while it is running, which is necessary for implementing mrelease. Therefore, we support the most natural scenario (also in Figure 3), which is to invoke macquire and mrelease at the kernel execution boundaries. Integrating these calls with the CUDA streaming API might be possible by using CUDA CPU callbacks [2]. We leave this for future work.

Page faults and merge

Page faults from any processor are handled by the CPU (hence, home-based LRC). CPU and GPU-originated page faults are handled similarly. For the latter, the data is moved to the GPU. The handler locates the latest versions of the page according to its TSVT in the page cache. If the faulting processor holds the latest version in its own memory (minor page fault), the page is remapped. If, however, the present page is outdated or not available, the page is retrieved from the memory of other processors or from storage.

This process involves handling the merge of multiple replicas of the same page. The overlapping writes to the same memory locations (i.e., the actual data races) are resolved via an "any write wins" policy, in a deterministic order (i.e., based on the device hardware ID). However, non-overlapping writes to the same page must be explicitly merged via 3-way merge, as in other LRC implementations [22].

3-way merge. The CPU creates a pristine base copy of the page when a GPU maps the page as writable. Conflicting pages are compared with their base copies first to detect the changes.

The storage overheads due to pristine copies might compromise scalability, as we discuss in (§6.1). The naive solution is to store a per-GPU copy of each page. A more space-efficient design might use a single page base copy for all the processors, employing copy-on-write and eagerly propagating the updates after the processor mrelease-s the page, instead of waiting for the next page fault (lazy update). Our current implementation uses the simple variant.

The overheads of maintaining the base copy are not large in practice. First, the base copy can be discarded after the page is evicted from GPU memory. Further, it is not required for
read-only accesses, or when there is only one-page owner (excluding the storage) in the system. Most importantly, creating the base copy is not necessary for writes from CPU processes. This is because the CPU is either the sole owner, or the base copy has already been created for the modifying GPU.

**Interaction with file I/O**

**Peer-caching.** GAIA architecture allows a page replica to be cached in multiple locations, so that the best possible I/O path (or possibly multiple I/O paths in parallel) can be chosen, to serve page access requests. In particular, the CPU I/O request can be served from GPU memory. Note that access to the GPU-cached page does not invalidate it for the GPU.

A naive approach to peer-caching is to determine the best location individually for each page. However, this approach degrades the performance for sequential accesses by an order of magnitude, due to the overheads of small data transfers over the PCIe bus. Instead, GAIA leverages the OS prefetcher to optimize PCIe transfers. We modify the prefetcher to determine the data location in conjunction with deciding how much data to read at once. This modification results in a substantial performance boost, as we show in (§6.2).

**Readahead for GPU streaming access.** GPUs may concurrently run hundreds of thousands of threads that access large amounts of memory at once. GPU hardware coalesces multiple page faults together (up to 256, one for 64KB page). If the page faults are triggered by accesses to the memory-mapped file on the GPU, GAIA reads the file according to the GPU-requested locations and copies the data to GPU pages. We call such accesses **GPU I/O**.

We observe that the existing OS readahead prefetcher does not work well for GPU I/O. It is often unable to optimize streaming access patterns where a GPU kernel reads the whole file in data-parallel strides, one stride per group of GPU threads. The file accesses from the GPU in such a case appear random when delivered to the CPU due to the non-deterministic hardware schedule of GPU threads, thereby confusing the CPU read-ahead heuristics.

We modify the existing OS prefetcher by adjusting the upper bound on the read-ahead window to 16MB (64× of the CPU), but only for GPU I/O accesses. We also add `madvise` hints that increase the minimum read size from a disk to 512KB for sequential accesses. These changes allow the prefetcher to retrieve more data faster when the sequential pattern is recognized, but it does not fully recover the performance. Investigating a better prefetcher heuristic that can cope with massive multi-threading is left for future work.

**Discussion**

**GAIA and cache-coherent accelerator architectures.** Cache-coherent systems with global virtual address space may allow a simpler solution to the page cache management. However, we believe that cache coherence between the CPU and discrete accelerators is unlikely to fully replace existing systems soon. Despite the cache coherent technologies (CAPI [37]) having been available, the high cost and the need for industry-wide coordination on open interfaces have hindered their adoption thus far. Nor is it apparent how and to what extent these technologies will improve commodity applications (i.e., graphics, deep learning). Many additional open issues (for example, scalability) also must be addressed. Therefore, in GAIA we choose not to rely on cache-coherence among CPUs and accelerators.

**No snapshot isolation.** GAIA does not provide snapshot isolation. This is consistent with prior work on GPU file system support [36]. While adding such guarantee is possible, we did not find applications that require it.

**Prefetching hints.** Our current prototype could be extended to support more advanced prefetching hints similar to UVM [1]. For example, it could employ eager data copy into the page cache of a specific GPU that is known to exclusively access the data. We leave this for future work.

**Using huge CPU pages.** GAIA design and implementation is tailored for 4KB pages managed by the OS. However, GAIA can be adapted to support different page sizes as well, i.e. 2MB huge pages. Huge pages require only minor modifications to the TSVT management logic and tables, and might improve performance for applications with sequential file access. This is because transferring 2MB pages over PCIe is about 5× more efficient than 4KB pages. On the other hand, increasing the page sizes would affect the workloads with poor spatial locality, such as Mosaic (§6.3.1).

**GAIA compatibility with other accelerators.** GAIA’s design can be extended to other GPUs and accelerators with paging capabilities. In fact, support for paging was introduced recently in AMD GPUs [4, 6]. However, implementation in GAIA would require an accelerator to expose minimal page management APIs, as we explain in the next section.

**Implementation**

GAIA implementation requires changing 3300 LOC and 1200 LOC in Linux kernel and the NVIDIA UVM driver respectively.

**OS changes**

**Page cache with GPU pointers.** In Linux, the page cache is represented as a per-file radix tree with each leaf node corresponding to a continuous 256KB file segment. Each leaf holds an array of addresses (or NULLs) of 64 physical pages caching the file content.

GAIA extends the tree leaf node data structure to store the addresses of GPU pages. We add 4 pointers per leaf node per GPU, to cover a continuous 256KB file segment (GPU page is
64KB). The CPU only keeps track of file-backed GPU pages rather than the entire GPU physical memory. The leaf node stores all the versions (TSVT) for the 64 KB pages.

**Linking the page cache with the GPU page ranges.** GAIA keeps track of all the GPU virtual ranges in the system that are backed by files to properly handle the GPU faults for file-backed pages. When `mmap` allocates a virtual address range in the GPU via the driver, it registers the range with GAIA and associates it with the file radix tree.

**Data persistence.** GAIA inherits the persistence semantics of the Linux file I/O. It updates both `msync` and `fsync` to fetch the fresh versions of the cache pages (similarly to the logic in the page fault handler) and write their contents to storage.

**GPU cache size limit.** GAIA enforces an upper bound on the GPU cache size by evicting pages. The evicted pages can be discarded from the system memory entirely (after syncing with the disk if necessary) or cached by moving them to available memory of other processors. In our current implementation, we cache the evicted GPU pages in CPU memory. We implement the Least Recently Allocated eviction policy \[36\], due to the lack of the access statistics for GPU pages.

### Integration with GPU driver

The NVIDIA GPU driver provides no public interface for low-level virtual memory management. Indeed, giving the OS the full control over GPU memory management might seem undesirable. For example, only the vendors might have the intimate knowledge of the device/vendor-specific properties that require special handling, such as different page sizes, texture memory, alignment requirements, and physical memory constraints. However, we believe that a minimal subset of APIs is enough to allow generic advanced OS services for GPUs, such as unified page cache management, without forcing the vendors to give up on the GPU memory control.

We define such APIs in Table 1. The driver is in full control of the GPU memory, i.e., it performs allocations and implements the page eviction policy, only notifying the OS about the changes (callbacks are not shown in the table). We demonstrate the utility of such APIs for GAIA, encouraging GPU vendors to add them in the future.

### Using the GPU VM management API

Implementing GAIA functionality is fairly straightforward, and closely follows the implementation of the similar functionality in the CPU OS. We provide a brief sketch below just to illustrate the use of the API.

**mmap/munmap.** When `mmap` with `MAP_ONGPU` is called, the system allocates a new virtual memory range in GPU memory via `allocVirtual` and registers it with the GAIA controller in the driver to associate it with the respective file radix tree, similar to the CPU `mmap` implementation. The `munmap` function performs the reverse operation using `unmapV` call.

**Page fault handling.** To serve the GPU page fault, GAIA determines the file offset and searches for the pages that cache the content in the associated page cache radix tree. If the most recent version of the page is found, and it is already located on the requesting GPU (minor page fault), GAIA maps the page at the appropriate virtual address using `mapP2V` call.

Otherwise (major page fault), GAIA allocates a new GPU physical page via `allocPhysical` call, populates it with the appropriate data (merging replicas if needed), updates the page’s TSVT structure in the page cache to reflect the version, and maps the page to the GPU virtual memory. If necessary, GAIA creates a pristine copy of the page.

If a page has to be evicted to free space in GPU memory, GAIA chooses the victim page, unmaps it via `unmapV`, retrieves its dirty status via `fetchPageModifiedBit`, stores the page content on the disk or CPU memory if marked as dirty, removes the page reference from the page cache, and finally frees it via `freePhysical`.

**Consistency system calls.** GPU `macquire` scans through the GPU-resident pages of the page cache to identify outdated GPU page replicas and unmaps the respective pages via `unmapV`. GPU `mrelease` retrieves the modified status via `fetchPageModifiedBit` for all the GPU-resident pages in the page cache, and updates their versions in TSVT.

### Functional emulation of the API

Implementing the proposed GPU memory management API without vendor support requires access to low-level internals of the closed-source GPU driver. Therefore, we choose to implement it in a limited form.
First, we use the user-level NVIDIA’s UVM memory management APIs to implement a limited version of the API for allocation and mapping physical and virtual pages in GPU (refer to Table 1). Specifically, cudaMallocManaged is used to allocate the GPU virtual address range, and cudaFree to tear down the mapping and de-allocate memory.

Second, we modify the open-source part of the NVIDIA UVM driver. The GPU physical page allocation and mapping of the virtual to physical addresses are all part of the GPU page fault handling mechanism, yet they are implemented in the closed-source part of the UVM driver. To use them, GAIA modifies the open-source UVM page fault handler to perform the file I/O and page cache-related operations, effectively implementing the scheme described above (§5.2.1).

Finally, whenever the public APIs and open-source part of the driver are insufficient, we resort to emulation. To implement unmapV, we use a public driver function to migrate the page to the CPU, which also unmaps the GPU page. The fetchPageModifiedBit call is emulated by copying the respective page to the CPU without unmapping it on the GPU and computing diff with the base copy.

In Table 1 we highlight the emulated functions (in red) and specify where they are used.

Ultimately, this pragmatic approach allows us to build a functional prototype to evaluate the concepts presented in the paper. We hope that these APIs will be implemented properly by GPU vendors in the future.

Limitations due to UVM

Our forced reliance on NVIDIA UVM leads to several limitations. The page cache lifetime and scope are limited to those of the process where the mapping is created, as UVM does not allow allocating physical pages that do not belong to a GPU context. Therefore, the page cache cannot be shared among GPU kernels belonging to different CPU processes. Further, the maximum mapped file size is limited by the size of the maximum UVM buffer allocation, which must fit in the CPU physical memory. Finally, UVM controls memories of all the system GPUs, preventing us from implementing a distributed page cache between multiple NVIDIA GPUs.

These limitations are rooted in our use of UVM, and are not pertinent to GAIA design. They limit the scope of our evaluation to a single CPU process and a single GPU, but allow us to implement a substantial prototype to perform thorough and reliable performance analysis of the heterogeneous page cache architecture.

Evaluation

We evaluate the following aspects of our system 3:

- Benefits of peer-caching and prefetching optimizations;
- Memory and compute overheads;
- End-to-end performance in real-life applications with read and write-sharing.

Platform. We use an Intel Xeon CPU E5-2620 v2 at 2.10GHz with 78GB RAM, GeForce GTX 1080 (with 8GB GDDR) GPU and 800GB Intel NVMe SSD DC P3700 with 2.8GB/s sequential read throughput. We use Ubuntu 16.04.3 with kernel 4.14.15 that includes GAIA modifications, CUDA SDK 8.0.34, and NVIDIA-UVM driver 384.59.

Performance cost of functional emulation. The emulation introduces performance penalties that do not exist in the CPU analogues of the emulated functions. In particular, unmapV constitutes more than 99% of macquire latency, and fetchPageModifiedBit occupies nearly 100% of mrelease.

These functions are expensive only because of the lack of the appropriate GPU driver and hardware support. We expect them to be as fast as their CPU analogues if implemented by GPU vendors. For example, mmap or mprotect calls for a 1GB region take less than 10 micros-seconds on the CPU. If implemented for the GPU, they might last slightly longer due to over-PCIe access to update the page tables.

To be safe, we conservatively assume that unmapV and fetchPageModifiedBit are as slow as 10 msec in all the reported results. These are the worst-case estimates, yet they allow us to provide a reliable estimate of GAIA performance in future systems.

Evaluation methodology. We run each experiment 11 times, omit the first result as a warmup, and report the average. We flush the system page cache before each run (unless stated otherwise). We do not report standard deviations below 5%.

Overhead analysis

Impact on CPU I/O. GAIA introduces additional version checks into the CPU I/O path. To measure the overheads, we run the standard TIO benchmark suite [23] for evaluating CPU I/O performance. We run random/sequential reads/writes using the default configuration with 256KB I/O requests, accessing a 1GB file. As a baseline, we run the benchmark on the unmodified Linux kernel 4.4.15.

We vary the number of supported GPUs in the system as it affects the number of version checks. We observe less than 1% and up to 5% overhead for 32GPUs and 160GPUs respectively for random reads, and no measurable overheads for sequential accesses. We conclude that GAIA introduces negligible performance overheads for legacy CPU file I/O.

Memory overheads. The main dynamic cost stems from pristine page copies for 3-way merge. However, common read-only workloads require no such copies, therefore incurring no extra memory cost. Otherwise, the memory overheads depend on the write intensity of the workload. GAIA creates one copy for every writable GPU page in the system.

The static cost is due to the addition of version vectors to the page cache. This cost scales linearly with the utilized...
We vary the cached portion of the file, reading the rest from with non-overlapping writes. GAIA merges the page when the CPU reads and processes the whole file. We use three Streaming read performance.

We evaluate the case where the overheads of false sharing entirely µ is constant per 4KB page: 1.4 the same false sharing. We observe that GAIA with shared buffer is each of the processors writes into a private buffer, without GPU kernel terminates. We compare with the execution where each of the processors writes into a private buffer, without false sharing. We observe that GAIA with shared buffer is the same as the baseline. The cost of merging the page in the end is constant per 4KB page: 1.4 usecond.

This experiment highlights the fact that GAIA eliminates the overheads of false sharing entirely.

Streaming read performance. We evaluate the case where the GPU reads and processes the whole file. We use three kernels: (1) a zero-compute kernel that copies the data from the input pointer into an internal buffer, one stride at a time per threadblock; (2) an unmodified LUD kernel, representative of compute-intensive kernels in Rodinia benchmark suite [19]; (3) a closed-source cuBLAS SGEMM library kernel [7]. We modify their CPU code such that the GPU input is read from a file rather than from memory, as in prior work [40].

We evaluate several techniques to read files into the GPU:

1. **CUDA-[must fit in GPU memory]**: read from the host, copy to GPU;
2. **GPUs-[requires GPU code changes]**: read from the GPU kernel via GPUs API. GPUs uses 64KB pages as in GPU hardware;
3. **UVM**: read from the host into UVM memory (physically residing in CPU), read from the GPU kernel;
4. **GAIA**: map the file into GPU, read from the GPU kernel.

We implement all four variants for the zero-compute kernel. LUD and cuBLAS cannot run with GPUs because that requires changing their code. We run the experiments with two input files, one smaller and one larger than GPU memory.

Figure 6a shows the results of reading a 1GB and 10GB file for the zero-compute kernel. GAIA is competitive with UVM and GPUs for all of the evaluated use cases, but slower than CUDA when working with a small file in the CPU page cache, due to inefficiency of the GPU data transfers in GAIA. In CUDA, the data is copied in a single transfer over PCIe, whereas in GAIA the I/O is broken into multiple non-consecutive 64KB blocks, which is much slower.

GAIA is faster than UVM when reading cached files due to the UVM’s extra data copy, and faster than GPUs with 1GB because of GPUs trash. The thrashing occurs because the GPUs buffer cache in GPU memory is not large enough to store the whole file. Pages are constantly evicted as a result, introducing high runtime overheads.

Figure 6b shows the results of processing a 1GB and a 10GB file for the compute-intensive LUD and cuBLAS kernels for techniques (1), (3) and (4). Large files cannot be evaluated with CUDA as they do not fit in GPU memory. GAIA is faster than LUD on UVM, yet slightly slower than the other methods. With cuBLAS, the specific access pattern results in a large working set, causing trashing with GAIA.

The insufficient coordination with the OS I/O prefetch in the current implementation makes it slower when the file fits GPU memory. The performance can be improved via a more sophisticated prefetcher design and transfer batching in future GPU drivers. With large files, however, GAIA is on par with and faster than UVM, while offering the convenience of using a GPU-agnostic OS API and supporting unmodified GPU kernels.

Figure 5: CPU I/O speedup of GAIA over unmodified Linux. Higher is better.

**GPU memory size as GPU versions are stored only for GPU-resident pages, but grows quadratically with the number of GPUs. With 512 bytes per version vector entry, the worst-case memory overhead (all GPUs fill their memories with files) and 100 GPUs each with 8GB memory, the overhead reaches about 5GB, which is less than 1% of the total utilized GPU memory (800GB).**

**Microbenchmarks**

**Benefits of peer caching.** We measure the performance of CPU POSIX read accesses to a 1GB file which is partially cached in GPU memory. Thus, these accesses result in reading the GPU-resident pages from the GPU instead of the SSD. We vary the cached portion of the file, reading the rest from the SSD. We run three experiments: (1) random reads (2) sequential reads, and (3) sequential reads while the SSD is busy serving other I/O requests. We compare to unmodified Linux, where all the data is fetched from the SSD.

Figure 5 shows that peer-caching can boost the CPU performance by up to 3× for random reads, and up to 2× when the SSD is under load. GAIA is no faster than SSD for sequential reads, however. This is due to the GPU DMA controller bottleneck, stemming from the lack of public interfaces to program its scatter-gather lists. Therefore, GAIA is forced to perform the I/O one GPU page at a time.

**False sharing.** We run the same CPU-GPU false-sharing microbenchmark as in §3.1. We map the shared buffer from a file, and let the CPU and the GPU update it concurrently with non-overlapping writes. GAIA merges the page when the GPU kernel terminates. We compare with the execution where each of the processors writes into a private buffer, without false sharing. We observe that GAIA with shared buffer is the same as the baseline. The cost of merging the page in the end is constant per 4KB page: 1.4 usecond.

This experiment highlights the fact that GAIA eliminates the overheads of false sharing entirely.
Applications

Performance of on-demand data I/O

We use an open-source image collage benchmark [34]. It processes an input image by replacing its blocks with "similar" tiny images from a large indexed dataset stored in a file. The access pattern depends on the input: each block of the input image is processed separately to generate the index into the dataset, fetching the respective tiny image afterward. The dataset is 19GB, thus it does not fit in memory of our GPU. While only about 25% of the dataset is required to completely process one input, the accesses are input-dependent.

We compare three implementations: (1) original ActivePointers, (2) UVM and (3) GAIA. For the last two we modify the original code by replacing ActivePointers [34] with regular pointers. In UVM the dataset is first read into a shared UVM buffer. In GAIA the file is mapped into GPU memory.

Both ActivePointers and GAIA allow random file access from the GPU, but they differ in that they rely on software-emulated and hardware page faults respectively.

Table 2 shows the end-to-end performance comparison. GAIA is 9× and 6× faster than UVM, because it accesses the data in the file on-demand, whereas in UVM the file must be read in full prior to kernel invocation.

We investigate the performance difference between ActivePointers and GAIA. We observe that ActivePointers use four I/O threads on the CPU to serve GPU I/O requests. Reducing the number of I/O threads to only one as in GAIA provides a more fair comparison. In this case, GAIA is 2× faster when reading data from disk, but still 2× slower when the file is prefetched. The reasons are not yet clear, however.

We conclude that GAIA’s on-demand data access is competitive with highly optimized ActivePointers, and significantly faster than UVM.

Dynamic graph processing with Gunrock

We focus on a scenario where graph computations are invoked multiple times, but the input graph periodically changes. This is the case, for example, for a road navigation service such as Google Maps, which needs to accommodate the traffic changes or road conditions while responding to user queries.

We assume the following service design. There are two processes: an updater daemon (producer) and a GPU-accelerated compute server (consumer), which share the graph database. The daemon running on the CPU (1) retrieves the graph updates (traffic status) from an external server; (2) updates the graph database file; and (3) signals to the compute service to recalculate the routes. The latter reads these updates from the file each time it recomputes in response to a user query. The producer updates only part of the graph (i.e., edge weights representing traffic conditions). This design is modular, easy to implement, and supports very large datasets. Similar producer-consumer scenarios have also been used in prior work [15].

We use an unmodified Gunrock library [38] for fast graph processing. We run the Single Source Shortest Path algorithm provided with Gunrock, modifying it to read input from a file, which is updated in a separate (legacy) CPU process that uses standard I/O (no consistency-synchronizing system calls). The file updates and graph computations are interleaved: the compute server invokes the updater, which in turn invokes the computations, and so on. We run a loop of 100 iterations and measure the total running time.

We implement the benchmark using UVM and GAIA, and also compare it with the original CUDA implementation. For
both UVM and CUDA, the whole file must be copied into a
GPU-accessible buffer on every update because the locations
of the modified data in the file are unknown. No such copy
is required for GAIA, where each GPU kernel invocation is
surrounded by \texttt{macquire} and \texttt{mrelease} calls.

We run the experiment on the uk\_2002 input graph pro-
vided with Gunrock examples, extended to include edge
weights. The file size is 5.2GB.

Figure 7 shows the performance as a function of the por-
tion of the graph being updated. GAIA is faster than the
alternatives with fewer changes to the file, automatically de-
tecting the changes in the pages that were indeed modified.
For the worst case of full file update (above 75\%) GAIA be-
comes slower than the original CUDA implementation. This
is due to the inefficiency of the GPU data transfers, as we
also observed in Fig. 6a. This experiments shows the utility of
GAIA’s fine-grain consistency control, which enables efficient
computations in a read-write sharing case.

Effects of false sharing in image stitching

We consider an image processing application used in opti-
cal microscopy to acquire large images. Microscopes acquire
these images as grids of overlapping patches that are then
stitched together. Recent works accelerate this process on
multiple GPUs \cite{18, 16}. The output image is split into non-
overlapping sub-images, where each GPU produces its output
independently, and the final result is merged into a single
output image.

This application benefits from using GAIA to write into the
shared output file directly from GPUs, eliminating the need to
store large intermediate buffers in CPU memory. We seek to show the effects of false sharing in this workload if it were implemented with GAIA. Unfortunately, we cannot
fully evaluate GAIA on multiple GPUs, as we explained ear-
lier (§5.2.3). Instead, we implement only its I/O-intensive
component in the CPU and the GPU.

Both the CPU and GPU load their patches, with already
pre-computed output coordinates. Each patch is sharpened
via a convolution filter, and then is written to the output file.
The convolution filter is invoked several times per output to
explore a range of different compute loads. In GAIA, we map
both the input patches and the output file into the CPU and the
GPU. For the UVM baseline, the inputs are read into UVM
memory before kernel invocation.

We run the experiment on a public Day2 Plate \cite{3} stitching
dataset with 5.3GB of input tiles and 1.3GB of output. We
use the patch locations included in the dataset to write the
patches, which ensures realistic access to the output file.

We split the output image over the vertical dimension and
load-balance the input such that both the CPU and the GPU
run about the same time in the baseline implementation which
writes into a UVM shared output buffer. The patch coordinates
determine the amount of false sharing in this application.

Figure 8a shows the speedup of GAIA over UVM while
varying the amount of computations per patch. We observe
up to 45\% speedup for the CPU, and over 2.3 \times speedup for the GPU. This experiment corroborates the conclusions of the
microbenchmark in (§3.1), now in a realistic write-sharing
workload. GAIA enables significant performance gain by
eliminating false sharing in the unified page cache.

To evaluate the complete system rather than the perform-
ce of each processor separately, we pick one of the run-
time parameters in the middle of Figure 8a, and measure the
end-to-end runtime, including file read, memory allocation,
and page merging. We prefetch the input into the page cache
on the CPU to highlight the performance impact.

Figure 8b shows the results. For exactly the same runtime
configuration GAIA outperforms UVM by 21\%. Moreover,
GAIA allows further improvements by rebalancing the load
between the processors (GPU runs faster without false shar-
ing), achieving overall 31\% performance improvement.

Related work

To the best of our knowledge, GAIA is the first system to
offer a distributed page cache abstraction for GPUs that is
integrated into the OS. Our work builds on prior research in
Memory coherence for distributed systems. Lazy Release Consistency [22, 10] serves as the basis for GAIA. GAIA implements the home-based version of LRC [41]. Munin [14] implements eager RC by batching the updates. GAIA adopts this idea by using LRC-dirty bit to batch multiple updates. Version Vectors is an idea presented in [32] for detecting mutual inconsistency in multiple-writers systems. We believe that GAIA is the first to apply these ideas to building a heterogeneous OS page cache.

Heterogeneous, multi-core, and distributed OS design for systems without cache coherence. Several proposed OSES support heterogeneous and non-cache coherent systems by applying distributed system principles to their design [29, 13, 12]. None of these systems implement shared page cache support, which is the main tenet of our work.

K2 [25] is a shared-most OS for mobile devices running over several coherence domains. It implements a sequentially consistent software DSM for the OS structures shared among the domains. K2 DSM implements sequential consistency, which is a strict coherence model. Similarly to GAIA, K2 relies on page faults as the trigger for consistency operations. K2 DSM implementation of the coherence model relies heavily on the underlying hardware. Thus, even read-only sharing is not possible as it requires a different MMU for handling reads and writes. GAIA does not have this limitation. Solros [27] proposes a data-centric operating system to enable efficient I/O access for XeonPhi accelerators. Solros includes a buffer cache for faster I/O, but unlike GAIA, it is limited to host memory, and does not explicitly discuss inter-accelerator sharing.

The file system in the FOS multikernel [39] shares data between cores but is limited to read-only workloads. Hare [21] is a file system for non-cache-coherent multicores in which each node may cache file data in the private memory and a shared global page cache. Hare uses close-to-open semantics, which GAIA refines. Distributed OSES such as Sprite [30], Amoeba [28], and MOSIX [11] aim to provide a single system image abstraction and in particular, coherent and transparent access to files from different nodes, but they achieve this via process migration/use home nodes to forward their I/O.

GPU file I/O. GPUS [36] allows file access from GPU programs and implements a distributed weakly consistent page cache with session semantics. ActivePointers [34] extend GPUs with a software-managed address translation and page faults, enabling GPU memory mapped files. However, unlike GAIA, ActivePointers require intrusive changes to GPU kernels, its session semantics is too coarse-grain for our needs, and its page cache is not integrated with the GPU page cache, thus lacks peer-caching support. SPIN [15] integrates direct GPU-SSD communications into the OS. As in GAIA peer-caching, SPIN adds a mechanism for choosing the best path for file I/O to the GPU. However, it does not extend the page cache into the GPU.

Memory management in GPUs. NVIDIA Unified Virtual Memory (UVM) and Heterogeneous Memory Management (HMM) [4] allow both the CPU and GPU to share virtual memory, migrating the pages to/from GPU/CPU upon page fault. Neither currently supports memory mapped files on x86 processors. Both introduce a strict coherence model that suffers from false sharing overheads. Asymmetric Distributed Shared Memory [20] is a precursor of UVM that emulates a unified address space between CPUs and GPUs in software.

IBM Power9 CPU with NVIDIA V100 GPUs provides hardware support for coherent memory between the CPU and GPU. Since GPU memory is managed as another NUMA node, memory-mapped files are naturally accessible from the GPUs. This approach would not work for commodity x86 architectures which lack CPU-GPU hardware coherence.

Dragon [26] extends NVIDIA UVM to enable GPU access to large data sets residing in NVM storage, by mapping them into the GPU address space. Dragon focuses exclusively on accessing the NVM from the GPU; does not integrate GPU memory into a unified page cache, has no peer-caching support, and does not consider CPU-GPU file sharing, all of which are the main contributions of our work.

Conclusions

GAIA enables GPUs to map files into their address space via a weakly consistent page cache abstraction over GPU memories that is fully integrated with the OS page cache. This design optimizes both CPU and GPU I/O performance while being backward compatible with legacy CPU and unmodified GPU kernels. GAIA’s implementation in Linux for NVIDIA GPUs shows promising results for a range of realistic application scenarios, including image and graph processing. It demonstrates the benefits of lazy release consistency for write-shared workloads.

GAIA demonstrates the importance of integrating GPU memory in the OS page cache, and proposes the minimum set of memory management extensions required for future OSES to provide the unified page cache services introduced by GAIA.
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Abstract

Smart devices see a large number of ephemeral tasks driven by background activities. In order to execute such a task, the OS kernel wakes up the platform beforehand and puts it back to sleep afterwards. In doing so, the kernel operates various IO devices and orchestrates their power state transitions. Such kernel executions are inefficient as they mismatch typical CPU hardware. They are better off running on a low-power, microcontroller-like core, i.e., peripheral core, relieving CPU from the inefficiency.

We therefore present a new OS structure, in which a lightweight virtual executor called transkernel offloads specific phases from a monolithic kernel. The transkernel translates stateful kernel execution through cross-ISA, dynamic binary translation (DBT); it emulates a small set of stateless kernel services behind a narrow, stable binary interface; it specializes for hot paths; it exploits ISA similarities for lowering DBT cost.

Through an ARM-based prototype, we demonstrate transkernel’s feasibility and benefit. We show that while cross-ISA DBT is typically used under the assumption of efficiency loss, it can enable efficiency gain, even on off-the-shelf hardware.

1 Introduction

Driven by periodic or background activities, modern embedded platforms often run a large number of ephemeral tasks. Example tasks include acquiring sensor readings, refreshing smart watch display [44], push notifications [38], and periodic data sync [91]. They drain a substantial fraction of battery, e.g., 30% for smartphones [13, 12] and smart watches [45], and almost the entire battery of smart things for surveillance [84]. To execute an ephemeral task, a commodity OS kernel, typically implemented in a monolithic fashion,

\[3\]This paper focuses on battery-powered computers such as smart wearables and smart things. They run commodity OSes such as Linux and Windows. We refer to them as embedded platforms for brevity.

Figure 1: An overview of this work
Offloading the execution of a commodity, monolithic kernel raises practical challenges, not only i) that the peripheral core has a different ISA and wimpy hardware but also ii) that the kernel is complex and rapidly evolving [68]. Many OS proposals address the former while being inadequate in addressing the latter [5, 61, 6, 48, 75]. For instance, one may refactor a monolithic kernel to span it over CPU and a peripheral core; the resultant kernel, however, depends on a wide binary interface (ABI) for synchronizing state between the two ISAs. This interface is brittle. As the upstream kernel evolves, maintaining binary compatibility across different ISAs inside the kernel itself soon becomes unsustainable. Instead, we argue for the code running on peripheral cores to enjoy firmware-level compatibility: developed and compiled once, it should work with many builds of the monolithic kernel – generated from different configurations and source versions.

Our response is a radical design called transkernel, a lightweight virtual executor empowering a peripheral core to run specific kernel phases – device suspend/resume. Figure 1 overviews the system architecture. A transkernel executes unmodified kernel binary through cross-ISA, dynamic binary translation (DBT), a technique previously regarded as expensive [5] and never tested on microcontroller-like cores to our knowledge. Underneath the translated code, a small set of emulated services act as lightweight, drop-in replacements for their counterparts in the monolithic kernel. Four principles make transkernel practical: i) translating stateful code while emulating stateless kernel services; ii) identifying a narrow, stable translation/emulation interface; iii) specializing for hot paths; iv) exploiting ISA similarities for DBT.

We demonstrate a transkernel prototype called ARK (An aRm transKernel). Atop an ARM SoC, ARK runs on a Cortex-M3 peripheral core (with only 200 MHz clock and 32KB cache) alongside Linux running on a Cortex-A9 CPU. ARK transparently translates unmodified Linux kernel drivers and libraries. It depends on a binary interface consisting of only 12 Linux kernel functions and one kernel variable, which are stable for years. ARK offers complete support for device suspend/resume in Linux, capable of executing diverse drivers that implement rich functionalities (e.g., DMA and firmware loading) and invoke sophisticated kernel services (e.g., scheduling and IRQ handling). As compared to native kernel execution, ARK only incurs 2.7× overhead, 5.2× lower than a baseline of off-the-shelf DBT. ARK reduces system energy by 34%, resulting in tangible battery life extension under real-world usage.

We make the following contributions on OS and DBT:

- We present the transkernel model. In the design space of OSes for heterogeneous multi-processors, the transkernel represents a novel point: it combines DBT and emulation for bridging ISA gaps and for catering to core asymmetry, respectively.

- We present a transkernel implementation, ARK. Targeting Linux, ARK presents specific tradeoffs between kernel translation versus emulation; it identifies a narrow interface between the two; it contributes concrete realization for them.

- Crucial to the practicality of ARK, we present an inverse paradigm of cross-ISA DBT, in which a microcontroller-like core translates binary built for a full-fledged CPU. We contribute optimizations that systematically exploit ISA similarities. Our result demonstrates that while cross-ISA DBT is typically used under the assumption of efficiency loss, it can enable efficiency gain, even on off-the-shelf hardware.

The source code of ARK can be found at http://xsel.rocks/p/transkernel.

2 Motivations

We next discuss device suspend/resume, the major kernel bottleneck in ephemeral tasks, and that it can be mitigated by running on a peripheral core. We show difficulties in known approaches and accordingly motivate our design objectives.

2.1 Kernel in device suspend/resume

Expecting a long period of system inactivity, an OS kernel puts the whole platform into deep sleep: in brief, the kernel synchronizes file systems with storage, freezes all user tasks, turns off IO devices (i.e., device suspend), and finally powers off the CPU. To wake up from deep sleep, the kernel performs a mirrored procedure [11]. In a typical ephemeral task, the above kernel execution takes hundreds of milliseconds [31] while the user execution often takes tens of milliseconds [44]; the kernel execution often consumes several times more energy than the user execution [38].

Problem: device suspend/resume By profiling recent Linux on multiple embedded platforms, our pilot study [92] shows the aforementioned kernel execution is bottlenecked by device suspend/resume, in which the kernel cleans up pending IO tasks and manipulates device power states. The findings are as follows. i) Device suspend/resume is inefficient. It contributes 54% on average and up to 66% to the total kernel energy consumption. CPU idles frequently in numerous short epochs, typically in milliseconds. ii) Devices are diverse. On a platform, the kernel often suspends and resumes tens of different devices. Across platforms, the bottleneck devices are different. iii) Optimization is difficult. Device power state transitions are bound by slow hardware and low-speed buses, as well as physical factors (e.g., voltage ramp-up). While Linux already parallelizes power transitions with great efforts [50, 46], many power transitions must happen sequentially per implicit dependencies of power, voltage, and clock. As a result, CPU idle constitutes up to 68% of the device suspend/resume duration.
Table 1: Our hardware model fits many popular SoCs which are used in popular products such as Apple Watch and Azure Sphere. Section 7.5 discusses caveats. *: lack public technical details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SoC</th>
<th>Cores</th>
<th>ISAs</th>
<th>Shared DRAM?</th>
<th>Mapping kern mem?</th>
<th>Shared IRQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OMAP4460</td>
<td>A9+M3</td>
<td>v7a+v7m</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>Yes. MPU</td>
<td>39/102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM572x</td>
<td>A15+M4</td>
<td>v7a+v7m</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>Yes. MPU</td>
<td>32/92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i.MX8M</td>
<td>A9+M4</td>
<td>v7a+v7m</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>Yes. MPU</td>
<td>85/87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i.MX7</td>
<td>A7+M4</td>
<td>v7a+v7m</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>Yes. MPU</td>
<td>88/90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i.MX8M</td>
<td>A53+M4</td>
<td>v8a+v7m</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>Likely. MPU</td>
<td>88/88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT3620</td>
<td>A7+M4</td>
<td>v7a+v7m</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>Likely. MPU</td>
<td>Like most</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Challenge: Widespread, complex kernel code Device suspend/resume invokes multiple kernel layers [68, 32]. Specifically, it invokes functions in individual drivers (e.g., MMC controllers), driver libraries (e.g., the generic clock framework), kernel libraries (e.g., for radix trees), and kernel services (e.g., scheduler). In a recent Linux source tree (4.4), we find that over 1000 device drivers, which represent all driver classes, implement suspend/resume callbacks in 154K SLoC. These callbacks in turn invoke over 43K SLoC in driver libraries, 8K SLoC in kernel libraries, and 43K SLoC in kernel services. The execution is control-heavy, with dense branches and callbacks.

Opportunities We observe the following kernel behaviors in device suspend/resume. i) Low sensitivity to execution delay On embedded platforms, most ephemeral tasks are driven by background activities [38, 53, 13]. This contrasts to many servers for interactive user requests [93, 53]. ii) Hot kernel paths In successful suspend/resume, the kernel acquires all needed resources and encounters no failures [41]. Between the hot paths, the kernel handles rare events such as races between IO events, resource shortage, and hardware failures. These branches typically cancel the current suspend/resume attempt, perform diagnostics, and retry later. Unlike hot paths, they invoke very different kernel services, e.g., syslog. iii) Simple concurrency exists among the syscall path (which initiates suspend/resume), interrupt handlers, and deferred kernel work. The concurrency is for hardware asynchroneity and kernel modularity rather than exploiting multicore parallelism.

Summary: design implications Device suspend/resume shall be treated systematically. We face challenges that the invoked kernel code is diverse, complex, and cross-layer; we see opportunities that allow focusing on hot kernel paths, specializing for simple concurrency, and gaining efficiency at the cost of increased execution time.

2.2 A peripheral core in a heterogeneous SoC

Hardware model We set to exploit peripheral cores already on modern SoCs. Hence, our software design only assumes the following hardware model which fits a number of popular SoCs as listed in Table 1.

1. Asymmetric processors: In different coherence domains, the CPU and the peripheral core offer disparate performance/efficiency tradeoffs. The peripheral core has memory protection unit (MPU) but no MMU, incapable of running commodity OSees as-is.
2. Heterogeneous, yet similar ISAs: The two processors have different ISAs, in which many instructions have similar semantics, as will be discussed below.
3. Loose coupling: The two processors are located in separate power domains and can be turned on/off independently.
4. Shared platform resources: Both processors share access to platform DRAM and IO devices. Specifically, the peripheral core, through its MPU, should map all the kernel code/data at identical virtual addresses as the CPU does. Both processors must be able to receive interrupts from the devices of interest, e.g., MMC; they may, however, see different interrupt line numbers of the same device.

How can peripheral cores save energy? They are known to deliver high efficiency for IO-heavy workloads [42, 54, 78, 1, 76]. Specifically, they benefit the kernel’s device suspend/resume in the following ways. i) A peripheral core can operate while leaving the CPU offline. ii) The idle power of a peripheral core is often one order of magnitude lower [43, 64], minimizing system power during core idle periods. iii) Its simple microarchitecture suits kernel execution, whose irregular behaviors often see marginal benefits from powerful microarchitectures [58]. Note that a peripheral core offers much higher efficiency than a LITTLE core as in ARM big.LITTLE [24], which mandates a homogeneous ISA and tight core coupling. We will examine big.LITTLE in Section 7.

ISA similarity On an SoC we target, the CPU and the peripheral core have ISAs from the same family, e.g., ARM. The two ISAs often implement similar instruction semantics despite different encoding. The common examples are SoCs integrating ARMv7a ISA and ARMv7m ISA [62, 65, 81, 52, 83]. Other families also provide ISAs amenable to same-SoC integration, e.g., NanoMIPS and MIPS32. We deem that the ISA similarities are by choice. i) For ISA designers, it is feasible to explore performance-efficiency tradeoffs within one ISA family, since the family choice is merely about instruction syntax rather than semantics [8]. ii) For SoC vendors, incorporating same-family ISAs on one chip simplifies software efforts [40], silicon design, and ISA licensing.
2.3 OS design space exploration

We set to realize heterogeneous execution for an existing monolithic kernel.

How about refactoring the kernel and cross-compiling statically? One may be tempted to modify a monolithic kernel (we use Linux as the example below) [43, 5] to be one unified source tree; the tree shall be cross-compiled into a kernel binary for CPU and a “peripheral kernel” for the peripheral core. This approach results in an OS structure shown in Figure 2(a). Its key drawback is the two interfaces that are difficult to implement and maintain, shown as \(\text{\textbullet\textbullet\textbullet}\) in the figure.

The interface between two heterogeneous ISAs, as needed for resolving inter-kernel data dependency. Through the interface, both kernels synchronize their kernel state, e.g., devices configurations, pending IO tasks, and locks, before and after the offloading. Built atop shared memory [43, 5, 23], the interface is essentially an agreement on thousands of shared Linux kernel data types, including their semantics and/or memory layout. The agreement is brittle, as it is affected by ISA choices, kernel configurations, and kernel versions. Hence, keeping data types consistent across ISAs entails tedious tweak of kernel source and configurations [22, 23]. As Greg Kroah-Hartman puts, “you will go insane over time if you try to support this kind of release, I learned this the hard way a long time ago.” [36]

The interface between the transplant code and the peripheral kernel, as needed for resolving functional dependency. In principle, this interface is determined by the choice of transplant boundary. In prior work, the example choices include the interface of device-specific code [22, 23, 80], that of driver classes [10, 79], or that of driver libraries [43]. All these choices expose at least hundreds of Linux kernel functions on this interface, as summarized in Figure 3(a). This is due to Linux’s diverse, sophisticated drivers. Implementing such an interface is daunting; maintaining it is even more difficult due to significant ABI changes [37] as shown in Figure 3(b).

In summary, all these difficulties root in the peripheral kernel’s deep dependency on the Linux kernel. This is opposite to the common practice: heterogeneous cores to run their own “firmware” that has little dependency on the Linux kernel. This is sustainable because the firmware stays compatible with many builds of Linux.

How about virtual execution? Can we minimize the dependency? One radical idea would be for a peripheral core to run the Linux kernel through virtual execution, as shown in Figure 2(b). Powered by DBT, virtual execution allows a host processor (e.g., the peripheral core) to execute instructions in a foreign guest ISA (e.g., the CPU). Virtual execution is free of the above interface difficulties; the translated code precisely reproduces the kernel behaviors and directly operates the kernel state (3). The peripheral core interacts with Linux through a low-level, stable interface: the CPU’s ISA (4).

The problem, however, is the high overhead of existing cross-ISA DBT [4]. It is further exacerbated by our inverse DBT paradigm: whereas existing cross-ISA DBT is engineered for a brawny host emulating a weaker guest (e.g., an x86 desktop emulating an ARM smartphone) [17, 87], our DBT host, a peripheral core, shall serve a full-fledged CPU. A port of popular DBT exhibits up to \(25\times\) slowdown as will be shown in §7. Such overhead would negate any efficiency promised by the hardware and result in overall efficiency loss. Furthermore, cross-ISA DBT for the whole Linux kernel is complex [7]. A peripheral core lacks necessary environment, e.g., multiple address spaces and POSIX, for developing and debugging such complex software.

2.4 Design objective

We therefore target threefold objective.

G1. Tractable engineering. We set to reuse much of the kernel source, in particular the drivers that are impractical to build anew. We target simple software for peripheral cores.

G2. Build once, work with many. One build of the peripheral core’s software should work with a commodity kernel’s binaries built from a wide range of configurations and source
versions. This requires the former to interact with the latter through a stable, narrow ABI.

G3. Low overhead. The offloaded kernel phases should yield a tangible efficiency gain.

3 The Transkernel Model

Running on a peripheral core, a transkernel consists of two components: a DBT engine for translating and executing the unmodified kernel binary; a set of emulated, minimalistic kernel services that underpin the translated kernel code, as will be described in detail in Section 4. A concrete transkernel implementation targets a specific commodity kernel, e.g., Linux. A transkernel does not execute user code in ephemeral tasks as stated in Section 1.

The transkernel follows four principles:

1. Translating stateful code; emulating stateless services

   By stateful code, we refer to the offloaded code that must share states with the kernel execution on CPU. The stateful code includes device drivers, driver libraries, and a small set of kernel services. They cover the most diverse and widespread code in device suspend/resume (§2). By translating their binaries, the transkernel reuses the commodity kernel without maintaining wide, brittle ABIs. (objective G1, G2)

   The transkernel emulates a tiny set of kernel services. We relax their semantics to be stateless, so that their states only live within one device suspend/resume phase. Being stateless, the emulated services do not need to synchronize states with the kernel on CPU over ABIs. (G2)

2. Identifying a narrow, stable translation/emulation ABI

   The ABI must be unaffected by kernel configurations and unchanged since long in the kernel evolution history. (G2)

3. Specializing for hot paths

   In the spirit of OS specialization [20, 71, 51], the transkernel only executes the hot path of device suspend/resume: in the rare events of executing off the hot path, it transparently falls back on CPU. The transkernel’s emulated services seek functional equivalence and only implement features needed by the hot path; they do not precisely reproduce the kernel’s behaviors. (G1)

4. Exploiting ISA similarities for DBT

   The transkernel departs from generic cross-DBT that bridges arbitrary guest/host pairs; it instead systematically exploits similarities in instructions semantics, register usage, and control flow transfer. This makes cross-ISA DBT affordable. (G3)

Limitations

First, across ISAs of which instruction semantics are substantially different, e.g., ARM and x86, the transkernel may see diminishing or even no benefit. Second, the transkernel’s longer delays (albeit lower energy) may misfit latency-sensitive contexts, e.g., for waking up platforms in response to user input. Our current prototype relies on heuristics to recognize such contexts and falls back on the CPU accordingly (Section 4).

In Section 4 below we describe how to apply the model to a concrete transkernel, in particular our translation/emulation decisions for major kernel services, and our choices of the emulation interface. We will describe DBT in Section 5.

4 ARK: An ARM Transkernel

Targeting an ARM SoC, we implement a transkernel called ARK. The SoC encompasses a popular combination of ISAs: ARMv7A for its CPU and ARMv7m for its peripheral core. The CPU runs Linux v4.4.

Offloading workflow

ARK is shipped as a standalone binary for the peripheral core, accompanied by a small Linux kernel module for control transfer between CPU and the peripheral core. We refer to such control transfer as handoff. Prior to a device suspend phase, the kernel shuts down all but one CPU cores, passes control to the peripheral core, and shuts down the last CPU core. Then, ARK completes the device phase in order to suspend the entire platform. Device resume is normally executed by ARK on the peripheral core; in case of urgent wakeup events (e.g., a user unlocking a smart watch screen), the kernel resumes on CPU with native execution.

System structure

As shown in Figure 4, ARK runs a DBT engine, its emulated kernel services, and a small library for managing the peripheral core’s private hardware, e.g., interrupt controllers. The emulated services serves downcalls (\ldots) from the translated code and makes upcalls (\ldots) into the translated code. Table 2 summarizes the interfaces. Upon booting, ARK replicates Linux kernel’s linear memory mappings for addressing kernel objects in shared memory [43, 23]. ARK maps I/O regions with MPU and time-multiplexes the regions on the MPU entries.

To support concurrency in the offloaded kernel phases, ARK runs multiple DBT contexts. Each context has its own DBT state (e.g., virtual CPU registers and a stack), executing DBT and emulated services independently. Context switch is as cheap as updating the pointer to the DBT state.

ARK executes the hot paths. Upon entering cold branches pre-defined by us, e.g., kernel WARN(), ARK migrates all the
ARK emulates a scheduler which shares no state, e.g., scheduling priorities or statistics, with the Linux scheduler on the CPU. Corresponding to the simple concurrency model of suspend/resume (§2), ARK eschews reproducing Linux’s preemptive multithreading but instead maintains and switches among cooperative DBT contexts: one primary context for executing the syscall path of suspend/resume, one for executing IRQ handlers (§4.2), and multiple for deferred work (§4.3). Managing no more than tens of contexts, ARK uses its fallback mechanism (§6) to migrate back to CPU.

### A Scheduler of DBT Contexts

ARK emulates a scheduler which shares no state, e.g., scheduling priorities or statistics, with the Linux scheduler on the CPU. Corresponding to the simple concurrency model of suspend/resume (§2), ARK eschews reproducing Linux’s preemptive multithreading but instead maintains and switches among cooperative DBT contexts: one primary context for executing the syscall path of suspend/resume, one for executing IRQ handlers (§4.2), and multiple for deferred work (§4.3). Managing no more than tens of contexts, ARK uses simple, round-robin scheduling. It begins the execution in the syscall context; when the syscall context blocks (e.g., by calling msleep()), ARK switches to the next ready context to execute deferred functions until they finish or block. When an interrupt occurs, ARK switches to the IRQ context to execute the interrupt handler (§4.2).

### Interrupt and Exception Handling

During the offloaded device phase, all interrupts are routed to the peripheral core and handled by ARK.

**Kernel interrupt handlers** ARK emulates a short, early stage of interrupt handling while translating the kernel code for the remainder. This is because this early stage is ISA-specific (e.g., for manipulating the interrupt stack), on which the CPU (v7a) and the peripheral core (v7m) differ. Hence, the emulated services implement a v7m-specific routine and install it as the hardware interrupt handler. Once an interrupt happens, the routine is invoked to finish the v7m-specific task and make an upcall to the kernel’s ISA-neutral interrupt handling routine (listed in Table 2), from where the ARK translates the kernel to finish handling the interrupt.

**Hardware interrupt controller** ARK emulates the CPU’s hardware interrupt controller. This is needed as the two cores have separate, heterogeneous interrupt controllers. The CPU controller’s registers are unmapped in the peripheral core; upon accessing them (e.g., for masking interrupt sources) the translated code triggers faults. ARK handles the faults and operates the peripheral core’s controller accordingly.

**Exception: unsupported** We don’t expect any exception in the offloaded kernel phases. In case exception happens, ARK uses its fallback mechanism (§6) to migrate back to CPU.

### Deferred Work

Device drivers frequently schedule functions to be executed in the future. ARK translates the Linux services that schedule the deferred work as well as the actual execution of the deferred work. ARK chooses to translate such services because they must be *stateful*: the peripheral core may need to execute deferred work created on the CPU prior to the offloading, e.g., freeing pending WiFi packets; it may defer new work until after the completion of resume.

ARK maintains dedicated DBT contexts for executing the deferred work (Section 4.1). While the Linux kernel often executes deferred work in kernel threads (daemons), our insight is that deferred work is oblivious to its execution context (e.g., a real Linux thread or a DBT context in ARK). Beyond this, ARK only has to run the deferred work that may *sleep* with separate DBT contexts so that they do not block other deferred work. From these DBT contexts, ARK translates the main functions of the aforementioned kernel daemons, which retrieve and invoke the deferred work.

**Threaded IRQ** defers heavy-lifting IRQ work (i.e., deferred work) to a kernel thread which executes the work after the hardware IRQ is handled. A threaded IRQ handler may sleep. Therefore, ARK maintains per-IRQ DBT contexts for executing these handlers. Each context makes upcalls into irq_thread() (the main function of threaded irq daemon, listed in Table 2).

**Tasklets, workitems, and timer callbacks** The kernel code may dynamically submit short, non-sleepable functions (tasklets) or long, sleepable functions (workitems) for deferred execution. Kernel daemons (softirq and kworker) execute tasklets and workitems, respectively.

ARK creates one dedicated context for executing all non-sleepable tasklets and per-workqueue contexts for executing workitems so that one workqueue will not block others. These contexts make upcalls to the main functions of the kernel daemons (do_softirq(), worker_thread(), and run_local_timers()), translating them for retrieving and executing deferred work.

### Locking

Spinlocks ARK emulates spinlocks, because their implementation is core-specific and that ARK can safely assume all spinlocks are free at handoff points: as described in early

---

**Table 2:** Top: Kernel services supported by ARK. Bottom: Linux kernel ABI (12 funcs+1 var) ARK depends on. ARK offers complete support for device suspend/resume in Linux.

DBT contexts of translated code back to the CPU and continues as native execution there (§6).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kernel services</th>
<th>Implementations &amp; reasons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IRQ handler (§4.2)</td>
<td>Early stage emulated; then translated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HW IRQ controller (§4.2)</td>
<td>Emulated. Reason: core-specific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deferred work (§4.3)</td>
<td>Translated. Reason: stateful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinlocks (§4.4)</td>
<td>Emulated. Reason: core-specific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleepable locks (§4.4)</td>
<td>Fast path translated. Reason: stateful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slab/Buddy allocator (§4.5)</td>
<td>Fast path translated. Reason: stateful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay/wait/jiffies (§4.6)</td>
<td>Emulated. Reason: core-specific</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

jiffies udelay() msleep() tasklet_schedule() irq_thread() ktime_get() queue_work_on() worker_thread() run_local_timers() generic_handler_irq() schedule() async_schedule()* do_softirq()*  

* = ABI unchanged since 2014 (v3:16); others unchanged since 2011 (v2:6).
Section 4, handoff happens between one CPU core and one peripheral core, which do not hold any spinlock; all other CPU cores are offline and cannot hold spinlocks. Hence, ARK emulates spinlock acquire/release by pausing/resuming interrupt handling. This is because ARK runs on one peripheral core and the only hardware concurrency comes from interrupts. **Sleepable locks** ARK translates sleepable locks (e.g., mutex, semaphore) because these locks are stateful: for example, the kernel’s clock framework may hold a mutex preventing suspend/resume from concurrently changing clock configuration [56]. Furthermore, mutex’s seemingly simple interface (i.e., compare & exchange in fast path) has unstable ABI and therefore unsuitable for emulation: a mutex’s reference count type changes from int to long (v4.10), breaking the ABI compatibility. The translated operations on sleepable locks may invoke spinlocks or the scheduler, e.g., when updating reference counts or putting the caller to sleep, for which the translated execution makes downcalls to the emulated services. In practice, no sleepable lock is held prior to system suspend.

### 4.5 Memory Allocation

The device phase frequently requests dynamic memory, often at granularities of tens to hundreds of bytes. By Linux design, such requests are served by the kernel slab allocator backed by a buddy system for page allocation (fast path); when the physical pages run low, the kernel may trigger swapping or kill user processes (slow path).

ARK provides memory allocation as a stateful service. It translates the kernel code for the fast path, including the slab allocator and the buddy system. In the case that the allocation enters the slow path (e.g., due to low physical memory), ARK aborts offloading; fortunately, our stress test suggests such cases to be extremely rare, as will be reported in Section 7. With a stateful allocator, the offloaded execution can free dynamic memory allocated during the kernel execution on CPU, and vice versa. Compare to prior work that instantiates per-kernel allocators with split physical memory [43], ARK reduces memory fragmentation and avoids tracking which processor should free what dynamic memory pieces. Our experience in Section 7 show that ARK is able to handle intensive memory allocation/free requests such as in loading firmware to a WiFi NIC.

### 4.6 Delays & Timekeeping

**Delays** ARK emulates `udelay()` and `msleep()` for busy waiting and sleeping. ARK converts the expected wait time to the hardware timer cycles on the peripheral core. ARK implements `msleep()` by pausing scheduling the caller context.

**jiffies** The Linux kernel periodically updates jiffies, a global integer, as a low-overhead measure of elapsed time. By consulting the peripheral core’s hardware timer, ARK directly updates the jiffies. It is thus the only shared variable on the kernel ABI that ARK depends (all others are functions).

### 5 The Cross-ISA DBT Engine

**A Cross-ISA DBT Primer** DBT, among its other uses [60, 49, 27], is a known technique allowing a host processor to execute instructions in a foreign guest ISA. In such cross-ISA DBT, the host processor runs a program called DBT engine. At run time, the engine reads in guest instructions, translates them to host instructions based on the engine’s built-in translation rules, and executes these host instructions. The engine translates guest instructions in the unit of translation block – a sequence (typically tens) of guest instructions that has one entry and one or more exits. After translating a block, the engine saves the resultant host instructions to its code cache in the host memory, so that future execution of this translated block can be directed to the code cache.

**Design overview** We build ARK atop QEMU [7], a popular, open-source cross-ISA DBT engine. ARK inherits QEMU’s infrastructure but departs from its generic design which translates between arbitrary ISAs. ARK targets two well-known DBT optimizations: i) to emit as few host instructions as possible; ii) to exit from the code cache to the DBT engine as rarely as possible. We exploit the following similarities between the CPU’s and the peripheral core’s ISAs (ARMv7a & ARMv7m):

1. Most v7a instructions have v7m counterparts with identical or similar semantics, albeit in different encoding. (§5.1)
2. Both ISAs have the same general purpose registers. The condition flags in both ISAs have same semantics. (§5.2)
3. Both ISAs use program counter (PC), link register (LR), and stack pointer (SP) in the same way. (§5.3)

Beyond the similarities, the two ISAs have important discrepancies. Below, we describe our exploitation of the ISA similarities and our treatment for caveats.

### 5.1 Exploiting Similar Instruction Semantics

We devise translation rules with a principled approach by parsing a machine-readable, formal ISA specification recently published by ARM [72]. Our overall guideline is to map each v7a instruction to one v7m instruction that has identical or similar semantics. We call them counterpart instructions. For a counterpart instruction with similar (yet
non-identical) semantics, ARK emits a few “amendment” v7m instructions to make up for the semantic gap. The resultant translation rules are based on individual guest instructions, different from translation rules based on one or more translation blocks commonly seen in cross-ISA DBT [86]. This is because semantics similarities allows identity translation for most guest instructions. Amendment instructions are oblivious to interrupts/exceptions: as stated in §4.2, ARK defers IRQ handling to translation block boundary and expects no exceptions.

Table 3 summarizes ARK’s translation rules for all 558 v7a instructions. Among them, 80% can be translated with identity rules, for which ARK only needs to convert instruction encoding at run time. 15% of v7a instructions have v7m counterparts but may require amendment instructions, which fortunately fall into a few categories: i) Side effects. After load/store, v7a instructions may additionally update memory content or register values (shown in Table 4, G1). ARK emits amendment instructions to emulate the extra side effect (H3). ii) Constraints on constants. The range of constants that can be encoded in a v7m instruction is often narrower (Table 4, G2). In such cases, the amendment instructions load the constant to a scratch register, operate it, and emulate any side effects (e.g., index update) the guest instruction may have. iii) Richer shift modes. v7a instructions support richer shift modes and larger shift ranges than their v7m counterparts. This is exemplified by Table 4 G1, where a v7m instruction cannot perform LSR (logic shift right) inline as its v7a counterpart. Similar to above, the amendment instructions perform shift on the operand in a scratch register.

Beyond the above, only 27 v7a instructions have no v7m counterparts, for which we manually devise translation rules.

In summary, through systematic exploitation of similar instruction semantics, ARK emits compact host code at run time. In the example shown in Table 4, three v7a instructions are translated into seven v7m instructions by ARK, while to 27 instructions by our QEMU baseline.

Table 4: Sample translation by ARK. By contrast, our baseline QEMU port translates G1–G3 to 27 v7m instructions

---

### 5.2 Passthrough of CPU registers

#### General purpose registers

Both the guest (v7a) and the host (v7m) have the same set (13) of general-purpose registers. In allocating registers of a host instruction, ARK follows guest register allocation with best efforts (e.g., one-to-one mapping in best case, as in Table 4, G1). ARK emits much fewer host instructions than QEMU, which emulates all guest registers in host memory with load/store.

**Caveats fixed** The amendment host instructions operate scratch registers as exemplified by t0 in Table 4, H2-H6. However, the wimpy host faces higher register pressure, as it (v7m) has no more registers than the brawny guest (v7a). To spill some registers to memory while still reusing the guest’s register allocation, we make the following tradeoff: we designate one host register as the dedicated scratch register, and emulates its guest counterpart register in memory. We pick the least used one in the guest binary as the dedicated scratch register, which is experimentally determined as R10 by analyzing kernel binary. We find most amendment instructions are satisfied by one scratch register; in rare cases when extra scratch registers are needed, ARK follows a common design to allocate dead registers and spill unused ones to memory.

**Condition flags** Both the guest and the host ISAs involve five hardware condition flags (e.g., zero and carry) with identical semantics; fortunately, most guest (v7a) instructions and their host (v7m) counterparts have identical behaviors in testing/setting flags per the ISA specifications [72]. ARK hence directly emits instructions to manipulate the host’s corresponding flags. Such flag passthrough especially benefits control-heavy suspend/resume, which contains extensive conditional branches (§2); we study its benefits quantitatively in §7.3.

**Caveats fixed** Amendment host instructions may affect the hardware condition flags unexpectedly. For amendment instructions (notably comparison and testing) that must update the flags as mandated by ISA, ARK emits two host instructions to save/restore the flags in a scratch register around the execution of these amendment instructions.

---

### 5.3 Control Transfer and Stack Manipulation

#### Function call/return

Both guest (v7a) and host (v7m) use PC (program counter) and LR (link register) to maintain the control flow. QEMU emulates guest PC and LR in host memory. As a result, the return address, loaded from stack or the emulated LR, points to a guest address (i.e., kernel address). Each function return hence causes the DBT to step in and look up the corresponding code cache address. This overhead is magnified in the control-heavy device phase.

By contrast, ARK never emits host code to emulate the guest (i.e., kernel) PC or LR. For each kernel function call, ARK saves the return addresses within *code cache* on stack or in LR; for each kernel function return, ARK loads the return address (which points to code cache) to hardware PC from the stack or the hardware LR. By doing so, ARK no longer participates in all function returns. Our optimization is inspired by same-ISA DBT [34].
Stack and SP  QEMU emulates the guest (i.e., kernel) stack and SP with a host array and a variable. Each guest push/pop translates to multiple host instructions updating the stack array and the emulated SP. This is costly, as suspend/resume frequently makes function calls and operates stack heavily.

ARK avoids such expensive stack emulation by emitting host push/pop instructions to directly operate the guest stack in place. This is possible because ARK emulates the Linux kernel’s virtual address space (§4). ARK also ensures the host code generate the same stack frames as the guest would do by making amendment instructions avoid using stack, which would introduce extra stack contents. In addition, this further facilitates the migration in abort (§6).

Caveats fixed  i) As the host saves on the guest stack the code cache addresses, which are meaningless to the guest CPU, upon migrating from the peripheral core (host) to the CPU (guest), the DBT rewrites all code cache addresses on stack with their corresponding guest addresses. ii) guest push/pop instruction may involve emulated registers (i.e., scratch register). ARK must emit multiple host instructions to correctly synchronize the emulated registers in memory.

6 Translated ⟷ Native Fallback

As described in Section 3, when going off the hot paths, ARK migrates the kernel phase back to the CPU and continues as native execution, analogous to virtual-to-physical migration of VMs [85]. Migrating one DBT context is natural, as ARK passes through most CPU registers and uses the kernel stack in place (§5.3). Yet, to migrate all active DBT contexts, ARK address the following unique challenges.

Migrate DBT contexts for deferred work  After fallback, all blocked workitems should continue their execution on the CPU. Unfortunately, their enclosing DBT contexts do not have counterparts in the Linux kernel. To solve this issue, we again exploit the insight that the workitems are oblivious to their execution contexts. Upon migration, the Linux kernel creates temporary kernel threads as “receivers” for blocked workitems to execute in. Once the migrated workitems complete, the receiver threads terminate.

Migrate DBT context for interrupt  If fallback happens inside an ISA-neutral interrupt handler (translated), the remainder of the handler should migrate to the CPU. This challenge, again, is that ARK’s interrupt context has no counterpart on the CPU: the interrupt never occurs to the CPU. ARK addresses this by rethrowing the interrupt as an IPI (interprocessor interrupt) from the peripheral core to the CPU; the Linux kernel uses the IPI context as the receiver for the migrated interrupt handler to finish execution.

Section 7 will evaluate the fallback frequency and cost.

7 Evaluation

We seek to answer the following questions:
1. Does ARK incur tractable engineering efforts? (§7.2)
2. Is ARK correct and low-overhead? (§7.3)
3. Does ARK yield energy efficiency benefit? What are the major factors impacting the benefit? (§7.4)

7.1 Methodology

Test Platform  We evaluate ARK on OMAP4460, an ARM-based SoC [83] as summarized in Table 6. We chose this SoC mainly for its good documentation and longtime kernel support (since 2.6.11), which allows our study of kernel ABI over a long timespan in Section 2. As Cortex-M3 on the platform is incapable of DVFS, for fair comparison, we run both cores at their highest clock rates. Note that OMAP4460 is not completely aligned with our hardware model, for which we apply workarounds as will be discussed in Section 7.5.

Benchmark setup  We benchmark ARK on the whole suspend/resume kernel phases. We run a user program as the test harness that periodically kicks ARK for suspend/resume; the generated kernel workloads are the same as in all ephemeral tasks. Our benchmark is macro: it exercise extensive drivers and services, during which ARK translates and executes over 200 million instructions.

The benchmark operates nine devices for suspend/resume. 1. SD card: SanDisk Ultra 16GB SDHC Class 10 card; 2. Flash drive: a generic drive connected via USB; 3. MMC controller: on-chip OMAP HSMMC host controller; 4. USB controller: on-chip OMAP HS multiport USB host controller; 5. Regulator: TWL6030 power management IC connected via I2C; 6. Keyboard: Dell KB212-B keyboard connected via USB; 7. Camera: Logitech c270 connected via USB; 8. Bluetooth NIC: an adapter with Broadcom BCM20702 chipset connected via USB; 9. WiFi NIC: TI WL1251 module. The kernel invokes sophisticated drivers, thoroughly exercising various services including deferred work (2–4, 6–8), slab/buddy allocator (1–4, 6–9), softirq (9), DMA (2, 6–9), threaded IRQ (1, 5, 9), and firmware upload (9).

We measure device suspend/resume executed by ARK on Cortex-M3 and report the measured results. We compare ARK to native Linux execution on Cortex-A9. We further compare to a baseline ARK version: its DBT is a straightforward v7m port of QEMU that misses optimizations described in Section 5. We report measurements taken with warm DBT code cache, as this reflects the real-world scenario where device suspend/resume is frequently exercised.

7.2 Analysis of engineering efforts

ARK eliminates source refactoring of the Linux kernel (§2.3). As shown in Table 5, ARK transparently reuses substantial kernel code (15K SLoC in our test), most of which are drivers
and their libraries. We stress that ARK, as a driver-agnostic effort, not only enables reuse of the drivers under test but also other drivers in the ARMv7 Linux kernel.

Table 5 also shows that ARK requires modest efforts in developing new software for the peripheral core. The 9K new SLoC for DBT is low as compared to commodity DBT (e.g., QEMU has 2M SLoC). ARK implements emulation in as low as 1K SLoC and in return avoids translating generic, sophisticated Linux kernel services [34, 21]. The result validates our principle of specializing these emulated services.

ARK meets our goal of “build once, run with many”. We verify that the ARK binary works with a variety of kernel configuration variants (including defconfig-omap4 and yes-to-all) of Linux 4.4. We also verify that ARK works with a wide range of Linux versions, from version 3.16 (2014) to 4.20 (most recent at the time of writing). This is because ARK only depends on a narrow ABI shown in Table 2, which has not changed since Linux 3.16.

7.3 Measured execution characteristics

ARK’s correctness Formally, we derive translation rules from the specification of ARM ISA [72]; experimentally, we validate ARK by comparing its execution results side-by-side with native execution and examining the translated code with the native kernel binary. Over 200 million executed instructions, we verify that ARK’s translation preserves kernel’s semantics and presents consistent execution results.

Core activity We trace core states during ARK execution. Figure 5 (a) shows the breakdown of execution time. Compared to the native execution on CPU, ARK shows the same amount of accumulated idle time but much longer (16×) busy time. The reasons are Cortex-M3’s much lower clock rate (1/6 of the A9’s clock rate) and ARK’s execution overhead. Despite the extended busy time, ARK still yields energy benefit, as we will show below.

Memory activity We collect DRAM activities by sampling the hardware counters of the SoC’s DDR controller. We observed that ARK on Cortex-M3 generates much higher average DRAM utilization (32 MB/s read and 2MB/s write) than the native execution on A9 (only 8MB/s read and 4MB/s write). We attribute such thrashing to M3’s small (32KB) last-level cache (LLC). Throughout the test, the ARK emitted and executed around 230KB host instructions, which far exceeds the LLC capacity and likely causes thrashing. By contrast, Cortex-A9 has a much larger LLC (1MB), which absorbs most of the kernel memory access. The memory activity has a strong energy impact, as will be shown below.

Busy execution overhead Our measurement shows that ARK incurs low overhead in busy kernel execution, which includes both DBT and emulation. We report the overhead as the ratio between ARK’s cycle count on Cortex-M3 to the Linux’s cycle count on A9. Note that an M3 cycle is 6× longer than A9 due to different clock rates.

Overall, the execution overhead is 2.7× on average (suspend: 2.9×; resume: 2.6×). Of individual drivers, the execution overhead ranges from 1.1× to 4.5× as shown in Figure 6. Our DBT optimizations (§5) have strong impact on lowering the overhead. Lacking them, our baseline design incurs a 13.9× overhead on average, 5.2× higher than ARK. We examined how our optimizations contribute to the gap: register passthrough (§5.2) reduces the baseline’s overhead by 2.5× to 5.5×. Remaining optimizations (e.g., control transfer) collectively reduce the overhead by additional 2×. Our optimizations are less effective on drivers with very dense control transfer (e.g., USB) due to high DBT cost.

Emulated services Our profiling shows that ARK’s emulated services incur low overhead. Overall, the emulated services only contribute 1% of total busy execution. i) The early, core-specific interrupt handling (§4.2) takes 3.9K Cortex-M3 cycles, only 1.5–2× more cycles than the native execution on...
ARK encounters only four cases when the execution goes off the hot path, all of which caused by the WiFi hardware failing to respond to resume commands; it is likely due to an existing glitch in WiFi firmware. In such a case, ARK migrates execution by spending around 20 us on rewriting code cache addresses on stack (§5.3), 17 us to flush Cortex-M3’s cache, and 2 us to wake up the CPU through an IPI.

7.4 Energy benefits

Methodology We study system-level energy and in particular how it is affected by ARK’s its extended execution time. We include energy of both cores, DRAM, and IO.

We measure power of cores by sampling the inductors on the power rails for the CPU and the peripheral core. As the board lacks measurement points for DRAM power [19], we model DRAM power as a function of DRAM power state and read/write activities, with Micron’s official power model for LPDDR2 [55]. The system energy of ARK is given by:

\[
E_{ARK} = \frac{E_{core}}{T_{busy}} + \frac{T_{idle}}{T_{idle}} \left( P_{mem, sr} + P_{io} \right) + \frac{T_{busy}}{T_{busy}} \left( P_{mem} + P_{io} \right)
\]

Here, \( E_{core} \) is the measured core energy. All \( T \)'s are measured execution time. \( P \)'s are power consumptions for DRAM and IO: \( P_{mem} \) is DRAM’s active power derived from measured DRAM activities as described in Section 7.3; \( P_{mem, sr} \) is DRAM’s self-refresh power. 1.3mW according to the Micron model; \( P_{io} \) is the average IO power which we estimate as 5mW based on prior work [90]. Note that during suspend/resume, IO devices no longer actively perform work, thus consuming much less power.

Energy saving ARK consumes 66% energy (a reduction of 34%) of the native execution, despite its longer execution time. The energy breakdown in Figure 5(b) shows the benefit comes from two portions: i) in busy execution, ARK’s energy efficiency is 23% higher than the native execution due to low overhead (on average 2.7×); ii) during system idle, ARK reduces system energy to a negligible portion, as the peripheral core’s idle power is only 1.25% of the CPU’s. Figure 5(b) highlights the significance of our DBT optimizations: the baseline, like ARK, benefits from lower idle power as well; however its high execution overhead ultimately leads to 5.1× energy compared to the native execution. Interestingly, ARK consumes more DRAM energy than the native execution. We deem the cause as Cortex-M3’s tiny LLC (32KB) as describe earlier. Our result suggests that the current size is suboptimal for the offloaded kernel execution.

What-if analysis How sensitive is ARK’s energy saving to two major factors: the DBT overhead (ARK’s behavior) and the processor core usage (Linux’s behavior)? To answer the question, we estimate the what-if energy consumption by using the power model as described above. The analysis results in Figure 7 show two findings. i) ARK’s energy benefit will be more pronounced with lower core usage (i.e., longer core idle), because ARK’s efficiency advantage over native execution is higher during core idle. ii) ARK’s energy benefit critically depends on DBT. When the DBT overhead (on x-axis) drops to below 3.5×, ARK saves energy even for 100% busy execution; when the overhead exceeds 5.2×, ARK wastes energy even for 20% busy execution, the lowest core usage observed on embedded platforms in prior work [92].

Qualitative comparison with big.LITTLE We estimate ARK saves tangible energy compared to a LITTLE core. We use parameters based on recent big.LITTLE characterization [66, 25]; compared to the big (i.e., CPU on our platform), a LITTLE core has 40 mW idle power [69] and offers 1.3× energy efficiency at 70% clock rate [47]. We favorably assume LITTLE’s DRAM utilization is as low as the big, while in reality the utilization should be higher due to LITTLE’s smaller LLC. Even with this favorable assumption for LITTLE and unfavorable, tiny LLC for ARK, LITTLE consumes 77% energy of native execution, more than ARK (51%–66%), mainly because LITTLE’s idle power is 40× of Cortex-M3. Furthermore, ARK’s advantage will be even more pronounced with a proper LLC as discussed earlier.

Battery life extension Based on ARK’s energy reduction in device suspend/resume, we project the battery life extension for ephemeral tasks reported in prior work [38]. When the ephemeral tasks are executed at 5-second intervals and the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Peripheral core</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core Cortex <a href="mailto:A9@1.2GHz">A9@1.2GHz</a></td>
<td>Cortex M3@200MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache L1:64KB + L2:1MB</td>
<td>L1:32KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical busy/idle power</td>
<td>630mW/80mW 17mW/1mW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: The test platform - OMAP4460 on a Pandaboard
native device suspend/resume consumes 90% system energy in a wakeup cycle, ARK extends the battery life by 18% (4.3 hours per day); with 30-second task intervals and a 50% energy consumption percentage, ARK extends the battery life by 7% (1.6 hours per day). This extension is tangible compared to complementary approaches in prior work [38, 90].

7.5 Discussions

Workarounds for OMAP4460 While OMAP4460 mostly matches our hardware model as summarized in Table 1, for minor mismatch we apply the following workarounds. Memory mapping Our hardware model (§2.2) mandates that the peripheral core should address the entire kernel memory. Yet, Cortex-M3, according to ARM’s hardware specification [82], is only able to address memory in certain range (up to 0xE0000000), which unfortunately does not encompass the Linux kernel’s default address range. As a workaround, we configure the Linux kernel source, shifting its address range to be addressable by Cortex-M3. Interrupt handling While our hardware model mandates that both processors should receive all interrupts, OMAP4460 only routes a subset of them (39/102) to Cortex-M3, leaving out IO devices such as certain GPIO pins. These IO devices hence are unsupported by the ARK prototype and are not tested in our evaluation.

Recommendation to SoC architects To make SoCs friendly to a transkernel, architects may consider: i) routing all interrupts to CPU and the peripheral core, ideally with the identical interrupt line numbers; ii) making the peripheral core capable of addressing the whole memory address space; iii) enlarging the peripheral core’s LLC size modestly. We expect a careful increase (e.g., to 64 KB or 128 KB) will significantly reduce DRAM power at a moderate overhead in the core power.

Applicability to a pair of 64-bit/32-bit ISAs While today’s smart devices often use ARMv7 CPUs, emerging ARM SoCs start to combine 64-bit CPUs (ARMv8) with 32-bit peripheral core (ARMv7m), as listed in Table 1. On one hand, transkernel’s idea of exploiting ISA similarity still applies, as exemplified by G2→H2 in Table 7; on the other hand, its DBT overhead may increase significantly for the following reasons. Compared to the 32-bit ISA, the 64-bit ISA has richer instruction semantics, more general purpose registers, and a much larger address space. As a result, ARK cannot pass through 64-bit CPU registers but instead have to emulate them in memory: ARK must translate the guest’s 64-bit memory addresses to 32-bit addresses supported by the host (Table 7 G1→H1), e.g., by keeping consistent two sets of page tables, for 64-bit and 32-bit virtual address spaces, respectively; with large physical memory (>4GB), even this technique will not work because the peripheral core’s page tables are incapable of mapping the extra physical memory.

Table 7: Ideal AARCH64 translation by ARK for mmc_compare_ext_csd() in Linux v4.4. While identity mapping still exists (G2→H2), software emulation can diminish ARK’s benefits (G1→H1).

8 Related Work

OS for heterogeneous cores A multikernel OS runs its kernels on individual processors. A number of such OSes are designed anew with a strong distributed system flavor. They define explicit message interfaces among kernels [6, 88, 2]; some additionally exploit managed languages/compilers to generate such interfaces [61]. Unlike them, transkernel targets spanning an existing monolithic kernel and therefore adopts DBT to address the resultant interface challenge.

OSes like Popcorn [5] and K2 [43] seek to present a single Linux image over heterogeneous processors. For sharing kernel state across ISAs, they rely on manual source tweaks or hand-crafted communication. They face the interface difficulty as described in §2.3.

Prior systems distribute OS functions over CPU and accelerators [57, 77]. The accelerators cannot operate autonomously, which is however required by device suspend/resume. Prior systems offload apps from a smartphone (weak) to cloud servers (strong) for efficiency [15, 14]. Unlike them, transkernel offloads kernel workloads from a strong processor to a weak peripheral core on the same chip.

DBT DBT has been used for system emulation [7] and binary instrumentation [34, 27, 49, 21]; DeVuyyst et al. [18] uses DBT to speed up process migration. Related to transkernel, prior systems run translated user programs atop an emulated syscall interface [7, 29, 87]. Unlike them, transkernel translates kernel code and emulates a narrow interface inside the kernel. Prior systems use DBT to run binaries in commodity ISAs (e.g., x86) on specialized VLIW cores and hence gain efficiency [9, 35, 73, 74]. None runs on microcontrollers to our knowledge. transkernel demonstrates that DBT can gain efficiency even on off-the-shelf cores. Existing DBT engines leverage ISA similarities, e.g., between aarch32 and aarch64 [17, 16]. They still fall into the classic DBT paradigm, where the host ISA is brawny and the guest ISA is wimpy (i.e., lower register pressure). With an inverse DBT paradigm, ARK addresses very different challenges. Much work is done on optimizing DBT translation rules, using optimizers [28, 3] or machine learning [86]. Compared to them, ARK leverages ISA similarities and hence uses code optimization already.
We experimentally demonstrate that the approach is feasible. We present transkernel, a new executor model for a peripheral core to execute a commodity kernel’s phases, notably device suspend/resume. The transkernel executes the kernel binary through cross-ISA DBT. It translates stateful code while emulating stateless services; it picks a stable ABI for emulation; it specializes for hot paths; it exploits ISA similarities for DBT. SUSPEND/RESUME’s inefficiency raises attention for cloud servers [53, 89] and mobile [38]. Drowsy [38] mitigates inefficiency by reducing the devices involved in suspend/resume through user/kernel co-design; Xi et al. propose to reorder devices to resume [89]. While acknowledging the value of such kernel optimizations, we believe ARK is a key complement that works on unmodified binaries. ARK can co-exist with the mentioned optimizations in the same kernel. PowerNap [53] takes a hardware approach to speed up suspend/resume for servers. It does not treat kernel execution for operating diverse IO on embedded platforms. Kernels may put idle devices to low power at runtime [90], complementary to suspend/resume that ensures all devices are off.

9 Conclusions

We present transkernel, a new executor model for a peripheral core to execute a commodity kernel’s phases, notably device suspend/resume. The transkernel executes the kernel binary through cross-ISA DBT. It translates stateful code while emulating stateless services; it picks a stable ABI for emulation; it specializes for hot paths; it exploits ISA similarities for DBT. We experimentally demonstrate that the approach is feasible and beneficial. The transkernel represents a new OS design point for harnessing heterogeneous SoCs.
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Abstract

Denial of service (DoS) attacks increasingly exploit algorithmic, semantic, or implementation characteristics dormant in victim applications, often with minimal attacker resources. Practical and efficient detection of these asymmetric DoS attacks requires us to (i) catch offending requests in-flight, before they consume a critical amount of resources, (ii) remain agnostic to the application internals, such as the programming language or runtime system, and (iii) introduce low overhead in terms of both performance and programmer effort.

This paper introduces FINELAME, a language-independent framework for detecting asymmetric DoS attacks. FINELAME leverages operating system visibility across the entire software stack to instrument key resource allocation and negotiation points. It leverages recent advances in the Linux extended Berkeley Packet Filter virtual machine to attach application-level interposition probes to key request processing functions, and lightweight resource monitors—user/kernel-level probes—to key resource allocation functions. The data collected is used to train a model of resource utilization that occurs throughout the lifetime of individual requests. The model parameters are then shared with the resource monitors, which use them to catch offending requests in-flight, inline with resource allocation. We demonstrate that FINELAME can be integrated with legacy applications with minimal effort, and that it is able to detect resource abuse attacks much earlier than their intended completion time while posing low performance overheads.

1 Introduction

Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks aim to hinder the availability of a service from its legitimate users. They work by overwhelming one or more of the resources of the service (e.g., CPU, network, memory, or disk), causing the service to become slow or, in the limit, entirely unavailable.

Classic DoS attacks are simple in structure: attackers, in large-scale, brute-force volumetric attacks, send many requests that far exceed the service’s available resources. Although potentially crippling—sometimes reaching aggregate volumes of terabits per second [24, 43]—many effective mitigation techniques have been developed over the years, including commercial services like CloudFlare, Akamai, or the intrusion detection systems of Arbor Networks.

In response to these defenses, recent attacks have become much more sophisticated in nature: rather than relying on the sheer volume, they take the form of highly specialized, application-specific asymmetric DoS (ADoS) attacks [11, 12, 36, 48]. These attacks contain carefully-crafted, pathological payloads that target algorithmic, semantic, or implementation characteristics of the application’s internals. They require significantly lower volumes of traffic and attacker resources to compromise resource availability. With the prevalence of third-part libraries, broad swaths of applications can be vulnerable to a given attack. For instance, the Regular-Expression DoS (ReDoS) attack [12, 13, 51] affects many programs that use regular expressions by leveraging algorithmic complexity to craft a single payload of a few characters that can occupy a service for several hours.

Due to this increase in sophistication, existing defenses are becoming adequate [10, 26–28, 31, 40, 54, 60–62]. Network-based defenses are generally ineffective against ADoS attacks because these attacks lack identifiable problematic patterns at the network level. To be successful, network tools would not only need to perform deep packet inspection, but would also need to be able to predict which requests will hog resources a priori—a challenge analogous to solving the halting problem. Similarly, existing application-level defenses are limited in their efficacy: since these attacks can target arbitrary resources and arbitrary components of the service, which may be written in different programming languages and contain multiple binary third-party packages whose source code is not available or with complex dependencies, manual instrumentation of the application is prohibitively difficult, expensive, and time-consuming.

This paper presents the design and implementation of FINELAME (Fin-Lahm), a practical framework for detect-
ing ADoS attacks. In FINElAME, users only need to annotate their own code to mark the start and end of request processing; in many cases, annotations are not even required as applications lend themselves naturally to this demarcation. Our interaction with the most recent Apache Web Server\textsuperscript{1} and Node.js\textsuperscript{2} versions, for example, involves tracing three and seven functions, respectively, and not a single modification in their source code. Based on the annotations, FINElAME automatically tracks CPU, memory, storage, and networking usage across the entire application (even during execution of third-party compiled binaries). It does so with low overhead and at an ultra-fine granularity, which allows us to detect divergent requests before they leave the system and while they are attempting to exhaust resources.

Enabling our approach is a recent Linux feature called extended Berkeley Packet Filter (eBPF). eBPF enables the injection of verified pieces of code at designated points in the operating system (OS) and/or application, regardless of the specific programming language used. The OS is a natural, \textit{de facto} layer of resource arbitration, with extensive infrastructure and pluggable tooling for fine-grained resource monitoring and distribution. By interposing on key OS services, such as the network stack, the scheduler, and user-level memory management facilities, FINElAME can detect abnormal behavior in a unified fashion across the entire software stack at run time.

FINElAME consists of three synergistic components that operate at the user/kernel interface. The first component allows attaching application-level interposition probes to key functions responsible for processing requests. These probes are based on inputs from the application developers, and they are responsible for bridging the gap between application-layer semantics (e.g., HTTP requests) to its underlying operating system carrier (e.g., process IDs). Examples of locations where those probes are attached include event handlers in a third-party de
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\caption{Billion Laughs (XML Bomb) Attack. Under a normal load of about 500 requests per second, legitimate users experience a median of 6.75ms latency. After a short period of time, we start a malicious load of 10 requests per second (shaded area). XML bombs can take up to 200ms to compute (vs. a median of about 60ms for normal input). As a result, legitimate requests get serviced much slower, experiencing up to 2s latency. Setup details covered in \S6.} 
\end{figure}

FINElAME's goals by providing a brief overview of asymmetric DoS attacks (\S2); it then lays out our threat model and assumptions (\S3); it describes the FINElAME's design and its three component parts, (i) request mapping (\S4.1), (ii) resource monitoring (\S4.2), and (iii) anomaly detection (\S4.3); it next details several prototype implementations (\S5) and evaluates the FINElAME prototypes' intrusiveness, overheads and accuracy, using a combination of micro-benchmarks and real applications (\S6); finally, it compares with prior work (\S7) and concludes with a discussion of limitations and possible directions for future research (\S8).

\section{Motivation}

We begin by showing via an example server-side application the operation of an ADoS attack, the limitations of current detection mechanisms, and design goals for our system.

\subsection{Background on ADoS Attacks}

Fundamentally, asymmetric DoS attacks are attacks that leverage application-specific behaviors to cause disproportionate harm to the system using comparatively low amount of attacker resources. They can target any layer of the stack and
any resource within the system. ADoS vulnerabilities are widespread and often affect entire software ecosystems [41]. We detail a few of them below.

**Regular-expression DoS (ReDoS)** [12, 13, 51]. ReDoS attacks target programs that use regular expressions. Attackers craft patterns that result in worst-case asymptotic behavior of a matching algorithm. An example pattern is \((a+)\)+, which does not match any string of the form \(a^N\), but requires the system to check \(2^N\) decomposition of the pattern to reach that conclusion, where \(N\) is the length of the target string.

**XML Bomb [3]**. An XML bomb (or Billion-Laughs attack) is a malicious XML document that contains layers of recursive data definitions\(^1\), resulting in quadratic resource consumption: a 10-line XML document can easily expand to a multi-gigabyte memory representation and consume an inordinate amount of CPU time and memory on the server. Under normal operation, a load of 500 legitimate requests per second are served in less than 10 milliseconds each; under a low-volume attack of 10 XML bombs per second, the latency jumps up to more than two seconds. An XML bomb affects any serialization format that can encode references (e.g., YAML, but not JSON).

**Improper (de-)serialization** [47, 52, 53]. This class of attacks encompasses those where malicious code can be injected into running services. These vulnerabilities are, unfortunately, common in practice, and they allow malicious users to, for instance, inject a `for (;;) {}` loop to stall a process indefinitely.

**Event-handler Poisoning (EHP)** [14]. Attacks like the preceding can be additionally amplified in an event-driven framework. In event-handler poisoning, attackers exploit the blocking properties of event-driven frameworks so that, when a request unfairly dominates the time spent by an event handler, other clients are further blocked from proceeding. Any slowdown, whether it is in the service itself or in its recursive layers of third-party libraries can contribute to this head-of-line blocking.

### 2.2 Design Goals

The attacks in the previous section highlight several goals that drive FINELAME’s design (§4) and implementation (§5).

**In-flight Detection.** Actions often need to be taken while the offending requests are “in the work”—for example, when a single request can bring the system down (e.g., cooperative scheduling) or when subsequent defenses cannot be deployed (e.g., IP spoofing). DoS detection needs to catch such requests before they leave the system, by monitoring resource consumption at a very fine temporal and spatial granularity.

**Resource Independence.** ADoS attacks may target arbitrary system-level resources (CPU, memory, storage, or networking), and may even target multiple resources (i.e., multi-vector attacks). A desirable solution needs to be agnostic to the resource and able to handle any instance of inordinate consumption.

**Cross-component Tracking.** Given the complex structure of modern applications, ADoS attacks can also cross the boundaries of the application’s internal components or processing phases. For instance, if a request causes the triggering of a timeout to an event queue, resources consumed by the initial request parsing and the timeout should both be attributed to the same request.

**Language Independence.** Applications today combine several ready-made libraries, which are written in multiple programming languages and often available only as compiled binaries. Thus, DoS detection should remain agnostic to the application details such as the programming language, language runtime, and broader ecosystem (e.g., packages, modules).

**Minimal Developer Effort.** Detection needs to impose minimal burden to developers and devops, who should benefit from DoS mitigation without having to study the application internals. Rather than presenting developers with an overabundance of configuration knobs, a DoS detection system should direct precious human labor at sprinkling applications with key semantic information utilized at runtime.

## 3 Threat Model

To be more concrete, FINELAME assumes the following about the attacker and the broader environment.

**Threats.** We consider a powerful remote attacker that (i) can send arbitrary requests to a service hosting a vulnerable application, (ii) has control over potentially all of the application’s legitimate clients, and (iii) is aware of the application’s structure and vulnerabilities, including exploits in its dependency tree. We do not distinguish between legitimate and malicious clients who intersperse harmful requests that attack resources with one or more benign requests. Specifically, any subset of hosts can send any number of requests that may or may not attack any subset of resources. We do not limit resources of interest to CPU; attackers can target memory, file descriptors, or any other limited resource in the host system. That means that attacks can take the form of a single client attempting to consume 100% of the CPU indefinitely, or of multiple attacks from multiple clients over many of the system’s resources.

**Assumptions.** We assume (i) vulnerable but not actively malicious code, and (ii) that FINELAME sees at least some benign traffic. If all traffic is malicious from the beginning, in-flight detection and mitigation become less urgent, as anomalies become the norm, and the application owners should first

---

\(^1\) For example, the first layer consists of 10 elements of the second layer, each of which consists of 10 elements of the third layer, and so on.
revise their deployment pipeline. We also assume that the resource utilization of request processing can be attributed to a single request by the end of each processing phase, even if the processing phases is split into multiple phases across different application components. As keeping a reference to the originating request is a natural design pattern, in all of the services we tested, a unique identifier was already available; in cases where there is no such identifier, one must be added, and we detail how to do so in section 4.

4 FINELAME Design

Figure 2 depicts the overall design of FINELAME. Conceptually, FINELAME consists of three main components:

- **Programmer annotations** that mark when a request is being processed. FINELAME requires only a few annotations, even for complex applications, to properly attribute resource utilization to requests.

- **Fine-grained resource monitors** that track the resource utilization of in-flight requests at the granularity of context switches, mallocs, page faults.

- **A cross-layer anomaly detection** model that learns the legitimate behavior and detects attacks as soon as they deviate from such behavior.

Programmers can use FINELAME by annotating their application with what we call *request-mappers*. These annotations delineate, for each component and processing phase, the start and end of processing, as well as the request to which resource utilization should be attributed. For example, in an event-driven framework, the beginning and the end of each iteration of the event handler loop should be marked as the start and the end of a request’s processing, respectively.

At runtime, when FINELAME is installed on the host environment, FINELAME attaches small, low-overhead resource monitors to particular points in the application or operating system. The aforementioned request-mappers enable FINELAME to determine the request to which the resource consumed by a thread or process should be credited. In section 5, we detail our out-of-the-box FINELAME library of request-mappers and resource monitors for several popular cloud frameworks. Our library tracks the utilization of a range of key OS-level resources; however, programmers can further extend it with user-level resource monitors to track application-specific resources (e.g., the occupancy of a hash table).

Finally, FINELAME’s monitoring data is used to perform lightweight, inline anomaly detection. Resource monitors first feed data to a machine learning model training framework that computes a fingerprint of legitimate behavior. Parameters of the trained model are installed directly into the resource monitors, which evaluate an approximation of the model to automatically detect anomalous behavior on-the-fly. The end result of FINELAME is a system for high-accuracy, fine-grained, and general ADoS attack detection.

4.1 Request-mapping in FINELAME

Conceptually, there are three operations in request mapping:

- **startProcessing()**: This annotation denotes the start of a processing phase. Any resource utilization or allocations after this point are attributed to a new unique request.

- **attributeRequest(reqId)**: As soon as we can determine a unique and consistent request identifier, we map the current processing phase to that request. For instance, when reading packets from a queue, if the best consistent identifier for a packet is its 5-tuple, resource tracking would start as soon as the packet is dequeued, but would only be attributed to a consistent request ID after Layer-3 and Layer-4 processing are completed. In general, **attributeRequest(reqId)** is called directly after **startProcessing()**, and depending on the specific of the application, the two can sometimes be merged (§ 5).

- **endProcessing()**: Finally, this operation denotes the completion of processing, indicating that subsequent utilization should not be attributed to the current request.

In order for the resource monitors to properly attribute utilization to a request, FINELAME requires programmers to annotate their applications using the above three request mapping operations. Ideally, the annotations should cover as much of the code base as possible; however, not all resource utilization can be attributed to a single request. In such cases, programmers have flexibility in how they perform mapping: for true application overhead—rather than request processing overhead—utilization can remain unattributed, and for shared overhead (e.g., garbage collection), utilization can be partitioned or otherwise assigned stochastically.

Every request is given an identifier that must be both unique and consistent across application components and processing phases. This identifier is used to maintain an internal mapping between OS entity (process or thread) and the request. Example identifiers include the address of the object representing the request in the application, a request ID generated by some application-level tracing solution [7, 20, 29, 34, 45, 49, 55], or a location in memory if the request is only processed once. From the moment a **startProcessing** annotation is called to the moment the **endProcessing** annotation is called, FINELAME will associate all the resources consumed by the OS entity to the request.

An optimization of this technique can be implemented when the application lends itself naturally to such mapping.
between OS entity and request. For instance, event-driven frameworks or thread-pool based services usually have a single or small number of entry points for the request, to which FineLAME can readily attach request-mappers via eBPF without source code modification. We found this optimization to be the common case, and FineLAME does not require any modification to the application we explore in section 6.

4.2 Resource Monitoring in FineLAME

Resource tracking between startProcessing and endProcessing annotations are done via a recent Linux kernel feature called eBPF. We first provide some background on the operation of eBPF, and then discuss how we utilize it to perform extremely fine-grained resource monitoring of in-flight requests.

4.2.1 Background on eBPF

The original Berkeley Packet Filter (BPF) [35] has been a long-time component of the Linux kernel networking subsystem. It is a virtual machine interpreting a simple language traditionally used for filtering data generated by kernel events. Notable use cases are network packets parsing with Tcpdump [56] and filtering access to system calls in the seccomp facility. In version 3.0 a just-in-time compiler was implemented, allowing for a considerable speedup of the processing of BPF programs by optimizing them on the fly.

In version 3.15, Alexei Starovoitov significantly extended BPF (dubbing the new system “eBPF”). The new version has access to more registers and an instruction set mimicking a native RISC ISA, can call a restricted subset of kernel functions, and can share data from kernel-space to user-space through hash-like data structures. While eBPF is a low-level language, users can write programs in higher languages such as C (and even Python with the BCC project [2]) and generate eBPF code with compilers such as GCC and LLVM.

Generated programs are verified before being accepted in the kernel. The verifier imposes a set of strict constraints to eBPF programs to guarantee the safety of the kernel. Common constraints include the absence of floating point instructions, a limit of 4096 instructions per program, a stack size capped at 512 Bytes, no signed division, and the interdiction of back-edges in the program’s control flow graph (i.e., no loops).

The ability of eBPF programs to be attached to both kernel and user-space functions and events, their extremely low overhead, and their ability to share data with user space without the need for any IPC or queuing mechanism make eBPF a prime candidate for implementing resource monitors in FineLAME.

4.2.2 Resource Monitor Architecture

FineLAME’s resource monitors are attached to various user- and kernel-space data sources (e.g., the scheduler or TCP stack) and use the mapping described in section 4.1 to associate resource consumption to application-level workflow (e.g., HTTP requests). A resource monitor requires the following information: the type and name of the data source, and potentially the path of its binary.

Our current prototype of FineLAME uses the features listed in Table 1. When executed, most resource monitors operate under the following sequence of actions: i) verify whether a request mapping is active for the current PID and exit if not; ii) collect the metric of interest (usually through the arguments to the function triggering it) and store it, time-stamped, in a shared data structure; and iii) perform anomaly detection on the request if the model’s parameters are available (see section 4.3).

The time a request spends executing instructions on a processor is represented by cputime. We instrument both the scheduler_tick() and the finish_task_switch() kernel functions, which are called at every timer interrupt and context switch, respectively, to either start a timer when a thread executing a registered request is scheduled for execution or collect the amount of CPU time consumed by the task swapped out. We instrument the tcp_sendmsg() and tcp_recleanbuf() to collect tcp_sent and tcp_rcvd, the amounts of bytes sent and read from a TCP connection, respectively. To compute tcp_idle_time, which represents the period of inactivity from the sender on a TCP connection, we measure the time elapsed between two occurrences of tcp_cleanup_rbuf(). To monitor the heap memory consumption occasioned by the processing
of a request, we monitor the glibc `malloc` function. Applications where memory management is partly handled by the runtime (such as in Python) can be monitored in a similar fashion. Likewise, the model can be generalized to garbage collected languages. Finally, we monitor the page fault events in the application by attaching a resource monitor to the exception: `page_fault_user` kernel tracepoint. We observed in our evaluation that CPU time was the best discriminant for CPU based attacks, while connection idle time the best for slow attacks (such as Slowloris and RUDY).

The above default, general-purpose resource monitors in FINEAME are sufficient for a large set of existing applications; however, it can be extended to all the kernel events available for tracing and probing, as well as user-level functions (to monitor application-level metrics). If any application-level metrics are required (such as data structure occupancy, counters, and so on), programmers can augment our resource monitors with custom eBPF programs attached to arbitrary probe points in either kernel- or user-space.

### 4.3 Attack Detection in FINEAME

**Detection algorithm.** For fast detection, FINEAME is designed to enable anomaly detection as close as possible to the resource allocation mechanism. Without a method for in-flight anomaly detection in **addition** to mechanisms for in-flight resource tracing, detection and mitigation of in-flight requests would not be possible.

This detection problem can be reduced to quantizing the abnormality of a vector in n-dimensional space. Once a sufficient amount of data has been gathered to compute a fingerprint of the legitimate requests’ behavior, we can train an anomaly detection model. The model can span all the metrics collected by the resource monitors, allowing us to detect abuse on any of the resources of the system as well as cross-resource (multi-vector) attacks.

For the unsupervised version of this problem, the most popular methods take one of two approaches: distance-based or prediction-based. The former family of models aims to cluster a set of input data points that are correct, and learns a function representing those points. When a new point enters the system, the model computes the value of the learned function; the prediction error is then used to quantify the degree of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tcp_idle_time</td>
<td>Inactivity time on a TCP connection</td>
<td>tcp_cleanup_rbuf</td>
<td>kernel probe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tcp_sent</td>
<td>Bytes sent through TCP connections</td>
<td>tcp_sendmsg</td>
<td>kernel probe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tcp_recv</td>
<td>Bytes received through TCP connections</td>
<td>tcp_cleanup_rbuf</td>
<td>kernel probe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cputime</td>
<td>Amount of CPU time consumed</td>
<td>scheduler_tick,finish_task_switch</td>
<td>kernel probe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malloc_memory</td>
<td>Bytes allocated through the malloc function</td>
<td>glibc_malloc</td>
<td>user probe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>page_faults</td>
<td>Number of page faults events</td>
<td>exceptions:page_fault_user</td>
<td>kernel tracepoint</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Required structures</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FPAS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pid_to_rid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>req_points</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>model_params</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dp_dists</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thresholds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

```python
fun resource_monitor(context):
    if (rid):
        ts = get_timestamp()
        metric = context.get_arguments()
        dp = req_points.get(rid)
        if (dp):
            dp = req_points.insert(dp)
        metric_scaled = metric << FPAS
        if metric_scaled < 0:
            metric_scaled = -1
        if metric_scaled >= 0:
            metric_scaled = -1
        dp_dists.update(dp, new_dist)
        if new_dist < min_dist:
            report(dp, s)
```

**Fig. 3:** FINEAME anomaly detection. Pseudocode for FINEAME’s inline anomaly detection.
anomaly.

Because of the training complexity, prediction complexity, and required training data, many existing solutions in both distance-based and prediction-based categories are impractical to execute at fine granularity. For instance, the popular algorithm DBSCAN [18] is not suitable for FINELAME, as it requires us to evaluate the distance of new data points to all the possible “core” data points in the model. The amount of data points considered (and therefore the size of the model) is usually linearly proportional to the size of the training set. Some accurate approximations of DBSCAN have been proposed [22], but even with a small number of clusters, almost all of the training dataset still needs to be part of the model. Likewise, the performance of prediction-based models made on neural networks, such as Kitsune [38], is highly dependent on the depth and width of the model. The amount of parameters of such networks grows exponentially with the number and size of the hidden layers.

Given the above concerns, we chose to implement anomaly detection in FINELAME with $K$-means, a technique that allows us to summarize the fingerprint of legitimate requests with a small amount of data. In $K$-means, the objective function seeks to minimize the distance between points in each cluster. The model parameters are then the centroids and distribution of the trained clusters. In a typical use-case scenario, FINELAME is configured to perform only request monitoring for a certain amount of time, after which it trains $K$-means on the monitoring data gathered in user-space from the resource monitors shared maps. In practice, we found that a $K$ value equal to the number of request types in the application yields a reasonable estimation of the different behaviors adopted by legitimate requests, while being a number low enough such as to contain FINELAME’s overhead.

Model training and deployment. Gathering the training data is done by a simple look-up from the user-space agent to the shared eBPF maps holding the requests resource consumption data. Using those profiles, the user-space agent’s overhead. The monitoring data gathered in user-space from the resource monitors through eBPF maps. Upon availability of those parameters, the resource monitors update not only the resource consumption of existing requests, but also their outlier scores, a measure we use to quantify the degree of anomaly of a request. Due to the constraints imposed on eBPF programs—specifically, taking a square root is complex as we do not have access to loops—we choose the normalized L1 distance to the closest cluster as the outlier score. While being a crude measure, the L1 is equivalent to more complex norms as resource vectors are of finite dimension. It preserves information about which resource is abused, and it lets us set statistical thresholds to determine cut-off points used for flagging abnormal requests. The algorithm for this entire process is shown in Figure 3.

Finally, we note that because FINELAME is primarily designed toward the detection of resource exhaustion attacks, we allow the anomaly detection engine to maintain signed values for outlier scores. This means that requests that have not reached their expected legitimate amounts of resource consumption, and that look abnormal in an absolute value setting, are not flagged as such. This is important because it highlights the fact that FINELAME is not geared toward volumetric attacks that aim to bring the system down with a vast amount of low consumption requests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Request mapping probes</th>
<th>SLOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apache</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node.js</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeDoS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 2: Intrusiveness of FINELAME, quantified.

During the normalization operation each parameter value $x$ undergoes the following transformation: $x = \frac{(x - 10^a) - (\mu \times 10^b)}{\sigma \times 10^b}$.

Once standardized, the clusters’ centroids as well as each feature’s mean and standard deviation are shared with the resource monitors through eBPF maps. Upon availability of those parameters, the resource monitors update not only the resource consumption of existing requests, but also their outlier scores, a measure we use to quantify the degree of anomaly of a request. Due to the constraints imposed on eBPF programs—specifically, taking a square root is complex as we do not have access to loops—we choose the normalized L1 distance to the closest cluster as the outlier score. While being a crude measure, the L1 is equivalent to more complex norms as resource vectors are of finite dimension. It preserves information about which resource is abused, and it lets us set statistical thresholds to determine cut-off points used for flagging abnormal requests. The algorithm for this entire process is shown in Figure 3.

Finally, we note that because FINELAME is primarily designed toward the detection of resource exhaustion attacks, we allow the anomaly detection engine to maintain signed values for outlier scores. This means that requests that have not reached their expected legitimate amounts of resource consumption, and that look abnormal in an absolute value setting, are not flagged as such. This is important because it highlights the fact that FINELAME is not geared toward volumetric attacks that aim to bring the system down with a vast amount of low consumption requests.

5 Use Cases and Implementation

To demonstrate the generality of FINELAME and the minimal developer effort required to use it, we apply FINELAME to three web platforms: Apache [1], which is estimated to serve $\sim 40\%$ of all active webpages; Node.js [4] a popular server-side JavaScript-based web server; and DeDoS [15] an open source component-based framework for building web services. Our prototype of FINELAME is available on https://github.com/maxdml/Finelame. Table 2 quantifies the programming effort required to write request-mappers for those three applications to use FINELAME.

Apache web server. Primarily written in C, Apache’s request processing is implemented by Multi-Processing Modules (MPM). In the latest versions of Apache (2.x), requests are served by multiple processes which can have multiple
worker threads themselves; each thread handles one connection at a time.

When a request enters the system, an application-level `conn` object is created by the `core_create_conn` function to contain it before the request is dispatched to a worker thread. Subsequently, the request is processed by either the `ap_process_http_sync_connection` or the `ap_process_http_async_connection` functions, which take the `conn` object as argument. From FineLAME, we attach one request-mapper to `core_create_conn`, and two requests-mappers to the http processing functions, one over a `uprobes` called upon entering the function, the other over a `uprobes` called when returning from it. We exploit the `conn` object to generate a unique identifier for each request and map it to the underlying thread worker, so that resource monitors can later gather resource consumption data on the request’s behalf. The mapping is undone when the function returns and the request exits the system. When a worker thread executes a new request, the request-mapper updates the mapping with the new request’s ID. This solution requires no modification to the Apache source code, and 41 lines of eBPF code over 5 probes.

Node.js required more slightly more instrumentation due to its asynchronous model, which offloads work to a worker pool (implemented with `libuv` [30]). The instrumentation required eBPF probes to be attached to seven user-space functions within the `libuv` library. As in Apache, we found a data structure—`struct uv_stream_t`—that could (i) be used to generate a unique identifier, and (ii) was carried consistently across the disparate components of the framework.

Request-mappers were applied to the seven `libuv` functions as follows:

- `uv_accept`: a new request is initialized, and is associated with the `uv_stream_t` structure that handled communication with the client.
- `uv__read` and `uv__write`: the request associated with the client’s stream is assigned to the current thread for the duration of the function.
- `uv__work_submit`: the request assigned to the current thread is associated with a work-request submitted to the worker pool.
- `uv__fs_work`, and `uv__fs_done`: the request associated with the work-request is assigned to the current (worker) thread.
- `uv__async_send`: the request is unassigned from the current thread.

Again, this solution requires no changes in Node.js source code, only knowledge of which functions are processing requests. The request-mappers totalized 64 lines of eBPF code.

DeDoS is an event-driven framework where programmers write and deploy their application as software components that are automatically allocated and deallocated based on demand. Each of those components monitor a local event-queue from which new requests are consumed. Unifying the disparate components is a generic event-handling function (`receive()`). Programmers implement their component’s functionality inside this event-handling function.

DeDoS provides request tracing and explicitly tracks the passing of requests between components. We chose DeDoS as a proof-of-concept proxy for micro-service, event-driven applications providing request tracing capability. In these types of applications, annotation is simple as FineLAME can maintain a direct mapping between the application-level unique request identifier and the event handler’s thread PID in order to track resource consumption across component boundaries. FineLAME traces only the `receive()` function class with request mappers, and does not require modifications to the framework. The request-mappers require 21 lines of eBPF code.

6 Evaluation

In this section, we present our evaluation results of FineLAME. Our evaluation is centered around the following aspects of the system:

- **Overhead.** The overhead of FineLAME compared to no monitoring, or in-application instrumentation
- **Accuracy.** The ability of FineLAME to accurately detect real attacks never seen yet by the application

6.1 Experimental setup

We present the setup on which we evaluate both the overhead and accuracy aspects of FineLAME. In all cases, the server applications are running on a 12 cores Xeon Silver 4114 at 2.20GHz, while our legitimate and attack clients are running on an Intel Xeon E5-2630L v3 at 1.80GHz. Both server and client machines have a total of 62G of RAM, and have hyper-threading and DVFS disabled.

We use version 2.4.38 of Apache, and configure it to use 50 worker threads. We use version 12.0.0 — `pre` of Node.js with the default configuration of 4 worker threads for `libuv`. Both Apache and Node.js are configured to serve a set of Wikipedia [59] pages. Node.js parses a regular expression provided in the request’s URI to find the path of the file to serve. It’s parser, `liburi`, is vulnerable to the ReDoS attack. All the applications impose a timeout of 20 seconds on connections. We deploy a simple webservers in DeDoS which can process three types of requests: serve a Wikipedia article, process a randomly generated XML file uploaded in a POST request, and parse a regular expression. The server is decomposed into
several software components: socket reading, HTTP parsing, file serving, XML parsing, regular expression parsing, and response writing. The XML parser is implemented with libxml2, which is vulnerable to the Billion Laughs attack.

Our good traffic is generated by Tsung [6] and explores evenly all the servers’ exposed endpoints; bad traffic is generated by an in-house C client for the ReDoS and Billion Laughs attacks, and pylorys [23] for the Slowloris attack. Tsung generates load under an exponential distribution centered on a configurable mean, while our attack client is configured to send a fixed load.

6.2 Overhead of FINELAME

Figures 4 presents the overheads incurred by FINELAME’s instrumentation on Apache, Node.js and DeDoS. In all of our experimental setups, we evaluate the legitimate client latency experienced when the server is not instrumented, when it is instrumented by FINELAME, and when FINELAME’s resource monitors are also performing anomaly detection (FINELAME+). The load is as described earlier in sec 6.1, and explore all the instrumented paths in the applications. We also evaluate the cost of instrumenting the DeDoS framework itself to evaluate FINELAME overheads compared to a traditional user-space solution. The bars plot the median of the clients latency, and all our experiments are run thrice for a period of 100 seconds. In the case of Node.js the instrumentation cost adds 8.55% overheads and adding anomaly detection 9.21%. In the case of Apache, FINELAME adds 11.38% and 11.72% overheads respectively. In the case of DeDoS, the baseline latency is higher than with the two previous services, due to the fact that the application is not only serving files but also parsing POST requests, and also the framework is less optimized than the two battle-tested Apache and Node.js. Instrumenting directly the framework comes with an overhead of 2.9%, while FINELAME comes with 4.23% overheads, 6.3% if also performing anomaly detection.

In general we observe that the overheads incurred by FINELAME are higher when the baseline processing time of the service is low, and does not grow linearly with the complexity of the application. In addition, we found that performing anomaly detection in addition to monitoring resource consumption almost comes for free.

6.3 Performance of FINELAME

https://www.overleaf.com/project/5c22751775031d099f528e64

Our performance evaluation of FINELAME is centered around its ability to detect attacks requests before they exit the system, while providing accuracy competitive with non-approximated user-level algorithms.

6.3.1 Attacks

Our experiments aim to quantify the impact of attacks on quality of service. Consequently, we tune attacks strength such that they will not bring down the server but rather degrade the quality of service provided to legitimate users.

ReDoS: This attack consists of specially crafted regular expressions which are sent to the server for processing. The strength of the attack grows exponentially with the number of malicious characters present in the expression. Because the application processing units are busy handling those requests, legitimate requests get queued for a longer period of time, and ends-up being responded to more slowly.

Billion Laughs: The attack consists of XML files filled with several levels of nested entities. The parsing cost is exponentially proportional to the depth of the document. The impact is similar to the ReDoS attack.

SlowLoris: The attack consists in maintaining open connections to the server, keeping them alive by sending individual HTTP headers at a regular interval smaller than the server’s timeout, but never completing the request—we assume that the attacker is able to probe the service and discover this timeout. As a result, the server’s connection pool gets exhausted, and it can’t answer new requests. This technique can also implement a dormant attack which cripples the ability of the server to handle surges of legitimate traffic, by denying a fraction of the total connection pool.

6.3.2 Anomaly Detection Performance

Evaluation metrics As is common with anomaly detectors, the output of FINELAME is a score which quantifies the abnormality of a request. This score is then either used as a raw metric for mitigation algorithms, or compared against a threshold \( \tau \) to be transformed into a binary variable where 0 means negative (no anomaly), and 1 means positive (attack). With \( \tau \) set, and using our knowledge of the ground truth, we can determine the accuracy of each of the detector’s outputs as true/false positive/negative. The choice of \( \tau \) is crucial, as too low a value can result in a large amount of false positive, while too high a value can induce a large amount of false negative. For our experiments, we set \( \tau \) to be the outermost point for each cluster in the training set, i.e., the most consuming legitimate request we’ve seen so far for the cluster. The challenge associated with deriving a large \( \tau \) from the training traffic is that attacks can now take longer to detect—and might not be detected at all if they are too weak. This latter case does not concern us, because to bring down the system with weaker attacks, an attacker would be forced to change its method from asymmetric to volumetric. The benefit of a higher \( \tau \) is that it helps decreasing the False Positive Rate (FPR, \( \frac{FP}{FP+TN} \)), a desirable behavior for operators using the system. For our experiments, we present the True Positive
Rate ($TP \over TP + FN$), True Negative Rate ($TNR = \frac{TN}{TN+FP}$) and F1 ($\frac{2TP}{2TP + FP + FN}$). TPR evaluates the system’s ability to detect all the attack requests. TNR evaluates its ability to evaluate legitimate requests as such. The F1 score is the harmonic mean of the TPR and the recall. It evaluates both the TPR and the precision of the system.

In addition to its post-hoc instrumentation abilities and low programmer burden, the main contribution of FINE LAME is its detection pace. We evaluate the Detection Speedup (DS) of the system, which we define as being the delta between the time of last detection and the time to first detection, over the lifetime of the request. We expect DS to increase as users set more strict thresholds (lower values of $\tau$), but found that even with $\tau$ set to the outermost point in each training cluster, FINE LAME is able to detect attacks up to more than 97% faster.

**Experiments** All our experiments are run for a duration of 400 seconds, split into 3 phases. The first phase sees only legitimate traffic flowing through our target applications, and last 200 seconds. FINE LAME is configured to only have the performance monitors gather data for the first 180 seconds, after which point it triggers the training of the anomaly detection model and share its parameters. Attacks start at time 200, and last for 150 seconds. A final period of 50 seconds sees the attack stop, and only good traffic is sent to the application. We perform two CPU exhaustion attacks, Billion Laughs and ReDoS, as well as a connection pool exhaustion attack, SlowLoris. For all experiments, we compare the TPR and TNR of FINE LAME to a non approximated user-space implementation of K-means (that is, with floating point arithmetic) to confirm that the system is competitive with more complex user space solutions. We set $K = 3$, the maximum number of request types that the application we setup can accept, and use $a = 10$ and $b = 6$ factor to retain 4 digits in fixed point arithmetic.

Table 3 presents the detection speed and performance of FINE LAME.

**ReDoS:** In our first experiment, we attack Node.js with three strengths of ReDoS requests. In the two first experiments, the workload is made of 98% of benign requests and 2% of malicious regular expressions blocking the event loop of the server (about 500 and 10 r/s, respectively). In the third experiment, with the strongest attack, we reduce the attack rate to 1 r/s, such that the attack does not bring down the server. Legitimate requests are served in about 0.8ms on average under normal conditions, but get delayed in proportion of the intensity of the ReDoS requests when the attack starts. During the first attack, bad requests are served in 23ms on average, a $28.75 \times$ increase compared to normal requests. Good requests are also penalized and are served in about 4ms. During the second attack, bad requests are served in 45.6ms on average, a $57 \times$ increase compared to normal requests. Legitimate requests are affected and incur an average latency of 13.5ms. During the third attack, bad requests are served in 90.9ms on average, a $113.6 \times$ increase. Legitimate requests incur an average latency of 6ms. Due to its ability to credit requests’ resource consumption at the granularity of context switches, in both experiments, FINE LAME is able to detect attack requests before they exist the system, at least 80.9% earlier for 50% of the bad traffic, and up to 95.3% earlier. The user-space, non-approximated evaluation of k-means using the L2 norm for measuring distances, perform only marginally better.

**Billion Laughs:** In this experiment, we attack DeDoS with two different strengths of Billion Laughs (XML bomb) requests. The good traffic follows a diurnal pattern, oscillating between 250 and 750 requests per second. Under normal conditions, legitimate requests are served in 6.87ms on average. In the first experiment, we send 15 malicious requests per seconds (about 2% of the peak legitimate traffic, and 6% of the lower phase), which are served in 29.28ms on average, a $4.26 \times$ increase in response time. In the second experiment, we decrease the number of bad requests to one per second (about 0.1% and 0.4% of the peak and low traffic, respectively), and increase their intensity such that they are served in 203ms in average (an order of magnitude increase compared to the first case), which represents a $29.55 \times$ increase.
in load compared to legitimate requests in normal conditions. For the weaker attack, FINELAME is able to detect malicious requests 78.83% faster than the user-space solution, at least 50% of the time, and up to and 97% faster for the strongest attack.

**SlowLoris:** In this experiment, we configure Apache to handle requests with 25 worker threads, and timeout on reading HTTP headers after 20 seconds. We configure the attack client to maintain 5 connections to the server opened at all times, refreshing it every 5 seconds. Effectively, this drives the tcp_idle_time of the malicious request high and makes them standout from the legitimate ones. This attack is “all or nothing”, in the sense that it will not impact the legitimate requests until the connection pool gets exhausted. FINELAME’s anomaly detection engine learns on legitimate requests so that it does not depend on a priori knowledge of execution paths or vulnerabilities.

BreakApp [57] is a module-level compartmentalization system that attempts to defend against DoS attacks, among other threats stemming from third-party modules. While BreakApp’s capabilities increase with more and smaller modules, FINELAME works even with monolithic applications entirely developed as a single module. BreakApp’s mitigation uses simple queue metrics (i.e., queue length at the module boundary vs. replica budget), whose cut-off parameters are statically provided by the programmer; FINELAME uses a more advanced learning model, which parameters are adjusted at runtime.

Rampart [36] focuses on asymmetric application-level CPU attacks in the context of PHP. It estimates the distribution of a PHP application function’s CPU consumption, and periodically evaluates running requests to assess the likelihood they are malicious. It then builds filters to probabilistically drop offenders—repeated offenders increase their probability of being filtered out. While FINELAME profiles legitimate requests resource consumption, it is not limited to CPU-based attacks. It also works with applications with components built with many different languages.

**In-kernel Detection** Recent work has shown good results for mitigating ADoS attacks by exploiting low level system metrics. Radmin [16] and its successor Cogo [17] train Probabilistic Finite Automatas (PFAs) offline for each resource of a process they want to monitor, then perform anomaly detection by evaluating how likely the process’ transition in the resource space is. Training the PFAs requires days in Radmin, and minutes in Cogo, while FINELAME can train accurate models in seconds or hundreds of microseconds. We expect this capability to be helpful in production systems where the model has to be updated, e.g., to account for changes in an application’s component. In addition, Cogo reports detection time in the order of seconds, while FINELAME’s inline detection operates at the scale of the request’s complexity—milliseconds in our experiments. Lastly, Radmin/Cogo operate at the granularity of processes/connections. FINELAME assumes a worst-case threat model where malicious requests are sent sporadically.
by compromised clients, and thus operate at this granularity. Per-request detection has the added benefit to enable precise root cause analysis, further enhancing the practicality of FineLAME.

**Programmer Annotations** Prior work proposes an annotation toolkit that programmers can use in their code to specify resource consumption requirements [42]. The framework detects connections that violate the provided specification (and then attempts to mitigate by rate limiting or dropping them). Unfortunately, it requires knowledge of the application internals. Worse even, it expects developers to understand the program’s expected resource consumption quite accurately. Moreover, such a hard cut does not distinguish between occasional consumption that is slightly above limits and true attackers.

**Prevention-as-a-Service** A recent vein of work proposed “Attack prevention as a Service”, where security appliances are automatically provisioned at strategic locations in the network [19, 37]. Those techniques are largely dependent on attack detection (to which they do not provide a solution), and thus are orthogonal to our platform, which operates directly at the victim’s endpoint.

**Performance anomaly detection** ADoS attacks are a subset of the broader topic of performance degradation, a topic that has been extensively studied. Magpie [9] instruments an application to collect events from the entire stack and obtain request profiles post-mortem. X-trace [21] is a tracing framework that preserves causal relationship between events, and allow the offline reconstruction of request trees. X-ray [8] builds on taint-tracking to provide record and replay system to summarize the performance of application events offline. One of FineLAME’s key difference with those systems is its lightweight in-flight profiling technique, which allows us to perform anomaly detection while the request is still in the system. Retro [33] provides a tracing architecture for multi-tenant systems that enables the implementation of resource management policies. While its architecture is similar to FineLAME’s, its focus is on performance degradation caused by competing workloads, rather than the detection of degradation within a single application.

While the impact can be similar, we note that for ADoS attacks, in-flight request tracking is critical to timely detection and mitigation.

### 8 Conclusion

In this paper, we describe and evaluate FineLAME, a novel fine-grained application-level DoS detection framework. FineLAME is designed for interaction with modern distributed applications, operates orders of magnitude faster than previous techniques, and is able to detect yet-unseen attacks on an application. FineLAME is enabled by recent advances in the Linux kernel, and bridges the gap between application-layer semantic and low-level resource allocation sub-systems. It is a first step toward deploying complex machine learning applications for fine grained services, in an era where the size of services is shrinking (micro/pico-services).
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Abstract
Capabilities provide an efficient and secure mechanism for fine-grained resource management and protection. However, as the modern hardware architectures continue to evolve with large numbers of non-coherent and heterogeneous cores, we focus on the following research question: can capability systems scale to modern hardware architectures?

In this work, we present a scalable capability system to drive future systems with many non-coherent heterogeneous cores. More specifically, we have designed a distributed capability system based on a HW/SW co-designed capability system. We analyzed the pitfalls of distributed capability operations running concurrently and built the protocols in accordance with the insights. We have incorporated these distributed capability management protocols in a new microkernel-based OS called SemperOS. Our OS operates the system by means of multiple microkernels, which employ distributed capabilities to provide an efficient and secure mechanism for fine-grained access to system resources. In the evaluation we investigated the scalability of our algorithms and run applications (Nginx, LevelDB, SQLite, PostMark, etc.), which are heavily dependent on the OS services of SemperOS. The results indicate that there is no inherent scalability limitation for capability systems. Our evaluation shows that we achieve a parallel efficiency of 70% to 78% when examining a system with 576 cores executing 512 application instances while using 11% of the system’s cores for OS services.

1 Introduction
Capabilities are unforgeable tokens of authority granting rights to resources in the system. They can be selectively delegated between constrained programs for implementing the principle of least authority [48]. Due to their ability of fine-grained resource management and protection, capabilities appear to be a particularly good fit for future hardware architectures, which envision byte granular memory access to large memories (NVRAM) from a large numbers of cores (e.g. The Machine [31], Enzian [18]). Thereby, capability-based systems have received renewed attention recently to provide an efficient and secure mechanism for resource management in modern hardware architectures [5, 24, 30, 36, 44, 64, 67].

Today the main improvements in compute capacity are achieved by either adding more cores or integrating accelerators into the system. However, the increasing core counts exacerbate the hardware complexity required for global cache coherence. While on-chip cache coherence is likely to remain a feature of future hardware architectures [45], we see characteristics of distributed systems added to the hardware by giving up on global cache coherence across a whole machine [6, 28]. Additionally, various kinds of accelerators are added like the Xeon Phi Processor, the Matrix-2000 accelerator, GPUs, FPGAs, or ASICs, which are used in numerous application fields [4, 21, 32, 34, 43, 60]. These components also contribute to the number of resources an OS has to manage.

In this work, we focus on capability-based systems and how their ability to implement fine-grained access control combines with large systems. In particular, we consider three types of capability systems: L4 [30], CHERI [67] (considered for The Machine [31]), and M3 [5] (see Section 2.1). For all these capability types it is not clear whether they will scale to modern hardware architectures since the scalability of capability systems has never been studied before. Also existing capability schemes cannot be turned into distributed schemes easily since they either rely on centralized knowledge, cache-coherent architectures, or are missing important features like revocation.

Independent of the choice which capability system to use, scaling these systems calls for two basic mechanisms to be fast. First, it implies a way of concurrently updating access rights to enable fast decentralized resource sharing. This means fast obtaining or delegating of capabilities, which acquires or hands out access rights to the resources behind the capabilities. The other performance-critical mechanism is the revocation of capabilities. Revoking the access rights should be possible within a reasonable amount of time and with minimal overhead. The scalability of this operation is tightly coupled to the enforcement mechanism, e.g. when using L4 capabilities the TLB shootdown can be a scalability bottleneck.
We base our system on a hardware/software co-designed capability system (M³). More specifically, we propose a scalable distributed capability mechanism by building a multikernel OS based on the M³ capability system. We present a detailed analysis of possible complications in distributed capability systems caused by concurrent updates. Based on this investigation we describe the algorithms, which we implemented in our prototype OS—the SEMPEROS multikernel.

Our OS divides the system into groups, with each of them being managed by an independent kernel. These independently managed groups resemble islands with locally managed resources and capabilities. Kernels communicate via messages to enable interaction across groups. To quickly find objects across the whole system—a crucial prerequisite for our capability scheme—we introduce an efficient addressing scheme.

Our system design aims at future hardware, which might connect hundreds of processing elements to form a powerful rack-scale system [28]. To be able to experiment with such systems, we use the gem5 simulator [14]. Our evaluation focuses on the performance of the kernel, where we showcase the scalability of our algorithms by using microbenchmarks as well as OS-intensive real-world applications. We describe trade-offs in resource distribution between applications and the OS to determine a suitable configuration for a specific application. We found that our OS can operate a system which hosts 512 parallel running application instances with a parallel efficiency of 70% to 78% while dedicating 11% of the system to the OS and its services.

To summarize, our contributions are as follows.

- We propose a HW/SW co-designed distributed capability system to drive future systems. Our capability system extends M³ capabilities to support a large number of non-cache-coherent heterogeneous cores.
- We implemented a new microkernel-based OS called SEMPEROS that operates the system by employing multiple microkernels and incorporates distributed capability management protocols.
- We evaluated the distributed capability management protocols by implementing the HW/SW co-design for SEMPEROS in the gem5 simulator [14] to run real applications: Nginx, SQLite, PostMark, and LevelDB.

## 2 Background

We first assess existing capability systems and explain the basic principles of M³, which is the foundation of our work.

### 2.1 Capability Systems

The term capability was first used by Dennis and van Horn [20] to describe a pointer to a resource, which provides the owner access to the resource. There are three basic types of capabilities: (1) partitioned capabilities, which have been employed in multiple OSes such as KeyKOS [27], EROS [56] and various L4 microkernels [30, 36, 40, 62], (2) instruction set architecture (ISA) capabilities, as implemented by the CAP computer [49] and recently revived by CHERI [67] and (3) sparse capabilities which are deployed in the password-capability system of the Monash University [2] and in Amoeba [63].

Capabilities can be shared to exchange access rights. ISA capabilities and sparse capabilities can be shared without involving the kernel since their validity is either ensured by hardware or checked by the kernel using a cryptographic one-way function in the moment they are used. In contrast, sharing of partitioned capabilities is observed by the kernel.

To analyze capability systems regarding their scalability, we inspect their enforcement mechanism, their scope, and their limitation. To analyze capability systems regarding their scalability, we inspect their enforcement mechanism, their scope, and their limitation. In the following, and lastly (3) CHERI capabilities which are ISA capabilities implemented by the CHERI processor [64, 67].

L4 capabilities utilize the memory management unit (MMU) of the processor to restrict a program’s memory access. Access to other resources like communication channels or process control are enforced by the kernel. Since L4 is built for cache coherent machines both the scope of a capability and the current limitation is a coherence domain.

In contrast, M³ introduces a hardware component called data transfer unit (DTU) which provides message passing between processing elements and a form of remote direct memory access. Consequently, memory access and communication channels are enforced by the DTU and access to other system resources by the kernel. The DTU is the only possibility for a core to interact with other components. Hence it can be used to control a core’s accesses to system resources via NoC-level isolation. (We will give a more detailed explanation of M³ capabilities in the following section.) Importantly, M³ capabilities are valid within a whole machine spanning multiple coherence domains. However, M³ capabilities are valid within a whole machine spanning multiple coherence domains. However, M³ is currently limited by using a single kernel core to control multiple application cores.

Lastly, the ISA capabilities of the CHERI system are enforced by a co-processor. CHERI capabilities contain a description of the resource, i.e., memory they point to. This information is used by the co-processor to determine the validity of accesses. The scope of a CHERI capability is an address space. Thus, such a system typically uses one address space for multiple applications. However, CHERI does not support revocation and therefore does not have the problem we are solving.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scope</th>
<th>Coherence Dom.</th>
<th>Machine</th>
<th>Address space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enforcement</td>
<td>MMU / Kernel</td>
<td>DTU / Kernel</td>
<td>CHERI co-proc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limitation</td>
<td>Coherence Dom.</td>
<td>Core count</td>
<td>no revoke</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Classification of capability types.
The key idea of M$^3$ is to introduce a new hardware component next to each processing element (PE), which is used as an abstraction for the heterogeneity of the PEs, ranging from general purpose cores to accelerators. This hardware component is called data transfer unit (DTU). All PEs are integrated into a network-on-chip (NoC) as prevalent in current multi- and manycore architectures [15, 39, 60]. The DTU represents the gateway for the PE to access remote memory (memories in other PEs or off-chip memory such as DRAM) and to exchange messages with other PEs. As such, the DTU enables a different isolation mechanism, called NoC-level isolation, that does not require the PEs to possess hardware features like MMUs and privileged mode execution to ensure isolation. Instead, all communication between the PEs and all memory accesses are performed via the NoC, controlling the access to the NoC suffices to control and isolate the PEs.

The M$^3$ kernel runs on a dedicated PE, called kernel PE. The M$^3$ kernel is different from traditional kernels because it does not run user applications on the same PE based on user/kernel mode and entering the kernel via system call, interrupt, or exception. Instead, the kernel runs the applications on other PEs, called user PEs, and waits for system calls in the form of messages, sent by the applications via the DTU (red communication channel in Figure 1). Because there is only a single privileged kernel PE in M$^3$, this kernel PE quickly becomes the limiting factor when scaling to large systems.

**Data Transfer Unit (DTU).** The DTU provides a number of endpoints to connect with other DTUs or memory controllers. Endpoints can represent send, receive or memory endpoints. Establishing communication channels requires to configure endpoints to these representations. This can only be done by a privileged DTU. Initially all DTUs in the system are privileged and get downgraded by the kernel during boot up. Only the DTU of the kernel PE remains privileged. The kernel is required to establish the communication channels between applications (blue in Figure 1) which can be used by applications later on without involving the kernel.

**Operating system.** The M$^3$ OS follows a microkernel-based approach, harnessing the features of the DTU to enforce isolation at NoC-level. So far, it employs a single kernel PE to manage the system. M$^3$ implements drivers and OS services such as filesystems as applications, like other microkernel-based OSes. The execution container in M$^3$ is called virtual PE (VPE), which represents a single activity and is comparable to a single-threaded process. Each VPE has its own capability space and the M$^3$ kernel offers system calls to create, revoke, and exchange capabilities between the VPEs.

**Services on M$^3$.** Services are registered at the M$^3$ kernel and offer an IPC interface for clients. Additionally, clients can exchange capabilities with services. For example, M$^3$’s in-memory file system, m3fs, offers an IPC interface to open files and perform meta operations such as mkdir and unlink. To access the files’ data, the client requests memory capabilities from m3fs for specific parts of the file. The client can instruct the kernel to configure a memory endpoint for the memory capability to perform the actual data access via the DTU, without involving m3fs or the kernel again. This works much like memory mapped I/O, but with byte granular access. Reading the files’ data via memory capabilities without involving the OS lends itself well for upcoming non-volatile memory (NVM) architectures.

## 3 Design

Our design strives to build a scalable distributed capability management for an operating system that uses multiple kernels. An application’s scalability depends on two OS components: the kernel itself, especially the capability subsystem, and the OS services, e.g. a filesystem service. To investigate distributed capability management we concentrate on the kernel. The kernel sets up communication channels and memory mappings. How a service implementation uses the kernel mechanisms depends on the type of service. A copy-on-write filesystem for example can be implemented efficiently on top of a capability system with a sufficiently fast revoke operation.

![System architecture of M$^3$.](image-url)
When an application performs a write it receives a mapping to its own copy of data and access to the original data has to be revoked. In a capability system with slow revocation it is questionable whether an efficient implementation of a copy-on-write filesystem is possible. The distributed capability system presented in this work shall lay a foundation for various service implementations, however, a discussion on the scaling of OS services is out of scope for this work.

3.1 System Overview

SEMPEROS employs multiple µ-kernels, each kernel running on a dedicated PE. This way we can distribute the handling of system calls to improve the scalability of the capability system. We use message passing as communication means between the kernels since we are not assuming a cache coherent system.

PE groups. To maintain a large number of PEs, we divide them into groups. Each group is managed by a single kernel; that means, every group has to contain at least one PE capable of executing a kernel. A simple general-purpose core is sufficient for this purpose. The group’s kernel has exclusive control over all PEs of its group and manages the corresponding capabilities. The mapping of a PE’s capabilities to a kernel is static in the current implementation of SEMPEROS because we do not yet support the migration of PEs. The unit of execution being scheduled on a PE is a virtual PE (VPE). A VPE is in general comparable to a process. All system calls of a VPE are handled by the kernel responsible for the PE, which the VPE is running on. If a system call does not affect any VPEs outside the group, only the group’s kernel is involved in handling the request. Operations covering the VPEs of other groups involve their kernels as well. A more detailed view on the communication to handle system calls is given in Section 3.3.

Distributed state. The system state consists of the hardware components (available PEs), the PE groups, and the resource allocations and permissions, represented as capabilities. The capabilities represent VPEs, byte-granular memory mappings, or communication channels. Our high-level approach to manage the aforementioned kernel data is to store it where the data emerges and avoid replication as far as possible. Thereby, we minimize the shared state, which reduces the communication required to maintain the coherence.

3.2 Distributed Data Lookup (DDL)

The distributed data lookup is our capability addressing scheme and the mechanism to determine the location of kernel data. Each kernel object or capability which needs to be referable by other kernels is given a DDL key which acts as its global ID. In the top right corner of Figure 2 we illustrate how we split the key’s value into several regions representing the following: the PE ID and VPE ID, denoting the creator of the object, and the Type and Object ID, describing the object itself. To clarify the concept the amount of digits is deliberately kept smaller than our system requires in practice. We use the PE ID to split the key space into multiple partitions. Each PE in the system is allocated to one such partition, which in turn are assigned to kernels individually. The mapping of partitions to the kernels designates the PE groups and is stored in a membership table which is present at each kernel and depicted on the left of Figure 2. To support the migration of PEs, in SEMPEROS, the mappings in the membership table would have to be updated at all kernels of the system. However, our current implementation does not support migration yet.

With this addressing scheme we are able to reference objects, for example capabilities, across the whole system which is a key enabler for our capability scheme. The lower right part of Figure 2 illustrates how the relations between the capabilities are tracked by this means. It depicts a situation in which two applications, VPE 1 and VPE 2, are residing in different PE groups, thus managed by different kernels. The (simplified) excerpt of the kernels’ internal capability mappings shows that VPE 1 has a capability Cap X and delegated it to VPE 2, which in turn created Cap Y. This group-spanning relation is tracked using the DDL keys.

3.3 System Call Handling

System calls are implemented by messages sent to the kernel PE. Some of the actions taken by the kernel receiving a system call involve agreement between the kernels depending on the involved VPEs. Hence, we divide the handling of system calls into group-internal and group-spanning operations. The different message sequences are outlined in Figure 3.

Group-internal operations. Sequence A in Figure 3 depicts the establishing of a communication channel between two
VPEs (2 & 3) in the same group. Such an operation only involves resources managed by a single kernel, thus it is called a group-internal operation. The sequence starts with a message to the kernel (A.1), which is the counterpart to the traditional mode switch. The connection request is forwarded to VPE3 (A.2) which then responds to the kernel. Depending on the response, the kernel hands out the appropriate capabilities and informs VPE2 (A.4). Once the endpoint for the exchanged communication capability is configured, the kernel is not involved in further communication.

**Group-spanning operations.** Sequence B in Figure 3 shows the message flow when VPEs of different PE groups establish a communication channel. The second kernel is involved in the operation because it is in charge of VPE4’s capabilities. This is where our distributed capability protocol will be used. After receiving the system call in step B.1, the first kernel uses the DDL to determine which kernel is responsible for VPE4 in step B.2 and forwards the request. Steps B.3 and B.4 are identical to A.2 and A.3 of the group-internal operation. After these steps, the channel at VPE4’s side is prepared which the first kernel indicates to VPE 1. As for the group-internal operations, the communication via the created channel does not involve the kernel anymore after the endpoint has been configured.

### 3.4 Capabilities

**SEMPEROS** employs capabilities for managing permissions. Each VPE has its own set of capabilities, describing the resources it can access. To share resources with other VPEs, capabilities can be exchanged. In **SEMPEROS** delegating a capability starts with a system call by the supplying VPE indicating to the kernel which capability should be delegated. The kernel makes a copy of the selected capability and adds that copy to the capability’s children. The copied capability (the child) is handed over to the VPE which shall receive the new access rights. If the sharing is no longer desired, the access rights to the resource can be withdrawn recursively by revoking the capability. These operations require action of the kernel.

From the kernel’s perspective, a capability references a kernel object, a VPE, and other capabilities. The kernel object is the resource this capability permits access to and the reference to the VPE (which is a kernel object of its own) tells the kernel who holds these access rights. Individual references to other capabilities are maintained to track sharing as is done by the mapping database in other microkernel-based systems [30, 36, 40, 62]. **SEMPEROS** keeps sharing information in a tree structure which is used to enable recursive revocation. In the capability tree, capabilities of different VPEs are interlinked, as indicated in Figure 2.

**Challenges in a distributed setting.** Capabilities are modified by multiple operations, requested via system calls from applications. For example, when creating a VPE, a capability to control the new VPE is delegated to the parent VPE. We call such actions **capability modifying operations** (CMO).

Running a system with multiple independent kernel instances introduces new properties of capability handling:

1. Multiple CMOs can be in flight at the same time.
2. CMOs can involve the modification of capabilities owned by other kernel instances.
3. A capability managed by one kernel can reference a kernel object owned by another kernel.

The first property requires to assure that the modifications of one kernel do not overlap with changes of another kernel. The second and third property are results of our system’s distributed nature. Resources such as a service, which is resembled by a service capability, could be used by VPEs of different PE groups. Consider the connection establishment to a service. Assuming that the service is controlled by kernel 1 and the connecting VPE by kernel 2, kernel 2 would create a session capability. A session can only be created between a client and a service; hence, the client’s session capability is listed as a child of the service capability. This modification of the service capability’s list of children involves the other kernel, because the service capability is owned by kernel 1.

Since capabilities are used to control access to resources, we host a capability at the kernel which owns the resource. Yet, this attribution is not always obvious. The example of a session capability illustrates the third property. One could argue, that the session is a resource which is used by both, the service and the client; thus, any of the two corresponding kernels could actually be responsible for the session. To avoid the overhead of coordination between multiple resource owners, we allow only one kernel to be the owner of a resource.

### 4 Implementation

**SEMPEROS** implements a distributed capability scheme with multiple kernels in order to scale to large numbers of PEs. We based **SEMPEROS** on M³ [5]. **SEMPEROS** adds PE groups to the base system, requiring coordination of the kernels which we implement by so called inter-kernel calls explained in the following Section 4.1. Furthermore, **SEMPEROS** is implemented as a multithreaded kernel for reasons explained in Section 4.2. The transparent integration of the PE groups into a single system presented to the applications requires the kernels to implement a distributed capability system described in Section 4.3.

#### 4.1 Inter-Kernel Calls

The system call interface of **SEMPEROS** did not change compared to M³ though the action to be taken by the kernel changed to incorporate the coordination with other kernels. The kernels in **SEMPEROS** communicate via messages adhering to a messaging protocol. We call this type of remote procedure calls **inter-kernel calls**. These calls can be split into three functional groups: (1) messages to start up and shutdown kernels and OS services, (2) messages to create connections to the services in other PE groups, and lastly, (3) messages...
used to exchange and revoke capabilities across PE-group boundaries. Messages of the last two groups are part of the distributed capability protocol.

The DTU, which is used to send and receive messages, provides only a limited number of message slots. If this limit is exceeded then the messages will be lost. To prevent this, we limit the number of in-flight messages between two kernels. We dedicate a certain number of DTU endpoints for the kernel-to-kernel communication, which also determines the maximum number of kernels supported by the system. We keep track of free message slots at each kernel to avoid the message loss.

4.2 Multithreaded Kernel

The kernel needs to split some operations, e.g., revocation or service requests across the PE groups, into multiple parts to prevent deadlocks. For instance, a revocation might run into a deadlock in the following situation: three capabilities are involved forming the capability tree: \( A \rightarrow B_2 \rightarrow C_1 \). The index indicates the kernel which owns the capability. If \( A \) is revoked, kernel 1 contacts kernel 2 which in turn contacts kernel 1 again to revoke capability \( C_1 \). If kernel 1 would block on the inter-kernel call to kernel 2, the system would end up in a deadlock because kernel 2 is waiting for kernel 1 to respond. While this can be implemented as an event-driven system, this involves the danger to loose the overview of the logical flow of complicated operations like the revocation.

Therefore, we decided to use cooperative multithreading within the kernel. This approach allowed us to implement such capability operations sequentially with dedicated preemption points in between, which made it comparatively easy to reason about the code. Note that, in contrast to simultaneous multithreading, SEMPEROS only executes one thread per kernel at a time because it executes on one single-threaded core. The preemption points do not only prevent deadlocks, but also allow to process other system calls or requests from other kernels until the suspended operation can be continued.

To prevent the denial-of-service attacks on the kernel, the kernel cannot spawn new threads on behalf of system calls. Instead, a fixed number of threads needs to suffice. We create a kernel’s thread pool at start up. The size of the pool is determined by the number of system calls and kernel requests which can arrive at the same time. It is calculated as:

\[
V_{\text{group}} + K_{\text{max}} \times M_{\text{inflight}}
\]  

(1)

Since each VPE can issue only one system call at a time, the kernel needs one thread per VPE in its PE group, denoted as \( V_{\text{group}} \). The number of kernel requests is limited by the maximum amount of kernels in the system, denoted as \( K_{\text{max}} \), multiplied by the maximum number of in-flight messages between two kernels, denoted as \( M_{\text{inflight}} \).

4.3 Distributed Capability Management

SEMPEROS uses capabilities to control the access to resources such as VPEs, service connections, send/receive endpoints and memory. Applications can create, use, exchange, and revoke capabilities. Creation means to create a new capability for a given resource (e.g., memory) and usage means to use a previously created capability without changing it (e.g., configure a DTU endpoint for a send capability). Exchanges and revokes are capability modifying operations (CMO), requiring the most attention. Exchanging capabilities allows two VPEs to share resources and it comes in two flavors: a capability can be delegated to another VPE, and obtained from another VPE. Capability exchanges can be undone with the revoke operation. Revocation is performed recursively, that is, if VPE \( V_1 \) has delegated a capability to VPE \( V_2 \), which in turn has delegated it to \( V_3 \) and \( V_4 \), then \( V_1 \) revokes its capability, it is revoked from all four VPEs.

As in other capability systems [30, 36, 40, 62], the recursive revoke requires a way to track former exchanges. The kernel uses a so-called mapping database for this purpose. In SEMPEROS each capability has a parent and a list of children to explicitly track all such links. These tree relations can span multiple kernels; hence, we use DDL keys to identify and locate the capabilities across all kernels. The mapping database is updated on every CMO. In a multikernel setting multiple CMOs can be started concurrently potentially involving the same capability. We next describe how inconsistent updates on the mapping database are prevented if multiple CMOs run in parallel.

4.3.1 Interference between CMOs

Exchanging a capability consists of two actions: (1) creating a new capability based on the donor’s capability and (2) inserting the new capability into the capability tree. The latter requires to store a reference to the parent capability and to update the parent’s list of children. Revoking a capability requires to revoke all of its children and to remove it from the parent’s list of children. Both need to perform inter-kernel calls in case capabilities reside at other kernels, possibly leading to interference.

An important precondition for all operations is that messages between two kernels need to sustain ordering. More specifically, if kernel \( K_1 \) first sends a message \( M_1 \) to kernel \( K_2 \), followed by a message \( M_2 \) to kernel \( K_3 \), then \( K_2 \) has to receive \( M_1 \) before \( M_2 \).

Table 2 shows an overview of all combinations and their effects. The operation in the leftmost column is started first and overlaps with the operation in the topmost row. The following walks through the combinations and describes the effects.

Serialized. Overlapping exchange operations do not present a problem for our scheme because they serialize at one kernel. For example, if two VPEs obtain a capability from VPE \( V_1 \), these operations serialize at the kernel that manages \( V_1 \). In general, each VPE can only perform one system call at a time preventing two parallel delegates initiated by the same VPE.
Obtain | Delegate | Revoke/ Crash
---|---|---
Obtain | ✓ Serialized | ✓ Orphaned
Delegate | ✓ Serialized | ✓ Invalid
Revoke | Pointless | Pointless | Incomplete

Table 2: Types of interference with overlapping CMOs.

However, during an exchange operation initiated by a VPE \( V_1 \) other VPEs could exchange capabilities with \( V_1 \), which again serializes at the kernel that manages \( V_1 \).

**Orphaned.** The obtain operation needs to ask the capability owner for permission before being able to obtain the capability. If the owner resides at a different kernel this requires an inter-kernel call. Before its completion nothing is changed in the obtainer’s capability tree. However, the obtainer could be killed while waiting for the inter-kernel call. This leaves an orphaned child capability in the owner’s capability tree, in case the owner agreed to the exchange. The orphaned capability cannot be accessed by anyone, but it wastes a bit of memory, which will be freed the latest when its parent capability is revoked.

**Incomplete.** The naive implementation of the revoke operation would simply perform a depth-first walk through the capability tree, remove local capabilities on its own and perform the inter-kernel calls to remove remote capabilities. However, if two revoke operations run in parallel on overlapping capability subtrees, this approach results in early replies to revoke system calls, that is, acknowledgements of incomplete revokes.

For instance, let us consider the following capability tree with the owning kernel as the index: \( A_1 \rightarrow B_2 \rightarrow C_1 \). If a VPE requests the revoke of \( A_1 \), kernel \( K_1 \) performs a call to \( K_2 \) to revoke the remaining part of the tree. If another VPE requested the revoke of \( B_2 \) in the meantime, \( K_2 \) does not know \( B_2 \) anymore, potentially leading to an early response to \( K_1 \). The reason is that \( K_2 \) might still be waiting for \( K_3 \) to revoke \( C_2 \). Since applications have to rely on the semantic that completed revokes are indeed completed, we consider this behavior unacceptable.

**Pointless.** The revoke operation requires inter-kernel calls if the capability tree spans multiple kernels. Hence, VPEs might request capability exchanges of not yet revoked capabilities within this tree. This does not lead to inconsistencies because these capabilities would be revoked as soon as the running revoke operation continues. However, the exchange is pointless because it is already known that the capabilities will be revoked afterwards.

### 4.3.2 Capability Exchange

This section details the capability exchange operations to address the problems described in the previous section. As already mentioned, the beginning of obtain and delegate is similar. If a VPE \( (V_2) \) requests an exchange, the corresponding kernel \( (K_1) \) checks whether the other party \( (V_2) \) is in the same PE group. If so, the operation is handled by \( K_1 \). If \( V_1 \) and \( V_2 \) are in different PE groups, \( K_1 \) forwards the exchange request to the second kernel \( (K_2) \). \( K_2 \) asks \( V_2 \) whether it accepts the capability exchange. If \( V_2 \) denies the exchange, the operation is aborted and a corresponding reply is sent to \( K_1 \). Otherwise, we distinguish between obtain and delegate:

1. **Obtain:** \( V_2 \)’s capability \( (C_2) \) will become the parent of \( V_1 \)’s new capability \( (C_1) \). Hence, \( C_1 \) will be added to \( C_2 \)’s list of child capabilities. Afterwards, \( K_2 \) sends a reply to \( K_1 \). As outlined previously, if \( V_1 \) was killed in the meantime, \( K_2 \) stays in the child capability list as an orphaned capability. To prevent a permanent memory waste, we let \( K_1 \) send a notification to \( K_2 \) on behalf of \( K_2 \)’s reply for the obtain operation in case \( V_1 \) was killed.

2. **Delegate:** \( K_2 \) creates a new capability \( (C_2) \) for \( V_2 \) with \( C_1 \) as its parent. If \( C_1 \) was revoked in the meantime, \( V_2 \)’s resource access through \( C_2 \) would be unjustified. To avoid this, we implement delegation with a two-way handshake. Instead of inserting \( C_2 \) into \( V_2 \)’s capability tree, \( K_2 \) only sends a reply to \( K_1 \). After that \( K_1 \) adds \( C_2 \) to \( C_1 \)’s list of children and sends an acknowledgement back to \( K_2 \) to actually insert \( C_2 \) into \( V_2 \)’s capability tree.

Note that the two-way handshake creates an orphaned capability if \( V_2 \) is killed while waiting for the acknowledgement of \( K_1 \). As for obtain, we handle this case by sending an error back to \( K_1 \) to allow a quick removal of the orphaned capability.

### 4.3.3 Capability Revocation

Like the capability exchange, the revocation requires inter-kernel calls in case the capability tree spans multiple kernels. To keep the kernel responsive it should not wait synchronously for the reply of another kernel. Instead, the revoke should be paused using the threading infrastructure introduced in Section 4.2. However, in contrast to the exchange operation, the number of inter-kernel calls for a revoke can be influenced by applications. For example, two malicious applications residing in different PE groups could exchange a capability back and forth, building a deep hierarchy of capabilities at alternating kernels. Revoking this capability hierarchy would lead to inter-kernel calls sent back and forth between the two kernels. Thus, the naive approach of spawning a new thread for every incoming revoke inter-kernel call cannot be used, because this would enable denial-of-service attacks. Our solution uses a maximum of two threads per kernel to avoid this attack.

To avoid acknowledgements of incomplete revokes, our algorithm uses two phases, similar to mark-and-sweep [46]. Algorithm 1 presents a high-level overview of the approach. The function \texttt{revoke syscall hdr} is executed by the
kernel that receives the revoke system call. First, it calls revoke_children, which recursively marks all local capabilities and sends inter-kernel calls for remote capabilities. Each capability maintains a counter for outstanding kernel replies. If it encountered any remote capabilities, the function wait_for_remote_children waits for the kernel replies by pausing the thread.

The inter-kernel call is handled by receive_revoke_request, which will also call revoke_children. In this case, the thread will not be paused to stay at a fixed number of threads. Instead, the thread calls receive_revoke_reply in case there are no outstanding kernel replies and returns. The function receive_revoke_reply is also called whenever a reply to an inter-kernel call is received, which first updates the counter of the capability accordingly. If there are no further outstanding kernel replies, it deletes the capability tree starting at the given capability. Afterwards, it wakes up the syscall thread or sends a reply, depending on whether this kernel started the revoke operation or participated due to an inter-kernel call.

To keep the pseudo code brief it does not show how already running revocations for a capability are handled. In this case, revoke_syscall_hdlr will also wait for the already outstanding kernel replies to prevent acknowledgement of an incomplete revoke. Furthermore, the two phases allow us to immediately deny exchanges of capabilities that are in revocation, which prevents pointless capability exchanges.

5 Evaluation

5.1 Experimental Testbed

We evaluate SEMPEROS using the gem5 system simulator [14], which enables us to evaluate the hardware/software co-designed capability system and perform experiments on systems larger than currently available. The system is composed of 640 out-of-order x86_64 cores, which are clocked at 2 GHz. However, the cores used for applications could also be exchanged with any other architecture or accelerator. Each core is equipped with a DTU similar to the one used in Asmussen et al.’s work [5]. We modified the mechanism to store incoming messages to support delayed replying which enables us to interrupt kernel threads. Messages are kept in a fixed number of slots. Each DTU provides 16 endpoints with 32 message slots each. Kernel PEs use one endpoint to send messages to other kernels, one endpoint to send messages to services, and 14 endpoints to receive messages. Six of the receiving endpoints are used for the system calls. Each kernel can handle up to 192 PEs in the current implementation since each VPE can only issue one (blocking) system call at a time. Eight endpoints are used to receive messages from other kernels. In contrast to system calls, the inter-kernel calls are non-blocking and we limit the number of in-flight messages to four messages per kernel. Thus, at most 64 kernel PEs are supported.

Algorithm 1: Capability revocation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Scope</th>
<th>SemperOS (cycles)</th>
<th>M3 (cycles)</th>
<th>Increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exchange</td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>3597</td>
<td>3250</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchange</td>
<td>Spanning</td>
<td>6484</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revoke</td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>1423</td>
<td>40.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revoke</td>
<td>Spanning</td>
<td>3876</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Runtimes of capability operations.

5.2 Microbenchmarks

Capability exchange and revocation. To examine the exchange and revocation of capabilities we start two applications where the second application obtains a capability from the first, followed by a revoke by the first application. We distinguish two scopes for these operations: group-local and group-spanning. In the group-local case one kernel manages both applications and their capabilities. The group-spanning case involves two kernels, each handling one application.

Table 3 lists the execution times in cycles for exchanging and revoking capabilities in the group-local and group-spanning case. We can only compare the group-local case to M3, because in M3 there is only one kernel. To support multiple kernels, SEMPEROS references parent and child capabilities via DDL keys instead of plain pointers. Analyzing the DDL key to determine the capability’s owning kernel and VPE introduces overhead in the local case. Group-spanning operations involve another kernel, which almost doubles the time of exchanges and revokes. This suggests, that applications should be assigned to PE groups such that the group-spanning operations are minimized.

Chain revocation. In the chain revocation benchmark we measure the time to revoke a number of capabilities forming a chain. Such a chain emerges when a capability is exchanged with an application which in turn exchanges this capability
We next perform application-level benchmarks to examine the scalability of SEMPEROS in more realistic settings.

5.3 Application-level Benchmarks

We next perform application-level benchmarks to examine the scalability of SEMPEROS in more realistic settings.

5.3.1 Experimental Setup

Applications. We use seven different applications to analyze the scalability: tar and untar pack or unpack an archive of 4 MiB containing five files of sizes between 128 and 2048 KiB. The find benchmark scans a directory tree with 80 entries for a non-existent file. The SQLite database and the LevelDB key-value store both create a table to insert 8 entries into it and select them afterwards. The PostMark mailserver application resembles a heavily loaded mail server, thus does a lot of operations on the mail files. (In addition, we evaluated Nginx Webserver in Section 5.3.3.) Note that we were forced to use rather short running applications to keep the simulation times of gem5 acceptable (e.g. SQLite required five days on a 48-core machine). The selected applications are well suited for this evaluation since they make heavy use of the OS in various ways. In particular they use the in-memory filesystem service which implements file access by handing out the memory capabilities to the clients so they can access the memory region in which the requested file is stored. More specifically, the filesystem service hands out a memory capability to a range of the file’s contents. If the application exceeds this range, for example by appending to the file, it is provided with an additional memory capability to the next range. When the file is closed again, the memory capabilities are revoked.

Table 4 lists the number of capability operations for the individual benchmark applications. We show the numbers for a single benchmark instance and 512 parallel instances. The capability operations per second for 512 benchmark instances are retrieved when employing 64 kernels and 64 filesystem services; we will explain what this means in the following paragraph on our methodology. The tar and untar benchmarks are memory-bound applications exposing a regular read and write pattern which requires the filesystem service to hand out several memory capabilities throughout the benchmark execution. The find benchmark mainly stresses the filesystem service by doing many stat calls to examine the directory’s metadata. The small database engine of SQLite exhibits this evaluation since they make heavy use of the OS in various ways. In particular they use the in-memory filesystem service which implements file access by handing out the memory capabilities to the clients so they can access the memory region in which the requested file is stored. More specifically, the filesystem service hands out a memory capability to a range of the file’s contents. If the application exceeds this range, for example by appending to the file, it is provided with an additional memory capability to the next range. When the file is closed again, the memory capabilities are revoked.

Table 4 lists the number of capability operations for the individual benchmark applications. We show the numbers for a single benchmark instance and 512 parallel instances. The capability operations per second for 512 benchmark instances are retrieved when employing 64 kernels and 64 filesystem services; we will explain what this means in the following paragraph on our methodology. The tar and untar benchmarks are memory-bound applications exposing a regular read and write pattern which requires the filesystem service to hand out several memory capabilities throughout the benchmark execution. The find benchmark mainly stresses the filesystem service by doing many stat calls to examine the directory’s metadata. The small database engine of SQLite exhibits this evaluation since they make heavy use of the OS in various ways. In particular they use the in-memory filesystem service which implements file access by handing out the memory capabilities to the clients so they can access the memory region in which the requested file is stored. More specifically, the filesystem service hands out a memory capability to a range of the file’s contents. If the application exceeds this range, for example by appending to the file, it is provided with an additional memory capability to the next range. When the file is closed again, the memory capabilities are revoked.

Table 4 lists the number of capability operations for the individual benchmark applications. We show the numbers for a single benchmark instance and 512 parallel instances. The capability operations per second for 512 benchmark instances are retrieved when employing 64 kernels and 64 filesystem services; we will explain what this means in the following paragraph on our methodology. The tar and untar benchmarks are memory-bound applications exposing a regular read and write pattern which requires the filesystem service to hand out several memory capabilities throughout the benchmark execution. The find benchmark mainly stresses the filesystem service by doing many stat calls to examine the directory’s metadata. The small database engine of SQLite exhibits this evaluation since they make heavy use of the OS in various ways. In particular they use the in-memory filesystem service which implements file access by handing out the memory capabilities to the clients so they can access the memory region in which the requested file is stored. More specifically, the filesystem service hands out a memory capability to a range of the file’s contents. If the application exceeds this range, for example by appending to the file, it is provided with an additional memory capability to the next range. When the file is closed again, the memory capabilities are revoked.

Table 4 lists the number of capability operations for the individual benchmark applications. We show the numbers for a single benchmark instance and 512 parallel instances. The capability operations per second for 512 benchmark instances are retrieved when employing 64 kernels and 64 filesystem services; we will explain what this means in the following paragraph on our methodology. The tar and untar benchmarks are memory-bound applications exposing a regular read and write pattern which requires the filesystem service to hand out several memory capabilities throughout the benchmark execution. The find benchmark mainly stresses the filesystem service by doing many stat calls to examine the directory’s metadata. The small database engine of SQLite exhibits this evaluation since they make heavy use of the OS in various ways. In particular they use the in-memory filesystem service which implements file access by handing out the memory capabilities to the clients so they can access the memory region in which the requested file is stored. More specifically, the filesystem service hands out a memory capability to a range of the file’s contents. If the application exceeds this range, for example by appending to the file, it is provided with an additional memory capability to the next range. When the file is closed again, the memory capabilities are revoked.

Table 4 lists the number of capability operations for the individual benchmark applications. We show the numbers for a single benchmark instance and 512 parallel instances. The capability operations per second for 512 benchmark instances are retrieved when employing 64 kernels and 64 filesystem services; we will explain what this means in the following paragraph on our methodology. The tar and untar benchmarks are memory-bound applications exposing a regular read and write pattern which requires the filesystem service to hand out several memory capabilities throughout the benchmark execution. The find benchmark mainly stresses the filesystem service by doing many stat calls to examine the directory’s metadata. The small database engine of SQLite exhibits this evaluation since they make heavy use of the OS in various ways. In particular they use the in-memory filesystem service which implements file access by handing out the memory capabilities to the clients so they can access the memory region in which the requested file is stored. More specifically, the filesystem service hands out a memory capability to a range of the file’s contents. If the application exceeds this range, for example by appending to the file, it is provided with an additional memory capability to the next range. When the file is closed again, the memory capabilities are revoked.

Table 4 lists the number of capability operations for the individual benchmark applications. We show the numbers for a single benchmark instance and 512 parallel instances. The capability operations per second for 512 benchmark instances are retrieved when employing 64 kernels and 64 filesystem services; we will explain what this means in the following paragraph on our methodology. The tar and untar benchmarks are memory-bound applications exposing a regular read and write pattern which requires the filesystem service to hand out several memory capabilities throughout the benchmark execution. The find benchmark mainly stresses the filesystem service by doing many stat calls to examine the directory’s metadata. The small database engine of SQLite exhibits this evaluation since they make heavy use of the OS in various ways. In particular they use the in-memory filesystem service which implements file access by handing out the memory capabilities to the clients so they can access the memory region in which the requested file is stored. More specifically, the filesystem service hands out a memory capability to a range of the file’s contents. If the application exceeds this range, for example by appending to the file, it is provided with an additional memory capability to the next range. When the file is closed again, the memory capabilities are revoked.

Table 4 lists the number of capability operations for the individual benchmark applications. We show the numbers for a single benchmark instance and 512 parallel instances. The capability operations per second for 512 benchmark instances are retrieved when employing 64 kernels and 64 filesystem services; we will explain what this means in the following paragraph on our methodology. The tar and untar benchmarks are memory-bound applications exposing a regular read and write pattern which requires the filesystem service to hand out several memory capabilities throughout the benchmark execution. The find benchmark mainly stresses the filesystem service by doing many stat calls to examine the directory’s metadata. The small database engine of SQLite exhibits this evaluation since they make heavy use of the OS in various ways. In particular they use the in-memory filesystem service which implements file access by handing out the memory capabilities to the clients so they can access the memory region in which the requested file is stored. More specifically, the filesystem service hands out a memory capability to a range of the file’s contents. If the application exceeds this range, for example by appending to the file, it is provided with an additional memory capability to the next range. When the file is closed again, the memory capabilities are revoked.

Table 4 lists the number of capability operations for the individual benchmark applications. We show the numbers for a single benchmark instance and 512 parallel instances. The capability operations per second for 512 benchmark instances are retrieved when employing 64 kernels and 64 filesystem services; we will explain what this means in the following paragraph on our methodology. The tar and untar benchmarks are memory-bound applications exposing a regular read and write pattern which requires the filesystem service to hand out several memory capabilities throughout the benchmark execution. The find benchmark mainly stresses the filesystem service by doing many stat calls to examine the directory’s metadata. The small database engine of SQLite exhibits this evaluation since they make heavy use of the OS in various ways. In particular they use the in-memory filesystem service which implements file access by handing out the memory capabilities to the clients so they can access the memory region in which the requested file is stored. More specifically, the filesystem service hands out a memory capability to a range of the file’s contents. If the application exceeds this range, for example by appending to the file, it is provided with an additional memory capability to the next range. When the file is closed again, the memory capabilities are revoked.
Table 4: Number of capability operations for the selected applications. Values shown for 1 and 512 parallel benchmark instances. The capability operations per second are the average rate of capability operations over the runtime.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Cap. ops</th>
<th>Cap. ops/s</th>
<th>Cap. ops</th>
<th>Cap. ops/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tar</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>7,295</td>
<td>10,752</td>
<td>191,703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>untar</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4,012</td>
<td>5,632</td>
<td>100,772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>find</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,310</td>
<td>1,536</td>
<td>27,096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQLite</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>5,987</td>
<td>12,288</td>
<td>207,072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LevelDB</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>8,749</td>
<td>11,264</td>
<td>201,204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostMark</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>21,166</td>
<td>19,436</td>
<td>348,285</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Performance metric. We use the system call tracing infrastructure introduced by Asmussen et al. [5] to run the benchmarks. We run an application on Linux, trace the system calls including timing information, and replay the trace on SEMPEROS while checking for correct execution. We account for the system calls which are not supported by our system yet by waiting for the time it took to execute them on Linux. However, all relevant system calls (especially those to interact with the file system) are executed. We replay the same trace multiple times in parallel, which is denoted as number of benchmark or application instances in the graphs. We assess scalability using the parallel efficiency of these benchmark instances. In a perfectly scaling system, a benchmark instance will have the same execution time when running alone as when running with other instances in parallel. However, due to resource contention for the kernel and for hardware resources like the interconnect and the memory controller, each instance will need more time if multiple of them are executed in parallel. The discrepancy in runtime is shown by parallel efficiency.

Methodology. There are two main factors influencing the scalability of applications running in a µ-kernel-based system: the OS services and the kernel. The OS service used by the examined applications is the m3fs filesystem. To concentrate our analysis on the scalability of the kernel, especially the distributed capability management, we simplify scaling of the m3fs service by adding more service instances, each having its own copy of the filesystem image in memory. We exclude accessing the actual memory locations of the files because our current simulator does not include a scalable memory architecture yet. Instead we let the application compute for the amount of time the access would have taken, assuming a non-contended memory controller. We argue that this still produces useful results since we do not want to show the scalability of the memory architecture but of the distributed capability scheme. Furthermore, a non-contended memory puts even more burden on the OS because capability operations might occur with higher frequency.

Scalability. Figure 6 depicts the parallel efficiency of the six applications when distributing them equally between 32 kernels and 32 filesystem services. With this configuration the tar benchmark already reaches an efficiency of 78% when running 512 instances in parallel. However, SQLite achieves only 70%, which is not the optimal configuration for this type of application as we will show in the next measurement (see Figure 7). We next discuss how to determine a fitting configuration for an application.

Service dependence. To determine the number of services required to scale an application we set the number of kernels to a high number and then gradually increase the number of services. As long as there are less services than kernels, services are shared between PE groups. Kernels which host a service in their PE group prefer to connect their applications to the service in their PE group over a service in another PE group. Figure 7 shows the parallel efficiency for tar and SQLite depending on the number of services.

The tar benchmark is not very dependent on the filesystem service, which can be inferred from the fact that using 48 services does not pose any improvement over 32 services. In fact, it seems already fair enough to use only 16 service instances. SQLite shows a higher dependence on the number of services. For example, increasing the number of service instances from 16 to 32 leads to further improvement of 9 percent points.

Kernel dependence. Similarly to the dependence on the number of services, we now show the influence of the number of kernels. Figure 8 depicts the parallel efficiency of PostMark and LevelDB using a fixed number of services. LevelDB exhibits smaller improvements when employing more than 16 kernels compared to PostMark, indicating that PostMark is even more susceptible to the number of kernels. However, all applications show a relatively high sensitivity to the number of kernels, which in fact are mostly handling capability operations. This confirms our expectation that a scalable distributed capability system is a vital part of a fast µ-kernel-based OS for the future hardware architectures. The analysis so far only involved tuning for parallel efficiency, which is analogous to optimize for execution time. We next discuss the efficient usage of PEs.
We next detail the results for the Nginx webserver [53]. We used our system call tracing infrastructure to record the behavior of Nginx on Linux when handling requests. To understand how the Nginx webserver scales, we introduced PEs that resemble a network interface. These PEs constantly send out requests to our webserver processes running on separate PEs. These PEs replay the trace upon receiving a request and send the response back. Figure 10 depicts the number of requests per second of all webserver PEs. Despite this OS-intensive benchmark, the number of requests scales almost linearly when employing 32 kernels and 32 services. Using less resources for the OS flattens the graph.

6 Related Work

Capability systems. The evaluation of previous capability systems typically resorted to performance measurements of single core or small systems. Since many capability systems, such as Mach, Fluke or EROS [19, 23, 56] are based on µ-kernels which had to prove their enhanced efficiency over previous µ-kernel generations [29, 41], their kernel mechanisms like inter-process communication, system-call performance, context-switch overhead or process-creation time have been measured to demonstrate their in fact competitive performance. With these measurements it is only partly possible to derive the performance of the capability subsystem. So far the only work which included capabilities in a distributed setting is Barrelfish [11] but only parts of the capability subsystem’s scalability can be concluded from the reported results. Barrelfish’s two-phase commit approach to reach agreement (determining the relations between capabilities) requires broadcasting to every other kernel in the system, which is different from our approach. The revocation in Barrelfish uses a mark-sweep algorithm and
so called delete cascades which also require to broadcast to every kernel if capabilities have cross-kernel relations because these are not stored explicitly in Barrelfish [25]. Even though this broadcast operation can be tuned to fit the interconnect of the machine it is running on [33], it is unknown how well it performs in conjunction with their capability scheme.

Other capability systems like Capsicum [65] and CHERI [67] emphasize their sandboxing features and compatibility to existing software by executing application benchmarks. However, these do not include any assessment of large scalable systems. Further, CHERI does not support revocation, thus eliminating the overhead of tracking capability relations.

**Operating systems.** Apart from a scalable capability subsystem the OS also has to entail mechanisms to drive large possibly heterogeneous systems. The monolithic architecture of Linux, which runs a shared-memory kernel on homogeneous cores, has many scalability bottlenecks [16, 17, 26]. Developers try to counteract that by utilizing scalable data structures like RCU [47] within the kernel. To investigate more profound changes researchers built frameworks like K42 [37] to enable development and testing of new approaches like clustered objects [3]. Song et al. proposed Cerberus [61] which runs multiple Linux instances on top of a virtualization layer.

Systems like Popcorn Linux [8–10], and K2 [42] adapt Linux for heterogeneous ISAs. These systems also run multiple Linux instances closely resembling a distributed system. Rack-scale operating systems like LegoOS employ multiple distributed components to manage disaggregated resources [55]. They can benefit from our approach when combined with capabilities.

Barrelfish proposed the multikernel approach which aims to improve the scalability and support for many heterogeneous cores by constructing the OS as a distributed system. Cosh [12], a derivative of Barrelfish, demonstrated how to share and provide the OS services across different domains. While Cosh defines an interface how to communicate between different coherence islands and adds guarantees regarding memory accesses after sharing, it is not discussing the underlying capability system. Barrelfish/DC [68] examined the separation of kernel state from a kernel instantiation to provide an elastic system. Fos [66] targets manycore systems by proposing the concept of service fleets to provide OS services via spatially distributed servers. Importantly, these OSes are based on communication over message passing and do not assume cache coherent shared memory. Our system SEMPEROS shares the same two design principles: (1) the multikernel approach, and (2) communication via message passing. However, the design of Barrelfish and fos require executing a kernel on every core. Whereas, we based our work on $M^3$ [5] which runs the kernel only on a single dedicated core. This allows us to explore another design point in the multikernel design space in which the capabilities of several processing units are managed by one kernel which has to coordinate with other kernels to scale to large systems.

The philosophy of providing OS services without executing a kernel on every core has also been explored in NIX [7], which is based on Plan 9 [52]. NIX proposes an OS with a concept of application cores which do not execute a kernel to prevent OS noise. However, the communication in NIX is based on shared memory. Similarly, Helios [50], an extension of Singularity [22], minimizes the kernel requirement for some cores to a smaller satellite kernel.

Motivated by the recent trends in hardware, in a similar spirit but with a different focus, new OSes such as Arrakis [51], IX [13], and Omnix [57] have been proposed. These OSes share a similar design philosophy to SEMPEROS where we aim to provide applications direct control of the underlying hardware to improve the performance.

Alternatively, there are several proposals to support OS services for one specific type of accelerator. For instance, GPUs [58], GPUT [35], and PTask [54] are designed for GPUs. Likewise, BORPH [59], FPGAFS [38], etc. are designed to support FPGAs. In contrast, using $M^3$ as our foundation allows us to support different types of accelerators and general purpose heterogeneous cores as first-class citizens.

### 7 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a HW/SW co-designed distributed capability system based on $M^3$. More specifically, we presented a detailed analysis of distributed capability management, covering the inconsistencies which can arise in a distributed multikernel setting where concurrent updates to capabilities are possible. Leveraging the results of this investigation we devised efficient algorithms to modify capabilities in a scalable and parallel manner.

We implemented these algorithms in our microkernel-based OS, SEMPEROS, which employs multiple kernels to distribute the workload of managing the system. We evaluated the distributed capability management protocols by co-designing the HW/SW capability system in the gem5 simulator [14]. Our evaluation shows that there is no inherent scalability limitation for capability systems for running real applications: Nginx, SQLite, PostMark, and LevelDB. In particular, we showed that SEMPEROS achieves a parallel efficiency of 70% to 78% when running 512 applications and dedicating 11% of the system’s cores to the OS.

**Software availability.** SEMPEROS will be open-sourced at https://github.com/TUD-OS/SemperOS.
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Abstract

Many real-world data like social, transportation, biology, and communication data can be efficiently modeled as a graph. Hence, graph traversal such as multi-hop or graph-walking queries has been key operations atop graph stores. However, since different graph traversals may touch different sets of data, it is hard or even impossible to have a one-size-fits-all graph partitioning algorithm that preserves access locality for various graph traversal workloads. Meanwhile, prior shard-based migration faces a dilemma such that coarse-grained migration may incur more migration overhead over increased locality benefits, while fine-grained migration usually requires excessive metadata and incurs non-trivial maintenance cost.

This paper proposes Pragh, an efficient locality-preserving live graph migration scheme for graph store in the form of key-value pairs. The key idea of Pragh is a split migration model which only migrates values physically while retains keys in the initial location. This allows fine-grained migration while avoiding the need to maintain excessive metadata. Pragh integrates an RDMA-friendly location cache from DrTM-KV to provide fully-localized accesses to migrated data and further makes a novel reuse of the cache replacement policy for lightweight monitoring. Pragh further supports evolving graphs through a check-and-forward mechanism to resolve the conflict between updates and migration of graph data. Evaluations on an 8-node RDMA-capable cluster using a representative graph traversal benchmark show that Pragh can increase the throughput by up to $19 \times$ and decrease the median latency by up to 94%, thanks to split live migration that eliminates 97% remote accesses. A port of split live migration to Wukong with up to $2.53 \times$ throughput improvement further confirms the effectiveness and generality of Pragh.

1 Introduction

Graph data ubiquitously exist in a wide range of application domains, including social networks, road maps, biological networks, communication networks, electronic payment, semantic webs, just to name a few examples [47]. Graph traversal (aka multi-hop or graph-walking) queries have been prevalent and important operations atop graph store to support emerging applications like fraud detection in e-commerce transaction [45], user profiling in social networking [11, 18, 6], query answering in knowledge base [52, 63], and urban monitoring in smart city [64].

With the increasing scale of data volume and the growing number of concurrent operations, running graph traversal workloads over distributed graph store becomes essential. Graph traversal workloads are severely sensitive to the access locality, while it is notoriously difficult to partition graph with good locality. For example, the difference of median latency for two-hop query (like friends-of-friends (FoF) [18]) over a Graph500 dataset (RMA T26) [12] is about $30 \times$ (0.75ms vs. 22.5ms) between a single machine and an 8-node cluster. Further, preserving locality is even more challenging where workloads and datasets may evolve, while it is common for many production applications [7, 16, 42, 33].

We argue that live migration of graph data is a necessary mechanism for preserving access locality in graph traversals, because existing alternatives have several limitations in many scenarios. First, locality-aware graph partitioning algorithms may improve the performance of a specific dataset and workload [27, 13]. However, one partition scheme cannot fit all [62]. Further, a proper graph partitioning scheme for a certain workload may be ineffective and even harmful to another graph traversal workload. Second, replicating data to multiple or all machines allows more (fast) localized read accesses, but also leads to excessive memory overhead as the increase of machines and heavy synchronization cost among replicas for write operations.

Hence, live migration becomes a compelling approach to preserve locality, which has been widely investigated in the database and distributed systems community over the last decade. Unfortunately, the unique characteristics of graph data and traversal operations significantly weaken the benefits of live migration using a shard-based approach, even which is adopted by almost all existing systems. For example,
using a typical shard-based live migration [25, 60] with an optimal migration plan on above two-hop query experiment will just decrease 29% (22.5ms vs. 15.9ms) median latency, still far from the performance of ideal setting (pure localized access). This is because the majority of the migrated data in a shard would likely have different location preferences. On the other hand, decreasing the size of the shard (fine-grained) would incur high memory and CPU overhead due to storing (scattered over the entire store) efficiently, Pragh proposes a state-of-the-art RDMA-enable key-value store, to store the data. Due to fast lookup and good scalability, distributed key-value stores are widely used by existing graph systems [52, 64, 57, 22, 31, 24, 51, 63, 54] as the underlying storage layer to support graph traversal operations efficiently, which play a vital role for many emerging and crucial applications [45, 11, 18, 63, 52].

A natural way to build a graph model on top of the key-value store is to simply use the vertex as the key and the adjacency list as the value [51]. Further, separate key and value memory regions are used to support variable-sized key-value pairs [39, 61, 52]. Specifically, the key region is a fixed-sized hash table, where each entry stores a key and an address (i.e., offset and size) of the value region. The value region stores variable-sized values consecutively. As shown in Fig. 1, a sample graph (G) is stored into a key-value store over two machines. Various graph traversal operations (like FoF, multi-hop query, and random walking) can be implemented by iteratively accessing key and value pairs. For example, the two-hop query on vertex 1 (Q_2(1)) will first retrieve neighbors of the start point (vertex 1) by hashing it as the key and accessing its value (vertex 7 and 8). The next hop will use the value in this hop as the keys (hash(7) and hash(8)) to retrieve their neighbors (vertex 2 and 5) recursively. The accesses over key and value may be either local or remote according to the partitioning scheme.

**Table 1:** A detail analysis of shard-based live migration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ideal</th>
<th>Shard-based</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before</td>
<td>After</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throughput (K ops/sec)</td>
<td>3,248</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median/50th Latency (msec)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tail/99th Latency (msec)</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>76.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote Access Rate (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>86.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Migration Rate (%)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>85.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The effectiveness and efficiency of Pragh, we have conducted a set of experiments using a state-of-the-art graph traversal benchmark on an 8-node RDMA-capable cluster. The experimental results show that Pragh can increase the throughput by up to 19× and decrease the median latency by up to 94% through live migration, as the rate of remote accessing reduces from 86.2% to 2.0%. We have also integrated split live migration to Wukong [52], a state-of-the-art distributed graph store that leverages RDMA-based graph exploration (graph traversals in parallel) to provide highly concurrent and low-latency queries. An evaluation using original concurrent workload benchmark [52] shows that the throughput increases by up to 2.53× due to using split live migration.

**2 Background and Motivation**

**2.1 Graph Store and Traversal Workload**

The graph-structured store (aka graph store) becomes more and more prevalent in an increasing number of applications [47] for modeling the relationships among connected data. Due to fast lookup and good scalability, distributed key-value stores are widely used by existing graph systems [52, 64, 57, 22, 31, 24, 51, 63, 54] as the underlying storage layer to support graph traversal operations efficiently, which play a vital role for many emerging and crucial applications [45, 11, 18, 63, 52].

We have implemented Pragh by extending DrTM-KV [61], a state-of-the-art RDMA-enable key-value store, to store graph data and support split live migration. To demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of Pragh, we have conducted a set of experiments using a state-of-the-art graph traversal benchmark on an 8-node RDMA-capable cluster. The experimental results show that Pragh can increase the throughput by up to 19× and decrease the median latency by up to 94% through live migration, as the rate of remote accessing reduces from 86.2% to 2.0%. We have also integrated split live migration to Wukong [52], a state-of-the-art distributed graph store that leverages RDMA-based graph exploration (graph traversals in parallel) to provide highly concurrent and low-latency queries. An evaluation using original concurrent workload benchmark [52] shows that the throughput increases by up to 2.53× due to using split live migration.
2.2 Poor Locality and Partitioning

For distributed in-memory stores, the locality of data accessing is quite important because accessing local memory is still more than 20× faster than accessing remote memory across networks, even using high-speed networks [22]. Unfortunately, the traversal on distributed graph data is notoriously slow due to poor data locality. Prior work shows that assigning vertices to $N$ machines randomly will lead to the expected fraction of remote accesses reaching $1 - \frac{1}{N}$ [27].

To illustrate the performance impact of locality for graph store, we conducted a motivating experiment using two-hop queries (like FoF [18]) over Graph500 dataset [12] (RMAT26) on an 8-node RDMA-capable cluster. The graph is partitioned into 8 machines randomly (hash-based), and a set of vertices randomly sampled with a Zipf distribution ($\theta=0.99$) is used to run two-hop queries which access fixed 100 friends of 100 friends. As shown in Tab. 1, the distributed setting using 8 machines only achieves less than 4% throughput (123K vs. 3,248K) and about 30× median (50th percentile) latency (22.5ms vs. 0.75ms) of the ideal setting since the rate of remote accessing reaches up to 86.2%.

Therefore, designing locality-aware graph partitioning algorithms has been an active area of research for a decade [27, 13], especially for graph analytics systems. However, one partition scheme cannot fit all [62]. It is hard or even impossible to handle dynamic workloads or evolving graphs only relying on static partition-based approaches. One example is shown in Fig. 1 such that $Q_2(1)$ and $Q_2(4)$ contends for the same vertices (8 and 2). The queries may arrive at different times, which causes false contention. Actually, prior work on production applications has shown that workloads change rapidly over time [7, 16, 42, 33].

2.3 Live Migration

Live migration (aka dynamic migration) is a compelling approach for handling dynamic workloads and has been widely investigated in the database and distributed systems communities [20, 21, 26, 25, 35, 60, 5]. Generally, a centralized coordinator will make the migration plan according to the statistics (e.g., access frequency) collected by the monitor on each machine. The migration threads on the source and/or target machines will implement the plan by migrating key-value pairs in a synchronous way (see Fig. 2(b)). Since the position of vertices may change after migration, additional metadata (POS) will be accessed to look up the latest positions of the key-value pairs before accessing them (see Fig. 2(a)). The metadata should be updated by the coordinator during live migration and usually is consistently cached at each machine to avoid remote lookup for every accesses.

---

1 The ideal result is gained by running the benchmark on a single machine (fully local accessing). The throughput is further magnified $8\times$ (the number of machines).

---

![Fig. 2.](image-url) (a) The sequence of an access on (kv-based) graph store and (b) a comparison of accesses before and after live migration.

Shard-based migration. A ubiquitous approach in live migration is to group the data into shards (partitions) by key ranges or key hashing [49, 53, 4, 35, 5]. Shards serve as the unit of migration for load balancing and locality-aware optimization. Prior work mainly focuses on relational workloads (e.g., TPC-C) or simple CRUD (Create, Read, Update, and Delete) workloads (e.g., YCSB [15]). Compared to traversing graph data, such workloads with datasets usually have high access locality (e.g., accessing 1% remote key in TPC-C). Consequently, leveraging shard-based migration on the graph store is ineffective and may be harmful, due to the following reasons:

First, migrating data at shard granularity will significantly weaken the benefits of data migration. Due to lacks of data locality, after migrating a shard, the majority of the migrated data in the shard would likely not be accessed by the workload at the target machine. Meanwhile, it will also increase the number of remote accesses at the source machine. Based on the above motivating experiment, we partition graph data into one hundred shards per machine (about 70K keys per shard), similar to prior work [11, 5]. All of the local and remote accesses to every shard are monitored and aggregated to make an optimal migration plan. As shown in Tab. 1, the rate of remote accessing only decrease from 86.2% to 64.4% even after migrating more than 85.6% of graph data (about 20GB). As a result, the throughput only increases 39% (123K vs. 171K) and the median latency also just decreases 29% (22.5ms vs. 15.9ms), still far from the performance of an ideal setting.

Second, though decreasing the size of shard could enhance the effectiveness of migration, it still faces the same drawbacks of static graph partitioning approaches when handling dynamic workloads, unless vertices (key-value pairs) serve as the unit of migration. For example, two irrelevant queries may contend the same shard even assigning two vertices to one shard by key ranges, like vertex 2 and 4 for $Q_2(1)$ and $Q_2(6)$ in Fig. 1. More importantly, the amount of metadata (POS) needed to manage the shards would incur extremely high memory pressure. For example, the metadata for the motivating experiment will consume about 3GB memory on each machine to support vertex granularity migration. Each machine has to cache the entire metadata since the workload...
may access any vertex of the graph. Consequently, the size of metadata may exceed the size of graph data when the graph scales.

3 Approach and Overview

Our approach: split live migration. We propose a new migration approach, named split live migration, that enables live migration at the minimum level of granularity (i.e., key-value pair). A landmark difference compared to prior approaches is that split live migration has no need of metadata at all. This is the greatest advantage but also the biggest challenges for live migration.

The key principle of split migration is to separate the migration of keys and values. The key will always be stationary at its initial location, which can be found without metadata (e.g., key hashing). The value will be migratory on demand to improve locality or rebalance the load. Our design naturally tackles the issue of memory pressure by avoiding metadata due to the stationary key. Further, allowing fine-grained migration (even a single value) would maximize the effectiveness of data migration for graph store. However, there are still many challenges before making split live migration come true.

Opportunity: RDMA. Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) is a networking feature to provide cross-machine accesses with high speed, low latency, and kernel bypassing. The one-sided RDMA primitive (e.g., READ, WRITE, and CAS) allows one machine to directly access the memory of another machine without involving the host CPU. Much prior work has demonstrated the benefit of using RDMA for in-memory key-value stores [39, 22, 32, 61]. Generally, the Get/Put (read/write) operation first uses RDMA READs to look up the location (address) of the value by hashing the given key, and then use RDMA READ/ WRITE to retrieve/update the value (see the left part of Fig. 4(b)). We observe that one-sided RDMA primitives decouple the accesses of keys and values, which make it easy and efficient to separate keys and values in physical. It opens a new opportunity to split live migration.

Challenges and solutions. First, split live migration uses the key-value pair as the unit of migration, such that the key-value pairs which will be migrated are scattered over the entire graph store. Therefore, directly using existing protocols designed for shard-based migration may be inefficient. We propose a unilateral (target-only) migration protocol that the target machine can do it alone and efficiently by carefully leveraging one-sided RDMA primitives (§4.1).

Second, the basic split migration only migrates the values of key-value pairs, which can at most eliminate about half of the remote accesses. This is because the read access to the key of key-value pair (look up the location of the value) will still be remote. We address this challenge by integrating split migration with RDMA-friendly location-based caching [61] to provide fully-localized access to migrated data (§4.2).

Third, the split of key and value after performing migration presents a new challenge to the support of evolving graphs, especially for the target-only protocol. We use a check-and-forward mechanism to resolve the conflict between data updating and data migrating tasks (§4.3).

Finally, to maximize the effectiveness of data migration, both local and remote accesses to every key-value pair should be tracked to generate an optimal migration plan. It may incur non-trivial memory and CPU overhead to traversal workloads. We design a lightweight, memory-saving monitor, which reuses the location cache to track frequent remote accesses and provides two optional mechanisms for local access tracking to balance the accuracy and the timeliness of live migration (§4.4).

Architecture. As shown in Fig. 3, Pragh is a distributed in-memory graph store with split live migration. It follows a decentralized architecture to deploy servers on a cluster of machines connected with a high-speed, low-latency RDMA network. Each server is composed of three components: task engines, a storage layer, and a migration toolkit. The task engine binds a worker thread on each core with a task queue to continuously execute operations (e.g., Get and Put) from clients or other servers. The storage layer adopts an RDMA-enabled key-value store over distributed hashtable to support a partitioned global address space. The migration toolkit enables a monitor to collect statistics of graph store and runs migration threads to perform live migration. Pragh scales by partitioning graph data randomly (hash-based) into multiple servers. Each server stores a partition of the graph, which is shared by all of the workers and migration threads on the same machine.

Execution flow. Pragh is designed to handle concurrent operations on graph data with low-latency and high-throughput. The key advantage of Pragh over previous systems is capable of physically migrating data to improve locality in a split way, which can promptly and significantly enhance performance for dynamic workloads.

Similar to prior work [53, 60, 35], a centralized coordinator will make migration plan according to the statistics (e.g., access frequency) collected by the monitor on each server and migration policies. The details – how to make a proper policy and how to find an optimal plan – are beyond the
Fig. 4. (a) The sequence of an access on (kv-based) graph store without meta-data and (b) a comparison of accesses before and after split live migration.

scope of this paper and are part of our future work. Currently, Pragh uses a simple threshold-based policy to generate migration plans. On each server, the monitor will track the accesses of worker threads to the key-value store in the background and report to the coordinator periodically (e.g., 10s) or instantly (e.g., when exceeding 100 times per second). The coordinator will compare the statistics from the applicant and the machine hosting the vertex at present, and approve the migration if the profit is more than a threshold (e.g., 50% more accesses per second). After that, the migration threads will migrate the key-value pairs according to the plan from the coordinator, while the worker threads will continue to execute queries by accessing the same key-value store concurrently. Note that the centralized coordinator is just used to collect a few statistics from servers and approve migrations by simply comparing the statistics. Further, the fine-grained approach commonly only needs to migrate much fewer vertices (e.g., 0.13% in §6.1). Hence, the coordinator may hardly become a bottleneck in a medium-sized cluster.

4 Split Live Migration

Pragh uses an RDMA-enabled key-value store over distributed hashtable to store graph data physically. For brevity, Pragh supposes that each vertex has a unique ID (vid) and use it as the key. The hash value of the key (H(key)) can be used to identify the host machine (mid) and the location in the key region (off). As shown in Fig. 4(a), to get neighbors of a given vertex, the worker thread first uses H(key) to look up the address of its value and then retrieves the value (a list of IDs of neighbors). For remote key-value pairs, RDMA READs are used to access keys and values (see the left part of Fig. 4(b)), which are at least 20× slower than local reads. Hence, Pragh uses split live migration to eliminate such remote accesses.

4.1 Basic Split Migration

We start from the basic migration protocol, assuming that there only exist traversal workloads (i.e., Get operations) in the graph store. Since the key is always stationary in the split migration, Pragh will only move the value to the target machine. This could improve locality by avoiding remote accesses to the values (see the right part of Fig. 4(b)).

Address layout. To avoid the influence between accessing and migrating key-value pairs, the address (within the key) should be changed from local to remote in a lock-free way (e.g., compare-and-swap (CAS)). Therefore, both the local and remote location of value should use a 64-bit address uniformly, which can be modified atomically using both local and RDMA atomic instructions.2

Considering the machine ID should be added into the address, a simple layout may severely restrict the scope of address space. Pragh adopts a differentiated layout for local and remote addresses. As shown in the top left corner of Fig. 5, the most significant bit is used to present the type of address, local (0) or remote (1). For local addresses, the rest of the bits are used to store 29-bit value size and 34-bit offset within the value region. Thus, the size of a single value and value region on a single machine can reach 4GB and 128GB respectively (assuming 8-byte granularity and alignment). For remote addresses, the value offset still occupy 34 bits to present the entire remote value region, while the value size reduces to 22 bits for hosting 7-bit machine ID. Thus, the graph store can scale up to 128 machines, while the size of the maximum value that can be migrated is limited to 32MB. The observation is that the system will prefer to migrate the workloads rather than very large key-value pairs [52, 57]. Further, a large key-value pair can be split into multiple ones (vertex decomposition [52, 57]), and each one can be migrated separately.

Unilateral migration protocol. Similar to traditional shard-based migration systems, the split live migration also could be implemented by the collaboration of migration threads on source and target machines. However, the key-value pairs which will be migrated, are scattered over the entire graph store due to lacks of locality. It means that migrating multiple key-value pairs may incur a prolonged interruption to the concurrent graph accessing and/or lengthy migration delay since multiple addresses (within separated keys) should be modified by atomic operations (e.g., CAS).

Pragh proposes a unilateral (target-only) migration protocol based on one-sided RDMA primitives. It only uses the

Note that RDMA primitives guarantee atomic 64-bit transfer [9], and RDMA READ/WRITE operations are also cache coherent with local accesses [22, 61].
migration thread on the target machine to migrate the key-value pair instantly, while the worker threads on every machine can still access the key-value pair concurrently. Fig. 5 illustrates three steps of the migration protocol (a detail pseudo-code is shown in Fig. 6). First, the migration thread on the target machine will allocate memory space in local value region (new_addr) to host migrated value (❶), according to the size in the original address. Second, the migration thread will retrieve the value using one RDMA READ from the original address to the new address (❷). Finally, one RDMA CAS is used to replace the original (local) address with the new (remote) address (❸).

**Invalidation and reclaim.** Unilateral migration protocol will incur two new problems. First, the memory of migrated value in the source machine should be invalidated. However, some worker threads may still have the original address of the migrated value and will access it in the future. To solve it, Pragh proposes a passive invalidation mechanism. The migration thread will invalidate the original memory of migrated value by zeroing (RDMA WRITE) the size within the value (❹). Before using the retrieved value, the worker thread should check whether the size within the value and address are equal. If not, the address should be regained. Note that the worker thread can safely read the value from the original memory before invalidation even it has just been migrated (❸).

Second, the memory of migrated value on the source machine should be reclaimed. However, it is hard or even impossible for the migration thread on the target machine to solely free the memory. Therefore, Pragh uses a lease-based mechanism to reclaim the memory of migrated values in the background by a garbage collection (GC) thread on the source machine. The migration thread will actively write (RDMA WRITE) the original address to the reclaim table of the source machine, at the end of live migration (❹). The GC thread on each machine will periodically check the reclaim table to free the expired memory, which has been migrated.

**Fig. 6.** Pseudo-code of Migrate operation.3

```
MIGRATE(key)
1 retry: # e.g., key % machines
2 kmid = H(key).mid
3 addr = LOOKUP(kmid, key)
4 buf = ALLOC(addr.sz)
5 new_addr = {1, local_mid, addr.sz, buf}
6 RDMA_READ(addr.mid, buf, addr.off, addr.sz)
7 if RDMA_CAS(kmid, H(key).off, addr, new_addr)
8   goto retry # conflict w/ PUT
9   goto retry # invalidate value
10 RDMA_WRITE(addr.mid, addr.off, zero, 8)
11 RDMA_WRITE(addr.mid, reclaim, addr, 8) # reclaim
```

3RDMA provides fences between different requests [38], and Pragh uses them before invalidating and reclaiming the memory (Line 10 and 11).

4Pragh uses the precision time protocol (PTP) [1] to implement lease.

5We implement the reclaim table like the circular buffer [22].

before a pre-agreed lease (e.g., 60s). All the worker threads comply with the convention that the value address obtained before a lease duration should not be used, since it may have been freed and reused. The performance impact could be trivial by using a long-term lease.

### 4.2 Fully-localized Split Migration

The basic split migration only avoids remote accesses to the values, which limits the effects of migration since only at most half of remote accesses can be eliminated.

**Observation: location cache.** Prior work [61, 23, 59] proposes location-based caching for RDMA-friendly key-value stores, which aims at avoiding remote accesses to the keys. Different to caching the content (value) of key-value pairs, the location cache ($L$) only stores the location (address) of key-value pairs, which is very space-efficient and effective (see the left part of Fig. 7). We observe that location cache is a perfect counterpart to split migration. They focus on two different halves of the access to the remote key-value pair, and the candidates of them are also well matched, namely remote key-value pairs frequently accessed. Finally, a small cache has negligible memory overhead (e.g., 128MB) and lookup cost, yet it is sufficient to achieve fully-localized accesses for most workloads [46, 61].

**Integration with location cache.** Pragh extends the graph store with location cache ($L$) and integrates it with split live migration to enable fully localized accesses after migration. Fig. 8 illustrates the pseudo-code of get operation with the integration of location cache and split live migration. When accessing a remote key-value pair (Line 9), the worker thread will first check location cache (Line 21) and fill the cache (if missed) with the address of the value (Line 25) obtained by the remote access to the key (Line 24). Given the address, the worker thread will retrieve the value using one RDMA READ (Line 14).

If the worker threads access the key-value pair frequently enough, the value will be migrated to the local using the basic migration protocol. After that, the address stored in location cache will be updated by the new address, which points to the local value region. Therefore, the accesses to the key-value pair will be fully localized (Line 10-12), as shown in the right part of Fig. 7. In contrast, the local key-value pair could also
GET(key, buf)
+1 retry:
  2 kmid = H(key).mid -> e.g., key % machines
  3 addr = LOOKUP(kmid, key)
  4 if kmid == local_mid -> local key
     +5 if addr.type == 0 -> local value
        6 | MCPY(buf, vals[addr.off], addr.sz)
     +7 else -> remote value (migrated)
        8 | RDMA_READ(addr.mid, buf, addr.off, addr.sz)
  9 else -> remote key
     +10 if addr.type == 1 -> migrated
        11 | && addr.mid == local_mid -> local value
        12 | MCPY(buf, vals[addr.off], addr.sz)
     +13 else -> remote value
        14 | RDMA_READ(addr.mid, buf, addr.off, addr.sz)
 15 if CHECK(addr, buf)
 16 if kmid != local_mid
 17 | cache.DELETE(key) -> invalidate
 18 goto retry

LOOKUP(kmid, key)
  19 if (kmid == local_mid) -> local key
     20 | return keys[H(key).off]
 21 if cache.FIND(key)
     22 | && !EXPIRED(cache.GET(key).lease)
     23 | return cache.GET(key).addr -> cache hit
 24 RDMA_READ(kmid, addr, H(key).off, 8)
 25 cache.INSERT(key, addr) -> fill cache
 26 cache.GET(key).lease = NOW()
 27 return addr

PUT(key, val)
+1 retry:
  2 kmid = H(key).mid
  3 addr = LOOKUP(kmid, key)
  4 if addr.mid != local_mid -> migrated
     +5 if addr.type != local_mid -> forward PUT op
        6 return false
        7 new_addr = WRITE_VALUE(addr, val)
        8 if !RDMA_CAS(kmid, H(key).off, addr, new_addr)
        9 | goto retry -> conflict w/ put or migrate
        10 zero = 0 -> invalidate value
        11 MCPY(vals[addr.off], zero, 8)
        12 MCPY(reclaim, addr, 8) -> reclaim
        13 return true

Fig. 8. Pseudo-code of GET operation with location cache. The code lines with “*” and “+” stand for additional instructions to integrate with location cache and split live migration, respectively.

be migrated to other machines, thus the type of address will be used to decide how to retrieve the value (Line 5-8).

Finally, the address stored in the location cache should also follow the convention of the invalidation and the reclaim mechanisms. First, if the retrieved value is invalid (Line 15), the worker thread has to delete the address in location cache for the remote key-value pair (Line 16-17), and needs to retry (Line 18). Second, the cached address must expire after a lease duration (e.g., 60s) from the last cache time (Line 22 and 26). Note that the duration of the (cache) lease should be equal or smaller than that of the (reclaim) lease (§4.1).

4.3 Full-fledged Split Migration

The basic migration protocol only considers traversal workloads (i.e., GET operations) concurrently execute in the graph store. Pragh extends it with a check-and-forward mechanism to support the evolving graph (i.e., PUT operations). For brevity, suppose that graph store has provided some mechanisms (e.g., snapshot read [52, 64]) to run traversal workloads over evolving graphs correctly. Therefore, Pragh only tackles the conflict between split live migration and the change of graph. More specifically, Pragh only needs to consider the concurrent update to edges (i.e., change the value of a key-value pair).

We observe that both Migrate and PUT operations will change the address within the key atomically to mark the success of processing (Line 7 in Fig. 6 and Line 8 in Fig. 9). Moreover, PUT operation will always be assigned to the machine hosting the key at first. So for key-value pairs migrated, a better choice is to forward the PUT operation to the machine hosting the value upon conflicts, which also ensures consistency and reclaims the memory. Consequently, Pragh adopts different strategies for Migrate and PUT operations when detecting the conflict over the address: Migrate operation will be retried (Line 8 in Fig. 6), while PUT operation will forward itself (Line 5 in Fig. 9), if it conflicts with some Migrate operation and then is retried (Line 9 in Fig. 9). Note that PUT operation will always update the address in the machine hosting the key using RDMA CAS, even though PUT operation is forwarded.

4.4 Lightweight Monitoring

To generate a proper migration plan, the coordinator should collect the statistics of both local and remote accesses to every key-value pair. A (much) higher remote access number from a certain machine to a key-value pair in the most recent interval (e.g., 10s) indicates that migrating the key-value pair to that machine may improve locality (fewer remote accesses). It has been a great challenge to track the accesses at the granularity of key-value pairs. Even worse, the remote accesses using RDMA READ contributes much more extra burdens (both memory and CPU overhead) to the monitor, since each machine has to track the accesses to remote key-value pairs (except local key-value pairs).

Pragh designs a lightweight, memory-saving monitor for split live migration by tracking local and remote accesses separately. For remote accesses, worker threads may access

---

1Suppose that PUT operation will change the size or the offset of the address (or both), namely addr is not equal to new_addr.
2Relational database can leverage table schema to reduce the number of tuples should be tracked, by grouping co-accessed tuples into blocks [53, 25, 50, 60]. Unfortunately, graph store is generally schema-less.
any key-value pairs, while the monitor may (very likely) only care about remote key-value pairs accessed frequently. This observation also matches the intention of the location cache. Hence, Pragh reuses the cache to track (partial) remote accesses (remote key). The monitor relies on the replacement policy of cache to recognize the key-value pairs (worth tracking) freely. Note that the accesses for the values migrated to local will still be tracked through the cache.

For local accesses, reserving space for every key and tracking every access might be not worth, especially for a very large store. This is because only a small fraction of key-value pairs should be migrated for a while. For example, migrating less than 0.2% of key-value pairs is sufficient for the motivating experiment (§6.1). Therefore, Pragh allows to skip tracking local accesses to the key-value pairs and provides two optional mechanisms to balance the timeliness and the accuracy of split live migration. Note that the monitor on each machine will report to the coordinator when remote accesses to a key-value pair exceed a threshold.

**Eager migration:** The coordinator will eagerly approve the migration of the key-value pair. After migration, the machine hosting the key will track the (remote) access to the key-value pair using a separate table, and then may migrate it back in future if it accesses the key-value pair more frequently.⁹

**Deferred migration:** The coordinator will notify the machine hosting the key to track the (local) accesses to the key-value pair using a separate table. After a migration interval, the coordinator will decide whether to migrate the key-value pair according to the statistics from all of the machines.

### 4.5 Discussion

Even though the current design of split live migration highly relies on RDMA, we believe that it can still benefit graph traversal workloads without RDMA, including no need for metadata and vertex granularity migration. However, after migrating the value to local, the cost to retrieve the address would be almost the same as the cost to retrieve the value directly. Hence, location cache must be deployed even without RDMA. On the other hand, the lack of RDMA would also need to rethink the implementation of migration protocol. Our future work may extend Pragh to support commodity networks without RDMA.

### 5 Implementation

**Fault tolerance.** Pragh supposes distributed in-memory graph store has provided durability and/or availability by using specific mechanisms like checkpointing or replication. Pragh only needs to consider the interrupted migration tasks and the recovery of crashed machines, because split live migration only changes the location of key-value pairs rather than the content of key-value pairs.

**Interrupted migration tasks:** If the crashed machine is the source of migration, there is nothing to do since the key-value pair will be recovered on the crashed machine later. If the crashed machine is the target of migration, a corner case that the interruption occurs after replacing address (❸ in Fig. 5) but before reclaiming memory (❶ in Fig. 5) will cause a little memory leakage, which can be detected and reclaimed by scanning the entire value memory region in background.

**System recovery:** Pragh relies on the mechanism provided by graph store to detect machine failures, like Zookeeper [30]. It will notify surviving machines to assist the recovery of crashed machines, which needs to handle two kinds of key-value pairs. First, the key-value pairs hosted by a crashed machine will be reloaded by the substitute of the crashed machine. Before that, all surviving machines will flush addresses in location cache which point to the key-value pairs hosted by crashed machines (i.e., H(key)).mid if they have been migrated or not, and reclaim the memory of values migrated from crashed machines. Second, the key-value pairs, hosted by a surviving machine but migrated to a crashed machine, will be reloaded by the surviving machine. Before that, all surviving machines will also flush addresses in location cache which point to the key-value pairs migrated to the crashed machines (i.e., addr.mid). The coordinator will record the latest target machines of values migrated persistently before approving the migration, which could help surviving machines reload vertices precisely. Moreover, all workloads running on surviving machines involving crash machines will be aborted and suspended until recovery is complete. Finally, the coordinator in Pragh is stateless and easy to recover. The coordinator failure will not influence the execution of worker threads and only pause launching new migration tasks and recovering crashed machines. The migration thread can continue to complete the outstanding migrations.

**Optimizations.** Pragh adopts a unilateral migration protocol (see §4.1) to migrate one key-value pair (vertex) at a time, which requires at most five one-sided RDMA operations: two reads to lookup and retrieve the value, one CAS to change the address atomically, and two writes to invalidate and reclaim the original memory. Though this approach can provide instantaneous response to migration demands and fully bypass the CPU and kernel of source machine, the throughput of migration may be bottlenecked by the network due to too many RDMA operations with small payloads.

To remedy it, Pragh enables three optimizations to further accelerate split migration. First, in most cases, the migrated key-value pair is frequently accessed by the target machine; thus, its address (very likely) has been already cached in the location cache. It means that the migration thread can skip the first RDMA read to look up the address. Second, Pragh will
migrate multiple key-value pairs concurrently in a pipelined fashion to better utilize network bandwidth. Each RDMA operation to migrate one key-value pair is implemented as one stage, and Pragh schedules these stages without waiting for the request completion. Finally, since the memory invalidation and reclaim are not on the critical path to migrate one key-value pair, Pragh enables passive ACK \cite{59} to acknowledge the completion of such two RDMA WRITE operations, which further reduces the network bandwidth. As a result, a single migration thread is sufficient to migrate more than one million vertices per second (§6).

**Load balance.** Though Pragh mainly focuses on using live migration to improve the locality of graph traversal workloads, it also can be used to rebalance load across machines, similar to prior work \cite{53, 60, 35}. Basically, it all depends on the migration plan generated by the coordinator. Generally, the traversal workload will be sent to the machine hosting the initial vertex and run to completion. The remote key-value pairs will be retrieved by RDMA operations. Therefore, the coordinator should recognize such hotspots and generate proper plans to scatter them over all of the machines using live migration, like Pragh. Meanwhile, different goals also need different migration policies and statistics. It is orthogonal to the design of Pragh and beyond the scope of this paper.

### 6 Evaluations

**Hardware configuration.** All evaluations were conducted on a rack-scale cluster with 8 nodes. Each node has two 12-core Intel Xeon E5-2650 v4 processors and 128GB DRAM. Each node is equipped with two ConnectX-4 MCX455A 100Gbps InfiniBand NIC via PCIe 3.0 x16 connected to a Mellanox SB7890 100Gbps IB Switch, and an Intel X540 10Gbe NIC connected to a Force10 S4810P 10GbE Switch. In all experiments, we reserve four cores on each CPU to generate requests to avoid the impact of networking between clients and servers as done in prior work \cite{56, 58, 61, 14, 60, 52}. All experimental results are the average of five runs.

**Traversal benchmark.** Inspired by YCSB \cite{15}, we build a simple benchmark to evaluate the effectiveness of different migration approaches for graph traversal workloads. The traversal benchmark uses a synthetic graph provided by Graph500 \cite{12}. In this paper, the graph with $2^{26}$ vertices and $2^{30}$ edges (RMAT26) is used as default dataset since we need to run the benchmark on a single machine to gain the performance of ideal setting (pure localized access). Note that the experimental results on larger graphs (e.g., RMAT29) are similar. The traversal benchmark consists of 95% two-hop queries (GQR) and 5% edge updates/inserts (Prr), similar to YCSB-B (read-heavy) \cite{15}. Note that the majority of many traversal workloads \cite{11} are two-hop queries, and it is easy to compose other complicated queries like SPARQL query \cite{52}. The starting vertices of two-hop queries are chosen according to a Zipf distribution with $\theta = 0.99$. The scope of starting vertices and the number of neighboring vertices retrieved could be configured. The default values are $2^{10}$ and 100, respectively. We will compare the performance impact with different settings in separate experiments.

**Comparing targets.** The following five results are provided in the evaluation of the traversal benchmark. *Orig* indicates the performance of running the benchmark over the graph data partitioned randomly and without data migration. *Ideal* is the result gained by running the benchmark on a single machine. Specifically, throughput is simply magnified by 10.

---

\(^{10}\)To ensure consistency, the (original) memory invalidation must be completed before the next Prr operation on (new) memory starts, which is easy to implement with the check-and-forward mechanism (§4.3).
the number of machines (i.e., \(8\times\)). **Shard-based** represents the performance of a shard-based migration approach, which deploys one hundred shards at each machine, similar to prior work \([11, 5]\). Note that we always generate optimal migration plans for shard-based migration by tracking every access but do not consider the tracking cost. **Split/Cache** and **Split** are the performance of Pragh using split live migration with and without location cache. The size of the location cache is 128MB. The migration plan is built by the statistics collected by our lightweight monitor. The default interval is set to 10 seconds.

### 6.1 Migration Benefits

To study the benefits of migration approaches, we run the traversal benchmark using different migration schemes and compare to the result of the original and ideal settings. As shown in Fig. 10, the original throughput and latency are about \(26\times\) slower than the ideal results (123K vs. 3,248K) since about 86.2% accesses to the key-value store are remote. Shard-based approach can only increase the throughput by 39% (123K vs. 171K) and decrease the median (50\(^{th}\) percentile) latency by 29% (22.5ms vs. 15.9ms) as it just removes about 25% remote accesses. Pragh can almost double the throughput and reduce the latency by half, thanks to the basic split migration, which removes nearly all remote accesses to the values. Using location cache can remove almost all of the remote accesses to the keys, as the cache hit rate is about 99%. Note that the performance of enabling basic split migration or location cache alone are similar, because both of them still need one **RDMA READ** to retrieve the remote key or value separately.

When combining two techniques, the throughput of Split/Cache can reach 2,352K queries per second (19\times compare to Orig). It has achieved close to 72% of ideal performance. The remaining 2.0% of remote accesses is due to the competition on vertices shared by multiple queries running on different machines. Note that traditional migration scheme is hard to integrate with location cache, since they will migrate both keys and values physically and make location cache useless.

**Migration time and network traffic.** Both split migration and shard-based migration can complete migration in seconds since we optimize the data transmissions in both methods. For shard-based migration, we migrate the shards in block granularity to fully utilize network bandwidth. However, split migration is still faster even using more network round-trips for one key. This is because fine-grained migration migrates much less data than coarse-grained, shard-based migration. For this experiment, only 78,242 keys (0.13% of the total vertices) are migrated in split migration, where 782MB data is migrated in total. For comparison, 85.6% of shards (685 out of 800) are migrated in shard-based migration with a total size of 20GB key-value to transfer.

**Scope of starting vertices.** Generally, the query will start from a certain type of vertices (e.g., users or tweets in social networks), and the size of the subset of vertices may be various. Fig. 11 further presents the impact of using different scopes of starting vertices in the traversal benchmark from \(2^{10}\) to \(2^{26}\). The speedup after migration decreases with the increase of scope steadily due to the increase of contention on key-value pairs accessed by multiple queries. It will also result in the rise of remote accesses (see Fig. 11(b)).

**Impact on Pur operations.** To reveal the impact of check-and-forward mechanism in Pragh on the latency of Pur operations, we use an update-heavy traversal benchmark, which consists of 50% two-hop queries (Get) and 50% edge updates/inserts (Pur), similar to YCSB-A \([15]\). Fig. 12(a) shows the CDF graph of latency for Pur operations with and without split live migration. After migration, the latency of 99.9% Pur operations decreases significantly, thanks to the decline of waiting time in the queue. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 12(b), the check-and-forward mechanism will just impact the 99.9\(^{th}\) percentile latency, since about 0.11% Pur operations updates migrated key-value pairs and is forwarded to another machine. Note that Pragh only migrates 0.13% of total key-value pairs. The increase of latency is mainly contributed by the extra cost for forwarding the operation, waiting in the queue, and re-executing the operation.

**Uniform workload.** We also evaluate the traversal benchmark with a uniform workload. Shard-based approach can hardly gain benefits and only increases the throughput by 8% (126K vs. 136K) after migration, as the remote access rate just drops from 85% to 82%. In contrast, the basic split migration eliminates over 43% of remote accesses and increases the throughput by 84% (126K vs. 232K). By using location cache, the throughput of Split/Cache can reach 1,521K queries per second (12\times compared to Orig). The remote access rate reduces to 5%.

---

**Fig. 11.** A comparison of migration benefits for different approaches with the increase of scopes of starting vertices.

**Fig. 12.** The CDF graph of latency for Pur operations.
6.2 Migration Speed

To evaluate the capability of unilateral migration protocol, we conduct an experiment to migrate values from a remote machine to local with full speed. Fig. 13 shows the throughput of migration and network bandwidth consumed with the increase of payload (i.e., value) size. A single thread is enough to migrate values for millions of vertices per second with less than 4KB payloads. Using parallel migration with 24 threads can further increase the throughput of moving values to more than 10 million per second. Further, using multiple RDMA primitives to migrate a single value will not be limited by network. It should be noted that split live migration will only use the CPU of the target machine.

Fig. 13. The throughput and bandwidth of unilateral migration using 1 and 24 threads.

6.3 Eager Migration vs. Deferred Migration

Pragh provides two optional migration mechanisms, eager and deferred, to balance the accuracy and the timeliness of live migration. Fig. 14 compares these two mechanisms using the traversal benchmark. The monitor on each machine tracks remote accesses and reports the statistics to the coordinator periodically. After receiving statistics at 0 second, the coordinator adopts different mechanisms to notify migration threads. For eager migration, all of the migration threads will start migration directly, and the throughput reflects the benefits immediately, increasing from 239K to 2,142K. However, since the migration plan may not be optimal, the second migration happens at the next interval (after about 10s). The throughput further increases to 2,362K. For deferred migration, the coordinator will only ask monitors to track the local accesses on the potential key-value pairs for migration at 0 second, and do the migration with an optimal plan at the next interval. The throughput will directly increase from 239K to about 2,362K.

Fig. 14. The throughput timeline for split live migration (w/ Cache) using eager or deferred mechanism.

6.4 Dynamic Workloads

To study the effectiveness of split live migration in the face of dynamic workloads, we change workloads every 10 minutes by using non-overlapping scopes of starting vertices. As shown in Fig. 15, the performance notably drops every time the workloads change, because the location of vertex migrated for the current workload is very likely not suitable for the next workload. Shard-based migration can only provide very limited performance improvement as expected. Split migration with location cache can recover the performance after migration. Note that Pragh uses instant migration in this case, which is hard to implement in traditional migration approaches. When the monitor detects the frequency of accesses to some remote key-value pair exceeding a threshold (100 times per second), it will instantly report to the coordinator. Further, the migration on every machine can move values at any time, and there is no need to synchronize with other machines. Therefore, the performance is recovered gradually in about 5 seconds. Note that using a more aggressive policy could further reduce the time spent in recovery.

6.5 Application: RDF Graph and SPARQL Query

Wukong+M. To demonstrate the generality of Pragh, we have integrated split live migration with Wukong [52], called Wukong+M. Wukong is a state-of-the-art distributed graph store that leverages RDMA-based graph exploration to provide highly concurrent and low-latency SPARQL queries over large RDF graph datasets. RDF (Resource Description Framework) is a standard data model for the Semantic Web, recommended by W3C [2], which presents linked data as a set of \langle subject, predicate, object \rangle triples forming a directed and labeled graph. SPARQL is the standard query language for RDF datasets, which can be supported by using graph exploration (i.e., graph traversals in parallel). We also implement an RDMA-friendly location cache on Wukong+M, similar to DrTM-KV [61].

Benchmark and workload. We use the Lehigh University Benchmark (LUBM) [3] which is widely used to evaluate the performance of RDF query systems [63, 36, 28, 52, 64, 37]. More specifically, we use LUBM-10240 dataset where each machine deploys about 32GB memory. We use the query set published in Atre et al. [8] and a mixed workload consist-
ing of 6 classes as the same in the original paper [52]. The workload is skewed such that the starting vertices are chosen following a Zipf distribution ($\theta = 0.99$) over all vertices.

**Performance.** As shown in Fig. 16, Wukong+M (+Split) with location cache (w/ Cache) can outperform all other counterparts by up to 2.53×, thanks to split live migration that eliminates about 88% remote accesses (from 86% to 10%). Shard-based live migration (+Shard) only improves the mixed query throughput by about 5%, since it is hard to balance requirements for keys in each shard. The basic split migration (+Split) outperforms shard-based migration by $1.52 \times$ (407K ops/s vs. 267K ops/s) due to allowing fine-grained migration. After enabling location cache (+Split w/ Cache), the throughput further increases by $1.58 \times$ (642K ops/s vs. 407K ops/s).

### 7 Related Work

**Live migration on relational stores.** There have been many efforts to provide live migration features for distributed relational databases, considering different low-level architectures, such as shared-storage [20, 21, 26, 48, 19, 10] or partitioned database [53, 25, 60, 35]. They mainly focus on migrating shards efficiently across machines for balancing load and reducing latency. There are two main types of approaches: pre-copy based [20, 21, 60] and post-copy based [26, 25, 35].

To the best of our knowledge, almost all such systems adopt shard-based mechanisms (e.g., range or hash partitioning [17, 43]) and the changes of the ownership of shard are necessary when migration. Hence, they must maintain the state of shards explicitly by using internal global data structures or external location services [55, 4, 5]. Differently, split live migration fixes the (logical) location of data to avoid the maintenance overhead, which makes it different from all of the previous approaches.

The inherent drawback of one-off sharding has driven a few recent efforts to support dynamic sharding [25], auto sharding [4] and application-specific sharding [5] techniques. However, when shards still serve as the unit of migration, it is hard to balance the effectiveness (granularity) and efficiency (CPU and memory) for large-scale graph data with dynamic workloads due to lacks of locality.

**Live migration on graph stores.** The increasing importance of graph data models has stimulated a few recent designs of vertex migration or graph re-partitioning techniques targeting graph systems [44, 62, 34, 41, 65], since it is hard or even impossible to handle dynamic workloads or evolving graphs only relying on static partition-based approaches [27, 13]. The most related work is Mizan [34], a distributed graph processing system that leverages fine-grained vertex migration to improve load balance for iterative analytics workloads (e.g., PageRank and DMST [34]) over a static graph. Further, vertex migration can only happen when all worker threads reach a synchronization barrier (stop-the-world), and all selected vertices in one machine can only be migrated to a pairwise machine (non-flexible). By contrast, Pragh uses live migration to preserve locality for concurrent and dynamic traversal operations over evolving graphs. Thus, it makes many fine-grained migrations on demand, and vertices can be migrated to any machines flexibly.

Most graph re-partitioning approaches [44, 62, 65] need to maintain global metadata to map vertices to partitions, and use multiple phases to iteratively migrate vertices for reducing the communication cost. Therefore, these design choices make them slow to react to changes of workloads and other real-time events. Pragh can provide instant response to migration demands using lightweight monitoring and unilateral migration protocol.

Further, data replication has been used to improve the locality of traversal workloads over graph stores [29, 62, 40] by duplicating vertices on multiple machines. However, it will consume more memory and complicate the design of graph store in the face of evolving graphs. It should be noted that data replication is orthogonal to live migration, and integrating split live migration with fine-grained vertex replication [27, 13] is part of our future work.

### 8 Conclusion

This paper presents Pragh, an efficient locality-preserving live migration scheme for graph store. The key idea of Pragh is split live migration, which allows fine-grained migration while avoiding the need to maintain excessive metadata. Several key designs like the unilateral migration protocol, the integration of location-based caching, and the check-and-forward mechanism for evolving graphs made Pragh fast and full-fledged. Evaluations using both a graph traversal benchmark and SPARQL workloads confirmed the effectiveness and generality of Pragh.
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**Abstract**

LSM-tree based key-value (KV) stores suffer from severe read amplification because searching a key requires to check multiple SSTables. To reduce extra I/Os, Bloom filters are usually deployed in KV stores to improve read performance. However, Bloom filters suffer from false positive, and simply enlarging the size of Bloom filters introduces large memory overhead, so it still causes extra I/Os in memory-constrained systems. In this paper, we observe that access skewness is very common among SSTables or even small-sized segments within each SSTable. To leverage this skewness feature, we develop ElasticBF, a fine-grained heterogeneous Bloom filter management scheme with dynamic adjustment according to data hotness. ElasticBF is orthogonal to the works optimizing the architecture of LSM-tree based KV stores, so it can be integrated to further speed up their read performance. We build ElasticBF atop of LevelDB, RocksDB, and PebblesDB, and our experimental results show that ElasticBF increases the read throughput of the above KV stores to 2.34×, 2.35×, and 2.58×, respectively, while keeps almost the same write and range query performance.

**1 Introduction**

With the exponential growth of data volume, traditional relational database meets challenges in scalability in dealing with extremely large-scale data. As an alternative, key-value (KV) store is widely used as the fundamental storage infrastructure in many applications, such as cloud systems [25], advertising [8, 16], social networks [3, 37], search indexing [8, 21], online gaming [13], etc. According to the used index structures, KV stores can be categorized into hash index based design [12, 13, 26], B-tree based design [20, 31] and LSM-tree based design [27, 30, 32, 36]. Because hash index based design requires large memory and can not well support range query, and B-tree based design involves an abundance of random writes, so most modern KV stores use LSM-tree, e.g., LevelDB [21] at Google, RocksDB [16] at Facebook, Dynamo [14] at Amazon, and Cassandra [1] at Apache.

An LSM-tree based KV store is typically composed of two components, and we take LevelDB as an example to illustrate. One resides in memory to cache KV pairs, and it includes a MemTable and an Immutable MemTable. The other is stored in secondary storage, which is divided into multiple levels consisting of multiple SSTables. Each SSTable contains a set of sorted KV pairs and necessary metadata. When a level reaches its size limit, its SSTables will be compacted into the next level via compaction, which first reads out the SSTables in the two levels, then performs a merge sort, and finally writes back the new SSTables into the next level. As a result, compaction induces severe write amplification [27, 32].

Various designs are recently proposed to mitigate the compaction overhead [5, 27, 32, 42]. The most recent work PebblesDB [32] proposes a novel data structure called Fragmented Log-Structured Merge-Trees (FLSM), which follows the LSM-tree structure, but relaxes the fully sorted constraint in each level. Thus, compaction just needs to append data to multiple fragments in the next level, and there is no need to merge with the SSTables in the next level. Therefore, PebblesDB can greatly reduce the write amplification. However, sacrificing the sorted nature of KV pairs in each level, PebblesDB inevitably degrades the read performance.

On the other hand, LSM-tree based KV stores also suffer from severe read amplification [27, 31, 39]. This is because when lookup a KV pair, KV store needs to check multiple SSTables from the lowest level to the highest level until the key is found or all levels have been checked. Furthermore, it is required to read multiple metadata blocks to really check whether a KV pair exists in one SSTable. Thus, read amplification can reach a factor of over 300× [27]. To reduce extra I/Os induced by checking multiple SSTables, modern designs use Bloom filters in KV stores [35] to quickly check the existence of a KV pair in an individual SSTable. However, Bloom filters suffer from false positive, so they may return a positive result even when a KV pair does not exist in the SSTable, and this incurs unnecessary I/Os. We also conduct experiments to measure the impact of false positive by using Bloom filters with four bits-per-key in a 100GB KV store. Other parameter settings and system configurations are presented in §4.1. Results show that a key lookup incurs 7.6 inspections to SSTables on average, but 1.3 disk accesses are needless and induced by false positive.

Allocating more bits for each key can reduce the false positive rate, but the volume of all Bloom filters also increases, e.g., a 10TB KV store with 100B KV pairs requires 128GB Bloom filters under 10 bits-per-key setting. If the volume of Bloom filters exceeds the memory capacity, some filters will be swapped out to secondary storage, which induces extra I/Os and increases the read amplification.

It is a consensus that data access is usually skewed in real
Some KV pairs are hot and frequently accessed, while most KV pairs are seldom accessed. Thus, if we allocate more bits to the Bloom filters for hot KV pairs, then we can reduce the overall false positive rate in the whole process of running an application, while still limiting the volume of all Bloom filters. However, it is not an easy task to dynamically adjust the setting of Bloom filters in KV stores due to the following reasons, which are revealed by our experiments. First, different levels exhibit significantly different access unevenness. Even though KV pairs in a lower level are usually more frequently accessed, there are still a considerable proportion of SSTables in a higher level that are evidently hotter than SSTables in a lower level. Second, even for KV pairs within the same SSTable, the access unevenness is also serious. Last but not least, the hotness of KV pairs dynamically changes during the running time of applications.

We propose ElasticBF, a fine-grained and elastic Bloom filter management scheme. Its basic idea is assigning multiple small-sized Bloom filters to each small group of KV pairs when building SSTables, and these Bloom filters reside in secondary storage and are dynamically loaded into memory to activate according to the hotness of KV pairs. However, to realize dynamical allocation of Bloom filters, the following key issues must be addressed: (1) How to accurately measure and record the hotness of KV pairs with low storage and CPU overheads? (2) How to dynamically change the ability of Bloom filters based on hotness with low memory and computation overheads? (3) How to efficiently inherit the hotness of SSTables with low metadata overhead when SSTables are reorganized during compaction? ElasticBF carefully addresses the above issues by developing multiple techniques to limit its overhead, including fine-grained allocation, hotness inheritance and in-memory management optimization.

We emphasize that ElasticBF is orthogonal to existing works focusing on the optimization of KV store structures, so it can be combined with these designs to further accelerate the lookup of KV pairs. To demonstrate its efficiency, we carefully build ElasticBF atop three commonly used state-of-the-art KV stores, LevelDB, RocksDB and PebblesDB. Experiments show that for all of the above KV stores, ElasticBF increases the read throughput to 2.34×, 2.35×, and 2.58×, respectively, while keeps almost the same write throughput. In summary, our contributions are as follows.

* Fine-grained allocation. We find that the hotness of KV pairs varies significantly in different ranges within the same SSTable. So we divide each SSTable into different segments, measure and record their hotness with acceptable storage and CPU overheads, so as to receive relatively accurate hotness estimation and enable fine-grained Bloom filter allocation.

* Hotness inheritance. We design an effective scheme to estimate the access frequencies of new SSTables during compaction by inheriting from the outdated SSTables. So ElasticBF can preserve the hotness during the whole execution process of applications, and avoids frequent cold start of hotness due to compaction and consistently improves read performance.

* In-memory management optimization. We propose a Multi-Queue to manage the in-memory Bloom filters, and use parallel I/Os to accelerate the adjustment. Thus, we can dynamically adjust the Bloom filters in memory according to the hotness of KV pairs with negligible CPU overhead.

The rest of this paper is as follows. §2 introduces LSM-tree based KV stores and shows our observations on access skewness to motivate this work. §3 presents the design details of ElasticBF and §4 evaluates its performance. Finally, §5 reviews related work and §6 concludes this paper.

## 2 Background & Motivation

In this section, we first briefly introduce LSM-tree, then analyze the read amplification in LSM-tree based KV stores, and finally present our observations about data access locality in KV stores to motivate this work.

### 2.1 Log-Structured Merge Trees

Figure 1 illustrates the structure of an LSM-tree based KV store, which mainly consists of two components. One is in memory, which includes a MemTable and an Immutable MemTable. The other is in secondary storage, which is divided into multiple levels, say $L_0, L_1, \cdots, L_k$, where $k$ depends on the KV store size. Besides, the size limit of level $L_i$ is usually $m$ times of that of level $L_{i-1}$ for $1 \leq i \leq k$, e.g., $m = 10$ in LevelDB by default.

Now we illustrate how data is stored. Specifically, KV pairs are first written to the MemTable which works as a cache. When MemTable is filled up, it will be converted to an Immutable Memtable, which can not be written any more.
Later, Immutable Memtable will be packed into an SSTable and appended into \( L_0 \) in the secondary storage. Note that keys in each SSTable are sorted, but they are not sorted between SSTables in \( L_0 \) so as to make the writes to disk fast. Thus, this write policy degrades read performance, so the size of \( L_0 \) is usually limited, e.g., it is limited as 12 SSTables in LevelDB. To balance read and write performance, SSTables are organized into a multi-level tree, and if one level (say \( L_{i-1} \)) is filled up, its SSTables will be merged into its higher level (say \( L_i \)) by compaction, which merges all KV pairs in \( L_{i-1} \) into \( L_i \), so data are sorted in every level except for \( L_0 \).

To find a key in the secondary storage, we need to search it level by level from \( L_0 \) to \( L_i \). Note that we should check all SSTables in \( L_0 \) because they are not sorted, while we only need to check one SSTable in each of the other levels until we find the key or all levels are checked. Thus, we usually need to read multiple SSTables to find a key, which induces read amplification, and Bloom filters are commonly used to reduce the read amplification. As a result, besides KV pairs, each SSTable also includes Bloom filters and other metadata (see Figure 1). For performance consideration, the Bloom filters are usually required to be also buffered in memory.

However, Bloom filters suffer from false positive because of hash collision, and thus incur extra I/Os to read out data from SSTables for key comparison. The false positive rate of a Bloom filter is \( (1 - e^{-k/b})^k \), where \( b \) is the number of bits allocated to each key, i.e., bits-per-key, and \( k \) means the number of hash functions [24]. Since \( (1 - e^{-k/b})^k \) is minimized when \( k = \ln 2 \cdot b \), false positive rate can be simply represented as \( 0.6185^b \). Thus, the value of \( b \) directly determines the memory usage of a Bloom filter. We can reduce the false positive rate by allocating more bits-per-key for Bloom filters, but allocating more bits to each keys will increase the volume of all Bloom filters and thus consumes more memory. Even worse, if the volume of all Bloom filters exceeds the memory capacity, some Bloom filters will be swapped out to secondary storage, and this will induce extra I/Os and further aggravate read amplification.

### 2.2 Motivation

Uneven accesses are still very common in KV stores [9, 22], where only a small proportion of the KV pairs are frequently accessed, while the majority of the KV pairs are seldom accessed. Therefore, if we allocate more bits to the Bloom filters for hot KV pairs and fewer bits for cold ones, then the overall positive false rate during the whole execution process of applications will be reduced. Clearly, we will face to a series of challenges to realize such heterogeneous Bloom filters and enable dynamic adjustment. In this subsection, we present our observations on the access skewness of KV stores to motivate this work. The detailed design of ElasticBF will be presented in §3.

We run experiments with RocksDB to validate the access unevenness in KV stores. We use YCSB [9] to load a 256GB database in the experiments, where the size of each SSTable is set as 64MB, which is the default configuration, and the size of each key value pair is 1KB. Note that the maximum size of \( L_1 \) is configured as 256MB in RocksDB, and the size of \( L_i \) is 10 times of that in \( L_{i-1} \) (\( i \geq 2 \)), therefore 5 levels are enough to keep 256GB data. We then generate two representative workloads with uniform and Zipfian distributions, and each workload contains ten million Get requests. Note that there are about 4400 SSTables in the tested KV store, so issuing ten million Get requests is enough to study the access pattern. To make the evaluation of the hotness of SSTables and the hotness of different regions in the same SSTable accurate, we disable the Bloom filters in these experiments. That is, we search the keys level by level, and at each level, we compare the target key with the key ranges of SSTables. If the key falls into the range of an SSTable, we will read the data out and check whether the key exists or not until the key is found or all levels are checked.

We first show the file-level access characteristics, and Figure 2 shows the access frequency of each SSTable. The x-axis represents the identities of SSTables which are numbered sequentially from the lowest level to the highest level, and the y-axis shows the number of accesses to each SSTable. From the results, we can have two observations. First, on average, the access frequencies of SSTables in lower levels are higher than those in higher levels. This is because lookup always flows from lower levels to higher levels. Second, if we zoom in one particular level, we can find that the access frequencies vary very significantly from SSTables, i.e., some SSTables are much hotter than others within each level. Besides, when we compare the access frequencies of SSTables in adjacent two levels, we can find that it is very common to have some SSTables in level \( L_{i+1} \) which are even hotter than some SSTables in level \( L_i \), especially for the skewed workload with Zipf distribution. That is, SSTables in higher levels may also be hotter than those in lower levels. For example, 21% of SSTables in \( L_4 \) is even hotter than 11% of SSTables in \( L_3 \). More importantly, since more than 98% SSTables are stored in the highest two levels, i.e., \( L_3 \) and \( L_4 \) in this example, we can conclude that the hotness of most SSTables can not be
accurately characterized according to which level they are placed. This observation implies that Monkey’s level-based coarse-grained heterogeneous Bloom filters can not take full advantage of the access skewness, and finer-grained Bloom filter design is necessary.

Since the size of an SSTable may still be configured to be large to leverage sequential I/O bandwidth, e.g., RocksDB uses 64MB or even larger SSTables, the access skewness may still be serious within each SSTable. Note that it will bring very large memory and CPU overheads to record the hotness of each KV pair, so we divide each 64MB SSTable into 64 regions, each of which has 1MB, and record the access frequencies of different regions in each SSTable. Figure 3 shows the ratio of the difference between the maximum and the minimum access frequencies of all regions in the same SSTable to their average access frequency. We can see the ratio value is very large for many SSTables, e.g., greater than 10 for 73% SSTables. So the access unevenness is very serious even within the same SSTable.

In summary, access skewness is very serious among different SSTables, and even among different regions within the same SSTable. This offers an opportunity to develop finer-grained heterogeneous Bloom filters by allocating more bits-per-key for hot SSTables or regions so as to reduce the overall false positive rate without increasing the volume and memory overhead of Bloom filters.

3 Design

The main idea of ElasticBF is to construct multiple Bloom filters for each SSTable, but allocate less bits-per-key to each filter. Note that the Bloom filters in SSTables are stored in secondary storage, and they are just reserved for future use. That is, Bloom filters become active only after being loaded into memory, which is a dynamical process according to the hotness of SSTables. If an SSTable becomes hot, we will load more of its Bloom filters into memory, and we may also disable some of its Bloom filters in memory when it becomes cold. Thus, we can dynamically adjust Bloom filters while avoiding heavy I/O and CPU overheads for computing the hash functions when we change Bloom filters according to the hotness of SSTables. Thanks to the dynamic allocation and adjustment of Bloom filters, we can reduce the overall false positive rate, while keeping the same memory usage.

3.1 Overview

Figure 4 depicts the architecture of ElasticBF, which mainly contains three components, fine-grained Bloom filter allocation, hotness identification and inheritance, and Bloom filter management in memory. For the design of fine-grained Bloom filter allocation, we mainly face to the problems of how many Bloom filters should be allocated to each SSTable and how many bits should be assigned to each filter so as to achieve low false positive rate and low memory usage. We also need to carefully design the data structure and management scheme with low I/O overhead. For hotness identification, our goal is to achieve relatively accurate estimation of hotness with low overhead. Finally, hotness inheritance is designed to avoid cold start of hotness identification after compaction, and Bloom filter management in memory is to efficiently adjust Bloom filters according to hotness.

Remarks: ElasticBF realizes an elastic Bloom filter management scheme with little extra memory usage and small CPU and I/O overheads. It is orthogonal to existing works focusing on optimizing the structure of KV stores and can be integrated to accelerate their read performance. Besides, ElasticBF may also be applied in other scenarios to improve object lookups, and the management technique for hot/cold adaption is applicable to other summary data structures.

3.2 Fine-grained Bloom Filter Allocation

The read performance of KV stores can be improved by reducing the I/Os caused due to false positive of Bloom filters. In the following, we first analyze the expected false positive rate by dynamically activating Bloom filters according to hotness, then we describe how to construct multiple Bloom filters for SSTables to realize fine-grained allocation.

Construction of multiple Bloom filters. ElasticBF generates multiple Bloom filters for each SSTable by using different and independent hash functions. Each filter is allocated with less bits-per-key, and we call it a filter unit. All filter units assigned to an SSTable are named as a filter group, as shown in Figure 5. Since the multiple filters within a filter group are independent, a key is certainly not in an SSTable as long as one filter unit returns a negative answer. That is, if multiple filter units are enabled, then only when all enabled
filter units indicate the existence of a key, we need to read out the SSTable to search the key.

As pointed out in [24], the false positive rate of a filter group is equivalent to a single Bloom filter which has the same bits-per-key to all filter units within the filter group. We call this feature separability, which can be further justified as follows. Assume that a filter group consists of \( n \) filter units, each of which is a \( b/n \) bits-per-key filter, then the false positive rate of each filter unit is \( 0.6185^b/n \). Since the filter units in a group are generated by different independent hash functions, the false positive rate of \( n \) filter units in a group is \( (0.6185^{b/n})^n = 0.6185^b \), which is exactly the same with that of a single Bloom filter with \( b \) bits-per-key.

Based on the separability feature, we should determine \( b \) and \( n \) to optimize the setting of multiple Bloom filters. As we should enable all the filter units in a group for the hottest SSTables such that the false positive rate \( 0.6185^b \) closes to zero, in our configuration, we set \( b = 24 \) with a false positive rate of about 0.001%. On the other hand, \( n \) indicates the maximum number of hotness categories to distinguish different SSTables. Increasing \( n \) will more accurately differentiate the hotness of SSTables, but it needs more I/Os to load filter units to achieve low false positive rate. Thus, we set \( n = 6 \), i.e., a filter group has 6 filter units, each is allocated with 4 bits-per-key. We will analyze the impact of bits-per-key of each filter unit on the read performance in §4. Notice that ElasticBF allocates multiple filter units to SSTables, which induces extra storage usage. Assuming that the size of KV pairs is 1KB, thus one group of filter units cost about 192KB storage, which is only 0.3% of a 64MB SSTable, and the filters are stored in secondary storage, so the storage overhead of ElasticBF is negligible.

**Benefit analysis.** Now we analyze the benefit of using multiple Bloom filters. Suppose that there are \( N \) SSTables, \( s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_N \), in a KV store, and we use static setting to set \( b \) bits-per-key for all SSTables, i.e., the memory usage to reside Bloom filters is \( b \) bits for each key. Suppose that a workload needs to access SSTable \( s_i \) with \( p_i \) times, then the expected number of times to really read out data from all SSTables due to false positive with static setting is

\[
R_{\text{static}} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} p_i \cdot 0.6185^b. \tag{1}
\]

In a contrary, if we dynamically set multiple Bloom filters with the same memory usage as the static setting, and suppose we load \( n'_i \) filter units for SSTable \( s_i \) according to its hotness, each allocates \( b' \) bits-per-key, then under the assumption of the same memory usage with static setting, the expected number of times to read out data from SSTables is

\[
R_{\text{dynamic}} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} p_i \cdot (0.6185^{b'})^{n'_i}, \tag{2}
\]

subject to \( \sum_{i=1}^{N} n'_i \times b' \leq Nb \),

where the inequality \( \sum_{i=1}^{N} n'_i \times b' \leq Nb \) represents the same memory usage constraint.

To better understand why dynamical allocation can reduce I/Os, i.e., \( R_{\text{dynamic}} < R_{\text{static}} \), we count the number of I/Os due to false positive by conducting experiments on RocksDB. We set the average bits-per-key as 4 for both Bloom filter allocation schemes. For the dynamical allocation scheme, we generate 6 filter units for each SSTable and still use 4 bits-per-key for each filter unit. We first issue ten million Get requests on a 100GB database using static setting of Bloom filters, half of the Get operations request non-existent items, and we count the real number of I/Os issued due to false positive as \( R_{\text{static}} \). Then we classify SSTables into 7 categories (\( C_0, C_1, \ldots, C_6 \)) according to their access frequencies, and initially load \( i \) filter units for SSTables in \( C_i \) in the dynamical allocation. We use this configuration to replay the ten million Get requests and count \( R_{\text{dynamic}} \).

**Finer-grained design with chunking.** As mentioned in Section 2.2, access unevenness is still serious within an SSTable. So we may further reduce the false positive rate by differentiating the hotness of keys within the same SSTable. However, this will bring too large extra overheads of memory usage and CPU for recording the hotness of individual keys. To balance the accuracy of measuring hotness and the extra

**Figure 6:** Number of I/Os caused due to false positive.
overheads to KV stores, we further divide each SSTable into multiple regions called segments and record the hotness at the granularity of the segment. Each segment is then allocated a group of filter units, as shown in Figure 7. From §2.2, we know the hotness of different segments still significantly varies, so we are still expected to reduce the false positive rate by differentiating the hotness of segments.

The challenging issue is to optimize the size of segments, as large segment can not accurately reflect the hotness of different KV pairs in an SSTable and small segment will bring large overhead to KV stores. Our rule to configure the size of segment is to make the size of each Bloom filter be close to the device block size, e.g., 4KB, so as to reduce the I/O overhead when loading Bloom filters. We will analyze the impact of segment size on the read performance in §4.

Finally, since we only need several bytes to record the hotness for each segment, the memory overhead is smaller than 1% of the Bloom filter size. For storage overhead, if the KV pair size is 1KB and ElasticBF uses 4 bits-per-key for each filter unit, then one filter unit only costs around 2KB storage space, which is only 0.05% of a 4MB segment.

Remarks: All Bloom filters allocated to an SSTable are stored in its metadata area and kept in secondary storage. Upon reading an SSTable, the default number of Bloom filters are also loaded into memory, so loading Bloom filters at initialization does not induce extra I/Os.

3.3 Hotness Identification and Inheritance

Hotness identification. The hotness of a segment is determined by its access frequency and the time duration since its last access. Specifically, we propose an expiring policy to differentiate hot/cold segments. We maintain a global variable named currentTime, which is defined as the total number of Get requests issued to the whole KV store so far, and we also associate a variable named expiredTime with each segment to denote the time point at which the segment will be “expired”. Precisely, expiredTime is defined as lastAccessedTime + lifeTime, where lastAccessedTime denotes the time of the most recent access to the segment and lifeTime is a fixed constant. Note that the “time” concept here means logical time which is actually represented by the number of accesses. Each time when a segment is accessed, we increase the currentTime by one and update the expiredTime of this segment by setting lastAccessedTime as the updated value of the currentTime. We define a segment as “expired” if currentTime already becomes larger than expiredTime.

The physical meaning of the above policy is that if a segment is not accessed during a fixed number of Get requests which is defined by lifeTime, then it is expired and considered as cold. Note that the time complexity to update the hotness metadata of a segment is only O(1). Besides, the memory overhead is also small, e.g., for a 100GB KV store, there are around 25K segments whose size is 4MB, assume that 4 bytes are used to record the expireTime of each segment, then the total memory overhead is only around 100KB.

Hotness inheritance after compaction. Compaction will trigger merge sort between SSTables to generate new SSTables. So the segments in new SSTables are also newly generated and their hotness should be changed. If we set the hotness of new segments as 0, then ElasticBF will face to cold start of hotness and this may degrade the performance of future read from the new segments. To inherit the hotness, ideally, we can accurately estimate the hotness of new segments based on the hotness of all keys within it, but this will bring into KV stores too large overhead.

Instead, ElasticBF uses the hotness of old segments to estimate the hotness of new segments. Specifically, as illustrated in Figure 8, when a new segment is generated, we first find out the old segments which are involved in the procedure of generating the new segment and also have overlapped key ranges, then we estimate the hotness value of the new segment by simply using the mean of the hotness of all old segments. At last, we enable some filter units for the new segment accordingly. Experiments in §4 show that this simple scheme is efficient to improve the read performance for workloads with mixed reads and writes in KV stores.

3.4 Bloom Filter Management in Memory

Now the final issue is to determine how many filter units should be enabled for each segment. Although we can address this issue by formulating an optimization problem to minimize the overall false positive rate, but this will consume lots of CPU resources. Besides, every access changes the access frequency of some segment, so it needs to recompute the optimal solution and incurs lots of I/Os to adjust the optimal configuration. To address this issue, ElasticBF develops a lightweight and efficient adjustment scheme.
Bloom filter adjusting rule. We use a metric which is defined as the expected number of I/Os caused by false positive to guide the adjustment, and we denote this amount of extra I/Os as \( E[\text{Extra\_IO}] \), which can be expressed as

\[
E[\text{Extra\_IO}] = \sum_{i=1}^{M} f_i \times r_i, \tag{3}
\]

where \( M \) means the total number of segments in the KV store, \( f_i \) denotes the access frequency of segment \( i \), \( r_i \) denotes the false positive rate and it is determined by the number of filter units loaded in memory for segment \( i \). Here, the rule of thumb is to adjust the number of filter units, and thus changes \( r_i \), so as to make \( E[\text{Extra\_IO}] \) be decreased.

The procedure of adjusting Bloom filters is as follows. Each time when a segment is accessed, we update its access frequency and the \( E[\text{Extra\_IO}] \), then we check whether \( E[\text{Extra\_IO}] \) could be decreased if we enable one more filter unit for this segment and disable one unit for other segment to guarantee the same memory usage. If the \( E[\text{Extra\_IO}] \) could be decreased, then we apply the adjustment, otherwise, we do nothing. Note that in this adjusting procedure, one key issue is to find out which filter unit should be disabled, and we address this problem by maintaining an in-memory index based on Multi-Queue, which will be described later.

Realizing dynamic adjustment with Multi-Queue. Recall that the challenging issue in the adjust procedure is to decide which filter unit should be disabled. We extend Multi-Queue (MQ) [33, 46] to address this problem. Specifically, ElasticBF maintains multiple in-memory Least-Recently-Used (LRU) queues to manage the metadata of each segment as shown in Figure 9. We denote these queues as \( Q_0, \ldots, Q_n \), where \( n \) is equal to the maximum number of filter units allocated to each segment. Each element of a queue corresponds to one segment, and it manages the filter units enabled for the segment. Precisely, each element in queue \( Q_i \) indicates that \( i \) filter units are enabled for the corresponding segment, i.e., only these \( i \) filter units are used to check the existence of keys. To keep the LRU feature of each queue, each time when a segment is accessed, we move the corresponding element to the MRU side within the same queue.

To find out which filter unit should be disabled and then removed from memory, we use the hotness information defined by the expiring policy described in §3.3. Specifically, we search “expired” segments from \( Q_n \) to \( Q_1 \), and for each queue, we search from the LRU side to the MRU side, since an “expired” segment must be the least recently used one. When we find an “expired” segment, and if the \( E[\text{Extra\_IO}] \) can be decreased when we disable one filter unit of this segment, we then downgrade it to the next lower-level queue to release one filter unit. Note that the access frequency of the “expired” segment does not change, while the \( E[\text{Extra\_IO}] \) could be decreased because of the change of false positive rates by adjusting the Bloom filters in corresponding segments. If there is no “expired” segment, we skip the Bloom filter adjustment this time, this is a conservative strategy to prevent us from degrading the lookup efficiency of possible hot segments (which are not “expired”), and combined with checking if \( E[\text{Extra\_IO}] \) (which is related to the access frequency) can be decreased, the adjustment overhead is limited as the adjustment frequency is limited, we also analyze the adjusting overhead in §4. On the other hand, we set lifetime as the same order of magnitude as the total number of segments. The rationale is that if there is no “expired” segment, it means almost all the segments have been accessed recently, so they may have similar hotness during that time and we do not need to do the adjustment.

3.5 Implementation Issues

We implement ElasticBF atop various commonly used KV stores, including LevelDB, RocksDB and PebblesDB. Here, we briefly describe the issues in the implementation.

ElasticBF keeps multiple filter units for each segment in each SSTable, to make minimum changes to SSTables, each filter unit is treated as a meta block in original SSTable organization, and the offset information in the file are recorded in meta index block. Besides, as generating multiple Bloom filters may add latency to writes, ElasticBF leverages multi-threading via threadpool to generate multiple filter units simultaneously so as to further reduce the computation time. On the other hand, ElasticBF maintains a background thread to manage Multi-Queue, so loading filter units and fetching data from secondary storage can be done in parallel, therefore the device bandwidth can be efficiently exploited.

4 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate ElasticBF to validate its efficiency. We build ElasticBF atop LevelDB [21], RocksDB [16], and PebblesDB [32], and compare the performance of these systems with and without ElasticBF so as to study how much improvement ElasticBF can achieve. We point out that LevelDB is the classical LSM-tree based design, and RocksDB further improves the performance of LevelDB with multiple optimizations. Both of them are widely used as baselines for performance comparison [27, 32]. Besides, PebblesDB is developed based on the new and state-of-the-art index called fragmented LSM-tree, so we also take it as a baseline to demonstrate the effectiveness of ElasticBF. We
emphasize that since ElasticBF is orthogonal to the works
optimizing architecture of KV stores, it can also be integrated
to other KV stores to further speedup their read performance.
In the evaluation, we try to address the following questions.

- How much improvement does ElasticBF achieve to
  speedup the read performance of KV stores? (§4.2)
- How is the performance of ElasticBF under the
  workloads of YCSB benchmark? (§4.3)
- What is the performance impact of dynamically allocating
  bits to Bloom filters in ElasticBF, as compared to
  the static heterogeneous scheme in Monkey? (§4.4)
- What is the performance impact of different configurations
  on ElasticBF? (§4.5)

4.1 Experiment Setup

We run experiments on a Dell PowerEdge R730 with an 12-
cores Intel Xeon CPU E5-2650 v4 with 2.20GHz processor,
64GB RAM, and Ubuntu 16.04 OS with Linux 4.15 kernel.
The testbed is equipped with one 500GB SSD and one 1TB
7200RPM HDD. By default, we run experiments on the SSD.
We build ElasticBF on top of LevelDB (v1.20), RocksDB
(v5.14) and PebblesDB. As RocksDB and PebblesDB use
the LeveledCompactionStrategy to better manage memory. For the default
configuration. We set the size of each KV pair as 1KB, and
load a 100GB database with randomly generated distinct
keys. For the benchmarked workload, we generate 10M
Get operations by following the Zipf distribution with a
Zipfian constant 0.99 by default. Note that there is no
warm up phase, i.e., we immediately issue the benchmarked
workload to the randomly loaded database. We also point
out that the performance is already stable after issuing 10M
operations. By default, we assume that half of the Get
operations request non-existent items (i.e., zero lookup),
mainly because lookups of non-existent KV pairs are very
common in practical systems [6, 23, 35, 38]. As many KV
stores provide their own cache mechanisms, thus we enable
direct I/O [19] to better manage memory. For the default
setting, we disable the block cache [17] to minimize the
influence of cache. This represents the scenario in which a KV
store runs within a memory-constrained environment [11, 25],
we also show the performance impact of block cache size
in §4.5. For ElasticBF, the segment size of each SSTable
is set as 4MB, and the lifeTime is set as 10K as there are
around 30K segments in total. The average Bloom filter space
for each key (i.e., bits-per-key) is set as four bits, this
is because allocating a large number of bits for each key is
not cost-efficient and it may be impractical in very large KV
stores. Cassandra [2] also uses a similar setting of about 5
bits-per-key by configuring the Bloom filter to have the
false positive rate of 0.1 in its LeveledCompactionStrategy.
We also study the impact of different system configurations
on the performance of ElasticBF in §4.5.

4.2 Micro-benchmarks

We first evaluate the performance of ElasticBF with micro-
benchmarks. To evaluate the read performance, we consider
both read-only workload and mixed workloads with different
read/write ratios so as to validate the effectiveness of the
hotness inheritance technique in ElasticBF. Finally, we also
show the performance impact on writes and range queries.

Read-only workload. We use one thread to run the YCSB
benchmark to perform 10M Get requests. Figure 10(a)-(c)
show the results of read throughput, average read latency, and
total number of I/Os. We can see that ElasticBF improves
the read performance of different KV stores. Specifically,
the read throughput with ElasticBF is increased to 2.08×,
2.15× and 2.17× compared to the results without ElasticBF
under LevelDB, RocksDB and PebblesDB, respectively. For
average read latency, ElasticBF can reduce the latency of
LevelDB, RocksDB and PebblesDB by 51.9%, 54.0% and
55.8%, respectively. The improvement of ElasticBF is mainly
because the reduction of extra I/Os caused by false positive of
Bloom filters. To validate this, we also count the total number
of I/Os generated to serve the Get requests, and the results
are shown in Figure 10(c). We can see ElasticBF reduces the
number of I/Os issued under different KV stores by 59.1% -
63.8%. As a result, ElasticBF can further improve the read
performance of KV stores. To validate the effectiveness of the
expiring policy and the adjusting rule, we count the total
number of I/Os issued by loading filter units, it is only about
1% of the total number of I/Os generated to serve the Get
requests, thus the adjusting overhead is small.

We further study the concurrent read performance of
ElasticBF by using 16 threads to run the YCSB benchmark,
and each thread performs 1M Get requests. Since we observe
similar results for throughput, latency and total number of
I/Os, we only show the throughput results in Figure 10(d) for
the interest of space. In particular, ElasticBF increases the
read throughput to 2.34× - 2.58× in these KV stores. Note
that the improvement is slightly larger than that in single-
threaded scenario, this is because multi-threaded reads can
better utilize the I/O bandwidth.

Mixed workloads. Now we show the performance of
ElasticBF under mixed workloads with different read/write
ratios. The goal of this experiment is to validate that ElasticBF
can still achieve a consistent improvement for reads due
to the hotness inheritance design, even though compaction
continuously generates new SSTables.
Now we study the write and range query performance. We compare the performance of ElasticBF with YCSB benchmarks, which provide a set of six workloads with different combinations of KV operations. Specifically, Workload A consists of 50% reads and 50% updates, Workload B consists of 95% reads and 5% updates, Workload C consists of 100% reads, Workload D consists of 95% reads and 5% inserts, Workload E consists of 95% scans and 5% inserts, and Workload F consists of 50% reads and 50% read-modify-write. Note that Workload D uses the Latest distribution [9], while others follow Zipfian distribution. Each of the six workloads consists of 10M operations, which are issued on a 100GB database, and other settings are the same as before.

We first compare the performance of LevelDB, RocksDB and PebblesDB with and without ElasticBF. Figure 13(a), 13(b) and 13(c) show the throughput results. We can see that ElasticBF improves the performance for all workloads except for Workload E (95% scans), this is because Workload E is a scan-dominated workload, and ElasticBF does not affect the performance of write and scan. In particular, for read-only Workload C, ElasticBF achieves $1.99 \times - 2.11 \times$ throughput in different KV stores due to the optimized Bloom filter design. For Workload A (50% reads) and Workload B (95% reads), ElasticBF improves the throughput by 7.4% - 36.8% and 52.6% - 71.5% for different KV stores, respectively. The reason why the improvement under Workload A and B is smaller than that under Workload C is because the request keys are Zipfian distributed, and the updates make most of
the accessed keys issued by Get are stored in lower levels, and thus leads to a smaller number of SSTables that need to be checked during read than that in read-only Workload C, so ElasticBF has a smaller improvement. The above reason also leads to the results under Workload F which has 50% reads and 50% read-modify-writes, and ElasticBF improves the throughput by 7.8% - 46.6%. Finally, for Workload D, ElasticBF increases the throughput by 47.9% - 93.0%.

We also study the performance impact of ElasticBF on MongoDB [29], which is a popular open-source NoSQL database using WiredTiger [41] and RocksDB as its storage engine. Since WiredTiger is not based on LSM-tree, we choose RocksDB as the storage engine, and evaluate the performance improvement when integrate ElasticBF in MongoDB. The client of YCSB benchmark is running on the same machine with the MongoDB server. Figure 13(d) shows the results. We find that the improvements are only about 11% - 15% except for the scan-dominated Workload E. This is because the YCSB workloads issue only one read/update/insert per request, while MongoDB adds a lot of latency in the critical path of read operations, e.g., the query planner, and thus the latency induced by RocksDB accounts for only about 20% of the total latency. As a result, optimization in the KV storage layer does not result in a large improvement, and this is also observed in PebblesDB [32]. However, we point out that MongoDB may issue batch reads to hide extra latency in real-world scenarios, and in this case, ElasticBF must bring in larger improvement.

4.4 Comparison with Monkey

Now we compare the performance of ElasticBF with Monkey [10], both are built atop LevelDB. As Monkey mainly focuses on zero lookups, which are very common in practice, e.g., the insert-if-not-exist queries, we also assume that all Get operations request non-existent items in the experiments.

We first evaluate the performance of micro-benchmarks. We conduct the evaluation by issuing 10M Get requests to 100GB KV stores. Figure 14(a) shows the results. We can see that ElasticBF increases the throughput to 1.39× - 2.20× across different workloads. In particular, the improvement ratio increases if the workload is more skewed, and this validates the efficiency of taking into account data locality. However, the performance of Monkey is flat across workloads, the reason is that each zero lookup will traverse all levels of the LSM-tree regardless of the access skewness, thus the number of I/Os caused by each Get request due to false positive keeps almost the same under the static setting in Monkey. To further justify, we also count the total number of I/Os issued by Get operations. As shown in Figure 14(b), ElasticBF reduces the number of I/Os by 36.9% - 80.9% compared with Monkey. We then study the impact of zero lookup ratio, and Figure 14(c) shows the result by fixing the Zipfian constant as 0.99. ElasticBF improves the throughput to 1.16× - 1.39×. In particular, as the number of I/Os to find the relevant items accounts for a higher proportion when there are fewer zero lookups, ElasticBF results in smaller benefits in the case of lower zero lookup ratio. Finally, we also study the performance impact on 400GB KV stores, as shown in Figure 14(d), ElasticBF preserves similar improvement, e.g., it increases the throughput to 1.36× - 2.15×.

Next, we study the performance of ElasticBF under the YCSB benchmarks with four threads, each workload of YCSB issues 10M operations on a 100GB KV store. To consider the impact of access skewness, we conduct two sets of experiments by setting the Zipfian constant as 0.99 and 1.2, respectively. Figure 15(a) and Figure 15(b) show the results. We can see that ElasticBF outperforms Monkey for all read-dominated workloads. In particular, for Workload C (100%...
reads) and Workload D (95% reads and 5% inserts), when the Zipfian constant is 0.99, ElasticBF obtains $1.29 \times$ and $1.20 \times$ throughput, respectively, and the improvement ratios increase to $1.99 \times$ and $1.89 \times$ when the workload becomes more skewed. For other workloads, such as Workload A, B and F, the improvement of ElasticBF is small, this is because the updates in these workloads make most of the keys requested by Get be at lower levels, and Monkey can gain the benefits even with a level-based static scheme, and thus the further improvement of ElasticBF is small.

ElasticBF performs better than Monkey mainly because of the finer-grained hotness identification strategy, i.e., the segment-level hotness identification and Bloom filter adjustment. We will further evaluate the impact of the granularity of hotness identification in details by varying the segment size in the next subsection. Besides the performance improvement, ElasticBF is also a more general Bloom filter management scheme, e.g., it can be deployed in KV stores which use complicated compaction strategies [15, 18], while in these cases, the LSM-tree structure becomes hard to predict, so it is hard for Monkey to find the optimal setting of Bloom filters, and Monkey also fails to dynamically adjust the setting when the structure of the LSM-tree changes.

4.5 Impact of Different Configurations

In this subsection, we study the performance impact of different configurations on ElasticBF. We use one thread to run YCSB benchmark, and issue 10M Get requests to a 100GB database. Due to page limit, we only show the performance improvement over LevelDB, and improvements over RocksDB and PebblesDB are also similar.

**Performance under HDD.** Figure 16(a) shows the read throughput under HDD. We can see that ElasticBF achieves $2.31 \times - 2.38 \times$ better throughput for LevelDB, RocksDB and PebblesDB. Besides, we also note that the improvement ratio is similar to that under SSD. That is, ElasticBF can improve the read performance of KV stores for all the main-stream storage devices, including both SSD and HDD.

**Impact of zero lookup ratio.** Figure 16(b) studies the impact of different ratios of non-existent items. Specifically, the x-axis represents the ratio of Get requests which access non-existent keys, i.e., zero lookup. Specifically, ElasticBF increases the read throughput to $1.65 \times - 3.08 \times$ when the zero lookup ratio increases from 0% to 100%. Besides, we can see that with the increasing of zero lookup ratio, ElasticBF achieves larger improvement. This is because looking up non-existent keys leads to the search of all levels in the KV store, and so it needs to check more SSTables. Thus, optimizing the Bloom filter can bring larger benefit to reduce the I/Os, so ElasticBF can get a larger improvement from zero lookups.

**Impact of block cache size.** We study the impact of cache size. As mentioned before, we enable direct I/O in the experiments. Figure 16(c) shows the results with different block cache sizes, note that the default block cache size is 8MB [17], and we set its size as 64MB which is slightly larger than the amount of Bloom filters (50MB). We can see that with a larger block cache, the read performance improves. Besides, ElasticBF still improves the performance when cache is enabled, e.g., it increases the throughput to $1.43 \times - 2.08 \times$.

**Impact of KV pair size and database size.** Figure 16(d) studies the impact of KV pair size. ElasticBF increases the read throughput for different KV pair sizes, e.g., it increases the throughput to $1.99 \times - 2.08 \times$ when we vary the KV pair size from 1KB to 128B. Similarly, Figure 16(e) shows that ElasticBF consistently increases the read throughput for large databases, e.g., it increases the throughput to $2.00 \times - 2.08 \times$ when we vary the database size from 100GB to 400GB.

**Impact of segment size, lifeTime length and filter unit size.** Finally, we study the impact of configuration parameters on the read performance of ElasticBF. First, we consider the impact of segment size, and Figure 16(f) shows the read throughput versus the segment size. Note that the SSTable size is 64MB, if the segment size is also set as 64MB, then it means that we measure hotness and adjust Bloom filters in unit of an SSTable. The results show that the improvement is the largest under the 4MB setting, e.g., the throughput under...
the 4MB setting is 17.8% higher than that under the 64MB setting. The reason is that as the segment size decreases, ElasticBF can perform a finer-grained hotness recognition, so it can gain more benefits from the adjustment of Bloom filters. This also demonstrates the effectiveness of the finer-grained design in ElasticBF. However, if the size of each filter unit is too small (e.g., less than a block size), then each load of the filter unit is wasting for the I/Os, so the throughput drops. Second, from the results in Figure 16(g), which show the impact of $\text{lifetime}$ length, we can see that and the performance improvement has no big difference. That is, ElasticBF is not sensitive to the $\text{lifetime}$ parameter, e.g., we can simply set $\text{lifetime}$ according to the total number of segments. Finally, Figure 16(h) shows the impact of filter unit size, the x-axis represents the $\text{bits-per-key}$ of each filter unit, and we configure the total $\text{bits-per-key}$ of a filter group as 24 (or 25 for 5bit). The improvement is the largest when using 4bit. This is because if each filter unit uses fewer $\text{bits-per-key}$, then it can have more filter units for each SSTable, and this implies to have more hotness categories, but too many categories will also require more I/Os to load enough filter units to achieve low false positive rate.

To summarize this section, we find that ElasticBF can effectively boost the read performance of various KV stores under different storage mediums and database scales, but it mainly focuses on the memory-constrained environment. That is, if the memory capacity is not a bottleneck, then one can simply allocate more bits to each Bloom filter and keeps all of them in memory, in this case, the false positive rate can be very small and the benefit of ElasticBF is limited.

5 Related Work

In recent years, many studies have proposed new designs based on LSM-tree [30]. WiscKey [27] reduces the compaction I/Os by using key-value separation technique to manage keys and metadata in LSM-tree, while stores values into an appended-only log. HashKV [7] further optimizes the value management for key-value separation based design by using hash-based data organization. LSM-trie [42] focuses on small key value pairs, and organizes data into a hash-based trie structure to reduce write amplification. bLSM [35] uses a new merge scheduler to reduce the impact of the compaction on the front-end write performance, and also uses Bloom filters to help efficient lookup. TRIAD [5] reduces write I/Os by leveraging the skewed data popularity and delayed compaction strategy. PebblesDB [32] reorganizes the storage layout inspired from skip lists, thereby avoiding data rewriting in the same level to reduce the compaction overhead. We point out that these works mainly focus on improving the write performance, and they still follow the basic structure of LSM-tree and require Bloom filter, so our work is orthogonal to them, and can be used to further improve the read performance by adaptively adjusting Bloom filters.

Some other studies aim to better utilize the features of emerging storage devices to improve the performance of KV stores. For example, RocksDB [15] uses prefix Bloom filter to reduce read amplification on range queries. SuRF [44] is based on a succinct data structure to reduce I/Os by filtering requests of point queries and range queries. Heterogeneous Bloom filter design is also considered to configure different Bloom filters for different levels or files [10, 45]. However, Monkey [10] adopts a coarse-grained scheme which allocates the same number of filters for SSTables within the same level and also fails to dynamically adjust according to hotness. ElasticBF further leverages the access locality in a finer granularity with dynamical adjustment, and our extensive experiments demonstrate its benefit, especially for skewed workloads. Finally, compared with our previously published workshop paper [45], we also make multiple novel optimizations: (1) we develop a fine-grained heterogeneous scheme by further differentiating segments within each SSTable, (2) we propose a hotness inheritance scheme to quickly obtain the accurate hotness information of the newly generated SSTables during compaction, (3) we implement ElasticBF on top of various KV stores and conduct extensive experiments to demonstrate its efficiency and generality, and (4) we also leverage multi-threading and parallel I/Os in the implementation for performance optimization.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we developed a fine-grained heterogeneous Bloom filter management scheme called ElasticBF by leveraging the access skewness within workloads. ElasticBF measures the hotness information with a lightweight method and also supports dynamic adjustment of Bloom filters at a fine granularity. As a result, ElasticBF can greatly reduce the expected overall false positive rate without increasing the volume and memory overhead of Bloom filters, and thus speeds up the read performance in KV stores. Finally, we also conducted extensive experiments to demonstrate the efficiency of ElasticBF by building it atop of various KV stores.
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Abstract

LSM-based KV stores are designed to offer good write performance, by capturing client writes in memory, and only later flushing them to storage. Writes are later compacted into a tree-like data structure on disk to improve read performance and to reduce storage space use. It has been widely documented that compactions severely hamper throughput. Various optimizations have successfully dealt with this problem. These techniques include, among others, rate-limiting flushes and compactions, selecting among compactions for maximum effect, and limiting compactions to the highest level by so-called fragmented LSMs.

In this paper we focus on latencies rather than throughput. We first document the fact that LSM KVs exhibit high tail latencies. The techniques that have been proposed for optimizing throughput do not address this issue, and in fact in some cases exacerbate it. The root cause of these high tail latencies is interference between client writes, flushes and compactions. We then introduce the notion of an I/O scheduler for an LSM-based KV store to reduce this interference. We explore three techniques as part of this I/O scheduler: 1) opportunistically allocating more bandwidth to internal operations during periods of low load, 2) prioritizing flushes and compactions at the lower levels of the tree, and 3) preempting compactions.

SILK is a new open-source KV store that incorporates this notion of an I/O scheduler. SILK is derived from RocksDB, but the concepts can be applied to other LSM-based KV stores. We use both a production workload at Nutanix and synthetic benchmarks to demonstrate that SILK achieves up to two orders of magnitude lower 99th percentile latencies than RocksDB and TRIAD, without any significant negative effects on other performance metrics.

1 Introduction

Latency-critical applications require data platforms that are able to deliver low latency and predictable throughput. Tail latency is especially important, because applications often exhibit high fan-out queries whose overall latency is determined by the response time of the slowest reply. Log-structured merge key-value stores (LSM KVs), such as RocksDB [18], LevelDB [14] and Cassandra [30], are widely adopted in production environments to provide storage beyond main memory for such latency-critical applications, especially for write-heavy workloads. At Nutanix, we use LSM KVs for storing the meta-data of our core enterprise platform, which serves thousands of customers with petabytes of storage capacity.

KV stores support a range of client operations, such as Get(), Update() and Scan(), to store and retrieve data. LSM KVs strive for good update performance by absorbing updates in an in-memory buffer [36, 37]. A tree-like structure is maintained on storage. In addition to client operations, LSM KVs implement two types of internal operations: flushing, which persists the content of in-memory buffers to disk, and compaction, which merges data from the lower into the higher levels of the tree.

In this paper we demonstrate that tail latencies in state-of-the-art LSM KVs can be quite poor, especially under heavy and variable client write loads. We introduce the notion of an I/O scheduler for LSM KVs. We implement this I/O scheduler in RocksDB, and we show up to two orders of magnitude improvements in tail latency.

Our work complements much recent work that has sought to improve the client throughput of LSM KVs (e.g., [4, 24, 28, 32, 44, 48, 49, 52, 43]). Client throughput is improved by reducing the cost of internal operations, but this does not suffice to reduce tail latency. Internal operations remain necessary, and client operations that arrive during ongoing internal operations experience increased latency because of interference with these internal tasks. The internal operations may be fewer in number and less costly, reducing the probability of latency spikes, but in practice they occur sufficiently often to influence the higher order percentiles of the latency distribution, especially if client load is bursty.
One may at first think that limiting the I/O bandwidth allocated to internal operations, as is commonly done in production systems, would avoid latency spikes due to interference between internal work and client load. On closer inspection, however, we find this not to be the case. As a simple example, consider a burst of client writes, triggering a burst of flushes. If a number of compactions is going on at the same time, the flushes have to share the limited bandwidth with the compactions, and they become slow. This leads to the in-memory component filling up and blocking further writes, hence producing latency spikes. Limiting the rate of compactions is also insufficient, because they can lead to the lowest level of the tree filling up, stalling flushes, and in turn stalling writes.

These and other observations lead us to the conclusion that reducing the cost of internal operations or limiting their bandwidth allocation does not suffice to avoid latency spikes, and that instead there is a fundamental need for coordination between the client load and the load imposed by different internal operations. To this end we introduce an I/O scheduler for an LSM-based KV store.

We build a new KV store, SILK, which we derive from RocksDB. The I/O scheduler in SILK (1) dynamically allocates bandwidth between client and internal operations, (2) gives preference to internal operations that may block client operations, and (3) allows preemption of less critical internal operations. Other techniques could possibly be included, but we have found these sufficient to get two orders of magnitude benefits in tail latency for write-heavy workloads, with no negative effects on throughput or average latency. Also, SILK does not produce significant negative effects in read- and scan-heavy workloads.

Contributions. The main contributions of this paper are:

1. An extensive empirical study that demonstrates the high tail latencies of current LSM KVs.
2. The introduction of an I/O scheduler for LSM KVs, and various scheduling techniques useful for reducing tail latency while maintaining good throughput.
3. An implementation of an LSM KV store I/O scheduler in an industry-standard LSM KV store (RocksDB).
4. An experimental evaluation demonstrating up to two orders of magnitude improvements in tail latency in our production workload, without significant negative effects on other performance metrics or workloads.

2 LSM KV background

2.1 LSM KV architecture

An LSM KV store has three main components: the memory component, the disk component, and the commit log.

Memory component. The memory component \( C_m \) is a sorted data structure that resides in main memory. Its size is typically small, around a few tens of MBs. The purpose of \( C_m \) is to temporarily absorb user updates. When \( C_m \) fills up, it is replaced by a new, empty component. The old memory component is then in the background flushed as is to level 0 (\( L_0 \)) of the LSM disk component.

Disk component. The disk component \( C_{disk} \) is structured into multiple levels \( (L_0, L_1, \ldots, L_n) \), where each level is larger than the previous (lower) level by a configurable factor (e.g., 10). Each level contains multiple sorted files, called SSTables. The number of SSTables on a given level is limited by a configuration parameter, as is the maximum size of an individual file for a given level. SSTables on levels \( L_i (i > 0) \) have disjoint key-ranges. \( L_0 \) allows overlapping key-ranges between files.

Commit log. The commit log \( C_{log} \) stores the updates that are made to \( C_m \) (in small batches) on stable storage. \( C_{log} \) is usually a few hundreds of MBs large. It is used if the application requires the data to be recoverable in case of a failure, but it is not mandatory. The techniques we propose in SILK apply regardless of whether \( C_{log} \) is active or not.

2.2 LSM KV operations

LSM KVs implement two main kinds of operations, which are executed by disjoint thread pools.

Client operations. The main client operations in LSM KVs are writes (\( Update(k, v) \)), reads (\( Get(k) \)), and range scans (\( Scan(k_1, k_2) \)). \( Update(k, v) \) associates value \( v \) to key \( k \). Updates are absorbed in \( C_m \), to achieve high write throughput. \( Get(k) \) returns the most recent value of \( k \). The read first goes to \( C_m \). If \( k \) is not found in \( C_m \), the read continues to \( L_0, L_1, \ldots, L_n \), until \( k \) is found. By design, at most one SSTable is checked on each level \( L_i \) for \( i > 0 \). On the contrary, more than one SSTable in \( L_0 \) may need to be checked because \( L_0 \) SSTables may contain the entire key-range. Per-SSTable Bloom filters \( [2] [25] \) are used to address this issue. Therefore, in practice, only one SSTable ends up being checked on \( L_0 \) most of the time. \( Scan(k_1, k_2) \) returns a range of key-value tuples with the keys ranging from \( k_1 \) to \( k_2 \). First, \( C_m \) is queried for keys in the \( k_1 \text{--} k_2 \) range. Then, SSTables in \( C_{disk} \) that may contain the \( k_1 \text{--} k_2 \) range are read, going down the levels, until all the keys are found. Client operations are enqueued and served in FIFO order by a fixed-size worker thread pool.

Internal operations. LSM KVs implement flushing and compaction as background processes. Flushing writes \( C_m \) as is to \( L_0 \). Because flushing speed affects the rate at which new memory components can be installed, memory components are written to disk without additional processing. As a result, \( L_0 \) allows overlapping key-ranges between files. Compaction is the operation that cleans up the LSM tree. It merges SSTa-
bles in level $L_i$ of $C_{\text{diag}}$ into SSTables with overlapping key-ranges in $L_{i+1}$, discarding older values in the process. When the size of $L_i$ exceeds its maximum, an SSTable $F$ in $L_i$ is picked and merged into the SSTables in $L_{i+1}$ that have overlapping key-ranges with $F$, in a way similar to a merge sort. Most LSM KVs support parallel compactions, apart from compactions from $L_0$ to $L_1$ which are not parallelized because of overlapping key-ranges on $L_0$. Compaction induces large I/O overhead by reading the SSTables and writing the new ones to disk.

The system maintains an internal FIFO work queue, where flushes and compactions are enqueued. When a new internal work request is enqueued, it is placed at the end of the internal work queue. A flush is enqueued when $C_m$ fills up. A compaction operation may be enqueued after a flush completes, or after a compaction completes. A pool of internal worker threads serve the requests in the internal work queue. In current LSM KVs an internal operation is enqueued whenever the system deems it necessary in order to maintain the structure of the LSM tree (e.g., when the maximum size or maximum number of files is reached on a level).

### 2.3 State-of-the-art LSM-based systems

Our experimental study includes three state-of-the-art systems: RocksDB, TRIAD, and PebblesDB.

**RocksDB** [18] developed at Facebook, is a popular system in production environments, including ours. Its architecture follows the description above. In addition, RocksDB provides a rate limiter to restrict the I/O bandwidth for internal operations. The bandwidth can be set to a fixed value, or RocksDB can change it over time in a multiplicative-increase, multiplicative-decrease manner [19]. This auto-tuned version of the rate limiter adapts the bandwidth to the amount of internal work, allocating more bandwidth when there is more pending work.

**TRIAD** [4] reduces the overhead of internal operations through three techniques. First, TRIAD keeps frequently updated keys in $C_m$, decreasing internal operation overhead in skewed workloads. Second, TRIAD provides an improvement to the flushing operation, by leveraging data already written in $C_{\text{log}}$. Finally, at the disk level, TRIAD employs a cost-based approach to trigger compaction from $L_0$ to $L_1$. Compaction happens only when there is significant key-range overlap, reducing the frequency of compaction operations and amortizing their cost.

**PebblesDB** [39] avoids most of the compaction overhead of merging and rewriting SSTables, by allowing overlapping key-ranges on all but the highest tree level through the use of Fragmented LSM trees. PebblesDB orders SSTables by key-ranges on each level, and uses special pointers called guards to indicate where a given key-range is on a level. When the number of guards on a level reaches a threshold, the guards and the corresponding keys are moved to the next level, mostly without re-writing the SSTables. PebblesDB only requires compaction at the highest tree level, when the number of guards reaches a threshold.

### 3 Performance requirements for LSM KVs

LSM KVs should meet the following requirements:

1. **Low tail latency.** In environments where LSM KVs serve applications with high fan-out operations, in which the slowest reply within an operation determines the latency of the whole operation, low tail latency is a key requirement [15].

2. **Predictable throughput.** LSM KVs must deliver a throughput that matches the client load at any time. Throughput variability is a well-known problem in LSM KVs, mostly stemming from the interference between LSM internal work and client requests.

3. **Small main memory footprint.** Typically, LSM KVs are only one piece of a wider set of services that are accessed by an application. For example, a KV store that handles meta-data can co-exist on the same machine with other services that require large amounts of memory, making memory a constrained resource.

**LSM issues.** A common issue in LSM KVs is interference between LSM internal work and client operations when a sudden burst of client-side writes occurs in parallel with long-running, resource-intensive compaction tasks. Despite the fact that internal LSM work directly influences client latency, it is handled without being aware of the client load. For instance, large compactions (e.g., compacting tens of GBs) may occupy a large fraction of the I/O bandwidth for extended periods of time (e.g., tens of minutes). The resulting problem is two-fold. First, when flushes do not proceed in a timely manner, the memory component fills up, and incoming writes cannot be absorbed in the memory component. Second, slow $L_0$ to $L_1$ compactions lead to the accumulation of a large number of SSTables on $L_0$. In extreme situations, when the maximum number of SSTables on $L_0$ is reached, this dynamic brings the entire system to a halt. Both scenarios lead to severe spikes in client latency.

### 4 Experimental study of tail latency

We perform an extensive experimental study to show that established techniques used in industry and state-of-the-art research systems do not solve the issue of tail latency.

#### 4.1 Experimental environment

We use the YCSB [11] update-intensive workload, corresponding to a 50:50 read:write ratio on 1 KB items (YCSB
workload A), with a uniform data distribution. We choose this workload because it is representative for write-intensive workloads in LSM KVs. Furthermore, a uniform workload allows us to detect more quickly performance problems that in skewed workloads would remain hidden due to in-memory caching [4]. LSM KVs are notorious for having numerous tuning knobs. Throughout this study, we configure all the involved systems to the best of our abilities, following guidelines in [23][39]. The hardware configuration we use in this study is described in Section 6.1.

Each experiment consists of a population phase followed by read and write operations issued at 18 Kops/sec. Unless stated otherwise, all experiments are run without I/O bandwidth rate limiting for internal operations. For RocksDB, unless stated otherwise, we use two memory components of 128MB each. For the rest of the systems we limit the memory use to 1GB. We configure the maximum number of concurrent internal operations to ten for all systems. The latency is measured every second. The 99th percentile latency is computed for every 1-second interval.

4.2 RocksDB

We first show the performance degradation of client operations caused by internal operations in RocksDB. To this end, we compare RocksDB with a modified version of RocksDB in which compaction and flushing are disabled. We disable internal operations by discarding $C_m$ when it fills up (the data store is pre-populated with the full set of keys, so persistent storage is accessed by reads, if necessary).

Figure 1 shows the performance of the two systems over time. The 99th percentile latency of operations in RocksDB is 2 to 4 orders of magnitude higher than in the system without internal operations. These spikes are not present at the 50th and 90th percentiles of the latency distribution. Both reads and writes experience latency spikes at the same time and of the same magnitude, despite their different access paths in the LSM KV store (i.e., writes complete in-memory, while reads are typically served from persistent storage).

The main culprit for the latency spikes is the fact that writes get blocked by virtue of $C_m$ filling up. The reads then get queued behind these writes in the threading architecture.

Figure 2: RocksDB. Timeline of internal operations during a writes latency spike (dashed red line) caused by $L_0$ reaching full capacity. $L_0$ reaches 10 SSTables at $t = 19$, so flushes are temporarily paused.

We identify two main reasons for write latency spikes, illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. The examples showcase real scenarios encountered while profiling RocksDB.

Figure 2 illustrates an example of a write latency spike (the red dashed line) occurring because $L_0$ reaches maximum capacity (10 SSTables in this example). Several compactions on levels $L_0$, $L_1$ and $L_2$ occur in parallel between $t = 14$ and $t = 23$. Even if many parallel compactions can run at higher levels (i.e., $L_i$ to $L_{i+1}$, where $i > 0$), there can only be one $L_0$ to $L_1$ compaction running at a time. Since I/O bandwidth is spread equally over all compactions, $L_0$ to $L_1$ compaction is slowed down. Consequently, $L_0$ is not cleared fast enough, which, in turn, causes flushes from $C_m$ to be temporarily halted.

A second cause for latency spikes is $C_m$ filling up because of slow flushing, as illustrated in Figure 3. Here, $L_0$ does not fill up, reaching only 7 SSTables at $t = 5$. However, the flush starting at $t = 0$ takes an unusually long time (5 seconds compared to 1-2 seconds for a typical flush). The cause is that, by coincidence, a large number of compactions are running at the same time, which makes flushing slow because of limited available I/O bandwidth. There are 7 ongoing compactions at the time of the very slow flush.

4.3 Rate-limited RocksDB

Limiting the I/O bandwidth for internal operations is a popular technique to prevent them from consuming an excessive amount of I/O bandwidth, and hence to “shelter” client operations. We now report the results that we obtain when running RocksDB with limited I/O bandwidth for internal operations [22].

Figure 4 shows the 99th percentile latency of client operations over time when limiting the I/O bandwidth for internal operations to 50, 75 and 90 MB/s. For the sake of legibility, in Figure 4 we show the results of the experiment only up to the time that the tail latency greatly deteriorates (at 900s for 50MB/s, etc). The higher the bandwidth assigned to inter-
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Figure 3: RocksDB. Timeline of internal operations during a writes latency spike caused by slow flushing. From \( t = 0 \) to \( t = 7 \), flushes are slowed down by many parallel \( L_1 \) to \( L_2 \) compactions monopolizing I/O bandwidth. Consequently, \( C_m \) fills up, not being able to absorb incoming updates.

Figure 4: RocksDB. 99\(^{th}\) percentile of client request latency when limiting the I/O bandwidth for internal operations.

4.4 RocksDB with increased \( C_m \)

We investigate whether allocating larger memory buffers influences tail latencies in LSM KV. To this end, we run a series of experiments in RocksDB where we increase the total size of the memory component(s) to 1GB – a value close to the upper limit of what we can allow in our production environments (see Section 3). We distribute the memory first into two 500MB memory components and then into ten memory components of 100MB each. We also vary the maximum number of flushes, experimenting with one and ten parallel flushing threads. We find the setup with ten memory components and a single flushing thread to be the most efficient in postponing the latency spikes because the memory absorbs more updates and the data flow from memory to \( L_0 \) matches more closely the \( L_0 \) to \( L_1 \) compaction flow. However, we encounter tail latency spikes sooner or later in all of these cases, for similar reasons to the ones in the scenarios above.

Figure 5: TRIAD. 99\(^{th}\) percentile latency. Despite reducing internal operations overhead, TRIAD does not prevent latency spikes during resource-intensive compactions.

Figure 6: PebblesDB. 99\(^{th}\) percentile latency. Postponing compaction keeps the latency low. Experiment ends because of high memory overhead.

4.5 TRIAD

Reducing the overhead of internal operations, as done by state-of-the-art systems [4][12][13][17], is not enough to avoid resource interference. We use TRIAD [4] as a representative of such state-of-the-art systems in the next experiment. Figure 5 shows the 99\(^{th}\) percentile latency of client operations over time. In this scenario, TRIAD reduces compaction overhead mainly by choosing when to run \( L_0 \) to \( L_1 \) compactions depending on key-range overlap. Postponing compactions at the lower levels (closer to \( C_m \)) results in postponing compactions at the higher levels. So, in the long term, TRIAD increases the likelihood of running many concurrent compactions. Consequently, the 99\(^{th}\) percentile of client operations shows no spikes for the first \( \approx 1,000 \) seconds but, after that point, shows frequent and significant spikes.

4.6 PebblesDB

Figure 6 shows PebblesDB’s 99\(^{th}\) percentile latency over time. The experiment stops after 10,500 seconds. Although we provide PebblesDB with more memory than RocksDB and TRIAD, it runs out of memory at this time. The memory consumption is due to the frequent creation of guards and Bloom filters in a write-intensive workload. During its uptime, PebblesDB provides very good tail latencies due to the absence of compactions. In other words, the LSM tree is restructured through the use of guards but no data compactions occurred.

To create a situation in which PebblesDB experiences compactions, we run it with a read-intensive workload (95:5) which reduces memory pressure. With this workload, tail latencies remain very good in the early going, but after around...
8 hours, when compaction sets in, the system effectively comes to a halt. PebblesDB stalls client operations when it has to perform the very resource-demanding compaction on the highest level of the tree. When such compaction takes place, all threads for internal operations are busy, so they cannot push down guards and keys from the lower levels of the tree. Hence, to maintain the tree integrity, PebblesDB stalls client operations until compaction terminates.

4.7 Lessons learned

We gain three main insights from our experimental study.

Lesson 1) The main reason for high tail latency is the fact that writes get blocked by \( C_m \) filling up. There are two principal reasons for this. The first reason is that \( L_0 \) on disk is full, which causes flushes from \( C_m \) to be halted. \( L_0 \) reaches its capacity if \( L_0 \) to \( L_1 \) compaction cannot keep up. The second reason is that, by coincidence, a large number of compactions are happening concurrently, which causes flushing to be slow because of limited available bandwidth.

Lesson 2) Simply limiting bandwidth for internal operations does not solve the problem of limited bandwidth being available for flushes and can in fact exacerbate it in the long run. This approach effectively postpones compactions, and therefore increases the likelihood that at some later point many compactions occur at the same time.

Lesson 3) Recent approaches to improve throughput, such as being selective about starting compactions or only performing compactions at the highest level, avoid latency spikes in the short run, but aggravate the problem in the long run, because they too increase the likelihood of many concurrent compactions at some later point in time.

As a corollary to Lesson 1, we conclude that not all internal operations are equal. Internal operations on the lower levels of the tree (i.e., closer to \( C_m \)) are critical, because failing to complete them in a timely fashion may result in stalling client operations.

Finally, as a corollary to Lessons 2 and 3, it is essential to run performance tests for an extended amount of time, lest these issues go undetected.

5 SILK

5.1 SILK design principles

SILK integrates the lessons we learn from our experimental study into an I/O scheduler for internal and external work. SILK follows three core design principles.

1) Opportunistically allocating I/O bandwidth to internal operations. SILK leverages the fact that, in production workloads, the load of client-facing operations typically varies over time (see Figure [7]). SILK allocates less I/O bandwidth to compactions on higher levels during peak client load, and exploits transient low-load periods to boost the processing of internal operations. Dynamic I/O throttling enables SILK (1) to limit interference between internal operations and client-facing ones, and (2) to avoid accumulating over time too large a backlog of internal work, preventing overload conditions in the long term.

2) Prioritizing internal operations at the lower levels of the tree. SILK integrates Lesson 1 in its design by introducing prioritized execution of flushes and compactions from \( L_0 \) to \( L_1 \). SILK splits internal operations of LSM KVs into three categories with respect to the effect they have on client latencies: (1) SILK ensures that the flushes are fast, making room in memory to absorb incoming updates, which directly affects write latency, (2) SILK gives second priority to \( L_0 \) to \( L_1 \) compactions, ensuring that \( L_0 \) does not reach its full capacity, so that flushes can proceed, (3) SILK gives third priority to compactions on the levels below \( L_1 \) because, while they maintain the structure of the LSM tree, their timely execution does not significantly affect client operation latencies in the short term.

3) Preempting compactions. SILK implements a new compaction algorithm that allows internal operations on lower levels of the tree to preempt compactions on higher levels.

5.2 SILK implementation

5.2.1 Opportunistically allocating I/O bandwidth

SILK continuously monitors the bandwidth used by client operations and allocates the available leftover I/O bandwidth to internal operations. The client load monitoring and rate limiting are handled by a separate SILK thread. The monitoring granularity is a system parameter which depends on the frequency of fluctuations in the workload; the monitoring granularity in SILK is currently configured to 10 ms.

If the total I/O bandwidth available to the LSM KV store is \( T \) B/s, SILK measures the bandwidth \( C \) B/s used by the client requests and it continuously adjusts the internal operation bandwidth to \( I = T - C - \varepsilon \) B/s, where \( \varepsilon \) is a small buffer. To adjust the I/O bandwidth, SILK makes use of a standard rate limiter (e.g., [22]). SILK maintains a minimum configurable I/O bandwidth threshold for flushing and \( L_0 \) to \( L_1 \) compactions, because these operations directly influence client latency.
To minimize overhead associated with changing the rate limit, SILK only adjusts the limit if the difference between the current value and the new measured value is significant. We empirically set this threshold to be 10 MB/s. We find that lower thresholds cause overly frequent changes in the rate limit. The role of $\epsilon$ is to account for small fluctuations in client load which are not significant enough to adjust internal operation bandwidth using the rate limiter.

5.2.2 Prioritizing and preempting internal operations

Recall that in LSM KVs internal work is handled by a pool of internal worker threads. Once a flush or a compaction is completed, the system checks whether more internal work is needed by assessing the size of the levels and the state of the memory component. If needed, more internal work tasks are scheduled in an internal work queue. SILK maintains two internal worker thread pools: a high-priority one for flushing, and a low-priority one for compactions.

**Flushing** has the highest priority among the internal operations. Flashes have their dedicated thread pool and always have access to the I/O bandwidth available for internal operations. The minimum flushing bandwidth is chosen to be sufficient to be able to flush the immutable memory component before the active one fills up. The current implementation of SILK allows two memory components (i.e., an immutable one, and an active one) and one flushing thread. If memory constraints allow it, having multiple memory components and flushing threads may help sustain longer client activity peaks.

**$L_0$ to $L_1$ compaction.** SILK needs $L_0$ to $L_1$ compactions to progress to ensure that there is enough room to flush on $L_0$. Unlike flushes, these compactions do not have a dedicated thread pool. If $L_0$ to $L_1$ compaction needs to proceed and all the threads in the compaction pool are running higher-level compactions, one of them is *preempted*. This way, $L_0$ to $L_1$ compactions do not wait behind higher-level compactions. In the current implementation the preempted compaction task is picked at random.

$L_0$ to $L_1$ compaction, like all internal operations is subject to dynamic I/O throttling. However, this type of compaction is never paused, even if SILK may choose to give no bandwidth to compactions. In order to keep $L_0$ to $L_1$ compaction running, SILK temporarily moves this job to the high priority thread pool and keeps it running via a high priority thread (i.e., same priority as the flush thread). In this case, the minimum flushing bandwidth mentioned above is shared by the flushing thread and the $L_0$ to $L_1$ compaction thread. At most one $L_0$ to $L_1$ compaction can run at a time, due to consistency issues caused by overlapping key-ranges. So, only one extra thread is added in the high priority thread pool. Recent versions of RocksDB support $L_0$ to $L_0$ compactions as an optimization to quickly reduce the number of SSTables on $L_0$ [21]. Since this optimization is beneficial for allowing flushes to proceed, SILK treats this case the same as $L_0$ to $L_1$ compactions.

**Higher-level compactions.** Compactions on levels higher than $L_1$ are scheduled in the low priority compaction thread pool. They make use of the I/O bandwidth available, as indicated by the dynamic rate limiter described in Section 5.2.1. SILK can pause and resume these larger compactions, either individually (because of $L_0$ to $L_1$ compaction preemption) or at the level of the thread pool (because of high user load).

It might happen that an $L_1$ to $L_2$ compaction is invalidated by the work done by an $L_0$ to $L_1$ compaction which preempted it. In this case, SILK discards the partial work done by the higher level compaction. We did not find this wasted work to significantly impact performance.

SILK supports parallel compaction, like most current LSM KVs. By default, and assuming equally aggressive compaction threads, each thread gets a similar share of the resources. LSM KVs do not allow parallel compactions from $L_0$ to $L_1$, so, if many parallel compactions are allowed, most of the compaction threads are working on the higher levels. This is detrimental to the client operation latencies, since $L_0$ to $L_1$ compactions are key to system performance and would benefit from getting the bulk of the resources. Reducing the size of the thread pool, together with SILK’s compaction preemption scheme allows each internal worker thread to access a larger share of the resources, which results in faster completion of critical compactions.

The typical recommendation [23] is to set the number of compaction threads equal to the total number of cores. However, we find that the number of compaction threads should instead depend on the total drive I/O bandwidth and the amount of I/O bandwidth required by individual compaction operations. For instance, for a drive with 200MB/s bandwidth, four internal work threads is a suitable choice; even if all the threads happen to run in parallel, they are still allocated a large enough amount of bandwidth to finish the compaction operations fast, thus avoiding scenarios like the ones described in Section 4.

Currently, SILK controls the total I/O bandwidth allocated for compactions in the low priority thread pool. An interesting strategy to explore would be allocating different amounts of bandwidth to compactions at a finer granularity, depending on how urgent the compaction task is considered. We find the current approach to bring good improvements without this additional level of complexity.

6 Evaluation

We implement SILK as an extension of RocksDB – used at Nutanix–, and of TRIAD. The source code of SILK is available at [https://github.com/theoanab/SILK-USENIXATC2019](https://github.com/theoanab/SILK-USENIXATC2019) In what follows, we refer to the
A). Nutanix production workload. Left: 90th percentile latency, log scale on y-axis. Right: throughput. SILK maintains low and steady tail latency and its throughput closely follows the client load. Throughput presents high fluctuations in RocksDB and TRIAD. Average throughput is shown by the dashed black line.

B). Synthetic workloads. Degradation is faster during long peaks, as workloads get more write intensive.

C). Breakdown of SILK techniques. 50% write - 50% read workload, 100s peaks. SILK’s techniques complement each other in order to maintain low tail latency in the long run.

Figure 8: SILK performance in production and synthetic workloads.
RocksDB and the TRIAD extensions as RocksDB-SILK and TRIAD-SILK, respectively. An I/O scheduler could also be applied to PebblesDB, with suitable modifications for the fact that compactions only happen at the highest level. We do not extend PebblesDB with an I/O scheduler because of lack of familiarity with the code base and because PebblesDB’s memory demands are not suitable in our environment.

We evaluate SILK with production and synthetic workloads, focusing on write-intensive workloads. We compare against TRIAD and RocksDB and show that:

- SILK achieves up to 2 orders of magnitude lower tail latency than state-of-the-art systems (Section 6.2).
- SILK’s performance does not deteriorate over time in long running production workloads (Section 6.2).
- SILK provides stable throughput, close to the client load (Sections 6.2 and 6.4).
- SILK does not create any significant negative side effects on other important metrics such as average latency and read performance (Section 6.3).
- SILK can sustain long client activity peaks interrupted by short client activity lows (Section 6.4).
- The techniques used in SILK contribute to the results above in complementary ways (Section 6.5).

6.1 Experimental setup

**Hardware.** We perform the evaluation on a 20-core Intel Xeon, with two 10-core 2.8 GHz processors, 256 GB of RAM, and 960GB SSD Samsung 843T. All systems were restricted to run with 1GB of RAM using Linux control groups.

**Benchmark.** We compare the performance of RocksDB-SILK and TRIAD-SILK to RocksDB, TRIAD, and a version of RocksDB that uses the auto-tuned rate limiter [19]. All experiments are run through `dbbench`, one of RocksDB’s standard benchmarking tools [20].

**Measurements.** Load-generator threads issue requests in an open loop according to the workload characteristics. They deposit the requests in the queues of the KV store worker threads. Latency is measured on the side of the load-generator threads, capturing both queuing time and processing time. We measure the 99th percentile tail latency and the throughput over one-second intervals (i.e., not cumulative over the entire experiment run). We report throughput and latency every second in the time-series plots.

**Dataset.** The dataset size for both the production and the synthetic workloads is approximately 500GB. The KV-tuple sizes vary between the production and the synthetic workloads. In all the experiments the data store is pre-populated with the entire dataset.

![Figure 9: Production workload. Number of times C_m cannot be flushed (left) and time spent stalling writes (right).](image)

**KV store configuration.** We use a 128MB memory component size and two memory components (i.e., one active and one immutable). In SILK, flushing and L_0 to L_1 compactions proceed at a rate of 50MB/s if SILK paused the other internal operations. The total I/O bandwidth allocated to the LSM KV store is 200MB/s.

The `level0-slowdown` and `level0-stop` parameters (used to slow down or stop client writes once a maximum number of files is reached on `L_0`) are configured to very large values in all data stores so as not to artificially interfere with the measured latency. We use a thread pool of 4 threads for internal operations (including the flushing thread) for all the systems. All systems are pinned to 16 cores, out of which 8 are used by the worker threads, and 8 are used by the internal operations and other LSM threads (e.g., monitoring the client load in SILK). The load-generator threads run on separate dedicated cores.

Compression and commit logging are disabled in all reported measurements. While enabling them affects the absolute performance results, it does not impact the conclusions of our evaluation: the performance differences between RocksDB-SILK or TRIAD-SILK, on the one hand, and standalone RocksDB and TRIAD, on the other hand, remain similar. Using compression is equivalent to working with a smaller dataset. Commit logging takes the same amount of bandwidth in all systems. Therefore, from an experimental perspective, using `C_log` is roughly equivalent to working on a machine with smaller disk bandwidth.

6.2 Nutanix workload

**Workload description.** We sample one of our production workloads at Nutanix over 24h. It is a write-dominated workload, with a 57:41:2 write:read:scan ratio (a scan length is in the order of tens of keys). The client requests arrive in bursts (peaks of around 20K requests/s), separated by periods of low activity (valleys of around hundreds of requests/s or less). A typical duration of a valley is between 5s and 20s, with an average valley length being approximately 15s. Most peaks (approximately 90%) are short bursts between 10s and 20s. The longer peaks ( > 100s) make up the rest of the workload. The maximum peak lasts approximately 400s. The request sizes range between 250B and 1KB for...
the single-point operations (i.e., reads and writes), with a median of 400B. We use a trace replay of the original workload, providing the input at the same rate as the original trace.

**Results.** Figure 8A shows the 99th percentile latency (left) and throughput (right) for RocksDB-SILK (bottom row), compared to state-of-the-art systems. Results obtained with TRIAD-SILK are similar.

SILK obtains two orders of magnitude lower tail latency than the auto-tuned RocksDB, and three orders of magnitude better than RocksDB and TRIAD, due to its combination of adjusting the I/O bandwidth and better internal work scheduling. Similar to their behavior described in Section 4, the tail latencies in RocksDB and TRIAD exhibit frequent spikes, due to stalling and contention for I/O bandwidth. The auto-tuned rate limiter in RocksDB achieves one order of magnitude better tail latency than both TRIAD and RocksDB, but does not avoid interference on shared resources as effectively as SILK (see Figure 8A, third row). The auto-tuner simply increases I/O bandwidth when there is more internal work to do, and it is oblivious of user load.

Throughput in SILK stays close to the offered client load, while throughput in RocksDB presents high fluctuations. Client operations build up in the worker thread queues because of interference with internal operations. When they can proceed, they are processed in bursts, which results in throughput spikes. TRIAD and the auto-tuned RocksDB stay closer to the offered client load, but still present throughput fluctuations, correlated to increases in tail latency.

Figure 9 shows the number of times $C_m$ cannot be flushed right away (left) and the amount of time the writes are stalled, relative to the duration of the experiment (right). The statistics are collected for the experiment shown in Figure 8A. SILK never stalls writes and can always flush $C_m$ as soon as it fills up. TRIAD has the most problems flushing $C_m$ on time – the flush is delayed 69 times – because of its $L_0 - L_1$ compaction strategy. The auto-tuned version of RocksDB does better, but it still spends a significant amount of the time stalling writes, consisting of 1% of the total experiment time.

**6.3 YCSB benchmarks**

To evaluate the performance of SILK for a wide range of workloads, we now present results with the full YCSB benchmark. From this point forward, we show results obtained with TRIAD-SILK. We report that the results for RocksDB-SILK are similar.

**Workload description.** YCSB provides six core workloads, described in Table 1. We use 8B keys and 1024B values. We evaluate SILK in the zipfian and uniform key distributions and show that SILK reduces tail latency in write-dominated workloads without inducing significant performance degradation in other scenarios.

**Results.** Figure 12 shows the average throughput of TRIAD and TRIAD-SILK, for the uniform (top) and zipfian (bottom) key distributions. SILK has low impact on throughput for both key distributions, amounting to at most 7%. As expected, SILK incurs the highest overhead for the uniform key distribution for the write-dominated workloads (i.e., YCSB F), because it entails frequent compactions and therefore frequent scheduling interventions by SILK. Reads do not suffer significantly compared to the baseline because of L0 read optimizations in TRIAD (and RocksDB): (1) there is a Bloom filter for each L0 file, and (2) reads return after the KV tuple is first found on L0, without checking all the L0 files. Because of these two optimizations, most of the time only one L0 file is read. So, even if SILK postpones L0 – L1 compactions, it has little impact on read performance. With a zipfian key distribution, most requests are served from memory in the entire benchmark, leading to less compaction. Here, SILK’s overhead is at most 4%. Similarly, read-dominated workloads (YCSB B, C, D and E) are less impacted by com-
### Table 1: YCSB core workloads description.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YCSB A</td>
<td>write-intensive: 50% updates, 50% reads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YCSB B</td>
<td>read-intensive: 5% updates, 95% reads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YCSB C</td>
<td>read-only: 100% reads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YCSB D</td>
<td>read-latest: 5% updates, 95% reads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YCSB E</td>
<td>scan-intensive: 5% updates, 95% scans; average scan length 50 elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YCSB F</td>
<td>50% read-modify-write, 50% reads</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 12: Average throughput of TRIAD and TRIAD-SILK in YCSB. Using SILK has minimal impact on throughput in read- and write-dominated workloads.

### Figure 13: Latency of TRIAD and TRIAD-SILK in YCSB. Log-scale on Y-axis. SILK decreases 99p latency by two orders of magnitude in write-dominated workloads.

### 6.4 Stress testing for long peaks

**Workload description.** In this section we focus on workloads in the style of YCSB core workload A (see Table 1), where we vary the ratio between the length of the client load peaks and valleys (gradually increasing peak duration, while keeping valley duration constant). We use 8B keys, 1024B values and a uniform key distribution. Client load during low activity periods is approximately 10 Koperations/second and approximately 40 Koperations/s during peaks. The offered load is higher for both the peaks and the valleys than our production workload, in order to stress the system.

**Results.** Figure 8B shows the 99\textsuperscript{th} percentile latency (left) and the throughput (right) of TRIAD-SILK. The first three rows show a 50:50 write:read workload, where the ratio of peak:valley length is varied: peaks last 10, 50, and 100 seconds, while the valleys last 10 seconds. SILK easily sustains these peaks and valleys in the client load, keeping tail latency low and the throughput steady.

On the last two rows of the figure we show the results of an experiment with a long peak, to see at what point SILK’s performance starts to degrade. The fourth row shows the results with a 50:50 write:read workload and the last row with a 90:10 write:read workload. Despite the prioritization of critical internal work, if the peak load is high and the peak duration long, the system cannot allocate enough resources to the internal work, and the performance eventually starts to degrade. Also, as expected, the proportion of writes influences the amount of time the peaks can be sustained. SILK’s performance starts to degrade at around 500 seconds (300 seconds of peak) for the 90% writes workload, while the peak can be sustained up to around 700 seconds (500 seconds of peak) for the 50% writes scenario. Despite showing performance degradation, SILK is able to handle challenging workloads that are representative of real applications. Our production workload has at most 400s peaks, 50% writes and load peaks reaching only half the load of the synthetic workload peaks (Figure 10).

### 6.5 Breakdown

Figure 8C shows 99th percentile latency (left) and throughput (right) for the following variants of SILK. The first row shows a version where we enable SILK’s dynamic I/O bandwidth rate limiting, but where the priorities and preemption are disabled. The second row shows the complementary version which uses priorities and preemption but where the I/O bandwidth is not controlled. The final row shows SILK on their own, neither of the two techniques is able to sustain the client load.

In the first case (top row), the dynamic bandwidth allocation ensures that internal and external work interference is low. However, as the experiment progresses and larger compartments need to take place, the urgent internal operations are slowed down.
In the second case (middle row), good prioritization maintains the tree structure at the levels close to the memory component, allowing flushes and $L_0 - L_1$ compactions to proceed without slowdowns. However, as larger compactions need to take place, the fact that the bandwidth is not controlled leads to negative interference between internal and external work.

7 Related work

Reducing compaction overhead. Many systems reduce the overhead of compaction algorithms used in production systems, such as RocksDB [18], LevelDB [14] and Cassandra [30]. WiscKey [32], HashKV [10] and LWC-tree [44] separate keys from values, and only store keys in the LSM tree, reducing data movement in compaction operations. TRIAD [4] keeps hot data in memory, avoids duplicate writes of the log component, and compacts an SSTable only when there is sufficient overlap with lower-level SSTables. SlimDB [40] allows overlapping key-ranges on each level of the LSM tree to reduce the amount of data that is rewritten, and uses new index blocks and cuckoo filters to perform fast key lookup. Monkey [12], Dostoevsky [13], Lim et al. [31], Dong et al. [17] tune the parameters of the LSM tree, in order to limit the amount of maintenance work and to achieve better performance. Accordion [8] optimizes the layout of the in-memory component by means of a hierarchical structure and in-memory compactions. SifrDB [33] employs different compaction algorithms on different levels of the LSM tree.

These techniques decrease the amount of work performed during internal operations, with the result of increasing throughput. However, they do not avoid the interference with user operations while internal operations execute. By contrast, SILK schedules internal operations so as to avoid interference on user operations, thus avoiding latency spikes for user operations and improving tail latencies. The techniques of SILK can be applied to existing designs, thereby preserving their improvements in terms of internal operation overhead. We show this by applying SILK techniques on top of two systems: RocksDB and TRIAD.

Compaction variants and alternatives. PebblesDB [39] allows overlapping key ranges in the lower LSM tree levels to avoid SSTable merges, and uses a skip-list-like structure to allow efficient key lookups. PebblesDB achieves remarkable performance, but its last-level compaction may lead to prolonged service unavailability (Section 4). SILK techniques can be applied to PebblesDB to improve its robustness.

Tucana [38] and ForestDB [2] use variants of the B-ε tree [6,9,27] and of the B+ tree, respectively. Unlike LSM trees, these systems do not maintain large sorted files and hence do not implement flushing and compaction. However, they implement operations such as leaf splitting, leaf merging and tree re-balancing to preserve the structure of the tree. These operations result in random accesses that increase write amplification and affect the latency of user operations by contending for I/O. SILK targets LSM tree-based systems, which favor sequential I/O, absorb writes in memory, and leverage sorted SSTables for efficient range scans.

Ahmad and Kemme offload compaction to a dedicated server. Atlas [29] uses different servers to store keys and values. Using a different server for compactions is an effective way to address latency spikes, since this approach removes interference between client and internal operations. However, this solution substantially changes the architecture of the KV store from a standalone system to a distributed one, which results in higher operational costs and increased complexity. Moreover, the transfer of SSTables between the compaction server and the client-facing servers puts additional load on the network, which can generate interference on co-located applications.

Data structure and algorithm improvements. FloDB [5], cLSM [24], HyperLevelDB [26], Nibble [35] and BespokKV [3] improve scalability by alleviating contention bottlenecks. NoveLSM [28] reduces logging overhead by supporting in-place updates to a component stored on NVM, and performs parallel reads. These techniques are orthogonal to SILK’s. Minos [16] reduces tail latency for in-memory KVs focusing on workloads with heterogeneous item sizes. To this end, Minos serves similar-sized requests on the same cores. Similar approaches could be implemented in LSM KVs to further reduce tail latency in heterogeneous workloads, and they can co-exist with SILK. bLSM [41] aims to avoid stalling at a level $L$ of the tree by ensuring that operations at lower levels have completed by the time level $L$ has to push data to lower levels. bLSM achieves this goal by throttling internal operation rates. bLSM, however, may throttle user writes as the memory component fills up. Instead of artificially throttling requests, SILK performs internal operations during off-peak periods, and prioritizes higher-level internal operations to avoid stalling user operations.

8 Conclusion

In this paper we presented SILK, a new LSM KV store designed to prevent client request latency spikes. SILK uses an I/O scheduler to manage external client load and internal LSM maintenance work. We implemented SILK in two state-of-the-art LSM KVs and demonstrated order-of-magnitude improvements in latency at the 99th percentile in synthetic and production workloads from Nutanix.
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Abstract

Efficiently exchanging temporary data between tasks is critical to the end-to-end performance of many data processing frameworks and applications. Unfortunately, the diverse nature of temporary data creates storage demands that often fall between the sweet spots of traditional storage platforms, such as file systems or key-value stores.

We present NodeKernel, a novel distributed storage architecture that offers a convenient new point in the design space by fusing file system and key-value semantics in a common storage kernel while leveraging modern networking and storage hardware to achieve high performance and cost-efficiency. NodeKernel provides hierarchical naming, high scalability, and close to bare-metal performance for a wide range of data sizes and access patterns that are characteristic of temporary data. We show that storing temporary data in Crail, our concrete implementation of the NodeKernel architecture which uses RDMA networking with tiered DRAM/NVMe-Flash storage, improves NoSQL workload performance by up to 4.8× and Spark application performance by up to 3.4×. Furthermore, by storing data across NVMe Flash and DRAM storage tiers, Crail reduces storage cost by up to 8× compared to DRAM-only storage systems.

1 Introduction

Managing temporary data efficiently is key to the performance of cluster computing workloads. For example, application frameworks often cache input data or share intermediate data, both both within a job (e.g., shuffle data in a map-reduce job) and between jobs (e.g., pre-processed images in a machine learning training workflow). Temporary data storage is also increasingly important in serverless computing for exchanging data between different stages of tasks [17].

Storing temporary data efficiently is challenging as its characteristics typically lie between the design points of existing storage platforms, such as distributed file systems and key-value stores. For instance, shuffle data in a map-reduce job may consist of a large number of files which are organized hierarchically, vary widely in size, are written randomly, and read sequentially. While file systems (e.g., HDFS) offer a convenient hierarchical namespace and efficiently store large datasets for sequential access, distributed key-value stores are optimized for scalable access to a large number of small objects. Similarly, DRAM-based key-value stores (e.g., Redis) offer the required low latency, but persistent storage platforms (e.g., S3) are more suitable for high capacity at low cost. Overall, we find that existing storage platforms are not able to satisfy all the diverse requirements for temporary data storage and sharing in distributed data processing workloads.

In this paper we present NodeKernel, a new distributed storage architecture designed from the ground up to support fast and efficient storage of temporary data. As its most distinguishing property, the NodeKernel architecture fuses file system and key-value semantics while leveraging modern networking and storage hardware to achieve high performance. NodeKernel is based on two key observations. First, many features offered by long-term storage platforms, such as durability and fault-tolerance, are not critical when storing temporary data. We observe that under such circumstances, the software architectures of file systems and key-value stores begin to look surprisingly similar. The fundamental difference is that file systems require an extra level of indirection to map offsets in file streams to distributed storage resources, while key-value stores map entire key-value pairs to storage resources. The second observation is that low-latency networking hardware and multi-CPU many-core servers dramatically reduce the cost of this indirection in a distributed setting by enabling scalable RPC communication at latencies of a few microseconds.

Based on these insights we develop the NodeKernel architecture by implementing file system and key-value semantics as thin layers on top of a common storage kernel. The storage kernel operates on opaque data objects called “nodes” in a unified namespace. Applications can store arbitrary size data in nodes, arrange nodes in a hierarchical namespace, and obtain file system or key-value semantics through specialized
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node types if needed. For instance, key-value and table nodes permit concurrent creation of nodes with the same name, offering last-put-wins semantics. On the other hand, file and directory nodes permit efficient enumeration of data sets at a given level in the storage hierarchy. By splitting functionality in a common storage kernel and custom node types, NodeKernel enables applications to use a single platform to store data that may require different semantics, while generally offering good performance for a wide range of data sizes and access patterns.

NodeKernel is designed explicitly with modern hardware in mind. Following strict separation of concerns, the storage kernel is composed of a lightweight and scalable metadata plane tailored to low-latency networking hardware and an efficient data plane that provides access to multiple tiers of network-attached storage resources. The metadata plane is trimmed down to offer only the most critical functionality, with low overhead. The data plane runs a lightweight software stack and leverages modern networking and storage hardware to achieve fast access to arbitrary size data sets while also optimizing cost efficiency. For instance, data attached to “nodes” may either be pinned to a particular storage technology tier or may spill from one storage tier to another depending on performance and cost requirements.

Crail is our concrete implementation of the NodeKernel architecture using RDMA networking and two storage tiers based on DRAM and NVMe SSDs respectively. We evaluated Crail on a 100Gb/s RoCE cluster equipped with Intel Optane NVMe SSDs using raw storage microbenchmarks as well as using the NoSQL YCSB benchmark and different Spark workloads. Our results show that Crail matches the performance of current state-of-the-art file systems and key-value stores when operated in their sweet spot, and outperforms existing systems up to 3.4× for data accesses outside the sweet spot of file systems and key-value stores. Moreover, Crail creates new opportunities to reduce cost and gain flexibility with almost no performance penalties by using NVMe Flash in addition to DRAM. For instance, using Crail to store shuffle data in Spark allows us to adjust the ratio between DRAM and Flash with only a minimal increase in job runtimes.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We propose NodeKernel, a new storage architecture fusing file system and key-value semantics to best meet the needs of temporary data storage in data processing workloads.
- We present Crail, a concrete implementation of the NodeKernel architecture using RDMA, DRAM, and NVMe Flash.
- We show that storing temporary data in Crail reduces the runtime and cost of data processing workloads. For instance, Crail improves performance up to 4.8× for

Figure 1: CDF of the size of intermediate data written or read per compute task in Spark for different workloads.

NoSQL workloads. When integrated in Spark’s shuffle and broadcast services, Crail improves application performance up to 3.4× and reduces cost up to 8×.

Crail is an open source Apache project [2, 3] with the code available for download from the project website as well as directly from GitHub at https://github.com/apache/incubator-crail. Further, all benchmarks used in this paper are open source.

2 Background and Motivation

Temporary data represent a large and important class of in-processing data in analytics frameworks. For example, Zhang et al. report that over 50% Spark jobs executed at Facebook contain at least one shuffle operation, generating significant amounts of temporary data [37].

We define temporary data as the multitude of all application data being created, handled, or consumed during processing, excluding the original input and final output data. Specifically, we identify three distinct classes of temporary data: intra-job, inter-job, and cached input/output datasets. Intra-job temporary data is generated within a framework when executing a single job like page-rank, or a SQL query. Common examples are datasets generated during shuffle or broadcast operations in frameworks like Spark, Hadoop or Flink. Such data is typically generated and consumed by the same job, which puts a bound on the lifetime of the data. Inter-job temporary data are intermediate results in multi-job pipelines. For example, there are many pre-processing and post-processing jobs in a typical machine learning pipeline [35], where the output of one job becomes the input of another job. Lastly, examples of cached input/output data are mostly read-only datasets that are pulled into a cache for fast repetitive processing. For instance, users may run many SQL queries on the same table (or a view) over a short period of time. In this case, a copy of the input table might be cached on a fast storage media.
Building an efficient storage platform for the different types of temporary data requires careful consideration of application demands, data characteristics and hardware efficiencies. In the following section we discuss several requirements for a temporary storage platform and provide an overview of current state-of-the-art solutions.

### 2.1 Requirements and Challenges

**Size, API, and Abstractions Diversity:** Temporary data in data processing workloads can vary substantially with regard to the data size. In Figure 1 we show the size distribution (CDF) of temporary data generated per task during the execution of (a) PageRank on the Twitter graph; (b) SQL queries on a TPC-DS dataset; and (c) Cocoa machine learning on a sparse matrix dataset [24]. As shown, the per-task data sizes are ranging from a few bytes (for machine learning) to a GB (for TPC-DS). Historically, different storage systems are used to handle the two ends of this spectrum. Distributed key-value stores (e.g., RAMCloud, memcached, etc.) have an object API and are optimized to store small values efficiently for fast random lookups [20, 33]. In contrast, file systems like HDFS or Ceph, can store large datasets (GBs) efficiently by partitioning the dataset and maintaining indexes for lookups. Moreover, file system abstractions of appendable files, enumerable hierarchical namespace, and a streaming-byte interface for I/O provide additional support for an easy mapping of temporary datasets, such as all-to-all shuffle, to the underlying storage.

A temporary storage platform should be able to store small and large values efficiently, with the unified benefit of file and key-value abstractions in a single system. **Performance:** Temporary data often lies in the critical path of data processing, hence it is imperative that access to the temporary data is fast. As with the size, the access pattern also varies widely. For example, as there is no global order, shuffle data is often written randomly [11], whereas SQL tables are read in large sequential scans [32]. Hence, one requirement a storage platform for temporary data has to fulfill is that it should be capable of performing well on the entire spectrum of data sizes for any access pattern.

Fortunately, over the last decade, I/O devices have evolved rapidly to support high-bandwidth (100s of Gbps), ultra low-latencies (less than 10 usec), with millions of IOPS. In order to meet data processing demands, these devices are now being deployed in the cloud (AWS, Azure), and used inside data processing frameworks. Consequently, an ideal temporary storage system should be able to run efficiently on modern networking and storage hardware while delivering close to bare-metal performance.

**Beyond In-Memory Storage:** The total amount of temporary data that is generated or consumed by data processing workloads can be large. For instance, between the workloads whose temporary data object size CDFs are shown in Figure 1, the collective total volume of data differs by 100s of GBs (10-100% of the input dataset size, not shown in the figure). Efficiently storing large volumes of data while offering good data access performance is difficult. For instance, storing all the data in DRAM is preferred from a performance standpoint but doing so typically is too costly. Thankfully, over the past years different media types such as NAND Flash, and PCM storage, have emerged to store data at a different cost, performance, and energy price point. Hence, an efficient storage platform for temporary data should integrate multiple storage technologies that offer different performance cost trade-offs, and allow applications to choose between different points in the trade-off space. A comparison of different storage technologies with respect to price and performance is given in Table 1.

**Non-Requirements:** We observe that in the specific case of temporary data storage, many traditional storage features such as durability and fault-tolerance are not a priority. Durability, for instance, is of low importance due to the short lifetime of temporary data. While fault-tolerance is generally useful for short-lived data, it still is not a high priority for temporary data storage. Today, fault tolerance is often implemented at the level of the compute framework, in a coarse grained manner. For instance, Spark [36] and Ray [25] use lineage tracking to re-compute data in case of data loss by relaunching tasks.

### 2.2 Limitations of Existing Approaches

We review current state-of-the-art storage systems with regard to the design goals listed in the previous section. We classify the systems discussed into the following three categories.

**Key-Value Stores:** Memcached [4] and Redis [5] are two of the most popular key-value stores designed to store data in DRAM. Network-optimized KVs like MICA [21], Herd [14], FaRM [12], KVDirect [19] and RAMCloud [26] use RDMA operations to provide high-performance data accesses but cannot easily integrate data storage to different tiers beyond DRAM. Redis has an extension to spill data to Flash, however keys are still stored in DRAM, and hence are limited by the DRAM capacity. Storage-optimized KVs such as Aerospike [30] or BlueCache [34], use NAND Flash for storage. Hence, their performance is bounded by the performance of Flash, and they are not optimized for the next-generation...
of NVM storage devices like Optane (see Section 5.1). Other systems, like HiKV [33], have hybrid DRAM-Flash indexes but only target a single node deployment, hence limiting their applications to a wider class of operations such as shuffling. Furthermore, the design of these KV stores is tailored to very small data sets of a few hundred bytes up to a few MB maximum, thus, limiting their operational window to these object sizes.

**Distributed Data Stores:** Storage systems such as Ceph-over-Accelio [8] and Octopus [23] are high-performance distributed file systems used for fast network and NVM devices. However, due to the focus on providing fault-tolerant, durable storage their performance for small objects is poor (see Section 5). The recently proposed Regions system provides a file abstraction to remote memory [6]. As with other in-memory storage systems, however, Regions is not a cost-effective solution for storing large data sets. Systems like Alluxio [1] and Pocket [17] provide support for multiple storage technology types. But Alluxio does not deliver the performance of high-end hardware, and is targeted towards building local caches. Pocket shares our aim of a dedicated storage system for temporary data and its design has similarities with the NodeKernel architecture. However, the focus of Pocket is on providing efficient and elastic temporary storage on commodity hardware in the cloud whereas NodeKernel is designed for low-latency high-bandwidth network and storage hardware. Moreover, Pocket has only an object based I/O interface which is well suited for data sharing in serverless workloads. In contrast, NodeKernel’s unified API provides semantics like “append” and “bag” to support storing a wide range of temporary data in different workloads.

**Temporary-data specific operations:** A number of works accelerate specific storage operations in data processing workloads. For instance, Riffle [37] is an optimized shuffle server that aims to reduce overheads associated with large fanouts. Sailfish [27] is a framework that introduced I-files which are shuffle optimized data containers. ThemisMR [28] also aims to optimize shuffle and target small rack-scale deployments. In general, the aim of these systems is to optimize disk-based, file-oriented shuffle data management for map-reduce type workloads. It is not clear how their design can support other communication patterns, such as broadcast and multicast, or integrate different storage types to optimize for different access patterns. Parallel databases [7,22] use RDMA-optimized shuffling operations for database operators. These works, however, are highly database specific and do not extend naturally to other data processing workloads or other forms of temporary data.

## 3 The NodeKernel Architecture

We present the NodeKernel, a new storage architecture designed to match the diverse and complex demands of temporary data storage in data processing workloads. The NodeKernel tackles this challenge by fusing storage semantics that are otherwise available separately in file systems and key-value stores, such as hierarchical naming, scalability, multiple storage tiers, fast enumeration of datasets, and support for both tiny and large data sizes (Figure 2). The NodeKernel architecture is guided by three design principles:

1. Distill higher-level storage semantics into thin layers on top of a common storage kernel.
2. Separate data management concerns into a lightweight metadata plane and a “dumb” data plane optimized for modern networking and storage hardware.
3. Leverage multiple storage technologies for efficient storage of large datasets.

We discuss each of these design principles in more detail below before describing Crail, a concrete implementation of the NodeKernel architecture, in Section 4.

### 3.1 Storage Kernel and Node Types

In the NodeKernel architecture, higher-level storage semantics are implemented as thin layers – or more precisely, as specialized data types – on top of a shared storage kernel exporting a hierarchical namespace of opaque data “nodes”. Nodes are objects of an abstract type Node as shown in the following code snippet.

```java
abstract class Node {
    protected:
        /*implemented by derived types*/
        abstract bool addChild(Node child);
        abstract bool removeChild(Node child);
        /*implemented by the storage kernel*/
        future<int> read(byte[] buf);
        future<int> append(byte[] buf);
        future<int> update(byte[] buf, int off);
        string getPath();
        int size();
        ...
    }
```

The kernel is responsible for allocating storage resources on behalf of nodes, manipulating the hierarchical namespace, and implementing basic data access operations such as read, append and update. Applications interface with the storage kernel to create data nodes at a given location in the hierarchy, attach data of arbitrary size to a node, look up nodes, and fetch the associated dataset from a node. Nodes are identified using path names encoding the location in the storage hierarchy, similar to files and directories in a file system.

Applications do not create raw Node objects directly, instead they create objects of derived types offering specialized functionality. These so-called custom types implement higher-level storage semantics by extending Node in two ways. First,
custom types provide implementations for the abstract operations addChild and removeChild. These operations are called by the kernel whenever a new node is inserted or removed from the storage hierarchy. Second, custom data types provide specialized data access operations implemented using read and append available in Node.

NodeKernel defines five custom node types, each offering slightly different semantics and operations:

- **File and KeyValue**: Both node types provide read and append interfaces by exposing the corresponding operations in Node. The two types, however, provide different semantics during the creation and insertion of new nodes, controlled via the implementation of addChild and removeChild. For File nodes, the first create operation for a given path name succeeds and subsequent create operations on the same path name fail. For KeyValue nodes, subsequent create operations on a path name representing an existing node will succeed, replacing the existing node. As we will see in Section 5, KeyValue nodes are useful to cache input datasets in NoSQL workloads, permitting concurrent updates of the data, whereas File nodes are a better match to cache read-only input data in Spark workloads.

- **Directory and Table**: Those node types are containers for File and KeyValue nodes respectively. Directory and Table nodes store the name components of all of their children as part of their data (implemented using append and update operations available in Node). For instance, the data segment of a Directory with path name “/a/b” storing two files with path names “/a/b/c1” and “/a/b/c2” consists of the two name components “c1” and “c2”. Both Directory and Table nodes offer operations to enumerate the names of all of their children (implemented using read available in Node). Tables can optionally be configured as “non-enumerable” in which case no name components are stored and enumeration returns the empty set. Creating KeyValue nodes in a non-enumerable table is typically faster because it eliminates the step of updating the name component (as described in Section 4.1).

- **Bag**: The Bag node type is designed to support efficient sequential reading of data spread across many data nodes. A Bag behaves like a directory such that it acts as a container for File nodes. Applications create and write files in a Bag just like they create and write files in a Directory. When reading a Bag, however, the Bag appears to the application like a single file. Using a Bag’s read operation allows applications to sequentially read through the full set of files in the bag. Generally, the read operation of a Bag offers better performance than reading each File node separately, due to more efficient metadata access at file boundaries. As we will see in Section 5, Spark applications can use Bags to store shuffle data, allowing reduce tasks to efficiently fetch data written by map tasks. The Bag type in NodeKernel is similar in spirit than bags in Hurricane, a recent work on taming skew in data processing workloads [9].

NodeKernel restricts the way node types can be stacked. For instance, KeyValue nodes can only be attached to Table nodes, whereas File nodes can only be attached to Bag and Directory nodes. Moreover, directories can be arbitrarily nested, whereas bags and tables implement a flat namespace. The permitted combinations of node types match the specific use cases of temporary data storage. At the same time, preventing arbitrary combinations of node types ensures the architecture is not over-designed and simple to implement. For instance, Bags are mainly used to store shuffle data which is organized in flat per-reducer buckets, thus, enabling arbitrarily nested bags seemed unnecessary. At the time, a read operation on flat Bags is easier to implement than a read operation on an arbitrarily nested Bag.

**Why provide a single unified storage namespace?** By splitting functionality in a common storage kernel and a set of custom data types, the NodeKernel achieves two things. First, it permits different types of temporary data requiring different semantics to be managed by a single storage platform. For instance, as we will see later, Spark applications can use Crail for storing both broadcast and shuffle data, as well as for caching RDDs. Second, decoupling core data access from storage semantics allows applications to choose a particular node type based on the semantics they need (key/value vs file) rather than based on the size of the data or the access pattern. As discussed in Section 2.1, temporary data often varies in terms data size and access pattern even within a single workload, making it difficult to store the data efficiently in a storage platform like a filesystem or a key-value store. By contrast, node types in NodeKernel have no size limitation and provide efficient data access for different access patterns as we will see later in Section 5.

### 3.2 System Architecture

Figure 2 illustrates the NodeKernel system architecture. At the data management level, NodeKernel’s architecture resembles the architecture of distributed file systems like HDFS or GFS, consisting of a set of metadata and storage servers deployed across a cluster. Data attached to a “node” in the storage hierarchy appears to clients as a stream, but internally the data is composed of a sequence of blocks. A block refers to a fixed sequence of bytes stored in one of the storage servers. Metadata servers maintain the hierarchical storage namespace as well as block metadata, i.e., a mapping between storage blocks and storage servers. Storage servers allocate a large set of storage blocks at startup and register them with
one of the metadata servers. Metadata servers maintain a free list with blocks that are not assigned to a particular node, and move blocks from the free list to a per node list during data writes and appends. When accessing data, clients first contact one of the metadata servers and request the metadata for the corresponding block. Based on this information clients then contact the given storage server to read or write the data.

The Node abstract data type exports two abstract operations, addChild and removeChild, to be implemented by the derived types described in Section 3.1. Those operations are executed at the metadata server each time a new node is created or removed. The Node further exports functions to manipulate data such as read, append or update. Those functions are implemented as part of the client library and require interactions with both metadata and storage servers. Finally, the basic metadata operations such as getPath or size are also implemented by the client library returning cached values if possible.

**Target deployment:** NodeKernel targets temporary data which is short-lived and simple to regenerate. Furthermore, NodeKernel targets small to medium size deployments consisting of few compute racks. Considering the target deployments and the nature of the data to be stored, NodeKernel prioritizes performance over fault tolerance. However, if deemed necessary, additional fault-tolerance mechanism such as replication, erasure-coding, etc., can be added. The lack of these features is not fundamental to the design.

**Performance challenges:** The main challenge in NodeKernel was to come up with a system architecture that can serve the full spectrum of demands discussed in Section 2.1. In particular, the architecture should be scalable like a key-value store despite offering a convenient hierarchical namespace.

Furthermore, the architecture should support both low-latency key-value style access, as well as high-bandwidth file system like data access. In the following we discuss in how we accommodate these requirements in the NodeKernel architecture.

### 3.2.1 Low-latency metadata operations

Fusing file system and key-value semantics into a single storage kernel primarily requires a fast metadata access. In Section 2.1, we observed that software architectures of distributed file systems fundamentally differ from key-value stores only by an extra metadata operation required to map offsets in file streams to storage resources (e.g., blocks on storage servers). Thus, keeping the overheads of metadata operations low will make NodeKernel’s architecture amenable to key-value style operations on small datasets, while also improving the efficiency of large data accesses.

Today, modern low-latency networking hardware enables RPC communication at latencies of a few microseconds [13, 16]. The NodeKernel features a lightweight metadata plane that matches well with low-latency networking hardware. For one, the metadata plane is trimmed down to offer only the most critical functionality consisting of six key RPC operations: create to create a new node, lookup to retrieve the metadata of a node, remove to delete an existing node, move to move a node to a different location in the storage hierarchy, map to map a logical offset in a node’s data stream to a storage resource, and register used by storage servers to register storage resources with the metadata server. All these operations have low compute and I/O intensity and can be implemented at the latency of a few microseconds on a high-performance network fabric. We deliberately move data intensive metadata operations like enumeration to the data plane to avoid interference (see Section 3.1 and 4).

### 3.2.2 Metadata partitioning

The scalability of NodeKernel heavily depends on the throughput and scalability of its metadata RPC subsystem. Recent work has shown that RPC systems can be scaled to millions of operations per second on a single server using high-performance networking hardware on the one hand [15], but also using efficient software stacks on commodity hardware [13]. The lightweight RPC interface in NodeKernel is designed for high throughput and can drive up to 10 million metadata operations per second using a single metadata server, as shown later in Section 5. Up to now in all of our deployments we have never had a situation where a single metadata server would reach its limit. In fact, in one of our largest deployments on 128 nodes the metadata throughout reached 4.5 million operations per second, thus, roughly half of what a single metadata server can support.

Nevertheless, for the case where a single metadata server...
is not sufficient, NodeKernel permits partitioning the meta-
data space over multiple servers. Thereby, the top-level root
namespace is hash-partitioned among an ordered list of meta-
data servers. Using metadata partitioning, one can scale the
metadata plane horizontally assuming a sufficiently large top
level fan out.

One drawback of static of partitioning based on top-level
namespaces is that load may be unevenly distributed among
the metadata servers depending on the size of the subtree
and the activity within the subtree. One alternative approach
would be dynamic partitioning at a more fine grained level.
For instance, past work has proposed a partitioning scheme
for file systems where metadata partitioning is implemented
at the directory level, with an option to split large directories
on-demand as they grow too big and distribute the splits over
multiple metadata servers [29]. Even though such an approach
creates a more even load distribution, it comes at a significant
performance cost as it requires multiple RPC invocations
during path lookup and traversal. Given the performance target
of 5-10 µs in NodeKernel we ultimately decided to adopt
the simpler partitioning scheme where node paths are always
local to a metadata server.

3.2.3 Hardware-accelerated storage

NodeKernel’s data plane is designed to work well with mod-
ern networking and storage hardware. The goal is to keep
the storage interface simple to avoid excessive software over-
heads and permit as much of the data access functionality to
be implemented in hardware. Clients in NodeKernel inter-
act with local and remote storage servers via two interfaces:
read(blockid, offset, length, buffer) to fetch a
certain number of bytes from a block, and write(blockid,
offset, buffer, length) to write a data stored in a buffer
to a block. Later in Section 4 we show that read and write
operations in Crail can almost completely be offloaded to
networking and storage hardware for both DRAM and Flash.
Also note that the storage interface explicitly supports byte
addressable storage hardware by defining the access granularity
at the byte level as opposed to block level.

3.2.4 Tiered storage

NodeKernel employs a simple tiered storage design to ac-
commodate large datasets that cannot be stored in DRAM
in a cost-effective manner. Storage servers are grouped into
different classes (see Figure 2), typically a class per storage
technology (DRAM, NVMe SSDs, HDD, etc.). A storage
server is a logical entity, i.e., one physical or virtual machine
may host multiple storage servers of different types. For in-
fstance, a common deployment is to run two storage servers
per host, one exporting some amount of local DRAM and one
exporting storage space on the local NVMe SSD. In principle,
storage classes are user-defined sets of storage servers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object type</th>
<th>Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crail</td>
<td>create(T) extends Node&gt;(T, sc) → future(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lookup(T) extends Node&gt;(T) → future(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>delete(path) → future(boolean)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>move(src, dst) → future(boolean)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File &amp; KeyValue</td>
<td>read(offset, buffer, length) → future(Int)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bag</td>
<td>append(buffer, length) → future(Int)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directory &amp; Table</td>
<td>enumerate() → iterator(Node)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Application programming interface of Crail.

A storage server always belongs to exactly one storage class.
In our evaluation we configure two storage classes, one for
DRAM servers and one of NVMe SSD servers.

The traditional approach to storage tiering is to migrate
data to more cost effective storage classes as the faster storage
classes fill up. We found this strategy to be ineffective for tem-
porary data due to the short lifetime of the data. Instead, we
opted for a simpler approach where storage classes are filled
up according to a user-defined order – typically DRAM first
followed by Flash and hard disk – without ever migrating data
to the tiers. Specifically during data write operations, meta-
data servers try to allocate DRAM blocks first, turning
to lower priority storage tiers only once no higher priority
storage blocks are available across the entire cluster.

4 Crail

Crail is a concrete implementation of the NodeKernel archi-
tecture. We implemented Crail in about 10K lines of Java and
C++ code. Table 2 shows the application interface of Crail.
The top level data type in Crail is CrailStore. Applications
use CrailStore to create, lookup and delete data nodes,
or to move data nodes to a different location in the storage
hierarchy. Nodes are identified using path names similar to
file systems. When creating a new node using create, applica-
tions may choose a preferred storage class for the data to be
stored (parameter “sc” in Table 2). We also refer to the storage
class preference as storage affinity because it allows users to
specify affinity for a particular set of data to a particular set
of storage servers or storage media.

Crail implements the full set of node types discussed in
Section 3.1. Note that all operations in Crail are non-blocking
and asynchronous (returning a future object). Crail’s asyn-
chronous API matches well with asynchronous software interfaces for modern networking and storage hardware. In fact, almost all of Crail’s high-level operations can be mapped directly to a set of non-blocking and asynchronous network and storage operations. Failures of Crail API calls are communicated either via invalid futures or exceptions (not shown in Table 2). For instance, an attempt to lookup a node that does not exist will result in an invalid future (nullpointer), while an attempt to read data from a node beyond the node’s capacity will result in an exception.

Crail can be operated either as a shared storage service or in the form of per-user or per-application deployments. The current implementation of Crail, however, does not provide any tools to virtualize, protect and isolate multiple tenants from each other.

4.1 Metadata plane

Crail metadata servers maintain an in-memory representation of (a) the storage hierarchy, (b) the set of free-blocks, and (c) the assignments of blocks to “nodes”. Specifically, each metadata server maintains a per storage class list of free blocks. Storage classes are ordered according to a user-defined preference. As discussed in Section 3.2, if during a write operation the current write position does not yet point to an allocated block, a client requests a fresh new block by calling the metadata map RPC operation. The metadata server selects a free block based on the selected storage affinity (or “sc” in Table 2). If there are no free blocks in the selected storage class, the metadata server attempts to allocate a block from the next storage class in the priority list. When selecting a block in a storage class, the metadata server uses round-robin over all storage servers in the given storage class to make sure data is distributed uniformly in the cluster. If no free block is available in any of the storage classes the write operation at the client will fail.

Crail partitions metadata across an array of metadata servers as discussed in Section 3.2.1, meaning, each metadata server is responsible for a partition of the storage hierarchy. Each individual server is implemented as a lightweight RPC service using DaRPC [31], an asynchronous low-latency RPC library based on RDMA send/recv. To achieve high throughput, client connections are partitioned across the different CPU cores. Each core manages a subset of the client connections in-place within a single process context to avoid context-switching overheads. All the memory for RPC buffers is allocated local to the NUMA node associated with the given CPU core that is responsible for the particular connection. Figure 3 illustrates the different aspects of the metadata processing in Crail.

Enumeration: In Section 3.1 we discussed how container nodes (Table, Directory, Bag) maintain a list of the names of all child nodes as part of their data. The rational behind this design is that it allows us to implement container enumeration efficiently in the data plane. We have seen use cases where storing Spark shuffle data in Crail generated close to hundred thousand File nodes in a Bag. Implementing enumeration at the metadata server would lead to substantial data transfers between clients and metadata servers and in many cases would require multiple rounds of RPC to enumerate all of the nodes.

Crail’s file format for container nodes is structured as an array of fixed-size records consisting of the children’s name component along with a valid flag. Upon creating a new node, the metadata server assigns a unique offset within the array based on which the client writes the corresponding record. During a delete operation, after the metadata server has removed the node entry, a client clears the valid flag of the corresponding record (by zeroing the valid bit in the record). Note that the node record inside a container’s data is only considered supplementary information. The metadata server always serves as the authority for validating the existence of a node. Thus, an enumerate operation running concurrently with a delete operation may lead to a situation where a node’s record in the directory file is still valid, but the node’s metadata state at the metadata server has already been deleted. In that case, the node is considered deleted and no read or write operations will be permitted.

4.2 Data plane

Crail implements two storage classes, one for DRAM and one for NVMe-based SSDs. An implementation of a storage class consists of a server part exporting a storage resource (see Section 3.2.3), and a client part implementing efficient data access.

RDMA storage class: A storage server in the RDMA storage class exports large regions of RDMA registered memory to the metadata server. Metadata for RDMA based storage blocks contains the necessary RDMA credentials such as address, length and stag and allows clients to directly read or write a storage block using RDMA one-sided read/writes.

NVMe-over-Fabrics storage class: NVMe-over-Fabrics (NVMF) is a recent extension to the NVMe standard that enables access to remote NVMe devices over RDMA-capable
networks. It eliminates unnecessary protocol translations along the I/O path to a remote device, exposing the multiple paired queue design of NVMe directly to clients. As with RDMA, the queue pairs can directly be mapped into the application context to avoid kernel overheads.

A Crail NVMf storage server acts as a control plane for a NVMf controller by connecting to the controller and reporting its credentials like NVMe qualified name, size, etc., to the metadata server. With the credentials provided by the metadata server, the clients can directly connect to the NVMf controller and perform block read and write operations.

### 4.3 Failure semantics and persistence

Crail does not currently implement mechanisms for fault-tolerance (see Section 3.2) and therefore does not protect against machine or hardware failures. On a crash of a storage server the corresponding data blocks are lost. On a crash of a metadata server the corresponding metadata partition is lost. Metadata servers remove inaccessible storage servers from the list of active servers based on keep-alive messages and make sure only active servers are considered during block allocation.

Crail provides optional mechanisms to persist data stored in DRAM, shut down a Crail deployment and to start a Crail deployment from a previously persisted state. Persistence is implemented via operation logging at the metadata servers and the use of memory mapped persistent storage at storage servers.

### 4.4 Anatomy of data access

Figure 4 illustrates how a Crail client interacts with storage and metadata servers on behalf of an application reading data from a File or KeyValue node. The application first calls a lookup operation to retrieve a node handle, causing Crail to fetch the necessary metadata via RPC from the metadata server. The metadata contains information about the node such as the size of the data and the location of the first block. Following a successful lookup call, the application issues a read operation to read a certain number of bytes from the node. The requested number of bytes may be less than a block. In that case a single RDMA or NVMf operation will be sufficient to complete the request. If the requested number of bytes spawns multiple blocks, as it is case in the example, Crail immediately issues the data transfer for the first block, while in parallel requesting the metadata for the next block. Under normal circumstances – due to the low latency RDMA-based protocol between the client and the metadata server – the metadata request will complete ahead of the current block transfer and guarantee a continued data transfer without the client ever having to wait for missing metadata information.

![Figure 4: Anatomy of file read/write operations in Crail.](image_url)

### 5 Evaluation

In our evaluation we assess if Crail meets the requirements for a temporary storage platform discussed in Section 2.1. Specifically we answer the following questions:

1. Does the unified abstraction of Crail, with its extra indirection layer, perform well for a wide spectrum of data sizes on high-performance devices? (Section 5.1)
2. How simple is it to map higher-level workloads (with their temporary data accesses) to Crail? (Section 5.2)
3. How big are the performance and cost benefits of a mixed-media storage system for data-processing frameworks? (Section 5.3)

**Cluster configuration:** We use a cluster of eight x64 nodes with two Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2690 v1 @ 2.90GHz CPUs, 96GB DDR3 DRAM and a 100 Gbit/s Mellanox ConnectX-5 RoCE RDMA network card. For the client server microbenchmarks, the server is configured with 4 Intel Optane 900P SSDs, except for the IOPS experiments where we only use 2 Optane drives per server. For the larger cluster experiments, all 8 nodes are equipped with 4 Samsung 960 Pro SSDs. The nodes run Ubuntu 16.04.3 LTS (Xenial Xerus) with Linux kernel version 4.10.0-33-generic and Java 8.

#### 5.1 Microbenchmarks

**Small and medium-size values:** We first start by evaluating Crail’s performance for storing small to medium size values, a use case typically well served by key-value stores. Consequently, we compare Crail’s performance (latency and IOPS) with two state-of-the-art open-source key-value stores, namely, RAMCloud (for DRAM storage) and Aerospike (for NVM Optane). Figure 5 shows the performance for get and put operations for different data sizes. In Crail, a put operation is implemented by creating a KeyValue node using the create API call (see Table 2), followed by an append operation. The get operation is implemented using a lookup call followed by a read on the KeyValue node – similar to
the scenario shown in Figure 4. For small datasets (4 bytes), Crail performs slightly worse than RAMCloud for DRAM storage (12 $\mu$s vs 6 $\mu$s), but outperforms Aerospike on Optane NVM by a margin of $2 - 4 \times$ (23-40 $\mu$s for Crail vs. 100 $\mu$s for Aerospike). The difference between Aerospike and Crail comes from differences in their I/O execution. Aerospike uses synchronous I/O and multiple I/O threads, which cause contention and spend a significant amount of execution time in synchronization functions [18]. Crail uses asynchronous I/O and executes I/O requests in one context, avoiding context switching and synchronization completely. The latency difference between Crail and RAMCloud is acceptable considering that RAMCloud is a system optimized for small values. For medium sized values (64KB-1MB), Crail outperforms RAMCloud and Aerospike by a margin of $2 - 6.8 \times$. For instance, a 1MB Put on Crail takes around 590 $\mu$s, versus 4 ms in Aerospike. These performance gains come from the efficient use of RDMA one-sided operations (for both DRAM and NVM), which eliminates data copies at both client and server ends and generally reduces the code path that is executed during put/get operations. While Crail natively supports arbitrary size datasets – by distributing the blocks over multiple storage servers – storing such large values in systems like RAMCloud or Aerospike is either difficult or prohibited. For instance, Aerospike limits individual key/value pairs to 1MB. RAMCloud does not have a strict size limitation but failed to store values larger than 4MB.

For sake of completeness, Figure 5 also shows put/get latencies for extra large values of 16MB and 128MB. As we can see, it takes around to 12 ms to store a 128MB value in Crail’s DRAM tier, and 20 ms to store the same dataset in Crail’s Optane tier. Storing such large values in Crail is entirely a matter of throughput. Consequently, the remote DRAM latency is limited by the 100 Gb/s network bandwidth, while the NVM latency is the determined by the bandwidth of the storage device. The aggregated bandwidth of the 4 Optane drives is around 10-12 GB/s. Hence, the resulting data access bandwidth for large datasets stored in Crail’s NVM tier is 80-87 Gb/s.

**IOPS scaling:** So far we have discussed unloaded latencies. Figure 6 shows the latency profile for 256 bytes values for a loaded Crail system for different media types. In this setup, we increase the number of clients from 1 to 64. The clients are running on 16 physical machines, issuing put/get operations in a tight loop. We use only one storage server and one metadata server in this setup, configured either to serve DRAM, Optane NVM or Flash. The top row in Figure 6 show the curve for a queue depth of 1, meaning, each client always has only one operation in flight. As shown in the figure, Crail delivers stable latencies up to a reasonably high throughput. For DRAM, the get latencies (top right in Figure 6) stay at 12-15 $\mu$s up to 4M IOPS, at which point the metadata server became the bottleneck. We ran the same experiment with multiple metadata servers and verified that the system throughput was scaling linearly (shown later in Figure 7 on top). For the Optane NVM configuration, latencies stay at 20 $\mu$s up until almost 1M IOPS, which is very close to the device limit. The Flash latencies are higher but the Samsung drives also have a higher throughput limit. In fact, 64 clients with queue depth 1 cannot saturate the Samsung devices. In order to generate...
a higher load, we measured throughput and latencies for the case where each client always has four operations in flight (queue depth 4, bottom row in Figure 6). As shown, queue depth 4 generally achieves a higher throughput up to a point where the hardware limit is reached, the device queues are overloaded (e.g., for NVM Optane) and latencies sky rock. For instance, at the point before the exponential increase in the latencies, Crail delivers get latencies (Figure 6 bottom right) of 30.1 $\mu$s at 4.2M IOPS (DRAM), 60.7 $\mu$s for 1.1M IOPS (Octane), and 99.86 $\mu$s for 640.3K IOPS (Flash). The situation for put is similar, though generally with lower performance.

**Metadata performance:** In Figure 7 (top), we benchmark the performance of a simple lookup metadata operation which is used to retrieve node metadata in Crail, and compare it with the performance of a similar metadata operation `getattr` in Octopus [23] (an RDMA-optimized NVM file system running in DRAM). There are two main observations here. First, for the single namenode case, Crail outperforms Octopus by $1.7-5.9 \times$. A single namenode in Crail peaks around 9.3M lookups/sec. Second, Crail can very efficiently scale the single namenode performance to multi-namenode setups. The system can deliver up to 16.7M and 27.4M lookups/sec for 2 and 4 namenode configurations.

**Accessing large datasets:** Figure 7 (bottom) shows the bandwidth (y-axis) measured when reading large datasets of file nodes in Crail, in comparison to file read operations in Octopus and Alluxio. The x-axis in Figure 7 refers to the size of the application buffer the client is using during read operations. Crail with its efficient data and metadata plane, and overlapping of lookup RPCs and data fetching quickly reaches the network bandwidth limit even for relatively small buffer sizes (just over 1kB). Alluxio performance is bottlenecked by the CPU due to data copies and inefficiencies in the network stack implementation. Octopus performs better than Alluxio, and gradually for large buffers (close to 1MB) reaches the line speed of 98 Gb/s. Note that Crail’s peak bandwidth (98 Gb/s) in Figure 7 is better than the peak bandwidth (87 Gb/s) in Figure 5 because for the KV experiments each Key Value node is opened, read, and closed whereas for the file experiments those accesses are amortized.

**Summary:** In this section we have shown that Crail can store a large spectrum of values effectively while offering comparable or superior performance than the other state-of-the-art systems that are optimized for a particular data range.
5.2 Systems-level Benchmarks

5.2.1 NoSQL workloads

The Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) is an open standard designed to compare the performance of NoSQL databases [10]. It comes with five workloads that stress different properties, e.g. workload A is update heavy whereas workload C is read heavy. We choose workload B to compare Crail to RAMCloud and Aerospike. Workload B has 95% read and 5% update operations and the records are selected with a Zipfian distribution. All systems run in a single namenode/datanode configuration. The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate the latency profile of Crail for a realistic workload beyond microbenchmarks presented in the last section.

Figure 8 (top part) shows the read and update latency distributions for workload B using a single client for the default setup of 10 fields of 100 bytes per record (1K per KV pair). The left part of the figure shows the read performance, and the right part shows the update performance. As shown for this default setup, the largest number of read operations observe a latency of 14 µs (95% and 99% percentile are at 37 and 84 µs) and 26 µs (95% and 99% percentile are at 47 and 81 µs) for DRAM and Optane respectively. Crail on Optane has an average latency of 38 µs and thus is only 15 µs slower than Crail on DRAM. On the other hand, Aerospike with Optane delivers an average latency of 108.7 µs, which is 2.84× worse than the average Crail latency (38.03 µs). Comparing Crail’s DRAM performance to RAMCloud shows that RAMCloud is slightly faster than Crail. However, as we move to larger values of 10 fields of 10KB each (100KB per KV pair) in Figure 8 (bottom) Crail is almost 2.6 − 4.8× better than Aerospike and RAMCloud, respectively.

Summary: Our experiments using the YCSB benchmark have demonstrated that (a) Crail can successfully translate the raw DRAM/NVMe performance advantages into workload level gains, and (b) Crail effectively deals with both small and large datasets while RAMCloud and Aerospike perform their best in a specific operating range.

5.2.2 Spark Integration

We present the evaluation of Crail with Spark, one of the most popular data processing engines. Spark executes workloads as a series of map-reduce steps while sharing performance critical data in each step. There are multiple points in the Spark data processing pipeline where temporary datasets are generated. In this section, we show performance measurements specifically for two: shuffle and broadcast. Both subsystems can easily be implemented as plugin modules for Spark.

Broadcast: We implemented broadcast using Crail by storing broadcast data as KeyValue nodes in a non-enumerable Table. A broadcast writer creates a new KeyValue node, appends the broadcast data to the node, and passes the node “name” to the readers. Readers, which are distributed over multiple machines inside Spark executors, do a lookup on the “name” and read the data from Crail. Figure 10a shows the result. The x-axis shows the latency as observed by different broadcast readers in the Spark job, while the y-axis shows the percentage of readers. The solid vertical line represents the baseline latency of 12 µs, which we demonstrated in our microbenchmarks. As shown, most of the Crail broadcast readers observe latency very close to the minimum possible. A few observe a latency lower than 12 µs because some of these readers are co-located on the same physical machine where the values are stored. For those nodes, even though they still read the data using the local network interface, there is no actual network transfer happening, hence, their read performance is not limited by the network. In summary, Crail broadcast performance is 1-2 orders of magnitude better than the default Spark implementation.

Shuffle: In Spark, a shuffle writer continuously generates shuffle data during the map phase as it processes the input dataset and classifies data into different buckets that are later read by reducers. Due to the large fan-in and fan-out access pattern, we implemented shuffle using Crail Bag nodes. There is one Bag node per reducer and each shuffle writer appends data to an array of privately owned File nodes, one File node per writer per bag. After the map phase, each reducer reads its associated bag using the optimized read interface available in the Bag node type (see Section 3.1). We generated a large amount of data (512 GB) and triggered the shuffle operation using the GroupBy benchmark available in the Spark source code. Figures 10b and 10c show the performance (runtime on the x-axis) and the observed network throughput (y-axis) for various configurations. The values 1, 4, or 8 represent the number of cores given to each Spark executor. A quick comparison of the two figures shows that the Crail-accelerated Spark observes higher network throughput (for a corresponding core count) and, thus, as a result better runtimes (1 core 5x, 4 cores 2.5x and 8 cores 2x).

Summary: In this section we have demonstrated that Crail is able to successfully accelerate temporary data access in Spark for small values (e.g., broadcast) as well as large values.
5.3 Efficiency of hybrid DRAM/NVM setup

As the last part of our evaluation, we quantify how Crail’s tiered data plane helps with regard to performance and cost objectives. We consider the Terasort workload, which is one of the most I/O intensive applications on Spark. We implement Terasort as an external range-partition sort algorithm in two stages. The first stage maps the incoming key-value pairs (10 bytes keys and 90 bytes value) into external buckets. These buckets are then shuffled and sorted by individual reduce tasks. For this evaluation we use the accelerated shuffle and broadcast plugins that we previously developed.

In Figure 9, we explore the performance/cost trade-off of using NVM instead of DRAM to store shuffle data in a 200 GB Spark sorting workload. For this we configure Crail with different storage limits for the DRAM and the Flash storage tiers. The x-axis indicates what fraction of the total shuffle data is stored in DRAM versus Flash. Note that in this experiment we are using the Samsung Flash-based SSDs rather than the Optane devices. A configuration of 10/90 means that 10% of the data is held in DRAM, while 90% is held in Flash. The figure also shows the performance of vanilla Spark (first bar of the figure) that runs on its default shuffle engine completely in DRAM (using tmpfs as a storage backend). There are two key observations here. First, in comparison to vanilla Spark, the use of Crail for the shuffle backend already reduces the runtime by a factor of 3.4. This performance gain can be attributed to the efficient use of high-performance networking and storage hardware in Crail. For instance, during the reduce phase we measured an all-to-all network throughput of 70 Gb/s/machine. Second, as we decrease the fraction of DRAM in Crail in favor of Flash, Spark graciously and automatically spills shuffle data into the Flash tier. In the extreme configuration, where all shuffle data is stored in Flash, the performance degrades to 46.49 second (48% increase), while to total cost for storage is reduced by 8× from 1,000$ to 126$.

The gradual spilling of data from DRAM to Flash happens transparently. Even in the all-Flash configuration, the performance of the Crail-integrated Spark Terasort is half of the completely-in-DRAM vanilla Spark performance. These results validate the design choices we made in Crail that permit trading performance for storage cost.

Summary: In this section, we demonstrated that the use of Crail in Spark (i) leads to better performance due to its efficient I/O path; (ii) reduces the cost of storage, and increases the performance due the hybrid DRAM-NVMe architecture.

6 Conclusion

Storing and accessing temporary data efficiently in data processing workloads is critical for performance, yet challenging due to complex storage demands that fall between the lines of existing storage systems like file systems or key-value stores. We presented NodeKernel, a novel storage architecture offering a new point in the storage design space by combining hierarchical naming with scalability and excellent performance for a wide range of data sizes and access patterns that are typical for temporary data. The NodeKernel architecture is driven by opportunities of modern networking and storage hardware that enabled us to reduce overheads that made such a design impractical in the past. We showed that storing temporary data in Crail, our concrete implementation of the NodeKernel architecture leveraging RDMA networking and NVMe storage, can improve NoSQL workloads by up to 4.8× and Spark application performance by up to 3.4×. Crail’s use of NVMe Flash further reduces storage cost by up to 8× compared to storage systems that only use DRAM.
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Abstract

As solid state drives (SSDs) are increasingly replacing hard disk drives, the reliability of storage systems depends on the failure modes of SSDs and the ability of the file system layered on top to handle these failure modes. While the classical paper on IRON File Systems provides a thorough study of the failure policies of three file systems common at the time, we argue that 13 years later it is time to revisit file system reliability with SSDs and their reliability characteristics in mind, based on modern file systems that incorporate journaling, copy-on-write and log-structured approaches, and are optimized for flash. This paper presents a detailed study, spanning ext4, Btrfs and F2FS, and covering a number of different SSD error modes. We develop our own fault injection framework and explore over a thousand error cases. Our results indicate that 16% of these cases result in a file system that cannot be mounted or even repaired by its system checker. We also identify the key file system metadata structures that can cause such failures and finally, we recommend some design guidelines for file systems that are deployed on top of SSDs.

1 Introduction

Solid state drives (SSDs) are increasingly replacing hard disk drives as a form of secondary storage medium. With their growing adoption, storage reliability now depends on the reliability of these new devices as well as the ability of the file system above them to handle errors these devices might generate (including for example device errors when reading or writing a block, or silently corrupted data). While the classical paper by Prabhakaran et al. [45] (published in 2005) studied in great detail the robustness of three file systems that were common at the time in the face of hard disk drive (HDD) errors, we argue that there are multiple reasons why it is time to revisit this work.

The first reason is that failure characteristics of SSDs differ significantly from those of HDDs. For example, recent field studies [39, 43, 48] show that, while their replacement rates (due to suspected hardware problems) are often by an order of magnitude lower than those of HDDs, the occurrence of partial drive failures that lead to errors when reading or writing a block or corrupted data can be an order of magnitude higher. Other work argues that the Flash Translation Layer (FTL) of SSDs might be more prone to bugs compared to HDD firmware, due to their high complexity and less maturity, and demonstrate this to be the case when drives are faced with power faults [53]. This makes it even more important than before that file systems can detect and deal with device faults effectively.

Second, file systems have evolved significantly since [45] was published 13 years ago; the ext family of file systems has undergone major changes from the ext3 version considered in [45] to the current ext4 [38]. New players with advanced file-system features have arrived. Most notably Btrfs [46], a copy-on-write file system which is more suitable for SSDs with no in-place writes, has garnered wide adoption. The design of Btrfs is particularly interesting as it has fewer total writes than ext4’s journaling mechanism. Further, there are new file systems that have been designed specifically for flash, such as F2FS [33], which follow a log-structured approach to optimize performance on flash.

The goal of this paper is to characterize the resilience of modern file systems running on flash-based SSDs in the face of SSD faults, along with the effectiveness of their recovery mechanisms when taking SSD failure characteristics into account. We focus on three different file systems: Btrfs, ext4, and F2FS. ext4 is an obvious choice, as it is the most commonly used Linux file system. Btrfs and F2FS include features particularly attractive with respect to flash, with F2FS being tailored for flash. Moreover, these three file systems cover three different points in the design spectrum, ranging from journaling to copy-on-write to log-structured approaches.

The main contribution of this paper is a detailed study, spanning three very different file systems and their ability to detect and recover from SSD faults, based on error injection targeting all key data structures. We observe huge differences across file systems and describe the vulnerabilities of each in detail.
Over the course of this work we experiment with more than one thousand fault scenarios and observe that around 16% of them result in severe failure cases (kernel panic, unmountable file system). We make a number of observations and file several bug reports, some of which have already resulted in patches. For our experiments, we developed an error injection module on top of the Linux device mapper framework.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a taxonomy of SSD faults and a description of the experimental setup we use to emulate these faults and test the reaction of the three file systems. Section 3 presents the results from our fault emulation experiments. Section 4 covers related work and finally, in Section 5, we summarize our observations and insights.

2 File System Error Injection

Our goal is to emulate different types of SSD failures and check the ability of different file systems to detect and recover from them, based on which part of the file system was affected. We limit our analysis to a local file system running on top of a single drive. Note that although multi-drive redundancy mechanisms like RAID exist, they are not general substitutes for file system reliability mechanisms. First, RAID is not applicable to all scenarios, such as single drives on personal computers. Second, errors or data corruption can originate from higher levels in the storage stack, which RAID can neither detect nor recover.

Furthermore, our work only considers partial drive failures, where only part of a drive’s operation is affected, rather than fail-stop failures, where the drive as a whole becomes permanently inaccessible. The reason lies in the numerous studies published over the last few years, using either lab experiments or field data, which have identified many different SSD internal error mechanisms that can result in partial failures, including mechanisms that originate both from the flash level [10, 12, 13, 16–19, 21, 23, 26, 27, 29–31, 34, 35, 40, 41, 47, 49, 50] and from bugs in the FTL code, e.g. when it is not hardened to handle power faults correctly [52, 53].

Moreover, a field study based on Google’s data centers observes that partial failures are significantly more common for SSDs than for HDDs [48].

This section describes different SSD error modes and how they manifest at the file system level, and also our experimental setup, including the error injection framework and how we target different parts of a file system.

2.1 SSD Errors in the Field and their Manifestation

This section provides an overview of the various mechanisms that can lead to partial failures and how they manifest at the file system level (all summarized in Table 1).

Uncorrectable Bit Corruption: Previous work [10, 12, 13, 16–19, 21, 26, 27, 29, 34, 35, 41] describes a large number of error mechanisms that originate at the flash level and can result in bit corruption, including retention errors, read and program disturb errors, errors due to flash cell wear-out and failing blocks. Virtually all modern SSDs incorporate error correcting codes to detect and correct such bit corruption. However, recent field studies indicate that uncorrectable bit corruption, where more bits are corrupted than the error correcting code (ECC) can handle, occurs at a significant rate in the field. For example, a study based on Google field data observes 2-6 out of 1000 drive days with uncorrectable bit errors [48]. Uncorrectable bit corruption manifests as a read I/O error returned by the drive when an application tries to access the affected data (“Read I/O errors” in Table 1).

Silent Bit Corruption: This is a more insidious form of bit corruption, where the drive itself is not aware of the corruption and returns corrupted data to the application (“Corruption” in Table 1). While there have been field studies on the prevalence of silent data corruption for HDD based systems [9], there is to date no field data on silent bit corruption for SSD based systems. However, work based on lab experiments shows that 3 out of 15 drive models under test experience silent data corruption in the case of power faults [53]. Note that there are other mechanisms that can lead to silent data corruption, including mechanisms that originate at higher levels in the storage stack, above the SSD device level.

FTL Metadata Corruption: A special case arises when silent bit corruption affects FTL metadata. Among other things, the FTL maintains a mapping of logical to physical (L2P) blocks as part of its metadata [8]; metadata corruption could lead to “Read I/O errors” or “Write I/O errors”, when the application attempts to read or write a page that does not have an entry in the L2P mapping due to corruption. Corruption of the L2P mapping could also result in wrong or erased data being returned on a read, manifesting as “Corruption” to the file system. Note that this is also a silent corruption - i.e. neither the device nor the FTL is aware of these corruptions.

Misdirected Writes: This refers to the situation where during an SSD-internal write operation, the correct data is being written to flash, but at the wrong location. This might be due to a bug in the FTL code or triggered by a power fault, as explained in [53]. At the file system level this might manifest as a “Corruption”, where a subsequent read returns wrong data, or a “Read I/O error”. This form of corruption is silent; the device does not detect and propagate errors to the storage stack above until invalid data or metadata is accessed again.

Shorn Writes: A shorn write is a write that is issued by the file system, but only partially done by the device. In [53], the authors observe such scenarios surprisingly frequently during power faults, even for enterprise class drives, while issuing properly synchronized I/O and cache flush commands to the device. A shorn write is similar to a “torn write”, where only part of a multi-sector update is written to the disk, but it applies to sector(s) which should have been fully persisted due to the use of a cache flush operation. One possible expla-
nation is the mismatch of write granularities between layers. The default block size for file systems is larger (e.g. 4KB for ext4/F2FS, and 16KB for Btrfs) than the physical device (e.g. 512B). A block issued from the file system is mapped to multiple physical blocks inside the device. As a result, during a power fault, only some of the mappings are updated while others remain unchanged. Even if physical block sizes match that of the file system, another possible explanation is because SSDs include on-board cache memory for buffering writes, shorn writes may also be caused by alignment and timing bugs in the drive’s cache management [53]. Moreover, recent SSD architectures use pre-buffering and striping across independent parallel units, which do not guarantee atomicity between them for an atomic write operation [11]. The increase in parallelism may further expose more shorn writes.

At the file system level, a shorn write is not detected until its manifestation during a later read operation, where the file system sees a 4KB block, part of which contains data from the most recent update to the block, while the remaining part contains either old or zeroed out data (if the block was recently erased). While this could be viewed as a special form of silent bit corruption, we consider this as a separate category in terms of how it manifests at the file system level (called “Shorn Write” corresponding to column (d) in Table 1) as this form of corruption creates a particular pattern (each sequence of 512 bytes within a 4KB block is either completely corrupted or completely correct), compared to the more random corruption event referred to by column (c).

In [53], the authors observe shorn writes manifesting in two patterns, where only the first 3/8th or the first 7/8th of a block gets written and the rest is not. Similarly in our experiments, we keep only the first 3/8th of a 4KB block. We assume the block has been successfully erased, so the rest of the block remains zeroed out. Our module can be configured to test other shorn write sizes and patterns as well.

**Dropped writes:** The authors in [53] observe cases where an SSD internal write operation gets dropped even after an explicit cache flush (e.g. in the case of a power fault when the update was in the SSD’s cache, but not persisted to flash). If the dropped write relates to FTL metadata, in particular to the L2P mapping, this could manifest as a “Read I/O error”, “Write I/O error” or “Corruption” on a subsequent read or write of the data. If the dropped write relates to a file system write, the result is the same as if the file system had never issued the corresponding write. We create a separate category for this manifestation which we refer to as “Lost Write” (column (e) in Table 1).

**Incomplete Program operation:** This refers to the situation where a flash program operation does not fully complete (without the FTL noticing), so only part of a flash page gets written. Such scenarios were observed, for example, under power faults [53]. At the file system level, this manifests as a “Corruption” during a subsequent read of the data.

**Incomplete Erase operation:** This refers to the situation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SSD/Flash Errors</th>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
<th>(c)</th>
<th>(d)</th>
<th>(e)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uncorrectable Bit Corruption</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silent Bit Corruption</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTL Metadata Corruption</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misdirected Writes</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shorn Write</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dropped Write</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete Program Operation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete Erase Operation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Different types of flash errors and their manifestation in the file system. (a) Read I/O error (b) Write I/O error (c) Corruption (d) Shorn Write (e) Lost Write.

where a flash erase operation does not completely erase a flash erase block (without the FTL detecting and correcting this problem). Incomplete erase operations have been observed under power faults [53]. They could also occur when flash erase blocks wear-out and the FTL does not handle a failed erase operation properly. Subsequent program operations to the affected erase block can result in incorrectly written data and consequently “Corruption”, when this data is later read by the file system.

### 2.2 Comparison with HDD faults

We note that there are also HDD-specific faults that would manifest in a similar way at the file system level. However, the mechanisms that cause faults within each media are different and can for example affect the frequency of observed errors. One such case are uncorrectable read errors which have been observed at a much higher frequency in production systems using SSDs than HDDs [48] (a trend that will likely only get worse withQLC). There are faults though whose manifestation does actually differ from HDDs to SSDs, due to inherent differences in their overall design and operation. For instance, a part affected by a shorn write may contain previously written data in the case of an HDD block, but would contain zeroed out data if that area within the SSD has been correctly erased. In addition, the large degree of parallelism inside SSDs makes correctness under power faults significantly more challenging than for HDDs (for example, ensuring atomic writes across parallel units). Finally, file systems might modify their behavior and apply different fault recovery mechanisms for SSDs and HDDs; for example, Btrfs turns off metadata duplication by default when deployed on top of an SSD.

### 2.3 Device Mapper Tool for Error Emulation

The key observation from the previous section is that all SSD faults we consider manifest in one of five ways, corresponding to the five columns (a) to (e) in Table 1. This section describes a device mapper tool we created to emulate all five scenarios.

In order to to emulate SSD error modes and observe each individual file system’s response, we need to intercept the block I/O requests between the file system and the block device. We leverage the Linux device mapper framework to create a virtual block device that intercepts requests between the file system and the underlying physical device. This allows
us to operate on block I/O requests and simulate faults as if they originate from a physical device, and also observe the file system’s reaction without modifying its source code. In this way, we can perform tracing, parse file system metadata, and alter block contents online, for both read and write requests, while the file system is mounted. For this study, we use the Linux kernel version 4.17.

Our module can intercept read and write requests for selected blocks as they pass through the block layer and return an error code to the file system, emulating categories (a) “Read Error” and (b) “Write Error” in Table 1. Possible parameters include the request’s type (read/write), block number, and data structure type. In the case of multiple accesses to the same block, one particular access can be targeted. We also support corruption of specific data structures, fields and bytes within blocks, allowing us to emulate category (c) “Corruption”. The module can selectively shear multiple sectors of a block before sending it to the file system or writing it on disk, emulating category (d) “Shorn Write”. Our module can further drop one or more blocks while writing the blocks corresponding to a file system operation, emulating the last category (e) “Lost Write”. The module’s API is generic across file systems and can be expanded to different file systems. Our module can be found at [6].

### 2.4 Test Programs

We perform injection experiments while executing test programs chosen to exercise different parts of the POSIX API, similar to the “singlets” used by Prabhakaran et al. [45]. Each individual program focuses on one system call, such as mkdir or write. Table 2 lists all the test programs that we used in our study. For each test program, we populate the disk with different files and directory structures to increase code coverage. For example, we generate small files that are stored inline within an inode, as well as large files that use indirect blocks. All our programs pedantically follow POSIX semantics; they call fsync(2) and close(2), and check the return values to ensure that data and metadata has successfully persisted to the underlying storage device.

### 2.5 Targeted Error Injection

Our goal is to understand the effect of block I/O errors and corruption in detail depending on which part of a file system is affected. That means our error injection testbed requires the ability to target specific data structures and specific fields within a data structure for error injection, rather than randomly injecting errors. We therefore need to identify for each

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programs</th>
<th>Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mount, mount, open, creat, access, stat, lstat, chmod, chown, utime, rename, read, write, truncate, readlink, symlink, unlink, chdir, rmdir, mkdir, getdirent, chroot</td>
<td>debugfs, get block mode, stat on inode number, check file type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dir_entry</td>
<td>debugfs, check for extension of a file or directory path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extent</td>
<td>debugfs, get block mode, stat on inode number, check file type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data</td>
<td>debugfs, check if parent inode number is 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>journal</td>
<td>debugfs, check if parent inode number is 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Structure</th>
<th>Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>super, block, group descriptor, mode, blocks, block bmap, inode bmap</td>
<td>dumpe2fs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dir_entry</td>
<td>debugfs, get block mode, stat on inode number, check file type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extent</td>
<td>debugfs, check for extension of a file or directory path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data</td>
<td>debugfs, get block mode, stat on inode number, check file type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>journal</td>
<td>debugfs, check if parent inode number is 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The programs used in our study. Each one stresses a single system call and is invoked several times under different file system images to increase coverage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Data Structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>blktrace</td>
<td>f2fs, device mapper module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>device mapper module</td>
<td>check btrfs node header fields at runtime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>btrfs-inspect</td>
<td>check btrfs node header fields at runtime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dumpe2fs, btrfs-inspect, and dump.f2fs</td>
<td>check changes to disk contents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: The approach to type blocks collected using either blktrace or our own device mapper module.

program which data structures are involved and how the parts of the data structure map to the sequence of block accesses generated by the program.

Understanding the relationship between the sequence of block accesses and the data structures within each file system required a significant amount of work and we had to rely on a combination of approaches. First, we initialize the file system to a clean state with representative data. We then run a specific test program (Table 2) on the file system image, capturing traces from blktrace and the kernel to learn the program’s actual accessed blocks. Reading the file system source code also enables us to put logic inside our module to interpret blocks as requests pass through it. Lastly, we use offline tools such as dumpe2fs, btrfs-inspect, and dump.f2fs to inspect changes to disk contents. Through these multiple techniques, we can identify block types and specific data structures within the blocks. Table 3 summarizes our approach to identify different data structures in each of the file systems.

After identifying all the relevant data structures for each program, we re-initialize the disk image and repeat test program execution for error injection experiments. We use the same tools, along with our module, to inject errors to specific targets. A single block I/O error or data corruption is injected into a block or data structure during each execution. This allows us to achieve better isolation and characterization of the file system’s reaction to the injected error.

Our error injection experiments allow us to measure both immediate and longer-term effects of device faults. We can observe immediate effects on program execution for some cases, such as user space errors or kernel panics (e.g. from write I/O errors). At the end of each test program execution, we unmount the file system and perform several offline tests to verify the consistency of the disk image, regardless of whether the corruption was silent or not (e.g. persisting lost/shorn writes): we invoke the file system’s integrity checker (fsck), check if the file system is mountable, and check whether
the program’s operations have been successfully persisted by comparing the resultant disk image against the expected one. We also explore longer-term effects of faults where the test programs access data that were previously persisted with errors (read I/O, reading corrupted or shorn write data).

In this study, we use btrfs-progs v4.4, e2fsprogs v1.42.13, and f2fs-tools v1.10.0 for our error injection experiments.

### 2.6 Detection and Recovery Taxonomy

We report the **detection** and **recovery** policies of all three file systems with respect to the data structures involved. We characterize each file system’s reaction via all observable interfaces: system call return values, changes to the disk image, log messages, and any side-effects to the system (such as kernel panics). We classify the file system’s detection and recovery based on a taxonomy that was inspired by previous work [45], but with some new extensions: unlike [45], we also experiment with file system integrity checkers and their ability to detect and recover from errors that the file system might not be able to deal with and as such, we add a few additional categories within the taxonomy that pertain to file system checkers. Also, we create a separate category for the case where the file system is left in its previous consistent state prior to the execution of the program (R_{Previous}). In particular, if the program involves updates on the system’s metadata, none of it is reflected to the file system. Table 4 presents our taxonomy in detail.

A file system can detect the injected errors online by checking the return value of the block I/O request (D_{ErrorCode}), inspecting the incoming data and performing some sanity checks (D_{Sanity}), or using redundancies, e.g. in the form of checksums (D_{Redundancy}). A successful detection should alert the user via system call return values or log messages.

To recover from errors, the file system can take several actions. The most basic action is simply passing along the error code from the block layer (R_{Propagate}). The file system can also decide to terminate the execution of the system call, either gracefully via transaction abort, or abruptly such as crashing the kernel (R_{Stop}). Lastly, the file system can perform retries (R_{Retry}) in case the error is transient, or use its redundancy data structures to recover the data.

It is important to note that for block I/O errors, the actual data stored in the block is not passed to the disk or the file system. Hence, no sanity check can be performed and D_{Sanity} is not applicable. Similarly, for silent data corruption experiments, our module does not return an error code, so D_{ErrorCode} is not relevant.

We also run each file system’s fsck utility and report on its ability to detect and recover file system errors offline, as it may employ different detection and recovery strategies than the online file system. The different categories for fsck recovery are shown in Table 4.

### 3 Results

Tables 5 and 6 provide a high-level summary of the results from our error injection experiments following the detection and recovery taxonomy from Table 4. Our results are organized into six columns corresponding to the fault modes we emulate. The six tables in each column represent the fault detection and recovery results for each file system under a particular fault. The columns (a-w) in each table correspond to the programs listed in Table 2, which specify the operation during which the fault mode was encountered, and rows correspond to the file system specific data structure, that was affected by the fault.

Note that the columns in Tables 5 and 6 have a one-to-one correspondence to the fault modes described in Section 2 (Table 1), with the exception of _shorn writes_. After a shorn write is injected during test program execution and persisted to the flash device, we examine two scenarios where the persisted partial data is accessed again: during fsck invocation (Shorn Write + Fsck column) and test program execution (Shorn Write + Program Read column).

### 3.1 Btrfs

We observe in Table 5 that Btrfs is the only file system that consistently detects all I/O errors as well as corruption events, including those affecting data (rather than only metadata). It achieves this through the extensive use of checksums.

However, we find that Btrfs is much less successful in recovering from any issues than the other two file systems. It is the only file system where four of the six error modes can lead to a kernel crash or panic and subsequently a file system that cannot be mounted even after running _btrfsck_. It also has the largest number of scenarios that result in an unmountable file system after _btrfsck_ (even if not preceded by a kernel crash). Furthermore, we find that node level checksums, although good for detecting block corruption, they remove an entire node even if a single byte becomes corrupted. As a result, large chunks of data are removed, causing data loss.

Before we describe the results in more detail below, we provide a brief summary of Btrfs data structures. The Btrfs...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Btrfs Detection</th>
<th>ext4 Detection</th>
<th>FSFS Detection</th>
<th>FSFS Recovery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>superblock</td>
<td>superblock</td>
<td>superblock</td>
<td>superblock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>root tree</td>
<td>group desc</td>
<td>checkpoint</td>
<td>checkpoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>superblock</td>
<td>block bitmap</td>
<td>NAT</td>
<td>NAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extent</td>
<td>inode bitmap</td>
<td>SIT</td>
<td>SIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dev tree</td>
<td>directory</td>
<td>(d) (nd) node</td>
<td>(d) (nd) node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>superblock</td>
<td>extent</td>
<td>dir, entry</td>
<td>dir, entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inode</td>
<td>journal data</td>
<td>data</td>
<td>data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: The results of our analysis on the detection and recovery policies of Btrfs, ext4, and FSFS for different read, write, and corruption experiments. The programs that were used are: a: access b: truncate c: open d: chmod e: chown f: utimes g: read h: rename i: stat j: lstat k: readlink l: symlink m: unlink n: chdir o: rmdir p: mkdir q: write r: getdirent s: creat t: mount u: umount v: chroot. An empty box indicates that the block type is not applicable to the program in execution. Superimposed symbols indicate that multiple mechanisms were used.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shorn Write + Program Read</th>
<th>Shorn Write + Fsck</th>
<th>Lost Writes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Btrfs Detection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fs tree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cgroup tree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>root tree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>superblock</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extent tree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chnk tree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dev tree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user tree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log tree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Btrfs Recovery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fs tree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cgroup tree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>root tree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>superblock</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extent tree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chnk tree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dev tree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>user tree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log tree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ext4 Detection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>superblock</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inode</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>desc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>block bitmap</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inode bitmap</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>directory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>journal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ext4 Recovery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>superblock</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inode</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>desc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>block bitmap</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inode bitmap</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>directory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>journal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2FS Detection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>superblock</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>checkpoint</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inode</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d/ind) node</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dir, entry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2FS Recovery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>superblock</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>checkpoint</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inode</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d/ind) node</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dir, entry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: The results of our analysis on the detection and recovery policies of Btrfs, ext4, and F2FS for different shorn write + program read, shorn write + fsck, and lost write experiments. The programs that were used are: a: access b: truncate c: open d: chmod e: chown f: utimes g: read h: rename i: lsattr j: lstat k: readlink l: symlink m: unlink n: chdir o: mkdir p: mkattr q: write r: getdirentries s: creat t: mount v: umount w: chroot. An empty box indicates that the block type is not applicable to the program in execution. Superimposed symbols indicate that multiple mechanisms were used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$D_{Zero}$</th>
<th>$D_{ErrCode}$</th>
<th>$D_{Sanity}$</th>
<th>$D_{Redundancy}$</th>
<th>$D_{Fsck}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_{Zero}$</td>
<td>$R_{Err}$</td>
<td>$R_{Propagate}$</td>
<td>$R_{Previous}$</td>
<td>$R_{Stop}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{Fsck_{Full}}$</td>
<td>$R_{Fsck_{Orig}}$</td>
<td>$R_{Fsck_{Partial}}$</td>
<td>$R_{Fsck_{Fail}}$</td>
<td>$Crash/Panic+R_{Fsck_{fail}}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
file system arranges data in the form of a forest of trees, each serving a specific purpose (e.g. file system tree (fstree) stores file system metadata, checksum tree (csumtree) stores file/directory checksums). Btrfs maintains checksums for all metadata within tree nodes. Checksum for data is computed and stored separately in a checksum tree. A root tree stores the location of the root of all other trees in the file system. Since Btrfs is a copy-on-write file system, all changes made on a tree node are first written to a different location on disk. The location of the new tree nodes are then propagated across the internal nodes up to the root of the file system trees. Finally, the root tree needs to be updated with the location of the other changed file system trees.

3.1.1 Read errors
All errors get detected (D_{Errordcode}) and registered in the operating system’s message log, and the current operation is terminated (R_{Stop}). btrfsck is able to run, detect and correct the file system in most cases, with two exceptions. When the fstree structure is affected, btrfsck removes blocks that are not readable and returns an I/O error. Another exception is when a read I/O error is encountered while accessing key tree structures during a mount procedure: mount fails and btrfsck is unable to repair the file system.

3.1.2 Corruption
Corruption of any B-tree node. Checksums inside each tree node enable reliable detection of corruption; however, Btrfs employs a different recovery protocol based on the type of the underlying device. When Btrfs is deployed on top of a hard disk, it provides recovery from metadata corruption using metadata replication. Specifically, reading a corrupted block leads to btrfs-scrub being invoked, which replaces the corrupted primary metadata block with its replica. Note that btrfs-scrub does not have to scan the entire file system; only the replica is read to restore the corrupted block. However, in case the underlying device is an SSD, Btrfs turns off metadata replication by default for two reasons [7]. First, an SSD can remap a primary block and its replica internally to a single physical location, thus deduplicating them. Second, SSD controllers may put data written together in a short time span into the same physical storage unit (i.e. cell, erase block, etc.), which is also a unit of SSD failures. Therefore, btrfs-scrub is never invoked in the case of SSDs, as there is no metadata duplication. This design choice causes a single bit flip of fstree to wipe out files and entire directories within a B-Tree node. If a corrupted tree node is encountered while mount reads in all metadata trees into memory, the consequences are even more severe: the operation fails and the disk is left in an inconsistent and irreparable state, even after running btrfsck.

Directory corruption. We observe that when a node corruption affects a directory, the corruption could actually be recovered, but Btrfs fails to do so. For performance reasons, Btrfs maintains two independent data structures for a directory (DIR_ITEM and DIR_INDEX). If one of these two becomes corrupted, the other data structure is not used to restore the directory. This is surprising considering that the existing redundancy could easily be leveraged for increased reliability.

3.1.3 Write errors
Superblock & Write I/O errors: Btrfs has multiple copies of its superblock, but interestingly, the recovery policy upon a write error is not identical for all copies. The superblocks are located at fixed locations on the disk and are updated at every write operation. The replicas are kept consistent, which differs from ext4’s behavior. We observe that a write I/O error while updating the primary superblock is considered severe; the operation is aborted and the file system remounts as read-only. On the other hand, write I/O errors for the secondary copies of the superblock are detected, but the overall operation completes successfully, and the secondary copy is not updated. While this allows the file system to continue writing, this is a violation of the implicit consistency guarantee between all superblocks, which may lead to problems in the future, as the system operates with a reduced number of superblock copies.

Tree Node & Write I/O errors: A write I/O error on a tree node is registered in the operating system’s message log, but due to the file system’s asynchronous nature, errors cannot be directly propagated back to the user application that wrote the data. In almost all cases, the file system is forced to mount as read-only (R_{Stop}). A subsequent umount and btrfsck run in repair mode makes the device unreadable for extentTree, logTree, rootTree and the root node of the fstree.

3.1.4 Shorn Write + Program Read
We observe that the behavior of Btrfs during a read of a shorn block is similar to the one we observed earlier for corruption. The only exception is the superblock, as its size is smaller than the 3/8th of the block and it does not get affected.

3.1.5 Shorn Write + Fsck
Shorn writes on root tree cause the file system to become unmountable and unrecoverable even after a btrfsck operation. We also find kernel panics during shorn writes as described in Section 3.1.7.

3.1.6 Lost Writes
Errors get detected only during btrfsck. They do not get detected or propagated to user space during normal operation. btrfsck is unable to recover the file system, which is rendered unmountable due to corruption. The only recoverable case is a lost write to the superblock; for the remaining data structures, the file system eventually becomes unmountable.

3.1.7 Bugs found/reported.
We submitted 2 bug reports for Btrfs. The first bug report is related to the corruption of a DIR_INDEX key. The file system was able to detect the corruption but deadlocks while listing
the directory entries. This bug was fixed in a later version [1]. The second bug is related to read I/O errors specifically on the root directory, which can cause a kernel panic for certain programs. We encountered 2 additional bugs during a shorn write that result in a kernel panic, both having the same root cause. The first case involves a shorn write to the root of the fstree, while the second case involves a shorn write to the root of the extent tree. In both cases, there is a mismatch in the leaf node size, which forces Btrfs to print the entire tree in the operating system’s message log. While printing the leaf block, another kernel panic occurs where the size of a Btrfs item does not match the Btrfs header. Rebooting the kernel and running btrfsck fails to recover the file system.

3.2 ext4

ext4 is the default file system for many widely used Linux distributions and Android devices. It maintains a journal where all metadata updates are sequentially written before the main file system is updated. First, data corresponding to a file system operation is written to the in-place location of the file system. Next, a transaction log is written on the journal. Once the transaction log is written on the journal, the transaction is said to be committed. When the journal is full or sufficient time has elapsed, a checkpoint operation takes place that writes the in-memory metadata buffers to the in-place metadata location on the disk. On the event of a crash before the transaction is committed, the file system transaction is discarded. If the commit has taken place successfully on the journal but the transaction has not been checkpointed, the file system replays the journal during remount, where all metadata updates that were committed on the journal are recovered from the journal and written to the main file system.

ext4 is able to recover from an impressively large range of fault scenarios. Unlike Btrfs, it makes little use of checksums unless metadata_csum feature is enabled explicitly during file system creation. Further, it deploys a very rich set of sanity checks when reading data structures such as directories, inodes and extents\(^1\), which helps it deal with corruptions.

It is also the only one of the three file systems that is able to recover lost writes of multiple data structures, due to its in-place nature of writes and a robust file system checker. However, there are a few exceptions where the corresponding issue remains uncorrectable (see the red cells in Table 6 associated with ext4’s recovery).

Furthermore, we observe instances of data loss caused by shorn and lost writes involving write programs, such as create and rmfile. For shorn writes, ext4 may incur silent errors, and not notify the user about the errors.

Before describing some specific issues below, we point out that our ext4 results are very different from those reported for ext3 in [45], where a large number of corruption events and several read and write I/O errors were not detected or handled properly. Clearly, in the 13 years that have passed since then, the ext developers have made improvements in reliability a priority, potentially motivated by the findings in [45].

I/O errors, corruption and shorn writes of Inodes: The most common scenario leading to data loss (but still a consistent file system) is a fault, in particular read I/O error, corruption or shorn write, that affects an inode, which results in the data of all files having their inode structure stored inside the affected inode block becoming inaccessible.

Read I/O errors, corruption and shorn writes of Directory blocks: A shorn write involving a directory block is detected by the file system and eventually, the corresponding files and directories are removed. Empty files are completely removed by e2fsck by default, while non-empty files are placed into the lost+found directory. However, the parent-child relationship is lost, which we encode as R_{Fscck_Partial}.

Write I/O errors and group descriptors: There is only one scenario where e2fsck does not achieve at least partial success: When e2fsck is invoked after a write error on a group descriptor, it tries to rebuild the group descriptor and write it to the same on-disk location. However, as it is the same on-disk location that generated the initial error, e2fsck encounters the same write error and keeps restarting, running into an infinite loop for 3 cases (see R_{Fscck_Fail}).

Read I/O error during mount: ext4 fails to complete the mount operation if a read I/O error occurs while reading a critical metadata structure. In this case, the file system cannot be mounted even after invoking e2fsck. We observe similar behavior for the other two file systems as well.

3.3 F2FS

F2FS is a log-structured file system designed for devices that use an FTL. Data and metadata are separately written into 6 active logs (default configuration), which are grouped by data/metadata, files/directories, and other heuristics. This multi-head logging allows similar blocks to be placed together and increases the number of sequential write operations.

F2FS divides its logical address space into the metadata region and the main area. The metadata region is stored at a fixed location and includes the Checkpoint (CP), the Segment Information Table (SIT), and the Node Address Table (NAT). The checkpoint stores information about the state of the file system and is used to recover from system crashes. SIT maintains information on the segments (the unit at which F2FS allocates storage blocks) in the main area, while NAT contains the block addresses of the file system’s nodes, which comprise of file/directory inodes, direct, and indirect nodes. F2FS uses a two-location approach for these three structures. In particular, one of the two copies is “active” and used to initialize the file system’s state during mount, while the other is a shadow copy that gets updated during the file system’s execution. Finally, each copy of the checkpoint points to its

\(^1\)We report failure results for both directory and file extents together. Since our pre-workload generation creates a number of files and directories in the root directory, at least 1 extent block corresponding to the root directory gets accessed by all programs.
We have filed two bug reports related to the issues we have observed that F2FS does not detect write errors (as injected by our framework), leading to different issues, such as corruption, reading garbage values, and potentially data loss. As a result, during our experiments, newly created or previously existing entries have been completely discarded from the system, applications have received garbage values, and finally, the file system has experienced data loss due to an incomplete recovery protocol (i.e. when fsck.f2fs is invoked). Considering that F2FS does not detect write I/O errors, lost writes end up having the same effect, since the difference between the two is that a lost write is silent (i.e. no error is returned).

### 3.3.1 Read errors

**Checkpoint / NAT / SIT blocks & read errors.** During its mount operation, if F2FS encounters a read I/O error while(177,177),(745,225), we observe that issues only arise if both copies of a checkpoint become corrupted, in which case the file system cannot be mounted. Otherwise, the uncorrupted copy will be used during the system’s mount operation.

**Superblock corruption.** While there are two copies of the superblock, the detection of corruption to the superblock relies completely on a set of sanity checks performed on (most) of its fields, rather than checksums or comparison of the two copies. If sanity checks identify an invalid value, then the backup copy is used for recovery. However, our results show that the sanity checks are not capable of detecting all invalid values and thus, depending on the corrupted field, the reliability of the file system can suffer.

One particularly dangerous situation is a corruption of the offset field, which is used to calculate a checkpoint’s starting address inside the corresponding segment, as it causes the file system to boot from an invalid checkpoint location during a mount operation and to eventually hang during its unmount operation. We filed a bug report which has resulted in a new patch that fixes this problem during the operation of fsck.f2fs; specifically, the patch uses the (checksum-protected) checkpoint of the system to restore the correct value.

### 3.3.2 Write errors & Lost Writes

We observe that F2FS does not detect write errors (as injected by our framework), leading to different issues, such as corruption, reading garbage values, and potentially data loss. As a result, during our experiments, newly created or previously existing entries have been completely discarded from the system, applications have received garbage values, and finally, the file system has experienced data loss due to an incomplete recovery protocol (i.e. when fsck.f2fs is invoked). Considering that F2FS does not detect write I/O errors, lost writes end up having the same effect, since the difference between the two is that a lost write is silent (i.e. no error is returned).

### 3.3.3 Corruption

Data corruption is reliably detected only for inodes and checkpoints, which are the only data structures protected by checksums, but even for those two data structures, recovery can be incomplete, resulting in the loss of files (and the data stored in them). The corruption of other data structures can lead to even more severe consequences. For example, the corruption of the superblock can go undetected and lead to an unmountable file system, even if the second copy of the superblock is intact. We have filed two bug reports related to the issues we have identified and one has already resulted in a fix. Below we describe some of the issues around corruption in more detail.

**Inode block corruption.** Inodes are one of only two F2FS data structures that are protected by checksums, yet their corruption can still create severe problems. One such scenario arises when the information stored in the footer section of an inode block is corrupted. In this case, fsck.f2fs will discard the entry without even attempting to create an entry in the lost_found directory, resulting in data loss.

Another scenario is when an inode associated with a directory is corrupted. Then all the regular files stored inside that directory and its sub-directories are recursively marked as unreachable by fsck.f2fs and are eventually moved to the lost_found directory (provided that their inode is valid). However, we observe that fsck.f2fs does not attempt to recreate the structure of sub-directories. It simply creates an entry in the lost_found directory for regular files in the subdirectory tree, not sub-directories. As a result, if there are different files with the same name (stored in different paths of the original hierarchy), then only one is maintained at the end of the recovery procedure.

**Checkpoint corruption.** Checkpoints are the other data structure, besides inodes, that is protected by checksums. We observe that issues only arise if both copies of a checkpoint become corrupted, in which case the file system cannot be mounted. Otherwise, the uncorrupted copy will be used during the system’s mount operation.

**Superblock corruption.** While there are two copies of the superblock, the detection of corruption to the superblock relies completely on a set of sanity checks performed on (most) of its fields, rather than checksums or comparison of the two copies. If sanity checks identify an invalid value, then the backup copy is used for recovery. However, our results show that the sanity checks are not capable of detecting all invalid values and thus, depending on the corrupted field, the reliability of the file system can suffer.

One particularly dangerous situation is a corruption of the offset field, which is used to calculate a checkpoint’s starting address inside the corresponding segment, as it causes the file system to boot from an invalid checkpoint location during a mount operation and to eventually hang during its unmount operation. We filed a bug report which has resulted in a new patch that fixes this problem during the operation of fsck.f2fs; specifically, the patch uses the (checksum-protected) checkpoint of the system to restore the correct value. Future releases of F2FS will likely include a patch that enables checksums for the superblock.

Another problem with superblock corruption, albeit less severe, arises when the field containing the counter of supported file extensions, which F2FS uses to identify cold data, is corrupted. The corruption goes undetected and as a result, the corresponding file extensions are not treated as expected. This might lead to file system performance problems, but should not affect reliability or consistency.

**SIT corruption.** SIT blocks are not protected against corruption through any form of redundancy. We find cases where the corruption of these blocks severely compromises the consistency of the file system. For instance, we were able to corrupt a SIT block’s bitmap (which keeps track of the allocated blocks inside a segment) in such a way that the file system hit a bug during its mount operation and eventually,
NAT corruption. This data structure is not protected against corruption and we observe several problems this can create. First, the node ID of an entry can be corrupted and thus, point to another entry inside the file system, to an invalid entry or a non-existing one. Second, the block address of an entry can be corrupted and thus, point to another entry in the system or an invalid location. In both cases, the original entry is eventually marked as unreachable by fsck.f2fs, since the reference to it is no longer available inside the NAT copy, and placed in the lost_found directory. As already mentioned, files with identical names overwrite each other and eventually only one is stored inside the lost_found directory.

Direct/Indirect Node corruption. These blocks are used to access the data of large files and also, the entries of large directories (with multiple entries). Direct nodes contain entries that point to on-disk blocks, while indirect nodes contain entries that point to direct nodes. Neither single nor double indirect nodes are protected against corruption. We observe that corruption of these nodes is not detected by the file system. Even when an invocation of fsck.f2fs detects the corruption problems can arise. For example, we find a case where after the invocation of fsck.f2fs the system kept reporting the wrong (corrupted) size for a file. As a result, when we tried to create a copy of the file, we received a different content.

Directory entry corruption. Directory entries are stored and organized into blocks. Currently, there is no mechanism to detect corruption of such a block and we observe numerous problems this can create. For example, when the field in a directory entry that contains the length of the entry’s name is corrupted the file system returns garbage information when we try to get the file’s status. Moreover, the field containing the node ID of the corresponding inode can be corrupted and as a result point to any node currently stored in the system. Finally, an entry can “disappear” by storing a zero value into the corresponding index inside the directory’s bitmap.

In the last two cases, any affected entry is eventually marked as unreachable by fsck.f2fs, since their parent directory does no longer point to it. As already mentioned, files with identical names overwrite each other and eventually only one is stored inside the lost_found directory.

3.3.4 Shorn Write + Program Read

The results when a program reads a block previously affected by a shorn write are similar to those for corruption, since shorn writes can be viewed as a special type of corruption. The only exception is the superblock, as it is a small data structure that happened not to be affected by our experiments.

3.3.5 Shorn Write + Fsck

Directory entries and shorn writes. Blocks that contain directory entries are not protected against corruption. Therefore, a shorn write goes undetected and can cause several problems. First, valid entries of the system “disappear” after invoking fsck.f2fs, including the special entries that point to the current directory and its parent. Second, in some cases, we additionally observed that after re-mounting the file system, an attempt to list the contents of a directory resulted in an infinite loop. In both cases, the affected entries were eventually marked as unreachable by fsck.f2fs and were dumped into the lost_found directory. As we have already mentioned, files with identical names in different parts of the directory tree conflict with each other and eventually, only one makes it to the lost_found directory. In some cases, fsck.f2fs is not capable of detecting the entire damage a shorn write has caused; we ran into a case where after remounting the file system, all the entries inside a directory ended up having the same name, eventually becoming completely inaccessible.

3.3.6 Bugs found/reported

We have filed two bug reports related to the issues we have identified around handling corrupted data and one has already resulted in a fix [2, 4]. Moreover, we have reported F2FS’s failure to handle write I/O errors [3].

4 Related Work

Our work is closest in spirit to the pioneering work by Prabhakaran et al. [45], however our focus is very different. While [45] was focused on HDDs, we are specifically interested in SSD-based systems and as such consider file systems with features that are attractive for usage with SSDs, including log-structured and copy-on-write systems. None of the file systems in our study existed at the time [45] was written and they mark a significant departure in terms of design principles compared to the systems in [45]. Also, since we are focused on SSDs, we specifically consider reliability issues that arise from the use of SSDs. Additionally, we provide some extensions to the work in [45], such as exploring whether fsck is able to detect and recover from those issues that the file systems cannot handle during their online operation.

Gunawi et al. [28] make use of static analysis and explore how file systems and storage device drivers propagate error codes. Their results indicate that write errors are neglected more often than read errors. Our study confirms that write errors are still not handled properly in some file systems, especially when lost and shorn writes are considered. In [51], the authors conduct a performance evaluation on the transaction processing system between ext2 and NILFS2. In [42], the authors explore how existing file systems developed for different operating systems behave with respect to features such as crash resilience and performance. Nonetheless, the provided experimental results only present the performance of read and write operations. Recently, two new studies presented their reliability analysis of file systems in a context other than the local file system. Ganesan et al. [25] present their analysis on how modern distributed storage systems behave in the presence of file-system faults. Cao et al. [20] present their study on the reliability of high-performance parallel systems.
In contrast, in our work, we focus on local file systems and explore the effect of SSD related errors.

Finally, different techniques involving hardware or modifications inside the FTL have been proposed to mitigate existing errors inside SSDs [14, 15, 22, 35–37, 44].

5 Implications

• ext4 has significantly improved over ext3 in both detection and recovery from data corruption and I/O injection errors. Our extensive test suite generates only minor errors or data losses in the file system, in stark contrast with [45], where ext3 was reported to silently discard write errors.

• On the other hand, Btrfs, which is a production grade file system with advanced features like snapshot and cloning, has good failure detection mechanisms, but is unable to recover from errors that affect its key data structures, partially due to disabling metadata replication when deployed on SSDs.

• F2FS has the weakest detection against the various errors our framework emulates. We observe that F2FS consistently fails to detect and report any write errors, regardless of the operation that encounters them and the affected data structure. It also does not detect many corruption scenarios. The result can be as severe as data loss or even an unmountable file system. We have filed 3 bug reports; 1 has already been fixed and the other 2 are currently under development.

• File systems do not always make use of the existing redundancy. For example, Btrfs maintains two independent data structures for each directory entry for enhanced performance, but upon failure of one, does not use the other for recovery.

• We notice potentially fatal omissions in error detection and recovery for all file systems except for ext4. This is concerning since technology trends, such as continually growing SSD drive capacities and increasing densities as QLC drives which are coming on the market, all seem to point towards increasing rather than decreasing SSD error rates in the future. In particular for flash-focused file systems, such as F2FS, where for a long time focus has been on performance optimization, an emphasis on reliability is needed if they want to be a serious contender for ext4.

• File systems should make every effort to verify the correctness of metadata through sanity checks, especially when the metadata is not protected by a mechanism, such as checksums. The most mature file system in our study, ext4, does a significantly more thorough job at sanity checks than for example F2FS, which has room for improvement. There have also been recent efforts towards this direction in the context of a popular enterprise file system [32].

• Checksums can be a double-edged sword. While they help increase error detection, coarse granularity checksums can lead to severe data loss. For instance, manipulation of even 1 byte of the checksummed file system unit leads to discard of the entire file system unit in the case for Btrfs. Ideally having a directory or a file system level checksum that discards only 1 entity instead of all co-located files/directories should be implemented. A step in this direction is File-Level Integrity proposed for Android [5, 24]. The tradeoff of adding fine-grained checksums is the space and performance overhead, since a checksum protects a single inode instead of a block of inodes. Finally, note that checksums can only help with detecting corruption, but not with recovery (ideally a file system can both detect corruption and recover from it). These points have to be considered together when implementing checksums inside the file system.

• One might wonder whether added redundancy as described in the Iron file system paper [45] might resolve many of the issues we observe. We hypothesize that for flash-based systems, redundancy can be less effective in those (less likely) cases where both the primary and replica blocks land in the same fault domain (same erase block or same flash chip), after being written together within a short time interval. Even though modern flash devices keep multiple erase blocks open and stripe incoming writes among them for throughput, this does not preclude the scenario where both the primary and replica blocks land in the same fault domain.

• Maybe not surprisingly, a few key data structures (e.g. the journal’s superblock in ext4, the root directory inode in ext4 and F2FS, the root node of fs tree in Btrfs) are responsible for the most severe failures, usually when affected by a silent fault (e.g. silent corruption or silently dropped write). It might be worthwhile to perform a series of sanity checks for such key data structures before persisting them to the SSD e.g. during an unmount operation.

6 Limitations and Future Work

Some of the fault types we explore in our study are based on SSD models that are several years old by now, whose internal behavior could have changed since then. However, we observe that some issues are inherent to flash and therefore likely to persist in new generations of drives, such as retention and disturb errors, which will manifest as read errors at the file system level. The manifestation of other faults, e.g. those related to firmware bugs or changes in page and block size, might vary for future drive models. Our tool is configurable and can be extended to test new error patterns.

File systems must remain consistent in the face of different types of faults. As part of future work, we plan to extend our device mapper module to emulate additional fault modes, such as timeouts. Additionally, our work can be expanded to include additional file systems, such as XFS, NTFS and ZFS. Finally, another extension to our work could be exploring how file systems respond to timing anomalies as those described in [26], where I/Os related to some blocks can become slower, or the whole drive is slow.
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Abstract

We present SWAN, a novel All Flash Array (AFA) management scheme. Recent flash SSDs provide high I/O bandwidth (e.g., 3-10GB/s) so the storage bandwidth can easily surpass the network bandwidth by aggregating a few SSDs. However, it is still challenging to unlock the full performance of SSDs. The main source of performance degradation is garbage collection (GC). We find that existing AFA designs are susceptible to GC at SSD-level and AFA software-level. In designing SWAN, we aim to alleviate the performance interference caused by GC at both levels. Unlike the commonly-used temporal separation approach that performs GC at idle time, we take a spatial separation approach that partitions SSDs into the front-end SSDs dedicated to serve write requests and the back-end SSDs where GC is performed. Compared to temporal separation of GC and application I/O, which is hard to be controlled by AFA software, our approach guarantees that the storage bandwidth always matches the full network performance without being interfered by AFA-level GC. Our analytical model confirms this if the size of front-end SSDs and the back-end SSDs are properly configured. We provide extensive evaluations that show SWAN is effective for a variety of workloads.

1 Introduction

With the advent of the IoT and big data era, the amount of data generated, manufactured, and processed is expected to grow at rates that were previously unimaginable [20, 25, 36, 44, 52]. Such explosive growth of data will impose considerable stress on storage systems in data centers. All Flash Array (AFA) storage, which solely uses an array of SSDs, seems to be a viable storage solution that is capable of satisfying such a high demand. AFA has been recently receiving a lot of attention because of its high performance, low power consumption, and high capacity per volume.

While flash SSD is relatively new and its characteristics are different from HDD, the overall architecture of an AFA system is not much different from traditional HDD-based storage servers [9, 18, 21, 30, 35, 58]. This is because, instead of architecting a new SSD-based storage server from scratch, existing HDD-based storage servers have evolved to embrace high-speed SSDs. For example, an array of SSDs inside an AFA are grouped by variants of RAID architectures (e.g., RAID4, RAID5, or Log-RAID, which is based on log-structured writing that we describe in more detail in Section 2).

This naive AFA design, which replaces HDDs with SSDs, is not adequate to take full advantage of high-speed SSDs in two reasons. First, we observe significant performance drop as we run the FIO tool [6] that generates 8 KB random writes. Figure 1 shows the throughput of AFA with eight SATA SSDs (Samsung’s 850 PRO) grouped as Log-RAID [9, 10, 21], where each SSD exhibits an effective write throughput of 140 MB/s. We find that garbage collection (GC) of AFA interfere with user I/O. Specifically, for the first 1,000 seconds, the system maintains high throughput that is close to the accumulated throughput of the eight SSDs. However, after 1,000 seconds, owing to interference with GC, the throughput drops considerably and oscillates between 300 MB/s and 750 MB/s, which is much lower than its full performance for 8 KB random I/Os.

Figure 1: Performance of AFA consisting of eight SSDs under random write workloads. Performance fluctuation starts to occur (at around 1000 seconds) when the size of user write request approaches the capacity of AFA, roughly 1 TB in this configuration.
Second, we find that storage bandwidth and network bandwidth are unbalanced. Typically, AFA is composed of multiple bricks, which is a 1U storage node to scale out capacity. As shown in Table 1, each brick is composed of a large number of SSDs and multiple network ports. Given the storage capacity and the number of installable SSDs, the aggregated write throughput of SSDs easily surpasses the aggregated network throughput. Taking EMC’s XtremIO in Table 1 as an example, its 10GB/s network throughput can be easily saturated with four high-end SSDs with 2.5GB/s write throughput [48] out of the 18~72 SSDs. This matches with observations of other recent work [12, 15, 37, 40].

The above two observations lead us to propose a new architecture for AFA systems. Given the maximum network or user-required throughput, our goal is to derive a balanced AFA system that satisfies the required throughput all the time without being interfered with foreground GC. To this end, we present SWAN, which stands for Spatial separation Within an Array of SSDs on a Network. In contrast to RAID that manages all the SSDs in parallel, SWAN manages the SSDs through several spatially separated groups. That is, only some spatially segregated SSDs out of all the SSDs, are in use at a single point in time to serve write requests over the network.

The rationale behind such segregated management is that, even if a large number of SSDs are available in the system, all the SSDs are not necessary to fully saturate the network bandwidth of the AFA. Using more SSDs in parallel does not help the clients in terms of performance. However, even with such a small number of SSDs being used, providing ideal, consistent performance is impossible with GC interference. The only way to achieve such ideal performance is hiding the GC effect. To hide the GC effect in SWAN, we partition the SSDs in the array into two spatially exclusive groups, that is, the front-end and the back-end SSDs, of which the front-end is composed of enough SSDs to saturate the bandwidth specification of an AFA. Then, SWAN manages these SSDs such that all writes are sequentially written to the front-end SSDs and those SSDs are never involved in GC. While the front-end SSDs are busy handling the user writes, the back-end SSDs perform GC in the background. Once the front-end SSDs become full with user data, the cleaned back-end SSDs become the new front-end to keep serving the user writes without foreground GC. By so doing, performance interference due to GC can be hidden.

This unique organization and operational behavior of SWAN gives us insight in deriving its balanced design. The number of SSDs belonging to the front-end SSDs should be large enough to fully saturate the required throughput. If not, users’ performance demand cannot be satisfied. To give enough time for back-end SSDs to be completely cleaned up before they become front-end SSDs, we should provision enough SSDs in the front-end and back-end SSD pool. Otherwise, foreground GC becomes unavoidable. The number of SSDs in the front-end and back-end groups can be estimated by referring to the required throughput and worst-case GC cost models [31, 38, 53].

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We present a two-dimensional SSD organization as a new AFA architecture, which we refer to as SWAN. We show that such an organization allows for spatial separation of arrays of SSDs so that consistent throughput that is not influenced by GC can be provided.
- We provide an analytic model that decides the best number of SSDs in the front-end SSD group and in the back-end SSD group. This provides guidance on deriving a balanced system when designing SWAN-based AFAs.
- We conduct comprehensive evaluations using various workloads, including both synthetic and realistic workloads, and demonstrate that SWAN outperforms existing storage management techniques such as RAID0, RAID4, RAID5, and Log-RAID [9, 10, 21].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we review existing AFA systems. Then, in Section 3, we present the design of SWAN in detail and an analytic model to completely hide the performance interference by GC. After discussing the implementation issues of SWAN in Section 4, we describe our experimental setup and present detailed results with various workloads in Section 5. We discuss the influence on SWAN on SSD design and other relevant issues in Section 6. We review prior studies related to this work, comparing them with SWAN in Section 7. Finally, we conclude the paper with a summary in Section 8.

## 2 Background: All Flash Array

Existing AFA systems can be roughly categorized into two types depending on their write strategies, in-place write AFAs and log write AFAs, as summarized in Table 2.

### Table 1: Comparison of All-Flash-Array products

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SSD Array</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th># of SSDs</th>
<th>Network Ports</th>
<th>Aggr. Network Throughput</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XtremIO [1]</td>
<td>36~144TB</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4~8 × 10Gb iSCSI</td>
<td>5~10 GB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPE 3PAR [2]</td>
<td>750TB</td>
<td>120 (max)</td>
<td>4~12×16Gb FC</td>
<td>8~24 GB/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hynix AFA [22]</td>
<td>552TB</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>3×Gen3 PCIe</td>
<td>48 GB/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Comparison of existing approaches for managing All-Flash-Array storage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Write Strategy</th>
<th>GC Interference</th>
<th>Media type</th>
<th>Modification</th>
<th>Disk Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harmonia [30]</td>
<td>In-place write</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>SSDs</td>
<td>Array controller</td>
<td>RAID-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPDA [35]</td>
<td>In-place write</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>SSDs &amp; HDDs</td>
<td>Host layer</td>
<td>RAID-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC-Steering [58]</td>
<td>In-place write</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>SSDs</td>
<td>Host layer</td>
<td>RAID-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOFA [9]</td>
<td>Log write</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>SSDs</td>
<td>Host layer</td>
<td>Log-RAID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALSA [21]</td>
<td>Log write</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>SSDs &amp; SMR</td>
<td>Host layer</td>
<td>Log-RAID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purity [10]</td>
<td>Log write</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>SSDs</td>
<td>Host layer</td>
<td>Log-RAID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWAN (proposed)</td>
<td>Log write</td>
<td>▲</td>
<td>SSDs</td>
<td>Host layer</td>
<td>2D Array</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GC Interference**: Interference between GC of SSD/AFA-level and user’s I/O  ●: Heavy interference ▲: Alleviated interference

**In-place Write AFAs.** Approaches with the in-place write strategy heavily rely on the traditional RAID architecture, but attempts have been made to improve performance by modifying data placement and the GC mechanism. The most well-known ones are Harmonia [30], HPDA [35], and GC-Steering [58].

Harmonia is based on the RAID0 architecture that groups all SSDs in an array in parallel without any parity disks [30]. To minimize high I/O fluctuation caused by SSD-level GC that independently happens in individual SSDs, it proposes a globally-coordinated GC algorithm that synchronizes the GC invocations across all the SSDs in the array. If GC is invoked in one SSD, it intentionally triggers GC in all the others, so that all the SSDs in the array are garbage collecting. This approach minimizes user-perceived I/O fluctuation through frequent GC invocations, but cannot completely eliminate performance interference by GC.

HPDA (Hybrid Parity-based Disk Array) takes an SSD-HDD hybrid architecture based on RAID4 [35]. By using a few HDDs as temporary storage to keep parity information, it mitigates performance and lifetime degradations of SSDs caused by frequent updates of parity data. While it is effective in lowering parity overhead, it does not propose any technique to hide GC interference.

GC-Steering is similar to SWAN [58]. It spatially dedicates few SSDs, called staging disks, to absorb the host writes while the other SSDs are busy performing GC. Since host writes can be served by staging disks, GC-Steering can prevent clients from being influenced by GC. However, once the staging disks become full and run out of free space to service host writes, foreground GC becomes unavoidable. To be more specific, it differs from SWAN in that it inherits the limitation of a cache. The staging space is divided into read and write regions, and hot data needs to be migrated to the space for read requests. Space constraints in the staging space not only make it impossible for all reads to avoid collision with GC, but it also causes migration overhead.

**Log Write AFAs.** While using the traditional RAID architecture (e.g., RAID4 or 5) for the purpose of fault-tolerance, some studies adopt log-structured writing, fundamentally changing its storage management policy, so as to generate sequential write requests that are more suitable for flash-based SSDs. To distinguish them from traditional ones, in this paper, we call AFA systems with log writing a log-structured RAID (Log-RAID).

SOFA is one of the first attempts to use the log-structured approach for AFAs [9]. SOFA integrates volume management, flash translation layer (FTL), and RAID logic together and runs them all in the host level. This integration enables global management of GC and wear-leveling, resulting in overhead associated with storage maintenance tasks being considerably reduced.

SALSA is similar to SOFA in that it offloads almost all of the functions that are typically performed inside storage devices to the host level [21]. However, unlike SOFA, SALSA’s primary aim is in building a general-purpose storage platform that supports various types of storage media that are incapable of supporting in-place updates such as SSD and SMR.

Purity is an AFA appliance developed by Pure Storage [10]. Purity adopts log-structured indexes and data layouts that are based on the LSM-tree algorithm [43] to ensure that data is written in large sequential chunks. For better utilization of disk capacity, it also incorporates compression and deduplication algorithms into their system.

SWAN shares the same advantages of the aforementioned techniques as it runs its log-structured storage management logic at the host level. However, SWAN takes it one step further by minimizing the performance interference caused by GC while considering an AFA design that balances storage media and network interface performance.

### 3 Design of SWAN

#### 3.1 Design Goal and Approach

The primary design goal of SWAN is to provide sustainable high performance for All Flash Array (AFA). More specifically, so that storage does not become the bottleneck, we aim to guarantee AFA storage performance to always be higher than or equal to the network interface bandwidth of AFA.

At a glance, this looks easy to achieve by simply using a RAID of multiple SSDs because even consumer-grade SSDs provide more than 1 GB/s bandwidth. As shown in Figure 2(a), RAID can be used to improve performance and reliability of AFA by composing multiple SSDs in parallel.
However, its design is susceptible to gradual performance degradation due to high GC overhead inside SSDs. In fact, it turns out that such SSD-level GC can significantly degrade performance and incur latency spikes in AFA [30, 51].

To mitigate the internal SSD-level GC overhead, log-structured writing on RAID (Log-RAID), as depicted in Figure 2(b), has been widely adopted in AFA [9, 10, 21]. It generates SSD-friendly write requests by transforming small, random write requests to a bulk, sequential write stream thereby reducing the internal GC overhead in SSDs. However, the I/O operations for AFA-level GC (not SSD-level) may significantly interfere with application I/O and degrade performance by constantly issuing read/write requests. In particular, if an application tries to read a sector on an SSD where AFA-level GC is in progress, read latency could increase by several orders of magnitude [21, 23, 51]. A common approach to mitigate such interference is to perform AFA-level GC at idle time by temporally separating application I/O and AFA-level GC I/O, that is, segregate the two I/Os in terms of time. However, temporal separation of application I/O and AFA-level GC I/O is hard to control in reality because high performance AFAs are designed to handle multiple concurrent clients.

The key idea of our approach is the spatial separation of application I/O and AFA-level GC I/O to minimize such interference by organizing the SSDs into a two-dimensional array as depicted in Figure 2(c). Like Log-RAID, we adopt log-structured writing on RAID to minimize the performance degradation caused by heavy SSD-level GC while providing high performance and reliability using RAID. However, unlike Log-RAID, we spatially separate SSDs into two pools, the front-end and back-end pools. The front-end pool will serve write requests from applications in a log-structured manner, while the back-end pool is used for SWAN-level GC, which is GC that occurs only at the back-end pool. Thus, SWAN-level GC does not interfere with application write requests. When the front-end pool SSDs become full, a pool of SSDs from the back-end becomes the front-end and the old front-end SSDs return to the back-end. This design also has the advantage that application read requests are less interfered by SWAN-level GC operations. Recall that as SWAN uses commodity SSDs, it does not have direct control over SSD-level GC. However, we take a best effort approach given the conventional SSD interface.

### 3.2 Flash Array Organization

SWAN exposes linear 4KB logical blocks such that upper-level software just considers SWAN as a large block device. The SWAN software module is implemented as a part of the Linux kernel in the block I/O layer, where a logical volume manager or a software RAID layer is implemented. SWAN groups multiple SSDs into a single physical volume, which is then divided into fixed-size segments. It manages each segment in a log-structured manner, with new data always being sequentially appended. A segment is the unit for writing a chunk of data as well as for cleaning of obsolete data. Similar to other log-structured systems, therefore, SWAN manages mapping between logical blocks and segments, and, when necessary, it performs GC to secure free segments.

The overall architecture of SWAN is like a big host-level FTL supporting multiple SSDs, but it is the management mechanism in SWAN that differs from typical systems. Typical RAID systems manage an SSD array in a one-dimensional manner, that is, all the SSDs are arranged horizontally and incoming writes are evenly striped over all of them. Unlike RAID, in SWAN, an array of SSDs is organized as a two-dimensional array. Then, SSDs belonging to the same column are grouped in a RAID manner and are used in parallel. This group of SSDs is called a RAID group (R-group) as this is where redundancy is manifested to prevent data loss in the event of hardware or power failure. The R-group is also where the size can be set such that its aggregate throughput surpasses the network interface provided by AFA. That is, for AFA providing higher network interface bandwidth, we can increase the number of SSDs within the

Figure 2: Comparison of All Flash Array (AFA) design. Existing AFA roughly follow either (a) RAID or (b) log-structured writing on RAID (Log-RAID) approaches. We propose (c) SWAN, a spatial separation approach to AFA.
R-group to match the network bandwidth. We further discuss optimizing the configuration of SWAN in Section 3.5.

### 3.3 Handling Application I/O Requests

As discussed, SWAN organizes SSDs into two or more R-groups, and each R-group is either a front-end or belongs to the back-end pool. SWAN manages the movement of the R-groups such that each R-group takes turns being the front-end R-group, while the rest belong to the back-end pool.

Only the front-end R-group serves the incoming writes in a log-structured manner, consuming its free space. Once free space of SSDs in the R-group in the front-end pool is exhausted, SWAN moves this R-group to the back-end pool and selects a new R-group in the back-end pool that has enough free space to become the front-end R-group to serve writes coming in from the network. Incoming read requests are served by any SSD holding the requested blocks.

Figure 3 shows an example of how SWAN handles the I/O sequence \(<w_1, r_{12}, w_3, r_{27}>\) arriving from the network, where \(w_i\) and \(r_i\) are the write and read of block \(i\), respectively. The writes are appended to a segment, but are actually distributed across SSDs in the front-end R-group and are written in parallel. Reads, in contrast, will be served by any of the three R-groups. To alleviate read delays due to GC, we can employ methods such as RAIN as suggested by Yan et al. [60], which we do not consider in this study and leave for future work. However, as we show later, even without such optimizations, SWAN read performance does not suffer from delays as it is always given highest priority. Thus, read performance is comparable with conventional methods, while write performance is significantly improved.

### 3.4 Garbage Collection in SWAN

SWAN performs GC to secure free segments like other log-structured systems. SWAN chooses victim segments from one of the back-end R-groups and writes valid blocks within the chosen R-group. That is, GC is performed internally within a single back-end R-group. Also, while any victim selection policy could be used [13, 16], in this paper, we use the greedy policy that chooses a segment that has the least number of valid blocks as the victim. Such GC creates a free segment in the chosen R-group. When the front-end R-group becomes full, SWAN chooses an R-group in the back-end to be the next front-end, then moves the old front-end to the back-end group. SWAN completely decouples normal I/O from GC I/O by spatially separating SSDs into the front-end R-group and the back-end R-groups, so as to eliminate interference by GC I/O upon user writes.

### 3.5 Optimizing SWAN Configuration

The key insight behind the SWAN design is that given the many SSDs in AFA, only a portion of these SSDs (which forms the R-group) are sufficient to saturate the network interface bandwidth of an AFA. However, to realize and achieve sustainable high performance in SWAN, it is important to properly decide the configuration knobs: 1) the number of SSDs in an R-group and 2) the minimum number of R-groups in an SSD array.

**Determining the number of SSDs in an R-group.** The aggregated throughput of the SSDs in one R-group must be high enough to fully saturate the AFA network interface bandwidth. Thus, we determine the number of SSDs in an R-group such that the aggregated write throughput\(^1\) of the SSDs in an R-group is higher than the aggregated AFA network interface bandwidth. For example, using an AFA configuration such as the EMC XtremIO in Table 1, given the aggregate network throughput of 10 GB/s and assuming the maximum write throughput of an SSD to be 2.5 GB/s [48], four SSDs (three for data and one for parity) must be assigned to the R-group to support RAID4 in SWAN.

**Determining the minimum number of R-groups.** Besides the raw aggregated throughput of an R-group, another important factor to decide the maximum write throughput of SWAN is GC overhead. If consuming a segment in a front-end R-group is faster than generating a free segment in the back-end R-groups, SWAN-level GC will be a performance bottleneck, limiting its performance. Thus, the number of the back-end R-groups should be large enough for SWAN-level GC not to fall behind. We provide an analytic model to calculate the minimum number of R-groups, which determines the number of back-end R-groups, to avoid cases where GC falls behind the front-end writing. In our analytic model, we only consider operations that dominate the execution time

\(^1\)We consider only the write throughput of an SSD because read is faster than write.
such as read, write, and garbage collection and do not consider SSD-level optimizations such as the write buffer in the SSD that could further improve SSD performance.

Since SWAN manages the SSD array in a log-structured fashion, it divides the SSD space into fixed-size segments, and all the write and cleaning operations are done in segment units. Let $T_w$ and $T_e$ denote the elapsed times for writing and reading a segment to and from an SSD, respectively. Let $T_c$ be the time for erasing flash blocks in a segment when all the data in it are invalid.

SWAN writes new data over the network to a front-end R-group. Once the front-end R-group fills up, it is moved to the back-end. To perform GC for a segment that has both valid and invalid pages in the back-end, the valid pages must first be read and then written to a free segment. Of course, all flash blocks in the free segment must be erased before writing valid pages. Therefore, time to finish GC of an R-group is $S \cdot (T_e + u \cdot (T_e + T_w))$ where $S$ is the number of segments in an R-group and $u$ is the ratio of valid pages in a segment (i.e., segment utilization). After finishing GC of an R-group, we will have $S \cdot (1 - u)$ free space for this R-group. That R-group will be moved to the front-end later at some time. It will take $S \cdot (1 - u) \cdot T_w$ to completely consume the free segments in that R-group.

In SWAN, all R-groups are independent of each other; either they service writes and reads as the one in the front-end or they perform GC and reads as ones in the back-end. Once an R-group is moved to the back-end pool, it will not be chosen as a front-end R-group until all previous R-groups in the back-end are consumed. This implies that, after an R-group moves to the back-end pool, it will return as the front-end R-group after $(N - 1) \cdot (S \cdot (1 - u) \cdot T_w)$ time at the earliest, where $N$ is the number of R-groups in a SWAN array. This is when data are written to the front-end R-group SSDs at maximum throughput; it will take longer to return if the throughput is lower.

This tells us that, if the GC time of an R-group is equal to or shorter than the time that R-group is recycled, SWAN can finish GC of an R-group before moving it to the front-end. Conversely, if the above condition is not met, SSDs in the front-end R-group may need to delay writes as it waits for free segments to become available.

Consequently, the condition

$$S \cdot (T_e + u \cdot (T_e + T_w)) \leq (N - 1) \cdot S \cdot (1 - u) \cdot T_w$$

must hold to guarantee that SWAN-level GC does not interfere application writing at the front-end. This can be simplified as follows:

$$T_e + u \cdot (T_e + T_w) \leq (N - 1) \cdot (1 - u) \cdot T_w$$

From here, we get

$$\frac{T_e}{T_w} \cdot \frac{1}{1-u} + \left(\frac{T_e}{T_w} + 1\right) \cdot \frac{u}{1-u} + 1 \leq N \tag{1}$$

Note that Equation 1 is independent of the number of SSDs per R-group and dependent on the specifications of the SSDs and the utilization. Previous studies [31, 38, 53] have shown that in a log-structured scheme, $\underline{u}_d = \frac{\underline{u}}{u_d}$ holds, where $u_d$ is the disk utilization. This tells us that even for heavy loaded storage systems where the disk utilization ($u_d$) is 60% to 70%, $u$ will be below 0.5.

Let us now consider applying the model. Given an array of SSDs, let $T_c$, $T_w = T_w \cdot B$, and $T_e = T_e \cdot B$ be constants, where $T_c$, $T_w$, $T_e$, and $B$ are the time to erase a segment, write a block, read a block, and the number of blocks in a segment, respectively. From our AFA prototype, our measurements show that segment erase time is roughly 4 milliseconds, block read and write time is 15.6 and 19.5 microseconds, respectively, and the number of blocks per segment is 256. Taking these numbers and with a storage device that is ($u_d = 60\%$ utilized), which results in roughly $u = 0.33$, then we can calculate $N$ to be roughly 1.89. This tells us that with SWAN composed of two R-groups, we will be able to sustain the full network interface bandwidth performance and see no GC affects throughout its services. We believe that the modeling results based on our measurement-based parameter estimations effectively reflects the underlying system architecture as the impact of realistic factors such as queuing delays and resource contention are being reflected in the measured parameters.

Applying these results to a realistic setting, let us, once again, take a configuration such as EMC’s XtremIO in Table 1, assuming an SSD with 2.5 GB/s write bandwidth. If we can configure each R-group to be of four SSDs, which is enough to saturate the network bandwidth, then we have, in the smallest configuration case (18 SSDs), three back-end R-groups (plus two spare SSDs), which will be more than sufficient to allow full sustained write performance.

One factor that we did not consider in our analysis is the bandwidth consumed by read requests to the back-end R-group. However, in reality, as the number of back-end R-groups are sufficiently high, these reads will not have a real effect on GC time needed to return as a front-end R-group.

Our analysis shows that with our SWAN approach, once we have set the number of SSDs within the R-group to match the network bandwidth, the total number of SSDs to maintain high, sustained performance can be determined. Also, extra SSDs for larger capacity will further ensure that SWAN-level GC will not interfere user writes at the front-end.

4 Implementation

We implement SWAN and Log-RAID in the block I/O layer, where the I/O requests are redirected from the host to the storage devices, in Linux kernel-3.13.0. For our implementation, we extend the SSD RAID Cache implementation in the Device Mapper (DM) [42] to accommodate AFA storage. To implement RAID0, RAID4, and RAID5, we use mdadm, which is a GNU/Linux utility used to manage and monitor
software RAID devices [54].

4.1 Metadata Management

SWAN and Log-RAID maintain basically the same metadata. They manage two types of metadata: 1) a mapping table from the logical volume to the physical volume mapping table (L2P) for address translation, and 2) the segment summary information. Each entry in the table, which takes up 5 bytes, corresponds to a 4 KB block in an SSD array. Thus, the metadata size for the mapping table is roughly 0.12% of the total storage capacity (i.e., 5 bytes per 4 KB).

The segment summary metadata contains information about each segment such as the segment checksum, sequence number, and the physical to logical mapping (P2L) for GC. It is located in the last block of a segment taking up 4 KB per segment. The metadata overhead for segment summary depends on SWAN’s configuration. For example, for a 1 MB segment size, which is the size used in our experiments, segment summary takes up 0.39% of the storage space (i.e., 4 KB per 1 MB).

In the SWAN and Log-RAID prototypes, we maintain the entire metadata structures in DRAM, assuming that their contents are backed up by built-in batteries in the server. Owing to their huge size, however, keeping all of the data structures in DRAM could be burdensome, in terms of cost and energy. To address this, on-demand mapping that only keeps popular mapping entries in DRAM while storing the rest in SSDs can be considered. However, we do not consider this in this study.

4.2 Optimizing GC using TRIM

TRIM is used to further optimize GC. Once valid pages in a victim segment are written back to the new segment, then the victim segment is TRIMmed. This is efficient as the writing of the segments occur in a sequential manner and also, as the TRIM unit is large. With large segments being TRIMmed, the SSD firmware will perform erasures in an efficient manner. Thus, it helps SWAN achieve high performance regardless of SSD manufacturer.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we first present the evaluation results of micro-benchmarks to see how our design choices affect the behavior of SWAN and help to avoid GC interference. We then present the evaluation results of real-world workloads and compare the performance of SWAN to the traditional RAID0, RAID4, RAID5, and Log-structured management schemes (Log-RAID0 and 4) for an array of SSDs.

We evaluate SWAN on a Dell R730 server equipped with two Xeon E5-2609 CPUs and 64GB DRAM. We use 120GB Samsung 850 PRO SSDs of which measured peak read and write throughput is roughly 500MB/s and 400MB/s, respectively. The number of SSDs used differ from experiment to experiment as we describe later. We measure performance at the host system. Before any experiments for a particular configuration, we go through a systematic cleaning and aging process; each SSD is first cleaned through formatting and TRIMming, and then the SSD is aged by making random writes to roughly 60% of the storage capacity.

5.1 Micro-benchmarks

We compare the performance of SWAN with two other AFA schemes, RAID and Log-RAID, all with RAID0 configurations. We denote each of these configurations as SWAN0, RAID0, and Log-RAID0, and the convention of attaching the suffix number representing the RAID type to the configuration will be used throughout hereafter. To understand their behavior especially under heavy GC, we make use of the FIO [6] benchmark issuing 8 KB random write (only) requests. To observe the raw performance, we disable any caching layers and directly issue writes to each scheme. Each experiment is conducted for two hours and its total footprint is roughly 12 TBs. Each experiment is performed more than 3 times and all results are within 6% of each other.

Figure 4(a) shows the results with 8 SSDs and SWAN configured as 4 R-groups of 2 SSDs each, which we denote as 4R-2SSD. Hereafter, this numbering convention will be used to represent SWAN configurations. The results show that RAID0 shows worst performance because it generates random writes and incurs high GC overhead inside the SSD. While Log-RAID0 transforms random writes to bulk, sequential writes, its performance is slower than SWAN0. The reason is Log-RAID0 requires GC to reuse log space, which issues read and write operations to all SSDs as illustrated in Figure 2. These GC related operations significantly degrade normal I/O operations. In contrast, SWAN0 shows close to full SSD throughput.

We then compare the performance of Log-RAID0 and SWAN0 with varying number of SSDs to understand how our partial aggregation of SSDs affects performance. We make use of 3, 6, 9 SSDs to configure Log-RAID0 and SWAN0, which, in turn, is configured as 3R-1SSD, 3R-2SSD, and 3R-3SSDs using 3, 6, and 9 SSDs, respectively. As Figure 4(b) shows, surprisingly, the throughput of Log-
RAID0 degrades as more SSDs are used, while performance of SWAN0 improves. The reason behind this can be explained by the results shown in Figure 5, which shows (a) 8 SSDs configured as Log-RAID0 and (b) SWAN0 as 4R-2SSD. The results in this figure show that even with only 2 SSDs for SWAN, performance is actually better than Log-RAID0 with 8 SSDs. Furthermore, it shows that the throughput of Log-RAID0 fluctuates significantly, while SWAN0 shows high, sustained write performance that is proportional to the 2 SSDs in the R-group. The reason for throughput degradation with Log-RAID is that normal I/O and GC I/O interfere with each other. When normal I/O and GC I/O requests are being served by the same SSD, the latency of each I/O operation increases. As more SSDs get involved, the throughput of Log-RAID0 degrades because GC performance is limited by the slowest SSD [18].

5.2 Analysis of GC Behavior

We further analyze the performance degradation caused by AFA-level GC. For the random write workload of Figure 5, we plot the read/write throughput of each SSD for Log-RAID0 and SWAN0 in Figure 6. Note that all reads here are those issued for GC, and thus, we can observe the negative effect on overall performance due to such read operations.

Figure 6(a) shows the results for Log-RAID0. We see that all SSDs are involved in write operations throughout its execution. GC operations of Log-RAID begins from \( a \) in the figure, and performance starts to fluctuate from that point. This is also the point where read maintains a steady bandwidth overhead. (Though there is a line for read before this point, the value is 0.) The total amount of write requests up to this point closely coincides with the total RAID capacity. Once disk space becomes exhausted, GCs are triggered, and we observe performance deterioration and fluctuation. This observation lasts until the end of our experiment.

Figure 6(b) shows the performance for SWAN0. Here, in contrast to those of Figure 6(a), we see that the throughput of SSDs 1 and 2 that comprise the front-end R-group is close to 400MB/s, the maximum throughput of the SSD, as they are the ones receiving the write requests. The performance offered to the user is the aggregate of the two SSDs, which is roughly 800MB/s. Once the free segments in the first two SSDs are exhausted, SSD 3 and 4 become the front-end R-group and the old front-end R-group becomes the back-end. When SSD 7 and 8 become the front-end R-group, SWAN starts performing GC by selecting the SSDs with victim segments based on the greedy policy. In the figure, the R-group denoted by \( b \) is the front-end and the one denoted \( c \) is the selected back-end R-group that is performing GC. Note from \( c \) (and the magnified circle) that only SSDs performing garbage collection is incurring reads. All other SSDs neither incur reads or writes (except the ones of the front-end R-group). These front-end and back-end transitions are repeated throughout the experiments.

To quantitatively understand how SWAN GC behaves in runtime, we analyze the utilization of victim segments (i.e., the ratio of valid pages in a victim segment) and the number of free segments in the SWAN array for 80 minutes. Recall that as our workload continuously writes to the front-end R-group and GC on the back-end must continuously be performed in the background to maintain stable performance. From Figure 6(b), we observe that starting from around 800 seconds, GC starts to occur. Figure 7 shows that initially the utilization of the selected victim segments are 0, but then start to increase. The results show that, eventually, the utilization of the victim segment and the number of free segments are converging. This is because data is being overwritten and thus, the back-end R-group is likely to have many obsolete data. Such convergence shows that free segment generation through GC in SWAN is stable and does not interfere with the writes occurring in the front-end R-group.

5.3 Real-world Workload

To see how effective SWAN is in a real-world setting, we experiment with the YCSB benchmark [11] on RocksDB [5]. For these experiments, we use RAID4 and 5 configurations, which is different from previous sections, to test SWAN in a more realistic setting. In particular, we use 9 SSDs with RAID4, RAID5, Log-RAID4, and SWAN4, which is configured as 3R-3SSD with 2 data SSDs and 1 parity SSD per R-group.

The workload characteristics of YCSB is summarized in Table 3, which includes the amount of data accessed by three different operations, Read, Update, and Insert, as well as the read/write ratios. Note that all the YCSB benchmarks consist of two phases: load and run phases. The load phase is responsible for creating the entire data set in the database, thus involves a large number of Insert operations. The run phase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YCSB</th>
<th>Load</th>
<th>Run</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>32GB 60GB 64GB 60GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>32GB 3GB - -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert</td>
<td>64GB</td>
<td>-    -  3GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R:W ratio</td>
<td>0:100</td>
<td>50:50 95:5 100:0 95:5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: I/O characteristics of YCSB benchmark
executes a specific workload (YCSB-A through YCSB-D) with different I/O patterns on the created data set.

**Overall Performance:** Figure 8 shows the overall throughput results. The results show that SWAN4 outperforms RAID4, RAID5, and Log-RAID for all the workloads. In the Load phase where almost all of the requests are writes, SWAN exhibits over 4× higher throughput compared to RAID-4/5 and even performs 17% better than Log-RAID. This is due to the fact that SWAN4 maintains sufficient free space to serve incoming writes immediately without interference by GC. In particular, for the YCSB-A workload where the workload is composed of reads and updates, SWAN4 performs significantly better than the other schemes, including Log-RAID4. Even in the other workloads, which are read dominant, SWAN4 performs slightly better or similar compared to the other schemes. As read is more latency-sensitive, we now further analyze read latency.

**Read Latency:** We now consider the effect of SWAN on read latency. As shown in Figure 9, the average read latency of SWAN is similar to or better than the other schemes. Moreover, as illustrated in Figure 10, SWAN exhibits much shorter tail latency compared to others across all of the YCSB benchmarks. This is because, in RAID4/5 and Log-RAID4, read requests are often blocked by AFA-level or SSD-level GC. In particular, we find that even under read-dominant workloads (YCSB-C and YCSB-D), SWAN4 exhibits shorter read latency. The reason for this is due to background GC. More specifically, recall that in all our experiments we include a systematic cleaning and aging process for the array of SSDs. We find that AFA-level GC (for Log-RAID4 and SWAN4) continues for a considerable length of time (roughly 15 minutes), while SSD-level GC [55] contin-
uses even further, which interfere with read requests. Fortunately, SWAN spatially separates GC so that it occurs only in one R-group, which enables us to effectively hide interference by GC. This argument is supported by Figure 11, which depicts the latency distribution of read requests for YCSB-C. Unlike the other schemes where we observe high latency spikes, SWAN shows fairly stable and consistent read latency.

To further understand SWAN’s impact on read latency in more detail, we measure the latency of reads served by three different types of R-groups in SWAN: the front-end, the idle back-end (that does not perform GC), and the busy back-end (that is performing GC), as shown in Table 4. As expected, the idle back-end provides the shortest read latency. The front-end, on the other hand, is responsible for handling user writes, and thus it provides longer read latency than the idle back-end. Finally, the read latency on the busy back-end shows worst performance as it is more likely to be delayed by the erase and the write operations incurred by GC.

Table 4 also shows the number of reads handled by the three R-groups with the YCSB-A workload. We observe that 92% of the read requests are served by the idle back-end (52%) and the front-end (40%). Only 8% of the reads are destined for the busy back-end group that is performing GC. This skewed data access is due to YCSB’s I/O pattern model that is based on the Zipf distribution, which is typically observed in many data-center applications [8, 14]. We find that, under the Zipf distribution with temporal locality, the front-end and the idle back-end R-groups are likely to receive more reads because they hold recently written data as we delay GC of R-groups as much as possible (as depicted in Figure 6). The front-end receives a relatively smaller number of read requests than the idle back-end because many read requests are hit and served by the OS page cache holding data that were recently written but have not yet been evicted to the front-end R-group. The busy back-end contains old data, so only few read requests are directed to that R-group.

5.4 Analysis with an open-channel SSD

In AFA systems with RAID, I/O requests can be unexpectedly delayed if SSD-level GC is triggered. In particular, GC-blocked read I/Os are considered to be the root cause of long tail latency [60]. Unlike existing AFA systems, SWAN suffers less from SSD-level GC because it writes all the data in an append-only manner, thereby avoiding valid page copies for GC inside an SSD.

In this section, we quantitatively analyze the benefits of SWAN on individual SSDs, in terms of tail latency. Since we cannot modify and analyze the internals of off-the-shelf SSDs, we implement a custom page-level FTL scheme on an open-channel SSD [34]. From two different settings, SWAN0 and RAID0 with six SSDs, we collect block I/O traces of FIO random read/write workloads, and then replay the traces atop our open-channel SSD. We integrate a performance profiler with the custom FTL and monitor and collect detailed FTL activity statistics including page reads/writes, block erasures, as well as elapsed times for serving host reads and writes.

Figure 12 depicts the latency CDF measured in the open-channel SSD. The read and write latencies of NAND chips in the open-channel SSD is around 100us and 500us, respectively. SWAN0 shows shorter latency and shorter tail compared to RAID0 throughout its execution. This indicates that I/O performance of RAID0 is deteriorated by the extra page copies for internal GC. Consequently, the results confirms that SWAN is effective in reducing SSD-level GC overhead.

6 Discussion

Benefits with simpler SSDs: The main design principle of SWAN is minimizing the performance interference caused by SSD-level GC and AFA-level GC. We think this opens opportunities to save cost and power consumption without compromising performance by adopting SSDs with simpler design. We expect that the main benefits of the simpler SSD will come from 1) smaller DRAM size, 2) FTL implemented on a low-power ARM core or hardware, and 3) smaller over-provisioning space (OPS).

A high-end modern SSD today requires an FTL (SSD firmware), a large amount of DRAM (e.g., 0.5-16 GB for mapping tables [45, 49]), high-end processors to run its space management and garbage collection algorithm (e.g., multi-core ARM processor [19]) along with additional over-provisioning space (OPS) (e.g., extra 6.7% to 28% of flash capacity just for OPS [46, 47]) to reduce garbage collection overhead. However, SWAN does not rely on such a sophisticated, powerful FTL. SWAN sequentially writes data to segments and TRIMs a large chunk of data in the same segment at once. This implies that an SSD receives sequential write

![Figure 9: Average read latency comparison for RAID4, RAID5, Log-RAID4 and SWAN4 for YCSB benchmark](image-url)
streams all the time from the host, which will be obsolete together later. Under such workloads, it is only necessary for an SSD to carry out block erasures to reclaim fully invalidated flash blocks, and thus complicated media management algorithms like address remapping and garbage collection are not needed. On the SSD side, actually, a simple block-level FTL is sufficient to support SWAN’s workloads. By making the design of FTL simpler, we can reduce cost for DRAM and the processor inside the SSD and save power consumption as well. For example, a page-level FTL scheme requires roughly 1 GB of memory for a 1 TB SSD to manage the mapping information [45]. However, in our experience of implementing the block-level FTL for SWAN, only 8 MB of DRAM is required for address mapping. Also, for SSDs deployed with SWAN, they do not require a powerful processor to run sophisticated FTL algorithms such as hot-cold separation and multi-streamed I/O management [27] that are designed to reduce GC overhead. We expect a single low-power ARM core or even hardware logic to be enough to manage NAND flash with SWAN. Finally, SSDs used in SWAN do not need to reserve large OPS, which is critical to reduce GC overhead. This has the benefit of improving the effective storage capacity provided to users.

**Effect of NVRAM:** As a remedy for GC overhead, one might argue that NVRAM could be used as a write buffer to accommodate incoming writes while the underlying SSDs are busy doing GC. Using NVRAM, however, is costly because it requires expensive battery-backed DRAM. Thus, even high-end AFA controllers have only few GBs of NVRAM (e.g., 8-64 GB [3]) and use it to improve data persistence and consistency, for example, by keeping user data for a few seconds before a new consistency point starts [56]. However, considering various factors such as cost of NVRAM, the high bandwidth of the AFA network, the ever-increasing working-set size, as well as the limited DIMM slots, we think using NVRAM to buffer large amounts of user data for an extended period of time to maintain high throughput and hide SSD-level GC is not an easily acceptable solution.

7 Related Work

**Reducing GC overhead:** Considerable effort have been made at various layers in the storage stack to reduce GC overhead in flash storage, including at the file system [32, 39, 41], the I/O scheduler [24, 29], buffer replacement [26], and the SSD itself [17, 27, 28]. These efforts, likewise, alleviate GC overhead through reduced write amplification, but...
do not completely remove or hide GC overhead.

The recently proposed TTFlash almost eliminates GC overhead by exploiting a combination of current SSD technologies including a powerful flash controller, the Redundant Array of Independent NAND (RAIN) scheme, and the large RAM buffer in SSD internals [60]. By making use of the timely technologies in SSD, Tiny-tail handles I/O requests with almost no-GC scenario, with the caveat that the copy-back operation must be supported. While Tiny-tail is an SSD internal approach, it is different from what we propose as, first, we target an array of SSDs and second, we can make use of any commodity SSD, though a SWAN optimized, simpler SSDs would be most efficient.

GC preemption: Preemption is another way to decouple GC impact from user requests. GC preemption is a means of virtually postponing GC to avoid conflicts between GC and user requests. A number of studies, including an industry standard, have been conducted in this direction [33, 57, 59]. However, GC preemption is prone to failure for various reasons such as excessive write requests or ill-chosen GC policies [60].

Array of Flash/SSDs: There have been studies to address GC impact in arrays of SSDs. Flash on Rails [51] and Harmonia [30] are SSD-based array schemes suggested to solve the GC problem. Flash on Rails separates read and write requests on different physical disks to separate the read request handling SSD from the GC handling SSD. This is a similar approach as our work, with the difference being that we consider a large scale, network connected storage system while Flash on Rails maintain at least one replica SSD for servicing read requests. It basically differs from SWAN in physical data placement and redundancy level. In large capacity storage devices such as an AFA system, this doubling of space is subject to deployment constraints. In contrast, in Harmonia, the host OS synchronizes the GC of all SSDs to prevent request blocking from unaligned GC for an array of SSDs. This approach does not remove or hide GC, but synchronizes GC to reduce its negative effect.

Gecko: The work most similar to ours is Gecko, which was designed for an array of HDDs [50]. Gecko is similar to SWAN in that it views the chain of HDDs as a log with new writes being made to the tail of the log to reduce disk contention by GC. SWAN advances this idea especially in the context of AFA, which is SSD-based. The key differences between Gecko and SWAN in terms of storage media can be summarized as follows. 1) SWAN provides a guide to organizing of an array of SSDs based on the analytical model that reflects the characteristics of commercial SSD devices. 2) SWAN introduce the most efficient way to use SSDs in AFA through writing large amount of data sequentially and trimming, which is an SSD-only feature. 3) GC preemption is employed for serving read requests. 4) SWAN provides implications for a cost effective SSD design for AFA.

In terms of system organization, unlike Gecko, which uses a one-dimensional array of HDDs, SWAN manages SSDs in two dimensions to spatially separate GCC writes from first-class writes and to achieve higher aggregated storage throughput than the network throughput. Also, Gecko has to prevent interference by read operations because it targets HDDs, where a read operation can also move the disk head.

Exposing flash to host: LightNVM [7] and Application-managed Flash [34] attempt to eliminate GC overhead by letting the host software manage the exposed flash channel. These approaches are similar to our method in that GC is being managed by the host, but they are different in that they do not decouple the I/Os for GC and those requested by user applications. Hence, even though these approaches reduce GC impact by directly controlling the flash devices from the host, GC is required in managing the flash device. SWAN, on the other hand, hides GC overhead through host controlled GC in an array of SSDs.

8 Conclusion

We presented a novel all flash array management scheme, named SWAN (Spatial separation Within an Array of SSDs on a Network). Our work was motivated by key observations that aggregating a number of SSDs is sufficient to surpass the network bandwidth. However, burdensome garbage collection together with all flash array software prevented us from realizing optimal performance by making it difficult to fully saturate the peak network bandwidth. In an attempt to overcome this problem, SWAN decoupled GC I/Os from normal ones by partitioning the SSD array into two mutually exclusive groups and by using them for different purposes in a serial manner: 1) serving incoming writes or 2) performing GC in the background. This spatial separation of SSDs enabled us to hide costly GC overheads, providing GC free performance to the applications. Moreover, using an analytical model, we confirmed that SWAN guaranteed no GC interference I/Os at all times if two mutually exclusive groups were properly partitioned. Our evaluation results showed that SWAN offered consistent I/O throughput at close to the maximum network bandwidth and that read latency also improved.
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Abstract
As NAND flash technology continues to scale, flash-based SSDs have become key components in data-center servers. One of the main design goals for data-center SSDs is low read tail latency, which is crucial for interactive online services as a single query can generate thousands of disk accesses. Towards this goal, many prior works have focused on minimizing the effect of garbage collection on read tail latency. Such advances have made the other, less explored source of long read tails, block erase operation, more important. Prior work on erase suspension addresses this problem by allowing a read operation to interrupt an ongoing erase operation, to minimize its effect on read latency. Unfortunately, the erase suspension technique attempts to suspend/resume an erase pulse at an arbitrary point, which incurs additional hardware cost for NAND peripherals and reduces the lifetime of the device. Furthermore, we demonstrate this technique suffers a write starvation problem, using a real, production-grade SSD. To overcome these limitations, we propose alternative practical erase suspension mechanisms, leveraging the iterative erase mechanism used in modern SSDs, to suspend/resume erase operation at well-aligned safe points. The resulting design achieves a sub-200μs 99.999th percentile read tail latency for 4KB random I/O workload at queue depth 16 (70% reads and 30% writes). Furthermore, it reduces the read tail latency by about 5× over the baseline for the two data-center workloads that we evaluated with.

1 Introduction
NAND flash-based SSDs offer superior throughput and average latency compared to those of hard disks and thus have become the de-facto standard for storage devices. However, SSDs have much greater performance variability than that of hard disks [11]. While SSDs can achieve very low average read latency (e.g., under 15μs [5]), their tail latency (e.g., 99.999th percentile) can be very long (e.g., over 10ms). Figure 1 demonstrates this issue with a real low-latency SSD.

One can mistakenly think that long tail read latency is a rare event that affects very few requests. However, such tail latency can play a considerable role in data-center computing because a single query (e.g., web search) may require thousands of disk reads across the data-center [2,7]. In such a case, a single long-latency disk access can lead to an increase in the overall query response time. Also, the chance of a query experiencing long disk tail latency is continuously increasing with the trend of ever-increasing data size.

To avoid such performance degradation in a data-center induced by SSD tail latency, minimizing the tail latency of a read operation is very important. Naturally, this requires tackling two significant sources of long read tails: garbage collection (GC) and erase operations. Recent prior works have already explored ways to minimize the effect of GC on read tail latency [6, 14, 37]. Furthermore, production-level low-latency SSDs — such as Samsung Z-SSD [38], which we base our work on — have already minimized the effect of GC on read operation [38] by allowing the user-initiated read to be processed between operations in a GC (i.e., read and program to copy valid pages from one block to another) [4, 20]. In contrast, much less attention has been paid to the effect of erase operation on read tail latency, primarily because erase latency is relatively small (e.g., 5ms) compared to the effect of GC on tail latency (e.g., can exceed 100ms without any optimization). However, with techniques minimizing this effect, erase latency is now becoming the most dominant component of read tail latency.

To control the effect of erase on tail latency, Wu et al. [35] proposed an erase suspension technique, which suspends an ongoing erase (and verify) pulse when a read request is issued to the same flash die. After processing the read request, the erase pulse resumes from the exact point at which it was suspended. However, the commodity NAND flash business is known to be extremely cost-sensitive, and this technique may increase the cost of NAND peripherals to generate an erase pulse of an arbitrary length and track the exact state of every erase. Furthermore, it can cause a serious NAND reliability problem and write starvation.

To address these limitations, we present practical erase suspension schemes for modern low-latency SSDs. Instead
of suspending/resuming an erase pulse at an arbitrary point, our work focuses on suspending/resuming the erase operation at well-aligned safe points by either i) aborting an ongoing erase operation immediately and resuming from the last safe point or ii) deferring the suspension of erase operation until the next safe point. Exploiting their trade-offs, we also introduce a timeout-based switching mechanism between the two mechanisms, to adapt to workload changes dynamically. This scheme enables modern low-latency SSDs to offer extremely low read tail latency on a wide range of workloads without causing any NAND reliability problem or write starvation.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:

- We are the first to identify the problems of NAND reliability and write starvation in the existing erase suspension scheme and demonstrate the latter on a real, production-grade SSD.

- We propose two practical erase suspension mechanisms, immediate erase suspension and deferred erase suspension. We also analyze the trade-offs between the two mechanisms and introduce a timeout-based switching policy between the two, to take the best of both as the workload changes.

- We demonstrate a significant reduction in read tail latency with the proposed erase suspension mechanisms on various workloads including Aerospike Certification Tool (ACT) [1] and TPC-C benchmark workloads [31].

2 Practical Erase Suspension

2.1 Motivation

To perform a NAND block erase, the incremental step pulse erasing scheme is a standard feature in modern SSDs [18]. Instead of utilizing a single, very high voltage pulse (e.g., 14V) for an erase, which has negative impact on NAND lifetime [12, 25, 29], this scheme performs an erase operation with several, discrete pulses (typically 5 or fewer), and each pulse has a higher nominal voltage than the previous one. Figure 2 illustrates this scheme. By verifying the set of erased cells between erase pulses and by applying higher voltage pulses to cells that are not erased yet, this scheme minimizes damage on NAND cells [12]. A single erase pulse consists of the following 3 stages: (1) voltage ramping stage in which the erase pulse reaches the desired voltage, (2) erase execution stage during which the voltage is stabilized and maintained, and (3) voltage recovery stage in which the voltage is reset for the erase-verify operation.

The erase suspension mechanism has been proposed to provide tight read tail latency by suspending an ongoing erase pulse at the arrival of a read request to be resumed later [35]. While effective in reducing read tail latency, this mechanism poses several implementation challenges in terms of NAND reliability and cost. First, an erase suspension adds to the cost of an erase an extra pair of voltage recovery (3) and ramping (1) stages for suspending and resuming the erase pulse. These additional stresses caused by ramping up and down the voltage degrade the endurance of NAND [12, 25, 29]. For example, a recent case study using sub-20nm TLC NAND shows that the raw bit error rate (RBER) is increased by 14.4% with only 1000 erase suspensions [26]. The increased RBER leads to an increase in uncorrectable bit error rate (UBER) even with error correction, to eventually reduce the lifetime of SSD [3].

Another limitation of the existing erase suspension scheme is that it requires the capability to suspend and resume an erase pulse at an arbitrary point. This increases the cost for NAND peripherals to generate a pulse of an arbitrary length, track the exact state of each suspended erase, and recover the peripheral state to resume. As NAND cells continue to scale with the introduction of 3D NAND, NAND peripherals are becoming a scalability bottleneck to a greater extent [19, 24, 27]. Considering the extreme cost sensitivity of the commodity NAND business, this is a significant drawback.

Instead, our erase suspension scheme allows erase suspension only at the beginning or the end of each erase step. When a read request arrives while an erase pulse is still asserted, our scheme asserts an erase suspension command that either i) aborts the ongoing erase pulse and forfeits the current erase step progress to serve the read request immediately (named immediate erase suspension) or ii) finishes the ongoing erase step and serves the read request (named deferred erase suspension). The next subsections discuss each option in detail and also present an adaptive switching scheme between our two proposed mechanisms.

2.2 Immediate Erase Suspension (I-ES)

One way to serve an incoming read request during the erase pulse is to immediately terminate the ongoing erase step and to forfeit the progress (Figure 2(a)). Then, after serving the read request(s), the erase operation can resume from the beginning point of the current erase step. We call this scheme Immediate Erase Suspension (I-ES) since it immediately cancels the ongoing erase step. In effect, I-ES is a practical variant of the original erase suspension [35] with the following two changes. To improve NAND reliability, a verify pulse is applied before resuming a suspended erase pulse, exploiting the incremental step...
pulse erasing scheme in Section 2.1. As each NAND cell in a NAND block has different erase timing, some NAND cells get erased more quickly than others [12, 25, 26, 29]. Therefore, applying the same pulse to all NAND cells when resuming the erase pulse results in over-erasure of some cells, which puts unnecessary stress on already erased cells and harms the reliability of NAND. A verify pulse, before resuming the erase pulse, detects already erased cells to not inflict unnecessary stress on these cells in a NAND block. Furthermore, to keep the cost of NAND peripherals low, a whole step pulse is asserted at every resumption, instead of the remaining step pulse time. To generate an erase pulse of an arbitrary length, a variable-length pulse generator with fine-grained control must be placed on a NAND device. However, today’s commodity NAND does not provide such a mechanism. In contrast, I-ES does not require such changes keeping the cost of NAND low.

Advantages and Disadvantages. Since the erase step is canceled immediately, the read command can always be guaranteed the highest priority. The read command does not experience any other delay caused by an erase operation except for a fixed latency (e.g., \( \sim 100 \mu s \)) that tries to cancel the ongoing erase pulse (\( \odot \)) in Figure 2.

However, this scheme is problematic. With the continuous incoming read requests, an erase step may be repeatedly canceled, preventing write requests (which are dependent on the erase requests) from completion. To confirm this behavior, we modified the firmware of the real, production-grade low-latency SSD [5], and Erase Suspension [35] uses an SSD simulator [33].

Figure 3: Write starvation experiment results. This workload consists of two threads where one thread continuously generates 128KB read requests, while another thread continuously generates 128KB write requests (QD 1 for both). Baseline and I-ES use real low-latency SSD [5], and Erase Suspension [35] uses an SSD simulator [33].

Although this mechanism does not incur erase (and write) starvation, it can harm read tail latency by making read requests wait until the end of the current erase step (i.e., 1ms in our low-latency NAND). This scheme can also show worse read latency for bursty reads as D-ES adds extra latency to reads. However, such situations could be avoided by batching backlogged erases after serving the bursty reads first. This issue is addressed by T-ES, which switches adaptively between I-ES and D-ES.

2.4 Timeout-based Erase Suspension (T-ES)

Timeout-based Erase Suspension Policy. If it is possible to know the request pattern of an application \textit{a priori}, one should use I-ES when the application is expected to have a phase with sparse read requests as in this case erase (and write) starvation does not occur as an erase is likely to make progress during the upcoming sparse read period. On the other hand, if an application is expected to have a steady stream of incoming read requests, the user should use D-ES as in this case, employing I-ES leads to an exponential increase in forward progress for the erase operation.

Although this mechanism does not incur erase (and write) starvation, it can harm read tail latency by making read requests wait until the end of the current erase step (i.e., 1ms in our low-latency NAND). This scheme can also show worse read latency for bursty reads as D-ES adds extra latency to reads. However, such situations could be avoided by batching backlogged erases after serving the bursty reads first. This issue is addressed by T-ES, which switches adaptively between I-ES and D-ES.

2.3 Deferred Erase Suspension (D-ES)

Another way to serve an incoming read request during the erase pulse is to let the read request wait until the current erase step finishes (Figure 2(b)). After that, in lieu of proceeding to the next erase step, the read request(s) is (are) served. Then, the erase operation resumes and continues to the next erase step. We call this Deferred Erase Suspension (D-ES) as it defers erase suspension until the end of the current erase step. 

Advantages and Disadvantages. This mechanism lets the erase operation finish without incurring the write starvation problem. By guaranteeing a single erase step to be performed once the erase step is initiated, this mechanism guarantees forward progress for the erase operation.

Unfortunately, in reality, it is not easy to predict future I/O access patterns without profiling runs. Thus, we propose a \textit{Timeout-based Erase Suspension (T-ES)} scheme, which performs I-ES until the erase operation is delayed for Nms. If the erase operation is delayed for Nms (i.e., timeout happens), this scheme switches to D-ES mode to avoid potential erase (and write) starvation. Hopefully, this scheme finds a period to perform an erase operation without being interrupted by a
read operation.

Choice of Erase Timeout Delay. T-ES covers a spectrum of policies between I-ES and D-ES, controlled by the value of $N$. If we set it to 0, this is equivalent to the base D-ES scheme. In contrast, if we set it to infinite, this is equivalent to I-ES scheme prone to erase (and write) starvation problem. In general, choosing a higher value offers more chance to provide better read tail latency by delaying an erase operation, but this choice leads to an increase in maximum write tail latency. On the other hand, choosing a smaller $N$ makes it behave more like a D-ES, which provides smaller maximum write tail latency at the expense of an increased number of reads experiencing erase latency. T-ES provides a knob for the user to choose $N$ based on her willingness to trade-off the maximum write tail latency for potential improvement in read tail latency. For example, if the user wants to achieve sub-100ms write tail latency and the maximum write delay occurring from a GC scheme (e.g., GC policy [6, 13–15, 17, 37], over-provisioning ratio [30]) is 35ms, the user should set $N$ to be 64ms so that the total maximum write latency remains under 100ms. By default, we set $N$ to 64ms for our experiments.

Table 1: Parameters used to model our low-latency SSD [5].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAND Structure</th>
<th>128Gb die capacity, 8 planes per die, 683 blocks per plane, 768 pages per block, 4KB page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Over-provisioning</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAND Latency</td>
<td>790 / 790 KIOPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM, Flash Speed Rate</td>
<td>1600MT/s, 1200MT/s (MT/s: Mega Transfers Per Second [9])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCIe Gen 3×4 Lane</td>
<td>240GB, NVMe SSD Device</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Throughput and average latency of low-latency SSD prototype and MQSim running various I/O pattern workloads.

| Evaluation Framework | Although we utilized a real, prototype low-latency SSD [5] with modified firmware to perform some experiments (Figure 1 and Figure 3), it is not possible to utilize the real device to evaluate our presented schemes such as D-ES and T-ES since implementations of such policy require an extension to the interface between the SSD controller and NAND flash chips (e.g., new commands). For this reason, we use MQSim [33] for our experiments, which we extend so that it can accurately model low-latency NAND flash chips. In particular, we i) allow data cache manager and FTL to use strict 8 plane program so that it can achieve higher write throughput, ii) enable I/O scheduler to process the user read request as the highest priority, and iii) modify NAND flash controller and memory logic to model our practical erase suspension mechanisms. Table 1 summarizes the parameters used for our MQSim, while Table 2 compares the simulation results against those of a real low-latency SSD [5] for various I/O patterns as validation of the simulator. The average read/write latency and throughput from the simulator demonstrates only a 6% error on average (with 13% in the worst case) compared to measurements from the real device. The scheme can suspend and resume an erase pulse from an arbitrary point as proposed by Wu et al. [35].

| Choice of Erase Timeout Delay | T-ES covers a spectrum of policies between I-ES and D-ES, controlled by the value of $N$. If we set it to 0, this is equivalent to the base D-ES scheme. In contrast, if we set it to infinite, this is equivalent to I-ES scheme prone to erase (and write) starvation problem. In general, choosing a higher value offers more chance to provide better read tail latency by delaying an erase operation, but this choice leads to an increase in maximum write tail latency. On the other hand, choosing a smaller $N$ makes it behave more like a D-ES, which provides smaller maximum write tail latency at the expense of an increased number of reads experiencing erase latency. T-ES provides a knob for the user to choose $N$ based on her willingness to trade-off the maximum write tail latency for potential improvement in read tail latency. For example, if the user wants to achieve sub-100ms write tail latency and the maximum write delay occurring from a GC scheme (e.g., GC policy [6, 13–15, 17, 37], over-provisioning ratio [30]) is 35ms, the user should set $N$ to be 64ms so that the total maximum write latency remains under 100ms. By default, we set $N$ to 64ms for our experiments.

| Evaluated Configurations | Throughout this section, we present evaluation results for the following configurations across different benchmarks (i.e., random 4KB access, ACT [1], and TPC-C [34]). Also, we use for all experiments the steady state pre-condition [32] in which the space of an SSD including the over-provisioning (OP) [30] area is full; this pre-condition helps evaluate the latency behaviors that can happen under the worst-case condition of read and write requests. Section 2 discusses three practical erase suspension mechanisms: I-ES, D-ES, and T-ES. We add the following three configurations to our evaluation for comparison:

| Baseline: Erase operations do not get preempted by an incoming read request. Erase Suspension (ES): The scheme can suspend and resume an erase pulse from an arbitrary point as proposed by Wu et al. [35]. Ideal Erase Suspension (Ideal-ES): This scheme can suspend and resume an erase operation from any arbitrary point with zero erase suspension penalty.

3 Evaluation

3.1 Methodology

Evaluation Framework. Although we utilized a real, prototype low-latency SSD [5] with modified firmware to perform some experiments (Figure 1 and Figure 3), it is not possible to utilize the real device to evaluate our presented schemes such as D-ES and T-ES since implementations of such policy require an extension to the interface between the SSD controller and NAND flash chips (e.g., new commands). For this reason, we use MQSim [33] for our experiments, which we extend so that it can accurately model low-latency NAND flash chips. In particular, we i) allow data cache manager and FTL to use strict 8 plane program so that it can achieve higher write throughput, ii) enable I/O scheduler to process the user read request as the highest priority, and iii) modify NAND flash controller and memory logic to model our practical erase suspension mechanisms. Table 1 summarizes the parameters used for our MQSim, while Table 2 compares the simulation results against those of a real low-latency SSD [5] for various I/O patterns as validation of the simulator. The average read/write latency and throughput from the simulator demonstrate only a 6% error on average (with 13% in the worst case) compared to measurements from the real device.

Figure 4: Read/write tail latency on 4KB random reads (70%) and writes (30%) workload.

3.2 Random Access Benchmark

Workload. We first evaluate our erase suspension policies using a microbenchmark that generates a mixture of 4KB random reads (70%) and writes (30%) at queue depth 16. We utilize Flexible I/O Tester (FIO) [8] to generate such disk access patterns. This workload is widely used to evaluate an SSD’s latency performance [10, 38]. Figure 4 shows the results of this experiment.

Read Tail Latency. In the baseline, when an erase happens,
the subsequent read requests are simply delayed for the duration of the remaining erase time (up to 5ms). As a result, baseline policy shows around 5ms read tail latency. With ES and I-ES such an erase operation is repeatedly aborted by the incoming read requests. As a result, incoming read requests do not experience an extra delay caused by the ongoing erase operation except for the 100μs latency required for erase suspension/resumption. For this reason, both ES and I-ES policies have very low read tail latency. Note that they are prone to experience erase (and write) starvation as pointed out in Section 2.2. However, it does not happen here because this workload has a period when read requests are not sent out for some time (i.e., all 16 outstanding requests in the queue are write requests waiting for an erase to proceed). During this period, erase operation successfully finishes. The read tail latency of D-ES is around 1ms because it always lets the ongoing erase step (not the whole erase) finish, making a read request wait. T-ES behaves similarly to I-ES in this workload as the timeout is rarely triggered.

**Write Tail Latency.** Baseline, ES, D-ES, and Ideal-ES have a lower write tail latency because their erase operation is finished in a relatively short period of time without canceling an existing erase pulse. Notably, the write tail latency of the baseline policy is the maximum GC latency (35ms) of our model without erase suspension. On the other hand, both I-ES and T-ES abort the erase multiple times, and thus delays write operations significantly. As a result, they tend to have a longer write tail latency.

### 3.3 Database Benchmark

**Workload.** ACT models the Aerospike database servers’ real-time I/O access patterns. In essence, ACT consists of three threads: one issuing 2K small (1.5KB) read requests per second, another issuing 24 large (128KB) read requests per second, and the third one issuing 24 large (128KB) write requests per second. ACT gradually increases this rate in integer multiples (e.g., ACT 4× workload means 8K small read requests/s, 96 large read requests/s, 96 large write requests/s) and considers that the device has passed the performance test if it meets the following conditions for a long time (e.g., 24hrs): i) 95% of transactions finish in 1ms, ii) 99% of transactions finish in 8ms, iii) 99.9% of transactions finish in 64ms, and iv) average transaction time for each type of requests is smaller than ACT workload’s I/O request period. If a device satisfies only the fourth condition but fails to satisfy one of the first three conditions, that device is said to pass the stress test but not the performance test. The maximum ACT multiplier that an SSD can satisfy is that particular SSD’s performance rating.

**ACT Results.** Table 3 shows the maximum multiplier in which each configuration passed the performance and stress tests. Figure 5 shows the tail latency of 95%, 99%, and 99.9% accesses at 30× workload multiplier. As shown in Table 3, the baseline has a good average response time and thus can successfully run ACT with 32× multiplier. On the other hand, it has the worst read tail latency since the part of erase latency (up to 5ms) is exposed to read requests. This leads to a relatively poor performance test result for the baseline. ES and I-ES have good read tail latency behavior. However, continuous read requests cause erase (and write) starvation, which leads to a failure in the stress test (fourth condition) at the workload multiplier whose value is above 22×. On the other hand, both D-ES and T-ES demonstrate strong results for both stress and performance tests. Both D-ES and T-ES can maintain low read tail latency while avoiding erase (and write) starvation.

### 3.4 Transaction Processing Benchmark

**Workload.** TPC-C [34] is a popular benchmark for online transaction processing frameworks. We utilize a published disk trace of the system running TPC-C from SNIA [31], to evaluate our erase suspension mechanisms.

**TPC-C Results.** Figure 6 shows the results from this experiment. The baseline policy generally observes a noticeably higher read tail latency than the other schemes since latency is exposed to many read requests queued behind the erase operation. Neither ES or I-ES runs to completion as they suffer from a severe erase (and write) starvation and cause the simulator to exit prematurely after failing to serve many write requests for a long time. As in the ACT workload, this is because continuous read requests prevent the completion of an erase operation. Both T-ES and D-ES achieve much lower tail latency than the baseline. In particular, both achieve around 1ms max tail latency, which indicates that a read request only experiences about a single erase step delay at most.

The write tail latency of the baseline, D-ES, and Ideal-ES is similar to each other. In contrast, ES and I-ES suffer write starvation, and T-ES records the longest write tail latency.
We perform a sensitivity study, using TPC-C with varying write latency. Table 4 summarizes the maximum write latency converging within 90ms (i.e., the sum of GC latency (24ms) and the T-ES timeout value (64ms)).

3.5 Sensitivity to T-ES Timeout Threshold (N)

If an erase operation is delayed for Nms, T-ES switches from I-ES to D-ES to avoid erase (and hence write) starvation. We perform a sensitivity study, using TPC-C with varying N to provide an insight into the tradeoff with selection of this parameter.

Figure 7(a) shows the read latency distribution with different values of N from 4ms to 4096ms. At around the 80th percentile we start to observe a gradual transition of read latency from more of I-ES (about 200µs) to D-ES (about 1ms). Increasing N generally i) lowers frequency of both high-latency read (i.e., over-200µs) and ii) average read latency, but iii) increases the maximum write latency. As N increases, T-ES has a greater chance of running in I-ES mode to lower the chance for a read request to experience a 1ms delay for finishing an ongoing erase pulse. Fewer long-latency reads lead to a lower average read latency as shown in Figure 7(b).

However, increasing N negatively affects the maximum write latency. Table 4 summarizes the maximum write latency with varying N. As discussed in Section 2.4, the maximum write latency of T-ES is the sum of GC latency and the T-ES timeout value. This is because GC operations, which need an erase operation to produce a free block for user data write, may be interfered while running in I-ES mode. Once T-ES timeout is triggered, it switches to D-ES to allow GC operations to produce the free blocks to write user’s data. The maximum GC latency of the TPC-C workload (with steady state pre-condition) is 24ms. Thus, the measured maximum write latency is not far off from the estimated value (i.e., GC latency plus N).

4 Related Work

Garbage Collection Optimization. There are several prior works on alleviating the effect of GC on tail latency [6, 13–15, 17, 37]. While these optimizations can effectively reduce the effect of coarse-grained GCs on read tail latency, they do not address the effect of long erase operation on read tail latency, which becomes more important with optimized GC. Thus, these techniques are orthogonal or complementary to our presented erase suspension schemes.

I/O Scheduling Optimization. Another way to optimize tail latency is to schedule a read/write request in an intelligent way [16, 20, 21, 36, 39, 40]. These proposals are effective when there are multiple devices available. On the other hand, our work focuses on tail latency reduction without requiring multiple devices. Still, if multiple devices are available, our technique can be applied jointly with these optimizations.

5 Conclusion

This paper introduces practical erase suspension mechanisms to limit the impact of erase operation on long read tail latency. Leveraging the iterative erase mechanism commonly employed by today’s flash devices, the proposed mechanisms minimize the impact of erase operation on read tail latency, while requiring only minor extensions to the flash interface. With the proposed erase suspension mechanisms, our proposal enables flash-based SSDs to achieve very low read tail latency, while avoiding erase (and write) starvation and endurance degradation of NAND. For example, our results demonstrate the feasibility of a sub-200µs 99.999th percentile read tail latency for 4KB random access workloads, which is competitive with an emerging non-flash NVM-based SSD [10]. This will harness the full potential of flash-based SSDs as the primary storage platform for future data-centers that will be required to run a variety of latency-sensitive online services.
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Abstract
Interlaced magnetic recording (IMR) is a state-of-the-art recording technology for hard drives that makes use of heat-assisted magnetic recording (HAMR) and track overlap to offer higher capacity than conventional and shingled magnetic recording (CMR and SMR). It carries a set of write constraints that differ from those in SMR: “bottom” (e.g. even-numbered) tracks cannot be written without data loss on the adjoining “top” (e.g. odd-numbered) ones. Previously described algorithms for writing arbitrary (i.e. bottom) sectors on IMR are in some cases poorly characterized, and are either slow or require more memory than is available within the constrained disk controller environment.

We provide the first accurate performance analysis of the simple read-modify-write (RMW) approach to IMR bottom track writes, noting several inaccuracies in earlier descriptions of its performance, and evaluate it for latency, throughput and I/O amplification on real-world traces. In addition we propose three novel memory-efficient, track-based translation layers for IMR—track flipping, selective track caching and dynamic track mapping, which reduce bottom track writes by moving hot data to top tracks and cold data to bottom ones in different ways. We again provide a detailed performance analysis using simulations based on real-world traces.

We find that RMW performance is poor on most traces and worse on others. The proposed approaches perform much better, especially dynamic track mapping, with low write amplification and latency comparable to CMR for many traces.

1 Introduction
Magnetic recording technology has made enormous strides over the last several decades, reaching densities of about a terabit per square inch, higher than that of any but the most modern and densest solid-state storage technologies. Yet in recent years density improvements have run up against the superparamagnetic limit [17]—as bits get smaller, the magnetic media coercivity (resistance to being magnetized) must go up, to avoid bit flips from thermal noise, while as heads get smaller their magnetic field becomes weaker, requiring lower coercivity media. In other words, smaller bits require smaller track sizes, requiring smaller write heads, requiring lower-coercivity media, resulting in larger minimum bit sizes. When the minimum bit size becomes as large as the write head, further density improvements require new approaches. We are currently at or near this limit; increases in disk capacity in the past 5 years or more have relied more on increasing the number of platters per drive rather than increases in areal density.

New strategies allow further increases in areal density by sidestepping one or both sides of this trade-off, i.e. either breaking the link between bit size and write head size / magnetic field strength, or between bit reliability and media coercivity. Shingled Magnetic Recording (SMR) [1] overlaps adjacent tracks, reducing the effective track width without reducing the write head size. Yet, this increase in density comes at a cost: random writes are not allowed, as overwriting a sector will also overwrite the corresponding sector in the adjacent “downstream” track, and therefore the data could be lost. Heat-Assisted Magnetic Recording [12] takes advantage of the fact that the coercivity of a material goes down with temperature, and uses a laser to heat the media to near the Curie point\(^1\) before writing. This allows use of a medium with much higher room-temperature coercivity and smaller grain size (and thus minimum bit size), and also allows an effective track width narrower than the write head by narrowing the width of the heated domain, by controlling the laser current.

Interlaced Magnetic Recording (IMR) [9] uses both heat-assisted recording and track overlap. This is in contrast to SMR, which uses track overlap but conventional room-temperature recording. As shown in Figure 1, tracks are written in an “interlaced” fashion, with a “bottom” layer of tracks written first, after which a “top” layer is written between (and partly overlapping) these bottom tracks. To avoid total overwrite of the bottom tracks, top tracks are written with a narrower width and thus slightly lower capacity, roughly 90% that of the

\(^1\)The temperature above which the material will no longer retain its magnetic properties.
bottom tracks. The result is a drive with write constraints, but ones that are far less strict (and thus less performance-limiting) than those for SMR. Where SMR writes must be limited to a single track per zone (a group of a few hundred of tracks) to avoid data loss, in IMR nearly half of the sectors (i.e. those on the top tracks) can be re-written safely. Moreover whereas moving valid data in SMR requires reading and/or writing an entire (typically 256 MB) zone, for IMR in the worst case only two tracks (less than 5 MB) must be moved.

IMR is a very new technology, with the first descriptions of its physical feasibility dating to 2016 [4,9]; with one exception, Wu et al. [20] that is discussed in Section 5 the publications to date have focused on the magnetic and physical aspects of IMR, rather than system implications and algorithms. We provide the first thorough performance analysis of the naive read-modify-write (RMW) strategy described in the first IMR proposals [4], correcting several mistaken assumptions, and quantifying the performance degradation of IMR with RMW for real workloads. We offer three algorithms for improved management of IMR writes, track flipping, selective track caching and dynamic track mapping, all of which (unlike the approach of Wu et al.) may be readily implemented in disk firmware with limited memory and compute resources. We provide detailed performance models of these algorithms, and evaluate them in simulation on real workloads, showing substantial improvement over RMW in all cases and near-conventional-drive performance for some workloads.

In particular, the contributions of this paper are:

1. a thorough performance analysis of naive read-modify-write for IMR disk—i.e. as proposed in Hwang et al. [9]—showing a performance overhead of more than 2x that assumed by prior work,
2. three novel track-based translation layers—track flipping, selective track caching and dynamic track mapping—which mitigate most of the IMR performance penalty at a sufficiently modest cost in memory that they may be implemented within today’s on-board disk controllers,
3. evaluation of conventional (“CMR”) disk, RMW and the three proposed algorithms on real-world traces, demonstrating (a) significant costs to RMW vs. CMR, and (b) substantial improvements for all proposed algorithms particularly dynamic track mapping.

2 Algorithms for IMR

As with SMR, IMR write limitations maybe addressed from the host or within the device; however the complexity of the IMR track-to-track write restrictions makes it preferable to employ a device-based block translation layer rather than expose restrictions to the host.

We describe in detail four algorithms: naive read-modify-write [9], track flipping, selective track caching and dynamic track mapping. For each algorithm we estimate memory usage, describe the data copies and logging of mapping changes needed to prevent data loss in the case of a crash, and analyze the performance of the algorithm’s operations.

2.1 Read-modify-write

The simplest IMR translation layer is what we term naive read-modify-write (RMW). Sectors on disk are assigned fixed logical addresses, as in conventional drives, and before performing any write to some sector $S$ on a bottom track $T$, the drive (1) reads the adjacent top track sectors $(S_{T-1}$ on $T-1$ and $S_{T+1}$ on $T+1$) and (2) copies them to a “backup region”, then (3) performs the bottom-track write, and finally (4) re-writes the adjacent top track sectors.

When numbering tracks $T-1, T, T+1$ we are referring to physical position, which may not directly correspond to logical block numbering. In particular IMR is expected to use a serpentine or zig-zag layout [10], where LBAs are numbered sequentially across N adjacent bottom tracks, and then across the corresponding N top tracks. The result is that sectors in physically adjacent top and bottom tracks will be separated by a distance of N track sizes either in all cases (zig-zag) or on average (serpentine).

Memory usage: Other than buffers for copying, no additional memory is required beyond that needed for standard LBA to physical location translation in a conventional drive.

Safety and crash consistency: We first note that to avoid data loss, host writes to the affected top tracks must be blocked during the RMW operation, as they would be overwritten when data is copied back to the tracks. The duration of this locking determines a phase, which is atomic with respect to user I/O, and mapping updates need only be persisted once per phase.

Copying sectors $S_{T-1}$ and $S_{T+1}$ to the backup region forms a single phase, and the temporary location of the sectors is logged to the backup region just before the phase completes. If a crash occurs before restoring the top tracks, a startup scan of the log will locate the saved data, which may be copied back to its proper location. The length of the log is determined by the number of simultaneous RMW operations allowed; if this

![Figure 1: IMR technology: tracks are written in an interlaced fashion; top tracks are written between and over bottom tracks. Top track $i$ partially overlaps bottom track $i-1$ and $i+1$.](image)
is 1, then no log trimming is needed as it will just be replaced by the log from the next operation.

When logging data to the backup region, we can write additional metadata with negligible overhead, much like journal entries in a file system. Efficiently persisting the fact that S_{T-1} and S_{T+1} have been restored is more difficult, however; if this is not done, then future writes to these locations may be lost if stale backup data is copied back on restart. A straightforward way to do this is to clear the backup region; however this requires an additional seek and possibly lost rotation. Instead we clear the backup region lazily, if we detect a write to S_{T-1} or S_{T+1}. Since any RMW operation will clear the previous contents of the backup region, in most cases this lazy cleaning may be omitted, as until S_{T-1} or S_{T+1} are modified, the backup data is not stale and may be copied back safely on startup.

**Timing:** The performance of this approach may be analyzed by examining the steps above. We assume a random single-sector write to sector S on bottom track T, and assume as well that sectors S_{T-1} and S_{T+1} on tracks T-1 and T+1 respectively must be moved to avoid data loss. The time taken is thus at least:

1. \(0.5r_{rot} + t_{seek}\) to reach and read sector S_{T-1}, where \(r_{rot}\) is the rotation time, assuming an average 0.5-rotation delay for random access.
2. A missed rotation, \(r_{rot}\), to reach and read sector S_{T+1}.
3. \(t_{seek} + 0.5r_{rot}\) to reach the backup region, plus negligible transfer time to write sector S_{T-1} and S_{T+1}.
4. \(t_{seek} + 0.5r_{rot}\) (see below) to reach and write sector S on track T.
5. A missed rotation (\(t_{rot}\)) plus negligible transfer time to reach and write S_{T-1} on track T-1.
6. A missed rotation (\(t_{rot}\)) plus negligible transfer time to reach and write S_{T+1} on track T+1.

Steps 3 and 4 together will take an integral number of rotations, either 1 or 2, depending on whether the disk is able to seek to the safe track, wait until the write location passes under the head, and seek back within a single rotation (\(r_{rot}\)). Based on discussions with disk vendors we assume the two steps will take \(2r_{rot}\) to complete, for a random write latency of \(t_{seek} + 5.5r_{rot}\). The same operation would take \(t_{seek} + 0.5r_{rot}\) on a CMR drive, for a RMW overhead of 5 rotations.

Performance is even worse for sequential write, as the previous write finishes just after writing sector S, so that step 1 will require an entire missed rotation, for a total latency of \(6r_{rot}\). Note that multiple writes to the same track may be coalesced into a single RMW operation, whether via command queuing or the use of write caching on the drive; however it will still take 5 or 6 rotations longer than writing a full track on a conventional drive.

We note that in our analysis, the actual performance of RMW will be significantly worse than that implied by Hwang et al. [9], where they state that writes to bottom tracks will require two rewrites, for a mean of one extra rewrite per host write request. We attribute the inaccuracy of their analysis\(^2\) to several factors: (1) the significance of missed rotations in the rewrite process, each of which is far more costly than all but the largest write requests; (2) the need to read top-track data so that it can be re-written, and (3) the need to persist top-track data in a secondary location, to avoid data loss. For traces w17, w46, w84, w106 (See Section 3 for trace description); tracks are sorted from the hottest (i.e. track 0) to the coldest (i.e. track 3000).

### 2.2 Track flipping

Real workloads show high locality, with typically a small number of hot sectors being overwritten frequently, and the remaining sectors receiving few if any writes; the same phenomena is found at the track level, as shown in Figure 2 (an illustration of the first 3000 hottest tracks in a few workloads). For instance, a significant portion of writes (80%) are received by a small number (100) of tracks in w106. We can take advantage of this locality by moving data between tracks to maximize the amount of hot data stored on re-writable top tracks. Our first algorithm, track flipping, locates bottom tracks containing hot sectors (i.e. hot tracks) and swaps them with adjacent top tracks, moving the hot data to the top, where additional writes can be performed directly, and (hopefully) moving cold data to the bottom track. In particular, we track the number of writes to each track, periodically identify candidates for flipping—i.e. hot bottom tracks which are adjacent to cold top tracks—and swap them. The actual swap of tracks T (bottom) and T+1 (top) is straightforward:

1. read tracks T-1, T, and T+1
2. write T-1 and T contents to a backup region\(^3\)
3. write T+1 contents to T
4. write T contents to T+1
5. rewrite T-1

Implementation of this algorithm must take into account several real-world factors. Top and bottom tracks hold

---

\(^2\)To be fair, their analysis is a minor paragraph in the middle of a magnetics paper.

\(^3\)The backup region must accommodate at least two tracks.
differing amounts of data, with top tracks estimated to have 90% the capacity of bottom tracks. In addition, neighboring top tracks or bottom tracks may vary slightly in capacity, due to the presence of bad sectors hidden by slip sparing [10]—i.e. the LBA numbering skips a bad sector, resulting in a track containing fewer sectors than if it were perfect. We note that there are other variations in track capacity due to the use of zone bit recording [10] and adaptive formatting [11]; however in all but a negligible number of cases these will not result in differing capacities for adjacent tracks.

Our solution to differing track capacities is to swap most of the bottom track with the top track contents, as shown in Figure 3. If a bottom and adjacent top track hold \( N_b \) and \( N_t \) sectors respectively, then we can swap the first \( N_t \) sectors of the bottom track with the entire contents of the top track (tracks 4 and 5 in Figure 3). In the case where hot sectors are located at the “end” of the bottom track, we instead swap the last \( N_t \) sectors of the bottom track with the contents of the top track (tracks 1 and 2 Figure 3). Given the original location of a sector (i.e. sector position \( S \) on track \( T \)) the sector can be located precisely in the flipped configuration given knowledge of which flip (low LBA or high LBA) has been performed and the exact track sizes \( N_t \) and \( N_b \), which are already known by the firmware as part of the LBA translation process. Note that once two tracks have been flipped, data cannot migrate any further; if tracks \( T \) and \( T+1 \) have been flipped, then flipping \( T-1 \) and \( T \), or \( T+1 \) and \( T+2 \), is not allowed until \( T \) and \( T+1 \) have been flipped back.

**Memory usage:** The track mapping may be represented in a very concise fashion, as each bottom track \( T \) is in one of five states: (1) unmoved, (2) its low LBAs flipped with track \( T-1 \), (3) its high LBAs flipped with \( T-1 \), or (4) and (5), its high or low LBAs flipped with \( T+1 \). The resulting track map requires 3 bits per bottom track, or 1.5 bits per track; assuming a mean track size of 1.5 MB, this would require a map of about 2.5 MB for a 20 TB drive.

Memory requirements for hot track detection can be modest, as well. The total number of tracks is large, \( 1.3 \times 10^7 \) for our 20 TB drive; however the number of tracks written in the period between iterations of the track flipping algorithm is much smaller (e.g. 20K in our experiments). Logging these track numbers in memory (using data structures such as an array or a list) will take less than 0.25 MB, and they may then be sorted and counted to determine track write frequency during that interval.

**Safety and crash consistency:** For track flipping we need to persist not only the state of the flipping process, but also updates to the track mapping. The flip process involves one more copy than RMW, but may be handled in the same way, by keeping an update log in the backup region, and marking sectors when they are copied back to their home (or flipped) locations. Backup region metadata can include a small log of map updates which can be appended to the track map in batches. To persist changes to the track map we keep a copy of the map on disk, and a log of updates to the map in the “checkpoint location”. The checkpoint can be rewritten periodically and the log recycled, resulting in a negligible amortized cost for persisting map changes.

**Timing:** Assuming the head starts in an arbitrary location, the time required to flip bottom track \( T \) and top track \( T+1 \) will be:

1. \( t_{\text{seek}} \) to reach track \( T \)
2. \( 3t_{\text{rot}} \) to read tracks \( T-1 \), \( T \) and \( T+1 \)
3. \( t_{\text{seek}} \) to reach a backup region
4. \( 2t_{\text{rot}} \) to write backup copies of track \( T-1 \) and \( T \)
5. \( t_{\text{seek}} \) to return to track \( T \)
6. \( t_{\text{rot}} \) to write the contents of \( T+1 \) into track \( T \)
7. \( t_{\text{rot}} \) to write the contents of track \( T \) into \( T+1 \)
8. \( t_{\text{rot}} \) to rewrite the contents of track \( T-1 \)

for a total cost of \( 3t_{\text{seek}} + 8t_{\text{rot}} \). Since all accesses are to entire tracks, we assume that existing disk scheduling and buffering mechanisms allow reading or writing to begin immediately after reaching a track, rather than incurring additional rotational delay. Note, however, that track flipping is a background operation, and can be interrupted at any point in time—resuming an interrupted flip is very similar to the crash recovery scenario, except that in-memory state is still available. The primary performance impacts of track flipping are thus a reduction in overall throughput, from the background flipping process, in combination with RMW latency for those bottom-track writes to tracks which have not been flipped.

For track flipping to be effective, hot bottom tracks must be paired with neighboring cold top tracks, as there would be no advantage to flipping the two tracks of the same “temperature”. Although one can easily construct synthetic workloads (e.g. uniform random) which lack neighboring hot/cold track pairs, we wish to determine whether they are found in real-world workloads. To address this question we analyze one of our experimental workloads (w17, described in the Section 3 below), assuming a constant track size of 2 MB. In Figure 4 we see write counts for the 20 hottest tracks and their neighbors.

---

Figure 3: Track flipping: hot bottom tracks 1 and 5 (red) are swapped with cold top tracks 2 and 4. Since top tracks (\( N_t \) sectors) are smaller than bottom tracks (\( N_b \) sectors), only the first or last \( N_t \) sectors of hot bottom tracks are moved.
In only a few cases (e.g. track 5187) do hot tracks have a hot neighbor; however even in those cases the other neighbor is cold. Similar results are seen in many—but not all—other workload traces. However we note that results may vary with file systems other than the ones found in our traces, i.e. ext4 and NTFS, and will certainly vary with differing track sizes.

Real-world workloads are time-varying, with the identity of hot locations changing over time. We see this in Figure 5, which shows the write frequency over time for a range of 4 tracks. Not only does write frequency to a given track vary, but relative write frequency between tracks changes as well: e.g. track 3854 is much hotter than 3857 for a significant period, while later in the trace track 3857 is hotter. By using time-limited write counts, which are periodically reset after each search for hot tracks to flip, we are able to adapt to these changes in access frequency. In Algorithm 1 we see the full track-flipping algorithm: every N writes (e.g. 20,000) we select the hottest k bottom tracks over the last interval and, if possible, switch them with cold neighbors.

### 2.3 Selective track caching

With track flipping—as with RMW—every track on the disk except for the two “backup region” tracks is filled with user data, requiring significant “data shuffling” to move data. If we instead reserve a small number of tracks for translation layer use, we can achieve additional gains in performance. **Selective track caching** does precisely this, reserving a small range of non-interlaced bottom-only tracks as a persistent cache for holding data from hot bottom tracks. Whereas track flipping is not able to move a hot bottom track if both of its neighbors are also hot or if both of its neighbors are already flipped with another bottom track, selective track caching is able to move any hot bottom track, at any time.

More specifically, we reserve k bottom tracks as a random-write region (much like an SMR persistent cache), either at the outer diameter to maximize track size and transfer rate, or distributed in smaller groups across the disk to minimize seek time to the nearest cache. We note that tracks in the persistent cache will not be precisely the size of tracks that are cached there; instead we allocate “logical tracks” within the cache, where each logical track is a range of LBAs long enough to

---

**Algorithm 1:** track flipping

```plaintext
parameter: updateFrequency, flipThreshold, maxFlips
variable: ioDirection (read/write), trackPosition (bottom/top), trackNumber, writeCount, flipCount, trackIdLog [], trackCounts []

1. ioDirection, trackPosition, trackNumber ← ReceiveIO()
2. if ioDirection == write then
   3. writeCount ++
   4. trackIdLog.append(trackNumber)
   5. if writeCount mod updateFrequency == 0 then
      6. trackCounts [] ← Count (trackIdLog)
      7. for every track in Hottest (trackCounts) do
         8. flipCount ++
         9. middleCounter = trackCounts [track]
         10. leftCounter = trackCounts [track-1]
         11. rightCounter = trackCounts [track+1]
         12. selected = Min (leftCounter, rightCounter)
         13. temperatureDiff = middleCounter - selected
         14. if temperatureDiff > flipThreshold then
            15. TrackFlip (track, selected) maxFlips ++
         end
      16. if flipCount >= maxFlips then
         17. Break()
   end
   18. end
      17. end
   end
end
```

---

Figure 4: Write count of 20 hottest tracks and their neighbors, trace w17. This workload is seen to be “track flipping-friendly”.

Figure 5: Track write frequency for tracks 3054-3057, trace w106. Y axis is the number of writes to a track out of 100,000 total writes.
we can exhaustively scan the cache and rebuild the map on

Memory usage: For this algorithm, memory is needed for
monitoring track write counts and for keeping a map of the
cached tracks. The requirements for track write monitoring are the same as they are for track flipping, and thus the
same approaches may be used with identical memory usage:
hundreds of KB for logging the track numbers written in the
period between iterations, or negligible usage if write tracking
already performed by the drive is adequate. If the cache map
is structured as a look-aside list of exceptions to the standard
map, then its memory usage is proportional to the size of the
persistent cache, not the drive itself. In our experiments a cache
of 100 tracks was used, requiring a trivial amount of memory;
however for a cache of several tens of thousands of tracks,
memory usage should still remain in the range of a few MB.

Safety and crash consistency: The same approach may be
used for maintaining a consistent copy of the map as for track
flipping: updates are logged, and a full checkpoint written
periodically. Alternately if the cache size is sufficiently small
we can exhaustively scan the cache and rebuild the map on
startup; however this requires \( t_{\text{rot}} \) per track, and starts to
become impractical at cache sizes of less than 100 tracks.

Timing: The actual data movement portion of this algo-
rithm is straightforward. Promotion of a bottom track to the
cache merely requires seeking to it (\( t_{\text{rot}} \)), reading it (\( t_{\text{rot}} \)),
seeking to the cache (\( t_{\text{seek}} \)), and writing it (\( t_{\text{rot}} \)), for a total of
\( 2t_{\text{rot}} + 2t_{\text{rot}} \). However track eviction takes longer as it requires
a full-track RMW operation; the time taken will be:

1. \( t_{\text{seek}} \) to reach track \( C \) in the cache
2. \( t_{\text{rot}} \) to read track \( C \)

\[
\begin{align*}
&3. \ t_{\text{rot}} \text{ to reach track } T - 1 \\
&4. \ 2t_{\text{rot}} \text{ to read track } T - 1 \text{ and } T + 1 \\
&5. \ t_{\text{seek}} \text{ to reach the backup region} \\
&6. \ 2t_{\text{rot}} \text{ to write backup copies of track } T - 1 \text{ and } T + 1 \\
&7. \ t_{\text{seek}} \text{ to seek back to track } T \\
&8. \ t_{\text{rot}} \text{ to write the contents of track } C \text{ into } T \\
&9. \ 2t_{\text{rot}} \text{ to re-write track } T - 1 \text{ and } T + 1 
\end{align*}
\]

for a total cost of \( 4t_{\text{seek}} + 8t_{\text{rot}} \). In steady state one track will be
evicted for every track promoted, for a total cost of \( 7t_{\text{seek}} + 8t_{\text{rot}} \)
per track promoted. Batching of promotions and evictions may
remove several seek times from this total, but will not make
great improvements due to the scattered locations of tracks
being promoted or evicted. Again we note that promotions and
evictions are interruptible background operations; the impact
on host I/O will be a loss of throughput due to these operations,
plus RMW latency for writes to non-promoted tracks.

2.4 Dynamic track mapping

Dynamic track mapping is another strategy for addressing
the track flipping key limitations: (1) only neighboring tracks
could be switched and (2) a small portion of bottom track
must remain unflipped. It achieves this by allowing arbitrary
permutations of tracks within zones (groups of small numbers
of tracks).

To address unequal track sizes, in dynamic mapping we
concatenate all bottom-track LBAs and group them in fixed-
sized pseudo-tracks of approximately one physical track in size
(except for the last pseudo-track). We similarly group all top-
track LBAs into pseudo-tracks of the same size. These equal-
sized pseudo-tracks may then be arbitrarily switched with each
other. Algorithm 3 describes dynamic track mapping in more
detail; as seen, we periodically check for hot bottom pseudo-
tracks and swap the hottest bottom with the coldest top tracks.

Memory usage: If zones are sized to hold 256 pseudo-
tracks, only 8 bits are needed for each map entry; for our
20 TB drive with almost 13 M tracks this would require about
12.5 MB of memory: more than that needed for track flipping,
but still modest.

Safety and crash consistency: Similar to track flipping
and track caching, to persist the changes, dynamic track
mapping logs the updates to the map and also writes a full
checkpoint periodically.

Timing: The time required to swap a hot bottom track \( T ' \) with
a cold top track \( T '' \) in dynamic track mapping is very similar to
that of track flipping. However, since pseudo-track size is not
equal to physical track size, it is possible that a track cannot
be read immediately after the head is placed resulting in a half
rotation on average. The time required for a single swap will be:

1. \( t_{\text{seek}} + 0.5t_{\text{rot}} \) to reach track \( T \)
2. \( 3t_{\text{rot}} \) to read tracks \( T - 1, T, \text{ and } T + 1 \)
3. \( t_{\text{seek}} \) to reach a backup region

\[
\begin{align*}
&1. \ t_{\text{seek}} + 0.5t_{\text{rot}} \text{ to reach track } T \\
&2. \ 3t_{\text{rot}} \text{ to read tracks } T - 1, T, \text{ and } T + 1 \\
&3. \ t_{\text{seek}} \text{ to reach a backup region} 
\end{align*}
\]
4. $3r_{rot}$ to write backup copies of track $T - 1$, $T$ and $T + 1$
5. $t_{seek} + 0.5r_{rot}$ to reach track $T'$
6. $r_{rot}$ to read track $T'$
7. $t_{seek} + 0.5r_{rot}$ to return to track $T$
8. $3r_{rot}$ to write the contents of $T'$ into track $T$ and write back the contents of $T - 1$ and $T + 1$
9. $t_{seek} + 0.5r_{rot}$ to return to track $T'$
10. $t_{rot}$ to write the contents of $T$ into track $T'$

Thus, the expected total cost is $5t_{seek} + 13r_{rot}$.

3 Methodology

We evaluate the four IMR translation algorithms—naive read-modify-write (RMW), track flipping, selective track caching and dynamic track mapping—in addition to conventional disk (CMR) via trace-driven simulation. We use the CloudPhysics traces [18], a recent set of block traces from virtual machines running Linux and Windows with modern file systems and large storage volumes. The LBA ranges covered in the traces varied from tens of gigabytes to 1.5TB.

Prior work [6] has shown that older traces (e.g. the widely-used MSR Cambridge traces [13] from c. 2007) display fine-grained behavior which is very different from that exhibited by modern file systems; although this difference in behavior may not be significant in block-level systems (e.g. FTLs) that ignore spatial locality, it has been demonstrated to result in significant differences in the performance of disk-based systems. The CloudPhysics corpus comprises 106 different traces; we sampled this set and selected a collection that represents different levels of read/write intensity and spatial locality. A summary of the selected workloads is shown in Table 1. The workloads range in size from about 3 to 44 million I/Os, and range from read-heavy (w35, 95% writes) to very write-heavy (w39, 95% writes).

Disk model: Our simulation assumes a 6000 RPM disk ($T_{rot} = 10$ ms) with equal-sized 2 MB tracks; although crude, we argue that this model is fairly accurate in the absence of real IMR disks for comparison. Based on current trends, 2 MB is a reasonable estimate of the mean track size for a next-generation drive; however real disks have decreasing track sizes towards the inner radius of the platter, with roughly a factor of two difference between the largest and smallest tracks. Since the majority of sectors lie in the larger outer tracks, the actual variance from the mean is less than this factor of two would imply, and as modern file systems (ext4 and NTFS) do not consider track location (as opposed to locality) in placement, errors in either direction are expected to cancel out.

The primary inaccuracy introduced by this model is in track flipping: the model assumes that top and bottom tracks are of equal size, so that no remainder of the bottom track is left behind after flipping. If top tracks in a real drive have 90% of the capacity of bottom tracks, this would result in up to 10% of writes to this track being classified by the simulator as top-track writes, rather than bottom-track RMW writes. Since the colder end of the track is left behind, we expect that the misclassification rate will be less than 10%. However, if both track ends are equally hot, the misclassification rate will be higher. Our observation of hot-track LBA access patterns suggests that either one end is extremely hot or all LBAs are accessed evenly. At present we neither know the actual ratio of top to bottom track size in a specific real IMR drive, nor the practical range of this parameter for feasible drives; therefore this 90% figure is highly speculative. Given this uncertainty, the choice of a uniform track size is simple and not unreasonable.

Trace playback: The traces used were collected in a virtualized environment, with a high-performance multi-disk (or SSD) back-end storage system. The resulting I/O rates may be seen in the inter-arrival time CDFs in Figure 6, where half of inter-arrival times for one trace (w84) are in the 100 µS range (up to 10,000 IOPS), while 80% of writes for another trace (w35) are below 500 µS (2000 IOPS). Several approaches may be taken in adapting such a trace to a single-disk simulation. One method is to run the simulation “flat-out”, ignoring inter-arrival times and launching (or queuing) each I/O as soon as possible. However since our IMR translation algorithms include background work, the resulting behavior would not be representative of system behavior for real applications.

Our goal instead is to simulate what system behavior would be if the application that produced the original trace were run against the simulated (and much slower) I/O device.
Table 1: Statistical summary of selected workloads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>workload</th>
<th>w08</th>
<th>w09</th>
<th>w17</th>
<th>w24</th>
<th>w26</th>
<th>w28</th>
<th>w31</th>
<th>w34</th>
<th>w39</th>
<th>w43</th>
<th>w46</th>
<th>w48</th>
<th>w56</th>
<th>w61</th>
<th>w84</th>
<th>w87</th>
<th>w106</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I/O count (M)</td>
<td>44.3</td>
<td>49.6</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write ratio</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1 Disk model details

I/O latency: In our simulation, I/O latency includes host and device queuing, seek time, rotational delay and transfer time. Seek time ($T_{seek}$) is calculated from the source and destination track locations using the following equation proposed by Shafaei [16], assuming minimum and maximum seek times of 2 and 20 ms and calculating $\alpha$ accordingly:

$$t_{seek}(srk_{src}, trk_{des}) = \alpha \sqrt{|srk_{src} - trk_{des}|} + t_{seek\ min}$$ (1)

Rotational delay for I/Os on different tracks is assumed to be uniformly distributed between 0 and 1 rotation ($T_{rotation}$); for deterministic simulation we assume a constant value of a half rotation, giving a total I/O latency of:

$$t_{I/O} = t_{seek} + \frac{1}{2}T_{rotation} + t_{transfer}$$ (2)

We note that IOs are split at boundaries in case they touch more than a track. The full list of drive specifications and experiment configurations is shown in Table 2.

4 Evaluation

In this section we evaluate five alternatives—conventional disk (CMR), IMR with naive read-modify-write (RMW), IMR with track flipping, IMR with selective track caching and IMR with dynamic track mapping—by measuring I/O latencies and write amplification factor (WAF). Summary results for all traces and algorithms are shown in Figure 8 (write amplification) and Figure 9 (latency).

All track flipping, selective track caching and dynamic track mapping are seen to give substantial improvements in write

Table 2: Experimental parameters and drive specification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>track size</th>
<th>drive cache size</th>
<th>rotation delay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2MB</td>
<td>100MB</td>
<td>10 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dynamic track mapping and flipping configuration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>update frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20K write ops</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>selective track caching configuration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>update frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20K write ops</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Accurate simulation of such behavior requires information on application CPU usage and I/O dependencies which are not available in the original traces. Although recent work [5] provides mechanisms for inferring I/O dependencies given a trace containing both initiation and completion times for I/Os, very few of the traces we used contained this information.

Instead we consider a fixed-queue model, with a queue size of 64; based on inspection of the traces we believe this is an intermediate point between the lower effective queue depths seen with many application-initiated I/Os, and the very high degree of parallelism with which I/Os are initiated by the virtual memory system. I/O inter-arrival times are preserved when inserting items into the queue until it is filled, and then further I/Os are blocked until a position in the queue opens; in other words, the inter-arrival time between I/Os N and N+1 is the maximum of the original trace inter-arrival time and the time for the queue to drain by 1. The resulting I/O performance reflects a combination of individual I/Os and queuing delays due to device throughput limitations. As an example, in Figure 7 we see this “time dilation” for two workloads with naive RMW—in one case trace completion is delayed by about 150s, and in the other by over 1440s.
amplification when compared to naive read-modify-write, by a factor of 2 or more in over half of the cases; in no case is performance degraded. As expected, dynamic track mapping shows the best performance in most cases as it has the minimum limitations among the proposed approaches. For several workloads it reduces the write amplification by a factor of 2 or more; in some cases (e.g., w56, w39 and w106) write amplification is nearly eliminated.

Results for mean latency are more mixed. In several cases (e.g., w09, w17, w39, w46, w56, w61 and w87) IMR read-modify-write latencies were noticeably higher than for the conventional drive. For w56 this excess latency was virtually eliminated by track flipping, track caching or dynamic track mapping. For some others (e.g., w17, w39, w46) at least one of the approaches gave a significant reduction (more than 2x) in IMR latency, while still remaining about twice that of conventional. For w09 and w87, however, latency improvements from dynamic track mapping were modest, with performance still significantly worse than CMR.

In Figure 10 we explore one possible reason for lower improvement for traces w09 and w87: the overall number of hot tracks. We compare these traces with w106 and w39, the traces that show the greatest improvements in write amplification when track flipping or track caching is used (see...
Figure 8). We see that a high fraction of writes in w106 are to the hottest 100 tracks, and that half of the writes in w39 are to a handful of tracks. In contrast the “working set” of hot tracks for w09 and w87 appears to be very large, with only around 20% and 15% of writes going to the hottest 100 tracks, respectively. The track cache used in our experiments (100 tracks) would do almost nothing to help in this case, and if many writes are to tracks which are written only a few times at most, then the gain from flipping them will not outweigh the cost.

As with mean latency, results for tail latency (Figure 9b) are also mixed, although worse. In a few cases (e.g., w39 and w56) RMW increases tail latency by a factor of tens of thousands. That is because with CMR most writes in these cases appear to complete in the write cache which results in a mean latency of about 0.1ms, and there is just enough idle time for them to be flushed to disk; however with RMW the disk cannot keep up during idle time, so the queue fills and stays that way causing mean latency of about 2.4s. Overall tail latency is increased by more than 4x across majority of the workloads. In the worst cases (w39, w56) the proposed algorithms limit the relative increase in tail latency to double digits, but is still very high. In about half the cases tail latency with dynamic track mapping is similar to that of CMR; however in the remainder it is significantly worse.

For both mean and tail latency, there are a few workloads (w08, w24, w31 and w43) that are not affected by IMR and accordingly no improvement is observed when the proposed algorithms are applied. Besides w43 with almost 51% of write operations, the rest of the workloads are read-heavy traces and therefore are less prone to significant performance penalty due to IMR.

To examine further, in Figure 12 we see CDFs of I/O latencies for traces w46 and w28. In each case IMR read-modify-write results in high-latency I/Os due to a combination of operation latency and queuing delays due to reduced throughput; roughly 2/3 of writes were slowed in both cases. We note that there are some other cases e.g., w56 with fewer writes (roughly 10%) being affected. Track flipping, track caching and dynamic track mapping are all able to improve the w28 and w46 performance considerably, but a significant fraction of writes (roughly 25%) still suffer excessive latency. Our observations show that for the case w56 the three improved algorithms are all able to eliminate the excess latencies, resulting in performance comparable to a conventional drive.

The impact of IMR overhead on throughput can be approximated by looking at the issue time expansion during the simulation run; this indicates the periods at which the device was unable to keep up with the I/O trace, and by how much. In Figure 13 we see issue time disparity vs. I/O count for traces w46 and w28. We note that for w46 all dynamic track mapping, and to a slightly lesser extent track caching and track flipping, result in significantly improved throughput. For w28, dynamic track mapping shows a considerable throughput improvement; track caching and track flipping show a smaller improvement. We also note that throughput of the simulated algorithms would increase with larger I/Os, as read-modify-writes would be amortized over larger I/O sizes.

Track flipping only works if hot tracks are adjacent to cold tracks; if hot regions on the disk are substantially larger than a track, this might not be the case. In Figure 4 of Section 2.2 we saw that this was the case for trace 17; however in Figure 11 we see the same analysis for w87; although the hottest few tracks stand alone, many tracks with very high write counts are surrounded by tracks of similar hotness.

5 Related work

Interlaced Magnetic Recording [9] is a new storage technology using HAMR (Heat assisted magnetic recording) [4, 12] and track overlap (the technique on which SMR [19] is based) to achieve higher areal density than possible with either approach alone [3]. Numerous works have characterized [1] and modeled [15, 16] SMR performance; however due to fundamental differences in track layout and write constraints such work is not directly applicable to IMR.

While only a limited number of translation layers and data management techniques have been proposed for IMR in the two years since the original work became public [20], a wide range of file systems and translation layers have been proposed for SMR, such as Cassuto’s indirection system [2], SmaRT [8] from He and Du, Shafaei’s Virtual Guard [14], and ESTL [7]. Cassuto et al. propose a set associative persistent cache to hold updated sectors. SmaRT [8] proposes using a track-based dynamic mapping. Shafaei et al. propose a track-based static mapping translation layer which caches tracks containing at-risk data, rather than the track targeted by the I/O. Hajkazemi et al. [7] propose an LBA-based translation layer based on dynamic mapping. Since the write restrictions in SMR are a strict super-set of IMR restrictions, SMR translation layers could in fact be applied to IMR; however this would ignore the performance improvements possible due to lessened write restrictions.

To the best of our knowledge, the data management design introduced by Wu et al. [20] is the only published work on IMR translation layers to date. The authors propose Top-Buffer, a technique utilizing unallocated top tracks of each track-group (a small set of tracks interlaced with top tracks) as a buffer to store LBA updates corresponding to bottom tracks. Moreover they suggest Block Swapping, a technique to swap bottom hot LBAs with cold ones within a track-group. Our work differs in that it is targeted for in-disk implementation, in a restricted-memory environment, while the memory requirements for Wu et al.’s algorithm are beyond the capabilities of a drive controller.
Figure 11: Write count of 20 hottest tracks and their neighbors, trace 87. This trace is seen to be “track flipping-unfriendly”.

Figure 12: I/O latency distribution: workloads w46 (a) and w28 (b), for CMR, IMR/RMW, IMR/track flipping, IMR/track caching.

6 Conclusion

Interlaced magnetic recording is still a new—or even speculative—technology, and we cannot be sure of its precise characteristics until real prototypes are available. However, when such prototypes arrive, algorithms will be needed to cope with the IMR write restrictions, and due to the track-based nature of the restrictions, those algorithms will need to run in the memory-limited environment of the drive controller.

We quantify the performance of the naive read-modify-write algorithm for IMR bottom track writes, showing that it is significantly more costly than assumed in prior work, and show via trace-driven simulations that for some workloads its performance is comparable to that of a conventional disk, but that it is worse, sometimes catastrophically so, for others.

We present three algorithms to reduce the frequency of IMR bottom-track writes: track flipping, selective track caching and dynamic track mapping, with sufficiently modest memory requirements to be readily implemented in drive controllers. These algorithms are shown to improve I/O amplification significantly for almost all workloads examined, and to improve latency for some—but not all—of the workloads which performed poorly with IMR read-modify-write. Further research is needed to determine whether extensions of this work (e.g. track flipping+caching) will yield conventional drive-level performance for IMR with acceptable memory cost.
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Abstract

Coflow scheduling improves data-intensive application performance by improving their networking performance. State-of-the-art online coflow schedulers in essence approximate the classic Shortest-Job-First (SJF) scheduling by learning the coflow size online. In particular, they use multiple priority queues to simultaneously accomplish two goals: to sieve long coflows from short coflows, and to schedule short coflows with high priorities. Such a mechanism pays high overhead in learning the coflow size: moving a large coflow across the queues delays small and other large coflows, and moving similar-sized coflows across the queues results in inadvertent round-robin scheduling.

We propose PHILAE, a new online coflow scheduler that exploits the spatial dimension of coflows, i.e., a coflow has many flows, to drastically reduce the overhead of coflow size learning. PHILAE pre-schedules sampled flows of each coflow and uses their sizes to estimate the average flow size of the coflow. It then resorts to Shortest Coflow First, where the notion of shortest is determined using the learned coflow sizes and coflow contention. We show that the sampling-based learning is robust to flow size skew and has the added benefit of much improved scalability from reduced coordinator-local agent interactions. Our evaluation using an Azure testbed, a publicly available production cluster trace from Facebook shows that compared to the prior art Aalo, PHILAE reduces the coflow completion time (CCT) in average (P90) cases by $1.50 \times (8.00 \times)$ on a 150-node testbed and $2.72 \times (9.78 \times)$ on a 900-node testbed. Evaluation using additional traces further demonstrates PHILAE’s robustness to flow size skew.

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

In big data analytics jobs, speeding up the communication stage where the data is transferred between compute nodes is important to speed up the jobs. However, improving network level metrics such as flow completion time may not translate into improvements at the application level metrics such as job completion time. The coflow abstraction [18] was proposed to bridge such a gap. The abstraction captures the collective network requirements of applications, as reduced coflow completion time (CCT) can directly lead to faster job completion time [20, 24].

There have been a number of efforts on network designs for coflows [7, 21, 27] that assume complete prior knowledge of coflow sizes (The coflow size is defined as the total size of its constituent flows.). However, in many practical settings, coflow characteristics are not known a priori. For example, multi-stage jobs pipeline data from one stage to the next as soon as the data is generated, which makes it difficult to know the size of each flow [22, 40]. A recent study [40] shows various other reasons why it is not very plausible to learn flow sizes from applications, for example, learning flow sizes from applications requires changing either the network stack or the applications.

Scheduling coflows in such non-clairvoyant settings, however, is challenging. The major challenge in developing an effective non-clairvoyant coflow scheduling scheme has centered around how to learn the coflow sizes online quickly and accurately, as once the coflow sizes (bytes to be transferred) can be estimated, one can apply variations of the classic Shortest-Job-First (SJF) algorithm such as Shortest Coflow First [21] or apply an LP solver (e.g., [7]).

State-of-the-art online non-clairvoyant schedulers such as Saath [30], Gravtion [29] and Aalo [19] in essence learn coflow sizes and approximate SJF using discrete priority queues, where all newly arriving coflows start from the highest priority queue, and move to lower priority queue as they send more data (without finishing), i.e., cross the per-queue thresholds. In this way, the smaller coflows finish in high priority queues, while the larger coflows gradually move to the lower priority queues where they finish after smaller coflows.

To realize the above idea in scheduling coflows which have flows at many network ports, i.e., in a distributed setting, Aalo uses a global coordinator to assign coflows to logical priority queues, and uses the total bytes sent by all flows of a coflow as its logical “length” in moving coflows across the queues. The logical priority queues are mapped to local priority queues at each port, and the individual local ports then schedule the flows in its local priority queues, e.g., by enumerating flows from the highest to lowest priority queues and using FIFO to order the flows within each queue.

In essence, Aalo learns coflow sizes by actually scheduling the coflow, a “try and miss” approach to approximate SJF. As coflow sizes are not known, in each queue, Aalo schedules each coflow for a fixed amount of data (try). If the coflow does not finish (miss), it is demoted to a lower priority queue.
Afterwards, such a coflow will no longer block coflows in higher priority queues. Using multiple priority queues to learn the relative coflow sizes of coflows this way, however, negatively affects the average CCT and the scalability of the coordinator:

1. **Intrinsic queue-transit overhead**: Every coflow that Aalo transits through the queues before reaching its final queue worsens the average CCT because during transitions, such a coflow effectively blocks other shorter coflows in the earlier queues it went through, which would have been scheduled before this coflow starts in a perfect SJF.

2. **Overhead due to inadvertent round-robin**: Although Aalo attempts to approximate SJF, it inadvertently ends up doing round-robin for coflows of similar sizes as it moves them across queues. Aalo assigns a fixed threshold of data transfer for each coflow in each queue. Assume there are \( N \) coflows in a queue that do not finish in that queue. Aalo schedules one coflow (chosen using FIFO) and demotes it to a lower priority queue when the coflow reaches the data threshold. At that point, the next coflow from the same queue is scheduled, which joins the previous coflow at a lower priority queue after exhausting its quantum, and this cycle continues as coflows of similar sizes move through the queues. Effectively, these coflows experience the round-robin scheduling which is known to have the worst average CCT \([39]\), when jobs are of similar sizes.

3. **Limited scalability from frequent updates from local ports**: To support the try-and-error style learning, the coordinator requires frequent updates from all local ports of the bytes sent for each coflow in order to move coflows across multiple queues timely. This results in high load on the central coordinator from receiving frequent updates and calculating and sending new rate allocations, which limits the scalability of the overall approach.

**Empirical measurement** We quantify the coflow size learning overhead of Aalo, defined as the portion of the bytes of a coflow that has been transferred (or the fraction of its CCT spent in doing so) before reaching its correct queue, using a trace from Facebook clusters \([4]\) (see detailed methodology in §8). Figure 1 shows that 40% of the coflows that moved beyond the initial queue reached the correct priority queue after spending more than 20% of their CCT moving across early queues.

1.2 **Our Contribution**

We propose PHILAE, a new non-clairvoyant coflow scheduler with a dramatically different approach to learning coflow sizes to enable online SJF. To leverage optimal scheduling SJF in coflow scheduling, it is vital to learn the coflow sizes quickly and accurately. PHILAE achieves this objective by exploiting the spatial dimension of coflows, i.e., a coflow typically consists of many flows, via sampling, a highly effective technique used in large-scale surveys \([34]\). In particular, PHILAE pre-schedules sampled flows, called pilot flows, of each coflow and uses their measured size to estimate the coflow size. It then resorts to SCF using the estimated job size.

Intuitively, such a sampling scheme avoids all three sources of overhead in Aalo – Once the coflow sizes are learned, the coflows are assigned to the correct queues, which avoids the intrinsic queue-transit and round-robin effects. Further, a sampling-based design has an important benefit – it offers much higher scalability than priority-queue-based learning in Aalo. This is because unlike Aalo, after estimating the coflow size, PHILAE clients do not need to send periodic updates of bytes sent-so-far to the centralized coordinator.

Developing a complete non-clairvoyant coflow scheduler based on the simple sampling idea raises three questions: (1) Why is sampling more efficient than the priority-queue-based coflow size learning? (2) Will sampling be effective in the presence of skew of flow sizes? (3) How to design the complete scheduler architecture? We systematically address these questions with design rational, theoretical analysis, system design, prototyping, and extensive evaluation.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

1. Using a production datacenter trace from Facebook, we show that the prior art scheduler Aalo spends substantial amount of time and network bandwidth in learning coflow sizes, which negatively affects the CCT of coflows.
2. We propose the novel idea of applying sampling in the spatial dimension of coflow to significantly reduce the overhead of online learning coflow sizes.
3. We present theoretical underpinning explaining why sampling remains effective in the presence of flow size skew.
4. We present the design and implementation of PHILAE.
5. We extensively evaluate PHILAE via simulations and testbed experiments, and show that compared to the prior art, the new design reduces the average CCT by 1.51× for the Facebook coflow trace and by 1.36× for a trace with properties similar to a Microsoft production cluster.
6. The CCT improvement mainly stems from reduced coflow size learning overhead. PHILAE reduces the median latency and data sent in finding the right queue for coflows in Aalo by 19.0× and 20.0×, respectively (§8.2).
2 Background and Problem Statement

We start with a brief review of the coflow abstraction and the need for non-clairvoyant coflow scheduling. We then state the network model and problem formulation.

**Coflow abstraction** In data-parallel applications such as Hadoop [1] and Spark [2], the job completion time heavily depends on the completion time of the communication stage [12, 20]. The coflow abstraction [18] was proposed to speed up the communication stage to improve application performance. A coflow is defined as a set of flows between several tasks that accomplish a common task. For example, in map-reduce jobs, the set of all flows from all map to all reduce tasks in a single job forms a typical coflow. The coflow completion time (CCT) is defined as the time duration between when the first flow arrives and the last flow completes. In such applications, improving CCT is more important than improving individual flows’ completion time (FCT) for improving the application performance [19, 21, 24, 29, 30].

**Non-clairvoyant coflows** Data-parallel directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) typically have multiple stages which are represented as multiple coflows with dependencies between them. Recent systems (e.g., [3, 22, 28, 36]) employ optimizations that pipeline the consecutive computation stages which removes the barrier at the end of each coflow, making knowing flow sizes of each coflow beforehand difficult. Thus in this paper, we focus on non-clairvoyant coflow scheduling which do not assume knowledge about coflow characteristics such as flow sizes upon coflow arrival.

**Non-blocking network fabric** We assume the same non-blocking network fabric model in recent network designs for coflows [7, 19, 21, 29, 30], where the datacenter network fabric is abstracted as a single non-blocking switch that interconnects all the servers, and each server (computing node) is abstracted as a network port that sends and receives flows. In such a model, the ports, i.e., server uplinks and downlinks, are the only source of contention as the network core is assumed to be able to sustain all traffic injected into the network. We note that the abstraction is to simplify our description and analysis, and is not required or enforced in our evaluation.

**Problem statement** Our goal is to develop an efficient non-clairvoyant coflow scheduler that optimizes the communication performance, in particular the average CCT, of data-intensive applications without prior knowledge, while guaranteeing starvation freedom and work conservation and being resilient to the network dynamics. The problem of non-clairvoyant coflow scheduling is NP-hard because coflow scheduling even assuming all coflows arrive at time 0 and their size are known in advance is already NP-hard [21]. Thus practical non-clairvoyant coflow schedulers are approximation algorithms. Our approach is to dynamically prioritize coflows by efficiently learning their flow sizes online.

3 Key Idea

Our new non-clairvoyant coflow scheduler design, Phlæ (pronounced as "Philae"), is based on a key observation about coflows that a coflow has a spatial dimension, i.e., it typically consists of many flows. We thus propose to explicitly learn coflow sizes online by using sampling, a highly effective technique used in large-scale surveys [34]. In particular, Phlæ preschedules sampled flows, called *pilot flows*, of each coflow and uses their measured sizes to estimate the coflow size. It then resorts to SJF or variations using the estimated coflow sizes.

Developing a complete non-clairvoyant coflow scheduler based on the simple sampling idea raises three questions:

1. Why is sampling more efficient than the priority-queue-based coflow size learning? Would scheduling the remaining flows after sampled pilot flows are completed adversely affect the coflow completion time?

2. Will sampling be effective in the presence of skew of flow sizes?

3. How to design the complete scheduler architecture?

We answer the first two questions below, and present the complete architecture design in §4.

3.1 Why is sampling more efficient?

Scheduling pilot flows first before the rest of the flows can potentially incur two sources of overhead. First, scheduling pilot flows of a newly arriving coflow consumes port bandwidth which can delay other coflows (with already estimated sizes). However, compared to the multi-queue based approach, the overhead is much smaller for two reasons: (1) Phlæ schedules only a small subset of the flows (e.g., fewer than 1% for coflows with many flows). (2) Since the CCT of a coflow depends on the completion of its last flow, some of its earlier finishing flows could be delayed without affecting the CCT. Phlæ exploits this observation and schedules pilot flows on the least-busy ports to increase the odds that it only affects earlier finishing flows of other coflows.

Second, scheduling pilot flows first may elongate the CCT of the newly arriving coflow itself whose other flows cannot start until the pilot flows finish. This is again typically insignificant for two reasons: (1) A coflow (e.g., from a MapReduce job) typically consists of flows from all sending ports to all receiving ports. Conceptually, pre-scheduling one out of multiple flows from each sender may not delay the coflow progress at that port, because all flows at that port have to be sent anyway. (2) Coflow scheduling is of high relevance in a busy cluster (when there is a backlog of coflows in the network), in which case the CCT of coflow is expected to be much higher than if it were the only coflow in the network, and hence the piloting overhead is further dwarfed by a coflow’s actual CCT.
3.2 Why is sampling effective in the presence of skew?

The flow sizes within a coflow may vary (skew). Intuitively, if the skew across flow sizes is small, sampling even a small number of pilot flows will be sufficient to yield an accurate estimate. Interestingly, even if the skew across flow sizes is large, our experiment indicates that sampling is still highly effective. In the following, we give both the intuition and theoretical underpinning for why sampling is effective.

Consider, for example, two coflows and the simple setting where both coflows share the same set of ports. In order to improve the average CCT, we wish to schedule the shorter coflow ahead of the longer coflow. If the total sizes of the two coflows are very different, then even a moderate amount of estimation error of the coflow sizes will not alter their ordering. On the other hand, if the total sizes of the two coflows are close to each other, then indeed the estimation errors will likely alter their ordering. However, in this case since their sizes are not very different anyway, switching the order of these two coflows will not significantly affect the average CCT.

Analytic results. To illustrate the above effect, we show that the gap between the CCT based on sampling and assuming perfect knowledge is small, even under general flow size distributions. Specifically, coflows $C_1$ and $C_2$ have $cn_1$ and $cn_2$ flows, respectively. Here, we assume that $n_1$ and $n_2$ are fixed constants. Thus, by taking $c$ to be larger, we will be able to consider wider coflows. Assume that each flow of $C_1$ (correspondingly, $C_2$) has a size that is distributed within a bounded interval $[a_1, b_1]$ ($[a_2, b_2]$) with mean $\mu_1$ ($\mu_2$), i.i.d. across flows. However, the exact distributions can be arbitrary. Let $T^c$ be the total completion time when the exact flow sizes are known in advance. Let $\tilde{T}^c$ be the average CCT by sampling $m_1$ and $m_2$ flows from $C_1$ and $C_2$, respectively. Without loss of generality, we assume that $n_2\mu_2 \geq n_1\mu_1$. Then, using Hoeffding’s Inequality, we can show that,

$$\lim_{c \to \infty} \frac{\tilde{T}^c - T^c}{T^c} \leq 4 \exp \left[ -\frac{2(n_2\mu_2 - n_1\mu_1)^2}{n_2(b_2-a_2)^2 + n_1(b_1-a_1)^2} \right] \frac{n_2\mu_2 - n_1\mu_1}{n_2\mu_2 + 2n_1\mu_1}$$

(1)

(Note that here we have used the fact that, since both coflows share the same set of ports and $c$ is large, the CCT is asymptotically proportional to the coflow size.)

Equation (1) can be interpreted as follows. First, due to the first exponential term, the relative gap between $T^c$ and $\tilde{T}^c$ decreases as $b_1 - a_1$ and $b_2 - a_2$ decrease. In other words, as the skew of each coflow decreases, sampling becomes more effective. Second, when $b_1 - a_1$ and $b_2 - a_2$ are fixed, if $n_2\mu_2 - n_1\mu_1$ is large (i.e., the two coflow sizes are very different), the value of the exponential term will be small. On the other hand, if $n_2\mu_2 - n_1\mu_1$ is close to zero (i.e., the two coflow sizes are close to each other), the numerator on the second term on the right hand side will be small. In both cases, the relative gap between $T^c$ and $\tilde{T}^c$ will also be small, which is consistent with the intuition explained earlier. The largest gap occurs when $n_2\mu_2 - n_1\mu_1$ is on the same order as $\frac{n_2(b_2-a_2)}{\sqrt{m_2}} + \frac{n_1(b_1-a_1)}{\sqrt{m_1}}$. Finally, although these analytical results assume that both coflows share the same set of ports, similar conclusions on the impact of estimation errors due to sampling also apply under more general settings.

The above analytical results suggest that, when $c$ is large, the relative performance gap for CCT is a function of the number of pilot flows sampled for each coflow, but is independent of the total number of flows in each coflow. In practice, large coflows will dominate the total CCT in the system. Thus, these results partly explain that, while in our experiments the number of pilot flows is never larger than 1% of the total number of flows, the performance of our proposed approach is already very good.

Finally, the above analytical results do not directly tell us how to choose the number of pilot flows, which likely depends on the probability distribution of the flow size. In practice, we do not know such distribution ahead of time. Further, while choosing a larger number of pilot flows reduces the estimation errors, it also incurs higher overhead and delay. Therefore, our design (§4) needs to have practical solutions that carefully address these issues.

4 Philae Design

In this section, we present the detailed design of Philae, which addresses three design challenges: (1) Coflow size estimation: How to choose and schedule the pilot flows for each newly arriving coflow? (2) Starvation avoidance: How to schedule coflows after size estimation using variations of SJF that avoid starvation? (3) Coflow scheduling: How to schedule among all the coflows with estimated sizes?

4.1 Philae architecture

Fig. 2 shows the Philae architecture. Philae models the entire datacenter as a single big-switch with each computing node as an individual port. The scheduling task in Philae is divided among (1) a central coordinator, and (2) local agents that run on individual ports. A computing framework such as Spark [42] first registers (removes) a coflow when a job arrives (finishes). Upon a new coflow arrival, old coflow completion, or pilot flow completion, the coordinator calculates a new coflow schedule, which includes (1) coflows that are to be scheduled in the next time slot, and (2) flow rates for the individual flows of a coflow, and pushes this information to the local agents which use this information to allocate their bandwidth. The local agents will follow the current schedule until they receive a new schedule.
4.2 Sampling pilot flows

As discussed in §3, PHILAE estimates the size of a coflow online by actually scheduling a subset of its flows (pilot flows) at their ports. We do not schedule the flows of a coflow other than the pilot flows until the completion of the pilot flows in order to avoid unnecessary extra blocking of other potentially shorter coflows.

How many pilot flows? When a new coflow arrives, PHILAE first needs to determine the number of pilot flows. As discussed at the end of §3, the number of pilot flows affects the trade-off between the coflow size estimation accuracy and scheduling overhead. For coflows with skewed flow sizes, accurately estimating the total coflow size potentially requires sampling the sizes of many pilot flows. However, scheduling pilot flows has associated overhead, i.e., if the coflow turns out to be a large coflow and should have been scheduled to run later under SJF.

We explore several design options for choosing the number of pilot flow. Two natural design choices are using a constant number of pilot flows or a fixed fraction of the total number of flows of a coflow. In addition, we observe that typical coflows consist of flows between a set of senders (e.g., mappers) and a set of receivers (e.g., reducers) [23]. We thus include a third design choice of a fixed fraction of sending ports. This design also spreads the pilot flows to avoid having multiple pilot flows contending for the same sending ports. We empirically found that (§8.2) limiting the pilot flows to 5% to 10% of the number of its sending ports (e.g., mappers in a MapReduce coflow) strikes a good balance between estimation accuracy and overhead. We note the total number of flows sampled in this case is still under 1%.

Finally, we estimate the total coflow size as \( S = f_i \cdot N \), where \( N \) is the number of flows in a coflow, and \( f_i \) is the average size of the sampled pilot flows.

Which flows to probe? Second, PHILAE needs to decide which ports to schedule the chosen number of probe flows for a coflow. For this, we use a simple heuristic where, upon the arrival of a new coflow, we select the ports for its pilot flows that are least busy, i.e., having pilot flows from the least number of other coflows. PHILAE starts with the least busy sending port and iterates over receiving ports starting with the least busy receiving port and assigns the flow if it exists. It then updates the statistics for the number of pilot flows scheduled at each port and repeats the above process. Such a choice will likely delay fewer coflows when the pilot flows are scheduled and hence reduce the elongation on their CCT.

We note that such an online heuristic may not be optimal; more sophisticated algorithms can be derived by picking ports for multiple coflows together. However, we make this design choice for its simplicity and low time complexity to ensure that the coordinator makes fast decisions.

How to schedule pilot flows? In PHILAE, we prioritize the pilot flows of a new coflow over existing flows to accelerate learning the size of the new coflow. In particular, at each port, pilot flows have high priority over non-pilot flows. If there are multiple outstanding pilot flows (of different coflows) at a port, PHILAE schedules them in the FIFO order.

4.3 Coflow scheduling with starvation avoidance

Once the sizes of coflows are learned, we can apply variations of the SJF policy to schedule them. However, it is well known that such policies can lead to starvation.

There are many ways to mitigate the starvation issue. However, a subtlety arises where even slight difference in how starvation is addressed can result in different performance. For example, the multiple priority queues in Aalo has the benefit of ensuring progress of all coflows, but assigning different time-quanta to different priority queues can result in different average CCT for the same workload. To ensure the fairness of performance comparison with Aalo, we need to ensure that both PHILAE and Aalo provide the same level of starvation freedom (or progress measure).

For this reason, in this paper, we inherit the multiple priority queue structure from Aalo for coflow scheduling. As in Aalo, PHILAE sorts the coflows among multiple priority queues. In particular, PHILAE uses \( N \) queues, \( Q_0 \) to \( Q_{N-1} \), with each queue having lower queue threshold \( Q^i_q \) and higher threshold \( Q^h_q \), where \( Q^h_q = 0, Q^h_{N-1} = \infty \), \( Q^h_{q+1} = Q^h_q \), and the queue thresholds grow exponentially, i.e., \( Q^h_{q+1} = E \cdot Q^h_q \).

The overall coflow scheduling in PHILAE works as follows. After the coflow size is estimated using pilot flows, PHILAE assigns the coflow to the priority queue using inter-coflow policies discussed in §4.4. Within a queue, we use FIFO to schedule coflows. Lastly, we use weighted sharing of network bandwidth among the queues, where a priority queue receives a network bandwidth based on its priority. As in Aalo, the weights decrease exponentially with decrease in the priority of the queues.

Using FIFO within the priority queue and weighted fair sharing among the queues together ensure the same starva-
tion freedom and thus meaningful performance comparison between Philae and Aalo [19].

4.4 Inter-coflow scheduling policies

In Philae, we explore four different scheduling policies based on different combinations of coflow size and contention, two size-based policies (A, B) as in Aalo, a contention-based, similar to the intra-queue policy used in Saath [30] (C), and a new contention-and-length-based policy (D):

(A) Smallest job first: Coflows are sorted based on coflow size \( l \cdot n \).

(B) Smallest remaining data first: Coflows are sorted based on the number of remaining bytes \( l \cdot n - d \).

(C) Least contention first: Coflows are sorted based on their contention \( c \).

(D) Least length-weighted total-port contention first: Coflows are sorted based on the sum of port-wise contention times estimated flow length \( \sum p \cdot c^p \cdot l \).

We use the following parameters of a coflow to define the metrics in scheduling algorithms: (1) average flow length \( l \), (2) number of flows \( n \), (3) number of sender and receiver ports \( s, r \), (4) total amount of data sent so far \( d \), (5) contention \( c \), defined as the number of other coflows sharing any ports with the given coflow, and (6) port-wise contention \( c^p \), defined as the number of other coflows blocked at a given port \( p \).

Philae uses Policy D by default, as it results in the least average CCT (§8). For all policies, we continue to use the priority-queue based scheduling, and the algorithms only differ in what metric they use in assigning coflows to the priority queues. In contrast, Aalo does not handle inter-coflow contention, and uses the total bytes sent so far \( d \) to move coflows across multiple priority queues.

4.5 Rate allocation

Once the scheduling order of the coflows is determined, we need to determine the rates for the individual flows at each port. First, since we want to quickly finish the pilot flow, at any port that has pilot flows, Philae assigns the entire port bandwidth to the pilot flows. For the remaining ports, as discussed in §4.3, across multiple queues, Philae assigns weighted shares of the port bandwidth, by assigning them varying numbers of scheduling intervals according to the weights assigned to each priority queue.

Second, at each scheduling interval, Philae assigns rates for the flows of the coflow in the head of the FIFO queue as follows. It assigns equal rates at all the ports containing its flows as there is no benefit in speeding-up its flows at certain ports when its CCT depends on the slowest flow. At each port, we could use max-min fairness to schedule the individual flows of the coflow (to different receivers), and then assign the rate of the slowest flow to all the flows in the coflow. Afterwards, the port-allocated bandwidths are incremented accordingly at the coordinator, which then allocates rates for the next coflow in the same FIFO queue, and so on.

Though the above max-min approach has the advantage of minimizing bandwidth wastage, it slows down the coordinator which has to iterate over many flows. In our experiments, we used a simple scheme where we assign the entire bandwidth at the sender and receiver ports to one flow of the coflow at the head of the FIFO queue at a time. We found that this simple scheme has very marginal effect on CCTs but makes the rate assignment process considerably faster.

4.6 Additional design issues

Thin coflow bypass Recall that, in Philae, when a new coflow arrives, Philae only schedules its pilot flows. All other flows of that coflow are delayed until the pilot flows finish and coflow size is known. However, such a design choice can inadvertently lead to higher CCTs for coflows, particularly for thin coflows, e.g., a two-flow coflow would end up serializing scheduling its two flows, one for the piloting purpose.

To avoid CCT degradation thin coflows, we schedule all flows of a coflow if its width is under a threshold (set to 7 in Philae; §8.6 provides sensitivity analysis for thresholds).

Failure tolerance and recovery Cluster dynamics such as stragglers or node failure can delay some of the flows of a coflow or start new flows, increasing their CCT. The Philae design automatically self-adjusts to speed up coflows that are affected by cluster dynamics using the following mechanisms: (1) It adjusts the coflow size as the amount of data left by the coflow, which is essentially the difference between the size calculated using pilot flows and amount of data already sent. (2) It calculates contention only on the ports that have unfinished flows.

Work Conservation By default, Philae schedules non-pilot flows of a coflow only after all its pilot flows are over. This can lead to some ports being idle where the non-pilot flows are waiting for the pilot flows to finish. In such cases, Philae schedules non-pilot flows of coflows which are still in the sampling phase at those ports. In work conservation, the coflows are scheduled in the FIFO order of arrival of coflows.

5 Scalability Analysis

Compared to learning coflow sizes using priority queues (PQ-based) [19,30], learning coflow sizes by sampling Philae not only reduces the learning overhead as discussed in §3.1 and shown in §8.2, but also significantly reduces the amount of interactions between the coordinator and local agents and thus makes the coordinator highly scalable, as summarized in Table 1.

First, PQ-based learning requires much more frequent update from local agents. PQ-based learning estimates coflow sizes by incrementally moving coflows across priority queues.
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Rate
calculation

Periodic (δ)

No

Yes

Event triggered

Table 1: Comparison of frequency of interactions between the coordinator and local agents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Update of data sent</th>
<th>Update of flow completion</th>
<th>Rate calculation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PHILAE</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Periodic (δ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aalo</td>
<td>Periodic (δ)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Periodic (δ)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

dependent on the data sent by them so far. As such, the scheduler needs frequent updates (every δ ms) of data sent per coflow from the local agents. In contrast, PHILAE directly estimates a coflow’s size upon the completion of all its pilot flows. The only updates PHILAE needs from the local agents are about the flow completion which is needed for updating contentions and removing flows from active consideration.

Second, PQ-based learning results in much more frequent rate allocation. In sampling-based approach, since coflow sizes are estimated only once, coflows are re-ordered only upon coflow completion or arrival events or in the case of contention based policies only when contention changes, which is triggered by completion of all the flows of a coflow at a port. In contrast, in PQ-based learning, at every δ interval, coflow data sent are updated and coflow priority may get updated, which will trigger new rate assignment.

Our scalability experiments in §9.3 confirms that PHILAE achieves much higher scalability than Aalo.

6 Implementation

We implemented both PHILAE and Aalo scheduling policies in the same framework consisting of the global coordinator and local agents (Fig. 2), in 5.2 KLoC in C++.

Coordinator: The coordinator schedules the coflows based on the operations received from the registering framework. The key implementation challenge for the coordinator is that it needs to be fast in computing and updating the schedules. The PHILAE coordinator is optimized for speed using a variety of techniques including pipelining, process affinity, and concurrency whenever possible.

Local agents: The local agents update the global coordinator only upon completion of a flow, along with its length if it is a pilot flow. Local agents schedule the coflows based on the last schedule received from the coordinator. They comply to the last schedule until a new schedule is received. To intercept the packets from the flows, local agents require the compute framework to replace datasend(), datarecv() APIs with the corresponding PHILAE APIs, which incurs very small overhead.

Coflow operations: The global coordinator runs independently from, and is not coupled to, any compute framework, which makes it general enough to be used with any framework. It provides RESTful APIs to the frameworks for coflow operations: (a) register() for registering a new coflow when it enters, (b) deregister() for removing a coflow when it exits, and (c) update() for updating coflow status whenever there is a change in the coflow structure, e.g., during task migration and restarts after node failures.

7 Evaluation Highlights

We evaluated PHILAE using a 150-node and a 900-node testbed cluster in Azure and using large scale simulations by utilizing a publicly available Hive/MapReduce trace collected from a 3000-machine, 150-rack Facebook production cluster [4] and multiple derived traces with varying degrees of flow size skew to measure PHILAE’s robustness to skew.

- Facebook (FB) trace: The trace contains 150 ports and 526 (> 7 × 10^5) coflows, that are extracted from Hive/MapReduce jobs from a Facebook production cluster. Each coflow consists of pair-wise flows between a set of senders and a set of receivers.

Due to the lack of other publicly available coflow trace, we derived three additional traces using the original Facebook trace in order to more thoroughly evaluate PHILAE under varying coflow size skew:

- Low-skew-filtered: Starting with the FB trace, we filtered out coflows that have skew (max flow length/min flow length) less than a constant k. We generated five traces in this class with k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. The filtered traces have 142, 100, 65, 51 and 43 coflows, respectively.

- Mantri-like: Starting with the FB trace, we adjusted the sizes of the flows sent by the mappers, keeping the total reducer data the same as given in the original trace, to match the skew of a large Microsoft production cluster trace as described in Mantri [12]. In particular, the sizes are adjusted so that the coefficients of variation across mapper data are about 0.34 in the 50th percentile case and 3.1 in the 90th percentile case. This trace has the same numbers of coflows and ports as the FB trace.

- Wide-coflows-only: We filtered out all the coflows in the FB trace with the total number of flows ≤ 7, the default thin coflow bypass threshold (thinLimit) in PHILAE. The filtered trace has 269 coflows spreading over 150 ports.

The primary performance metrics used in the evaluation are CCT or CCT speedup, defined as the ratio of a CCT under other baseline algorithms and under PHILAE, piloting overhead, and coflow size estimation accuracy.

The highlights of our evaluation results are:

1. PHILAE significantly improves the CCTs. In simulation using the FB trace, the average CCT is improved by 1.51× over the prior art, Aalo. Individual CCT speedups are 1.78× in the median case (P90 = 9.58×). For the Mantri-like trace,

\[1\text{A challenge that has also been faced by previous work on coflow scheduling such as [19, 27, 29, 44].} \]
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the average CCT is improved by 1.36 × and individual CCT speedups are 1.75 × in the median case (P90 = 12.0 ×).

(2) The CCT improvement mainly stems from the reduction in the learning overhead (in terms of latency and amount of data sent) in determining the right queue for the coflows. Compared to Aalo, median reduction in the absolute latency in finding the right queue for coflows in Philae is 19.0 ×, and in absolute amount of data sent is 20.0 × (§8.2).

(3) Philae improvements are consistent when varying the skew among the flow sizes in a coflow (§8.5).

(4) Philae improvements are consistent when varying its parameters (§8.6).

(5) The Philae coordinator is much more scalable than that of Aalo (§9.3).

8 Simulation

We present detailed simulation results in this section, and the testbed evaluation of our prototype in §9.

Experimental setup: Our simulated cluster uses the same number of nodes (sending and receiving network ports) as in the trace. As in [19], we assume full bisection bandwidth is available, and congestion can happen only at network ports.

The default parameters for Aalo and Philae in the experiments are: starting queue threshold ($Q^0_i$) is 10MB, exponential threshold growth factor ($E$) is 10, number of queues ($K$) is set to 10, the weights assigned to individual priority queues decrease exponentially by a factor of 10, and the new schedule calculation interval $\delta$ is set to 8ms for the 150-node cluster, the default suggested in its publicly available simulator [19]. In Philae, a new schedule is calculated on demand, upon arrival of a new coflow, completion of a coflow, or completion of all pilot flows of a coflow. Finally, in Philae the threshold for thinLimit ($T$) is set to 7, the number of pilot flows assigned to wide coflows are $\text{max}(1, 0.05 \cdot S)$, where $S$ is the number of senders, and the default inter-coflow scheduling policy in Philae is Least length-weighted total-port contention.

8.1 Pilot flow selection policies

We start by evaluating the impact of different policies in choosing the pilot flows for a coflow in Philae. Table 2 summarizes the improvement in average CCT of Philae over Aalo and average error in size estimation normalized to the actual coflow size, when varying the pilot flow selection policy while keeping other parameters as the default in Philae, using the FB trace.

Unsurprisingly, the estimation accuracy increases when increasing the number of pilot flows across the three selection schemes: constant, fraction of senders, and fraction of total flows. However, as the number of pilot flows increases (over the range of parameter choices), the CCT speedup (P50 and P90 of individual coflow CCT speedups) decreases. This is because the benefit from size estimation accuracy improvement from using additional pilot flows does not offset the added overhead from completing the additional pilot flows and the delay they incur to other coflows.

We find sampling 5% of the number of senders per coflow strikes a good trade-off between piloting overhead and size estimation accuracy leading to the best CCT reduction. We thus set it (0.05 ⋅ $S$) as the default pilot flow selection policy.

8.2 Piloting overhead and accuracy

Figure 3: Philae coflow size learning accuracy. Coflows that did not go through the piloting phase (48%) are not shown.

Next, using the default pilot selection policy, we evaluate Philae’s effectiveness in estimating coflow sizes by sampling pilot flows. Fig. 3 shows a scatter plot of the actual coflow size vs. estimated size from running Philae under the default settings. We observe that Philae coflow’s size estimation is highly accurate except for a few outliers. Overall, the average and standard deviation of relative estimation error are 0.06 and 0.15, respectively, and for the top 99% and 95% coflows (in terms of estimation accuracy), the average (standard deviation) of relative error are only 0.05 (0.12) and 0.03 (0.07) respectively. Interestingly, a few coflows experience large estimation errors, and we found they all have very high skew.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constant 2</th>
<th>Proportional to number of senders</th>
<th>Proportional to number of flows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg. error</td>
<td>13.21%</td>
<td>4.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. CCT</td>
<td>1.27x</td>
<td>1.43x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P50 speedup</td>
<td>1.75x</td>
<td>1.33x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P90 speedup</td>
<td>9.00x</td>
<td>8.23x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Performance improvement over Aalo for varying pilot flow selection schemes.

8ms is the time to send 1MB of data.
in their flow lengths; the mean standard deviation in flow lengths, normalized by the average length, of the bottom 1% (in terms of accuracy) ranges between 4.6 and 6.8.

Fig. 1 shows the cost of estimating the correct queue for each coflow in PHILAE and Aalo, measured as the time in learning the coflow size as a fraction of the coflow’s CCT in PHILAE and Aalo. We see that under PHILAE, about 63% of the coflows spent less than 1% of their CCT in the learning phase, while under Aalo, 63% coflows reached the correct priority queue after spending up to 22% of their CCT moving across other queues. Compared to Aalo, PHILAE in the median case sends 20× less data in determining the right queue and reduces the latency in determining the right queue by 19×.

8.3 Inter-coflow scheduling policies

PHILAE differs from Aalo in two ways: online size estimation and inter-flow scheduling policy. Here, we evaluate the effectiveness of the four inter-coflow scheduling policies of PHILAE discussed in §4.4, keeping the remaining parameters as the default. Such evaluation allows us to decouple the contribution of sampling-based learning from the effect of scheduling policy difference.

Table 3 shows the CCT improvement of PHILAE under the four inter-flow scheduling policies over Aalo. We make the following observations.

First, PHILAE with the purely sized-based policy, Smallest job first (A), which uses the same inter-queue and intra-queue scheduling policy as Aalo and only differs from Aalo in coflow size estimation, reduces the average CCT (P50) of Aalo by 1.40x (1.48x).

In contrast, the default PHILAE uses Least length-weighted total-port contention (D), which uses the sum of size-weighted port contention to assign coflows to priority queues, and slightly outperforms the size-based policy A; it reduces the average CCT (P50) of Aalo by 1.51x (1.78x). This is because it captures the diversity of contention at different ports, which happens often in real distributed settings, and at the same time accounts for the coflow size by using length-weighted sum of the port-wise contention. The above results for policy A and policy D indicate that the primary improvement in PHILAE comes from its sampling-based coflow size estimation scheme.

Shortest remaining time first (B) performs similarly as smallest job first. This is because the preemptive nature of SRTF will kick in only on arrival of new coflows. Also, although SRTF is advantageous for small coflows, since PHILAE already schedules thin coflows at high priority, many thin and thus small coflows are anyways being scheduled at high priority under both policies A and B, and as a result they perform similarly.

Finally, Least contention first (C) performs poorly. This is because contention for a coflow is defined as the unique number of other coflows that share ports, and as a result such a policy completely ignores the size (length) of the coflows.

### 8.4 Average CCT improvement

We now compare the CCT speedups of PHILAE against 5 well-known coflow scheduling policies: (1) Aalo, (2) Aalo-Oracle, which is an oracle version of Aalo where the scheduler knows the final queue of a coflow upon its arrival time and directly starts the coflow from that queue, (3) SEBF in Varys [21] which assumes the knowledge of coflow sizes apriori and uses the Shortest Effective Bottleneck First policy, where the coflow whose slowest flow will finish first is scheduled first. (4) FIFO, which is a single queue FIFO based coflow scheduler, and (5) FAIR, which uses per-flow fair sharing. We do not include Saath [30] in the comparison as it does not provide the same liveliness guarantees as PHILAE which as discussed in §4.3 can obscure the comparison result. All experiments use the default parameters discussed in the setup, including K, E, S, unless otherwise stated. The results are shown in Fig. 4(a). We make the following observations.

First, we compare CCT under PHILAE against under Aalo-Oracle, where Aalo-Oracle starts all coflows at the correct priority queues (i.e., no learning overhead). PHILAE improves the average CCT by 1.18× and P50 CCT by 1.40×, respectively. Since Aalo-Oracle pays no overhead for coflow size estimation, its worse performance suggests that using length-weighted total-port contention in assigning coflows to the priority queues in PHILAE outperforms Aalo’s size-based, contention-oblivious policy in assigning coflows to the queues.

Second, PHILAE improves the average CCT over Aalo by 1.51× (median) and P50 by 1.78. The significant additional improvement on top of the gain over Aalo-Oracle comes from fast and accurate estimation of the right queues for the coflows (Fig. 1).

Third, PHILAE, which requires no coflow size knowledge a priori, achieves comparable performance as SEBF [21]; it reduces the average CCT by 1.16×. Again this is because its total-port contention policy outperforms the contention-oblivious SEBF.

Finally, PHILAE significantly outperforms the single-queue FIFO-based coflow scheduler, with a median (P90) CCT speedup of 3.00 (77.96)× and average CCT speedup of 3.16×, and the un-coordinated flow-level fair-share scheduler, with a median (P90) CCT speedup of 70.82× (1947×) and average CCT speedup of 5.66×.

To gain insight into how different coflows are affected by PHILAE over Aalo, we group the coflows in the trace into...
the sensitivity of PHILAE to thinLimit and other design parameters common to Aalo by varying one parameter at a time while keeping the rest as the default.

**Thin coflow bypassing limit (T)** In this experiment, we vary thinLimit (T) in PHILAE for bypassing coflows from the probing phase. The result in Fig. 7(a) shows that the average CCT remains almost the same as T increases. This is because the average CCT is dominated by wide and large coflows, which are not affected by thinLimit. However, the P50 speedup increases till $T = 7$ and tapers off after $T = 7$. The reason for the CCT improvement until $T = 7$ is that all flows of thin coflows (with width $\leq 7$) are scheduled immediately upon arrival which improves their CCT, and the number of thin coflows is significant.

**Start queue threshold ($Q_{hi}$)** We next vary the threshold for the first priority queue from 2 MB to 64 MB. Fig. 7(b) shows the average CCT of PHILAE over Aalo. Overall, PHILAE is not very sensitive to the threshold of first priority queue and the CCT speedup over Aalo is within 8% of the default PHILAE (10 MB). The speedup appears to oscillate with a periodicity of 5x to 10x. For example, the speedups for 2 MB and 64 MB are close to that of the default (10 MB), while for 4 MB and 32 MB are lower. This can be explained by the impact of the first queue threshold on job segregation; with the default queue threshold growth factor of 10, every time the first queue threshold changes by close to 10x, the distribution of jobs across the queues becomes similar.

**Multiplication factor ($E$)** In this experiment, we vary the queue threshold growth factor from 2 to 64. Recall that the queue thresholds are computed as $Q_{q} = Q_{q-1} \cdot E$. Thus, as $E$ grows, the number of queues decreases. As shown in Fig. 7(c),

---

**Footnotes**

1. The speedup appears to oscillate with a periodicity of 5x to 10x. For example, the speedups for 2 MB and 64 MB are close to that of the default (10 MB), while for 4 MB and 32 MB are lower. This can be explained by the impact of the first queue threshold on job segregation; with the default queue threshold growth factor of 10, every time the first queue threshold changes by close to 10x, the distribution of jobs across the queues becomes similar.

**8.6 Sensitivity analysis**

Compared to Aalo, PHILAE has only two additional parameters: thinLimit and flow sampling rate. We already discussed the choice of sampling rate in §8.1. Below, we evaluate the sensitivity of PHILAE to thinLimit and other design parameters common to Aalo by varying one parameter at a time while keeping the rest as the default.

**Thin coflow bypassing limit (T)** In this experiment, we vary thinLimit (T) in PHILAE for bypassing coflows from the probing phase. The result in Fig. 7(a) shows that the average CCT remains almost the same as T increases. This is because the average CCT is dominated by wide and large coflows, which are not affected by thinLimit. However, the P50 speedup increases till $T = 7$ and tapers off after $T = 7$. The reason for the CCT improvement until $T = 7$ is that all flows of thin coflows (with width $\leq 7$) are scheduled immediately upon arrival which improves their CCT, and the number of thin coflows is significant.

**Start queue threshold ($Q_{hi}$)** We next vary the threshold for the first priority queue from 2 MB to 64 MB. Fig. 7(b) shows the average CCT of PHILAE over Aalo. Overall, PHILAE is not very sensitive to the threshold of first priority queue and the CCT speedup over Aalo is within 8% of the default PHILAE (10 MB). The speedup appears to oscillate with a periodicity of 5x to 10x. For example, the speedups for 2 MB and 64 MB are close to that of the default (10 MB), while for 4 MB and 32 MB are lower. This can be explained by the impact of the first queue threshold on job segregation; with the default queue threshold growth factor of 10, every time the first queue threshold changes by close to 10x, the distribution of jobs across the queues becomes similar.

**Multiplication factor ($E$)** In this experiment, we vary the queue threshold growth factor from 2 to 64. Recall that the queue thresholds are computed as $Q_{q} = Q_{q-1} \cdot E$. Thus, as $E$ grows, the number of queues decreases. As shown in Fig. 7(c),
9 Testbed Evaluation

Next, we deployed PHILAE in a 150-machine Azure cluster and a 900-machine cluster to evaluate its performance and scalability.

**Testbed setup:** We rerun the FB trace on a Spark-like framework on a 150-node cluster in Microsoft Azure [5]. The coordinator runs on a Standard DS15 v2 server with 20-core 2.4 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2673 v3 (Haswell) processor and 140GB memory. The local agents run on D2v2 with the same processor as the coordinator with 2-core and 7GB memory. The machines on which local agents run have 1 Gbps network bandwidth. Similarly as in simulations, our testbed evaluation keeps the same flow lengths and flow ports in trace replay. All the experiments use default parameters $K, E, S$ and the default pilot flow selection policy.

### 9.1 CCT Improvement

In this experiment, we measure CCT improvements of PHILAE compared to Aalo. Fig. 6 shows the CDF of the CCT speedup of individual co/flows under PHILAE compared to under Aalo. The average CCT improvement is $1.50 \times$ which is similar to the results in the simulation experiments. We also observe $1.63 \times$ P50 speedup and $8.00 \times$ P90 speedup.

We also evaluated PHILAE using the Wide-coflow-only trace. Table 5 shows that PHILAE achieves $1.52 \times$ improvement in average CCT over Aalo, similar to that using the full FB trace. This is because the improvement in average CCT is dominated by large co/flows. PHILAE is speeding up large co/flows, and the Wide-coflow-only trace consists of mostly large co/flows.

### 9.2 Job Completion Time

Next, we evaluate how the improvement in CCT affects the job completion time (JCT). In data clusters, different jobs spend different fractions of their total job time in data shuffle. In this experiment, we used 526 jobs, each corresponding to one coflow in the FB trace. The fraction of time that the jobs spent in the shuffle phase follows the same distribution used in Aalo [19], i.e., 61% jobs spent less than 25% of their total time in shuffle, 13% jobs spent 25-49%, another 14% jobs spent 50-74%, and the remaining spent over 75% of their total time in shuffle. Fig. 6 shows the CDF of individual speedups in JCT. Across all jobs, PHILAE reduces the job completion time by $1.16 \times$ in the median case and $7.87 \times$ in the 90th percentile. This shows that improved CCT translates into better job completion time. As expected, the improvement in job completion time is smaller than the improvement in CCT because job completion time depends on the time spent in both compute and shuffle (communication) stages, and PHILAE improves only the communication stage.

### 9.3 Scalability

Finally, we evaluate the scalability of PHILAE by comparing its performance with Aalo on a 900-node cluster. To drive the evaluation, we derive a 900-port trace by replicating the FB trace 6 times across ports, i.e., we replicated each job 6 times, keeping the arrival time for each copy the same but assigning sending and receiving ports in increments of 150 (the cluster size for the original trace). We also increased the
scheduling interval $\delta$ by 6 times to $\delta' = 6 \times \delta$.

**PHILAE** achieved $2.72 \times (9.78 \times)$ speedup in average (P90) CCT over Aalo. The higher speedup compared to the 150-node runs ($1.50 \times$) comes from higher scalability of PHILAE. In 900-node runs, Aalo was not able to finish receiving updates, calculating new rates and updating local agents of new rates within $\delta'$ in 37% of the intervals, whereas PHILAE only missed the deadline in 10% of the intervals. For 150-node runs these values are 16% for Aalo and 1% for PHILAE. The 21% increase in missed scheduling intervals in 900-node runs in Aalo resulted in local agents executing more frequently with outdated rates. As a result, PHILAE achieved even higher speedup in 900-node runs.

As discussed in §5, Aalo’s poorer coordinator scalability comes from more frequent updates from local agents and more frequent rate allocation, which result in longer coordinator CPU time in each scheduling interval. Table 6 shows the average coordinator CPU usage per interval and its breakdown. We see that (1) on average PHILAE spends much less time than Aalo in receiving updates from local agents, because PHILAE does not need updates from local agents at every interval – on average in every scheduling interval PHILAE receives updates from 49 local agents whereas Aalo receives from 429 local agents, and (2) on average PHILAE spends much less time calculating new rates and send new rates. This is because rate calculation in PHILAE is triggered by events and PHILAE did not have to flush rates in 66% of the intervals.

### Related Work

**Coflow scheduling:** In this paper, we have shown PHILAE outperforms prior-art non-clairvoyant coflow scheduler Aalo from more efficient learning of coflow sizes online. Saath [30] and Graviton [29] also learn coflow sizes online using priority queues and hence suffer the same inefficiency as Aalo. Graviton [29] uses the number of ports a coflow is present at, as an additional indicator of its size. In [19], Aalo was shown to outperform previous non-clairvoyant coflow schedulers Baraat [24] by using global coordination, and Orchestra [20] by avoiding head-of-line blocking.

Clairvoyant coflow schedulers such as Varys [21] and Sincronia [7] assume prior knowledge of coflows upon arrival. Varys runs a shortest-effective-bottleneck-first heuristic for inter-coflow scheduling and performs per-flow rate allocation at the coordinator. Sincronia improves the scalability of the centralized coordinator of Varys by only calculating the coflow ordering at the coordinator (by solving an LP) and offloading flow rate allocation to individual local agents. Sincronia is orthogonal to PHILAE; once coflow sizes are learned through sampling, ideas from Sincronia can be adopted in PHILAE to order coflows and offload rate allocation to local ports. CODA [44] tackles an orthogonal problem of identifying flows of individual coflows online.

However, recent studies [19, 40] have shown various reasons why it is not very plausible to learn flow sizes from applications beforehand. For example, many applications stream data as soon as data are generated and thus the application does not know the flow sizes until flow completion, and learning flow sizes from applications requires changing either the network stack or the applications.

**Flow scheduling:** There exist a rich body of prior work on flow scheduling. Efforts to minimize flow completion time (FCT), both with prior information (e.g., PDQ [26], pFabric [9]) and without prior information (e.g., Fastpass [35], PIAS [13], [14]), fall short in minimizing CCTs which depend on the completion of the last flow [21]. Similarly, Hedera [8] and MicroTE [15] schedule the flows with the goal of reducing the overall FCT, which again is different from reducing the overall CCT of coflows.

**Speculative scheduling** Recent works [16, 33] use the idea of online requirement estimation for scheduling in datacenter. In [31], recurring big data analytics jobs are scheduled using their history.

**Job scheduling:** There have been much work on scheduling in analytic systems and storage at scale by improving speculative tasks [11, 12, 43], improving locality [10, 41], and end-point flexibility [17, 38]. The coflow abstraction is complimentary to these work, and can benefit from them. Combining coflow with these approaches remains a future work.

**Scheduling in parallel processors:** Coflow scheduling by exploiting the spatial dimension bears similarity to scheduling processes on parallel processors and multi-cores, where many variations of FIFO [37], FIFO with backfilling [32] and gang scheduling [25] have been proposed.

### Conclusion

State-of-the-art online coflow schedulers approximate the classic SJF by implicitly learning coflow sizes and pay a high penalty for large coflows. We propose the novel idea of sampling in the spatial dimension of coflows to explicitly and efficiently learn coflow sizes online to enable efficient online SJF scheduling. Our extensive simulation and testbed experiments show the new design offers significant performance improvement over prior art. Further, the sampling-in-spatial-dimension technique can be generalized to other distributed scheduling problems such as cluster job scheduling. We have made our simulator publicly available at https://github.com/coflowPhilaesimulator [6].
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Abstract

Unexpected bursty traffic due to certain sudden events, such as news in the spotlight on a social network or discounted items on sale, can cause severe load imbalance in backend services. Migrating hot data—the standard approach to achieve load balance—meets a challenge when handling such unexpected load imbalance, because migrating data will slow down the server that is already under heavy pressure.

This paper proposes PostMan, an alternative approach to rapidly mitigate load imbalance for services processing small requests. Motivated by the observation that processing large packets incurs far less CPU overhead than processing small ones, PostMan deploys a number of middleboxes called helpers to assemble small packets into large ones for the heavily-loaded server. This approach essentially offloads the overhead of packet processing from the heavily-loaded server to others. To minimize the overhead, PostMan activates helpers on demand, only when bursty traffic is detected. To tolerate helper failures, PostMan can migrate connections across helpers and can ensure packet ordering despite such migration. Our evaluation shows that, with the help of PostMan, a Memcached server can mitigate bursty traffic within hundreds of milliseconds, while migrating data takes tens of seconds and increases the latency during migration.

1 Introduction

Modern distributed systems usually scale by partitioning data and assigning these partitions to different servers [4, 10, 11, 14, 15, 17, 33, 37-41, 50]. In such an architecture, some servers may experience a higher load than others, creating a classic load imbalance problem [11, 16].

Many works have studied how to mitigate load imbalance by better data partitioning and placement strategies [4, 10, 11, 14, 16, 17, 41], which work well for long-term and stable load imbalance. For load imbalance caused by unexpected bursty traffic, however, these approaches meet an additional challenge: to adapt to such unexpected load imbalance, we need to adjust the data partitioning or placement strategies online by migrating hot data to less busy servers, but migrating hot data will inevitably slow down the server hosting hot data—this is the server we want to accelerate. This means to alleviate load imbalance, these approaches will first exacerbate load imbalance for a while, which is a risk that production systems are often unwilling to afford. For example, Amazon Dynamo runs data migration at the lowest priority, and finds that during a busy shopping season, data migration can take almost a day to complete [16]. Unfortunately, unexpected bursty traffic is frequently reported in practice, for various reasons such as a sudden event drawing public attention on a social network [9] or a hot item on sale [18, 34, 39, 40].

This paper proposes PostMan, an alternative approach to mitigate load imbalance for services that are processing small packets, which usually incur a high overhead for packet processing. Typical examples of such services include key-value stores and metadata servers. For example, Facebook reported that in its caching layer, most key sizes are under 40 bytes and median value size is 135 bytes [5, 38]; metadata servers, such as NameNode in HDFS [50], are usually processing packets with a size of tens to a few hundred bytes.

The key idea of PostMan is motivated by the observation that there is a significant gap between the overhead of processing small and large packets, because the networking stack has to pay a constant overhead for each packet, such as interrupt handling and system call. For example, when processing 64B packets on 10Gb Ethernet, Linux can achieve a throughput of 2.4 Gbps with a CPU utilization of 800%. On the contrary, when processing 64KB packets, Linux can achieve a throughput of 9.1Gbps with a CPU utilization of only 220%. Newer networking stacks, such as mTCP [24] and IX [7], have mitigated this problem, but first, the gap still exists, though smaller, and second, a wide deployment of a new networking stack requires a big effort, because the networking stack is a critical component of the whole system, which may affect all
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Motivated by this observation, PostMan incorporates a number of middleboxes called helpers, which batch small packets for the server experiencing bursty traffic (called “helpee” in the rest of the paper), so that the helpee can enjoy the low overhead of processing large packets. This approach essentially offloads the constant overhead associated with each small packet from the helpee to the helpers.

This approach brings several benefits: first, PostMan does not require the time-consuming data migration. Instead, it only requires the clients to re-connect to the helpers, which can be completed within hundreds of milliseconds as shown in our evaluation. Second, PostMan can incrementally deploy new networking stacks on helpers and allow other servers to still use traditional stacks. Third, PostMan can use multiple helpers to accelerate one helpee, which means its capability is not limited by the power of a single machine. Finally, offloading batching opens up new opportunities for further optimization: we observe that packets to the same destination have significant redundancy in their packet headers (e.g., same destination IP and port). By removing such redundancy, PostMan is able to achieve a considerable reduction in bandwidth consumption at the helpee.

Of course, PostMan has its own limitation: if load imbalance lasts long, PostMan will be more expensive than data migration because incorporating helpers incurs additional data transfer and extra server resource. Therefore, we expect PostMan and data migration to be complementary to mitigate load imbalance: for unexpected bursty traffic, we can activate PostMan to accelerate the heavily-loaded server first; if such burst continues to happen regularly, we can migrate data when the machine is less busy; after data migration is completed, we can disable PostMan to minimize cost. As a result, the helpers would not be active for a long time. Moreover, since PostMan only targets the servers experiencing bursty traffic, we can use a few helpers for a large cluster to further reduce cost.

The idea of batching small requests to improve performance is certainly not novel. The key novelty of PostMan lies in its observation that, for the purpose of mitigating unexpected load imbalance, batching should be performed remotely and on demand: remote batching allows PostMan to accelerate a heavily-loaded server with the help of resource from other servers; on-demand batching allows PostMan to minimize the overhead by only helping those servers experiencing bursty traffic. To realize these ideas, PostMan includes three main components:

- We provide an efficient implementation of the helpers. By utilizing state-of-the-art techniques like DPDK and efficiently parallelizing work among multiple cores, a single helper node can assemble and disassemble around 9.6 million small packets per second. By removing redundancy in headers, PostMan can reduce packet header size from 46 bytes to 7 bytes: for 64-byte packets, this means about 50% higher bandwidth utilization at the helpee.
- To ensure packet ordering despite migrating connections across helpee and helpers and despite helper failures, PostMan keeps helpers stateless by maintaining sufficient information at the clients and servers to detect out-of-order packets and retransmit packets when necessary. While we find many applications already implement similar functionalities, we provide a library to those which do not.
- We present an adaptive batching mechanism to decide how many packets to assemble. It can increase batch size for higher throughput under heavy traffic and decrease batch size for lower latency under light traffic.

Our evaluation on Memcached and Paxos shows that, with the help of PostMan, the service can mitigate bursty traffic within hundreds of milliseconds, while migrating data can take tens of seconds. Further investigation shows that this is because PostMan can improve the goodputs of Memcached and Paxos by $3.3 \times$ and $2.8 \times$, respectively.

2 Related work

Load balancing. Load balancing is a classic topic of distributed systems. Most existing systems use an adaptive approach to achieve load balancing: they can monitor the load of each machine and place new data on less busy machines [4, 10, 11, 14, 16, 17, 20, 41]; some of them can split, merge, and migrate existing data partitions online (e.g., Bigtable [11], RAMCloud [41] and ElMem [20]).

Despite the support from such mechanisms, how to mitigate load balancing caused by unexpected bursty traffic is still a challenge: since these mechanisms will put more pressure on the machine that is already heavily loaded, the administrator is facing a painful trade-off between the short-term loss and the long-term gain of migrating hot data.

Batching small packets. A classic method to improve the performance of processing small packets is to batch them to amortize the constant overhead across multiple packets. For example, TCP has the Nagle’s algorithm to batch small packets. Modern NICs often use Generic Receive Offload (GRO) to re-segment the received packets. However, the power of such per-connection batching mechanisms is limited by the number of outstanding packets per client. In many cases, a client may have to wait for replies before it can issue new ones and thus the number of packets that can be batched is limited.

Comet [21] batches the received data before batched stream processing at the server side. KV-direct [29] first batches multiple KV operations at the client side to increase bandwidth utilization, and then at the server side, it batches memory accesses by clustering computation together.
A few systems incorporate a number of nodes to batch packets for other nodes. For example, Facebook has built mcrouter to batch packets for its Memcached service [38]. NetAgg aggregates traffic along network traffics for applications following a partition/aggregation pattern [35]. MPI has a collective I/O mode to batch I/Os from multiple processes before writing them to disks [36].

Compared to these systems, PostMan uses batching for a different goal—mitigating unexpected load imbalance. To achieve this goal, PostMan offloads the overhead of batching from the heavily-loaded server to others and only performs such offloading when a server is under heavy pressure. These techniques allow PostMan to use extra resource to accelerate a server experiencing bursty traffic and minimize the overhead when there is no such bursty traffic.

**Efficient network stack.** There is a continuous effort to develop more efficient network stacks for high-speed networks: mTCP [24] moves the TCP stack to the user space to reduce system call overhead and further improves performance by batching I/Os; DPDK [1] asks a network card to transfer data to the user space directly and applies a series of optimizations like CPU affinity, huge page, and polling to get close to bare-metal speed; IX [8] and Arrakis [43] design new operating systems to separate data transfer and access control to achieve both high speed and good protection; Netmap [46] improves networking performance by reducing memory allocation, system call, and data copy overhead; many works [12,22,25,26,30–32,44,48,49,51] exploit the RDMA technique and FPGA to improve networking performance.

Although these works have significantly improved the network performance, the performance gap between small and large packets persists (Table 1). Taking IX [8] as an example, it can achieve almost 10Gbps bandwidth even with 64-byte packets, which is significantly better than Linux. However, first, it needs to consume a considerable amount of CPU resource (see Section 6.2); second, there is still a gap between goodput (bandwidth used for payload) and throughput, because packet headers consume a large portion of bandwidth. Such per-packet overhead exists in RDMA systems as well [27].

Furthermore, the deployment of new networking stacks is usually a slow procedure, because networking service is critical and production systems are unwilling to pay any risk. On the other hand, PostMan allows administrators to incrementally deploy such new techniques on a few servers to accelerate a large number of legacy servers.

**Others.** The architecture of PostMan is similar to existing proxies (e.g., NGINX [45] and mcrouter [38]), which are also deployed between clients and servers. The key difference is that PostMan dynamically enables and disables helpers according to the load of servers.

The design of PostMan may seem to be similar to that of the split TCP approach [19,42,47], which also deploys helpers in the network. However, their goals and internal mechanisms are totally different: split TCP is designed to reduce latency in a network with large round-trip delays, by letting helper nodes send acks to the sender directly; PostMan, on the other hand, is designed to improve the throughput of transferring small packets by letting helper nodes batch small packets. For the purpose of tolerating helper failures, PostMan’s helpers actually delay sending acks to the sender, until the helpers receive acks from the helpee (see Section 4.2).

### 3 Overview of PostMan

In this paper, we propose PostMan, a distributed service to offload the overhead of packet processing from a heavily-loaded server (called helpee in the rest of this paper). Motivated by the observation that processing large packets incurs far less overhead than processing small packets, PostMan deploys a number of helper nodes in the network to assemble small packets for the helpee. By doing so, PostMan essentially offloads the constant overhead associated with each packet from a helper to the helpers. With the help of PostMan, a helpee node only needs to process large packets.

Figure 1 shows the organization of PostMan. The core of PostMan consists of: 1) a number of helper nodes that assemble small packets for the helpees, and 2) a PostMan library that provides the applications with the functionalities of packet re-direction, assembly, and disassembly. Furthermore, PostMan library provides functions to detect out-of-order packets and re-transmit packets when necessary. These functions allow PostMan to achieve fault tolerance and load balance by migrating connections across helpers.

As shown in Figure 1, in a large scale distributed system,
PostMan will only activate helpers to accelerate servers experiencing unexpectedly high load, which causes their latency to be higher than their service level agreement (SLA). For servers with normal load, their clients should communicate with the servers directly. Accelerating these normal servers with PostMan, though possible, is not cost effective. Essentially PostMan offloads overhead instead of reducing overhead: in fact, PostMan increases overall overhead because it needs to perform additional work to assemble and disassemble packets. Therefore, PostMan tries to keep such overhead low by only helping nodes with trouble.

4 PostMan Design

PostMan is designed for the scenario that, suddenly, a large number of clients are sending small requests to a few servers (i.e., helpees). PostMan deploys helper nodes to assemble the clients’ small packets to the helpee and disassemble the helpee’s small packets to the clients, so that the helpee only needs to process large packets. To differentiate these two directions, we use “request” to refer to a packet from a client to a server and “reply” to refer to a packet from a server to a client.

In the rest of this section, we discuss how to assemble and disassemble packets efficiently at helper nodes, what APIs PostMan provides and how to apply them, and how to adaptively balance throughput and latency.

4.1 Assembling and disassembling packets

Format of assembled packet: For small packets, the size of their headers (at least 20 bytes for IP and TCP header respectively, 6 bytes for MAC header) is comparable to the size of their payloads, and that is one major reason why network throughput cannot reach bare-metal bandwidth, even with new techniques like DPDK. However, when considering packets to the same destination, their headers contain a significant amount of redundancy: packet assembly at the helper nodes can remove such redundancy and further improve throughput at the helpee. For example, since packets to be assembled have the same destination, PostMan only needs to maintain one copy of destination IP and port in the assembled packet. PostMan can shrink source IP as well for small to medium clusters by maintaining a mapping from IP to a shorter identification number at each node (e.g., 2 bytes for clusters with less than 64K machines). Moreover, since the connections from the clients to the helper and the connections from the helper to the helpee are separate, they perform congestion control independently, which means the helper can simply discard related information in the original packets.

As shown in Figure 2, a helper node can assemble packets from multiple connections, and when doing so, the helper discards their TCP/IP/MAC headers and only sends their payloads, together with one TCP/IP/MAC header for all payloads, so that the helpee does not need to pay the header overhead for each packet. However, to ensure that the helpee can correctly disassemble packets, the helper node must encapsulate necessary information for each payload, which is called a “PostMan header”.

A PostMan header is a 3-tuple structure (Table 2): 1) an identification code to identify the packet type, 2) a length field to record the length of one payload, and 3) the source IP and port of the payload to locate the sender. A packet can have one of the following three types: 1) request, i.e., a packet sent by a client, 2) reply, i.e., a packet sent by a server, and 3) connect, i.e., a command to create a connection (see Section 4.2). As a result, compared to a TCP/IP/MAC header that takes at least 46 bytes, a PostMan header only takes 7 bytes: this is a significant saving when processing small packets.

Workflow of assembling and disassembling packets: When assembling packets from the clients to the helpee, a helper node fetches all pending packets in its network stack, replaces their TCP/IP/MAC headers with corresponding PostMan headers, concatenates all of them, and adds its own TCP/IP/MAC header. By doing so, both the PostMan headers and the payloads of the original small packets become the payload of the assembled packet.

On the opposite direction, when a helpee sends replies to clients, it will first send the assembled reply to the helper node, which will disassemble the replies and dispatch them to the clients. The format of the assembled reply is similar to that in Figure 2.

Each helper node can create multiple connections to the helpee, so that one helpee can utilize multiple cores and threads to receive packets concurrently.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Length (bytes)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID code</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Message type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Len</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Message length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sender</td>
<td>2* + 2</td>
<td>Src IP/Port</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The format of PostMan header. (*: for a cluster with less than 64K machines, the helper extracts the lower 16 bits from a source IP and then hashes them into a 2-byte identifier)
4.2 PostMan library

A traditional networking library provides a number of APIs, such as bind, connect, send, and recv to the application. PostMan library provides a few additional ones: pm_connect allows a client to create a connection to a helper node; compose and decompose assemble and disassemble packets as described in Section 4.1; get_info allows the application to retrieve connection information. A developer should use these additional APIs together with traditional APIs to build the application. Next, we show how these functions work and how to modify an application to utilize these functions.

Establish connections. A server should bind to a port and wait for new connections, like using a traditional network library. Of course here a server may accept new connections from the helper nodes. A client can use the traditional network library when the latency is low and switch to PostMan when the latency is high by calling pm_connect. pm_connect will choose a helper (see Section 5.1) and connect to the helper. Then it sends a special “connect” packet to the helper node. This packet contains the destination IP and port of the helpee and the source IP and port of the client. The helper node will connect to the corresponding helpee, if there is no connection yet, and forward this packet. At the same time the helper creates a mapping from the client’s socket to the server’s socket. When the server application reads data from a helper connection, it should call decompose, which will identify the special “connect” packet and notify the server application that a new client tries to connect. Finally, the server library will return a “success” packet to the client through the helper node, telling the application pm_connect succeeds.

Transfer data. When PostMan is activated, a client should send packets through the connection to the helper. The helper node assembles multiple small packets and sends the assembled packet to the server. When the server application reads a packet, it calls decompose to disassemble the packet into small packets and process them. On the opposite direction, when a server sends replies, it should buffer multiple replies and assemble them by calling compose. Then it can send the assembled reply to the connection to the helper. The helper node disassembles the replies and sends them to the corresponding clients based on the PostMan headers. The clients can read packets using a recv or read system call.

Ensure packet ordering. Applications often need to ensure packets are not lost, duplicated, or re-ordered. Since PostMan uses TCP connections between the clients and the helper nodes, and between the helper nodes and the helpees, one can easily verify that these properties hold when there is no migration of connections. However, PostMan may migrate connections for several reasons: if a client is connecting directly to a server and finds the latency is high, it will call pm_connect to migrate its connection to a helper; when a helper is heavily loaded, PostMan will instruct its clients to migrate to other helpers; finally if a helper fails, its clients must migrate to other helpers as well. As a result, PostMan needs additional mechanisms to ensure packet ordering despite such connection migration. For the first two cases, where migration is executed gracefully, a simple solution is to ask a client to wait for replies of all its pending requests before migrating its connection. For the helper failure case, however, this problem becomes challenging, because a client is uncertain about which packets are delivered.

In distributed systems, two approaches are widely used to achieve fault tolerance: one is to replicate the nodes that can be faulty, and the other is to re-direct requests to another node. Replication can fully hide faults from upper layers, at the cost of increased overhead. The re-direction approach has lower overhead, but it requires the faulty node to be stateless, i.e., it does not have any important state that will affect execution.

We use the re-direction approach because of its low overhead. To ensure packet ordering even if the system loses all information on the faulty helper node, PostMan needs to maintain sufficient information at the senders and receivers. Its basic idea is similar to that of TCP: a sender should buffer a packet until it gets acknowledged and re-send a packet if it does not get acknowledgement in a given amount of time; a receiver should check the sequence numbers in the packets to ensure they are in order. Unlike TCP that implements this mechanism in one connection, PostMan needs to implement this mechanism across different connections because when a helper fails, the client needs to re-connect to a new helper.

On one hand, we observe that many applications have already implemented such mechanism. The fundamental reason they choose to do so instead of relying on TCP is that they are designed to tolerate machine failures: in this case, a node needs to connect to other nodes and face the same problem as PostMan. For these systems, PostMan can utilize the application’s mechanism directly.

On the other hand, for applications that do not have this mechanism, PostMan provides a general solution. To ensure packets will not be lost, PostMan library at senders will buffer packets until it receives acks from receivers, like the TCP protocol does. Since the underlying layer maintains separate TCP connections between the senders and the helper nodes, and between the helper nodes and the receivers, the key to avoid data loss is to coordinate the underlying ack mechanisms: after receiving a packet from a sender, the helper node should not send the ack to the sender until it has got ack from the receiver. We modify the TCP implementation at the helper nodes to realize this mechanism. Since Postman targets small packets, delaying acks and sending them in burst should have little impact on congestion control.

When a helper fails, a sender may not receive acks for its outgoing packets, so it may decide to reconnect to another helper and retransmit those packets through the new helper.

---

Note that senders and receivers are different concepts compared to clients and servers: when a server is receiving packets from a client, it is the receiver; when a server is sending a reply to a client, it is the sender.
In this case, since the receiver may have already received these packets (acks may be lost due to helper failure), these packets may be duplicated or re-ordered. To prevent such abnormality, PostMan libraries at the sender and the receiver maintain additional information to detect duplicate or out-of-order packets.

To be specific, the library will keep track of how many bytes are already sent and received on each connection; for each buffered outgoing packet, the library will record its offset in the stream. As shown in Figure 3, when a helper node fails, the client library, which is the sender in this example, will connect to another helper node and sends a “reconnect” message to the server through the new helper node, which contains the number of sent and received bytes at the client side. When the server library receives this command, it will first stop receiving packets from the old connection and then respond with the number of sent and received bytes at the server side. By exchanging the number of sent and received bytes and comparing them to the offsets of buffered packets, both sides can determine which packets should be re-transferred.

Further optimization. So far we assume an application server needs to disassemble packets before processing them. However, this may not be necessary for some applications. A typical example is a server that needs to forward or broadcast packets (e.g., proxy server, leader replica in replication protocols, etc). For such servers, since they do not care about the content of payload, they can forward or broadcast the assembled packets directly, instead of disassembling them first. Note that when sending assembled packets, the application should not use PostMan, since these packets are large.

Using PostMan library. To apply PostMan to existing applications, the developer needs to modify its code: at the client side, the client should call pm_connect to switch to PostMan when it observes a high latency and switch back to traditional sockets when the latency drops back to normal; at the server side, the server should call decompose when it receives a packet from a helper (get_info can tell whether a connection is from a client or from a helper) and should assemble a number of replies by calling compose when it sends packets through helpers. If the application needs PostMan’s help to ensure packet ordering, it should notify PostMan when a packet is sent or received, so that PostMan can buffer and release packets and update corresponding metadata.

It is possible to hide all the mechanisms mentioned above in the library and provide the applications with an illusion that they are using direct connections between clients and servers. We have implemented a library to achieve such transparency. However, we find it can incur up to 50% overhead for additional operations like memory copy, synchronization, context switch, etc. Considering the main goal of this work is to improve the performance of the heavily-loaded server, we decide to give up transparency for better performance.

4.3 Adaptive batching

Batching can affect system latency in two opposite ways: on one hand, to assemble packets, a helper node must wait for a certain amount of time to accumulate enough small packets, which will increase the latency of the system. On the other hand, according to queuing theory, when the load is close to or higher than the system’s capacity, queueing delay will become a dominant factor for latency. Since batching can improve a system’s capacity, it can reduce queuing delay and thus can reduce latency.

PostMan partially avoids such trade-off by only activating helpers for heavily-loaded servers. In addition, PostMan incorporates an adaptive batching algorithm to balance latency and throughput when helpers are enabled. Like many systems using batching, PostMan defines a maximum batch interval (T) and a preferred batch size (S): if the helper has waited for T (condition 1) or if its assembled packet has reached size S (condition 2), the helper will send the assembled packet to the helpee. Then the question turns to how to set T and S: large T and S lead to unnecessary waiting when traffic load is light; small T and S reduce the chance of assembling packets when traffic load is heavy.

To address this problem, PostMan uses an adaptive batch size and interval to increase throughput under heavy loads and decrease latency under light loads, as shown in Algorithm 1. PostMan records the batch size (s) and waiting time (t) of the last batch: if s is significantly different from S or t is significantly different from T, PostMan updates S and T accordingly. Furthermore, it sets a lower bound of S and T to ensure efficiency. Note that although T is the maximum batch interval, the actual interval t can be much larger than T when the helper does not receive any packets for a long time; s can be much larger than S as well when the helper receives many packets at the same time.

This algorithm has a few parameters: we set the lower bound of S to be 1500 because that is the MTU size; the lower
Algorithm 1 Adaptive batching algorithm

Input: the size \((s)\) and waiting time \((t)\) of last batch

1: procedure Update \(S\) and \(T\)
2: \(S_I \leftarrow 0.75S\)
3: \(S_u \leftarrow 1.25S\)
4: if \((s < S_I \lor s > S_u) \land (s \geq 1500)\) then
5: \(S \leftarrow s\)
6: end if
7: \(T_I \leftarrow 0.5T\)
8: \(T_u \leftarrow 1.5T\)
9: if \((t < T_I \lor t > T_u) \land (t \geq 10\mu s)\) then
10: \(T \leftarrow t\)
11: end if
12: end procedure

bound of \(T\) should be set according to the SLA requirement; we set other parameters based on empirical experiments.

5 Implementation

In this section, we present how to achieve efficiency and scalability for PostMan.

5.1 Efficient helper

Fast I/O and user-level stack: Each helper node needs to assemble requests from the clients, and disassemble the replies from the servers. To efficiently process the small packets on the helper nodes, we implement PostMan upon DPDK [1], which is a set of libraries and drivers for fast packet processing. DPDK minimizes the overhead of packet processing by transferring packets from NICs directly to user space programs and thus can achieve a throughput of hundreds of millions packets per second. Upon DPDK, we use mTCP [23] to handle TCP protocol and connections. DPDK provides a poll mode I/O model, which can transfer a batch of packets in one I/O operation. This I/O model not only avoids the overhead caused by frequent interrupts in per-packet based processing in Linux, but also naturally fits the assembling requirements of our helper nodes: a helper can simply add all the payload data from these packets to the assembling buffer, instead of performing the read operation several times.

In-stack processing: Since the assembling logic only involves simple operations for request/response headers, PostMan implements these operations in the network layer to accelerate the identification and pre-processing of the original packets. PostMan uses direct data exchange between the server and the client streams so as to avoid redundant memory copy and improve the performance of fragmented data operation. By implementing everything in the network stack, PostMan eliminates the interaction and context switching between the applications and the stack to further improve assembling efficiency. All necessary assembling and disassembling operations are queued in the stack, so that PostMan can perform them after finishing processing the incoming packet in the TCP protocol. Furthermore, PostMan only keeps the necessary procedures for receiving and sending packets in a TCP stream. Other operations, like the ICMP protocol, are abandoned, either because they have nothing to do with packet assembly, or they should be performed in the helpee’s stack.

Independent per-core context: PostMan leverages per-core thread (affiliated to a hardware thread) and independent per-core context to avoid synchronization among different assembling threads. On each helper node, we enable the Receive Side Scaling (RSS) [3] function of NIC—this is widely supported by today’s NICs—to hash flows into different physical queues in hardware, where each queue is assigned to a dedicated CPU thread. PostMan does not share any global information, hence the connection can be locally processed on each core. PostMan sets up at least one queue for each thread, such that the flows in each RSS group can be processed independently without exchanging any information between CPU cores. Consequently, PostMan can scale well on today’s multicore system. Note that RSS will reduce a helper’s chance to batch packets, but since PostMan is enabled only when the server is under high load, there are still plenty of chances for a helper to batch packets as shown in our evaluation. For each thread, PostMan uses hugepages to store raw packet data, similar as many DPDK based applications, so as to reduce the number of TLB misses; PostMan uses hardware-based CRC instruction for flow hashing to accelerate the assembling process.

5.2 Scalability and load balancing

As presented in the previous section, PostMan is designed for hardware thread and RSS built-in NIC. Hence, PostMan scales well with the number of cores.

For helper nodes, their stateless nature, which allows connections to be migrated freely across helpers, significantly simplifies scaling and load balancing: when a client connects to helpers, it picks up one with a low load; whenever some helper nodes are overloaded, they can simply disconnect some clients and those clients will automatically re-connect to other helper nodes. To achieve this, PostMan uses a standard load-balancing technique: each helper monitors its own CPU and network utilization; when a client establishes a connection, either for a new connection or for re-connecting, it randomly chooses a number of helpers; each helper will reply with its resource utilization, so that the client can choose the helper with the lowest utilization; when a helper finds its resource utilization is too high, it disconnects existing connections, so that the corresponding clients can connect to other helpers.

PostMan has no inherent scalability bottleneck: since a client can connect to any helper, PostMan does not need a centralized master node to map clients to helpers.
5.3 When to enable and disable helpers?

PostMan provides a mechanism to enable and disable helpers on demand, but in practice, we still need to answer the policy question about when to enable and disable helpers. In principle, both the clients and the servers can make the decision and we observe the following trade-offs:

A client can monitor its perceived latency to the server and make decisions accordingly: this approach brings minimal overhead to the server side, but since a client cannot gain the overall load statistics of the server, it may not be able to make the best decisions in certain cases. On the other hand, a server certainly has more information to make a better decision, but to execute the decision, the server must pay the overhead of notifying corresponding clients and helpers, which could be problematic if the server is already under heavy load.

Therefore, the current implementation of PostMan uses a hybrid approach: a client will decide to enable helpers (i.e., the client disconnects from the server and connects to a helper) if it detects its perceived latency is higher than SLA—this could minimize the overhead at the server side when the server is busy; a server will decide to disable helpers when its throughput becomes low—the overhead is fine in this case since the server is not too busy.

6 Evaluation

The goal of PostMan is to quickly mitigate the bursty traffic directed to one or a few servers. To assess whether PostMan achieves this goal, we evaluate the performance of PostMan using various applications and workloads. In particular, our evaluation answers the following questions:

- How well can PostMan help a service reduce the load caused by bursty traffic?
- How is PostMan’s capability affected by packet size?
- How much resource does PostMan need to achieve such benefit?
- How does the system perform when there are helper failures?

To answer the first question, we run benchmarks on Memcached and Paxos, and emulate the case of bursty traffic by drastically increasing the load during the middle of the experiment; we enable PostMan after such burst to measure 1) whether it can reduce the latency of the target service and 2) how long it takes to enable PostMan. We compare the results of PostMan to those of the migration approach.

To answer the following three questions, we use a ping-pong microbenchmark to measure the performance of PostMan under different parameters.

Memcached. Memcached is a key-value based memory object caching system [2]. It is used widely in the data centers to cache data to speed up the lookups of frequently accessed data. As reported in [5], Memcached is often used to store small but hot data. We have modified 454 lines of code in Memcached 1.4.32 to apply PostMan. The benchmark generates GET/SET commands with a fixed key size (32 bytes) and different value sizes.

Paxos. Paxos is an asynchronous replication protocol to achieve consensus in a network of unreliable processors [28]. Paxos needs $2f+1$ replicas to tolerate $f$ machine crashes and asynchronous events (e.g. inaccurate timeout caused by network partitions). A number of systems, such as Megastore [6], Windows Azure [10] and Spanner [14], are using Paxos for fault tolerance and since they use many Paxos groups, one for each data partition, it is possible that a few of them experience bursty traffic.

In Paxos, one replica is elected as leader, and it needs to broadcast the received requests to other non-leader replicas. It is a typical example of applications that do not care about the contents of packets. Therefore, the leader can read the assembled packets from PostMan and broadcast the assembled packets directly. After the non-leader replicas receive the assembled packets, they will disassemble them. Such mechanism can avoid the redundant disassembling and assembling operations at the leader replica, which is the bottleneck in the system. To exploit such opportunities, we implement our own version of Paxos using PostMan and compare it to a vanilla version that reads individual packets from the clients, assembles them, and then broadcasts the assembled packets. For simplicity, we only implement the Paxos protocol in the failure-free case, which is enough to evaluate the performance benefit of PostMan.

Ping-pong benchmark. This benchmark [8] can test network performance with configurable packet sizes. To avoid the inaccuracy caused by TCP merging packets, this benchmark asks each client to perform a ping-pong like communication with the server: the client sends a packet to the server and then waits for the server to send the packet back. By doing so, since a client has only one outstanding packet, TCP has no chance to merge packets.

Experiment Setup. We run all experiments on Cloud-Lab [13] with 15 machines. Each machine is equipped with an Intel Xeon E5-2660 v3 @ 2.60GHz CPU, with 10 physical cores and hyper-threading, and an Intel 82599ES 10-Gigabit NIC. These servers run Ubuntu 16.0.2 LTS with Linux 4.8.0 kernel, and use DPDK 16.07.2 for the helper nodes. For DPDK Poll Mode Driver, we set the batch size to 64, which is the maximum number of packets received/transmitted in each iteration. For Paxos and Ping-pong experiments, we use IX [8], a state-of-the-art network stack built upon DPDK, at the client side, so that we can stress-test the server with a limited number of client nodes. We also add 17 LoC to count
the RX/TX bytes and packets in the data plane of IX, whose impact on the performance is negligible in our experiments. For Memcached experiments, since the Linux stack is sufficient to saturate the server, we do not switch to IX. By default, the application server of our benchmarks runs on 16 cores (8 real cores with hyperthreading). Note that in all experiments, when enabling PostMan, our reported goodput does not include the PostMan header and the TCP/IP/MAC header added by the helper nodes, which allows a fair comparison with the goodput without PostMan. When using PostMan, a client enables helpers if its observed 99 percentile latency (p99) is higher than 500 µs [7].

### 6.1 Effectiveness of PostMan

To measure the effectiveness of PostMan, we emulate the case of bursty traffic on both Memcached and Paxos.

**Memcached.** We measure p99 latency of Memcached using a read workload with 32B keys and 64B values. As shown in Figure 4, we first use a light load, which incurs a latency of 200 µs, till time 5. Then we increase the load drastically, which increases the latency to more than 500 µs. At about time 9, we enable PostMan, which asks clients to re-connect to helpers. Such re-connection involves 660 client connections and finishes within 550 ms. Afterwards, the latency is reduced to around 300 µs.

As a comparison, we emulate the data migration approach by assuming 50% of the clients are accessing 10% of the data. Therefore, we start a thread in the Memcached server to copy the data to another server at time 9. Normally such a thread needs to access the internal data structure of Memcached, which may incur additional CPU overhead and may contend with the client’s requests. Our emulation avoids such overhead by letting the migration thread copy dummy data to another server, which is in favor of the data migration approach. After data copy is complete, we remove half of the clients since they should be re-directed to another server. As one can see, the data migration takes about 13 seconds and during this procedure, the latency of the service further increases, because the migration traffic and the client’s traffic compete for resource. One can of course limit the rate of migrating data to reduce such interference, but that will further increase the length of data migration.

**Paxos.** We run a similar set of experiments on Paxos. We measure the p99 latency of Paxos using a workload with 64B requests (Paxos does not execute the request, so the content of the request does not matter). As shown in Figure 5, we first use a light load, which incurs a latency of 200 µs, till time 5. Then we increase the load, which increases the latency to about 500 µs. At about time 9, we enable PostMan, which asks clients to re-connect to helpers. Such re-connection involves 960 client connections and finishes within 750 ms. Afterwards, the latency is reduced to around 220 µs.

Similarly, we emulate the data migration approach by assuming 50% of the clients are accessing 10% of the data. Therefore, we start a thread in the non-leader server to copy the data to another server at time 9. Since the leader has the highest overhead in Paxos, copying data from a non-leader server should incur less interference on the clients’ requests. After data copy is complete, we remove half of the clients since they should be re-directed to another server. As one can see, the data migration takes about 8 seconds. During this procedure, unlike the Memcached experiments, data migration has little impact on the clients’ requests, because it is performed from a non-leader server. Note that after mitigating bursty traffic, the performance of the two systems is different because they have different workloads: with PostMan, the server is processing full load with big packets; after data migration, the server is processing half load with small packets. Which one has better performance depends on the actual workload: in Figure 5 the system with PostMan has lower latency while in Figure 4 the system with PostMan has slightly higher latency.
Both the Memcached and the Paxos experiments have confirmed the effectiveness of PostMan: for services processing small packets, PostMan can quickly mitigate the long latency caused by unexpected bursty traffic, because it can offload the overhead of packet processing to helpers; data migration, on the other hand, takes much longer to achieve the same goal, and may further increase the latency during data migration when data migration competes for resource with processing clients’ requests.

**Capabilities of PostMan.** To understand in what circumstances can PostMan help to mitigate bursty traffic, we measure how Memcached’s and Paxos’ tail latency grow with the load and how PostMan changes such trend.

As shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7, both Memcached get experiment and Paxos experiment show the same trend: when the load is low (i.e., lower than 2000K messages/s in Memcached and 500K messages/s in Paxos), using PostMan will actually introduce extra latency, because of the additional processing at the helper; when the load grows, the latency of the original systems will grow as well due to queuing delay and when these systems are close to saturation, their latency jumps, which is what happens when the service experiences bursty traffic. PostMan can offload their overhead of packet processing to helpers and thus can improve their maximum throughput, which reduces their queuing delay in a range of loads: for Memcached get experiments, PostMan can reduce the latency if the load is between 2000K and 6000K messages/s; for Paxos, PostMan can reduce its latency if the load is between 500K and 5000K messages/s. Memcached set experiments do not benefit from PostMan, because as shown in our profiling, its bottleneck is lock contention, which has nothing to do with packet processing. This set of experiments show that PostMan is effective for a wide range of loads, but it does have its limits: that’s why it is complementary to data migration, which does not have such limits but requires a longer time to be effective.
6.2 Effects of packet size

The capability of PostMan is affected by the packet size because PostMan’s key idea of assembling packets naturally works well with smaller packets. To quantitatively understand how PostMan’s capability is affected by this factor, we use the ping-pong microbenchmark to measure the throughput of PostMan, since as shown in Section 6.1, the maximal throughput of PostMan determines the range of loads in which PostMan might be helpful. We compare the throughput of PostMan to those of Linux and IX [7]. Since we fail to run an IX server with more than nine cores, we reduce the number of cores to eight in this set of experiments. Since IX shows it can outperform mTCP [24], another popular network stack, we do not further compare PostMan with mTCP.

Figure 8 shows the throughput of Linux under different packet sizes, with and without PostMan. As shown in this figure, when the server can utilize 8 cores for packet processing, PostMan can improve throughput when the payload size is less than 400 bytes. However, for CPU-intensive applications, this may not be a fair comparison because PostMan can reduce CPU utilization as well as improving throughput. Therefore, we also show the comparison when the server can utilize only one core for packet processing. In this case, PostMan can improve throughput when payload size is smaller than 1460 bytes.

Figure 9 shows the throughput of IX under different packet sizes, with and without PostMan. It shows a similar trend as the Linux experiment, though the turning points are smaller, 260B and 920B respectively. The benefit of PostMan still exists although becomes smaller than that in the Linux experiment. This is because IX, with an optimized networking stack, pays less overhead per packet compared to Linux.

Comparing Figure 8 and Figure 9, one can see that Linux+Postman can even outperform IX when the packet size is small, despite the fact that the former approach does not require installing a new OS on all servers.

6.3 Performance of helper nodes

So far we have measured the performance gain at the server side. A natural question is how much resource we need to pay at the helper side to achieve such performance gain. To answer this question, we measure how much throughput a single helper can provide and whether PostMan scales with the number of helpers.

In this set of experiment, we use IX as the server side to ensure the server will not become the bottleneck. As Figure 10 shows, a single helper node can process about 9.6 million small messages (assembling 4.8 million requests and disassembling 4.8 million responses) per second. When increasing the number of helper nodes, the overall throughput of PostMan scales almost linearly, till the helpee’s bandwidth is saturated.

Such results have demonstrated that PostMan does need a number of helper nodes to improve the throughput at the server side: this is as expected because PostMan offloads overhead instead of reducing overhead. Therefore, we expect a small-scale deployment of PostMan to help a few heavily loaded servers.

6.4 Fault tolerance

To test whether PostMan can tolerate failures of helper nodes, we set up a simple scenario, in which two active helper nodes are connected to the server. A Linux client running on PostMan client library is performing request-reply communication to the server, with 10 threads and 1000 connections in total. To examine the failure recovery of helper nodes, we first let all clients connect to one helper, record the throughput (measured every 100ms) of the clients and manually kill the connected helper node. As shown in Figure 11, the library waits until a timeout on receiving the reply message, and then reconnects to the other helper node. The re-connection takes about
0.4s to recover all 1000 connections. After that, the message exchange reaches the previous rate.

Note that PostMan’s correctness does not rely on the correctness of timeout: even if the timeout is inaccurate (i.e., a timeout is triggered when the previous helper node is still alive), PostMan can still guarantee all its properties because clients and servers will close the old connection and exchange necessary information when establishing a new connection (Section 4.2). This means in practice, the developers can use a shorter timeout to improve availability. In this experiment, we simply use an arbitrary 1-second timeout to show that PostMan can function correctly despite failures.

### 6.5 Adaptive batching

To test the effectiveness of our adaptive batching algorithm, we change the load of our system and see how PostMan reacts. As shown in Figure 12, with the load increasing, the batch interval decreases, implying that the helper nodes batch packets more frequently. Although the size variation seems noisy, the batch sizes are mostly larger than those with low load. When the load decreases, the helper nodes can reduce the batch size and increase the batch interval. As a result, we can conclude that the batch size and batch interval are well adapted to fluctuating load.

### 7 Conclusion

In this paper, we present PostMan, a distributed service to mitigate load imbalance caused by bursty traffic, by offloading the overhead of packet processing from heavily-loaded servers and reducing data redundancy in packet headers. By batching small packets remotely and on demand, PostMan can utilize multiple nodes to help a heavily-loaded server when bursty traffic occurs and can minimize the overhead when there is no such bursty traffic. Experiments with Memcached and Paxos show that, compared to data migration, PostMan can quickly mitigate the extra latency caused by bursty traffic.
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Abstract
Remote Procedure Calls are widely used to connect data-center applications with strict tail-latency service level objectives in the scale of $\mu$s. Existing solutions utilize streaming or datagram-based transport protocols for RPCs that impose overheads and limit the design flexibility. Our work exposes the RPC abstraction to the endpoints and the network, making RPCs first-class datacenter citizens and allowing for in-network RPC scheduling.

We propose R2P2, a UDP-based transport protocol specifically designed for RPCs inside a datacenter. R2P2 exposes pairs of requests and responses and allows efficient and scalable RPC routing by separating the RPC target selection from request and reply streaming. Leveraging R2P2, we implement a novel join-bounded-shortest-queue (JBSQ) RPC load balancing policy, which lowers tail latency by centralizing pending RPCs in the router and ensures that requests are only routed to servers with a bounded number of outstanding requests. The R2P2 router logic can be implemented either in a software middlebox or within a P4 switch ASIC pipeline.

Our evaluation, using a range of microbenchmarks, shows that the protocol is suitable for $\mu$s-scale RPCs and that its tail latency outperforms both random selection and classic HTTP reverse proxies. The P4-based implementation of R2P2 on a Tofino ASIC adds less than 1 $\mu$s of latency whereas the software middlebox implementation adds 5 $\mu$s latency and requires only two CPU cores to route RPCs at 10 Gbps line-rate. R2P2 improves the tail latency of web index searching on a cluster of 16 workers operating at 50% of capacity by 5.7$x$ over NGINX. R2P2 improves the throughput of the Redis key-value store on a 4-node cluster with master/slave replication for a tail-latency service-level objective of 200 $\mu$s by more than 4.8$x$ vs. vanilla Redis.

1 Introduction
Web-scale online data-intensive applications such as search, e-commerce, and social applications rely on the scale-out architectures of modern, warehouse-scale datacenters to meet service-level objectives (SLO) [7, 17]. In such deployments, a single application can comprise hundreds of software components, deployed on thousands of servers organized in multiple tiers and connected by commodity Ethernet switches. The typical pattern for web-scale applications distributes the critical data (e.g., the social graph) in the memory of hundreds of data services, such as memory-resident transactional databases [26, 85, 87–89], NoSQL databases [62, 78], key-value stores [22,54,59,67,93], or specialized graph stores [14]. Consequently, online data-intensive (OLDI) applications are deployed as 2-tier applications with root servers handling end-user queries and leaf servers holding replicated, sharded data [8, 58]. This leads to a high fan-in, high fan-out connection graph between the tiers of an application that internally communicates using RPCs [11]. Each client must (a) fan-out an RPC to the different shards and (b) within each shard, choose a server from among the replica set. Moreover, each individual task can require from only a few microseconds ($\mu$s) to a handful of milliseconds for search applications [35].

To communicate between the tiers, applications most commonly layer RPCs on top of TCP, either through RPC frameworks (e.g., gRPC [31] and Thrift [86]) or through application-specific protocols (e.g., Memcached [59]). This leads to a mismatch between TCP, which is a byte-oriented, streaming transport protocol, and message-oriented RPCs. This mismatch introduces several challenges, one of which is RPC load distribution. In one approach, root nodes randomly select leaves via direct connections or L4-load balancing. This approach leads to high fan-in, high fan-out communication patterns, load-imbalance and head-of-line blocking. The second approach uses a L7 load balancer or reverse proxy [1, 16, 25] to select among replicas on a per request basis, e.g., using a Round-Robin or Join-Shortest-Queue (JSQ) algorithm. While such load balancing policies improve upon random selection, they do not eliminate head-of-line blocking. Furthermore, the load balancer can become a scalability bottleneck.

This work proposes a new communication abstraction for datacenter applications that exposes RPCs as first-class citi-
zens of the datacenter not only at the client and server endpoints, but also in the network. Endpoints have direct control over RPC semantics, do not suffer from head-of-line blocking because of connection multiplexing, and can limit buffering at the endpoints. The design also enables RPC-level processing capabilities for in-network software or hardware middleboxes, including scheduling, load-balancing, straggler mitigation, consensus and in-network aggregation.

As a first use case, we show how to use our network protocol to implement efficient, scalable, tail-tolerant, high-throughput routing of RPCs. Our design includes an RPC router that can be implemented efficiently either in software or within a programmable switch ASIC such as P4 [12]. In addition to classic load balancing policies, we support Join-Bounded-Shortest-Queue (JBSQ(n)), a new RPC scheduling policy that splits queues between the router and the servers, allowing only a bounded number of outstanding requests per server, which significantly improves tail-latency.

We make the following contributions:

- The design of Request-Response Pair Protocol (R2P2), a transport protocol designed for datacenter µs-RPCs that exposes the RPC abstraction to the network and the endpoints, breaks the point-to-point RPC communication assumptions, and separates request selection from message streaming, nearly eliminating head-of-line blocking.

- The implementation of the R2P2 router on a software middlebox that adds only 5µs to end-to-end unloaded latency and is capable of load balancing incoming RPCs at line rate using only 2 cores.

- The implementation of the R2P2 router within a P4-programmable Tofino dataplane ASIC, which eliminates the I/O bottlenecks of a software middlebox and reduces latency overhead to 1µs.

- The implementation of JBSQ(n), a split-queue scheduling policy that utilizes a single in-network queue and bounded server queues and improves tail-latency even for µs-scale tasks.

Our evaluation with microbenchmarks shows that our R2P2 deployment with a JBSQ(3) router achieves close to the theoretical optimal throughput for 10µs tasks across different service time distributions for a tail-latency SLO of 150µs and 64 independent workers. Running Lucene++ [56], an open-source webservice library over R2P2, shows that R2P2 outperforms conventional load balancers even for coarser-grain, millisecond-scale tasks. Specifically, R2P2 lowers the 99th percentile latency by 5.7× at 50% system load over NGINX with 16 workers. Finally, running Redis [78], a popular key-value store with built-in master-slave replication, over R2P2 demonstrates an increase of 4.8×=5.6× in throughput vs. vanilla Redis (over TCP) at a 200µs tail-latency SLO for different read:write ratios. The Redis improvements are due to the cumulative benefits of a leaner protocol, kernel bypass, and scheduling improvements.

The paper is organized as follows: §2 provides the necessary background. §3 describes the R2P2 protocol and §4 its implementation. §5 is the experimental evaluation of R2P2. We discuss related work in §6 and conclude in §7. The R2P2 source code is available at https://github.com/epfl-dcsl/r2p2.

2 Background

2.1 Datacenter RPCs

TCP has emerged as the main transport protocol for latency-sensitive, intra-datacenter RPCs running on commodity hardware, as its reliable stream semantics provide a convenient abstraction to build upon. Such use is quite a deviation from the original design of a wide-area, connection-oriented protocol for both interactive (e.g., telnet) and file transfer applications. TCP’s generality comes with a certain cost as RPC workloads usually consist of short flows in each direction. In many cases, the requests and replies are small and can fit in a single packet [5,63]. Although RDMA is an alternative, it has specific hardware requirements and can be cumbersome to program, leading to application-specific solutions [22, 42, 43].

Overall, the requirements of RPCs differ from the assumptions made by TCP in terms of failure semantics, connection multiplexing, API scalability, and end-point buffering:

**RPC semantics**: Some datacenter applications choose weak consistency models [18] to lower tail latency. These applications typically decompose the problem into a series of independent, often idempotent, RPCs with no specific ordering guarantees. Requests and responses always come in pairs that are semantically independent from other pairs. Thus, the reliable, in-order stream provided by TCP far stronger than the applications needs and comes with additional network and system overheads.

**Connection multiplexing**: To amortize the setup cost of TCP flows, RPCs are typically layered on top of persistent connections, and most higher-level protocols support multiple outstanding RPCs on a flow, e.g., HTTP/2, memcache, etc. Multiplexing different RPCs on the same flow implies ordering the requests that share a socket, even though the individual RPCs are semantically independent. This ordering limits scheduling choices and can lead to Head-of-Line-Blocking (HOL). HOL appears when fast requests are stuck behind a slower request and when a single packet drop affects multiple pending requests.

**Connection scalability**: The high fan-in, high fan-out patterns of datacenter applications lead to large number of connections and push commodity operating systems beyond their
Applications willing to trade-off harvest vs. yield [29] would
within the network [2, 3]. Unfortunately, the use of TCP via
(JSQ) [55]. Layer-7 load balancers are ubiquitous at the web
routers implemented in software middleboxes [67] or SDN
reverse proxies as well as protocol-specific
requests flow through a proxy.

2.3 As a queuing theory problem

In this section, we approach the problem of RPC load bal-
ing from a theoretical point of view by abstracting away
system aspects using basic queuing theory. We show the ben-
efits of request-level load balancing over random-selection
improving tail-latency, and we evaluate different
load balancing policies.

Fortunately, the theoretical answers are clear: single-queue,
multi-worker models (i.e., $M/G/k$ according to Kendall’s no-
tation) perform better than distributed multi-queue models
(i.e., $k \times M/G/1$, with one queue per worker) because they are
work-conserving and guarantee that requests are processed in
order [49, 90].

Between those two extremes, there are other models that
improve upon random selection and are practically imple-
mentable through L7 load balancing. Power-of-two [61]
($PL(2)$), or similar schemes, are still in the realm of random-
ized load balancing, but perform better than a blind random
selection. JSQ performs close to a single queue model for
low-variability service times [55].

We define Join-Bounded-Shortest-Queue JBSQ($n$) as a policy that splits queues between a centralized component
with an unbounded queue and distributed bounded queues
of maximum depth $n$ for each worker (including the task
currently processed). The single-queue model is equivalent to
JBSQ(1) whereas JSQ is equivalent to JBSQ($\infty$).

Figure 1 quantifies the tail-latency benefit, at the 99th per-
centile, for these queuing models observed in a discrete event
simulation. We evaluate a configuration with a Poisson arrival
process, $k = 16$ workers, and three well-known distributions
with the same service time $\bar{S} = 1$. These distributions are:
deterministic, exponential and bimodal-1 (where 90% of re-

Figure 1: Simulation results for the 99th percentile latency across 3 service time distributions with $\bar{S} = 1$
quests execute in .5 and 10% in 5.5 units) [55].

From the simulation results, we conclude that: (1) there is a dramatic gap in performance between the random, multi-queue model and the single-queue approach, which is optimal among FCFS queuing systems. (There is no universally optimal scheduling strategy for tail-latency [90].) (2) \( \text{PL}(2) \) improves upon random selection, but these benefits diminish as service time variability increases. \( \text{JSQ} \) performs close to the optimal for low service time variability, (3) \( \text{JSQ}(2) \), while it deviates from the single queue model, outperforms \( \text{JSQ} \) under high load as the service time variability increases.

These results are purely theoretical and in particular assume perfect global knowledge by the scheduler or load balancer. This global view would be the result of communication between the workers and the load balancer in a real deployment. Any practical system must consider I/O bottlenecks and additional scheduling delays because of this communication. In this paper, we make the claim that \( \text{JSQ}(n) \) can be implemented in a practical system and can deliver maximal throughput with small values of \( n \) even for \( \mu \)-scale tasks, thus minimizing tail latency and head-of-line blocking.

3 R2P2: A transport protocol for RPCs

We propose R2P2 (Request-Response Pair Protocol), a UDP-based transport protocol specifically targeting latency-critical RPCs within a distributed infrastructure, i.e., a datacenter. R2P2 exposes the RPC abstraction to the network, thus allowing for efficient in-network request-level load balancing.

R2P2 is a connectionless transport protocol capable of supporting higher-level protocols such as HTTP without protocol-level modifications. Unlike traditional multiplexing of the RPC onto a reliable byte-oriented connection, R2P2 is an inherently request//reply-oriented protocol that maintains no state across requests. The R2P2 request-response pair is initiated by the client and is uniquely identified by a triplet of \(<\text{src}\_\text{IP},\text{src}\_\text{port},\text{req}\_\text{id}>\). This design choice decouples the request destination (set by the client) from the actual server that will reply, thus breaking the point-to-point RPC communication semantics and enabling the implementation of any request-level load balancing policy.

Figure 2 describes the interactions and the packets exchanged in sending and receiving an RPC within a distributed infrastructure that uses a request router to load balance requests across the servers. We illustrate the general case of a multi-packet request and a multi-packet response.

1. A \text{REQ0} message opens the RPC interaction, uniquely defined by the combination of source IP, UDP port, and an RPC sequence number. The datagram may contain the beginning of the RPC request itself.
2. The router identifies a suitable target server and directs the message to it. If there is no available server, requests can temporarily queue up in the router.

3. If the RPC request exceeds the size of data in the \text{REQ0} payload, then the server uses a \text{REQready} message to inform the client that it has been selected and that it will process the request.
4. Following (3), the client directly sends the remainder of the request as \text{REQn} messages.
5. The server replies directly to the client with a stream of \text{REPLY} messages.
6. The servers send \text{R2P2-FEEDBACK} messages to the router to signal idleness, availability, or health, depending on the load balancing policies.

We note a few obvious consequences and benefits of the design: (i) Given that an RPC is identified by the triplet, responses can arrive from a different machine than the original destination. Responses are sent directly to the client, bypassing the router; (ii) there is no head-of-line blocking resulting from multiplexing RPCs on a socket, since there are no sockets and each request-response pair is treated independently; (iii) there are no ordering guarantees across RPCs; (iv) the protocol is suited for both short and long RPCs. By avoiding the router for \text{REQn} message and replies, the router capacity is only limited by its hardware packet processing rate, not by the overall amount of size of the messages.

Unlike protocols that blindly provide reliable message delivery, R2P2 exposes failures and delays to the application. R2P2 follows the end-to-end argument in systems design [80]. A client application initiates a request-response pair and determines the failure policy of each RPC according to its specific needs and SLOs. By propagating failures to the application, the developer is free to choose between at-least-once and at-most-once semantics by re-issuing the same request that failed. Unlike TCP, failures affect only the RPC in question, not other requests. This is useful in cases with fan-out replicated
requests, where R2P2 can provide system support for the implementation of tail-mitigation techniques, such as hedged requests [17].

While novel in the context of µs-scale, in-memory computing, the connection “pair” is similar in spirit to the “exchange” that is the core of the SCSI/Fibre Channel protocol (FCP [27]). For example, a single-packet-request-multi-packet-response RPC over R2P2 would be similar to SCSI read within a single fibre channel exchange. Equivalently, an R2P2 multi-packet-request-single-packet-response would be similar to a SCSI write.

### 3.1 Transport considerations

Figure 3 describes a proposed R2P2 header, while Table 1 includes the different R2P2 messages. All R2P2 messages are UDP datagrams. R2P2 supports a 16-bit request id whose scope is local to the (src_ip, src_port) pair. As such, each client ((src_ip, src_port) pair) can have up to 65536 outstanding RPCs, well beyond any practical limitations. The R2P2 header also includes a 16-bit packet id meaning that each R2P2 message can consist of up to 65536 MTU-sized packets. The above two fields can be extended, if necessary, without changing the protocol semantics. Currently R2P2 uses two flags (F, L) to denote the first and last packet of a request.

Finally, the R2P2 header contains a Policy field, which allows client applications to directly specify certain policies to the router, or any other intermediate middlebox, for this specific RPC. Currently, the only implemented policies are unrestricted, which allows the router to direct REQ0 packet to any worker in the set, and sticky, which forces the router to direct the message to the master worker among the set. This mechanism is central to our implementation of a tail-tolerant Redis, based on a master/slave architecture. It is used to direct writes to the master, but balances reads according to the load balancing policy. Additional policies, e.g., session-stickiness, or policies implementing different consistency models, can be implemented in R2P2 middleboxes and will be identified by this header field, thus showcasing the benefits of R2P2’s in-network RPC awareness.

**Deployment assumptions:** We assume that R2P2 is deployed within a datacenter, i.e., the clients, router and servers are connected by a high-bandwidth, low-latency Ethernet fabric. We make no assumptions about the core network that can depend either on ECMP flow hashing or packet spraying [30,32,63]. R2P2 tolerates packet reordering within the same message and reconstructs the message at the end-point. By design, though, there is no ordering guarantee across RPCs, even if they are sent by the same client.

**Timer management:** Given that the assumed deployment model allows for packet reordering, packet loss detection depends on timers. There is one retransmission timeout RTO timer used for multi-packet requests or responses. It is in the order of milliseconds and triggers the transmission of a SACK message request for the missing packets. Servers garbage collect RPCs with failed multi-packet requests or multi-packet replies after a few RTOs. On the client side there is a timer set by the client application when sending the request. This timer is disarmed when the whole reply is received, and can be as aggressive as the application SLO. Based on this timer applications can implement tail-mitigation techniques [17] or early drop requests based on their importance.

**Congestion management:** R2P2 focuses on reducing queueing on the server side; we do not make any explicit contribution in congestion control. Instead, R2P2 can utilize existing solutions for congestion control, including (1) Homa [63], whose message semantics easily map to R2P2’s request-response semantics and (2) ECN-based schemes such as DCTCP [2] and DCQCN [94]. Congestion control will be necessary only for multi-packet requests and replies (REQN and REPLY), and is independent of the interactions described in Fig 2.

**Flow Control:** R2P2 implements two levels of flow control, one between the client and the middlebox and one between the middlebox and the servers. R2P2 middleboxes can drop individual requests, either randomly or based on certain priority policies, if they become congested, without affecting other requests, thus implementing the first level of flow control. Based on the functionality and the policy, the middlebox is in charge of implementing the second level of flow control to the servers. In the JBSQ case, JBSQ limits the number of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REQUEST</td>
<td>A message carrying an RPC request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REPLY</td>
<td>A message carrying an RPC reply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQ0D</td>
<td>Sent by the server to the client to ask the REQ0 of a multi-packet request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2P2-FEEDBACK</td>
<td>Sent by the server to the router</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DROP</td>
<td>Sent by the router or the server to a client to explicitly drop a request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SACK</td>
<td>Sent by the client or the server to ask for missing packets in a request or reply</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: R2P2 Header Format

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MessageType</th>
<th>Header Size</th>
<th>PacketId/Packet Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REQUEST</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REPLY</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQ0D</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2P2-FEEDBACK</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DROP</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SACK</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The R2P2 message types
outstanding requests on each server, thus servers can not be overwhelmed.

3.2 API

R2P2 exposes a non-POSIX API specifically designed for RPC workloads. Making RPCs first class citizens and exposing the request-response abstraction through the networking stack significantly simplifies writing client-server applications. Application code that traditionally implements the RPC logic on top of a byte stream abstraction is now part of the R2P2 layer of the networking stack.

Table 2 summarizes the corresponding application calls and callbacks for the client and server application. The API has an asynchronous design that allows applications to easily send and receive independent RPCs. When calling r2p2_send_req the client application sets the timer timeout and callback functions independently for each RPC request. The client and server applications are notified only when the entire response or request messages have arrived through the req_success and req_recv callbacks, equivalently.

3.3 JBSQ router design considerations

R2P2 exposes the request-response abstraction to the network as a first-class citizen. It is expected that a software or hardware middlebox will manipulate client requests to implement a certain policy, e.g., scheduling, load balancing, admission control, or even application logic, e.g., routing requests to the right server in a distributed hash table. In this section, we discuss the design choices regarding an R2P2 request router implementing the JBSQ scheduling policy. Similar ideas can be applied to other middleboxes with alternative functionality.

The choice of JBSQ: As seen in § 2.3 JSQ and JBSQ perform closer to the optimal single queue model. JBSQ though offers several practical benefits over JSQ. It implements router-servers flow control and can be implemented within a Tofino ASIC. JSQ requires finding the minimum among a number of values, which is hard to implement in a hardware dataplane. Also, JBSQ achieves better latency under high load and service time dispersion. That is because JSQ uses the queue size as a proxy for queuing time, which can be misleading in the presence of service-time dispersion.

R2P2-FEEDBACK messages: To implement the JBSQ(n) policy we leverage the R2P2-FEEDBACK messages provided by the R2P2 specification. These messages, sent by the servers back to the router after completing the service of a request, specify: (i) The maximum number of outstanding RPCs the server is willing to serve (the “n” in JBSQ(n)). By sending the current “n” in every R2P2-FEEDBACK message, servers can dynamically change the number of outstanding requests based on the application SLOs. (ii) The number of requests this server has served including the last request. The router uses this information to track the current number of outstanding requests in the server’s bounded queue. This field makes the message itself idempotent and the protocol robust to R2P2-FEEDBACK drops.

We note that this approach puts each server in charge of controlling its own lifecycle by sending unsolicited R2P2-FEEDBACK messages, e.g., to join a load balancing group, leave it, adjust its bounded queue size based on its idle time, or to periodically signal its idleness.

Direct client request - direct server return: R2P2 implements direct server return (DSR) [34, 65] since the replies do not go through the router. This is a widely-used technique in L4 load balancers with static policies [65]. R2P2 uses DSR while implementing request-level load balancing. In addition, R2P2 implements direct client request, where the router handles only the first packet of a multi-packet request, while the rest is streamed directly to the corresponding server, thus avoiding router IO bottlenecks.

Deployment: A software R2P2 router is deployed as a middlebox and traffic is directed to its IP address. The hardware R2P2 router is also deployed as an IP-addressed middlebox. The same hardware can also be a Top-of-Rack switch serving traffic to servers within the rack, following a “rack-scale” deployment pattern. In such a pattern, the router has full visibility on the RPC traffic to the rack and all packets go through the ToR switch. This could enable simplifications to the packet exchange, e.g., using R2P2-FEEDBACK messages only for changing the depth of the bounded queues; the ToR can estimate their current size by tracking the traffic.

Router high availability: The router itself is nearly stateless and a highly-available implementation of the router is relatively trivial. Upon a router failure, only soft state regarding the routing policy is lost, including the current size of the per-worker bounded queue and the queue of pending RPCs. Clients simply failover to the backup router using a virtual IP address and reissue RPCs upon timeout, using the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>r2p2_poll</td>
<td>Poll for incoming req/resp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r2p2_send_req</td>
<td>Send a request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r2p2_send_response</td>
<td>Deallocate a request or response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r2p2_message_done</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The r2p2-lib API
exact same mechanism used to handle a \texttt{REQ0} packet loss. Servers reconstruct the relationship with the router with their \texttt{R2P2-FEEDBACK} message to the new router.

\textbf{Server membership:} Servers behind the R2P2 router can fail and new servers can join the load balancing group. \texttt{R2P2-FEEDBACK} messages implicitly confirm to the router that a server is alive. In case of a failure, the lack of \texttt{R2P2-FEEDBACK} messages will prevent the router from sending requests to the failed server, and the bounded nature of JBSQ\((n)\) limits the number of affected RPCs. Similarly, newly-added servers can send \texttt{R2P2-FEEDBACK} messages to the router informing about their availability to serve requests.

\textbf{The choice of JBSQ\((n)\):} The choice of \(n\) in JBSQ is crucial. A small \(n\) will behave closer to a single-queue model, but will restrict throughput. The rationale behind the choice of \(n\) is similar to the Bandwidth Delay Product. On each queue there should be enough outstanding requests so that the server does not stay idle during the server-router communication. For example, for a communication delay of around 15 \(\mu s\) and a fixed service time of 10 \(\mu s\), \(n=3\) is enough to achieve full throughput. Shorter service times will require higher \(n\) values. High service time dispersion and batching on the server will also require higher values than what predicted by the heuristic. Servers can even dynamically adjust the value of \(n\) based on their processing rate and minimal idle time between requests.

4 Implementation

We implement (1) \texttt{r2p2-1ib} as userspace Linux library on top of either UDP sockets or DPDK [21] (§4.1); (2) the software R2P2 router on top of DPDK (§4.2) and (3) the hardware solution in the P4\(_{14}\) programming language [72] to run within a Barefoot Tofino ASIC [6] (§4.3).

4.1 \texttt{r2p2-1ib}

The library links into both client and server application code. It exposes the previously described API and abstracts the differences between the Linux socket and the DPDK-based implementations. The current implementation is non-blocking and \texttt{rpc_poll} is typically called in a spin loop. To do so, we depend on \texttt{epoll} for Linux, while for DPDK we implemented a thin ARP, IP, and UDP layer on top of DPDK’s polling mode driver, and exposed that to \texttt{r2p2-1ib}. Our C implementation of \texttt{r2p2-1ib} consists of 1300 SLOC.

R2P2 does not impose any threading model. Given the callback-based design, threads in charge of sending or receiving RPCs operate in a polling loop mode. The library supports asymmetric models, where threads are in charge of both network and application processing, by having each thread manage and expose a distinct worker queue through a specific UDP destination port. The DPDK implementation further manages a distinct Tx and Rx queue per thread, and uses Flow Director [36] to steer traffic based on the UDP destination port. In an asymmetric model, a single dispatcher thread links with \texttt{r2p2-1ib}, and the other worker threads are in charge of application processing only. This model exposes one worker queue via one UDP destination port.

4.2 Router - software implementation

We implemented a Random, a Round-Robin, a JSQ and a JBSQ\((n)\) policy on the software router. The main implementation requirements for the router are (1) it should add the minimum possible latency overhead, and (2) it should be able to process short \texttt{REQ0} and \texttt{R2P2-FEEDBACK} messages at line rate. While the router processes only those two types of packets, the order in which it processes them matters. Specifically for JBSQ, the ideal design separates \texttt{REQ0} from \texttt{R2P2-FEEDBACK} messages into two distinct ingress queues and processes \texttt{R2P2-FEEDBACKs} with higher priority to ensure that the server state information is up-to-date and minimize queuing delays.

Our DPDK implementation uses two different UDP ports, one for each message type, using Flow Director for queue separation. Given the strict priority of control messages and the focus on scalability, we chose a multi-threaded router implementation with split roles for \texttt{REQ0} threads and \texttt{R2P2-FEEDBACK} threads, with each thread having its own Rx and Tx queues.

JBSQ\((n)\) requires a counter per worker queue that counts the outstanding requests. To minimize cache-coherency traffic, the router maintains two single-writer arrays, one updated on every \texttt{REQ0} and the other on every \texttt{R2P2-FEEDBACK}, with one entry per worker.

The implementation of the \texttt{R2P2-FEEDBACK} thread is computationally very cheap and embarrassingly scalable. Processing \texttt{REQ0} messages requires further optimizations to reduce cache-coherency traffic, e.g., maintain the list of known idle workers, cache the current queue sizes, etc. Our implementation relies on adaptive bounded batching [9] to amortize the cost of PCIe I/O operations, as well as that of the cache-coherency traffic (the counters are read once per iteration). We limit the batch size to 64 packets.

Finally, we implement a tweak to the JBSQ\((n)\) policy with \(n \geq 2\): when no idle workers are present, up to 32 packets are held back for a bounded amount of time on the optimistic view that an \texttt{R2P2-ACK} message may announce the next idle worker. This optimization helps absorb instantaneous congestion and approximate the single-queue semantics in medium load situations.

4.3 P4/Tofino implementation

We built a proof-of-concept P4 implementations of R2P2 router for Tofino [6] using P4\(_{14}\) [72]. Similar to the software implementation, the switch only processes \texttt{REQ0} and


When we start with $i = 0$ and we increase till $i = n$ from $JBSQ(n)$. When $i$ reaches $n$ and there is still no available server, we keep recirculating the packet without increasing $i$ further. As an optimization to reduce the number of recirculations, the dataplane keeps the $i$ for the last forwarded request and starts from that.

To overcome the Tofino limitation of only being able to compare a limited number of registers in one pass, we also leverage recirculation to inspect the outstanding requests of each bounded queue in each round. Register instances that correspond to different queues are organized in groups that can be checked in one pass. If no available queue is found in the first group, the packet is recirculated (without increasing $i$) and the second group of queues is checked, etc. When a $REQ0$ arrives, it is initially assigned to a group in a round-robin fashion to further reduce the amount of recirculations.

The logic for $R2P2$-FEEDBACK decrements the outstanding count for the specific server based on the packet source and consumes the packet without forwarding it.

The use of recirculation has two side-effects: (1) the order of RPCs cannot be guaranteed as one packet may be recirculated while another one is not; (2) the atomicity of the full set of comparisons is not guaranteed as $R2P2$-FEEDBACK packet may be processed while an $REQ0$ packet is being recirculated. Non-optimal decisions may occur as the result of this race condition.

5 Evaluation

To evaluate the performance and the efficacy of the R2P2 protocol, the two implementations of the router, as well as the trade-offs in using $JBSQ(n)$ over other routing policies, we run a series of synthetic microbenchmarks and two real applications in a distributed setup with multiple servers. The microbenchmarks depend on an RPC service with configurable service time and response size. All our experiments are open-loop [83] and clients generate requests with a Poisson inter-arrival time. We use two baselines and compare them against different configurations for R2P2 with and without the router: (1) vanilla NGINX [66] serving as reverse proxy for HTTP requests; and (2) ZygOS [76], a state-of-the-art work-conserving multicore scheduler. As a load generator we use an early version of Lancet [46].

Our experimental setup consists of cluster of 17 machines connected by a Quanta/Cumulus 48x10GbE switch with a Broadcom Trident+ ASIC. The machines are a mix of Xeon E5-2637 @ 3.5 GHz with 8 cores (16 hyperthreads), and Xeon E5-2650 @ 2.6 GHz with 16 cores (32 hyperthreads). All machines are configured with Intel x520 10GbE NICs (82599EB chipset). To reduce latency and jitter, we configured the machine that measures latency to direct all UDP packets to the same NIC queue via Flow Director. The Barefoot Tofino ASIC runs within a Edgecore Wedge100BF-32X. The Edgecore is directly connected to the Quanta switch via a 40Gbps link and therefore operates as a 1-port router.

5.1 Router characterization

We use the synthetic RPC service to evaluate the latency overhead of the router, the maximal throughput and the optimal request load balancing policy. We configure a setup of 4 servers with 16 threads (64 independent workers), running the synthetic RPC service over DPDK.

Throughput: We first evaluate the sustainable throughput of the software router. We run a synthetic RPC service with 8-byte requests and we configure the size of the response.

Figure 4 shows the achieved goodput as a function of the response size, and compares a configuration with R2P2 messages handled by a $JBSQ$ load balancing policy, with a NGINX configured as reverse proxy for HTTP messages. For small response sizes, the router is bottlenecked by the router’s NIC’s packets per second (PPS), or the number of outstanding requests in each queue, $n$ in $JBSQ(n)$. $JBSQ(3)$ was enough to achieve maximum throughput. As the response size increases though, the application goodput converges to $4 \times 10$GbE, the NIC bottleneck of the 4 servers with payloads as small as 2048. Obviously, this is made possible by the protocol itself, which bypasses the router for all $REPLY$ messages. Note that because R2P2 leverages both Direct Server Return and Direct Client Request, even in cases of large requests the router would not be the bottleneck, unlike traditional L4 DSR-enabled load balancing. In contrast, the NGINX I/O bottleneck limits goodput to the load balancer’s 10Gbps NIC.
Latency overheads and saturation: Figure 5 uses a zero-cost ("echo") RPC service with 8-byte requests and responses, to measure the 99th percentile tail latency as a function of the load for the software middlebox and the Tofino router with the JBSQ policy. As a baseline, we use a DIRECT configuration where clients bypass the router and send requests directly to the servers after a random choice. The figure shows that the latency added by the router is 5µs for the software middlebox and 1µs for the Tofino solution. The software latency is consistent with the characteristics of one-way forwarding performance of the Intel x520 chipset using DPDK. The hardware latency is consistent with the behavior of an ASIC solution that processes and rewrites packet headers in the dataplane. Figure 5 also shows the point of saturation, which corresponds to 7 MRPS for the software middlebox. Given that for every request forwarded the router receives one R2P2-FEEDBACK message, the router handles more than 14M PPS, which is the hardware limit. We were unable to characterize the maximal per-port capability of the Tofino ASIC running the R2P2 logic beyond >8 MRPPS with tiny requests and replies, simply for lack of available client machines. We also observe that the hardware implementation, as expected, requires a smaller \( n \) for JBSQ(\( n \)). In the figure we show the smallest value of \( n \) that achieved maximum throughput.

Comparison of scheduling policies: Figure 6 uses a synthetic \( \bar{S} = 25\mu s \) workload to evaluate the different request load balancing policies, implemented on the software router. We evaluate the following policies: DIRECT, where clients bypass the router by making a random server selection, RANDOM where clients talk to the router and the router makes a random selection among the servers, RR where the router selects a target server in a round-robin manner, SW-JBSQ(\( n \)) which is the software implementation for the bounded shortest queue with \( n \) outstanding requests, and JSQ which is the R2P2 router’s implementation of the join-shortest-queue policy. We also compare R2P2 with using NGINX as an HTTP reverse proxy implementing a JSQ policy, which is a vanilla, widely-used deployment for request-level load balancing.

We make the following observations: (i) NGINX overheads prevent throughput scalability; (ii) DIRECT and RANDOM configurations perform similarly for R2P2, which is the result of a random choice (in the client or the router equivalently); (iii) RR performs better than random choice, but worse than JBSQ, given the service time dispersion; (iv) JBSQ(\( n \geq 3 \)) achieves maximum throughput. Given that the communication time between the server and the router is \( \sim 15\mu s \) and the exponential service time dispersion, this is on par with our analysis in §3.3. (v) JSQ performs similarly to JBSQ(3) for this service time.

5.2 Synthetic Time Microbenchmarks

Figure 7 evaluates JBSQ(\( n \)) performance with an aggressive \( \bar{S} = 10\mu s \) mean service time and three different service time distributions: Fixed, Exponential and Bimodal where 10% of the request are 10x slower than the rest [55]. We present results for both the software and Tofino implementation, for JBSQ(1) and the optimal \( n \) choice for each configuration. Requests and the responses are 8 bytes. We observe:

- For all experiments, all JBSQ(\( n \)) variants approximate the optimal single-queue approach \((M/G/64)\) until the saturation point for JBSQ(1).
- Beyond the saturation point of JBSQ(1), an increase in the tail latency as the system configuration trades off higher throughput (i.e., JBSQ(n > 1)) against the use of a theoretically-optimal approach.

- A comparison between the software and hardware implementation shows that more outstanding requests are required for the software implementation; this is because the communication latency between the server and the hardware router is \( \sim 5\mu s \) faster.

- JBSQ achieves the optimal performance, as predicted by the M/G/64 model, both for the software and the hardware implementation within the 150\( \mu s \) SLO.

- Reducing \( n \) can have a considerable impact on tail-latency especially in cases with high service time dispersion, as it can be seen in Figure 7c (SW-JBSQ(5) vs. P4-JBSQ(3))

### 5.3 Multi-packet Requests Microbenchmark

R2P2 implements the following logic in splitting requests to packets. If the request fits in a single packet, the whole request payload is transferred with \texttt{REQ0}. In the case of a multi-packet request, \texttt{REQ0} is a 64-byte packet, carrying only the first part of the request and the rest of the payload is transferred with the \texttt{REQN} packets directly to the server. This way the router does not become a throughput bottleneck in the case of large requests, while the extra round-trip is avoided in the case of small requests.

To evaluate the extra round-trip that R2P2 introduces in the case of multi-packet requests with the distinction between \texttt{REQ0} and \texttt{REQN}, we ran a synthetic microbenchmark with larger requests. Based on the above logic, a 1464-byte request is the biggest request that fits in a single packet given the size of protocol headers. Equivalently, a 1465-byte request is the smallest request that requires 2 packets, and consequently an extra round-trip. We run the synthetic service time RPC server with the bimodal service time distribution of \( \bar{S} = 10 \) and the 2 different request sizes. We compare the DIRECT deployment with one using the router with the JBSQ policy.

Figure 8 summarizes the result of the experiment. We observe that there is a fixed gap of around 15\( \mu s \) between DIRECT-1464 and DIRECT-1465 curves that corresponds to the extra round-trip between the client and the server. We, also, run the multi-packet request scenario while using the P4 router with the JBSQ policy. We show that despite the extra round-trip, the intermediate hop, and the increased number of packets to process, the 99th percentile latency is close to the single-packet scenario in the DIRECT case, which justifies our design decision to pay an extra round-trip to achieve better scheduling.

### 5.4 Using R2P2 for server work conservation

We now demonstrate how the use of network-based load balancing, e.g., using R2P2, can increase the efficiency of a single server scheduling tasks. For this, we compare R2P2 with JBSQ with the performance of ZygOS [76], a state-of-the-art system optimized for \( \mu s \)-scale, multicores computing that includes a work-conserving scheduler within a specialized operating system. ZygOS relies on work-stealing across idle cores and makes heavy use of inter-processor interrupts. Both ZygOS and JBSQ(n) offer a work-conserving solution to dispatch requests across the multiple cores of a server. ZygOS...
gOS does it within the server in a protocol-agnostic manner, whereas R2P2 implements the policy in the network.

Figure 9 compares ZygOS with the Tofino implementation of JBSQ(3) for the 10µs exponentially-distributed service time workload using a single Xeon server. As in the previous configurations, for the R2P2 implementation each of the 16 Xeon cores, is exposed as a worker with a distinct queue to the router, listening to a different UDP port. In this experiment, the theoretical lower bound is therefore determined by $M/M/16$. We observe that JBSQ(3) exceeds the throughput performance of ZygOS, with no visible impact on tail latency despite the additional hop and that JBSQ(3) is sufficient to achieve the maximum throughput. For a service-level objective set at 150µs, R2P2 with JBSQ(3) outperforms ZygOS by 1.26×. The explanation is that the R2P2 server operates on a set of cores in parallel without synchronization or cache misses, whereas ZygOS has higher overheads due to protocol processing, boundary crossings, task stealing, and inter-processor interrupts.

### 5.5 Lucene++

Web search is a replicated, read-only workload with variability in the service time coming from different query types, thus it is an ideal use-case for R2P2-JBSQ. For our experiments we used Lucene++ [56], which is a search library ported to serve queries via either HTTP or R2P2. A single I/O thread dispatches one request at a time to 16 Lucene++ worker threads, each of them searching part of the dataset. The experimental setup relies on 16 disjoint indices created from the English Wikipedia page articles dump [91], yielding an aggregated index size of 3.5MB. All indices are loaded in memory at the beginning of the execution to avoid disk accesses. The experimental workload is a subset of the Lucene nightly regression query list, with 10K queries that comprise of simple term, Boolean combinations of terms, proximity, and wildcard queries [57]. The median query service time is 750µs, with short requests taking less than 450µs and long ones over 10ms.

Figure 10 summarizes the experiment results for running Lucene++ on a 16-server cluster, each using 16 threads. The NGINX-JSQ and HTTP-DIRECT experiments rely on 1568 persistent TCP client connections. First, we observe that HTTP-DIRECT over TCP and RANDOM over R2P2 which are multi-queue models, have higher tail-latency. Then, we see that NGINX-JSQ and SW-JBSQ(1) on R2P2 deliver the same throughput: system and network protocol overheads are irrelevant for such coarse-grain workload. Also, $n = 1$ is enough to get maximum throughput, given the longer average service time. SW-JBSQ(1) delivers that throughput via the optimal single-queue implementation, with a significant impact on tail latency. As a result, R2P2 lowers the 99th percentile latency by 5.7× at 50% system load over nginx.

### 5.6 Redis

Redis [78] supports a master/slave replication scheme with read-only slaves. We ported Redis on R2P2 and ran it on DPDK for the Facebook USR workload [5]. We used the sticky R2P2 policy (see §3) to direct writes to the master node and we load balance reads across the master and slave nodes, based on the RANDOM and the JBSQ policy. Redis has sub-µs service times. Thus, to achieve maximum throughput we had to increase the number of tokens to 20 per worker (SW-JBSQ(20)), for the software router. For the vanilla Redis over TCP clients randomly select one of the servers for read requests, while they only send write requests to the master.

Figure 11a shows that R2P2, for an SLO of 200µs at the 99th percentile, achieves 5.30× better throughput for the USR workload over vanilla Redis over TCP (TCP-DIRECT) because of reduced protocol and system overheads, while SW-JBSQ(20) achieves slightly better throughput than RANDOM for the same SLO. Figure 11b increases the write percentage of the workload from 0.2% to 2%, which increases service time variability: R2P2 RANDOM has 4.09× better throughput than TCP-DIRECT. SW-JBSQ(20) further improves throughput by 18%, for a total speedup of 4.8×, as a result of better load balancing decisions.

### 6 Related work

RPCs can be transported by different IP-based protocols including HTTP2 [10], QUIC [48], SCTP [84], DCCP [47],
or similar research approaches [4, 28, 30, 32, 63] that identify the TCP limitations and optimize for flow-completion time. Libraries such as gRPC [31] and Thrift [86] abstract away the underlying transport stream into request-reply pairs. Approaches such as eRPC [41] aim at end-host system optimizations and are orthogonal to R2P2. Load balancers proxy RPC protocols such as HTTP in software [23, 66, 69] or in hardware [1, 16, 25, 60]. R2P2 exposes the RPC abstraction to the network to achieve better RPC scheduling, and to the application to hide the complexity of the underlying transport.

Load dispatching, direct or through load balancers, typically pushes requests to workers, requiring tail-mitigation techniques [17, 33]. In Join-Idle-Queue [55], workers pull requests whenever they are idle. R2P2 additionally supports JBSQ(n), which exposes the tradeoff between maximal throughput and minimal tail latency explicitly.

Task scheduling in distributed big data systems is largely aimed at taming tail-latency and sometimes depends on split-queue designs [19, 20, 44, 71, 75, 77, 92], typically operating with millisecond-scale or larger tasks. R2P2 provides the foundation for scheduling of µs-scale tasks.

Multi-core servers are themselves distributed systems with scheduling and load balancing requirements. This is done by distributing flows using NIC mechanisms [79] in combination with operating systems [24, 73] or dataplane [9, 37, 74] support. Zygos [76] and Shinjuku [40] are an intra-server, work-conserving schedulers for short tasks that rely on task stealing and inter-processor interrupts. R2P2 eliminates the need for complex task stealing strategies by centralizing the logic in the router.

Recent work has focused on key-value stores [54, 59, 70, 78]. MICA provide concurrent-read/exclusive-access (CREW) within a server [54] by offloading the routing decisions to the client, while hardware and software middleboxes [39, 53, 67] or SDN switches [13, 15] enhance the performance and functionality of key-value stores in network. RackOut extended the notion of CREW to rack-scale systems [68]. R2P2 supports general-purpose RPCs not limited to key-value stores, together with a mechanisms for steering policies which can be used to implement CREW both within a single server and across the datacenter.

Finally, R2P2 adheres and encourages the in-network compute research path by increasing the network visibility to application logic and implementing in-network scheduling. Approaches leveraging in-network compute include caching [39, 53], replicated storage [38], network sequencing [51, 52], DNN training [81, 82], and database acceleration [50].

7 Conclusion

We revisit the requirements to support µs-scale RPCs across tiers of web-scale applications and propose to solve the problem in the network by making RPCs true first-class citizens of the datacenter. We design, implement and evaluate a proof-of-concept transport protocol developed specifically for µs-scale RPCs that exposes the RPC abstraction to the network and at the endpoints. We showcase the benefits of the new design by implementing efficient, tail-tolerant µs-scale RPC load-balancing based on a software router or a programmable P4 ASIC. Our approach outperforms standard load balancing proxies by an order of magnitude in throughput and latency, achieves close to the theoretical optimal behavior for 10µs tasks, reduces the tail latency of websearch by 5.7× at 50% load, and increases the scalability of Redis in a master-slave configuration by more than 4.8×.
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Abstract

We present LANCET, a self-correcting tool designed to measure the open-loop tail latency of \(\mu\text{s}\)-scale datacenter applications with high fan-in connection patterns. LANCET is self-correcting as it relies on online statistical tests to determine situations in which tail latency cannot be accurately measured from a statistical perspective. The workload configuration, the client infrastructure, or the application itself could, under circumstances, prevent accurate measurement. Because of its design, LANCET is also extremely easy to use. In fact, the user is only responsible for (i) configuring the workload parameters, \textit{i.e.}, the mix of requests and the size of the client connection pool, and (ii) setting the desired confidence interval for a particular tail latency percentile. All other parameters, including the length of the warmup phase, the measurement duration, and the sampling rate, are dynamically determined by the LANCET experiment coordinator.

When available, LANCET leverages NIC-based hardware timestamping to measure RPC end-to-end latency. Otherwise, it uses an asymmetric setup with a latency-agent that leverages busy-polling system calls to reduce the client bias.

Our evaluation shows that LANCET automatically identifies situations in which tail latency cannot be determined and accurately reports the latency distribution of workloads with single-digit \(\mu\text{s}\) service time. For the workloads studied, LANCET can successfully report, with 95\% confidence, the \(99^{th}\) percentile tail latency within an interval of \(\leq 10\mu\text{s}\). In comparison with state-of-the-art tools such as Mutilate and Treadmill, LANCET reports a latency cumulative distribution that is \(\sim 20\mu\text{s}\) lower when the NIC timestamping capability is available and \(\sim 10\mu\text{s}\) lower when it is not.

1 Introduction

Today’s webscale datacenter applications such as search, social networking, and e-commerce all rely extensively on the decomposition of online, data-intensive queries into smaller subqueries that process data directly from the memory of hundreds or thousands of tightly-interconnected servers to ensure service-level objectives, scalability and availability [4,11,12,33,34]. The combined advancements in hardware technology (\textit{e.g.}, 10-100Gbps NICs, cut-through switches, NVMe), system software (\textit{e.g.}, dataplanes [6, 49]), and data management systems (\textit{e.g.}, in-memory databases and key-value stores [17, 47, 48, 55]) now allow \(\mu\text{s}\)-scale interactions between application components [5]. The increased number of components involved in a single query and the extensive use of high fan-in, high fan-out patterns have shifted the performance focus to tail-latency considerations [11].

This emerging \(\mu\text{s}\)-scale computing era is characterized by new key performance metrics such as the tail-latency service-level objective (SLO), \textit{e.g.}, \(99^{th}\) percentile \(\leq 500\mu\text{s}\) [6, 29]. To put this into perspective, 500\(\mu\text{s}\) is one order of magnitude longer than an in-memory relational database processing TPC-C [55] and two-to-three orders of magnitude longer than basic operations on a key-value store [17, 35, 48]. Yet, it is shorter than an operating system quantum, a TCP retransmission timeout, or the DVFS governor’s reaction time [36]. This requires complete rethinking of traditional assumptions about systems, stacks, protocols, and applications [5,17,48,53]. A large body of research focuses on the systematic characterization and reduction of tail latency effects [6,13,14,23,27–29,34,36,50].

While throughput can easily be measured, tail latency is harder to capture and characterize in a statistically meaningful manner, as it depends on a number of factors beyond the workload itself. These factors include the choice of a tool with overheads and biases, its precise configuration, and the experimental methodology. The literature describes many pitfalls specific to latency, \textit{e.g.}, Treadmill [58] discusses situations in which: (i) the inter-arrival request distribution does not match the production environment; (ii) the measuring methodology silently masks some tail behaviors; (iii) the measuring tool affects the measured end-to-end latency because the measuring granularity is too coarse-grained or because the clients are overloaded.

This matches our own experience in building and evaluating multiple research systems for \(\mu\text{s}\)-scale computing [6, 30,
which used either modified versions of Mutilate [33] or home-grown latency-measurement and load-generation tools. While these tools measured the tail latency of our systems as a function of the load, we were required to unscientifically tweak a large number of workload and system parameters in an ad-hoc manner by: (i) repeatedly increasing the number of load-generating clients until stability; (ii) repeatedly increasing the number of outstanding requests (e.g., number of connections) until the tail-latency diverges at saturation, as expected in an open-loop process; (iii) and last, but not least, running each experiment “longer” with the hope of reducing result jitter.

This paper introduces LANCET, a self-correcting latency measurement tool designed to measure, in a statistically sound manner, the end-to-end tail latency of remote procedure calls in a testing environment. LANCET is self-correcting as it relies on on-line statistical tests to determine situations in which tail latency cannot be accurately measured. This includes situations when (i) the workload configuration, and in particular the number of client connections, leads to closed-loop behavior; (ii) the infrastructure (e.g., number of machines) cannot generate the desired load without introducing client bias; (iii) the service time of the workload itself is heavy-tailed distributed.

Because it relies on statistical methods within its control system, LANCET is also easier to use than existing tools. While the scientist specifies the infrastructure used for an experiment (e.g., number of client machines), and the workload itself (e.g., mix reads and writes, distribution of keys and values, number of client connections, maximum number of outstanding requests per connection etc.), LANCET then automatically determines, using statistical tests, what can be measured and at which confidence interval. LANCET’s control system internally sets additional experimental parameters such as the duration of the experiment and its warmup phase.

Finally, LANCET relies on state-of-the-art, hardware-based measurement techniques that combine NIC timestamping in hardware and user-level matching of packets to RPCs. This approach noticeably eliminates the client bias, and increases the accuracy of individual measurements without creating a long-term dependency on immature kernel-bypass protocols stacks and libraries.

This paper contributes the methodology, design, and implementation of LANCET, with the following novel features:

- LANCET measures the open-loop tail latency of a workload using only two user-provided parameters: the target load level and the desired confidence interval at the target tail percentile. For this, it relies on proven statistical methods such as hypothesis testing to configure the experiment methodology parameters.

- LANCET is self-correcting and reports “N/A” when no statistically-sound tail latency can be measured. This can be due to limitations in workload specification, client infrastructure, or because the service time distribution has high variability.

- LANCET clearly separates (i) the methodological considerations, implemented by the LANCET controller, (ii) the measurement tool, implemented by a combination of agents, and (iii) the workloads and application-level protocol support, implemented in an extensible manner by the LANCET agent’s internal API.

- LANCET is designed with stability and production deployment in mind, with a focus on Ethernet-based protocols. It therefore uses exclusively the standard Linux kernel-based implementations of networking protocols. For applicable NICs, LANCET supports hardware-based timestamping to measure TCP-based RPC latencies for improved measurement accuracy. Our work demonstrates that kernel-bypass is not necessary to achieve precise µs-scale client-side measurements.

Our evaluation of LANCET with workloads with synthetic service times demonstrates that it (i) automatically identifies the right number of samples necessary for the target experiment accuracy and result convergence; (ii) accurately reports the latency distributions for workloads with service time as short as \( \hat{S} = 1 \mu \text{s} \); and (iii) provides substantially more accurate results than Treadmill [58] and Mutilate [33], state-of-the-art tail latency measurement tools.

LANCET is open-source and can be found at https://github.com/epfl-dcsl/lancet-tool. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We discuss the necessary background (§2), analyze a latency experiment (§3), and discuss the design (§4) and implementation of LANCET (§5). We then evaluate LANCET (§6) and compare our methodology to existing tools (§7), and conclude (§8).

## 2 Background

The accurate measurement of the latency of any software application serving RPCs requires the appropriate combination of metrics, tools, workloads and experimental methodology: (i) the metrics determine which type of latency is being measured for a certain load, whether mean, median, tail (e.g., 99th percentile), or the empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF); (ii) the choice of tool determines the precision of the benchmark; (iii) the choice of workload determines the degree of realism, generality, and relevance of the experiment; (iv) the choice of methodology determines the overall soundness of the results, their accuracy, and reproducibility.

The high-level process is straightforward: the tool acts as an RPC client which generates requests for the system(s) under test. The tool timestamps requests and corresponding replies to determine the end-to-end latency. The requests themselves are determined in a workload-specific manner (e.g., a mix of
get and set with a specific distribution of keys). The individual request inter-arrival time typically follows a Poisson process for a given rate $\lambda$. For a fixed rate $\lambda$, scientists typically report the full ECDF or the complementary cumulative distribution or tail distribution (CCDF), often on a log scale, to highlight the tail latency levels ($99^{th}$, $999^{th}$, etc.). To study the impact of load on latency, scientists repeat the fixed-rate experiment for different $\lambda$ and report the tail latency as a function of the load [6, 14, 22, 29, 29, 33, 37, 50, 58]. Finally, for dynamic experiments that mimic daily datacenter patterns, the tool dynamically adjusts $\lambda$ according to a diurnal (or accelerated) time pattern [4, 6, 51, 56].

2.1 Taxonomy of tools

We attempt to make a taxonomy of the existing tools for generating load and measuring latency, the techniques used and the main design decision.

**Packet vs. RPC generators:** At the highest level, latency measuring tools can be easily classified into packet generators, which measure a network device or a network function, and application RPC generators, which measure a server.

Packet generators use stateless network packets to measure the throughput and the latency of datacenter network equipment such as switches and routers as defined in RFCs [7, 39]. These tools can be implemented to achieve different levels of precision in software. For example, MoonGen [19], TReX [8], and netperf [46], rely on hardware timestamping facilities in modern NICs (e.g., MoonGen) or use custom hardware appliances such as Spirent [54] or IXIA [24].

Application RPC generators measure the latency of client-server interactions using protocols such as http or memcached's binary protocol, typically implemented on top of TCP or RDMA connections. These tools provide advanced workload-generation capabilities. For example, Mutilate [33, 45] can model Facebook's various uses of key-value stores [4], YCSB [10, 57] can generate a Zipfian distribution of keys, and CloudSuite [9, 20] offers a mix of applications. For the rest of the paper, we will focus on RPC generators.

**Open-loop vs. Closed loop:** There are two main ways to control the flow of requests to the target. An open-loop system models $n=\infty$ clients that send requests to the target according to a rate $\lambda$ and an inter-arrival distribution, e.g., Poisson. A closed-loop system bounds the maximum number of possible outstanding requests at any given time. The distinction between an open and a closed loop system is a property of a specific deployment and the same system can be deployed under different scenarios, e.g., a key-value store may serve only a few blocking clients (i.e., closed-loop) or thousands of application servers, which is best modelled as open-loop. Testing for the right scenario is crucial because open-loop systems can lead to large queuing, and thus longer tail latencies, whereas closed-loop tail latencies are typically bounded by the number of possible outstanding requests. Tools such as Treadmill and Mutilate are open-loop systems, while others such as YCSB are closed-loop systems.

**Generating the necessary load:** Precise tools are typically used to evaluate the benefit of innovations in new hardware, protocol designs, kernel bypass architectures, networking stacks, operating system configurations, or applications. Leading research systems today can deliver high-throughput solutions that easily scale to millions of requests per second, even on commodity hardware. As a consequence, the load-generation and latency-measuring tools, which typically run on reference vanilla Linux infrastructure, must be distributed on multiple client machines to saturate a single server [6, 33, 50].

Multi-machine setups follow two basic design patterns. First, in symmetric generators, all client machines generate load and measure latency. Then, an external agent accumulates and processes the collected results to report the aggregated verdict. This category includes YCSB [10], Treadmill [58], CloudSuite [20], memaslap [43], etc. Unfortunately the open-source versions of these tools provide no coordinator or aggregator script to run them in a distributed fashion.

Second, the asymmetric design splits the client machines between load-generating and latency-measuring. The bulk of the load is generated by client machines that generate requests according to a specific inter-arrival distribution, e.g., Poisson, in an open-loop manner without measuring latency, while a separate, dedicated client machine makes closed-loop requests to the same server and measures its latency. By reducing the system load on the latency-generating thread, such tools reduce client bias in the measurement. Mutilate [33] is the most well-known tool in this category.

**Point of measurement:** Latency can be measured at different points in the system resulting in different levels of accuracy. This includes the actual wire, the NIC, the Ethernet driver, the in-kernel socket layer, or the application itself. The point of measurement has a large impact on precision. According to Primorac et al. [52], (i) the packet generators using hardware-based NIC timestamping such as MoonGen can accurately measure the latency of stateless network functions up to the 99.99th percentile whereas (ii) the best software solution relying on kernel bypass can only measure up to the 99th percentile, and (iii) the solutions relying on the traditional networking stack should not be used at all for μs-scale latency measurements.

NIC-based timestamping is available on mainstream NICs. Intel NICs, such as 10Gbe 82599 and x54, or 40Gbe x710, implement hardware timestamping only to support IEEE 1588 Precision Time Protocol [18]. This restricts the type and amount of packets that can be hardware-timestamped. The MoonGen packet generator takes advantage of this precise, yet
restrictive mechanism. The Mellanox NICs, e.g., ConnectX-4 [42] or newer, offer general-purpose hardware timestamping support to all incoming and outgoing packets. The Linux kernel provides support for hardware timestamping via the Linux socket interface, yet deriving RPC timestamps from packet timestamps is challenging, as later described.

Another way to increase precision and reduce jitter is to leverage kernel bypass and NIC polling at the client. Tools such as MoonGen and T-Rex use the DPDK [16] toolkit for better performance and precision. Unfortunately, kernel bypass limits application and protocol support, and requires using less-proven protocol stacks as part of the experiment.

**Reporting results:** From a methodology perspective, most tools depend on histograms to compute latency percentiles, thus avoiding keeping all the recorded latency samples. Histograms with fixed bucket sizes, as used by Mutilate, can affect the reported results by masking tail phenomena, if not configured properly. Some tools such as Treadmill [58] propose a user-defined calibration phase to determine the bucket allocation. Other tools, such as TailBench [29], use dynamic histograms, whose bucket sizes change over the execution of the experiment. Finally, few tools, e.g., Mutilate, allow collecting all latency samples and save them in a file to be used for plotting the ECDF.

### 2.2 Configuration burden

Load generators put the methodological burden on the scientist who configures it. For example, a scientist using Mutilate must first determine the time for each load experiments (default=5s), which must be long enough to be statistically sound; then specify the number of machines, threads and overall number connections for the load-generating agents, and the maximum number of outstanding requests per connection; and finally specify the configuration of the latency-measurement agent, which operates as a closed-loop with one outstanding request a time.

This configuration setup has subtle implications as (i) increasing the number of machines reduces client bias [58]; (ii) increasing the number of open sockets reduces the throughput of the server because of operating system overheads [6]; (iii) increasing the maximum number of outstanding requests per socket allows for batching and increases throughput; (iv) the product of the number of connections x the number of outstanding requests must be larger than the bandwidth-delay product of the workload if the scientist wishes to measure the open-loop tail latency of the service.

Figure 1 illustrates the challenge via the study of an out-of-the-box memcached/Linux deployment with Mutilate configured with 320 and 144 connections with one outstanding request each. We report the 99th tail latency as a function of the load. The orange curve (144 Connections) operates as a closed-loop, with the clients unable to generate the target rate, and without ever saturating the server. The lower reported tail latency is merely a reflection of the limited number of outstanding requests. This experiment can lead to false conclusions, e.g., on the maximum throughput that meets a SLO (e.g., ≤ 300μs).

### 2.3 Statistics Background

This section provides the sufficient background to understand our use of statistical methods in LANCET.

**Hypothesis testing:** Statistical testing follows a specific thought process. Initially, the statistician formulates a null hypothesis implying that there is no relation between two populations and the observations are the results of pure chance. She then identifies a test statistic that can assess the truth of the null hypothesis and computes the p-value. p-value gives the probability of the given test statistic resulting in the observed value if the null hypothesis is true. The smaller the p-value, the stronger the evidence against the null hypothesis. Finally, she compares the p-value to the α value, which corresponds to the level of confidence. If the p-value is less than α, she rejects the hypothesis and therefore conclude that the effect she observed was not due to random chance.

**LANCET** uses the following tests. First, the Anderson-Darling test checks whether a group of samples comes from a certain probability distribution and was chosen because it is less sensitive to outliers compared to similar tests, e.g., the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [31]. We use that to validate the inter-arrival request distribution. Second, the Augmented Dickey Fuller test [15] checks a series of samples for stationarity. We use the ADF test to determine the duration of the warm-up phase and whether the experiment results change over time. Finally, we use the Spearman rank correlation coefficient and the associated p-value to check if a series of samples is autocorrelated when checking for iid-data.

**IID-data:** Most types of hypothesis testing or general statistical processing, such as the calculation of confidence intervals, require samples that are independent and identically distributed (iid). When running a latency experiment, latency
samples are naturally identically distributed since they come from the same target server. Sample independence, though, is challenging to meet because of queuing effects. The end-to-end latencies of two requests that are queued back-to-back are dependent because the latency of the latter request includes the service time of the prior. While independence cannot be taken for granted, it can be tested, with autocorrelation being the standard way to check independence for a series of samples.

Confidence Intervals: We focus here on the confidence intervals for tail latency of a single execution, assuming that the system environment remains identical and stable during the entire experiment. The confidence intervals for a distribution’s percentiles can be computed in closed form when the data are iid. The formula identifies, with a certain level of confidence, two threshold values that belong to the collected samples, between which the value for the specific percentile is expected to be found. Formulas 1, 2 give the indices of those two threshold values in the sorted of collection of samples [31] for a certain confidence level $\gamma$.

$$j \approx \left\lfloor np - \eta \sqrt{np(1-p)} \right\rfloor$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$k \approx \left\lceil np + \eta \sqrt{np(1-p)} \right\rceil + 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $n$ is the number of samples, $p$ is the percentile, and $\eta$ is defined as $N_{0.1} = \frac{1 + \sqrt{1+4 \gamma}}{2}$. For example, for 10,000 iid samples ($n = 10000$), the confidence interval for the 99-th percentile with 95% confidence ($\gamma = 0.95$, so $\eta = 1.96$) will be between the values with indices $j = 9880$ and $k = 9921$.

Note that determining confidence across different executions of the same experiment is challenging as the system’s boot-time and application initialization can have a persistent effect on performance, leading to the hysteresis problem described in Treadmill [58].

### 3 Experiment Decomposition

Our goal is to build a latency-measuring tool that is precise and simplifies the configuration burden discussed in §2.2, with the explicit objective to identify situations in which the configuration cannot lead to a statistically meaningful result.

Table 1 classifies concerns related to a latency experiment into three main categories: workload, methodology, and measuring tool. These concerns often correspond to user-defined parameters in most of the existing tools and can be easily misconfigured. This decomposition will guide the design of modular, self-correcting latency-measuring tools. We claim that the workload-specific parameters have to be user defined, otherwise the experiment is insufficiently described. The methodology and measuring tool concerns have to be systematically managed by the measuring framework to reduce the pitfalls induced by the user misconfiguration.

**Workload:** The first aspect of a latency experiment is the actual workload and a large set of the configuration parameters refer to the workload specification. The experiment workload is both application- and deployment-specific, meaning that the same application should be tested differently if the deployment environment is also different. The workload includes the application specific parameters (e.g., get:set ratio, request size distributions, TPC-C request mix, etc.), the application-level protocol (e.g., HTTP, binary memcached, etc.) and the network-level protocol (e.g., UDP vs. TCP). The definition of the workload also includes the client assumptions, i.e., the number of expected client connections, the maximum number of outstanding requests per connection, and whether clients operate in an open- or a closed-loop system.

Critically, the specification of the workload is independent of the measuring tool, but affects the results, which could lead to unrealistic or wrong conclusions. For example, one cannot meaningfully report the open-loop tail latency of a workload with an insufficient number of connections, or insufficient outstanding requests per connection.

**Measuring methodology:** The second aspect of a latency experiment is the methodology, which describes how the latency samples are collected and processed. Examples of configuration parameters that are relevant to the methodology are the experiment duration, the number of collected samples, and the number and size of the histogram buckets. Reducing the number of configuration parameters related to methodology is a major goal of our design.

Regarding the latency sample collection, a good method-
4.2 Measurement options

LANCET uses the asymmetrical model when the latencies are captured in software. This model reduces jitter by dedicating cores and even machines to only measure latency. The drawback is that the experiment collects fewer samples per time period. Furthermore, special care must be taken to ensure that the collected samples are representatives of the workload. For example, a latency agent should open multiple connections (i.e., emulate multiple clients) to ensure that a server configured with an RSS NIC will use all cores.

LANCET uses the symmetrical model when the NIC offers the capability to timestamp all incoming and outgoing Ethernet frames and the Linux operating system exposes the information on the NIC to the latency agents. At any point in time, while the agent is in the Load or Measure phase the coordinator can ask for the current throughput and latency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Request Type</th>
<th>Request Params</th>
<th>Reply</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>start_load</td>
<td>load (rps)</td>
<td>ACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>start_measure</td>
<td>#samples sr</td>
<td>ACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_throughput</td>
<td>None sr</td>
<td>Throughput (rps) Correct IA (T/F)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_latency</td>
<td>None sr</td>
<td>Latency CI Stationary (T/F) IID (T/F, sr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exit</td>
<td>None sr</td>
<td>ACK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The LANCET coordinator API with the information returned by the agents on each call. For the get_throughput and get_latency requests, the agents also reply information related to the Inter-Arrival distribution (IA), the latency Confidence Intervals (CI), and whether the collected samples are stationary and iid. If they are not iid, the reply contains the target sampling rate necessary to get iid data.
mation to userspace (v4.14+ kernels). LANCET associates the hardware timestamping of packets to the end-to-end latency of RPCs. This is not straightforward because of the inherent mismatch between the stream-oriented TCP protocol and the message-oriented RPCs. Implementation details follow in §5.

4.3 LANCET’s self-correcting methodology

LANCET’s primary contribution is its novel, self-correcting methodology which follows the experiment decomposition and split of concerns described in Table 1, and tries to systematically and based on statistics, identify: (i) when the server is in a stable state to start measuring latency (managed by the user-defined warm-up time in other tools); (ii) if the collected latency samples converge and whether tail phenomena are fully covered (controlled by the user-defined experiment duration in other tools); (iii) how to process the collected samples and report latency without introducing statistical bias (histograms are mainly used for that purpose in other tools); (iv) the confidence intervals of the latency results (unlike most tools which simply report latency percentiles).

Figure 4 illustrates the state machine transitions of the coordinator when measuring the open-loop tail-latency of a server under a certain load. To run such an experiment, the scientist needs to provide, apart from the necessary workload specification (first column in Table 1), the following:

- the target load (1).
- the target confidence interval for a specific latency percentile, e.g., 10µs interval for the 99th percentile with 95% confidence.

The output of such an experiment will be either the tail-latency percentiles with the corresponding confidence intervals or an indication that the specific experiment cannot be executed because some of the assumptions are violated, e.g., the target load cannot be reached, the service time has high variability and the computed latency confidence interval is wider than the target, the client does not respect the workload specifications, etc.

System Stability: Initially, the methodology ensures that the target load can actually be reached before starting measuring latency, thus eliminating transient phenomena. Then, the methodology ensures that agents load the server while respecting the workload’s specified inter-arrival distribution. This second confirmation is essential to avoid reporting misleading latencies. For this, every agent records the inter-transmission intervals of requests by recording request transmissions, ideally in hardware, but if necessary at the socket interface. Every agent runs an Anderson-Darling test to check whether the inter-transmission intervals follow the target inter-arrival distribution, e.g., exponential in the case of Poisson inter-arrival. The controller exits the system stability step only when the load is reached according to the correct inter-arrival distribution.

Unbiased Result Processing: Each agent collects, according to the parameters $(s, sr)$ set by the controller, $s$ samples, each randomly sampled among the RPCs at rate of $sr$, e.g., collecting 10,000 samples with a 1:20 sampling rate would require ~200K RPCs. Sampling is necessary because the collected samples need to be iid to compute the confidence interval correctly. Computing confidence intervals on non-iid data will underestimate their size.

The iid-ness is confirmed or rejected by computing the autocorrelation of the collected latency samples sorted by their transmission time. To do so, latency-measuring agents compute the Spearman correlation of the collected latency samples shifted over time. We leverage the associated $p$-value to determine whether the correlation is significant or not. This correlation being significant implies that data that are close in time depend on each other, which is the result of them being queued back to back in the servers queue.

A way to reduce the autocorrelation is to decrease the sampling rate. The LANCET built-in parameters initialize the measuring phase with 10,000 collected samples with a first sampling rate of 1:5. If the autocorrelation is non-significant, the latency measuring agents report that the samples are iid. Otherwise, they report how much to reduce the sampling rate to achieve non-significant correlation. The latency measuring agents report the Pearson correlation co-efficient back to the coordinator as part of their latency results. To do so, the agents compute the autocorrelation for different lags and report the one that leads to a non-significant correlation. Based on the agents’ replies, the coordinator decides whether to proceed to the next state or reduce the sampling rate accordingly if it fails to confirm iid-ness.

Result Stationarity: The methodology needs to identify whether the number of samples collected is sufficient for the results to converge to a stable distribution of latencies that does not change over time. To ensure stationarity, the methodology leverages an Augmented Dickey Fuller test [15]. Each latency-measuring agent sorts the collected latency results based on their transmission timestamp and runs the test. Again, the latency measuring agents report the result of the test to the coordinator. In cases where lack of stationarity is detected, the coordinator decides to increase the number of samples by 10,000 and retry. Otherwise it proceeds with the next check.

Determine the confidence interval: Finally, the methodology has to check if the results converge within the target confidence interval size. For that, we use the Formulas 1 and 2. Each latency measuring agent reports the confidence intervals for the latency percentiles to the coordinator. The coordinator ensures that the intervals from different agents
Figure 4: LANCET’s experiment methodology implemented by the coordinator. Dark grey boxes correspond to messages from the coordinator to the agents. Light grey boxes show the experiment end.

are overlapping and computes their average. If the final confidence interval is wider than the user-selected target, the coordinator increases the number of samples by 10,000 and continues the experiment.

**Termination:** If the target confidence is reached, the coordinator finishes the experiment and reports the final latency percentiles with the equivalent confidence intervals. If the coordinator cannot reach the target confidence after a fixed number of failed retries, or if the experiment duration is above a certain threshold, it terminates the experiment, and reports that the specific experiment is not conclusive, the reasons why, along with the collected results so far.

5 Implementation

In addition to the design goals of §4, LANCET was implemented with robustness and long-term relevance in mind. LANCET is therefore built purely on functionality provided by the Linux kernel, using built-in drivers and protocol stacks. During development we identified some inconsistencies regarding hardware timestamping in the Linux kernel; our patch was merged in Linux kernel 4.19.4 [38].

The LANCET coordinator (Figure 2) is in charge of deploying the agents, communicating with them over sockets, driving their state machine according to Figure 3, and implementing the methodology of Figure 4. The coordinator is implemented in Golang. It relies on goroutines for easy distributed coordination and failure management, and consists of ~1000 lines of code. From those lines, ~300 of them implement the methodology described in §4.3 and the rest implemented the LANCET API to communicate with the agents, manage collected results, etc. Thus, implementing a new coordinator logic for different experiment methodologies is relatively easy.

We implemented three different agents that can be used according to the available hardware, the measuring methodology, and the necessary experiment granularity. Our agents can achieve better measuring granularity compared to previous tools and can be used in both a symmetrical and asymmetrical deployment, independently of the available hardware. The agents are implemented in a combination of C and Python, and can be easily extended with new transport and application protocols.

Figure 5 depicts the structure of a multi-threaded LANCET agent. Each agent is split between a Python control plane and a C data plane communicating over shared memory. The Python control plane is in charge of communicating with the coordinator and performing the statistical computations. The choice of Python allowed us to take advantage of the rich Python ecosystem using libraries such as NumPy and SciPy. The choice of C for dataplane gave us direct access to low level socket APIs and reduced the client overhead. LANCET currently supports TCP, UDP, and R2P2 [30] as transports, and Memcached, Redis, and HTTP as application protocols.

**Throughput Agent:** This agent leverages epoll_wait to manage connections and is in charge of loading the server without measuring latencies. It is used only in asymmetrical deployments in cooperation with one of the two following agents that can measure RPC latency.

**Latency SW-timestamping Agent:** This agent depends on software timestamping and does not have any hardware dependencies. It improves the measuring precision over
other software-based tools, though, by leveraging the busy polling functionality introduced in Linux 3.11. Specifically, the SO_BUSY_POLL socket option allows blocking system calls to poll the NIC instead of depending on interrupts. While still dependent on userspace timestamping, this agent reduces client bias and measures latency with similar accuracy to kernel-bypass approaches. The blocking nature of this agent limits the load and the inter-arrival distribution of requests the agent can achieve. Consequently, this agent can only be used in asymmetric setups in conjunction with throughput agents that generate the necessary target system load according to the expected inter-arrival distribution.

**Symmetric HW-timestamping Agent:** Finally, we implemented a symmetric agent that leverages hardware timestamping to measure RPC end-to-end latency. This agent depends on the Linux kernel functionality for hardware timestamping added in kernel 4.14 for TCP. It also requires a NIC that timestamps all the incoming and outgoing packets, e.g., the Mellanox ConnectX-4 [42]. The preferred deployment is based on symmetric HW-timestamping agents, as they improve on the latency agent in terms of precision and they can scale throughput while the coordinator can symmetrically collect results from all client machines, thus increasing the experiment accuracy.

The most challenging part of the implementation was the attribution of RPC latencies when requests and replies are layered on top of the stream-based TCP protocol, as used in the popular protocols, such as Memcached.

For TX timestamps, the Linux kernel provides an asynchronous API to collect timestamps, returning asynchronously one timestamp for each sendmsg system call. The notification is propagated to the userspace through an EPOLLERR for the equivalent socket that is handled by epoll_wait. Along with the timestamp, the kernel also returns the number of the last transmitted byte this timestamp corresponds to. For example, if the first request has a size of 20 bytes, the notification will mention that this timestamp is associated with byte 20. For the second request of the same size, the notification will mention byte 40, etc. The same information is maintained by LANCET in userspace for validation purposes, and to deal with cases of coalescing or resubmissions.

The kernel provides a synchronous API to retrieve the RX timestamp: the RX timestamp is part of the metadata to the recvmsg system call, and corresponds to the receive timestamp of the frame that carried the last byte returned by the system call. The LANCET application-parsing logic leverages this information to associate timestamps to replies of variable sizes: if the content returned by recvmsg consists of an incomplete reply, that timestamp is ignored; if the content contains the replies to multiple requests (which is possible because of TCP's streaming nature and coalescing in the socket layer), LANCET only considers the timestamp for the last reply returned in that call. The Linux kernel coalesces sk_buffs internally and keeps a single timestamp per sk_buff corresponding to the last arrival. Consequently, earlier received responses might appear to have later receive timestamps.

Our contribution to the kernel 4.19.4 [38] guarantees that each recvmsg system call will return the hardware timestamp that corresponds to the last byte read. Previously, this was only the case for software in-kernel timestamping.

6 Evaluation

Our evaluation aims to answer three fundamental questions: (i) how does LANCET compare with existing RPC load-generating tools such as Mutilate and Treadmill (ii) how does LANCET’s self-correcting methodology work in practice (iii) how LANCET performs in characterizing a server’s behavior across different loads.

We answer these questions using a methodology in which the server’s execution time is explicitly controlled. Doing so enables comparing the client-side measurements made by the tools to an idealized queueing theoretic model. We leverage an RPC server with synthetic service times following well-known distributions. Specifically, we tried a fixed, an exponential, and a bimodal distribution where 10% of the requests take ~10× longer to execute. To further reduce server-side overheads, our server uses the open-source IX operating system [6] configured with 1 CPU and adaptive batching disabled. The operating system overhead is ~1µs of CPU execution time per request, which includes driver and network processing overheads. As baselines we use the opensource versions of Mutilate [1] and Treadmill [3]. For Treadmill, we had to make changes in order to build it for our setup.

To be able to compare with other tools, our synthetic server uses the ascii-memcached protocol. Clients submit get requests with for a 19-byte key (similarly to Facebook’s USR [4]), the server spins for a configurable amount of time, and replies that that key was not found. We chose ascii-memcached because it is the only protocol supported by both Treadmill and Mutilate.

The idealized models correspond to the expected latency distribution, as determined by a discrete event simulation, assuming zero operating system overheads, zero network propagation delays, and zero client-side measurement overheads.

**Figure 5:** The structure of a LANCET agent. The grey part corresponds to the Python control plane, while the white part corresponds to the C dataplane communicating over shared memory (SHM).
For all of our experiments, we configure each client machine with 15 threads and 4 connections per thread with 1 outstanding request per connection. Also, we consider a Poisson inter-arrival distribution of requests.

6.1 Experimental setup

Our experimental setup uses 5 clients and one server machine connected by a Quanta/Cumulus 48x10GbE switch with a Broadcom Trident+ ASIC. The client machines are equipped with a Xeon E5-2637 @ 3.5 GHz and a Mellanox Connect-X4 NIC. The machines run an Ubuntu LTS 16.04 distribution running Linux kernel version 4.19.4. The systems are tuned to reduce jitter: all power management features, including CPU frequency governors and TurboBoost, and support for transparent huge pages, are disabled. The server is a Xeon E5-2665 @ 2.4 GHz with an Intel x520 NIC running the IX operating system.

6.2 Benefits of hardware timestamping

First, we compare the measuring granularity of LANCET with the measuring granularity achieved by Mutilate and Treadmill. For LANCET we consider both the hardware timestamping, symmetrical setup and the asymmetrical one based on the busy-polling agent. LANCET and Mutilate provide a way to run an experiment based on multiple machines, but for Treadmill there is no opensource coordinator script. Thus, we run one Treadmill instance on each client that contributes 1/5 of the load. Also, we modified Treadmill to save the collected latencies at the end of the experiment.

From a methodology perspective, we plot the latency CCDF for a deterministic service time distribution with different average service times. The load is set at 20% of the theoretical saturation, we range the average service time from \( \bar{S} = 1 \mu s \) to \( \bar{S} = 100 \mu s \). We collected 1M samples for each tool.

Figure 6 summarizes the experiment results. We observe that LANCET, for both configurations and in all three experiments, achieves lower measuring granularities when compared to the other tools because it reduces the client measuring overheads. Specifically, for \( \bar{S} = 1 \mu s \) hardware timestamping measures a 99th percentile tail of 14.1\( \mu s \) and the LANCET polling agent one of 27.3\( \mu s \). Mutilate measures 40\( \mu s \) and Treadmill reports 63\( \mu s \). Figure 6a also shows that Mutilate’s line is not smooth because of the \( \mu s \) reported granularity, as opposed to nanoseconds reported by the other tools. Also, we see that LANCET aligns better with the theoretic results. For example, with \( \bar{S} = 10 \mu s \), the blue line nicely tracks the model; the offset between the two (\(~10\mu s\)) is essentially due to the operating system overhead and the propagation delay. Finally, Figure 6c shows that the tools make a difference even for coarser grain tasks (\( \bar{S} = 100 \)), where the operating system and propagation delay overheads are comparatively small.

For the rest of our evaluation we will focus on the symmetric hardware-timestamping agent as it reports the most accurate results.

6.3 LANCET self-controlling dynamics

In the next series of benchmarks, we want to identify the impact of the self-correcting methodology and how the coordinator controls the experiment parameters based on the different service time distributions and the system load. To do so, we run the three different service time distributions across a variety of loads and we collect the necessary level of sampling to achieve iid-ness, and the number of samples necessary for a target confidence interval size of 10\( \mu s \).

Figure 7a shows the sampling rate that is necessary to the unbiased processing of the results caused by queueing effects. We observe that high-dispersion workloads (e.g., bimodal) and higher load levels require lower sampling rates. This is expected as increasing either service time dispersion or load level leads to more queuing, thus more dependent samples.

In Figure 7b, we set the size of the target confidence interval for the 99th percentile latency to be 10\( \mu s \) with 95% confidence. The figure shows the number of collected samples, as decided by the coordinator, that are required to satisfy the result target. We observe that more samples are necessary to fulfill the constraint as the load increases, since higher
Figure 7: Dynamics of LANCET’s self-correcting methodology based on load for three service time distributions with $\bar{S} = 10 \mu s$

system load leads to higher latency variability.

The bimodal distribution shows an interesting behavior of the tool: With load $> 70\%$, execution stops after the maximum number iterations ($N = 10$) but the target CI expectations cannot be met. Our experiment logs showed that the collected 99\textsuperscript{th} percentile latency at 75\% load is 411.333\mu s [-5.87\mu s, 7.56\mu s] at 95\% confidence; this interval is $> 10 \mu s$.

We also tested LANCET’s self-correcting behavior with the lognormal distribution, which is a heavy tailed distribution. LANCET terminates without ever being able to confirm results convergence($CI < 10 \mu s$ for the 99-th percentile latency), even at a low load of 20\%. Thus, LANCET is effective in detecting heavy-tailed service time distributions.

6.4 Inter-Arrival distribution Impact

In the following experiment we try to showcase the impact of the inter-arrival distribution on the latency results and how LANCET identifies cases of inter-arrival distribution violations. We use the fixed synthetic time distribution with $\bar{S} = 10 \mu s$ and we run a latency experiment across a variety of loads with different number of connections. We disable LANCET’s checks for inter-arrival distribution and we only report whether there is a workload violation. To eliminate any system interference we configure LANCET with one connection per thread, and add connections by adding client machines.

Figure 8 shows the 99\textsuperscript{th} percentile latency as a function of throughput for the different connection count configurations. The vertical lines correspond to the load level that the equivalent configuration started violating the inter-arrival distribution. We observe that once LANCET reports a violation the curves start deviating. This experiment shows that cases as the one described in Figure 1 can be avoided by LANCET’s self-correcting methodology.

6.5 Server characterization

Figure 9 shows the 99\textsuperscript{th} percentile tail latency as a function of the load for three workloads. We compare LANCET with Mutilate as well as the idealized, zero-overhead theoretical model. Both tools use 5 machines – necessary to achieve the high loads required. For LANCET, we additionally report the confidence interval of each measurement. This experiment does not include Treadmill as Treadmill’s open-source distribution does not support multi-machine deployments. Note that because of system overheads, the IX server cannot get close to the expected maximum load for Figure 9a which would be 1M RPS, thus we do not plot the theoretic curve.

We observe that LANCET reports latencies that closely match the idealized model across the entire load spectrum, to the point that it accurately reflects the two inflection points of the binomial distribution. We also observe how the size of the confidence intervals change across different distributions and system loads. For low loads and low service time dispersion, the interval is shorter than the maximum configured (10\mu s). For the bimodal distribution, the reported confidence interval is at its maximum configuration even for low loads.

7 Related Work

LANCET is one of the many contributions towards enabling reproducibility and accurate experimentation in systems research [25, 40].

\textbf{\mu s-scale computing:} Recent research focuses on \mu s-scale
computing [5] both in operating systems and networking and either aim to optimize [6, 26, 35, 49, 50], or attribute the sources of tail-latency [29, 33, 34, 52, 58]. LANCET does not attempt to attribute the sources of the jitter. Instead, it provides a tool to measure μs tail latency precisely on an end-to-end basis to be used in similar research efforts.

**Precise measurements:** RPC generators [10, 20, 33, 43, 58] use software timestamping. However, researchers need more accurate tools to evaluate system’s latency, e.g., ZygOS used a modified version of Mutilate based on DPDK [16], and MICA [35] used a custom version of YCSB on DPDK. Software-based packet generators [8, 19, 46] also used DPDK for increased precision [52]. Hardware-based packet generators [24, 54] provide sub μs-scale precision with little jitter [52].

Some tools repurposed the IEEE PTP feature of standard NICs to measure packet latencies [19, 32, 44]. LANCET is the first tool that leverages hardware-based NIC timestamping for capturing latency for RPCs over TCP with even higher precision. In addition, LANCET uses the standard Linux networking stack for all experiments, proving a more realistic simulation environment. While we used Mellanox ConnectX-4 NICs in our experiments, hardware timestamping of all packets is also available on Solarflare NICs [2].

**Methodology:** Although tail-latency is a widely used system metric, there is no widely accepted experiment methodology for measuring it, and usually tools are bounded to specific methodologies. LANCET attempts to split the methodology from the actual tool and reason about them separately. Measurement bias from non-determinism can be avoided via setup randomization [21, 41, 58]. Repeated runs eliminate hysteresis effects in systems [58]. Distributed benchmarking tools seek to minimize client side queuing bias by reducing the client load, in asymmetric e.g., Mutilate [33], or symmetric setups [58]. LANCET’s use of hardware timestamping eliminates client bias in the point of measurement. Treadmill [58] avoids issues of imbalance by leveraging a symmetric measurement model, and bias from outliers by computing interested metrics on individual instances and combining them using aggregation functions. LANCET also supports the symmetric setup to detect imbalance across client machines. Most tools use histograms to capture latencies. Treadmill determines bucket ranges during a calibration phase. YCBS [10] and Tailbench [29] have dynamic range histograms. LANCET relies on on-line sampling but keeps all sampled results to determine both the CCDF and the confidence intervals. Confidence intervals can also be used to determine statistical convergence of results [21, 41]. LANCET’s self-correcting controller relies on statistical tests to ensure stability and results convergence similarly to [40].

## 8 Conclusion

LANCET is a new latency-measuring tool designed with the explicit goal to accurately measure μs-scale tail-latencies while reducing methodological pitfalls in a principled manner. Its self-correcting methodology uses proven statistical methods to detect situations where application tail latency cannot be reliably measured. LANCET’s agents uniquely leverage NIC-based timestamping to measure the end-to-end latency of TCP-based applications, completely eliminating client bias. LANCET measures latency distributions with more accuracy than popular tools such as Mutilate and Treadmill. Our evaluation with μs-scale workloads shows that it robustly self-corrects as a function of the load for workloads with challenging service time distributions.
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Abstract
Non-volatile main memory (NVMM) allows programmers to build complex, persistent, pointer-based data structures that can offer substantial performance gains over conventional approaches to managing persistent state. This programming model removes the file system from the critical path which improves performance, but it also places these data structures out of reach of file system-based fault tolerance mechanisms (e.g., block-based checksums or erasure coding). Without fault-tolerance, using NVMM to hold critical data will be much less attractive.

This paper presents Pangolin, a fault-tolerant persistent object library designed for NVMM. Pangolin uses a combination of checksums, parity, and micro-buffering to protect an application’s objects from both media errors and corruption due to software bugs. It provides these protections for objects of any size and supports automatic, online detection of data corruption and recovery. The required storage overhead is small (1% for gigabyte-sized pools of NVMM). Pangolin provides stronger protection, requires orders of magnitude less storage overhead, and achieves comparable performance relative to the current state-of-the-art fault-tolerant persistent object library.

1 Introduction
Emerging non-volatile memory (NVM) technologies (e.g., battery-backed NVDIMMs [31] and 3D XPoint [30]) provide persistence with performance comparable to DRAM. Non-volatile main memory (NVMM), is byte-addressable, cache-coherent NVM that resides on the system’s main memory bus. The combination of NVMM and DRAM enables hybrid memory systems that offer the promise of dramatic increases in storage performance and a more flexible programming model.

A key feature of NVMM is support for direct access, or DAX, that lets applications perform loads and stores directly to a file that resides in NVMM. DAX offers the lowest-possible storage access latency and enables programmers to craft complex, customized data structures for specific applications. To support this model, researchers and industry have proposed various persistent object systems [3, 5, 12, 20, 25, 28, 39, 47].

Building persistent data structures presents a host of challenges, particularly in the area of crash consistency and fault tolerance. Systems that use NVMM must preserve crash-consistency in the presence of volatile caches, out-of-order execution, software bugs, and system failures. To address these challenges, many groups have proposed crash-consistency solutions based on hardware [33, 34, 37, 40], file systems [4, 10, 48, 49], user-space data structures and libraries [3, 5, 12, 39, 43, 47, 50], and languages [9, 38].

Fault tolerance has received less attention but is equally important: To be viable as an enterprise-ready storage medium, persistent data structures must include protection from data corruption. Intel processors report uncorrectable memory media errors via a machine-check exception and the kernel forwards it to user-space as a SIGBUS signal. To our knowledge, Xu et al. [49] were the first to design an NVMM file system that detects and attempts to recover from these errors. Among programming libraries, only libpmemobj provides any support for fault tolerance, but it incurs 100% space overhead, only protects against media errors (not software “scribbles”), and cannot recover corrupted data without taking the object store offline.

Xu et al. also highlighted a fundamental conflict between DAX-mmap() and file system-based fault tolerance: By design, DAX-mmap() leaves the file system unaware of updates made to the file, making it impossible for the file system to update the redundancy data for the file. Their solution is to disable file data protection while the file is mapped and restore it afterward. This provides well-defined protection guarantees but leaves file data unprotected when it is in use.

Moving fault-tolerance to user-space NVMM libraries solves this problem, but presents challenges since it requires integrating fault tolerance into persistent object libraries that manage potentially millions of small, heterogeneous objects.
To satisfy the competing requirements placed on NVMM-based, DAX-mapped object store, a fault-tolerant persistent object library should provide at least the following characteristics:

1. **Crash-consistency.** The library should provide the means to ensure consistency in the face of both system failures and data corruption.

2. **Protection against media and software errors.** Both types of errors are real threats to data stored to NVMM, so the library should provide protection against both.

3. **Low storage overhead.** NVMM is expensive, so minimizing storage overhead of fault tolerance is important.

4. **Online recovery.** For good availability, detection and recovery must proceed without taking the persistent object store offline.

5. **High performance.** Speed is a key benefit of NVMM. If fault-tolerance incurs a large performance penalty, NVMM will be much less attractive.

6. **Support for diverse objects.** A persistent object system must support objects of size ranging from a few cache lines to many megabytes.

This paper describes Pangolin, the first persistent object library to satisfy all these criteria. Pangolin uses a combination of parity, replication, and object-level checksums to provide space-efficient, high-performance fault tolerance for complex NVMM data structures. Pangolin also introduces a new technique for accessing NVMM called micro-buffering that simplifies transactions and protects NVMM data structures from programming errors.

We evaluate Pangolin using a suite of benchmarks and compare it to libpmemobj, a persistent object library that offers a simple replication mode for fault tolerance. Compared to libpmemobj, performance is similar, and Pangolin provides stronger protection, online recovery, and greatly reduced storage overhead (1% instead of 100%).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a primer on NVMM programming and NVMM error handling in Linux. Section 3 describes how Pangolin organizes data, manages transactions, and detects and repairs errors. Section 4 presents our evaluations. Section 5 discusses related work. Finally, Section 6 concludes.

## 2 Background

Pangolin lets programmers build fault-tolerant, crash-consistent data structures in NVMM. This section first introduces NVMM and the DAX mechanism applications use to gain direct access to persistent data. Then, we describe the NVMM error handling mechanisms that Intel processors and Linux provide. Finally, we provide a brief primer on NVMM programming using C.

## 2.1 Non-volatile Main Memory and DAX

Several technologies are poised to make NVMM common in computer systems. 3D XPoint [30] is the closest to wide deployment. Phase change memory (PCM), resistive RAM (ReRAM), and spin-torque transfer RAM (STT-RAM) are also under active development by memory manufacturers. Flash-backed DRAM is already available and in wide use. Linux and Windows both have support for accessing NVMM and using it as storage media.

The performance and cost parameters of NVMM lie between DRAM and SSD. Its write latency is longer than DRAM, but it will cost less per bit. From the storage perspective, NVMM is faster but more expensive than SSD.

The most efficient way to access NVMM is via direct access (DAX) [15] memory mapping (i.e., DAX-mmap()). To use DAX-mmap(), applications map pages of a file in an NVMM-aware file system into their address space, so the application can access persistent data from the user-space using load and store instructions, without the file system intervening.
their data structures to protect against scribbles.

Repairing Errors When the hardware detects an uncorrectable error, the Linux kernel marks the region surrounding the failed load as “poisoned,” and future loads from the region will fail with a bus error. Pangolin assumes an error poisons a 4 KB page since Linux currently manages memory failures at page granularity.

If a running application causes an MCE (by loading from a poisoned page), the kernel sends it a SIGBUS and the application can extract the affected address from the data structure describing the signal.

The software can repair the poisoned page by writing new data to the region. In response, the operating system and NVDIMM firmware work together to remap the poisoned addresses to functioning memory cells. The details of this process are part of the Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI) [46] for NVDIMMs.

Recent kernel patches [6–8, 26] and NVMM library [39] provide utilities for user-space applications to restore lost data by re-writing affected pages with recovered contents (if available).

2.3 NVMM Programming

In this section, we describe Libpmemobj’s programming model. Libpmemobj is a well-supported, open-source C library for programming with DAX-mapped NVMM. It provides facilities for memory management and software transactions that let applications build a persistent object store. Pangolin’s interface and implementation are based on Libpmemobj from PMDK v1.5.

Linux exposes NVMM to the user-space as memory-mapped files (Figure 1). Libpmemobj (and Pangolin) refer to the mapped file as a pool of persistent objects. Each pool spans a continuous range of virtual addresses.

Within a pool, Libpmemobj reserves a metadata region that contains information such as the pool’s identification (64-bit UUID) and the offset to a “root object” from which all other live objects are reachable. Next, is an area reserved for transaction logs. Libpmemobj uses redo logging for its metadata updates and undo logging for application object updates. Transaction logs reside in one of two locations depending on their sizes. Small log entries live in the provisioned “Log” region, as shown in Figure 1. Large ones overflow into the “Heap” storage area.

The rest of the pool is the persistent heap. Libpmemobj’s NVMM allocator (a persistent variant of malloc/free) manages it. The allocator divides the heap’s space into several “zones” as shown in Figure 1. A zone contains metadata and a sequence of “chunks.” The allocator divides up a chunk for small objects and coalesces adjacent chunks for large objects. By default, a zone is 16 GB, and a chunk is 256 KB.

Listing 1 presents an example to highlight the key concepts of NVMM programming. The code performs two independent operations on a persistent linked list: one is to modify a node’s value, and another is to allocate and link a new node.

This example demonstrates two styles of crash-consistent NVMM programming: atomic-style (lines 3-5) for a simple modification that is 8 bytes or smaller, and transactional-style (lines 7-13) for arbitrary-sized NVMM updates.

Building data structures in NVMM using Libpmemobj (or any other persistent object library) differs from conventional DRAM programming in several ways:

Memory Allocation Libpmemobj provides crash-consistent NVMM allocation and deallocation functions: pmemobj_tx_alloc/pmemobj_tx_free. They let the programmer specify object type and size to allocate and prevent orphaned regions in the case of poorly-timed crashes.

Addressing Scheme Persistent pointers within a pool must remain valid regardless of at what virtual address the pool resides. Libpmemobj uses a PMEMoid data structure to address an object within a pool. It consists of a 64-bit file ID.
and a 64-bit byte offset relative to the start of the file. The `pmemobj_direct()` function translates a PMEMoid into a native pointer for use in load or store instructions.

**Failure-atomic Updates** Modern x86 CPUs only guarantee that 8-byte, aligned stores atomically update NVMM [16]. If applications need larger atomic updates, they must manually construct software transactions. Libpmemobj provides undo log-based transactions. The application executes stores to NVMM between the `TX_BEGIN` and `TX_END` macros, and snapshots (`pmemobj_tx_add_range`) a range of object data before modifying it in-place.

**Persistence Ordering** Intel CPUs provide cache flush/write-back (e.g., `CLFLUSH(OPT)` and `CLWB`) and memory ordering (e.g., `SFENCE`) instructions to make guarantees about when stores become persistent. In Listing 1, the `pmemobj_persist` function and `TX` macros integrate these instructions to flush modified object ranges.

Libpmemobj supports a replicated mode that requires a replica pool, doubling the storage the object store requires. Libpmemobj applies updates to both pools to keep them synchronized.

Replicated libpmemobj can detect and recover from media errors only when the object store is offline, and it cannot detect or recover from data corruption caused by errant stores to NVMM – so-called “scribbles,” that might result from a buffer overrun or dereferencing a wild pointer.

3 Pangolin Design

Pangolin allows programmers to build complex, crash-consistent persistent data structures that are also robust in the face of media errors and software “scribbles” that corrupt data. Pangolin satisfies all of the criteria listed in Section 1. This section describes its architecture and highlights the key challenges that Pangolin addresses to meet those requirements. In particular, Pangolin provides the following features unseen in prior works.

- It provides fast, space-efficient recovery from media errors and scribbles.
- It uses checksums to protect object integrity and supports incremental checksum updates.
- It integrates parity and checksum updates into an NVMM transaction system.
- It periodically scrubs data to identify corruption.
- It detects and recovers from media errors and scribbles online.

Pangolin guarantees that it can recover from the loss of any single 4 KB page of data in a pool. In many cases, it can recover from the concurrent loss of multiple pages.

We begin by describing how Pangolin organizes data to protect user objects, library metadata, and transaction logs using a combination of parity, replication, and checksums. Next, we describe micro-buffers and explain how they allow Pangolin to preserve a simple programming interface and protect against software scribbles. Then, we explain how Pangolin detects and prevents NVMM corruption and elaborate on Pangolin’s transaction implementation with support for efficient, concurrent updates of object parity. Finally, we discuss how Pangolin restores data integrity after corruption and crashes.

3.1 Pangolin’s Data Organization

Pangolin uses replication for its internal metadata and RAID-style parity for user objects to provide redundancy for corruption recovery. The MCE mechanism described in Section 2.2 and object checksums in Pangolin detect corruption.

Pangolin views a zone’s chunks as a two-dimensional array as shown in the middle of Figure 2. Each chunk row contains multiple, contiguous chunks and the chunks “wrap around” so that the last chunk of a row and the first chunk of the next are adjacent. Pangolin reserves the last chunk row for parity.

In our description of Pangolin, we define a page column as a one page-wide, aligned column that cuts across the rows of a zone. A range column is similar, but can be arbitrarily wide (no more than a chunk row’s size).

Initializing a parity-coded NVMM pool requires zeroing out all the bytes in the file. This is a one-time overhead when creating a pool file and does not affect run-time performance. We report this latency in Section 4.

To detect corruption in user objects, Pangolin adds a 32-bit checksum to the object’s header. The header also contains the object’s size (64-bit) and type (32-bit). The compiler determines type values according to user-defined object types. Pangolin inherits this design from libpmemobj and changes the type identifier from 64-bit to 32-bit for the checksum.

Pangolin’s object placement is independent of chunk and row boundaries. Objects can be anywhere within a zone, and they can be of any size (up to the zone size).

In addition to user objects, the library maintains metadata for the pool, zones, and chunks, including allocation bitmaps. Pangolin checksums these data structures to detect corruption and replicates the pool’s and zones’ metadata for fault tolerance. These structures are small (less than 0.1% for pools larger than 1 GB), so replicating them is not expensive. Pangolin uses zone parity to support recovery of chunk metadata.

Pangolin checksums transaction logs and replicates them for redundancy. It treats log entries in zone storage as zeros during parity calculations. This prevents parity update contention between log entries and user objects (see Section 3.5).

**Fault Tolerance Guarantees** Pangolin can tolerate a single 4 KB media error anywhere in the pool, regardless of whether it is a data page or a parity page. Based on the bad
Figure 2: Data protection scheme in Pangolin – Pangolin protects pool metadata (PM), zone metadata (ZM), and chunk metadata (CM). In the highlighted range column, \( P = A \oplus C \oplus D \oplus E \). One thread’s transaction is modifying ranges \( A \) and \( C \) of two objects. Pangolin keeps modified data in redo log entries (checksummed and replicated) when the transaction commits. The DRAM part shows micro-buffers for the two objects.

Faults affecting two pages of the same page column may cause data loss if the corrupted ranges overlap. If an application demands more robust fault tolerance, it can increase the chunk row size, reducing the number of rows and, consequently, the likelihood that two corrupt pages overlap.

Pangolin can recover from scribbles (contiguous overwrites caused by software errors) on NVMM data up to a chunk-row size. By default, Pangolin uses 100 chunk rows, and parity consumes \( \sim 1\% \) of a pool’s size (e.g., 1 GB for a 100 GB pool).

3.2 Micro-buffering for NVMM Objects

Pangolin introduces micro-buffering to hide the complexity of updating checksums and parity when modifying NVMM objects. Adding checksums to objects and protecting them with parity makes updates more complex, since all three – object data, checksum, and parity – must change at once to preserve consistency. This challenge is especially acute for the atomic programming model as shown in Listing 1 (line 3-5) because a single 8-byte NVMM write cannot host all these updates.

Micro-buffering creates a shadow copy of an NVMM object in DRAM, which separates an object’s transient and persistent versions (Figure 2). In Listing 2, `pgl_open` creates a micro-buffer for the node object by allocating a DRAM buffer and copying the node’s data from NVMM. It also verifies the object’s checksum and performs corruption recovery if necessary.

The application can modify the micro-buffered object without concern for its checksum, parity, and crash-consistency because changes exist only in the micro-buffer. When the updates finish, `pgl_commit` starts a transaction that atomically updates the NVMM object, its checksum, and parity (described below). Compared to line 3-5 of Listing 1, Pangolin retains the simple, atomic-style programming model for modifying a single NVMM object, and it supports updates within an object beyond 8 bytes.

Each micro-buffer’s header contains information such as its NVMM address, modified ranges, and status flags (e.g., allocated or modified). We elaborate on Pangolin’s programming interface and how to construct complex transactions with micro-buffering in Section 3.4.

Another important consideration for micro-buffering is to prevent misbehaving software from corrupting NVMM. If an application’s code can directly write to NVMM, as `libpmemobj` allows to, software bugs such as buffer overflows and using dangling pointers can easily cause NVMM

---

```c
1 struct node *n = pgl_open(node_oid);
2 n->val = value;
3 pgl_commit(pool, n);
```

Listing 2: A Pangolin transaction for a single-object - This snippet corresponds to line 3-5 of Listing 1.
corruption. Conventional debugging tools for memory safety, such as Valgrind [36] and AddressSanitizer [44], insert inaccessible bytes between objects as “redzones” to trap illegal accesses. This approach fails to work for directly accessed NVMM objects because once they are allocated, there is no guarantee for spacing between them, and thus, redzones may land on a nearby, accessible object. One viable approach to using these tools is to let the NVMM allocator insert redzones. However, the presence of redzone bytes will pollute the pool and may exacerbate fragmentation.

Using micro-buffers isolates transient writes from persistent data, and since micro-buffers are dynamically allocated using `malloc()`, they are compatible with existing memory debugging tools. Without using debugging tools, Pangolin also protects micro-buffers by inserting a 64-bit “canary” word in each micro-buffer’s header and checks its integrity before writing back to NVMM. On transaction commit, if Pangolin detects a canary mismatch, it aborts the transaction to avoid propagating the corruption to NVMM. Pangolin uses checksums to detect corruptions that may bypass the canary protection.

### 3.3 Detecting NVMM Corruption

Pangolin uses three mechanisms to detect NVMM corruption. First, it installs a handler for `SIGBUS` (see Section 2.2) that fires when the Linux kernel receives an MCE. A signal handler has access to the address the offending load accessed, and Pangolin can determine what kind of data (i.e., metadata or a user object) lives there and recover appropriately. This mechanism detects media failures, but it cannot discover corrupted data caused by software “scribbles.”

To detect scribbles, Pangolin verifies the integrity of user objects using their checksums. Verifying checksums on every access can be expensive. To limit this cost, by default Pangolin only verifies checksums during micro-buffer creation before any object is modified in a transaction. This keeps Pangolin from recalculating a new checksum based on corrupt data. For read-only objects that are accessed by `pgl_get` without micro-buffering, by default Pangolin does not verify checksums. To protect them, Pangolin provides two alternative operation modes: “Scrub” mode runs a scrubbing thread that verifies and restores the whole pool’s data integrity when a preset number of transactions have completed, and “Conservative” mode verifies the checksum for every object access (including `pgl_get`). We evaluate the impact of different checksum verification policies in Section 4.

Finally, Linux keeps track of known bad pages of NVMM across reboots. When opening a pool or during its scrubbing, Pangolin can extract this information and recover the data in the reported pages (not currently implemented).

### 3.4 Fault-Tolerant Transactions

Failure-atomic transactions are central to Pangolin’s interface, and they must include verification of data integrity and updates to the checksums and parity data that protect objects. Table 1 summarizes Pangolin’s core functions.

Pangolin supports arbitrary-sized transactions and we have made similar APIs and macros as `libpmemobj’s`. The program in Listing 1 can be easily transformed to Pangolin using equivalent functions. One subtle difference is in the handling of atomic-style updates, as shown in Listing 2.

In Pangolin, each thread can execute one transaction or nested transactions (same as `libpmemobj’). Concurrent transactions can execute if each one is associated with a different thread. Currently, Pangolin does not allow concurrent transactions to modify the same NVMM object. Concurrently modifying a shared object may cause data inconsistency if one transaction has to abort. `libpmemobj’ has the same limitation [17].

Each transaction manages its own micro-buffers using a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Semantics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>pgl_tx_begin()</code>/<code>commit()</code>/<code>end()</code>, etc.</td>
<td>Control the lifetime of a Pangolin transaction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>pgl_tx_alloc()</code>/<code>free()</code></td>
<td>Allocate or deallocate an NVMM object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>pgl_tx_open(PMEMoid oid, ...)</code></td>
<td>Create a thread-local micro-buffer for an NVMM object. Verify (and restore) the object integrity, and return a pointer to the micro-buffered user object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>pgl_tx_add_range(PMEMoid oid, ...)</code></td>
<td>Invoke <code>pgl_tx_open</code> and then mark a range of the object that will be modified. Get access to an object, either directly in NVMM or in its micro-buffer, depending on the transaction context. By default, it does not verify the checksum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>pgl_get(PMEMoid oid)</code></td>
<td>Get access to an object, either directly in NVMM or in its micro-buffer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>pgl_open(PMEMoid oid, ...)</code></td>
<td>Create a micro-buffer for an NVMM object without a transaction. Check the object integrity, and return a pointer to the micro-buffered user object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>pgl_commit(void *uobj)</code></td>
<td>Automatically start a transaction and commit the modified user object in a micro-buffer to NVMM.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The Pangolin API - Pangolin’s interface mirrors `libpmemobj’s` except that Pangolin does not allow direct writing to NVMM. Pangolin provides single-object transactions using `pgl_open` and `pgl_commit` to convert application code using `libpmemobj’s` atomic updates.
thread-local hashmap \[24\], indexed by an NVMM object’s PMEMoid. Therefore, in a transaction, calling \texttt{pgl\_tx\_open} for the same object either creates or retrieves its micro-buffer. Multiple micro-buffers opened in one transaction form a linked list as shown in Figure 2. Micro-buffers for one transaction are not visible in other transactions, providing isolation.

If a transaction modifies an object, Pangolin copies it to a micro-buffer, performs the changes there, and then propagates the changes to NVMM during commit. Since changes occur in DRAM (which does not require undo information), Pangolin implements redo logging.

At transaction commit, Pangolin recomputes the checksums for modified micro-buffers, creates and replicates redo log entries for the modified parts of the micro-buffers and writes these ranges back to NVMM objects. Then, it updates the affected parity bits (see Section 3.5) and marks the transaction committed. Finally, Pangolin garbage-collects its logs and closes thread-local micro-buffers.

If a transaction aborts, either due to unrecoverable data corruption or other run-time errors, Pangolin discards the transaction’s micro-buffers without touching NVMM.

A transaction can also allocate and deallocate objects. Pangolin uses redo logging to record NVMM allocation and free operations, just as \texttt{libpmemobj} does.

For read-only workloads, repeatedly creating micro-buffers and verifying object checksums can be very expensive. Therefore, Pangolin provides \texttt{pgl\_get} to gain direct access to an NVMM object without verifying the object’s checksum. The application can verify an object’s integrity manually as needed or rely on Pangolin’s periodic scrubbing mechanism. Inside a transaction context, \texttt{pgl\_get} returns a pointer to the object’s micro-buffer to preserve isolation.

3.5 Parity and Checksum Updates

Objects in different rows can share the same range of parity, and we say these objects overlap. Object overlap leads to a challenge for updating the shared parity because updates from different transactions must serialize but naively locking the whole parity region sacrifices scalability.

For instance, using \textit{ObjA} and \textit{ObjC} in Figure 2, suppose two different transactions modify them, replacing \( A \) with \( A' \) and \( C \) with \( C' \), respectively. After both transactions update \( P \), the parity should have the value \( P' = A' \oplus C' \oplus D \oplus E \) regardless of how the two transaction commits interleave.

Pangolin uses a combination of two techniques that exploit the commutativity of XOR and fine-grained locking to preserve correctness and scalability.

Atomic parity updates The first approach uses the atomic XOR instruction (analogous to an atomic increment) that modern CPUs provide to perform incremental parity updates for changes to each overlapping object.

In our example, we can compute two parity patches: \( \Delta A = A \oplus A' \), \( \Delta C = C \oplus C' \) and then rewrite \( P' \) as \( P \oplus \Delta A \oplus \Delta C \). Since XOR commutes and is a bit-wise operation, the two threads can perform their updates without synchronization.

Hybrid parity updates Atomic XOR is slower than normal or vectorized XOR. For small updates, the latency difference between them is not significant, and Pangolin prefers atomic XOR instructions to update parity without the need for locks. But for large parity updates, atomic XOR can be inefficient. Therefore, Pangolin’s hybrid parity scheme switches to vectorized XOR for large transfers.

To coordinate large and small parity updates, Pangolin uses \textit{parity range-locks}, that work similarly as reader/writer locks (or shared mutex): Small writes take shared ownership of a range lock and update parity with atomic XOR instructions. Large updates using vectorized XORs take exclusive ownership of a range-lock, and only one thread can modify parity in a locked range. If one update involves multiple range-locks, serialization happens on a per-range-lock basis.

The managed size of a parity range-lock depends on the performance trade-off between Pangolin’s parity mode and \texttt{libpmemobj’s} replication mode. We discuss this in Section 4.

Pangolin refreshes an object’s checksum in its micro-buffer before updating parity, and it considers the checksum field as one of the modified ranges of the object. Checksums like CRC32 requires recomputing the checksum using the whole object. This can become costly with large objects. Thus, Pangolin uses Adler32 \[23\], a checksum that allows incremental updates, to make the cost of updating an object’s checksum proportional to the size of the modified range rather than the object size.

We implement Pangolin’s parity and checksum updates using the Intelligent Storage Acceleration Library (ISA-L) \[18\], which leverages SIMD instructions of modern CPUs for these data-intensive tasks.

Protects for other transaction systems Other NVMM persistent object systems could apply Pangolin’s techniques for parity and checksum updates. For example, consider an undo logging (as opposed to Pangolin’s redo logging) system that first stores a “snapshot” copy of an object in the log before modifying the original in-place. In this case, the system could compute a parity patch using the XOR result between the logged data (old) and the object’s data (new). Then, it can apply the parity patch using the hybrid method we described in this section.

3.6 Recovering from Faults

In this section, we discuss how Pangolin recovers data integrity from both NVMM corruption and system crashes.

Corruption recovery Pangolin uses the same algorithm to recover from errors regardless of how it detects them (i.e., via SIGBUS or a checksum mismatch).

The first step is to pause the current thread’s transaction, and to wait until all other outstanding transactions have com-
pleted. Meanwhile, Pangolin prevents the initialization of new transactions by setting the pool’s “freeze” flag. This is necessary because, during transaction committing, parity data may be inconsistent.

Once the pool is frozen, Pangolin uses the parity bits and the corresponding parts of each row in the page column to recover the missing data.

Pangolin preserves crash-consistency during repair by making persistent records of the bad pages under recovery. Recovery is idempotent, so it can simply re-execute after a crash.

Pangolin’s current implementation only allows one thread to perform any online corruption recovery, and if the thread is executing a transaction, online recovery only works if the thread has not started committing. If two threads encounter faults simultaneously, Pangolin kills the application and performs post-crash recovery (see below) when it restarts. Supporting multi-threaded online recovery, and allowing it to work when threads have partially written NVMM is possible, but it requires complex reasoning about how to restore the data and its parity to a consistent state.

Crash recovery Pangolin handles recovery from a crash using its redo logs. It must also protect against the possibility that the crash occurred during a parity update.

To commit a transaction, Pangolin first ensures its redo logs are persistent and replicated, and then updates the NVMM objects and their parity. If a crash happens before redo logs are complete, Pangolin discards the redo logs on reboot without touching the objects or parity. If redo logs exist, Pangolin replays them to update the objects and then recomputes any affected parity ranges using the data written during replay (which is now known to be correct) and the data from the other rows.

Pangolin does not log parity updates because it would double the cost of logging. This does raise the possibility of data loss if a crash occurs during a parity update and a media error then corrupts data of the same page column before recovery can complete. This scenario requires the simultaneous loss of two pages in the same page column due to corruption and a crash, which we expect to be rare.

4 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate Pangolin’s performance and the overheads it incurs by comparing it to normal libpmemobj and its replicated version. We start with our experimental setup and then consider its storage requirements, latency impact, scalability, application-level performance, and corruption recovery.

4.1 Evaluation Setup

We perform our evaluation on a dual-socket platform with Intel’s Optane DC Persistent Memory [19]. The CPUs are 24-core engineering samples of the Cascade Lake generation. Each socket has 192 GB DDR4 DRAM and 1.5 TB NVMM. We configure the persistent memory modules in AppDirect mode and run experiments on one socket using its local DRAM and NVMM. A recent report [21] studying this platform provides more architectural details.

The CPU provides the CLWB instruction for writing-back cache lines to NVMM, non-temporal store instructions to bypass caches, and the SFENCE instruction to ensure persistence and memory ordering. It also has atomic XOR and AVX instructions that our parity and checksum computations use.

The evaluation machine runs Fedora 27 with a Linux kernel version 4.13 built from source with the NOVA [48] file system. We run experiments with both Ext4-DAX [27] and NOVA, and applications use mmap() to access NVMM-resident files. The performance is similar on the two file systems because DAX-mmap() essentially bypasses them.

On our evaluation machine, we found that updating parity with atomic XORs becomes worse than libpmemobj’s replication mode when the modified parity range is greater than 8 KB, so we set 8 KB as the threshold to switch between those parity calculation strategies (see Section 3.5).

Table 2 describes the operation modes for our evaluations. The Pangolin baseline implements transactions with micro-buffering. It uses buffer canaries to prevent corruption from affecting NVMM, but it does not have parity or checksum for NVMM data.

We evaluate versions of Pangolin that incrementally add metadata and log replication (“+ML”), object parity (“+MLP”), and checksums (“+MLPC”). We combine the impact of metadata updates with log replication because metadata updates are small and cheap in our evaluation.

Pmemobj-R is the replication mode of libpmemobj that mirrors updates to a replica pool during transaction commit. Comparing Pangolin-MLP and Pmemobj-R is especially useful because the two configurations protect against the same types of data corruption: media errors but not scribbles.

4.2 Memory Requirements

We discuss and evaluate Pangolin’s memory requirements for both NVMM and DRAM.

NVMM All our Pangolin experiments use a single pool of 100 GB that contains 6 × 16 GB zones. Pangolin replicates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pmemobj</td>
<td>libpmemobj baseline from PMDK v1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pangolin</td>
<td>Pangolin baseline w/ micro-buffering only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pangolin-ML</td>
<td>Pangolin + metadata and redo log replication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pangolin-MLP</td>
<td>Pangolin-ML + object parity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pangolin-MLPC</td>
<td>Pangolin-MLP + object checksums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pmemobj-R</td>
<td>libpmemobj w/ one replication in another file</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
all the pool’s metadata in the same file, which occupies a fixed ~20 MB. The rest of the space is for user objects and their protection data. By default, Pangolin uses 100 chunk rows, so each zone has about 160 MB parity, and that totally occupies ~1% of the pool’s capacity. Pmemobj-R uses a second 100 GB file as the replica, doubling the cost of NVMM space requirement.

When using parity, Pangolin has to zero out the whole pool to ensure all zones are initially parity-coded. This takes about 130 seconds. It is a one-time overhead for creating the pool and excluded from the following evaluations.

**DRAM** Pangolin uses malloc’d DRAM to construct micro-buffers. The required DRAM space is proportional to ongoing transaction sizes. Table 3 summarized the transaction sizes for the evaluated key-value store data structures. Pangolin automatically recycles them on transaction commits. In our evaluation experiments, micro-buffering never exceeds using 50 MB of DRAM.

### 4.3 Transaction Performance

Figure 3 illustrates the transaction latencies for three basic operations on an NVMM object store: object allocation, overwrite, and deallocation. Each transaction operates on one object, and we vary the size of the object.

For allocation, latency grows with object size for all five configurations, due to constructing the object and cache line write-back latency. Pangolin incurs 2% - 13% lower latencies than Pmemobj due to its use of non-temporal stores for write backs. An allocation operation does not involve object logging, so Pangolin-ML shows performance similar to Pangolin. Pangolin-MLP adds overhead to update the parity data. It outperforms Pmemobj-R by between 1.2× and 1.9×. We found this is because updating parity using atomic XORs and CLWBs incurs less latency than mirroring data in a separate file, as Pmemobj-R does.

Adding checksum (Pangolin-MLPC) incurs less than 7% overhead compared to Pangolin-MLP. Parity’s impact is larger than checksum’s because updating a parity range demands values from three parts: the micro-buffer, the NVMM object, and the old parity data, while computing a checksum only needs data in a DRAM-based micro-buffer. Moreover, Pangolin needs to flush the modified parity range to persistence, which is the same size as the object. In contrary, updating a checksum only writes back a single cache line that contains the checksum value.

Overwriting an NVMM object involves transaction logging for crash consistency. Pangolin and Pmemobj store the same amount of logging data in NVMM, although they use redo logging and undo logging for this purpose, respectively. Since log entry size is proportional to an object’s modified size, which is the whole object in this evaluation, this cost grows with the object. With Pangolin, log replication accounts for between 7% to 25% of the latency. Parity updates consume between 8% to 27% of the extra latency, depending on object size, and checksum updates account for less than 5%. Pangolin-MLP’s performance for overwrites is 12% worse than Pmemobj-R for 64 B object updates and is between 1.1× and 1.5× better than Pmemobj-R for objects larger than 64 B.

Deallocation transactions only modify metadata, so their latencies do not change much.

### 4.4 Scalability

Figure 4 measures Pangolin’s scalability by randomly overwriting existing NVMM objects and varying the object sizes and the number of concurrent threads.

Pangolin uses reader/writer locks to implement the hybrid parity update scheme described in Section 3.5. The number of rows in a zone and the zone size determine the granularity
of these locks: For a fixed zone size, more rows means fewer columns and fewer parity range-locks.

There is no lock contention in the results because the transactions use atomic XOR instructions and can execute concurrently (only taking the reader locks). Our configuration with 1% parity (160 MB parity per 16 GB zone) has 20 K range-locks per zone, so the chance of lock contention is slim even with large updates (more than 8 KB) and many cores.

The graphs also show how each Pangolin’s fault-tolerance mechanisms affect performance. Pangolin’s throughput is very close to Pmemobj. Pangolin-MLP mostly outperforms Pmemobj-R for object updates that are 256 B or larger, up to 1.5×. But for 64 B object updates, it performs worse than Pmemobj-R by between 6% and 25%. This is because when enabling parity, every Pangolin transaction checks the pool freeze flag (an atomic variable), incurring synchronization overhead. This overhead is noticeable for short transactions with 64 B objects but becomes negligible for larger updates. Pangolin-MLPC only performs marginally worse than Pangolin-MLP.

Scaling degrades for all configuration as update size and thread count grow because the sustainable bandwidth of the persistent memory modules becomes saturated.

4.5 Impacts on NVMM Applications

To evaluate Pangolin in more complex applications, we use six data structures included in the PMDK toolkit: crit-bit tree (ctree), red-black tree (rbtree), btree, skiplist, radix tree (rtree), and hashmap. They have a wide range of object sizes and use a diverse set of algorithms to insert, remove, and lookup values. We rewrite these benchmarks with Pangolin’s programming interface as described in Section 3.4.

Table 3 summarizes the object and transaction sizes for each workload. The tree structures and the skiplist have a single type of object, which is the tree or list node. Hashmap has two kinds of objects. One is the hash table that contains pointers to buckets. The hash table grows as the application inserts more key-value pairs. Each bucket is a linked list of fixed-sized entry objects.

Each insertion or removal is a transaction processing a key-value pair. The workloads involve a mix of object allocations, overwrites, and deallocations. Table 3 shows, on average, the number of bytes and objects (in parentheses) involved in each data structure’s transaction. Deallocated sizes are not shown because they marginally affect the performance differences (see Figure 3).

An average allocation size (“New” rows in the table) smaller than the object size means the data structure does not allocate a new object for every insert operation (e.g., btree).
Figure 5: Key-value store performance – Each transaction either inserts or removes one key-value pair from the data store. Pangolin performs similarly to Pmemobj except for cases when a transaction’s modified size is much less than an object’s size (e.g., skiplist and rtree) due to micro-buffering overhead. Pangolin-MLP’s performance is 95% of Pmemobj-R on average.

Figure 6: Checksum verification impact – Pangolin-MLPC bars are the same as those in Figure 5 for 1M Inserts. The cost of different policies depends strongly on data structures.

The average modified sizes (“Mod” rows) determine the logging size and affect the performance drop between Pangolin and Pangolin-ML. Note that a transaction does not necessarily modify (and log) the whole range of an involved object. The performance difference between Pangolin-ML and Pangolin-MLP is a consequence of both allocated and modified sizes.

For insert transactions, Pangolin is faster than Pmemobj for ctree and btree, but slower than Pmemobj for other data structures. This is because the slower applications have relatively small modified sizes compared to the object sizes, and Pangolin’s data movement from NVMM to micro-buffers overshadows its advantage for whole-object updates, as shown in Figure 3. For remove transactions, Pangolin is marginally faster than Pmemobj except for the case of skiplist, which is also because of the data movement caused by micro-buffering.

Pangolin-MLP’s performance is 95% of Pmemobj-R on average, and it saves orders of magnitude NVMM space by using parity data as redundancy. Pangolin-MLPC adds scrabble detection and performance drops by between 1.5% to 15% relative to Pangolin-MLP. Adding object checksums impacts rtree’s transactions the most because the allocated object size is large, which requires more checksum computing time.

Pangolin does not impact the lookup performance because it performs direct NVMM reads without constantly verifying object checksums. Pangolin ensures data integrity with its checksum verification policy, as discussed in Section 3.3.

Figure 6 illustrates the impact of different strategies for checksum verification. We compare Pangolin’s default mode (Pangolin-MLPC) with two “Scrub” modes and a “Conservative” mode. The default mode only verifies checksums for micro-buffered objects. In “Scrub” mode, a scrubbing thread verifies data integrity of the whole object pool when a preset number (indicated by legends in Figure 6) of transactions have completed. The “Conservative” mode verifies the checksum for every object access (including those read by pg1_get without micro-buffering).

Table 4 quantifies the vulnerability using the amount of object data that is accessed without checksum verification. The data accumulates across all transactions for Pmemobj, Pangolin-MLPC, and “Conservative” modes. For “Scrub” modes, we count the vulnerable data between two scrubbing runs. Numbers in Table 4 are normalized to Pmemobj, which does not have any checksum protection for object data.

The cost of verifying checksums for every object access depends strongly on the data structure size and its insertion algorithm. For small objects, such as ctree, rbtree, and hashmap, the cost is negligible. But for btree, skiplist, and rtree, due to their large object sizes, the cost is significant. Thus, a scrubbing-based policy could be faster, with more data subject
to corruption between two successive runs.

4.6 Error Detection and Correction

Pangolin provides error injection functions to emulate both hardware-uncorrectable NVMM media errors and hardware-undetectable scribbles.

We initially developed Pangolin using conventional DRAM machines that lack support for injecting NVMM errors at the hardware level. Therefore, we use mprotect() and SIGSEGV to emulate NVMM media errors and SIGBUS. When an NVMM file is DAX-mapped, the injector can randomly choose a page that contains user-allocated objects, erase it, and call mprotect(PROT_NONE) on the page. Later, when the application reads the corrupted page, Pangolin intercepts SIGSEGV, changes the page to read/write mode, and restores the page’s data. The injector function can also randomly corrupt a metadata region or a victim object to emulate software-induced, scribble errors.

In both test cases, we observe Pangolin can successfully repair a victim page or an object and resume normal program execution. In our evaluation using a 100 GB pool and 1 GB parity, we measured 180 µs to repair a page of a page column.

We also intentionally introduce buffer overrun bugs in our applications and observe that Pangolin can successfully detect them using micro-buffer canaries. The transaction then aborts to prevent any NVMM corruption. We have also verified Pangolin is compatible with AddressSanitizer for detecting buffer overrun bugs (when updating a micro-buffered object exceeds its buffer’s boundary), if both Pangolin and its application code are compiled with support.

5 Related Work

In this section, we place Pangolin in context relative to previous projects that have explored how to use NVMM effectively.

Transaction Support All previous libraries for using NVMMs to build complex objects rely on transactions for crash consistency. Although we built Pangolin on libpmemobj, its techniques could be applied to another persistent object system. NV-Heaps [3], Atlas [1], DCT [22], and libpmemobj [39] provide undo logging for applications to snapshot persistent objects before making in-place updates. Mnemosyne [47], SoftWrAp [11], and DUDETM [25] use variations of redo logging. REWIND [2] implements both undo and redo logging for fine-grained, high-concurrent transactions. Log-structured NVMM [12] makes changes to objects via append-only logs, and it does not require extra logging for consistency. Romulus [5] uses a main-back mechanism to implement efficient redo log-based transactions.

None of these systems provide fault tolerance for NVMM errors. We believe they can adopt Pangolin’s parity and checksum design to improve their resilience to NVMM errors at low storage overhead. In Section 3.5 we described how to apply the hybrid parity updating scheme to an undo logging-based system. Log-structured and copy-on-write systems can adopt the techniques in similar ways.

Fault Tolerance Both Pangolin and libpmemobj’s replication mode protect against media errors, but Pangolin provides stronger protection and much lower space overhead. Furthermore, libpmemobj can only repair media errors offline, and it does not detect or repair software corruption to user objects.

NVMalloc [32] uses checksums to protect metadata. It does not specify whether application data is also checksum-protected, and it does not provide any form of redundancy to repair the corruption. NVMalloc uses mprotect() to protect NVMM pages while they are not mapped for writing. Pangolin could adopt this technique to prevent an application from scribbling its own persistent data structures.

The NOV A file system [48, 49] uses parity-based protection for file data. However, it must disable these features for NVMM pages that are DAX-mapped for writing in user-space, since the page’s contents can change without the file system’s knowledge, making it impossible for NOVA to keep the parity information consistent if an application modifies DAX-mapped data. As a result, Pangolin’s and NOVA’s fault tolerance mechanisms are complementary.

6 Conclusion

This work presents Pangolin, a fault-tolerant, DAX-mapped NVMM programming library for applications to build complex data structures in NVMM. Pangolin uses a novel, space-efficient layout of data and parity to protect arbitrary-sized NVMM objects combined with per-object checksums to detect corruption. To maintain high performance, Pangolin uses micro-buffering, carefully-chosen parity and checksum updating algorithms. As a result, Pangolin provides stronger protection, better availability, and much lower storage overhead than existing NVMM programming libraries.
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Abstract

Persistent transactional memory (PTM) programming model has recently been exploited to provide crash-consistent transactional interfaces to ease programming atop NVM. However, existing PTM designs either incur high reader-side overhead due to blocking or long delay in the writer side (efficiency), or place excessive constraints on persistent ordering (scalability).

This paper presents Pisces, a read-friendly PTM that exploits snapshot isolation (SI) on NVM. The key design of Pisces is based on two observations: the redo logs of transactions can be reused as newer versions for the data, and an intuitive MVCC-based design has read deficiency. Based on the observations, we propose a dual-version concurrency control (DVCC) protocol that maintains up to two versions in NVM-backing storage hierarchy. Together with a three-stage commit protocol, Pisces ensures SI and allows more transactions to commit and persist simultaneously. Most importantly, it promises a desired feature: hiding NVM persistence overhead from reads and allowing nearly non-blocking reads.

Experimental evaluation on an Intel 40-thread (20-core) machine with real NVM equipped shows that Pisces outperforms the state-of-the-art design (i.e., DUDETM) by up to 6.3× for micro-benchmarks and 4.6× for TPC-C new order transaction, and also scales much better. The persistency cost is from 19% to 50% for 40 threads.

1 Introduction

Non-volatile memory (NVM) such as phase-change memory (PCM) [46, 67, 78], resistive random-access memory (ReRAM) [9, 45], and Intel/Micron’s 3D-XPoint [2, 4], is revolutionizing the storage hierarchy thanks to the promising features like byte-addressability and non-volatility with a close-to-DRAM speed. By supporting persistent data access via CPU load/store instructions, these technologies bring ample opportunities for applications to achieve optimal performance as well as efficient crash consistency [20, 62].

To efficiently program on NVM with a balance among good programmability, high performance, and low software overhead, persistent transactional memory (PTM), also known as durable (memory) transactions, has been exploited by prior work [21, 37, 44, 49, 56, 74, 76]. Through combining transactional memory [29, 34, 66, 68, 70] and NVM, PTM offers the properties of atomicity, consistency, isolation, durability (ACID) to applications on NVM.

To ensure the durability for transactions, some prior designs [21, 44, 56, 74] need to persist a transaction’s log while holding the locks of the data being modified or explicitly track the dependencies among transactions through locks. This, however, may block concurrent read operations on the same data. The long blocking duration may become a severe performance bottleneck due to the amplified persistence overhead incurred by high write latency of NVM (usually 10× compared to DRAM) (low read efficiency). This is especially true when read operations dominate in many workloads [15, 19, 52, 63]. In contrast, another design [49] eliminates the persistence latency from a transaction’s critical path through relaxing the durability semantics, i.e., making a transaction’s modifications visible before its log reaches NVM. However, such a design sacrifices the durability guarantee and requires to apply logs back to the durable data according to a total order. Unfortunately, such a strict persistence ordering may be the bottleneck of scalability since it is hard to parallelize the persistence operations. Overall, it is challenging to design a PTM system that insulates readers from being affected by high NVM persistence overhead while enforcing strong durability as well as avoids overly-constrained persistence ordering simultaneously.

We notice that snapshot isolation (SI) [8, 12] can avoid read-write conflicts and suffices for many real-world applications [6, 11, 26, 28, 33, 47, 48, 61, 68, 77], which makes it possible to design a PTM that allows a transaction to persist its log in its critical path (no sacrifice the durability), while hiding the high persistence overhead from concurrent read operations. Multi-version concurrency control (MVCC) [13, 28] is a common choice to achieve SI. We observe that the redo logs which will be finally applied to the durable data (old) can be regarded as a new data version, which enables us to efficiently introduce MVCC to PTM.

However, after a deep analysis, we find that a straightfor-
ward MVCC-based PTM design not only brings high read-side overhead due to read-indirection problems (challenge-1), i.e., locating the consistent objects in the version lists, but also still leaves the readers affected by the NVM persistence overhead (challenge-2). So, we further present Pisces, a read-friendly PTM design that also embraces SI while solving the above two problems and achieves both high read efficiency and good scalability.

Specifically, Pisces proposes dual-version concurrency control (DVCC) inspired by MVCC and scalable synchronization primitives [18, 51, 54, 55], to solve challenge-1. DVCC still avoids read-write conflicts and thus allows high parallelism for transaction execution, but only keeps one or two versions (using the log as the newer version) for each data object, which minimizes the high cost for maintaining multiple versions in NVM as well as searching in the version lists. To solve challenge-2, Pisces hides the NVM persistence overhead from readers through three-stage commit that separates the durable point and the visible point of a (read-write) transaction and minimizes the possible read-blocking time to the duration of two DRAM stores. This blocking rarely happens since the possible blocking time is extremely short. A transaction persists its logs (new versions for objects) into NVM in a persist stage (durable) and makes its logs readable to other transactions in a following concurrency commit stage (visible). Note that the potential blocking period resides in the latter stage. Hence, the NVM persistence overhead can be hidden from readers. Besides, a transaction eagerly reclaims the old versions of objects and overrides them with new versions in the last write-back stage, which is for avoiding indirect reads. Furthermore, Pisces also enables flush-diff (persist modifications only) to prevent excessive NVM persistence operations and leverages group-commit to reduce the overhead for write transactions.

In all, Pisces hides the NVM persistence overhead from readers and promises almost non-blocking reads. Pisces guarantees snapshot isolation (a formal proof is also provided), and promises crash consistency that can restore the system to a consistent snapshot after crashes. In essence, Pisces explores a trade-off between isolation and performance by loosening the isolation level for better performance.

We have implemented and evaluated Pisces on a 40-thread machine. Evaluation results show that Pisces has a notably higher throughput and better scalability compared with the state-of-the-art design (i.e., DUDETM [49]). Specifically, Pisces achieves up to $6.3 \times$ throughput improvement in micro-benchmarks and can improve the throughput of TPC-C new order transaction [24] and TATP benchmark [72] by 460% and 64%, respectively.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

- A first PTM with snapshot isolation (Pisces), which leverages DVCC and three-stage commit to benefit readers most.
- An implementation and evaluation on a real machine with NVM that demonstrate Pisces’s efficiency and scalability.

2 Background & Overview

Comparing with database transaction, Transactional memory (TM) [38] ensures atomicity, isolation and consistency (ACI), but lacks the important property of durability. However, the emergence of non-volatile memory provides an opportunity to equip TM with durability [44, 49, 56, 74, 76]. This section first introduces the backgrounds of NVM and PTM, then provides an overview of our system.

2.1 Background

NVM. The recent release of Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory [2] marks the transition of non-volatile memory (NVM) technology from research prototypes to mainstream products. NVM promises to provide fast data persistency. According to current studies [47, 79, 81], NVM has the following three features. First, most NVM designs are byte-addressable. This is one major reason why we can directly replace DRAM with NVM. Second, NVM has close-to-DRAM read latency, but about 10× write latency comparing with DRAM. For example, PCM’s write latency is 150~1000ns and ReRAM’s is 500ns, while DRAM has only 60ns write latency [47, 79]. Third, special instructions [3] are provided to help persist the data: 1). pfash (e.g., clwb) will flush a cache line from CPU cache to NVM. 2). pfence (e.g., mfence) ensures all previous pfash instructions finish.

PTM. There are already various researches which build Persistent Transactional Memory (PTM) systems by leveraging NVM [21, 23, 44, 49, 56, 74]. However, most of them focus on optimizing the persistence overhead [21, 44, 56, 74]. For example, Kamino-tx [56] removes the overhead of data copy in a transaction’s critical path by maintaining a backup of all the data. However, in these systems, an on-going write operations usually block conflicting read operations to ensure the consistency. As a result, these read operations will also suffer from NVM’s high write latency.

A state-of-the-art design, called DUDETM [49], tries to address this issue with a decoupled PTM design: it temporarily buffers the running transaction’s updates and its redo log in DRAM, then a number of threads will flush the log to NVM asynchronously. Furthermore, a dedicated thread (named reproduce thread) will replay the log to apply the updates to the persistent objects in NVM. However, once the log buffer becomes full because the reproduce thread cannot timely replay and clean the logs, the system needs to stall to wait for the reproduce thread to catch up. To ensure the consistency of the persistent state, the reproduce thread needs to replay the operations in the log sequentially. As a result,
the reproduce thread harms the system scalability. Figure 1-(a) shows the scalability issue of DUDETM: its performance can only scale up to 8 cores, after which the performance will be bottlenecked by the reproduce thread.

**Issues.** To analyze the efficiency of this design, we use it to implement concurrent data structures and compare with their native (single-threaded) implementations. Figure 1-(b) shows the evaluation results: the intuitive design has considerable overhead on read requests’ latency because of the following problems:

First, traversing the multi-version list of each object increases the latency. This is not only because a transaction with small start timestamp may need to perform multiple indirect memory accesses, but also because the random accesses may harm the cache locality and get blocked due to the cache line being evicted to NVM. Figure 2 (b) gives a simple example: if a transaction traverses this 3-object list, it actually needs to traverse a much longer list which at least contains three objects and three object IDs.

Second, read operations may still be blocked by the NVM persist operations. Specifically, when a reader accesses an object which is locked by a writer, the reader may be blocked until the writer commits. The reason is the reader is not sure if the writer will have a smaller commit timestamp than its start timestamp or not. Unfortunately, the writer cannot commit until it flushes all its logs into NVM and applies the updates in its write set. Figure 2 (b) gives a simple example: T₁ starts with timestamp 6. When it reads object D, it finds D is locked by T₂. Then, it has to be blocked, as T₂ may update D with a timestamp smaller than 6.

**Basic idea.** We develop *Pisces* to solve above issues based on the following basic designs:

**Dual-version concurrency control (DVCC).** To reduce the cost of traversing an object’s list, Pisces keeps up to two versions for each object: original object and object copy. When a transaction tries to write an object, it creates and links a new copy to the original object. When the transaction commits, it writes the object copy back to the original object. Concurrent transactions update the same object exclusively by acquiring a lock. Read transactions are able to directly access either version based on their timestamps. Furthermore, to reduce unnecessary NVM writes, we reuse the updates in the redo log as object copy. However, the challenge to implement DVCC is how to ensure an original object won’t be overwritten when it may still be needed by some outstanding

**2.2 Overview**

**Goal.** Comparing with existing works, Pisces is a PTM system with a read-friendly design, since lots of workloads using transactions are read-dominated [15, 19, 22, 30, 52, 63]: for example, the read-write ratio in the update operation of an 8 layer (8-15 keys per node) B+-tree is about 80:1; In the TPC-E and TATP [25, 72] benchmarks, about 80% of the transactions are read-only.

**Strawman.** Pisces is based on the intuition that *snapshot isolation* (SI) [8, 12] is able to avoid blocking reads by conflicting writes. At the same time, SI is applicable not only to database workloads [6, 11, 26, 28, 33, 47, 77], but also to TM workloads [48, 61, 68]. For example, Lu et al. [53, 68] prove that SI is enough to support a concurrent skip list. Thus, both database and STM systems have begun to use SI to improve concurrency [48, 61, 68].

However, is an intuitive SI implementation good enough to achieve our goal, a read oriented PTM? To answer this question, we implement a prototype system to provide SI based on multi-version concurrency control. Each object maintains a list of multiple versions and is identified by an ID. Each version has a timestamp to indicate its committed point-in-time. When a transaction starts, it sets a start timestamp based on the global timestamp kept by the system. During execution, to read an object, a transaction finds the most recent version which has a smaller timestamp than the transaction’s start timestamp by traversing the object’s list. For write, a transaction buffers updates in the write set and records the operation in a redo log. To commit its updates, a transaction first acquires the locks of all objects it tries to update. Then it detects write-write conflicts by checking the latest timestamp of these objects. If any object’s latest timestamp is larger than the transaction’s start timestamp, then the transaction is aborted. After passing the validation, the transaction retrieves its commit timestamp and updates the global timestamp. Then, the transaction flushes its log and the commit timestamp from CPU cache into the NVM, then flushes the updates in the write set to the persistent objects in NVM. At last, it releases all locks.

![Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Fig. 1:** (a) A hash table benchmark with 40% update rate. (b) A comparison on read-only transaction latency.
transactions with smaller start timestamps.

**Three-stage commit protocol.** To reduce the blocking overhead in the MVCC design, Pisces proposes a three-stage commit protocol: the commit phase is divided into concurrency commit stage, and write-back stage. In the persist stage, a transaction flushes its log into NVM. In the concurrency commit stage, the transaction updates its end timestamp (commit timestamp) and the timestamps of all the object copies in the redo log atomically. In the write-back stage, the transaction writes all object copies back to their original objects. By decoupling different functionalities of the commit phase, Pisces allows nearly non-blocking reads. But the challenge lies in how to atomically update both the end timestamp and the timestamps of object copies efficiently.

**Limitation.** The main limitation of Pisces is it only provides SI which does not work for all applications, and SI suffers from the well-known write skew anomaly\(^1\) under certain conditions. However, there is a long line of research [16, 33, 48, 53] on how to detect or eliminate write skew anomalies for SI. Moreover, making SI serializable is also well studied [59, 64, 69, 75]. Leveraging these techniques to provide a stronger isolation level is future work. Currently, careful programming on Pisces is required.

### 3 Design

**Layout.** Figure 3 shows the memory layout of three critical components (data object, per-transaction log and per-thread metadata) in Pisces. Pisces attaches each object with a pointer (named next and initialized as 0) which may point to a next version of this object and is also used as a write lock that needs to be exclusively acquired by a writer. Pisces pre-allocates log area for each thread and each transaction gets its log from the log area of the execution thread when it begins. Pisces also keeps per-thread metadata to record the metadata of the running transaction in each thread (a thread executes at most one running transaction at a time). Object copies as the next (newer) versions of objects reside in the transactions’ log and each object copy contains two pointers. One is named as source and points to the original object. The other is named as writer and points to the running transaction that owns this log (creates this copy).

For the challenges mentioned in the above section, we provide simple but efficient solutions accordingly: First, to prevent an original version from being falsely overwritten, we leverage an RCU-similar design (grace period detection) to block the writer in the write-back phase until the original version in home location is safe to be overwritten. Note that the blocking time will not be exposed to readers. Second, to atomically update a transaction’s end timestamp and each copy’s version timestamp in an efficient way, we do not explicitly maintain the version timestamp for each copy. Instead, each copy contains the writer pointer and reuses the transaction’s end timestamp as its version timestamp. As a result, atomicity is guaranteed by simply updating the end timestamp of the write transaction. Next, we discuss the details about the algorithm whose pseudo code is provided in Algorithm 1 and the correctness argument.

### 3.1 Algorithm

**TM_Start** begins a transaction. A transaction marks its status as ACTIVE first, executes a fence instruction and reads the global timestamp (globalTS) as its start timestamp (startTS). The fence instruction ensures line 2 is executed before line 4.

**TM_Read** returns a pointer for reading an object. It first reads the value of next pointer in the original object and returns the original object directly if next is zero. This is the fast path: accessing the pointer located just before the object introduces nearly-zero overhead because the CPU will prefetch adjacent cache lines. If next is non-zero, which means there exists an object copy, **TM_Read** returns the object copy when it is created by the current transaction (line 12) or its version is no greater than the current transaction’s start timestamp (line 15). There is only one rare case in which **TM_Read** needs to wait (line 14). We discuss this later when introducing **TM_Commit**.

**TM_Write** returns a pointer for writing an object. A transaction can directly write a copy created by itself (line 21 to 23). When writing an object for the first time, a transaction reserves an area for the object copy in its log and tries to acquire the object’s write lock (i.e., next pointer) with a compare-and-swap instruction (line 25). If fails to lock, the transaction aborts and restarts after a random delay, which also avoids deadlocks. Otherwise, it copies the original object’s content to the object copy and can directly read or write the copy now. Pisces makes copies (redo log) at object granularity, which mitigates the read-indirection problem of redo logging at byte granularity. Pisces chooses encounter-time locking to detect conflicts early and thus can avoid unnecessary NVM writes. Also, an object’s write lock ensures that it can only be updated sequentially.

**TM_Commit always** successfully commits a transaction. A transaction marks its status as INACTIVE, indicating it no longer reads any object. It commits directly if it is a read-only transaction. A read-write transaction needs to go through

---

\(^1\) A typical write skew example is: One transaction reads A and writes B while another concurrent transaction reads B and writes A.
Algorithm 1: Pseudo code of Pisces

1: Function TM_START(tx)  
2: \begin{align*}
  &tx.status = ACTIVE \\
  &fence \\
  &tx.startTS = globalTS \\
  &tx.endTS = INF
\end{align*}

6: Algorithm 2: Pseudo code of Pisces

7: Function TM_READ(tx, p_obj)  
8: \begin{align*}
  &next = p_obj.next \\
  &if next is EMPTY then \\
  &\quad return p_obj \quad \text{// fast path}
\end{align*}

10: wtx = next.writer

12: if wtx is tx then 
13: \quad return next

14: \quad wait until wtx.inCritical is FALSE

15: if wtx.endTS \leq tx.startTS then 
16: \quad return next

17: else 
18: \quad return p_obj

19: Algorithm 3: Pseudo code of Pisces

20: Function TM_WRITE(tx, p_obj)  
21: \begin{align*}
  &if p_obj.next is NON-EMPTY \\
  &\quad return p_obj.next.writer is tx then \\
  &\quad return p_obj
\end{align*}

22: copy = tx.log.alloc(p_obj)

24: copy.writer = tx

25: if CAS(p_obj.next, EMPTY, copy) fails then 
26: \quad abort()

27: copy.source = p_obj

28: memcpy_content(copy, p_obj) \quad // p_obj \rightarrow copy

30: return copy

31: Algorithm 4: Pseudo code of Pisces

32: Function TM_COMMIT(tx)  
33: \begin{align*}
  &tx.status = INACTIVE \\
  &// stage 1: persist stage \\
  &if tx.log is EMPTY then \\
  &\quad return
\end{align*}

36: pflush(tx.log)

38: pfence

39: tx.log.persistTS = globalTS

40: pflush(tx.log.persistTS)

41: pfence

42: // stage 2: concurrency commit stage

43: tx.inCritical = TRUE

44: fence

45: tx.endTS = globalTS + 1

46: tx.inCritical = FALSE

47: AtomicInc(globalTS)

48: // stage 3: write-back stage

49: WRITEBACK(tx)

50: Algorithm 5: Pseudo code of Pisces

51: Function WRITEBACK(tx)  
52: \begin{align*}
  &while exists an ACTIVE transaction t do \\
  &\quad if t.startTS < tx.endTS then \\
  &\quad \quad wait
\end{align*}

54: for each copy in tx.log do 
55: \begin{align*}
  &\quad memcpy_content(copy.source, copy) \\
  &\quad pflush(copy.source.content) \\
  &\quad copy.source.next = EMPTY \\
  &\quad pfence \quad // not necessary for correctness
\end{align*}

three stages. In the persist stage, a transaction persists all the object copies in its log into NVM (line 37-38). After that, it retrieves the value of the global timestamp as its log’s persist timestamp (line 39) and makes the persistTS persistent (line 40-41). The pfence instruction in line 38 guarantees the log’s content reaches NVM before its persistTS, and the pfence instruction in line 41 ensures both the log and its persistTS reaches NVM. A checksum can be appended to reduce the two fences to one [65]. A transaction’s updates become durable once its persistTS reaches NVM (durable point). After a crash, a recovery procedure will replay transactions according to the redo logs and in persistTS order.

In the concurrency commit stage, the transaction updates its timestamp atomically by updating the 64 bit endTS with the globalTS (line 45). A boolean flag inCritical is used to protect this update to make sure the updated endTS is eventually visible to concurrent reads. For example, T₁ may read the globalTS and update its endTS. However, the updated endTS may be kept in the CPU store buffer and waits to be flushed to CPU cache. As a result, a concurrent transaction T₂ whose startTS is not less then T₁’s endTS may fail to observe T₁’s update. With the inCritical flag, T₁ will be blocked until inCritical is disabled before it tries to read T₂’s endTS (line 14, 15). This ensures T₂’s updates on endTS is eventually visible to T₁. As TSO architecture may reorder read/write instructions, one fence⁴ (line 44) is needed to ensure the execution order of line 43 and 45.

In the write-back stage, the transaction first waits for all active transactions whose startTS is less than its endTS to finish (line 52-54). This period actually is the grace period. It avoids falsely overwriting an original object which may be needed by transactions with small startTS. Because after this period, all threads are either in an inactive state (not executing transactions) or executing transactions with a startTS larger than the original object’s timestamp. Therefore, the original object is dead which means it is no longer needed by any transactions. At the same time, this period also helps to detect write-write conflicts. Considering another conflicting transaction with smaller startTS, but access the same object after this transaction. This transaction will be blocked at the write-back stage and cannot release the lock. So, the conflicting transaction will abort since it fails to acquire the lock when accessing the object (line 26). At the end of the write-back stage, it writes each next object to the original object (line 56-57) and releases locks by clearing next fields (line 58).

Programming: Each transaction should be surrounded by TM_Start and TM_Commit. For reading/writing an object, it first uses TM_Read/TM_Write to achieve the ob-

---

In the current implementation on Intel CPU, Pisces uses clwb to flush cacheline and MFENCE to ensure previous flushed cachelines reach NVM.

Currently, Pisces uses MFENCE [3] instructions which ensures the CPU store buffer is always drained besides serializing load and store operations.
object pointer and then directly accesses that object with the pointer. Pisces also offers helper functions (TM_Read_Field and TM_Write_Field) to ease programming.

3.2 Log Recycle

Pisces stores logs in per-thread ring buffers and lets each thread recycle its own logs. Generally speaking, there are two principles for log recycle in Pisces for snapshot isolation and crash consistency, separately.

P-1: A transaction log can only be recycled after all the copies in it are dead. A transaction creates new versions of objects in its log and exposes them to other transactions. As shown in Figure 4, after a transaction T1 writes the new versions back to the original objects, it is possible that the transaction’s log is still required. For example, another transaction can read T1’s log if it starts before T1 unlocks the objects and its startTS is no smaller than A’s endTS. So, a transaction will not reclaim its own log. Instead, when a following read-write transaction (T2) finishes, the execution thread marks the log of the previous read-write transaction (T1) as reclaimable. Similar to how RCU grace periods can help safely overwriting original objects, the end of the grace period in T2’s write-back stage can ensure other transactions no longer access T1’s log. Specifically, the end of this grace period ensures (recall line 52-54 in Algorithm 1): previous transactions that may access A1 and B1 in T1’s log due to smaller startTS are finished. Therefore, Pisces guarantees all the copies in a log are dead before recycling the log, which achieves P-1.

P-2: A transaction log can only be recycled no earlier than all the logs with smaller persist timestamps are recycled. Suppose a transaction A updates an object before another transaction B. If B’s log is recycled before A and a crash happens, B’s updates will lose after recovery because A will be redone according to its log. To enforce P-2, Pisces uses an epoch-based mechanism for recycling logs. It logically distributes logs to epochs according to their persist timestamps. First, an execution thread marks a transaction’s log as reclaimable through recording the transaction’s persist timestamp as the thread’s reclaim timestamp (a per-thread variable). Second, an execution thread will atomically advance the global epoch when it finds that all the threads’ reclaim timestamp exceeds the current global epoch. Once the global epoch increases, the logs belong to the previous epoch are no longer required, and the corresponding log area can be reused.

3.3 Proof Sketch of Snapshot Isolation

A formal proof can be found in [1]. According to the specification of snapshot isolation [8], we prove Pisces is correct by proving the following two theorems are correct.

THEOREM 1 (SNAPSHOT WRITE).

If two transactions update the same object, then one transaction’s start TS (short for timestamp) should be greater than another’s end TS.

PROOF. Based on the fact that, because of locking (line 26, 58), the conflicting transactions update the same object sequentially, we only need to prove the latter’s start TS is always larger than the former’s end TS. Pisces ensures this invariant by aborting the latter one when it gets a smaller (illegal) start TS: let’s assume both of T_i and T_j access object x and T_i is before T_j. If T_j’s start TS is smaller than T_i’s end TS, T_j will be blocked by the active T_i at the write back phase (line 52-54). T_j must be active because, by the assumption, it will access x after T_i. Thus, when T_j accesses x, it will find the lock is held by T_i and abort itself. □

Before giving Theorem 2, we first define the TS of an object as the end TS of its last writer.

THEOREM 2 (SNAPSHOT READ).

If a transaction T_r reads an object x with timestamp T_S_x, then: 1) T_r’s start TS is not less than T_S_x; and 2) There does not exist a transaction T_w that updates x and its end TS is larger than T_S_x, but not greater than T_r’s start TS.

PROOF. To prove Pisces holds the first invariant, we show that the x’s copy returned by TM_READ must be committed by a transaction whose end TS is not greater than T_r’s start TS. First, considering the case TM_READ returns x’s original version (line 10, 18). On the one hand, Pisces ensures that, when T_r starts, all objects’ original versions have timestamp which is not greater than T_r’s start TS. On the other hand, Pisces also forbids any transaction whose end TS is greater than T_r’s start TS to overwrite the original version (line 52-54). Next, we consider the case that TM_READ returns x’s the next version (line 13, 16). Pisces ensures the invariant by adding an extra constraint that the writer’s end TS must be not greater than T_r’s start TS (line 15). □

Instead of directly showing Pisces holds the second invariant, we prove a variant: if T_w’s end TS is not greater than T_r’s start TS (assumption), then it is also not larger than T_S_x. By the assumption above, we can have T_r starts (line 4) after T_w reads the global TS in commit phase (line 45). Now, let’s consider two cases: 1). T_r reads x before T_w unlinks the next version from the object (line 58). Thus T_r is able to get the next version updated by T_w. Because the TSO architecture does not reorder the updates/reads on endTS and inCritical in TM_COMMIT/TM_READ, thus if T_r finds T_w’s inCritical is false then it must be able to observe T_w’s endTS. As a

\[\text{The detail proof of the consistency between the next copy and its writer pointer can be found in [1]}.\]
result, $T_w$’s end TS should be equal to TS, 2). $T_r$ reads $x$ after $T_w$ writes back and unlinks the next copy. For this case, $T_r$ will read the version committed by $T_w$ or the transaction accessing $x$ after TS. Then, we can have TS that must be less than $T_w$’s end TS by simply deriving from Theorem 1. □

3.4 Crash Consistency

A recovery procedure will start after a crash and redo the durable transactions in a non-decreasing order of their logs’ persistTS. The recovery time is affected by the length of the log which is decided by the log recycling frequency. By default, each execution thread in Pisces tries to recycle the logs after executing 3 (the default threshold) read-write transactions, so Pisces does not suffer from a high recovery cost. Also, Pisces provides a persistent allocator based on SSMalloc [50], which can recover the allocation information.

The key to ensuring crash consistency is that dependent transactions are (i) persisted and (ii) redone (after a crash) in the correct order that corresponds to their commit order. Two transactions are dependent if the read set or write set of the subsequent one overlaps with the write set of the previous one. In this subsection, we explain how Pisces achieves both (i) and (ii).

Achieving (i): Pisces guarantees the persistence ordering of dependent transactions by deferring the visibility of the updates of a transaction. Specifically, a transaction reaches its durable point (the end of persist stage) before it is visible (the end of concurrency commit stage). If transaction B observes (depends on) transaction A’s updates (visible), A must already be persisted (durable). So, the persistence ordering of two dependent transactions must correspond to their commit order, as shown in Figure 5.

![Fig. 5: Transaction B depends on A. Arrows mean happen-before.](image)

Achieving (ii): On one hand, Pisces guarantees that if a transaction B depends on another transaction A, B’s persist timestamp must be greater than A’s (see Figure 5). On the other hand, Pisces’s recovery procedure redoes the transactions’ logs in a non-decreasing order of their persist timestamps after a crash. Therefore, transaction B that depends on A will be redone after A, which also corresponds to their commit order (B’s endTS is greater than A’s.) Besides, independent transactions that have the same persist timestamp can be redone in any order.

4 Optimizations

Flush-diff. Creating redo logs in the granularity of whole objects can avoid searching for new values in the address-value pairs. But it is quite expensive when the modification to an object is much smaller than the object size because the whole log (entire copy) has to be persisted into NVM. Therefore, we give an optimization named flush-diff that only persists the modifications. A transaction creates the object copies in DRAM instead of NVM and only records the updates (address-value pairs) in NVM. In the first commit stage, a transaction only needs to flush those updates into NVM; In the second commit stage, it lets the in-DRAM object copies (new versions) become readable; In the third commit stage, it only needs to apply the logged updates to the original objects in the NVM. Therefore, flush-diff can still embrace the advantage of logging a whole object (i.e., directly read/write the copy without the overhead of indirection) by keeping the volatile object copy in DRAM, and significantly reduce the amount of NVM persistence operations.

It is worth mentioning that DRAM footprint in Pisces is limited and not related to the amount of NVM in use. This is because Pisces only temporarily buffers the new object versions in DRAM and timely recycles the transactions’ logs. Therefore, the DRAM needed for flush-diff is only related to the working set size of the transactions whose newly created copies may still be referenced.

Group Commit. Pisces chooses to eagerly write a new version back to an object’s home location, which is for benefiting readers but makes the last commit stage for write transactions heavier. As mentioned in Section 3.1, a read-write transaction uses the RCU-like waiting mechanism to overwrite the objects in the home location. Besides, it is also costly to update globalTS with atomic instruction like fetch_and_add in a high-contention workload.

To amortize the overhead of both RCU reclamation and updating globalTS, Pisces batches and commits several write transactions together. An execution thread delays the commitment of a write transaction till the number of pending transactions (wait for commit) reaches a threshold or another transaction needs to update the same object with T. Then, the thread commits the pending transactions together, i.e., execute RCU mechanism and update the globalTS for one time. Thus, the overhead is amortized by these transactions.

5 Evaluation

5.1 Experimental Setup

Basic Setup. We conduct the experiments on a server provided by Intel. The server has two sockets, each containing a 10-core Intel Xeon Gold 5215M CPU, 128GB DRAM and 128GB Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory (NVM). We enable hyper-threading and bind each software thread to each hyper-thread (40 hyper-threads in all) that runs at 2.5GHz. The Linux kernel version is 4.19.32, and the GCC version is 8.3.1. Without an explicit statement, we use clwb instructions to persist data into NVM.

System for Comparison. DUDETM [49] maps persistent data in NVM to DRAM and uses TinySTM [35] which is a word-based STM to execute transactions in DRAM. A transaction only needs to write logs in a per-thread volatile log
buffer, and the background persist threads flush these volatile logs into persistent log buffer. DUDETM also requires another reproduce thread to write logs back to the persistent data. When evaluating DUDETM, we set the size of pre-allocated DRAM area the same as pre-allocated NVM area to make it able to cache all the NVM data in DRAM, which avoids the potential high overhead of page swapping. The volatile log buffer for each thread can hold 1 million log entries (default configuration), and we double the default size of persistent log buffer to make it able to hold 32 million log entries. In all the experiments for DUDETM, we wait for only foreground threads and not for background threads to finish. Thus, the committed transaction may be not durable yet. Besides, the background threads are not counted into the thread number. Currently, DUDETM does not implement multiple background persistent threads, but the support can be added without changing its design. However, the background reproduce thread needs to replay transactions’ logs according to the unique transaction ID, i.e., a total order (hard to utilize multi-threading), which will become the bottleneck in some scenarios. To avoid the single persist thread becoming the bottleneck in the experiments, we allocate the persistent log buffer (should be in NVM actually) in DRAM.

**Benchmarks.** Generally speaking, to develop SI-safe applications, programmers need to analyze whether write skew anomalies may happen in some cases and then avoid the potential anomalies through making write-write conflicts in such cases. We manually ensure the presented benchmarks are SI-safe, referring to [48, 53, 54]. For examples, a transaction on a linked list (used in the following hash tables) adds all the modified nodes including the nodes to be removed into its write set in which each node object will be locked before updated; a transaction on the following tree structures traverses from the root node to some node in one way and also adds all the to-be-modified nodes into its write set.

### 5.2 Micro-benchmarks

**Hash Table.** Each hash table contains 10K buckets (implemented as linked lists) and initially contains 100K key-value pairs. We create different numbers of threads to execute search and insert/remove transactions. Figure 6 presents the evaluation results with various update rates. Note that the y-axis uses log-scale. Every test runs 30 seconds.

When the update rate is low, such as 0% and 2%, both Pisces and DUDETM scale well. Although Pisces’s read-only transactions may load data from NVM when the data does not reside in CPU cache, they are still faster than that in DUDETM. It is because DUDETM requires a software page table mechanism for translating NVM addresses to DRAM addresses and validation for read operations. Different from DUDETM which incurs software overhead for read operations, Pisces embraces a read-friendly design, and thus its throughput is much higher and grows faster.

When the update rate is 20%, Pisces still scales well within 20 threads, i.e., a single NUMA (non-uniform memory access) node. The throughput of Pisces increases from ~1.9 Mops/s to ~26 Mops/s when the thread number increases from 1 to 20. However, there is an obvious performance drop when the thread number changes from 20 to 22. The main cause is cross-NUMA memory accesses. First, a global timestamp is updated in read-write transactions in Pisces, and a large number of read-write transactions incur high contention on that timestamp. Second, the grace period detection is another overhead for the read-write transactions, and its cost can be enlarged by frequent remote memory accesses. Recall that Pisces uses the RCU/RLU grace period detection mechanism (line 52-54 in Algorithm 1) to avoid overwriting in-use objects’ versions. Therefore, while the total throughput of Pisces still grows as the thread number increases from 22 to 40, the growth speed is much slower than that within a single NUMA node.

The throughput of DUDETM grows from ~1.5 Mops/s to ~15 Mops/s as the thread number increases from 1 to 16. However, DUDETM’s throughput cannot keep growing or even decreases a little when the thread number becomes larger. The reason is that the background threads fail to timely clean up the logs of transactions. Note that the reproduce thread has to modify the persistent objects according to the logs in the order of transaction execution, and make the modifications persistent with cacheline flush instructions. In contrast, Pisces lets each execution thread to persist and write-back the transactions’ logs, which can better utilize the NVM write bandwidth.

Table 1: The average cost of a read-write transaction and one grace period detection in Pisces’s hash table. The update rate is 40%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#Thread</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RW TX Latency (cycles)</td>
<td>2902</td>
<td>3986</td>
<td>7180</td>
<td>8496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Period (cycles)</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>790</td>
<td>1689</td>
<td>2140</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The performance of DUDETM and Pisces at 40% update rate shows similar trends with those at 20% update rate. Nev...
ertheless, the throughput of DUDETM only grows within 8 threads because a higher update rate means more read-write transactions (generate more logs and fill the log buffer earlier). For Pisces, the growth speed of throughput becomes lower when the thread number exceeds 20. As presented in Table 1, the cost of grace period increases as the thread number increases. The reason is one thread has to check other threads’ status for detecting the grace period.

In the case of 40 threads, Pisces’s throughput is about 1.8× and 2.7× of DUDETM’s when the update rate is 20% and 40%, respectively. And, its persistency cost is 19% at 40% update rate. Besides, the abort rates of both Pisces and DUDETM (if no blocking) are nearly zero since the hashing mitigates the contention among different threads. However, DUDETM’s abort rate increases (up to 9%) if blocking happens because a thread may get blocked with holding locks.

We also evaluate the hash table with an occupancy of 0.75, i.e., 10K buckets and 7.5K key-value pairs. The evaluation results show similar trends. Specifically, at 20% update ratio, the throughput of DUDETM grows from ~3.3 Mops/s to ~15.9 Mops/s as the thread number increases from 1 to 16. As before, its throughput cannot grow when the thread number is larger than 16. Pisces’s throughput grows from ~2.7 Mops/s to ~35.9 Mops/s as the thread number increases from 1 to 20. Nevertheless, when the thread number is 1 or 2, DUDETM has a higher throughput than Pisces for two reasons: first, DUDETM leverages extra CPUs (background threads) for persisting data; second, each transaction reads fewer data due to lower occupancy, which mitigates the benefits of read-friendly design in Pisces.

**B+-tree.** We construct B+-trees in which each node contains at most 16 children and randomly insert about 1 million key-value pairs at the beginning of each test. Figure 7 shows the evaluation results of executing search and insert transactions (an insert transaction will modify the target key-value pair if the pair already exists) on B+-trees. Each transaction goes down from the root node to some leaf node. For an insert transaction, before going down to some node, it first checks if the node is full. If the node is full, it splits the node for creating space. Since we only implement delete operations as marking the target node as deleted, we run every test for 10 seconds in case the trees get too large.

Similar to the results of hash table benchmark, both Pisces and DUDETM can scale well to 40 threads when the update rate is low such as 0% and 2%, because the number of NVM writes is small. Owing to the read-friendly designs, Pisces shows a better performance than DUDETM. Nevertheless, the performance gap between Pisces and DUDETM decreases when the update rate changes from 0% to 2% because Pisces synchronously persists data into NVM while DUDETM hides the persistence overhead through asynchronously persisting the data in the background.

At 20% update rate, DUDETM’s throughput is almost the same as Pisces’s when there is a single execution thread. However, DUDETM can only scale to two threads while Pisces has much better scalability. The scalability issue of DUDETM arises earlier in B+-tree benchmark than in hash table benchmark because the read-write transactions in B+-tree generates more log and thus burden the reproduce thread more. Enlarging the size of log buffer can mitigate/hide the problem to some extent but cannot eliminate/solve this problem. At 40% update rate, DUDETM actually outperforms Pisces when the thread number is 1. However, its scalability issue gets worse because of the higher update rate.

At 40% update rate, DUDETM’s throughput grows from 763 Kops to 1370 Kops as the thread number increases from 1 to 40. The reason is each execution thread has one volatile log buffer. Therefore, the total throughput grows a little when adding more threads (more buffer). Nevertheless, longer running time will further flatten the throughput.

To clearly show that the reproduce thread blocks the execution threads and restricts the overall performance, we also evaluate the performance of **DUDETM-ideal** in which the background reproduce thread directly marks the persistent log area as free without writing back the logs in it to persistent objects in NVM. In fact, **DUDETM-ideal** emulates the performance of DUDETM with an infinite persistent log buffer. As shown in the last sub-figure in Figure 7, **DUDETM-ideal** scales very well to 38 threads. The reason for the performance drop in 40 threads is the total thread number (40 execution threads together with 2 background threads) exceeds the hardware thread number (40 hyper-threads). Since the only difference between **DUDETM-ideal** with DUDETM is whether the background reproduce thread really flushes data to NVM, we can conclude the centralized reproduce thread severely harms the system’s scalability.

When the update rate is 20% or 40%, the throughput of Pisces almost keeps growing as the thread number increases to 40. And, the persistency cost is 36% at 40% update rate. The NUMA problem in B+-tree is less severe than that in the hash table since the total throughput is lower in B+-tree
shows the execution time. In this benchmark, both threads fill the log buffers in DUDETM. So the execution threads fill the log buffers in DUDETM. Compared with DUDETM, Pisces can achieve about 4.6× speedup when the thread number is 40. And, the persistency cost is about 50%.

**TATP**: TATP benchmark [72] is another OLTP application. We implement three read-only transactions and three read-write transactions of it. We use the same B+Tree in the TPC-C experiments as the data structure of tables, set the update ratio to 18% and initialize the population size to 200,000.

Different from the new-order transactions in TPC-C, the read-write transactions in TATP are much smaller. For example, the *update-location transaction* that occupies 14% of the total transactions only update one single existing object. So, each TATP read-write transaction involves less NVM writes than TPC-C transactions and even less than the B+-tree micro-benchmark in which most read-write transactions insert a new object. Thus, DUDETM can scale to 22 threads. However, its scalability issue still comes up when the thread number gets larger.

For Pisces, the throughput grows from ∼0.7 Mops/s to ∼14 Mops/s as the thread number increases from 1 to 40. Pisces’s peak performance is about 64% higher than DUDETM’s. And, the persistency cost is 26%. The NUMA issue also appears in this benchmark. The RCU grace period detection cost is higher if the total throughput of read-write transactions is higher because of the higher (cross NUMA nodes) cacheline contention (i.e., checking other thread’s status). This is also why the NUMA issue is not obvious in the TPC-C benchmark. The NUMA issue also leads to a slower growth speed of the throughput after the thread number exceeds 20.

**TM Applications.** Referring to [7], we implement and evaluate *kmeans, scca2, and vacation* in both Pisces and DUDETM. Currently, we only persist data that are surrounded/protected by TM interfaces.

### Table 3: The execution time of *kmeans* (shorter is better).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#Threads</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>32</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DUDETM(s)</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pisces(s)</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Kmeans** is a machine learning application and this experiment test it with low contention and medium data set. Table 3 shows the execution time. In this benchmark, both DUDETM and Pisces scale to 16 threads. However, there is a performance drop for both systems when the thread number

### 5.3 Real-world Benchmarks

![Fig. 8: (a) TPCC new-order transactions and (b) TATP.](image)
 increases from 16 threads to 32 threads, because they both suffer from high abort rates (84% for DUDETM and 77% for Pisces). The performance of Pisces is also bottlenecked by grace periods’ cost which is enlarged by NUMA. It is also worth mentioning that the foreground threads in DUDETM get blocked by full volatile logs (slow background threads) when the thread number is less than 8. As a result, DUDETM has an obvious performance improve when the thread number increases from 8 to 16. For the same reason, DUDETM performs worse than Pisces with no more than 8 threads. When there are more than 8 threads, DUDETM has better performance than Pisces because the foreground threads in DUDETM neither need to persist write transactions nor get blocked by background threads.

In this benchmark, with the increase of thread number, foreground threads in DUDETM are less likely to get blocked by the reproduce thread. The reason is that kmeans evenly distribute a specific amount of work to the foreground execution threads and thus each thread executes less transactions when there are more threads. Specifically, to finish this benchmark, all the threads need to commit 1M transactions in total and generate 40M log entries. When the thread number is more than 16, the foreground threads in DUDETM do not get blocked since each of them has a volatile buffer with 1M log entries. Nevertheless, when testing with large data set (10M transactions and 400M log entries), the foreground threads in DUDETM still get blocked when there are 32 threads.

Table 4: The execution time of ssca2 (shorter is better).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#Threads</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>32</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DUDETM (s)</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pisces (s)</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scalable Synthetic Compact Applications (ssca2) simulates the computation on graphs. Table 4 gives the evaluation result of ssca2 with medium data set ($2^{18}$ nodes). Different from kmeans, ssca2 involves a larger number of transactions and DUDETM cannot scale well since the background reproduce thread cannot timely consume the logs. So for DUDETM, 32 threads cannot finish this benchmark faster than 16 threads since the execution threads get blocked. Nevertheless, if evaluating ssca2 benchmark with the small data set ($2^{13}$ nodes), DUDETM can scale well but the performance of Pisces also gets much better.

Pisces scales better than DUDETM in this benchmark. However, the execution time of Pisces is longer than that of DUDETM when the thread number is 1 and 2. This is because foreground threads in DUDETM do not make the transactions’ updates persistent, and we only calculate the runtime of the foreground threads. Similar to previous experiments, Pisces suffers from NUMA problem again. Since the throughput in this benchmark is high (executes ~11M transactions in total) and the update rate is 100%, the NUMA problem is more severe and thus causes the performance to drop when threads number changes from 16 to 32.

Table 5: The execution time of vacation (shorter is better).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#Threads</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>32</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DUDETM (s)</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pisces (s)</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Vacation is an OLTP system which emulates a travel reservation system. The vacation benchmark has 100% update ratio, and each transaction has bigger read/write sets. We use hash tables to implement tables in the benchmark. Table 5 shows the evaluation result of this benchmark with medium data set and low contention.

As shown in Table 5, the execution time of both DUDETM and Pisces decreases as the thread number increases in this benchmark. In the case of 1 and 2 threads, Pisces performs better than DUDETM. The reason is that DUDETM introduces software overhead for the read operations in the transactions. Since the read sets are large, the software overhead such as read validation is non-negligible. But DUDETM scales well since this workload (executes 400K transactions in total) does not cause the full log problem.

Overall, Pisces does not scale as well as DUDETM. As the benchmark is update-only and the average transaction latency is long (big transaction), the grace period detection mechanism in Pisces becomes more time-consuming and brings high overhead. Hence, with the increase of thread number, transactions spend more time in the grace period detection mechanism, which leads to dissatisfaction performance. On average, the mechanism costs each transaction 30,433 cycles and 46,070 cycles when the thread number is 16 and 32, respectively. And the average transaction latency is about 168,000 cycles when there are 32 threads.

5.4 Other Performance Analysis

Figure 9: (a) The performance gain break down. (b) The performance of read-only transactions. Read latency in Pisces with (c) increased NVM write latency and (d) increased NVM write bandwidth.

Figure 9-(a) shows step-wise performance gain from the
optimizations in Pisces. Flush Diff improves the throughput of hash table and B+-tree by 52% and by 11%, respectively, because it effectively reduces the number of NVM writes. Since a write transaction on a hash table changes a small portion of the nodes, there is more data that does not need to be logged and written back. However, a transaction on a B+-tree usually involves more data modification, especially when node splitting is required. So Flush Diff benefits hash table more in the presented settings. Group Commit (setting group number as 3) brings a performance gain of 30% for hash table and 12% for B+-tree, through reducing the number of grace period detection and fetch_and_add instructions on the global timestamp. The performance improvement in hash table is larger for two reasons. First, Pisces has a higher throughput in the hash table benchmark which means higher contention on the global timestamp. Second, the grace period detection in hash table takes a higher percentage of cost in a write transaction than that in B+-tree. Note that the current Group Commit implementation will increase the latency of write transactions. Nevertheless, Pisces can only batch the write-back stages instead of the whole commit phases to mitigate this issue.

Figure 9-(b) compares the average latency of read-only transactions in micro-benchmarks. Compared with our MVCC-based design, the DVCC design in Pisces significantly reduces the read latency (about 2× faster). The reason is that each read operation in the MVCC-based design involves locating the version list of an object and traversing the list, leading to at least one more random memory access (i.e., read indirection). Compared with DUDETM (needs address translation and read validation), Pisces’s read operations are also faster owing to the read-friendly design. For the hash table benchmark, the read-only transaction in Pisces is faster than DUDETM’s by 472 cycles. While for the B+-tree benchmark, the read-only transaction in Pisces is faster than DUDETM’s by 665 cycles. This is because a read transaction in B+-tree contains more read operations.

Different persistent memory technologies may have different persistent cost. We further use an NVM emulator which explicitly add delays to the NVM flush operations according to the NVM write latency and bandwidth (similar to prior work [17, 37, 49, 49]). As shown in Figure 9-(c) and Figure 9-(d), the average latency5 of read-only transactions, each of which searches for an element in the corresponding data structure, is stable with various NVM write latency and bandwidth. The reason is that Pisces avoids writers blocking readers. Although the NVM write latency and bandwidth affect the latency of write operations in Pisces, the latency of read-only transactions is insensitive to that of write operations. Therefore, Pisces produces a stable average latency of read-only transactions with increased NVM write latency and bandwidth. Other experiments with different thread numbers or different update rates give similar results.

6 Related Work

Compared with most PTM designs (Mnemosyne [74], NV-Heaps [21], Kamino-Tx [56], and DCT [44]) which reduce the persistence latency of write transactions through various novel techniques but may expose NVM persist overhead to readers, Pisces focuses on benefitting read operations and can always hide NVM persist latency from readers. A most recent PTM named Romulus [23] promises never blocking read-only transactions through maintaining twin copies of the durable data. Pisces shares a similar idea to avoid blocking read-only transactions and further exploits SI to avoid blocking any read operation. Romulus instruments loads and stores to NVM through programming language feature, which is elegant and can be borrowed to Pisces. Besides, Romulus chooses a single writer design which can reduce the average number of fences for write transactions, however, limits the concurrency of NVM persistence. Some recent studies [42, 60, 71] leverage hardware modifications to implement efficient PTM systems. NVM is also exploited by in-memory database systems [27, 43] and new file systems [31, 32, 80]. Others [5, 37, 40, 41, 47] provide libraries for applications to utilize NVM.

Transactional Memory (TM) has been well studied [10, 14, 29, 34, 39, 66, 68, 70]. Some studies [36, 73] propose non-blocking designs and some others also investigate snapshot isolation to TM [48, 68], which significantly reduces the abort rates. But they do not consider crash consistency under NVM. Matveev et al. [54] propose a novel and lightweight synchronization mechanism (RLU) for concurrent programming. DVCC in Pisces is inspired by both MVCC and RLU. Thus, Pisces and RLU share a couple of similarities including maintaining two versions and allowing readers to read the write sets of writers. However, RLU neither provides a transactional programming semantic (no snapshot isolation) nor considers NVM (no durability and crash consistency).

7 Summary

This paper presents Pisces, a read-friendly PTM that provides transactional memory APIs for programming on NVM. With several techniques such as DVCC and three-stage commit, Pisces achieves both high throughput and good scalability while ensuring snapshot isolation and crash consistency.
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Abstract

Many Internet of Things (IoT) applications would benefit if streams of data could be analyzed rapidly at the Edge, near the data source. However, existing Stream Processing Engines (SPEs) are unsuited for the Edge because their designs assume Cloud-class resources and relatively generous throughput and latency constraints.

This paper presents EDGEWISE, a new Edge-friendly SPE, and shows analytically and empirically that EDGEWISE improves both throughput and latency. The key idea of EDGEWISE is to incorporate a congestion-aware scheduler and a fixed-size worker pool into an SPE. Though this idea has been explored in the past, we are the first to apply it to modern SPEs and we provide a new queue-theoretic analysis to support it. In our single-node and distributed experiments we compare EDGEWISE to the state-of-the-art Storm system. We report up to a 3x improvement in throughput while keeping latency low.

1 Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) applications are growing rapidly in a wide range of domains, including smart cities, healthcare, and manufacturing [33, 43]. Broadly speaking, IoT systems consist of Things, Gateways, and the Cloud. Things are sensors that “read” from the world and actuators that “write” to it, and Gateways orchestrate Things and bridge them with the Cloud.

At the moment, IoT systems rely on the Cloud to process sensor data and trigger actuators. In principle, however, Things and Gateways could perform some or all data analysis themselves, moving the frontier of computation and services from the network core, the Cloud [17], to its Edge [21, 67], where the Things and Gateways reside. In this paper we explore the implications of this paradigm in a promising use case: stream processing.

Stream processing is well suited to the IoT Edge computing setting. Things generate continuous streams of data that often must be processed in a timely fashion; stream processing performs analysis on individual data points (tuples) rather than batches [24, 69]. As shown in Figure 1, stream processing is described by a directed acyclic graph, called a topology, whose vertices are data processing operations and edges indicate data flow.

Modern Stream Processing Engines (SPEs) such as Storm [15], Flink [13], and Heron [49] have mostly been designed for the Cloud, assuming powerful computing resources and plenty of memory. However, these assumptions do not hold at the Edge. In particular, these SPEs use a simple One Worker Per Operation Architecture (OWPOA). Given a dataflow topology and the degree of parallelism of each operation, OWPOA-style SPEs assign a dedicated worker thread to each operation instance, and link the worker-operation pairs with queues. Then, they rely on the operating system (OS) scheduler to choose which worker (operation) to schedule next, leading to lost scheduling opportunities: data propagates haphazardly through the topology because the scheduling of worker threads is left to the congestion-oblivious OS. With Cloud-scale resources these inefficiencies are amortized, but at the Edge they cannot be.

The database community studied efficient operation scheduling about a decade before modern SPEs came into vogue [18, 25]. Sadly, however, lessons learned from this
early research were not carried into the design of modern SPEs, leading to a sub-optimal performance when the existing OWPOA-style SPEs are used at the Edge setting. Existing IoT computing literature (e.g. [58, 64]) has ignored this history and has been building Edge computing platforms based on unmodified modern SPEs. This paper explores the impact of applying to modern SPEs these “lost lessons” of operation scheduling.

We present EDGEWISE, an Edge-friendly SPE that revives the notion of engine-level operation scheduling to optimize data flows in a multiplexed (more operations than processor cores) and memory-constrained Edge environment. EDGEWISE re-architects SPE runtime design and introduces an engine-level scheduler with a fixed-size worker pool where existing profiling-guided scheduling algorithms [18, 25] may be used. EDGEWISE also proposes a queue-length-based congestion-aware scheduler that does not require profiling yet achieves equivalent (or better) performance improvement. EDGEWISE monitors the numbers of pending data in queues, and its scheduler determines the highest-priority operation to process next, optimizing the flow of data through the topology. In addition, the EDGEWISE’s worker pool avoids unnecessary threading overheads and decouples the data plane (operations) from the control plane (workers).

We show analytically and empirically that EDGEWISE outperforms Apache Storm [15], the exemplar of modern SPEs, on both throughput and latency. EDGEWISE is a reminder of both the end-to-end design principle [65] and the benefits of applying old lessons in new contexts [61].

This paper provides the following contributions:

- We study the software architecture of existing SPEs and discuss their limitations in the Edge setting (§3). To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to observe the lack of operation scheduling in modern SPEs, a forgotten lesson from old SPE literature.
- We present EDGEWISE, a new Edge-friendly SPE. EDGEWISE learns from past lessons to apply an engine-level scheduler, choosing operations to optimize data flows and leveraging a fixed-size worker pool to minimize thread contention (§4).
- Using queuing theory, we argue analytically that our congestion-aware scheduler will improve both throughput and latency (§5). To our knowledge, we are the first to mathematically show balancing the queue sizes lead to improved performance in stream processing.
- We demonstrate EDGEWISE’s throughput and latency gains on IoT stream benchmarks (§7).

2 Background: Stream Processing

This section provides background on the stream processing programming model (§2.1) and two software architectures used in existing SPEs (§2.2).

2.1 Dataflow Programming Model

Stream processing uses the dataflow programming model depicted in the center of Figure 1 [24, 69]. Data tuples flow through a directed acyclic graph (topology) from sources to sinks. Each inner node is an operation that performs arbitrary computation on the data, ranging from simple filtering to complex operations like ML-based classification algorithms. In the Edge context a source might be an IoT sensor, while a sink might be an IoT actuator or a message queue to a Cloud service.

Though an operation can be arbitrary, the preferred idiom is outer I/O, inner compute. In other words, I/O should be handled by source and sink nodes, and the inner operation nodes should perform only memory and CPU-intensive operations [3, 41]. This idiom is based on the premise that the more unpredictable costs of I/O will complicate the scheduling and balancing of operations.

After defining the topology and the operations, data engineers convert the logical topology into a physical topology that describes the number of physical instances of each logical operation. In a distributed setting engineers can also indicate preferred mappings from operations to specific compute nodes. An SPE then deploys the operations onto the compute node(s), instantiates queues and workers, and manages the flow of tuples from one operation to another.

2.2 Stream Processing Engines

Starting from the notion of active databases [55, 76], early-generation SPEs were proposed and designed by the database community in the early 2000s: e.g. Aurora [24], TelegraphCQ [27], Stream [16], and Bo-realis [7, 28]. Interest in SPEs led to work on performance optimization techniques such as operation scheduling [18, 25] and load shedding [35, 70]. We will revisit these works shortly (§3.4).

The second generation of “modern SPEs” began with Apache Storm [15] (2012) as part of the democratization of big data. Together with Apache Flink [13] and Twitter’s Heron [49], these second-generation SPEs have been mainly developed by practitioners with a focus on scalable Cloud computing. They have achieved broad adoption in industry.

Under the hood, these modern SPEs are based on the One Worker Per Operation Architecture (OWPOA, Figure 2). In the OWPOA, the operations are connected by queues in a pipelined manner, and processed by its
own workers. Some operations may be mapped onto different nodes for distributed computing or to take advantage of heterogeneous resources (GPU, FPGA, etc.). In addition, the OWPOA monitors the health of the topology by checking the lengths of the per-operation queues. Queue lengths are bounded by a backpressure mechanism [32, 49], during which the source(s) buffer input until the operation queues clear.

3 Edge SPE Requirements Analysis

Stream processing is an important use case for Edge computing, but as we will show, existing SPEs are unsuited for the Edge. This section discusses our Edge SPE requirements analysis and the drawbacks of existing SPEs.

3.1 Our Edge Model

We first present our model for the Edge.

Hardware. Like existing IoT frameworks (e.g. Kura [36], EdgeX [2], and OpenFog [5]), we view the Edge as a distributed collection of IoT Gateways that connect Things to the Cloud. We consider Edge stream processing on IoT Gateways that are reasonably stable and well connected, unlike mobile drones or vehicles. We further assume these IoT Gateways have limited computing resources compared to the Cloud: few-core processors, little memory, and little permanent storage [17, 67]. However, they have more resources than those available to embedded, wireless sensor networks [50], and thus can afford reasonably complex software like SPEs. For example, Cisco’s IoT Gateways come with a quad-core processor and 1GB of RAM [31].

Applications. Edge topologies consume IoT sensor data and apply a sequence of reasonably complex operations: e.g. SenML [44] parsers, Kalman filters, linear regressions, and decision tree classifications. For example, FarmBeats [72], a smart farm platform, uses IoT Gateways to collect data from various sensors and drones, to create summaries before sending them to the Cloud for long-term and cross-farm analytics, and to perform time-sensitive local data processing. We therefore assume a diverse set of workloads ranging from simple extraction-transform-load (ETL) and statistical summarization to predictive model training and classification.

3.2 Edge SPE Requirements

Every SPE aims for high throughput, and Edge SPEs are no exception. In addition, we see the following unique requirements for the Edge:

(1) Multiplexed. An Edge SPE must support an arbitrary topology on limited resources. We particularly focus on supporting a single topology in which there are more operations than processors, such that operation executions must be multiplexed on limited processors. Where a server-class machine can use threads unconcernedly, an Edge-class machine must be wary of unnecessary overheads.

(2) Low latency. An Edge SPE must offer low latency, else system architects should simply transmit raw data to the Cloud for analysis.

(3) No backpressure. The backpressure mechanism in Cloud SPEs is inadvisable at the Edge for two reasons. First, it is a “stop the world” scheme that destroys system latency, but latency is critical for Edge workloads. Second, it assumes that a data source can buffer pending data. While the Cloud can assume a persistent data source such as Kafka [4], at the Edge there is nowhere to put this data. Modern “real-time” SPEs such as Storm and Flink do not support file I/O based buffering. As a result the SPE must be congestion-aware to ensure queue lengths do not exceed available memory.
3.3 Shortcomings of OWPOA-style SPEs

The OWPOA naturally takes advantage of intra-node and inter-node parallelism, especially when data engineers make a good logical-to-physical mapping. In the OWPOA, however, multiplexing becomes challenging in complex topologies, because each logical operation must have at least one worker and there may be more workers than cores on a compute node. If there are too many workers assigned to one compute node the poor scheduling of workers will artificially limit performance.

Let us explain the issue in detail. The OWPOA relies on the OS scheduler to decide which worker-operation pair to schedule next. If the input rate is low enough that most queues are empty (i.e. the SPE is over-provisioned), there is no harm in such an approach. Only some operations will have work to do and be scheduled, while the remainder will sleep.

But if the input rate rises (equivalently, if the SPE becomes less provisioned) then the SPE will become saturated, i.e. most or all queues will contain tuples. In this case any operation might be scheduled by the OS. As some operations take longer than others, a typical round-robin OS scheduler will naturally imbalance the queue lengths and periodically trigger backpressure. For example, in Figure 2, although Queue 2 is full, the OS may unwise schedule the other worker-operation pair first, triggering backpressure unnecessarily and leading to significantly high latency.

3.4 A Lost Lesson: Operation Scheduling

As noted earlier (§2.2), the database community has studied different profiling-guided priority-based operation scheduling algorithms [18, 25] in the context of multiple operations and a single worker, before the modern OWPOA-style SPEs were born. For instance, Carney et al. [25] proposed a “Min-Latency” algorithm which assigns higher (static) priority on latter operations than earlier operations in a topology and processes old tuples in the middle of a topology before newly arrived tuples, with a goal to minimize average latency. For a topology with multiple paths, the tie is broken by the profiled execution time and input-output ratio of each operation. With a goal to minimize queue memory sizes, Babcock et al. [18] proposed a “Min-Memory” algorithm (called Chain) which favors operations with higher input-output reduction and short execution time (e.g., faster filters).

Unfortunately, however, modern OWPOA-style SPEs (e.g. Storm [15], Flink [13], Heron [49]) have not adopted these research findings when designing multi-core multi-worker SPEs and simply relied on the congestion-oblivious OS scheduler. This paper argues that Edge SPEs should be rearchitected to regain the benefits of engine-level operation scheduling to optimize data flows in a multiplexed Edge environment. In particular, we compare the effectiveness of both profiling-based (old) and dynamic balancing (new) scheduling algorithms, and report that all offer significant throughput and latency improvements over modern SPEs.

4 Design of EDGEWISE

This section presents EDGEWISE, an Edge-friendly SPE, that leverages a congestion-aware scheduler (§4.1) and a fixed-size worker pool (§4.2), as illustrated in Figure 3. EDGEWISE achieves higher throughput and low latency by balancing the queue lengths, with the effect of pushing the backpressure point to a higher input rate. Thus EDGEWISE achieves higher throughput without degrading latency (no backpressure). We later analyze the improved performance mathematically in §5.

4.1 Congestion-Aware Scheduler

EDGEWISE addresses the scheduling inefficiency of the OWPOA by incorporating a user-level scheduler to make wiser choices. In the OWPOA design, physical operations are coupled to worker threads and are scheduled according to the OS scheduler policy. The EDGEWISE scheduler separates the threads (execution) from the operations (data). Prior work has proposed using profiling-based operation scheduling algorithms [18, 25]. Instead, we propose a profiling-free dynamic approach that balances queue sizes by assigning a ready thread to the operation with the most pending data.

The intuition behind EDGEWISE is shown in Figure 4, which compares the behavior of an OWPOA-style SPE to EDGEWISE in a multiplexed environment. Figure 4(a) shows the unwise choice that may be made by the random scheduler of the OWPOA, leading to backpressure (high latency). Figure 4(b) contrasts this with the choice made by EDGEWISE’s congestion-aware scheduler, evening out the queue lengths to avoid backpressure.

We believe EDGEWISE’s congestion-aware scheduler would be beneficial to the Cloud context, as an intra-node optimization. In practice, however, we expect that EDGEWISE will have greater impact in the Edge setting, where (1) with few cores, there are likely more operators than cores, (2) latency is as critical as throughput, and (3) memory is limited.
5.1 Higher Throughput

First we show that maximum end-to-end throughput depends on scheduling heavier operations proportionally more than lighter operations. This is impossible to guarantee in the scheduler-less modern SPEs, but easy for EdgeWISE’s scheduler to accomplish.

Our analysis interprets a dataflow topology as a queuing network [38, 46]: a directed acyclic graph of stations. Widgets (tuples) enter the network via the queue of the first station. Once the widget reaches the front of a station’s queue, a server (worker) operates on it, and then it advances to the next station. The queuing theory model

---

1More precisely, it is non-preemptive at the engine level. EdgeWISE can still be preempted by the underlying OS scheduler.
allows us to capture the essential differences between EDGEWISE and the OWPOA. In the rest of this section we draw heavily on [38, 46], and we discuss the model’s deviations from real topology behavior at the end.

**Modeling.** Given the input rate $\lambda_i$ and the service rate $\mu_i$ of a server $i$, the server utilization $\rho_i$ (fraction of time it is busy) is defined as:

$$\rho_i = \frac{\lambda_i}{\mu_i}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

A queuing network is stable when $\rho_i < 1$ for all servers $i$. If there is a station to which widgets arrive more quickly than they are serviced, the queue of that station will grow unbounded. In an SPE, unbounded queue growth triggers the backpressure mechanism, impacting system latency.

Suppose we want to model a topology with $M$ operations in this way. We can represent the input and server rates of each operation as a function of $\lambda_0$ and $\mu_0$, the input and service rates of the first operation, respectively. We are particularly interested in $\lambda_0$ as it is the input rate to the system; higher $\lambda_0$ means higher throughput. Expressing the input scaling factors and relative operation costs for an operation $i$ as $q_i$ and $r_i$, we can write the input rate $\lambda_i$ and the service rate $\mu_i$ for operation $i$ as:

$$\lambda_i = q_i \cdot \lambda_0 \quad \mu_i = r_i \cdot \mu_0$$

In queuing theory, each node is assumed to have an exclusive server (worker). However, in the Edge, there may be fewer servers (processor cores) than stations (operations). If there are $C$ processor cores, we can model processor contention by introducing a scheduling weight $w_i$, subject to $\sum_i w_i = C$, yielding the effective server rate $\mu_i'$:

$$\mu_i' = w_i \cdot \mu_i = w_i \cdot (r_i' \cdot \mu_0)$$

For instance, when one core is shared by two operations, a fair scheduler halves the service rate ($w_1 = w_2 = \frac{1}{2}$) as the execution time doubles. The constraint $\sum_i w_i = C$ reflects the fact that $C$ processor cores are shared by $M$ operations.

Similarly, the effective server utilization $\rho_i'$ can be redefined based on $\mu_i'$. To keep the system stable (eliminate backpressure), we want $\rho_i'$ to be less than one:

$$\forall i, \quad \rho_i' = \frac{\lambda_i}{\mu_i'} = \frac{q_i \cdot \lambda_0}{w_i \cdot r_i' \cdot \mu_0} < 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

which can be rearranged as

$$\forall i, \quad \lambda_0 < w_i \cdot \frac{r_i'}{q_i} \cdot \mu_0$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

**Optimizing.** Remember, $\lambda_0$ represents the input rate to the system and is under our control; a higher input rate means higher throughput (e.g. the system can sample sensors at a higher rate). Assuming that $\mu_0$, $r_i$, and $q_i$ are constants for a given topology, the constraint of Equation (3) implies that the maximum input rate $\lambda_0$ that an SPE can achieve is upper-bounded by the minimum of $w_i \cdot \frac{r_i'}{q_i}$ over all $i$. Thus, our optimization objective is to:

$$\text{maximize} \quad \min_i \left( w_i \cdot \frac{r_i}{q_i} \right)$$

subject to

$$\sum_i w_i = C$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

It is straightforward to show that the maximum input rate can be achieved when $w_i \cdot \frac{r_i}{q_i}$ are equal to each other for all $i$; i.e.,

$$w_1 : w_2 : \cdots : w_M = \frac{q_1}{r_1} : \frac{q_2}{r_2} : \cdots : \frac{q_M}{r_M}$$

In other words, the scheduling weight $w_i$ should be assigned proportional to $\frac{r_i}{q_i}$. This is indeed very intuitive.

An operation becomes heavy-loaded when it has a higher input rate (higher $q_i$) and/or a lower service rate (lower $r_i$). Such an operation should get more turns.

**Scheduling.** EDGEWISE’s scheduler dynamically identifies heavily loaded operations and gives them more turns. The queue of an operation with higher input rate and higher compute time (lower service rate) grows faster than the others. By monitoring queue sizes, we can identify and favor the heavy-loaded operations with more frequent worker assignments.

Compare this behavior to that of the OWPOA. There, the “fair” OS scheduler blindly ensures that $w_i$ is the same for each operation, unaware of relative input and service rates, leading to suboptimal throughput. Once saturated, one of the heavy operations will reach the utilization cap of $\rho_i = 1$, become a bottleneck in the topology, and eventually trigger backpressure and latency collapse. Data engineers can attempt to account for this by profiling their topologies and specifying more workers for heavier operations. Fundamentally, however, this is an ad hoc solution: the OS scheduler remains blind.

In our evaluation (§7.3.1) we show that EDGEWISE achieves $w_i \cdot \frac{r_i}{q_i}$ equality across operations at runtime, leading to an optimal balanced effective server utilization $\rho_i'$. In contrast, we report that in the OWPOA approach, increasing the input rate leads to increasingly unbalanced $\rho_i'$ across operations.

**Runtime deviations from the model.** Our queuing theory model captures real SPE behavior in the essentials, but it deviates somewhat in the particulars. We give two prominent examples. The first deviation is that our queuing theory model assumes predictable widget fan-in and fan-out ratios at each operator (i.e. constant $q_i$ and $r_i$). In reality these are distributions. For example, an operation that splits a sentence into its constituent words
will emit one tuple for “Please”, two tuples for “Please accept”, and so on. The second deviation is that we assumed that operations have constant costs. In reality it will take such a sentence-splitting operation more time to process longer sentences.

Considering these deviations, the difficulty data engineers face when generating physical topologies for a OWPOA SPE is clear: it is difficult to identify a single integer quantity of workers to assign to each operation, and even then balance will only be achieved probabilistically over many scheduling cycles. In contrast, EDGEWISE automatically balances the assignment of workers to operations.

5.2 Lower Latency

Now we show that EDGEWISE can achieve lower end-to-end latency than the OWPOA without compromising throughput. Our analysis hinges on the observation that unbalanced queue lengths have an outsized effect on latency, so that balancing queue lengths leads to an overall improvement in latency.

The total latency for a completed tuple equals the sum of the latencies paid at each operation it visited on its way from source to sink, plus communication latencies outside of our control:

\[
\text{Latency} = \sum_{i} (L_i + \text{Comm.}) \approx \sum_{i} L_i
\]

In stream processing, the per-operation latency consists of (1) the queue time \(T_Q\), waiting in the queue; (2) the schedule time \(T_S\), waiting for a turn at the head of the queue; and (3) the (pure) compute time \(T_C\), being processed. As illustrated in Figure 5, these times come at a different form. In OWPOA (a), the preemptive OS scheduler makes \(T_S\) and \(T_C\) interleaved. In EDGEWISE (b), the non-preemptual scheduler makes clear distinction because an operation is not scheduled until a worker is available, and when scheduled, it completes its work.

In a saturated system, we treat \(T_S\) and \(T_C\) as constants, while \(T_Q\) will grow with the input rate to dominate \(L_i\).

\[
L_i = T_Q + (T_S + T_C) \approx T_Q
\]

Assuming that the input and service rates, \(\lambda\) and \(\mu\), can be modeled as exponential random variables\(^2\), Gross et al. [38] show that the queue time \(T_Q\) can be expressed as

\[
T_Q = \frac{\rho}{\mu - \lambda} = \frac{\lambda}{\mu(\mu - \lambda)}
\]

Note that \(T_Q\) has a vertical asymptote (approaches \(\infty\)) at \(\mu = \lambda\), and a horizontal asymptote (approaches 0) when \(\mu >> \lambda\). In other words, for a given \(\lambda\), a tuple will wait longer in the queues of heavier operations, and crucially the growth in wait time is non-linear (accelerates) as \(\mu\) approaches \(\lambda\). This means that heavier operations have a much larger \(T_Q\) and thus \(L_i\) (Equation (6)) than lighter operations, and an outsized impact on overall latency (Equation (5)).

Though the effect of heavy operations may be dire when using the OWPOA’s random scheduler, EDGEWISE’s congestion-aware scheduler can avoid this problem by giving more hardware resources (CPU turns) to heavier operations over lighter ones. In effect, EDGEWISE balances the \(T_Q\) of different operations, reducing the \(T_Q\) of tuples waiting at heavy operations but increasing the \(T_Q\) of tuples waiting at lighter operations. According to Gross et al.’s model this balancing act is not a zero-sum game: we expect that the lighter operations sit near the horizontal asymptote while the heavier operations sit near the vertical asymptote, and balancing queue times will shift the entire latency curve towards the horizontal asymptote. In our evaluation we support this analysis empirically (§7.3.2).

\(^2\)For \(\lambda\) and \(\mu\) with general distributions, the curve in the \(\lambda < \mu\) region is similar. The exponential model simplifies the presentation.
5.3 Measuring Operation Utilization

In our evaluation we compare EDGEWISE with a state-of-the-art OWPOA. For a fine-grained comparison, in addition to throughput and latency we must compare the operation utilization $\rho = \frac{1}{\mu}$ discussed in §5.1. This section describes how we can fairly compare EDGEWISE against a baseline OWPOA system in this regard.

We want to compare the server (operation) utilization of EDGEWISE and the baseline. As argued in §5.1, an ideal result is a balanced utilization vector consisting of equal values $1 - \varepsilon$, with $\varepsilon$ chosen based on latency requirements. As operation utilization may change over the lifetime of an SPE run (e.g. as it reaches “steady-state”), we incorporate a time window $T_w$ into the metric given in Equation (1).

During a time window $T_w$, an operation might be performed on $N$ tuples requiring a total of $T_e$ CPU time. The input rate for this operation during this window is $\lambda_w = \frac{N}{T_w}$ and the service rate is $\mu_w = \frac{1}{T_e}$, so we have windowed utilization $\rho_w$ as:

$$\rho_w = \frac{\lambda_w}{\mu_w} = T_e \cdot \frac{N}{T_w}$$

Unsurprisingly, we found that this is the utilization metric built into Storm [15], the baseline system in our evaluation.

In the OWPOA, computing $\rho_w$ is easy. $T_w$ is fixed, $N$ is readily obtained, and $T_e$ can be calculated by monitoring the beginning and ending time of performing the operation on each tuple:

$$T_e = \frac{1}{N} \sum_j (T_{end}(j) - T_{begin}(j))$$

Equation (9) would suffice to measure $\rho_w$ for the OWPOA, but for a fair comparison between the OWPOA and EDGEWISE we need a different definition. Note that $T_{end}(j) - T_{begin}(j)$ captures the total time a worker spends applying an operation to a tuple, and in the OWPOA (Figure 5 (a)) this calculation includes both $T_C$ (pure computation) and $T_S$ (worker contention). As EDGEWISE’s scheduler is non-preemptive (Figure 5 (b)), measuring $T_e$ in this way would capture only EDGEWISE’s $T_C$. Doing so would ignore its $T_S$, the time during which EDGEWISE’s scheduler decides not to schedule an operation with a non-empty queue in favor of another operation with a longer queue. This would artificially decrease $T_e$ and thus $\rho_w$ for this operation.

To capture $T_S$ for an operation in EDGEWISE, we can instead amortize the schedule time $T_S$ across all completed tuples, and describe the operation’s time during this window as spent either executing or idling with an empty queue:

$$T_w = T_e \cdot N + T_{empty}Q$$

Solving Equation (10) for $T_e$ and substituting into Equation (8), we can compute $\rho_w$ in EDGEWISE:

$$\rho_w = 1 - \frac{T_{empty}Q}{T_w}$$

The windowed utilization metric $\rho_w$ given in Equation (11) applies equally well to SPEs that use the OWPOA or EDGEWISE.

6 Implementation

We implemented EDGEWISE on top of Apache Storm [15] (v1.1.0). Among modern SPEs, Storm was the most popular for data science in 2018 [20] and has the lowest overall latency [29]. We made three major modifications: (1) We implemented the congestion-aware scheduler (§4.1), and added two data structures: a list of operations with non-empty queues as scheduling candidates; and a list of running operations to ensure FIFO per queue; (2) We removed the per-operation worker threads, and added one worker pool of (configurable) $K$ worker threads (§4.2); and (3) We introduced two queuing-related metrics, $T_{empty}Q$ and $T_Q$, for server utilization and latency breakdown analysis (§5.3).

EDGEWISE can be applied to other OWPOA-style SPEs such as Flink [13] and Heron [49]. In Flink, multiple operators may be grouped in a single Task Slot, but each operator (called “subtask”) still has its own worker thread. Task Slot separates only the managed “memory” of tasks, but there is no CPU isolation. As a result, worker threads will still contend and cause congestion if there are more operators than CPUs. Thus, EDGEWISE’s congestion-aware scheduler and fixed-size worker pool will be equally beneficial for Flink.

The EDGEWISE prototype is available at https://github.com/VTLeeLab/EdgeWise-ATC-19. It adds 1500 lines of Java and Clojure across 30 files.

7 Evaluation

Our evaluation first shows EDGEWISE’s throughput-latency performance on representative Edge stream processing workloads (§7.2), followed by detailed performance analysis (§7.3). Then we present a sensitivity study on different consumption policies (§7.4), and a distributed (inter-node) performance study (§7.5).

7.1 General Methodology

Hardware. EDGEWISE is designed for the Edge, so experiments use an intermediate-class computing device.

\footnote{In Apache Storm this metric is called the operation’s capacity.}
representative of IoT Edge devices (§3.1): weaker than Cloud-class servers but stronger than typical embedded systems. Specifically, we use Raspberry Pi 3 Model B devices (raspbis), which have a 1.2GHz quad-core ARM Cortex-A53 with 1GB of RAM and run Raspbian GNU/Linux 8.0 v4.1.18.

Baseline. We used Storm [15] as the OWPOA baseline. We set up Storm’s dependencies, Nimbus and a Zookeeper server, on a desktop machine, and placed the Storm supervisors (compute nodes) on the raspbis. Because EDGEWISE optimizes the performance of a single compute node, we distributed the experiment (§7.5) use a single raspbi. As our raspbis are quad-core, EDGEWISE uses four worker threads.

Schedulers. In addition to EDGEWISE’s queue-length-based approach, we also evaluated implementations of the Min-Memory [18] and Min-Latency [25] schedulers, as well as a Random scheduler. All schedulers used our At-most-50 data consumption policy (§4.2), based on our sensitivity study §7.4.

Benchmarks. We used the RIoTBench benchmark suite [68], a real-time IoT stream processing benchmark implemented for Storm⁴. The RIoTBench benchmarks perform various analyses on a real-world Smart Cities data stream [22]. Each input tuple is 380 bytes. The sizes of intermediate tuples vary along the topology.

Figure 6 shows RIoTBench’s four topologies. We identified each physical topology using a search guided by the server utilization metric (§5.1), resulting in physical topologies with optimal latency-throughput curves on our raspbi nodes [40]. We used the same physical topologies for both Storm and EDGEWISE.

We made three modifications to the RIoTBench benchmarks: (1) We patched various bugs and inefficiencies. (2) We replaced any Cloud-based services with lab-based ones. (3) To enable a controlled experiment, we implemented a timer-based input generator that reads data from a replayed trace at a configurable input rate. To be more specific, the Smart Cities data [22] is first loaded into the memory, and a timer periodically (every 100 ms) feeds a fixed-size batch of them into Spout, the source operator in Storm. We changed the batch size to vary the input rate. This simulates a topology measuring sensor data at different frequencies, or measuring different number of sensors at a fixed frequency.

Metrics. Measurements were taken during the one minute of steady-state runs, after discarding couple minutes of initial phase. We measured throughput by counting the number of tuples that reach the MQTT Publish sink. Measuring throughput at the sink results in different throughput rates for each topology at a given input rate, since different topologies have input-output tuple ratios: e.g., 1:2 in PRED, 1:5 in STATS. We measured latency by sampling 5% of the tuples, assigning each tuple a unique ID and comparing timestamps at source and the same sink used for the throughput measurement. We measured operation utilization using $\rho_w$ (Equation (11)). Each experiment was performed 5 times with each configuration. The error bars indicate one standard deviation from the average. Most data points had small variances.

7.2 Throughput-Latency Performance
We measured the throughput-latency performance curve for each of the RIoTBench applications on one raspbi across a range of input rates. The curves for PRED, STATS, and ETL are shown in Figure 7; the curve for the TRAIN application (not shown) looks like that of the ETL application. In general, both Storm and EDGEWISE have excellent performance when the system is under-utilized (low throughput). Latency performance collapses at high throughput rates as a result of frequent backpressure.

The results show that an SPE with an engine-level operation scheduler and a worker pool (WP) significantly outperforms Storm (an OWPOA-based SPE) at the Edge, in effect shifting the Storm throughput-latency curve down (lower latency) and to the right (higher throughput). First, the gaps between Storm and WP+Random indicate
Figure 7: Throughput-latency of (a) PRED, (b) STATS, and (c) ETL topologies.

Figure 8: In PRED, as the input rate (thus throughput) increases, the coefficient of variation (CV) of capacities grows in Storm, but it decreases in EDGEWISE.

the benefit of avoiding unnecessary contentions in OW-POA. More importantly, the engine-level schedulers in effect push the backpressure point to a higher input rate, allowing the SPEs to achieve higher throughput at a low latency. The high variance in the Storm curves at higher throughput rates indicate early, random backpressure.

Among the variants that use a scheduler and WP, EDGEWISE’s queue-length-based scheduler matches or outperforms WP+MinLat on latency and throughput, while WP+MinMem leads to improved (but not the best) performance as it is optimized for memory. Note that EDGEWISE does not require profiling per-operation execution time and input-output ratio as do MinLat and MinMem. For PRED, while keeping the latency low (say ≤100 ms), EDGEWISE improves its throughput by 57% (from 2800 to 4400). EDGEWISE is particularly effective in the STATS, where it achieves a 3x throughput improvement with low latency. For ETL, EDGEWISE improves throughput from 1000 to 1350 under 50ms latency.

7.3 Detailed Performance Breakdown

This experiment investigates the underlying causes of the throughput and latency gains described in §7.2, lending empirical support to our analysis in §5. We use the PRED application as a case study, though results were similar in the other RIoTBench applications.

7.3.1 Fine-Grained Throughput Analysis

Our analysis of throughput in §5.1 predicted that balancing effective server (operation) utilization would yield gains in throughput. To measure the extent to which Storm and EDGEWISE balance server utilization, in this experiment we calculated the windowed utilization $\rho_w$ of each operation using Equation (11) and then computed the coefficient of variation \( CV = \frac{\text{stddev}}{\text{avg}} \) of this vector. A lower utilization CV means more balanced server utilization.

Figure 8 plots the coefficient of variation for Storm and EDGEWISE for different input rates. As the input rate (and thus output throughput) increases, the utilization CV increases in Storm, indicating that the operations become unbalanced as Storm becomes saturated. In contrast, in EDGEWISE the utilization CV decreases for larger input rates (and the raw $\rho_w$ values approach 1). As predicted, EDGEWISE’s throughput gains are explained by its superior $\rho_w$ balancing.

7.3.2 Fine-Grained Latency Analysis

Our analysis of latency in §5.2 noted that in a congestion-blind scheduler, heavier operations would develop longer queues, and that the queuing time at these operations would dominate end-to-end latency. We showed that an SPE that reduced queuing times at heavy operations, even at the cost of increased queuing times at lighter operations, would obtain an outsized improvement in latency. In this experiment we validate this analysis empirically.

For this experiment we break down per-operation latency into its constituent parts (Equation (6)) and analyze the results in light of our analysis.

Figure 9 shows the per-operation latency for the 6 non-source operations in the PRED topology in the baseline Storm. Its logical and physical topology is shown in Figure 6 (a). Where our physical topology has multiple instances of an operation (two instances of O1, three of O6), we show the average queuing latency across instances.

Note first that the queue time $T_Q$ dominates the per-operation latency $L_I$. Then, as the input rate increases from L(low) to H(high), the queues of heavier operations (O1, O6) grow much longer than those of lighter operations, and the queue time at these operations dominates the overall latency. Also note that the latency of lighter operations may decrease at high throughput, as tuples are...
you can see the effect of these rules in this is not a zero-sum game; the with the highest throughput for all, so we used it in our At-most-50 The compute nodes, and supporting scaling was one of our design goals (§3.2). In this experiment we show that EDGWIE’s intra-node optimizations benefit an internode (distributed) workload.

We deployed the PRED application across 2, 4, and 8 raspbis connected on a 1G Ethernet lab network, simply mostly waiting in the queue of heavy operations, reflecting the effects of the non-deterministic OS scheduler. In contrast, we observed different behavior for EDGWIE as shown in Figure 10. The heaviest operation $O_1$ is still noticeable but its queue time under High input rate is only 15 ms, much smaller than the 25 ms of Storm. Of course this penalizes the lighter operations, but as we argued in §5.2 this is not a zero-sum game; the improvement in end-to-end latency outweighs any small per-operation latency increase.

The schedule time $T_S$ includes both the scheduling overhead and the waiting time due to contention. Across all throughput rates and operations, $T_S$ remains very small, implying that the overhead of EDGWIE’s scheduler is negligible.

### 7.4 Data Consumption Policy

In this experiment we explored the sensitivity of EDGWIE’s performance to its data consumption policies: a constant number (At-most-$N$) or a number proportional to the queue length (All, Half).

In Figure 11 you can see the effect of these rules in the STATS topology, as well as the Storm performance for comparison. As expected, the constant consumption rules consistently performed well in STATS. The PRED showed the trend similar to the STATS. The TRAIN and ETL topologies were not sensitive to the consumption policy. The At-most-50 rule (solid black line) offers good latency with the highest throughput for all, so we used it in our other experiments.

### 7.5 Performance on Distributed Edge

Streaming workloads can benefit from scaling to multiple compute nodes, and supporting scaling was one of our design goals (§3.2). In this experiment we show that EDGWIE’s intra-node optimizations benefit an internode (distributed) workload.

Figure 9: In Storm, as the throughput increases from L(ow) to M(edium) to H(igh), the queuing latency of heavy operations (e.g., $O_1$ and $O_6$) increases rapidly.

Figure 10: In EDGWIE, as the throughput increases, the queuing latency of heavy operations (e.g., $O_1$ and $O_6$) increases slowly.

Figure 11: Sensitivity study on various consumption policies with STATS topology.

Increasing the physical operation instances proportional to the number of raspbis and assigning them uniformly across nodes. Identifying an optimal distributed topology (and optimal partitioning across nodes) is out of scope for our work, which focuses on the optimal scheduling of the topology deployed on a single node. Experiments on visionary hundred- or thousand-node cases are left for future work. We used the same methodology as in §7.2 to collect metrics.

As expected, EDGWIE’s intra-node optimizations prove beneficial in an inter-node setting. Figure 12 shows the maximum throughput achieved by Storm and EDGWIE with latency less than 100 ms. The scalability curve shows about 2.5x throughput improvement with 8 nodes, suggesting that a combination of networking costs and perhaps a non-optimal topology keep us from realizing the full 8x potential improvement. On this particular physical topology, EDGWIE achieves an 18–71% improvement over Storm’s maximum throughput, comparable to the 57% improvement obtained in the 1-node experiment.

### 8 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, Edgent [12] is the only other SPE tailored for the Edge. Edgent is designed for data preprocessing at individual Edge devices rather than
full-fledged distributed stream processing. We believe the Edge is powerful enough for more intelligent services, and thus EDGewise targets a more expressive SPE language with balanced throughput and latency.

Targeting distributed Cloud settings, a variety of academic [26, 39, 52, 62, 73] and industry/open-source [15, 49, 66] SPEs have been proposed. Some [8, 9, 11, 13, 14] support both stream and batch processing. Most use the OWPOA design and differentiate themselves on large-scale distributed processing and fault tolerance. None has our notion of an engine-level scheduler.

Researchers have studied distributed “job placement” schedulers for Storm [10, 23, 60, 77] and Spark Streaming [47, 51]. They determine where to distribute computing workloads across nodes in the Cloud. EDGewise does not focus on how to partition a physical topology for distributed computing.

Recent single-node SPE solutions leverage modern many-core and heterogeneous architectures. For example, GStream [78] describes an SPE tailored to GPUs, while Saber [48] is a hybrid SPE for mixed CPU/GPU computing that schedules operations on different hardware depending on where they perform better. StreamBox [56] explores the high-end server space, demonstrating high throughput by extracting pipeline parallelism on a state-of-the-art 56-core NUMA server. StreamBox uses a worker pool (like EDGewise) to maximize CPU utilization, but does not maintain a queue for each operation, making it hard to apply the Storm-like distributed stream processing model. EDGewise targets the opposite end of the spectrum: a compute cluster composed of Edge-class devices where intra-node scale-up is limited but inter-node scale-out is feasible. Thus, EDGewise adopts the general distributed streaming model (scale-out) and enables additional intra-node scale-up.

The Staged Event Driven Architecture (SEDA) [75] was proposed to overcome the limitations of thread-based web server architectures (e.g., Apache Httpd [1]): namely, per-client memory and context-switch overheads. EDGewise shares the same observation and proposes a new congestion-aware scheduler towards a more efficient EDA, considering how to stage (schedule) stream processing operations.

Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) [42, 59] uses mobile devices to form an Edge. Unlike EDGewise, they focus on mobile-specific issues: e.g., mobility, LTE connections, etc. Two works support stream processing on mobile devices. Mobile Storm [57] ported Apache Storm as is. MobiStreams [74] focuses on fault tolerance when a participating mobile disappears. On the other hand, Mobile-Cloud Computing (MCC) [30, 34, 37, 45, 63] aims to offload computation from mobile to the Cloud. There will be a good synergy between EDGewise and MEC/MCC. EDGewise could be viewed as a local cloud to which they can offload computations.

Lastly, queueing theory has been used to analyze stream processing. The chief difference between previous analyses and our own lies in the assumption about worker sharing. In traditional queueing theory, each operation is assumed to fairly share the workers. For example, Vakilinia et al. [71] uses queueing network models to determine the smallest number of workers under the latency constraint, under the assumption that workers are uniformly shared among operations. The same is true for the analyses of Mak et al. [54] for series-parallel DAGs and Beard et al. [19] for heterogeneous hardware. On the other hand, our analysis identifies the benefit of a non-uniform scheduling weight, assigning more workers to heavy-loaded operations.

9 Conclusion

Existing stream processing engines were designed for the Cloud and behave poorly in the Edge context. This paper presents EDGewise, a novel Edge-friendly stream processing engine. EDGewise improves throughput and latency thanks to its use of a congestion-aware scheduler and a fixed-size worker pool. Some of the ideas behind EDGewise were proposed in the past but forgotten by modern stream processing engines; we enhance these ideas with a new scheduling algorithm supported by a new queuing-theoretic analysis. Sometimes the answers in system design lie not in the future but in the past.
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Abstract

With widespread advances in machine learning, a number of large enterprises are beginning to incorporate machine learning models across a number of products. These models are typically trained on shared, multi-tenant GPU clusters. Similar to existing cluster computing workloads, scheduling frameworks aim to provide features like high efficiency, resource isolation, fair sharing across users, etc. However Deep Neural Network (DNN) based workloads, predominantly trained on GPUs, differ in two significant ways from traditional big data analytics workloads. First, from a cluster utilization perspective, GPUs represent a monolithic resource that cannot be shared at a fine granularity across users. Second, from a workload perspective, deep learning frameworks require gang scheduling reducing the flexibility of scheduling and making the jobs themselves inelastic to failures at runtime. In this paper we present a detailed workload characterization of a two-month long trace from a multi-tenant GPU cluster in Microsoft. By correlating scheduler logs with logs from individual jobs, we study three distinct issues that affect cluster utilization for DNN training workloads on multi-tenant clusters: (1) the effect of gang scheduling and locality constraints on queuing, (2) the effect of locality on GPU utilization, and (3) failures during training. Based on our experience running a large-scale operation, we provide design guidelines pertaining to next-generation cluster schedulers for DNN training workloads.

1 Introduction

Recent advances in machine learning have led to tremendous improvements in tasks ranging from object detection [31] to speech recognition [34] and language translation [47]. As a result a number of enterprises are now incorporating machine learning models in various products [1, 4]. To facilitate model training, enterprises typically setup a large cluster shared by users belonging to a number of different production groups. Similar to clusters setup for big data analysis [12, 50], using shared clusters can facilitate better utilization and reduce development overheads.

However deep learning workloads pose a number of new requirements or constraints on cluster management systems. Since machine learning algorithms are floating point computation intensive, these workloads require hardware accelerators like GPUs. However, unlike CPUs, accelerators do not typically have proper hardware support for fine-grained sharing [21]. While there are software mechanisms to enable sharing, they often have high overhead making it challenging to share resources across jobs [40, 53]. Furthermore, training on large datasets often requires the use of multiple GPUs [20] and machine learning frameworks typically require that tasks on each GPU be scheduled at the same time, i.e., gang scheduled [18]. This increases the risk of resource fragmentation and low utilization in shared clusters. Finally, multi-GPU training also implies synchronization of model parameters across GPUs and hence it is important to achieve better locality while scheduling to allow for the use of faster interconnects for both intra- and inter-machine communication.

Despite their growing popularity, to the best of our knowledge, there has been no systematic study of multi-tenant clusters used to train machine learning models. In this paper, we present the design of a large, multi-tenant GPU-based cluster used for training deep learning models in production. We describe Philly, a service in Microsoft for training machine learning models that performs resource scheduling and cluster management for jobs running on the cluster. Using data from this system, we then present a detailed workload characterization and study how factors such as gang scheduling, locality requirements and failures affect cluster utilization.

Our analysis spans across two months and uses around 100,000 jobs run by hundreds of users. We combine logs from Apache YARN [48], our cluster scheduler, utilization information from Ganglia [33], and logs from each job to perform a systematic analysis of cluster utilization.

We study two main aspects of how locality-aware scheduling affects performance and utilization. First, we study how waiting for locality constraints can influence queuing delays...
before training jobs are run. Training jobs need to be gang scheduled, as hyper-parameters are picked for specific GPU count configurations. Given that training jobs take a long time to run, and greater locality improves performance due to the availability of faster interconnects for parallel training [52], the scheduler in Philly waits for appropriate availability of GPUs before beginning to run the training job. Our study shows that as one might expect, relaxing locality constraints reduces queueing delays, especially for jobs that use many GPUs – our emphasis here is not on presenting this as a new insight, but instead on highlighting this using real-world data from production clusters.

Next, we study how locality-aware scheduling can affect the GPU utilization for distributed training jobs. Even though most GPUs within a cluster are allocated to users, thus suggesting high cluster utilization, this metric alone is misleading. We show that the hardware utilization of GPUs in use is only around 52% on average. We investigate two reasons which contribute to low GPU utilization: (1) the distribution of individual jobs across servers, ignoring locality constraints, increases synchronization overheads, and (2) the colocation or packing of different jobs on same server leads to interference due to contention for shared resources.

Finally, we look at why jobs might fail to complete successfully and offer a detailed characterization of the causes for such failures in our clusters. Around 30% of jobs are killed or finish unsuccessfully due to failures. Failures are caused by errors across the stack, with programming errors dominating failures and occurring early in the training process; failures due to cluster components like HDFS tend to occur much later in the training lifecycle.

Based on the lessons learnt from data analysis and our experiences running a large-scale operation over the years, we provide three guidelines to improve the next generation of cluster schedulers for DNN workloads. First, because the lack of locality impacts both utilization and job runtime, and because DNN training jobs are long running, schedulers should trade queueing delay for adhering to locality constraints. Second, different jobs that share a single server may interfere with each other and thus adversely affect their training time.Schedulers should thus aim to isolate the jobs on dedicated servers while implementing techniques like migration to support the locality constraints of jobs that need more GPUs. Third, many failures ought to be caught early, well before they are scheduled on a larger shared cluster. This can be achieved by scheduling each incoming job on a small dedicated pool of servers or even using a single GPU should be able to catch simple programming and configuration errors from multi-GPU jobs. Furthermore, an online analysis of failures at runtime can let schedulers adapt their retry policies thus avoiding wasteful re-execution.

Philly’s design does not stand in isolation. There are many open platforms for DNN job scheduling that use designs similar to Philly, e.g., OpenPAI [36] and Submarine [44]. We hope that insights and data from our study, and the accompanying traces, inform the burgeoning work of scheduling research for machine learning workloads.

2 Philly: System Overview

In this section we provide an overview of the design and architecture of Philly. First, we describe the workloads that are supported in our system and then describe the hardware characteristics of the clusters. Next, we describe the lifecycle of a job. Finally, we explain our data collection pipeline and highlight the data we use to perform our analysis in subsequent sections. The authors would like to note that Philly has been developed over the past few years by a team of developers in our company and has gone through multiple generations of design.

2.1 Workloads

Philly is designed to support workloads that perform supervised machine learning where jobs learn a model given training data and the corresponding labels. This includes training jobs from production groups developing products that use models for image classification, speech recognition, etc. The system supports jobs written using any machine learning framework like TensorFlow [5], CNTK [42], Caffe [29], and PyTorch [39]. Jobs are based on recently proposed learning architectures like convolutional neural networks [31], LSTMs [45], and RNNs [35].

All jobs, irrespective of the framework or model being used, rely on iterative optimization methods [19] like stochastic gradient descent (SGD). In each iteration, the gradient computation is performed by translating the model components into code that can be executed on accelerators like GPUs. The gradient values are then aggregated to compute a model update and these iterations are repeated until convergence. Training a model could require thousands to millions of iterations [46], and result in multiple passes or epochs over the entire dataset.

To scale training across larger datasets, a number of jobs use distributed training across machines. Distributed training typically uses data parallelism where each worker loads a complete copy of the model into its own memory. In each iteration, every worker performs training using a subset of the input data, and at the end of the iteration all workers exchange gradients to synchronize model updates. This synchronization phase is performed using either parameter servers [32] or high performance libraries for collective communication (such as MPI, NCCL, etc.).

2.2 Cluster Architecture

Our system is deployed on large GPU clusters shared across many groups in the company. Our clusters has grown significantly over time, both in terms of the number of machines
Our clusters have high-speed network connectivity among servers and GPUs in the cluster. This is to speed up distributed training where workers need to exchange model updates promptly for every iteration. There is a hierarchy of network links available in our cluster for communication across GPUs. For example, machines within the same rack (RDMA domain) are connected via 100-Gbps RDMA (InfiniBand) network, while cross-rack traffic goes through Ethernet. To improve communication performance, workers in a distributed training job must either be colocated on the same machine or preferably communicate over a higher-speed network such as InfiniBand. Thus, our framework considers both GPUs and network connectivity for scheduling.

Similar to existing big data analytics clusters, our clusters use HDFS [43] as the distributed storage system and our resource manager is based off Apache YARN [48]. Input data for the machine learning jobs is stored in HDFS and read by jobs during training. Users provide a Docker container with their training code and its dependencies. Each training job requests 1 or more GPUs which can be allocated across multiple machines. Philly instantiates one container per machine allocated to the job when it is scheduled for execution.

### 2.3 Job Scheduling and Execution Workflow

Figure 1 shows the lifecycle of a deep learning job in Philly and the various stages of execution that it goes through.

**Incoming jobs and queueing** 1. As a part of job submission, users specify the number of GPUs required. To facilitate host resource allocation, we perform an allocation of CPU cores and memory capacity proportional to the requested GPU count. Once a job has been received by the scheduler, it is queued while the necessary GPUs are allocated. To support multiple production groups we create a virtual cluster for each group and associate a resource share or quota in terms of number of GPUs to each virtual cluster. Each virtual cluster has a separate allocation queue in Apache YARN and we use the Fair Scheduler to manage these queues [2]. Our scheduler not only respects the configured resource shares but also allocates unused GPUs to a queue which has additional demand. Jobs can be preempted based on fair share of resources among virtual clusters. Our scheduler starts preemption only when a majority (90%) of total GPUs are being used.

For distributed learning, deep learning frameworks require all the GPUs to be available at the same time [22]. Thus the scheduler needs to perform gang scheduling while being locality-aware, i.e., pack a job’s GPUs onto the smallest number of servers and within an RDMA domain. Locality awareness improves training time by bringing down the time needed for parameter synchronization [22,52] due to the availability of: (i) fast intra-server interconnects (such as PCIe and NVLink), and (ii) for jobs that do not fit on a single server, high-bandwidth links available within an RDMA domain. We implement these goals by acquiring resources for a job as GPUs become available and waiting for a pre-specified timeout (2–3 minutes in our setup) to acquire all the necessary GPUs with the locality constraints. To facilitate locality-aware GPU scheduling, our job scheduler keeps track of all idle GPUs in the cluster and ranks the corresponding racks and servers. Specifically, racks are ranked by increasing order of allocation or occupancy, and the machines in a rack are ordered the same way. This allows the scheduler to first consider racks and then servers within those racks that have most GPUs available.

If the request is not fulfilled by the timeout, any partially acquired resources are relinquished and we retry scheduling after a back-off (2 minutes in our setup). To avoid starvation, the locality constraints are relaxed after a scheduling request has been retried a fixed number of times. We analyze corresponding queuing delays in Section 3.1.

**Job placement and utilization** 2. While the scheduler tries to maximize locality for distributed jobs as described before, at the same time the scheduler also aims to avoid fragmentation of resources from smaller jobs (e.g., 1-GPU jobs) by packing them into a fewer servers. However colocating different jobs on the same server could lead to lower GPU utilization due to interference in shared system resources such as PCIe bus [52]. In order to better understand this trade-off we study the effects of colocation vs. distribution and measure how that affects utilization.

Once the job is scheduled to run, its GPUs are not shared with other jobs. This is because model training can be computation intensive and we need consistent performance among workers of the job without having stragglers. However, dedicated GPUs may be underutilized for many reasons, e.g., inefficiencies in the code generated by the machine learning frameworks or programs blocking on I/O when reading data from storage. GPU underutilization also comes from distributed training where computation may block during model synchronization among the workers. We analyze the effects of job placement and GPU utilization in Section 3.2.

Table 1 qualitatively compares Philly with the state-of-the-art DNN cluster schedulers, showing both similarities and differences exist. Nonetheless, locality and colocation are the common issue for all contemporary clusters, and that insights
obtained in this study are widely valuable.

Training progress and completion. Jobs can finish with one of three statuses: passed, killed, or unsuccessful. Passed indicates that the job completed successfully, while killed indicates that the job was terminated by the user.

Among successful jobs, every job runs a number of iterations to improve the model incrementally, and the number of iterations to run is typically a static parameter set by the user. In cases where a job is configured with too many iterations, it is possible to deliver the same (or similar) quality of trained model with fewer iterations. Failed jobs in our system are retried a fixed number of times. This is useful for overcoming non-deterministic failures and if the job does not succeed after retries then it is marked as unsuccessful. As failures also contribute to ineffective cluster utilization, we perform a detailed study to understand the reasons behind failures in Section 4.2.

While our focus in this section is specifically about the lifecycle and execution flow in Philly, there are many open platforms for ML job scheduling that use a similar design. Platforms like OpenPAI and Submarine also use a centralized scheduler with support for running machine learning frameworks as Docker containers. While the details of the scheduling algorithm vary across systems, a number of aspects we study in this paper are independent of the choice of scheduler: e.g., failures due to programming errors and bugs in popular frameworks, effect of distributed training across machines, etc. Thus, we believe that lessons from Philly are generally applicable to other clusters as well.

2.4 Data Collection and Analysis

The cluster under study consists of hundreds of machines accounting for thousands of GPUs of the same model. The cluster has 2 server SKUs – one with 2 GPUs per server and another with 8 GPUs per server; RDMA domains are homogeneous with respect to server SKUs. To get a comprehensive understanding of the characteristics of our system and workloads, we developed a data collection and analysis pipeline and collect logs over a 75-day period from Oct. 2017 to Dec. 2017. Our logs contain a total of 96260 jobs over 14 virtual clusters.

The analysis pipeline combines three main log sources in our system as follows. (1) We collect the YARN scheduler logs to obtain job arrival time, number of GPUs requested, GPU allocation status, and job finish status. (2) We collect stdout and stderr logs from the machine learning frameworks that execute scheduled jobs. (3) We collect logs from Ganglia monitoring system that reports per-minute statistics on hardware usage on every server, including CPU, memory, network, GPU utilizations. Combined with GPU allocation status in YARN scheduler logs, we can track how a scheduled job utilizes cluster hardware resources.

Our collected data contains jobs from a wide spectrum in terms of their run times and sizes, and consequently cluster resources demands. Jobs run from minutes to days or even weeks, as shown in Figure 2. In contrast, in big data analytics, job execution times range from only tens of milliseconds to a few hours. Furthermore, we see that our workload has significant skewness in run time, with 0.5% jobs taking more than a week to be finished. Figure 2 also shows how jobs of different sizes vary in terms of execution times. We see that jobs with more GPUs tend to run longer. This results in most of the cluster resources demands coming from the larger jobs, and resource availability status changing relatively slowly over time.

3 Impact of Locality Awareness

Our scheduler trades off locality for lower waiting. Thus placement choices made by the scheduler affects the efficiency of DNN training in two parts: queuing delay (before job execution) and hardware utilization of in-use GPUs (after job execution). The effect of locality constraints on queuing delays has been extensively explored in large-scale resource allocation. Machine learning workloads introduce similar constraints driven by gang scheduling and the requirement for using fast interconnects. In Section 3.1, we an-
Figure 3: CDF of scheduler queueing delay for five of the largest virtual clusters in our deployment. Note that VC4 contains no jobs with >8 GPU.

Figure 4: For a given GPU count, relaxing locality constraints reduces queueing delays (VC2).

We first consider overall queueing delay observed during job scheduling. We plot the CDF of queueing delay in Figure 3 for all jobs in five of the largest virtual clusters (VCs). Jobs that need more than 4 GPUs tend to have a slightly longer tail in the distribution of queueing delays compared to their 1 GPU and 2-4 GPU counterparts. For example for VC2, 25% of jobs using >4 GPUs, which include both 5-8 GPU and >8 GPU, experience a queueing delay of at least 10 minutes; in comparison, only 10% of 1 GPU jobs experience a queueing delay of at least 10 minutes.

But overall, queueing delays for jobs, irrespective of their GPU demand, are not markedly distinct. This is partially a consequence of our scheduling policy that chooses to relax locality constraints in order to start a job without incurring a very long queueing delay penalty. To highlight the relation between locality constraints and queueing delays, we next consider jobs with 5-8 GPU and >8 GPU. We correlate scheduler waiting times with number of servers on which the jobs are placed, and show the results in Figure 4. As expected, most of jobs with 5-8 GPU are scheduled with high locality, i.e., placed on one or two servers. On the other hand, we find that jobs with >8 GPU are spread across a wider range from 2 to 16 servers. Clearly, when jobs end up running on 16 servers, they start execution much sooner than running on 2 or 4 servers. This confirms how our scheduler works in practice to trade-off locality for lower scheduling delay.

While effective, we find that this decision affects the GPU utilization as discussed in Section 3.2. We next look at more details on the queueing delay characteristics and break down the delay by different causes.

### 3.1 Queueing Delays

Queuing delay can be caused by two primary factors: fairness (which is common in conventional data analytics clusters), and locality requirement and resource fragmentation (which is more prevalent in deep learning clusters). We call queueing caused by the first factor as fair-share delay, as it happens when the virtual cluster uses up its assigned quota (i.e., number of GPUs). However, it is possible that a job arrives within the quota but fails to be scheduled, mainly because resource fragmentation makes it hard to find enough GPUs with high locality. We call this queueing delay as fragmentation delay.

In practice, we find that resource fragmentation is very common. For example, we observe that (i) when two thirds of the total GPUs are being used, the fraction of servers that are completely empty is less than 4.5% and that (ii) these servers are spread across RDMA domains.

We next see how frequently fair-share delay and fragmentation delay occur for different job sizes in our workloads. Since some jobs are quickly terminated, we only consider jobs that run for at least one minute. Further, since fragmentation influences distributed training jobs only, we consider jobs that...
Figure 5: CDF of per-minute GPU utilization for passed, killed, unsuccessful jobs in different sizes.

use 2 or more GPUs. Table 2 shows the frequencies for the two types of delay. For jobs with 5-8 GPU, fragmentation delay is responsible for 74.2% of occurrences, and it dominates for larger jobs. In contrast, for smaller jobs, we see that the two causes are more balanced. Further, we also observe that across all jobs fragmentation delay is responsible for around 80% of the delay in terms of waiting time. This is because fair-share delays are easy to mitigate with preemption, but fragmentation delays are much harder to overcome in our current design.

Finally, we note that the queuing delay fractions vary across virtual clusters. Among the five largest virtual clusters, VC5 often over-subscribes its quota and thus the proportion of fair-share delay is overall higher at 37%.

Does out-of-order scheduling exacerbate job queueing? Given the resource fragmentation and the fact that the YARN scheduler is work-conserving, larger jobs could be additionally negatively affected by out-of-order scheduling. To see how, consider a job that requires 24 GPUs spread across three machines. While this job is waiting for such configuration, if a smaller job requests 2 GPUs, it is scheduled on machines where two GPUs become available. This could cause further fragmentation and lead to the 24-GPU job needing to retry after a backoff. In our workload, out-of-order scheduling is quite common, with 38.1% of scheduling decisions, and occurs 100% for jobs with 5-8 GPU or >8 GPU. However, we find that most out-of-order scheduling decisions do not greatly affect the waiting time for resource-intensive jobs. For example, for out-of-order scheduling occurrences of jobs with 5-8 GPU or >8 GPU, as much as 85.0% corresponds to cases where idle GPUs are effectively utilized without prolonging the scheduling time of those waiting jobs.

In summary, our analysis shows why it makes sense to relax locality over time to mitigate queuing delays for distributed training. We also find that in addition to fair-share queuing delay, the need for gang scheduling and locality introduces fragmentation delay for machine learning jobs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job size</th>
<th>Passed</th>
<th>Killed</th>
<th>Unsuccessful</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 GPU</td>
<td>53.51</td>
<td>37.02</td>
<td>62.82</td>
<td>52.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 GPU</td>
<td>51.13</td>
<td>34.39</td>
<td>50.95</td>
<td>45.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 GPU</td>
<td>51.09</td>
<td>60.63</td>
<td>64.34</td>
<td>58.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 GPU</td>
<td>44.88</td>
<td>36.98</td>
<td>39.02</td>
<td>40.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>52.43</td>
<td>42.98</td>
<td>60.43</td>
<td>52.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Mean GPU utilization for different job sizes.

3.2 GPU utilization

GPUs are the most expensive resources in our cluster and this makes their efficiency an important factor in assessing the cost-effectiveness across the entire cluster. For each individual GPU, Ganglia [33] reports aggregate performance counters every minute, including utilization of processing cycles and memory, temperature, power usage, etc [3]. We next present how efficiently training jobs use processing cycles in their (exclusively) allocated GPUs. Note that our current generation of GPUs only report coarse-grained utilization for processing cycles that can only be used to detect if any of the streaming multiprocessors (SMs) are being utilized [3]. They do not report what fraction of the SMs are being actually used within a single GPU. Therefore, our analysis presents an “upper bound” of actual effective SM utilization.

Overall, deep learning training jobs underutilize GPU processing cycles regardless of their job sizes. Figure 5 shows CDFs of per-minute GPU utilization of passed, killed, and unsuccessful jobs for different sizes. Table 3 reports averages for each job size, including averages for different job status; we use these job sizes as representative of small, medium and large jobs based on the GPU request distribution in our cluster. Surprisingly we find that around 47.7% of in-use GPUs’ cycles are wasted across all jobs, with jobs using 16 GPUs exhibiting the lowest utilization at 40.39%. Moreover, across job status in Figure 5, the median utilization for 16 GPU jobs is 45.00%, 34.24%, 39.54% for Passed, Killed, and Unsuccessful, respectively. These are 6.46%, 40.25%, and 42.63% lower than the 8 GPU jobs in the corresponding job status. We study the efficiency of such jobs in the next section in detail.
GPU util. | SameServer | DiffServer | IntraServer | InterServer
---|---|---|---|---
Images/s | 57.7 | 49.6 | 37.5 | 36.5

Table 4: Mean GPU utilization and training performance of ResNet-50 over different locality/colocation configurations.

### 3.2.1 Impact of Distributed Learning

Given that the 8 GPUs mounted in each server can communicate more efficiently without using the network, our job scheduling strategy is to favor intra-server locality when assigning each job to available GPUs. At the same time, the scheduler attempts to pack small jobs into fewer servers to avoid fragmentation. This leads to *job colocation* on the same server and consequently could lead to interference in shared system resources (e.g., RDMA and PCIe) [52]. This creates an interesting utilization spectrum for multi-GPU jobs. In particular, jobs using more than 8 GPUs must *distribute* training instances across multiple servers and may be dynamically collocated with other jobs. This scenario also involves communication overheads since each server has to periodically wait for model aggregation to happen over the network.

To confirm that such distribution and colocation factors indeed relate to the efficiency of GPUs in use, we first characterize utilization of processing cycles for various job placement scenarios using a popular image recognition model, ResNet-50 [23]. Specifically we train ResNet-50 with 2 GPUs using TensorFlow and perform offline experiments with placements that exercise shared resources differently. Then using our telemetry data, we attempt to infer correlations between those factors and the observed efficiency in our cluster.

**Analysis using ResNet-50.** Table 4 shows the impact of distribution only, by comparing a ResNet-50 job placed in a single server (*SameServer*) with the job placed in two servers connected with RDMA network (*DiffServer*). Each server has four NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPUs attached to a CPU socket. The table reports GPU utilization when processing a batch size of 32 images during training. First we observe that the training does not fully utilize GPUs even for single machine execution. In particular, *SameServer* achieves utilization of 57.7% for GPUs in use. It increases to 71.1% for twice the batch size but only increases marginally for larger batches. Also the table shows that using distributed training achieves lower utilization of 49.6% in *DiffServer*. This shows that even for 2-GPU jobs, there is a cost to not achieving locality.

Given a distributed training setup, contention for shared resources like RDMA and PCIe further lowers the efficiency of utilized GPUs. To show this we set *DiffServer* as our baseline and measure changes in the efficiency while populating additional ResNet-50 jobs in the same servers. First, we measure GPU utilization when the colocated jobs do not use RDMA network at all: we place two *SameServer* jobs, one on each server in the same CPU socket as the job under study. Thus, these jobs interfere with the job under study in the use of PCIe buses while reading training inputs, aggregating model updates, and so on. The observed efficiency is shown as *IntraServer* in Table 4, and we see that having such intra-server interference lowers the utilization by as much as 12.1%. We also study if such interference matters for the RDMA network in *InterServer*. For this setup we use two *DiffServer* jobs instead of two *SameServer* jobs as background traffic, so that all the jobs are distributed across two servers and share the RDMA network. In this case, we see a 13.1% decrease in utilization compared to the baseline.

Our experimental study reveals that efficiency of allocated GPUs varies according to locality and colocation scenarios that could occur in the cluster. Further, any placement that causes lowered GPU utilization also results in slowdown in training performance (i.e., images processed per second) as shown in Table 4. Next, we analyze utilization for our aggregate workload. We note that unlike the controlled experiment, the type of model trained and the batch sizes used vary across jobs in our aggregate workload making it harder to establish a baseline utilization without distribution or inference.

**Distributed training with dedicated servers.** First, to study the effects of distribution, we restrict our study to look at 8 GPU and 16 GPU jobs that are packed on one or two servers. In this case, the 8 GPU jobs uses all 8 GPUs in a single server while the 16 GPU jobs uses all the GPUs in two servers. The network over which the servers for these jobs are connected to each other is shared. Figure 6 shows the results of our comparison. Compared to the 8 GPU jobs, we see that 16 GPU jobs, which have the additional model aggregation step in distributed mode, have significantly lower utilization. Specifically, for 8 GPU jobs, GPU cycles are utilized 56.9% of time on average while this is only 34.3% for 16 GPU jobs. Furthermore, the median is 73.12% for 8 GPU jobs, which is 1.67x the median in the 16 GPU case.

**Distributed training with shared servers.** When locality constraints are relaxed, a job may have to be distributed over many servers while sharing them with other jobs. Distributing a job over many shared servers can further lower utilization of GPUs. This drop in utilization occurs not only due to a higher network overhead but also because of interference from
unrelated but co-located jobs. To study this, we see how the GPU utilization of 16-GPU jobs varies as we move from dedicated GPUs to a larger number of shared servers. Table 5 shows the average and percentiles for GPU utilization across the different allocation scenarios.

When running on 2 8-GPU servers, a 16-GPU job has dedicated servers. When running on 4 servers, the 16-GPU job may occupy 4 GPUs on each server, and will be collocated with other jobs on those servers. We find that the degree of interference is larger if the job is distributed on more servers. Table 5 shows that in addition to the inefficiency caused by distribution (Figure 6) there is additional underutilization caused by colocation. We see that for 16-GPU jobs distributed across 8 servers, the average utilization is as low as 28.26% and more than 90% of jobs have less than 66% utilization.

Among host resources, our scheduler dedicates CPU and memory along with GPU to each job. In deep learning clusters, these host resources are used for many useful tasks including caching training inputs, model aggregation, and periodic model validation and progress report. By default, we allocate CPU and memory capacity proportional to the number of requested GPUs. Figure 7 shows CDFs of utilization of these host resources observed in our servers. In general, many servers underutilize CPU cycles yet highly utilize memory. This indicates that a useful feature in the scheduler would be to observe if a particular job requires disproportionate amount of host memory and isolate memory used by jobs collocated on the same server.

In summary, our data analysis shows how GPUs are underutilized in shared clusters. We presented correlations of how distribution and interference affect utilization and validated this using a controlled experiment to break down the importance of locality and interference. We discuss some implications for scheduler design in Section 5.

### Table 5: GPU utilization for 16-GPU jobs that are spread over 2, 4, and 8 servers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>50%ile</th>
<th>90%ile</th>
<th>95%ile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 servers</td>
<td>43.66</td>
<td>43.69</td>
<td>91.77</td>
<td>97.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 servers</td>
<td>40.94</td>
<td>39.85</td>
<td>83.28</td>
<td>91.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 servers</td>
<td>28.56</td>
<td>25.71</td>
<td>65.68</td>
<td>78.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Host resource utilization.

Table 6: Distribution of jobs by their final status.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Count(%)</th>
<th>GPU times used(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passed</td>
<td>66696 (69.3%)</td>
<td>44.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Killed</td>
<td>12996 (13.5%)</td>
<td>37.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsuccessful</td>
<td>16568 (17.2%)</td>
<td>17.76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>96260 (100.0%)</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4 Training Progress and Completion

Jobs in our system finish with one of three statuses: passed, killed or unsuccessful. Similar to iterative online computations [6, 16], our machine learning job utilizes cluster resources to improve the model over time. However as opposed to prior study on big data traces [30], we see a significant fraction of jobs (30.7% as shown in Table 6) are either terminated unsuccessfully or killed by users. They constitute around 55% of the total GPU time used during our trace collection period. Thus it is important to understand the reason behind these failures as fewer unsuccessful jobs would mean that more of the cluster resources can be used for successful jobs.

#### 4.1 Effectiveness of Training Iterations

Most deep learning jobs optimize a non-convex loss function and the optimization algorithms do not necessarily guarantee that the loss always decreases with more training. Thus, similar to [22], users in our system submit model training jobs using a larger number of epochs than necessary to get the optimal model. To analyze the magnitude of this effect we study how the training loss for a job varies across epochs and measure the epoch at which we achieve the best training loss. As this information is not printed in the log by every user/framework, we are only able to obtain convergence information for around 2502 jobs.

First, Figure 8(a) shows the fractions of epochs required to reach the lowest loss across all passed jobs. From the figure we see that around 80% of passed jobs require all the epochs executed to reach the lowest loss. We repeat this study for killed jobs and see a similar pattern as shown in Figure 8(b).

However we also see that a majority of jobs improve the loss marginally using a large fraction of epochs. In particular, Figure 8(a) shows the fraction of epochs required to reach within 0.1% of the lowest loss across all passed jobs. Around 75% of jobs reach within 0.1% of the lowest loss using only 40% of the epochs. Again, a similar pattern is shown for killed jobs in Figure 8(b). While we do not present data from user surveys, this suggests that machine learning practitioners can early terminate jobs to save use of GPU times considerably when the loss change is less than a particular threshold in successive epochs. Essentially, we look into much resources are used to improve 0.1% of convergence accuracy in terms of the fraction of GPU times for each job. In our workload, this accounts for 62% and 56% on average for passed jobs and killed jobs, respectively.
4.2 Job Failures

We next present a detailed analysis on job failures, including why/when/how frequently jobs fail and what their impact is on effective cluster usage. We remind the reader that in our cluster scheduler, a job is retried upon failure. If the job repeatedly fails it is marked as unsuccessful as further retries are deemed no longer effective. Figure 9 presents a high-level summary of job retries/failures and shows that jobs using more than 4 GPUs not only retry execution more often but also finish unsuccessfully at higher rate. The reasons behind job retries/failures are diverse, and failures occur at different times during job execution. We thus investigate failures by classifying them across layers of our system stack.

4.2.1 Failure Classification

Table 7 presents analysis results of failures based on two classification factors. First, failures are classified from different sources (Column 2): the sources include (i) Infrastructure (IF) which includes YARN, HDFS and all other framework components, (ii) AI Engine (AE) which includes TensorFlow, Torch, and any other platforms, and (iii) User (U) which represents programmers. Column 1 lists a number of reasons for failures we observe from the workload.

Most failure reasons in the table are self-explanatory, and we describe six important ones in more detail here.

(1) Incorrect inputs: Model files or input data stored in the external HDFS storage cannot be read.

(2) Semantic error: Errors that happen due to library version mismatch or other dependencies of the user training program not being setup correctly.

(3) Model checkpoint error: The job is not able to successfully create a model checkpoint after a certain number of epochs complete. This is usually due to either transient error in HDFS or HDFS name node recovery.

(4) MPI runtime failure: This is usually due to either a failure of network connection to peer MPI process, or possibly an internal failure of the MPI daemon itself.

(5) Job preemted: YARN reclaims any GPU currently in use to schedule another job.

(6) Invalid memory access: Training job dies because of violating access on memory address space e.g., using an invalid pointer value, or having race condition while copying data. This failure is observed in both CPU memory and memory allocated for GPU access.

While bridging failure category and failure reason, we observe that a failure reason can appear in multiple categories, even in all involved categories, as shown in Column 2 of Table 7.

Building failure classifier. There exists causality among various failure reasons. For example, traceback from crash is a consequence of an invalid memory access. Our first mission in building a classifier is identifying signatures of failure reasons closer to the root cause. We capture root-cause signatures from stdout or stderr logs of a failed job. If not explicit from the logs, we then attempt to capture implicit ones such as traceback from crash. In consequence, our classifier has in total more than 230 rules to find both explicit signatures and implicit signatures. If there is no signature for a failure, we tag it as no signature, which constitutes 4.2% of the total failures.

4.2.2 Failure Frequency

Column 3 of Table 7 summarizes the occurrence frequency of the classified failure reason. Trial counts the number of failure events observed in our workload: failure reasons are sorted by it. We further group Trial occurrences by job ID (Job) and user ID (User) to see if failures are localized according to the same job or user.

Failures repeat for the same job/user. Our analysis shows that across failure reasons, failures repeat at both job level and user level. In particular, we measure repetition factors (i.e., Trial divided by Job or User) for top-8 failure reasons, which cover 88.9% of the total failures. The measured repetition factors are 2.3 and 38.8 on average for Job and User, respectively, meaning a single job and a single user on average cause 2.3 and 38.8 occurrences of failure, respectively, during
the data collection period. The most critical one is CPU out of memory, where we see 185.7 as the User/programming errors lead to a lot of failures. Failures incurred by user errors, such as configuration/syntax/semantic errors in program and script, are dominant. These failures are very prevalent across our top-8 failure reasons. As explained, CPU out of memory is the most frequent with its failures significantly concentrated on a few users. Other frequent failures such as incorrect inputs and semantic error are more spread out across different users. From our profiling, the primary factor that causes those failures is a lot of independent components involved in a training job. For example, by definition, incorrect inputs happens when there is a failure in reading model or input data stored in external HDFS store. This is due to any error ranging from the data path is not correct, data format is inconsistent, data itself is corrupted on HDFS etc. Often, issues in data format affect multiple engineers in the same team (e.g., speech recognition team) as they often share the same training data or reference model.

4.2.3 Runtime to Failure

Table 7: Failures classified into failure reasons (sorted based on the number of occurrences). There are largely three categories that cause the failures: Infrastructure (IF), AI Engine (AE), and User (U). A failure reason may be observed in multiple categories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Failure Reason</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Num Occurrences</th>
<th>RTF: Runtime to Failure (mins)</th>
<th>GPU Demand</th>
<th>RFT &gt; Demand (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IF</td>
<td>AE</td>
<td>User</td>
<td>Trial</td>
<td>Job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU out of memory</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>12076</td>
<td>2303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrect inputs</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>9690</td>
<td>4936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic error</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>2943</td>
<td>2049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core dump</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>3921</td>
<td>1784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invalid mem access</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>2602</td>
<td>1235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model ckpt error</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>1218</td>
<td>1769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUDA failure</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>1484</td>
<td>571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syntax error</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>1132</td>
<td>883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traceback from crash</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>777</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI error</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>634</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU out of memory</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI runtime failure</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permission error</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Import error</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>1147</td>
<td>995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job preempted</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUDA init failed</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model diverged</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUDA ver. mismatch</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU ECC error</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output node error</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannot load lib</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No signature</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>1684</td>
<td>698</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Failures classified into failure reasons (sorted based on the number of occurrences). The most critical one is CPU out of memory, where we see 185.7 as the User repetiton factor. Interestingly, profiling shows that a certain engine issued a number of training jobs, all of which suffer from the same out-of-memory issue, resulting in high concentration of failures. This motivates the need for runtime detection mechanisms that can correlate errors from the same user even though her jobs are independent from job management point of view.

The runtime to failure (RTF) exhibits high variability, with mainly short RTFs. Many failures of training jobs happen quickly, for example within 10 mins. This is mostly the case for failures driven by users in syntax, semantic, and configuration errors, which we can also infer from low 50P RTFs in the corresponding failure reasons. Note that most of those failures are deterministic and are caught when the runtime to failure is very short. The one of exceptions that is noteworthy is failure corresponding to inconsistent/corrupted input data. We can only detect this at the moment we actually read the erroneous data and attempt to parse it. This is the primary reason for having high 95P in incorrect inputs.

Infrastructure failures occur infrequently but have much longer runtime to failure (RTF). This analysis focuses on two failure reasons in infrastructure category: model checkpoint error and MPI runtime failure. They represent program-to-storage and program-to-program communication, which are both critical for reliable distributed deep learning training. In general, these errors are relatively infrequent compared to other common errors, constituting only 6.2% of the total trials. However, our analysis shows that these errors tend to appear after a long execution duration, and thus dominate the time until failure detection. In particular, Table 7 shows that when the corresponding RTFs are summed up (i.e., total), the two failure reasons, model checkpoint error and MPI runtime error, occupy as much as 21.73% and 14.63%, respectively.

4.2.3 Runtime to Failure

Column 4 of Table 7 presents runtime to failure (RTF) for each classified failure reason. To capture the summary of RTF distribution, in addition to the average, we also present the 50th-percentile (or median) and higher percentiles such as 90th-percentile and 95th-percentile.

The runtime to failure (RTF) exhibits high variability, with mainly short RTFs. Many failures of training jobs happen quickly, for example within 10 mins. This is mostly the case for failures driven by users in syntax, semantic, and configuration errors, which we can also infer from low 50P RTFs in the corresponding failure reasons. Note that most of those failures are deterministic and are caught when the runtime to failure begins to execute the program. One of exceptions that is noteworthy is failure corresponding to inconsistent/corrupted input data. We can only detect this at the moment we actually read the erroneous data and attempt to parse it. This is the primary reason for having high 95P in incorrect inputs.
4.2.4 Impact of GPUs Allocated

For jobs with the same RTF, the impact on the amount of utilized resources is proportional to the number of allocated GPUs. The larger the allocation, the bigger the impact.

Large jobs with programming semantic errors tend to fail a while after execution. Column 5 of Table 7 presents GPU demand across failure reasons. To simplify the analysis, we select four most-dominant failure reasons each contributing around 10% or more of failures. When we correlate RTF with GPU demand, among the four failure types, semantic error exhibits a markedly distinct trend, with jobs that have higher GPU demand having relatively large RTFs, as compared to jobs having lower GPU demand. This results in disproportional impact on the actual resources utilized by failed jobs. We show this in Column 6 of Table 7.

Column 6 presents actual GPU times for failures while multiplying RTF by GPU demand. As the results show, compared to the RTF only, the impact of semantic error increases up to 17.06% from 9.22% while the other three types of failure are either decreased or unchanged. This corresponds to the fact that semantic error is relatively frequent in larger-demand larger-RTF jobs. Looking deeper, we observe that training program instances sometimes send, receive, and access data in an inconsistent way during model parameters synchronization. As a consequence, semantic error ranks the second in terms of GPU resources used among failures in our workload.

5 Design Implications for Future Schedulers

Based on our experiences and data-driven analysis so far, in this section we discuss guidelines pertaining to the design of next-generation schedulers for DNN training workloads.

Prioritizing locality. One of the main results from our analysis of GPU scheduling was that lack of locality impacts both utilization and job running time. Our current scheduler adopts a classic approach where it waits for a limited time to see if locality can be achieved and if not the job is scheduled with the resources available at relaxed locality. The main reason for this approach is to keep queuing time low as longer wait times affect user experience.

However given that deep learning jobs run for many hours or even days, incurring a 10% or 20% drop in efficiency could extend the job running time by multiple hours. Thus in such scenarios, waiting for locality for a longer time could be more beneficial. However this requires inferring long-running jobs and appropriately setting user expectations. An alternate strategy could be to migrate a job to machines with better locality if resources become available during the execution.

Mitigating interference. Another critical guideline for schedulers would be to consider job placement policies to mitigate inter-job interference. Instead of packing different small jobs on a single server, one option would be place them on dedicated servers, reducing sharing and thus interference among such jobs. Such an option would increase fragmentation and will result in larger jobs having to wait for longer if we have to prioritize for intra-job locality. Support for job migration to defragment the cluster [52], especially applied to smaller jobs, will mitigate interference for small jobs, and will improve intra-job locality for large jobs.

Improving failure handling. A large number of job failures we see come from user errors in code or configuration. This is primarily because programming languages in use are typically not strongly typed. We have found that simple syntax checking could prevent many errors (e.g., missing quotes or parenthesis) and some of the more sophisticated runtime failures can be captured by running the first iteration of training.

We plan to set up a pool of cheaper VMs to pre-run jobs. Even running multi-GPU jobs on a single GPU will catch such errors before they run on larger shared clusters and thus prevent wasted GPU cycles on them. Training failures also happen due to erroneous data format (e.g., inconsistent columns in samples). We plan to investigate having a well defined schema for datasets used in machine learning, and perform a schema check while accessing data to reduce such errors.

Another useful extension for multi-tenant GPU clusters would be to develop a system to predictively mitigate failures by proactively observing related failures. The main goal of such a system would be to (i) classify error messages in real time from logs that training jobs generate, and (ii) adapting scheduling parameters per job (e.g., number of retries) as well as across jobs (e.g., input data blacklisting) to reduce failure occurrences. For example, the scheduler could stop retrying for failure categories like incorrect data/model input and continue retrying for network timeouts.

6 Related Work

Failure analysis of data analytics jobs in shared clusters. Prior work has looked at designing large-scale data analytics platforms assuming that failures are common [10, 17, 50]. They focus on framework support for fault-tolerance and reliable job execution. In this paper, we focus instead on understanding job failures in deep learning specific platforms.

Kavulya et al. conducted a detailed characterization for job failures in a production MapReduce cluster [30]. Some of their findings include: (1) Many jobs fail within a few minutes while the worst-case job takes up to 4.3 days for its failure to be detected. These failures occur due to data copy errors and are similar to HDFS-related failures that we observe taking much longer to detect; (2) Many failures are related to either exceptions due to array indexing errors or IO exceptions. We again see some similarity to our work where coding errors lead to a number of failure cases.

Scheduler and runtime for efficient machine learning execution. SLAQ schedules concurrent machine learning
training jobs based on quality improvement for resource usage, allocating cluster resources for average quality improvement [56]. While this may improve the quality across jobs, each individual job may take longer time to finish. Optimus [38] leverages the convergence curve to predict job remaining time for dynamic resource scheduling and reduces average job completion time. It adopts an online fitting model to derive a proper number of servers and workers for MxNet [15] jobs in parameter server architecture. Tiresias [22] reduces job completion times when many training jobs undergo a trial-and-error exploration where job remaining time to complete training cannot be estimated from the convergence curve. In this work, we found that a large job experiences highly varying efficiency over placement spectrum (e.g., Table 5), and that future schedulers may need to consider the trade-off between reducing queuing time and reducing job running time more carefully over a wide range of locality choices.

We also note that an earlier technical report of our work [27] was used to motivate new scheduling primitives in recent work on scheduling like Gandiva [52]. More importantly, our paper presents a systematic study of a large-scale production cluster, covering the whole lifecycle of deep learning jobs including queuing, execution, and failure. We hope that our study of large clusters dedicated to deep learning workloads will continue to motivate novel research in deep learning platforms and schedulers for these workloads.

**GPU resource management for machine learning.** There are recent efforts on GPU sharing for simpler machine learning tasks. Baymax [14] explores GPU sharing as a way to mitigate both queuing delay and PCIe contention. Following that, Prophet [13] proposes an analytical model to predict performance of GPU workloads. Gandiva [52] proposes GPU time-sharing in shared GPU clusters through checkpointing at low GPU memory usage of training job. Future work includes integrating these prior work to improve cluster utilization and capacity to run more jobs.

Many training networks are memory bound, especially by capacity. Ryu et al. analyzed memory allocation for ImageNet [25], with recent VGG-16 model consuming up to 28 GB of memory [40]. Therefore, vDNN [40] proposes virtualized memory manager, and SuperNeurons [51] adopts fine-grained layer-wise memory control to schedule memory flexibly between CPU and GPU. Our work shares some similarity with prior findings (i.e., some large networks do not fit in GPU memory) in real-world data.

**Approximate data processing.** Approximate data processing allows trading off accuracy for earlier completion times [6, 9, 16, 24, 28, 55]. In databases, online aggregation has been studied in the context of SQL queries [16, 24, 55]. More recently, approximation has been used in batch processing [6, 8, 49]. Machine learning training presents a fertile ground for exploring trading off accuracy for early completion. In this paper, for the training workloads run on our clusters, we quantify how trading off a very small amount of accuracy (0.1%) can result in significant savings in GPU execution time.

**7 Conclusion**

In this paper we analyzed a trace of deep learning jobs run on a large multi-tenant cluster of GPUs and studied various factors that affect cluster utilization. Our findings indicated the importance of locality for distributed training jobs and also how interference from other colocated jobs could lead to lower GPU utilization. We also performed a detailed analysis of various failure causes and showed how errors from various parts of the stack contribute to failures. Based on our data analysis and experiences running a large-scale operation, we also described guidelines that could help future research and development of machine learning schedulers.

Finally, we have publicly released the scheduler trace containing information about job arrivals, job size, placement and runtime to the community. As far as we know, this is the only trace that includes rich information about deep learning training jobs run in production. By making such a trace available, we hope to spur future research in this area.
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Abstract

Modern datacenters increasingly use flash-based solid state drives (SSDs) for high performance and low energy cost. However, SSD introduces more complex failure modes compared to traditional hard disk. While great efforts have been made to understand the reliability of SSD itself, it remains unclear what types of system level failures are related to SSD, what are the root causes, and how the rest of the system interacts with SSD and contributes to failures. Answering these questions can help practitioners build and maintain highly reliable SSD-based storage systems.

In this paper, we study the reliability of SSD-based storage systems deployed in Alibaba Cloud, which cover near half a million SSDs and span over three years of usage under representative cloud services. We take a holistic view to analyze both device errors and system failures to better understand the potential causal relations. Particularly, we focus on failures that are Reported As “SSD-Related” (RASR) by system status monitoring daemons. Through log analysis, field studies, and validation experiments, we identify the characteristics of RASR failures in terms of their distribution, symptoms, and correlations. Moreover, we derive a number of major lessons and a set of effective methods to address the issues observed. We believe that our study and experience would be beneficial to the community and could facilitate building highly-reliable SSD-based storage systems.

1 Introduction

Flash-based solid state drives (SSDs) have become an indispensable component of modern datacenters due to its superior performance and low power draw [6]. Various applications, including databases [14], social network [15], and online shopping [41], have been supported by large-scale SSD-based storage systems. Therefore, the reliability of such systems is of critical importance.

However, it is challenging to maintain the high reliability of SSD-based storage systems. First, unlike hard disk drives (HDDs), SSDs may experience unique flash errors (e.g., program errors [20, 38]) which are sensitive to the environment (e.g., temperature [30]). Therefore, our decades of collective wisdom on HDDs is not fully applicable. Second, issues in the traditional HDD-based storage stack (e.g., faulty interconnection and human mistakes [28]) may continue to haunt SSD-based storage systems. In addition, due to the complexity of storage systems, the potential correlations among various events across different levels/components are not well-understood, rendering extreme difficulty in pinpointing the root causes of system failures or coming up with effective fixes.

To address the challenges, substantial efforts have been made to understand the reliability of SSD itself [24, 33, 38, 44]. For example, Schroeder et al. [38] study flash errors and discover correlations between flash errors and other device attributes (e.g., age, wear, lithography). Zheng et al. [44] analyze the behavior of SSDs under power faults. Narayanan et al. [33] analyze a diverse set of device factors (e.g., design and provisioning) and their correlations with failed SSDs. Hao et al. [24] study the performance instability involving millions of drive hours, especially the device latency in RAID groups. While these studies provide valuable insights on the characteristics of SSDs, it remains unclear how SSDs interact with the rest of the system and contribute to system failures.

Besides the work on SSDs, studies on HDD-based storage systems are also abundant [7, 8, 28, 35, 37]. Apart from understanding HDD errors in the field [7, 35, 37], researchers analyze the correlations between HDD errors and system failures [8, 28]. However, since SSD-based systems are significantly different from HDD-based systems (e.g., the TRIM command support throughout the OS kernel [2]), it is unlikely that these studies and findings are directly applicable to SSD-based storage systems.

In this paper, we look into the storage systems deployed in 7 datacenters of Alibaba Cloud, which includes around 450,000 SSDs over 3 years’ deployment. Similar to other large-scale deployed systems [16, 17, 29, 42], our target systems are equipped with system monitoring daemons de-
ployed on each node of the clusters. The daemon monitors abnormal behaviors by constantly checking the BIOS messages at boot time, the kernel syslog at runtime, and the functionality and availability of the cloud services. Upon an abnormal event, the daemon will report a failure ticket with the timestamp, the component involved, and a snippet of corresponding logs.

Among all failure tickets, we focus on failures that are Reported As “SSD-Related” (RASR) in this paper. Also, we collect the corresponding repair logs of the failures as well as the SMART [4] logs of the SSDs involved. By holistically analyzing the three datasets (i.e., failure tickets, repair logs, and SMART logs) in the context of the storage systems design and deployment, we identify a number of interesting characteristics of RASR failures in terms of distributions, symptoms, and correlations. Moreover, we perform field studies and validation experiments to understand in depth the factors affecting RASR failures, and to derive a number of major lessons as well as realistic remedies for hardware architects, software engineers, and system administrators. More specifically, our contributions include the following:

(1) Characteristics of RASR Failures. We collect about over 150K failure tickets in total from the target systems. Among these failure tickets, we find that 5.6% are RASR failures (i.e., about 10K instances), which manifested in five symptoms: Node Unbootable, File System Unmountable, Drive Unfound, Buffer IO Error, and Media Error. By correlating the RASR failures with the repair logs, we find that a significant number (34.4%) of RASR failures are not caused by the SSD device. For example, plugging SSDs into wrong drive slots, a typical human mistake, accounts for 20.1% of RASR failures. Moreover, RASR failures caused by SSDs, we find that both the location of devices (i.e., in different datacenters) and the type of cloud services may affect SSD failure rates.

(2) Lessons and Actions for Hardware Architects. We find that the suboptimal intra-node SSD stacking and intra-rack node placement can lead to passive heating (i.e., heating on idle SSDs by neighboring active SSDs), which may in turn cause a large number of device errors and high failure rates. Moreover, by experimenting on a dedicated cluster with continuous temperature monitoring, we are able to verify that the poor rack architecture can increase the temperature of idle SSDs by up to 28°C, resulting in 57% more device errors after 128 hours of passive heating.

To reduce the impact of passive heating, we formulate a new strategy for intra-rack node placement. Furthermore, we propose a proactive approach to alleviate the passive heating by routinely scanning the entire device to trigger the FTL internal read refresh [11]. Different from the traditional data scrubbing [5, 31], the scanning is lightweight enough to be scheduled more frequently to reduce the effect of passive heating. Our results show that performing a scanning every 4 hours can offset most negative impact of passive heating. Although not observed in our experiments, the scanning may potentially lead to more read disturbs [10], affecting the device negatively. Therefore, we believe it would be ideal for the vendors to implement the proactive scanning at the FTL.

(3) Lessons and Actions for Software Engineers. We find that both the data allocation scheme in the service software stack and the I/O pattern of cloud services play important roles in affecting SSD reliability and leading to RASR failures. For example, the Block service, empowered by a direct mapping based data allocation scheme, can cause severe imbalance of SSD usage when running on top of an HDFS-like distributed file system (DFS): 15-20% SSDs are overly used, which causes up to 77.3% more device errors and up to 18.7% higher device failure rate. Inspired by the log-structured file system [36], we optimize the data allocation scheme on the target systems by adding a shared appending log, and thus mitigate the imbalance issue.

(4) Lessons and Actions for System Administrators. By co-analyzing device-level and system-level logs, we discover a strong correlation between one type of RASR failures (i.e., those caused by faulty interconnection) and one type of device errors (i.e., Ultra-DMA CRC or UCRC). Based on this observation, we design an indicator for the faulty interconnection issue based on the accumulation of UCRC errors, which significantly improves the repair procedure of relevant failures. In addition, we find that SSDs on the target systems serve three different purposes (i.e., system drives, storage, and buffering), but they all use the same SATA interface. This causes much confusion for system administrators who need to replace drives. To reduce the chance of plugging SSDs into wrong drive slots (cause of 20.1% RASR failures), we adapt the systems to use different SSD interfaces for different purposes (e.g., U.2/M.2 for system drives and SATA for storage). This optimization effectively eliminates the confusion and reduce the corresponding failures.

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first effort on understanding the characteristics of RASR failures as well as the causal relation between SSD errors and the system design and usage, in large-scale production systems. Based on this study, we have significantly improved the reliability of practical systems through a number of simple yet effective mechanisms (e.g., proactive data scanning, UCRC-based indicator and specializing interfaces). We believe that our study and lessons would be beneficial to the community, and could facilitate building highly-reliable SSD-based storage systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: §2 introduces our methodology; §3 analyzes the characteristics of RASR failures; §4 - §6 discusses our lessons and actions for hardware architects, software engineers, and system administrators, respectively; §7 discusses related work, and §8 concludes the paper.
Figure 1: Architecture of target systems.

Table 1: Characteristics of SSDs in the target systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Lithography</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Vendor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>480 GB</td>
<td>20 nm</td>
<td>2-3 yrs</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>800 GB</td>
<td>20 nm</td>
<td>2-3 yrs</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>480 GB</td>
<td>16 nm</td>
<td>1-2 yrs</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>480 GB</td>
<td>20 nm</td>
<td>2-3 yrs</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td>480 GB</td>
<td>20 nm</td>
<td>1-2 yrs</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Cloud services and SSD usages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>SSD Model</th>
<th>Setup</th>
<th>Usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Block</td>
<td>all models</td>
<td>Hy/Mul</td>
<td>Pers/Buf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NoSQL</td>
<td>M1, M3, M4, M5</td>
<td>Hy/Mul</td>
<td>Pers/Buf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Data</td>
<td>M1, M2, M4</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Temp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 Methodology

2.1 System Architecture

We study SSD-based large-scale storage systems deployed in 7 datacenters. The architecture of the target systems is shown in Figure 1.

At the device level, the systems include around 450,000 SSDs spanning three years of deployment. As shown in Table 1, these SSDs cover a spectrum of variability in terms of capacity, lithography, age, and vendors. Note that all five models in our dataset are using SATA interfaces and based on MLC NAND cells.

Each node in the systems employs one of three different setups of SSDs: (1) Single: a node contains one SSD for storing temporary data; (2) Multiple: a node contains 12 to 18 SSDs for persistent storage; (3) Hybrid: a node contains 2 SSDs and 12 to 36 HDDs where the SSDs are used for buffering incoming writes. In addition, each node has one SSD serving as the system drive.

A rack consists of 16 to 48 nodes, and a DFS cluster spans 12 to 18 racks. On top of the DFS, the system supports three types of cloud services, including Block service, NoSQL service, and Big Data service. As shown in Table 2, the cloud services may run on different setups where the SSDs are used for different purposes.

2.2 Raw Datasets

The target systems include sophisticated monitoring mechanisms, similar to other large-scale systems [16, 17, 29, 42]. The monitoring daemons are deployed on each node of the clusters, and they log various events either periodically or upon the occurrence of an event.

At the system level, the daemons monitor BIOS messages, kernel syslogs, and the service-level verification of data integrity. Upon an abnormal event, the daemon reports a failure ticket with the timestamp, the related hardware component, and a log snippet describing the failure. Each failure ticket is tagged based on the component involved. For example, if an SSD appears to be missing from the system, the failure ticket is tagged as ”SSD-related”. If there is no clear hardware component recorded in the logs, the ticket would be tagged as Unknown.

At the device level, the daemons record SMART attributes [4] on a daily basis, which cover a wide set of device behaviors (e.g., total LBA written, uncorrectable errors). Besides the failure tickets and SMART logs, we collect the repair logs of all RASR failures, which are generated by on-site engineers after fixing the failures. For each failure event, the corresponding repair log records the failure symptom, the diagnosis procedure, and the successful fix.

2.3 Study Approaches

After collecting the failure tickets, the SMART logs, as well as the repair logs, we apply the following approaches to derive insights:

- **Log analysis:** We calculate the distributions of failure events along multiple dimensions (e.g., hardware types, manifestation symptoms). Moreover, since the number and the variety of events in the logs is large, we leverage classic statistical algorithms (e.g., Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient [12]) to analyze the characteristics of individual events as well as the potential correlations among different events.

- **Field studies:** Besides the log analysis, we visit the datacenters in person to investigate the potential variance of target systems in terms of cluster architectures, which turns out to be critical for discovering the passive heating phenomenon (§4). Also, we discuss with on-site engineers to empirically verify our hypothesis on RASR failures.

- **Validation.** We build a dedicated cluster to validate our hypothesis. Moreover, to address the issues exposed in our study, we design a set of remedy methods, and validate the effectiveness and practicability on production systems.

2.4 Limitations

**Failure Reporting.** Our study relies on the failure tickets reported by distributed daemons that automatically monitor the health condition of system components from hardware to software. The daemons may fail to record (e.g. network
failure during log collection) or inaccurately tag the events (e.g. a node crash tagged as ‘Unknown’ due to insufficient logs). However, to the best of our knowledge, the way the tickets are reported is the common practice widely used in major large-scale production systems and previous studies on large-scale deployed systems also rely on similar mechanisms for collecting datasets [16, 17, 29, 42].

**Software Stack Design.** Our software stack includes OS, DFS and service components. Apart from using a major distribution of Linux, our DFS and service software are not open-source. Nonetheless, they share generic similarities with popular large-scale storage systems such as HDFS [39] and Google File System [19], and similar high-level services are provided by other companies such as EBS [1] and DataStore [3].

**Hardware Products.** Like previous works [32, 33], the target systems use off-the-shelf hardware products such as SSDs and interconnects. Many products are also widely deployed in the datacenters of other organizations. Therefore, users from other organizations may encounter the same or similar hardware-related issues, and we hope they can benefit from our experiences.

### 3 Characteristics of RASR Failures

#### 3.1 Overview of Failure Tickets

We collect all failure tickets reported as related to hardware components, over 150K tickets in total. Table 4 shows the distribution of the failure events based on the types of hardware components involved, including CPU, Memory, Network, Motherboard, HDD/SSD, and Unknown. The Unknown type refers to the failures where a relevant component is not specified in the daemon-reported ticket. The second column shows the percentage of failure events for each type of hardware. According to our daemon setup, no failure event is tagged with more than one type.

As shown in Table 4, storage components (i.e., HDD and SSD combined) contribute to 27.7% (i.e., 22.1% + 5.6%) of all hardware-related failure events. RASR failures alone account for 5.6%. Compared with other hardware components (e.g., Network which accounts for 34.0%), RASR failures are much fewer in our dataset. This is consistent with the findings from previous studies that SSD is a relatively reliable component among all hardware components deployed in datacenters [6, 33]. Nonetheless, since the total number of failure events is large (i.e., over 150K), even a relatively small percentage (i.e. 5.6%) of failures cannot be ignored. Therefore, we perform an in-depth analysis on RASR failures in this study and present detailed results in the following sections.

#### 3.2 Symptoms of RASR Failures

After analyzing all RASR failure logs, we find that RASR failures can manifest in multiple ways. As shown in Table 3, there are five different types of manifestation symptoms, including *Node Unbootable, File System Unmountable, Drive Unfound, Buffer IO Error,* and *Media Error.* The meaning of each symptom is described in the second column of the table. Also, the distribution of each type of symptoms is listed in the last column of Table 3.

Among the five symptoms, the Drive Unfound type, which means the device cannot be found by the system software, is the dominant one (i.e., accounts for 53.7%). Based on

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hardware Type</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>34.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motherboard</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDD</td>
<td>22.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>23.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Distribution of failure tickets based on hardware types. This table shows the distribution of failure tickets that are tagged as related to major hardware components.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RASR Failure Symptom</th>
<th>Affected Rate (‰)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Node Unbootable</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File System Unmountable</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drive Unfound</td>
<td>11.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer IO Error</td>
<td>3.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media Error</td>
<td>3.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Distribution of RASR failures among five SSD models. This table shows the affected rate of each SSD model (M1-M5), which is the number of SSDs involved in one type of RASR failures divided by the total number of SSDs with the same model.
Table 6: Repairing procedures of RASR Failures and their successful rates grouped by symptom. The first row shows five manifestation symptoms of RASR failures. The 2nd row lists repairing procedures for each symptom. The repairing follows an order as indicated by the number before each fix approach. The rate in the parentheses after each fix indicates within that symptom group the percentage of failures fixed by that approach. Repl.: replacing; Mnt. Opt.: Mount Options.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node Unbootable</th>
<th>File System Unmountable</th>
<th>Drive Unfound</th>
<th>Buffer IO Error</th>
<th>Media Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.Slot Check(53.8%)</td>
<td>1.Mnt. Opt. Check(5.4%)</td>
<td>1.Rebooting(22.2%)</td>
<td>1.FSCK(79.8%)</td>
<td>1.Data Check(30.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.Repl. SSD(46.2%)</td>
<td>2.FSCK(40.5%)</td>
<td>2.Slot Check(34.8%)</td>
<td>2.Repl.SSDD(20.2%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.Repl. SSD(54.1%)</td>
<td>3.Repl. Cable(25.9%)</td>
<td>4.Repl. SSD(16.1%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Distribution of RASR failures among cloud services. This table shows the affected rate of each cloud service (i.e. Block service, NoSQL service and Big Data service), which is the number of M1 SSDs involved in one type of RASR failures divided by the total number of M1 SSDs within the same cloud service.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RASR Failure Symptom</th>
<th>Block (%)</th>
<th>NoSQL (%)</th>
<th>BigData (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Node Unbootable</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS Unmountable</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drive Unfound</td>
<td>13.25</td>
<td>10.58</td>
<td>9.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer IO Error</td>
<td>5.73</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>5.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media Error</td>
<td>8.42</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>3.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Distribution of RASR failures among datacenters. This table shows the affected rate of each M1 SSD under the Block service from 5 datacenters (DC1-DC5), which is the number of M1 SSDs involved in one type of RASR failures divided by the total number of M1 SSDs under the Block service within the same datacenter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RASR Failure Symptom</th>
<th>DC1</th>
<th>DC2</th>
<th>DC3</th>
<th>DC4</th>
<th>DC5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Node Unbootable</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS Unmountable</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drive Unfound</td>
<td>10.33</td>
<td>12.72</td>
<td>13.31</td>
<td>13.96</td>
<td>14.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer IO Error</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media Error</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>7.73</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As mentioned in Table 1, there are five different SSD models in our target systems. To further understand the potential impact of SSD models on RASR failures, we calculate the failure affected rate for each model, which is the number of SSDs involved in one type of RASR failures divided by the total number of SSDs with the same model. As summarized in Table 5, the five RASR failure symptoms have been observed on all five SSD models (M1-M5). The affected rate ranges from 0.07‰ (i.e., M5 SSDs with the Node Unbootable symptom) to 11.51‰ (i.e., M4 SSDs with the Drive Unfound symptom). We do not observe statistically significant difference among SSD models in terms of the affected rate of RASR failures, which suggests that RASR failures may not be directly related to the characteristics of SSD models.

To study the correlation between RASR failures and service workloads running on the target systems, we use M1 SSDs, a popular model accounting for 35% of the drive population. Table 7 shows the affected rates of M1 SSDs under three cloud services. We observe that the Block service (2nd column) has the highest affected rates in four out of five types of RASR failures (except Node Unbootable). This finding motivates us to further investigate the cloud services with their designs, drive usage and device level errors in §5.

In addition, we study whether the location (i.e. datacenters) plays a role in RASR failures. We evaluate the affected rates of M1 SSDs under the Block service (i.e. the main service accounting for 57% of SSD deployment) in different datacenters (DCs). Table 8 summarizes the results. Note that M1 SSDs of the Block service are only used in five datacenters, i.e., from DC1 to DC5. From the table, we observe that while no DC dominates all failure types, DC4 has substantially more Media Errors (i.e. last row), indicating more data corruptions. To better understand the potential root causes, we study the uniqueness of DC4 in terms of hardware architectures, especially the SSD placement in §4.

3.3 Fixes of RASR Failures

To understand the potential root causes of RASR failures, we further analyze the corresponding repair logs. For each failure, administrators apply a symptom-based repairing procedure, i.e., trying a pre-defined sequence of fix candidates one by one based on the failure symptom until the failure dis-
appears. Each repair log records the repairing process and the successful fix of a failure event. Table 6 summarizes the pre-defined sequence of fix candidates for each RASR failure symptom. Also, for each fix candidate, we calculate its successful rate in the group of failures with the same symptom (shown in the parentheses).

For instance, after observing a Drive Unfound failure (3rd column of Table 6), administrators will first attempt to remotely reboot the node to check whether the failure is transient (“Rebooting”). If not, administrators will manually check whether the device is plugged into the correct slot (“Slot Check”). If the slot is correct, administrators will then try replacing the cable (“Repl. Cable”), followed by replacing SSD (“Repl. SSD”) as a final resort until the failure is resolved. Note that all RASR failures are eventually fixed by replacing SSDs if previous attempts do not work.

One observation on Table 6 initially puzzling us is that the first fix attempt is not always the most effective one within each group of failures. For example, “Mnt. Opt. Check” (Mount Options Check) works only for around 5% of File System Unmountable failures (2nd column). Similarly, “Data Check” cures 30.2% of Media Error events (last column). After discussing with administrators, we realize that the symptom-based repairing procedure overall is simple yet effective. Specifically, the order of the fix candidates for each failure symptom is first based on their costs, followed by their effectiveness. As a result, the set of software-based fixes (i.e., checking mount options, rebooting, FSCK, and data check) are always preferred over the set of manual or hardware-based ones (i.e., slot check, replacing cable, and replacing SSD). The order within either set of fix candidates is based on their effectiveness to solve the failure symptoms in administrators’ past experiences. The sequence of fix candidates for repairing Drive Unfound (3rd column) clearly demonstrates the ordering consideration.

Although existing fix procedure is effective to certain degree, it is a black-box approach (trail-and-error) since the administrators do not know the root causes before applying the fix candidates. This motivates us to conduct in-depth study on the potential root causes of RASR failures for helping system administrators with better fix strategy. As will be discussed in §6, we identify an accurate indicator for one type of failures (§6.1) and propose a method for avoiding another type of failures (§6.2).

### 3.4 SMART Logs under RASR Failures

The device level SMART [4] log is an important dataset for analyzing SSD behaviors and failures in the field [32, 33, 38]. Similar to previous studies [32, 33, 38], we analyze a subset of SMART attributes (as shown in Table 9) on our target systems in depth and observe a number of characteristics which are consistent with the prior work (e.g., the prevalence of uncorrectable errors and the high raw bit error rate on failed drives). Due to space limit, we do not discuss the observations or the distribution of SMART attributes that are similar to prior work. Instead, we correlate the SMART logs with RASR failures in later sections and analyze the impact of different factors (e.g., hardware architecture and software design) on drive behaviors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device Level Event</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Host Read</td>
<td>Total amount of host LBA read from SSD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host Write</td>
<td>Total amount of host LBA write to SSD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Error</td>
<td>Total # of errors in NAND programming operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw Bit Error Rate (RBER)</td>
<td>Total bit corrupted divided by total bits accessed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-to-End Error (E2E)</td>
<td>Total # of parity check failures between drive and host</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncorrectable Error</td>
<td>Total # of data corruption beyond ECC’s ability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDMA CRC Error (UCRC)</td>
<td>Total # of CRC check failures during Ultra-DMA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Device level events collected in our study. Device level events are collected via SMART [4]. All events are recorded in a cumulative manner.

### 4 Lessons & Actions for Hardware Architects

During our characteristics study of RASR failures (§3), we observe that SSDs deployed in one particular datacenter (DC4) experience much more Media Error under the Block Storage service (Table 8). Moreover, these SSDs have higher Raw Bit Error Rate (RBER) and Uncorrectable Bit Error Rate (UBER) based on the SMART logs.

To understand why the Block service in DC4 is so unique, we perform field studies at DC4 and other datacenters. We find that there are two potential factors. First, in DC4, about 27.1% Block service nodes are equipped with 18 SSDs, while in other datacenters less than 5.3% Block service nodes have 18 SSDs (most nodes have 12 SSDs). Second, in DC4, nodes for different services are often co-located in the same rack, while in other datacenters a rack is exclusively used for a single service. In this paper, we refer to the two factors as intra-node SSD stacking and intra-rack node placement, respectively, both of which affect the SSD placement in the systems. Since NAND flash memory is known to be less reliable under higher temperature [9] due to the Arrhenius Law[34], we suspect that the SSD placement may affect the airflow in nodes and racks, which may in turn affect the operating temperature of neighboring SSDs, and then lead to abnormal behaviors. We refer to this hypothesis as passive heating.

Note that passive heating is different from heating mechanisms used in prior work for analyzing NAND flash or
SSD under high temperatures. Specifically, in the studies on NAND retention errors, NAND chips are heated to high temperature without power supply (e.g., heating in the oven) [9]. Differently, SSDs in our study are always powered on, where the FTL may proactively reduce NAND errors. In previous studies on the impact of SSD temperatures, they mostly focus on active heating, i.e., heating the SSDs by heavily accessing them. In such case, high temperature may trigger the throttling mechanism in FTL to reduce errors [32]. On the contrary, the passing heating we observe may affect idle SSDs, which cannot be remedied by throttling (because there is no heavy on-the-fly flash operations to throttle). Therefore, we believe it is necessary to investigate the passive heating further.

4.1 Identify and Verify Passive Heating

With the help of on-site engineers, we identify three potential scenarios where SSDs may suffer from excessive passive heating:

- **Hot Airflow.** Figure 2 shows an example of stacking of multiple SSDs within a node and the airflow for cooling. In this design, idle SSDs at the outlet of the airflow may be heated up when the front SSDs are being accessed heavily.

- **Hot Neighbors.** If an idle node is close to another node running intensive workloads, SSDs in the idle node may be heated up by the hot neighboring node.

- **Hot Air Recirculation.** When a node is removed out of the rack, the empty node slot may serve as a channel for tunneling hot airflow and passing heat to nearby nodes (one empty node slot away).

To verify and measure the passive heating, we build an experimental cluster with continuous monitoring of SSD temperatures and controlled workloads. The cluster includes 8 nodes in a dedicated rack, and each node has 18 SSDs. We perform the following experiments to analyze the passive heating in each of the aforementioned scenarios.

For Hot Airflow, we first record the initial temperature of the SSDs near the outlet of the airflow when a node is just powered on. Then, we run intensive workloads to access the 6 front SSDs (i.e. SSDs close to the inlet of the airflow), but leave the remaining 12 SSDs idle. We compare the temperatures of the idle drives before and after running the workloads.

For Hot Neighbors, we run intensive workloads on some nodes, and keep monitoring the temperatures of the SSDs on the neighboring idle nodes. We try three configurations where the hot neighbor(s) is atop, below, or are at both sides of the idle node.

For Hot Air Recirculation, we remove a node from the rack and examine whether the temperature of the SSDs of an idle node can be affected by a hot neighbor that is one node slot away.

Our experiments show that for an idle SSD initially at 25°C, it can be heated up by 23°C, 9°C, and 17°C (i.e., reaching 48°C, 34°C, and 42°C) via Hot Airflow, Hot Neighbors, and Hot Air Recirculation, respectively. Moreover, when combining the three effects, an idle SSD can be heated up by 28°C (i.e., reaching 53°C) on our cluster.

4.2 Effects of Passive Heating on SSDs

After verifying that the suboptimal SSD placement may generate undesirable passive heating on SSDs, we look into the impact of passive heating on SSDs’ behavior. In this set of experiments, we compare the raw bit errors of SSDs at three levels of temperatures under passive heating: 35°C, 45°C, and 55°C. Note that we use a fixed temperature interval (i.e., 10°C) to make the correlation between errors and passive heating more clear.

Specifically, in each experiment, we heat up idle SSDs (initially 25°C) through passive heating until they reach one of the three levels of higher temperatures, i.e., 35°C, 45°C, or 55°C. At each level, we maintain the same temperature for a range of time durations, i.e., from 1 to 128 hours, by carefully adjusting the workloads on neighboring nodes based on the feedback of the measured SSD temperature. After the stable passive heating period finishes, we scan the whole device and measure the Raw Bit Errors newly generated during the heating period.

Figure 3 summarizes the results. We find that all three levels of passive heating (i.e., 35°C, 45°C, and 55°C) may lead to more Raw Bit Errors compared with normal case (i.e., 25°C). Additionally, a higher level of passive heating (e.g., 55°C) for a longer period of time (e.g., 64 hours) can generate more Raw Bit Errors, and the increasing trend is nonlinear. Moreover, after 128 hours of heating, we observe that idle SSDs suffer from 57% more Raw Bit Errors.

Note that our observation in this set of experiments (i.e., higher temperature leads to more retention errors) aligns well with previous studies and industry standards[27, 32]. However, it contradicts to a recent study on 3D NAND flash chips [30]. This is likely because the structure and characteristics of 3D NAND are different from those used in our systems.

---

We do not use the Raw Bit Errors Rate (RBER) attribute directly because it is a cumulative value over the entire lifespan of a device.
Currently, the SSD temperature on our target systems is observed to deteriorate as the lithography becomes smaller. Therefore, while effective, it is difficult to directly apply the routine scanning used in our experiments to production systems. Alternatively, it is possible to implement our proposed technique of detecting and remediating passive heating in FTL with vendors’ support. First, many SSDs today support heat throttling in the FTL, which implies that the temperature is already closely monitored by the device. Second, the FTL has the best knowledge of which parts of the data have higher error rates, and thus can react accordingly by proactively read refreshing the corresponding data. Therefore, the FTL-based solution may be more effective. We hope our study can raise the awareness of passive heating and facilitate addressing the issue.

5 Lessons & Actions for Software Engineers

As shown in Table 7, the SSDs under the Block service suffer more RASR failures than the devices under the other two services. This finding motivates us to further investigate the behavior differences of the SSDs among the three services, as well as the potential causes and fixes.

5.1 Usage Imbalance in Block Service

We start with the SSD usage, the most fundamental statistics of device behaviors. The three cloud services (i.e. Block, NoSQL, and Big Data Analytics) supported by our target systems are intrinsically different in terms of data placement policies and I/O patterns, which may lead to different usage patterns of SSDs. To understand the basic usage, we compare two device-level events: Host Read and Host Write, which measure the amount of data read from or written to the device by the host.

More specifically, we measure the hourly average value of host read/write (i.e., total sizes of host read/write divided by total power-on hours) on all SSDs under each cloud service. Moreover, we calculate the variability of the two metrics among SSDs under the same service using the coefficient of variation (CV), which is the ratio of standard deviation to
Table 10: Comparison of SSD usages under three services in terms of host read and host write. CV: Coefficient of Variance, the ratio of standard deviation to mean.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Host Read</th>
<th>Host Write</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Value /Hour</td>
<td>Block</td>
<td>7.69 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NoSQL</td>
<td>6.10 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BigData</td>
<td>1.57 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>Block</td>
<td>35.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NoSQL</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BigData</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Comparison of SSD usages under three services in terms of host read and host write. CV: Coefficient of Variance, the ratio of standard deviation to mean.

Figure 4: Distribution of SSDs under three services. This figure shows the distribution of SSDs in terms of hourly host write under three services. The arrows mark the bimodal usage under the Block service.

mean. Intuitively, a higher CV indicates that the hourly host read/write varies more across SSDs.

Table 10 summarizes the results. We can see that the hourly average value of host read and host write of the Block service are 7.68 GB and 6.56 GB, respectively, which are similar to those of the NoSQL service. However, the Block service has much higher variances for the two metrics (i.e., 35.5% and 24.9%), which implies that the usage of SSDs under this service is much more unbalanced.

Figure 4 further illustrates the distribution of SSDs in terms of hourly host write under the three services by using a histogram with 0.5 GB buckets along the x-axis. Each dot on the line (e.g., solid line for Big Data) represents the cumulative count of SSDs in the corresponding usage bucket. We can see from the figure that the majority of SSDs under NoSQL and Big Data Analytics services have similar usages (i.e., one major spike on the corresponding curve). In contrast, the SSDs under Block Storage service shows bimodal usages (i.e., two spikes far apart) as marked in the figure. Further analysis shows that the overly used drives (i.e., the right spike) account for around 17% of all SSDs in the Block Storage service and have 227.1% more write usage. The distribution of SSDs in terms of hourly host read exhibits similar pattern.

With such an unbalanced usage pattern, the overly-used set of SSDs may be worn out quickly. As a result, compared with averagely-used SSDs (i.e., balanced usage), overly-used SSDs may exhibit more device-level errors and potentially lead to more RASR failures. To verify this hypothesis, we quantitatively measure such difference based on our dataset. We use the classic 80/20 rule to group the SSDs. The SSDs with top 20% usage within the Block Service are labeled as overly-used and the rest are labeled as averagely-used. As shown in Figure 5, overly-used SSDs have noticeably higher numbers of device errors including RBER (1.77X), UBER (1.20X) and PE (1.25X). Moreover, they tend to incur more RASR failures including Drive Unfound (1.05X), Buffer IO Error (1.15X), and Media Error (1.18X). This result suggests that load balancing is indeed important.

5.2 Root Causes of Usage Imbalance

After looking into the design of software stacks of the three cloud services, we identify two major factors for the unbalanced usage of SSDs in the Block service: the update policy and the user I/O patterns.

Figure 6 shows the simplified update policy in the Block service (for clarity, irrelevant details such as sharding and replication are omitted). The Block service offers users the storage capacity at the granularity of chunks. The left part of the figure shows that USER1 subscribes one chunk (“Chunk1”) from the service. The software stack of the Block service maintains a mapping table from the chunk to a fixed SSD (i.e., storing “Chunk1” on “SSD1”).
Upon an update operation, shown in the right part of Figure 6, the software stack queries the mapping table and writes the updated chunk to the same SSD (i.e., "Updated Chunk1" on "SSD1"). In other words, in the Block service performs in-place updates, i.e., updates are always flushed to the initially-allocated SSDs.

In addition, we find that the Block service receives a diverse set of I/O requests from different users. Some users generate many update operations while others do not. This diversity and the in-place update policy lead to the unbalanced usage of SSDs under the Block service.

Unlike Block Service, the other two cloud services do not cause severe usage imbalance because they have a different update policy or I/O pattern. Particularly, the NoSQL service merges small updates together and always generates a new chunk for the updated data, which can be mapped to a different SSD. In the Big Data service, reading and adding new data are consistently much more frequent than updating existing ones. Therefore, SSDs under both services have a relatively balanced usage.

5.3 Mitigating Usage Imbalance

To address the usage imbalance issue, we optimize the software stack of the Block service by adding a shared append-only log, similar to LFS [36].

Figure 7 shows the update operation after the optimization. Similar to Figure 6, USER1 subscribes a chunk from the Block Service. Unlike the original design, the chunk is now maintained in a log which appends the latest update to its end. Upon receiving an update, the software stack invalidates the previous chunk (marked with an “X”), appends the update to the log, and changes the mapping table to map the updated chunk to a new SSD ("SSD2"). The outdated chunk will be invalidated for garbage collection. This log-based design mitigates the usage variance among SSDs, as each updated chunk will be allocated to a different SSD based on the wear among available drives. Note that, in certain cases, the updated chunk may still be mapped to the original SSD if the original one happens to be the most appropriate candidate.

After applying the optimized design on a subset of our target systems for 7 months, we observe that the coefficient of variance (CV) of host read/write under the Block service reduces significantly (i.e., from 24.9% to 5.2% among all SSDs under the same service). The log-structured design also provides other benefits for our target systems (e.g., better support for snapshots), which are beyond the scope of this paper.

6 Lessons & Actions for System Admins

To help system administrators with better fix strategy, we need better understanding of the root causes of RASR failures. While the repair log of a RASR failure does not explicitly state the root cause, we can infer the potential root cause based on the successful fix in the log. For example, if a failure can only be fixed by replacing the SSD, it is likely that the root cause is a failed SSD. Table 11 shows all the seven fixes deployed in the repairing procedure of RASR failures, the percentage of RASR failures being successfully repaired by each fix, and the potential root cause derived from the working fix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fix</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Root Cause</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rebooting</td>
<td>11.9%</td>
<td>Transient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mount Options Check</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>Human Mistake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSCK</td>
<td>16.5%</td>
<td>Undetermined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Check</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
<td>Undetermined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot Check</td>
<td>20.1%</td>
<td>Human Mistake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replacing Cable</td>
<td>13.9%</td>
<td>Faulty Cable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replacing SSD</td>
<td>31.2%</td>
<td>Failed Device</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11: Working fixes of RASR failures. The first column shows working fixes of RASR failures. The 2nd column lists the percentage of RASR failures repaired by each fix. The 3rd column lists the corresponding root cause derived from the working fix.

We observe that not all RASR failures are caused by failed SSDs. There are two main non-SSD causes for RASR failures: (1) human mistakes contribute 20.5% of RASR failures, including plugging the device to the wrong slot (“Slot Check”) and incorrect configuration (“Mount Options Check”); and (2) faulty interconnections fixed by replacing cable, which is outside of SSD, account for 13.9% of RASR failures. Note that, although “Replacing SSD” accounts for the most (31.2%) of RASR failures, we still leave it as the last resort in the fix strategy due to the high cost of the devices and labors. Hence, we are interested in whether faulty interconnections and human mistakes can be quickly diagnosed or largely avoided.

6.1 Faulty Interconnection

Faulty interconnection is a well-known issue in large-scale storage systems [28]. To fix the RASR failures (Drive Unfound) caused by faulty interconnection, replacing the cable between SSD and host is an effective method. However, our symptom-based repairing procedure (shown in Table 6) lists replacing cable as the third step to try out if a Drive Unfound
failure occurs. This incentivizes us to quest for good indicators of faulty interconnection. If successful, administrators can directly replace cable instead of trying the first two failed attempts—significantly improving the repairing procedures of Drive Unfound (a major source of RASR failures).

### 6.1.1 Identifying Potential Indicators

To find a suitable indicator for faulty interconnection, we study the correlation between five representative device errors (i.e., Ultra-DMA CRC (UCRC), RBER, Uncorrectable Errors, Program Errors, and End-to-End Errors) and faulty interconnection by using Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient [12]. The result shows that only the UCRC has strong correlation with faulty interconnection. This generally indicates that the more UCRC errors an SSD has, the more likely a Drive Unfound failure is caused by faulty interconnection. Therefore, we select the number of UCRC errors for designing the indicator.

### 6.1.2 Refining the Indicator

Since UCRC errors may also occasionally caused by transient factors (e.g., voltage spike), it is necessary to set a proper threshold for indicating faulty interconnection. To this end, we apply a set of classic statistics methods (e.g., Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test [13]) to analyze the UCRC errors and derive the optimal threshold. We find that the distribution of UCRC errors follows the 80/20 rule (i.e., Pareto Law [13]). So if the accumulation of UCRC errors on an SSD is in the top 20% among all drives, we assign the SSD to the “Heavy” group. Our analysis shows that 17 is the best threshold for our systems. In other words, when an SSD has 17 or more UCRC errors, it is a strong indication of a faulty interconnection in the target systems. Note that the threshold can be re-calculated and updated periodically for the change of systems and environment (e.g., aging of SSDs, workload changes). We leave the sensitivity study of the threshold as future work.

### 6.1.3 Verifying the Indicator

We further use our existing dataset to verify the effectiveness of the UCRC-based indicator. Specifically, we first divide all SSDs into two groups based on the threshold: “Heavy” (above or equal to the threshold) and “Light” (below the threshold). Then, we calculate the successful rate of each fix candidate for the “Drive Unfound” failures in each group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fix</th>
<th>Heavy Group</th>
<th>Light Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rebooting</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot Check</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
<td>35.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repl. Cable</td>
<td>70.6%</td>
<td>24.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repl. SSD</td>
<td>17.4%</td>
<td>15.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12: Success rates of fixes in two SSD groups. This table shows the success rate of each fix for the “Drive Unfound” failures in two SSD groups classified by the indicator.

![Table 12: Success rates of fixes in two SSD groups. This table shows the success rate of each fix for the “Drive Unfound” failures in two SSD groups classified by the indicator.](image)

Table 12 demonstrates that our indicator for faulty interconnection would be very effective for improving the repairing procedure of Drive Unfound failures. Most (i.e., 70.6%) SSDs in the “Heavy” group have been successfully repaired by replacing cable. On the contrary, only 12.0% of SSDs in the group are fixed by the first two candidates (i.e., node rebooting and slot check). This result suggests that it can significantly improve the successful rate of the first attempt if we directly replace cables for the drives that are severely affected with UCRC errors. As for the “Light” group of SSDs, whose root causes are not identified as faulty interconnection by our indicator, the successful rate of replacing cable is similar to the first two fix candidates. This shows that the existing repair procedure is good for “Light” group of SSDs.

### 6.1.4 Benefits of Using Indicator

We have applied the UCRC-based indicator to our target systems. With the new repairing procedure for Drive Unfound failures, if the number of UCRC errors in SSD is higher than the threshold, on-site engineers will start with replacing cable first.

One might think that rebooting is simple and it should be the first attempt no matter what the root cause is. However, the side effect of rebooting can be notable and cascading in large-scale production systems. For example, a node may hang at BIOS during reboot if the system drive is inaccessible due to a faulty cable, which may further trigger large data transfer in a 3-replica system. Therefore, when the root cause is likely to be a faulty cable (i.e., the heavy group), we use cable replacement first.

Based on the feedback of the on-site engineers on the new 89 cases of Drive Unfound (not included in our dataset), the indicator helps them reduce the repairing time by 21.1%, because of the saving on time that would have been spent on the first two unsuccessful attempts (i.e., node rebooting and slot check).

### 6.2 Human Mistakes & Solution

As shown in Table 11, human mistake is another major source of RASR failures. Particularly, plugging the device to the wrong slot (i.e., fixed by “Slot Check”) accounts for 20.1% RASR failures. Although it may be part of human nature to err, we believe such mistakes should be avoided.

To address the issue, we design an approach called One Interface One Purpose (OIOP) for our latest and future deployment, where SSDs serve for different purposes use different hardware interfaces. Table 13 lists the interface for each type of SSD functionality in our target systems. We use U.2/M.2 interface for system drives as our motherboard usually has 1 or 2 such sockets. The NVMe interface is used for temporary storage and buffering as these SSDs require high bandwidth and low latency. The SATA interface is used for persistent storage for compatibility concerns (i.e., re-using current SSDs on new racks). With such an OIOP design, the
SSDs and slots for different purposes are easily differentiable by system administrators. Note that these interfaces are unlikely to be transitional as each interface has its unique market/purpose (e.g., U.2/M.2 for embedded, NVMe for high-performance).

Although simple, the OIOP design has effectively reduced the RASR failures caused by human mistakes in practice. In the 6-month deployment of an OIOP storage system with about 100K SSDs, we only observe 3 RASR failures caused by plugging a device to a wrong slot. In stark contrast, we observe an average of 47 such cases on comparable size of current storage systems without OIOP.

Besides OIOP, another possible solution is to use a status light to differentiate the functionalities of drives. Status light has been used for indicating drive status in RAID systems [40], and it can be applied to motherboards without multiple interfaces. However, adding status lights requires support from hardware manufacturers.

### 7 Related Works

Our work is mainly related to the following three lines of research studies: (1) reliability of SSDs and SSD-based storage systems, (2) reliability of HDD-based storage system, and (3) large-scale failure studies.

Great efforts have been made on analyzing the reliability of SSDs and SSD-based storage systems [32, 33, 38, 43, 44, 45]. For example, Schroeder et al. [38] conduct a large-scale field study covering millions of drive days and analyze a wide range of device characteristics and errors (especially RBER and UBER) as well as their correlation. Meza et al. [32] study flash memory failures in the field as well as their correlation with other factors (e.g., data written from OS). Narayanan et al. [33] analyze the correlation between failed SSDs and other factors (e.g., hardware utilization). Our work is different in a number of ways. First, we focus on RASR failures, which have not been studied before. Second, our study covers system-level failure symptoms, repair procedures, root causes, as well as the casual relations among events. Third, we design and validate a set of simple yet effective solutions. Therefore, we believe our work is complementary to the existing efforts.

Research efforts on HDD-based storage stack are also abundant [7, 8, 28, 35]. For example, Jiang et al. [28] study the logs from around 40K storage systems and discover several findings including the significant contribution of physical components and protocol stacks in failures, the “bursty” failure pattern, and the benefit of using redundant interconnection. Bairavasundaram et al. [7] analyze over 1.5 million hard drives and find out the severity differences of data corruption among enterprise and nearline disks, the spatial and temporal locality of checksum mismatches, and the correlation of data corruption across different disks. Based on the same dataset, Bairavasundaram et al. [8] also analyze factors that contribute to the latent sector errors along with the trends and further explore possible remedies towards building a more robust storage subsystem. However, due to the difference in both hardware design and software support, their findings may not be directly applicable to SSD-based storage systems.

In addition, our work is closely related to two groups of studies on large-scale failures. The first group focuses on using failure reports (e.g., news and descriptive records) to understand failures in modern storage systems [21, 22, 23, 43]. For example, Gunawi et al. [23] collect around 100 hardware fail-slow reports across multiple large-scale deployments from several institutions and study the behaviors, root causes and lessons for diagnosing fail-slow failures. In the second group of studies, researchers have made efforts on diagnosing and detecting failures from software perspective. For instance, Huang et al. [25, 26] analyze the production systems deployed at Microsoft and discover a key feature of the gray failure, differential observability, which leads them to build a fast detection tool. Regarding the first group, our work is different as we use multiple log sources (e.g., SMART logs, kernel logs) to conduct quantitative analysis and further derive the causal relationships of the failures. Compared with the second group, our work targets the various aspects of system reliability maintenance, including not only the software but also the hardware and administration.

### 8 Conclusions

We study the characteristics of RASR failures in large-scale storage systems in this paper. Our study reveals the distribution, symptoms, and causes of RASR failures. Moreover, we derive several lessons on system reliability, including the passive heating phenomenon, the usage imbalance, human mistakes, etc. In addition, we design and validate a set of simple yet effective methods to address the issues observed. We believe our findings and solutions would be beneficial to the community, and could facilitate building highly-reliable SSD-based storage systems.
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Abstract
Due to its high performance and decreasing cost per bit, flash storage is the main storage medium in datacenters for hot data. However, flash endurance is a perpetual problem, and due to technology trends, subsequent generations of flash devices exhibit progressively shorter lifetimes before they experience uncorrectable bit errors. In this paper, we present an approach for addressing the flash lifetime problem by allowing devices to operate at much higher bit error rates. We present DIRECT, a set of techniques that harnesses distributed-level redundancy to enable the adoption of new generations of denser and less reliable flash storage technologies. DIRECT does so by using an end-to-end approach to increase the reliability of distributed storage systems.

We implemented DIRECT on two real-world storage systems: ZippyDB, a distributed key-value store in production at Facebook that is backed by and supports transactions on top of RocksDB, and HDFS, a distributed file system. When tested on production traces at Facebook, DIRECT reduces application-visible error rates in ZippyDB by more than $100 \times$ and recovery time by more than $10,000 \times$. DIRECT also allows HDFS to tolerate a $10,000$–$100,000 \times$ higher bit error rate without experiencing application-visible errors. By significantly increasing the availability of distributed storage systems in the face of bit errors, DIRECT helps extend flash lifetimes.

1 Introduction
Flash has become the dominant storage medium for hot data in datacenters [64, 72], since it offers significantly lower latency and higher throughput than hard disks. Many storage systems are built atop flash, including databases [6, 11, 15, 44], caches [5, 36, 57, 58, 78], and file systems [48, 67].

However, a perennial problem of flash is its limited endurance, or how long it can reliably correct raw bit errors. As device writes are the main contributor to flash wear, its lifetime is measured in the number of writes or program-erase (P/E) cycles the device can tolerate before exceeding an uncorrectable bit error threshold. Uncorrectable bit errors are errors that are exposed externally and occur when there are too many raw bit errors for the device to correct.

In hyper-scale datacenters, operators constantly seek to reduce flash wear by limiting flash writes [21, 64]. At Facebook, for example, a dedicated team monitors application writes to ensure they do not prematurely exceed manufacturer-defined device lifetimes. Even worse, each subsequent flash generation tolerates a smaller number of writes before reaching end-of-life (see Figure 1a) [42]. Further, given the scaling challenges of DRAM [49, 56] and the increasing cost gap between DRAM and flash [2, 37, 38], many operators are migrating services from DRAM to flash [7, 37], increasing the pressure on flash lifetime.

There is a variety of work that attempts to extend flash lifetime by delaying the onset of bit errors [6, 12, 30, 36, 47, 59, 61, 62, 63, 77, 82, 83]. This paper takes a contrarian approach. We observe that flash endurance can be extended by allowing devices to go beyond their advertised uncorrectable bit error rate (UBER) and embracing the use of flash disks that exhibit much higher error rates; Google recently released a whitepaper suggesting a similar approach [28]. We can do so without sacrificing durability because datacenter storage systems replicate data on remote servers, and this redundancy can correct bit error rates orders of magnitude beyond the hardware error correction mechanisms implemented on the device. However, the challenge with higher flash error rates is maintaining availability and correctness.

We introduce Distributed Error Isolation and ReCovy Technques (DIRECT), which is a set of three simple general-purpose techniques that, when implemented, enable distributed storage systems to achieve high availability and correctness in the face of uncorrectable bit errors:

1. **Minimize data error amplification.** DIRECT detects errors using existing error detection mechanisms (e.g., checksums) and recovers data from remote servers at the smallest possible granularity.
2. **Minimize metadata error amplification.** A corruption in local metadata (e.g., database index), often requires a large amount of data to be re-replicated. DIRECT avoids...
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DIRECT leads to significant increases in device lifetime, since systems can maintain the same probability of application-visible errors (durability) at much higher device UBERs. In Figure 1b, we estimate the number of P/E cycles gained with DIRECT using an empirical UBER vs P/E cycle comparisons in a Google study [72]. Depending on workload parameters and hardware specifications, DIRECT can increase the lifetime of devices by 10-100×. This allows datacenter operators to replace flash devices less often and adopt lower cost-per-bit flash technologies that have lower endurance. DIRECT also provides the opportunity to rethink the design of existing flash-based storage systems, by removing the assumption that the device fixes all corruption errors. Furthermore, while this paper focuses on flash, DIRECT’s principles also apply in other storage mediums, including NVM, hard disks, and DRAM.

In summary, this paper makes several contributions:

1. We observe flash lifetime can be extended by allowing devices to operate at much higher bit error rates.
2. We propose DIRECT, general software techniques that enable storage systems to maintain performance and high availability despite high hardware bit error rates.
3. We design and implement DIRECT in two storage systems, HDFS and ZippyDB, that are representative of physical and logical replication, respectively. Applying DIRECT results in significant end-to-end availability improvements: it enables HDFS to tolerate bit error rates that are 10,000×-100,000× greater, reduces application-

this by adding redundancy locally to local metadata.

3. Ensure safe recovery semantics by treating recovery operations as write operations. DIRECT serializes recovery operations on corrupted data against concurrent operations with respect to the system’s consistency guarantees.

The difficulty of implementing DIRECT depends on two properties of the underlying storage system. The first property is whether the system is physically or logically replicated. Physically-replicated systems replicate data blocks between servers, while logically-replicated systems replicate the commands (e.g., write, update, delete). In physically-replicated systems, a certain object is stored in the same block or file on another server and therefore can be recovered efficiently by simply re-replicating the remote data block. This does not work for logically-replicated systems, where physical blocks are not identical across replicas. The second property is whether the data store supports versioning. In systems with versioning, we need to guarantee the recovered object does not override a more up-to-date version.

We demonstrate how to generalize DIRECT techniques by implementing them in two popular systems that are representative of two different classes of storage systems: (1) the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), which is a physically-replicated storage system without versioning, and (2) ZippyDB, a distributed system that implements logical replication and transactions on top of RocksDB, a popular key-value store that supports key versioning. Objects in HDFS are physically-replicated, so it is straightforward for DIRECT to find the corrupt object in another replica and recover it at a high granularity (§4.1). On the other hand, recovery is challenging in ZippyDB since the corrupted region of one replica is stored in a different location on another replica, so the recovered key-value pairs might not have consistent versions ZippyDB (§4.2).

DIRECT Limitations and Lessons Learned. We chose to implement DIRECT by retrofitting existing datacenter storage applications, rather than as a general-purpose application library. The latter design would be particularly challenging since DIRECT depends on application-specific details such as file layout and recovery semantics. Note that the storage systems we retrofitted (HDFS and RocksDB) and their relatives serve as the base layer for many storage services and databases (e.g., MyRocks, Ozone, HBase, Cassandra). Furthermore, we learned that to implement the first and third DIRECT techniques, storage systems must have a key requirement: we must be able to infer logical objects from the physical location (on the application’s file format) of the bit error. In §6 we discuss PostgreSQL, which does not satisfy this requirement, and therefore is difficult to retrofit with DIRECT.
visible error rates in ZippyDB by more than $100\times$, and speeds up recovery time in ZippyDB by $10,000\times$.

## 2 Motivation

### What Limits Flash Endurance? Flash chips are composed of memory cells, each of which stores an analog voltage value. The flash controller reads the value stored in a certain memory cell by sensing the voltage level of the cell and applying quantization to determine the discrete value in bits. The more bits stored in a cell, the narrower the voltage range that maps to each discrete bit, so more precise voltage sensing is required to get a correct read. A primary way to reduce cost per bit is to increase the number of bits per cell, which means that even small voltage perturbations can result in a misread.

Multiple factors cause voltage drift in a flash cell. The dominant source, especially in datacenter settings where most data is “hot,” is the program-erase (P/E) cycle, which involves applying a large high voltage to the cell in order to drain its stored charge, thus wearing the insulating layer in the flash cell [30]. This increases the voltage drift of subsequent values in the cell, which gradually leads to bit errors.

3D NAND is a recent technology that has been adopted for further increasing flash density by stacking cells vertically. While 3D NAND relaxes physical limitations of 2D NAND (traditional flash) by enabling vertical stacking, 3D NAND inherits the reliability problems of 2D NAND and further exacerbates them, since a cell in 3D NAND has more adjacent (vertical) neighbors. For example, voltage retention is worse, because voltage can now leak in three dimensions [54, 63, 65]. Similarly, disturb errors that occur when adjacent cells are read or programmed are also exacerbated [50, 75].

### Existing Hardware Reliability Mechanisms and Limitations.

To correct bit errors, flash devices use error correcting codes (ECC), which are implemented in hardware. After the ECC pass, there could still be incorrect bits on the page. To address this, SSDs also employ internal RAID across the dies of a flash device [16, 19]. After applying coding and RAID within the device, there will remain a certain rate of uncorrectable bit errors (UBER). Together, ECC and internal RAID mechanisms can drive the error rates of SSDs from the raw bit error rate of around $10^{-6}$ down to the $10^{-17}$ to $10^{-20}$ UBER range typical of enterprise SSDs [14]. “Commodity” SSD devices typically guarantee an UBER of $10^{-15}$.

While it is possible to create stronger ECC engines, the higher the corrective power of the ECC, the more costly the device [4, 10]. Furthermore, the level of internal RAID striping is constant across generations, because the number of dies inside a flash device remains constant. This means that the corrective power of RAID is fixed.

Similarly, while RAID across devices [53, 69, 74] can add redundancy, a main design goal of DIRECT is to avoid adding unnecessary overhead. We avoid turning to RAID because it is inflexible since its recovery power is fixed at deployment time, and, more importantly, it imposes storage and write overheads, in particular generating additional flash writes that further reduce endurance.

### Implications of Limited Flash Endurance.

Flash technology has already reached the point where its endurance is inhibiting adoption and operation in various datacenter use cases. For example, QLC was recently introduced as the next generation flash cell technology. However, in the worst case, it can only tolerate $\sim150$ P/E cycles [8, 22, 76], so it can only be used for read-heavy use cases, e.g., a 2 TB QLC drive with a lifetime of 150 P/E cycles can only write at a rate of 2 MB/s or less in order to preserve its advertised lifetime of 5 years. In the best case, some QLC devices can tolerate $\sim1000$ P/E cycles for completely sequential write workloads, due to an internal SLC cache [8]. But since datacenter applications like databases and analytics that deal with hot data typically need to update objects frequently, the adoption of QLC has been more limited and is the reason that Facebook has avoided QLC flash. Subsequent cell technology generations will suffer from even greater problems.

Operational issues also often dictate a device’s usage lifetime. Flash is typically only used for its advertised lifetime to simplify operational complexity [72]. Further, in a hyperscale datacenter where it is common to source devices from multiple vendors, the most conservative estimate of device lifetime across vendors is typically chosen as the lifetime for a fleet of flash devices, so that the entire fleet can be installed and removed together. If the distributed storage layer could tolerate much higher device error rates, then datacenter operators would no longer have to make conservative and wasteful estimates about entire fleets of flash devices.

Finally, because of the increase in DRAM prices due to its scaling challenges and tight supply [2, 38, 49, 56], datacenter operators are migrating services from DRAM to flash [7, 37]. This means flash will be responsible for many more workloads, further exacerbating its endurance problem.

## 3 DIRECT Design

DIRECT is a set of techniques that enables a distributed storage system to maintain high availability and correctness in the face of high UBER.

We define a distributed storage system as a set of many local stores coupled with a distributed protocol layer that replicates data and coordinates between the local stores. Figure 2
shows an ideal storage stack that runs on unreliable flash (flash that exposes high UBERs). Note that there is existing work on how to make local file systems tolerate corruption errors (we survey these in §6), so our efforts in this paper focus on hardening the application-level storage system.

We observe that redundancy already exists in distributed storage systems in the form of distributed replication [27, 32, 40], which maintains multiple remote copies of each piece of data, or distributed erasure coding [45, 71, 80], which maintains remote parity bits for each piece of data. However, many systems do not systematically use this redundancy to recover individual bit errors [39], even though it can significantly boost resilience to bit errors. We focus on using distributed replicas to correct bit errors, but the DIRECT principles presented in the paper also apply to systems that use erasure coding; for example, error amplification — the number of bytes required to recover an error — can be reduced in erasure coding schemes by reducing the size of a stripe.

**Distributed Redundancy.** Consider the following example of a physically replicated storage system, such as HDFS. Suppose the minimum unit of recovery is a data block\(^1\), which is replicated in each of three data stores. If the block has size \(B\), and the uncorrectable bit error rate (UBER) is \(E\), then the expected number of errors in the block will be \(B \cdot E\). Since the block is replicated across \(R\) different servers, the only way that the storage system would encounter an application-observable read error is when at least one error exists in every copy of the block. Therefore, the probability of an application-level read error can be expressed as:

\[
P[\text{error}] = (1 - (1 - E)^B)^R \approx (B \cdot E)^R
\]

where we assume \(B \cdot E << 1\) and use a Taylor series approximation.

Then, for an UBER of \(E = 10^{-15}\), a block size of \(B = 128\) MB (typical of distributed file systems), and a replication factor of \(R = 3\), the probability of a read error is \(10^{-18}\) (files are measured in bytes, while UBER is in bits).

However, with relatively large blocks, the probability of encountering at least one error in all block replicas quickly increases as UBER increases. For example, for an UBER of \(E = 10^{-10}\), the expected number of errors in a single block will be \(B \cdot E = 0.1\) for 128 MB blocks (Table 1). Then in this case \(P[\text{error}] \approx 0.001\). We observe that reducing \(B \cdot E\), by reducing \(B\), will dramatically reduce the probability of error.

**Minimizing Error Amplification of Data Blocks.** DIRECT captures this intuition with the notion of **error amplification** (\(B\) in the previous example), or the number of bytes required to recover a bit error. DIRECT observes that the lower the error amplification, the lower the probability of error and the faster recovery can occur. This similarly implies a shorter period of time spent in degraded durability and thus higher availability.

In the example above, suppose the system can recover data at a finer granularity, for example, at chunk size \(C = 64\) KB. Then a read error would occur if all three replicas of the same chunk have at least one bit error. The revised probability of read error becomes:

\[
P[\text{error}] = 1 - (1 - (1 - (1 - E)C)^R)^B
\]

Assuming \(E \cdot C << 1\), Taylor series approximation leads to \((1 - (1 - E)C)^R \approx (E \cdot C)^R\), and assuming this value is much smaller than \(\frac{B}{C}\), the probability of an application-observable error when correcting chunk-by-chunk is:

\[
P[\text{error}] \approx (E \cdot C)^R \cdot \frac{B}{C}
\]

When \(C = 64\) KB and \(E = 10^{-10}\), this probability is \(3 \cdot 10^{-10}\), which is much lower than the probability when recovering at the block level (see Table 1).

We can further reduce \(B\) by using bit-by-bit majority voting, i.e., the recovered value of a bit in the chunk is the majority vote across the three chunk replicas (Figure 3). Bit-by-bit majority voting further reduces the application-observable error beyond chunk-by-chunk recovery, because the only way an application-observable error would occur is if an error occurs in the same bit across two chunks or more.

In a physically-replicated system like HDFS, minimizing error amplification is straightforward because corrupted blocks (and even bits) can be directly recovered from remote replicas. For a logically-replicated system like ZippyDB, however, blocks are not identical across replicas. This makes minimizing error amplification more challenging, since DIRECT cannot simply recover from a remote physical chunk. For example, bit-by-bit majority voting is not possible in ZippyDB, because the replicas do not store the same physical bits. For such systems, DIRECT must instead first isolate the region where the error might have occurred and then retrieve objects one-by-one from the other servers (see §4.2).

---

\(^1\)Note that in HDFS while errors can be detected using checksums at a smaller granularity than the block size, actual recovery and replication is conducted at the granularity of a block.


**Minimizing Metadata Error Amplification.** Error amplification can be even more severe if the error occurs in local metadata. For example, a corrupt index in a key-value store can prevent a data store from starting up, which can mean re-replication of hundreds of GBs of data. Thus even though the likelihood of errors in metadata is lower than in data blocks (metadata typically takes up less space than data), it still requires protection. Hence DIRECT either locally duplicates metadata or applies local software error correction.

**Safe Recovery Semantics.** DIRECT must also ensure recovery operations preserve the correctness of the distributed storage system, which might be dealing with concurrent write and read operations.

This is relatively straightforward in systems that do not support versioning or transactions, such as HDFS, since an object is up-to-date as soon as it is recovered from a remote replica. Systems like RocksDB which support versioning are more challenging, because if the system re-writes an object from a remote replica, recovery might overwrite a newer version with a stale version. In particular, the versions of the corrupted key-value pairs are not known, because (a) the corruption prevents the data from being read and (b) due to logical replication, the data’s location does not provide information on its version. Hence to correctly recover corrupted key-value pairs, the system must locate some consistent (up-to-date) version of each pair. To do this, DIRECT forces recovery operations to go through a fault-tolerant log (for ZippyDB we use its existing Paxos log), which can provide correct ordering (§4.2.3).

**DIRECT Techniques.** To summarize, DIRECT includes the following techniques.

1. Systems must reduce error amplification of data objects and fix corruptions from remote replicas.
2. Systems must reduce local metadata error amplification, which is much higher than data error amplification.

Note that the first and second techniques apply exclusively to the local data store and affect performance, while the third technique may require that the local data store interact with the distributed coordination layer to ensure correctness.

**4 Implementing DIRECT**

To demonstrate the use of the DIRECT approach, we integrate it into two systems: HDFS, a popular distributed file system, and ZippyDB, a distributed key-value store backed by RocksDB. The techniques used to implement DIRECT in HDFS can be applied to other physically replicated systems, such as GFS [40], Windows Azure Storage [31], and RAMCloud [66], which write objects into large immutable blocks that are replicated across several servers. Similarly, the techniques used to implement DIRECT in ZippyDB and RocksDB can be applied to other logically replicated systems, such as Cassandra [79], MongoDB [9], and CockroachDB [1]. In these systems a distributed coordination layer manages the replication of objects across different servers and uses versioning to execute transactions.

**4.1 HDFS-DIRECT**

**4.1.1 HDFS Overview.**

HDFS is a distributed file system that is designed for storing large files that are sequentially written and read. Files are divided into 128MB blocks, and HDFS replicates and reads at the block level.

There are three types of HDFS servers: NameNode, JournalNode, and DataNode. The NameNode and JournalNodes store cluster metadata by running a protocol similar to Multi-Paxos; we note that this protocol can tolerate bit errors by writing an additional entry per Paxos entry (for more information, see PAR [20]). DataNodes (the local data stores in Figure 2) store HDFS data blocks, and they respond to client requests to read blocks. If a client encounters errors while reading a block, it will continue trying other DataNodes from the offset of the error until it can read the entire block. After an error on a DataNode, the client will not try that node again. If there are no more DataNodes and the block is not fully read, the read fails and that block is considered missing.

Additionally, HDFS has a configurable background “block scanner” that periodically scans data blocks and reports corrupted blocks for re-replication. But the default scan interval is three weeks, and the scanner still recovers at the 128 MB block granularity. If there is a bit error in every replica of a block, then HDFS cannot recover the block.

**4.1.2 Implementing DIRECT**

**Minimizing Error Amplification of Data Blocks.** We leverage the observation that HDFS checksums every 512 bytes in each 128 MB data block. Corruptions thus can be narrowed down to a 512 byte chunk; verifying checksums adds no overhead, because by default HDFS will verify checksums during every block read. For streaming performance, the smallest-size buffer that is streamed during a data block read is 64 KB, so we actually repair 64 KB everytime there is a corruption. To mask corruption errors from clients, we repair a data block synchronously during a read. Under DIRECT, the full read (and recovery) protocol is the following.

Each 128 MB block in HDFS is replicated on three DataNodes, call them A, B, C. An HDFS read of a 128 MB block is routed to one of these DataNodes, say A. A will stream the block to the client in 64 KB chunks, verifying checksums before it sends a chunk. If there is a checksum error in a 64 KB chunk, then A will attempt to repair the chunk by requesting the 64 KB chunk from B. If the chunk sent by B also contains a corruption, then A will request the chunk from C.

If C also sends a corrupted chunk, then A will attempt to construct a correct version of the chunk through bit-by-bit majority voting: the value of the bit in the chunk is the majority vote across the three versions provided by A, B, and C. After reconstructing the chunk via majority voting (Figure 3), A will verify the checksums again; if the checksums fail, then the
read fails. Majority voting allows HDFS-DIRECT to tolerate on the order of $10^4 \sim 10^5$ times more bit errors than HDFS. In fact, as we show in Section 5.1, UBERs can be as high as $10^{-5}$ before majority voting failures are detectable in our experimental framework.

**Safe Recovery Semantics.** Safety is straightforward in HDFS because data blocks are immutable once written, so there are never updates that will conflict with chunk recovery. Before a client does a block read, it first contacts the NameNode to get the DataNode IDs of all the DataNodes on which the block is replicated. In HDFS-DIRECT, when a client sends a block read request to a DataNode, it also sends this set of IDs. Because blocks are immutable and do not contain versions, these IDs are guaranteed to be correct replicas of the block, if they exist. It could be that a concurrent operation has deleted the block. In this case, if chunk recovery cannot find the block on another DataNode because it has been deleted, then it cannot perform recovery, so it will return the original checksum error to the client. This is correct, because there is no guarantee in HDFS that concurrent read operations should see the instantaneous deletion of a block.

**Minimizing Metadata Error Amplification.** Each server in HDFS has local metadata files that must be correct, otherwise it cannot start. These files include a VERSION file, as well as special files on the NameNode and JournalNode. Metadata files are not protected in HDFS, thus a single corruption will prevent the server from starting. DIRECT adds a standard CRC32 checksum at the beginning of each file and replicates the file twice so that there are three copies of the file on disk.

### 4.2 ZippyDB-DIRECT

**4.2.1 ZippyDB Overview**

We also implemented DIRECT on a logically replicated system. ZippyDB, a distributed key-value store used within Facebook that is backed by RocksDB (i.e., RocksDB is the local data store in Figure 2), which is a versioned key-value store. ZippyDB runs on tens of thousands of flash-provisioned servers at Facebook, which makes it an ideal target for DIRECT. ZippyDB provides a replication layer on top of RocksDB. ZippyDB is logically separated into shards, and each shard is fully replicated at least three ways. Each shard has a primary replica as well as a number of secondary replicas, wherein each replica is backed by a separate RocksDB instance residing on some server. Each ZippyDB server contains hundreds of shards, including both primary and secondary replicas. Hence, each ZippyDB server actually contains a large number of separate RocksDB instances.

ZippyDB runs a Paxos-based protocol for shard operations to ensure consistency. The primary shard acts as the leader for the Paxos entry, and each shard also has a Paxos log to persist each Paxos entry. Writes are considered durable when they are committed by a quorum of shards, and write operations are applied to the local RocksDB store in the order that they are committed. A separate service is responsible for monitoring the primary and triggering Paxos role changes.

#### 4.2.2 RocksDB Overview

RocksDB is a local key-value store based on a log-structured merge (LSM) tree [68]. RocksDB batches writes in-memory—each write receives a sequence number that enables key versioning—and flushes them into immutable files of sorted key-value pairs called sorted string table (SST) files. SST files are composed of individually checksummed blocks, each of which can be a data block or a metadata block. The metadata blocks include index blocks whose entries point to the keys at the start of each data block (see Figure 4) [13]. SST files are organized into levels. A key feature of RocksDB and other LSM tree-backed stores is background compaction, which periodically scans SST files and compacts them into lower levels, as well as performs garbage collection on deleted and overwritten keys.

#### 4.2.3 Implementing DIRECT

ZippyDB has high error amplification since a single bit error can cause migration of terabytes of data: if a compaction encounters a corruption, an entire server, which typically has hundreds of gigabytes to terabytes of data, will shut down and attempt to drain its RocksDB shards to another machine. Meanwhile, this sudden crash causes spikes in error rates and increases the load on other replicas while the server is recovering. To make matters worse, the new server could reside in a separate region, further delaying time to recovery.

**Minimizing Error Amplification of Data Blocks.** We observe that checksums in RocksDB are applied at the data block level, so a data block is the smallest recovery granularity. Data blocks are lists of key-value pairs, and key-value pairs are replicated at the ZippyDB layer. A corrupted data block can be recovered by fetching the pairs in the data block from another replica. However, this is challenging for two reasons.

First, compactions are non-deterministic in RocksDB and depend on a variety of factors, such as available disk space and how compaction threads are scheduled. Hence, *two replicas of the same RocksDB instance will have different SST files*, making it impossible to find an exact replica of the corrupted SST file and the corrupted data block, unlike in HDFS. Second, because the block is corrupted, it is impossible to know the exact key-value pairs that were stored in that block.
Therefore, not only do we not know what data to look for on the other replica, we also don’t know where to find it.

Instead of repairing the exact keys that are lost, we rewrite a larger key range that covers the keys in the corrupted block. The key range is determined from index blocks, which are a type of metadata block in SST files that has an entry for the first key of each data block (Figure 4). Hence, consecutive index block entries form a key range which is guaranteed to contain the lost keys. Note that relying on these index entries requires that the index block, a metadata block, be error-free. See below for how we ensure the index block is uncorrupted.

Unfortunately, just knowing the key range is not enough: the existence of key versions in RocksDB and quorum replication in ZippyDB compounds the problem. In particular, a key must be recovered to a version greater than or equal to the lost key version, which could mean deleting it as key versions in RocksDB can be deletion markers. Additionally, if naively fetch key versions from another replica, we may violate consistency.

**Safe Recovery Semantics.** To guide our recovery design, we introduce the following correctness requirement. Suppose we learn from the index entries that we must re-replicate key range \([a,b]\). This key range is requested from another replica, which assembles a set of fresh key-value pairs in \([a,b]\), which we call a patch.

**Safety Requirement:** Immediately after patch insertion, the database must be in a state that reflects some prefix of the Paxos log. Furthermore, this prefix must include the Paxos entries that originally updated the corrupted data block.

In other words, patch insertion must bring ZippyDB to some consistent state after the versions of the corrupted keys; otherwise, if the patch inserts prior versions of the keys, then the database will appear to go backwards.

Because the Paxos log serializes updates to ZippyDB, the cleanest way to find a prefix to recover up to is to serialize the patch insertion via the Paxos log. Then if patch insertion gets serialized as entry \(t\) in the log, the log prefix the patch must reflect is all Paxos entries \(t' < t\), as shown in Figure 5. Serializing a patch at index \(t\) tells us exactly how to populate the patch. In particular, each key in the patch must be recovered to the largest entry \(s < t\) such that \(s\) is the index of a Paxos entry that updates that key.

Furthermore, patch insertion must be atomic. Otherwise, it could be interleaved with updates to keys in the patch, which would violate the safety requirement, because then the version of the key in the patch would not reflect a prefix of \(t\). This is actually a subtle point because ZippyDB batches many writes into a single Paxos entry, as shown in Figure 5. If patch insertion is batched with other writes, then the patch will not reflect the writes that are in front of it in the batch. Hence, we force the patch insertion to be its own Paxos entry.

**Minimizing Metadata Error Amplification.** There are two flavors of metadata in RocksDB: metadata files and metadata blocks in SST files. Metadata files are only read during startup and then cached in memory. We can easily protect them with local replication, which adds a minimal space overhead (on the order of kilobytes per server). We protect metadata blocks by writing them several times in-line in the same SST file. In our implementation, we write each metadata block twice\(^2\). Protecting metadata enables us to isolate errors to a single data block, rather than invalidating an entire SST file.

As with the HDFS JournalNode, we can protect against errors in the ZippyDB Paxos log with an additional entry [20].

### 4.2.4 DIRECT Recovery in ZippyDB

ZippyDB-DIRECT triggers a recovery procedure when RocksDB encounters a corruption error during compaction. For user reads, ZippyDB does not synchronously recover corrupted blocks, unlike in HDFS. Instead, it returns the error to the client, which will retry on a different replica, and ZippyDB will then trigger a manual compaction involving the file of the corrupted data block.

Figure 6 depicts this process. Importantly, we do not release a compaction’s output files until the recovery procedure

\(^2\)For increased protection, metadata blocks can be locally replicated more than twice or protected with software error correction.
Step (1) is implemented entirely within RocksDB. A RocksDB compaction iterator will record corrupted key ranges as they are encountered and withhold them from appearing in the compaction’s result. At the end of the iterator’s lifetime, ZippyDB is notified about the corrupted key range. Note that the compaction may encounter multiple corrupt key ranges, which are batched into a single patch request.

In step (2), the patch is reported to the primary. Step (3) must go through the primary because the primary is the only shard that can propose entries to the Paxos log. Note this does not mean primaries cannot recover from corrupted data blocks. The patch request in the Paxos log is simply a no-op that reserves a point of reference for the recovery procedure and includes information necessary for recovery, such as the corrupted key ranges and the ID of the corrupted shard. Any replica that encounters the patch request in the log is by definition up-to-date to that point in the Paxos log, which means any replica that isn’t the corrupted replica is eligible to send a patch to the corrupted replica. In step (4), ZippyDB waits for the Paxos log to replicate the Paxos entry as well as for other replicas to consume the log until they encounter the patch request.

In step (5), an uncorrupted replica assembles a patch on the specified key range(s) with a RocksDB iterator. To do this, the uncorrupted replica opens a range scan iterator on each key range. Note that this replica might encounter a bit corruption while assembling the patch. In practice the probability of this is small because the number of keys covered by the patch is on the order of kilobytes (§5.2), and any scans to find such keys would predominantly look through metadata blocks, such as bloom filter or index blocks. However, if a replica does encounter a corruption while assembling a patch, it simply does not send a patch. Therefore, for the patch request to fail, both (or more, if the replication factor is more than 3) uncorrupted replicas will have to encounter a bit corruption, and this probability is low.

Step (6) is also implemented at the RocksDB level. When a replica applies a patch, simply inserting all the key-value pairs present in the patch is insufficient because of deleted keys. In particular, any key present in the requested key range and not present in the patch is an implicit delete. Therefore, to apply a patch, the corrupted shard must also delete any keys that it can see that aren’t present in the patch. This case is possible because RocksDB deletes keys by inserting a tombstone value inline in SST files, but such a tombstone might have already been compacted away on the replica providing the patch. Hence the corrupted data block may contain tombstone operators that delete a key, and these must be preserved.

### 4.2.5 Transactions and Invalidating Snapshots

ZippyDB uses RocksDB snapshots to execute transactions. RocksDB snapshots are represented by a sequence number, \( s \). Then, for as long as the snapshot \( s \) is active, RocksDB will not compact any version, \( s' \), of a key where \( s' \) is the greatest version of the key such that \( s' < s \). If RocksDB invalidates a snapshot, then the ZippyDB transaction using that snapshot will abort and retry.

A subtle side-effect of a corrupted data block is snapshot corruption. For example, suppose the RocksDB store has a snapshot at sequence number 100 and the corrupted data block contains a key with sequence number 90. Because the data block is corrupted, it cannot be read, so we do not know whether the corruption affects snapshot 100. Then for safety, we need to invalidate all local snapshots, because any of them could have been affected by the corrupted key range. In practice, this is reasonable because most ZippyDB transactions (and hence RocksDB snapshots) have short lifetimes.

More generally, any transactional system that relies on versioning (e.g., MyRocks that is built on RocksDB), through either optimistic concurrency control or multi-version concurrency control (MVCC) can similarly deal with corruptions by aborting ongoing transactions.

### 4.3 Cascading Errors

In both HDFS-DIRECT and ZippyDB-DIRECT, the system will visit multiple replicas if necessary to resolve a bit error. However, currently DIRECT ignores and does not try to fix any cascading errors encountered during this process. For example, if a replica tries to assemble a patch in ZippyDB-DIRECT and fails because the iterator encounters a corruption, the replica will simply cleanup, ignore the patch request, and move to executing the next request in the Paxos log. We ignore cascading errors for simplicity but can easily incorporate recovery of cascaded errors in the future.

### 5 Evaluation

This section evaluates DIRECT by answering the following questions: (1) How much does DIRECT decrease application-level errors in both HDFS and ZippyDB? In HDFS, how far can DIRECT drive UBER while avoiding application-level errors? (2) How much does DIRECT decrease time to recovery from corruption errors in ZippyDB?

Note we do not measure recovery time in HDFS because DIRECT handles bit errors synchronously, which means read errors only propagate to the application level if DIRECT cannot fix them. Therefore, “recovery time” can be measured by its effect on read latency. On the other hand, in ZippyDB, DIRECT handles bit errors asynchronously because recovery procedures must go through the coordination layer, as described in Section 4.2.

**Experimental Setup.** To evaluate ZippyDB, we set up a cluster of 60 Facebook servers that capture and duplicate live traffic from a heavily loaded service used in computing.
user feeds. To evaluate HDFS, we set up an HDFS cluster on machines with 8 ARMv8 cores at 2.4 GHz, 64 GB of RAM, and 120 GB of flash. The cluster has three DataNode machines, and four machines act as HDFS clients. The machines are connected with 10Gb links. HDFS experiments have a load and read phase: in the load phase, we load the cluster with 500, 128MB files with random data. In the read phase, clients randomly select files to read. After the load phase, we clear the page cache.

**Error Injection.** To simulate UBERs, we inject bit errors into the files of both systems. In ZippyDB, we inject errors with a custom RocksDB environment that flips bits as they are read from a file. In HDFS, we run a script in between the load and read phases that flips bits in on-disk files and flushes them. For an UBER of μ, e.g. $\mu = 10^{-11}$, we inject errors at the rate of 1 bit flip per 1/μ bits read. We tested with UBERs higher than the manufacturer advertised $10^{-15}$ to test the system’s performance under high error rates, and so that we can measure enough bit errors during an experiment time of 12 hours rather than several days (or years)\(^3\).

**Baselines.** We compare against unmodified HDFS and ZippyDB, both systems used in production for many years. Although unmodified HDFS does compute checksums for chunks, it does not recover at that granularity. HDFS-DIRECT leverages these checksums during recovery, which allows it to recover blocks synchronously within client reads. In unmodified ZippyDB, when a RocksDB instance encounters a compaction error, the entire ZippyDB server crashes. While this may seem like an overly aggressive baseline, due to the difficulty of recovering an individual object in a logically-replicated system, we did not find an alternative baseline that was correct and easier to implement. One possible strawman is to recover the individual RocksDB instance that encountered a bit error. Even this approach has significant error amplification (tens of GBs per bit error), and suffers from high implementation complexity, as ZippyDB has no existing logic for recovering individual RocksDB instances.

\(^3\) Note that an UBER $10^{-11}$ is $10,000 \times$ higher than $10^{-15}$.

---

### Table 2: Throughput of HDFS and HDFS-DIRECT. At UBER of $10^{-8}$, HDFS throughput collapses due to bit errors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UBER</th>
<th>HDFS Throughput [GB/s]</th>
<th>HDFS-DIRECT Throughput [GB/s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$10^{-7}$</td>
<td>$0.00 \pm 0.00$</td>
<td>$2.09 \pm 0.08$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10^{-8}$</td>
<td>$0.00 \pm 0.00$</td>
<td>$2.56 \pm 0.09$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10^{-9}$</td>
<td>$2.46 \pm 0.08$</td>
<td>$2.55 \pm 0.07$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10^{-10}$</td>
<td>$2.89 \pm 0.10$</td>
<td>$2.84 \pm 0.07$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No errors</td>
<td>$2.83 \pm 0.07$</td>
<td>$2.88 \pm 0.07$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Figure 8: Read latencies (128 MB) of HDFS and HDFS-DIRECT. All reads fail in HDFS an UBER of $10^{-8}$ and higher. (Note that all latencies in HDFS-DIRECT are shifted slightly to the left, and this is due to temporal variations in our shared, experimental testbed.)

### 5.1 HDFS

**UBER Tolerance.** The main advantage of HDFS-DIRECT over HDFS is the ability to tolerate much higher UBERs with chunk-level recovery and majority voting. Figure 7 reports block read error rates of HDFS with varying UBERs. In HDFS, read errors are also considered data loss, because the data is unreadable (and hence unrecoverable) even after trying all 3 replicas. The figure shows the measured read error on our HDFS experimental setup, within the UBER range in which we could effectively measure errors, as well as the computed read error based on the computation presented in §3. We compared unmodified HDFS, with chunk-by-chunk recovery and bit-by-bit majority. The experimental read error is collected by running thousands of file reads and measuring how many fail. The measured results are relatively close to the analytical results, and in fact experience even fewer errors than the analytical model (the measured curves are shifted to the right of the analytic curves). We believe the primary reason is that the Taylor’s approximation used in the analytical model does not hold for high UBERs. As expected, bit-by-bit majority (green lines) reduces the read error rate even further due to its lower error amplification (it can recover bit-by-bit). Both our analysis and the experimental results show that HDFS-DIRECT can tolerate a $10,000 \times$--$100,000 \times$ higher UBER and maintain the same read error rate.
In HDFS-DIRECT, we are also interested in latency incurred by synchronous chunk recovery. We compare the CDF of read latencies of 128 MB blocks for different UBERs in Figure 8. The higher the UBER, the more chunk recovery requests that need to be made during a block read and the longer these requests will take. The results in Figure 8 (and Table 2) highlight the fine-grained tradeoff between performance and recoverability that is exposed by DIRECT. We also report HDFS read latencies, but there is little difference across UBERs because only latency for successful block reads are included; again, we do not report results for UBERs higher than $10^{-8}$, since at those error rates HDFS cannot successfully read any blocks.

We also note that the latencies reported are the time it takes to read an entire 128 MB file, which is composed of many (64K) chunks. Hence Figure 8 hides a small chunk tail latency introduced by DIRECT. For example, chunks can now encounter errors on 0, 1, 2, or 3 of its replicas. Most chunks will encounter 0 errors, but some may encounter errors on all 3 of its replicas, which will require a relatively costly majority voting round. However, these disparate chunk latencies are hidden in the file latency, because all files have almost the expected number of errors (128 MB · UBER).

Interestingly, these overheads become minimal when we run an end-to-end benchmark. We ran the TeraSort benchmark, a canonical Hadoop benchmark. We configured TeraSort to generate and sort 20 GB of data. Table 3 shows the time it takes HDFS-DIRECT to complete the TeraSort benchmark. Note that at an UBER of $10^{-8}$, the time it takes to complete the benchmark is similar to when there are no errors (in fact, we do not report results for UBERs lower than $10^{-8}$ because they are so similar to results when there are no errors). Even at an UBER of $10^{-7}$, the performance overhead is relatively low, because TeraSort is dominated by sort time in the mappers and reducers, rather than the time it takes to read the data into memory. These results suggest that even at very high UBERs, DIRECT imposes a low recovery overhead in workloads that are not disk-bound.

### 5.2 ZippyDB

**UBER Tolerance.** One main difference between unmodified ZippyDB and ZippyDB-DIRECT is that ZippyDB-DIRECT avoids crashing when encountering a bit error. To characterize how many server crashes are mitigated with DIRECT, we measured the average rate of compaction errors per hour per server, over 12 hours. The results are shown in Table 4. Figure 9 shows the read error rate over time of both systems, and Table 4 also shows the number of read errors as a percentage of all reads. Note that the error rate patterns across UBERs are different because they are run during different time intervals, so each UBER experiment sees different traffic. We did try to ensure read/write QPS and query distribution remain steady throughout the experiments.

The error rate is much higher for ZippyDB than ZippyDB-DIRECT because not only do clients see errors from regular read operations, but also they experience the spike in errors when a server shuts down due to a compaction corruption.

---

**Table 3:** Time for HDFS-DIRECT to complete TeraSort benchmark.
Note that we do not present results for unmodified HDFS, because for the UBERs tested, HDFS cannot complete any reads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UBER</th>
<th>Time to Complete Benchmark (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$10^{-7}$</td>
<td>177.4 ± 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$10^{-8}$</td>
<td>169.4 ± 2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No errors</td>
<td>166.2 ± 1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 9:** Read error rates over time in ZippyDB and ZippyDB-DIRECT, under varying UBERs.
We speculate that a variety of factors could have caused the
amplification by recovering data at a granularity smaller than
the exact keys on the corrupted pages, although this is not a hard requirement. This
firmware protocol for retiring blocks once they reach some
heuristic-defined level of errors.

The general approach is to
existing file systems protect metadata against bit corrup-
tions [3, 17, 18, 43, 55, 70, 81]. The general approach is to
add checksums and locally replicate for error correction. An-
other approach is to use more reliable hardware for metadata
and less reliable hardware for data blocks [55].

Support for DIRECT. Some simple device-level mecha-
nisms would help datacenter operators run devices past their
manufacturer defined UBER. First, it would be beneficial if
devices have a less aggressive “bad block policy”, which is a
firmware protocol for retiring blocks once they reach some
heuristic-defined level of errors.

Second, it would be helpful if devices return the content of
corrupted pages, although this is not a hard requirement. This
enables distributed storage applications to minimize recovery
amplification by recovering data at a granularity smaller than

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Read Errors</th>
<th>Compaction Errors per Hour per Server</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UBER</td>
<td>ZippyDB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10^{−10}</td>
<td>2.7308%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10^{−11}</td>
<td>1.9800%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10^{−12}</td>
<td>0.2650%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10^{−13}</td>
<td>0.0108%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Read and compaction errors with ZippyDB and ZippyDB-
DIRECT. The read errors are a percentage of the total number of
reads, and the compaction errors are the number of errors per hour per server. ZippyDB-DIRECT is able to fix all compaction errors in
our experiment, while the server crashes in ZippyDB.

Time Spent in Reduced Durability. With DIRECT, we also
seek to minimize the amount of time spent in reduced durabil-
ity to decrease the likelihood of simultaneous replica failures.
Figure 10 shows a CDF of the time it takes to recover from
compaction errors in ZippyDB-DIRECT. The graph shows
the amount of time it takes for replicas to process the Paxos
log up until the patch request, as well as the overhead of con-
structing and inserting the patch. With DIRECT, this recovery
time is on the order of milliseconds. In contrast, the period
of reduced durability in unmodified ZippyDB due to a comp-
action error is on the order of minutes, depending on the
amount of data stored in the crashed ZippyDB server. This is
due to the high error amplification of ZippyDB, which invalid-
ates 100s of RocksDB shards due to a single compaction bit error. With DIRECT, ZippyDB can reduce its recovery
time due to a bit error by around 10,000×. Even with a more
reasonable baseline that only invalidates the single RocksDB
shard that experienced the error, we estimate that DIRECT
can reduce the recovery time by around 100x.

We also found that the recovery latency is dependent on the
size of the patch required to correct the corrupted key range.
Figure 11 presents a CDF of the size of the patches generated
during the recovery process. Patch size is also interesting
because the recovery mechanism described in Section 4.2.4
recovers a range of keys, since the exact keys on the corrupted
data block are impossible to identify. As we see in Figure 11,
even though recovering a range can in theory increase error
amplification, the number of keys required for recovery is
still low (a single RocksDB instance contains on the order
of millions of key-value pairs). Figure 11 also confirms that,
genernally, as the UBER increases, patch sizes increase due to
more key ranges getting corrupted during a single compaction
operation. We note that UBER=10^{−12} yielded an anomalous
line, but by the time we analyzed the data, we no longer
had access to the experimental system to rerun the results.
We speculate that a variety of factors could have caused the
anomaly: 1) The corruption error could have occurred on a
particularly dense subset of the key space. 2) The corruption
error might have occurred during a read to a bottom-level
SST file in RocksDB; due to compaction, key-ranges used
for recovery grow progressively larger in lower levels of the
RocksDB LSM tree.

Measuring Cost. DIRECT trades off higher reliability and
longer device lifetime for engineering and operational costs.
We are unable to capture these costs in our evaluation but
describe the changes to the software stack needed in order to
run DIRECT in production. For example, ZippyDB-DIRECT
required around 1200 lines of C++ code and HDF-S-DIRECT
required around 450 lines of Java code. As we discuss in
Section 6, a DIRECT stack will also require running a hard-
ened filesystem, such as ZFS, so that the local filesystem can
continue functioning after encountering bit errors.

6 Discussion

Local File System Error Tolerance. When devices exhibit
higher UBERs, local file systems also experience higher
UBERs. DIRECT protects application-level metadata and
data, which are data blocks to the local file system. Pro-
tecting local file system metadata such as inodes, the FS
journal, etc. is beyond the scope of this paper. Several
existing file systems protect metadata against bit corrup-
tions [3, 17, 18, 43, 55, 70, 81]. The general approach is to
add checksums and locally replicate for error correction. An-
other approach is to use more reliable hardware for metadata
and less reliable hardware for data blocks [55].
a device page. For example, to use majority voting, a system operator must use devices that return the content of corrupted pages, such as Open-Channel SSDs [25]. Fortunately, majority voting is optional and only applicable to block-replicated systems, and all other aspects of DIRECT apply if the system operator uses traditional flash devices. In case corrupt pages cannot be read, copies of local metadata must be stored on separate physical pages. Otherwise, a page error could invalidate all copies of the metadata.

**Retrofitting PostgreSQL.** As we discussed earlier, PostgreSQL is difficult to retrofit with DIRECT. This is because Postgres pages do not have indexing information; indexes in Postgres are stored on separate pages, if at all (no indexes are built without explicit user commands). Postgres checksums are at the page granularity, so if there is a bit error on a data page, DIRECT would need to figure out all the tuples stored on the page in order to both minimize error amplification and do correct recovery (Postgres uses MVCC to support transactions). The only way to determine these tuples and their versions is to comb through the index pages for any pointers to the corrupt page: in particular, we observe that what we need for DIRECT is a reverse index, one that maps from pages to tuples, rather than from tuples to pages. Generally, for DIRECT to be efficient in logically-replicated systems, the page layout must provide insight into what tuples are stored on a page. For example, RocksDB builds such a reverse index implicitly in the index blocks of its file format.

**Network Partitions.** Because DIRECT uses remote redundancy to correct bit errors, network failures can now affect the recovery process. Fortunately, real-world studies have shown that the most common kind of network failure—link failures — do not greatly affect application availability, because there are enough redundant paths built into the network topology [41]. In future work, we plan to both model and evaluate how transient or permanent network failures affect both recovery latency and error rate.

## 7 Related Work

Our work departs from existing work on data integrity in data storage systems [24, 26, 53, 73] because we expose bit corruptions at the distributed layer, rather than containing them in the storage layer. Furthermore, DIRECT does not stop at identifying corruptions but introduces a principled and performant way of fixing them to achieve high availability.

**Software-level Redundancy.** DIRECT is related to PAR [20] and PASC [33], which demonstrate how consensus-based protocols can be adapted to address bit-level errors. Unlike both of these works, which only address consensus protocols, our work tackles bit-level errors in general purpose storage systems. We also show how increasing the resiliency to bit errors can significantly reduce storage costs and improve live recovery speed in datacenter environments.

Other related work use different approaches. HARDFS [35] hardens local HDFS nodes by augmenting each node with a lightweight version that verifies its behavior. HDFS-DIRECT generalizes HARDFS, by only applying local protection to metadata and leveraging distributed replicas to recover data. FlexECC [46] and Duracache [60] are flash-based key-value caches that use less reliable disks by treating devices errors as cache misses. D-GRAID is a RAID storage system that gracefully degrades by minimizing the amount of data needed to recover from bit corruptions [74]. AHEAD and EDB-Tree apply software-level error detection and correction to address DRAM corruption in databases [51, 52].

There is a large number of distributed storage systems that use inexpensive, unreliable hardware, while providing consistency and reliability guarantees [23, 34, 40]. However, these systems treat bit corruptions similar to entire-node failures and suffer from high recovery amplification.

**Hardware-level Redundancy.** Several studies explore extending SSD lifetime via more aggressive or adaptive hardware error correction. Tanakamuru et al. [77] propose adapting codeword size based on the device’s wear level to improve SSD lifetime. Cai et al. [30] and Liu et al. [61] introduce techniques to dynamically learn and adjust the cell voltage levels based on retention age. Zhao et al. [83] propose using the soft information with LDPC error correction to increase lifetime. Our approach is different: instead of improving hardware-based error correction, we leverage existing software-based redundancy to address bit-level errors.

## 8 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents DIRECT, a set of general techniques that use the inherent redundancy that exists in distributed storage applications for live recovery of bit corruptions. We showed with implementations of DIRECT in HDFS and ZippyDB that these techniques are widely applicable and, once implemented, can increase the bit error rate tolerance of distributed systems by orders of magnitude.

We envision extending the DIRECT approach in several directions. First, distributed storage systems can control error correction depending on how sensitive particular data is to bit corruptions (e.g. critical metadata). Second, distributed storage systems can control hardware mechanisms that influence the reliability as well as the performance of the device. For example, storing fewer bits per cell may reduce the latency of the device (at the expense of its capacity), and offer higher reliability. Certain applications may prefer to use a hybrid of low latency and low capacity devices for hot data, while reserving the high capacity devices for colder data.
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Abstract

This paper tries to accelerate data recovery in a large-scale storage system with minimal interference to foreground traffic. By investigating I/O and failure traces from a real-world large-scale storage system, we find that because of the scale of the system and the imbalanced and dynamic foreground traffic, no existing recovery protocols can generate a high-quality recovery strategy in a short time.

To address this problem, this paper proposes Dayu, a timeslot-based recovery protocol, which only schedules a subset of tasks which are expected to finish in one timeslot: this approach reduces the computation overhead and naturally can cope with the dynamic foreground traffic. In each timeslot, Dayu incorporates four key algorithms, which enhance existing solutions with heuristics motivated by our trace analysis.

Our evaluations in a 1,000-node real cluster and in a 25,000-node simulation both confirm that Dayu can outperform existing recovery protocols, achieving high speed and high quality.

1 Introduction

This paper describes our experience and methods to accelerate data recovery in Pangu [1], a real-world large-scale storage system with 10K nodes and tens of TBs of storage per node.

As a cloud storage provider, AliCloud, the owner of Pangu, needs to make a promise of data durability to its customers (i.e., the chance of data loss is smaller than a threshold). For marketing reasons, the owner has a strong motivation to improve data durability, so that its promise can be appealing compared to its competitors. This motivates us to investigate whether it is possible to accelerate data recovery in Pangu, because recovery speed is one of the determining factors of data durability [2].

Similar to previous works [3–7], Pangu divides data into chunks (usually tens of MBs), replicates these data chunks, and distributes these replicas to different nodes. When a node fails, Pangu re-replicates its data chunks: since the replicas of these chunks are distributed to different nodes, Pangu asks all these nodes to copy chunks in parallel [4, 8].

To re-replicate data chunks of the failed node, the recovery protocol needs to schedule a source, a destination, and a bandwidth for each of these data chunks. An ideal scheduling algorithm should achieve at least the following two goals: first, the algorithm should generate a high-quality strategy, which should allow data re-replication to be completed as soon as possible under the constraint that it has minimal impact on foreground traffic; second, the speed of the scheduling algorithm itself should be high enough so that it does not become the bottleneck of data recovery.

To understand the quality and speed of existing scheduling algorithms, we analyze the failure and I/O traces from a real deployment of Pangu. We find none of the existing algorithms can achieve both acceptable quality and acceptable speed, because of the following challenges:

• Very-large scale: the largest deployment of Pangu has more than 10K nodes and up to 72 TBs of storage (about 1.5M chunks) per node. Therefore, when a node fails, the algorithm needs to decide how to recover all these data chunks and each chunk has about 10K nodes as candidate destinations.

• Tight time constraint: given the scale of the system, data chunks of a failed node can be re-replicated with a high degree of parallelism. Our simulation shows that if the idle bandwidth can be fully utilized, the recovery can be finished within tens of seconds, which means the scheduling algorithm itself should complete within seconds.

• Imbalanced foreground traffic and available data: we find a two-fold imbalance, which poses challenges to the quality of scheduling. First, a number of nodes can have significantly heavier foreground traffic than the others; and second, some nodes can have more data chunks available for re-replication.

• Dynamic foreground traffic: the foreground traffic can change dramatically over time. To cope with such dynamic traffic, the recovery protocol needs to adjust its
plan when it observes a significant change in the foreground traffic, which again calls for fast scheduling.

Our simulation of existing scheduling algorithms shows that, on the one hand, simple and decentralized algorithms like random selection or best-of-two-random [9] can finish scheduling quickly (i.e., high speed), but they often cause a small number of nodes to be overloaded, increasing the recovery time and impairing the performance of foreground traffic (i.e., low quality). On the other hand, sophisticated and centralized algorithms, such as Mixed-Integer Linear Programming [10–12], can effectively utilize available bandwidth and avoid overloading a node (i.e., high quality), but they can take prohibitively long to compute a plan given the scale of our target system (i.e., low speed).

This paper proposes Dayu, a high-speed and high-quality recovery protocol for large-scale, imbalanced, and dynamic storage systems. The key idea of Dayu is motivated by the observation that, to cope with dynamic foreground traffic, we need to periodically monitor the foreground traffic and adjust the recovery plan: in such a design, scheduling for all data chunks of the failed node together is both computationally heavy and unnecessary, since the plan is likely to be adjusted later. Following this observation, Dayu incorporates a timeslot-based solution: it divides time into multiple slots, whose length is determined by how frequent the underlying storage system monitors and reports idle bandwidth; based on such report, Dayu tries to schedule a subset of chunks so that they can be re-replicated within the current timeslot; if the actual re-replication of some chunks takes longer than expected for whatever reason, Dayu will re-schedule them in the next timeslot.

This approach brings two benefits: first, it reduces the computation overhead of scheduling because in each timeslot, the algorithm only needs to schedule a subset of tasks (about one third on average in our experiments). Second, this solution can naturally cope with the dynamic foreground traffic because Dayu’s decision is based on the information collected at the beginning of each timeslot.

To realize this idea, Dayu incorporates four key techniques, which enhance existing algorithms based on our observations:

- **Greedy algorithm with bucket convex-hull optimization to schedule tasks**: Dayu uses a greedy algorithm to iteratively choose the most under-utilized candidate as the source and destination for each task, until it finds enough tasks to fill a timeslot. To reduce the computation overhead, Dayu incorporates the convex-hull optimization [13] and further proposes a bucket approximation to reduce the size of the candidate set.
- **Prioritizing nodes with high idle bandwidth but few available chunks**: Our observation shows that such nodes are likely to get under-utilized, if the scheduling algorithm decides to replicate their chunks from other nodes. Therefore, Dayu enhances the aforementioned greedy algorithm with the following heuristic: if a chunk to be re-replicated has a replica in such a prioritized node, Dayu will assign the node as the source.
- **Iterative WSS to allocate bandwidth for each task**: To minimize the completion time of chosen tasks, Dayu enhances the weighted shuffle scheduling algorithm (WSS) [14]: in each iteration, Dayu uses WSS to identify the bottlenecks in the remaining tasks, assigns a weighted fair share of bandwidth to each task correspondingly, and removes the bottleneck tasks and allocated bandwidth.
- **Re-scheduling stragglers**: Straggler tasks will inevitably occur due to mis-prediction of the foreground traffic or unexpected hardware faults, so Dayu has to re-schedule them in the next timeslot. Straggler tasks are different from new tasks, since we prefer keeping their destinations unchanged: otherwise, we will lose their existing progress. Dayu first estimates whether it is worth changing their destinations, and then re-computes their sources and allocated bandwidth.

Our evaluation of Dayu on a real deployment of 1,000 nodes shows that, compared to Pangu, Dayu increases the recovery speed by 2.96× and increases the p90 latency (i.e., tail latency at the 90th percentile) of the foreground traffic during recovery by only 3.7%. Our simulation shows that Dayu outperforms various existing solutions and can scale to a cluster of 25K nodes.

## 2 Background and Observations

### 2.1 Background of Pangu

Pangu is the underlying storage system of AliCloud, one of the largest public cloud providers in Asia [1]. Pangu inherits the classic distributed file system architecture from previous works like GFS [3], HDFS [5], Cosmos [6], and Azure [7]. It splits data into multiple chunks (the most common chunk size is 64MB) and stores data chunks on a large number of data servers called ChunkServers. A metadata server called MetaServer maintains the metadata of the distributed file system, such as the locations of data chunks. Given its very large scale, Pangu incorporates multiple MetaServers, each responsible for a subset of metadata [15–17]. Besides, Pangu incorporates a RootServer to route clients to the corresponding MetaServer. To achieve uniform data distribution, Pangu uses random or weighted random mechanism to place data on different ChunkServers.

Like most existing systems, Pangu replicates data chunks (most chunks have three replicas) so that if a node fails, Pangu can recover its data chunks by copying from other replicas. For each data chunk to be recovered, Pangu needs to choose a source and a destination for data copy: there are usually a few candidate sources depending on the number of replicas and a
large number of candidate destinations. The current version of Pangu randomly picks a source and a destination for each data chunk to be recovered.

In the current deployment of Pangu, we observe that the network bandwidth is usually the bottleneck when performing such data recovery: most Pangu nodes are equipped with 1Gb or 10Gb Ethernet, whose bandwidth is smaller than the aggregate disk bandwidth; the deployment of high-speed devices, such as Infiniband, is limited due to cost reasons. Pangu’s core network switches are organized using CLOS topology or fat-tree topology [18–21], so that there is no oversubscription. The core-to-rack link may be oversubscribed depending on the configuration: if the link is oversubscribed, the rack switch is usually the bottleneck; if not, the NICs of end-hosts are the bottlenecks.

During data recovery, Pangu is still servicing foreground applications, which may contend for network bandwidth. To limit the interference of data recovery on foreground traffic, Pangu provides a mechanism to limit the bandwidth utilization of one or a group of links on a node. With this mechanism, we can set a limit on the bandwidth of the recovery traffic, depending on how much interference one is willing to tolerate and the bandwidth of the foreground traffic. In Dayu, we limit the bandwidth of the recovery traffic on each node to be

\[ B_{\text{recover}} = \max(\alpha \times B_{\text{total}} - B_{\text{foreground}}, B_{\min}) \]  

In this equation, \( B_{\text{total}} \) is the total bandwidth of the node; \( B_{\text{foreground}} \) is the bandwidth of the foreground traffic; and \( \alpha \) is a parameter to control the interference of the recovery traffic on the foreground traffic. We set \( \alpha \) to be 75% and our experiments show that using this setting will incur negligible impact on p90 latency of the foreground traffic. As a storage system mainly designed for large files, Pangu does not aim at optimizing extreme tail latency (e.g. 99.9 percentile [22]), so this setting can satisfy our requirement, and if one is targeting even smaller interference, he/she can further decrease \( \alpha \). \( B_{\min} \) is the minimal bandwidth the node will assign for recovery, which is to ensure that recovery will not be too slow. Both Pangu and Dayu set \( B_{\min} \) to 30MB/s.

2.2 Observations

In this subsection, we analyze the workload and data placement from one deployment of Pangu to understand how they affect data recovery. We acquire such information from a data center of approximately 3500 nodes, each with two 1G NICs and 11 2TB hard drives. In this case, the aggregate bandwidth of hard drives is larger than that of the NICs. The storage system mainly serves online data processing service (ODPS), including MapReduce and data query. What we analyze includes 1) a checkpoint of a MetaServer in April 2018, which records the metadata related to the size and distribution of the data chunks, and 2) the trace of the foreground traffic and background recovery traffic in the coming week. Unless otherwise noted, our simulation experiments are on this 3500-node cluster throughout this paper. We study the scalability of Dayu beyond 3500 nodes in Section 5.2.

We make the following observations from the analysis:

**Observation 1** Each node stores hundreds of thousands of chunks.

Figure 1(a) shows the CDF of the number of chunks on each node. We can observe that a majority of the nodes have around 250K chunks per node. This observation suggests two things: first, a recovery protocol needs to schedule how to recover so many chunks when a node fails. Second, when one node fails, each of the remaining nodes will participate in the re-replication of about 70 chunks on average (250K/3500).

**Observation 2** The foreground traffic consumes less than half of the bandwidth on average. If all available bandwidth (computed using Equation 1) can be used for recovery, the system can recover 250K chunks in 51 seconds on average.

We calculate the optimal recovery time for 50 different cases, assuming all available bandwidth can be utilized, and present the CDF of the recovery time in Figure 1(b).

This observation suggests that, although there are a large number of chunks to recover for each node failure, the highly parallel recovery in a large-scale system can recover these chunks in a short time, which calls for fast scheduling during the recovery protocol. However, the actual recovery in the trace often takes 2–4 minutes, i.e. 2.35 – 4.70× of the ideal recovery time, which motivates our further investigation.

**Observation 3** The foreground traffic is experiencing significant short-term load imbalance.

The trace we analyze records the foreground bandwidth of each node every 15 seconds. To understand whether the foreground traffic is balanced, we compute the coefficient of variation (CoV, standard deviation as a percentage of the mean) of foreground bandwidth in each timeslot, which is a standard metric to measure the variation of values. Then we draw the distribution of CoVs of different timeslots in Figure 1(c) and Figure 1(d). As shown in this figure, the CoVs of most timeslots are between 0.4 and 0.6, which is quite significant. Interestingly, if we measure such imbalance in a coarser granularity (i.e. one hour and one day), the imbalance becomes much smaller. Such results indicate that the system is relatively load balanced in a long term, but more imbalanced in a short term, which creates a challenge for data recovery: traditional load balancing techniques, such as data migration, mainly targets long-term imbalance, because they cannot run very frequently; data recovery, however, is mainly affected by short-term imbalance, because it can finish within tens to a few hundred seconds. This observation suggests that our recovery protocol must take such short-term imbalance into consideration, without relying on load balancing techniques.
Observation 4 Replicas of chunks on a given node are distributed unevenly among the other nodes.

To understand how replicas of chunks on a given node are distributed among the other nodes, we define $SC_j$ as the size of the chunks held by both node $i$ and node $j$, which shows how much data node $j$ can provide as source during recovery if node $i$ fails.

We first sample a specific node $i = 100$. Figure 1(e) shows the distribution of $SC_j^{100}$ for different $j$ values. We can see that the histogram of the distribution fits the bell curve; this is actually mathematically provable (i.e. Central Limit Theorems) if we assume chunk placement is random. To understand such imbalance in the whole cluster, for each node $i$, we calculate the CoV of all the $SC_j$ values and then we draw the CDF of CoVs of all nodes in Figure 1(f). One can observe that for a large portion of nodes, the distribution of $SC_j$ is not balanced.

To understand how such imbalance affects recovery, we simulate the failure of node 100 with Pangu’s random node selection strategy (Figure 1(g)) and find that there is a strong correlation between the size of outgoing recovery traffic of node $j$ and $SC_j^{100}$. That means a node with a few (many) common chunks with the failed node will do little (much) work during recovery, but if the node has much (little) available bandwidth, it will get under-utilized (overloaded).

Observation 5 Foreground traffic usually fluctuates within 14.4% of max bandwidth, but sometimes can change dramatically.

Figure 1(b) shows how one node’s foreground traffic changes in 5 hours. The delta bandwidth is the difference of the average bandwidth utilization in two adjacent timeslots. We can observe that in more than 95% of the cases (between “p2.5” and “p97.5” in Figure 1(h)), the absolute delta bandwidth is lower than 36MB/s, which is 14.4% of the maximum bandwidth (250 MB/s since each node has two 1Gb NICs). However, in the remaining 5% cases, the delta bandwidth can reach up to two thirds of the maximum bandwidth. Although the percentage of such extreme cases is small, they frequently happen in recovery, because the highly parallel recovery usually involves many nodes. Our simulation shows that they can create stragglers in recovery and thus are one of the major reasons why recovery speed is not ideal.

3 Dayu Overview

We call the re-replication of one data chunk a “recovery task” in the rest of the paper. Dayu achieves fast data recovery and low application interference by introducing a centralized scheduler called an ObServer, which performs timeslot-based recovery task scheduling.

Dayu assumes all the data servers periodically report their chunk placement and network utilization to the ObServer, and all the metadata servers send information of the recovery tasks to the ObServer. The rest of this paper presents the ObServer’s scheduling algorithm, which decides the source, the destination, and the bandwidth of a recovery task.

To achieve high-speed and high-quality scheduling, the key idea of Dayu is to schedule recovery tasks in multiple batches, instead of scheduling all of them together. This design choice is motivated by several reasons: first, since each node is usually involved in tens of recovery tasks (Observa-
scheduling tasks in multiple batches can still allow each node to fully participate in each batch and thus fully utilize its available bandwidth; second, scheduling tasks in batches can naturally cope with dynamic foreground traffic and infrequent measurement errors, because when observing any changes in the foreground traffic, Dayu can make adjustment in the next batch; finally, scheduling tasks in batches naturally reduces the computation overhead of the scheduling algorithm, because for each batch, the algorithm only needs to schedule a subset of tasks.

To implement this idea, as shown in Figure 2, Dayu divides the whole recovery time into multiple fixed-length time slices (called timeslots throughout the paper). At the beginning of a timeslot, the ObServer collects the latest state of the data servers. Using the state obtained, the ObServer chooses and schedules a subset of recovery tasks in this timeslot, including those recovery tasks scheduled in the last timeslot but unfinished yet. To fully utilize the available bandwidth, Dayu overlaps multiple timeslots so that the information gathering and task scheduling of slot \( n \) is executed before the end of slot \( n - 1 \). The length of a timeslot is determined by how frequently the underlying storage system collects and reports state.

As mentioned in Section 2.1, the bottleneck of data recovery is either the NICs of the end hosts or the rack switch, and to simplify description, the following text assumes the NICs of the end hosts are bottlenecks, and one can easily extend it to support bottleneck rack switches. Table 1 lists the denotations used in the paper.

### Goals

Dayu tries to achieve the following goals.

- **Goal 1: Utilize the available bandwidth as much as possible.** This is a natural goal to minimize the overall recovery time. If we were to fully utilize the available bandwidth in one timeslot, the total size \( S \) of the chunks that can be replicated in the timeslot would be:

\[
S = \min\left( \sum_{i \in \text{Nodes}} B^i_{\text{recover\_in}} + \sum_{i \in \text{Nodes}} B^i_{\text{recover\_out}} \right) \times T_{\text{timeslot}} \tag{2}
\]

- **Goal 2: Finish as many tasks as possible in the target timeslot.** We hope that the scheduled tasks can actually finish within the target timeslot: otherwise, we have to rechedule them again, which increases the computation overhead. This goal may look similar to the first one, but it is not: the first goal suggests us to oversubscribe the network bandwidth (i.e. schedule more tasks than the bandwidth can handle), so that if the foreground traffic drops, we can still utilize such extra available bandwidth; the second goal, however, suggests us to undersubscribe the network bandwidth so that if the foreground traffic increases, we can still finish the scheduled tasks. Therefore, Dayu has to make a trade-off between these two goals.

- **Goal 3: Minimize the chance of significant stragglers.** Because we cannot accurately predict the future foreground traffic, stragglers will inevitably occur. We prefer many small stragglers to a few significant stragglers, because many small stragglers can be re-scheduled and executed in parallel to minimize the recovery time. However, this goal obviously contradicts with the second goal, so Dayu has to make a trade-off as well.

### Overview of Dayu’s algorithm

To achieve these goals, Dayu incorporates four key techniques, by enhancing existing algorithms with heuristics and approximations motivated by our observations: 1) a greedy algorithm with bucket convex hull optimization to select the source and the destination for each recovery task (§4.1); 2) a heuristic-based algorithm to prioritize nodes with a few common chunks with the failed node but a high available bandwidth (§4.2); 3) an iterative WSS algorithm to assign bandwidth for each task (§4.3); and 4) a heuristic-based algorithm to minimize the cost of re-scheduling straggler tasks (§4.4).

## 4 Design of Dayu

### 4.1 Selecting Source and Destination

Dayu iteratively scans all tasks and determines the source and the destination for each task, till it can find enough tasks to fill \( S \) (Equation 2). The candidate sources of a task include all nodes which hold a replica of the corresponding chunk; the candidate destinations of a task include all nodes which are not in the same rack of its sources.

To achieve the goals given in Section 3, Dayu incorporates a greedy algorithm: for each task, Dayu chooses the most under-utilized node in its candidate sources and destinations;
if Dayu finds that even the most under-utilized candidate is going to be saturated, Dayu will skip this task.

The first question we need to answer is how to quantitatively measure the utilization of a node. We have tried several options, and through simulation, we decide to use the expected task finish time $\frac{t_{in/out}}{B_{recover, in/out}}$ (where $t_{in/out}$ is the total size of the incoming/outgoing tasks assigned to this node) as the metric to evaluate the utilization of a node, because this metric achieves a nice balance between our first two goals.

Therefore, when choosing the source for task $t$, Dayu scans all its candidate nodes and chooses the one with the minimal $\frac{t_{in+out}}{B_{recover, in+out}}$. Since most chunks have three replicas and one of them is already lost. Afterward, Dayu checks whether assigning task $t$ to the source will saturate the source, i.e. its $\frac{t_{in+out}}{B_{recover, in+out}} > T_{timeslot}$: if so, Dayu will drop task $t$, because this means there is no way to complete task $t$ in this timeslot.

Likewise, when choosing the destination for task $t$, Dayu chooses the node with the minimal $\frac{t_{in+out}}{B_{recover, in+out}}$. However, naively scanning all candidate destinations is computationally heavy, since the number of candidate destinations is large. To make things worse, greedy algorithms cannot be parallelized because each iteration depends on the result of the previous iteration. Our simulation on a 3500-node cluster shows that naively scanning all candidate destinations for each task can only achieve a speed of less than 30,000 tasks per second. Since our statistics shows that in one timeslot, Dayu can usually complete 60,000—150,000 tasks, this means naively scanning itself will take 2-5 seconds, which is not ideal. To address this challenge, we incorporate the dynamic convex hull optimization to accelerate this computation.

One can refer to [13] for the formal description of the convex hull optimization, and here we present an intuitive description. For each surviving node $i$, we draw a point $(B^i_{recover, in}, c^i_{in})$ in Cartesian coordinate system, as shown in Figure 3(a). Then for task $t$ with size $s_t$, we draw another point $(0, -s_t)$ in Figure 3(a). Afterward, we draw a line from $(0, -s_t)$ to each other point: since the slope of each line is $s_t$ timeslot, finding the destination node for task $t$ is equivalent to finding the line with the lowest slope.

We can maintain a dynamic convex hull to quickly search the line with the lowest slope. In a two-dimensional space, a convex hull is like a rubber band that wraps all the points tightly, where the lower convex shell is the lower part of this convex hull. We refer the point set of the lower convex shell as $H$ (here we connect points in $H$ together to form the lower convex shell as shown in Figure 3(a)). The points in $H$ are connected counterclockwise. Then for a point $p_h$ with precursor point and successor point in set $H$, the slope of line $p_{h−1}$ to $p_h$ must be less than or equal to the slope of line $p_h$ to $p_{h+1}$. We can find the node $c$ in set $H$ whose connection with point $(0, −s_t)$ has the smallest slope using binary search and the time complexity is $O(\log |H|)$.

After Dayu assigns task $t$ to node $i$, its $c^i_{in}$ is incremented by $s_t$. Therefore, Dayu needs to adjust the point of node $i$ as well as the lower convex shell $H$: when a point $p_h$ in $H$ moves up, Dayu identifies the precursor $(p_{h−1})$ and successor $(p_{h+1})$ of $p_h$ in original $H$, and scans all the points between them to find the new member(s) of $H$. The convex hull optimization reduces the complexity of scanning destination nodes from linear to sub-linear, without affecting the results of the greedy algorithm.

We further propose an approximate solution to reduce the candidate set of the lower convex shell, in turn boosting the speed of the algorithm. As shown in Figure 3(b), we divide the range of available incoming bandwidth into multiple equal-sized buckets. If nodes $i$ and $j$ are in the same bucket, they are considered to have approximately identical available bandwidth, i.e. $B^i_{recover, in} \approx B^j_{recover, in}$. Without loss of generality, we suppose $c_i > c_j$. Then node $i$ cannot be the member of the lower convex shell. Therefore, only the lowest node within the same bucket can become the member of the lower convex shell. All those lowest nodes (hollow circles in Figure 3(b)) form a reduced candidate set, denoted $C$. We can construct the convex shell $H$ from this reduced candidate set $C$, instead of the full set of nodes. After Dayu assigns a task to a node, it adjusts the point of this node as well as the reduced candidate set.

The bucket size determines the reduction degree of the bucket approximation. We use 1 MB/s as the bucket size in our experiments, and our simulation shows an average reduction factor of 22.8, and as a result, Dayu can complete selecting sources and destinations for about 210,000 chunks within one second—this is seven times faster than naive scanning.

Such bucket approximation certainly brings inaccuracy to the greedy algorithm, but such inaccuracy already exists as a result of measurement errors and fluctuation of foreground traffic. Therefore, as long as the bucket size is small, our approximation should not significantly increase such inaccuracy.

Figure 3: Reduce computation overhead with dynamic convex hull optimization. $B^i$ and $c^i$ are short for $B^i_{recover, in}$ and $c^i_{in}$.
4.2 Prioritizing Underemployed Nodes

Our simulation on our greedy algorithm reveals the same problem as our Observations 3 and 4: nodes with high available bandwidth but only a small number of available chunks are likely to get under-utilized, which violates our first goal. We call them underemployed nodes in the rest of the paper. For example, suppose node A has an available outgoing bandwidth of 50MB/s and can be the source of Tasks 1 and 2; node B has an available outgoing bandwidth of 60MB/s and can be the source of Tasks 1-4; all tasks have the same size. In this example, the optimal schedule should let A be the source of Tasks 1 and 2, and B be the source of Tasks 3 and 4. However, if our greedy algorithm scans Task 1 first, it will assign it to node B, because B has more available bandwidth than A at this moment.

This observation suggests that, for a chunk which has a replica in an underemployed node, it’s better to use the underemployed node as the source. To achieve this goal, we incorporate a distribution-driven prioritizing strategy: the ObServer first sorts all the nodes according to their available outgoing bandwidth in descending order, and sorts all the nodes according to their total sizes of common chunks in ascending order. Then, the ObServer picks the first $\beta$ (5% in our typical settings) nodes from those two node lists respectively to form two sets, and gets the underemployed node set by computing the intersection of those two sets. Next, the ObServer selects all the recovery tasks that have replicas in the underemployed nodes, and puts them in a queue called “prioritized queue”; the ObServer puts the rest of the tasks in another queue called “normal queue”.

We modify our greedy algorithm (§4.1) to incorporate this heuristic: the ObServer will first scan tasks in the prioritized queue and directly use the corresponding underemployed server as the source, instead of using the most under-utilized candidate. There are two corner cases: 1) it is possible that a prioritized task has replicas in more than one underemployed servers. In this case, the ObServer chooses the most under-utilized one among them; 2) though rare, it is possible that the underemployed server is saturated. In this case, the ObServer degrades the prioritized task into the normal queue, so that later we can still try its non-prioritized candidates.

Overhead. When searching underemployed nodes, Dayu maintains two heaps, whose keys are the available outgoing bandwidth and the total size of common chunks respectively, and whose values are the IDs of nodes. The ObServer will first build these two heaps, which is an $O(n)$ operation ($n$ is the number of nodes) [23], and then pop 5% entries from these two heaps, with each pop an $O(\log n)$ operation. Our experiment shows that heapifying 10,000 entries and then popping up 5% of them only take a few milliseconds.

4.3 Allocating Bandwidth for Each Task

Given the source and destination of each recovery task, we need to answer how fast each task should proceed. A naive solution is to set a coarse-grained limit on all tasks within one node using $B_{\text{recover \_in/out}}$ and let them compete for bandwidth. However, our experiments have revealed two problems with this approach: first, this approach may cause a congestion when the source’s outgoing limit is larger than the destination’s incoming limit. Although TCP can resolve such congestion eventually, it will cause packet drops and slow down recovery. Second, the competition may cause one task to be significantly slower than others, causing a significant straggler and violating our third goal.

Therefore, in this step, Dayu tries to set a constant rate for each task in one timeslot, with the goal of maximizing bandwidth utilization. Recall that we assume the NICs of the end hosts are the bottlenecks, so this step only considers the bandwidth utilization at the end hosts. Even so, this is still a challenging problem, since allocating bandwidth for a task will consume the bandwidth on both sides.

Dayu’s solution is based on weighted shuffle scheduling (WSS) [14], a mature network scheduling algorithm designed for scheduling large data flows like data shuffle in MapReduce [24]. The key idea of WSS is that, to finish all the pairwise transfers at the same time, it guarantees that 1) transfer rates are proportional to data sizes for each transfer, and 2) at least one link is fully utilized. With WSS, only the bottleneck links (quite a minority) are fully used, while all the others have an amount of bandwidth left. In our scenario, however, WSS is not ideal: when considering unpredictable growth in foreground traffic, which may cause a non-bottleneck link to become a bottleneck in the middle of a timeslot, WSS may cause a waste of bandwidth, because Dayu could utilize more bandwidth of this link at the beginning.

To this end, Dayu introduces an iterative WSS solution to allocate bandwidth for each task. Its key idea is that, without delaying the bottleneck tasks, we should finish other tasks as early as possible, so as to reduce their completion time and to improve bandwidth utilization. Following this idea, if there is any remaining bandwidth after running one iteration of WSS, Dayu will use another iteration of WSS to identify the next bottleneck and allocate the remaining bandwidth.

To be specific, Dayu maintains a remaining incoming and outgoing bandwidth $B_{\text{remain \_in}}$ and $B_{\text{remain \_out}}$ for each node, whose initial values are $B_{\text{recover \_in}}$ and $B_{\text{recover \_out}}$. In each iteration, Dayu first finds the node with the longest $\frac{c_{\text{in}}}{B_{\text{remain \_in}}}$ or $\frac{c_{\text{out}}}{B_{\text{remain \_out}}}$, denoted $T^*$: the corresponding tasks are the bottlenecks. Then, Dayu allocates $B_t = \frac{c_t}{T^*}$ bandwidth to each task $t$, indicating that to minimize the completion time, the bottleneck tasks must be assigned a weighted fair share of the bandwidth, such that the weight of the share is proportional to $s_t$. Afterward, Dayu updates the remaining bandwidth as
$B_{i \text{remain in}}^i = \frac{c^i_{\text{in}}}{T^i}$ and $B_{i \text{remain out}}^i = \frac{c^i_{\text{out}}}{T^i}$ for each node $i$, removes the bottleneck tasks from their corresponding nodes, and updates the $c_{\text{in/out}}$ values of these nodes. Then Dayu moves to the next iteration with the remaining tasks, till there are no tasks remaining or the remaining tasks have an acceptable transmission time (i.e., less than or equal to the length of a timeslot) with their allocated bandwidth. Note that if a task goes through multiple iterations, its allocated bandwidth is the sum of the allocated bandwidth in each iteration.

Iterative WSS overcomes the drawbacks of WSS: since iterative WSS tries to allocate all bandwidth, it is not possible for the system to waste bandwidth when there are tasks that can utilize such bandwidth.

Our experiment shows that for a 3500-node cluster, each iteration will take at most 15 ms. Since dynamic convex hull node selection algorithm keeps the $\frac{c^i}{B}$ values of most nodes to be close, the iterative WSS algorithm can usually finish within five iterations (i.e. 75 ms), which is acceptable.

### 4.4 Re-scheduling Straggling Tasks

Due to inaccurate workload estimation, sub-optimal scheduling, hardware exceptions, and etc., some tasks could not be finished at the end of one timeslot. Dayu has to re-schedule such straggler tasks in the next timeslot, but cannot simply treat them as new tasks, because changing the destination of one straggler task requires re-transmitting the task from the beginning, causing waste of bandwidth. Therefore, Dayu should avoid changing the destination when possible—this is a constraint new tasks do not have.

**Identifying stragglers.** Recall that Dayu overlaps different timeslots so that the scheduling phase of the current timeslot happens a short period of time (denoted as $T_{\text{schedule}}$) before the end of the last timeslot (Figure 2). Therefore, Dayu has to predict which tasks will become stragglers: for one unfinished task, Dayu uses its speed so far to estimate its speed till the end of the last timeslot; if the task cannot finish given the estimated speed, Dayu puts those tasks into a straggler set.

Prediction can certainly be inaccurate. If Dayu marks a task as a straggler but it actually finishes with the last timeslot, the corresponding nodes will simply ignore the new transmission plan scheduled by Dayu. Conversely, if a task is not marked as a straggler but it cannot finish within the last timeslot, the corresponding node will not get a new transmission plan, and thus will stick with the old plan. Both cases may cause inefficiency, but since $T_{\text{schedule}}$ is much smaller than $T_{\text{timeslot}}$, these two kinds of misidentification have little impact in our experiments.

**Scheduling stragglers.** First, Dayu will check whether the straggler set itself will saturate some nodes in the current timeslot. If any, the $ObServer$ iteratively evicts the least finished task from each saturated node until it is no longer saturated. Those evicted tasks are categorized into two groups:

- **First group:** Dayu responds to the ObServer migration requests, and reports the states of ChunkServers.
- **Second group:** Dayu reschedules the straggler tasks in different manners. For each straggler task in the first group, the $ObServer$ chooses a source and a transfer rate (the same as a new task), while keeping the destination unchanged, which means the task can resume from its current progress. For each straggler task in the second group, the $ObServer$ reschedules it as a new task.

For unevicted straggler tasks, Dayu keeps their sources and destinations unchanged, and allocates the bandwidth with the iterative WSS algorithm. They can resume from their current progress.

Compared to treating stragglers as new tasks, Dayu tries to minimize re-transmitting data, since it only changes the destination of the second group of stragglers (quite a minority) and re-transmits their data. Compared to letting stragglers continue with their original plans, our experiments show that the introduction of straggler adjustment improves the overall recovery speed by 15.6%.

It should also be noted that how to detect and report slow hardware is an orthogonal problem [25–27]. Dayu assumes the system has some mechanism to measure and report the actual bandwidth of each node.

## 5 Evaluation

Our evaluation tries to answer the following questions:

1. How fast can Dayu complete one typical full node recovery and how much interference does Dayu introduce between background and foreground? (§5.1)
2. Could Dayu scale to even larger systems? (§5.2)
3. In Dayu, how much benefit does each key technology bring? (§5.3)
4. How does the setting of the parameters affect the performance of Dayu? (§5.4)

**Implementation.** We implement Dayu upon Pangu, by modifying $MetaServer$, $RootServer$, and $ChunkServer$ of Pangu and introducing Dayu’s $ObServer$ into Pangu, as shown in Figure 4. The $ObServer$ is aware of the information of all the recovery tasks as well as the global information provided by the $RootServer$, such as the chunk placement and the network utilization at each $ChunkServer$. As Pangu monitors and reports the states of $ChunkServer$ every 15 seconds, the
timeslot length of this implementation is set to 15 seconds. Upon detection of a node failure in Pangu, MetaServers report all the data chunks of the failed node to the ObServer, which schedules how to re-replicate these data chunks. Afterwards, the ObServer instructs the ChunkServers to execute recovery tasks (i.e., re-replicate data chunks). Finally, after a recovery task is completed, the ObServer updates the MetaServers to reflect the locations of the newly-re-replicated chunk.

**Testbed.** We have deployed the Pangu-based Dayu implementation on a 1000-node cluster. Each node has two 12-core Intel E5-2630 processors, 96GB DDR4 memory, two 10Gbps NICs, 10 or 11 2TB hard disks, and Linux 3.10.0. Since our traces are collected from a cluster with 1Gbps NICs but our testbed is equipped with 10Gbps NICs, we add a traffic control to our testbed so that each NIC can only use 1Gbps bandwidth.

We have also built a simulation environment to test Dayu with the scale of 3,500 nodes or more. We run the simulation in a server with two 16-core Intel E5-2620 processors, 64GB DDR4 memory, and Linux 3.10.0.

**Methodology.** For experiments on real-world systems, we trigger data recovery by shutting down one ChunkServer. When performing recovery, we replay the trace collected from the real-world cluster system (§2.2). Since our testing cluster is smaller than the cluster where the trace is from, we reshape the trace to fit the cluster size by trimming or redirecting some requests, while keeping the ratio of read and write, the pressure on each node, and the degree of imbalance among nodes [28].

We record both the recovery time and the interference between the foreground and recovery traffic, which is measured by comparing the p90 latency (i.e., tail latency at 90th percentile) of the foreground requests with and without recovery traffic.

In the simulation experiments, we simulate the failure of a ChunkServer by sending its chunk information to Dayu. Since we do not actually run the system, we need to simulate the interference between the foreground and the recovery traffic. Due to the scale of the system, request level simulation takes very long, so we use flow level simulation as in [29, 30]. It simulates the bandwidth utilization of each link and periodically updates the utilization according to the foreground and recovery traffic information. We define the interference factor as the ratio between the overload traffic size and the link bandwidth, as follows:

$$ B_{\text{overload}}^i = \max(B_{\text{recover}}^i + B_{\text{foreground}}^i - 75\% \times B_{\text{total}}^i, 0) $$

$$ F_{\text{interference}} = \frac{\sum_{i \in \text{Nodes}} B_{\text{overload}}^i}{\sum_{i \in \text{Nodes}} B_{\text{total}}^i} $$

The reason we define such an interference factor is that if the total bandwidth utilization exceeds 75% of the NIC’s bandwidth, the foreground latency will increase significantly. To quantitatively understand this simulated interference factor, we map them to the p90 latency in the real-world experiments (§5.4): the short conclusion is that an interference factor smaller than 2% indicates very small interference and a factor close to or larger than 6.5% indicates very large interference.

In our simulation experiments, we simulate 50 failure cases by randomly choosing 50 pairs of failed nodes and their failure time. For each algorithm, we simulate its performance on all the 50 cases and report its average performance numbers.

In our following experiments, Figure 5 presents the results from the real-world systems and the other figures present the results from the simulation experiments.

**Comparison.** In the experiments on the real-world systems, we compare Dayu with Pangu’s original re-replication strategy, which adopts disk utilization aware random data placement and static rate control. We use three configurations Pangu-slow (limit recovery traffic to 30MB/s, which is the default configuration in production systems), Pangu-mid (90MB/s), Pangu-fast (150MB/s) as the baselines.

In the simulation experiments, we compare Dayu with different scheduling algorithms used in state-of-the-art systems (Table 2), with the exception of MCMF since its optimized solver is not open sourced. For fairness, we keep the node prioritizing and strangler adjustment part of Dayu, and plug in different node selection and bandwidth allocation algorithms. Specifically, when selecting the destination of recovery tasks, we compare Dayu’s bucket dynamic convex hull algorithm (C) to the following algorithms: 1) Random (R), which randomly selects a node as the transmission source and destination; 2) Best-of-two-random (B2R), which first chooses two ChunkServers randomly, and then picks the lighter-loaded one as the source or destination [4, 9]; 3) Weighted random (WR), which uses the available bandwidth as the weight to randomly select a node; 4) Greedy1 (G1), which scans all candidate ChunkServers as [31, 32], then in our scenario finds the one with minimal $c$; 5) Greedy2 (G2), which chooses the lightest-loaded ChunkServer, by maintaining a red-black tree. All greedy algorithms, including Dayu, are executed using a single thread; all random-based algorithms are executed using 16 threads. Note that although random-based algorithms can be distributed to reach even higher speed, we find their speed is not the bottleneck anyway in our experiments. We also test the MILP algorithm with a state-of-the-art MILP solver Gurobi [33], but find it can only finish computation for a small-scale cluster; for a 3500-node cluster and only 2000 tasks, it cannot finish computation after 125 seconds and thus we do not report its results. When determining the rate of each task, we compare Dayu’s iterative WSS (W) with deadline-based allocation (DA), which assigns a rate of $\frac{a}{T_{\text{timeslot}}}$ to task $t$ so that a task can be finished in one timeslot.

**5.1 Overall Performance**

**Evaluation on the Real-world Systems.** Figure 5 shows the recovery times and the p90 latency of the foreground re-
Table 2: State-of-the-art systems and their algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commons [3, 5–7]</td>
<td>Random placement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR [31]</td>
<td>Greedy1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPR [32]</td>
<td>Greedy1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirador [34]</td>
<td>Greedy2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DH-HDFS [35]</td>
<td>MILP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparrow [36]</td>
<td>Best-of-two-random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firmament [37]</td>
<td>MCMF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evaluation on the Simulation Systems. Figure 6 shows the results of simulation experiments. Again, compared with other algorithms, Dayu achieves a good balance between recovery speed and interference.

In terms of recovery speed, Dayu’s combination of dynamic convex hull node selection and iterative WSS (C+W) can achieve the shortest recovery time among all algorithms, which is 1.14× longer than the ideal recovery time. Compared to other algorithms, dynamic convex hull node selection achieves the fastest recovery speed, which is 1.12× faster than G1, the second best one. Note that though G1 is close to Dayu in this experiment, it does not scale well due to its high computation overhead (§5.2). For the greedy-based algorithms including Dayu, iterative WSS is slightly faster than deadline-based allocation, because the former can finish the last timeslot early when tasks are rare, while the latter must finish tasks at the end of the last timeslot. For random-based algorithms, such effect is unclear because the recovery speed is mainly determined by the selection of the sources and destinations.

In terms of interference on foreground, Dayu has acceptable interference factor (recall that a factor of 2% is small and a factor larger than 6.5% is unacceptable). With the same bandwidth allocation strategy, Dayu’s node selection algorithm and other greedy algorithms have slightly larger interference than those random based algorithms, because greedy algorithms usually utilize more estimated available bandwidth. When the estimation of the foreground traffic has some errors, the interference will be slightly larger. With the same node selection algorithm, iterative WSS consistently brings lower interference than deadline-based allocation (DA).

5.2 Scalability

Figure 7: Dayu’s scalability
We evaluate the scalability of Dayu beyond 3,500 nodes. To measure the full capability of different algorithms, we assume there are infinite number of recovery tasks and simulate how much data each algorithm can recover in 20 timeslots. As the scale of the simulated clusters are larger than our observed cluster, we randomly generate block placement based on the statistics from our collected traces; we randomly pick the foreground trace from one real node for one simulated node.

As shown in Figure 7, Dayu can scale to 25,000 nodes and till that point, the performance of Dayu is higher than all other algorithms. We do not test even larger scales because they are too far away from our target (10K nodes). Besides Dayu, all random algorithms scale pretty well, which is as expected, though their performance is not as good as Dayu. G1 does not scale to more than 5,000 nodes because of its high computation overhead. Note that as greedy algorithms, Dayu and G2 will eventually stop scaling at some point because of their centralized computation, but at least for the scale we target now and in the near future, the simulation shows that Dayu is fast enough and can provide better quality.

5.3 Effects of Individual Techniques

Figure 8: Effects of prioritizing underemployed node (P) and re-scheduling stragglers (A)

We further investigate the effects of prioritizing underemployed nodes (P) and re-scheduling stragglers (A) described in Section 4.2 and 4.4. We use Dayu equipped with convex hull node selection (C) and iterative WSS bandwidth allocation (W) as the baseline (C+W), which scans tasks with no prioritization and executes stragglers with the original plan (i.e. P and A are disabled). Note that in this baseline, Dayu is aware of those stragglers and will use their information to schedule the current timeslot but won’t re-schedule stragglers.

Figure 8 presents Dayu’s schedule results with and without P and A. As shown in the figure, the re-scheduling of stragglers is keen to the performance: compared with the baseline (C+W), re-scheduling stragglers (C+W+A) reduces recovery time by 15.6% and reduces the interference as well. Though prioritizing underemployed nodes has limited effect without re-scheduling stragglers, it accelerates the recovery speed by 7.2% when straggler re-scheduling is already equipped (compare “All” to the case C+W+A).

5.4 Impacts of Key Parameters

Finally, we measure the impacts of key parameters of Dayu. The first one is $\alpha$ in Equation 1, which controls the interference of recovery traffic on foreground traffic. Figure 9(a) plots the recovery time and interference factor as $\alpha$ increases from 65% to 85% with the step size of 5%. One can see that the larger the $\alpha$, the shorter the recovery time but the larger the interference factor. In this figure, we further map some of these simulated interference factors to the p90 latencies from the real-world experiments, so that we can quantitatively understand the values of the simulated interference factors. Our decision to use the value 75% for $\alpha$ is mainly based on these p90 latencies from real-world experiments: with $\alpha = 75\%$, Dayu achieves close-to-optimal recovery time and p90 latency (§5.1); with $\alpha = 80\%$, although Dayu decreases recovery time by 9.1\%, it almost triples the p90 latency of the foreground traffic.

Figure 9: Effects of tuning $\alpha$ and $\beta$

The next parameter, $\beta$, denotes the ratio of selected nodes from two sorted lists when choosing underemployed ChunkServers in Section 4.2. We change $\beta$ from 0% to 10% with the step size of 2.5%. As shown in Figure 9(b), the value of $\beta$ has no significant impact on the interference factor and setting it to 5% achieves the lowest recovery time, which is why Dayu sets $\beta$ to 5%.

Another important parameter is the length of a timeslot ($T_{timeslot}$), but since this parameter affects the overall overhead of Pangu, we were not allowed to change it in the production system and thus we were not able to record and analyze a trace with a different $T_{timeslot}$. In general, shorter $T_{timeslot}$ will benefit Dayu by allowing it to react to foreground fluctuation more quickly but will increase the overhead of Pangu.

6 Related Work

Data Recovery. Popular distributed filesystems such as GFS [3], HDFS [5], Cosmos [6], and Windows Azure Storage [7] use random node selection and static rate control for data recovery, same as Pangu. RAMCloud [4, 38] uses the best-of-two-random algorithm to select the source and destination for a recovery task. Constrained by the deterministic placement, consistent hashing based storage systems [17, 22, 39–41] have little flexibility to choose the destination. Our work shows that randomized algorithms may not have a good quality in a highly imbalanced environment.
Some works improve data recovery in erasure-coded storage, by accelerating recovery of one failed block [31, 42, 43] or designing new recovery-efficient codes [44–47]. Applying Dayu to erasure-coded storage is our future work.

Data migration. Data recovery can be viewed as a subtopic of data migration. A number of distributed filesystems [3, 5] trigger data migration with a simple strategy or even manually (e.g., running HDFS balancer [48]). Mirador [34] uses a priority queue to greedily migrate data objects according to pre-defined rules. However, experiments in [34] report it does not scale well due to its greedy algorithm. Curator [49] uses a reinforcement learning solution to determine when to start a migration task, but it does not choose sources and destinations for data migration. DH-HDFS [35] utilizes MILP solver to manage migration of large scale storage system, but for our problem, MILP is too slow.

Constrained data placement strategies. Besides consistent hashing based storage systems [17, 22, 39–41], there are other systems restricting the data placement. Facebook [50] modifies native HDFS to constrain the placement of block replicas into smaller node groups (i.e., with a smaller scatter width), reducing the probability of losing data due to simultaneous node failures. With a fixed scatter width, CopySets [51] and Tiered Replication [52] further try to minimize the number of the distinct copysets in the whole system to reduce the probability of data loss due to correlated node failures. We plan to investigate the applicability and effectiveness of Dayu on these strategies in the future.

Large scale scheduling. Many large-scale computation platforms need to schedule computation tasks, which is similar to schedule recovery tasks in Dayu. Most centralized schedulers [53, 54] have poor computation performance at a large scale, and thus distributed schedulers are widely discussed [36, 55, 56]. However, due to the lack of coordination and the latest state, these schedulers often fail to generate high quality decisions [37]. Firmament [37], a centralized scheduler, succeeds to scale to a 12500-node cluster [57], but experiments in [37, 58] report it has limited scalability with massive short tasks, which is exactly our scenario (§2.2).
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Abstract

Consumer-grade solid-state drives (SSDs) guarantee very few things upon a crash. Lacking a strong disk-level crash guarantee forces programmers to equip applications and filesystems with safety nets using redundant writes and flushes, which in turn degrade the overall system performance. Although some prior works propose transactional SSDs with revolutionized disk interfaces to offer strong crash guarantees, adopting transactional SSDs inevitably incurs dramatic software stack changes. Therefore, most consumer-grade SSDs still keep using the standard block device interface.

This paper addresses the above issues by breaking the impression that increasing SSDs’ crash guarantees are typically available at the cost of altering the standard block device interface. We propose Order-Preserving Translation and Recovery (OPTR), a collection of novel flash translation layer (FTL) and crash recovery techniques that are realized internal to block-interface SSDs to endow the SSDs with strong request-level crash guarantees defined as follows: 1) A write request is not made durable unless all its prior write requests are durable. 2) Each write request is atomic. 3) All write requests prior to a flush are guaranteed durable. We have realized OPTR in real SSD hardware and optimized applications and filesystems (SQLite and Ext4) to demonstrate OPTR’s benefits. Experimental results show 1.27× (only Ext4 is optimized), 2.85× (both Ext4 and SQLite are optimized), and 6.03× (an OPTR-enabled no-barrier mode) performance improvement.

1 Introduction

Storage systems are constructed layerwise; thus the overall system performance depends on an appropriate division of labor between layers. For example, for applications and filesystems that run on top of flash-based solid-state drives (SSDs), if the underlying SSDs focus too much on optimizing their own performance and maintain too weak guarantees upon a crash or power loss (crash for short), programmers are forced to equip the applications and filesystems with safety nets using redundant writes and flushes [24,26,33,41], which in turn complicate the overall system and degrade the overall performance.

That being said, widely used, consumer-grade SSDs (baseline SSDs for short) guarantee very few things upon a crash: each individual sector that is written since the last flush may either be done or left undone, which means there is an enormous set of post-crash states for applications and filesystems to handle. Lacking a strong disk-level crash guarantee has caused deep, long-term consequences. For example, the ordering constraint among user data, metadata, journal, and commit records should be enforced to prevent sensitive user data and inconsistent states from being accidentally exposed. However, disks are not obligated to preserve any write order, and filesystems are reluctant to use flushes to enforce a write order due to severe performance penalties. Therefore, Linux Ext3 even turned off flushes for many years at the risk of crash vulnerabilities [20]. Another alarming example is that since the crash guarantees of underlying disks are weak, various filesystems struggle to provide a standardized and strong crash guarantee at their level, and this struggle consequently makes applications have difficulty ensuring correct recovery from a crash. For example, LevelDB and Git were recently found to contain many crash vulnerabilities owing to this reason [39].

Despite many issues, SSDs with a weak crash guarantee are still widely used for two reasons. First, the weak crash guarantee has existed since the hard disk drive (HDD) era. This design choice was unavoidable for optimizing HDD performance and remains as a matter of course for optimizing SSD performance. For example, HDDs were permitted to freely reorder requests according to the position of pickup
heads to minimize seek and rotational latency, and thus, SSDs are also allowed to reorder or parallelize requests to maximize their internal channel- and chip-level parallelism. The second reason is that although novel SSDs with revolutionized interfaces that offer transaction-level crash guarantees (transactional SSDs for short) \[28,32,37,40,44\] have recently been studied, the fact is that there has been a vast body of software and systems developed based on a standard block device interface (block interface for short, e.g., SATA). Therefore, as shown in Figure 1, although transactional SSDs (6) can potentially offer much higher performance than baseline SSDs (3), only few systems can adopt such dramatic changes. Not surprisingly, most consumer-grade SSDs keep using the block interface, and thus, the benefits of transactional SSDs are not widely available.

This paper addresses the above issues by breaking the impression that increasing SSDs’ crash guarantees is typically available at the cost of altering the block interface. We propose Order-Preserving Translation and Recovery (OPTR), a collection of novel flash translation layer (FTL) and crash recovery techniques that are realized internal to a block-interface SSD to endow the SSD with strong request-level crash guarantees as defined as follows:

1. **Prefix Semantics:** The SSD does not make a write request durable unless all the write requests received previously by the SSD are durable (stronger than baseline SSDs).

2. **Request Atomicity:** Each write request received by the SSD is atomic regardless of the request size (i.e., number of sectors) (stronger than baseline SSDs).

3. **Flush Semantics:** The SSD guarantees durability to all write requests that are received prior to a flush (identical to baseline SSDs).

Figure 3 uses a four-sector SSD to demonstrate the strong request-level crash guarantees. The four sectors initially store four version numbers, 0, 0, 0, and 0, respectively. The SSD receives four write requests and one flush request before a crash occurs. Each write request is specified by its lba and size in parentheses. We assume that write requests always increment the version number(s) of the written sector(s). For example, the first write request touches the first and second sectors, and thus the four version numbers become 1, 1, 0, and 0. As shown in the figure, each sector of a baseline SSD can exhibit two to three valid post-crash version numbers; therefore, the baseline SSD can exhibit \( 2 \times 2 \times 3 \times 3 = 36 \) valid post-crash results. In comparison, an OPTR SSD guarantees complete write requests in order and atomically, and there are only two write requests after the last flush; therefore, the number of valid results is significantly confined to three.

The strong request-level crash guarantees and our intentional choice to use a standard block interface bring several benefits. First, for programmers who want to develop new applications or filesystems, since the crash guarantees of OPTR SSDs are truly intuitive, the chance of making mistakes decreases. Additionally, since OPTR significantly confines the number of valid post-crash states, testing or verifying the correctness of a program becomes more manageable. Second, in addition to developing new programs, it is also simple for programmers to optimize existing applications and filesystems to benefit from OPTR. For example, Ext4 and SQLite resort to flushes to realize barriers because barriers are unavailable to most SSDs [45]. We refer to these flushes as unnecessary flushes. With OPTR’s strong request-level crash guarantees, we can optimize Ext4 and SQLite to remove

---

*Figure 2: Usage modes of OPTR SSDs and their filesystem and disk interfaces. `fdatafence` is our newly proposed filesystem primitive that incurs no flush. More details on the original five `fdatasync` and the use of `fdatasync` are in Section 4.*
unnecessary flushes (Section 4). The changes made to SQLite and Ext4 code are minor, and the achieved performance is significant, as illustrated by ④ (optimizing Ext4 only) and ⑤ (optimizing both Ext4 and SQLite) in Figures 1 and 2. Finally, all existing, unmodified applications and filesystems can still run on OPTR SSDs, and this backward compatibility enables an OPTR-enabled no-barrier mode as described as follows.

In the OPTR-enabled no-barrier mode, a filesystem is mounted with a no-barrier option (e.g., -o nobarrier for Ext4) and run on top of an OPTR SSD, as illustrated by ⑤ in Figures 1 and 2. In contrast to mounting the filesystem with the no-barrier option on a baseline SSD (⑤ in Figure 1), this mode achieves the best of both worlds, i.e., high performance (which is the reason why Ext3 used to disable flushes [20]) and consistency guarantees (because OPTR preserves order without the need for explicit flushes). This mode is practical and useful for smartphones, consumer-grade computers, and less-critical database systems such as SQLite [3] and some key-value stores [18].

This work makes the following contributions.

- We extend the FTL mentioned above to realize OPTR.
- We develop a functional simulator that can simulate an FTL given IO requests and crash events at high speed to test whether the FTL can recover from a crash and meet the OPTR requirement. We have validated this simulator and our implemented FTLs against each other. We anticipate that the simulator itself will be a useful tool for future FTL research.
- We exploit the strong request-level crash guarantees by optimizing the fasync primitive of Ext4 and newly proposing an fasync primitive for Ext4. These two primitives help to eliminate unnecessary flushes. We also demonstrate optimizing a database system, SQLite, to exploit the two primitives.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the background of SSDs. Section 3 presents the detailed design and implementation of OPTR. Section 4 demonstrates the filesystem and application optimizations enabled by OPTR. Section 5 shows the results of validating OPTR using our developed functional simulator. Section 6 evaluates OPTR’s gain and overhead. Section 7 analyzes the FTL in more detail. Section 8 surveys related work, and Section 9 concludes this work.

2 Background

2.1 Flash Translation Layers

In the core of an SSD lies an FTL. FTLs are responsible for translating a sequence of host-issued requests, including write, read, and flush, into a sequence of flash operations, including page-program, page-read, and block-erase. Both read and write requests specify the address range of the data at the sector granularity; flush instructs an SSD not to acknowledge the host until the SSD persists all cached writes on stable media.

Upon receiving a write request, the FTL segments the write data into pages based on the given address range. A write request involves modifications to the logical-to-physical (L2P) mapping table. Many mapping schemes have been proposed (e.g., page-level, block-level, and hybrid) for various cost-performance tradeoffs. This work is based on page-level FTLs. Page-level FTLs divide the logical address space of SSDs into pages, which are indexed by a logical page number (LPN). Each entry in the L2P table maps an LPN to the location of a flash page indexed by a physical page number (PPN).

To handle a read request, the FTL translates the address range into LPNs and performs L2P table lookups to obtain the PPNs of the requested pages. If the cache happens to have a requested page, the contents are returned to the host; otherwise, a page-read is performed to retrieve the contents from the flash memory.

Flush requests are synchronous; thus, upon receiving a flush, the FTL must persist all dirty data in the write cache.
and ensure no ongoing page-program operation exists before returning a success acknowledgment to the host.

As flash memory forbids in-place updates, overwriting data is done by writing the updated data to a free page and leaving the outdated data in the original page. A dedicated routine, called GC, is designed to reclaim these invalid pages, which store outdated data. The GC routine starts with choosing a victim block based on, e.g., the greedy policy \[29, 42\]. Then, this routine performs a series of page-reads and page-programs to relocate the valid data in the victim block. Finally, the victim block is erased and added to the free-block list.

### 2.2 High-Performance Schemes

Modern SSDs achieve significant performance mainly owing to the following three schemes: internal parallelism, request scheduling, and write caching. Note that these high-performance schemes all break the write order.

SSDs typically consist of multiple independent internal channels for transferring data and commands. Each channel connects to multiple flash chips. The internal parallelism of SSDs comes from these channels and chips, which can perform flash operations independently.

The goals of request scheduling are to increase the number of parallelized flash operations and to decrease the latency of each request. The former can be achieved by reordering requests to reduce resource conflicts \[34\]. The latter can be achieved by prioritizing requests with lower latency \[22, 27\].

Write caching removes slow storage accesses from the critical path. As the access speed of flash memory is often orders of magnitude slower than that of DRAM, most commercial SSDs employ a DRAM-based write-back cache for better performance. Another advantage of write caching is write coalescing. Multiple writes targeting the same LPN have the opportunity to be merged into one page-program operation, resulting in higher throughput and longer flash lifetimes.

### 2.3 SSD Recovery

The recovery mechanism of SSDs rebuilds the L2P table after a system crash. Some previous works have studied SSD recovery \[7, 8, 11, 17, 30\]. Leaving LPN information in the spare area of each written page during writes is the most common strategy \[7\], and the L2P information can be reconstructed after a crash by scanning this information. As multiple physical pages may contain the same LPN, a sequence number is often used to determine their validity.

The process of rebuilding the L2P table may need to read the spare areas of an enormous number of pages, leading to long recovery times. For an SSD with 512 GB capacity, assuming that each page is 32 KB and reading 32 pages in parallel takes 100 µs, reading the spare area of all the flash pages can cost up to three minutes, which is unacceptable in most situations. Therefore, optimization to reduce the recovery time has been proposed. Birrell et al. store the abovementioned per page recovery information in the last page of a block when the block is fully written \[8\]. This design eliminates the need to read an entire block. Bjorling et al. take partial and full checkpoints of the L2P table and persist the images in a reserved area \[9\]. During recovery, these images are loaded as the initial L2P table, and pages written after the latest checkpoint are subsequently remapped.

### 3 OPTR SSD Design

We realize the following five components internal to an SSD to achieve strong request-level crash guarantees without changing the standard block interface: 1) tracking the completion of write requests to ensure request atomicity, 2) tracking the coalescing between write requests, 3) periodic mapping table checkpointing, 4) tracking the availability of blocks for GC, and 5) order-preserving recovery.

#### 3.1 Write Completion Tracking

Request atomicity is one of OPTR’s guarantees. To achieve this coarse-grained atomicity, OPTR determines the completion and incompletion of each individual write request using a simple strategy: a write request that involves N pages is completed if and only if those N pages do exist in flash after a crash.

More specifically, OPTR leaves the following three kinds of clues in the spare area of each written flash page to facilitate determining the completion of a write request afterward. The first is a unique sequence number of the write request (wid, an 8-byte integer) assigned by the FTL according to the order in which the request is received. The second is the size of the write request in number of pages (size, a 4-byte integer). The third is the logical page number (lpn, a 4-byte integer) of the written page.

To determine which writes are completed and which are not, the recovery procedure divides flash pages into groups according to their write request identifiers (wid), counts the appearance of each wid, and then compares this count with size for each write request. The entire write request is completed if and only if the count matches the request size.

#### 3.2 Write Coalescing Tracking

Two or more write requests may coalesce in the write cache of SSDs; we refer to the involved write requests as coalesced write requests. This situation reduces the in-flash appearance count of wid of the involved write requests.

OPTR allows write coalescing to happen instead of avoiding it. To this end, OPTR detects and records each coalesced page. Each page in the write cache is tagged with a dirty flag, a wid tag, and a size tag. By doing so, whenever a dirty cache page is overwritten, OPTR detects that a coalesced page exists (and anticipates that the appearance of the corresponding wid in flash decrements). For each coalesced page, OPTR records (in a DRAM buffer) the request IDs of the two involved write requests and the size of the prior write request. For example, as shown in Figure 4, a coalescing record with
"<3, 7>, 6" denotes that a prior write request whose ID is 3
coalesces with a later write request whose ID is 7, and the
size of the prior write request is 6 pages. If a write involves
multiple coalesced pages, multiple pieces of information are
recorded. A batch of coalescing records are committed to
flash when the buffer is full or when the SSD is requested
to perform a flush (either issued externally by the host or
internally by OPTR mechanisms).

It is hard to define the completion of each single write re-
quest that coalesces with other requests because the comple-
tion of multiple coalesced write requests needs to be atomic
(which OPTR guarantees). In contrast, it is relatively sim-
ple to define incompleteness as follows. Let \( P_i \) be the number
of pages whose \( wid = i \), \( D_i \) be the number of recorded
\(<x,y>\) pairs with \( x = i \), and \( Size_i \) be the size of the
write request with \( wid = i \). A coalesced write request with
\( wid = i \) is incomplete if \( P_i + D_i < Size_i \).

### 3.3 Mapping Table Checkpointing

The L2P mapping table is checkpointed to flash to speed up
recovery. More specifically, we reserve the first few flash
blocks of each flash chip for checkpoints. OPTR keeps two
types of checkpoints, a full checkpoint and several incre-
mental checkpoints, as shown in Figure 5. The two types
of checkpoints differ in that a full checkpoint snapshots the
entire L2P table, while an incremental checkpoint records
only the differences in the L2P table since the latest check-
point (either full or incremental). In addition to the L2P table,
both types of checkpoints record a seal page at the end of
a checkpoint that includes 1) the latest \( wid \) at the time the
checkpoint is made and 2) the PPNs of the next free flash
pages at the time the checkpoint is made. OPTR employs
incremental checkpoints by default. When the flash area
for storing incremental checkpoints is full, OPTR creates a new
full checkpoint and then clears the incremental checkpoints.
OPTR employs a shadow for the full checkpoint to ensure its
integrity, and the \( wid \) can be used to determine the recency
between the full and incremental checkpoints after a crash.
The PPNs of the next free flash pages allow L2P updates after
the latest checkpoint to be retrievable. More specifically, for
each PPN, subsequent written pages in the same block are
available as pages within a block are sequentially written,
and the summary page of the block can direct OPTR to the
subsequent written block and so on. Then, the L2P updates
can be derived from the LPN information in the spare area of
these retrieved pages.

### 3.4 Garbage Collection

Flash pages that store outdated data are commonly consid-
ered invalid and useless, but it is these pages that OPTR lever-
ages to rollback a disk from a crash to an order-preserved
state. Thus, we enforce two constraints on the GC routine.
The first constraint forbids GC from reclaiming pages pro-
grammed after the latest checkpoint. Since OPTR determines
the completion of a write issued after the latest checkpoint
by the number of pages owned by the write, reclaiming pages
written prior to a flush but after the latest checkpoint would
result in a flush semantics violation.

The second constraint forces an internal flush before per-
forming GC. This flush ensures that every page being erased
by GC has a stable counterpart that can always survive across
a crash. To reduce the performance penalty of an internal
flush, we amortize its cost by conducting GC to a batch of
blocks (16 blocks in our case).

### 3.5 Order-Preserving Recovery

The recovery process is divided into the following phases: 1)
recover the L2P table according to the latest full checkpoint,
2) sequentially incorporate the L2P differences recorded in
the incremental checkpoints into the L2P table under recover-
y, 3) count the \( wid \) of flash pages written after the latest
checkpoint according to the page pointers recorded in the lat-
est checkpoint, and determine the completion/incompletion
of each write request, 4) recover write requests after the lat-
est checkpoint using a flow network, which we will describe
shortly, and 5) sequentially incorporate the L2P changes of
the write requests after the latest checkpoint.

The fourth phase above needs awareness of the order, com-
pletion, and coalescing of write requests to recover the disk
to a state that satisfies our claimed guarantees. To this end,
we formulate the task as a flow network problem as follows.
As shown in Figure 6, write requests are represented by ver-
tices. The order of immediately successive write requests is
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**Figure 4**: Write cache and generated coalescing records.

**Figure 5**: Full and incremental checkpoints.
denoted by the straight directed edges pointing from request \( wid = n \) to request \( wid = n + 1 \), and coalescing between write requests is denoted by bent directed edges pointing from the earlier request to the later request. Each vertex is labeled by a \( wid \) and a Boolean value that denotes whether the write request is incomplete. Two additional vertices, \( s \) and \( t \), are connected to the first and last vertices, respectively, to form a flow network from source (\( s \)) to sink (\( t \)), where \( s \) can be viewed as the latest checkpoint.

With such a formulation, finding a valid order-preserving recovery point is equivalent to finding an \( s \)-\( t \) cut such that 1) the cut size is equal to one (i.e., only a straight edge but not bent edges crosses the cut) and 2) the subgraph that contains vertex \( s \) (referred to as subgraph \( S \) for short) needs to contain no vertex denoting that the corresponding write request is incomplete. The rationale is as follows. The construction of the graph ensures that the write requests in subgraph \( S \) must preserve the order. A cut whose size is equal to one implies that coalesced write requests must be atomic. Since all write requests in subgraph \( S \) are not incomplete, it is valid for OPTR to recover them and drop others.

Let us take Figure 6 as an example. There are six write requests (1 to 6) present after the latest checkpoint, and some of their data pages have arrived in flash memory. The construction of the flow network reveals seven possible \( s \)-\( t \) cuts, 1 to 7, each representing a potential recovery point. Among the seven cuts, only 1 and 3 are valid. Cuts 2 to 7 are invalid recovery points because request 4 is incomplete, which breaks the order-preserving guarantee. Cuts 2 and 4 are invalid recovery points because they both cause coalesced requests to tear apart. Let us take Cut 4 as an example. Since some pages of request 3 are coalesced by request 5, request 3 cannot exist alone without request 5.

Note that OPTR can also handle multiple coalesces to the same page by creating multiple curved edges in the flow network. Again, take Figure 6 as an example. Consider a scenario where request 5 modifies a dirty cached page written by request 3, and then request 6 modifies the same page while this page is still dirty in the cache. This scenario would result in one curved edge from 3 to 5 and one from 5 to 6, as shown in Figure 6.

The optimal order-preserving recovery point should include as many write requests as possible. Therefore, finding this point is equivalent to finding the abovementioned \( s \)-\( t \) cut with the maximal subgraph \( S \). A naive algorithm to find the optimal order-preserving recovery point is to start from a subgraph \( S \) containing only vertex \( s \) and gradually add vertices to subgraph \( S \) from left to right, one vertex at a time. Each time a vertex is added, the cut is checked to determine whether its size is equal to one and no request in \( S \) is incomplete. By doing so, the optimal recovery point is available.

In addition to the naive approach, we use a more efficient algorithm when implementing OPTR as follows. Let \( wid_{inc} \) be the \( wid \) of the earliest incomplete write and \( C \) be the set of all coalescing records generated after the latest checkpoint. As in Section 3.2, a coalescing record is in the form of an \( < x, y > \) pair. The pseudocode is provided in Algorithm 1.

**Algorithm 1 Find Optimal Recovery Point**

**Input:** \( wid_{inc}, C \)

**Output:** the optimal recovery point

1. \( wid_{rec} \leftarrow wid_{inc} \)
2. Sort \( C \) by \( x \) in descending order;
3. for \( c \in C \) do
   4. if \( c.x < wid_{rec} \land c.y \geq wid_{rec} \) then
      5. \( wid_{rec} \leftarrow c.x \)
   6. end if
4. end for
8. return \( wid_{rec} \).

## 4 Filesystem and Application Optimizations

We demonstrate Ext4 filesystem and SQLite database optimizations that exploit the benefits of OPTR SSDs as follows.

At the Ext4 level, we optimize an existing filesystem primitive, \( fsync \) (and its variant, \( fdatasync \)) and introduce a new filesystem primitive, \( ffence \) (and its variant, \( fdatafence \)). For brevity, we refer to \( fdatasync \) as \( fsync \) and \( fdatafence \) as \( ffence \) in this section. Conventional \( fsync \) issues two flush commands to a disk, one after \( fsync \) transfers a journal to the disk and the other after \( fsync \) transfers a commit record to the disk. Our optimized \( fsync \) uses the same order to transfer the journal and commit record to the disk but only issues the second flush request to the disk. Conventional \( fsync \) requires the first flush to prevent SSDs from persisting the commit record prior to the journal. With OPTR SSDs, which preserve order, the first flush becomes safely omissible. Note that the second flush of the optimized \( fsync \) still can guarantee the same durability semantics as the original \( fsync \) does.

The newly introduced \( ffence \) resembles the optimized \( fsync \). This primitive also uses the same order to transfer the journal and commit record to the disk but omits both flush requests. Therefore, \( ffence \) is a pure barrier for applications to define
the required partial order of transferring write requests to disks. With OPTR SSDs and the newly introduced fence, applications can use fsync sparingly only when immediate durability is needed.

At the SQLite level, we modify SQLite to use fence whenever a barrier alone is sufficient and to use the optimized fsync when immediate durability is required. To commit a single INSERT transaction, SQLite (version 3.19) calls fsync four times in its default configuration (journal_mode=DELETE and synchronous=FULL) [1]. Since the default configuration fails to guarantee durability on Ext4 (because unlink is not synchronous [3]), we set the configuration to the synchronous=EXTRA mode, which incurs one additional fsync on the parent directory after unlink to persist the deletion [4]. The objectives of the first four fsyncs are as barriers instead of requesting immediate durability. The first fsync is a barrier after writing the content of a rollback journal file. The second fsync is a barrier to enforce that the rollback journal file exists in the directory before the db file is modified. The third fsync is a barrier after writing the header of the rollback journal. The fourth fsync is a barrier after writing the db file. Therefore, we change these four fsyncs to fences. For the fifth fsync, we change it to the optimized fsync.

Some applications and filesystems, such as SQLite and OptFS, do not strictly demand immediate durability. For example, SQLite developers deliberately choose to avoid the fifth fsync by default and to allow loss of durability following a power loss event [3]. In this case, the OPTR-enabled no-barrier mode is the best solution.

5 OPTR Design Validation
Validating the functional correctness and crash guarantees of an FTL poses two challenges to FTL designers. First, the validation process is inherently time consuming since it requires extensive stress tests to create a large number of crash points. FTL operations such as GC, which are not invoked until a sufficient number of writes occur, make the issue even worse. Second, one may lack necessary hardware support during development of a new FTL. For example, the OpenSSD platform [2] on which we implement OPTR does not allow access to the spare area of flash, which OPTR demands during recovery.

To address this issue, we extend an FTL testing framework named Virtual Stress Testing (VST) [31] and use it to validate our OPTR implementation. Please note that we still evaluate the performance on real OpenSSD hardware [2]. We use the same FTL code in the two experimental environments and make slight modifications to overcome hardware limitations (e.g., accessing the spare area).

5.1 VST Testing Framework
VST [31] is a simulation framework designed for validating the functional correctness of FTLs. This framework enables one to execute FTLs on PCs or servers that emulate the SRAM, DRAM and flash required by the FTLs. VST outperforms traditional FTL stress tests that use real SSDs by orders of magnitude. To validate an FTL, VST issues an extensive number of read and write requests to the FTL and reports a bug if the FTL violates any predefined rule such as incorrect page contents or a nonsequential program within a block.

The core data structure of VST is the emulated flash memory. As shown in Figure 7, an emulated flash page contains three fields: an erased field that denotes whether a page has been erased, an lpn tag that records the LPN of the page, and a data pointer that points to the FTL metadata stored in the page. The design of storing an lpn tag for host data rather than the actual contents dramatically decreases the memory requirement for simulation and speeds up the test. Thus, VST is particularly suitable for our validation purposes, as we want to generate a very large number of crash images.

5.2 Extending VST for Crash Recovery Tests
We largely extend VST to support crash recovery tests, which the original VST does not touch at all. For example, Figure 8 depicts the extensions we made to the emulated flash memory. We divide each emulated page into multiple 512-byte sectors to match the granularity of IO requests and further add a version attribute to each emulated sector. The version of a sector starts with 0 and increments by 1 when the sector is updated. For crash simulation, we fork a separate thread to periodically take snapshots of the emulated flash memory and store the snapshots as crash images.

The process of validating whether an FTL obeys prefix semantics and request atomicity is described as follows. First, we compile the FTL under test to a Linux shared object, execute the FTL on the extended VST, drive the FTL using
a trace file, and generate a number of crash images. Then, VST deserializes each crash image back into the form of the emulated flash memory and triggers the recovery procedure of the FTL. After recovery is done, VST queries the firmware for the last write it has recovered, which we call the recovery point, and replays the same trace separately until the recovery point to construct the golden disk, which represents the result of bug-free and crash-free execution. Finally, for each written sector in the golden disk, VST issues a read targeting the sector and checks if the LBA and version returned by the FTL match with those in the golden disk. If any inconsistency exists, our extended VST framework reports a violation.

We can also validate whether the FTL obeys flush semantics. We insert flushes into the request sequence and record the ID of the last flushed write in the header of a crash image. If the FTL fails to recover any write prior to the last flush, our VST framework also reports a violation.

5.3 Validation Results
We select 12 write-heavy traces from the MSRC I/O traces [35], which cover a variety of server-level access patterns [46], to drive the FTL tests. Our validation process consists of three runs. In the first run, we execute the firmware without crashes being simulated to validate its functional correctness. Similar to the validation approach in [31], we repeat each trace until the write amount reaches 1 TB. In the second run, we let the firmware recover from a total of 2,400 crash images created without any flush issued to validate whether the FTL correctly obeys prefix semantics and request atomicity. The final run is similar to the previous run, but we additionally insert a flush for every 1,000 writes to validate whether the FTL also obeys the flush semantics.

Table 1 shows the final validation results. Our implemented OPTR passes all three runs of tests. Please note that these results also suggest that our extended VST simulation framework passes the stress test, and this finding makes the simulator a much more reliable platform for future research.

Table 1: Validation results for our OPTR FTL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Functional Correctness</th>
<th>Prefix Semantics Preserved</th>
<th>Flush Semantics Obeyed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-TB stress test</td>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2400 images w/o flushes</td>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2400 images w/ flushes</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Evaluation
6.1 Experimental Setups
We implement the OPTR FTL on a real SSD (OpenSSD [2]) with an ARM7 core at 87.5 MHz, 96 KB on-chip SRAM, 64 MB DRAM, and 128 GB flash memory. We organize a total of 16 flash chips into four channels, each channel connects to four chips, each chip contains approximately 4,000 blocks, and each block contains 128 16-KB pages. The SSD adopts a static allocation strategy, which allocates a logical page to a certain flash chip based on modulo [22]. We allocate 8 MB of DRAM as the write cache of the SSD and adopt the LRU cache replacement policy. We adopt the greedy policy for GC [29, 42]. We store the per page recovery information (i.e., the wid, size and lpn described in Section 3.1) in the last page of each flash block. For the OPTR-specific settings, we reserve 32 blocks for full checkpoints and 32 blocks for incremental checkpoints and coalescing records.

All the experiments are performed on a server with a 6-core Intel i7-8700 CPU and 32 GB DRAM running Ubuntu 16.04. We erase the entire SSD before conducting each experiment. More experimental setups are described in the captions of each experimental results figure.

Figure 9: Performance of the three OPTR usage modes. In addition to the three usage modes and the baseline, we plot two additional bars: The leftmost bar represents running unmodified SQLite and Ext4 on OPTR to demonstrate OPTR’s overhead for enforcing ordering. The rightmost bar represents running unmodified SQLite and Ext4 mounted with the no-barrier option; this configuration guarantees neither durability nor consistency and is for demonstrating the upper bound.
In terms of SSD endurance impact, OPTR may improve endurance because removing flushes results in a greater chance of write coalescing; OPTR may also hurt endurance because OPTR stores checkpoints and coalescing records into flash memory for the sake of crash recovery. Figure 10 shows the overall endurance impact of the three OPTR usage modes. The y-axis denotes the average number of flash pages written per transaction. We break down written pages into user data (data) and OPTR-related data (i.e., incremental checkpoints, full checkpoints, and coalescing records).

The first usage mode of OPTR (the third bar) slightly increases the number of written pages per transaction (1.13 ×). The second usage mode (the fourth bar) lowers the frequency of flush operations and thereby decreases the number of written pages per transaction to 0.6 ×. The third usage mode does not incur any flush, and thus, the number of written pages is 0.31 × that of the baseline.

Figure 11 shows the cumulative latency distribution of transactions. Flashes are slow in nature, and thus, partially or fully removing them is expected to achieve shorter latency. The experimental results show that the average latencies of OPTR in the first, second, and third usage modes are 0.78 ×, 0.35 × and 0.17 × that of the baseline, respectively.

7 FTL Analyses
In this section, we analyze the FTL in more detail. We first report the extra flash page-programs caused by OPTR. Next, we analyze the extra GC constraints and report the overhead in terms of throughput performance. The above experiments are conducted using synthetic workloads that comprise random writes with different access localities (high: 1 MB footprint, medium: 80 MB footprint, and low: 1 GB footprint), different access granularities (large: 1 MB, small: 16 KB, and hybrid: half large and half small), and different flush intervals (1, 4, ..., to 16,384 writes). Note that these analyses are pessimistic because OPTR does not benefit from reducing flush requests in the synthetic workloads. Finally, we discuss the memory overhead (i.e., extra SRAM, DRAM, and flash space) caused by OPTR, and then, we estimate the recovery time.

7.1 Extra Flash Page-Programs
OPTR incurs extra flash page-programs because of incremental checkpoints, coalescing records, full checkpoints, and internally invoked flushes.

The overhead of incremental checkpoints is negligible (<0.075%), as shown in Figure 12a. The overhead is low because writing each user data page (e.g., 16 KB) incurs only an 8-byte L2P table change record, which constitutes incremental checkpoints. The overhead of incremental checkpoints is even low if write requests coalesce in the write cache. For example, the overhead is less than 0.01% for the workload with high access locality and a long flush interval (e.g., the high-large workload with a flush interval greater than 16 writes).

The overheads of coalescing records and full checkpoints are also negligible for most workloads. An exception is the workload with high locality and small access granularity (i.e., high-small) when the flush interval is between four and 64 writes (Figures 12b and 12c). High write locality tends to incur write coalescing. With more coalescing records, the checkpoint area is filled quickly, and OPTR invokes full checkpoints more frequently. If the flush interval is one write, flushes happen to suppress the occurrence of write coalescing. If the flush interval is long (e.g., >256 writes) or if the size of the write granularity is large, the overhead decreases because approximately 800 coalescing records result in an extra 16 KB page-program (each coalescing record is 20 bytes in our implementation).
Figure 12: Page write overhead analysis using synthetic workloads. The prefix in the legends indicates the locality: high/medium/low access 1 MB/80 MB/1 GB of flash. The suffix indicates the access granularity: small/large write 16 KB/1 MB of data per request, and hybrid writes 16 KB or 1 MB of data per request, each with a 50% chance.

The percentages of page-programs caused by internally invoked flushes are shown in Figure 12d. In our OPTR implementation, the FTL internally flushes the write cache under the following four conditions: before an incremental checkpoint, before a full checkpoint, before GC, and every five seconds. The first three types of flushes are for correct recovery in case a crash happens, and the fourth type of flushes is for bounding the longest time duration for which dirty data can reside in the write cache. We observe a reasonable trend: if the flush interval is short (e.g., every four writes), the page-programs caused by internally invoked flushes only account for a small percentage (less than 4%). In comparison, if the flush interval is long (e.g., every 64 writes), the page-programs caused by internally invoked flushes account for a high percentage (up to 17%). Note that the page-programs analyzed here are for user data instead of OPTR’s metadata, and baseline SSDs also need to flush their write caches at some points. Therefore, the above analysis is a conservative overestimation of overhead.

7.2 GC Constraints
Although OPTR constrains GC from selecting recently written flash blocks to guarantee recoverability, this constraint does not cause significantly adverse effects. The reasons are two-fold. First, OPTR constrains GC from selecting flash blocks written after the latest full or incremental checkpoint. According to our analysis, this type of blocks accounts for only 0.2% of the total blocks on average. Second, sophisticated GC policies such as age-aware GC policies avoid selecting recently written blocks in the expectation of data invalidation due to write locality.

7.3 Performance Overhead
Figures 13a, 13b, and 13c show the throughput performance (MB/s). Dotted lines denote the throughput of the baseline, and solid lines denote that of OPTR. Overall, OPTR incurs less than 2% performance overhead on average and up to 11.1% performance overhead for the synthetic workloads. Note that OPTR can slightly outperform the baseline for some workloads when OPTR’s mechanisms happen to match the
workload characteristics. For example, for workloads with a high locality, age-aware GC is better than greedy GC. OPTR happens to achieve some effects of age-aware GC because OPTR constrains GC from selecting recently written flash blocks.

7.4 Memory Overhead

The DRAM and SRAM overheads for implementing OPTR are analyzed as follows. First, OPTR associates each entry in the write cache with two extra attributes, \( wid \) (8 bytes) and \( size \) (4 bytes). In our implementation, the write cache is 8 MB (16 KB \( \times \) 512 entries). Therefore, the space for storing \( wid \) is \( 8 \times 512 = 4 \) KB (in DRAM in our implementation), and the space for storing \( size \) is \( 4 \times 512 = 2 \) KB (in SRAM in our implementation). Second, we employ a 256 KB DRAM area to buffer incremental checkpoints. Third, OPTR stores coalescing records in a DRAM buffer, whose size is equal to a flash page, e.g., 16 KB. Finally, the memory space for crash recovery can overlay that for regular FTL operation, so we do not consider this space as additional overhead.

The flash memory overhead for implementing OPTR is described as follows. First, OPTR additionally stores \( wid \) and \( size \) (8 bytes and 4 bytes, respectively) in the spare area of flash memory. Modern flash memory with 16 KB page size equips each page with a 2,208-byte spare area (i.e., page size = 16,384 + 2,208 = 18,592 bytes) [6]. Since OPTR only consumes 12 bytes out of the 2,208 bytes, the overhead is only \( 12/2,208=0.5\% \); and the impact on the ratio of the error correction code rate is only \( 16,384/18,580 - 16,384/18,592 = 0.06\% \). Second, OPTR stores the \( lpm \) of each flash page in the spare area and summarizes the \( lpm \) of a block of pages in the last page of the block. We anticipate that baseline SSDs also do so. Third, OPTR keeps incremental checkpoints, coalescing records, and full checkpoints in flash memory. We set the area for storing incremental checkpoints and coalescing records to 64 MB. The size of a full checkpoint is equivalent to that of the L2P table. Given an SSD with 128 GB flash memory and 16 KB pages, the size of a full checkpoint and its shadow is at most 128 GB/16 KB \( \times \) 4 B \( \times \) 2 = 64 MB.

7.5 Recovery Time

OpenSSD does not provide an access approach to the spare area of flash pages, so we are not able to measure recovery time using OpenSSD. Instead, we conduct a worst-case estimation. We anticipate that accessing flash memory, which is slower than SRAM, DRAM, and computation, dominates the recovery time.

Recovery begins with reading the full checkpoint, whose size is approximately 32 MB (2,048 pages) for a 128 GB SSD. Second, OPTR sequentially scans the 64 MB area (4,096 pages) for storing incremental checkpoints and coalescing records. Third, OPTR scans the summary pages programmed after the latest checkpoint. Given a 256 KB buffer for incremental checkpoints, the number of summary pages after the latest checkpoint can be up to 256. Finally, each flash chip can have a partially written block, and OPTR needs to access these pages during recovery. We assume that the number of flash pages of partially written blocks is 4,096. Overall, there are 10,496 pages. We conservatively assume that reading each flash page costs 100 \( \mu \)s and no internal parallelism is available; then, the worse-case recovery time is 10,496 \( \times \) 100 \( \mu \)s = 1 s, which is acceptable in general.

8 Related Work

OptFS [15], BarrierFS [45], and Featherstitch [23] are related filesystem and IO stack works that propose to decouple ordering from durability. Unlike this work, they do not focus on the FTL design and recovery process of SSDs. OptFS presents a filesystem that requires disks to support asynchronous durability notification, which notifies a host when certain blocks become persistent. BarrierFS presents a filesystem and an IO stack that require disks to support the cache barrier command, which is only available in a few eMMC (embedded multimedia card) products [45] but unavailable in the standard block device interfaces of off-the-shelf SATA, SAS, and NVMe SSDs. BarrierFS [45] implements an FTL to support the barrier write command in a commercial eMMC product. OPTR is complementary to both OptFS and BarrierFS and can simplify their designs. For instance, OptFS requires checksum encoding/decoding to enforce the ordering con-
straint between journal metadata and the commit record, and BarrierFS uses explicit cache barrier primitives to declare order; with OPTR, both can be simplified out because OPTR implicitly preserves the write order.

Mime [13], the Logical Disk [21], Stasis [43], TxFlash [40], Beyond Block IO [37], Mars [19], LightTx [32], X-FTL [28], and Isotope [44] propose transactional storage with full or partial supports to ACID at the disk level. The notion of transaction is stronger than OPTR’s guarantees, but these works all propose changing the standard block device interface, which inevitably incurs significant software stack changes. Among these works, Mime [13] also advocates the benefits of request atomicity and ordering, which are in line with OPTR’s design. Compared with OPTR, Mime [13] is fundamentally different because it is HDD design instead of SSD design. In addition, Mime does not allow write coalescing in a write cache, which OPTR can handle.

Increasing the disk-level crash guarantee not only can improve system performance but also, more importantly, helps to reduce crash vulnerabilities. In this sense, just replacing baseline SSDs with OPTR SSDs is beneficial. Crash vulnerabilities are serious problems. Pillai et al. [39] find 60 application-level crash vulnerabilities in widely used applications such as LevelDB and Git. Zheng et al. [47] also find ACID violations in many database systems. These vulnerabilities are mainly caused by the weak and vague crash guarantees provided by the underlying filesystems. Thus, Bornholt et al. present crash-consistency models [10], and Pillai et al. [39] specify a set of persistent properties. These approaches aim to confine and standardize the crash behaviors of filesystems, and OPTR can help to achieve these aims.

Several studies have attempted to reduce the usage or overhead of flush operations at the application or filesystem level. BarrierFS [45] and [5] replace unnecessary flushes with cache barrier commands. Our previous work-in-progress report [12] proposes to directly omit unnecessary flushes by considering order-preserving SSDs that achieve strong request-level crash guarantees. iJournaling [38] performs fine-grained journaling per file to mitigate the interference between fsync-intensive threads. NoFS [16] proposes backpointer-based consistency to fully eliminate ordering constraints but at the cost of not being able to implement atomic operations (e.g., rename). Xsyncfs [36] introduces external syncrony, in which a write is not immediately persisted (i.e., asynchronous writes) unless an external observer sees the write; thereby, this method provides the simplicity of synchronous writes and approaches the performance of asynchronous writes. Chen et al. identify the sync amplification issue in virtualized environments and propose solutions using journaling techniques at the virtual-disk level [14].

One can equip SSDs with supercapacitors, which may help to preserve write order. However, they are not widely adopted. In previous work [48], power interrupt tests are performed on 15 SSDs, and only four out of the 15 tested SSDs are equipped with supercaps. In addition, supercapacitors may be sufficient to protect an FTL from corruption, but they may not be sufficient to preserve write order. Among the four tested supercapped SSDs in [48], two still exhibit shorn or unserializable writes under power faults. Finally, capacitors are sensitive to temperature- and aging-related degradation and failures [25].

9 Conclusion

In common practice, consumer-grade SSDs (whose write cache is not battery-backed) cannot guarantee the order and atomicity of write requests upon a crash because SSD performance optimization strategies including write caching, write coalescing, request scheduling, and parallel flash programming all tend to break the guarantee. The lack of a strong crash guarantee at the disk level complicates the design of applications and filesystems, and OPTR can help to achieve OPTR. We also develop a functional simulator to validate the correctness of OPTR.

Three usage modes of OPTR SSDs are identified and evaluated: 1) optimizing filesystems to remove the unnecessary flushes of fdatasync, 2) optimizing both applications and filesystems to further replace fdatasync with fdatavalue primitives, and 3) combining the performance advantages of the no-barrier mode of filesystems and the strong request-level crash guarantees of OPTR SSDs. Real system experiments based on SQLite, Ext4, and a real SSD show that these three modes achieve 1.27×, 2.85×, and 6.03× performance improvement, respectively.

This work is the first SSD work with strong request-level crash guarantees and the standard block device interface. In comparison with previous works on transactional SSDs, we change the impression that increasing SSDs’ crash guarantees is typically available at the cost of altering the standard block interface. We anticipate that OPTR can inspire more future application and filesystem designs.
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Abstract

The popularity of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) models and the ubiquity of CPUs imply that better performance of CNN model inference on CPUs can deliver significant gain to a large number of users. To improve the performance of CNN inference on CPUs, current approaches like MXNet and Intel OpenVINO usually treat the model as a graph and use the high-performance libraries such as Intel MKL-DNN to implement the operations of the graph. While achieving reasonable performance on individual operations from the off-the-shelf libraries, this solution makes it inflexible to conduct optimizations at the graph level, as the local operation-level optimizations are predefined. Therefore, it is restrictive and misses the opportunity to optimize the end-to-end inference as a whole. This paper presents NeoCPU, a comprehensive approach of CNN model inference on CPUs that employs a full-stack and systematic scheme of optimizations. NeoCPU optimizes the operations as templates without relying on third-parties libraries, which enables further improvement of the performance via operation- and graph-level joint optimization. Experiments show that NeoCPU achieves up to $3.45 \times$ lower latency for CNN model inference than the current state-of-the-art implementations on various kinds of popular CPUs.

1 Introduction

The growing use of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) models in computer vision applications makes this model architecture a natural focus for performance optimization efforts. Similarly, the widespread deployment of CPUs in servers, clients, and edge devices makes this hardware platform an attractive target. Therefore, performing CNN model inference efficiently on CPUs is of critical interest to many users.

The performance of CNN model inference on CPUs leaves significant room for improvement. Performing a CNN model inference is essentially executing a computation graph consisting of operations. In practice, people normally use high-performance kernel libraries (e.g. Intel MKL-DNN [27] and OpenBlas [51]) to obtain high performance for CNN operations. While these libraries tune very carefully for common operations with normal input data shapes (e.g. 2D convolutions), they only focus on the (mostly, convolution) operations but miss the opportunities to further optimize the end-to-end model inference at the graph level. The graph-level optimization is often handled by the deep learning frameworks, e.g. TensorFlow [5] and MXNet [8].

However, the graph-level optimization such as operation fusion and data layout planing that a framework can do is limited because the operation implementation is already predefined in the third-party libraries. Therefore, the optimizations in the frameworks do not work in concert with the optimizations in the kernel library, which leaves significant performance gains unrealized in practice. Furthermore, different CPU architectures rely on different high-performance libraries and integrating a library into a deep learning framework requires error-prone and time-consuming engineering effort. Lastly, although those libraries are highly optimized, they present as third-party plug-ins, which may introduce contention issues with other libraries in the framework. As an example, TensorFlow originally used the Eigen library [4] to handle computation on CPUs. Later on, MKL-DNN was also introduced. As a consequence, at runtime MKL-DNN threads coexist with Eigen threads, resulting in resource contention. In summary, this kind of framework-specific approach for CNN model inference on CPUs is inflexible, cumbersome, and sub-optimal.

Because of the constraint imposed by the framework, optimizing the performance of CNN model inference end-to-end without involving a framework (i.e. a framework-agnostic method) is of obvious interest to many deep learning practitioners. Recently, Intel launched a universal CNN model inference engine called OpenVINO Toolkit [16]. This toolkit optimizes CNN models in the computer vision domain on Intel processors (mostly x86 CPUs) and claims to achieve better
performance than the deep learning frameworks alone. Yet, OpenVINO could only provide limited graph-level optimization (e.g. operation fusion as implemented in ngraph [15]) as it still relies upon MKL-DNN to deliver performance gains for the carefully-tuned operations. Therefore, the optimization done by OpenVINO is still not sufficient for most of the CNN models.

Based on the previous observation, we argue that in order to further improve the CNN model inference performance on CPUs, being able to do the flexible end-to-end optimization is the key. In this paper, we propose NeoCPU, a comprehensive approach to optimize CNN models for efficient inference on CPUs. NeoCPU is full-stack and systematic, which includes operation- and graph-level joint optimizations and does not rely on any third-party high-performance libraries. At the operation level, we follow the well-studied techniques to optimize the most computationally-intensive operations like convolution (CONV) in a template, which is applicable to different workloads on multiple CPU architectures and enables us for flexible graph-level optimization. At the graph level, in addition to the common techniques such as operation fusion and inference simplification, we coordinate the individual operation optimizations by manipulating the data layout flowing through the entire model for the best end-to-end performance. In summary, NeoCPU does the end-to-end optimization in a flexible and automatic fashion, while the existing works rely on third-party libraries and lack comprehensive performance tuning.

NeoCPU is built upon a deep learning compiler stack named TVM [9] with a number of enhancements. TVM enables the possibility of using own operation-level optimizations instead of third-party high-performance libraries, which make it flexible to apply our operation- and graph-level joint optimization. However, there was only one customized operation-level optimization on ARM CPUs for convolutions with specific data shapes and no operation- and graph-level joint optimization in the original TVM stack before our work. In addition, there exist other deep learning compilers such as Tensor Comprehensions [46] and Glow [40]. Unfortunately, they either do not target on CPUs or not optimize the CPU performance well, e.g. based on the paper description and our own experiments, Glow only optimizes the single-core performance for CPUs. Therefore we do not incorporate those works as the baseline. Table 1 summarizes the features of NeoCPU compared to others. To the best of our knowledge, NeoCPU achieves competitive performance for CNN model inference on various kinds of popular CPUs.

Specifically, this paper makes the following contributions:

- Provides an operation- and graph-level joint optimization scheme to obtain high CNN model inference performance on different popular CPUs including Intel, AMD and ARM, which outperforms the current state-of-the-art implementations;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Op-level opt</th>
<th>Graph-level opt</th>
<th>Joint opt</th>
<th>Open-source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NeoCPU</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MXNet [8]</td>
<td>3rd party</td>
<td>limited</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TensorFlow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenVINO</td>
<td>3rd party</td>
<td>limited</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original TVM [9]</td>
<td>incomplete</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glow [40]</td>
<td>single core</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Side-by-side comparison between NeoCPU and existing works on CNN model inference

- Constructs a template to achieve good performance of convolutions, which is flexible to apply to various convolution workloads on multiple CPU architectures (x86 and ARM) without relying on high-performance kernel libraries;
- Designs a global scheme to look for the best layout combination in different operations of a CNN model, which minimizes the data layout transformation overhead between operations while maintaining the high performance of individual operations.

It is worth noting that, this paper primarily deals with direct convolution computation, while NeoCPU is compatible to other optimization works on the computationally-intensive kernels, e.g. CONV’s via Winograd [7,29] or FFT [52].

We evaluated NeoCPU on CPUs with both x86 and ARM architectures. In general, NeoCPU delivers the best performance for 13 out of 15 popular networks on Intel Skylake CPUs, 14 out of 15 on AMD EYP CPUs, and all 15 models on ARM Cortex A72 CPUs. It is worthwhile noting that the baselines on x86 CPUs were more carefully tuned by the chip vendor (Intel MKL-DNN) but the ARM CPUs were less optimized. While the selected framework-specific (MXNet and TensorFlow) and framework-agnostic (OpenVINO) solutions may perform well on one case and less favorably on the other case, NeoCPU runs efficiently across models on different architectures.

In addition, NeoCPU produces a standalone module with minimal size that does not depend on either the frameworks or the high-performance kernel libraries, which enables easy deployment to multiple platforms. NeoCPU is used in Amazon SageMaker Neo Service 1, enabling model developers to optimize for inference on CPU-based servers in the cloud and devices at the edge. Using this service, a number of application developers have deployed CNN models optimized for inference in production on several types of platforms. All source code has been released to the open source TVM project 2.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the background of modern CPUs as well as the typical CNN models; Section 3 elaborates the optimization ideas that we propose and how we implement them, followed by evaluations in Section 4. We list the related works in Section 5 and summarize the paper in Section 6.

---

1https://aws.amazon.com/sagemaker/neo/
2https://github.com/dmlc/tvm


2 Background

2.1 Modern CPUs

Although accelerators like GPUs and TPUs demonstrate their outstanding performance on the deep learning workloads, in practice, there is still a significant number of deep learning computation, especially model inference, taking place on the general-purpose CPUs due to the high availability. Currently, most of the CPUs equipped on PCs and servers are manufactured by Intel or AMD with x86 architecture [1], while ARM CPUs with ARM architecture occupy the majority of embedded/mobile device market [2].

Modern CPUs use thread-level parallelism via multicore [21] to improve the overall processor performance given the diminishing increasing of transistor budgets to build larger and more complex uniprocessor. It is critical to avoid the interference among threads running on the same processor and minimize their synchronization cost in order to have good scalability on multi-core processors. Within the processor, a single physical core achieves the peak performance via the SIMD (single-instruction-multiple-data) technique. SIMD loads multiple values into wide vector registers to process together. For example, Intel introduced the 512-bit Advanced Vector Extension instruction set (AVX-512), which handles up to 16 32-bit single precision floating point numbers (totally 512 bits) per CPU cycle. And the less advanced AVX2 processes data in 256-bit registers. In addition, these instruction sets utilize the Fused-Multiply-Add (FMA) technique which executes one vectorized multiplication and then accumulates the results to another vector register in the same CPU cycle. The similar SIMD technique is embodied in ARM CPUs as NEON [3]. As shown in the experiments, our proposed solution works on both x86 and ARM architectures.

In addition, it is worth noting that modern server-side CPUs normally supports hyper-threading [37] via the simultaneous multithreading (SMT) technique, in which the system could assign two virtual cores (i.e. two threads) to one physical core, aiming at improving the system throughput. However, the performance improvement of hyper-threading is application-dependent [35]. In our case, we do not use hyper-threading since one thread has fully utilized its physical core resource and adding one more thread to the same physical core will normally decrease the performance due to the additional context switch. We also restrict our optimization within processors using the shared-memory programming model as this is the typical system setting for CNN model inference. The Non-Uniformed Memory Access (NUMA) pattern occurred in the context of multiple processors on the same motherboard is beyond the scope of this paper.

2.2 Convolutional neural networks

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are commonly used in computer vision workloads [23, 26, 33, 36, 41–43]. A CNN model is normally abstracted as a computation graph, essentially, Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), in which a node represents an operation and a directed edge pointing from node X to Y represents an operation X serves as (a part of) the inputs of operation Y (i.e. Y cannot be executed before X). Executing a model inference is actually to flow the input data through the graph to get the output. Doing the optimization on the graph (e.g. prune unnecessary nodes and edges, pre-compute values independent to input data) could potentially boost the model inference performance.

Most of the computation in the CNN model inference attributes to convolutions (CONVs). These operations are essentially a series of multiplication and accumulation, which by design can fully utilize the parallelization, vectorization and FMA features of modern CPUs. Existing works [19, 24, 27] have demonstrated that it is possible to achieve high performance of convolution operations on CPUs by arranging the data layout and consequently, the computation, in an architecture-friendly way. The remaining challenge is how to manage the data layout flowing through these operations efficiently to get the high performance out of the end-to-end CNN model inference.

The rest of the CNN workloads are mostly memory-bound operations associated to CONVs (e.g. batch normalization, pooling, activation, element-wise addition, etc.). The common practice [9] is fusing them to CONVs so as to increase the overall arithmetic intensity of the workload and consequently boost the performance.

The computation graph of CNN model training has no essential difference with inference, just being larger (adding in backwards operations) and with some more computationally-trivial operations (e.g. loss function). Therefore, the optimization work done for CNN model inference is applicable to training as well.

3 Optimizations

This section describes our optimization ideas and implementations in detail. The solution presented in this paper is end-to-end for doing the CNN model inference. Our proposed solution is generic enough to work for a wide range of common CNN models as we will show in the evaluation. The basic idea of our approach is to view the optimization as an end-to-end problem and search for a globally best optimization. That is, we are not biased towards a local performance optimal of a single operation as many previous works. In order to achieve this, we first present how we optimized the computationally intensive convolution operations at low-level using a configurable template (Section 3.1). This makes it flexible to search for the best implementation of a specific convolution workload on a particular CPU architecture, and to optimize the entire computation graph by choosing proper data layouts between operations to eliminate unnecessary data layout transformation overhead (presented in Section 3.2).
and 3.3).

We implemented the optimization based on the TVM stack [9] by adding a number of new features to the compiling pass, operation scheduling and runtime components. The original TVM stack has done a couple of generic graph-level optimizations including operation fusion, pre-computing, simplifying inference for batch-norm and dropout [9], which are also inherited to this work but will not be covered in this paper.

3.1 Operation optimization

Optimizing convolution operations is critical to the overall performance of a CNN workload as it takes the majority of computation. This is a well-studied problem but the previous works normally go deep to the assembly code level for high performance [24,27]. In this subsection, we show how to take advantage of the latest CPU features (SIMD, FMA, parallelization, etc.) to optimize a single CONV without going into the tedious assembly code or C++ intrinsics. By managing the implementation in high-level instead, it is then easy to extend our optimization from a single operation to the entire computation graph.

3.1.1 Single thread optimization

We started from optimizing CONV within one thread. CONV is computationally-intensive which traverses its operands multiple times for computation. Therefore, it is critical to manage the layout of the data fed to the CONV to reduce the memory access overhead. We first revisit the computation of CONV to illustrate our memory management scheme. A 2D CONV in CNN takes a 3D feature map (height × width × channels) and a number of 3D convolution kernels (normally smaller height and width but the same number of channels) to convolve to output another 3D tensor. The calculation is illustrated in Figure 1, which implies loops of 6 dimensions: in_channel, kernel_height, kernel_width, out_channel, out_height and out_width. Each kernel slides over the input feature map along the height and width dimensions, does element-wise product and accumulates the values to produce the corresponding element in the output feature map, which can naturally leverage FMA. The number of kernels forms out_channel. Note that three of the dimensions (in_channel, kernel_height and kernel_width) are reduction axes that cannot be embarrassingly parallelized.

We use the conventional notation NCHW to describe the default data layout, which means the input and output are 4-D tensors with batch size N, number of channels C, feature map height H, feature map width W, where N is the outermost and W is the innermost dimension of the data. The related layout of kernel is KCRS, in which K, C, R, S stand for the output channel, input channel, kernel height and kernel width.

Following the common practice [27,45], we organized the feature map layout as NCHW[x/c for better memory access patterns i.e. better cache locality, in which c is a split sub-dimension of channel C in super-dimension, and the number x indicates the split size of the sub-dimension (i.e. #channels = sizeof(C) × sizeof(c), where sizeof(c) = x). The output has the same layout NCHW[y/c as the input, while the split factor can be different. Correspondingly, the convolution kernel is organized in KCRS[x/c/y/k, in which c with split size x and k with split size y are the sub-dimensions of input channel C and output channel K, respectively. It is worth noting that a significant amount of data transformation overhead needs to be paid to get the desired layout.

In addition to the dimension reordering, for better utilizing the latest vectorization instructions (e.g. AVX-512, AVX2, NEON, etc.), we split out_width to ow_outer and ow_inner using a factor reg_n and move the loop of ow_inner inside for register blocking. For example, on a CPU featured AVX-512, we can utilize its 32 512-bit width registers ZMM0 – ZMM31 [28] as follows. We maintain the loop hierarchy to use one ZMM register to store the kernel data while others storing the feature map. The kernel values stored in one ZMM register (up to 512 bits, a.k.a, 16 output channels in float32) are used to multiply with a number of input feature map values continuously stored in the DRAM via AVX-512F instructions [28], whose results are then accumulated to other ZMM registers storing the output values. Figure 1 illustrates this idea. For other vectorized instructions, the same idea applies but the split factor of out_width (i.e. reg_n) may change.
Algorithm 1 summarizes our optimization of CONV in single thread, which essentially is about 1) dimension ordering for friendly memory locality and 2) register blocking for good vectorization instruction utilization, as in previous works. However, unlike others, we made it a template in high-level language, in which the block size (x, y), the number of utilized registers (reg_n), and the loop-unroll strategy (unroll_ker) are easily configurable. Consequently, the computing logic can be adjusted according to different CPU architectures (cache size, registered vector width, etc.) as well as different workloads (feature map size, convolution kernel size, etc.). This is flexible and enables graph-level optimization we will discuss later.

Algorithm 1 CONV operation algorithm via FMA

1. PARAM: x > 0 s.t. in\_channel mod x = 0
2. PARAM: y > 0 s.t. out\_channel mod y = 0
3. PARAM: reg\_n > 0 s.t. out\_width mod reg\_n = 0
4. PARAM: unroll\_ker ∈ {True, False}
5. INPUT: IFMAP in NCHW[x]c
6. INPUT: KERNEL in KCRS[x]c[y]k
7. OUTPUT: OFMAP in NCHW[y]c
8. for each disjoint chunk of OFMAP do ▷ parallel
9. for ow.outer:= 0 → out\_width/\_reg\_n do
10. Initialize V\_REG\_1 to V\_REG\_reg\_n by 0
11. for ic.outer:= 0 → in\_channel/x do
12. for each entry of KERNEL do ▷ (opt) unroll
13. for ic.inner:= 0 → x do
14. vload(KERNEL, V\_REG\_0) ▷ y floats
15. for i:= 1 → reg\_n + 1 do ▷ unroll
16. vfmad(V\_IFMAP, V\_REG\_0, V\_REG\_i)
17. end for
18. end for
19. end for
20. end for
21. for i:= 1 → reg\_n + 1 do
22. vstore(V\_REG\_i, OFMAP)
23. end for
24. end for
25. end for

3.1.2 Thread-level parallelization

It is a common practice to partition CONV into disjoint pieces to parallelize among multiple cores of a modern CPU. Kernel libraries like Intel MKL-DNN usually uses off-the-shelf multi-threading solution such as OpenMP. However, we observe that the resulting scalability of the off-the-shelf parallelization solution is not desirable (Section 4.2.4).

Therefore, we implemented a customized thread pool to efficiently process this kind of embarrassing parallelization. Basically, in a system of N physical cores, we evenly divided the outermost loop of the operation into N pieces to assign to N threads. Then we used C++11 atomics to coordinate threads during fork-join and an single-producer-single-consumer lock-free queue between the scheduler and every working thread to assign tasks. Active threads are guaranteed to run on disjoint physical cores via thread binding to minimize the hardware contention, and no hyper-threading is used as discussed in Section 2.1. For the global data structure accessed by multiple threads such as the lock-free queues, we inserted cache line padding as needed to avoid false sharing between threads. In summary, this customized thread pool employs deliberate mechanism to prevent resource contention and reduce the thread launching overhead, which makes it outperform OpenMP according to our evaluation.

3.2 Layout transformation elimination

In this subsection, we extend the optimization scope from a single operation to the entire computation graph of the CNN model. The main idea here is to come up with a generic solution at the graph level to minimize the data layout transformation introduced by the optimization in Section 3.1. Previous works [19, 24, 27] which focus on individual operation optimization normally do not consider about the data layout transformation overhead between highly optimized operations.

Since NCHW[x]c is efficient for CONVs which takes the majority of the CNN model computation, we should make sure that every CONV is executed in this layout. However, other operations between CONVs may only be compatible with the default layout, which makes each CONV transform the input data layout from default (NCHW or NHWC) to NCHW[x]c before the computation and transform it back at the end. This transformation introduces significant overhead.

Fortunately, from the perspective of the graph level, we can take the layout transformation out of CONV to be an independent node, and insert it only when necessary. That is, we eliminate the transformation taking place in the CONV operation and maintain the transformed layout flow through the graph as far as possible.

In order to determine if a data transformation is necessary, we first classify operations into three categories according to how they interact with the data layout as follows:

1. Layout-oblivious operations. These operations process the data without the knowledge of its layout, i.e. it can handle data in any layout. Unary operations like RelU, Softmax, etc., fall in this category.
2. Layout-tolerant operations. These operations need to know the data layout for processing, but can handle a number of layout options. For example, CONV, in our case, can deal with NCHW, NHWC and NCHW[x]c layouts. Other operations like Batch_Norm, Pooling, etc., fall in this category as well.
3. Layout-dependent operations. These operations process the data only in one specific layout, that is, they do not
tolerate any data transformation. Therefore, the layout has to be transformed to a certain format before passing to a layout-dependent operation. Transformation operations like Flatten, Reshape, etc, fall in this category.

Operations between CONVs in typical CNN models are either layout-oblivious (e.g. ReLU, SoftMax, Concat, and El-mewiseAdd) or layout-tolerant (e.g. Batch_Norm, Pooling), making it possible to keep the data layout being NCHW[x]c across convolution layers. Layout transformation from NCHW to NCHW[x]c happens before the first CONV. Data layout between CONVs can be maintained the same (i.e. NCHW[x]c sharing the same x value) without transformation. Only if getting to a layout-dependent operation, e.g. Flatten, the data layout is transformed back from NCHW[x]c to NCHW.

In practice, we first traverse the computation graph to infer the data layout of each node as illustrated in the left side of Figure 2, then we alter the layout of CONVs from default to NCHW[x]c for better performance. Note that in order to prevent further transformation, we make x a constant number (e.g. 16) across all CONVs. However, this value may vary across different CONVs in order to get the optimal performance, which requires layout transformations. We will explain more about this in Section 3.3. Finally, the LayoutTransform nodes are inserted to the graph accordingly. Thus, we still have NCHW input and output for the network, but the internal layouts between CONV layers are in optimized NCHW[x]c, as shown in the right part of Figure 2. It is worth noting that, the layout of the model parameters such as convolution kernel weights and the mean and variance of Batch_Norm are invariant so can be pre-transformed during the compilation.

We also illustrate this in the right part of Figure 2. We implemented the ideas by introducing multiple graph-level optimization passes to the TVM stack. By keeping transformed data layout invariant between CONV layers as much as possible and pre-transferring the layout of convolution kernel weights at compilation time, we further improve the end-to-end performance of CNN model inference.

### 3.3 Optimization scheme search

We came up with the aforementioned optimization schemes, especially, how to layout the data, based on our understanding of the hardware, e.g. cache size, vectorization unit width, memory access pattern, etc. However, it is tedious and impractical to exhaust all possible optimal cases by hand. As a trade-off, Section 3.2 assumes that the split factor of the channel, i.e. x in NCHW[x]c, stays the same during the entire network, while having various x values in different CONVs may lead to a better performance. In addition, the split factor of the output width, i.e. reg_n, also needs to adjust for different vectorization instruction sets.

Therefore, an automatic search for the best scheme is in demand to further improve the performance. Basically, we should build a system to allow the domain experts to construct the search space for the machine to explore for the best scheme resulting in the shortest execution time. The search is two-stage, first local to find optimization scheme candidates for the individual computationally-intensive operations, then global to select and combine the individual schemes for the optimal end-to-end results. It is feasible to conduct this
kind of search given the optimization template described in Section 3.1.

3.3.1 Local search

The first step is to find the optimal schedules for each computationally-intensive operations, i.e. CONVs in a CNN model. We used a tuple \((ic\_bn, oc\_bn, reg\_n, unroll\_ker)\) to represent a convolution schedule, whose items are chosen to cover different CPU architectures and generations for different convolution workloads. The first two terms \(ic\_bn\) and \(oc\_bn\) stand for the split factors of input and output channels (i.e. \(x\) in the \(NCHW[x]c\) notation), which are relevant to the cache sizes of a specific CPU. The third term \(reg\_n\) is the number of SIMD registers to be used at the inner loop, which varies among different CPU architectures and generations. Also, we observed that utilizing all SIMD registers in a single thread does not always return the best performance. The last term \(unroll\_ker\) is a boolean deciding whether to unroll the for loop involving convolution kernel computation (line 12 of Algorithm 1), as in some scenarios unrolling this loop may increase the performance by reducing branch penalties and such. The local search uses the template discussed in 3.1.1 to find the best combination of these values to minimize the CONV execution time, similar to the kernel optimization step in [31].

Specifically, the local search works as follows:

1. Define the candidate lists of \(ic\_bn\) and \(oc\_bn\). To exhaust the possible cases, we include all factors of the number of channels. For example, if the number of channels is 64, [32, 16, 8, 4, 2, 1] are listed as the candidates.
2. Define the candidate list of \(reg\_n\). In practice, we choose the \(reg\_n\) value from [32, 16, 8, 4, 2].
3. Define the candidate list of \(unroll\_ker\) to be [True, False].
4. Walk through the defined space to measure the execution time of all combinations, each of which will be run multiple times for averaging to cancel out the possible variance rooted from the unexpected interference from the operating system and/or other processes. This eventually generates a list of combinations ascendingly ordered by their execution time.

It is worth noting that we designed the above tuple in a configurable way, which means that we can always revise the tuple (e.g. adding or removing items, modifying the candidate values of an item) as needed.

Empirically, the local search of a CNN model takes a few hours using one machine, which is acceptable as it is one-time work. For example, it took about 6 hours to search for the 20 different CONV workloads of ResNet-50 on an 18-core Intel Skylake processor. In addition, we can maintain a database to store the results for every convolution workload (defined by the feature map and convolution kernel sizes) on every CPU type to prevent repeating search for the same convolution in different models.

Local search works well for each individual operation and indeed finds better optimization scheme than our manual work. However, greedily adopting the local optimal of every operation may not lead to the global optimal. Consider two consecutive CONV operations \(conv_0\) and \(conv_1\), if the output split factor \(oc\_bn\) of \(conv_0\) is different from the input split factor \(ic\_bn\) of \(conv_1\), a LayoutTransform node needs to be inserted to the graph as discussed in Section 3.2. This transformation overhead can be too expensive to take advantage of the benefit brought by the local optimal, especially when the data size of the network is large. On the other hand, if we maintain the same split factor throughout the entire network (as we did in Section 3.2), we may miss the opportunity to optimize some CONVs. Therefore, a trade-off should be made using a global search.

3.3.2 Global search

In this subsection, we extend the optimization search to the entire computation graph. The idea is to allow each CONV freely choosing the split factor \(x\) (i.e. \(ic\_bn\) and \(oc\_bn\)), and take the corresponding data layout transformation time into consideration. According to Section 3.2, the operations between CONVs are either layout-oblivious or layout-tolerant, so they can use whatever \(x\) decided by the CONV operation.

We extract a snippet of a typical CNN model in Figure 3 to illustrate the idea. From the figure we see that each CONV has a number of candidate schemes specified by different \((ic\_bn\) and \(oc\_bn\)) pairs. The shortest execution time achieved by each pair can be obtained in the local search step. The number of pairs is bound to 100 since both \(ic\_bn\) and \(oc\_bn\) usually have choices less than 10. Choosing different schemes will introduce different data transformation overheads (denoted in dashed boxes between CONVs) or no transformation (if the \(oc\_bn\) of the CONV equals the \(ic\_bn\) of its successor). For simplicity, in the figure we omit the operations which do not impact the global search decision such as RelU, Batch_Norm between two CONVs. However, operations like Element-wise_Add could not be omitted since it requires the layout of its two input operands (outputs of \(CONV_i\) and \(CONV_k\) in the figure) to be the same.

Naively speaking, if a CNN model consists of \(n\) CONVs, each of which has \(k_i\) candidate schemes, the total number of options of the global scheme will be \(\prod_{i=1}^{n} k_i\), very easy to become intractable as the number of layers \(n\) grows. Fortunately, in practice, we can use a dynamic programming (DP) algorithm to efficiently solve this problem. Note that when choosing the scheme for a CONV, we only need to consider the data layout of it and its direct predecessor(s) but not any other ancestor CONVs as long as the so-far globally optimal schemes up to the predecessor(s) are memorized.

Therefore, a straightforward algorithm is constructed in
Algorithm 2. In practice, a lot of CNN models have the structure as simple as a list, in which each CONV only has one predecessor [33, 41]. In this case, after a CONV is done, the intermediate states stored for its predecessor can be safely removed. For networks with more complex structure like using Elementwise Add to add two CONV outputs to feed to the next CONV [23], it is trickier since the schemes of a CONV needs to be saved for a future use (e.g. in Figure 3 CONV₁ needs the schemes of CONVᵢ via Elementwise Add).

**Algorithm 2 Global search algorithm**

1. Sort the nodes of the graph in topological order
2. Initialize the optimal schemes of the CONVs without dependency using the execution time of their candidate schemes
3. for CONVᵢ in topological order do
   4. for each candidate scheme CSIᵢ of CONVᵢ do \( j \) is the \( j^{th} \) scheme of CONVᵢ
      5. \( t = \text{execution time}(CSIᵢ) \)
      6. \( GSIᵢ = \text{MAX} \) \( j \) initialize global optimal scheme of CONVᵢ under scheme \( j \)
      7. for each so-far globally optimal scheme GSXₓ of predecessor \( x \) do \( k \) is the \( k^{th} \) scheme of CONVᵢ
         8. \( \text{cur}_\text{opt} = t + \text{transform time}(k, j) + GSXₓ \)
         9. if \( \text{cur}_\text{opt} < GSIᵢ \) then
            10. \( GSIᵢ = \text{cur}_\text{opt} \)
      11. end if
   12. end for
3. end for
14. return last node’s shortest scheme

However, if the model structure becomes too complicated with many data dependency links between CONVs, the straightforward DP algorithm could go intractable, too. For example, in the object detection model SSD [36], the number of states can reach the order of trillions due to the occurrence of many concatenation blocks. In this case, we introduced an approximate solution to accelerate the search. Particularly, we reduced our global search problem to the register allocation problem in the canonical compiler domain with minor modification as follows. The register allocation problem is modeled as graph representation in which each node (variable) has a candidate list containing all possible register options, and each edge is associated with a cost matrix indicating the availability of registers between two nodes [20]. Similarly in our global search, each CONV has a list of candidate schemes and each edge is associated with the layout transformation cost matrix generated by the scheme lists of two CONVs. For other non-CONV nodes like Elementwise Add which require all inputs in the same layout, we fixed the layout of one input and convert all other input layouts to it. Therefore, we defined the candidate list of a non-CONV node to be the same as the first input CONV and the cost matrix on the edge between these two nodes as all diagonal elements being 0 and all the other elements being infinite. For the edges between this non-CONV node and other input nodes, cost matrices are generated from the first input node and other input nodes. After such modification, all nodes and edges in our graph have the valid properties which are required by the register allocation modeling. This enables us to apply a heuristic solver based on partitioned boolean quadratic programming (PBQP) to our problem as it is done in register allocation [20].

In order to verify the result of this approximation algorithm, we compared it with the result of DP (the guaranteed best) on some simple networks where DP is tractable. It turns out that the approximation algorithm gets at least 88% of the best available result. Empirically, a typical DP search completes in 1 minute for most CNN models. In practice, we switch to the approximation algorithm if DP does not complete in 5 minutes. The approximation algorithm completes quickly, e.g. in 10 seconds. For the 15 popular networks we evaluated in Section 4, only SSD was done approximately.

### 4 Evaluation

This section evaluates the performance of our proposed solution, NeoCPU, by answering the following questions:

1. What is the overall performance of NeoCPU comparing
with the start-of-the-art alternatives on various kinds of CPUs?

2. What is the individual contribution of each optimization idea we proposed?

All experiments were done on Amazon EC2 instances. We evaluated NeoCPU on three kinds of CPUs, Intel Skylake (C5.9xlarge, 18 physical cores, featured with AVX-512), AMD EPYC (M5a.12xlarge, 24 physical cores, featured with AVX2) and ARM Cortex A72 (A1.4xlarge, 16 physical cores, featured with NEON). Although testing on the cloud, our results of ARM CPUs apply to the ones at the edge devices such as Raspberry Pi and Amazon Echo Dot due to the same architecture. All cores have uniformed memory access.

NeoCPU was built on top of the code base of the TVM stack 0.4.0. For CPUs with x86 architecture, we chose two framework-specific solutions and one framework-agnostic solution as baselines for comparison. For the framework-specific solution, we investigated a wide range of options and figured out that MXNet 1.3.1 with Intel MKL-DNN v0.15 enabled has the widest model coverage with the best inference performance compared to others (e.g. Intel Caffe). In addition, we chose TensorFlow 1.12.0 with ngraph v0.12.0-rc0 integration (empirically proved to be better than TensorFlow XLA on CPUs) due to its scalability. TensorFlow is known to have better performance on CPUs than another popular deep learning framework PyTorch [14]. The latest Intel OpenVINO Toolkit 2018 R5.445 served as the framework-agnostic solution. We used the official image-classification sample 3 and object-detection-ssd sample 4 for benchmarking. For ARM CPUs, we chose MXNet 1.3.1 with OpenBlas 0.2.18 and TensorFlow 1.12.0 with Eigen fd68453 5 as the baselines. No framework-agnostic comparison was performed as on ARM CPUs there is no counterpart of OpenVINO to x86 CPUs. In addition, OpenMP 4.5 implemented in GCC 7.3 was used in the comparison with our own thread pool for multi-thread scalability. As a note, all implementations used direct convolution. Incorporating the advanced convolution algorithms to further improve the performance remains for future work.

We ran the model inference on a number of popular CNN models, including ResNet [23], VGG [41], DenseNet [26], Inception-v3 [43], and SSD [36] using ResNet-50 as the base network. Models consumed by MXNet and OpenVINO were from the Gluon Model Zoo 6. Models consumed by TensorFlow were obtained mostly from TF-Slim 7 and for some missing ones (e.g. ResNet-34, DenseNet-169) we manually created them. The same model in different formats are semantically identical. As inherited from the TVM stack, NeoCPU is compatible to both Gluon and TF-slim formats, and in the evaluation we used the former one. The input data of the model inference are $224 \times 224$ images, except for the Inception Net ($299 \times 299$) and SSD ($512 \times 512$) by following the popular convention. Since the most important performance criterion of model inference is the latency, we did all experiments with batch size 1, i.e. each time only one image was fed to the model, to measure the inference time. Therefore, we fix the value $N$ in $NCHW[x]c$ as 1. NeoCPU works for larger batch sizes as well, in which cases we just need to add the $N$ value to our configuration tuple.

Since our optimization does not change the semantics of the model, we do not expect any change of the model output. As a sanity check, we compared the results generated by NeoCPU with other baselines (prediction accuracy for image classification models and mean accuracy prediction for object detection models) to validate the correctness.

4.1 Overall Performance

We first report the overall performance we got for 15 popular CNN models comparing with the baselines on different CPUs in Table 2. The results were obtained by averaging the execution times of 1000 samples, doing inference for one at a time. In general, NeoCPU is more efficient across different models on different CPU architectures than any of the baselines (up to 11× speedup without considering the suspicious OpenVINO outliers which will be explained later). Compared to the best available baseline result for each model, NeoCPU gets 0.94-1.15× performance on the Intel Skylake CPU, 0.92-1.72× performance on the AMD EYPC CPU, and 2.05-3.45× performance on the ARM Cortex A72 CPU.

As framework-specific solutions, MXNet and TensorFlow were suboptimal for CNN inference on CPUs because it is lacking of flexibility to perform sufficient graph level optimization (e.g. flexible data layout management). MXNet has active MKL-DNN support from Intel so it performed quite well on CPUs with the x86 architecture. MXNet performed worse than TensorFlow on ARM due to the scalability issue (demonstrated in Figure 4c). TensorFlow performs significantly worse on SSD as it introduces branches to this model, which requires dynamic decisions to be made during the runtime. Comparatively, the framework-agnostic solution provided by the OpenVINO tries to further boost the performance by removing the framework limitation. However, the performance of OpenVINO was unstable across models. Although it gets appealing results on some cases, OpenVINO sometimes performed extremely slowly on certain models (e.g. 45× slower than us for ResNet-152 on AMD) for unknown reasons. When summarizing the speedup results, we do not include these outliers. It is also worth noting that the

---

3 https://docs.openvino-toolkit.org/latest/_documentation/\_inference_engine_samples\_classification\_sample_README.html
4 https://docs.openvino-toolkit.org/latest/_documentation/\_inference_engine_samples\_object_detection\_sample\_ssd\_README.html
5 https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow/blob/r1.12/tensorflow/workspace\_infra\_third\_party\_gtest\_gtest\_release\_flags\_for\_python\_library\_base\_rules\_build\_file
6 https://mxnet.incubator.apache.org/api/python gluon\_model\_zoo.html
7 https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow/tree/master/tensorflow\_contrib\_slim
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MXNet</td>
<td>2.77, .01</td>
<td>4.85, .02</td>
<td>6.60, .00</td>
<td>12.90, .04</td>
<td>18.58, .07</td>
<td>12.05, .00</td>
<td>15.16, .00</td>
<td>18.55, .00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TensorFlow</td>
<td>4.07, .00</td>
<td>6.95, .00</td>
<td>11.93, .01</td>
<td>20.36, .00</td>
<td>37.33, .02</td>
<td>18.78, .01</td>
<td>24.28, .00</td>
<td>27.64, .02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenVINO</td>
<td>3.54, .00</td>
<td>5.43, .00</td>
<td>7.95, .00</td>
<td>12.55, .00</td>
<td>17.32, .01</td>
<td>138.07, .12</td>
<td>137.51, .14</td>
<td>140.95, .33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NeoCPU</td>
<td>2.64, .00</td>
<td>5.14, .00</td>
<td>5.73, .00</td>
<td>11.15, .01</td>
<td>17.24, .01</td>
<td>11.91, .00</td>
<td>14.91, .00</td>
<td>18.21, .00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG-19</td>
<td>DenseNet-121</td>
<td>DenseNet-161</td>
<td>DenseNet-169</td>
<td>DenseNet-201</td>
<td>Inception-v3</td>
<td>SSD-ResNet-50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MXNet</td>
<td>21.83, .00</td>
<td>14.72, .00</td>
<td>31.07, .01</td>
<td>19.73, .00</td>
<td>26.66, .00</td>
<td>10.43, .00</td>
<td>42.71, .00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TensorFlow</td>
<td>35.94, .00</td>
<td>18.65, .01</td>
<td>32.97, .00</td>
<td>23.03, .01</td>
<td>29.19, .01</td>
<td>16.39, .04</td>
<td>358.98, .13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenVINO</td>
<td>147.41, .12</td>
<td>9.03, .00</td>
<td>18.55, .01</td>
<td>11.80, .01</td>
<td>14.92, .01</td>
<td>10.65, .00</td>
<td>30.25*, .01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NeoCPU</td>
<td>21.77, .00</td>
<td>8.04, .00</td>
<td>17.45, .00</td>
<td>11.21, .00</td>
<td>14.91, .00</td>
<td>10.67, .00</td>
<td>31.48, .00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG-19</td>
<td>DenseNet-121</td>
<td>DenseNet-161</td>
<td>DenseNet-169</td>
<td>DenseNet-201</td>
<td>Inception-v3</td>
<td>SSD-ResNet-50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MXNet</td>
<td>84.76, 1.91</td>
<td>35.00, 1.06</td>
<td>79.58, .63</td>
<td>47.82, 1.67</td>
<td>63.67, .15</td>
<td>30.12, .09</td>
<td>132.73, 2.59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TensorFlow</td>
<td>121.04, .38</td>
<td>45.87, .15</td>
<td>98.39, .93</td>
<td>57.49, .28</td>
<td>77.37, .24</td>
<td>48.78, .45</td>
<td>747.78, 2.24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenVINO</td>
<td>1113.17, 2.39</td>
<td>22.36, .24</td>
<td>818.86, 1.39</td>
<td>438.72, 1.27</td>
<td>453.12, 1.75</td>
<td>25.75, .83</td>
<td>93.65*, .81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NeoCPU</td>
<td>63.78, .18</td>
<td>24.30, .54</td>
<td>49.37, .09</td>
<td>31.70, .47</td>
<td>46.12, .51</td>
<td>26.37, .32</td>
<td>97.26, .54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| (b) Overall performance on a system with 24-core AMD EYPC CPU |
|---------|-----------|-----------|-----------|------------|------------|--------|--------|--------|
| MXNet   | 75.82, 1.31 | 135.24, 2.49 | 149.65, 2.37 | 252.76, 3.25 | 351.60, 3.49 | 385.50, 2.39 | 505.06, 3.28 | 575.80, 2.98 |
| TensorFlow | 50.50, .07 | 96.50, .11 | 107.50, .12 | 223.83, .17 | 336.56, .19 | 245.97, .18 | 336.05, .27 | 381.46, .21 |
| OpenVINO | 1113.17, 2.39 | 22.36, .24 | 818.86, 1.39 | 438.72, 1.27 | 453.12, 1.75 | 25.75, .83 | 93.65*, .81 |
| NeoCPU  | 63.78, .18 | 24.30, .54 | 49.37, .09 | 31.70, .47 | 46.12, .51 | 26.37, .32 | 97.26, .54 |

| (c) Overall performance on a system with 16-core ARM Cortex A72 CPU |
|---------|-----------|-----------|-----------|------------|------------|--------|--------|--------|
| MXNet   | 75.82, 1.31 | 135.24, 2.49 | 149.65, 2.37 | 252.76, 3.25 | 351.60, 3.49 | 385.50, 2.39 | 505.06, 3.28 | 575.80, 2.98 |
| TensorFlow | 50.50, .07 | 96.50, .11 | 107.50, .12 | 223.83, .17 | 336.56, .19 | 245.97, .18 | 336.05, .27 | 381.46, .21 |
| OpenVINO | 1113.17, 2.39 | 22.36, .24 | 818.86, 1.39 | 438.72, 1.27 | 453.12, 1.75 | 25.75, .83 | 93.65*, .81 |
| NeoCPU  | 63.78, .18 | 24.30, .54 | 49.37, .09 | 31.70, .47 | 46.12, .51 | 26.37, .32 | 97.26, .54 |

OpenVINO measures the execution time of SSD without taking into account a significant amount of operations including multibox detection. Since OpenVINO is not open-sourced, we were not able to modify it for apples-to-apples comparison on the SSD model. OpenVINO does not work for ARM CPUs as it relies on MKL-DNN which optimizes only for CPUs with x86 architecture. *NeoCPU* outperforms the baselines mostly because of the advanced optimization techniques we presented in Section 3. In addition, all baselines largely rely on the third-party libraries (MKL-DNN, OpenBlas, Eigen) to achieve good performance. *NeoCPU*, on the other hand, is independent from those high-performance libraries, which gives us more room to optimize the model inference as a whole.

### 4.2 Optimization Implications

This subsection breaks up the end-to-end performance gain of *NeoCPU* by investigating the performance boost of each individual optimization technique we described in Section 3. For the sake of space, in each comparison we only pick one network from a network family, respectively. Other networks in the same family share the similar benefits. We only report the performance results on Intel CPUs in Section 4.2.1-4.2.3. The optimization effect applies to AMD and ARM CPUs, too. Basically, Section 4.2.1 is the operation-level optimization, and Section 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 cover the operation- and graph-level joint optimization.

#### 4.2.1 Layout optimization of CONV

Firstly, we compare the performance with and without organizing the data in a memory access and vectorized instruction utilization friendly layout ($\text{NCHW}[x,c]$) for the CONV operations at the second row of Table 3. This is the operation-level optimization that is commonly applied by the compared baselines in Section 4.2.1-4.2.3. The optimization effect applies to AMD and ARM CPUs, too. Basically, Section 4.2.1 is the operation-level optimization, and Section 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 cover the operation- and graph-level joint optimization.

Table 2: Overall performance of *NeoCPU* and the selected baselines. Each entry contains the mean value of 1000 runs and the corresponding standard error. The best performance of each model is in **bold**. (*OpenVINO on Intel and AMD CPUs does not measure the entire SSD execution time*)
Table 3: The individual speedup brought by our optimization compared to the $NCHW$ baseline. The speedup of row $n$ was achieved by applying the optimization techniques till this row.

4.2.2 Layout transformation elimination

Secondly, we evaluate the performance boost brought by eliminating the data layout transformation overhead as discussed in Section 3.2. The results were summarized at the third row of Table 3. Compared to the layout optimization of CONV (second row of Table 3), layout transformation elimination further accelerates the execution time by $1.1 - 1.5 \times$. NeoCPU uses a systematic way to eliminate the unnecessary data layout transformation by inferring the data layout throughout the computation graph and inserting the layout transformation nodes only if needed, which is not seen in other works.

4.2.3 Optimization scheme search

Next, we compare the performance between the optimization schemes produced by our search algorithm and the ones carefully picked by us manually. By comparing the third and fourth row of Table 3, our algorithm (described in Section 3.3) is able to find the (approximately) best combination of data layouts which outperforms the manually picked results by $1.1 - 1.5 \times$. ResNet-50 (and its variants) gains more speedup from global search because the network structure is more complicated, hence leaving more optimization room. In contrast, VGG-19 (and its variants) gains less since the structure of this model is relatively simple. SSD utilizes the approximation algorithm and gets significant speedup, too. The results also verify that, with automatic search, we can get rid of the tedious manual picking of parameters by producing even better results. To the best of our knowledge, NeoCPU is the only one that does this level of optimization.

4.2.4 Multi-thread parallelization

Lastly, we did a strong scalability experiment using the multi-threading implementations backed by our own thread pool described at Section 3.1.2 and the commonly used OpenMP API implemented in the GCC compiler. We also included the result of MXNet, TensorFlow and OpenVINO using Intel MKL-DNN, OpenBlas or Eigen (all realizing multi-threading via OpenMP) for comparison. We configured OpenMP via environment variables to make sure that the jobs are statically partitioned and each thread runs on a disjoint core, which resemble the behavior of our thread pool for apples-to-apples comparison. Figure 4 summarizes the number of images a model can inference one by one (i.e. batch size = 1) in a second as a function of the number of threads the model inference uses. For the sake of space, we demonstrate one result for one CPU type. The figure shows that our thread pool achieves better scalability than OpenMP in NeoCPU as well as in the baselines. Although the tasks are embarrassingly parallelizable, each model inference consists of a number of parallelization regions. The overhead of OpenMP to launch and suppress threads before and after a region is larger than our thread pool, which attributes to the less scalability of OpenMP. Furthermore, sometimes we observed that the performance obtained by OpenMP jitters, or even drops, while adding threads. In addition, the performance of OpenMP may differ across different implementations. In summary, our evaluation suggests that in our use cases, it is preferable to have a self-customized thread pool with full control.
5 Related Works

As deep learning demonstrates more and more power in the real-world applications, there is a significant amount of effort being made to accelerate the deep learning workloads on all kinds of hardware ranging from CPUs \[24, 27, 44, 53\], GPUs \[11, 13\], FPGAs \[18, 22, 49\], to special-purpose accelerators \[12, 32\]. Modern deep learning frameworks normally leverage these optimized implementations to run deep learning training and inference on the corresponding hardware targets. There are also works tailored for inference to address the inference-specific requirement such as low latency and small binary size on different hardware targets (e.g. GPUs \[38\], ASICs \[22\]). \textit{NeoCPU} is more flexible and combines the operation- and graph-level optimization intelligently. Although this paper focuses on CPUs, the ideas are applicable to other hardware targets.

\textit{NeoCPU} is based on the TVM stack \[9\], an end-to-end framework inspired by Halide \[39\], which expresses a deep learning model into intermediate representations (IRs) and compiles to the machine code. There are several other similar deep learning compilers such as TensorFlow XLA \[34\], Tensor Comprehensions \[46\], Glow \[40\] and DLVM \[47\]. However, so far none of them has reported CPU inference results on par with what we did (e.g. Glow only optimized single-core performance on CPUs). We believe our proposed solution could be an integral part to these frameworks.

We follow the well-studied ideas implemented in other high-performance libraries \[27, 51\] to optimize the computationally-intensive \textit{CONV} operations. In addition to the libraries, there are also highly customized optimization works for convolutions and matrix multiplications on Intel CPUs \[19, 24\]. These works are mostly about individual operation-level optimizations, which do not consider maintaining data layouts through the entire network. Specifically, they carefully investigate the computation nature of convolutions as well as the available CPU resources to fine tune the operations. This kind of optimization is able to maximize the convolution performance on the targeted CPUs but is not very flexible to extend to other platforms and to do joint optimization. Unlike others, we make the optimization as a configurable template so that it is flexible to fit to different CPU architectures and enable the opportunity to surpass manually tuned performance via operation- and graph-level joint optimization.

Our work utilizes auto search to look for optimal solutions. Similar \textit{auto-tuning} ideas were used in other works as well \[10, 46, 48\]. However, they all focused on performance tuning for single operations, while ours extends the scope to the entire CNN model to search for optimal solutions globally. Recently, we also observed other work optimizing the DNN workloads at the graph level \[30\]. This work attempts to obtain better global performance using relaxed graph substitutions which may harm the local performance within a few operations. Its non-greedy search idea is conceptually similar to ours and potentially applicable to our solution. The approximation algorithm we employed to deal with the global search for the models with complicated structures (e.g. SSD) is inspired by the application of \textit{PBQP} in the register allocation problem \[6, 17, 20\]. This paper leverages the previous idea and applies to a new domain by minor modification.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an end-to-end solution to compile and optimize convolutional neural networks for efficient model inference on modern CPUs. The experiments show that we are able to achieve up to 3.45× speedup on 15 popular CNN models on the various kinds of CPUs (Intel Skylake, AMD EPYC and ARM Cortex A72) compared to the performance of the state-of-the-art solutions. The future work includes extending to other convolution computation algorithms such as Winograd and FFT, handling model inference in quantized values (e.g. INT8) and extending our operation- and graph-level joint optimization ideas to work on other hardware platforms (e.g. NVidia GPUs compared with TensorRT). Supporting the optimized model inference in dynamic shapes (e.g. RNNs \[25, 50\]) is another interesting direction to explore.
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Abstract

Infusing machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) into modern systems has driven a paradigm shift towards learning-augmented system design. This paper proposes the learned ranker as a system building block, and demonstrates its potential by using rule-matching systems as a concrete scenario. Specifically, checking rules can be time-consuming, especially complex regular expression (regex) conditions. The learned ranker prioritizes rules based on their likelihood of matching a given input. If the matching rule is successfully prioritized as a top candidate, the system effectively achieves early termination. We integrated the learned rule ranker as a component of popular regex matching engines: PCRE, PCRE-JIT, and RE2. Empirical results show that the rule ranker achieves a top-5 classification accuracy at least 96.16%, and reduces the rule-matching system latency by up to 78.81% on a 8-core CPU.

1 Introduction

Machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) bring new possibilities to modern system designs [9, 15, 17, 23, 24], which traditionally rely on human-written heuristics. Under the learning-augmented design, system logic is implemented with both heuristics and ML/DL to better address performance bottlenecks. Such design has the following advantages. First, compared to heuristics, ML/DL has been shown to excel in learning complex data patterns to enable classification, regression and prediction. Second, while traditional heuristics are designed to be general purpose and computation-efficient, systems such as web services can have a workload that is highly dynamic and scenario-specific. Adapting to workload characteristics can enable highly optimized algorithmic operations and system components.

However, formulating ML/DL tasks into system building blocks is non-trivial. Given that ML/DL is stochastic in nature, inference uncertainties should not impact the system correctness. And, inference should not impose a significant resource overhead on the end-to-end system performance. Recently, the industry has had success in using learning-driven space exploration as a system building block, for scenarios such as system configuration tuning [9, 17, 23]. Building on this success, this paper explores the potential and feasibility of another building block for learning-augmented systems – the learned ranker.

Particularly, we use rule-matching systems as a concrete scenario for learned rankers. One common task of rule-matching systems is to match the given input to one rule in the rule set as fast as possible, and the performance bottlenecks come from two observations. For rulesets that do not impose a mandatory ordering on rule checking, the naive practice of sequentially going through rules can result in processing many unnecessary rules. The problem exacerbates when we consider that rules can have non-trivial conditions written in regular expressions (regex). Since regex matching engines typically rely on either deterministic finite automaton (DFA) or non-deterministic finite automaton (NFA), its overhead largely depends on the length and complexity of regex patterns and inputs. In the worst case, the backtracking problem can result in $O(2^n)$ time complexity for an input string of size $n$ [13], rather than the expected $O(n)$.

To reduce the rule matching latency, common optimization techniques include string-matching pre-filters [7, 12], just-in-time compilation [4], and specialized hardware-based regex acceleration [20, 25]. The learned ranker enables a different but complementary technique – after the string-matching prefilter removes unlikely inputs, it performs per-input rule prioritization for the regex matching engine, based on the likelihood of a given input to match each rule. Conceptually, if the matching rule can be prioritized as one of the top candidates, the rule-matching system effectively achieves early-termination, thus minimizing unnecessary rule checking.

Designing learning-augmented systems with the learned
The rule ranker as a building block should go beyond simply selecting the most accurate ML/DL model – although the ranker helps to reduce the computation load for other system components, it is crucial to balance the trade-off between inference accuracy and cost, with respect to the end-to-end system performance. To evaluate the benefits of the learned ranker as a building block for learning-augmented systems, we have integrated it into popular regex matching engines: PCRE [3], PCRE-JIT [4], and RE2 [5]. We benchmark with two publicly available rulesets: ModSecurity CRS [2] and Snort [6]. Empirical results show that the learning-augmented design reduces the rule-matching system latency by as much as 78.81%; in particular, the learned rule ranker can achieve a top-5 ranking accuracy at least 96.16%, and this reduces the average number of per-input regex matching invocations by as much as 98.54%.

2 System Overview

Figure 1 illustrates the learning-augmented design of rule-matching systems. The rule ranker exploits the fact that many rulesets do not fix a mandatory ordering of rules, and it dynamically re-orders rules according to how likely they would match the given input. If the ranker successfully prioritizes the matching rule among the top $N$ candidates, then the regex matching engine can effectively early-terminate after checking at most $N$ rules. The figure also illustrates that the learned rule ranker can complement many existing optimization solutions. First, there is a string-matching pre-filter that first removes inputs unlikely to match any rule [7, 12]. Second, there are efforts on reducing the regex matching engine latency, e.g., PCRE’s just-in-time compilation [4] and hardware-based regex acceleration [20, 25].

The rule ranker can take different realizations and ML/DL models. While ranking accuracy is a primary consideration in designing the ranker, achieving high accuracy typically comes with the cost of computation overhead and latency. This trade-off is crucial, as each input incurs the inference cost. Therefore, it is possible that a ranker does not speed up the overall system performance – in the context of rule-matching systems, these worst cases happen when a given input triggers a large amount of rule processing. Possible reasons include (1) the string-matching pre-filter fails to first remove unlikely inputs, or (2) the ranker fails to optimally prioritize rules.

2.1 Strawman Solutions for Rule Ranker

Static and heuristics-based solutions. If the overall system workload exhibits a long tail in the rule hit distribution (e.g., some rules account for a majority of matches), then both static and heuristics-based solutions can be effective. In particular, for cases where system workloads are assumed to rarely exhibit temporal dynamics, system operators can sort rules by statistically counting the number of rule hits in historical logs. Otherwise, heuristics such as least recently used (LRU) and least frequently used (LFU) can be used to improve the adaptability to sporadically temporal dynamics.

While both strawman solutions are simple, they can be sub-optimal due to the following reasons. First, while inputs are independent, these solutions rank rules based on the historical hit distribution, rather than any features of the current input. Second, they are suitable only for scenarios with known or long-tailed rule hit distributions. For cases and systems where different inputs can match different rules, LRU and LFU might not work well if the principle of locality does not hold.

Classification-based solutions. The rule-matching problem can be formulated as a multi-class classification problem in the machine learning domain. Specifically, assuming each rule is one class, we aim to predictively classify an input and rank rules by the likelihood score of each class. One widely-used non-DL classification technique is the logistic regression (LR). While being used traditionally for single-class classification, LR can be extended for multi-class classification through the one-vs-rest strategy. Unlike linear regression and support vector machine (SVM), LR is able to output probabilistic values, rather than binary answers. Probabilistic values are useful in comparing the relative likelihood of rules in a ruleset.

As a strawman solution, LR can be sub-optimal due to the following reasons. First, since the one-vs-rest-strategy [11] requires one model for each rule, a ruleset with $r$ rules would result in $r$ LR models. In addition to the training cost, each input effectively forces inferences over all $r$ models. Second, since LR commonly targets linearly separable datasets, it is inadequate to model the space of matching inputs for rules of complicated regex conditions. §5 compares LR with DL-based solutions.

3 Learned Rule Ranker

Recent advances from deep learning communities have driven the availability of off-the-shelf DL models such as the popular
fully connected Deep Neural Networks (DNN) and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). DL models have the following advantages in the context of realizing learned rankers for modern systems. First, DL models can model complex non-linear datasets (e.g., rules with complicated conditions in our case). Second, DL models have hyper-parameters (e.g., number of hidden layers and neurons) that can easily be tuned to optimize the trade-off between model accuracy and inference latency. Third, although DL models have been known to require a large amount of training data, rule-matching system inputs can be randomly generated and cheaply labeled.

Deploying DL models for learned rule ranker involves the following considerations and customizations.

**Model selection.** Given that inputs are strings, we consider the use of both DNN models (for their simplicity) and RNN models (for their ability to handle an arbitrary length of texts). As §5 shows, DNN typically has a lower inference latency, and RNN typically has a higher accuracy in prioritizing the matching rule among the top-N candidates. However, we argue that model selection goes beyond simply selecting the most accurate model configuration. Being a system building block, the learned ranker design must consider how the inference accuracy and costs would impact the end-to-end system performance. We illustrate this consideration with Figure 1 – if the regex matching engine is fast, having a relatively inaccurate rule ranker might be a reasonable design, especially if the overhead of checking one unnecessary rule is lower than the inference overhead of more accurate rankers. At the same time, a relatively inaccurate rule ranker might hurt the overall system performance, especially if the reduction in the amount of unnecessary rule checking does not adequately compensate the inference overhead.

**Model inputs and outputs.** The input layer of a neural network takes in a vector of real numbers. Since inputs in our case are a string of characters, they go through the process of word embedding to convert individual characters into 8-bit numbers in ASCII encoding. Furthermore, we note that DNN needs to take the entire input string at once, which forces the DNN input layer size to be at least as large as the input string. While the maximum input string length needs to be decided beforehand, system operators usually have statistics on the typical system workload. If an input string is shorter than the maximum length, we pad "0" at the end of the vectorized input. On the other hand, since RNN can take the input string in chunks, it can handle inputs of arbitrary length.

The output layer has a set of neurons where each neuron corresponds to a particular rule. Each neuron outputs a number between 0 and 1 representing the classification probability. We use these outputs to rank rules.

**Input Generator.** In addition to real-world traces of rule-matching system inputs, ranker training can happen with artificially generated matching/unmatching inputs. One advantage that the input generator offers is the large quantity of training data necessary for training DL models. To generate training inputs for a rule, our input generator runs Xeger [21] and Exrex [22], which are popular Python libraries for generating random strings from a given regex. Then, we randomly repeatedly choose S random characters from each of these generated inputs, and replace them with random characters. These mutated strings are then classified as either the matching and unmatching, by running the regex matching engine. The value of S is a crucial parameter – a larger S produces a nearly random unmatching string, and a smaller S changes only a few characters to simulate "near-miss" cases in the real world.

**Training.** With training inputs collected in the real world or generated by the input generator, we follow the popular training method of backward propagation with gradient descent. Since training data are labeled, the training is effectively a supervised learning. We use batch training, and each batch contains one input for each rule and one unmatching input. In addition, we train the DL model with 1,000 epochs, we use ReLu as the activation function at hidden layers and we use softmax at the output layer for outputting classification probabilities.

4 Implementation

We implement our learned ranker in Python 3.6 and TensorFlow 1.10.0. Our current implementation consists of ~1,400 lines of Python code. In order to optimize the performance of TensorFlow on a CPU, we recompile the library with SSE 4.2, AVX and FMA instructions. We also enable just-in-time compilation for TensorFlow graphs.

To expose the target rule-matching system for the purpose of labelling inputs, we write a client stub. The client stub receives input strings from our input generator, and calls the target system’s API. The communication between the input generator and the client stub happens over HTTP with messages in the JSON format.

5 Evaluation

Our major results include – (1) a learned rule ranker can reduce the average number of per-input regex matching invocations by as much as 98.54%, with a top-5 ranking accuracy of at least 96.16%. (2) Factoring in the rule ranker inference overhead, the learning-augmented design reduces the rule matching latency by as much as 78.81%. (3) We demonstrate that the ranking model design should consider a global optimization strategy, as having the most accurate model does not necessarily benefit the end-to-end system performance.
5.1 Methodology

**Rule sets.** While a learned rule ranker is not limited to security-related scenarios, two popular rule sets that are publicly available are ModSecurity CRS v3.0 [2] and Snort v3.0 [6]. The former is a web application firewall module, and the latter is a network-based intrusion detection system. We are interested in rules with complicated regular expressions with meta-characters, rather than simple string matching – our RS\textsubscript{CRS} rule set consists of 69 regex rules ranging from 20 to 3447 characters, and RS\textsubscript{Snort} rule set consists of 196 regex rules ranging from 21 to 243 characters. We note that rules can have matching criteria on multiple input fields, e.g., ARGS, ARGS\_NAMES, REQUEST\_COOKIES, and REQUEST\_COOKIES\_NAMES in CRS, and HTTP\_header, HTTP\_uri, and HTTP\_method in Snort.

**Workload datasets.** Our experiments are based on following rule-matching system workloads: (1) the public ECML data set, WL\textsubscript{ECML} [1], and (2) artificial data sets generated from the CRS and Snort rule sets, WL\textsubscript{CRS} and WL\textsubscript{Snort}. The former is primarily used as testing dataset. The latter can drive training and testing, by separately generating multiple sets of inputs.

For the artificial data sets, an input generator (c.f. §3) outputs random matching and unmatching strings, with respect to the given regex pattern. Unmatching strings allow us to test rules that require only some of the specified fields to match. The tool can generate a balanced workload to simulate the worst case where all rules are likely to be hit.

**Testbed environment.** We run popular rule-matching engines including PCRE [3], PCRE-JIT [4], and RE2 [5]. PCRE is the most widely used open-source regex matching engine, and the JIT optimization minimizes unnecessary parsing of the internal bytecode representation, especially the matching engine can contain many unused code branches from if and switch statements. RE2 is a fast and thread-friendly regex matching engine. We use Python and carry out experiments on a Ubuntu-based Azure VM with access to 8 cores of Intel Xeon E5-2673 running at 2.4 GHz and 3 GB of RAM.

5.2 Rule Ranking Accuracy

The primary goal of the learned rule ranker is to minimize unnecessary regex rule matching, and the system performance gain depends on its effectiveness in correctly prioritizing the matching rule as a top candidate. We quantify the effectiveness by the top-\(N\) accuracy, or the probability that the rule ranker successfully prioritizes the matching rule to be one of the first \(N\) rules to check. This subsection evaluates the different factors of the top-\(N\) accuracy.

**Impacts of model selection.** One factor that can impact the rule ranker’s top-\(N\) accuracy is the learning model, and we empirically evaluate rule rankers implemented by DNN models (with two hidden layers of 128, 256, and 512 neurons), RNN models (with input chunk size of 32, 64, and 128 characters), and logistic regression (LR). Results illustrate the trade off between top-\(N\) accuracies and ranking latency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Top-1</th>
<th>Top-3</th>
<th>Top-5</th>
<th>Latency ((\mu)s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DNN(128)</td>
<td>81.85%</td>
<td>94.39%</td>
<td>97.05%</td>
<td>11.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNN(256)</td>
<td>83.37%</td>
<td>95.18%</td>
<td>97.45%</td>
<td>14.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNN(512)</td>
<td>83.72%</td>
<td>95.61%</td>
<td>97.52%</td>
<td>21.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNN(128)</td>
<td>89.44%</td>
<td>97.51%</td>
<td>98.82%</td>
<td>33.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNN(64)</td>
<td>92.98%</td>
<td>98.55%</td>
<td>99.30%</td>
<td>39.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNN(32)</td>
<td>95.02%</td>
<td>99.23%</td>
<td>99.71%</td>
<td>48.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>67.69%</td>
<td>82.89%</td>
<td>88.18%</td>
<td>48.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(\(a\) RS\textsubscript{CRS})

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Top-1</th>
<th>Top-3</th>
<th>Top-5</th>
<th>Latency ((\mu)s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DNN(128)</td>
<td>80.08%</td>
<td>93.34%</td>
<td>96.16%</td>
<td>11.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNN(256)</td>
<td>83.14%</td>
<td>94.60%</td>
<td>97.27%</td>
<td>15.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNN(512)</td>
<td>84.45%</td>
<td>95.34%</td>
<td>97.41%</td>
<td>22.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNN(128)</td>
<td>85.59%</td>
<td>96.88%</td>
<td>98.26%</td>
<td>41.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNN(64)</td>
<td>91.33%</td>
<td>98.19%</td>
<td>99.18%</td>
<td>46.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNN(32)</td>
<td>94.45%</td>
<td>99.22%</td>
<td>99.63%</td>
<td>56.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>83.83%</td>
<td>93.29%</td>
<td>95.65%</td>
<td>93.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(\(b\) RS\textsubscript{Snort})

Table 1: One factor that impacts rule ranking accuracy is the learning model selection: DNN (with two hidden layers of 128, 256, and 512 neurons), RNN (with input chunk size of 32, 64, and 128 characters), and logistic regression (LR). Results illustrate the trade off between top-\(N\) accuracies and ranking latency.

![Figure 2: Distribution of the predicted ranking for matching rules. For 83.37% of inputs, the rule ranker is able to prioritize the matching rule as the first candidate.](image)

RNN models (with input chunk size of 32, 64, and 128 characters), and logistic regression (LR). We train each model with 100,000 inputs from WL\textsubscript{CRS} and WL\textsubscript{Snort}. Table 1a and 1b show empirical measurements for WL\textsubscript{CRS} and WL\textsubscript{Snort}, respectively. We make the following observations. RNN and LR have the highest and lowest top-\(N\) accuracies, respectively. While DNN (512) exhibits a 2.19\% lower top-5 accuracy than RNN (32), it is \(2.24 \times\) faster. This trade-off suggests that simply using top-\(N\) accuracies as the selection metric might not benefit the entire system, and we further discuss how the trade-off between top-\(N\) accuracies and inference costs impacts the end-to-end rule matching throughput in §5.3.

Next, we look at inputs where the rule ranker fails to properly prioritize rules. Since these inputs require the regex matching engine to process more rules, they have a higher rule matching latency. Figure 2 illustrates the distribution of the predicted ranking for matching rules in the case of
DNN(256). For 83.37% of inputs, the rule ranker is able to prioritize the matching rule as the first candidate. For 2.55% of inputs, it fails to prioritize the matching rule as a top-5 candidate. Interestingly, most of these inputs are relatively short, and the excessive padding might cause the ranker to infer those inputs incorrectly.

**Impacts of training dataset size.** Another factor that can impact the rule ranker’s top-N accuracy is the amount of training data. Figure 3 shows how the accuracy increases for different DL/ML models in the case of RS$_{CRS}$, and we evaluate the accuracy by testing 1,000 randomly generated inputs (after each training iteration with 2,000 generated inputs). We note that our models generally start to converge after being trained with ~90,000 inputs.

**Impacts from imbalanced workload distributions.** We acknowledge that, if the system operator has a complete prior knowledge of the workload distributions, it is possible to hard-code a static rule checking order. One case where this is particularly useful is the long-tailed rule hit distribution. In other words, the workload is imbalanced such that a majority of inputs match only a subset of the ruleset. Compared to WL$_{CRS}$ and WL$_{Snort}$, the ECML dataset is relatively imbalanced. And, empirical results show that static order can significantly reduce the number of rules that the regex matching engine needs to process for WL$_{ECML}$.

However, given that the learned rule ranker is able to prioritize rules with each input’s features, it can actually achieve a larger reduction — compared to static ordering, the DNN-based rule ranker reduces by 88.70% and 56.04% for RS$_{CRS}$ and RS$_{Snort}$ in the case of WL$_{ECML}$, respectively.

### Table 2: Latency for matching one input with DNN(256)-based ranking model, on the RS$_{CRS}$ ruleset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ruleset</th>
<th>No rule ranker</th>
<th>With rule ranker</th>
<th>Reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCRE</td>
<td>1878.79 µsec</td>
<td>206.01 µsec</td>
<td>92.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCRE-JIT</td>
<td>773.82 µsec</td>
<td>55.15 µsec</td>
<td>97.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE2</td>
<td>206.01 µsec</td>
<td>55.15 µsec</td>
<td>73.22%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Average number of regex rules that the regex matching engine needs to process for each input.

### 5.3 Rule Matching Latency Reduction

We next evaluate the rule matching latency reduction from the learned rule ranker, and we integrate the learned rule ranker into the PCRE, PCRE-JIT, and RE2 engines.

Table 2 shows the latency reduction for processing one input with different regex matching engines, on the RS$_{CRS}$ ruleset. Each experiment runs 10,000 different inputs to avoid measurement noise. By fixing the ranking model, we observe that the reduction varies with different regex matching engines — the reduction ranges from 73.22% to 78.47%. This reduction in latency is correlated with the number of rules that a regex matching engine needs to process. Table 3 shows that, for RS$_{CRS}$, the average number of regex matching invocations is 1.68, which is a 92.49% reduction from 22.38. The reduction in the case of RS$_{Snort}$ is 98.54%. We note that, since both WL$_{CRS}$ and WL$_{Snort}$ are fairly balanced workloads (i.e., the number of matching inputs for each rule is roughly the same), per-input rule prioritization is key to reduction. And, the learned ranker exhibits a higher gain in cases where the overhead of processing an unnecessary rule is higher.

Finally, we highlight that the design of learning-augmented systems should consider the trade off between the learning’s interference costs and the system’s global performance gain. Figure 4 illustrates results from a DNN-based ruler ranker. Although having larger hidden layers improves DNN model accuracy, it does not necessarily benefit the end-to-end matching latency. This is due to the fact that, not only does an accurate model reduce unnecessary rule checking, but it also imposes higher inference costs to the end-to-end system performance. Unfortunately, the optimal model configuration depends on the execution environment and system configurations — in our case, the selection of regex matching engine and ruleset. For instance, Figure 4 shows that the optimal DNN hidden layer size is ~192 neurons for RE2 with RS$_{CRS}$ ruleset, ~128 neurons for RE2 with RS$_{Snort}$ ruleset, ~256 neurons for PCRE-JIT with RS$_{CRS}$ ruleset, and ~64 neurons for PCRE with RS$_{Snort}$ ruleset.

**Discussion.** We note that certain ruleset characteristics are also factors that potentially impact the overall rule matching
Figure 4: This figure illustrates that, although having larger hidden layers improves DNN model accuracy, it does not necessarily benefit the end-to-end matching latency. The reason behind this observation is the correlation between model accuracy and inference costs.

performance. One prominent example is the number of rules in the ruleset. Specifically, as the ruleset becomes larger, successfully prioritizing the matching rule means more rules can be skipped. On the other hand, a larger ruleset requires more complicated ML/DL models, which can impose additional overhead on the system performance. Given the lack of tools to automatically generate rulesets of different characteristics, our experiments in this section are based on two public rulesets, RS\textsuperscript{CRS} and RS\textsuperscript{Snort}. We leave the evaluation of ruleset characteristics as future work.

6 Related Work

Accelerating rule matching. The realization of regular expression patterns as finite state automata was first proposed by Kleene et al. [14] in the 1950s, and NFA and DFA have been widely used to formalize the description of regex patterns. Since most rule-based systems (such as traffic detection, data retrieving, and even DNA sequence matching) rely on regular expression patterns for condition matching, there have been efforts in speeding up regex pattern matching.

Some efforts focus on software optimizations for finite state automaton. PCRE-JIT [4] uses the just-in-time (JIT) library to minimize unnecessary parsing of the internal bytecode representation. Recently, Choi et al. proposed DFC [12], a memory-efficient and cache-friendly data structure that minimizes CPU stalls to maximize instruction-level parallelism. Kumar et al. [16] proposed a representation of regular expression patterns called Delayed Input DFA (D\textsuperscript{2}FA), which reduces the space requirement as compared to DFA. Further efforts build upon D\textsuperscript{2}FA [10, 18], and compress states and transitions. Finally, some efforts leverage hardware capabilities to speed up automaton – Mitra et al. [20] and Yuan et al. [26] explored the use of FPGAs and GPUs, respectively.

Being a system building block, the learned rule ranker should complement many existing optimizations.

Learning-augmented systems. Auto-tuning system parameters is a popular scenario for learning-augmented systems. OtterTune [8] is a database optimization tool. It uses a combination of supervised and unsupervised machine learning methods to reduce the parameter dimension, characterize observed workloads, and recommend configurations. CherryPick [9] demonstrates the potential of using Bayesian optimization and Gaussian process in predicting the best-performing cloud configuration for a given machine learning computation workload. Metis [17] addresses challenges that systems introduce to hinder the tuning robustness.

Furthermore, the networking community [24] has been applying ML and DL techniques to traffic prediction, traffic classification, resource management, network adaption, etc. To improve the QoS metric of video streaming, Mao et al. [19] used reinforcement learning in the rate adapting mechanism to continuously and adaptively adjust the streaming bit rate.

Finally, Kraska et al. [15] proposed the learned index to replace common indexes in databases. The learned index formulates the problem of database indexes as a DL predictive problem. It offers similar semantic guarantees, and a significant improvement in speed and memory efficiency.

Building on the success of these efforts, we explore whether the learned ranker can be a building block of learning-augmented systems.

7 Conclusion

This paper explores the potential and feasibility of learned ranker as a building block for learning-augmented systems. Particularly, we use rule-matching systems as a concrete scenario. To evaluate the benefits of the learned ranker, we have integrated it into popular regex matching engines. As future work, we plan to study challenges in training learned rankers, and apply learned rankers to other system scenarios.
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Abstract

The advances of Machine Learning (ML) have sparked a growing demand of ML-as-a-Service: developers train ML models and publish them in the cloud as online services to provide low-latency inference at scale. The key challenge of ML model serving is to meet the response-time Service-Level Objectives (SLOs) of inference workloads while minimizing the serving cost. In this paper, we tackle the dual challenge of SLO compliance and cost effectiveness with MArk (Model Ark), a general-purpose inference serving system built in Amazon Web Services (AWS). MArk employs three design choices tailor-made for inference workload. First, MArk dynamically batches requests and opportunistically serves them using expensive hardware accelerators (e.g., GPU) for improved performance-cost ratio. Second, instead of relying on feedback control scaling or over-provisioning to serve dynamic workload, which can be too slow or too expensive for inference serving, MArk employs predictive autoscaling to hide the provisioning latency at low cost. Third, given the stateless nature of inference serving, MArk exploits the flexible, yet costly serverless instances to cover the occasional load spikes that are hard to predict. We evaluated the performance of MArk using several state-of-the-art ML models trained in popular frameworks including TensorFlow, MXNet, and Keras. Compared with the premier industrial ML serving platform SageMaker, MArk reduces the serving cost up to 7.8× while achieving even better latency performance.

1 Introduction

Driven by the sustained advances of Machine Learning (ML), the past few years have seen a surging demand of ML-as-a-Service (MLaaS). A typical workflow of MLaaS covers the two phases of ML in the cloud: training and inference. In the training phase, developers build ML models from the training dataset using an array of ML frameworks. Efficient training in cloud environments has been well explored in the recent work [43, 56, 75]. In the inference phase, the trained models are published as online services in data center or cloud and can be queried by end users with new input. The service makes prediction decisions (inference) for a given input using the trained model [30] (e.g., recognizing human faces in a given photo), and returns the inference results to the querier.

Unlike training which runs offline and may take hours to days to complete, inference must be performed in real-time on dynamic queries with stringent latency requirements (e.g., tens to hundreds of milliseconds per query). These requirements are often specified as the response-time Service-Level Objectives (SLOs) [41], such as at least 98% of inference queries must be served in 200 ms. Failing to comply with the SLOs results in compromised quality of service or even financial loss, e.g., end users will not be charged for queries not responded in time. Therefore, an ML model serving system should strive to meet the target SLOs while minimizing the cost of provisioning the serving instances in the cloud.

However, achieving these two objectives can be challenging. Cloud providers like Amazon [11], Google [37], and Microsoft [52] offer a rich selection of service provisioning options, ranging from VMs and containers to the emerging serverless functions. For each provisioning option, there is a large configuration space (e.g., CPU, memory, and hardware accelerators) coupled with diverse pricing models offering tradeoffs between service guarantees and cost savings (e.g., on-demand and spot instances [17]). A key challenge of provisioning model serving in the cloud is: how should a serving system choose from a bewildering array of cloud services to provide low-latency, cost-effective inference at scale?

Unfortunately, there is no general guideline given by the cloud providers, nor has it been studied in the prior work [10, 25, 42, 45, 58, 59, 63, 70] which mainly targets at general workload. To bridge this gap, we perform extensive measurement studies of inference serving in AWS [11] and Google Cloud [37] by means of VMs (IaaS), containers (CaaS), and serverless functions (FaaS). We briefly summarize three key findings as follows.

First, our measurements suggest that among the three options, IaaS offers the best performance-cost ratio for inference serving, but it incurs long instance provisioning latency and is hence unable to quickly adapt to the changing workload. CaaS suffers from a similar problem as IaaS (though less
Second, inference serving can gain significant benefits from batching when performed using costly hardware accelerators (e.g., GPU and TPU). Nevertheless, the benefits are not always guaranteed but critically depend on the batch size control knobs and their interactions with query arrivals: when there is not enough load, serving inference queries using GPUs is not economically justified. Therefore, a serving system should judiciously determine when to scale up from CPU to GPU instances and how to perform batching over GPUs.

Third, ML inference usually performs stateless computations. This opens up an opportunity of using serverless functions as a handover service when the system is provisioning new instances for scaling up/out. Also, many ML models, especially deep learning, have deterministic inference time [41, 74]—they take fixed-size input vectors and have input-independent control flows. This also brings an opportunity for better resource planning and latency control.

Motivated by these observations, in this paper, we propose MArk (Model Ark), a low-latency, cost-effective inference serving system in the public cloud. MArk takes use of the unique characteristics of ML model serving while also addressing the distinctive challenges posed by it. In particular, MArk allows developers to specify the target SLOs through the knobs and their interactions with query arrivals: when there is not enough load, serving inference queries using GPUs is not economically justified. Therefore, a serving system should judiciously determine when to scale up from CPU to GPU instances and how to perform batching over GPUs.

MArk is open-sourced for public access. MArk allows developers to specify the target SLOs through the knobs and their interactions with query arrivals: when there is not enough load, serving inference queries using GPUs is not economically justified. Therefore, a serving system should judiciously determine when to scale up from CPU to GPU instances and how to perform batching over GPUs.

2 Background and Related Work

In this section, we survey related work on model serving systems and autoscaling techniques. We also provide background information on cloud services and their pricing models.

2.1 Machine Learning Model Serving

A wide array of ML inference serving systems have been proposed to facilitate model deployment [7, 8, 24, 30, 55, 72]. These systems place the trained models in containers and handle model inference requests through REST APIs. For example, systems like Clipper [30], Rafiki [72], and MXNet Model Server [24] host each model in a separate Docker [4] container to ensure process isolation; TensorFlow Serving [55] deploy models as servables, which are executed as black box containers and can also be used for version management. In order to provide low-latency inference, these systems employ a number of model-agnostic optimizations such as batching, buffering, and caching [30]. The recently proposed white box model serving [49] enables model-specific optimizations with fine-grained resource sharing and parameter re-use.

However, existing inference serving systems mainly focus on streamlining model deployment in server machines, without addressing the scalability and cost minimization issues for model serving on the public cloud. Microsoft’s Swayam [41] is among a few inference serving systems that focus on infrastructure scalability and resource efficiency. Yet, Swayam is a proprietary system for model deployment in Microsoft’s private MLaaS clusters, where the cloud provisioning options (e.g., IaaS, CaaS, FaaS) and their pricing models are not relevant. Amazon’s SageMaker [13] offers scalable model serving over EC2 [1] instances. However, it only supports IaaS provisioning and requires manual specification of the provisioning instances. SageMaker is also agnostic to the response-time SLOs and serves inference queries in a best-effort manner. In contrast, MArk meets SLOs at low cost by choosing from a complex selection of provisioning services in AWS [11].

2.2 Autoscaling Dynamic Workload in Cloud

There is a large body of work on autoscaling dynamic workload for general web services hosted in the cloud. We refer to [59] for an extensive survey of this topic and compare some related work with MArk in Table 1. In general, there are two scaling approaches used to serve dynamic workload.

Feedback control scaling. This approach monitors hosted applications and reactively adjusts resource provisioning based on the monitored metrics (e.g., utilization, throughput, and latency). Feedback control scaling is adopted in many industrial serving platforms to autoscale dynamic workload, e.g., SageMaker in AWS [12, 13] and Kubernetes in Google Cloud [38, 39]. These systems perform scaling following some customized rules such as “adding 2 instances if CPU cost reduction while achieving comparable or even better latency compared to the state-of-the-practice solution SageMaker [13], and also comply with the predefined SLO requirements. MArk is open-sourced for public access.¹

¹https://github.com/marcoszh/MArk-Project
utilization reaches 70%,” or tracking a target such as “maintaining 100 queries per minute per instance” [15].

Feedback control scaling makes no prediction about the future and is easy to implement. However, owing to its reactive nature, it incurs long instance provisioning delay when used to serve changing workload [59]. Over-provisioning is therefore needed in case of load spikes. For example, SageMaker recommends to start with 100% over-provisioning and adjust thereafter [16]. As ML model serving is often compute-intensive and requires costly CPU/GPU instances, solely relying on over-provisioning is economically not viable.

**Predictive scaling.** This approach makes predictions about the future workload, based on which it proactively autoscales the serving instances to reduce over-provisioning. Predictive scaling has been widely employed to serve general workload (e.g., web services and VM demands) using a number of time-series based prediction algorithms, such as linear regression [27], autoregressive models [34, 61], and neural networks [19, 53, 57, 65]. Predictive scaling is often complemented with feedback control scaling, where the two approaches operate at different time scales [42, 70]. For example, predictive scaling can be used for resource planning at the time scale of hours or days, while reactive provisioning operates in minutes to respond to flash crowds or unexpected deviations from long-term behaviors [70].

However, due to the mismatch of target workload, existing predictive autoscalers do not work well for ML model serving. As summarized in Table 1, they only consider provisioning over homogeneous instances in IaaS [9, 25, 42, 70]. They also do not support hardware accelerators (e.g., GPUs) and cheaper, yet interruptible instances (e.g., spot servers), hence missing opportunities of cutting provisioning cost. In addition, many predictive autoscalers are unaware of the response-time SLOs and only provide best-effort services [9, 25].

### 2.3 Cloud Provisioning Services

Compared with private clusters, model serving in public clouds is more complex. Leading cloud platforms such as AWS [11], Google Cloud [37], and Microsoft Azure [52] offer a variety of provisioning services that can be used for model serving. We briefly review these services, with a main focus on AWS.

**Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS).** With IaaS, cloud customers run virtual instances (VMs) of various configurations in terms of vCPUs, memory, storage, network, and accelerators (e.g., GPU, TPU, and FPGA). Customers can then configure and deploy ML model serving softwares [24, 30, 68] on running instances to serve model inference requests.

IaaS cloud provides flexible pricing options to allow customers to choose between service guarantees and cost savings. Taking Amazon EC2 [1] as an example, customers can run instances on-demand and pay for compute capacity by per hour or per second depending on the instance types. Alternatively, customers can run spot instances at steep discounts compared to the on-demand price, under the condition that a running spot instance can be interrupted indefinitely [17]. EC2 also allows customers to reserve an instance in a long term by making an upfront payment [21]. During the reservation period, the instance usage is subject to a heavy discount compared to the on-demand price. All three IaaS pricing options are also available in Google Cloud [37].

**Container-as-a-Service (CaaS).** With CaaS, customers encapsulate services and implementations in containers (e.g., Docker images [4]), and run containers with specified resource configurations in the cloud, e.g., Amazon ECS [2] and Google Kubernetes Engine [6]. Compared with IaaS, CaaS simplifies software configurations and deployment without the complexity of maintaining the server infrastructure. In Amazon ECS, users pay for the container capacity by per second, where the pricing is based on requested vCPU cores and memory.

**Function-as-a-Service (FaaS).** With FaaS, customers run applications as serverless functions in the cloud without provisioning or managing servers, e.g., AWS Lambda [3] and Google Cloud Functions [5]. In Lambda, customers can only specify the memory allocation for an instance, and pay for the total number of requests and the duration of compute time [3]. FaaS is particularly suitable for stateless computations and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Autoscaler</th>
<th>Scaling approach</th>
<th>Means of Provisioning</th>
<th>SLO-aware</th>
<th>Heterogeneous instances</th>
<th>Interruptible instances</th>
<th>Hardware accelerators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MBRP [33]</td>
<td>Feedback control</td>
<td>Private cluster</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ali-Eldin et al. [9]</td>
<td>Predictive</td>
<td>IaaS</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrett et al. [25]</td>
<td>Predictive</td>
<td>IaaS</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uragoakar et al. [70]</td>
<td>Predictive</td>
<td>IaaS</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Han et al. [42]</td>
<td>Predictive</td>
<td>IaaS</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qu et al. [58]</td>
<td>Feedback control</td>
<td>IaaS</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpotCheck [63]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>IaaS</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He et al. [45]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>IaaS</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swayam [41]</td>
<td>Predictive</td>
<td>Private cluster</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MArk</td>
<td>Predictive</td>
<td>IaaS and FaaS</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
has recently been used to provision ML model serving [69].

Given a complex selection of provisioning options in the public cloud, which one should be used for ML model serving? We answer this question in the next section.

3 Characterizing Model Serving in the Cloud

In this section, we characterize ML serving performance with IaaS, CaaS, and FaaS as well as their configuration space. Our characterizations are mainly based on AWS [11] (§3.1-3.4), a leading cloud platform offering the most diversified service options. We validate the major results in Google Cloud [37] where possible (§3.5).

3.1 What service to use: IaaS, CaaS, or FaaS?

We choose three representative ML models, Inception-v3 [67], Inception-ResNet [66], and OpenNMT-end [47], for common prediction tasks such as image classification and machine translation, and evaluate their peak inference performance with TensorFlow Serving [55]. Table 2 summarizes the cost and average latency of serving 1 million requests using AWS EC2 (IaaS), ECS (CaaS), and Lambda (FaaS), respectively.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ML Model</th>
<th>EC2</th>
<th>ECS</th>
<th>Lambda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$</td>
<td>t (ms)</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inception-v3</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>9.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inception-ResNet</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>16.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenNMT-end</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>2180</td>
<td>96.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ML Model</th>
<th>EC2</th>
<th>ECS</th>
<th>Lambda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$</td>
<td>t (ms)</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inception-v3</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>9.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inception-ResNet</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>16.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenNMT-end</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>2180</td>
<td>96.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Cost ($) and average latency (t) of serving 1 million requests of three ML models in AWS. We choose c5.large EC2 instance (2 vCPUs and 4GB memory) as it is the most cost-effective. Each ECS container is allocated the same vCPUs and memory as c5.large; each Lambda instance has 3GB memory to achieve comparable latency with c5.large.

The maximum memory allocated for best performance. The cost is significantly higher, and the latency is longer, too.

**Scalability.** EC2 has long provisioning overhead (e.g., several minutes), because additional time is needed to load and set up large ML model serving atop standard overhead, as Microsoft suggests with their production traces [41]. The overhead makes it challenging to accommodate demand surge without high margin of over-provisioning. The high launching overhead also penalizes frequent provisioning and de-provisioning, since customers are billed during the instance launching period as well. Similar to EC2, ECS also needs dozens of seconds of provisioning overhead. Lambda, on the contrary, is able to spawn thousands of new ML inference instances in less than a few seconds, and once an instance is ready, it can continuously serve requests without incurring additional overhead [48]. The cold start overhead of Lambda can be amortized by warming up [48]. Compared with EC2 and Lambda, ECS shows no obvious advantage.

**Summary.** A natural question is that can we exploit the cost-effectiveness of IaaS service while also taking advantage of the high scalability of FaaS? Conventional cloud provisioning schemes have to over-provision because of the weak scalability of IaaS or CaaS. Now that ML serving is eligible for the highly scalable FaaS, we can reduce over-provisioning by combining IaaS and FaaS. IaaS is used as the primary serving option, while FaaS can provide transient service while new IaaS instances are launching. Moreover, FaaS can potentially handle the short lasting demand surges (short spikes), so that the overhead of frequent provisioning and de-provisioning can be eliminated. Although FaaS is costly, we believe the cost reduction from less over-provisioning can justify its price.

With IaaS as the primary serving option, we shall determine how to choose from a bewildering array of instance families and sizes, which we answer in the following subsections.

3.2 IaaS: Can we use burstable instances?

IaaS providers typically categorize instances into families. Within a family, instances share the similar physical hardware but may have various sizes in terms of vCPUs, memory, and network bandwidth. For CPU instances, EC2 offers four main instance families: the general-purpose m-family, the compute-optimized c-family, the burstable t-family, and the memory-optimized r-family.

Among all instance types, burstable instances (t-family) have the lowest hourly rate, but they are aggressively multiplexed on overbooked servers [71, 73]. Burstable instances provide a baseline level (10% in AWS) of CPU performance with the ability to burst when required by the workload, yet with limited timespan according to a throttle policy (a new t2 instance can sustain 100% utilization for 30 minutes) [22, 23].

We profiled t2 instances’ performance for ML serving and show the results in Table 3. We see that the latency drops linearly with the CPU allocation but adding more memory does

---

2Costs of instances are all based on AWS us-east-1 region.
Table 3: The average latency ($t$) and cost ($\$) of serving 1 million model inferences with bursted t2 instances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AWS t2 Instance Size</th>
<th>t (ms)</th>
<th>micro</th>
<th>small</th>
<th>medium</th>
<th>large</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inception-v3</td>
<td>268.6</td>
<td>268.6</td>
<td>140.37</td>
<td>142.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inception-ResNet</td>
<td>603.0</td>
<td>593.2</td>
<td>311.8</td>
<td>309.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>7.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenNMT-ende</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.85</td>
<td>24.83</td>
<td>28.36</td>
<td>56.71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: The latency (lines) and cost ($\$) of serving 1 million model inference requests with c5 and m5 instances. M1, M2, and M3 respectively denote Inception-v3, Inception-ResNet, and OpenNMT-ende. The values are normalized by that of c5.large (182.5ms with $4.3$ for M1; 389ms with $9.4$ for M2; 2.18s with $51.5$ for M3).

not benefit inference performance. Although it seems that t2 instances are of low cost with viable latency for ML serving, these results are obtained in the bursted mode and do not sustain a long time. This fatal disadvantage means that burstable instances are not for compute-intensive services [50].

Summary. Burstable instances are plausible for transient ML serving usage, but not as the main long-running resources.

3.3 IaaS: Big instances or small instances?

We further investigate CPU instance families compute-optimized c-family and general-purpose m-family, where we focus on the latest generation c5 and m5. We exclude memory-optimized instances r-family from consideration, as our measurements on t2 instances indicate that 4GB of memory already does not bound the inference performance. In EC2, the configurations (vCPUs and memory) and prices of m5 and c5 instances are proportional to their sizes, so it is important to see how scaling up to larger instances would affect the ML serving performance.

Figs. 1a and 1b depict the measured latency (lines) and cost (bars) of serving 1 million inference requests of three ML models using c5 and m5 instances of different sizes. In general, c5 instances are cheaper and have lower latency than m5 instances because of more advanced CPU models, even though the latter have higher memory than the former. Our results also suggest that, for CPU instances of the same family, smaller instances are more cost-effective, as the serving throughput grows sub-linearly with the instance size. At the same time, by scaling from a smaller instance to a bigger one, the latency drops sub-linearly as well.

Summary. To sum up, smaller instances with advanced CPU models (c5.large in AWS) are preferable as they achieve higher performance-cost ratio. Moreover, owing to the finer provisioning granularity, using smaller instances to serve dynamic workload improves the resource utilization. Note that the cost analysis presented here is based on on-demand market. Once we switch to the spot market, the cost-effectiveness is variable w.r.t. the change of spot price.

3.4 IaaS: How does GPU compare with CPU?

Many high-end IaaS instances are equipped with hardware accelerators, such as GPU and TPU (exclusive in Google Cloud), that can be used to speed up ML training and inference. The questions are: how would those hardware accelerators improve the latency of ML serving, and if such performance benefit can justify their high cost? In this subsection, we focus on GPU instances, as GPU is the most accessible and popular general-purpose ML accelerator. We will extend our study to TPs in Google Cloud in §3.5.

A GPU instance is more expensive than a CPU instance, but it can achieve up to 40× speedup due to its massive parallel nature according to NVIDIA [54]. In order to unleash the full power of its computing capability, it is essential to batch multiple inference requests and serve them in one go [68]. Batching benefits the performance in two ways. First, it amortizes the overhead of operations such as RPC calls and inter-device memory copy. Second, it can take advantage of batch operation optimization from both software and hardware [30, 62].

To disclose the intriguing performance difference between CPU instances and GPU instances as well as batching, we compare the inference performance of three ML models on c5 CPU instances and GPU instances p2.xlarge. We choose p2.xlarge as it is the smallest GPU instance in AWS (the next size available is p2.8xlarge which has 8 GPUs and is too expensive). Fig. 2 shows the cost and latency of serving 1 million inference requests with various batch sizes (# of requests served in one batch) on c5 and p2.xlarge instances. For smaller CPU instances such as c5.4xlarge and c5.xlarge, the serving cost (bars) and latency improvement (lines) over batching is marginal (latency growing proportionally as the batch size), while bigger CPU instance (c5.4xlarge) displays certain improvement when batch size increases within a small range. GPU instances, on the other hand, benefit significantly from batching: the larger the batch, the lower the cost per request. This phenomenon suggests that batching can significantly improve the cost-effectiveness of larger CPU instances and GPU instances.

Summary. With an appropriate batch size, GPU instances can achieve lower per-request cost and shorter inference latency than CPU instances. However, batch size cannot be in-
creased arbitrarily: increasing batch size leads to both longer queuing latency and batch inference latency [30]. We will further discuss the batching configuration in §4 and formulate the problem in a latency-aware context.

3.5 Characterization in Google Cloud

So far, all our profiling experiments are based on AWS. To validate whether our main observations also apply to ML serving in the other cloud platforms, we extend our characterization to Google Cloud [37] which offers similar service and pricing options as AWS, along with the Tensor Processing Unit (TPU), the state-of-the-art ML ASIC.

IaaS remains the best option. We first compare the cost and latency performance of ML serving using Google’s IaaS, CaaS, and FaaS with the same workloads as in §3.1. All the experiments were run in us-central1 region. Among the three provisioning options, IaaS remains the best with the lowest cost and shortest latency. For instance, the average latency and total cost of serving 1 million Inception-v3 requests on an customized IaaS instance with 1 vCPU and 2 GB memory are 317ms and $3.70, respectively. In comparison, it takes 319ms and $4.17 using the cheapest CaaS instance n1-standard-1 (1 vCPU and 3.75GB memory), and 527ms and $17.4 using Google Cloud Functions (FaaS) with 2GB memory.

Small instances win on performance-cost ratio. We then compare the cost and latency performance of CPU instances of various sizes within the same family. We made the similar observations as in AWS (§3.3): smaller instances offer higher performance-cost ratio than the bigger ones, though the latter leads to shorter latency. In particular, when serving 1 million Inception-v3 requests with n1-standard-1, n1-standard-2, and n1-standard-4, the cost (average latency) ends up with $4.16 (319ms), $7.82 (296ms), and $11.98 (227ms), respectively.

CPU, GPU, or TPU? Finally, we compare the cost and latency performance of using CPU, GPU, and TPU instances for ML serving with various batch sizes. We chose two popular image classification models, Inception-v3 and ResNet50 [44]. The results are shown in Fig. 3, where we used a customized CPU instance with 1 vCPU and 2 GB memory (CPU), the same instance with a K80 GPU attached to it (GPU), and a Cloud TPU-v2 instance (TPU). We observe the similar trend of cost and latency w.r.t. batch size for CPU and GPU instances as in AWS (§3.4). As for TPU, we find that its high price tag does not justify the performance benefit. In fact, TPU is a massively parallel accelerator optimized for training throughput rather than inference latency. Note that in Fig. 3, the batch size for TPU is calculated per core. As TPUv2 has 8 cores, the device batch size is actually 8 times the value. The design of TPU calls for large batch sizes to fully exploit its computing capacity [40]. However, the stringent latency requirement of real-time inference cannot wait for large batches to accumulate, leading to extremely low hardware utilization. In summary, TPU instances are not suitable for real-time ML serving.

3.6 Characterization Summary

We summarize our key findings as follows: (1) IaaS achieves the best cost and latency performance for ML model serving, and combining it with FaaS can potentially reduce over-provisioning while remaining scalable to spiky workloads. (2) Burstable instances are viable to cover transient ML serving demand. (3) In on-demand CPU market, smaller instances have higher performance-cost ratio than the bigger ones, even though the latter provides shorter latency. (4) Only with appropriate batching can the use of GPU instances be justifiable to achieve lower cost and shorter latency than CPU instances.
4 MArk

In this section, we present MArk (Model Ark), a scalable system that provides cost-effective, SLO-aware ML inference serving in AWS. While MArk is built in AWS, nothing prevents our design from being extended to the other cloud platforms with similar service offerings, such as Google Cloud.

4.1 Overview

Following our observations in §3, MArk uses EC2 as the primary means of provisioning ML serving. It also uses Lambda to quickly cover the service gap when there is a need to scale out/up. Fig. 4 illustrates the overall architecture of MArk. In particular, requests from clients are deposited to a request queue, and are grouped into batches by the Batch Manager (details in §4.3). MArk periodically measures the workload metrics, such as the request arrival rate, and sends them to a Proactive Controller that makes predictions and plans instances in advance to reduce over-provisioning (§2.2). The controller then sends the launching and destroying requests to EC2 instances, on which custom service backends such as Tensorflow Serving [55] are hosted. The controller also monitors the health status of all running instances. With predictive scaling, further actions are needed to handle prediction errors and unexpected load surges. On each running EC2 instance, there is a Bouncer monitoring serving metrics and performing request admission control. If an incoming request cannot be served within a specified time RTmax, it will be handled by Lambda instances immediately. In addition, MArk employs an SLO Monitor that keeps track of and maintains the SLO compliance with the method described in §4.4.

SLO requirements. Following Swayam [41], we set two SLO requirements for MArk. (1) Response Time Threshold: A request is deemed fulfilled only if its response time is below RTmax. (2) Service Level: The service is considered satisfactory only if at least SLmin percent of requests are fulfilled.

4.2 Workload Prediction

MArk employs predictive scaling to reduce over-provisioning. To expose the long-term cost trade-off between different instances and resource provisioning, we need to estimate the maximum request rate in the near future, which requires multi-step workload prediction. Existing works employ many well-established resource estimation methods, such as linear regression [27], autoregressive models [34, 61], and neural networks [19, 53, 57, 65]. As the accuracy of prediction depends on the underlying workload, there is no such a universal method that works perfectly in all cases. Therefore, MArk exposes an API through which users can implement their own workload prediction methods that best fit their applications. The challenge is how to gracefully handle unavoidable prediction errors and unexpected load surges.

We have implemented a vanilla version of long short-term memory (LSTM) network [36] for multi-step workload prediction, as it is reported to give the state-of-the-art performance [64]. In our implementation, the prediction unit (time interval) is Pt, and the prediction window is Ps, meaning MArk updates the predicted load for the next Ps/Pt interval every Pt time units. During each unit, MArk keeps sampling the arrival rate in consecutive short sample windows of Ps. It keeps track of the maximum arrival rate of the unit, and gets the maximum arrival rate array for the next Ps units. In our evaluations, we set the [Ps/Pt] to [1min, 60, 5s]. Prediction unit is set to 1 minute, as EC2 charges at least 1 minute for new instances. Prediction window is set to 60 steps, since 1 hour of future trend is good enough to expose the long term trade-offs. The sample size is set to 5 seconds, since the arrival rate can be treated as stable in short time slots [74]. MArk is designed to work for all ML serving workloads, so users can fine-tune this prediction algorithm or replace it with their own implementations for better prediction results.

4.3 Instance Provisioning and Batching

With workload prediction, we need to determine what and how many instances should be used to serve the requests. In general, this problem can be formulated as a compilation of queueing system [74], where instances of each type are modeled as an M/D/c queue with deterministic processing time and the predicted request arrival rate. However, as shown in [74], this problem has no closed-form solution even without considering request batching and instance pricing. Given this hardness result, we turn to a heuristic solution: instead of jointly considering batching and instance provisioning, we solve the two problems separately using heuristics.

Batching. Inspired by the adaptive batching in [30], we introduce two hyperparameters to control the batching behavior of an instance type: Wbatch which is the maximum waiting
time window for request batching, and $N_{\text{batch}}$ which is the maximum batch size. The Batch Manager fetches requests from the queue, and submits the batched requests if either of the two limits is reached (Fig. 4). We tune the two hyperparameters to meet the following two requirements: (1) No SLO requirements can be violated, meaning the waiting time window and the processing time of the batch together should be capped by response time threshold $RT_{\text{max}}$; (2) the throughput with batching enabled must be greater than that of no batching. That is, the waiting time window and the batch processing time together should be less than the time needed to process all those requests sequentially without batching.

In practice, hyperparameter tuning requires light profiling for the target instance. We first profile the optimal processing rate of the target instance without batching, denoted by $\mu_{\text{nb}}$. We then gradually increase the batch size from 1 until at least one of the following constraints no longer holds, where $b$ is the batch size, and $T_{b}$ is the time needed to process a batch:

$$W_{\text{batch}} + T_{b} \leq RT_{\text{max}},$$

$$W_{\text{batch}} + T_{b} \leq \frac{b}{\mu_{\text{nb}}}.$$ 

Now that we have the optimal batch size $N_{\text{batch}} = b$ and the maximum processing rate $\mu^*$ under this configuration, together with their corresponding $W_{\text{batch}}$, we can simply treat the target instance as a black box with processing rate $\mu^*$.

Instance provisioning. We now solve the instance provisioning problem using an online heuristic algorithm that considers both long-term cost-effectiveness and the launch overhead, while at the same time attaining high utilization of running instances.

We first introduce the notations. Suppose there are $n$ types of instances that can be used for serving. At a given time $t_0$, let $R = \{r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_n\}$ be the set of running instances and $F = (F_1, \ldots, F_m)$ the predicted maximum request arrival rate for the next $m$ steps, where $F_i$ is the predicted maximum rate in step $i$. For each instance type $i$, let $C_i$ be the instance capacity, measured by the maximum throughput of a given model (requests per hour). Let $P_i$ be its unit price, and $O_i$ its launch overhead, i.e., cost due to the instance provisioning latency. Finally, let $I$ be the set of available instance types. Given $R, F, I$ and the target SLO, our problem is to determine what instances to launch and which instances to destroy at $t_0$, so as to minimize the cost while meeting the target SLO.

The challenge of finding the optimal solution in the long run is how to deal with the running instances at $t_0$. They may not be the most cost-effective in the next $m$ steps, yet keeping using them avoids additional launch overhead. We propose a greedy solution in Algorithm 1. Our intuition is to greedily find the most cost-effective instance from time period $t_0$ to $t_m$ considering both the pay-as-you-go fee and launch overhead. The running instances at $t_0$ can be treated as special ones without launch overhead.

Algorithm 1 Greedy Algorithm

```
 procedure SCHEDULE($F, R, I, SLO$)
   $S \leftarrow S \cup R$  \hspace{1em} \triangleright \text{Running instances are treated as special ones}
   \text{with zero launch overhead}
   for all instance $i \in S$ do
     if instance $i$ cannot meet SLO requirement then
       $S = S \setminus \{i\}$  \hspace{1em} \triangleright \text{Remove $i$ from $S$}
     if $S = \emptyset$ then
       Report error \hspace{1em} \triangleright \text{No candidate instance can meet SLO}
     $\text{instance\_plan} \leftarrow \emptyset$ \hspace{1em} \triangleright \text{initialize provisioning plan}
     $\text{Fill}(F, S, \text{instance\_plan})$ \hspace{1em} \triangleright \text{set $\text{instance\_plan}$}
     $\text{Launch\_instances\_in}(\text{instance\_plan})$ \hspace{1em} \triangleright \text{Launch instances}
     $\text{Destroy\_instances\_in}(R)$ \hspace{1em} \triangleright \text{Destroy instances}
   end
   $\text{Find the largest } e \text{ such that there are unfulfilled requests from steps } \tau \text{ to } e$, i.e., $\Lambda_{\tau} \leq 0$ for all $\tau \leq e$
   $\text{min\_cost} \leftarrow \infty$ \hspace{1em} \triangleright \text{Greedily search the instance with the lowest}
   \hspace{1em} \text{per-request cost to cover unfulfilled requests from } \tau \text{ to } e$
   for all instance type $i \in S$ do
     $\text{cost} \leftarrow (O_i + (e - \tau)P_i)/N$, where $N$ is the number of unfulfilled requests that will be served by an instance $i$ in $[\tau, e]$
     if $\text{cost} < \text{min\_cost}$ then
       $\text{min\_cost} \leftarrow \text{cost}$
       $j \leftarrow i$
     $\text{instance\_plan} \leftarrow \text{instance\_plan} \cup \{j\}$
     $\text{Fill}(F, S, \text{instance\_plan})$
   end
   return
```

In our algorithm, assuming most instances can get ready in $\tau$ time units after launching, we use the predicted load at $t_0 + \tau$ as the provisioning target, as it is safe to make instance provisioning decisions $\tau$ time units in advance. The values of $\tau$ can be easily adjusted based on the actual scenario. In our setup, $\tau$ is set to 5 minutes, and the scheduling time unit is set to 1 minute. In this case, the scheduling decisions are made every minute, targeting the load in 5 minutes. The launching requests should be sent right away once the $\text{instance\_plan}$ is ready, while destroying requests should be sent after a predefined cool-down period to ensure better service quality [59].

It is worth mentioning that Algorithm 1 trivially meets the SLO requirement by ensuring that the latency performance of each selected instance comply to the target SLO individually.

4.4 SLO tracking

The heuristic in Algorithm 1 plans instance capacity based on predictions. Yet not all demand surges are predictable, and such surges would result in SLO violations if solely relying on proactive provisioning [59]. To further improve the SLO compliance, MArk actively monitors request latency,
and reactively scales the cluster as soon as SLO violations are detected. MArk constantly checks if the last $M$ requests satisfy the SLO requirements, if not, $L$ instances of type $T$ will be launched ($c5.large$ by default). All those parameters can be tuned for specific models and SLO requirements.

### 4.5 Spot Instance and Lambda Cold Start

**Use of spot instances.** Note that Algorithm 1 does not differentiate between on-demand and spot instances, which allows MArk to exploit the price discount of spot instances. However, the adoption of spot instances poses the challenge of instance interruptions. Although the interruption of a spot instance will be notified 2 minutes in advance, such a grace period may not be long enough for a substitute spot instance to get ready. The question is how can we handle the outstanding requests in the presence of instance interruptions? Lambda seems to be a choice, but it would take a toll on the latency and cost.

Our answer to this challenge is the burstable instance. As shown in §3.2, burstable instances are cheap instances which can sustain full utilization for about 30 minutes. The low cost and high peak performance make them a perfect fit for transient backups in case of short-term interruptions. Moreover, burstable instances can be resumed from stopped state in less than 2 minutes thanks to their small sizes. Therefore, when we use spot instances with MArk, we reserve a few stopped burstable instances as cold standbys. Once MArk receives interruption notices, it resumes the corresponding amount of burstable instances to handle the transient requests until the regular spot instances capacity is back to normal, after which those burstable instances are stopped.

**Lambda cold start.** Another potential challenge MArk faces is the cold starts in Lambda [71]. Every time a new Lambda instance is launched, it needs to load the ML model, framework library and code in memory, which results in a much longer inference delay. Nevertheless, cold starts only occur when the request rate exceeds the concurrency, measured by the number of currently available lambda instances [32,73]. Existing benchmarking shows that a Lambda instance is recycled after it stays inactive for 45 to 60 minutes [31]. Our evaluations further confirm that, with more than 3 million requests, the cold start rate never exceeds 0.23%. Therefore, the latency impact of cold starts is limited. The cost impact is also negligible. Our profiling shows that $S1$ can spin up 7K inception-v3 Lambda instances, which is capable of serving more than 20K requests per second. Algorithm 1 hence does not consider the cost impact of Lambda cold starts.

Despite the negligible impacts of Lambda cold start, our implementation employs strategic concurrency warm-up to further amortize its impact. When a potential Lambda request surge is expected, such as spot interruptions and unexpected workload surges, MArk sends concurrent pings to Lambda to warm up more instances as described in [32].

### 5 Experimental Evaluation

We have prototyped the proposed MArk system and conducted extensive experimental evaluations on AWS to validate its effectiveness and robustness. We first compare the performance of MArk using on-demand instances and spot instances respectively with the premier industrial ML platform SageMaker against production traces from Twitter. To ensure MArk’s performance does not mainly rely on prediction accuracy, we then examine whether MArk is able to maintain its advantage under unpredictable, highly bursty workload. After that, we run a few microbenchmarks to demonstrate the robustness of MArk in terms of handling spot interruptions, and the ability to handle unexpected demand surges.

#### 5.1 Evaluation Setup

**MArk.** We have prototyped MArk on top of Amazon EC2 and Lambda services in two versions, **MArk-ondemand** which only uses on-demand instances, and **MArk-spot** which uses spot instances with interruption-tolerant mechanism, i.e., using burstable servers for smooth transition during unexpected instance interruption (§4.5).

**Testbed.** We use AWS as the testbed for conducting extensive experiments. The types of instance used in our evaluation include all the c5 and m5 instances as examples of CPU instances and p2.xlarge instances as an example of GPU accelerators. In our experiments, we used up to 42 c5 instances, 10 m5 instances, and 12 p2.xlarge instances.

**ML models.** We use four popular ML models that are of various sizes and cover diverse domains deployed in three popular ML serving software frameworks to evaluate MArk’s performance, which are summarized in Table 4. To configure the batching of the ML models on EC2 instance, we performed lightweight profiling following the instructions detailed in §4.3. The optimal batching hyperparameters $W_{\text{batch}}$ and $N_{\text{batch}}$ for p2.xlarge instance found by our tuning algorithm outlined in §4.3 are 200ms and 8 for Inception-v3, 750ms and 16 for NASNet, 490ms and 16 for OpenNMT-ende. For LSTM-ptb, we only performed experiments on CPU as MXNet Model Server does not support batching at the time of writing. For OpenNMT-ende on CPU instance, the optimal batching hyperparameter $N_{\text{batch}}$ is found to be 2, and $W_{\text{batch}}$ is set accordingly. For the other models on CPU instance, we do not use batching as it does not bring benefits (see Fig. 2).

**SLO.** Recall that the SLO requirement is specified as at

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Framework</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inception-v3</td>
<td>Image Classification</td>
<td>Tensorflow Serving</td>
<td>43MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASNet</td>
<td>Image Classification</td>
<td>Tensorflow Serving</td>
<td>343MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM-ptb</td>
<td>Language Modeling</td>
<td>MXNet Model Server</td>
<td>16MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenNMT-ende</td>
<td>Machine Translation</td>
<td>Tensorflow Serving</td>
<td>330MB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 4: ML models and frameworks used in evaluation.
Workload. In our evaluation, we drive the arrival process of ML workloads in two different ways. First, as there is no publicly available traces for ML serving, we synthesize ML requests based on the tweets traces from Twitter [20]. We believe that the Twitter traces serve as a good benchmark, as it represents a popular web service with highly dynamic load. The trace exhibits typical characteristics of ML inference workloads, containing recurring patterns (e.g., hour of the day, day of the week) as well as unpredictable load spikes (e.g., breaking news). In particular, the peak request rate in the traces is 4 times higher than the valley, a result of transient demand surges commonly found in industrial-scale web applications. Fig. 5a(a) illustrates a snapshot of the trace.

Second, to further evaluate the performance sensitivity of MArk w.r.t the workload, we synthesize random and bursty ML request load using Markov-Modulated Poisson process (MMPP) [28, 35, 60]. The load generated by MMPP are highly unpredictable, as the occurrence and duration of demand surges are completely random, as shown in Fig. 5b.

In summary, we use the Twitter traces to evaluate how well MArk performs against synthesized real workload that can be largely predicted. Using MMPP-generated workload, we stress test MArk’s performance in the presence of frequent, unpredictable load spikes.

Baseline. We use SageMaker [13] as the baseline for the evaluation. SageMaker is AWS’s leading ML training and hosting system. SageMaker hosting employs AWS’s new target tracking autoscaling policy [16, 18]. Given the dynamics in request arrival rate (i.e., the arrival rate can increase more than double in just a few minutes), to ensure service quality, we follow the AWS guidelines [16] and set the over-provisioning factor to 2 for SageMaker. We will show in Fig. 7 that even so the over-provisioning is still incapable of handling the volatile workload of the Twitter traces.

Figure 5: Snapshots of the arrival process using Twitter and MMPP with the prediction results of LSTM based algorithm.

least $SL_{\text{min}}$ percent of requests must be served in $RT_{\text{max}}$ time (§4.1). We set $SL_{\text{min}}$ to 98% for all models, and set $RT_{\text{max}}$ as 600ms, 1000ms, 100ms, and 1400ms for Inception-v3, NASNet, LSTM-ptb, and OpenNMT-ende respectively.

5.2 Macrobenchmarks

Workload prediction. For Twitter traces, we use the data of the first 5 months to train the workload prediction model. For MMPP-generated arrival process, we use a period of 24-hour data for training. Fig. 5b demonstrates snapshots of the prediction results. We see that the prediction accuracy is in general good for the Twitter traces, yet very poor for the MMPP case. Since striving for the best workload prediction is NOT the focus of this paper, and we mainly use the LSTM based algorithm as an example of the pluggable workload prediction component, we do not provide detailed evaluation of the prediction algorithm in the interest of space.

Experimental results using Twitter traces. We first compare MArk-ondemand, MArk-spot (MS), and SageMaker (SM) on 4 ML models using Twitter workload.

Figure 6: Latency comparison of MArk-ondemand (MO), MArk-spot (MS), and SageMaker (SM) on 4 ML models using Twitter workload.

Table 5. The request latency is measured as the time between request arrival at the serving system and getting response back, while the cost is the charge billed by AWS. The comparison results suggest that MArk can significantly reduce both the cost and latency compared with SageMaker. For cost reduction, compared with SageMaker, MArk-ondemand respectively achieves $3.63 \times$, $2.79 \times$, $2.41 \times$, and $3.15 \times$ for the four ML models; MArk-spot achieves $6.21 \times$, 5.91 $\times$, 6.64 $\times$, and 7.83 $\times$, respectively. For latency, MArk-ondemand achieves up to 57% reduction and MArk-spot achieves up to 60% reduction compared with SageMaker.

The latency advantage of MArk over SageMaker comes in three-fold. First, with appropriate batching configuration,
GPU instances can reduce the overall latency by performing more efficient parallel computation. Second, the SLO-aware design of MArk helps reduce the queuing delay. In addition, the predictive scaling and SLO-awareness together form an efficient hybrid approach that enjoys the benefits in both proactive and reactive designs. It is worth pointing out the different performance behaviors between MArk-ondemand and MArk-spot. As shown in the latency box plots in Fig. 6, MArk-spot has longer latency tails, since more requests are handled by Lambda compared with MArk-ondemand, in case of interruptions. However, the average and median latencies of MArk-spot are usually the same or even better than MArk-ondemand. This is because in spot market, the performance-cost ratio is highly dynamic, which allows MArk-spot to opportunistically use large instances and GPU instances at cheaper price than on-demand, leading to better latency performance.

MArk’s cost reduction comes from the following aspects. First, predictive scaling together with Lambda services brings a more judicious over-provisioning design that can reduce the cost. The 2× cost reduction over SageMaker in MArk-ondemand using only CPU instances for LSTM-ptb is a good example. Second, GPU instances can further reduce the cost during high arrival rate as batching increases the efficiency of computing. The cost reduction is more significant for OpenNMT as it benefits the most from batching as shown in Fig. 2d. MArk-spot further brings down the cost by enjoying the spot market discounts. Note that although Lambda service used by MArk is expensive in price, but the cost of Lambda can be well justified by enabling more judicious over-provisioning.

We have also performed a case study of SLO compliance and report the Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) of request latency in Fig. 7. As expected, MArk managed to maintain its compliance with SLO requirements, thanks to the SLO-aware design. SageMaker, on the other hand, is SLO-oblivious, so the queuing delay adds up during high arrival periods, and the SLO is violated.

**Experimental results using MMPP-generated load.** Next we evaluate MArk using the more challenging, less predictable MMPP workload. We still use the same four ML models, and each experiment lasts about 4 hours on AWS. In the interest of space, we only demonstrate the SLO compliance results in Fig. 7. Fig. 7a shows that the SLO compliance of SageMaker is significantly degraded from Twitter case to MMPP case due to the much more dynamic and bursty behaviors in MMPP. However, MArk can still meet the SLO requirements even when the workload is highly dynamic and unpredictable, thanks to the SLO Monitor that can detect the failure of proactive prediction and timely add backup machines based on the feedback control algorithm. Note that we only evaluated SageMaker with MMPP-driven arrival process on Inception-v3 model as it is too expensive for us to run all of them. However, given the SLO-oblivious nature of SageMaker, we expect the behavior would be similar.

### 5.3 Microbenchmarks

In this section, we evaluate the robustness of MArk by taking a closer look at how MArk handles unexpected demand surges and spot interruptions.

**Robustness against unexpected surge.** MArk harvests performance and cost benefits by using a judicious over-provisioning scheme. One important question is whether MArk can handle unexpected demand surges well in the presence of unforeseeable flash crowds or poor workload prediction accuracy. To answer this question, we increase the request rate for LSTM-ptb serving by 50%, 75%, and 100% in 2 minutes and compare the latency over time between MArk
and SageMaker in Figs. 8a, 8b, and 8c. Since the surge is unpredictable, both MArk and SageMaker handle it reactively. The results suggest that MArk acts faster and more effectively than SageMaker during the unforeseeable surge, i.e., the increased latency period and amount are much smaller, thanks to the Lambda-based fallback mechanism, which can immediately take over and cap the latency to prevent queue building up like in SageMaker. In addition, MArk’s SLO Monitor can detect the SLO violations and issue backup instance requests right away to adapt to the new arrival rate, while SageMaker is only able to react in the next scaling cycle.

Robustness against spot interruption. MArk-spot utilizes spot instances to reduce the cost. However, the interruption of spot instances can cause performance degradation if not handled properly. We evaluate MArk-spot by zooming in the interruption handling periods under different interruption ratio of instances. We launched a 20-instance Inception-v3 cluster, and manually interrupted 20%, 40%, and 80% of the instances respectively. Fig. 8d illustrates the latency change during the interruption. The interruption happens at the 7th minute (vertical dashed line), and MArk resumes 2 instances as transient resources upon receiving interruption notice. The proactive controller then adjusts the provisioning plan and requests new instances. At the 13th minute new spot instances are ready, and the latency goes back to normal. The average latency drops during the transient period because burstable t2 instances can have temporal boosted performance as discussed in §3.2. The short latency bump at the 13th minute is due to the switching overhead (i.e., warm up of new instances).

To sum up, the results above confirm that MArk can handle unexpected surge and spot interruption robustly.

6 Discussion

Cloud platform. The measurements and evaluations in this paper are mainly based on AWS. However, the main design of MArk can be generally extended to other major cloud platforms, as they offer both IaaS and FaaS services, as well as flexible pricing models. Nevertheless, some hyperparameters used in the algorithm are platform-dependent, and must be re-tuned. Also, we have not considered reserved instances, as they require a long-term usage commitment. We believe they will bring down the cost of serving stable inference demands in a long run, and will leave it as a future work.

Hardware accelerator. We used the most common ML accelerator GPU as an example of utilizing hardware accelerators. The same batching formulation can be applied to other accelerators (e.g., FPGA) as they benefit from batching similarly.

MArk’s architecture requires a master machine to make provisioning decisions. While such design has limitations on scalability and is vulnerable to the single point of failure, these problems can be easily addressed with mature industrial solutions such as Zookeeper [46].

7 Concluding Remark

In this paper, we conducted a systematic study of serving ML models on cloud and concluded that combining FaaS and IaaS can achieve scalable ML serving with low over-provisioning cost. Driven by the unique characteristics of ML model serving, we proposed MArk, a cost-effective and SLO-aware ML serving system. We prototyped MArk on AWS and showed that compared with the premier autoscaling ML platform SageMaker, MArk yields significant cost reduction (up to 7.8×) while complying with the SLO requirements with even better latency performance.
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Abstract

In recent years, software applications are increasingly deployed as online services on cloud computing platforms. It is important to detect anomalies in cloud systems in order to maintain high service availability. However, given the velocity, volume, and diversified nature of cloud monitoring data, it is difficult to obtain sufficient labelled data to build an accurate anomaly detection model. In this paper, we propose cross-dataset anomaly detection: detect anomalies in a new unlabelled dataset (the target) by training an anomaly detection model on existing labelled datasets (the source). Our approach, called ATAD (Active Transfer Anomaly Detection), integrates both transfer learning and active learning techniques. Transfer learning is applied to transfer knowledge from the source dataset to the target dataset, and active learning is applied to determine informative labels of a small part of samples from unlabelled datasets. Through experiments, we show that ATAD is effective in cross-dataset time series anomaly detection. Furthermore, we only need to label about 1%-5% of unlabelled data and can still achieve significant performance improvement.

1 Introduction

In recent years, we have witnessed increasing adoption of cloud service systems. Many software applications are now deployed on cloud computing platforms such as Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud Platform, and Amazon Web Services (AWS). As the cloud systems could be used by millions of users around the world on a 24/7 basis, high service reliability and availability are critical.

However, cloud systems, like other software systems, may exhibit some anomalous behaviors. These anomalies could seriously affect service availability and reliability and could even lead to huge financial loss. The anomalies could be caused by a variety of factors (such as software bugs, disk failures, memory leaks, network outage, etc.) and reflected by a variety of cloud monitoring data (such as KPI, performance counters, usage statistics, system metrics, logs, etc.). The cloud monitoring data are usually time series data, which have high velocity and enormous volume because of the scale and complexity of cloud systems. To maintain high service reliability and availability, it is important yet challenging to detect anomalies from a large amount of cloud monitoring data precisely and timely.

Specifically, anomaly detection in practice encounters several challenges due to the characteristics of cloud systems. A large cloud system is composed of a variety of services and each service is associated with some monitoring data. For some types of data, the characteristics of anomalies are common across many services. While for some other types of data, the characteristics of anomalies could differ from service to service. For example, 90% CPU utilization is normal for computation intensive services but anomalous for other services. Therefore, simple threshold-based anomaly detectors can hardly perform well for a variety of services.

Over the years, many machine-learning based anomaly detection methods have been proposed, including supervised [22, 25] and unsupervised methods [2, 41, 38]. However, it is not trivial to detect anomalies in a large and diversified set of time series data in real cloud environment where labelled data is scarce but a high detection performance is demanded. Unsupervised learning methods can deal with a large amount of data as they do not require labelled data. However, the performance achieved by these methods is rather low [13]. Although supervised learning methods can achieve higher accuracy than the unsupervised counterparts, it is time-consuming and tedious to manually label the anomalies due to the volume and diversity of cloud monitoring data. Therefore, supervised-learning based methods are difficult to be applied to anomaly detection in practice.

Facing the above challenges, to build an accurate and efficient anomaly detection model, we propose ATAD, which enables cross-dataset anomaly detection for cloud systems. The main idea of cross-dataset is to perform anomaly detection on an unlabelled dataset (the target dataset) by learning
from existing, labelled datasets (the source datasets). For example, a detector can be learned from a public dataset such as NAB [23], and then applied to an unlabelled dataset collected from a real-world system.

ATAD consists of two major components: 1) Transfer Learning, which transfers the common anomalous behavior learned from a labelled time series data to a large volume of target unlabelled dataset. Through transfer learning, the commonalities across datasets could be leveraged and the labelling effort for the target dataset could be reduced. 2) Active Learning, which improves the detection performance by labelling only a small number of selected samples in the target dataset. Through active learning, the diversified data with specific characteristics can be addressed with a small amount of labelling effort.

In particular, in the Transfer Learning component, we identify multiple features of cloud monitoring data and perform clustering to select an appropriate subset of existing labelled data as the sub source domain. Then the CORAL algorithm [37] is applied to narrow the feature difference between the source and target domain. In the Active Learning component, we utilize the UCD (Uncertainty-Context-Diversity) method to recommend informative data points to be labelled. The labelled points are used to retrain the classifier trained from the Transfer Learning component. In this way, we aim at minimizing the labelling effort and improving the performance of the detector as much as possible.

We have conducted experiments on public datasets to verify the effectiveness of our method. The experimental results show that using ATAD we can achieve cross-dataset anomaly detection with good accuracy. We test the effectiveness on both public datasets and real-world cloud monitoring data. On public datasets, ATAD shows higher accuracy than existing methods when performing anomaly detection on a target dataset (i.e. Yahoo) by the detector learned from a source dataset (Non-Yahoo, like AWS, Twitter and Artificial datasets). Furthermore, labelling about 1%-5% of unlabelled data could achieve much higher F1-score than the related methods. We also train an ATAD model using public datasets and apply the trained model to detect anomalies in real-world cloud monitoring data of Microsoft. ATAD achieves the best F1-Score, which is much higher than those achieved by other methods.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

- We propose a new anomaly detection method called ATAD, which enables cross-dataset anomaly detection for cloud systems.
- To the best of our knowledge, we are among the first to detect anomalies in time series cloud data using a combination of transfer learning and active learning techniques.
- We have performed an extensive evaluation of the proposed approach using public and real-world datasets.
- This paper is organized as follows: we first elaborate the background and motivation of our work in Section 2. In Section 3, the details of ATAD are described. Section 4 reports the experiments and corresponding results. Next, we discuss threats to validity in Section 5. We introduce the related work in Section 6, before concluding the paper in Section 7.

## 2 Background and Motivation

For cloud service vendors like Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud Platform, and Amazon Web Services (AWS), there are millions of servers and virtual machines providing a variety of services to users. Despite many quality assurance methods, it is difficult to avoid system failures in reality. A severe system failure can cause damage to user’s operation and vendor’s reputation. Recovering system from failures in time is of great importance. In order to do that, quick and accurate anomaly detection is essential.

Anomaly detection is the identification of rare items, events or observations which raise suspicions by differing significantly from the majority of the data [43]. Anomaly detection in cloud is usually performed on Cloud Monitoring Data (such as KPI, performance counters, CPU utilization, VM downtime, system workload, etc.). The cloud monitoring data is often presented in time series, that is a series of numerical data points recorded in time order. Unlike a general anomaly detection problem, it is much more difficult to detect anomalies in a large-scale cloud service system. We identify the following challenges:

- Diverse characteristics of anomalies: in a large-scale cloud service system, different usage scenarios and components have different levels of tolerance to anomalies. For example, a minor system deviation occurring in a certain key component, like storage cluster, may become an anomaly and lead to the failure of the whole system [11, 21]. However, such a deviation may not cause serious problems in other components. It is difficult to set accurate thresholds of anomalies for each usage scenario and system component [11]. Therefore simple threshold-based anomaly detection methods are not suitable for cloud service systems.
- Anomaly detection in time series data: cloud monitoring data is large-scale time series data that has temporal property. Many commonly-used machine learning algorithms cannot be directly applied because the time series data does not satisfy the independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) assumption. Although some deep learning models, like LSTM [17], could capture the temporal property, they require enormous labelled data to train an accurate model. Thus, an appropriate approach to incorporate the temporal property of time series data is important.
• Unsatisfactory performance of unsupervised learning: unsupervised machine learning techniques such as Isolation Forest [29] or Seasonal Hybrid ESD [16] can be applied to anomaly detection. These methods detect anomalies by checking outliers/deviations from the normal data distribution. However, the effectiveness of unsupervised anomaly detection algorithms is often unsatisfactory [13]. The false alarm rate of unsupervised models is higher, which requires much more effort for engineers to check the status of the cloud system.

• Lacking labels for supervised learning: As mentioned above, if the temporal property of time series data can be well incorporated into the labelled data, supervised machine learning methods such as SVM or Random Forest are good to be used to learn and predict anomaly patterns [29]. However, due to the scale and complexity of a cloud service system, labelling the whole dataset requires enormous human effort and is an almost impossible task. The problem of lacking labelled data limits the application of supervised anomaly detection methods to cloud service systems.

3 Proposed Approach

In order to address the challenges mentioned above, in this paper, we propose a novel time series anomaly detection method called ATAD (Active Transfer Anomaly Detection), which combines transfer learning and active learning technologies for anomaly detection in cloud monitoring data. Fig. 1 shows the overall workflow of ATAD.

![Figure 1: The overall workflow of ATAD](image)

There are two sets of input data, one is the unlabelled time series data $T_u$ on which anomaly detection will be conducted, the other is labelled time series data $T_l$ collected from the public domains or the other components of the cloud system. In $T_l$, each point in the time series has been manually labelled as either anomaly or normal.

Our approach consists of two main components, namely Transfer Learning component and Active Learning component. In transfer learning, to incorporate temporal property of time series data, multiple general features are extracted from the raw dataset $T_l$ and form the feature dataset $F_l$. Feature-based and instance-based transfer learning methods are then applied on $F_l$ to learn a base detection model. After that, the unlabelled time series $T_u$ goes through the same feature extraction process and forms the feature dataset $F_u$. The active learning component recommends a small number of informative samples from $F_u$ for labelling through Uncertainty and Context Diversity (UCD) strategy. Then the labelled data is used to retrain the base detection model. After $T$ rounds of active learning, we obtain the final anomaly detector.

We will describe more details about ATAD in the following sections.

3.1 Transfer Learning Component

Many machine learning methods assume that the distributions of labelled and unlabelled data are the same. However, transfer learning, in contrast, allows the domains, tasks, and distributions used in training and testing to be different [30]. In order to achieve knowledge transfer among different time series datasets, we utilize an efficient and effective transfer method for large-scale cloud monitoring data. For the anomaly detection problem in cloud systems, it is non-trivial to perform transfer learning directly. We need to consider the following factors when we design our transfer learning component:

• Cloud monitoring data is usually presented in the form of time series. Time series is not independent data, but a set of data points with temporal dependence. Thus the anomaly patterns of time series have contextual relevance. How to incorporate this relevance into anomaly detection is a challenge. In our work, we extract time series related features at each data point. Each data point is transformed from the original single-dimensional scalar into a high-dimensional feature vector, and the contextual information is preserved by these features. In ATAD, we not only take account of the simple descriptive features (statistical values), but also the order-aware features (forecasting error features and temporal features).

• For a time series, it is a problem what granularity transfer learning should be performed at. We can conduct transfer learning on entire time series, subseries, or discrete time points. If transfer learning is performed at a coarse-granularity (e.g. the entire time series or subseries) that contains several different anomalous patterns, it is not conducive to distinguish them. Further, coarse-granularity anomaly detection leads to the difficulty of locating and retrieving the cause of anomalies. In this work, we aim to conduct anomaly detection at a fine granularity (i.e. for each data point), and so we perform transfer learning at the level of data point.

• Transfer learning requires that the source domain and
the target domain have the underlying similarity. However, the time series generated from various components in a large-scale cloud system could be very different. We should guarantee that the source domain and the target domain come from similar services or have similar characteristics. Thus, during the transfer learning process, we need to filter out those source-domain samples that are not similar to the counterpart in the target domain.

Fig. 2 shows the workflow of the Transfer Learning Component. The following subsections describe our algorithm in detail.

3.1.1 Feature Identification

The feature engineering process of ATAD converts each data point in a time series \((T_t)\) into a set of features \((F_t)\), which can capture both contextual and temporal information around the point. These features can be categorized into three groups: statistical features, forecasting error features, and temporal features.

Before computing the value of these features, we use Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) to estimate the period \(p\) of the most dominant frequency. Different periods determine different sizes of the sliding window used in the following process.

Statistical features: Statistical features describe some basic characteristics around each data point in time series. We hold a view that the statistical features are able to describe the basic characteristics of different time series generated from various sources in cloud systems, and it is conducive to detecting anomalies that violate the basic characteristics. For example, in an active-running computation intensive service, if the average CPU utilization over a time window tends to be low, it may be an indicator that part of the computation process on it halts unexpectedly.

We identify features for depicting statistical characteristics of time series data (as listed in Table 1). These descriptive features are all calculated in a rolling window derived from the period \(p\). They can represent short-period aspects of time series data such as mean, variance, autocorrelation, trend, remainder, and stationary test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Mean.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Var</td>
<td>Variance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossingpoint</td>
<td>The number of crossing points.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACF1</td>
<td>First order of autocorrelation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACFRemainder</td>
<td>Autocorrelation of remainder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trend</td>
<td>Strength of trend.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entropy</td>
<td>Spectral entropy [12].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCHtest.p</td>
<td>P value of Lagrange Multiplier (LM) test for ARCH model [8].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GARCHtest.p</td>
<td>P value of Lagrange Multiplier (LM) test for GARCH model [8].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Forecasting error features: Following the prior work [22], we use a set of error metrics resulted from time series forecasting as features. The intuition is that if the value of current point deviates from the forecasting result, there is more likely to be an anomaly. We use ensemble models to carry out forecasting and apply different models based on the seasonality of the time series. The models leverage classical forecasting techniques, namely SARIMA [27], Holt [19], Holt-Winters [19], and STL [5] for seasonal data, and SARIMA, Holt, Holt-Winters, and Polynomial Regression [15] for non-seasonal data, respectively. The metric RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error) is used to endow different forecasting methods with different weights at a fixed time. More weight should be assigned to more precise forecasting model. The weighted prediction result of the ensemble model from \(M\) models at time \(t\) is calculated by:

\[
\hat{Y}_t = \sum_{m=1}^{M} \hat{Y}_{m,t} \cdot \left(1 - \frac{RMSE_{m,t}}{\sum_{n=1}^{M} RMSE_{n,t}}\right)
\]

where \(\hat{Y}_{m,t}\) is the prediction by model \(m\) at time \(t\), \(RMSE_{m,t}\) is the prediction error of model \(m\) at time \(t\), \(\hat{Y}_t\) is the ensemble prediction at time \(t\).

After gaining the ensemble prediction \(\hat{Y}_t\), we calculate 5 metrics on 3 rolling time windows to measure the bias between predicted and actual values. The metrics are shown...
Temporal features: Generally speaking, the drastic changes of system metrics are likely to be anomalies. For example, the sharp decline of disk I/O traffic rate may be caused by the hardware failure in the disk array. To understand the changes of time series data over time, we identify temporal features (as shown in Table 3) by comparing data in two consecutive windows. We also compute the difference between current values and previous $w$ values (e.g., the difference between $x_{n-w}$ and $x_n$). In our implementation, we set $w = p/2, 2p, pr, wpr, wpr/2$, respectively to get the corresponding different values (Diff-$w$). $wpr$ is selected according to some prior knowledge. For example, if a time series is recorded by hours, we can set $wpr = 24$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max_level_shift</td>
<td>Max trimmed mean between two consecutive windows.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max_var_shift</td>
<td>Max variance shift between two consecutive windows.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max_KL_shift</td>
<td>Max shift in Kullback-Leibler divergence between two consecutive windows.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumpiness</td>
<td>Changing variance in remainder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flatspots</td>
<td>Discretize time series values into ten equal-sized intervals. Find maximum run length within the same bucket. [18].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff-$w$</td>
<td>The differences between the current value and the $w$-th previous value.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In summary, with original time series value, we extract total 37 features used to capture the characteristics of time series data. It is also worth mentioning that all those features are normalized in order to make them comparable among different time series.

### 3.1.2 The Transfer between Source Domain and Target Domain

In order to transfer knowledge between the source and target domains, it is necessary to narrow the difference between the two domains. Considering the effectiveness and efficiency requirements in the anomaly detection task, we propose a transfer method combining the instance-based transfer learning and feature-based transfer learning.

In transfer learning, we should guarantee that the source domain and the target domain come from similar fields (such as similar monitoring data) or own similar characteristics (such as trend or period). However, the source domain may consist of various time series data. Thus, the first step of transfer learning is to collect the time series data from the source domain that are similar to the data in the target domain. In ATAD, we use instance-based method to filter out those source-domain samples which are not similar to the counterpart in the target domain.

The idea of instance-based transfer learning is to select the source-domain samples which are similar to samples in the target domain so that the difference between two domains can be reduced. For source domain, after identifying features and converting $T_l$ into $F_l$, we perform $K$-means algorithm on $F_l$ to build $K$ clusters. Each cluster $F_l^j$ $i \in [1, K]$ is a subset of $F_l$ without overlap, which can be regarded as a sub source domain. To select the similar samples, firstly, the same feature extraction process is applied to the unlabelled time series data $T_m$ to form feature dataset $F_m$. Then we calculate the Euclidean distance between each unlabelled sample and the central point of each cluster. Each target-domain sample will be assigned to the nearest sub source domain $F_l^j$.

We denote the testing samples which are assigned into the same cluster as $F_m^j i \in [1, K]$.

After the instance-based transfer, we need to further narrow the difference between target domains and corresponding sub source domains from the perspective of feature space, because the distribution of features may still remain different. In ATAD, we conduct CORrelation ADaption (CORAL) [37] on each cluster, which is the idea of the feature-based transfer learning process. CORAL is a domain adaption algorithm, which can align the second-order statistics, namely, the co-variance of the source and target features in an unsupervised manner. Specifically, CORAL aims to minimize the Frobenius norm between co-variance matrices of the target and source domains, as shown in Eq. [2]

$$\min_A \|A^T C^j_l A - C^j_u \|_F$$

where $A$ is a linear transformation matrix, $C^j_l$ is the co-variance matrix of labelled data in cluster $i$, and $C^j_u$ is the co-variance matrix of unlabelled data in cluster $i$. We can get the optimal solution of $A$ by whitening source data and re-coloring with target co-variance method, i.e. CORAL. More
details can be referred in [37]. Finally, we can get the new sub source domain features data $\hat{f}_i^j$ after transformation.

In the last step, we train a base supervised model, like Random Forest (RF) or Support Vector Machine (SVM), on each sub source domain $\hat{f}_i^j$. In the end, we can get $K$ independent base models.

Some notes about the proposed transfer learning component:

- Base model: we use Random Forest as the supervised machine learning model (i.e., the base model) in our implementation. Random Forest can be implemented in a parallel way thus it owns high efficiency.
- Computational framework: we emphasize that this component can be regarded as a computational framework. In fact, the choices of distance measurement, clustering method, and base model are flexible.
- Assignment complexity analysis: when assigning unlabelled samples, we need to calculate the distance between each sample in the unlabelled set and the center points of all clusters (sub source domains). This time complexity is $\mathcal{O}(m \cdot K)$, where $K$ is the number of clusters and $m$ is the size of $F_u$. $K$ is generally much less than $m$ and can be regarded as a constant, so $\mathcal{O}(m \cdot K) \approx \mathcal{O}(m)$. Therefore, our assignment process has linear complexity.
- Parallel processing: it is worth noting that the sub source domains are completely independent to each other, which means that the follow-up processes for each sub source domain could be conducted in a parallel manner. This can help improve the efficiency of anomaly detection.

3.2 Active Learning Component

Due to the high complexity of the cloud service systems, the time series generated from different components are characterized by great diversity. Thus, transfer learning technique is not enough to achieve satisfactory results on various time series in cloud. In ATAD, leveraging active learning method, the diversified data with specific characteristics can be addressed with a small amount of labelling effort.

Active learning focuses on minimizing the labeling effort of users and improving the accuracy of the prediction model. In this work, we utilize an active learning method that considers Uncertainty and Context Diversity of samples during sampling. We call it UCD for short.

3.2.1 Uncertainty

Most active learning methods use uncertainty as the principle to select samples for labelling [33] because it is believed that if a model is less certain about the classification results of some samples, labelling such samples would be more helpful to the base model. In our approach, we use the base model (Random Forest) to estimate the probability of an unlabelled data to be normal or anomalous. We then use the following formula to calculate the uncertainty for unlabelled samples:

$$Uncertainty = -|Prob(\text{Normal}) - Prob(\text{Anomaly})|$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where Prob represents the probability given by the base model.

We calculate the uncertainty according to Eq. (3) and sort them in descending order. The larger the uncertainty, the more it needs to be labelled.

3.2.2 Context Diversity

To recommend samples to be labelled, diversity is also an important factor to be considered. Sometimes, two samples are very similar or may belong to the same anomaly pattern. It is unnecessary to label both of them.

Traditional diversity methods are generally based on clustering [7], which do not consider the context of samples in time series scenario. In cloud systems, time series of system metrics, such as CPU utilization or traffic load, are continuous without drastic breakpoints. Thus, samples that are adjacent in time series tend to be similar. Our active learning algorithm makes full use of this property in time series.

Specifically, we sort all samples by uncertainty and scan them sequentially. If a new sample we scanned is in the context of another sample in the candidate set, i.e., these two samples are adjacent to each other, we hold a view that the information embedded in them could also be similar. We thus ignore the new sample because it may contain redundant information. If the new sample does not appear in the context of all samples in the candidate set, it is added to the candidate set. In our work, the context of sample $x_i$ is controlled by a parameter $\alpha$, which represents a range from $x_i - \alpha$ to $x_i + \alpha$ in a time series. Fig. 3 illustrates the concept of context diversity in a time series. More details can be found in Algorithm 1.

![Figure 3: Context in time series](image-url)
For each source domain, we perform active learning on its own testing data $F^*_u$. We recommend $d$ diverse and uncertain samples to be labelled, and add the labelled samples into the training set to retrain the base model. After repeating $T$ rounds of this process, we obtain the final detection model.

Algorithm 1: Active Learning Component

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$M = M_{\text{base}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>for $i = 1$ to $T$ do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Candidate Set, $S = \emptyset$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$\text{Prob}(\text{Normal}), \text{Prob}(\text{Anomaly}) = M(F_u)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$\text{Uncertainty} = -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$\text{Uncertainty}_\text{Candidate} = \text{argsort}(\text{Uncertainty})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>for $j = 1$ to $S.\text{size}()$ do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>if $S == \emptyset$ then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>$S = S \cup \text{Uncertainty}_\text{Candidate}[j]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>continue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>if $S.\text{size}() &gt; d$ then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>if $\text{Uncertainty}_\text{Candidate}[j] \notin [x_1 - \alpha, x_1 + \alpha], \forall x_1 \in S$ then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>$S = S \cup \text{Uncertainty}_\text{Candidate}[j]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>label the $S$ as $F_{fed}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>$F_i = F_i \cup F_{fed}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>$M = M.\text{train}(F_i)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>return $M$ as $M_{\text{final}}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Usage of ATAD

Transfer learning and active learning are only conducted in the training process. Once the training of ATAD finished, a classifier will be generated and further applied to anomaly detection task in practice. The detection process of ATAD is as follows: Firstly, we feed the time series data to be detected into the feature extraction component and extract features as the training process does. After that, the features are input to the trained classifier to get the anomaly probabilities. Finally, the points whose probabilities are higher than a pre-specified threshold are predicted as anomalies. This pre-specified threshold can be treated as the sensitivity parameter for adapting to different requirements of various users and scenarios.

4 Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our approach ATAD through a series of experiments. We aim to answer the following research questions in evaluation:

RQ1: How effective is the proposed ATAD approach?
RQ2: How effective is the Transfer Learning component?
RQ3: How effective is the Active Learning component?
RQ4: How effective is ATAD in detecting anomalies in a company’s local dataset based on public datasets?

4.1 Dataset and Setup

We use two public time series anomaly detection datasets, NAB [23] and Yahoo [22], to evaluate our proposed method. NAB is a novel benchmark for evaluating anomaly detection algorithms in streaming, real-time applications. It contains datasets collected from different fields, including AWS, Twitter, and Artificial, etc. Each dataset contains several time series of variable length. The AWS dataset contains different server metrics, such as CPU utilization, network traffic, disk write bytes, etc, collected by the Amazon CloudWatch service. The Artificial dataset contains artificially generated time series data with various types of anomalies, while the anomaly patterns are much simpler. The Twitter dataset is the collection of Twitter mentions of large publicly-traded companies such as Google and IBM. The Yahoo dataset consists of metrics of various Yahoo services, which reflects the status of Yahoo system. All datasets are given in time series form and every data point is manually labelled. These time series range in length from hundreds to thousands. The proportion of anomaly is about 1% ~ 5%.

In the experiments, we use Yahoo, AWS, Artificial and Twitter datasets as the testing set (target domain). There are two reasons for this choice. First, these datasets are related to cloud monitoring data. Second, the scale of these datasets are relatively large, or the anomalous points are also much more than other datasets. More details about datasets are shown in Table 4. The first column is the average length of time series. The second and third columns are the total number of data points and the number of anomalies, respectively. We also show the percentage of anomaly data points in the last column.

We perform cross-dataset anomaly detection according to our setup. The experiments are conducted on four pairs of datasets, including non-Yahoo−→Yahoo, non-AWS−→AWS, non-Twitter−→Twitter, and non-Artificial−→Artificial. The right side of the arrow represents the unlabelled testing
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed approach, ATAD. First, we compare ATAD with some commonly-used anomaly detection algorithms to examine the superior performance of the proposed approach. Second, we present the advantages of ATAD in saving labelling cost, as a comparison with supervised learning based anomaly detectors.

The comparative anomaly detection algorithms are developed based on Isolation Forest (iForest) [26], K-Sigma [14], Seasonal Hybrid ESD (S-H-ESD) [16] and Random Forest (RF). The iForest model ensembles random split tree models to identify which points are isolated. K-Sigma is a common statistics-based method, in which the samples are taken as anomalies whose values deviate more than \( k \) times of the variance of samples from the corresponding mean. S-H-ESD builds upon the Generalized ESD test [32], and is able to detect both global and local anomalies. This algorithm is incorporated in the well-known AnomalyDetection R package [59] and thus is widely used. Because the RF is used in ATAD as the based learning classifier, we exploit a classical RF based supervised model as a comparison to demonstrate the superior performance of ATAD. The RF and iForest models use the same features as the ATAD. The K-Sigma and S-H-ESD are performed on the raw time series.

In the experiments, we evaluate the metrics under different settings and present the best results in terms of F1-Score in the following. Towards this end, the proportion of anomalies in iForest is set to 0.01, 0.05, 0.10 and 0.20, respectively, and the integer \( k \) varies from 1 to 3 in K-Sigma. In addition, the maximum proportion of anomalies in S-H-ESD is set to 0.01 and 0.05, respectively. We labelled the same proportion of samples for RF as the counterpart in ATAD used in the target domain. In ATAD, the \( K \) in the Transfer Learning component changes from 3 to 5, whereas the number of rounds \( T \) and the labelling ratio are fixed to 3 and 1\%, respectively, in the Active Learning component. The probability threshold is set to 0.6 0.8.

The results are shown in Table 5. It is clear that the ATAD can achieve much higher F1-Scores than other approaches on all datasets. Particularly, though the supervised learning method (RF) achieves better performance than those unsupervised methods, the ATAD outperforms the RF when given the same number of labels.

In order to demonstrate the advantages of ATAD in saving labelling efforts, we compare the number of labelled samples of ATAD and RF under the similar F1-Scores. The relevant results are presented in Table 6, whose first and third column depicted the F1-Scores of the supervised model (RF) and the ATAD, respectively. Their corresponding quantities of labelled data are included in the second and fourth column of Table 6. It is evident that the supervised model generally takes 3 10 times more labels than the ATAD to achieve comparable results. The superior performance benefits the transferred knowledge from the source domain in the Transfer Learning component. As a consequence, a small number of labels is required in the target domain. Moreover, the UCD method helps to further reduce the number of labels because the performance can be improved rapidly and significantly by the extraordinary informative recommendations in the Active Learning component.

### 4.2 Evaluation Metric

We evaluate the accuracy of anomaly detection methods using F1-Score, which is defined as follows:

\[
F1 = \frac{2 \cdot P \cdot R}{P + R}, \quad P = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}, \quad R = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \tag{4}
\]

where \( P \) and \( R \) denote the precision and recall, respectively. In addition, \( TP, FP, FN, \) and \( TN \) are referred to as true positive, false positive, false negative, and true negative, respectively. We might fail to detect potential anomalies if only focus on the precision. On the other hand, a couple of false positives might be received when we solely pay attention to the recall. F1-Score builds up the balance of the precision and recall, is therefore used as the main evaluation metric in our experiments.

Under an acceptable recall, we expect the anomaly detector to achieve as high precision as possible. The more precise the detector is, the less amount of false alarms will be reported, and thus less human effort is required to investigate. Therefore, precision can be regarded as an important metric, which reflects the automation degree of anomaly detection systems.

### 4.3 Results

#### 4.3.1 RQ1: How effective is ATAD?

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed approach, ATAD. First, we compare ATAD with some commonly-used anomaly detection algorithms to examine the superior performance of the proposed approach. Second, we present the advantages of ATAD in saving labelling cost, as a comparison with supervised learning based anomaly detectors.

The comparative anomaly detection algorithms are developed based on Isolation Forest (iForest) [26], K-Sigma [14], Seasonal Hybrid ESD (S-H-ESD) [16] and Random Forest (RF). The iForest model ensembles random split tree models to identify which points are isolated. K-Sigma is a common statistics-based method, in which the samples are taken as anomalies whose values deviate more than \( k \) times of the variance of samples from the corresponding mean. S-H-ESD builds upon the Generalized ESD test [32], and is able to detect both global and local anomalies. This algorithm is incorporated in the well-known AnomalyDetection R package [59] and thus is widely used. Because the RF is used in ATAD as the based learning classifier, we exploit a classical RF based supervised model as a comparison to demonstrate the superior performance of ATAD. The RF and iForest models use the same features as the ATAD. The K-Sigma and S-H-ESD are performed on the raw time series.

In the experiments, we evaluate the metrics under different settings and present the best results in terms of F1-Score in the following. Towards this end, the proportion of anomalies in iForest is set to 0.01, 0.05, 0.10 and 0.20, respectively, and the integer \( k \) varies from 1 to 3 in K-Sigma. In addition, the maximum proportion of anomalies in S-H-ESD is set to 0.01 and 0.05, respectively. We labelled the same proportion of samples for RF as the counterpart in ATAD used in the target domain. In ATAD, the \( K \) in the Transfer Learning component changes from 3 to 5, whereas the number of rounds \( T \) and the labelling ratio are fixed to 3 and 1\%, respectively, in the Active Learning component. The probability threshold is set to 0.6 0.8.

The results are shown in Table 5. It is clear that the ATAD can achieve much higher F1-Scores than other approaches on all datasets. Particularly, though the supervised learning method (RF) achieves better performance than those unsupervised methods, the ATAD outperforms the RF when given the same number of labels.

In order to demonstrate the advantages of ATAD in saving labelling efforts, we compare the number of labelled samples of ATAD and RF under the similar F1-Scores. The relevant results are presented in Table 6, whose first and third column depicted the F1-Scores of the supervised model (RF) and the ATAD, respectively. Their corresponding quantities of labelled data are included in the second and fourth column of Table 6. It is evident that the supervised model generally takes 3 10 times more labels than the ATAD to achieve comparable results. The superior performance benefits the transferred knowledge from the source domain in the Transfer Learning component. As a consequence, a small number of labels is required in the target domain. Moreover, the UCD method helps to further reduce the number of labels because the performance can be improved rapidly and significantly by the extraordinary informative recommendations in the Active Learning component.
Table 5: Results of Comparative Methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-Yahoo → Yahoo</td>
<td>iForest</td>
<td>0.3832</td>
<td>0.2183</td>
<td>0.2781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K-Sigma</td>
<td>0.6499</td>
<td>0.3364</td>
<td>0.4433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S-H-ESD</td>
<td>0.2779</td>
<td>0.6215</td>
<td>0.3840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RF</td>
<td>0.8668</td>
<td>0.2075</td>
<td>0.3348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATAD</td>
<td>0.8847</td>
<td>0.4040</td>
<td>0.5547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-AWS → AWS</td>
<td>iForest</td>
<td>0.1523</td>
<td>0.0491</td>
<td>0.0743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K-Sigma</td>
<td>0.6899</td>
<td>0.1992</td>
<td>0.3091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S-H-ESD</td>
<td>0.5382</td>
<td>0.7100</td>
<td>0.6123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RF</td>
<td>0.9999</td>
<td>0.6226</td>
<td>0.7674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATAD</td>
<td>0.9195</td>
<td>0.8142</td>
<td>0.8637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Artificial → Artificial</td>
<td>iForest</td>
<td>0.3477</td>
<td>0.9006</td>
<td>0.5017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K-Sigma</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.1730</td>
<td>0.2950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S-H-ESD</td>
<td>0.7888</td>
<td>0.4568</td>
<td>0.5785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RF</td>
<td>0.9182</td>
<td>0.9301</td>
<td>0.9241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATAD</td>
<td>0.9999</td>
<td>0.9850</td>
<td>0.9924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Twitter → Twitter</td>
<td>iForest</td>
<td>0.4685</td>
<td>0.3087</td>
<td>0.3722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K-Sigma</td>
<td>0.2608</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.2608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S-H-ESD</td>
<td>0.7481</td>
<td>0.4654</td>
<td>0.5739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RF</td>
<td>0.7285</td>
<td>0.4811</td>
<td>0.5795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATAD</td>
<td>0.8769</td>
<td>0.6951</td>
<td>0.7755</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Supervised Model (Random Forest) vs. ATAD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RF</th>
<th>#labels</th>
<th>ATAD</th>
<th>#labels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-Yahoo → Yahoo</td>
<td>0.5440</td>
<td>4600</td>
<td>0.5547</td>
<td>920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-AWS → AWS</td>
<td>0.8403</td>
<td>763</td>
<td>0.8637</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Artificial → Artificial</td>
<td>0.9755</td>
<td>1612</td>
<td>0.9924</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Twitter → Twitter</td>
<td>0.7126</td>
<td>17131</td>
<td>0.7755</td>
<td>1427</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.2 RQ2: How effective is the Transfer Learning Component?

We evaluate the effectiveness of our Transfer Learning Component from the following two aspects:

- The effectiveness of identified features, including forecasting error, statistical, and temporal features.
- The effectiveness of our proposed transfer method.

Effectiveness of the identified features

Our proposed transfer learning is based on many time series features including forecasting error, statistical, and temporal features. The conventional transfer learning is only based on statistical features such as averages and variances [30]. The statistical features are simple descriptive values that are independent of the context of time series.

In order to evaluate the validity of features used in ATAD, we perform an experiment on four dataset pairs. We compare ATAD using statistical features alone and ATAD using order-aware features (forecasting error features and temporal features).

Experimental results are shown in Table 7. It can be seen that using statistical features alone for ATAD leads to poor results, and when order-aware features are added, the performance becomes better. The reason is that the transfer learning needs to narrow the differences between the source domain and the target domain. If only statistical features are extracted and the characteristics of time series are ignored, the features do not reflect the context property in time series. Thus the resulting performance is less satisfactory.

Table 7: The effectiveness of features (F1-Score)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Yahoo</th>
<th>AWS</th>
<th>Artificial</th>
<th>Twitter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Statistical</td>
<td>0.2956</td>
<td>0.7387</td>
<td>0.7441</td>
<td>0.6937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order-aware</td>
<td>0.4200</td>
<td>0.8441</td>
<td>0.7569</td>
<td>0.6622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All features</td>
<td>0.5781</td>
<td>0.8637</td>
<td>0.9924</td>
<td>0.7755</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Random Forest also provides a popular approach to feature ranking. Here we use the Random Forest classifier to evaluate the importance of the features used in ATAD. The importance of a feature can be ranked according to the mean decrease impurity [3]. In Table 8, we show the top-10 most important features of the RF models in ATAD. The definitions of these features can be found in Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3. We can see that the forecasting error features and the original time series are much more informative for anomaly detection. In addition, some temporal features, such as Diff-w and Flatspots, also play an important role in the model. It is also worth noting that the important features of each dataset are different. It implies that we should consider all the features comprehensively when conducting transfer learning between different datasets.

Effectiveness of the proposed transfer method

In our transfer learning, we create multiple independent sub source domains through clustering and conduct the CORAL algorithm to transform the features of sub source domains. We expect the transfer learning can reduce the labelling effort for users, because we can activate the Active Learning component directly based on the transfer model, without any manual labels in the testing set. We validate the effectiveness of our Transfer Learning component by comparing with
naive active learning applied directly on target domain without transfer methods.

Specifically, in the naive method, we pre-fetch a part of samples in the testing dataset to train a base model. After that, we use this base model to conduct the active learning process. This naive active learning approach needs no auxiliary public labelled data as source domain and transfer learning technique, but it needs more labelling effort for building the base model, as illustrated in Table. 9.

Table 9: Comparative Experiment of ATAD and Naive Active Learning without Transfer Learning (F1-Score)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Round1</th>
<th>Round2</th>
<th>Round3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yahoo</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>0.2090</td>
<td>0.2437</td>
<td>0.2839</td>
<td>0.2695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UCD</td>
<td>0.2090</td>
<td>0.2383</td>
<td>0.3032</td>
<td>0.3814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>random</td>
<td>0.2090</td>
<td>0.2275</td>
<td>0.2256</td>
<td>0.2196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWS</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>0.0443</td>
<td>0.1932</td>
<td>0.6838</td>
<td>0.6799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UCD</td>
<td>0.0443</td>
<td>0.7550</td>
<td>0.8092</td>
<td>0.8879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>random</td>
<td>0.0443</td>
<td>0.3227</td>
<td>0.5164</td>
<td>0.6604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>0.6239</td>
<td>0.7272</td>
<td>0.8737</td>
<td>0.9006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UCD</td>
<td>0.6239</td>
<td>0.7340</td>
<td>0.8780</td>
<td>0.9715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>random</td>
<td>0.6239</td>
<td>0.6446</td>
<td>0.6275</td>
<td>0.5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>0.1647</td>
<td>0.2916</td>
<td>0.2959</td>
<td>0.3298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UCD</td>
<td>0.1999</td>
<td>0.3070</td>
<td>0.3703</td>
<td>0.4232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>random</td>
<td>0.1647</td>
<td>0.1798</td>
<td>0.1944</td>
<td>0.1689</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: The experimental result with active learning alone (F1-Score)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Round1</th>
<th>Round2</th>
<th>Round3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yahoo</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>0.2090</td>
<td>0.2437</td>
<td>0.2839</td>
<td>0.2695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UCD</td>
<td>0.2090</td>
<td>0.2383</td>
<td>0.3032</td>
<td>0.3814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>random</td>
<td>0.2090</td>
<td>0.2275</td>
<td>0.2256</td>
<td>0.2196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWS</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>0.0443</td>
<td>0.1932</td>
<td>0.6838</td>
<td>0.6799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UCD</td>
<td>0.0443</td>
<td>0.7550</td>
<td>0.8092</td>
<td>0.8879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>random</td>
<td>0.0443</td>
<td>0.3227</td>
<td>0.5164</td>
<td>0.6604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>0.6239</td>
<td>0.7272</td>
<td>0.8737</td>
<td>0.9006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UCD</td>
<td>0.6239</td>
<td>0.7340</td>
<td>0.8780</td>
<td>0.9715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>random</td>
<td>0.6239</td>
<td>0.6446</td>
<td>0.6275</td>
<td>0.5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>0.1647</td>
<td>0.2916</td>
<td>0.2959</td>
<td>0.3298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UCD</td>
<td>0.1999</td>
<td>0.3070</td>
<td>0.3703</td>
<td>0.4232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>random</td>
<td>0.1647</td>
<td>0.1798</td>
<td>0.1944</td>
<td>0.1689</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.3 RQ3: How effective is the Active Learning component?

To evaluate the effectiveness of the Active Learning component, we use total labelled datasets $F_t$ to train the base model and do not apply transfer learning on them. We compare the UCD method with the conventional Uncertainty method (U) and the random selecting method (random). In all experiments, we conduct 3 rounds of active learning and select 60 samples for labelling at each round. In order to avoid the data leakage problem [20], all samples labelled by the active learning component are removed from the testing set. The experimental results are shown in Table 10.

From Table 10, it can be seen that the UCD method achieves the best results on all datasets, confirming the usefulness of incorporating time series context diversity. We
also find that as the number of rounds increases, the F1-Scores achieved by UCD are also steadily improved. However, the random selection method cannot guarantee such trend. The results confirm the validity of the active learning method.

4.3.4 RQ4: How effective is ATAD in detecting anomalies in a company’s local dataset based on public datasets?

In RQ1, we examined the performance of ATAD on public datasets. In this RQ, we evaluate its effectiveness by using practical industrial data from the large-scale cloud system in Microsoft. More specifically, we hourly record IOPS (I/O Operations Per Seconds) of the storage service in a cluster and collect the corresponding time series data in the past few months. The data is labelled by domain experts in the operation team. All public datasets are utilized as the source domain, and then the ATAD is applied to the target domain dataset, i.e., the IOPS data, for anomaly detection. The experiment is conducted as the similar process in RQ1.

Table 11: Experimental result on IOPS dataset of Microsoft

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iForest</td>
<td>0.2886</td>
<td>0.3988</td>
<td>0.3349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-Sigma</td>
<td>0.8170</td>
<td>0.1882</td>
<td>0.3059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-H-ESD</td>
<td>0.9117</td>
<td>0.1741</td>
<td>0.2924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>0.5213</td>
<td>0.6724</td>
<td>0.5873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATAD</td>
<td>0.8082</td>
<td>0.6188</td>
<td>0.7009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results are shown in Table[11]. It is noted that the traditional unsupervised methods cannot work well due to the low recalls and the resulting F1-Scores. The extremely low recalls exhibit a high probability in failing to detect potential anomalies, which might cause a huge customer and financial loss. RF can achieve a higher recall but lower precision, which means lots of false alarms. In contrast, ATAD can achieve a higher F1-Score, which is beneficial to improving the service availability and detection automation.

5 Threats to Validity

- Data quality: in this work, we use public datasets in evaluation. The labels about anomalies are provided with the datasets. Although these dataset are of high quality and are used by several other studies [23, 22], it is possible that they contain a small degree of noise. Furthermore, their data volume is also limited. We will experiment with larger scale datasets in our future work.

- Correctness of labelling: the Active Learning component in ATAD requires users to manually label a few percentages of data and assumes that the labels are correct. However, in reality, the quality of labeling may vary (i.e., users may incorrectly label a data point).

- Data leakage: in order to avoid the data leakage problem, we remove the samples labelled in the active learning process from the testing set. Since active learning
may recommend different samples to be labelled at different rounds, the resulting testing set could be slightly different in each experiment, which may cause bias in comparisons. However, the proportion of samples to be labelled is very small, so we can ignore this influence on the final results.

6 Related Work

In recent years, there have been many studies on anomaly detection problem for time series data. The proposed methods can be largely divided into supervised methods, semi-supervised methods, unsupervised methods and statistical-based methods [4].

Unsupervised methods do not require manual labelling. These methods assume that normal instances are far more frequent than anomalies and anomalies deviate from the normal data distribution. For example, Ahmad, et al. proposed an unsupervised online sequence memory algorithm called Hierarchical Temporal Memory to detect anomaly in streaming data [2]. Xu, et al. proposed Donut, an unsupervised anomaly detection algorithm based on Variational Auto Encoder (VAE) [41].

Supervised methods aim to build a classification model for normal and anomaly classes. General supervised machine learning models can be applied to this problem. Steinwart, et al. interpreted anomaly detection problem as a binary classification task and proposed a supervised framework [36]. The most famous is the anomaly detection system of Yahoo, called EGADS [22], which used a collection of anomaly detection and forecasting models with an anomaly filtering layer for accurate and scalable anomaly detection on time series. Opperentice [25] used operators’ periodical labels on anomalies to train a random forest classifier and automatically select parameters and thresholds.

Semi-supervised methods assume that the training data has labelled instances for only the normal class. Malhotra, et al. used stacked LSTM networks trained on non-anomalous data as a predictor to detect anomaly [28]. Erfani, et al. used a combination of one-class SVM model and deep learning model to detect anomaly [10]. Daneshpazhouh, et al. presented an entropy-based method that consists of two phases, including reliable negative examples extraction and entropy-based outlier detection [6].

Statistical-based methods are built up based on the statistical theory. The most famous method is K-Sigma method [13], in which the samples are taken as anomalies whose values deviate more than \( k \) times of the variance of samples from the corresponding average. Recently, more advanced methods using Extreme Value Theory [34, 42] were proposed. Compared with K-Sigma method, these methods do not require prior assumption on the data distribution.

From the view of effectiveness, supervised and semi-supervised methods generally perform better than unsupervised methods and statistical-based methods. However, due to the high labelling cost, they are difficult to be applied in the real world when the scale of dataset is very large. More recently, transfer learning and active learning techniques are applied to deal with this important problem. Transfer learning has been widely applied in many fields like classification, regression, and forecasting [30]. For example, Spiegel, et al. embeds a given set of labelled data into dissimilarity space, leading to enriched feature representations that facilitate statistical learning procedures [35]. Vercruyssen, et al. transferred labelled examples from a source domain to a target domain where no labels are available and constructed a nearest-neighbor classifier in the target domain with DTW measure [40]. Another technique to reduce the labelling effort is active learning. For example, Abe, et al. used a selective sampling mechanism based on active learning to the reduced classification problem of outlier detection [11]. Pelleg, et al. proposed a novel active learning method to identify rare category records in an unlabelled noisy set with a small budget of data points that they are prepared to categorize [31].

In our work, we combine transfer learning and active learning methods so that we could achieve a balance between labelling effort and performance. On the one hand, unlike unsupervised models, ATAD could achieve a high F1-Score. On the other hand, we only need to label a few number of samples from the unlabelled dataset. These advantages are not possessed by the existing methods mentioned above.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel anomaly detection method ATAD for cloud service systems. ATAD combines transfer learning and active learning techniques. In transfer learning, we use an existing labelled dataset as the source dataset. We extract multiple features, construct source domains, and use the labelled data in each source domain to train base models for a target, unlabelled dataset. In active learning, we use the UCD method to recommend informative samples in the target dataset to label and retrain the base models. Our experiments on cross-dataset anomaly detection show that we can achieve satisfactory detection accuracy by labeling only a small number of samples in the target dataset. We have also evaluated the effectiveness of ATAD using real-world data collected from a production cloud system in Microsoft.
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